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He says, "The herbaceous quality of tlie Snuft' had such
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the nervous system, that Grimstorie's Eye Snuff, when taken

frequently, must prevent any contagion entering fhe system,"
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George Smith, Esq., f! York-place, Kentish Town, weakness

and dimness of sight cured by its use.

Elizabeth Robson, 19, Bell-street, Edgeware-road, aged 66,

cured of opthalmia and deafness.

This Odoriferous Herbaceous Compound of Herbs is sold la

canisters, at 8d., Is. 3d., 2s. 4d., 4s. 4d., 8s., and los. 6d.

each, by the Proprietor, AV. Grimstone, at 39, Broad-street,
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and cities. A liberal allowance to shippers, owners, captains,

and all vendors of Grimstone's Eye SnufT. This celebrated

Snuff is shipped to all quarters of the globe, and retains it*

benign qualities in every climate. .AH Snuffs and Cigars ship-

p(?d i.iu Ihe .shortest notice.
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PLATE I.

The Engraving Avliicli forms the subject of our first Plate, is a Bull of the

Hereford breed, bred by and the property of T. Jefferies, jun., Esq., of the Grove,

Herefordshire, He was calved in September, 1835, gained a Prize at the Meetings

of the Herefordshire Agricultural Society in 1837 and 1838, and also obtained the

first Prize of Thirty Sovereigns at the Meeting of the English Agricultural Society

at Oxford, in July last.

PLATE 11.

The subject of our second Plate is a Leicester Ram, bred by and the property

of John Earl, Esq., of Earls Barton, Northamptonshire, which obtained a Prize of

Thirty Sovereigns at the late Meeting of the English Agricultural Society at

Oxford.

LORD WESTERN'S
IMPROVE 13

SUFFOLK DRILL.
The Suffolk Drill has been long in use and very

high repute. It is calculated to overcome the

difficulties which strong lands present to the work-

ing of the coulters ; this is effected by fixing them

in one end of a sort of arm, about two feet long,

the other end of this arm is fixed to tlie machine

itself by hinges, which enable it and the coulter

attached to play up and down as the unevenness of

the land or clods may require ; the coulter is forced

into the ground by weights hung on the end of the

arm more or less heavy, according to the state of the

land, and thus makes the ringes into which the seed

is dropped. The first striking and unquestioned

improvement of Lord Western's Drill will be seen

OLD SERIES.}

at once in the hinges on which these arms with the

coulters work. The present mode is very trouble-

some, and can hardly be made to do the work well,

however attentive the drill-man : the arms will so

often get loose, and of course the rows of corn can-

not be equidistant. Then again the shifting of

these arms, with their coulters, as the difl'crent

sorts of corn require different distances between

the rows, is very difficult and wasting of time,

Lord Western's improvement on this point is ob-

vious,—simple, durable, and not so expensive as

the present mode, particularly if its durability is

considered, and the loss of time, and the frequent

mendings and reparations, that must occur in the

present mode.

The other improvement introduced by Lord

Western has for its object the guidance of the drill,

so that the rows of corn may be put in straight.

B [iV". l.~VOL. XII.
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Perfectly straightdrilling is practicable on light soils,

very difficult on strong heavy land, but it is im-

possible to work the Suffolk drill, so as to produce

straight rows of corn in any land, however light.

This effect is easily accounted for : the Suffolk

drill is on two wheels ; two horses abreast are

fixed in two pair of shafts ; they hold up the drill

to its proper level, and direct it wholly ; the shafts

act as a powerful lever on the two wheels, not only

to direct, but, unfortunately, to divert the drill

from a straight line, upon the least unsteadiness of

the horse's movement, the very'action of some horses

in a rolling walk will wriggle the wheels, and, of

course, the rows of corn. The steadiest and best

matched horses will not enable the driver to make
anything like straight work. Lord Western tried

various means to remedy this defect, and appears

to have fully accomplished his object; lie has

taken the guidance entirely from the horses, and

given it to the driver. A pair of fore wheels are

added, which, as in any other carriage, give the di-

rection of it. The axle of these fore wheels is con-

nected with the /"rame xvork of the drill, at one end,

by an iron rod, in which is a screw, by means of

which the driver can lengthen or shorten the rod,

and, consequently, the distance between that end

of the axle and frame of the drill ; of course, the

entire of the axle and wheels are gOTerned by the

action on the one end. When the axle is thus

brought into a parallel line with the frame work of

the drill, it will also be in a parallel line with the

hind axle, and the work will be quite straight.

The main whipple-tree, by which the horses draw,

is loosely fastened to the centre of the drill by a

hook or link of a chain, and the fore wheels are

thus freed from the guidance of the horses, and

given to the driver ; the screw gives him the power

requisite for the purpose. In turning at the end

of the field, the rod is, by a simple contrivance,

momentarily detached, and the horses are given a

degree of power in bringing the drill round, &;c.

These drills are made to cover eight or twelve nine-

inch furrows ; the horses and wheels go in the

stetch furrows. Good drilling cannot be accom-

plished without good ploughing ; the stetchers

must be exactly sized to fit the drill, so that the

wheels may constantly go in the middle of the

stetch furrow, &cc. The driver sits on a little seat

on the frame of the drill, where he can work the

screw and direct his horses.

A ploughman is the properest person to manage

the direction of the drill. If he is a skilful plough-

man, and has an ambition to do his work well, he

will soon learn the method to be pursued ; but,

like ploughing, it is not to be done well unless the

man has a pride in his work, and his master like-

wise ; indeed, to do well the workmanship and

operations of agriculture, both master and man
should have ambition to excel and delight in their

occupation.

THE FOLLOWING IS A MORE MINUTE
AND MECHANICAL DESCRIPTION OF
LORD WESTERN'S IMPROVEMENTS.

The invention consists, firstly, in the addition of
a pair of wheels of a peculiar form to the fore part of
a drilling machine of the usual construction, or
what is more commonly known by the name of the
" Suffolk Lever Drill ;" and in an apparatus attached

to these wheels, by vrbich the course or direction of
the machine is governed whilst in motion, so as to

counteract the unequal or irregular draught of the

horses, by which the corn, grain, seeds, pulse, or

manure, will be deposited in a more uniform and
regular manner than heretofore. Secondly, in the

application of hinges to the levers (on which the

funnels and pipes which convey the seed to the rows
or furrows, are fixed) and by which they are kept
at their proper distance, and perfectly parallel to

each other whilst the grain or seed is being depo-
sited in the ground ; and, thirdly, in the application

of iron sockets to the said levers, for the purpose of

fixing the coulters or shares, which form the rows or

furrows to receive the corn, grain, seeds, pulse, or

manure, in a more firm and effectual manner than

heretofore.

The accompanying engraving shews three several

views of a drilling machine, the parts to which the

improvements refer being distinguished. Figure 1

is a side view of the drill as it would appear in a

working state. Figure 2 is a plan of the same, the

seed box, and the apparatus connected therewith

being removed. Figure 3 is a vertical section taken

on the line A B. C C is the framing of the ma-
chine, to this are attached the wheels D D which
carry the whole machine. E E is a long box, or

hopper, extending the whole width of the framing,

and divided by a partition into two divisions, the

upper portion of which contains the corn, grain,

seed, pulse or manure, whence it passes through the

narrow slit or opening of the partition into the lower
chamber, where it is taken up by the cup-wheels,

this box rests at each end upon two adjustable levers,

F F, and is connected to the framing by a link in

the centre at G G ; within the lowest portion of the

box or hopper, are a series of wheels, H (one only

being shewn in the section) mounted upon a long

spindle, having its bearings in the ends of the box
;

these wheels have small cups projecting from them
on either side, which take up the corn, grain, seed,

pulse, or manure, as they fall from the hopper, and
in their revolution convey it down through the fun-

nels and pipes I' I- into the ground; at one end of

the spindle of these wheels is fixed a pinion, which
gears into a toothed wheel, fixed on one of the naves

of the wheels D, which gives motion to the cup
wheels H. In order to regulate the rate of speed at

which the corn, grain, seed, pulse, or manure shall

be sown, or the quantity delivered, the box is made
to rise out of gear, by the depression of a lever J,

turning on a fulcrum at K, so that a larger or smaller

pinion maybe fixed on the spindle as occasion may
require ; and L L are two guides in which a stud

fixed to the end of the lever and to the box, moves,

while it is being lifted out of gear ; the box is also

lifted out of gear by these means, when the machine

has been driven to the whole length of the rows or

furrows, ia order that no corn, grain, seeds, pulse,
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or manure may be deposited vvliile tbe macliine is

being turned round.

Tiie funnels I' are fixed by latches to tbe inside

of the box, immediately under the cups of the wheels

H, and the pipes I- are suspended loosely by chains

and links to each other, and to the funnels, the lower

pipes being- fixed in holes in the levers M M, which
levers move up and down (according- to the inequa-

lities of the land) upon hinges N, which hinges form
the second feature of the improvements. O are

iron sockets (forming tbe third part of the invention)

fixed to the levers, and into which the upper part

of the shares or coulters, which form the furrows or

rows for the seed to fall in, are fixed by wedges, so

as to admit of being adjusted. P is the share or

coulter, and Q a sheath fixed to it, which acts as a

guide to the lowermost pipe, and directs the corn,

grain, seeds, pulse, or manure, into the furrows

formed by the shares. The levers whilst in action

are suspended loosel}', by chains passing over a

long roller E, and Jiave weights S, at their ends,

which give the proper pressure to the shares or

coulters, and thus produce the requisite depth of the

rows or furrows; the weights are capable of being-

changed from a larger to a smaller size, as the qua-
lity of the land may require a greater or lesser pres-

sure upon the levers ; at one end of the roller R is

a toothed wheel and handle, T, by which tlie levers

are wound up so as to lift the coulters out of the

ground whilst the machine is being turned, and a

slotted lever, U, which has a stud in it, is allowed to

drop into one of the teeth after they are raised to

their proper height, and there hold them fast. As
the machine is passing over the surface of undulat-

ing ground, or when the corn, grain, seeds, pulse, or

manure, is nearly expended, it is necessary to adjust

the angle of the seed-box, which should be kept as

nearly level as possible, in order that the corn, grain,

seeds, pulse, or manure, m-ay be delivered equally to

the cup-wheels, this is efi"ected by turning the handle
of the long horizontal screw V, which, passing
through the jointed levers and stays, W W, will

raise or lower the front or back of the box into the

required position, the box turning on its fulcrum at

G G. XX are two strong irons for the purpose of

scraping oflF the mud or dirt that may accumulate on
the wheels. Z Z are bearings for the iron rod which
forms the axle on which the levers turn.

The parts of the machine to which the improve-
ments refer, are :—On the framing C C, a strong

arched framing, a, a, is attached, which forms the

bearing for the pivot of the fore axle b ; c,is & strong

pin which passes through the end of the frame, and
through the fore axle, forming the centre on which
it turns ; this pin also fastens the draught book d, to

the frame a, and is further secured by means of two
strong wrought iron stays, /i h, which are bolted to

the frame a, to this hook is connected, by a link, the

main Whipple tree, e, at each end of which are

linked the smaller Whipple trees f, f, to which the
traces are attached. The main whipple tree is also

connected at either end to the fore axle by chains

y y, which hang loosely when the machiHe is going
in a straight line, but are brought into action while
the horses are turning the machine round : at each
end of the fore axle, v, are cast iron wheels, x x,

the peripheries of which are feathered off to a sharp
edge for the purpose of cutting or dividing a clod,

or lump of earth, which would otherwise impede the

course of the machine ; these wheels turn in bearings
bolted to the under side of the fore axle, and the
fore axle is curved or bent down from the centre pin
on either side towards its ends, in order to accommo-
date itself to the lesser diameter of the fore wheels—

on the top of the frame, C C, is fixed a footboard,

i, with a hollow seat j, for the man to sit upon who
guides, or steers, the machine ; this seat also serves

as a receptacle for tools and other implements re-

quired for the machine. At tbe front of the foot-

board, i, is firmly bolted, a plummer block, g, of

wrought iron—in which is mounted, a socket, or nut

h, which receives the screw, I, of the steering shaft,

m, at one end of this shaft is a wheel, n, with

handles, by which the machine is guided in its

course j the opposite end of this shaft has two
collars, between vvhicji a forked standard works

—

the lower part of which standard has a pin, o, pass-

ing freely through the fore axle and fastened by a

nut on the underside, forming with the plummer
block, g, an universal joint

; p, is a small pin, or

key, which keeps the end of the axle within the

forks of the standard, and when it is desired to turn.

the machine round, this pin must be withdrawn,
which will allow the fore axle to turn round inde-

pendently of the shaft, m. It will, therefore, be
evident, from the foregoing description, that should

either of the horses draw unequally, so as to turn

the machine out of its proper course, and place the

fore axle in the position shown by the dotted lines,

the man having the charge of the steering of the

machine, would immediately turn the wheel, n, so

as to screw back tbe fore axle into a right angled

position, and thus keep the fore and bind wheels in a

straight line with the required course of the machine.
The machine as shown in the drawing, is calcu-

lated to contain eighteen levers, although seventeen

only are shown ; but it frequently happens, that a

lesser number may be required, according to the

nature of the seed, or the judgment of the farmer

who sows it ; for this purpose, a portion of them may
be removed from the axle, which may be detached

from its bearings at Z Z, by unscrewing the nuts,

t, t, in this case a number of washers of cast iron

brass, or any other suitable metal, must be placed on
the axle, so as to fill up the space left by the re-

moval of the levers, and again tightened up to each
other by the nuts, 1 1, when they will be ready for

action,-—also the funnels I', in the seed-box, are pro-

vided with doors for a similar purpose, which being-

thrown back, close up the mouths or openings into

the pipes, I-, which formerly the grain fell through,

and throw the seed back again into the box, or

hopper.

It should be understood, that tbe improvements
consist—Firstly, of the addition to a drilling ma-
chine, of a fore axle and pair of fore-wheels of a

peculiar construction, and of an appar-atus for guid-

ing and directing the course of the machine so as to

counteract the unequal draft of the horses, and keep
the machine in its proper course, so that the rows of

corn shall be perfectly straight and parallel to each
other, and by which means in many cases the horse-

hoe may be safely used, and in all cases the hand-

hoe may be used moi-e readily and elfectually than

heretofore. Secondly, in the application of improved
metallic joints, or hinges, to the levers, by which
they are kept perfectly parallel to each other, and in

a line with the course of the machine. Lastly, in

the application of metal sockets to the levers, by
which the shares, or coulters, are fastened thereto,

in lieu of the mortices formerly made in the levers.

EXTRAORDINARY FECUNDITY.—There is a
ewe sheep now living, in perfect health, in the pos-

session of Mr. Joseph Taverner, of Doccombe, in the

parish of Moretonhampstead, of the age of twenty
years, that has had the extraordinary number of thirty-

eight lambs.

B 2
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ON THE PRINCIPLE OF ROTA-
TIONS.

By M. M. MiLiiURN, OF TiiouPFirxD, near
Thirsk.

There are few things more generally adnjitted

or less generally understood, tlinu the value, not

only of adapting the various cultivated crops to the

character of the soil, but of so arranging them

that they shall exert a beneficial, and enriching,

instead of a deteriorating influence upon the soil.

Primitive agriculture consists of breaking up the

earth, sowing it with such culmiferous crops as are

wanted, until it can grow no more from perfect

exhaustion of its fertile principle, and then to allow

it to rest, and bring forth spontaneous vegetation,

until it in some degree recovers its fertility, when
it again is made to undergo a similar process of

deterioration. This is perfectly easy in a fresh

and thinly populated district, when the tribes who
inhabit it are not located for a long period in a

prescribed spot, but when property becomes accu-

rately defined, and the cultivator confined to a

prescribed location, it is a starvation system, and

calculated only for a state of comparative bar-

barism.

Now the science of agriculture assists in so ar-

ranging the order of crops, as to obtain the greatest

amount of produce from a given spot of ground,

consislent with keeping it in a fertile state—in

other words to add to the staple of the soil in as

great, ora greater degree, than is detracted from it.

In order to thoroughly understand this subject,

we must be perfectly acquainted with the cause of

such necessity. How does it happen that the

same crop cannot be cultivated ad infinltuin 1 The
answer to this will develop the subject of this pa-

per—the principle of rotations.

There seems to be a provision throughout the

whole of animated nature for preventing creation

from being overrun by any particular species, as

well as for filling every particle of space with ani-

mation and enjoyment. Thus the frost and ope-

ration of the weather tend to crumble down tiie

hardest rocks ; upon these the ?;m.scj soon fasten

themselves, and vegetate vigorously for a season,

and then putrify and form an additional stratum of

soil, in which the mosses can no longer vegetate

;

a superior order of plants, as the chickweed,

{Alsine media) succeed, and by their luxuriant folia-

tion, tend to make a still greater addition to the

vegetable matter of the soil, and extinguish them-

selves; the groundsel ( Seneca vulgaris), the twitch

grass (triticuin repc7is), and others follow, until

a sward is formed, varying in character with the

peculiar constitution of the soil, maintaining

throughout a complete order or succession of vege-

tation, which, if closely studied, would be the best

possible specimen of judicious and profitable ro-

tation. The first principle is thus arrived at, and
is beginning to be generally admitted by the far-

mers, that the constant recurrence of ani/ specific

crop will soon tend to its deterioration, until the

land absolutely refuses to grow it. Take for in-

stance, the potato ; on fresh soil, but very rarely

a failure occurs, while on " old going land" it is a

very risking and uncertain crop. Our turnips are

far from what they used to be upon tlie soils most
fiarourable to their growth, and in short, the same
rule applies in a greater or less degree to all our

cultivated crops.

The theory of TuU seemed to beat variance with

tliis, for although it did not realise all his warm ex-

pectations, yet still he was able to grow v^heat upon
the same land successively, for several years. The
real secret however, was this ; his wide-row and
horse-hoeing system embraced a greater portion of

the land than the wheat occupied, and he had in

reality an annual fallow ! He tends by his

theory to confirm the view more than to refute it.

It has been objected that in gardens very often

the same crops have occurred, if not consecutively,

at least very frequently ; but when we reflect that

by digging and trenching, and thus constantly ex-

posing new surfaces to the air, a new soil is formed,

it renders the instance inapplicable to tiie case in

point.

But liow can this be accounted for ? If the

constitution of soils be examined, they will be

found to contain tiiree constituent principles, by
the examination of which the truth may be arrived

at. The first is their mechanical basis, the second

their vegeto-stimulative quality, and the third their

peculiar chemical additions. The purely technical

terms of writers on vegetable physiology are avoid-

ed in order to render more clear our observations

to those unacquainted with them, for whose in-

formation this is intended. The first we generally

understand as the simple soil; as fine sand

(silica), clay {alumina), &,c., and which when
simple are capable only of sustaining the germina-

tion, not the maturation of vegetables. The next is

called sometimes /»(OTH.s-, and is that which stimulates

vegetation, and with the air and water forms the food

of the plants. It may be called soluble vegetable

or animal matter. The last is something which
some plants take up in their growth, and which
is necessary to their vigour. Thus wheat takes

up a considerable portion of carbonate of lime,

which is gi\en off by analysis of its constituent

parts; sulphate of lime is equally necessary to the

success of clover. Now, constant cropping tends

to exhaust the two last mentioned principles, and

without the application of some restoring quaUty,

they must soon be destroyed, and hence the failure

of the crop. The object of the farmer therefore, is

to constantly remedy this deteriorating influence,

and just in proportion as he accomplishes it, will

he be a successful agriculturist.

There is another question which is necessary to

be decided to the clearing of the subject, and it is

one which is engrossing a great deal of attention in

the scientific wQrld—it is the property which vege-

tables possess of exuding their peculiar principles

in the shape of excrement. 13e Candolle and
other chymists, found, by experiment, that beans

and other seeds germinated feebly in water which
had previously been employed in the same process,

on plants of the same kind, and ultimately refused

to germinate. The excrementitious powers of

vegetables have been stoutly denied by some, but

while we cannot go the lengths of Professor

Rennie, who maintains that the destruction of such

excrement is all that is necessary in fallows, we
must admit that there is a strong probability in fa-
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vour of vegetables ejecting an excremenlitious sub-

stance unfavourable to others of their kind. In-

deed, on no other principle can the deterioration

of crops be accounted for. Land will become
" clover sick," by tiie constant recurrence of the

trifoUums, and a stunted vegetation of the plant is

the result, in spite of the ricliness of the soil, or

the care of the cultivator. It may be alleged tiiat

the sulphate of lime is necessary to the clover, and
that this becomes exhausted, and this alone ac-

counts for it. From our ovvu exporience however,
we are bound to this conclusion—that the mere
application of the sulphate of lime, is not sufficient

to remedy "clover sickness." IIow but by tlie

theory of excrementitious matter can we account for

this circumstance ?

Another principle is thus developed ; it is that

the agriculturist must aim at the intervention ofsuch
crops us will supply the deficiencies made hi/ the ex-

hausting crops. This may in some degree be accom-
plislied by the intervention of such crops as derive

a great proportion of tlieir nutriment from the at-

mosphere, which is the peculiar characteristic of

some orders of plants The bean for instance, by
the shade of its foliage, by the nutriment it derives

from the atmosphere, and by the falling of its

luxuriant leaves, is not an exhauster of the soil

;

nay, it has been contended it is a fertilizer, lint

the sheet-anchor of cultivation, is the turnip, and
artificial grasses. By the consumption of them
upon the soil, animal and decomposed vegetable

matter is added to it, and here we have fully de-

veloped the allernaie system of luisbandry,— l!ie

perfection—the glory of British agriculture. In
the consumption of them upon tlie land, and
especially by sheep, a constant portion of the most
enriching manure is applied, from tlie droppings
of tlie animals—from the exudations of the tleece

—

from the carbonic acid gas, its heat constantly

evolves, and the mechanical advantage of consolida-

tion by its feet, "which are gold, and which turn to

gold everything thev touch." And liere the farmer
must be guided, and a little judgment is required,

in determining which are really exhausting, and
which enriching crops. White crops, as they are

technically called, are generally—are always con-

sidered impoverishers. Tlie land is poorer for

every crop of wheat, of barley, of oats, or of rye,

which it produces, even if tlie whole of the straw

could be returned. The same however, would not

apply, if, after the crop had arrived at a certain

stage of its growth, it were ploughed in, or turned

under the sod. This as clearly indicates that the

maturation—the seeding of a crop, constitutes in a

great measure, its deteriorating quality. Thus a

crop of tares cut green, and all carried off, will

leave the soil in a belter state than if they were

suffered to seed, and be used as such, though in

reality a great many of the leaves of the tares

would in the latter case fall in the securing then.

The same applies to the clover crop. It has been

stated by many judicious and intelligent farmers

that the mowing of clover green, provided the se-

cond crop is depastured, is not a deteriorating pro-

cess. This cannot be exactly applied, it is true,

but the mowing of clover for seed is almost invari-

ably admitted to be a scourging process to the soil.

The principle just developed, furnishes much
material information to the farmer—he must vary

as much as possible his crops. The advocate of

the four course systen:i (turnips, barley, clover,

wheat) however must see that in time they will

fail in their truly enriching rotation ; for every in-

dividual crop will necessarily recur once in four

years, and all experience where trench-ploughing

iScc, is not adopted, shews that all the crops are

losing their wonted vigour. Tiiis indicates the intro-

duction of as many ditfeient varieties as possible,

and the occasional introduction of a novelty crop.

Thus the Chevalier barley should be sown alternately

with tlie country variety—the Swede with the white

Norfolk turnip—the red clover with the white

—

the Scotch, Chevalier, or Whitington with the old

slaipe. An occasional substitution of a bean crop

for turnips, or between the wheat and the turnips,

if the soil will not carry the former—of a crop of

lares for clover, and of an oat crop for wheat,

would act remedially. Fallow we have supposed

unnecessary. Gardeners know nothing of fallow,

and it is a poor crop which is not better than a

fallow, because wiiile the latter supplies no ma-

nure to the soil, the former does so in a greater or

less degree.

The scientilic character of rotations of crops

have attracted, until of late, so little attention, that

we have little materials to guide us in carrying

out the third principle, which is, that observation

and experiment should be applied to the succession

ofsuch crops as derive nutrimentfrom the excretory

mutter of the preceding crops, because this is evi-

dently a saving of manure to the farmer, and making

the most of his available resources. It should be

borne in mind that, until attention is directed to

this point, little improvement in rotations will be

effected. The four course system above alluded

to is clearly an advantageous, a convenient rota-

tion, but it is quite chimerical to say of it, that

it is the best succession of crops, taking into con-

sideration the assimilation of the excretory matter

oftliecrop preceding. It requires no ingenuity

to perceive that the wheat crop which precedes

the turnips, is more favourable to the latter crop

than one of bailey ; but this only makes out the

negative position—that barley is detrimental to the

turnip crop. The writer has invariably on his

light soil, found oats or barley to succeed badly

after potatoes, and wheat and maslin to be prefer-

able, but this only makes out, that some result of

the potato acts detrimentally to the former, with-

out at all proving the latter to derive any advantage

from the preceding crop. It is also quite clear that

turnips succeed best after a clover ley, but this

only proves that the soil is better adapted lo the

turnip, without the exhaustion of a corn crop—

a

conclusion by no means wonderful ! A scientific

friend informed me that cabbages thrive peculiarly

well after beans ; but he did not prove that they

would not, in his rich land, succeed also well after

carrots or onions. In reality, beyond this point

we have made no progress ; vve perceive that much
may be gained by the application of superior rota-

tions, and until careful and repeated successful

experiments under different circumstances shall be

made, further we cannot proceed. How shall
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the requisite philosophical and enlightened ex-

periments be made, without the establishment of
an experimental farm? This the writer leaves in

hands more capable of carrying it out than his own.
December 11.

HOME FEEDING OF SHEEP.

TO THE EDITOR OF THK FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—Thnt I may proceed in a " business-like"

manner to answer the enquiries of your correspon-

dent " Euminator," I willavoid any long- preface, and
only say that the economical management of the tur-

nip crop offers a great and efficient means of im-
provement to the farmer.

1st question—"The advantage or disadvantage of

feeding oft' the turnip crop 1

Tlie advantage in reference to the manure 1

The disadvantage in reference to sheep 1

Answer.—The greatest advantage the farmer can

possess as to management, is to liave a good manure
heap at home ! to apply it when he pleases

—

where

he pleases, and in the mode and quantity he pleases!

Let this possession therefore he his first considera-

tion, because it produces a large, and continually

increasing stock of food, both for man and beast.

Secondly, the man who provides a manure heap at

home, is able to apply the quantity his rest crop

requives, and no more. It is bad judgment (or per-

haps ivorse) (o apply too much as too little. It ought
to be dispensed around judiciously. When the

manure-heap is under the farmer's control, it can be
applied under his direction, and not left to chance.

Thirdly.—If a crop of turnips be applied only to

the feeding- of sheep thereon, we are tied to a par-

ticular number of sheep. Again if the crop fail, and
the farmer be over-stocked with sheep, it is a serious

inconvenience ; besides which, in proportion as

animals thrive under a variety of good food, the ma-
nure will be of proportionate strength and value.

There are but few sheep made ready for market off

turnips, without the aid of stimulating food—such
as maltcombs, grain, and oilcake, &c. As to the ad-

vantage or disadvantage of feeding off" the whole of the

turnip crop (where practicable), I believe it will be
found to be of comparatively trifling advantage to

the sheep themselves, and of inestimable loss to the

farm at large. I am proceeding on tlie supposition

that feeding at home, under sheds, may be practica-

ble, and if so, not only will the sheep feed faster,

but two other important advantages will result from
the system, namely, the wool will prove to be of a

very much greater value, and the manure also.

From these facts, I conclude that as a large portion

of the turnip crop as practicable, should be eaten at

home— that the remainder may be consumed by store

sheep in the field, and that the farmer's best course
of policy, is to make his manure Iieap as lat'ge and as

good as possible. I take more pleasure in trying to

answer the questions of your correspondent, because
1 am persuaded that the value and importance of the

vianure heap is not, in the present da}-, properly aj)-

preciated. There is a great improvement to be made
in agricultural management, by attending botli to

the quantity and quality of the manure heap, as well
as to its proper application. A little, judiciously ap-
plied, will be of more service than an immoderate
quantity flung on without judgment. This fact was
adverted to in tlie essay on liquid manure. Besides
wliich, this proper supply enables us to provide a

more general distribution. Both arable and grass

land may be favoured by an impartial supply, when
the manure heap is under our control, and dispensed
under a well-judging- manager.

I have thus endeavoured to answer the two first,

and most important inquiries of your correspondent.
In further support of my assumed position, that the

eating oft" of the whole of a crop of turnips by sheep,
is by no means necessary to secure a following- crop
of barley, I maj- urge that when ten or twelve loads

of good, strong manure lias been put on the land
per acre, and applied in ridges, after only once turn-
ing, tliis quantity will supply a sufficient stimulant on
good fair land, for a crop of barley. The writer of

this had the largest crop he ever gathered (say 10
quarters per acre) when the greater part of the tur-

nips were eaten at home.
But a word or two now, on the next inquiry,

namely, " the comparative advantage or disad-

vantage of drawing and stocking, looking to

expense and risk as to the crop ?" If your
correspondent will look to the Journal of the

English Agricultural Society, part 2, page 170, he
will find that 20 sheep fed in the shed, gained nearly

a stone per head more than 20 of the same weight,

fed in the same manner in the field, from the 1st of

January to the 1st of April. This increase may be
taken at 8s. per head, and could not be less than 10

per cent, on the value of each sheep.
The better security and healthfulness of slieep fed

with such advantages would no doubt amply repay

all tlie expense of drawing, &:c. The severity of win-

ter is not unfrequently fatal to sheep when exposed.

It seems, however, that the 20 sheep ate something

more than 3 cwt. of turnips per day. The only dif-

ference therefore would be the bringing home of

2 cwt. and a half of turnips for 20 sheep, and if we
estimate the labour at 2d. or 3d. it will be sufficient.

I have thus answered the inquiry as to expense, and
as to risk in regard to the crop, I apprehend there

will be but trifling diflFerence in this respect, whe-
ther the turnips remain in the field or whether they

are brought home . In many cases, the system of

pilfering is attended with danger to the crop.

In Ireland they decline the growing of turnips in

many places on this account alone.

Several decided advantages which apply to the

home-feeding of sheep consist, therefore, in a greatly

improved value of the animal itself—a greater im-

proved value as to the wool—greater security as to

the flock, and a greatly increased value in the ma-
nure, both as to quality and as to the means of its

application.

I regret that in the feeding of the 20 sheep above
alluded to, there is no information as to the turnips,

whether they were Swedes or common. The greatest

nourishment is, however, to be derived from the

Swede. It is also much more durable, than other

turnips, and will stand tlirough the winter in al-

most any season, however severe. For the feeding

of shtiep and othejr stock it is of incomparable value.

Tliere is now only one other enquiry of impor-

tance, namely, as to the labour -and the advantage or

disadvantage of cutting the turnip, in reference to

the sheep, and tlie economy in reference to the tur-

nip crop ?

Were it considered now indispensably neces-

sary that animals shotdd be able to masticate their

food easily, perfectlj^ and quickly, in order that they

may rest and thrive, the question of economy as to

the cutting- of turnips, could hardly be entertained

for a moment. In regard to lambs, they can scarcely

live without the cutting of turnips. All sheep are

liable moreover, to diseases of the teeth, and with-
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out this resource, in the eating* of an artificial food,

the value of the crop would be beyond measure im-

paired. The crop itself also is economized by the

cutter ; every part of the plant is rendered eatable :

whether at home or abroad, the Cutter is, there-

fore, absolutely indispensable ; one man would cut

and pull for 200 sheep without difficulty. As to the

final question in regard to the dropping of lambs in

the month of October, I am inclined to think that

the want of grass for the ewe, would prove an in-

surmountable objection to such an alteration. The
growth of the lamb must depend, in a great degree,

on the nourishment derivable from the ewe's milk
;

the secretion of this support seems to be provided

for naturally in greatest abundance by the early

grass. Nature usually, and benevolently suggests

what is necessary for the well-being of her family.

They are for the most part supplied as their exi-

gences arise. The summer season with its gay pro-

fusion, opens the wide expansion of its bounty;
the young Iamb shares freely in the wise and liberal

provision put forth, and the large supply united with
the genial warmth of the season, give it strength to

sustain the severity of the distant winter, and pre-

pare it in its various uses, as it advances in age, for

the service of man.
I am. Sir, your obedient servant,

Nov. 20, 1839. R. H,

THE FARMER'S PROGRESS.

No. 2.

PROTECTION TO HAY AND CORN.

THE SUBJECT CONCLUDED.—SPADE HUSBANDRY,
THE SUBJECT INTRODUCED.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMEr's MAGAZINE.

Sir,—Whilst acknowledging, with pleasure, the
general accuracy of your compositor, allow me to

correct one word which materially alters the

sense ; it occurs in the 6th line from the bottom
of page 316 ; instead of "it dries more during
rain," it should be, " it dries even during rain."

In hopes of being in time for your October
number, before the conclusion of the harvest, I

confined my observations to the more obvious
points : I beg leave, therefore, now to supply a
few omissions material to the subject. The mats
not] only protect the corn whilst standing in the
rows, but they are of service in drying the bottom
of the sheaves : an hour or two before they are
put into the carts, they are spread tq}on the mats
with the bottom towards the wind or sun, and
when damp the bands are raised an inch or two,
causing the bottom of the sheaves to expand and
dry more rapidly. Should a shower unexpectedly
occur, protection is immediately given—half re-

main upon the mats, and the other half, after re-

moving three or four sheaves with the hand, are
lifted by two men, one at each end of the mat,
topsy turvy upon the others ; thus the whole are
protected both from the damp ground and from the
rain, and harvest home proceeds the instant the
shower is over,—however ripe the corn, scarcely
a grain is lost, it is all collected on the mats, and
sometimes the quantity is considerable,—having
two labourers selected to attend the mats through-
out the season, it is curious to observe how soon
they cover a large quantity of sheaves—they pro-

ceed from row to row faster than labourers usually

walk, giving perfect security as they proceed

—

having always a heap of compost near at hand, to

occupy these two men when the mats do not re-

quire shifting, the charge for labour is very small

;

one part of their duty is to tie the loose ends of

new mats, to prevent ravelling, the first time they
are well drenched with rain, making the knot at

each corner firm enough to peg it down with a
pointed stick, which in windy weather it is neces-
sary should be done.

Having, I hope, sufficiently explained the mode
I have long and successfully adopted of preserving
hay and corn from injury during wet seasons, I

purpose nest to report Progress in Spade Hus-
bandry.

If the reader anticipates a magnificent scheme,
or a battle royal betwixt the spade and the plough,
he will be greviously disappointed ; all I aim at

is to increase the produce of land by making im-
provements with the spade and its auxiliaries, the

wheelbarrow and pickaxe, and sometimes the cart,

which the plough cannot effect—to improve natu-
ral advantages, to lessen or remove impediments,
and also (this 1 have frequently witnessed in others
and sometimes eifected myself) to convert a seem-
ing evil into a practical good.
My first attempt, though on a very diminutive

scale, answered so well, and cost so little, compar-
ed to the benefit received, that I venture to des-

cribe it, especially as it formed the first link in the
chain of agricultural improvement, and because
the same principle may be adopted by thousands
with equal advantage. It was about 40 years ago,

when a low part of a good meadow produced more
rushes than grass, and near to it was a ditch very
deep, from attempts to drain the ewamp, and very
wide from the sides falling in ; and the headland,

being two or three feet above the level of the field,

proved that our forefathers made as little use of
common sense as the bulk of the present generation.

The remedy I applied was the following ; I bought
two cart loads of lime at the close ofthe hay harvest

and deposited them at easy wheeling distances

from the ditch and the swamp—the scouring of

the ditch, the weeds, the mud, the mixed clay

and soil, together with the lime, formed two heaps
of compost, exceeding in value the total expence,

whilst the substratum (unmixed clay) was levelled

with a small inclination to a new drain, covered

with soil, and spread over with the sods and grass

roots, torn into fragments—this part of the field

which had been the worst, became the best ; and
the annual expence of cleansing a filthy ditch ne-

ver again occurred.

The next experiment which seems to me to be
worthy of notice commenced about 30 years ago :

whilst on an angling excursion, a brilUant trout

stream and a beautiful romantic situation, attract-

ed my attention—except the planting of a few trees

just sufficient to show that good soil abounded,
every thing was almost in a state of nature ; the
only road through it was almost useless, so steep,

so dangerous ; the place was like a wild colt and I

longed for the pleasure of taming it. A few years

after, I heard the Estate (about 200 acres) was on
sale—paid it a second visit—saw great capability

of improvement—bought it, and at an expence, of
not exceeding 2001.—,

(thus adding only one shil-

ling an acre to the annual rent) a road was formed
winding round the hill through the middle of the

property—it was Telford's Welch road in miniature

equally easy of ascent, equally smooth, but much
more free from mud—and for this simple reason

—
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being private property it was not subject to the
" extremely troublesome enquiries" and tlie ar-

bitrary penalties stated in page 347 of this Maga-
zine for November, nor was it rutted by those

narrow wheeled waggons and lumbering carts

sanctioned and encouraged by Parliamentary Com-
mittees, and by their admirer and advocate, as ap-

pears in page 274 of this IVIagazine for October.

I had the pleasure of accommodating such of the

neighbours as used light carts and flat tires, and of

witnessing the effect of example, progressive im-

provement in the neighbouring roads. About one

third of the estate where the limestone rock pre-

vented the use of the plough I kept in ray own
hands and planted, the remainder was gradually

levelled and improved,agreatpartofitbythespade
and pick-axe, my tenant increasing the rent in

proportion to the capital invested in forming roads

and improving the land.

After holding the property above 20 years, and
charging the account with the excess of out-

lay and interest of money beyond the rent received,

I sold it to considerable profit ; and convinced by
experience, that I cannot invest capital more pro-

fitably than in the improvement of good land, ill

farmed, I have purchased a very similar property

but on a more extended scale—with this difference

that my first purchase was made before the close

of the war when land was at its summit, and the

last in 1837 when (if I mistake not) the price of

farming land was not far from its lowest point.

As there was no material novelty in the mode
of impi'oving the land 1 lately sold, I pass it over,

and proceed to explain some of the various plans

I have successfully practiced on the farm I before

mentioned of 150 acres, the produce of which I

have more than doubled during the la years I

have kept in hand ; but this portion ofmy i)rogress

in farming I defer to a future number, intending

to devote No. 3 to Spade-Husbandry.

CiNCINNATLlS.

Dec. 9, 1839.

AGRICULTURAL QUERIES.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FAHMER's MAGAZINE.

Sir,—I should be much pleased if some competent
person would inform me through the columns of
your very valuable Magazine, [fitwill greatlif injure

meadow land to mow the after-grass, and give it to the

cattle in yards, or dryer fields at the present time,

and through the winter,

I also very much wish to be favoured by some
experienced breeders of cattle, the best mode of
rearing them.

1. Age to be taken from cow.
2. Quantity and nature offood,

3. Season of the year to commence.
4. Nature of pastures, whether meadows often

mown, or dry uplands all summer.
5. Age to be turned to pasture.

6. Time to continue giving milk or other liquid.

7. Remedies, when taken with the usk or any
disease.

8. Any other particulars an experienced breeder
may be able to give. I apmain,

Very faithfully yeurs,

W. M. W.

ON MR. CRAWFORD'S STATEMENT
RESPECTING THE COMPARATIVE
PROFITS OF LARGE AND SMALL
BUILDINGS.

Silt,—As the utility of all accounts published to

shew- the profit of any system of management de-

pends entirely on their accuracy and simplicitj^ I

beg to trouble you with some remarks on two which
have ajjpeared in your Farmer's Rlagazine, one in the

November iiuinber by Mr. Crawford in his endea-

vour to prove a small allotment farmer can be in a

state of prosperity when a large one would be utterly

ruined. In making the comparative statements un-

der a reduction of price, Mr. C. applies to the large

farmer the English outlay for labour, and the small

one at the charge of Irish labour, and under tlie re-

duction of prices, shews that whilst the small occu-

pier makes a profit of I9s. per acre, the occupier of

100 acres is losing 3St. on the hundred acres. But
this is supposing the rate of labour on the farm re-

maining at 1.50/. per annum the same as before

charged whilst the produce is reduced one-half.

Tlie rate of labour would reduce with the price of

provisions, and if halfthe former amount were taken

as the charge, the balance would be S7/. profit in-

stead of los» to the large farmer, which would greatly

diminish the apparent advantage of the small holder.

Much is also said of the wages the small occupier is

to make from work done for others, which, I believe

in practice could never be realized by the seller of

six acres of land. In the number for December
appears an account of the produce of 50 acres of

land managed on the soiling system, and which is so

put as to shew a gain of 111/. 3s. 6d. in two years,

whilst, if I am right, the result.will be a loss of 74/.

19s. lOd, I will endeavour to state what I pre-

sume will be the truth :

—

Dr.
To 1839. £ s. d.

Stock, &c. ....152
Payments & in-

terest of 152/, 197 16 4

£349 16 4
To 1840.

To additional

Stock,'&c... 74
Payments, &c. 284 3 6
To loss, 1839.. 112 3 4

£470 6 10

Cu.
To 1839. £ s. d.

Stock and pro-

duce 237 13
Loss 112 3 4

£349 16 4

To 1840.

Stock and pro-

duce 395 7
Loss 74 19 10

£470 6 10

Much has been said for the soiling system and un-
doubtedly, where applicable, it is very desirable that

it should be followed, but the rate of labour will be
a great hindrance to its being extensively practiced

in England. A correspondent in the December
number has called your attention to the statements

of the weiglit of root crops which I hope will meet
with proper attention. I weighed two crops on two
acres of land eiich year, one Swede Turnips topped
and tailed, and weighed by scales in dry weather
»n October, finding 44 tons of Swedes on the two
acres and 66 tons of Wurtzol, or 22 tons of Swedes
and 33 tons of Wurtzel per acre. These are very
inferior weights compared with the best we iiave

heard of, but I belive they are about as good as any
grown here. One root of Wurtzel grown on a piece

of fresh ground some years since, weighed, when
cleaned from tap and top and earth Sobs, which I

believe is as great a weight as I have heard of for a

single root. I am. Sir, yours,

Holderness, Dec, 11, 1839. Ploughshare.
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FARMING SOCIETY FOR THE COUN-
TIES OF LIMERICK, CLARE AND
TIPPERARY.

PRESIDENTS.

Lord Duniven, for the count}' of Limerick; Sir

Lucius O'Brien, Bart,, D. L., for the county of
Clare ; Lord Bloomfield, for the county of Tippe-
rary.

COM.MITTEE.

For Limerick.—The Right Hon. Earl of Clare,

D. L., Mount Shannon ; Lord Clarina, D. L., Ehn
Park ; Col. the Hon. R. H. Fitzgibbon, L. & M. P.,

JMarket Shannon; Hon. J. P. Vereker, Roxborough
;

Gen. Sir R. Bourke, K. C. B„ Thornfield ; Sir D.
Roche, Bart., M.P., Carass ; John Croker, Esq.,

Ballyneguard ; William Monsell, Escj., Tervoe

;

W. Howley, Esq., D. L., Rich Hill ; Robert Max-
well, Esq., Island IMore ; Captain Vandeleur, Crag
Beg ; W. S. O'Brien, Esq., M.P., Cahermoyle.
For Clare.— Robert O'Brien, Esq., Ashborne;

Crofton M. Vandeleur, Esq., D. L., Kiliush House;
J. B. Scott, Esq., D.L,, Cahercon ; James Molony,
Esq., D. L., Kiltannon ; Hugh O'Lougblin, Esq.,
Porte; Andrew Stacpoole, Esq., Ballyalla ; Mau-
rice O'Connell, Esq., Kilgorey ; John O'Brien, Esq.,
Elm Vale ; Thomas Powel, Esq., Latoon ; John
M'Mahon, Esq., Fir Grove; Joseph James, Esq.,
Buncraggy.
For Tipperarv.—Johu Trant, Esq., Dovea ; W.

F. Bayley, Esq., Ballyclough ; Caleb Going, Esq.,
Traveston; Hastings Atkins, Esq., Monaquill; John
Wolf, Esq., Rockford ; Robert Minnett, Esq., An-
nabeg ; Sir Amyrald Dancer, Bart., Cloughjordan

;

Richard Sadlier, Esq., Scalaheen; George Garvey,
Esq., Tliornvale ; Ralph Brereton, Esq., Rathurles

;

James Sadlier, Esq., Brookville.

finance COMMITIEE.
Robert O'Brien, Esq., Asborne ; John Christy,

Esq., Fort Union ; John Waller O'Grady, Esq., Fort
Etna; Thomas Wallnutt, Esq., Sunville; James
Gloster, Esq., Ballycannane ; Robert Minnett, Esq.,
Annabeg.

Michael Furnell, Esq., D.L., Manager and Trea-
surer for 1840.

At a meeting of the Society held on the 23rd of
September, Michail Furnell, Esq. U. L. in the Chair,
the following was read and unanimously adopted as

the Report :

—

The Summer Exhibition of Stock having just
closed, your Committee renew with pleasure the op-
portunity of stating, that their exertions in forward-
ing the interests of the country, in enabling the
smaller class of Farmer and Grazier to meet their

engagements witli more certainty than formerly, and
in the improved description and rising taste for breed-
ing a better description of Cattle in every branch,
have been crowned with success.

The Funds this year have been ample for the ex-
penditure so far, but as your society have determin-
ed on extending the sphere of their operations and
usefulness to an Autumn Show, for the encourage-
ment of an improved breed of Sheep, as well as to

create a competition for grass-fed cattle, they confi-

dently appeal to the Landed interest, both at home
and abroad, for assistance.

From some unexplained cause, tJie great body of
the non-resident landlords have been, up to this pe-
riod, only partial supporters of this most useful so-

ciety ; however when informed that their tenantri^

are improved and rendered more solvent, that thereby
property is further secured in the way of rent-pay-
ment, and that the gentlemen who are active in the
society, are all 7iot only acting gratuitously, but giving

a large portion of valuable time (which they admit
could not be more valuably employed) to forward
the interests of the society, it is hoped they will not
hesitate in coming forward to support it liberally.

Your committee feel that a too lengthened report
is frequently put by unread ; and conclude by stat-

ing the prizes given at the splendid show held on
the 21st September, and congratulating the society
on the admission and promise of co-operation of some
of the most important sheep-breeders in the counties
of Mayo, Roscommon, Galway, Kildare and Meath.
This, alone, will not only create a greater competition,
but will afford your society the opportunity of secur-
ing the most esteemed crosses in the breed of sheep,
giving from Roscommon, size, on the Clare thrift

and wool, and the pure Dillon and Seymour blood,
on the coarse and large sheep of Tipperary and Lim-
erick. In these remarks your committee beg- to be
undersfood as not offering any discreditable remark
to any of the sheep-breedeis cf the three counties,
in which their operations are active, but respectfully
direct their attention to the evil effects of in-breed-
ing, giving, it is true, beautiful wool and light bone,
but adding to these, extreme delicacy of constitution,
and great uncertainty of having on them sound
breeding sheep.

The following prizes were competed for on Satur-
day, the 2 1st September, at the Farming Repositorv,
Henry-street, Limerick :

—
For the best ram, 2 years old, 1st class medal, to

James Dillon, Esq., Caher-house, Ballinasloe.

For the second-best, 2nd do. do., to do.
For the best ram of any age, 1st do. do., to do.

For the best one year old ram, 1st do. do., to

Thomas Going, Esq.,Traverston.
For the second best, 2nd do. do,, to James Dillon,

Esq., Caher-IIouse, Ballinasloe.

For the best fat ox, 1st. do. do., to John Crokor,
Esq., Ballinaguard.

For the best 2-year old grass-fed Heifer, 1st do.
do., to Thomas Bennett, Esq. ,Rathanna.

For the best yearling Heifer, 1st do. do., to John
Christy, Esq., Fort Union.
The Judges of Sheep were:—Henry Croker, Jo-

seph James, and John Christy, Esqrs.
The Judges of Cattle were :—Joseph James, Tlio-

mas Going, and Ralph CuUinan, Esqrs.

For 1840.
A Sweepstakes of one pound each has been en-

tered into for the best bull, cow and calf, the cow-
to be in milk or to calve in three months, to come
off' at the next spring show. The entries to close
the 1st January 1840, P. P. Names already enter-

ed—George Tuthill, John W^aller O'Grady, Micha?!
Furnell, James Gloster, John Christy, William Can-
non, Thomas Wallnut, Francis Healy, Esqrs., and
Mr. Christopher Keys.

In addition to which, the Society will give a
First Class Medal to the Winner, and a Second
Class Medal to the second best.

The Society offier the following Prizes for com-
petition, to take place on Thursday, 26th of March,
1840, on whicli day and the following there will be
a sale of Stock held at Marshalls' Farming Reposi-
tory, Henry-street, Limerick.

1. For the best Durham Bull, two years old or up-
wards, 1st Class Medal.

2. For the second best ditto, 2nd Class Medal.
3. For the best Yearling Durham Bull, 1st Class

Medal.
4. For the best Hereford Bull of any age, 1st

Class Medal.
5. Far the best Devon Bull, of any age, 1st Class

Medal.
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6. For the best Ayrshire Bull, of any age, 1st Class

Medal.

7. For the best Long-horn Bull, of any age, 1st

Class Medal.

8. For the best Durham Cow, in milk, or to calve

within three months, 1st Class Medal. ~

9. For the second best Durham Cow, in milk, or to

calve within three months, 2nd Class Medal.

10. For the best Durham Heifer, two years old, 1st

Class Medal.

11. For the best Lono-horn Durham Heifer, two
years old, 2nd Class Medal.

12. For the best yearling- Heifer, 1st Class Medal.

13. For the best Ayrshire Cow, (as at No. 8), 1st

Class Bledal.

14. For the second best Ayrshire Cow, 2nd Class

Medal.

15. For the best two years old Ayrshire* Heifer, 1st

Class Medal,
'

16. For the best Ayrshire Yearling, 1st Class Medal.

17. For the best pen of 5 Durham cattle, 1st Class

Medal.
18. For the best pen of 5 Ayrshire cattle, 1st Class

Medal.
19. For the best pen of 5 Long-horn cattle, 1st Class

Medal.
20. For the best Long-horu Cow (as at No. 8), 1st

Class Medal.

21. For the best fat Ox, 1st Class Medal.

22. For the best fat Cow, 1st Class Medal.

23. For the best Agricultural Stallion, 1st Class

Medal.
24. To the Winner of the Sweepstakes, 1st Class

Medal.
25. To the second best Exhibitor, for same, 2nd

Class Medal.

26.*For the best Boar, 2nd Class Medal.

27.*For the best Sow, 2nd Class Medal.

28.*For the best pen of 3 fat Pigs, 1st Class Medal.

29.*For the best score samples of Swedish I'urnips,

2nd Class Medal t.

30.*For the best score samples of Mangel Wur-
zel, 2nd Class Medal f.

Those marked thus (*) are open to non-Subscribers.

Those marked thus (f) must be verified as from

the produce of an half acre grown and consumed

for the exhibitor.

Rules and Regulations.

No Stock will be allowed to enter into competition,

or be shown, which is not entered on the Secretary's

list on or before the day prior to the show.

All Stock exhibited must be the bona fide property

of the Exhibitors, and at least three months in their

possession, and the exhibitor must be a member of

the Societv.

The Judge er Judges to be chosen at a meeting of

the Society previous to the Show, and no owner's

name to be affixed to any of the beasts.

All bulls must have a ring or screw, and led by a

strong chain or rope, otherwise will not be admitted.

In any case when sufficient merit shall not appear,

the Judge or Judges may withhold the premiums.

It must be certified that all Two-year olds, were

dropped subsequent to 1st January, 1838, and all

Yearlings to 1st January, 1839.

The beasts to be in the yard at 12 o'clock, and the

Judges to examine at One o'clock.

The successful exhibitors will receive their prizes

on the day of show.

Yearly subscription, 11., to be paid in advance,

and to become due on the 1st of January in each

year ; which will be received by Mic]r,El Furnell,

Esq., Caher Elly, Limerick, or any of the Finance
Committee.

MR. TWYNAM'S NEW BREED OF
SHEEP.—CHALLENGE.

TO THE EIGHT HON. EARL SPENCER.

My Lord,—Well aware of the great interest your
Lordship takes in everything connected with agri-

culture, more particularly in that department relating

to the rearing- and feeding of stock, I am emboldened
to trespass on your lordship's indulgence, by placing

the following proposal in your hands, begging you
will use your discretion as to making it public in

your capacity as Chairman at the great dinner at the

Freemasons' Tavern, where agriculturists of all

counties will be assembled. Should your lordship

decline doing- so, may I beg the favour of its being-

forwarded to the Editor of the Mark Lane Ex-
press, for him to use his pleasure therewith.

If I may be allowed to trench on your lordship's

valuable time (occupied, I am fully sensible, already

to the full), by offering an apology fortius intrusion,

it will be found in the expression of my conviction,

that our improved system of arable farming requires,

and from its altered character, will support an im-

proved breed of sheep, a breed which in a shorter

space of time, on a given quantity of food, will

produce more " Pounds of Mutton and Wool," or in

other words, " the greatest return in value, in pro-

portion to the quantity of food consumed, and the

time occupied in consuming it."

Humbly conceiving that the cross which I have

established, originating in the improved Cotswold
ram and the fine bred Hampshire Down ewe, and

which having now prosecuted nine years, is fast

approaching a distinct breed, possesses the above

qualities in an eminent degree, and is more adapted

to bring a profitable return to the arable land farmer

than any other breed at present known, I am anxious

to make a trial with any breed of sheep in the United

Kingdom, upon the following terms, altered, if ne-

cessary, so as to make them what I wish them to

be, the basis of a strictly impartial trial of the

merits of the competing breeds, in order to deter-

mine what I presume to be the object of every

breeder and feeder, which breed will pay the most

money, all thitigs considered.

I have the honour to remain, my Lord,

Your Lordship's obedient servant,

J, T. TWYNAM,

A Member or the English Agricul-
tural Society.

PROPOSAL.
That I will produce on July 18, 1840, 25 wether

Lambs, drawn from a flock not exceeding 30P,

to be wintered against a like number of any other

breed, on arable land, and not under cover, to be

fed together until the commencement of turnip

feeding, from which time each lot is to be kept

separate, and to be served with the following por-

tions of food,-^two pounds of good hay, and three

gallonsof cut Swedes per head per day, until the 1st

of November, after which one pint of beans to be
given in addition until the l5th of April following,

when the twenty best from each lot shall be drawn,

sheared, and slaughtered, the stakes to be given to

the owner of such lot as shall be found to return

the greatest value in wool and mutton. The
lambs to have been yeaned after old Christmas,

1840, to have lived on roots, hay, and green food

only, and their dams to have been regularly folded,

on arable land, after the 25th of March, until the

lambs are weaned.

It is an indispensable condition, that the trial be
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conducted upon arable land, tbe object being to

obtain bardibood of constitution , witb early maturity,

valuable wool, and young; mutton of tbe best qua-
lity, wbile consuming tbe food on tbe land wbicb
produces it. Stakes £25.
Tbe offer to remain open until tbe 25tb of Marcb,

1840.

ENGLISH
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
We subjoin a statement of the proceed-

ings oftlie Society since our last publication.

At a meeting' of the Committee of Management, held

on Wednesday, the 4th Dec, present, the Marquis

of Downshire in the chair; David Barclay, Esq, ; T.

Kaymond Barker, Esq. ; T. W. Bramston, Esq., M.P.

;

French Burke, Esq. ; Colonel Challoner ; James Dean,

Esq.; Colonel Hulse; Francis Pym, Esq. ; and William

Youatt, Esq.

The following new subscribers were elected.

Barnard, E. G., M.P.
Beales, Patrick
Blunt, Edward Walter
Brookes, John
Galium, Joseph
Collyer, Rev, J.

Currie, Raikes
Edgell, Edgell Wyatt
Eytre, William
Forster, Robert
Gabell, Charles
Gosling, Benjamin
Greaves, WiUiam
Hardman, Edward
Hardy, J,
Hornby, Hugh
IvesoH, John
Jone?. Edward
Keppel, Hon. and Rev. T,
Lawford, John
Lees, George Wild
M'Neill, Forbes
Marriott, Rev. George

aiarshall, John
Mathews, J.

Mellor, James
Mitchell, James Henry
Murray, John
Northbouse, Wm. Spencer
Phillips, Richard
Pigot, Grenville

Stanier, Edward
Stedman, Edward
Steele, Henry P., K.N.
Sturkey, T. O.
Swaffield, Samuel
Trumper, Robert
Upton, Edward
Westcar, Henry
Whybro, Edward
Williams, Edward Lloyd
Wodehouse, Lord
Wright, Herbert
Yorke, John
Yorke, Thomas

The report of the Cambridge Committee was read,

and communications on various important topics con-

nected with agricultural improvements were presented

to the Society by the Earls of Stradbroke and Zetland,

Lord Rayleigh, Sir James Graham, Sir John Johnstone,

Hon. Robert Clive, Mr. Pusey, M.P., Mr, Bramston,

M,P., tbe Rev. W, L, Rham, Mr. Henry Case, Mr.
James Everitt, Mr, Kimberley, Mr. Charles Paget,

Mr. Samuel Robinson, Mr. John Towers, and ftlr. E.

F. Welles.

Mr. Milne, Commissioner of Woods and Forests,

transmitted to the Committee, from Mr. Boyan, of

King William's Town, an interesting Communication
on the comparative value of Scotch and Irish Dairy

Cattle.

At a meeting of the Committee of Management
held on Wednesday, Dec. 11th, the following

members attended, His Grace the Duke of Rich-
mond, president, in the chair :—The Marquis of

Downshire ; Earl Spencer ; T. Raymond Barker,

Esq.; David Barclay, Esq. ; Henry Boys, Esq.;

French Burke, Esq. ; Col, Challoner; James
Dean, Esq. ; W. Fisher Hobbs, Esq.; William

Shaw, Esq.—John Raymond Barker, Esq., and
John Morton, Esq., were present as Governors.

The Earl of Essex was elected a Governor of

the Society, and the following gentlemen were
elected members :

—

Tooke, William
Green, William
Stone, Rev. J. Bramston
Beckford, William
Royle, Professor
Pressly, Charles
Thompson, Rev. George
Thomson, Henry
Dean, Rev. Edmund
Minet, C. W.
Robinson, M.
Davis, Hewitt
Fullagar, James
Waller, John
Walter, William
Goard, Richard
Palmer, Ellis

Woods, S. A.
Bateman, Henry

Davis, John
Shepherd, Arthur
Fothergill, Richard
Garnett, Christopher
Fawcett, J. W.
Evans, I. P.
Grain, Rev. Charles
Thurnall, Henry
Cleeve, Henry
Betbune, J. Drinkwater
Liddon, J. W.
Cobb, Robert
Cobb, Henry
Cole, Rd. John
Drewett, Thomas
Drewett, Thomas,jun.
Gilbert, George
Blanch, G.W.
Gould, John

At a meeting of the Committee of Management
held on Saturday the 14th of December, present,

His Grace the Duke of Richmond in the chair :

—

The Marquis of Downshire ; Earl Spencer; T.
Raymond Barker, Esq.; David Barclay. Esq.;

James Bisshopp, Esq.; Henry Boys, Esq.; T.
W. Bramston, Esq., M.P. ; French Burke, Esq.

;

Colonel Challoner; James Dean, Esq.; T. Ell-

man, Esq. ; Clark Hillyard, Esq. ; W. Fisher

Hobbs, Esq. ; W. Woods Page, Esq. ; Francis

Pym, Esq. ; G. A. Sandford, Esq., M.P. ; Wm.
Shaw, Esq,; Rev. T. R, Smythies ; Thomas
Weale, Esq. ; Colonel Wood, M.P.
The following new members were elected :

—

Crosse, James
Marsh, John
Shafto, R. E. Duncombe
Mount, Thomas
Pilcher, Jesse

Shuttleworth, Mark
Brown, William

Howard, Sir Ralph, Bart.,

M.P.
Reid, George
Davison, Crawford
Saunders, Samuel
Hayward, Robert
May hew, Joseph

The preparations for the Cambridge meeting, the

new regulations for the exhibition of stock, corre-

spondence with local societies, and the report of the

general meeting, formed the principal points of

discussion at these two meetin^sof the committee.

The General Meeting of the above Society was held

at the Society's Rooms, Cavendish Square, on Satur-
day, Dec. 14, his Grace the Duke of Richmond, tha

President of the Society, in the chair. Among those

present, we observed Earl Spencer ; the Marquis of

Downshire ; T. W, Bramston, M. P. ; E. A, Sandford,

M,P. ; Col, Wood, M.P. ; Rev. J. R. Smythies ; Col.

Challoner ; T. Raymond Barker ; Rev. W. L. Rham ;

James Dean; W, Woods Page: H. Boys; Randle
Saunders ; D. Barclay ; George Saville ; T. C. Beas-
ley ; G. Stedman ; C. Hillyard ; F, Pym ; French
Burke; W, Fisher Hobbs; J. Bisshopp; W.Shaw;
J, Ellman ; John Putland ; John Buckley : R. Wor-
thington ; L. Cooke ; W. Torr ; T. A. Champion ; T.

Dadds; H. Overman; J. Muskett ; Jonas Webb; C.
Whitlaw; Edward Franklin; Thos. Ellman; R. B.
Harvey ; Thos. Rigg ; S. Selmes ;] H. Chamberlain

;

J. Trinder ; W. Skirving ; T. Umbers ; F. Wratislaw ;

F. Wells ; R. Beman ; Evan David ; J. Ashdown ; T.
Crisp; H, Paget ; Geo.Roden; J.A. Kansome; H,
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Boys ; T. Weall ; J. Murton ; S. Druce ; W. Hessel-

tiue; W. S. Northhouse ; R. Matson ; L. O. Cotting-

ham, J. Oakley, &c., &c., &c.
His Grace the Duke of Richmond said, it was not

necessary for him as their President, to do more than
read the report of their Committee of Management

;

before reading wliich, he mu^t however, be allowed to

say, and he belived all present would agree with him,
that the Society was in a most flourishing state, and
that its present condition, considering the short period

of time it had been established, promised all the suc-

cess to its exertions, which the most ardent friends of

agriculture could desire. Hi* Grace then proceeded

to read the following report, which was frequently and
warmly cheered:

" The Committee of Management have the satisfac-

tion of presenting to the General Meeting, a most fa-

vourable Report of the present state of the society, and
of the rapid, but secure establishment of the principles

on which it has been founded, and whether in the in-

crease of the number of its members, the state of the

finances, or the favourable reception of the periodical

Journal, as the medium of communication for its pa-

pers ; the Committee have the pleasure of submittiug-

under each of these heads, the most satisfactory state-

ments, in detail to the subscribers.
" The Finance Committee have laid before

the general Board, the most clear and ample de-

tails respecting every branch of revenue, ex-

penditure, ind contingent assets and claims

on the funds. These documents will be laid before you
this day, and a summary of their results will be printed

as a balance sheet in the forthcoming number of your
journal. It may be only neces.-aiy to remark in this

place thut the funded property of the Society consists of

£4,000 stock, in the New 3; per Cents, witk a current

cash balance of £504 Is. lid., besides a large amount of

unimid subscripliotas, re>.pecting the payment of wiiich

the Committee entertain no doubt ; tiie outstanding bills

not yet presented foi' payment being estimated at £lft7.

It also appears that the available income of the society

may be estimated at £2666 per annum, exclusive of

what Hiny arise from the subscriptions of new members.
'J'he premiums offered for the ensuing year amount to

the sum of 1000 Gs. The Finance Committee have also

completed theirexamination and settlement of the whole
of the accountsrelative to the Oxford Meeting, a balance

sheet of which is now laid on the table, and a copy
directed to be sent for the use of each member of the

Committee of Management. The Committee cannot
report tliis termination of their transactions with the City

of Oxford without expressinpr, in the strongest terms,

their tlianks to the members of the University and Cor-
poration in genei'al,lor the interest they evinced in their

proceedings, and their sup;)ort and promotion of the ob-

jects of the society, and they would especially record

their sense of the favour shown them by the Vice Cliaa-

cellor.the Provost and Fellows of Queen's College, the

Professor of Geology, the Mayor and civil authorities,

and the co-operation of the local committee on that oc-

casion.
" The Society having been invited by the nobility and

gentry of Cambridge to hold thuir next meeting in that

town, a sub-committee has been appointed to lake im-
mediate steps for the requisite arrangements for the

meeting in J uly next, and a report having been presented

by that committee after a deputation to Cambridge, and
having recommended Parker's Piece as a suitable site

for the meeting, the Committee of ]Management have
resolved to erect a. temporary building for the cattle

yard, and also for a dinner room capable of accommo-
dating at least two thousand persons, on that si-ace of

ground.
" They have also passed the following resolutions in

reference to the exhibition of stock :
—

" 1st. That no animal which won a first prize in any
class at the meeting at Oxford shall be allowed to

compete for a similar premium at Cambridge.
" 2nd. That any person who shall have been proved

to the satisfaction of the Committee, to have been ex-

eluded from shewing for prizes at the exhibition of any
society, in consequence of having been convicted of an

attempt to obtain a premiuiti by giving a false certifi-

cate, shall not be allowed to compete for any of the
prizes offered by this society.

" 3rd. That in case any gentleman or number of

gentlemen wish to offer a prize for any class of stock

not specifically named in the prizes offered by the

society, that he or they may be permitted to do so at the
next Cambridge meeting, and the stock which shall

compete for such prize shall be exhibited subject to such
conditions a^ shall be decided upon by the Committee,
and the prize awarded by such of the judges as the Com-
mittee shall select. Animals exhibited for such prizes

shall not be prevented from competing for any of the

prizes offered by the society.
" 4lh. That all sheep exhibited for the prizes shall

have been really and fairly shorn between the 1st of
May and the 1st of July next previsus to the day of

sliovv.

" With regard to the distribution of the Journal, every

eflbrt has been made to place the copies free of expense
in the hands of the subscribers, but it having appeared,
however, that in some cases they have not duly reached
their destination, the society, on being informed of any
omission in their delivery, will give immediate direc-

tions for such copies to be sent direct to the parties so

requiring them. They have also to announce that the

arrangements are com|)letcd for the new number of the

Journal, and that it will make its appearance on the 1st

&i' February.
"Tiie Committee having' held out an offer to re-

ceive communications from local committees, and hav-
ing received from various societies intimations of a de-

sire to be in such relation to this society, have, in refer-

ence to a distinct application recently made to the com-
mittee by Sir Charles Lemon, on behalf of the Corn-
wall Agricultural Society, resolved, that for the purpose

of further promoting the objects for which this society

was founded, it is expedient to receive communications
from local societies upon subjects solely connected with

these objects, presenting to such societies a copy of the

Journal whenever any paper communicated by them to

the Journal Committee shall have been deemed suitable

for publication, the standing type being also placed at

their disposal for printing oft' as many private copies of

the paper as may be required for distribution among
their own members.
" In order to offer to the various members of the so-

ciety visiting- the metropolis during the Smith field Show
week, an opportunity of assembling in the society's

rooms, the committee have publicly announced, this

year, the circumstance of the rooms in Cavendish-
square being thrown open every evening for their ac-

commodation,
" In consequence of the vacancy occuring in the Com-

mittee of Management, by the unavoidable resignation

ef the Speaker of the House ofCommons, the committee

elected Mr. Shaw, your late secretary, to fill the va-

cancy thus occasioned in the requisite number of mem-
bers in that committee.
" The committee beg to distinctly acknowledge the do-

nations made to the society of books, specimens, and
other objects, which eventually they trust will become,
by further additions, a valuable source of reference for

the members of the society at large.

" The English Agricultural Society consists at the

present lime of 2,007 members."

The NoblcCiiAiJiMAN said the next thing he had to

lay before them related to the fund* of the society. His

Grace then proceeded to read the following report of

the situation of the funds of the English Agricultural

Society, on the 4th Dec, 1839 :
—

£ s. d.

'i'he total amount of receipts are from

Governors, Contributors, and Mem-
bers, ditto 4969

From Governor's subscriptions, and
Members, ditto 2390 14

From dividends on the permanent in-

vestment of 4,000/. stock 86 7 11

Total receipts 7446 111
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Tlie total amount of payments are—

For the charges of miinag'e'

ment .£1536 15 11
For amount of cost of furni-

ture 135 9 10
For amount of prizes distri-

buted 938
For the surplus expenditure

at the Oxford JMeeliiig

293/. 19s. 7d. ; further

disbursements, 13Z. Os. 4d. 306 19 11

Making the total paymems 2917 5 8

Leaving a balance in favour of the Society
on December 4th, 1839 4528 16 3

Which is thus accounted for, viz. :
—

The cost of 4,000/. invested
in the New 3^ per cents.. 4024 5 1

The balance of ca*h in the
hands of Drummond and
Co., bankers 476 1 11

The balance of cash due
from the Oxford Bank .. 6 3

The balance of petty cash in

the hands of the Secretary 22 6 3
4528 16 3

The total number of subscribers recorded in the re-

gister on the 10th Dec. 1839, was 2,007.

From whom the following Annual Income may be
expected to arise, viz. :

—

from 185 annual Governors, 5/ 925
" 1601 annual Members, 1/ 1601

From subscriptions 25'26

Add—For dividends on 4,000/. stock New
3§ per cents, producing an annual inte-

rest of 140

Present annual income of the Society 2666

The available assets [of the Society on the 4th Dec,
1839, are—

The permanent investment of 4,000/. slock

in the New 3^ per cents., which cost in

money, 4,024/. 5s. Id,, and yield an an-
nual interest of 140

The balance of cash at

ilessrs. Drummond & Co.
bankers, 4th Dec. 1839.. 476 1 11

Cash since paid in 28
504 1 11

The arrears of subscriptions due for the
years 1838 and 1839 from Governors
and Members 1120

The half year's dividend on stock due 5th
January, 1840 70

1694

Against which there will be the following de-
mands :

—

Account for stationary .... 22 9 3
Printing Journal, say .... 150
General printing, say— .. 15

Estimate.... 187 9 3

His Grace said that the foregoing account had been
looked over by the Finance Committee, who deemed it

to be a true statement of the society's linaDcial affairs.

To prove that the committee were not too sanguine
with respect to the subscriptions, he begged to observe,

the secretary informed him, that since the report had
been drawn up he had already received lOOZ. of the

arrears. (Cheers.) His Grace next read a summary
statement ofthe receipts and expenditure of the society,

at the Oxford Meeting, held in July last.

RECEIPTS.

To the sale of 2385 tickets for Ike dinner, £ s. d.

at 1 OS. each 1158

To the amount of receipts for admission

to the cattle-yard 1235 14 2
Mem.—
2317 tickets were sold at lOs, each 1158 10

68 issued to the Judges, Visitors and
reporters were not paid for

To the balance of this account, being an
excess of payments over the receipts,

and charged to the general account of

the funds of the English Agricultural

Society 293 19 7

EXPENDITURE,
Dinner Expenses,

By paid Mr. Griffiths for

2-120 dinners, at 10s.

each 1210
Less for an allowance made

by him towards the ex-
penses of fitting up the

room at 2s. 6d. each... . 302 10

907 10

Expenses of fitting up the quadrangle of

Queen's College 817 16 1

Expenses of the Judges,
By amount paid to thirteen of the judges

for their expenses 140 14 11

Cattle Yard,
For enclosing the yard, erecting the pens,

compensation for the use of the yard,

-S:c 634 11 1

Printing and advertisements 49 5
Incidental charges ,,. . 138 11 3

2688 3 9

The Noble Chairman said it now became his duty
to ask if any gentleman would move that the report be
received and adopted.

The Marquis of Downkhire said he felt great plea-

sure in moving that the report, which had just been
read by his grace the Duke of Richmond, be received

and adopted. (Cheers.) In doing so, he must say
that it aflForded him much gratification, as a trustee of

the society, to be able to state that his attendance at

the difl'erent committee meetings, which were held with
great regularity and were well attended, had satisfied

him that this society was in a most flourishing condi-

tion. (Cheers.) Indeed it was only necessary that

the report should be read to any individual pretending to

have the slightest knowledge of and regard for the wel-
fare of agriculture, for him to admit that the society

had progressed in the most satisfactory manner;
(cheers) indeed in a manner which few, if any, of its

friends could have expected it would have done in so

short period of time. (Hear and cheers.) He begged
again to say that he, felt great pleasure in moving the

reception and adoption of the report. ( Cheers.)

Earl Svenceu was heartily cheered upon his rising

to second the motion. He said he believed it was gene-
rally known that when the society was first established

he expressed an opinion that they would not be able

effectually to perform the duties expected from them,
unless they had an annual income of 2,000/. a year.

(Hear.) The society now possessed such an income,
(loud cheers) though he must say he did not expect
th«y would have had it so soon.(C/ieers.)lt gave him the

greatest possible pleasure to see the rapid strides which
the society had made, and he was satisfied if they con-

tinued to move on in the path they had hitherto pursued,

that immense benefits would thereby be conferred upon
the community at large. (Cheers.) He would not
detain them longer than to say he had much pleasure

in seconding' the motion, (^Cheers.)
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The motion was then put and carried unanimously.

I'he Noble Chairman said he felt they would think

that he ought, as President, to call their attentions to

the claims which some gentlemen had upon them.

They did, at Oxford, thank the gentlemen to wliom he
alluded, but he thought the society was called upon at

the present moment to acknowledge the kind services

adverted to. He should therefore propose that the

thanks of the meeting be given to those gentlemen who
undertook, and performed with so much ability and
satisfaction the arduous task of judges at the Oxford
meeting. The occupation of judge was not a very

pleasing one ; the meeting knew how necessary it was
they should get gentlemen to undertake the duties, and
he felt that the English Agricultural Society would
never be deficient in expressing their gratitude, where
they felt gratitude was due. {Cheers.)

Eael Spencer seconded the motion which was
carried unanimously.
The neble Chairman said he M'as now ready to an-

swer any questions that gentlemen present might desire

to put relative to the society, or to give any explanations

that might be considered necessary, respecting the re-

port or statement of accounts.

After the lapse of a few moments, and no person put-

ting any question to, or seeking any explanation from
his Grace,
Mr. T. R. Barker said he would, with permission of

the noble chairman and the meeting, oft'er a few ob<er-

vations upon the statement of accounts. Having taken

considerable interest in getting up the whole of the ac-

counts, he thought it right to mention to the numerous
meeting then assembled, that many expences (at the

Oxford show) had been unavoidably gone into from the

haste in which the whole of the arrangements had to be
effected. They could not but expect that the experience

they had had would enable them judiciously to econo-

mise on a future occasion, and to carry out a similar

exhibition and festival at much less cost. There was one
little matter in the Oxford accounts which be thought
it necessary to explain. The sum apportioned to Mr.
Griffiths for dinner expences was apparently more than
the was entitled to ; but the facts of the case were
these:—Mr. Griffiths undertook, upon a verbal contract

to provide dinner for 2,500 persons, for which number
he really did provide, and placed that number of bottles

of wine upon the table. The number of farmers attend-

ing the dinner was 2,327, and the Committee thought it

would not be just to Mr. Griffiths to pay only for the

smaller, when he had provided for the larger number.
The Committee therefore methim half-way, and paid for

2,400 persons. (Hear.) With respect to all the other

expences, he believed they would find that every care
had been taken to economize the resources of the

society (hear) ; that there had been no profusion of ex-

pence in any one respect. The dining-room (at Oxford)
was acknowledged by all who saw it to present one of

the most splendid and cheering sights ever witnessed
in England

—

(hear and cAeers^—and he trusted that the

gentlemen present would live to see many such (cheers.y

The Noble Chairman here observed it had been stated

by the Committee of Management in their Report,
that they had heard with great regret that some of the

members of the Society had not received their Journals.

Now the Committee were very anxious to take all mea-
sures in their power to prevent this happening again,

but he must remark there were great difficulties in

forwarding the Journal, and particularly at the forma-
tion of a Society. The great difficulty was that the

Committee did not know where to forward the copies

to. The books for the Subscribers, could always
be had on application at the Society's Rooms, but
he was aware that the members of the Society, from
their almost constant residence in the country, could

not call there for them. On behalf of the Committee
of Management he begged to state that they would
feel great pleasure in forwarding the work to those

gentlemen, who did not wish to receive it in

London. The members in each local district

might agree among themselves with some book-
seller or tigeat iu a country towQi to whom the books

should be sent, and the Committee of Management
would, at their own expense, send them down. (Hear.)

It was true that many of them resided away from
towns, but every farmer must go to market, (Hear and
laughter) and to the market towns the Journals would
be sent free of expense, provided they informed the

Secretary where they should be sent, and they could

be called for on the market day. (Hear.) The
Noble Chairman then read a letter from Mr. Charles
Whitlaw, in which that gentleman requested he might
be allowed to deliver his views with respect to the

capabilities of our soil. The Meeting assenting,

Mr. Whitlaw briefly expounded his peculiar and
well-known views on English Agriculture.

Mr. Sanford, M. P., then moved a vote of thanks to

the noble President for the able manner in which he had
discharged the duties of Chairman.
The lilarquis of Downshire seconded the resolution,

which was put by Earl Spencer, and carried by accla-

mation.
The noble Chairman said he was highly gratified at

the flattering manner in which they had always ac-

knov,rl£dged his services. He begged to say that he
felt it to be a great honour to be President of this So-
ciety, and so long as he continued to be President he
would perform the duties belonging to that office to the

utmost of his power. (Clieers.) He begged again to

thank them, and hoped they would have the pleasure of

meeting together at Cambridge next year. He would
remind them of what fell from his noble friend (Earl
Spencer) last year, that this Society might be recom-
mended by the landlords, but that it was only by the

support of the farmers themselves that the great object

proposed could be effectually accomplished. (Cheers.)

The Society had received the support of the farmers,

and he trusted that ere long there would not be a
county in England that did not acknowledge t at it was
to such a body as the English Agricultural Sohiety that

they must look forward for the prosperity, the improved
prosperity of the agriculture of the country. (Loud
Cheers.)

The Meeting then separated.

LLANDOVERY DISTRICT AGRICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.

Having been amongst the first to notice the esta-

blishment of this Society, we feel great pleasure in

watching and recording its progress. Without
disparaging the exertions of other members of the

Society we must be permitted to bear testimony to

the zeal of the President, who is also a member of

the English Agricultural Society, and to whose
exertions the Llandovery Society is much indebted.

Of the Honorary Secretary it is needless for us to

say anything. The best evidence of his merits will

be found in the unanimous approbation of the

Society.

The Annual General Meeting and Cattle Show
of the Lland.overy District Society took place at

Llandovery, on Wednesday, the 13th Dec. The
business of the day commenced by arranging the

cattle, &c., for exhibition, in the Castle-yard, pre-

paratory to the Judge's inspection. About twelve

o'clock, Mr. Powell, of Pantycorred, Breconshire,

the only Judge, entered the yard ; and after a minute
inspection of the various animals sent in for compe-
tition by their respective owners, he drew up a

report of their relative qualities and merit, from
which the premiums were awarded, and announced
by the President at the dinner-table. The judge
having left the yard, the subscribers entered to view
the cattle, kc; and sooa after the gates were opened
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to tbe public, of which there was a large concourse, beneficial results of an union between theory and
The weather being fine, several gentlemen, farmers, practice, in the several pursuits of agriculture, par-
and others interested in the success of agricultural ticularly in adhering to turnips and other green crops,
pursuits, honoured the meeting with their presence, draining, manure, &c., &c. Cultivate your ground
It being the Society's primary Show, and the first of well, it will furnish you with good food for your
the kind ever seen in the neighbourhood, a good cattle, and your stock will improve accordingly,
show could not be expected, yet there were some The hilarity of the evening was kept up with much
fine cattle exhibited ; many of them being young spirit to a late hour,
beasts, might be considered as good specimens of a ^t the Quarterly Meeting, held on Wednesday,
prospective prime stock. The lowland sheep, Leices- the 4th day of December, at the Lamb Inn, in the
ters. South-downs, and cross-breeds, were very j^^^ ^f Llandovery, the Treasurers' Account for
prime, and the mountain rams and wethers were also 1839 ,^ag audited and passed, when there appeared
a fine specimen. The boar and sow, nearly ap- to be a balance of 45/. 6s. 5d., in the treasurer's
preaching to the Berkshire breed, were fine animals hands, after paying all expences.
of their age. The show, taken altogether, augurs AT„.r„,„i,„ u„- 1 1 * 1 *« -., fu^ „o„
, »ii f .1 c .t .1 J f 1

JNovember being considered too !ate in the year
well tor tbe success 01 this praiseworthy and usetul f„^ !,„ „^u,-K,fi„ c 1 ? j- * 1 !,., r-^+fi^
; t-t .• Av, J. r II 1 .1, .1 13 • tor tne exhibition ot £;ood oreedi»": stock, the Cattle
institution. About four o clock, the worthy irresi- r-i ,-ii • r . u ^ 1 e ^i? m j ijir j
^ . , -rr- -n -1 .\^ T) T tr/^ AA/'i Show Will in future bs fixed for the Third Wednes-
dent, and Vice-President, the Rev. E. H. G. WiU

^ ^^ September annuall

'

liams, and D. Jones, jun., Esq., accompaniad by ^ , t.,
'

, •

'''
, -.i , 1

several magistrates, gentry, clergy, respectable far-
/he second Ploughing Match will take place near

mers, and visiting friends, of the district and neigh- Llandovery, on Wednesday, the 26th day of Fe-

bourhood, in all 73 in number, sat down to an bruary next.

excellent dinner at the Lamb Inn. After the cloth The Society's Premiums for 1840 will be settled

was removed, and several loyal, patriotic, and ap- and arranged in February, on the same day as the

propriato toasts were drank with enthusiasm, the Ploughing Match ; and as Mr. Jones, of Cynghordy

;

President called upou the Honerary Secretary to Mr. Jones, Llwyndewy ; D. LI. Harries, Esq. ; Mr.
read the names of the successful competitors for the Powell, Castle Inn ; and Mr. Havard, Lamb Inn

;

Society's premiums, as the Judge's report contained and several Gentlemen have stated their intention of

only the numbers on the labels affixed to the cattle, giving Silver Cups as Premiums for specific objects,

&c. The numbers and names were then announced other Gentlemen who may feel disposed, are invited

as follows :— to follow so encouraging an example. The Honorary
•n.T /3 Secretary to be iavoured with the particular terms

45."Best bull, Mr. Henry Jones, Cynghordy, pre- fJ"! f
"^'^""^ upon which each Cup is to be offered

J •'
'JO jif that the same may be inserted la the announcementmium 01 . 4 f^i Ti - r r.

25. Best cow, Mr. James Havard, Llandovery . 3 °^^^^ Premiums m February.

47. Best pair of steers, Mr. H. Jones, Cynghordy 2

19. Best yearling heifer, D. Lloyd Harries, Esq. 2
34. Best lowland ram, Mr. James Jones, Llwyn- ~ _—

—

hendy 2
5. Second best do., Mr, Jeffreys, Ystradwalter . 1 ^ ,,.,^,.t^-^ ,.i

35. Best pen of lowland ewes, Mr. James Jones, ON THE USE OF PIG MANURE IN
Llwyndewy 3 PROMOTING THE GROWTH OF

1. Best mountain ram, Mr. David Jones, Llan- APPLE AND FRUIT TREES.
deusant 2

48. Second best do., Mr. H. Jones, Cynghordy .1 to the editor of the mark lane express.
48. Best pen of mountain wethers, Mr. H. Jones,

Cynghordy
,

• ^ ' Sir,—1 noticed in your last number a paragragh
36. Best boar, Mr. James Jones, Llwyndewy .'' . 2 g'ivin^ an account of a new mode to promote the growth

37. Best sow, Mr. James Jones, Llwyndewy . . 2 of trees, now in operation at Welbeck, an estate of the

rp, „ „ . . ,
'

, Duke of Portland, by confining pigs in pens under
Ine following premiums were also announced :

—

them
For the best Stallion, divided between the two com- As'far as I know, its use may be new as regards forest

petitors, Mr. James Havard, Llandovery, and trees, bat I have known this method in use above thirty

Mr. John Evans, Tregaron, 2i. 10s. to each 5 years in Kent, to promote the growth of the apple tree,

and render it more productive. The method ori,srinated
'^"^ TURNIPS. .^ consequence of observing those orchards adjoining

First Prize of above 5 Acres, D. LI. Harris, Esq. 5 the farm-steds where the pigs constantly grazed, to be
Second do. of above 3 Acres, M. H. Jones, Cyng- much more productive, and yielding finer fruit than

hordy 4 those orchards where the grass was mown, or even those

where the soil was tdled, and also supposed to be less

FOR SHEPHERDS. subject to blight. For this purpose movable styes are

First Prize, Thomas Jenkins, Shepherd to D. LI. placed on wheels in the pens, and the pens regularly

Harris, Esq., for rearing 135 Lambs from moved, as in folding sheep. The manure is powerful

153 Ewes
^ ' ° 2 and rendered more or less so according to the nature ot

„ ^ , \ .* t
****'*'*

~ the food made use of. This method is generally prac-
For Labourers bringing up the greatest number of

^j^g^ -^^ t^e winter season, and its eflects are conspicu-
Children without Parochial relief:

—

ous jn the spring, for the trees generally present a
First Prize, Thomas Davies, Cefnycrug .... 2 vigourous and healthy appearance, and its effect on the

William Jones, Velindre Sawdde, a gratuity of . 1 soil is equally powerful. In fact, it may be rendered

A •. i • 1 v .1, -n • 1 i. !, * too powerful for the trees. It is best used with mode-
A proposition bemg made by the President, that

]2on and occasionally repeated; but, after all, its

the conversations and discussions of the evening
gfltects are not so uniform and lasting, as tliose orchards

should be more particularly devoted to agricultural
^^ which, as before observed, swine constantly graze

subjects, several excellent and instructive speeches and are fed. I remain, sir,

were delivered by the President and other friends. Respectfully yours,

elucidated by stating facts which bad proved the November 29. Thomas Jov,
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HINTS FOR MAKING A MANURE.
(Bv j\N" A^I.^TEun Farjieu.)

The following Essay, or, rather, we should say,

description of a manure, obtained the prize at

tiie last meeting of the Ilolywood Agricultural

Society. As it may be of advantage to farmers,

and agriculturists generally, we give it the

benefit of our circulation :
—

" To the Fresideiit, Vice-Presidents, Treasurer, Secre-

tary, Committee, and Members of the Holxjwood Agri'

cultural Societij.

Glntlemex,—Having observed, in your published

list of premiums for this year, which, by some means,

fell into my hands, one offered by J\Ir. Harlin, for

the best essay on, or description of, a manure, or

manures, vrhich will make the best substitute for

that usually prepared in the farm-yard, procured
from towns, I thought I would take a chance for it;

and resolved, as I have many opportunities of seeing

the crops growing, and of conversing with those who
grow them, to cast my eyes about, and seek for in-

formation on the different manures by which tijey

are produced. 1 at last fixed upon a farmer's field

where a number of persons had tlieir potato crops

planted beside each other. A great difference in

the several lots was very perceptible, and my first

impression naturally was, as the farmer, the owner
of the field, had the largest manure-heap, tiie j)ro-

duceofmany cattle, he should have the best crop.

On inquiry, however, I found I was mistaken, for

one lot, of a person who kept only one pig, and
another belonging to a cottager who kejit no pig,

were both better than tlie general crop. iVow, said

1 to myself, I have the secret to make good manure
('and, I must confess, my mind turned more strongly

on the premium), if I can only prevail on this

cottager who keeps no pig, to tell me how he makes
his manure— wiiat he carries on a small scale, 1 will

conduct on a large one. lie appeared quite astonished

on Hiy making inquiry on so simple a matter (as he

called it^ as a cottager's manure-heap, and thought

me very ignorant, indeed. However, in a very

few words, he told me, that he collected nil the

green weeds he could, scraped the roads, pared off"

all the green edges, and cleaned out the water-tahles

opposite his own house, and as much farther as he

could; and, if his landlord would allow him, scotn-erf

out a ditch, and even picked u)) quantities of the

red till, by times. All these he collected into a heap,

and he never alluded a drop of suds, dirty water,

house-buckets, or any other liquid that could be
collected, to be lost; but poured all on the lieap of

rubbish he had gathered, and, after some time,

turned it oarefull}', and mixed it properly. On
inquiry, I found, that he did not apply a greater

quantity of this manure to produce his crops, than

is usually done from the farm-yard ; and he assured

me, that its good effects remained in the soil, and
appeared on the future crops. Now I can fancy the

learned essayists, who may compete for this premium,
in classic order and in modern style, dividing their

subject into different heads, and explaining the

meaning of terms, in which I will most certainly

fall far short! O for the pen (or pencil) of a

Franklin, a Cobbett, a Doyle, or a Blacker, (o paint

my subject in its proper colours, which, though not

so beautifully blended as those of the rainbow, yet

present to the eye of the amateur agriculturist, a

pleasing variety of black and green, diversified with

orange and yellow! But you must all have heard,

that wishing, of all occupations, is tlie worst. I

must, therefore, as this is only intended for a plain,

humble, prosy description, trust to my own style to

describe the process, and how followed, for two
seasons. You must, therefore, for the jiresent, place
yourselves, in imagination, besides a large heap of

80 to 100 loads of road scrapings, water-table

scourings, weeds, and every kind of refuse that

could be scraped together, with several puncheons
of suds, and all other sorts of liquid manure which
are produced about a farm-house (with some more
solid), discharged into numerous communicating
cuts, made over and through the surface of the

above-described heap, the liquid being always im-
mediately covered over, to prevent evaporation.

The cuts must be made in different parts of the

surface of the heap, for each successive puncheon of

liquid, till all is completely saturated ; then an ad-

ditional layer of earth and other material, and so on,

till it is ready for a complete turning. Or, suppose
a pit dug in a convenient part of a field, or a tank
made near your house, both of which I have tried,

\vith a layer of finely-broken earth in the bottom, on
which a puncheon of the material before described

has been discharged, the whole properly mixed
together with a shovel, the operator standing on the

brink of the pit or tank; and, afterwards, a thin

layer of earth added, to prevent evaporation. In
another week, or as often as possible, add another

laver of finely-broken earth, and another puncheon,
mixed and covered over as before directed, till your
pit or tank is lull, and ready to be cleared out, to

give room for another ' making.' When the material

is thrown out of the pit, it will be always necessary

and proper to cover it entirely over with weeds, or

some kind of refuse ; but the more vegetable matter,

the better. This matter, however, is not one for

supposition ; it has been carried into effect, and
could not be kept a secret ; for the process drew
wondering spectators, from its perfuming the air

with that rich odour which would make a knowing
agriculturist look six months before him, and say to

himself,—This will come to something; if crops
don't grow, after the application of this manure, *
* * I have heard of, and seen essays which
would tell you what might be done ; but here is a

matter on which you may exercise nearly all your
senses—you ean see it, touch it ; most, certainly

smell it ; and, at any stage of the process, 3'ou may
readily hear it. I will not detain you with the ob-
stacles I had to encounter in carrying that great

matter into effect, being laiighed at by some, and
ridiculed by others. But, before concluding, just

observe (that this manure may have fair play^, your
ground must be first well drained—differentmanures
are adapted to different soils and different plants

—

and that a long continuation of the same manure to

the same soil is often injudicious. 1 had almost
forgotten to remark, that 1 have known many farmers

to draw manure, at a dear rate, from towns, who
were allowing much liquid manure, for want of a

very trifling arrangement, on their premises, to
* waste its richness on the desert air.' This is a subject
which demands your early and attentive considera-

tion; and I would warn you not to be too long- about
it, as one farmer of this parish has certainly done,
who said ho had been thinking about making a tank
for nine or ten years, but could never get time. If
this humble ' description of a manure' should happen
to obtain the premium, it ma}' be handed to your
Secretary, who will, if necessary, tell the name of
the writer, who has adopted, as his metto,

" Keep your eves Q5'EN»''
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ON INCREASING THE DEPTH OF
SOILS.

Bv CUTHBERT WiLLlAM JOHNSON, EsQ.,

Corresponding Member of the Maryland Horti-

cultural Society.

(From the Q^uarterly Journal of Agriculture.)

The discussion which has been carrying on as

to the advantages of subsoil ploughing, appears to

have been principally caused by an inattention to

the chemical eflects produced by the subsoil, or

the Deanstonizing system of tillage, so named
from being first employed, or at least first brought
into general notice, by Mr. Smith of Deanston, in

Stirlingshire, when be was examined in 183(j, be-

fore the Agricultural Committee of the House of

Commons. By this system, by means of a subsoil

plough, of which there are several kinds, the sub-

soil, or under crust of earth, is merely broken and
pulverized, say to the depth of from eighteen to

twenty inches, without being brought to the sur-

face, or mixed with the upper soil ; and it is only

after a lapse of four or five years that a portion of

the previously distributed substratum is found, by
experience, in a state to be advantageously (by

deep ploughing^ brought to the surface, it being

by this time, by the action of the atmosphere, and
perhaps fby a partial mixture with the surface

mould, rendered sufficiently friable and fertile. It

is of necessity a consequence of this subsoil plough-

ing, thot the permanent drains of all lands thus

cultivated must be constructed rather deeper in

the soil than is usual with farmers : the top of

those of Deanston are placed at a depth of twenty-
two inches from the surface, so as to be completely
out of the way of the subsoil wbich the plough has
turned over.

In this instance, as in most other novel agri-

cultural eiforts, the zeal of its promoters has
sometimes carried them too far ; they have even
contended, that in most situations, subsoiling

would render draining unnecessary; a result

which would hardly have been arrived at by the

most sanguine subsoiler, if he had paused to recol-

lect that deepening the soil, however it may pro-
mote the absorption of atmospheric moisture, can
in few situations enable land springs, and stagnant

waters, to escape. The object to be obtained by
these operations are, in fact, diametrically oppo-
site. The one is adopted to increase the gradual
healthful supply of food and moisture by the earth

to the roots of the crop, in the degree the most
grateful to its habits. The other expensive prac-

tice is, to remove that moisture, when (from
•whatever cause) it becomes too abundant for

healthful vegetation, and this removal can only be
obtained, in very peculiar situations, by the mere
use of the subsoil plough, and that to a vei'y limit-

ed extent, such, for example, as when the crust or
subsoil, is of such a degree of thinness, as to be
completely penetrated by the plough ; thus the
upper soil, brought, by breaking up the separating
crust, into immediate contact with a substratum
of earth, of greater water-absorbing properties

than the pan-crust, which has hitherto separated

them. Lands like these, however, are not very
common, or of any considerable extent.

I propose, in this paper, to examine first, what
is the chemical effect of the atmosphere upon the
broken-up subsoil ; secondly, how that substratum
is thus rendered more serviceable to the plants

growing upon it j and thirdly, th^ testimony of

practical farmers, whioh has been produced on the
question. In entering on the investigation, I will

suppose, for the sake of the argument, what is

pretty commonly the case, that the chemical com-
position of the subsoil, and that of the surface

mould, is chemically nearly the same, each con-
taining very similar proportions of the earths

silica, alumina, and carbonate of lime, and that

the surface-soil possesses merely the largest por-

tion of decomposing organic remains. And yet,

although this conclusion is one that is very usually

correct, yet it is by no means universally the fact,

for not only does this dissimilarity of composition,
in many cases, appear on a chemical examination,
but the practice of many farmers supports the

results of a chemical analysis ; thus the spade cul-

tivators find, almost always, the advantages of

trenching the soil, and in most districts, " a thin-

skinned soil" is but another way of describing

its poverty. Then, again, the farmers of the
chalky soils of Sussex, Dorsetshire, Wilts, and
Hampshire, very advantageously raise the sub-

stratum of chalk, existing under their lands, and
spread it in considerable quantities on the surface.

The farmers of Essex and Suifolk in many places

do the same, with the under stratum of clay or

marl on which their surface-soils immediately
rest, and they find this a very profitable practice,

because the earths, which constitute all fertile

soils being also the necessary constituents of the

commonly cultivated grasses, are gradually and
incessantly carried off from thence by continual

cropping, and consequently in time an advanta-
geous opportunity is afforded for their being re-

plenished with the earths, perhaps contained in

the subsoil, in which they may have become defi-

cient. This essential presence of the earths in the

commonly cultivated crops, is much more consi-

derable in amount than as commonly imagined,

as will be understood by the result of an analysis

of two pounds of each of the following seeds, and
of rye straw, the products of earths and metallic

oxides, from each, being given in grains.* From
this little table the farmer will not fail to observe,

how extensively the earths are absorbed by his

crops, and how steadily they are carried away
from his lands by all cultivated vegetables

:

Silica

Carbonate ef lime
(elialk)

Carbonate of
magnesia

Alumina (clay) .

Oxide of man-
ganese •••

Oxide ef iron...

12.6

13,4
0.6

5.0
2.5

14.2
1,4

3,2
0,9

Barley.
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and formed into new combinations by some rays-
tic process of the plant, but the earths can only
be absorbed from the soil.

The chemical effect of pulverizing and breaking
up a subsoil, is certainly advantageous to the
plant in two ways, besides others with which we
are very likely at present unacquainted, first it

renders the soil penetrable to a much greater
depth by the roots, or minute fibres of the plant,
and consequently renders more available any
decomposing matters, or earthy ingredients,
which that substratum may contain ; aud se-
condly, it renders the soil much more freely
permeable by the atmosphere, rendering, in con-
sequence, a greatly increased supply not only of
oxygen gas to the roots of the plants, but also
yielding more moisture, not only from the soil,

but from the atmospheric air, which moisture, let
it be (remembered by the cultivator, is in all

weathers as incessantly absorbing by the soil as
it is universally contained in the atmosphere,
abounding most in the latter, in the very periods
when it Is most needed by the plants, that is,

in the warmest and driest weather. This pro-
perty possessed by the soil of absorbing moisture
from the atmosphere, and the importance of in-
creasing that power by pulverizing the soil, is not
nearly so well understood as is desirable, although
the farmer has the means of convincing himself
of the fact by the most simple experiments. It

is, in truth, an almost unfailing test of the com-
parative value of soils, as was long since ob-
served by Sir H. Davy, a conclusion in which I
have often had occasion to agree.

•' The power of the soil," says this great chemist,
" to absorb v^ater by cohesive attraction, depends,
in a great measure, upon the state of division of its

parts ; the more divided they are the greater is their
absorbent powers. The power of soils to absorb
moisture from the air, is much connected with fer-
tility

j when this power is 'great, the plant is sup-
plied with moisture in dry seasons, and the effect
of evaporation in the day is counteracted by the
absorption of aqueous vapour from the atmosphere,
by the interior parts of the soil during the day, and
by both the exterior and interior during the night.
The stiff clays, approaching to pipe-clays in their na-
ture, which take up the greatest quantity of water
when it is poured upon them in a fluid form, are
not the soils which absorb most moisture from the
atmosphere in dry weather ; they cake, and present
only a small surface to the air, and the vegetation
on them is generally burnt up almost as readily as
on sands. The soils that are most efficient in sup-
plying the plant with water by atmospheric absorp-
tion, are those in which there is a due mixture of
sand finely divided, clay and carbonate of lime, with
some animal or vegetable matter, and which are so
loose and light as to be freely permeable to the at-
mosphere. With respect to this quality, carbonate
of lime and animal and vegetable matter are of great
use in soils, they give absorbent power to the soil,
without giving it likewise tenacity; sand, which
also destroys tenacity, on the contrary gives it little
absorbent power. I have compared the absorbent
powers of many soils with respect to atmospheric
moisture, and I have always found it greatest in the
most fertde soils, so that it affords one method of
judging of the productiveness of laud. 1000 parts
of a celebrated soil from Ormiston, in East Lothian
which contained more than half its weight of finely
divided matter, of which eleven parts were carbon-
ate of lime, and nine parts of vegetable matter, when
dried at a temperatqre of n g°, gaiced ia au

hour by exposure to air satutated with moisture at

a temperature of 62 degrees, eighteen parts. 1000

parts of a very fertile soil from the banks of the river

Parret, in Somersetshire, under the same circum-

stances, gained sixteen parts. 1000 parts of a soil

from Mersea, in Essex, worth 45s. per acre, gained

thirteen parts. 1000 parts ofa fine sand from'Essex,

worth 28s. an acre, gained eleven parts. 1000 of a

coarse sand, worth los. per acre, gained only eight

parts. 1000 of the soil of Bagshot Heath gained

only three parts."*

And this absorbent power of atmospheric mois-

ture is not only inherent property in all fertile

soils, and a property which is increased by their

pulverization, but it exists in a still more remark-
able degree in the commonly employed manures
of the cultivator, and that, too, nearly propor-
tionate to their commonly assigned value. The
following are the results of my own experi-

ments :t
" 1000 parts of horse-dung, dried at a tempera-

ture of 100 degrees, absorbed, by exposure for three

hours to air saturated with moisture at 62 degrees,

145 parts. 1000 parts ofcow-dung, under the same
circumstances, absorbed 130 parts. 1000 parts of

pig-dung absorbed 120 parts. 1000 parts of sheep-

dung absorbed 81 parts. 1000 parts of pigeons'

dung absorbed 50 parts. 1000 parts of a rich soil

worth two guineas per acre, absorbed 15 parts."

This attractive power of the earths, and of

manure, from the moisture of the atmosphere,
is one of the most important facts to be kept in

mind by the farmer, when he is considering the

pulverizing and deepening his soils. It is also a
property which all plants possess in a certain

measure, but some in such a perfect degree, as to

pepend entirely upon it for all the moisture they

need. Thus the Aerial Epidendron (EiJidendron

flos aeris), is often employed by the natives of the

east on account of the elegance of its leaves and
flowers, and the exquisite odour which it dif-

fuses, as an ornament, suspended by a silken

cord from the ceilings of their rooms, where,
from year to year, it continues to vegetate,

putting forth new leaves, new blossoms, a new
fragrance, entirely supported by the moisture
and gases of the surrounding atmosphere. Many
of the native plants of the east nearly support
themselves in the same way, some of the mosses
of this country almost do the same.
The quantity of water consumed by plants

when in a state of healthy vegetation, is in fact,

so great that if it was not for the gentle steady

supply thus imperceptibly furnished to the soil by
the atmosphere, vegetation would speedily cease,

or only be supported by incessant rains. Thus
Dr. Hales ascertained that a cabbage transmits

into the atmosphere, by insensible vapour, aboufe

half its weight of water daily; and that a sun-

flower three feet in height transpired in the same
period nearly two pounds weight.^ Dr. Wood-
ward found,that a sprig of mint, weighing 27
grains, in seventy-seven days emitted 2543 grains

of water. A sprig of spearmint, weighing 27 grains

emitted in the same time 2558 grains ; a sprig of
common nightshade, weighing 49 grains, evolved
3708 grains; and a lathyris ol 98 grains emitted
2501.$

It has been shown by the experiments of M.

* Lectures, p. 182.

t Essay on Salt, p. 19,

X Vegetable Statistics, i. 5, 1 ;•,

§ Phil.Jrafl9, 169?, p, 193.
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Saussiire with some sprigs of peppermint, that,

when supplied with pure water only, and allowed

to vegetate for some time in the light, that they

nearly doubled the portion of carbon they origi-

nally contained.* This they could have procured
only from the atmosphere ; and, under these cir-

cumstances, there is now little doubt of the cor-

rectness of the conclusion of M. Berthollet, that

plants, by means of their leaves, have the power
of decomposing the water, as well as the carbonic

acid of the atmosphere, and furnishing with these

elements new combinations . How essential a free

access of the atmosphere is to the roots of plants,

was long since shewn by M. Saussure, who found
that oxygen gas is absorbed by the roots of plants,

as well as by their leaves, and that it is at the

roots united with carbon, and transmitted to the

leaves to be decomposed, Even the brandies
absorb oxygen : in its absence flowers will not

even expand.f The advantages of a free access

of oxygen to the roots of plants, has been still

further shewn experimentally : it has been proved
that their vegetation is greatly increased by nour-

ishing them with water impregnated with oxygen
gas ; hence, too, the superiority of rain-water.

Some remarkable expei'iments were made by Mr.
Hill, demonstrative of the great benefit plants

derive from oxyyen gas being applied to their

roots. Hyacinths, melons, Indian corn, &c. were
the subject of the experiments. The first was
greatly improved in beauty, the second in flavour,

the last in size, and all in vigour. This is another
use of the free access of atmosplieric moisture,

for M. Humboldt has clearly shown that a dry
soil is quite incapable of absorbing oxygen gas.

Now it must be evident, even to the most list-

less observer, that the more deeply and finely a
soil is pulverized, and rendered i^ermeable, the

greater will be the absorption of both oxygen and
watery vapour from the surrounding atmosphere.

It is perhaps needless to prove that the roots

of commonly cultivated plants will penetrate,

under favourable circumstances, much greater

depths into the soil, in search of moisture, than
they can from the resistance of the case-hardened
subsoil commonly attain. Thus the roots of the

wheat plant in loose deep soils, have been found
to descend to a depth of two or three feet, or

even more : and it is evident, that if plants are
principally sustained in dry weatlier by the at-

mospheric aqueous vapour absorbed by the soil,

that then that supply of water must be neces-

sarily increased, by enabling the atmospheric va-
pour and gases, as well as the roots of plants, to

attain to a greater depth ; for the interior of a well
pulverized soil, he it remembered, continues stea-

dily to absorb this essential food of vegetables,

even when the surface of the earth is drying in

the sun.

And by facilitating the admission of air to the
soil, another advantage is obtained, that of increas-

ing its temperature. The earths are naturally bad
conductors of heat, especially downwards ; thus
it is well known, that, at the siege of Gibraltar,

the rod-hot balls employed by the garrison were
readily carried from the furnaces to the batteries

in wooden barrows, whose bottoms were merely
covered with earth. Davy proved the superior
rapidity with which a loose black soil was heated
compared with a chalky soil, by placing equal por-
tions of each in the sunshine ;—the first was heated

^ Recberches sur la Veget, 51,

+ ThonapsoD, vol, ir. p. 353.

in an hour from 65^ to 88?, while the chalk was
only heated to 699.* This trial, however, must
not be regarded as absolutely conclusive, since

the surface of the black soils naturally increase

more rapidly in temperature when exposed to the

direct rays of the sun, than those of a lighter co-

lour. A free access of air to all soils also adds

to their fertility, by promoting the decomposition

of the excretory matters of plants, which other-

wise would remain for a longer period, to the an-

noyance of plants of the same species.

To the truth of these conclusions and labori-

ous experimental researches of the chemist, does

not the practical testimony of the ablest cultiva-

tors of all countries and in all ages concur ? Thus
in enforcing the advantages of rendering the soil

more completely permeable by the atmosphere,

nearly two thousand years since, M. P. Cato asked

the Italian farmers, "What is good tillage ? To
plough. What is the second ? To plough. The
third is to manure." Cato, however, mistook the

cause of the benefit, for he says, " He who stirs

his olive-ground oftenest and deepest, will plough

up the very slender roots ; if he ploughs ill, the

roots will become thicker, and the strength of the

olive will go to the root."t Virgil, where giving

an erroneous explanation of the advantages of

paring and burning, says, "The heat opens more
ways and hidden vents for the air, through which
the dews penetrate to the embryo plants.":!;

Do not, at this very period. Lord Leicester and

all the best of England's agriculturists, find the

greatest advantage from stirring the ground be-

tween their rows of drilled turnips, for the sole

purpose of promoting the access of the air to their

roots ? And that, too, on soils where a woed is

hardly to be seen ? Is not one great object of fal-

lowing to produce, by pulverizing and deepening

the soil, the same result ? Did not Jethro Tull

labour long, and sometimes too sanguinely, in

illustrating the same position ? And does he not

support the subsoilcr's conclusions when he
says,

—

" I have had the experience of a ipultitude of in-

stances which confirms it so far, that i am in no doubt

that any soil (be it rich or poor) can ever be made
too fine by tillage. For it is without dispute, that

one cubical foot of this minute powder may have

more internal superficies than a thousand cubi-

cal feet of the same or any other earth tilled in

the common manner ; and I believe no two ara-

ble earths in the world do exceed one another in

their natural richness twenty times ; that is, one cu-

bical foot of the richest is not able to produce an

equal quantity of vegetables, ceteris paribus, to

twenty cubical feet of the poorest ; therefore it is not

strange that the poorest, when, by pulverizing, it

has obtained one hundred times the internal super-

ficies of the rich untilled land, should exceed it in

fertility ; or, if a foot of the poorest was made to

have twenty times the superficies of a foot of such

rich land, the poorest might produce an equal quan-

tity of vegetables with the rich. Besides, there is

another extraordinary advantage when a soil has a

larger internal superficies in a very little compass

;

for then the roots of plants in it are better supplied

with nourishment, being nearer to them on all sides

within reach, than it can he when the soil is less

fine, as in common tillage ; and the roots in the one

Elements of Agr. Chem. 178.

t Lib. 61.

t Geor. i. 90, 91.

C 2
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must extend much farther than in the other ; to reach
an equal quantity of nourishment, they must range,
and iill, perhaps, above twenty times more space, to
collect the same quantity of food. But in this fine

soil, the most weak and tender roots have free
passage to the utmost of their extent, and have also
an easy, due, and equal pressure everywhere, as in
water."*

And it is fortunately in our power to prove that
a thorough subsoil-ploughing or trenching is

a 2)ermanent improvement of the soil,—is pro-
ductive of continued good results for a series of
years after the operation has been performed. I
have often had occasion to remark this in my
own experience ; and that how slowly ground
which has been once disturbed acquires its origi-
nal degree of solidity, every railroad contractor or
builder can furnish satisfactory evidence. Neither
are the good effects of this deep-soil cultivation
merely dependent upon the effects of the manure
being more deeply placed, or more widely diffused
i n the soil ; the mere loosening and extending pul-
verization of any soil, is certain to render that soil
more productive. It is seldom that any experi-
ments can be carried on to any extent, which will
prove this fact more conclusively than those made
some years since by Mr. Withers and other
planters in Norfolk, with their timber plantations,
of which, nearly in his own words, the following
is the detail. In the year 1811, five acres of poor
black sandy land were planted in the parish of
Holt. The land had been recently inclosed from
the comnson, and was covered in heath and whins.
Scotch fir, and a proper assortment of deciduous
trees, were planted in large holes. The fir suc-
ceeded pretty well, but the other trees made no
progress

; and although, he adds :—
" I yearly filled up the vacancies occasioned by

death and decay, I found, at the end of four or five
years, that all the trees but the Scotch fir, with very
few exceptions, were either dead, or in a dying state.

I then had all the ground trenched, and all the
vacancies filled up with oak, ash, chestnut, elm, and
other trees, and I have kept it regularly hoed,
and free from weeds ever since. The consequence
has been, that the last-mentioned trees have made
such a rapid growth, that I have been enabled to
clear away the greater part of the fir, and the re-
mainder must be taken out in aj'ear or two, to o-ive

space for (he other trees. One mountain-ash,
which had escaped the deadly effect of the heath,
whins (and iron-bound soil),"gave a decided proof
of the advantages of trenching and cleaning the land.
I'his tree liad barely kept alive, not making more
than two or three inches of wood in a season; but
in the year following the trenching, it threw out two
leading shoots, the smallest of which, when cut off
at Michaelmas, measured six feet two inches." In
the spring of 1819, another piece of ground, con-
taining half an acre, adjoining the five acre field,

was planted with the same description of trees.
"This land was trenched two feet deep, and has
since been kept perfectly clean ; and so great
is the advantage of preparing the land properly, in
the first instance, that the trees in this piece are now
much superior to those planted eight years before,
although the latter have had the benefit of hoeing for
the last nine or ten years."f
Some plantations, made in the same years,

adjoining those of Mr. Withers, and on the same

* TuU on Tillage, 43.

t Memoir on Forest Trees, p. 7.

kind of soil, which is more like that of Bagshot
Heath than of any other with which I am ac-

quainted, entirely confirm the conclusions I have
here drawn from those of the former. Mr.
Hardy's were planted in holes dug in the Heath,
Mr. Gurney's land was previously ploughed

;

both were planted with a good assortment of forest

trees; but, at the expiration of three years, Mr-
Hardy, finding many of his trees dead, and the

others making little or no progress, trenched the
land, and filled up the vacancies, and has since

kept it regularly hoed, and free from weeds ;

—

his neighbour's land has been entirely neglected,

and the heath and whins suffered to grow to the

height of several feet; the consequences arc, that

while in the one (which is divided from the other
only by the road) there is a fine valuable planta-
tion, in the adjoining all the deciduous trees are

dead, and nothing remains but Scotch and larch

firs. Another experiment of Mr. Withers, begun
in 1823, on fifteen acres of the same land, is not
so decidedly applicable to my argument, because
be there employed a quantity of manure, yet it

still affords a very valuable practical illustration

of the advantages of pulverizing and subsoil-

ploughing.

" I caused," he says, " the land to be double-
ploughed, first with two horses, and then with four,

following in the same furrow, by which means the

soil was stirred to the depth of eighteen to twenty
inches. I fortunately found the remains of an old

marl pit in the field, from which I harrowed and
spread twenty cart loads per acre. This I suffered

to lie and pulverize all the winter ; and in the fol-

lowing April (1824) I spread twenty loads per acre,

of good rotten dung, ploughed it in, and planted the

land with oak, ash, elm, chestnut, and black Italian

poplar plants. They took exceedingly well, and
many of them made vigorous shoots the first sum-
mer ; the second year they nearly coveied the

ground ; but during the next summer their growth
was prodigious, many of the trees making shoots

upwards of five feet long, and, upon an average,

increased that year full three feet in height. The
severe drouglit, which has burnt up trees on land in

a foul and poor state, has had the effect of adding
considerably to the growth of these. They have

7iei)er hud the appearance ofivanting moisture, although
not a drop of rain fell upon them for a period of
several weeks during the very hottest part of the

summer of 1826. This luxuriant growth I attribute

to deep ploughing,—to the highly manured state of

the land, and to its being constantly kept clean and
loose upon the surface, by means of the hoe ; and I

firmly believe, that, when land is in this state, the

weather in England can never be too hot for forest

trees."*

The experience of the great Scotch planters

confirms all that is here advanced. Thus Sir

Walter Scott himself,—no inconsiderable ])lanter,

—tells us, when speaking of manuring and fallow-

ing the soil intended for plantations :
—" Every

plantation which the proprietor desires to see

rush up with unusual rapidity, ought to be pre-

pared by one of these methods ; or, which is best

of all, by deep trenching with the spade."t Scott,

however, thought that the advantage of trenching
woodlands ceased in ten or twelve years.

" At a certain period the fibres reach the subsoil,

which the spade or plough has not disturbed, and

* Memoir, p. 19.

f Quarterly Review for 1829,,
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thus the final growtli of the tree which has enjoyed

this advantage, is often not greater than that of its

neighbour, upon which no such indulgences were
ever bestowed."

Granting that these conclusions of Sir Walter

Scott were, in some instances, correct, yet still he
has assigned to one cause effects which are more
certainly attributable to another. In ten or

twelve years the ploughed soil will, if undisturbed,

gradually become very nearly, if not quite, as

close, as case- hardened, and as little permeable by
the atmosphere as any of the unploughed soils.

It will then be nearly equally ill supplied with

moisture, by absorption, as that which has rested

totally untilled. I am able, too, to add the testi-

mony of Sir Henry Steuart to the truths I am
endeavouring to illustrate.

" Trees," he says, " more than agricultural crops,

require depth of soil to raise them to perfection ; . .

and as it appears plain, that, both in the north and in

the south, the size of the wood will be mainly attri-

butable to the depth of the soil on which it grows, it

should be the chief object of the planter to promote
that capital object. . . . Deepening can only

be executed with effect by trenching or double dig-

ging (for the plough can do little in such a business)
;

and pulverizing is naturally combined with that pro-

cess. . . . Pulverization, or the mechanical

division of parts, is applicable to all soils in

proportion to their adhesive texture, as even the

most siliceous, if not duly stirred, will become too

compact and dense for the admission of air, rain,

and heat, and, by consequence, for the free growth
of plants. . . . Strong upland clays, not sub-
mitted to the plough or the spade, will, in a few
yeai's, be found in the possession of fibrous-rooted

perennial grasses, which form a clothing on their

surface, or of strong tap-rooted trees, such as the

oak, which force their way through the interior of

the mass. For these reasons, the first and great

object should be to give scope to the young roots

and fibres, because, without fibres in abundance,
no woody plant can shoot freely and develope its

parts, whatever be the richness of the soil. . . .

Manure is ineffectual towards vegetatioa until it be-

comes soluble in water ; and it would remain useless
in a state of solution if it so abounded as to exclude
air, for, in that case, the fibres or mouths of plants

would be unable to perform their functions, and they
would soon drop of!" by decay. . . . Let it be
observed, also, that an open soil, besides being
favourable to the transmission of nutriment to the

roots of plants, is likewise favourable to their exten-
sion, and thereby enlarges the field, whereby nutri-

ment is derived. Nor are these the only benefits

resulting from a friable soil, for, in addition to its

being the best adapted to supply vegetables with
food, it is always most suitable for effecting those
changes in the manure itself which are equally
necessary to the preparation of such food ; and
animal and vegetable substances, exposed to the
alternate action of heat, moisture, light, and air,

undergo spontaneous decompositions, which, inde-

pendently of it, would not take place
Soils are surprisingly benefited by aeration, and the

free admission of the weather into their interior

parts. This is generally considered as the principal
use of fallowing, and its importance in garden-
ing is proved by summer and winter edging
up. Had Tull,"' (adds Sir Henry Steuart in
all of which I cheerfully concur), "who flourish-

ed about a century ago, been acquainted with
chemistry as at present improved, he would
not have missed that permanent fame to which

his ingenuity so well entitled him. He was un-
questionably the first practical advocate for the power
of pulverization, but he was deceived by its astonish-
ing and various efiects, without being able to per-
ceive its limits. Hence he was led into the erroneous
belief, that pulverization could even supply the
place of manures in farm management."*

I have quoted the experimental researches of
these scientific planters at considerable length, be-
cause their examinations were confined to crops
which were to beadvancing to maturity for a series

of years. Both the trenching and the hole-plant-
ing, when once completed, were to remain undis-
turbed and unmanured for a lengthened period.
If then there was any advantage in subsoil plough-
ing, or ill pulverizing the soil, the trees growing
upon it would certainly sooner or later betray the
fact. And both Sir H. Steuart and J\Ir. Withers
concur in proving that they did so. The results

of the latter gentleman's system of planting I

have witnessed ; and I have on a very small scale,

experienced the same advantages of trenching in

my own garden and plantations.

With regard to field crops, the testimony in fa-

vour of subsoiling the same kind of light sandy
soil is equally important and unanswerable. Thtis
Sir Edward Stracey, the inventor of the Rackheatli
subsoil plough, says,

" I have broken up nearly 500 acres of heath land
with the plough. My crops have been nearly dou-
bled. The wheat produced on the land so broken
up has been fine plump grain, weighing about t)3§

lbs. to the imperial bushel, has produced the best
price in the market, where, before the deep plough-
ing, the same land scarcely produced the seed. The
wheat was so poor and shrivelled that nobody would
look at it ; and, as I had no manure to lay upon the

ground, I can ascribe the goodness of the crop to

nothing but the deep ploughing."f
And for heavier soils, the evidence in favour of

subsoil ploughing is nearly equally valuable. In
the year 1838, an experiment was made by Sir
James Graham, which is important in several re-
spects. It was on a field of about eight acres, of
the poorest and wettest land.

" The surface-soil is about five inches deep of black
earth, of a ptaty quality. The subsoil is a weeping-
retentive clay, with sand and rusty gravel inter-

mixed. I'his clay extends to the bottom of the
drains, which are of tile, laid thirty inches deep in

every furrow. This field was rented by the out-

going tenant at 4s. 6d. per acre. It was in pasture
of the coarsest description, overrun with rushes and
other aquatic plants. After draining on one-half of
this field, I used Mr. Smith's subsoil plough. On
the other half I trench-ploughed to the depth of ten

inches, by two ploughs following in succession. In
the first part, not mixing with the surface any of the

subsoil ; in the last part, commingling the surface

and the subsoil in nearly equal proportions. The
whole field was heavily but equally manured, aud
planted with potatoes ; and though the potato crop
even on good land in this neighbourhood (Cumber-
land), was below an average, yet the crop in this

field exceeded an average, and yielded about twelve
tons per acre. The field is equally drained in every
part. The crop was so equal throughout the field,

that I am unable to pronounce positively which part

was the best, but I am inclined to give the prefer-

ence to that portion where Mr. Smith's subsoil plough
was used.":f

* Planter's Guide, 464.

t Brit. Farm. Mag. vol. i. p. 235.

t 1st Part Journal of the Eng.Ag. Soc p. 31.
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Such has been the effect of subsoiling on a re-

tentive clay substratum. I am able to give, from
the same Journal, an account of the result of the

same operation on " a light sandy soil, from five

to seven inches in depth, covering a stratum of
hard gravel. This stratum varies in depth from
eight to twelve inches ; and below it thei'e is a
yellov/ sand, with a very slight admixture of loam."
The experiment, which was very successful, was
made by the Speaker of the House of Commons,
Mr. Shaw Lefevre, at Heckfleld in Hampshire, in

1S36, at an expense of 30s. per acre ; and the eifect

upon the soil may be perceived, by contrasting its

produce before and after the subsoil ploughing.

Produce
Year. Produce per.'Vcre. Year. per Acre.

1833. Turnips, not quite 2 tons. 1837. 8 tons.

1834. Barley, not quite 4 sacks. 1838. 10 sacks.*

It is always refreshing to find the observations
of the farmers confirming the experiments of the
chemist, as in those which have been made by the
Hampshire farmers, who find, in the retentive
soils of their stiff clay formations, such as those
in the north of that county, that when they are
reduced, by dint of ploughing, to a fine mouldy
state, so that the atmosphere can freely penetrate
through them, that then the surface of the sub-
soil speedily becomes very moist, and continues so
during the warmest weather. The more finely

the soil is divided, the more steadily moist the
surface of the substratum becomes. The farmers
of the chalk-formation in the same county also

have remarked, in the wheat crops growing on
the edge of chalk-pits, that as the soil near the
edge of the pit becomes thus loosened by the re-

moval of the earth, that then the roots of the
•wheat plants growing in the immediate neighbour-
hood of the pits, elongate themselves in a very re-

markable manner, some of them reaching to a
depth of three or four feet, and this, too, in the
same chalk of which the superstratum is princi-

pally composed. In this and similar instances, the
extension of the roots of the plant in search of

nourishment is well worthy of remark, as prov-
ing the efforts which a plant thus situated makes
to acquire nourishment, which in such instances,

is mostly either moisture, or the gases of the at-

mosphere, since here we find, that the chemical
composition of the substratum is very similar to

that of the surface-soiL The required ingredient,

therefore, could not be chalk or silica ; and it is

not likely that alumina was needed, from the small

proportion in which it exists in plants. Decom-
posing organic matters must be nearly absent from
the iron-bound substratum, so that atmospheric air

and water were the only food of plants likely to

be found by the roots of the wheat plant in diving

so deeply into the loosened chalk.

Such, I think, are the reasonable advantages
derivable from the subsoiling system, benefits

which, on most soils, must be more or less easily

within the reach of the cultivator. It possesses,

too, the great advantage of improving the land

from its own resources. No other district need be
impoverished, no expensive artificial fertilizers

procured, to enable the farmer to render that por-

tion of his land productive, which he may have
hitherto neglected. He has only to avail himself
of the advantages which the improved construc-

tion of agricultural machinery now offers for his

service.

*
1st Part Journal of the Eng. Ag. See. p. 38.

RUTLAND AGRICULTURAL ASSO-
CIATION.

The annual exhibition of Stock by this Society, took
place in the Riding-house, Oakham, Wednesday, Dec. 4,

and was more than usually well attended. By an ex-

cellent arrangement of the stewards, the judges decided

on the awards the previous day (Tuesday), whereby
much time was saved, as well as inconvenience to the

visitors prevented. On entering the show-yard, one

could not but be struck by the general beauty and sym-
metry of the animals exhibited : the greatest improve-

ment perceptible, was perhaps in the cottagers' and
breeding classes, all of \^ hich were very superior. The
first class, for fat oxen, was universally admired, and
the judges had avowedly a difficult task in deciding be-

tween the competing animals. The show of pigs was
perhaps never exceeded. The sheep in the fat classes

were also very fine. In the extra stock some excellent

animals were shown, particularly a milking heifer of

Mr. R. Smith, of Burley, which obtained a prize. The
vegetables, which were as usual excellent, were sent

by the Marquis of Exeter, Mr. Morris, Oakham
Grange, Mr. Sharrad, Langham, Mr. Butt, Langham,
Mr. Godfrey, Glaston, &c., e^c. On Tuesday the Mar-
quis of Exeter visited the show-yard by invitation, but

was prevented by previous engagements from being

present on' the Wednesday. Among the company in

the yard on the last day, were Lord Barham, the Hons.
W. M. and Berkeley Noel, Sir Montague J. Cholme-
ley, J, H. Cholmeley, Esq., Sir J.Trollope, G. Finch,

Esq., Thomas and Stafford Hotchkin, Esqs., the Hons.
H. and — Edwards, the Hon. H. Wilson, CAllexton),

G. J. Heathcote, Esq., M. P., H. Handley, Esq.,

M.P., E. W. Wilmot, Esq., R. Ransome, (Ipswich),

&c., &c., &c. The sum taken at the doors was 46Z.

10s., upwards of 930 persons visiting the show-yard.

Mr. Grant of Stamford, attended as usual with a good
show of his agricultural implements— his improvements
in which excited much attention. The show exhibited

an astonishing increase in interest, and taken as a

whole has been never equalled in the provinces, and not

very much surpassed by the Great Smithfield Christ-

mas exhibition.

Tlte following is a list of the Prizes Awarded.

Judges.—Mr. Luck, Clifton, Warwickshire : Mr. T,
E. Pawlett, Tinwell, Stamford : Mr. Laxton, Morborne,
Hunts.
Class I.—Oxen or Steers, of any breed or weight, un-

der five years of age, without restrictions as to feed-

ing,but the kind or kinds of food must be specified

Open to all England.—To the feeder of the best fat

Ox or Steer, a premium of 15 sovs. : to the feeder of

the second best ditto, a premium of 7 sovs. ; a Silver

Medal to the breeder of the same, if bred within the

district.

1st prize of 15 sovs. to Lord Exeter, of Burghley
Park, an under five-year old short-horned ox, bred by
his Lordship, by Woodville, d. by Emperor, and fed by
him on vegetable food only from the 1st August, 1838,

to the 1st August 1839, since then upon oilcake, meal,

and vegetables ; also the medal.
Mr. Baker, of Cottesmore, a four-year-and-one-

raonth-old shoft-horned ox, bred by him from Roderick
Random, and fed by him upon oil-cake, bean-meal, and
vegetables ; second premium of 7 sovs.

The whole of the animals in this class were highly

commeBded.
Class II.—Oxen or Steers, of any breed or weight, un-

der 5 years of age, that shall not have had from the

1st of August 183S, to the 1st of August 1839, oil,

oil-cake, corn, pulse, seed or meal of these.

Mr. Hodgkin, of Edenham, a three-year-and eleven-

months-old short-horned ox, bred and fed by him upon
grass and hay previous to the 13th of October, 1839,

since then upon oil-cake, corn and vegetables ; first

premium of 10 sovs. Also Silver medal as breeder.

Mr. Baker, of Cottesmore, a-four-year-and-one-

Hionth old ishQrt-horned ox, bred by liim from Roderick
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Random, and fed by him upon oil-cake, meal, and veget-

ables since the 1st of August, 1839, previously upon
vegetable food only : second premium of 5 sov3.

Class III. Oxen or Steers, of any breed or weight,

under 5 years of ag^e, bred and fed within the district,

that shnll not have had, from the 1st October, 1838,

to the 1st October, 1839, oil, oil-cake, corn, pulse,

Beeds or meal of these, and shall have been grazed
from the 14th May, 1839, to the 1st October, 1839.

Mr. S. Cheetham, of Hambleton, nearlOakham, a

threo year and six months old steer, bred and fed by him
upon grass, hay, vegetables, previously to the 1st of

October, since then upon cake and vegetables ; first

premium of 10 sovs.

Mr. H. Hodgkin, of Edenham, & three year and
eleven months ©Id short horned ox, bred and fed by him
upon g-rass and hay previous to the 13th October, 1839,

since then upon eil-cake, com, and vegetables : second
premium of 5 sovs.

Class IV,—Cows or Heifers, of any breed or weight,

under 5 years of age, without restrictions as to

feeding.

Lord Exeter, a four year and ten months old heifer,

bred by him, and fed upon oil-cake, meal, and vege-
tables : first premium of 7 sovs.

Mr. J. Linney, of South Witham, a four-year and
six weeks old heifer, bred by himself from his own bull,

and fed by him upon linseed oil, chafF, and barley meal

:

second premium of 3 sovs.

Class V.—For fattened Dairy Cows, above 5 years of

age, that have calved twice at least at their full time^

without restrictions as to feeding.

Mr. Hodgkin, of Edenham, a nine year old cow, bred
and fed by him upon hay and grass, previous to the 13th

Oct. 1839, since then uponoil-cak, corn, and vegetables

:

first preniium of 7 sovs.

Mr. Stevenson, of Stamford, a ten-year-old cow,
bred by him from a bull of Sir J. Trollope's and a cow
of his own, (has had six calves) and fed by him upon
oil-cake and hay the last four months : 2nd premium of

3 sovs.

Class VI.—Cows or Heifers, of any breed, age, or

weight, that shall not have had oil, oil-cake, corn,

pulse, seeds, or meal of these, for one year previous to

the time of showing.
Mr. Cheetham, of Hambleton, a seven-year-old cow,

bred by Mr. J. P. Wood, late of Barleythorpe, and
fed by himself upon vegetable food only : a premium of
5 SGVS.

Second prize not awarded, but Mr. Dawson's heifer

was commended.
Class VII.—To the Owner, being a Tenant Farmer, of

the best Pair of Steers, bred within the district, and
under 2 years of age, that shall not have had oil, oil-

cake, corn, pulse, seeds, or meal of these, for one year
previous to the time of showing.
Mr. Wm. Healy, of Edmonthorpe, a pair of short-

horned steers, under one year and eight months old, and
fed by him upon grass and hay only : first premium of

5 sovs.

Mr. Baker, of Cottesmore, a pair of short-horned
steers, under one year and six moths old, bred by him-
self from Roderick Random, dam by Gainsborough, fed

by himself upon vegetable food : second premium of 3
sovs.

Class Vin.—Long-woolled Fat Wether Sheep, one
year old, without restrictions as to feeding. Open to

all England.
Mr. Painter, of Burley, three under '522 months old

sheep, bred by himself from rams of R. Creswell, Esq.,

Raveostone, Leicestershire, and fed by him upon oil-

cake, carrots, cabbage, and grass: first prize of 7 sovs.

and medal.
Mr. J. T. Burgess, of Holme Plerrepont, three 20-

months old sheep, bred and fed by himself, upon oil-

cake, cabbage, turnips, and grass : second prize of 3
sovs. Lord Exeter commended.
Class IX.—Long-woolled Fat Wether Sheep, 1 year

old, bred and fed within the district, that have not at

any time eaten oil, oil-cake, seeds, corn,!pulse, or meal
of these.

Lord Exeter, ©f Burghley Park, three twenty-months

old sheep, bred and fed by him upon vegetable food

only : first prize, 7 sovs,

Mr. J. Burgess, of Ridlington Park, three under

twenty-two months old sheep, bred and fed by himself

upon vegetable food only : second prize, 4 sovs.

Class X.—Long-woolled Fat Wether Sheep, 2 years

old, fed within the district, that have not at any time

eaten oil, oil-cake, seeds corn, pulse, or meal of

these.

Lord Exeter, three thirty two-months-old sheep, bred

and fed by his lordsiiip upon vegetable food only : first

premium, 5 sovs,

Mr. Painter, Burley, three under thirty-four-months-

old Leicester sheep, bred by him, and fed on vegetables

only : second premium of 2 sovs.

Class XL—Breeding Ewes, that have suckled Lambs
up to the 1st July, 1839, bred within the district, and
that have been fed on grass and seeds only for 6 months
previous to the time of showing.

Mr. Painter, of Burley, five Leicester Ewes, bred by
himself, and fed on grass and seed only.

The second prize not awarded.

Class XII.—Long-woolled Theaves, 1 year old, bred

and fed within the district, and that have been fed on
grass and seed^ only for six months previous to the time

of showing.
Hon. H. C. Lowther, M.P., Cottesmore, five theaves

bred by him, and fed upon grass only : first prize of 4
sovs.

Second prize not awarded.
Class XIIL—Long-woolled Lambs, bred and fed within

the district,

Mr. R. L. Bradshaw, of Burley, five wether lambs,

bred by himself from a ram of Mr, Bosworth, of Greet-

ham, and fed by liim upon ^rass and turnips ; first prize

of 3 sovs.

Hon. H. C, Lowther, M,P., Cottesmore, five Iambs,

bred by himself from a ram of Mr. Breedon, of Ro-
therly, Leicestershire, and fed upon the Barleythorpe

estate ; second prize of 2 sovs.

Class XIV.—Pigs of any breed or age, weight above

20 stone. Open to all England.
Mr. Mantle, of Market Overton, a seventeen-

raonths-and-a-half-old pig, bred by Mr. Mackinder, of

Edmonthorpe, from a boar of Mr. Draper's, of Oak-
ham, and fed by him upon peas, beans, and barley-

flour : first prize of 4 sovs.

Mr. W. Snodin, of Langham, a one year and eighteen

weeks old pig, bred and fed by him upon peas, milk,

and rye flour : second premium of 2 sovs.

Class XV.—-Pigs of any breed or weight under 20

stone, bred within the district, and under 10 months
old at the time of showing,
Mr. R. Smith, of Burley, an under-nine months-old-

pig, bred and fed by himself upon barley meal the last

six weeks : first prize of 3 sovs.

Stafford O'Brien, Esq., of Blatherwicke Park, an
eight months and five days old pig, bred and fed by
himself upon barley flour : second prize of 1 sov.

Class Xt'I.—To the best Stallion for general purposes
of agriculture, from any county, that will attend at

Oakham and Uppingham once a week during the
season of 1839, and cover as many mares as may be
offered to him (not beyond a reasonable number),

and at a price not exceeding 25s. each mare.—

A

premium of 15 sovs. was awarded on Monday, the

25th March, 1839, to Mr. Stokes, of Thorpe, near
Uppingham,

Class XVII.—To the exhibitor of the best bull that

shall serve as many cows as may be offered to him
in the district for the succeeding 12 months (not be-

yond a reasonable number), and not exceeding 10s. a
cow.
The first prize of 7 sovs. to R. W. Baker, Esq,, of

Cottesmore, for his bull Roderick Random.
The second prize of 3 sovs, to Mr. Bagnall, of

Irnham.
Class XVIII.—To the owner of the best Boar that

shall serve as many sows as may be offered to him
within the district (not beyond a reasonable number),

at a reasonable price.—A premium of 5 sove. was
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awarded on Monday, 25th March, 1839, to Mr. Sea-

ton, Manton.

Offered by the Hon. W. M. Noel.

Class XIX.—To the owner, being a tenant farmer, of

the best Heifer, under two years old at the time of

showing, and bred within the district.

Mr, Baker, of Cottesmore, a roan heifer under two
years of age, bred and fed by himself : first prize of

5 sovs.

Mr.T. Bullock, of Manton, a heifer undertwo years

of age, bred by himself from Mr. Baker's bull, Rode-
rick Random, and fed by him upon store land : second
prize, 2 sovs. Mr. Masson's heifer was commended
by the Judges.

Offered by the Hon. Berkeley Noel.

Class XX.—To the owner, being a tenant farmer, of

the best Heifer, under three years old at the time of

showing, and bred within the district.

Mr. Chapman, of Whitwell, a two year and ten

weeks old heifer, bred by him from Mr. Baker's bull,

Roderick Random, dam by Albunac, grandam by
Cavalier, great grandam a cow of Lord Urownlow's,
and fed by himself: first prize 7 sovs.

Mr. T. C. Beasley, of Harston, an under-three-year-

old heifer, was bred by him from Beaufort, and has
beea kept on grass only : second prize of 3 sovs.

Mr. Baker and Mr. Painter's were commended.

Offered by the Hon. Charles George Noel.

Class XXI.—To the Owner, being a Tenant Farmer,
of the best pair of STEERS, bred within the district,

above two and under four years of age, without re-

strictions as to feeding.

Mr. Baker, of Cottesmore, a pair of Steers, under

four years old, bred by him from Roderick Random,
dam by Gainsborough, and grazed to the 20 th of Octo-

ber, since then put upon oil-cake and turnips ; first

prize of 7 guineas.

Mr. Henry Hodgkin, of Edenham, a pair of steers,

three years and three months old, bred and fed by him
upon grass and hay previous to the 25th of October,

1839, since then upon oil-cake, corn, and vegetables
;

second prize of 3 guineas.

Mr. C. Smith's (of Burley) steers were highly com-
mended.

Offered by Stafford O'Brien, Esq.

Class XXII.—To the Owner, being a Tenant Farmer,

of the best Cow in milk, that has calved within nine

months of the time of showing, and been bred within

the district.

Mr. Baker, of Cottesmore, a cow, bred by Lord Exe-
ter, has had eight living calves, and is now Avith calf

;

first prize of 5 sovs.

Mr. Henry Hodgkin, of Edenham, an eight-year-old

cow, bred and fed by himself ; second prize of 2 sovs

.

Offered by the Right Hon. Lord Barham.

To the Tenant Occupier of not more than 30 Acres of

Land in the district.

Class XXIII.—To the Owner of the best Cow in milk,

to have calved within 9 months of the time of show»
ing. James Sneath, of Cottesmore, a three-year-

old cow, fed by himself ; first prize of 5 sovs.

Mary Smith, of Langham, a two-year-and-eleven

months old cow, bred by her from Mr. Baker's bull, (a

son of Gainsborough), and fed by her on grass and
hay : second prize of 3 sovs.

This class was generally commended as being highly

creditable to the cottagers.

Class XXIV.—To the Owner of the best Heifer under
2 years and 6 months old at the time of showing.

John Almond, of Langham, a Heifer, one year and
eight months old, bred by him from Roderick Random,
dam by Red Rover, and fed by himself on grass.

William Roe, of Langham, a Heifer, one year and
six weeks old, bred and fed by him upon grass, hay,

and vegetables : second prize, 2 sovs : class generally

commended.
Class XXV.—To the Owner of the best Calf under 8

weeks old at the time of showing.
James Sneath, of Cottesmore, a Calf, seven weeks

and five days old, bred by him from Mr. Baker's bull

Roderick Random : first premium of 2 sovs.

William Roe, of Langham, a Calf, seven weeks old,

bred and fed by him : second premium of 1 sov.

Class XXVI.—To the Owner of the best fat Pig of any

weiorht.

Thos. Humfries, of Egletou, a Pig, eleven months
old, bred by John Tucker, of Whitwell, and fed by him
on barley flour and milk : first premium of 2 sovs.

Edward Haladay, of Exton, a Pig, forty-eight weeks
old, bred by Mr. Chapman, of Exton, and fed by him-
self on peas, barley meal, and potatoes : second premium
of 1 sov.

Also by the Bight Hon. Lord Barham.

To the Occupier of Land, being a Tenant Farmer, who
shall send to the Show-yard the best variety of Oats,

calculated for seed, quality and yield considered, not

less than 4 bushels, thrashed out from a crop of his

own growing in the district in 1339.

Mr. R. Smith, Burley.

Offered by the Society.

To the Occupier of Land as above, for the best sample

of not less than four bushels of Wheat.
Mr, J. Burgess, Ridlington.

To the Occupier of Land as above, for the best sample
of not less than four bushels of Barley.—Not
awarded.

Offered by Henry Nevile, Esq.

To the Occupier of an Allotment (who does not sow
more than Half a Rood of Wheat annually, ) for the

best sample of not less than one bushel of Wheat.

—

Not awarded,
.4/50 by Mr. Baker,

To the second best, five shillings.

Ditto the third, premium of five shillings.

No. 1. John Barfield, Ridlington.
No, 2, W.Wright, Ridlington.
No. 3. John Tyler, Cottesmore,

Off'ered by Sir Thomas Whichcote, Bart.

To the Shepherd (whose Master is a Member of this

Society) who has raised on the 1st June, 1839, the

greatest number of Lambs, in proportion to the

number of Ewes put to the Tup on the Farm, not

less in number than four-score.

John Searson, shepherd to Mr. Painter, of Burley,

has raised 230 lambs from 215 ewes put to the rams :

first prize of 30s. Second prize of 10s. not awarded.

Offered by Augustus Stafford O'Brian, Esq.

To the Labourer in Husbandry who has brought up
the greatest number of children, and has never re-

ceived Parochial Relief, excepting in sickness, (then

the amount received to be stated in the certificate,)

and can produce the best character from his em-
ployer.

To Robert Manton, of Ridlington, a premium of 5

sovs. : was 74 years of age, and his wife 63 ; they had
brought up a family of 8 children, the youngest being

26 years of age ; had worked for Mr. J. Smith and
Mr. A. Sewell for upwards of 40 years, had never at

any time received parochial relief, and still bore an ex-

cellent character as a steady industrious man.

Offered by E. W. Wilmot, Esq.

To Thomas Hemfries, of Egletou, the second pre-

mium of 3 sovs, : was 46 years of age, had worked
upon the Burley Park Farm for 22 years, during which
period he had brought up a family of 11 children with-

out parochial aid, and still bore an excellent character.

To Thomas Ward, labourer, of Edithweston, the

third premium of 2 sovs. : was 44 years of age, had
worked for the Rev. Rd. Lucas 14 years, had a wife

and 11 children (the eldest was 17 years of age, had
fits, and was an idiot), and had never received paro-

chial relief except for a short time on account of the

said boy.

To John Williamson, of Teigh, (a hedge-cutter,) the

fourth premium of 1 sov. : he was 56 years of age, had
brought up a family of 10 children, the youngest being

16 years of age, and had never received parochial re-
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lief except once when ill (fifteen shillings), and had
always been an honest, sober, and industrious man.

Chas. Hubbard, of Woodborough, was 72 years ef

age, had lived with the late Mr. Cross and Mr. Peake
33 years without intermission, and 46 years with the

intermission of two years only, had brought up a family
of 9 children without relief from the parish, except
that when ill and lame (during the last five years) he
had had relief and medical attendance to the amount of

12/. Is. ; he had always borne a very good character ;

the Society considering him a highly deserving charac-

ter, rewarded him with a sovereign from the Society's

fund.

The other competitors were William Beaver, labourer,

of Market Overton, 70 years of age ; Charles Thorold,

of Whitwell, 54 years of age ; Charles Tyers, of Eiap-
ingham, 56 years of age ; Wra. Gregg, of Oakham, 49
years of age; Richard Needham, of Egleton, 53 years

of age ; Edward Russell, of Ridlington, 50 years of

age ; Jos. Coleman, of Ketton, 56 years of age ; Jas.

Brown, of Burley ; Thos. Kettle, of Tixover, 60 years

of age ; and William Stancer, of Edithweston.

Offered by Mr. C. Smith.

To the Labourer who shall have been the Feeder of the

best Beast in the Yard (that has been bred within

the district), and can produce a good character from
his employer.—Mr. Cheetham's (of Hambleton) la-

bourer.

Offered by Mr. R. Smith.

To the Shepherd who shaU have been the Feeder of

the best Pen of Sheep in the Yard (that have been
bred within the district), and can produce a good
character from his employer. Mr. Painter's (of

Burley) shepherd.

Also by Mr, R. Smith.

A Silver Medal to the Breeder of the best Pen of Ewes
in class 2.—Mr. Painter of Burley.

Offered by the Society.

A Silver Medal to the Exhibitor of the best Pair of

Mares for the general purposes of Agriculture.

—

Awarded to Mr. R. Smith, of Burley, in March,
1839.

Offered by the Society.

A Silver Medal to the Exhibitor of the best Yearling
Gelding Colt, or Filly, for the general purposes of
Agriculture.—Not awarded.

Also by the Society,

A Gold Medal, value Five Sovereigns, to the Breeder of
the best Beast in the Yard, that has been bred within

the district.—Mr. Cheethara, of Hambleton, for his

ox shown in class 3.

Also by the Society,

A Gold Medal, value Five Sovereigns, to the Breeder
of the best Pen of Sheep in the Yard, that have been
bred within the district.—Mr. Painter, of Burley, for

his shearlings shown in class 8.

The following Sweepstakes, o-pen to all England,

A Sweepstakes of One Sovereign, for the best Beast of

any breed, age, or weight.—Mr. Baker was the only
competitor.

A Sweepstakes of One Sovereign, for the best Cow or
Heifer in Milk, that has calved within nine months at
the time of showing-.—Won by Mr. Baker's cow
shown in Class 22, Mr. R.Smith being the only other
competitor.

A Sweepstakes of One Sovereign, for the best Heifer
under two years old.—Mr. Baker was the only
competitor.

A Sweepstakes of One Sovereign, for the best Heifer
under three years old.—Won by Mr. Bullen, of
Biggin Grange, for his Heifer shown as Extra Stock

;

the other competitors were—Mr. Baker, of Cottes-
more ; Mr. Dawson, of Ingthorpe; Mr. Robertson,
of Langham; and Rlr. Painter, of Burley.

A Sweepstakes of One Sovereign, for the best Pair of
Mares for the general purposes of Agriculture.—No
competitor.

A Sweepstakes of One Sovereign, for the best Yearling

Gelding, Colt, or Filly, for the general purposes of

Agriculture.—No competitor.

A Sweepstakes of One Sovereign, for the best Pen of

3 Sheep of any kind, breed, or age.—No competitor.

A Sweepstakes of Half-a-Sovereign, for the best Sheep
of any kind, breed, or age.—Sir Thomas Whichcote
was the only competiter.

A Sweepstakes of Half-a-Sovereign, for the best Pen of
five Breeding Ewes of any breed or ag-e, that have
suckled Lambs up to the 1st of July, 1839, and that

have been fed on grass and seeds only for six months
previous to the time of showing.—Mr. Painter, of
Burley, was the only competitor.

A Sweepstakes of Half-a-Sovereign, for the best Pen of
6 Long Woolled Theaves.—No competitor.

A Sweepstakes of Half-a-Sovereign, for the best Pen
ot 5 Long Woolled Lambs.—Mr. R. L. Bradshaw,
of Burley, was the only competitor.

A Sweepstakes of Half-a-Sovereign, for the best Pig of
any breed, age, or weight.—Mr. Franey, of Bene^
field, was the only competitor.

THE EFFECTS OF FOOD ON THE FORM
AND CHARACTER OF QUADRUPP:DS.-Food
influences all the external characters of quadrupeds.
Without adverting to the different appearance of an ill-

fed beast, and one which lias an abundant supply, we may
remark that the form of the young animal that suffers a
deprivation either in the quantity or quality of its food,
never becomes perfectly developed, either in its bulk or
proportions. The integuments of such a one never pre-
sent the gloss of health, neither is the constitution at
large often free from disease ; internal congestions take
place, and the mesenteric glands frequently become
schirrous ; on the contrary, in proportion as the supply
within prudent limits is liberal, so is the growth ex-
tended, and the form reaches to the standard of the
parent. It often also exceeds the parent stock from the
excess of nutritive stimulus applied ; and thus horses,
oxen, and sheep brought up in low marshy lands, where
the herbage is luxuriant, obtain a monstrous size.
Horses in particular when bred and pastured in the
rich flat lands of Lincolnshire, become expanded in
bulk, and it is from such sources that our carriage and
heavy troop horses are supplied. To what a degree of
monstrosity may not our bacon hogs be fed, and our prize
oxen exhibit the extraordinary powers of food when
forced on an animal by increasing the supply and re-
straining the expenditure. It is from our artificial mode
of feeding cattle that our markets are now furnished
with veal all the year reund, and lamb is common some
months before it appeared on the tables of our fore-
fathers. Stimulating food produces the sexual appetite
at almost any time the owner may desire ; and as man
by domestication has provided arlificial sustenance and
housing' for the young animals thus unseasonably pro-
duced. Nature does not interfere in this breach of her
ordinary laws.

—

Encyctopxdia of Rural Sports, Long-
man and Co.

M, de Tiszkiewicz, the richest landholder in Russian
Lithuania, died a short time since. The St. Petersburgh
papers inform us that he left to his three sons 2,000 vil-

lages, containing more than 00,000 serfs, and in ready
money 10,000,000 crowns, and that it was this gentle-
man who was said to have refused the hand of his

daughter to Duke Alexander of Wurtemberg, who af-
terwards married the Princess Marie d'Orleam. His
daughter has since married Prince Sapicha, and had
2,000,000 crowns for her dowry. A letter from St. Pe-
tersburgh says—" This gentleman'* property comprised
46 extensive domains, on which there are 20,000 fami-
lies of peasantry, reckoning in them 60,000 males. In
money he possessed 56,000,000 Polish florins, equal in
French money to ^2l,600,000 francs. He had had six

children, of whom three sons, besides his daughter,
survive him. The eldest, according to the laws of Li-
thuania, inherits the whole of this immense vi'ealth. He,
however, has assigned one-fourth to be equally divided
between his two brothers."

—

GaUgnani's Messenger.
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ROYAL DUBLIN SOCIETY.

The following report from the Committee of

Agricultm-e was read at the last meeting of the

society

;

" The Comnaittee ofAgriculture have to report that

the Society haviag, ia the premium list for the last

Spring show, offered a prize of ten sovereigns, for

the best and approved account—founded on practi-

cal experience—of the most successful method of

preserving potatoes in good condition, in their natu-

ral state, for a period of not less than tea montbs
from the time of their being taken up, the Commit-
tee proceeded to examine the papers sent in, in com-
petition for the same—that of three claimants, tlie

statement of one only was deserving of any attention

—but that one, detailing the experiments, they con-

sider so valuable, supported as it was by the ex-

hibition, at two different times, of the potatoes

so saved ; first, in the month of September, and
again at the meeting of the committee on the

I3th November iust., in the most perfect state of

preservation, that they have no hesitation in award-
ing the premium to the claimant, Mr. John Rl'Cor-

mick, land steward to the Earl of Chai-lemont, and
recommending to the society to have the statement

of the process printed as an appendix to the proceed-

ings of the society, and also for general distribu-

tion."

PRESERVING POTATOES.

The following is an account of the mode of pre-

serving potatoes in their natural state for ten
months or more from the time of taking them up,
which obtained the prize :

—

" Gentlemen—Understanding that a premium of

ten guineas has been offered by your society, for

* the best account, founded on practical experience,

for preserving potatoes in a natural state for a pe-

riod of not less than ten montlis from the time of

being taken up,' I take leave most respectfully t®

lay before your committee the result of some expe-

riments I have made on the subject, accompanied
with a basket of those potatoes (as a sample) that

I have preserved ; another basket of which I intend

to produce for the inspection of your Committee by
the first or middle of November, as I feel quite con-

fident, from the state of their preservation, that they

will keep up to that time. It may not appear neces-

sary to preserve potatoes so long,-—two months at

least, after the period contemplated by your com-
mittee—but the length of time must prove the su-

periority of the system.
" I shall not in this brief account attempt to de-

tail all the experiments I have made on this subject,

but only those that by their success or non-success
may help to illustrate my subject.
" First, the best species of potato with which I

am acquainted for long keeping is the apple (either

red or white), and that those, in the present state of

my information on the subject, should be always pre-

ferred for that purpose. Next, that they should be
planted in March, or at farthest the middle of April,

from the circumstance of their taking a longer time
in the ground to mature tlie crop than any other po-
tato I know of. These are mere preliminaries, ar-

guing that it is essentially necessary for the well
keeping and long keeping of tlie potato that the crop
be perfectly matured before taken out of the ground.
This being the case, I am quite convinced from the

experiments I have made, that the cooler the situa-

tion is in which they are pitted, the better, provided
that no water can lodge in the pits or about them.

" And uext ia importaaoe is, to ayoid pitting

them in any way exposed to the south sun. I should

prefer for that purpose a close place surrounded by
large trees, but not under their drop, for the cooler

the situation is, when dry, the longer will the pota-

to remain without vegetating, as has been proved
by the notes I have taken of my experiments, and
which I shall just now mention.

" The potatoes produced were taken out of the

ground in November, 1838, and pitted in a situation

where neither the morning nor mid-day sun had
much influence upon them, the solar heat from the

south and east being intercepted by two plantations,

or, I should rather had said, one plantation forming

an angle. The potatoes have been taken out of these

pits by the middle of last March to the potato-house,

which is also in a great degree overshadowed by
large trees, and the roof on the sun side nearly co-

vered with ivy. Here they remained to the 4tb of

June, turning them carefully over with a wooden
shovel every fortnight or thereabouts, but not pick-

ing off any of the buds * that were produced, which
by this system were (comparatively speaking) very

few indeed. By the 4th of June I had six cwt. of

apple potatoes selected for experiment, two cwt. of

which I put upon a loft over the potato-house, with
a louvre window facing to the north, which admitted

all the changes of atmospheric air, &c. ; two cwt.

more I put into a cool room under the same loft, to

which, however, there was frequent access. The
remaining two cwt. I put in a vault, which is imme-
diately under that beautiful building, the grotto at

Marino, which adjoins the gardens ; this vault is,

however, on a level, or neaidy so, with the surround-

ing surface on the garden side, the whole building

being completely overshadowed by large trees, ever-

greens, ivy, &c. As it is in this situation that I have
succeeded in keeping or preserving the patatoes, I

shall now give my notes as they were taken :

—

" I placed a thermometer in the vault ; and imme-
diately after the potatoes were removed to it (from
the potato-house) on the 4th of June, the degree of
heat in the vault at twelve o'clock at noon was 52
deg.; at six o'clock in the afternoon 52 deg, also.

Another thermometer in the open air, on the same
day, 4th of June, at twelve o'clock at noon was 72
deg.; at six in the afternoon 61 deg. I continued
to observe that in the vault from the circumstances
of its being so completely overshadowed by trees,

&c., the degree of heat was flmost always the same,
whether the day was warm, cold, or changeable.

" In the other two situations in which I put the

potatoes—where in one case I had an open louvre

window, and in the other, a tolerably cool room, to

which, however, there was frequent access, I also

placed thermometers, but found that the degrees of

heat varied so often, in fact almost every hour in the

day, from the circumstance of the partial admission

* If by any neglect of turning at the regular periods
in the months ®f May, June, July, or August, the buds
grow to any considerable length, it may iia that case not
only be advisable, but absolutely necessary ("when turn-
ing the potatoes) to rub off those buds quite close with
the hand to prevent fermentation, which those soft suc-

culent shoots, if mixed with the potatoes, would soon
occasion ; as also if they have grown much in the pit

before being housed. It is a fact known to every prac-
tical man, who has watched the process of preserving
potatoes that when they are turned over, the very chaag'-

ing of the position of the potato from the exact situation

in which the bud was produced, checks the growth of

that bud, and causes it in some degree to shrivel or lose

its juices ; and the potatoes to treated will not again
put forth fresh buds so soon as if they were (at every
turaing) rubbed off quite close with the hand.
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of atmospheric air through the louvre window in one
case, and the continual ingress and egress to the

other. Suffice it to say, that in neither of these places

the potatoes kept longer than the usual time—about
the middle ©f August ; those en the loft being the

first to fail, although they had the same care as those

in the vault in every other respect. The latter, how-
ever, where the degree of heat continued steadily at

52 dog., remain quite sound and fresh, as will ap-

pear by the sample produced, and are likely to be so

for two or three months longer.
" It now remains, my lords and gentlemen, to de-

cide upon the inferences to be drawn, in a practical

point of view, from those remarks ; and in that your
committee are as well able to decide, perhaps much
better, than the humble individual who has now the

honour of addressing you. My conclusions are,

however, as follow :— First, that a temperature of 52
deg. is the atmosphere potatoes will keep best in.

Secondly, that the atmospheric changes of heat, cold,

and moisture, light and darkness, are all productive

of vegetation ; and the more these alternate changes
can be avoided, or counteracted by keeping a low
and an even temperatura, the better and the longer
will the potato keep. These hints may also serve in

the construction of potato-houses—a subject upon
which I shall offer a few suggestions hereafter, and
which shall appear in the Irish Fanners' and Gar-
deners' Magazine.

" I have the honor to be, my lords and gentlemen,
your very humble and obedient servant,

" John M'Coumick,
" Land Steward, &c,, to the Earl of

Charlemont, Marino.

" To the Committee of Agriculture of
the Royal Dublia Society,"

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS.

Sir,—I take the liberty of addressing your agri-

cultural readers on a subject of considerable impor-

tance, not only to them as growers of corn, but also

to every consumer of it. I allude to the want of

correct statistical knowledge on agricultural aft'airs.

It will readily, I think, be conceded that agricul-

ture is the most important of all the sciences, as

ministering to the necessities of mankind, and yet

we have less positive information as to its results,

than upon many other questions of minor conse-

quence. How many and important are the interests

involved in a good or bad crop of corn in this

country, those of the grower being, perhaps, the

least of any, as he is supposed to receive a price in

proportion with the produce ! Not only are all

classes of manufacturers affected by it ;—not only is a

whole population, individually as consumers, deeply

interested in it;—not only are the monetary affairs

of this great nation bound up with it ;—but, to quote
from the eloquent speech of Mr. Webster at Oxford,
" The annual product of English agriculture is a

great concern to the whole civilized world;"—and
yet we have nothing but the balance for or against

us at the end of the year to tell our real situation.

So long, tlien, as the growth and consumption of
com in this kingdom approximate so nearly as they
now do, a correct knowledge of the quantity pro-

duced, consumed, and on hand, would be of the
greatest value. The utmost anxiety is yearly

expressed immediately after harvest, to learn whether
or not the crop has been an average one ; but having
arrived at this inforiaation by the only means practi-

cable at present, viz., by comparing accounts from,
all parts of the kingdom (many of them interested
ones, and, therefore, proportionably biassedj we
cannot tell what increase or deficiency we may
experience, should the accounts agree in estimating
the produce at so much above or so much below au
average. Let us now consider how we may best
arrive at the information we require ; and it appears
to me that this cannot be done more easily or more
elFectually, tlian by an improvement in the present
system of Corn 1-leturns ; and as they do not effect

that which they profess to do, much less that which
they might be made to do, I see no reason why they
should not be altered. But before alluding to what
they may be made to do, let me prove my affirmation,

that they do not effect that which they profess to do.

When the price of wheat is 70s. per quarter, the
farmers have the credit of having obtained that price,

but it is well known they have not received so much
by several shillings : a cargo of corn may be, and
frequently is, in advancing markets, sold and re-

turned four or five times at a profit ; besides, the
addition of two or three freights, commissions, and
other charges of various kinds. What an enormous
diff'erence does this make ! Fifty quarters of barley
sold at Bury by the grower at 40s., again returned at

Lynn at 43s., again in London at 46s., equals a
return of 150 quarters at 43s,, or three times the
quantity actually sold by the grower at os. per quar-
ter above the price he received ; and this is a thing

of every-day occurrence. Besides the manifest in-

justice of such a system, where the purchases are in

the regular way of trade, what scope does it not
afford for collusion. Any person who carefully

watches the returns from any large town during
some particular periods of the year, and compares
them with the prices quoted as received by the

farmers at the same place, will easily discover that

fraud has been practised ; it is not so easy to bring-

home the matter to the offending parties ; the system
afiibrding, as I have before observed, great opportu-
nities for collusion.

What remedy, then, should I propose "? Simply
this : let the buyers be ordered to make a return

of such corn only as they purchase of the grower, so

that the total quantity grown may be yearly returned,

and no more ; the seller's name being attached to

each lot would be a sufficient check to prevent
fraud, for, although it may now answer the purpose
of three or four merchants possessing mutual in-

terests, and wlio can, therefore, confide in each

other, to make returns of large sales without corres-

ponding deliveries, yet the benefits to be derived

from working the averages by collusion with the

growers would be so slight, whilst the risk of dis-

covery would be so much increased, that it never

would be practised. Of course, inspectors would
have to be appointed, not merely for the one hundred
and fifty towns now enumerated in the act, but for

every district ; and, perhaps, to save expense, one

for two or three adjoining markets would be found
sufficient. Suppose, then, that this plan had been
in operation eight or ten years ; we should know the

exact growth of corn annually during that period, and
adding to it the yearly importations, if any, we
should have the amount consumed also ; in fact, we
should have obtained what we require, viz., the

average produce and consumption of corn in the

kingdom; and should, at the same time, possess a
fair index of, the gradual increase of agricultural im-

provement, which we can only guess at now by the

fact that it has nearly kept pace with a vastly in-

creased population.

Suppose, then, for argument, we consider the
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growth and eonsumption of wheat in the kingdom
to be equal, and estimate them at ten millions of

quarters ; how important would be the information,

that last year we produced eight millions of quarters,

©r 20 per eent. less than an average crop, and im-

ported two millions; and that this year the probable

produce being 10 per cent, only below an average,

we should have nine millions of quarters available

for consumption, and should require the importation

of one million! The knosvledge that the latter

quantity could easily be procured, would prevent

unnecessary fears on the part of the consumers, and

idle speculations on the side of the importers.

I have thus given a hasty sketch of my views on
this important question, and if they should call the

attention of other and more influential persons to the

subject, my purpose will be answered.

I am, Sir, your obedient Servant.

Rusricus,

Nov, 21.

MARKETHILL

AGRICULTURAL MEETING.

We refer our readers to the report of the Mar-
ket Hill Farmers' Dinner, which we always give

insertion to vvilli pleasure, from the practical in-

formation they are sure to contain.

We have been much struck willi several things

in the present account, but principally with the

quantity of manured land in proportion to the ex-

tent of the farms, which we have no doubt will

excite no small astonishment in some of our agri-

cultural readers in the Soutli and West of England,

where the green crop system is as yet but partially

introduced, and its benefits but imperfectly under-

stood.

It appears to us impossible to intimate what

consequences might or might not result from tlie

general spread of such a system as would annually

afford sufficient manure for one-fourth tlie cultivat-

ble lands of the United Kingdom, which it appears

the practice of house-feeding an adequate stock

even in the imperfect manner which Mr. Blacker

states he has accomplished it, seems fully qualified

to do; but what still more extraordinary results

would follow the more perfect system practised in

Flanders, where from the quotation given in the

appendix to the report, taken from Radcliffe's

Flemisli Agriculture, it appears the land is ma-
nured for almost every other crop.

We entirely agree wiih Mr. B., that to state the

proportion of manured land in the farms would be

a great improvement, and we readily concur in

recommending it for adoption hereafter in all the

reports of the future meetings of agricultural

societies ; but tlie most important article in the

whole account, and which must attract universal

attention,- is the statement made by Mr. Blacker,

that in the four farms which had gained the pre-

miums for best cultivation there had not been

sown, but seven years ago, either turnips or clover,

whilst vetches and Italian rye-grass had never been
heard of.

This fact is important in the very highest degree,

because it shews what may be done in such a

comparatively short time, and whilst it excites the

surprise must stimulate the exertions of every friend

of agricultural improvement.
When Mr. Blacker first published his address to

the small farmers on the estates of the Earl of
Gosford and Colonel Close, at the commencement
of his agricultural undertakings, we were among
the first to appreciate tlie value of the publication,
which being a forcible appeal to the common sense
of its readers, we naturally expected would have a
powerful effect, and we therefore gave it at that

time in extracts, from beginning to end, in our
columns. We cannot, however, boast of having
then fully foreseen the beneficial results which it

now appears have followed from the circulation of
the pamphlet alluded to, followed up by the in-

fluence of the landlord and agent, and the super-

intending instructions of an agricultural director.

The mind can scarcely imagine that in the short

space of seven years such a change as we see de-
scribed in this report could, by any ordinary

means, have been brought about. We doubt, even
with this evidence before us, whether any of our
readers will believe that by the operation of similar

means all the half-cultivated lands of the United
Kingdom could in seven years be brought into

sucii a progressive state of perfection as here they
may read of; and we see no reason whatever to

doubt the truth of the account; year after year

these meetings have been held
;

persons of the

highest respectability have been always in the

company, as well from a distance as from the

neighbourhood ; numbers have visited the scene
of operations, and several have published a con-
firmation of all which the reports state. The late

ever-to-be-hmented Lord Clements, in his Trea-
tise on the Poor Laws—Mr. Binns, the Agricul-
tural Poor Law Commissioner, in his Beauties
and Miseries of Ireland—Captain Kennedy, late

Chief of the Agricultural department of the Edu-
cation Board—and various other writers, more or

less noted, all bear testimony ; so that no fact

wliatever can be better authenticated. What then

shall we say to the landlords of England if they

continue supinely to SiV^diit until ii/iprovement comes

of itself;—vain hope ! years noiv to come will be long

counted as passed ere any such improvement will

meet their observation. The successful mode of

proceeding is now laid open to view, and we
urgently recommend it to general adoption. The
difficulty in England is not to be compared to that

which the Irisli landlord has to struggle with

;

here, if we succeed with one tenant, one thousand

acres are perhaps brought under a proper rotation,

but there a landlord would have to count 07ie hun-
dred, and after all perhaps fall short of improving
the same extent of surface; in many parts of Ire-

land, at least this is the case. We shall not weary
our general readers by further observations, but
shall merely refer to our pages for the report,

thinking it will well reward the perusal.

—

Ed.
F. Mag.

[abridged from the newrv telegraph.]

The dinner was provided by Mr. Matchet,
keeper of the Tontine Rooms, Armagh. The Earl
of Gosford presided with his characteristic ability.

The premiums for best cultivated farms being
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then read over, it appeared that ]\Ir. Andrew
M'Cutcheon was at the head of the list ; Mr. James
M'Connell second, Mr. John 13eatty third, and
Mr. James Bradford fourth : these persons being
called on, in succession,

Mr. A. M'CurciiEUN came forward and said

—

He was able to bear witness to the great advan-
tage to be derived fi'om the present sj'stem of
farming- and house-feeding, which increased the
manure, and enabled the farmer to plant more
potatoes and turnips ; besides, hj having more
manured land, it gave, of course, more grain

crops—that it gave more labour, but that labour
was well remunerated by the crop.
James M'Connell, being called on, said—He

had increased his farm from about four acres at

first, to 14 acres and a little more, by a late pur-

chase—that he had purchased oats, in stook, to

increase his straw and make manure — that he had
turnips last Spring, up to June the 2nd, which
enabled him to manure about 5§ acres in potatoes,

turnips and cabbage.
John Beatty stated that he had only about five

acres of land, on which he kept two cows and a
pig, and had saved two five-fathom cocks of hay

—

had manured, for potatoes and turnips, nearly an
acre and three roods, being the one-third of his

land—had sold 4Z. 10s. wortli of butter, and be-
fore the expiration of the twelve months would
be able to sell butter to the entire amount of his

rent.

His Lordship having called on Jas. Bradford, Mr.
Blacker mentioned that he had last season been
one of the premium-men , and had made such a state-

ment of his former melancholy situation that he did

not wish to call on him to repeat it. He would
therefore, say for him that he had begun deeply in

debt, with only three acres, which he had now
doubled, by purchase ; that he had paid this pur-

chase-money and all advances, and his rent, and
was now a free man, and that he (Mr. B.) was
happy to say he saw in his possession, after this,

five neat little stacks of oats, two cows, and two
good pigs.

This list having been gone through,
Mr. Blacker rose and said—" Having gone

through the list of premiums for the best cultivated

farms, I think it might be satisfactory to your
Lordship and to the company present, to make
some remarks on the improvement which has
taken place in agriculture since the period at which
j'our Lordship first turned your attention to that

subject—and add some suggestions, which I think
may be useful in producing among farmers a more
practical application to their own farms, of the
improvements which have been adopted by others.

At that time, I think about seven years ago, green
crops, I may say, were almost wholly unknown
here, and the benefit arising from them very little

understood throughout the entire of this kingdom,
and even a great part of England. The case, how-
ever, is now greatly changed, and every where the
growth of green crops, and the diminution of
grazing, is made the grand distinction between
good and bad farming. This may be seen by re-

ference to the speeches at all the numerous farm-
ing societies, the accounts of which are to be seen
in every paper—and what I want to suggest is,

that if the reporters of the proceedings at such
meetings would give the proportion of grazing
and permanent meadow and pasture in each farm,
together with the quantity of ground annually ma-
nured, it would, I think, afford the best criterion

that could be given as to the profitable occupation

of the land, and with such data the farmer, how-
ever distant from the premises, could at once
judge as to the nature of the plan pursued, and
could make comparison between it and what he
himself practised. It brings the farm, I may say,

at once under his view, and remedies, in a great

measure, the complaint made by Mr, Gray, at the

Ashton Farming Meeting, who regrets (as 1 have
often done myself) that farmers are so little in the

habit of seeking out information as to the improve-
ments adopted by others of their own profession —
so unlike the avidity with which any improvement
in manufacture is sought after and adopted by
manufacturers. I have been led to make this

observation from the perusal of the accounts of

the Ashton and Lancaster meetings, in which I

felt a particular interest from having had the

honour of receiving an invitation to each. The
reporters at both these meetings have made an
approximation to what I have above stated, for

they have given the number of acres, the number
of cattle, and specification of the crops upon the

farms which gained the first premiums ; but from
the want of knowing the extent of manured land,

it is impossible for us to know whether these crops

may be first, second, or third crops taken in suc-

cession, after the application of the manure, and we
are, therefore, left in ignorance upon a most import-

ant point of management, viz., the extent to which
alternate cropping is carried on. It would be very
unfair to conclude from the small quantity of tur-

nips and potatoes stated, that there is no other

ground manured except for them (as is the case

here) ; because I see in the case of Mr. Daniel, at

Ashton, a much larger proportion is applied to the

top-dressing ofmeadow ; but giving credit for this,

the quantity of land manured falls far short of

what we should conceive necessar)', and the quan-
tity of land devoted to the support of stock ap-

pears out of all proportion greater than it should
be ; still, however," it would be, as I have stated,

quite unfair to draw any general conclusions with-

out knowing more of the matter, as a great por-

tion of the pasture stated may be incapable of be-

ing turned to agriculture. The same observations

will apply to Mr. Bennet's farm, which gained the

prize at Lancaster—and I merely allude to the

matter in order to introduce, if possible, the

practice of stating the quantity of manured land,

and the quantity of permanent meadow and graz-

ing on each farm, as being the shortest way of

affording the best judgment of the productive-

ness of the farm, and the adequate stock sup-

ported on it, and the course of cropping pursued :

the fourth-course shift requires that one-fourth

of the farm should be annually manured—the fifth

course requires one-fifth, and the loss of manure
by grazing, in this course, makes the manure for

one-fifth scarcer than for one-fourth in the other.

I give to the public the statement of both manure
and grazing, which I do with the intent ofshowing
how satisfactory it is to have this additional infor-

mation, and how valuable it woidd be to all far-

mers (since tliey are so fond of their otvn firesides)

to give them the means of accurately comparing
their own practice with that of others in this re-

spect. I need not occupy your time at present by
going into the statement of the Ashton and Lan-
caster farms, but I think it will be satisfactory to

you to know, that in the four farms which have
been selected for the Premiums for best cultivation

here there are in all 44a. 20p., after making allow-

ances for houses, offices, farm yards, &c,, and of

this there are 14a, Or. 20p. in potatoes and turnips*
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There is fiO permanent grazing, except about an
aci'e and a half of pasture and meadow, too low
for cultivation. The quantity of manure shows
the sufficiency of stock maintained, being about
one animal for every three acres, which, where
house-feeding is adopted, will always aiford ma-
nure to keep one quarter of the farm in green
crops, which, with the clover ley, will give lialf

for grain, and the other quarter in clover, vetches,

&c. ; and it appears to me scarcely possible to

carry cultivation closer. And all the manured
land being sowed with clover, Italian rye-grass,

witli first crop, except what may be left for vetches,

&c., any intelligent reader will see that the soil

thus afforded for house-feeding will always keep
up the supply of manure. In this instance, tire

manured land is above tlie one-fourth considerably,

but this arises from one of the parties having pur-

chased in addition a few acres of poor land, and
he purchased a considerable quantity of oats in

stook, in order to increase his manure by the

extra straw thus procured. In the account of the

meetings I have alluded to, I perceive one kind

friend, Mr. Binns, has not been unmindful of us.

We have all to thank him for the valuable infor-

mation which his speeches always aiford. I think

I have heard that he was the first person to intro-

duce the improved short-horned cattle into Lan-
cashire ; and to encourage him to persevere in his

praiseworthy exertions now, to introduce the cul-

tivation of green crops, I would venture to tell

him, that on the four farms just mentioned, there

was not, this time seven years, a blade of clover

growing, nor a turnip, nor do I believe one of the

owners knew what vetches or Italian rye-grass

were. I would wish further to remark, whilst I

am on this subject, that many persons who are

exerting themselves most successfully in the im-
provement of their own farms, or in the improve-
ment of their estates, have often a great dislike to

give the resvilt of their exertions to the public, but
if they do not wish to debar otliers from the possi-

bility of profiting by their experience, I cannot
myself see any adequate reason for such reluc-

tance, knowing, as they must do, that the benefit

of their example cannot otherwise spread. There
is another point I must allude to before I sit down :

it is still fresh in my recollection, and may perhaps

be remembered by others present, the declaration

made by your Lordship the first time you presided

here, viz., That in the facts brouglit under your
observation, by the details given of the increased

produce of the land under the improved system of

cultivation, you saw the most cheering prospect of

peace and tranquillity being at length conferred

"upon Ireland, from facilitating the acquisition of

property by the labouring population ; and thus,

by giving them something to lose, to teach them
to look on the laws as made for their protection,

in place of being considered as being merely con-

trived for their coercion. That the general acqui-

sition of property must Irave this tendency, no
reasonable man can doubt ; and to prove that pro-

perty is accumulating by those who distinguish

themselves by their superior cultivation, I have
only to mention that three out of thefour who have
got the premiums, have added to their farms by
purchase, and the fourth has built a new slated

house. You have heard what they have said, and
the small beginnings they have started with. Brad-
ford's case is quite astonishing, but there are
dozens of others. I see here John Hogg, and
James Rolston, and Jenkins, who are all bettering

their cireujoastances, sad have got new leases of

their farms ; and there is Matthew M'Parlane, of

Drumnahuncbeon, who, some years ago, from
different disasters, fell into above sixty pounds of
arrears, who has paid all up by little and little, and
is now free ; and we have here, also, your old

friend, Moses Greer, who has repaid the money
advanced by your Lordship, and from a beginning
of five acres, has now in his possession an old

lease of fifteen acres, upon which he has registered

at these last Sessions ; and Samuel Loudon, who
so much boasted of his dairy at last meeting, but
who, I am sorry to say, has been in the infirmary
almost the v;hole of last Summer, says, neverthe-
less, that his cows will still produce his rent. I

refer to these matters, as showing two most im-
portant facts :—First, the truth of your Lordship's
prediction as to the necessary acquisition of pro-

perty, by following up the system recommended

;

and, secondly, because your granting leases at

original rents establishes the fact beyond contra-
diction, that you have not availed yourself of the
improvement of your lands to raise your rents,

which there were not wanting people enough at

the commencement to insinuate was both your
Lordship's object and mine. This insinuation, I

say, has now received its final contradiction, which
I think it necessary for me to refer to, although I

am not aware of any one case in which such insi-

nuations were listened to. What I have just

alluded to, reminds me of an old toast which has
often been given by your Lordship, and always has
been vv'ell received by the company. It is not only
an old and a favourite toast, but I hope it will be
a standing toast, both here and at every other
Farming Dinner; it is a toast which, when acted

up to, becomes the strongest cement of social life,

the strongest bond of union amongst all classes,

and the greatest promoter of National peaee, pros-
perity, and happiness ; all which, and a great deal

more, is included in the four short words—* Live

and let live.''
"

His Lordship having drank the health of Mr.
M'Cutcheon, and the other successful candidates

in this class, Mr. Blacker proceeded to read the
names of the successful competitors in the second
class, which was for furrow-draining ; observing,

at the same time, that when these premiums were
announced at last meeting, with the further in-

ducement of an advance of money to the full

amount of the outlay to any that would make the
experiment, his Lordship had remarked, in joke,

that he thought I would drain his pocket as well as

his land, but it is not so easy to induce country
people to undertake a laborious piece of work ; and
all the inducements offered had produced very
little effect. However, as everything must have a
beginning, I thought it better not to hold back the

liremiums for want of merit, though the work done
was trifling in extent, and not exactly executed as

it ought. I am in hopes, however, now, from the
conviction which this practical effort has produced,
that not only the parties who got the premiums at

present, but also many others will be induced to

make trial upon a larger scale, with more correct

execution in the ensuing year ; and although the
advantages of furrow-draining is one of the sub-

jects for discussion, yet I think it better to let the

parties speak to the point, as it had afl^ected them-
selves, now, than to take chance of their joining

in the discussion hereafter.

Mr. Blacker then read the list, by which it ap-

peared that,

Mr. Robert Mitchell had obtained 1st prize,

Mr. Jacob Albiny, the 2nd prize,
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Mr. Thomas Cromie the Srd prize, for furvow-
draiqing.

Being called on for an account of the result of

their experiments,
Robert Mitchell stated—" I have made 144

perches of furrow drains in the one side of my po-

tato field, and upon the best calculation I can make
that part yielded one-fifth more than the part

which was not drained ; but I did not put the
drains strictly in the way pointed out, which I nov/

regret, as I am sensible thorough draining is the
first thing to be done for the improvement of land.

I have, however, made this much progress in my
farm, that upon the identical same land on which
I only kept one cow and a poor horse, in 1833,

and was pinched enough to sell off the same, what
would pay the rent of SI. 16s., under the old lease,

I am now able to sell oflF the same farm annually

about 551.

Jacob Albiny said—" I had about a rood of

wet land at the bottom of my field, which would
never give a crop, and at Mr. Biacker's desire I

determined to make a trial of the furrow-draining

in it, and the result was, I had a real good crop of

oats, which ripened a week sooner than the up-

land adjoining it ; so that I had the crop which
grew on the drained part snug in my stack-yard

when the rest was lying out exposed to the wea-
ther, which Mr. Blacker himself had seen.

Thomas Cromie said, that he had made but 35

perches of drains, and they were not exactly in the

way pointed out, but still the land was dried in a
way he never expected to see it ; and the grain

which had grown upon that part of the field was
much heavier and better filled, and he was deter-

mined to persevere to a greater extent this year.

Mr. Blacker here said, in accordance with the

plan he suggested, he had to state that the manured
land upon these three farms, containing a little

more than 27 acres, amounted to better than 8J
acres, which, according to the custom of this

country, were in potatoes and turnips, and there

was no permanent grazing.

His Lordship, having drank their healths, gave,
as a toast.

" Furrow drains and fruitful harvests,"

and desired Mr. Blacker to proceed with the pre-
miums for best turnips, by which it appeared,

Mr. Matthew Black was entitled to the 1st prize,

Mr. William Albiny to the 2nd prize, and
Thomas Alexander to the Srd.

Being called on to state their opinions of that
crop,

Matthew Black, as having obtained the first pre-
mium, said—By the help of the turnips he was able

to make so much more manure that he had more pota-
toes than formerly, and his turnips besides, which Le
manured highly, and had more off the same ground
than most others.

William Albiny said—" I have only had my land
about two years. The last tenants could not pay the
rent of 151. 16s. 5d. and had to sell the farm. I have
now, upon the same farm, containing 11 acres, free of
waste,

A, 6 acres of flax and oats.

12 of clover,

3 of potatoes,

1 30 of turnips.

Of the flax and oats I have sold, £46 8
And have remaining value for 11
Aa acre and a halt of clover I think Was 1 ^ ^ r, ^

worth to me, j-
/ lu u

Three acres of potatoes, prodncing SOOI^^
^ ^

bushels per acre, is 900 bushels at Is., j

One rood and 10 perches of turnips, worth 2 10

£111 8

Proiit on pigs, about 8L, not included, nor the pro-

duce of cattle, milk and butter, Mr. Blacker having

lately made an addition of some low meadow and
grazing, which not being arable, I don't bring in to

the comparison of the improvement of the original

farm."

Thomas Alexander then came forward and stated

—he held 6 acres and 2 roods, upon which the former

possessor bad only been able to keep one cow, part

of the year. He now kept two cows, and one horse,

and had just bought 6 acres more land adjoining his

farm.

Mr. Blacker here observed, that he had frequently

seen statements, from high authorities, in the

English papers and fanning publications, asserting

that it was impossible for cultivation to be carried

on to perfection except in large farms ; but it ap-

peared to him that William Albiny might challenge

the possessor of any large farm to shew an equal

gross produce per acre of arable land, being above

101. per acre all round. The total arable land in the

three farms was 31 acres and 10 perches j and the

manured land amounted to 8 acres, 1 rood, 10
perches, or better than one-fourth. But there

were about 5^ acres of tho bottom land already al-

luded to.

His lordship, in drinking their healths, observed
to Mathew Black, that although his turnips were
the best, yet the quantity being little more than half

an acre, was quite too small for his stock, which
Black admitted, and said he wished now he had

sown more, and would always take care to do so

hereafter.

His lordship then alluded to the universal admis-
sion that the turnip crop exceeded every thing in

improving the manure heap, and as profit by his land

was what every farmer aimed at, he would give,
" Turnip cultivation—what makes manure makes

money."
The next list of premiums for levelling most

ditches were then read, in which
John Loudon obtained first prize,

John Hogg second prize,

Robert Gillmore third prize.

Being called upon to state how they were going on,

John Loudon said—" My lord, the benefit to the

farmer of levelling useless ditches, on Mr. Biacker's

plan, is one part of farming which should be stu-

diously attended to. I have this season gained by
levelling, 2 roods and 11 perches, and have about two
roods of it in potatoes, and the present crop will do
more than pay me for the levelling, manuring, labour-

ing, and rent of the same. I have made the follow-

ing calculation, viz.

—

Rent of two roods ............ £0 6 9

Manure ...,>.<• 1 4
Labour. 8
Seed....,,.....,....,..,,.. 12

£2 10 9

The crop of potatoes thereon will exceed 40 cwt.,

which, at 2s. per cwt., amounts to 4/., which will

leave me a balance of IL 9s. 3d. gain in the present

crop, the which never before made me anything.

The ditches, I must observe, cost me nothing, as I

got them levelled for the bramble. Any person who
may wish to satisfy himself of the accuracy of my
Statement, aa regards the crop of potatoes, can see
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them, and I think be will say that I have not esti-

mated them at too much, when I say, they will realise

40 cwt."
John Hogg had gained 1 rood, 10 perches of land

by levelling the ditches, in a new addition he had
got to his farm lately. He was happy to say he was
going- on well, and getting stronger every 3'ear.

Robert GiLJiORE said he liad gained 1 rood, 3

perches by levelling useless ditches ; that he had
only very lately got possession of the farm, and was
beginning to improve it, and hoped he would ere

long gain the premiam for •ood cultivation.

Mr. Blacker here stated that these being all new
farms, either entirely or in part, the proportion of

manured land was not so great—the farms measuring

near 46 acres, and the manured land only 9 acres 1

rood, and nearly three acres of grazing.

His lordship, having here stated the great loss of

land in the numerous ditches that covered the country,

gave as a toast,

" A speedy end to small fields and crooked fences."

His lordship then directed the remaining list of

premiums for best drills to be read, when
Jonathan Cochran appeared first on the list,

Samuel Dobbin second, and
John M'Connell tliird

;

and they being called forward, Mr. Blacker men-
tioned that tlie object he had in view by recommend-
ing this class of premiums to his lordship, was to in-

duce people to make their drills wider ; that the

practice hitherto had been to put 3 drills where 2

would have been enough, in which case the drills

would have one-tl ird more manure, and the potatoes,

not being so close, would not be drawn up to stalk

and increase more in the root.

Jonathan Cochran, having first premium, stated

1)6 was now convinced of the error in forming the

drills too close. In one field, of four acres, he had

made the drills only 24 inches wide, and in another

of 3 acres, be had made them 28 inches, and the con-

sequence was lie bad more weight of potatoes in the

3 acre field than he had in that of four acres, and he

was now determined next year to try them 30 inches

wide.

Samuel Dor.BiN then said, tliis was his first year

to hold land— that he had done merely as he was re-

commended, and could not aflTord the company any

information wortli speaking of.

J. M'Connell then came forward, Mr. Blacker in-

troducing him to his lordship, as a person better

known to him under tlie name of Jockey M'Connell,

who he, perhaps, never expected to see in the pre-

mium list. He said lie was now attending to his land

and comfortable. He had more weight of potatoes

than he had in the ridge way, but he was quite sen-

sible he had made his drills too close and would
make them wider hereafter.

Mr. M'Keane here stated that he had been for

several years one of the judges of the crops for the

premiums given by the Armagh Farming Society,

which occasioned him to weigh potato-drills in many
farms, and from a comparison of a great many
cases, for a series of years, he had found tliat drills

32 inches distant from each other, yielded the

largest produce, and aflforded a much better oppor-

tunity of cleaning the ground ; but that no land was
really fit for drill crops that was not thoroughly

drained.

His Lordship then gave as a toast, " Dry land

and drill husbandry."
The reading of the premiums being now con-

cluded, his Lordship apologised for the length of

time they had occupied, which had prevented him
from sooner acknowledging the compliment con-

ferred on them bv the visitors who had shown such
an interest in their proceedings, and gave

—

" Captain llobarfs, and the Strangers who had
honoured them witii their company."

Captain Robauts rose immediately, and returned

thanks for himself and the other gentlemen included

in the toast, and proposed the health of the noble

Chairman.
This toast having been drank with every demon-

stration of respect and attachment, his JjOrdship re-

turned thanks in his usual warm and affectionate

manner, and concluded by giving

—

"The health of William Blacker, Esq., to whose
exertions they were all much indebted, and which,

he trusted, would be strenuously persevered in."

jMr. Blacker, in acknowledging the compliment
paid him, took occasion to say, that he had now for

many years been in the habit of receiving the same
mark of approbation, from botli landlord and tenant,

which, however agreeable it might be at first to ob-

tain, was still more gratifying so long to preserve.

He would not, however, take up their time by the

vain attempt to describe his own feelings upon this

occasion, but would proceed to make such observa-

tions upon subjects connected with the agricultural

nature of the meeting, as he had been accustomed to

do upon former occasions, and said he was sorry to

state, that while many persons had greatly increased

their turnip cultivation, there were also many who
had reduced their quantity, from a most fallacious

mode of reasoning, arising out of the very high price

which potatoes were selling at last Spring, and went
on to say :

—" I have heard that several cultivators of

turnips had then been in the habit of stating how
much they had lost by their not having given all

their manure the preceding year to the increasing

their ]iotato crop, which would then have been sale-

able for such an additional price, and spoke as if the

cultivation of turnips had reduced to the same extent

their crop of potatoes. Nothing could be more falla-

cious than such reasoning ; and the proof of it is this

—that there is not a single instance in which any

turnip cultivator has suffered any diminution of his

potato crop thereby ; on the contrary, they have

uniformly increased their crop of potatoes, and had

their turnips besides, as fully appears by the declara-

tions of almost every person who has alluded to that

point this night ; and though it is certainly quite

true, tliat in any one year, if they give all their ma-

nure to the potato crop, they would, of course, have

more of them for that year, yet it is equally true

that the following years their manure would be gra-

dually decreasing, and if they persisted in abandon-

ing the turnip crop, they would eventually Ml back

to the small quantity of potatoes they had formerly

started with. I am fully sensible of the value of the

potato crop, but turnips are valuable also ; and my
principle is in accordance with the old proverb, that

' both is best.' I know that people will say, they can

give potatoes to their cattle, and get manure as well

in that way as any other. But this is mere talk,

and such people confute themselves ; for the regret

expressed "by them that they had not more po-

tatoes, does not arise from their wishing to have

them to give their cattle, but from their not having

them to send to market ; and it will always be found

that where there is a good price going for potatoes,

any that are marketable will always be sent to mar-

ket, and the cattle will be left to a straw diet, with

perhaps a small taste of the refuse. Don't let it be

supposed from these remarks that I have any doubts

of the turnip crop being generally adopted in the

course of a little time, for I am quite certain it will

come into use everywhere before long, A gentleraaa
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who lately travelled from MuUabrack to Armagh,
told me be was surprised to see the numerous fields

of turnips; and when I see the intelligent farmers

on other estates thus cultivating them of their own
accord, I have no doubt they find the benefit of them,
and that others will do so also ; but, I confess, it is

provoking to see the Gosford tenants so slow in

availing themselves of the advantages they have liad.

I have dwelt longer upon this subject than what it

may appear to deserve to those who have had edu-

cation, but it is inconceivable how short-sighted an

illiterate snaall farmer often is, and how diflScult it

is for him to carry his views beyond the present mo-
ment; but, in point of fact, he might just with as

much prudence go and dispose of his seed-corn, and

congratulate himself upon the ready money he gained

by it, although his field would remain unsown the

following year, as deprive himself of the means of

making manure, without which his following potato

crop must inevitably be reduced. Speaking of ma-
mure reminds me, that, since I had last tlie pleasure

of addressing you, I have availed myself of a

favourable opportunity which offered for visiting

the Continent, chiefly from a desire to make myself
acquainted, by actual observation, with the Flemish

not nnfrequently is under tbe same roof with the

cattle, and remains permanently there until put out

on the land. The women almost exclusively have

the care of the stock, and their mode of feeding is

much the same as practised here, only the food is

more varied. And you will recollect how often I

have endeavoured to impress this upon your atten-

tion, for cattle will get tired of almost any artificial

food, and will thrive much better by such a change

as clover, Italian rye-grass, vetches, cabbages, man-
gel-wurzel, &c., may readily be made to afford.

Besides this, the cows have usually two or three

drinks every day of vegetable broth, made by boiling

down rank clover or soil, and even the very weeds
on the farm are put into the pot, and made to con-

tribute to the nourishment of the stock ; this soup

is seasoned with a little oil-cake, bran, chafl', mill-

dust, and such other matters, and js drank greedily

by the cattle, and they appear universally in the

highest healtli. A practice is also beginning to pre-

vail of working the cows for a portion of the day in

carts, plougljs, &c., and I am assured it may be done

without any loss of milk or injury to the cow in any

way, where it is not carried to an unreasonable ex-

tent. The value of this practice to the small farmer.

practice in this respect, and in other branches of who is uHabl© to keep a horse, cannot be estimated

husbandry. It may not, perhaps, be uninteresting

to you to know, that I found the seepage, from the

cow-houses and manure heaps, there preserved in

vaults with tho greatest care, which is here almost

universally allowed to run to waste ; and so much
value is laid upon this species of manure, that where
they have not carts to carry it out to their land they

liave a kind of cask, made something like a churn,

which straps on the shoulders, and both men and
women may be seen carrying it out on their backs
to the fields. I have been lone: endeavouring to im-

too highly ; it mould facilitate the cultivation of all

drill crops most exceedingly, and where the land had

been brought fairly into cultivation, there does not

appear to me anything whatever to prevent every

small farmer performing every thing by his cows
which he may have hitherto done by horse hire.

During the remainder of my tour, I had an

ample opportunity of witnessing how thoroughly

what is known under the name of Flemish Agricul-

ture, is spreading over the principal part of the Con-

tinent. My friends herethink.me a little extravagant

press upon the tenants of this estate the value of in my injunctions against the waste of ground which
" '

is occasioned by ditches ; they will perhaps be sur-

prised to hear that for hundreds of square miles they

could not see a fence of any kind, and yet the whole

country is cultivated in the most beautiful state of

perfection, although the lands seem to be held in as

small portions, in many places, as they are here. The
different crops are grown in small stripes, generally

laid out at right angles with the road, and when one

takes a distant view of the landscape, these diflferent

patches of different coloured crops gives the country

the appearance of a tailor's pattern-book. The
principle, however, every where appeared to be the

same (whatever crops were cultivated) with that

adopted as the rule here, namely—never to let two
crops of the same kind succeed each other. In the

course of my tour I also visited Mr. de Fellenborough's

Agricultural School, which is deservedly celebrated

all over Europe. Young Mr. de F. accompanied me
round all his farm, and shewed me his cattle, and
pointed out his mode of managing them. He said

he had been in the habit of working his cows mode-
rately for the last year, and seemed impressed with

the utility of the practice. What struck me most
in his establishment was, his mode of preserving

potatoes in air-tight vaults, in which they will keep

with perfect safety all the Summer, and certainly I

saw as fine bullocks as are any where to be met with,

which he told me were fattened on potatoes, and this

was in the middle of August. Another thing pecu-

liar in his management, was his method of irriga-

tion ; luider all the surface, drains used for flooding

the meadows, there were French drains or pipes,

and by opening the communicating valves, the water

was admitted into them, and thus, in the coarse of a

few minutes, the ground could be laid perfectly drj"-.

lie assured me he was amply repaid for the expense,

B

this species of manure, and also the water which
flax has been steeped in, but hitherto with little

effect, as I have but in comparatively few instances

been enabled even to prevail on people to take the

trouble to make a small well to catch the urine of the

cattle in and throw it up on the top of tlie manure
heap; and in defiance to every dictate of common
sense, there are numerous instances of farmers making
their manure heaps on the side of aliill, where the

rain water is allowed to run down through it and
carry away the richest part of its substance. I hope
the example which I now hold up for imitation, may
have more weight than my exhortations have hitherto

had, and that more care and attention will be given
to this subject than it has hitherto received. It may
perhaps appear astonishing t© many, but it is never-

theless true, that in numerous instances the farmer in

Flanders actually erects a manure-house in order to

keep it secure from the effects of the sun, wind and rain,

and when it is considered that manureis the foundation
of all crops, it surely must be thought well deserving
of any care that can be bestowed on it either as

regards the quantity or quality. Witli respect to

the management of their cows, which is another ob-
ject of great interest, I found the system of house-
feeding is much more rigidly practised than any thing
I have recommended; oumany farms that are never
allowed to stir out at all, but they have more liberty

in their stalls than cattle enjoy here when put up in

hales. In most cases, the cow-house forms a part

of the dwelling-house, and a door opens into it from
the kitchen. The passage through the cow-house is

at the head, which is always clean, and much more
convenient for giving their food ; and there is no
passage behind at all, except the channel for the

manure to flow off, or the manure pit itself, which
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which was very considerable. His soil and climate
did not answer for turnips, and therefore he was
obliged to have recourse to other crops ; but the

principle of house-feeding and the saving of the
liquid manure was strictly attended to. I had almost
forgot to mention, that in Flanders I had seen a plant
carefully cultivated and held in high estimation, which
here is considered as a weed. It is known here
under the name of spurry, and I was long since well
acquainted with the fondness of cattle for it, and its

quick growth ; it grows naturally on some lands, but
I was prevented from recommending it by being told

there was no such a thing as getting the ground clear
of it if ever it got possession. Perhaps this maybe
true where it grows naturally, but I inquired parti-

cularly in Flanders, and found they had no fault to

find with it on that account ; and I mean to make
some experiments this next year, to see how far it

will answer for a stolen crop, as it arrives at its

growth, I believe, quicker than any other cattle food
that can be grown. In order to procure this and
other stolen crops, the industry of the people is

greatly to be admired. The moment their grain
crop is cut, the stocks are all made on ridges laid

apart for them, and the rest of the land is instantly
ploughed and manured, and another crop put in.

Compare this with the practice so general here of
turning the cattle out on the stubble for the sake of
what they can pick up, the value of which is nothing
compared to what you lose by not having provided
for them good food in the house, which might be
easily done by cabbages, or Italian rye-grass. It is

gratifying in the extreme to the traveller to see the
comfort which the lower ranks enjoy. No doubt
much of this arises from their industry, but industry
alone would be of little avail if its earnings were not
preserved by their universal habits of sobriety. You
will scarcely perhaps credit it, that in a tour of some
thousand miles, in Holland, I only saw one drunken
man, and that was a man who had the appearance of
a sailor. It is difficult for any person who has not
seen the happy effects which results from this circum-
stance, to picture to himself the order and regularity,
the peace and tranquillity, which reigns even in the
most crowded assemblies. Nor can any lover of
this country, who has witnessed it, fail to wish most
earnestly for the arrival of the day when the same
habits of sobriety may obtain here, and the same
comfort and happiness follow its introduction, which
must always ensue from it. Such observations might
appear ill placed in almost any convivial meeting
elsewhere, but I am happy to say, that upon every
occasion, at our meetings'here, the interest excited
by the proceedings of the evening, and the anxiety
to profit by the information afforded upon the diffe-
rent subjects under discussion, has always taken pre-
cedence of any partiality for the pleasures of the
table, at the same time without in any way detracting
from the social enjoyment of the company. I have,
therefore, no fear in hazarding the observations I
have made in that respect, but I am sensible I have
already trespassed too long upon your attention to
proceed farther at present ; and I must therefore
conclude by again thanking you for the honour you
have conferred upon me, and beg to propose as a
toast, with his Lordship's permission,
" Good health and success to the tenants on the

Gosford Estates."

Mr. Small, one of the most distinguished tenants
on the Gosford estates, being called on from different
quarters, replied to this toast ; and, after alluding to
the improved condition of the Gosford tenantry,
passed a handsome encomium both on the landlords
^ad agents of the principal estates in this part of the

north, having a general acquaintance with mest of
the extensive properties therein. He said, no land-

lord need hope to benefit himself by extorting a

rent that was ruinous to his tenant, and went on to

say—I was formerly a bit of a landlord myself, and I

confess I thought the best thing I could do was to get

the highest penny that any man would offer, so I set

my land to the highest bidder, but when T came to

look for my rent I found my land was impoverished
—my tenant as poor as it—and myself, as far as I

depended upon him, likely to be left as poor as

either; sol learned, to my cost, that no landlord

need ever expect to gain much where his tenant

loses. I have heard it said that good nurses make
thriving children, and in like manner good landlords

make good tenants, and perhaps it might be said

good agents also. He concluded by expressing, in

strong terms, the perfect content and satisfaction in

which his lordship's tenants lived on his estates.

After this his lordship gave,
"The health of the unsuccessful Candidates, and

better luck another time."

Mr. Blacker here mentioned that one of the most
deserving was present, R. M'Clenchy, who, with
only four acres of land, kept two cows all last

summer, and had them still. Upon which his

lordship said he thought he ought to have some mark
of approbation, and ordered that some extra premium
should be allowed him, which gave general satisfac-

tion to all present.

His lordship then gave, as a toast,

"The Farming Societies of Great Britain and
Ireland, which were so useful in other districts."

And begged to add the health of the following

distinguished farmers then present, whose example
was so useful in our own.

"Mr. N'Kean, Mr. Greer, Mr. Douglas, Mr.
Dobbin, Mr. Byers, and Mr. Ferguson."
To which Mr. Greer replied.

Mr. Byers being one of the Gosford tenants, Mr.
Blacker questioned him as to the green crops on his

farm, which contained about 40 acres, clear of

roads, houses, and offices, &c., of which he said

there had been, this year, 10 acres manured with
dung made on the farm, and sowed with potatoes,

turnips, and rape ; and that besides his regular

stock of milcU cattle, he had put up 8 heifers

to fatten on his turnips, one of which he had sold,

and the other seven he was preparing for market.

This number of acres of green crop, on a farm of

about 40 acres, strongly contrasted with only the

same number of acres of green crop on a farm of

463 acres, as stated in the Ashton report.

His Lordship then requested to know what other

subjects Mr. Blacker proposed for discussion, and
begged they might be introduced in succession.

Upon which
Mr. Blacker, addressing the company, said ;

—

" Gentlemen, we now come to the consideration of

that subject which of all others is most necessary to

the succes3,of all farming operations—and the bene-
fit of discussions of this kind cannot be more
strongly proved than by this circumstance, that our

discussion in this room last year, had the effect of

giving rise to a very interesting enquiry into the

correctness of our remarks, by several writers in

the Norwich Papers, and may, for ought I know,
have attracted the same attention in fifty other

places : but it is certainly flattering to our meeting

that any thing which passed here should be deemed
worthy of notice in a district deservedly consi-

dered perhaps the veiy best cultivated of any in

England. The subject of dispute was whether the

parellel drains made in the furrows were more effica-
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cious in draining land than the old system of cross-

drains. If I recollect right the Editor of The
Mark Lane Express took part in the discussion, and
I believe, decided in our favour. But I return

again to the same question, because I have found,

in many cases, intelligent persons still at a loss to

conceive how the drains running- up and down tlie

fall could be more efficacious than those running
across or diagonally. I confess it rather surprises

me that any doubts should arise about the matter,

for, in regard to under-water or springs, I believe

no one attempts to deny that it breaks out in every
portion of a declivity, wherever the layers of earth

are calculated to give it the easiest passage ; and
let these layers be scattered in what way they ma}',

the drain, every 15 or 18 feet up and down the

descent, is sure to tap the flow of the water and
carry it off before it could come near enough the

surface to chill the seat of the manure. There will

not, perhaps, be one case in a hundred were a spring

will vent itself in the centre of a ridge after the

furrow drains have been made ; but if there should
be a solitary instance, only, a short cut is required

to carry it into the drain along side. Then, as to

surface-water, it is quite evident that the rain which
falls on the low side of the cross-drain must flow

over the entire space between that and the next drain

below ; whereas, in land thrown into broad ridges,

with a drain under each furrow, it is evident the

rain which falls on the middle of the ridge is that

which is most remote from the drains right and left,

and therefore the rain can only have to flow over
half the distance between them in place of the whole
distance as in the other method : and there is this

further advantage, that when the surface water is

thus brought into the furrow it has the drain

directly under it for the whole course of the descent,

and if the drains have been properly filled the water
must sink and be carried off; but if the drains are

across the fall, if the descent is great the water may
be carried across the drain in its descent, and not
have time to sink as in the other case.—In what I

Lave said I allude to retentive soils, for in others of
a porus nature the ground is always kept in such a

dry state by the drains that it may be laid down
quite flat. I allude to these arguments because it is

always satisfactory to have a good reason to advance
for one's opinions ; but the superiority of furrow-
draining does not now rest upon mere theory or
argument, it has been proved by the experience of
many years in Scotland, where it was introduced, I

believe 14 or 15 years ago, by the Duke of Portland,
whose letter, with the report of his agent in its

favour, I think I read at our last meeting ; and the

good efl'ects of the plan have become so evident, that

there is scarcely a landlord in Scotland who is not
now adopting it, and a gentleman who lately re-

turned from visiting in that country stated his

astonishment at the excitement which he saw pre-

vailing everywhere upon the subject, which seemed
to engross the thoughts of all the landlords he met
with, and nothing was talked of but the manufacture
o£ tiles and the profits of draining. I hope the

circulation of our Dinner Reports, with the infor"-

mation which I hope the discussion of this evening
will afford, may be the means of awakening a

similar excitement in Ireland. Whilst I give this

as the result of my own reflections upon the sub-
ject, aided by the information to be derived from
the opinions of those most looked up to in Scotland,

I must admit there are many who are deservedly
considered as most intelligent farmers who still

adhere to the old plan, and I may mention Mr.
Kinmonth as oae whose authority I admit I hold ia

the highest respect, but I cannot help being con-

vinced he is in this respect wrong, from the force o

the arguments brought against him. There certainly

never was a season more calculated than that which

has just passed to impress upon farmers the neces-

sity of attending to drainage. You have heard

what has been the result in Albiny's field, where

that part which could never be got to ripen a crop in

due season was, this year, by the effect of draining,

ripe and cut, and safe in the stack-yard, whilst in

the otlier parts of the field which had been left

uudrained, as not supposed to require it, the crop

was laving out, exposed to all the inclemency of the

weather ; and no one who hears me can have failed

to observe, in almost every field throughout the

entire country, that the summits of the ridges were

ripe and fit to cut, when the furrows were as green

as they were at Midsummer. In fact there is no
land almost that does not require draining, and if

drainage was carried on in the North of Ii'eland to

the same extent as it is likely to be in Scotland, I

should have little doubt the crops would be ripe at

least three weeks earlier than they usually are,

which in our Northern latitude and moist climate,

would be an advantage it is scarcely possible to

calculate. I am sorry to say that notwithstanding

his Lordship's liberal offer of advancing money, at

simple interest, according to the Scotch fashion, to

such tenants as might wish to drain their farms,

very few have been tempted to embark in it, and

those few on a most insignificant scale ; but every

thing has a beginning, and we must hope for more

attention to the matter during the coming year.

—

Having made these preliminary observations, I trust

they will be corroborated by the information which

can be afforded by the experience of those who
have been practising it, and as Mr. M'Kean has

been, perhaps, the most extensive in this way, I beg

to call on him to give an account of what he has

accomplished, and what return he has met with. I

should premise that the benefit at first mainly de-

pends on the manner of conducting the operation.

At Gosford, carting the stones over the land did, I

fear, as much harm as the drains for some time will

do good. I suspect this has been the case with Mr.
Rose, whose report I shall give to the newspaper to

annex to the account of our proceedings ; also Mr.
Murphy's and others, the time not permitting me to

read them to the meeting."

Mr. M'Kean having previously given in a written

account of his proceedings, not expecting to have

been able to attend the meeting, I here introduce it

as being more correct than any report I could make

of what he said :

—

" Ballyharridan, 8th Nov., 1839.

" Deae Sir,—It will afford me great pleasure to

give you any assistance in my power in furthering

the excellent object you have in view— the exert-

ing of your talents and influence in introducing a

proper system of thorough drainage of land into

this country—than which nothing can be of more

real use as a foundation for proper cultivation, be-

cause, unless land is thoroughly dry, good cultiva-

tion is wasted.

"As you wish, I take this method of stating my
views, and the little experience I have on the sub-

ject; indeed, want of practice and want of capability-

would prevent me making myself properly under-

stood in a viva voge explanation at the Markethill

Dinner.
•' I have been for some years aware that I hare

been labouring my farm at a great disadvantage

from its wetness, not that it is on an average more

wet than perhaps any other of the same extent

D 2
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(about 200 acres) in the county ; but I do think

there are not 5,000 acres in the county tliat would
not be improved to tho ful amount of tlie expense,

by draining ; and to the nineteen-twentieths it is

absolutely necessary, before the land can be made
as productive as it might be. A matter which
would create so great an outlay should be pro-

ceeded with on the best and most economical prin-

ciples ; to be enabled to do so must be tlie result

of combined individual experience.
'* The great object in drniningland is to allow the

excess of moisture which falls in lain, or breaks out
in springs, to get away as speedily as possible, be-

cause when too much moisture is retained in the soil

It prevents the decomposition of the manures, and
of course the plants do not receive their nourishment
in sufficient quantity to keep them in the most
vigorous state, and to forward them in theirjrijiening.

"To attain tliis object it is necessary to make fre-

quent breaks in the subsoil, or to drain. In m}-^

opinion it makes little difference, provided the drains

have sufficient fall, and are made sufficiently near
each other, whether they are made in the manner
called furrow draining-, or across the declivity of the

field. My feeling, however, at the present is, that

it is better to make the drains at an angle to the line

of direction in which the field is generally ploughed
;

because I think the furrow thus made by the plough,
and the drills when the land is drilled, would act

as speedy conductors of the water to the drains.

In flat land advantage should be taken of tho best
fall, and as that is generally in a line with the ridges
and furrows, then, I think, furrow- draining should
be adopted.

" With respect to the distance the drains should
be from each other, that depends on the nature of
the subsoil. I have seen land that I thiuk would
require the drains to be made within ten or twelve
feet of each other, and some soils would be dried
by having the drains within twenty-five I'eet of each
other.

" Within the last year I drained about eighteen or
nineteen acres ; in these I varied the mode in dif-

ferent places. As far as I can judge at present, I

have succeeded in rendering the greater part of the
land fairly dry. All I drained this season has been
in green or fallow crop, eitlier vetclies, potatoes, or
turnips. The vetches were good, the potatoes
looked well, and the early sown turnips are good,
but the late ones were too late in sowing to be good
this season ; they do, however, retain their healthy
green in spite of the incessant wet weather. The
field in which they were sown (the field that IMr.

M' Williams spoke to you of), I did not get posses-
sion of from my landlord till the second week in
April. It was then in such a state that I was
obliged to cease ploughing it, and I determined to

drain it as soon as my other Spring labour would
allow ; but, owing to the lateness of the season, it

was the middle of July before I got it finished. I

opened a drain in every third furrow of the old ridges,
which made the drains within about 21 feet of each
other. However, the turnip drills as I have laid

them out are, and the ridges will be, at an angle
with the drains of perhaps 45 degrees more or less,

so that it cannot be called furrow-draining in the
strict sense. One part of the field was rendered wet
by a spring breaking out : in that part I made the
drains within 14 feet of each other 3 and also cross
sections in the worst parts. I had the drains opened
about 28 inches deep and put 7 or 3 inches of
moderately-broken stones into them, so that the stones
are within 21 inches of the surface. I took care
that none of the subsoil should be returned into the

drains, but covered the stones with good soil from

the sides. The expense I calculate about 3/. 5s.

per acre for tlie land actually drained.
" I have now. Sir, said all I think of on the subject.

I sljall attend the Markcthill dinner with great

pleasure, and, as I liave on other occasions, with the

certainty of gaining much valuable information.
" i am, dear Sir, with great respect,

" Your most obedient servant,
" Edward M'Kean.

"To William Blacker, Esq., Armagh."
Mr, Rennox, Steward to the Rev. Dr. Blacker,

being- called on. said :—My Lord and Gentlemen,

—

Draining is a part of agriculture whicii cannot oc-

cupy too much of the farmer's attention. It is

known by all who have practiced it to be tlie first

principal means of improving- the soil. Trom what
experience I have had these few years in furrow-
draining, I believe it to be the most useful branch of

improvement now in practice. Its usefulness, this

season, has been put beyond all doubt to those who
had an opportunity of witnessing its utility. There
is one field of land in the Rev. Dr. Blacker's farm
which proves the good effect of the system to a pow-
erful degree : I have seen it get the best of labour,

together with a good manuring, and the crop doing
but very indifferent—it is a flat-lying field—and last

winter we furrow-drained it at 7 yards distant, and
set in potatoes this season ; the crop it has now
given is far greater than what we expected, the pro-

duce was from 2^ cwt. to 2-| cwt.per square perch,

which would be from 18 to 20 tons per acre. Novr
I can attribute this increase of crop to nothing

else but the perfect draining that the field got,

for in former years we had not even a fair crop of

either turnips or potatoes on the same land, and
giving it the same manag-ement that we have done
this season, with respect to manure, &c. These
drains were sunk from 30 to 36 inches, and tilled

with stones 15 inches. Theexpenseof this draining,

per acre, is 31. 10s. There might, also, be some
very material observations made on furrow-drained

land with regard to grain crops. In the first place

the soil will be in a proper state to receive the seed

earlier, and then it is plain we will have an early

harvest ; the crop will also ripen equally ; whereas,

in land that is imperfectly drained, the furrows and

edges of the ridges are quite green when the middle

of the ridge is ripe : none of these inconveniences

will occur where the land is furrovr-drained. We
have made, since this time last year, about 1080
perches of draining, nearly all of which are furrow-

drains. Withrespect to the sub-soil plough I believe

it to be a very useful farming implement, as it loosens

all substances in the subsoil that would obstruct the

water from getting oft' by drains ; it assists the wa-

ter to get off from about and even below the roots of

plants ; it also prevents any stagnated water from

lying confined between the surface and sub-soil. Two
strong horses in it will, after the common plough,

pulverize the soil to about 15 inches deep (includmg

the depth the common plough went also.) By this

cultivation the whole soil, both surface and sub-soil,

is loosened to the top of tho stones in the drains

—

now all our abundant water will, of course, sink

down to the depth the soils are loosened, and then

it is most certain it will immediatel}'- come in contact

with the drains."

Mr. Greer said he had lately seen many miles of

furrow drains made at Templemoyle, the Agricul-

tural School established by the North West Farming

Society ; that the farm seemed to have been origi-

nally part of a reclaimed boggy or marshy mountain,

of a cold retentive subsoil, but that it was now so
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improved, lie never saw finer crops anywhere. He
had likewise seen the subsoil plough in use there,

but he thought it would be too expensive an opera-

tion for the small farmers in this district. He had
been rather inclined to adhere to the old mode of

draining, but from the arguments used by i\Ir.

Blacker, he was fully convinced the furrow draining

was the true plan to adopt.
RJr. Herd being next called on, said—The furrow

drains made last year at Gosford had been done at a

very unfavourable jieriod, and the ground greatly

abused by carting the stones over the field. That
the advantages in the crop, therefore, had not been
so apparent, but that the drains had made a great

change in the dryness of that part of tlie field com-
pared with that which had not been drained ; that he

had now prepared plans to put the gtones in with

wheel-barrows, but had lessened the depth to 26
inches, thinking 14 inches of stones and 12 to the

surface sufficient.

Lord GosvoBD here took part in the debate, and
said it would not leave room for the subsoil plough

to work, and that the depth of the land in its present

state was not the thing to he considered, but the

depth it might be brought to by the drains and sub-

soiling.

j\Ir. Bl.acker argued in the same way, and the

company seemed all to agree with his lordship.

I\Ir. Herd explained that the twelve inches were
measured to the bottom of the furrow, which was two
or three inches under the surface of the ridge, and
of course there was a greater depth than at first un-

derstood. But it seemed to be the universal opinion,

the drains had been made too shallow, which, how-
ever, was a fault easily rectified, as the stones had
not been as yet filled in.

Mr. Bl.acker here read an extract from that ex-

cellent work, the Quarterlif Journal of Agriculture,

which, he said, every extensive farmer ought to be

possessed of, and remarked upon the great produce
stated by Mr. Rennox, by which it appeared he had

nearly as much on one acre as Albiny liad on his

three. He hoped this fact would not be lost upon
the neighbourhood ; but the produce stated in the

extract he was about to read was still more extraor-

dinary. He then read as follows from the 201st

page of No. 46 :

—

" Profitfrom Thorough'draining.—A farmer in La-

narkshire tried the eftects of thorough-draining on a

small field of four acres. Two acres of this field

were drained in every furrow, the subsoil being re-

tentive, but the upper soil was favourable to the

growth of green crops ; the other half was allowed

to remain undrained, as the whole had been until

the winter of 1837. In spring, 1838, the whole field

was worked for and planted with potatoes. The po-

tatoes were sold, and the result was, that the tho-

rough-drained half yielded 45/. an acre, whilst the

undrained only realised 131. an acre. The drained

land thus yielded about three and one-half times

the undrained ; and, supposing that the draining

cost at the utmost stretch, \0l. an acre, the first

crop, notwithstanding, not only repaid that cost but
left ^2Z. an acre more than the whole crop per acre

of the undrained land. What an encouragement
does this simple fact and single instance of profit hold

out to farmers to spare no expense and indulge in

no hesitation in thorough-draining retentive bottomed
land ! Although 451, an acre is a very large sum to

obtain for an acre of potatoes, yet the crop was ge-
nerally very deficient last year, and good potatoes

were very scarce ; but it must not be supposed that

that amount was all profit, for the expenses of raising

and driving the crop to market fall to be deducted

from the value of the gross produce, still 45Z.and iSl,

give the relative value of produce obtained from
drained and undrained land. It is worthy of re-

mark, that draining renders strong soil capable of
raising a large green crop even in a wet season,

whilst soil in want of draining is comparatively ma-
terially injured in a wet season. It is obvious that

the soil here spoken of only required draining to

render it eminently qualified to raise green crops,

and there is abundance of such soil in the country."
Mr. S.MALL gave his opinion in favour of the fur-

row drains.

Tiiis discussion having occupied a great deal of

time, his Lordship next gave

—

" Colonel Close, and our fellow-labourers on his

estate."

Mr. Milne, Colonel Close's agriculturist, had
been invited, but had not been able to attend, or

most probably he would have been able to give a
gratifying account of his progress on that property.
The next toast was, " Lord Charlemont, and his

respectable tenantrjs" which was replied to by Mr.
DouGAN, one of his Lordship's tenants, who stated,

2ie had latterly taken to the cultivation of green
crops, and cultivated both turnips and rape at pre-

sent ; the consequence of which was, that, whereas
he had formerly no more than two acres of manured
land, he now had rather more than double.

"Mr. Cope's health and tenantry," was then
given, and replied to by Mr. Douglas.
A discussion then took place on the best mode of

preserving potatoes for seed or use, introduced by
Mr, Blacker, who said—" At our last meeting there

was a good deal of conversation respecting the pro-
priety of keeping the seed potatoes undug in the

ridge through the winter, and several instances

were produced where the seed had grown without
any failures which had been preserved in that way

;

an instance to the contrary, however, was produced
by Mr. Bell, who said that his, which had been kept
in that way, had failed, which rendered the plan
doubtful. However, thinking the matter of too

much consequence to abandon without further proof,

I had two experiments made of planting whole pota-
toes in November, just after being dug, and had the

seed covered very deep in the ridge way. In
Spring, to my surprise, the potatoes which had
been planted in the usual way, in the month of

April and beginning of May were far above
ground, and only an odd potato here and there had
shown itself of those which had been sowed in No-
vember, as I have stated. Upon examining the

seed, however, 1 found it quite sound, and judging
that the deep covering had prevented early vegeta-

tion, I had the mould raked off, and in a few days
after the potatoes were visible. Now, coupling the

late growth of these potatoes from the deep covering
of earth, and consequent exclusion of air, with the

fact I have already stated of the mode of keeping
adopted at Hoffarll by M. de Fillenberg, I feel al-

most confident that if potatoes could be buried two
or three feet under ground in a dry soil, in a place

not exposed to the mid-day sun, they would keep
without sprouting through the entire year ; and I

have desired the experiment to be tried in a variety

of ways—simply buried in the earth, and also in

casks, and in small crocks, and I shall be able at

our next meeting, to lay before you the result. In
the mean time, as the experiment is so easily tried

on a smale scale, I should be very desirous if some
others should institute similar experiments."

On Mr. Blacker sitting down, Mr. M'Kean men-
tioned that ho had very little doubt if they could be
kept dry and perfectly free from the access of the air
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tliey would not sprout : others seemed to be of the
same opinion. Mv. Blacker instanced the keeping
of gooseberries in this way, and potatoes were more
likely to keep than the former.

Since this discussion took place an account has
been given, by the gardener of the Earl of Charle-
mont, of some experiments made by him, by which
it appeared that potatoes kept in a vault, at a tempe-
rature of 52 degrees, had not sprouted through the
summer ; and th.e entire tenour of his observations
chimes in with the suggestions made by JMr. Blacker.
There seems, therefore, good reason to suppose that

some improvement may be made in the presei'vation

of this vegetable, which forms the food of so great a
portion of our countrymen.

His Lordship then passed a most flattering eulo-
gium on giving the health of the worthy Vice-Presi-
dent, Mr. M'Kee, who, after returning thanks, pro-
posed the health of " Lord Acheson," which was
acknowledged in a most feeling manner by Lord
Gosford, from which the company were sorry to

learn that Lord Acheson had been prevented from
attending this meeting, by being- the only one of the
family remaining at Worlinghara Hall, for the pur-
pose of affording Lady Gosford society, wlio was in
a delicate state of health.

The night being far spent, his Lordship thought
there would not be time to enter into a full discussion
of the other subjects that had been mentioned for

consideration, and proposed that Mr. Blacker should
explain as concisely as he could, what occurred to
Mm upon each, so as to enable the company present
to turn them in their mind, and be better prepared to
deliver their sentiments upon a future occasion.

Mr. Blacker stated that he would meet the
wishes of his Lordship as well as was in his power.
He said—" The remaining subjects specified in the
cards of invitation were—the advantage of shelter
to the growth ofcrops, and the value of bone dust, as
a manure for turnips. In regard to the first, the ad-
vantage of shelter to the growth of crops, there is

no one thing perhaps connected with agriculture that
is more generally neglected than this. People plant to
shelter their houses or their stack-yards ; but there are
no instances that I am aware of where people plant
to shelter their fields, yet there is not a single season
almost that I don't hear of serious injury being done
in different places by high winds, either to the po-
tato or the grain crops. The idea of bringing this
matter under your consideration has been suggested
to me by reading the last number of that excellent
periodical. The Quarterly Journal of Agriculture,
where there is a long article devoted to this subject;
and the writer shews, that by means of shelter in
gardens you are enabled to raise crops that would
not grow in the open, exposed fields; and brings
numerous instances to prove, that the coldest and
most barren districts would be made fruitful—and
have, in fact, been made fruitful in Scotland by the
warmth which shelter affords. But an effect vvhich
must have fallen under the observation of most peo-
ple here, will prove it to a demonstration by the in-

creased growth of grass of a superior quality in all

young plantations. From the moment the young
trees begin to afford shelter an alteration is observ-
able, and long grass is forthwith produced where no-
thing of the kind ever grew before. The effect of
shelter on the growth of trees themselves is not less
remarkable, and the advantage of a well-sheltered
farm is not unknown to any intelligent farmer. It
is therefore astonishing to me that so little at-

tention is paid to the subject here, particularly
where the tenants have only to ask for cuttings of
the fast-growing poplars, and other trees, which

in a few years would not only icarm their land, but
by their annual trimmings, effectually warm their

houses.
" The smallest farm in the whole country would

admit of 4 or 5000 Canada poplars being planted

along the outside boundaries, and, giving them a
start of five years at the commencement, there can-

not be a doubt that the trimmings would afford fag-

gots to suppl}' fuel for every day of the year. You
will observe it is not necessary to let them grow to

an injurious height, for it is shelter, not shade, that I

am advocating.
" The only impediment to this practice is the ha-

bit of turning out the cattle to graze on the stubble,
in October and November, and again in spring,

from want of a sufficient quantity of house feeding.

I confess I have not been able entirely to do away
with that practice, as I have already stated, and yet
nothing is more true than that the loss of milk suf-

fered by turning cattle out in cold wet weather would
pay twice over for a sufficiency of food within for them;
and the ploughing down the stubble in October,
and ridging up the land during winter, which is

mainly prevented by this practice, would, I am con-
fident, make 20s. an acre improvement in the value
of the crop. Every one who has tried it will, I
think, bear me out in this assertion ; and as the al-

lowing cattle to go over their lands, in search of
food, not only prevents this great gain, but likewise

entails the loss of shelter to the farm, and fuel to

themselves, I hope people will begin to look forward
to what Avill be ultimatelyjusefui to themselves and
their families, instead of bounding their views to

the present moment, and abandon a practice which
has nothing to recommend it but the mere circum-
stance that it affords sustenance for a short period,

though even this is attended with the loss of milk I

have stated. I have a letter upon this subject from
Mr. Murphy, who has for many years had the direc-

tion of the principal improvements at Baron's-court,

whose opinion on this subject, and also on furrow-
draining, must command great weight. They shall

both be annexed to the account of our proceedings,
" We come now to the last subject of discussion,

but it is one which will not occupy much time.

I allude to the use of bone dust for procuring a tur-

nip crop. I have just alluded to the injury sustained

by the cattle wiien turned out on the stubble at this

season of the year, when the clover fails to afford

the means of feeding in the house. The diminution

of milk to the farmer's family and the great injury

done by poaching the ground, naturally, in many
cases, induces the farmer to begin upon his turnips,

and in this case, although the want of food for his

cattle may be supplied in October, it is sure again

to return in April and May, and the cattle are then left

without sufficient food, and, perhaps, some of them
do not recover from their starvation until the best

part of the butter season is nearly over. If there

were turnips enough there would be no objection to

beginning to»use them early in the season, and it is

for this reason that I am anxious to introduce bone
dust in order that your extent of crop may be in-

creased, and that you may have manure to spare for

the cultivation of more Swedish turnips and mangel
wurzel, and thereby secure you a suflicient quantity

of food both in the early and late season. I believe

there are several persons here who can state that

bone dust will give better turnips almost than any
other manure, and no one need stint himself therein

from any deficiency in that respect. I shall provide

bone dust to every one that applies to me, and he

shall be charged no interest on the advance of his

Lordship's money in the purchase. Tiie land best
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suited to bone manure is of a dry nature, but any land

will do that has been furrow drained ; for want of

this, almost all the turnips this wet season have been

injured ; in fact, the great majority of tlie land of this

neighbourhood is unfit for drill crops, eitlier of tur-

nips or potatoes, until it is drained. Aad wherever

horse labour is not resorted to, I would strongly re-

commend what I formerly mentioned in the pamphlet

distributed among you, viz.,—to make your drills

diagonally, across broad ridges, with a trench at each

side—this gives you the advantage of rain when it

falls in small quantity, and guards against the bad

effect when it falls to excess. I can only add, the

more applications for bone dust I may receive, the

more happy I shall be."

After a few more toasts had been given, his lord-

ship. Captain Robarts, and IMr. Blacker, rose to

retire, the entire company separated with the utmost

good order and harmony, nor was there a single in-

stance of any difference of opinion to interrupt the

general good humour that prevailed.

No.l,

Rotation of crops in Flanders,from RadcUffe^s Flemish

Agriculture, 38 and 29.

1. Red wheat on manured fallow.

2. Clover, top-dressed with ashes.

3. Oats, with stubble turnips.

4. Flax, highly manured with urine and rape-cake.

5. Wheat.
6. Beans.

Rotation in another Division,

1. Potatoes, with manure,
2. Wheat.
3. Beans, with manure.
4. Rye.
5. Wheat, with manure.
6. Clover, top-dressed with ashes.

7. Turnips, with manure.
8. Flas, highly manured with urine and rape-cake.

It is evident from this that the fine Flemish flax is

not grown upon ley, which is quite unknown in any
rotation. Mr. Radcliffe mentions a series of ex])e-

riments, by which it appeaared that a great increase,

both in quantity and quality, might be obtained by
a more judicious mode of steeping. According to

these experiments, the flax should be placed in the

water on its end, as it grows, and kept under the

water by poles put across the steeping place with
coverings over them. The flax, when put in, will

float as high as the covering will let it, which ought
to be a foot or two from the bottom ; when the flax is

nearly watered it will sink of itself, when immedi-
ately a small quantity should be taken out and dried

to see the state it had arrived at, and fresh trials

every six hours should take place, so as to hit ex-
actly the right moment, the advantage of which is

almost beyond calculation. Various satisfactory

reasons are given for adopting this mode, which,
however, are too long for extracting ; but those who
cultivate flax are strongly recommended to make
trial of what is thus recommended.
Cultivation of Flax, and ajtplication of Liquid Manure.
Flax is also a crop upon which their best industry

is bestowed, and their careful preparation of the soil

is scarcely to be surpassed by that of the neatest

garden. This preparation, which is practised also in

division 3, 4, 5 and 6, is as follows :—The field in-

tended for the flax, after two or three ploughings and
harrowings, is backed up in the centre, and ploughed
round in but one set, so as to leave it without any fur-

row,—the heavy roller is then drawn across the

ploughing by three horses—the liquid manure

is then spread equally over the entire surface,

and when well harrowed in by eight or nine

strokes of the harrow, the seed is sown, wliich is

also harrowed in by a light harrow, with wooden

pins, of three inches, and the surface, to conclude the

operation, is again carefully rolled. Nothing can

exceed the smoothness and cultivated appearance of

fields thus accurately prepared. The manure uni-

versally used for this'crop demands particular notice.

It is termed liquid manure, and consists of the urine

of cattle, in which rape-cake has been dissolved,

and in which the vidanges conveyed from the privies

of the adjoining towns and villages have also been

blended. ' This manure is gradually collected in sub-

terraneous vaults, of brick-work, at the verge of the

farm, next the main road. Those receptacles are

generally forty feet long by fourteen wide, and

seven or eight feet deep, and, in some cases, are

contrived with the crown of the arch so much be-

low the surface of the ground as to admit the plough

to work over it. An aperture is left in the side,

through which the manure is received from the cart,

by means of a shoot or trough, and at one end an

opening is left to bring it up again, by means of a

temporary pump, which delivers it either into carts

or tonneaus. The tonneaus resembles a beer barrel,

and contains 176 litres, about 38 gallons English.

No. 2.

Extractfrom Mr. Rose, as to Draining and progress of
Turnip growing.

Glebe, Monaghan, 17th Nov., 1839.

Mv DEAR SiE,— I have, with some difiiculty,

found time to go over my turnips with a friend, to

decide my premiums. Out of 155 sowers, I had 30
candidates, and 17 premiums were given—about

25/. I gave no premiums for less than 1 rood Irish,

and additional premiums for haflf an acre Irish. I

divide them into districts, according to the quality

of land. Upon the whole I had reason to be well

pleased ; there were 6 splendid crops ; many others

good; and several, besides, less than the rood, ex-

cellent. I insist on those who have cows from the

Fund sowing 30 perches, or no cow, and this has

helped me much. I have altogether, good and bad
(and some bad enough \), better than 50 English

acres of turnips. I wish you to see that I am, at

least, progressing. As to the furrow-draining I am
2)rogressing too, though I can say little else satisfac-

tory to you. I reckon I have drained, altogether,

about 33 English acres, and have made about 16|-

English miles of drains, (half a mile to the English

acre._) One field, about 6 English acres, was in crop

last year after draining, and this year was subsoil

ploughed and prepared for and planted with turnips

;

it had abundance of manure, and some bruised

bones besides. The crop is not generally good
;
part

very bad, and only apart pretty fair ; still, the field

was so bad before, that I am sure, without the drain-

ing, in such a year as this, I should have had no
turnips at all ; and besides the great carting and
working, in a wet year, I am sure had a very

injurious effect, and will operate particularly

against it for a year or two. In fact, mv drain-

ing adviser long ago cautioned me about being-

too sanguine as to immediate good efiects from
draining. It would take some time to work,

and its full effect on the land would not be felt for

some years. Another field in oats ; and I could

only say it was a fair crop, and would have been
wretched but for the drains. Part I drained this

year ; I inean to let it remain in ley for some time,

having no manure for it ; and I am told it is reckoned
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by many tLe best course to leave it in ley for a fen-

years before breakings up. An immediate improve-
ment in the grass is said to take place, and tLe drains
are safer, and have dried the ground before the
breaking up and sub-soil ploughing takes place.

The great work, by turning up part of the till by
the drains and sub-soiling, although ultimately bene-
ticial, must injure the first crops, and I think this is

the reason why my crops are not so prime as I could
bave wished.

Your friend's account of the manner of furrow-
draining in Scotland, exactly agrees with njy expe-
rience, as I have often told you. A'othing else will
go down ; no other improvement, without draining,
is worth anything.

I have just got a cloverseed broad-cast sowing ma-
chine. I saw a good one in East Lothian, which had
long been in use, and was thinking of ordering one
from Scotland, when an English friend of mine i)ro-

posed sending a similar one in use in Wiltshire, but
much smaller and cheaper. I fear it is not so steady
as the large one. The one I saw had sown a twenty-
live acre field, and so exactly, as to leave only a quart
of the quantity intended for it.

I bave some spots of Italian rye-grass ; one sown
this Spring, now cutting the third time, higher than
your knee. Jajies Rose.

No. 3.

Mr. Murphy on Drainage.

Baron's Court, Nov. 17, 18o9.
SiE,—I regret exceedingly that the duties which

bave devolved upon me, consequent on ra}^ beino-

about to leave Baron's Court, have rendered it im-
possible for me to have the pleasure wbicli I am
convinced your approaching meeting would afford

me, bad I been able to attend. I feel the disappoint-
ment the more that, in accordance with your invita-
tion, I had thrown together a i'ew observations on
subjects which I consider of first-rate importance to

botii landlords and tenants—I mean thorough drain-
ing and deepening the land ; and I looked'forward,
with pleasure, to an opportunity for bringing these
subjects under the consideration of the enlightened
audience which usually honour your interesting
meetings ; and of answering, should any be urt>ed,

the objections wliich nothing but a misconception of
the nature of these improvements could induce.

And, indeed. Sir, much as has been said and
written on these subjects, since jMr. Smith of Deans-
ton's improvements first attracted attention, the ig-

norance which still prevails with respect to them,
not only amongst operative farmers, but even amono-st
those of a higher grade, whose interests imperatively
demand that they should make themselves acquainted
with improvements, which promise such important
results, is quite unaccountable.
The year which is now drawing to a close cannot

fail to have taught farmers, to their cost, the evil
effects of superabundant moisture ; I have scarcely
seen a crop of any kind in this district, but especially
of turnips, which did not complain, in languaoe not
to be misunderstood, of the apathy of its proprietor
to his own interests.

In the very extensive manner in whicli 1 have
been employed here, amongst other improvements in

laying down land to permanent grass, on a scale of
something like 100 acres annually, I found it impos-
sible to furrow drain to the extent which the laud
required, I did so only partially, intending to return
upon it at a time of greater leisure, but those portions
which were effectually drained, as contrasted with
others, but serve to convince me that in this wet

climate, no expenditure of money can be more pro*

fitable than that devoted to judicious drainage.

Permit me to mention to you an instance well

worthy your attention. It has reference to the lower
portion of a field here, which, in consequence of wet-

ness, was proverbial as scarcely worth anything; yet

it had many French drains formed tlirougb it from
time to time, in various directions, all of which, as

i'ar as I could ascertain, working well, although some
of them, I was credibly informed, hud been made for

more than 50 years ; in this, as in innumerable other

instances all through the countr}', affording proof

that all stone drains do not fail so soon as those made
on the property of the IMarquis of 'fweeddale, have
led tirat nobleman to suppose; but inasmuch as they

were toosliallow, and not properly placed, they bad
not the desired effect. This field I drained in Spring

but, according to the Deanston system. The drains

were carried in the direction of the declivity ; they

were 16 feet apart, 12^ feet deep, and filled half their

depth with small stones. The land was, previously

to draining, a shallovv loam, resting on an argilla-

ceous (tilly) subsoil which was impervious to water,

and the expense of draining it was as follows :
—

Cutting 'the drains, '2J feet deep, 18 inches wide
at top, diminishing to 5 inches at the bottom, 3d. per

percli, of I65 feet. Gathering the stones which were
abundant on the surface of the adjoining land, and
putting them into the drain, 3d. per perch ; covering

them with a sod and filling in the earth (this was
done by the plough), Id. per perch, making the

whole expense about 90^. per statute acre. It was
late in the Spring when tlie work was finished ; the

land was then ploughed and sow n with oats, and had
the pheasants, hares, rabbits, and the other numerous
visitors who attend a corn field in the vicinity of a

demesne where game is preserved, kept away from

it, I do not hesitate to say, judging from the state of

the land and of the crop in parts where it escaped,

that the whole expenses would have been returned

in the one crop, over and above what the land would
have yielded in its former state.

Asa contrast with this field, I shall intrude on
your patience whilst I mention another, on which,

after attempting to cut off the water, by which it

was rendered almost barren, by a deep head drain,

and by two other deep drains in the bollovv parts

of the field, and trusting that the season would
prove propitious, I ventured to sow globe turnip,

intending to furrow drain it the ensuing season ;

and, notwithstanding that when indications of too

much wet began to appear, by taking oft" the boards

of a double-mould-board plough, and making it act

between the drills as a mole-plough, thereby draw-
ing oft' a great quantity of water, the crop is worth
little or nothing ; whereas had I been able to furrow

drain the land properly, the crop, on the same
manure and seed, and with less labour, would bave
been worth 8/. per acre ; thus having in one year

tlie whole expense which would have attended the

improvement. But, Sir, attempts are in many
places being- made to effect this radical improve-

ment by persons who are evidently unacf[uainted

with the principles by which they should be guided
in the performance of it, and, as a natural conse-

quence, the work is inadequately done, and the

disappointment that cannot fail to follow will more
than probable be attributed rather to the imperfec-

tion of the system than of the means that were
applied.

As an instance of this, I shall state that I lately

had an opportunity of looking over a rather exten-

sive experiment on thorough draining in an adjoining

county ; the land is a strong loam, nearly approach-
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ing to clay, and the field, altbough it produced a

strong and abundant crop of the coarser grasses,

was evidently in need of draining. The drains

were cut at proper distances, and, on the whole, not

an improper direction ; they were, however, scarcely

15 inches deep, and in the bottom of each a small

flag drain was constructed, over which 3 or 4 inches

of stone were laid in, and tiie drain covered up
;

now, although these drains will certainly be of use

so long as the land is not broken up they can eftect

little of the advantages which would liave been
derived from the operation had it been conducted on
a more perfect knowledge of the art of draining ; at

about three times the expense of that incurrad in

the instance before us the work would have been
effectually performed, and the value of the land

would have been doubled. I trust to your kindness
to excuse the prolixity of this letter ; but, Sir, the

subject is one of such importance, and you take so

lively an interest in everything tending to the im-

provement of our agriculture, that I feel I shall

obtain your forgiveness. Had opportunity served,

I should have extended my observations on draining

and subsoil-ploughing to a much greater length,

convinced that in doing so I should be serving our
common cause to good purpose, and trusting to

your influence, and that of the numerous gentlemen
in this part of the countrv to whom I have the

honour of being personally known, and wlio are

earnestly disposed to forward my views, I hope
shortly to be placed in a situation, where, as Land
Agent or Rural Improver, I shall have an oppor-

tunity of promoting the advancement of agricul-

tural knowlowdge.
I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

E. JMurpiiy.

No. 4.

Mr. Kinmonch on Drainage.

Deerpark, 14th Nov., 1839.

Sir,—Not being at home when Martin brought
your note, I was unable to answer it sooner.

I am sorry it is not in my power to give you the

quantity of Pi-ince De Rohan potatoes you reijuire

—

they are all gone to 16 or 18 potatoes ; but I will

feel great pleasure in sending you half that number.
I would not recommend them at present for general

use, but, after being a few years planted in this

country, I think they will be equal, if not superior,

to the cup potatoes.

You wish me to state what I think of furrow-
draining. I consider draining one of the most im-
portant branches of husbandry; without it, manure,
seed, and labour, is lost, I am not an advocate for

the new mode of furrow- draining, either with tiles

or stones. In the beginning of this year I was
travelling through the Lothians, where I had some
conversation with the Scotch farmers respecting
furrow-draining with tiles ; they do not seem to

think them better than stones, they principally use
the tiles when stones cannot be conveniently got

;

by the use of tile a great deal of carting is prevented,
which is very injurious to the land. The tiles re-

quired to furrow-drain an English acre in 21 feet

ridges, say 121 English perches or about 90 Irish,

sinking, carting, and filling drains, 18 inches to 2
feet in depth, at Is. per perch, would amount to

41. 16s., tiles 160 at 40s. per thousand would be 31.,

making a total per English acre of 71. 16s.—the
landlord pays the one half of this and the tenant the
other.

The kind I most approve of is the French or

common shore, cut across the hill about 3 perches

apart, with sufficient fall ; about 32 Irish perches
in this way would be sufficient for the English
acre, sinking, and filling, where stones are con-

venient, 2s. per perch, would only amount to

31. 4s. per acre. This is done at less than

one half^, and is in my opinion more useful.

Springs rising in the middle of the ridge may run a

long way ndiere there is a declivity in the ground
before the water falls into the furrow-drain, more
particularly if, by altering tlie ridges, tho drain hajj-

pens to be in tlie centre ; on the contrary, by cross-

ing the hill with your drain, yonr springs are all cut

across, and it is impossible for the water to escape,

if any attention has been paid to the manner in which
they have been laid out. Drains made up and down
the hill, either with tiles or stones, I do not approve
of, except as main drains to carry the water from the

cross ones. The way in which I saw them make the

furrow-drains in the neighbourhood of Haddington
is this—the ridges are from 20 to 30 feet wide; the

drain is cut in the furrow from 18 to 20 inches deep;
the tiles are about 18 inches long and six across, in

the form of a half circle ; they are then placed in

a drain and covered. I do not think they will be so

durable or answer the purpose so well as stones,

being more liable to be broken, and put out of order

by carts passing over them. The tiles being so small

of themselves, and covered from 12 to 15 inches

deep, in a short time the ground will get consolidated

over them, more particularly in a retentive clay soil,

so that in a few years the surface water will not get

down, and I am afraid will be found not to answer
the purpose expected.

I have already given the probable expence per
acre of draining both ways. There can be no exact

method given of draining; for in many cases soils

are greatly intermixed. On clay soils, wetness is

commonly produced by surface water. You can lay

down no regular distance between your drains ; they

must be made either closer or wider, according to

the wetness or situation of the field about to be

drained. When stones can be conveniently procur-

ed, I would recommend drains to be made in the

manner laid down. It would also answer for claying

fields, in preference to carting from one side of tlie

field to the other, which is very injurious to ground.

In this way it could be put out with wheelbarrows,

and answer the purpose of draining, as well as clay-

ing, which, in light soils, should be done every 5 or

6 years. Drains made in this way should be well

filled up with stones. Should the plough come against

the small ones on the top of the drain, it will do no
harm ; the moving of them will admit the surface

water more freely.

I would not have so much objection to furrow-

draining in a level country ; but where there is in-

equalities, I would recommend the other.

I am afraid you will find this tedious ; Lut the

subject admits of such variety, that I could not be
more concise.—I am. Sir, your obedient servant,

A. KlNJIONTH.

No. 5.

Mr, Read of Suffolk, with Agricultural Observations

a/id receiptfor Smut.

Worlingham,3d. Nov. 1839.
Manuhe,—To make manure so that none of its

useful qualities may he lost, the sheds and yards
should be kept as much as possible from rain. Hi-
therto this has not been much attended to in this quar-

ter, hut the farmers begin to see the error of their

former practice. The best manure is that which is

made either in a stable or some enclosed building, or
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in a shed. It should be thrown up for fermentation

in the place where it is made, and no wet should be

allowed to get to it. After fermenting a proper time

it should be carted at once into the land, There is

so great a difference in the real value of manure,

that those employed in estimating, very seldom va-

lue the good high enough, or the bad too low. One
cubic yard made from bullocks, horses or pigs, when
highly and well fed, is worth more than 2 yards

made from cows or bean stock, living upon straw,

ordinary hay, and the refuse of beet and turnips.

AVe shall soon adopt a better plan in protecting our

manure. The buildings about the yards, must have

troughs to carry the water from the roofs to the out-

side of the yard.

I have only -a small space now left to give the

young aspirants at your Lordship's meeting a little

advice. Cultivate their arable land well by good

ploughing, harrowing, rolling and scarifying. Let

it be kept clean from weed, so that every particle of

the vegetating or productive principle of the soil

be applied to the production of corn. Never spare

for manure if it can either be made at home or pur-

chased abroad. Crop the land in a regular rotation.

Do not take the same grain twice in one round of four

years. The wet clay lands dry by draining. Be in-

dustrious, sober, vigilant and attentive, and improve

your farms by every means within your reach.

A Certain Preventive against the Smut in Wlieat.

\ lb. of arsenic mixed with three gallons of water.

4 bushels of wheat to be well washed with this.

Immediately afterwards apply ;} of a peck of slack-

ed lime to the wheat. Let every part be sprinkled

with it, which will soon dry it, and make it fit for

drilling immediately.

T beg to remain my Lord, your faithful obedient

servant, 11. Read, jun.

No. 6.

Mr, Murfhy on Shelter,

Baron's Court, Nov. 20, 1839.

Sir,—Your letter addressed to me to 27, North
Frederick-street, Dublin, which was received there

on the 13th ult., only reached me this day, my bro-

ther having expected me in town daily (which I also

fully intended), neglected to forward it sooner. I

am happy to think that some of the subjects upon
which you are desirous to have the opinion of prac-

tical men, was glanced at in my letter of yesterday

;

had I known that Shelter, as influencing crop, was
one of those proposed for discussion, it being one to

which I have given considerable attention, and the

effects of which I have here had excellent opportu-

nities of judging, I should probably have trespassed

upon your patience at some length.

Next in the scale of the important improvements

of which most of the land in the North of Ireland is

susceptible, by effectual draining and deepening, is,

in my opinion, that of Shelter ; indeed there are in-

numerable instances in all elevated districts where
Shelter is capable of producing much greater benefits

than either or both the improvements to which I have
adverted, together. Who can have passed through

a mountain district without having been struck with

the fertility of spots, at elevations far above that

usually supposed to limit successful cultivation, but

in which the accident of Shelter had been favoura-

ble ? These, like Oiises in the desert, teem with

fruitfulness, and tempt the hardy mountaineer to

"leave unconcerned the haunts of men," and bestow
his labour on a not ungrateful soil.

Some plantations which were planted here about

30 years ago, afford on this subject most valuable

instruction. Those to which I now advert are at

elevations of from 300 to 1,000 feet above the level

of the sea ; on the W. and S. W. (the points exposed

to the effects of the wind, which in this country op-

poses in all elevated and exposed situations, _
with

such pernicious effect, the growth of every kind of

tree) ; tkose in the plantations of from 800 to 1,000

feet elevation, although often replanted, have in gen-

eral been destroyed by the blast, yet in these most

exposed points, the trees which were planted imme-

diately behind the fence ditch have continued to

live, and having become scrunted, threw out a mul-

tiplicity of spray, and thus afforded a kind of shelter

to those planted immediately behind them, the ef-

fects of which, however, were lost on the land, be-

cause elevated above their influence; and it is only

from the point, where some mound or other fortuitous

inequality directed the blast over the head of the

plants, that the plantations have succeeded ;
on the

North and East sides of the plantations, though at

the same elevation of the opposite points, the trees

have succeeded perfectly. But, Sir, I perceive that

it is not with relation to the influence of shelter on

plantations, however important the well ascertained

facts bearing on this subject may be, that you at pre-

sent desire information, so much as its influence on

agriculture ; and liere, also, the plantations to which

I have adverted above afford valuable information.

The farms protected from the prevalent winds by

these plantations, are wretchedly cultivated, be-

ing suffered, for want of draining, to be little

better than morasses; yet even' here, wherever

the " farmer" has so far exerted himself as

to form any kind of dykes as enclosures to

his fields, the beneficial effects of the shelter

are most striking. Not only are the corn crops as

weighty, ceteris paribus, as in the lands 300 feet

lower down, but tbe advantfige is decidedly in fa-

vour of the elevated but sheltered field. Much of

the land within the influence of these woods is used
as meadow, producing only (for want of drainage,

and for want of the knowledge and ability which
would enable the holders to avail themselves of the

numerous streams which are suffered to flow by
carrying their " gold dust" to the ocean) junci,

scirpi, and the other semi-aquatic and comparatively

useless plants, yet even this land is greatly bene-

fited by the shelter, and were it improved as it might

be, could be raised (shelter being now produced)
in value from shillings to pounds per acre. Shelter,

then, I conceive to be of the first importance to the

farmer in all elevated or exposed lands. I should

not desire to see, as in many parts of England, the

low-lying and sheltered land cut up into small fields,

each surrounded with its hedge rows, which almost

over-shadow it ; but in the North of Ireland there

need be little apprehension that the farmer will do

himself much injury by too much shelter. I know of

few estates where this subject has been so well at-

tended to a5 on that of the Rev. Francis Gervais,

of Cecil ; shelter is there rendering the farms an-

nually more productive, and landlords, whilst fol-

lowing the example there set them, not only supply-

ing the tenantry with young trees, for that is a small

portion of the care necessary, but of seeing that they

are treated judiciously, will, without doubt, be
serving their own interests in a very important de-

gree.

In situations too high and exposed for the suc-

cessful cultivation of the white thorn, I have fol-

lowed the plan here very extensively of sowing furze

(whin) in a line on the top of the ditch, with the

very best results, and it is one that cannot be too
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liig-lily recommended. The alder, the black sally

(salix caprcEa) the birch, and the horsebeane, and
some others, I find very valuable in situations suited

to them, but my limits will not on this occasion ad-
mit of my going much farther into detail. This
much I would say, that much consideration, with
very excellent opportunity for forming an opinion,

has impressed me with the conviction that shelter is

of such importance, as well in the production of
crops as in the comfort which it affords man and the

domestic animals, that every exertion should be used
to bring the subject forcibly and constantly before

the public. Should you be of this opinion, and con-
sider any of the foregoing remarks, which were most
hastily penned, to tend to any useful purpose, they
are very much at your service ; and, regretting my
inability to be present at your meeting, and with
earnest wishes for the success of the cause in which
you are embarked,

I am, Sir, your obedient, humble servant,

E. MUKPHY.

No. 7.

Extract of a letter from Mr. Pollard,

Markethill, 29th Nov., 1839.

Sir,—From hearing that furrow-draining was
strongly recommended at the late farming dinner in

Markethill, I beg leave to state the following :—

I

purchased a farm a few years since, which I found
in a bad state of cultivation ; there was one field, in

particular, exceedingly wet and sour. [ made a few
sewers in it, manured it well, and let it at 30s. per
rood, to set potatoes on ; but, to my great disap-

pointment, the crop was not worth even the ground
rent, and the people did not release the potatoes. I

sowed oats in the same field the following year, but
was disappointed in that also. I then set rightly to

work, and made sewers all through the field, at

fifteen feet asunder, making them three feet deep,

very narrow, and putting in small stones to the

height of twenty inches. I ploughed in the month
of November, and had the field set in potatoes before

the 12th of May, and such an abundant crop I never
had before.

I sowed oats the following year, which amply re-

paid me for all my expense and trouble.

I remain. Sir, your obedient servant,

Matthew Pollard.
William Blacker, Esq.

THE SMITHFIELD CLUB.
Although the annual meeting of the Smithfield

Club is always looked forward to with great in

terest by persons engaged in tlie breeding and
feeding of stock, yet upon this occasion the anxiety

felt far exceeded that on any previous occasion.

The removal of the place of exhibition, from Sad-

ler's Yard to the Bazaar in Baker's- street, was an
experiment, about the result of which those who
take the deepest interest in the success of the Club
could not but feel anxiety. There was a well-

grounded belief that the removal from an obscure,

confined, and inconvenient yard, to well-known,

spacious, and convenient premises, would not only

produce a larger exhibition of stock and imple-
ments, but would also induce an additional num-
ber of persons to visit the Show-yard . These ex-

pectations have been realized beyond the most
sanguine hopes of the most zealous members of

the club. We have the authority of the Noble
President, Earl Spencer, for stating that, in num-
bers and quality, the stock exhibited exceeded that
of any former year. As regards implements, seeds,
and roofs, the increase was, in our opinion, four-
fold ; and, as to the number of visitors, although
we have not been able to obtain the actual num-
bers, still we incline to the belief that we shall be
within the mark in stating them at 25,000 in the
four days. So complete were the arrangements in
the yard and the premises, that ladies were enabled
to view the vv^hole, without the slightest inconve-
nience or annoyance,—a scene highly gratifying,

when compared with the filth and pressure to
whicli even men were compelled to submit last
year when striving to push their way through the
crowd in Sadler's-yard. Those who have been in
the habit of attending the Smithfield Cattle Show
must have been struck witli the altered character
of the visitors, their appearance, and orderly con-
duct, having seemingly improved with the increase
of numbers. For the comfort enjoyed, and for

the advantages which must accrue to the Club
from the new arrangements, the members are in-

debted to the Committee appointed last year to
select a suitable place for the show. To this Com-
mittee, consisting of Messrs. Giblett, Bennett, and
Chapman, with the Honorary Secretary, Mr. H.
Gibbs, the Noble President, Earl Spencer, gave
his constant and valuable advice and assistance.

Separate parts of tlie yard were allotted for the
animals and for the implements ; the seeds, roots,

and some part of the implements were exhibited
in the spacious galleries of the Bazaar, and the
whole was brilliantly lighted up with gas in the
evenings. Some circumstances having occurred
to prevent the proprietor of the yard from com-
pleting his arrangements in time for the show, the
court-yard was covered with tarpauling. Accord-
ing to his agreement with the Club, the whole is

to be covered with glass, and we have no doubt,
from the successful beginning which has been made,
it will be completed before the next show. The
cattle were of a very superior order, but we do
not think the sheep equal to what we have seen on
some former years. The decisions of the judges,
Mr. Pratt of Newfield, Warwickshire, Mr.
Trinder of Wantage, Berks, and Mr. Short, of
Bavvtry, Yorkshire, gave general satisfaction.

Criticisms v«ill always be made, and we have con-
versed with some very good judges of stock, who
seemed inclined to a different decision in one
or two cases, but if the near merits of the compet-
ing animals be considered, we think there does not
exist any ground for complaint. The increased
number of the animals exhibited, renders it almost
impossible for the judges to get through their la-

bours in the time allotted. A suggestion was
therefore made, that the number of stewards and
judges should be increased. The subject under-
went considerable discussion in the committee of
the club, and it appearing that the breeders of
South-down sheep entertain an opinion, that a
breeder of long-wooled sheep is not a competent
judge of South-downs, it was thouglit that an ar-

rangement might be made to satisfy * the breeders

* Printer's Devil, query, ** gratify,''
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of South-downs, and lighten the labours of the

judges. It was therefore determined to appoint

three additional stewards for the purpose of no-

minating three South-down judges who should

award upon the merits of the short-wooled sheep,

and pigs. These additional stewards are appoint-

ed only for one year, by way of experiment, and are

not to interfere witli the other stewards in ihe duties

which have hitherto devolved upon them. If liow-

ever, the appointment of these additional stewards

should be continued, we would suggest that they

might relieve the other stewards from one par! of

their duties, which in consequence of their required

presence at the cattle yard, can with difficulty be

attended toby them, namely, tiie attending to the

arrangements for the dinner at the Treemason's

Tavern. In making this suggestion, we would

not have it supposed that there was any deficiency

of attention or arrangement, but such a division of

labour would, as it seems to us, be agreeable to

all parties.

Among the cattle the Herefprds maintaiaed the su-

periority -which they have lately acquired at this show.

Besides the 1st prize in Class I., tlie gold medal, as

being the best beast in the yard, was awarded to a

Hereford ox, fed by the Earl of Warwick. We have

been given to understand that many persons considered

it extremely doubtful whether the Hereford ox, bred

and fed by Mr.W. F. Hobbs, of Marks Hall, Essex,

which obtained the 1st prize in Class III., was not

more deserving of the gold medal than the Earl of

Warwick's ox. Tke beauty and symmetry of Mr.

Hobbs' ox -was universally admired, and gained the

first prize in a class subjected tt) restrictions as to

feeding; whereas, the Earl of Warwick's animal was

unrestricted as. to feeding. It should be observed, to

Mr. Hobbs' credit, that this is the first time he has

competed for a prize at the Smithfield Show, although

we believe he has won nearly thirty prizes at different

local shows during the present year.

Mr. Chamberlain obtained the gold medal for the

best pen of long-woolied sheep. Mr. Grantham main-

tained his reputation as a breeder, having won the gold

medal i'or the best pen of Southdown sheep ; but he has

able opponents treading close upon his heels, his

Grace the Duke of Richmond having obtained the se-

cond prize in Class XI., and Mr. Jonas Webb, of

Babraham, Cambridgeshire, the first prize in Class

XII., and the second in Class XIII.

In extra stock the silver medal for the best short-

woolled sheep was also awarded to Mr, Webb.

The Anglo-Merinos, bred by Lord Western, were

constantly surrounded by amateurs.

The pigs, though not very numerous, were extremely

curious, particularly the Neapolitan and Chinese

breeds, belonging to the Earl of Harborongh, which

gained the first prize of lOl. in Class XIV.

Amongst the most attractive stands in the galleries

of the show-yard, was that of Messrs. Thomas Gibbs,

and Co., of the corner of Half-moon Street, Picca-

dilly, London ; the seedsmen to the boards of agricul-

ture of England and Sweden, who have for nearly

fifty years, paid the greatest attention to the introduc-

tion of such agricultural productions as have appeared

likely to prove of advantage to the farmer. Their dis-

play of roots and seeds, surpassed upon the whole, the

exhibitions of the last three or four years, roots of

mangel wurzel, weighed about 40lbs,, Swedish turnips,

20lbs., kohl-rabi, 171bs. A new white Flemish carrot,

which is more productive, and contains more saccha-

rine matter than the common sorts, weighed about

gibs. ; this kind deserves the attention of agriculturists.

Dried specimens of the plants, and samples of all the

natural grasses suited ts the improvement of meadow
and pasture land, and the formation of new leys,

formed an interesting part of their exhibition.

i\lr. Tliomas Gibbs, of Farningham, Kent, ex-

hibited specimens of carrots and turnips, sown from

tlie seed of Messrs. Thomas Gibbs and Co. jMessrs.

George Gibbs and Co., of Down-street, had an excel-

lent show of roots and seeds. They also exliibited a

parcel of Colonel Le Couteur's white wheat. Mr.
Skirving, of Liverpool, exhibited his '' new improved

Swedish Turnip:" Mr, Skirving states that he can re-

commend his new improved variety of the Swede as tiie

most valuable Turnip ever introduced, as giving amuch
greater weight per acre of sound nutritive bulb than

any other variety ; and, from having a finer root, impo-

verishing tiie soil less, being hardier, and keeping long'er

than any other Turnip that has come under his observa-

tion. His other improved sorts have obtained for him

tlie Medals of tiie Highland and the Liverpool Agricul-

tural Societies, for the improvement he has made in the

Swedish and Yellow Bullock Turnips.

We found on the stand of that experienced agricul-

turist, Mr. Robert Matson, of Wingham, Kent, a most

splendid collection ef roets, consisting of long mangel,

yellow globe, and red globe mangel wurzel, the former

weighing 421bs.
;
purple top Swedish turnip, green top

Swedish, green and white globe turnip of the most per-

fect symmetry. We had an opportunity of seeing

many of his testimonials, received from various parts

of the kingdom, speaking in the highest terms of hig

stock of turnips and mangel wurzel.

Mr. Chatwin, of Hungerford market, Strand, exhi-

bited sixteen varieties of potato, principally for the table.

'J'here was also some Silesian sugar-beet, the most ap-

proved for domestic purposes.

The show of implements was excellent, amongst

which we must particularize and highly commend that

by Messrs. Garrett and Son, Leiston Works, Saxmund-

liam, Suffolk, consisting of their celebrated portable

threshing machine, which has undergone further im-

provements since the meeting at Oxford in July last, by

an increased dinicnsions of the horse wheel and pinion,

and other arrangements, decreasing materially the labour

to the horses. Three varieties of drilling machines, ap-

plicable to different counties to every purpose for dril-

ling any kind of seeds or manure. A chafl' engine on a

principle much approved of for cutting irregular thick-

nesses of food by hand and horse work. A plough for

throwing up ridges of land for turnip and beet, com-

bining, also,' a horse hoe. A new invented machine

constructed to cut roots either in strips or slices of any

thickness for bullocks or sheep, combining, also, a self-

acting riddle to clear off and separate from the slices all

dirt and stones, and having handles and wheels so con-

trived that a lad may remove it as well as work it. This

machine is simple in construction and very effective in

use.

Mr. Salter exhibited an improved winnowing-ma-

chine, to vvhich the silver medal of the English Agri-

cultural Society was awarded at the exhibition at Ox-

ford.
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Mr. Grounsell, of Louth, exliibitcil a new drop-drill,

which also obtained the silver medal of the English

Agricultural Society at Oxford.

Mr. Nutt, of Moulton Chapel, near Spalding-, Liu-

colashire, exhibited a hive, upon his new principle of

obtaining- the honey without the destruction of tlie bees.

The system adopted is by keeping the workmsj distinct

from the breeding parts of the hive, and this is secured

by ventilation.

Mr.Smith, of Peasenhall, Suffolk, exhibited the mo-
del of a corn-drill, in which, by a modification in the

gear, the seed could be thrown to a greater distance

and with more regularity.

Other agricultural implements were exhibited by

Messrs. Perry, Barratt, and Exall, of Heading; Mr.
Wedlake, of Hornchurch, Essex ; and Mr. M. Norring-

ton, of South-street. Blr. Bigg of Crawford-street, ex-

hibited a sheep dipping machine. iMr. Edgington,

exhibited a large collection of marquees, tents, and

specimens of tarpauling.

Mr, Lance, of Frimley, near Bagshot, exhibited a new
hand drilling machine, with separate boxes for manure,

and turnips, which appeared to answer its purpose re-

markably well, as also his animalized carbon and car-

bonated humus as manure.

A variety of hydraulic machines, and models of the

same were exhibited by Mr. Reld, of Regent-circus.

Lord Western exhibited his improved drill, of which

engravings and description will appearl in the Farmer's

Magazine for January ; iMr. Neul, of St, John Street,

Smithfield, three improved ifteel mills; Mr. Charles

Phillips, bean, malt, and wlieat mills ; Mr. Wyatt,

various agricultural machines ; Mr. Davics, hi"; im-

proved patent hay making machine,

Pocock's Flexible Asphalta Roofing, as a substitute

for thatch, tiles, slate, zinc, and all other purposes of

roofing, attracted great attention. The weiglitof tliis

covering being only 601bs. to a square of 100 feet, the

timbers where it is used, require only a quarter inch

board to cover them, and may be so light, that with

walls proportioned, a saving is eflTected equal to its

entire cost: besides its economy in repairs, and requiring

no other coping, and being so easily applied, that a

v/hole roof may be completed by any person of com-
mon ingenuity. By laying it on thin boards under
floors, the ceilings of houses are effectually secured

from damage. As a non-conductor of heat it is cooler

in summer and warmer in winter, and either on the

inside or outside of walls, ©f bricks or wood, it is, with-

out plaster, secure against damp, and when thus used,

it maybe pointed or painted, in imitation of stone or

paper.

—

Mark Lane Express.

THE DINNER.
On Friday a very numerous and highly respectable

body of Noblemen and Gentlemen connected with, and
feeling a deep interests in agricultural pursuits, and
consisting of nearly 400 persons, sat down to a sub-
stantial dinner at the Freemason's Tavern, Great Queen
Street, The President of the club. Earl Spencer, pre-
sided, supported on his right by His Grace the Duke of
Richmond, K. G. ; on his left by Col, Wood, M,P.
Among the company present, which was much more nu-
merous than any we have before witnessed, were the
following distinguished Agriculturists ; C. E. Dupree,
M.P. ; D. Barclay, C. Hillyard, the Hon, C. T. Clif-
ford, Col. Challoner, W. Woods Page, R. H. Elman, T.
Franklin, Thomas Elman, J. Muskett, R. Worthington,

H. Chamberlain, T. Umbers, F. Wratislaw, the Rev.
J. R. Smithies, J. Putland, J. Buckley, S. Druce, S.
Bennett, W. Bennett, H. Overman, Captain Shaw, S.
Jones, R. B. Harvey, J, A, Ransome, Rev. W. L.
Rham, J. Bishopp. J. Morton ; E. W. Wilmott, and
the other Stewards and Judges, S. Grantham, Jonas
Webb, &c., &c., &c.
Upon the cloth being removed, the noble Chairman

proposed in a neat and energetic speech, the health of
the Queen ; three times three, which was drank with
every mark of respect and great enthusiasm.
The next toast proposed, was the Queen Dowager,

and the rest of the Royal Family ; three times three,
were responded to as on the former occasion, with every
demonstration of loyalty, enthusiasm and respect.
The Noble Chairman in proposing Success to the

Smithfield Club, observed that he felt the greatest grati-
fication in stating to the meeting that the Club had
been gradually rising, and continued to rise. The
meeting on the present occasion was more numerous
than he had ever before witnessed, and they who were
accustomed to attend the show would agree
with him, that there was not only a greater
quantity of stock, but taking it geuerally it was
superior to other years ; in fact he had no hesitation in
stating tiiat the stock throughout the country had im-
proved, and wa« still improving. He could speak con-
fidently, and he should not have done so had he not
been aware that the finances of the club were in such a
condition that they had sufficient funds in liand to meet
the expenses of the ensuing year, whereas iieretofore

they had to rely upon the proceeds of the current year
to meet the current expenses; therefore it was he felt

the highest gratification on this occasion. The experi-
ment had this year been tried of changing the locality
of the show, and it was satisfactory to know that such
change had met with general approval. The club had
g-iven him the power, and he hoped to see a lease of the
premises in Baker-street executed before the next meet-
ing. In the old show-yard there was a great want
of convenience both as regarded the stock and the visi-
tors, some of the stock were obliged, from necessity, to
be placed in bad and dark places where they could
scarcely be seen, and even then to great disadvantage •

but now all the cattle could be fairly examined ; under
these circumstances it was that he congratulated them
upon the advantage and improvement wjiich had been
effected in that particular. In consequence of the in-
crease in the number of stock exhibited, it had been su"--
gested that the number of judges should be increased,
and it had also been represented that the judges should
be divided, the one part of them to mnke the adjudica-
tions of the beasts and long-woolled sheep, and the
other to make the awards in the short-woolled *heep
and pigs. It had been alleged that tho'e gentlemen who
were not breeders of short-woolled sheep were not so
competent to form a judgment of their qualifications as
those who were ; however, his lordship said he did not
think there was much force in the argument, inasmuch
as all persons who had paid much attention to the
btjsiness of a grazier, would, without great difficulty
discover those animals which had the best points about
them, and although the wool was a consideration it was
only a secondary one. However, the Committee had
determmed that what had been su^g-gested should be
carried into effect, and his lordship hoped the arrange-
ment would be satisfactory to all parties. (Cheers.)'^ It
had also been recommended, and in which recommen-
dation he most fully concurred, that next year two prizes
should be given for Scotch and Welsh cattle. His lord-
ship said he knew of no class of cattle that were more
profitable to the grazier, but in consequence of their
general size it could not be expected of them to compete
with the larger grown stock; this arrangement had
therefore been made. (Hear, hear.) He was not aware
that he had at that time anything more to add, but as
some new arrangements had taken place, and others
were about to be adopted, he thought it to be his duty
to make that explanation. His jlordship concluded by
proposing 'success to the Smithfield Club,' and resumed
his seat amidst deafening cheers.

His Grace the Duke of Richmond rose, and paid a
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well-merited coiapllment to the noble President, and
the toast was then drank with great applause.
The Duke of Richmond again rose to propose the

health of their noble Chtiirman. (Cheers.) He should
not, in the presence of his noble friend, say so much as

he would otherwise have done ; nevertheless, he could
not help bearing testimony to the noble Earl's steady

perseverance, and his kindness of disposition, in carrying'

out to the greatest advantag-e whatever he might take in

hand. The noble Earl's extensive experience had been
of the greatest good to the graziers of England and the

community at large. (Clieets.) Their noble President

at all times felt the greatest pleasure in meeting the

farmers, as lie on all occasions exerted himself to the

utmost of his power to benefit them. {Cheers.) His
noble friend was a pattern to the nobility, and a friend to

his country. Every English country gentleman oug'ht

to endeavour to improve the agriculture of the kingdom,
and for that purpose make acquaintance with the far-

mers of England. The .'health of Earl Spencer, with
three times three. (Loud Cheers.)

Earl Spencer, in returning thanks for the honour
and kindness conferred en him, observed that he had
been so frequently placed before them by his kind
friends in so favourable a light, that he could only re-

peat that which he had so frequently assured them of,

that it iiad always given him the highest gratification

to meet the farmers of England. (Cheers.) HisLord-
ship, in alluding to the benefits that were likely to arise

to the community at large, pointed to the great advan-
tages expected from the recently formed Society (tlie

English Agricultural Society), and contended at some
length that in promoting the objects which that Society

had in view, in conjunction with those of the Smithfield

Club, great and general benefits must necessarily arise

to the community at large ; his Lordship assured

the meeting that he shauld not relax his exertions

to carry those objects out to a fruitful issue. (Cheers.)

It was a great mistake to suppose it to be throwing
time away in maturing these objects. They all rowed
in the same boat, and as the bringing them together

gave them an opportunity of hearing each other's opi-

nions, that was another advantage among others which
they derived, in consequence of the competition thus

brought into existence. His Lordship again alluded to

the Judges, and observed that the wool was of secon-

dary consideration, and that gentlemen well acquainted

with long-woolled sheep would necessarily know the

best adapted for their purpose, those bearing the

best shape and quality would have tlie preference.

The object of the Club was improvement, and qua-
lity the first consideration, whether it should be in a
Leicester or a Southdown sheep, or a short-horn, or

other beast ; all classes of animals have faults, and the

grand object was to amend them. His Lordship said

he felt that if any misunderstanding with regard to

judges being partially qualified should prevail, it

would be disadvantageous to the Club ; he, therefore,

deemed it expedient that the new system should be tried.

( Cheers.) His Lordship here read the Secretary's Re-
port of the Judges' awards, as subjoined, and the pre-

miums and medals were handed to the respective com-
petitors who were present, and to the representatives of

those who were absent.

The healths of successful competitors being drank,

and the parties loudly cheered as the prizes were dis-

tributed,

The several gentlemen returned thanks for the honour
done them.
On the health of the Duke of Richmond being given

upon his Grace receiving the premium of five sovereigns,

the second premium in class 11, for his Grace's three

twenty months old Soutli-down wethers.

His GnACE rose and said, that he had seen the pre-

miums awarded with satisfaction. That he should have
been better pleased had he succeeded in obtaining

the first prize, but as he had said on former occasions,

he was perfectly satisfied with the decision of the

judges. One generally had a predeliction for their

own, but he must confess that he had been fairly beaten,

as there were better sheep than his own exhibited. He
did not think his pen so good as they were last year^

and Mr. Grantham's were better, therefore ho had been
fairly beaten. He would never skulk, and would do his

best to produce something better next year. ( Cheers.)

When he found that he did not succeed the first year, his

exertions should be re-doubled, and that was the true

characteristic of a British farmer. (Cheers.) He observed
tliat one of the greatest advantages to be derived by
persons in the situation of himself and noble friend, was
the opportunity of meeting tlie farmers of the country ;

indeed, it was one of the greatest privileges to be enabled
so to do. Whenever he had met them, he had at all

times received at their hands the greatest respect and
kindness, and for the many proofs of it which he had
received, even had he been insensible to it, he would
continue to promote the agricultural interests to the ut-

most of his abilities. Pie had sincerely at heart the wel-
fare and happiness of the agricultural population of this

country. Their interests were united, and with the te-

nantry of England he would stand or fall. (Tremen-
dous cheers). The noble duke concluded an eloquent
speech by wishing them prosperity in their undertakings,

and that each of them might be provided with a farmer's

home. {Cheers.)

After several other speeches, tending to confirm the

noble chairman's observation relative to the great im-
provements which have recently taken place in the

breeds of stock, and the rapid advance made in agricul-

ture generally, the health of the Judges was proposed,
which was heartily responded to.

Thanks having been returned, the next toast was, the

Vice-Presidents of the Club.
The Duke of Riciiimond again rose amidst deafening

cheers, and said, in consequence of the absence of the

other vice-presidents, the duty had sigain devolved
upon him to return thanks for the honour done himself

and his colleagues. He thought there was no excuse
for the absence of some of his hon. friends. They ought
to have been present ; it was not only his wish, but he
considered it to be their duty to bring as many gentle-

men together as possible, as their interests were one and
the same as his own, and it was the duty of every man
to do his best in that state of society in which he might
be placed, not only in this, but in every other country.

It was their duty to set a good example to the farmer,

and the farmer to join together with the labourers, as

they were the main strength of the country. {Cheers.)

He hapcd that this night's hint would be the means of

bringing the vice-presidents together another year, for

the benefit of the club.

Uponthehealth of jMr. Humphrey Gibbs,the Honorary
Secretary to the Smithfield Cattle Club, being announced
from the chair, it was received with great applause.

Mr. GiBBs returned thanks in a neat and appropriate

speech, wherein he assured the meeting it was highly

gratifying to him to meet with their approbation, and
that his services were at all times at their command,
when his humble eflForts could be of the slightest service

to the club. (Cheers.) The next toast was ' His Grace
the Duke of Manchester, the father of the Smithfield

Clubc' The country owed him a lasting debt of grati-

tude. (Great Cheers.)

The noble Puesident, after paying a well-merited

compliment to His Grace the Duke of Richmond, from
whom so many benefits had been derived, proposed
the health of the President of the English Agricultural

Society for this year. (Cheers.)

The noble Duke said, a few years since, when his

noble friend, the president stated that he thought a

society of this description would be extremely useful to

the country, he had taken the hint, and although they

had not as yet had any very great experience, sufi^cient

had been done to show that it would be extremely bene-

ficial. The great meeting at Oxford had tested the

experiment, where nearly 2,500 agriculturists had been

present. It had been deemed advisable that one meet-

ing should be held in the country in each year, and two
in London. He (the Duke of Richmond) felt it to be

his duty, in carrying out the objects he had in view, to

meet the farmers in the North as much as those of the

South. (Cheers.) His Grace spoke in the highest terms

of the successful efforts of the Highland Society, from

which, he said, experience had shown that great
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benefits had been derived, and which the English So-
ciety mi!;:ht expect to reahze by following their example.
He should be g'lad to receive any communication, either

from a small or a large farmer, whenever they might
wish to give it. (Cheers.) Although an old officer in

the army

—

(cheers)—he hoped they weuld not be angry
with him for endeavouring to recruit from them to join
the Agricultural Society, (A laugh.) He would ven-
ture to say they could not do better than to meet and
enlist under his banner at the next meeting of the Agri-
cultural Society, to be held at Cambridge in July. As
a recruiting sergeant to the Agi'icultural Society, if they
would only engage with him he would give them a
hearty welcome and fair play ; and what could his

fellow-countrymen wish for better. (Cheers.)
The noble PnEsiDENx, in reference to what had fallen

from his Hoble triend, relative to the absence of the Vice
Presidents of the Club, said, he could give a good and
satisfactory reason why one of those esteemed friends

was absent, he alluded to his hon. friend, Sir John
Sebright, Bart., whom they all knew was a staunch
supporter of the Club. He was in reality unavoidably
absent on most important business. (Hear.)

The other toasts, ' The Stewards of the Club.' ' The
unsuccessful Candidates,' ' Success to Agriculture,'
' Success to Trade,' * Success to the Highland Society,'
* Success to Commerce,' and ' Success to the Labouring
Population,' having been given from the Chair, and
responded to by the hearty cheers of nearly 400 gentle-
men present, the Meeting broke up, each individual

appearing to be highly delighted with the good cheer
and sound practical enjoyment which they had received.

PRIZES AWARDED.
Class I.

Oxen or steers, of any under five years of age, without
restriction as to feeding, yet the kind or kinds of food
Hiust be certified.

To the Right Hoh. the Earl of Warwick, of Warwick
Castle, the first premium of twenty sovereigns for his

four years and eleven and a half months old Hereford
ox, bred by Mr. R. Hill, of Porteray Orlton, fed on
grass, clover, hay, turnips, and cake. Travelled by
waggon 17, and railway 83 miles.

That a silver medal be awarded to Mr. R. Hill, of

Porteray Orlton, as the breeder of the above ox.

That the second premium of fifteen sovereigns in

Class I., as above, be adjudged to Sir Charles Knight-
ley, M.P., of Farncsley, Northamptonshire, for his four

years and seven months old Durham ox, bred by him-
self, and fed on Swedish turnips, carrots, barley meal,
and cake. Travelled to the show, by van 4, and rail-

way 72 miles.

That the third premium of five sovereigns in Class I.,

as above, be adjudged to Mr. H, Chamberlain, of Des-
ford, in the county of Leicester, for his four years and
nine months old Hereford steer, bred by himself, from
a bull of Mr, Hemmings, of Kingsland ; and fed on
grass, hay, and green vegetables, cake, and bean meal

;

and travelled, by van 8, and canal 150 miles.

Class IL
For oxen or steers of any breed under six years of age,

weight 90 stone and upwards, that shall not have had
cake, corn, meal, seeds, grains, or distillers' wash during
twelve months previous to the first of August, 1839.

That the first premium of 30 sovereig;ns be adjudged
to Mr. H. Chamberlain, ofDesford, in the county of
Leicester, for his four-year and nine months Hereford
ox, bred by himself from a bull of Mr. Hemming, ef
Kingsland, near Leominster, Herefordshire, and fed on
grass, hay, green vegetables, l,0041bs. cake, 2091bs.of
bean meal, and 201bs. of oats, travelled by van 8, and
canal 150 miles.

That a silver medal, as the breeder of the above ox,
be awarded to Mr. Chamberlain, of Desford, Leicester-
shire.

That the second premium o.f twenty sovereigns, in

Class n., be adjudged to Earl Spencer, of Althorp,
Northamptonshire, for his lordship's four years and nine

months' old Durham ox, bred by his lordship, and fed
on mangel wurzel, turnips, carrots, hay, ],3201bs. of
cake, and eight bushels of bean meal. Travelled by
van 10 and by railway 60 miles.

That the third premium of five sovereigns, in Class
H., be adjudged to J\Ir. Senior, of Broughton-house,
Aylesbury, for his four years' old Hereford ox, bred by
the late Mr. William Jellicoe, of Bighterton, Salop, and
fed on grass, hay, and SOOlbs. of cake. Travelled by
railway 40 miles.

Class III.

That the first premium of fifteen sovereigns, in Class
III., for oxen or steers of any breed, under five years
of age, under 90 stone and above 70 stone weight, that
shall not have had cake, corn, meal, seeds, grains, or dis-
tillers' wash during twelve months previous to the 1st
of August, 1839, be adjudged to Mr. W. F. Hobbs, of
Mark's-hall, near Coggeshall, Essex, for his three years
and six months' old Hereford ox, bred by himself and
fed upon mangel wurzel, Swede turnips, hay, 154lbs. of
cake, and travelled by van 46 miles.

That a silver medal, as the breeder of the above ox,
be awarded to Mr. Hobbs.

That the second premium, in Class III., be adjudged
to Mr. H. Chamberlain, of Desford, near Leicester, for
his three years and six months old Hereford ox, bred by
himself from a bull of Mr, Hemmings, of Kingsland,
and fed on grass, hay, green vegetables, l,0041bs. of
cake, 2091bs, of bean flour, 201bs, of oats, travelled by
van 8, and by canal 150 miles.

Class IV.
That a premium of ten sovereigns in Class IV. for

oxen or steers of any breed, under four and a half years
of age, and under eighty stone weight, without restric-

tion as to feeding, be adjudged to Mr, W. Giblett, of
Bond-street, for his three years and eight months old
Hereford ox, bred by Sir F; Lawley, and fed on cake,
bean, pea, and oat meal, turnips, and mangel wurzel.
Travelled to the show one mile on foot.

That a silver medal, as the breeder of the above ox,
be awarded to Sir Francis Lawley, Bart.

Class V.
No prize was awarded in this class.

Class VI.

That the first premium in Class VI. of twenty sove-
reigns for fattened cows or heifers under five years of

age, freemartin and speyed heifers not qualified, be ad-
judged to the Earl of Hardwick, of Wimple, near Ar-
rington, for his lordship's four years and seven months
old short horned heifer ; bred by the Earl of Hardwick,
and fed on cake, bean meal, mangel wurzel, and hay.
Travelled by van 45 miles.

That a silver medal be awarded to the Earl of Hard-
wick, as the breeder of the above.
That the second premium of five sovereigns in Class

VI., be adjudged to Mr. Wratislaw, of Kingley, War-
wickshire, for his four years and six months old Durham
heifer, bred by Mr. C. Nind, of Hailes, Gloucestershire,

and fed on clover hay, cabbages, turnips, cake, and bean
meal ; travelled on foot two miles, and 84 by railway.

Class VIL
That the first premium of twenty sovereigns in Class

VIL, for fattened cows of five years old and upwards,
freemartin and speyed heifers not qualified, be adjudged
to Mr. T. S. Burgess, of Homepierrepoint, in Notting-

hamshire, for his ten years old long-horned cow, bred
by the late Mr. Minion, of Stedford, near Tarnworth,
and fed on turnips, cabbages, hay, and cake ; travelled

to show by boat 130 miles.

That a silver medal, as the breeder of the above cow,
be awarded totherepresentativesof the late ]\Ir. Minion.
That the second premium of five sovereigns in Class

VIL, as above, be adjudged to Mr. Packington for his

under ten years old short-horned cow, bred by himself,

and fed on straw, turnips, bean meal, cake, carrots,

and green food, and travelled by van and railway 140
miles.

That the gold medal to the breeder of the best beast,

in any of -the above classes, be awarded to Mr. Hill, of
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Portnay, Orlton, as tlie breeder of ihe Earl of War-
wick's ox exhibited in Class I.

Class VIII.
That the first premium of ten sovereig'ns in Class

VIII., for lon^-woolled fat wether sheep, one year old,

that have never had cake, corn, meal, seeds, or pulse,

be adjudgred to the most honourable tiie Marqui'R of

Exeter, for his lordship's three twenty monliis' old
Leicester vvethers, bred and fed by iiis lordship at

Burg'hley-park,near Stamford, Rutland. That a silver

medal, as the breeder of the above, be a^rded to the

Marquis of Exeter.
That the second premium of five sovereig'ns, in Class

VllL, be adjudged to the Hon. Charles Arbuthnot, of

Woodford, near 'i'hrapstoa, Northamptonshire, for his

three twenty months' old Leicester vvethers ; bred and
fed by himself.

Class IX.
That the premium of ten sovereigns, in Class IX., for

long'-woolled fat wether sheep, one year eld, under
eight stone weight, that have never iiad cake, corn,

meal, seeds, or pulse, be adjudged to JMr. If. Chamber-
lain, of Desford, for his three twenty months' old Leices-

ter wethers.

That the silver medal, as the breeder of the above, be
awarded ta Air. Chamberlain.

Class X.
That the first premium of fifteen sovereigns in Class

X. for long-woolled fat wether sheep, one year old,

without restriction as to feeding', be adjudged to Mr.
H. Chamberlam, of Desford, for his three twenty
months' old Leicester wethers, bred and fed by iiimself.

That the silver medal, as the breeder of the above
sheep, be awarded to J\Ir. Chamberlsin, of Desford.
That the second premium of five sovereigns in Class

X., as above, be adjudged to Mr. E. Cliapman, of Oak-
ley, near Bedford, for his three twenty months' old
Leicester wethers, bred and fed by himself.

That the gold medal to the breeder of the best pen of

long-woolled sheep, in Classes A'lII., IX., orX.,ba
adjudged to Mr. H. Chamberlain, for his three twenty
mo aths' old Leicester wethers, which obtained the first

prize in Class X.
Class XL

That the first premium of fifteen sovereigns in Class
XL for shurt-woolled one-year old wether sheep, with-

out restriction as to feeding, be adjudged to I\Ir.Stephcn
Grantham, of Stoncham, near Lewes, for his three
twenty months' old South Down wethers, fed and bred
by himself.

That the silver medal, as the breeder of the above
sheep, be awarded to JMr. S. Grantham.
That the second premium of five sovereigns in Class

XL be adjudged to his Grace the Duke of Richmond,
for his Grace's three twenty months' old South Down
wethers, bred and fed by his Grace.

Class XII.
That the premium of ten sovereigns for short woolled

fat wether sheep, one-year old, under eiyht stone weight,
without restrictions as to feeding, be adjudged to Mr.
Jones Webb, of Babraham, near Cambridge, for his

three twenty months' old Southdown wethers, bred and
fed by himself. That the silvermedal, as the breeder of
the above iheep, be awarded to JMr. Jones ^Vebb.

Class XIII.
That the first premium in Class XIIL, for short-

woolled fat wether siiccp, two years old, without re-

striction as to feeding, be adjudged to Mr. Grantham,
of Stoneham, nearLewes, for his three thirty-two months'
old Southdown wethers.

That the silver medal be awarded to Mr. Grantham,
as the breeder of the above sheep;

1'hat the second premium of five sovereigns, in Class
XIIL, be adjudged to JMr. Jones Webb, of Babraham,
near Cambridge, for his three thirty-two months' old
Southdown wethers, bred and fed by himself.

That the gold medal to the breeder of the best pen of
short-woolled sheep exhibited in the 11th, ]'2Ui, or 13th
Classes, be adjudged to Mr. Granlhain for his three
thirty-two months' old Southdown wethers, which
gained the first premium i a Class XIII,

Class XIV.
'i'hat the first premium of ten sovereigns in Class

XIV., for pigs of any breed above four months and
under nine months old, be adjudged to the Bight Hon.
the Earl of Ilarborough, for his lordship's twenty-three
weeks and four days' old Neapolitan and Chinese l>igs,

fed and bred by his lordship on wheat, barley meal,
and skimmed milk.

The silver medal was awarded to his lordship as the

breeder of the above.
The second premium in class 14 was awarded to Mr.

Crowiher, ©f Isleworth, for his three eighteen months'
old improved Middlesex pigs.

Felix Hall, Nov. -21.

Sir,—I saw in your paper, some short time ago, a
letter addressed to me by a person signing himself "A
Yorkshire Farmer," and requesting me to give him
some account of my practice of winter feeding my sheep
in yards, and his first question was, what is the breed of

sheep wiiich I keep '! I have a Hock of pure merino,
and a flock of anglo-merino, of which peculiar sort I

have exhibited specimens at the Smithfield Show, and
at Oxiord, and shall again at the Smithfield Show next
month ; I have now had three years' experience of the

practice, and am decidedly of opinion, that the fatting

stock thrive quicker, and the sheep with their lambs,
also, do better than out of doors. I begin in November
to put them in the yards at night, letting them out in

the day ; as the season advances, I shorten the period of

their going abroad, till at length they are not allowed
to go out at all, except that when there happens to

be a fine sunny day in winter, I let the ewes and
Iambs out for two or three hours upon a piece of dry
ground, on which I strew some cabbages or turnips

;

the yard of course must be well littered ; I like the litter

to accumulate to a considerable depth, so as it does not
beat ; I think the sheep tread the straw with their little

sharp feet quite as effectually as bullocks, and the ma-
nure from them is better, dependant, however upon
what they eat ; the higher they are fed, of course the

richer the manure. I place salt for them in all the yards,

and tlie ewes and lambs consume a large quantity, the

young lambs eat it with avidity ; the salt which I give
is of pretty good quality, not rock salt, but small salt of

the inferior sort used at table. That sheep do not suffer

from confinement I haire abundant other proof; the

merino rams fight so furiously that I often tie them up
like horses in a stall, and keep them there from season

to season, and they are as healthy as any that are out,

and will get sometimes very fat. As a subject of curious

experiment, I keep three pure merino wethers every
year in their wool, three successive seasons, from the

time of their being sixteen months old, till they are

shorn of their three-years' fleece, they are never out of

the house, and I never .knew them otherwise than
healthy, and in good fleshy condition, when stripped of

their three-year-old fleece. 1 sent one to Oxford that

was exceedingly fat, after having a fleece taken from
bim that weighed 28 lbs., and I shall exhibit another
next month extravagantly fat, with a fleece of 30 lbs.

weight. My folding-yards are spacious, and surrounded
with sheds ; these sheds are made in the cheapest pos-

sible manner, they are only ten tlet deep or wide, and
about six or seven feet high ; built of that limited size

wood which otherwise would be burnt, is sufficient to

build them; the posts are stuck into the ground, with

bearers across,and covered with haulm. Other materials

better suited for the purpose may be used in some
countries, furze will make good walls and covering also

;

some persons may think it good policy to build their

sheds of a superior construction,but excessive cheapness,

though little durable, places them within the reach of

small farmers with short tenures.

I have now adverted to every circumstance calcu-

lated to recommend the practice of yard-folding of

sheep, of which I am a decided advocate, and I protest

I know of nothing that can render the policy of the

system at all questionable, where the necessary means
are attainable with any tolerable facility.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant. Western.
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MEETING OF THE YOXFOllD
FARMER'S CLUB,

PRESENTATION OF PLATE TO MR. JAMES
ALLEN RANSOME,

(abridged from the IPSWICH GAZETTE.)

On Friday Nov. 22, tlie second annh'ersary meeting'

of the Yoxford Farmers' Club, took place at the Tuns
Inn, Yoxford, upon which occasion there was a very

numerous attendance; increased interest being" mani-
fested by the members in consequence of its beinp: in-

tended to present a piece of plate to their late excellent

and highly talented secretary, as well as indefatigable

friend, JMr. Allen Ransome, as a testimonial, not only of

the valuable services he had rendered the club now so

firmly established at Yoxford, and of which, we believe,

he was one of the founders, but also as a token of the

personal estimation in which he was held by those

among" whom, for the last twelve years, he had been a

denizen, and whose love an admiration, through his

many amiabilities and virtues, had been excited towards
him in no slig'ht degree. This memorial, which con-
sisted of a superb silver salver, of masterly workman-
ship, and richly chased, was manufactured by Messrs.

Savory, Corn-hill London ; and its cost was raised by
subscriptioas. The inscription on the centre of the

plate is as follows :

—

Presented,

November 22nd, 1839,

TO JAMES ALLEN RANSOME,
By the Members of the Yoxford Farmers' Club, in

testimony of their reg'ard for his private character—
their estimation of his able assistance in tlie formation
of the Society—his services as their late Secretary

—

and his zealous and unwearied exertions in support of

the Agricultural interest.

The yearly exhibition of roots look place in the yard
of the Tuns ; and there was a larg'e number of com-
petitors* Mr. Freemen, of Hcnham, shewed a very
Jarg-e turnip of the vvhite loaf sort, weighing- 22^ lbs.,

and measuring" 39| inches iu circumference without its

top. There was a Sweepstakes for three of the best

roots of the purple or red beet, for which no less than
fifteen competitors entered ; it was won by Mr. Thomas
Mann, Darsham. For three of the best roots of white

or yellow beet, three competitors; superiority adjudged
to Mr. Goodwyn, H-anting'field. For three of the best

roots of Swede turnips, twelve competitors ; superior

sample shewn by Mr. H. Wright, Bramfield. For
three of the best roots of pudding- long- white turnips,

seven competitors ; superior sample, Mr. John Mann,
Huntingfield. For three of the best roots of white loaf

turnip, five competitors ; superior sample INIr. J. VVase,

Bruisyard. For three of the best roots of Scotch
pudding" turnips, three competitors ; superior com-
petitor, Mr. Ptobert Asker, Yoxford. For three of the

best roots of round Scotch turnips, two competitors

;

superior sample, Mr. John Mann, Hunting-field. A
sweepstakes for the greatest weig"ht of a rod square of

any of the above description of roots, to be taken out of

the average part of the crop growing" on an acre of

land, the roots to be properly cleaned and weighed
without the tops, brought four competitors. The
prize was adjudged to Mr. J. G. Cooper, Blythburgh
Lodge.

THE DINNER
Was attended by upwards of 130 gentlemen. Among
the viands was a superb haunch of four-year-old mutton,
bred by Lord Leicester, and fatted by Mr. Henry
Dowson, of Geldiston, and by him presented for the

occasion, to the merits of which the guests did ample
justice. The presidential chair was occupied by Mr.
James G. Cooper, of Blythburgh-lodge (Chairman of

the club); Mr. VV. Girling, Peasenhall ; Mr. Pettit,

Friston ; and Mr. T, Freeman, Henham-park, perform-

ing the functions pertaining to the office of Vice. The

President was supported on his right by the guest of

the day (Mr. A. Ransome), Mr. Revans, (Yoxford),

and Mr. J. Crabtree, (Haiesworlh), and on his left by
Mr. John Rous Cooper, Mr. Robert Harvey (Harles-

ton.) and Mr. John Head, (Ipswich). The following

g'entlemcn al^o vve observed present:—Mr. Dowsing,
Mr. James Neeve, Mr. E. Dewing, Mr. T. Capon,
Mr. C. Churchill, Mr. C. Cracknell, Mr. W. Grim-
wood, Mr, Steptoe, jun., Mr. W. Andrews, Mr. Lewis,

Cottingharn, Mr. George Robinson, Mr. Thomas
Bishop, Mr. John Bishop, Mr. James Pettit, Mr.
Richard Garrett, Mr. George Smith, IMr. Edward
Candler, Mr. Robert jMoore, JMr. George J. Edwards,
Mr. Thomas Edwards, Mr. Edgar Skeet, Mr. Charles

Tallent, Mr. T. WLutmore, Rlr. John Goodwin, Mr.
Robert Cunningham, Mr. John Catt, Mr. John
Rumsby, Mr. John Gowing, Mr. S. Garrard, Mr.
Robert Askew, Mr. Ptobert Barber, Mr. Revans, jun.,

Mr. Grimwade, Mr. Flick, i\Ir. D. Barber, &c., &c.
On the removal of the cloth, " The Queen ; and may

her reign be equally happy to herself and to her

subjects"
—"The Queen Dowager, and the other

Members of the Royal Family"—and "The Members
for the county''—were drunk with enthusiasm ; and
Mr. Hugh MAN, the newly-appointed Secretary, read

the report for the year.

th;'> report.
" In presenting their Annual Report, the Committee

of this Association think they cannot do better than to

lay before its members the minutes of the various sub-

jects which have been submitted to its practical investi-

gation, in the order in which they have claimed its

attention.
" In reference to the first, involving the proposition

of adding an Agricultural Library to this Institution, a
deputation was selected to visit the Harleston Club, to

obtain such information towards selecting works of

practical interest and utility as they, from experience,

v/ere better calculated to give ; and at the same time,

through that medium of mutual communication on all

treatises of agi"icultural science, to open such a field of

literary interchange as might eventually tend to the

ampler intelligence of both. On its return, the depu-
tation expressed itself highly satisfied with the manner
in which that part of the business of the Harleston Society

was conducted, with an increased conviction of the

benefits to be derived by all similar associations which
had endeavoured to arrive at sound principles on which
to base the practice of agriculture for their avowed ob-

ject—a library of sterling works for their occasional

reference and information, and a channel of established

intercourse with other societies, through which that

information and those works could be extended and con-
veyed.

" A library was accordingly formed, and rules and
regul-ations for the purchase and distribution of the

books carefully arranged, towards the accession of whieh
many members and other individuals may liberally and
encouragingly contribute, and the society desires here

particularly to acknowledge the very handsome dona-
tion of Mr. Shaw, and the proprietors of the Fa?'7ne?-'s

Magazi/ie, for a complete series of their valuable work.
At this meeting a treatise on the use of lime as a manure,
was sent by Mr. Debenham ; and the Committee here
take the liberty of remarking, that any information con-
veyed to them in essays, whether by members or other-

wise, will be particularly acceptable.
" At the succeeding meeting, the following report was

the result of the discussion on effecting the improvement
of poor pastures.
' Thatconsiderable advantages would attend greater

attention to the pasture cultivation of this part of the

county, and especially on heavy land; that improve-
ment might be effected by draining, by manuring, by
dibbling, on tares or vetched when to be fed off by
sheep, by alternately mowing and feeding the crop, and
when fed off by stock, to which if extra food be given
during the day, folding at night. The herbage will be
improved by occasionally sowing seeds, and particular

care should betaken to prevent seeds of any kind being

gathered oft. It was also recommended, that the droppings
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of depastured cattle should be 'either g'athercd up on
heaps for compost, or distributed upon the land, rather
than allowed to be as dropped. And it was further
stated, that manure liberally used on our pastures,
would be to the full as remunerative as that expended
on arable land ; that it would thus be able to carry more
stock, and these would again return a greater quantity
of manure.

"At the meeting held in January, several members
having stated their desire, that the attention of the club
should be directed tov/ards the propriety of petitioning-

parliament to resist any alteration in the corn laws, it

was after a lengthened discussion, unanimously agreed
upon, and a petition was prepared to ihat effect, taking
for its argument, the circumstances that our existing
agreements having been made under the guarantee for

protectioti afforded by the legislature, it would be not
only unfair so to alter these laws, as to diminish the
amount of protection hitherto but barely remunerative,
but that such diminution must necessarily tend to throw
oat of cultivation large portions of the less productive
soils, thereby cause great distress from want of employ-
ment among the rural population, and concluding in
the following terms :

—
"'Fully and cordially recognising the principle,

that permanent advantage to any individual class can
only be secured by consulting the interest of the whole,
your pethiouers desire no advantage which should be
obtained at what they deem to be the expense of the
common weal, and they do not liesitate to express their
firm and deliberate conviction, that on the security for

the fairly remunerative investment of the large amount
of capital engaged in agriculture, embarked as it is

under the engagement for protection as offered by the
present laws, mainly depend, not only the prosperity
of the agricultural interest, under the character of land-
lord, tenai-it, and labourer, but also that of all branches
of the manufacturing and leading interests at large.'

"On the subject of the advantage of substituting ar-
tificial food for the growth of turnips on heavy land, the
following resolution was agreed to in the meeting for
February :

—

"The subject of the propriety ©f substituting artificial

food for the growth of turnips on heavy land having
been at full length discussed, and much interesting in-
formation detailed to the meeting on the modes practised
of feeding for profit in Scotland, Holland, and elsewhere,
it appeared to be the opinion of the meeting, that it

would be unadvisable m.atcrially to diminish the growth
of turnips even on heavy land ; but that the disadvan-
tages complained of in the cultivation ofturnips would
be to a great extent remedied, by having the land well
drained, thus avoiding the damage of poaching the
land; by early drawing oft" the turnips, and clamping
them carefully up, which would preserve them more
advantageously than any other way. That with refer-
ence to the profitable keeping ©f cow stock, if carefully
housed during the winter, and fed with some portion of
artificial food, at the same time cutting the hay a portion
into chaff, that a greater profit would be the result ; that
the condition of the animals would be improved, their

profitable produce increased, their manure be of better
quality, and that thus a greater quantity of stock might
be advantageously carried on the farm ; and it has been
strongly_recommended as an assistance to the heavy-land
farmer in carrying stock, to cultivate vetches at the
rate of one half of his fallow, and turnips or beet, alter-

nately changing them every four years; by which
means he would be enabled to keep double the quantity
of stock he has heretofore been accoustomed, at the
same time that his land would be in better tillage by
fallowing after vetches.

" At the meetings in March and April on the subject
of com rents, we have had as interesting a discussion as
upon any topic that has hitherto claimed our attention.

It was introduced by an intelligent member of the club,
on the ground of his deeming it desirable, that the
agreement between landlord and tenant should be based
upon a more equitable division of the profits resulting
from agricultural occupation, than in the present vari-

able character of the value of agricultural produce,

was obtained under the principle of fixed rents.

"This view of the subject was supported by several,

under the impression, that in seasons of prosperity,

the tenant would be better able to pay, and the

landlord fairly entitled to receive, a larger return for

his investment, than in times when less remuneration

attended agricultural pursuits. That under the cer-

tainty of each thus realizing his fair_ share of the

increased profits, each would be willing to make
agreement for longer terms than when, witli fixed rents

and greatly fluctuating profits and losses, the engage-
ment on either side was a matter of risk and specula-

tion. That the great advantage arising from long-

leases, as regards affording more enlarged opportunities

for making such improvements, as under the tenure of

short ones, with the uncertainty of renewal, would be
incurring unreasonable risk on the part of the tenant;

and hence the disadvantage and loss accruing from a

change of occupation to the tenant would be avoided,

while the landlord would on his part be realizing that

advantage from improvement in the soil, which long

acquamtance with the local character of such soil

enables a permanent tenant to make at less expense
than a new comer. It was further argued, that under
an agreement so based, the contract would be more
open and independent, and that the practice of expect-

ing reduction of rent at periods of agricultural depres-

sion, would be raised upon a fairer prmciple, than when
it implied a non-ability of the performance of the con-

tract on one side only, without a corresponding advan-
tage to the other party in seasons of prosperity. Thus
by the establishment of such equitable principles, each
would derive a legitimate advantage, while in all cases

the integrity of the contract would be preserved in-

violate. A scale was proposed to be based upon the

following principles :
—

"That a calculation of average produce be made, ttnd

that the average price of the produce, half wheat and
half in barley fer the last seven years be taken ; and
that supposing the rent at the time of the hire to be 200/.,

or any given sum, that so many quarters of produce, in

the proportions of half wheat and half barley as v/ould

realize the sum, betaken as the annual rental ; that the

averages should be made each year upon the seven
preceding years, till the expiration of the agreement.
" On the other side, it was argued, that the price of

agricultural produce was no fair test of agricultural

prosperity ; that in many, and perhaps the majority of

instances, high prices v/ere only the result of very defi-

cient produce, and that, consequently, at the times when
the tenant would have the greatest amount of rent to

pay, he would probably have the smallest produce to

meet such increased demand ; that this difficulty would
be still further enhanced by the circumstance, that

highly increased expenses necessarily attended the

cultivation of the soil at times when produce is high ;

that the system of the returns of the averages was so

unfair, as to highly overrate the actual value of the pro-

duce, and that to the small capitalist, vA\o was obliged
early to convert his produce into money, (and probably
at a low price,) it would v/ork unfairly and disadvan-
tageous! y, as he must pay his rent at the higher averages
of the larger capitalists' safes, these being, probably
from their ability to hold, made at a higher rate. That
reductions accorded by landlords, were as frequently

needed under the circumstance of deficiency of crops,

as for low p'rices of j)roduce, and liberally as these

exigencies were generally met by landlords, the tenant's

position would not be advantaged by thus attempting
to guard against it, by a forehand and complicated
bargain.

" The discussion elicited much interesting and practi-

cal information, and numerous scales of figures, wrought
out by different individuals as the result of their own
experience on their respective occupations, were pre-
sented to the meeting ; and although much difference

of opinion vi'as manifested, the discussion fvvhich

occupied two evenings) was conducted with equal
spirit and'courtesy—and the following resolution, after

one or two amendments had been put and nega-
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tived, was ultimately adopted by the majority of the

members.
" ' That the meetin<r cannot by any means recommend

the adoption of Corn Rents as a g-eneral measure, inas-

much as it is presumed that the price of corn does not

altogether represent the value of agricultural produce
in general, on which rent, cost of production, and other

expenses, are to be calculated, and are consequently

inapplicable to a large proportioa offarms in this county
;

but more ecpecially, as the amount would depend on
,

the corn averages, which are mainly influenced by

speculators on foreign corn, to serve their particular and
individual interest, to the prejudice of the home
grower.'

" On the subject, in May, of the beat manner of

growing beet, it appeared to be the opinion of the

majority of tiie meeting that the best mode was, by
preparing the land by good and early summerlay ; to

put in upon ridges, on the Northuir.berland system,

putting the manure upon the ridge at distances, varying
from 30 to 50 inches apart ; and, as early as the plant

is sufficiently strong to bear the hoeing, to single them
out, leaving them not nearer than 15 in. from plant to

plant ; that advantage would result from endeavours to

clear the earth as much away as possible, even to the

extent of employing women and children for that

purpose. It has also been recommended when baulks

are large, to lay each alternate plant the reverse way,
and where the greatest care and amount of tillage have
taken place, the more remunerative has the crop proved.
" Clod burning in June having been fully discussed,

the evidence of most who had made trial of it seemed
to intimate, that advantages had attended it, altiiough

some had found that, although the immediately follow-

ing crop may have been better, the soil appeared
ultimately to have been deteriorated. In justice

to the majority of the meeting, however, it should
be stated, that this opinion was confined to a few,
and that the voice of the meeting on the whole decided
on clod burning being advantageous to acertam extent,

and might be adopted with advantages to the tenant,

without detriment to the landlord.
" Several other subjects have, from time to time, en-

gaged the attention of the society, among which were
the most advantageous method of preparing wheat for

seed, and the land for receiving it ; on the comparative
merits of mowing and reaping corn ; on the lands best

adapted to the use of the subsoil plough, &c., &c., and
though much interestmg information was elicited, yet
notliing sufficiently conclusive was deduced to warrant
thsir being embodied in the report, and they were con-
sequently left open for further evidence—the result of

further experiment.
" We have the pleasure to announce a considerable

increase, and still increasing, addition to our members,
among whom are Dr. Cochrane, and T. Brightwen,
Esq., who, from their valuable donations to the society,

have been unanimously elected honorary members.
"Thus closes the Second Annual Report of this

Society—and, from the benefits already derived, its

members are induced to look ' backward with satisfaction

and forward with hope,' in a firm belief of the not far

distant dawning of a brighter era of agricultural practice,

in which the unqualifierl customs of our ancestors shall

cease to exercise an undue influence over their

descendants : when the reasoning and investigating

faculties shall be brought generally into exercise

;

when erroneous opinions, unsupported by evidence,
shall be exploded; and when facts, actufilly and uni-
formly beneficial in their results, but which from igno-
rance of their causes have hitherto been cramped and
contracted in their utility, shall betraced to their origin,

and British agriculture be based upon the sure foundation
of discovered and undeviating principles." (BTuch
app lause followed. )

jMr. CoopEu, of Westleton, proposed the adoption of
the report, which was adopted nem. con. I'he officers

were then re-elected for the year ensuing— and
The President gave "The Earl of Stradbroke,

and Prosperity to the East Suffolk Agricultural Associ-
ation."

Mr. Freeman of Raydon rose and said : for the

very flattering manner in which you have drank Lord
Stradbroke's health, allow me to return my warmest
thanks. His lordship is so well known to you all as a
staunch friend to agriculture, that it needs no comment
from me. {Hear.) I am proud I have now an oppor-
tunity of congratulating you upon the success of the

Yoxford. Farmers' Club. The discussions that have
taken place, and the results of so many experiments

during the past year, must be a convincing proof of its

good effects, and that we have the best of motives in

view, namely, the better cultivation of our different soils

So fully convinced am I of the benefits that will be de-

rived from the foundation of Farmers' Clubs, that I wish I

could see them established more generally, and I hope
the time is not far distant when I shall view the farmers

of distant counties, who are now looking upon us with

a jealous eye, following the example of East Suffolk;

{Cheers.) The East SafFolk Agricultural Association

has done much ; not only to the farmers by improving
the different kinds of stock, but by encouraging the

industrious and deserving labourei's and servants.

(Cheers.) The greatest pleasure I have in being- a
member of that association is, that I have an opportu-

nity of recommending my best and most deserving

labourers, and for whom I have generally succeeded in

obtaining a prize. (Cheers.) It must be truly grati-

fying to every British heart to notice the English

Agricultural Association formed and supported as it is

;

and 1 think we may look forvVard for som.e happy
results from that association. In conclusion, the best

advice I can give you is, to keep your farms in a high

state of cultivation, for rest assured it is to quantity and
not to price we must look. The more corn we can
grow the better it will be for us, and the better also for

the community at large. (Applause.)

The President here read a letter, put into his hand
by Mr. Ilevans, from John Mosely, Esq., of Great
Glenham, (a. gentleman who is ever foremost in the

promotion of agriculture,) expressing regret at not

being able to be present at the meeting, but requesting

that his name might be placed on the list of subscribers

for the plate to Mr, Ransome, whose very efficient

services to the cause of agriculture deserved his an-

qualified approbation. (Cheers.)

At this stage of the proceedings the salver was
brought into the room, and placed before the President

;

the whole company hailing its appearance by a simul-

taneous burst of enthusiastic cheering ; and the worthy
Secretary addressed Mr, Ransome thus:—

1 here have ever been men, who, though in a private

station, have yet, from their spirited and indefatigable

exertions after improvement in their local sphere, given
an impetus to national energy, and thereby been the

indirect but pov/erful organs of public benefit. And to

tiiose, who in a more circumscribed field of action, shall

endeavour to ameliorate the condition of their fellow

men, by improving the means by which they subsist,

there follows a reward no less honourable because less

extensively acquired ; for that whidi commences with
individual and provincial improvement, must ultimately

tend to national advantage. And among the numbers
of those who we consider have given a fresh momentum
to agricultural energy in this county, we have the

pleasure. Sir, of including you.

That your exertions in the cause of agriculture, the

enterprize of the house to which you are attached in

the production of machinery, for the more effective cul-

tivation of their land, are in some degree appreciated

by us, cannot, we think, be more fully and feelingly

conveyed to you, than by the presence of this assembly
on this occasion.

We are met. Sir, to signify to you our regard for your
private character, and our estimation of the services

you have rendered this society ; a society which, under
your services as its secretary, has hitherto augmented to

an extent not dreamed of, we presume, even by its most
sanguine supporters.

In the name of tlie members of this club, we hereby
beg your acceptance o! this small but earnest token of

our gratitude ; and that you may long live to enjoy it

in use, in po^sesssion, and in delightful retrospection, is,

E 2
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we are sure, the most cordinl desire of all ^^hose names
accompany Us presentation.

The President then, handing- the plate to Mr. Ran-
sorae, said, Mr. Allen Ransome ; it now remains for

me to present to you the salver alluded to in the address

just delivered by the Secretary, which I feel assured em-
bodies, not my own opiaions alone, but the opinions of

every individual in the company. (Cheers.) I feel

proud, and highly delighted, indeed more so than I can.

fmd words to express, in thus being' the humble instru-

ment, by virtue of my office as chairman of this society,

of tendering it to you ; and I am not aware that it can
be done with greater propriety than in the words of the

inscription. (He here read the inscription.) And now,
gentlemen, I would beg to propose " Mr. Allen Ran-
some's good health, and may he live many years." I

have no doubt ha v/ill continue to enjoy your good
opinions and tlie liigh esteem of all who have the plea-

sure of knowing him. (Loud plaudits.)

Mr. Allen Ransome, on rising', was greeted with
cheering, which lasted for some minutes. When it had
subsided lie said: My friends and gentlemen, it is with
feelings of no ordinary embarrassment and difficulty,

arising out of the situation in wliich your kindness has
placed me, that T rise to attempt to give expression to

the grateful feelings with which I receive this token of

your kindness and regard. Looking' back to the time
when, years ago, I came, a youth, amongst you, to

make my outset in the business of life, then I believe,

personally, a stranger to every individual in this room,
and when I remember in the time which has since in-

tervened, in which I have to trace one unvaried series

of acts of kindness and deeds of courtesy, experienced
at the hands of almost every one of you, I can but
feel that, in leaving this neighbourhood, I shall carry
with me a debt of gratitude, owing to you, of wiiich no
thanks of mine, however warmly felt or strongly ex-
pressed, can convey to you an adequate acknowledge-
ment. {Applame.) I cannot boast that I am indifferent

to the good opinion of those with whom I have loved
to dwell—to the good opinion of my friends. I hope
I shall never be indifl'erent, and ever desiring that

wherever my lotinay be cast, I may not be altogether

a useless member of the community— (Hear.) — You
have afforded me the highest gratification, tiiut 1 could
hope to realize, by thus proving that however humble
my endeavours have been, they have at least been
kindly appreciated by those with whom it has been my
happy lot, thus pleasantly to dwell. With regard to

your reference to my services as your secretary, it is

to me matter of small credit, or deserving little praise,

that with what of ability or all of zeal that 1 may possess

I have endeavourtfd to discharge the duties of that

office, because in its labours I have found my pleasures
;

and while the pleasures have been great, the labour
has been but small. I have always felt my interests

to be identified with your own. ("They icere," and
cheers.) IMy pleasures, even from the days of earliest

childhood—when first delighting to pluck the primrose
or the cowslip from your fields, or, as a schoolboy, to
prowl along your hedgerows to pilfer the blue eggs of
the blackbird or the hedgesparrow, or with youthful
glee to participate in the rural festivities of the merry
hay-field or the happy harvest home — have always
been associated with your pursuits. And now in later

hfe, a deeper interest attaches me to your delightful
occupations— as looking on and loving your engage-
ments, affording as they do interesting facilities for

watching the progress of " Nature in her handy
works"— as summer and winter, seed time and harvest,
have, as the varying seasons roll, gradually unfolded her
most beautiful operations in this beautiful world. As
knowledge extends and intelligence increases, so will your
pursuits have a higher degree of interest, a deeper tone
•will be added to their character, and a higher dignity
will naturally be imparted to them. (Applause.) When
I see the progress that agriculture has lately made
under the spirit-stirriog energies lately put forth ; with
the evidence before us that the dawning light of sci-

ence has already begun to develope some of the hidden
mysteries of your profession, trusting to the rapid ex-
tension of every description of knowledge, and espe-

daily of agricultural knowledge—! look forward with

exulting hope to the result—for I believe (to use the

sentiment contained in your address) that at no distant

period the practice of agriculture will no longer be con-

fined to a series of experiments, but eventually be based

on the unerring principles of a then known, acknoiO'

ledrjed, and perfected science. (Loud cheermg.) Gen-
tlemen, glorious is the bright prospect which lies before

us ; but wide is your field for labour, in faithfully occu-

pying which, I believe, you will do more to promote the

honour, the glory, and the prosperity of our native

land ; contribute more to the enlargement of her na-

tional resources ; and more to increase the comforts of

her poor, than has ever yet been achieved by any mili-

tary exploit, however dazzling, or by any acquisition of

foreign territory, however vast. {Loud Applause.) No
tears of the widow or the orphan shall dim the bright-

ness of your peaceful victories. Your triumphs will be

alike blessed to yourselves and to humanity, and your

glorious trophies shall be richer fields of golden grain

—

alike delightful to the eye and gladdening to the heart.

To this glorious cause, we have all— even the very

humblest—much in our power to contribute. By bring-

ing our stores of information, and the results of our ex-

perieneci to form, as it were, a common stock of raw
material ; which shaped and polished, shall go to frame

another and yet loftier pinnacle to the Temple of Sci-

ence, from the summit of which, as from an eminence

more elevated,, we may take a wider range ; and as the

mists of ignorance and prejudice roll away beneath our

feet, with broader and clearer views we may be enabled

to tiace line by line the gradual unfolding of those un-

erring and mysterious principles which undeviatingly

perfect the harmony of all created nature, and with

more elevated sentiments and grander conceptions, be

permitted to obtain a more correct appreciation of that

unerring wisdom—and with exalted mind

" Fnrra worthier tlioiights of that unwearied love,

Tliat planned and built, and still upholds a world
So clothed with beauty, for rebellious man."

Under these feelings, it has often been a subject of re-

gret to me, that the difficulties, arising from your iso-

lated position, have been such as to prevent your re-

alising, to so great an extent as might otherwise have
been the case, the opportunity for improvement.
(Hear.) It is not your desire to be behind hand in the

march of intellect ; and I believe that, by the esta-

blishment of such institutions as this, you stand a
chance of getting in advance, instead of being, from the

difficulties you have had to contend with, in the rear.

The objects of this association are simple, its history

brief. Accidentally reading au advertisement in a news-
paper, bearing the signature of my valued friend, and
well known father of Suffolk agriculture, Charles

Poppy, inviting an attendance upon some matters con-

nected with a similar society, I was, in company with

the treasurer, induced to pay a visit to Ashbocking

;

and from this arose theideaof forming this association,

which, under your rules and regulations, and under the

auspices of our wcffthy chairman, has attained its pre-

sent eminence. (Hear and Applause.) Believe me that,

from my heart, I rejoice in the formation of this asso-

ciation, and in the prosperity which has attended it, not

only on its own account, but also from the effect its

operations will have upon other clubs, and upon the

cause of agriculture. (Applause. ) But though we have

accomplished so much, we have yet more.to accomplish.

It is now two years ago that agricultural clubs were
instituted—these two years have proved that such in-

stitutions are no longer an experiment; that experi-

ment having answered our expectations as their useful-

ness becomes extended, and their value appreciated, it

behoves us to do all we can to increase them with a

view to their eventual organization. And I am happy

to state, I believe a proposition will soon be laid before

the English Agricultural Society, to induce them to be-

come the centre or focus, to which information from all

the clubs in the kingdom may be sent, and from which
the knowledge of what all are doing in the remotest

corners may be .igain disseminated all over the king-

dom. (Great cheering.) The fullness of your report
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precludes the necessity of my making any remark on
the occurrences in your society during the passed year.

But there is one subject to which I sliould like for a

few moments to direct your attention. (Hear.) I re-

joice, and we must all rejoice, in tke large acquisition of

members the Yoxford Farmers' Club has experienced;

but I cannot forget, and I do not think that any one of

lis can forget, that by death we have sustained a loss of

the valuable services of some, whose loss we shall long

feel to be irreparable ; and with reference to one of

those, whose earnest zeal and warm endeavours were
in the outset of the society, directed to its formation

and success, I feel we should be evidencing the v\ ant

of a correct appreciation of his valuable services, did

we allow this, the first meeting at which his chair has

been vacant, to pass over without some mention to his

memory. And recollecting his unusual talent, his

amiable and affectionate disposition, and benevolent

heart, his disinterested love of truth, and uncompro-
mising, and unflinching advocacy of that which he

deemed to be right ; and feeling, that now hushed for

ever in the silence of the grave, is the music of that

voice to which we have within these walls so often lis-

tened with delight— that stilled are the throbbings of

his once busy brain, and cold cold in the tomb, and still

in the embrace of death, now lies the heart which lately

so warmly beat responsive to every noble and generous
emotion, T feel that no one here will feel it to be un-

seasonable, or out of place, that, in the midst of

OHr enjoyments we should a moment pause to pay
a passing tribute of respect to the memory of one

"by all beloved, to some so justly dear.'' [Mr.
Ransome here spoke of the late James Bird, and these

beautiful passages of his speech, glovxing with so

much of the divine inspiration of high poetic feeling,

had a deep and very visible impression on the whele
company.] I fear, resumed the speaker, whether 1

have not already been trespassing too largely on the

privileije of my situation

—

{"no, ?!o,"and " go on")—hut
in thus resigniug- the suals of office, I feel that I must
yet a little longer detain you, in order to perform the

pleasing task of I'eturning to -you my sincere thanks for

the manner in Vr-hich you have supported and assisted

me in the duties of my office. To the gentlemen on the

opposition benclies— (a Laugh, and hear)—I feel particu-

larly bound to express my obligations, and to bear my
testimony that, whether acting with me or in opposition,

in all candour and sincerity, equalled only by their

courtesy have their endeavours been alone directed to

sift things to the bottom, for the, purpose of arriving at

the truth, and hearlily I commend their example to

those who occupy, or may hereafter occupy similar situ-

ations in more important assemblies. (Applause.) L

should have felt great regret in resigning my office of

secretary, under any other circumstances, than that of

feehng that 1 could no longer do justice to the society

from my present situation. But the feeling of regret

is greatly lessened by my being confident that the gen-
tleman on whom your choice ha:5 fallen as my successor,

is one with greater ability, and I trust not less zeal, than
myself, will endeavour to discharge the duties of the

office to the advantagw of the association ; I know to his

own gratification ! While I cannot forget that the cir-

cumstance which induces my resignation of office, is one
that also deprives me of, or rather i)laces me at a dis-

tance from you in the character of private friends ; and
recollectmg the many happy hours it has been my lot

to spend among you, whether in the animating discus-

sions of the market table, or in the enjoyment of the inter-

change of social communion under your hospitable
roofs—whether when permitted to be associated with

you. in your philanthropic exertions to promote the wel-
fare and comfort of those who were dependent on you

—

andmorethanall,anddearerfar than all, when 1 recollect

the very interesting acquaintances and intimacies I have
been allov/ed to form, and particularly with one of riper

years,—who to the kind solicitude of a parent has united
the familiarity of a brother

—

(applause)—I cannot but
feel that in whatever circumstances I may be placed, or
" wheresoever my lot in life be cast," even if spared till

old age^may dim the brightness of the present enjoyment.

memoryshall turn over the pages of the past, and tracing

them event by event, and incident by incident, of this

most interesting chapter of my life, ever shall my heart

warm with grateful feelings towards Yoxford and alhts

neighbourhood ; ever shall my eye rest upon this ele-

gant token of your parting kindness, which, like a beau-

tiful vignette, shall serve alike to ornament and mark its

close,
^
I hope still, though no longer one amongst yoii,

ever to be as one of you—one in feeling, one in senti-

ment, and one in interest. To each and all of you, I

beg to tender you my most sincere thanks ; and to'.some

in a more especial degree, whose names from the cir-

cumstances of our relative stations, I had no reason to

hope to see inscribed on this memorial, I feel I owe a

double share of gratitude, inasmuch as it proves that in

whatever opposing situations we may have been placed,

whtrther as opponents or as the advocates of opposing

interests, still a feeling of kindness has been overall and

above all, and that in our case at least, a diflerencc of

opinion has not divided friendship. (Applause.) Gents.,

allow me again to tender you my sincere and heartfelt

thanks, and to assure you that I trust that under every

circumstance of my future life, even if the time should

ever arrive, when I may no longer have occasion to as-

sociate my private and personal interests with my con-

nexion with you—still I hope not less warm will be my
energy, or less earnest my zeal, to do ail that lies in my
power to promote the improvement, the welfare and the

permanent prosperity of the cause of agriculture. Gen-

tlemen, I thank you all. (Loud and prolonged ptaudits,

followed by three times three, and one cheer more.)

Song—"The heart that o'erflows with good nature."

The President:— Gentlemen. Mr. Ransome, in his

eloquent and beautiful address, alluded to the loss we
have sustained by the decease of one of our members ;

and I think it would not be ill-timed nor out of place, if

I proposed that we drink to " the respected memory of

James Bird." This sentiment was approiDriately drank

in solemn silence ; the company evidently being deeply

affected.

Mr. GiuLiKG gave, "our departed friend, Mr. J.

Wood"—which was received with the like mark of

respect.

Mr. Robert Hahvev (Wortwell, Harleston) then pre-

sented himself, and observed :—The toast which is en-

trusted to me to introduce to you is one, which it gives

me the greatest satisfaction in proposing; first, because

I am under no apprehension as to what will be the re-

ception it will meet with at your hands ;
and next, be-

cause my wishes are identified with the success of the

institution I shall mention. (Hear.) The toast is " Pros-

perity and success to the Yoxford Farmers' Club."

( Lmidand prolonged applause.) So much has been said,

and I may add so well said, with regard to the great

advantages of Farmers' Cluhs— (hear, /letu-)— that it

vv-ould bo bad taste in me to detain you on that subject;

but I cannot refrain from congratulating my friend, Mr.
Allen Ransome, on the proud position in which he at

present stands, and also yourselves on the excellent

manner in which your club has been conducted
;_
the

great success which it has attained is a proof of the

good management pursued. Applause.) I have also,

on the part of the Harleston Club, to thank him
and you, for the example which you have shown to

us. Ever since I have read ^ny publications

emanating from Mechanics' Institutions, I have felt

the loss of Farmers's Clubs; and I have thought it

would be of benefit to us, if we raised something of

the like sort, (Hear, hear.) I thought of raising some-
thing of that kind among the farmers ; but the fear of

success deterred me. However, when I found that you
had farmed a society at Yoxford, then with the assistance

of my friend ^Ir. Gedney, who, I regret to state, is ab-

sent from this place on account of ill health, and whose
zeal in, and fidelity to, the cause of agriculture are well

known- (hear, hear) -we established a club at Harle-

ston, which may be considered a child of your own, and

I am happy to say, a " chip of the old block !

" (Loud
applause.) When I look around me and see the nume-
rous meeting now assembled, for the purpose of afford-

ing information, either on new discoveries made in agri-
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culture, or on the improvement of the old, I feel

delighted in being- able to state, that the reproach which
has so lonof been thrown upon the farmers of being a

divided body, can no longer be cast upon them, and
that it is gone forever. (Plaudits.) I am quite satis-

fied, that by our thus meetmg tosrether, we have not
only the enjoyment among ourselves of the pleasure
arising from meeting m.any valuable friends— and we
musl, all of us, have found, we scarcely knew the

worth of our own neighbours, until we had tlie opportu-
nity of meeling them in this way ; but also, that we are

arriving at practical information, which must be of the

greatest benefit to ourselves, and people at a distance as

well. {Hear, hear, hear.) Every day almost 1 find

that farmers' clubs are being formed throughout the

country ; and it is only s.ince 1 left home this morning,
thati received a letter, which informed me that another
had been established in Norfolk

—

{applause)—and I
trust that there will be no petty jealousies on the part of

the tenantry ia reference to these clubs ; but that they
will repudiate the feeling that Farmers' Clubs are esta-

blished, professedly, for the promotion ©f their interests,

but conduce solely to the benefit of the landlords. I

trust that no such feeling will be entertained, to prevent
liiem going on successfully. (^Much cheering.) I have
been frequently told that your clubs have a tendency
solely to the benefit of the landlords, because, through
you, they will become aware of the sort of crops you
grow, and other things, which Vv-ill induce tliem to put
an enhanced rent on their farms. (Hear.) I am aware
that this theory might have been broached some years
ag'o, but in the present enlightened days it will not
pass. (Loud Cheers.) The landlords are too enlight-

ened, and know better than to take the advantage of

every improvement we may effect ; and I feel sure that

we in carrying forward improvements in agriculture,

will not have additional charges made far the land.
(Applause.) Agricultural Associations, you will ob-
serve, are not new things. I recollect their being as

numerous several years since as they are now ; but the
difference between them then and now is this, that then
instead of being " associations," they were rather

"combinations"

—

(hear, hear, /(ear) —whose only ob-
ject was to petition the legislature to remove this tax,

or to repeal that duty. (Hear, hear, and clieers.) I
now congratulate you, on your at length seeing how
useless it was to pray to Hercules to assist you; that

you are now placing your own shoulders to the wheel
;

and that having removed it out of the mire, you con-
tinue to keep you shoulders to it, trusting only to your-
selves. By this means, the wheel shall never stand
still, and agriculture must goon flourishing and improv-
ing. (Much cheering.) I ask you to drink with nie a
bumper glass to the toast

—" Prosperity to the Yoxford
Parmers' Club."—Three times three.

Mr. John R.Cooper, Westleton, acknowledged the

toast, it is very gratifying to me to see such an assem-
blage present this day, and I beg to thank you for your
fine exhibition of roots : I think that in roots we might
match any society, whether in Suffolk, Norfolk, or
Essex; for T am sure that they could not beat usin
quantity or in size. (Applause.) So far as regards the
farmers' crops, that ground has already been broken up
by some gentlemen who have preceded me; still I
would observe that, with the application of artificial

manures, and the subsoil plough, great improvements
are to be effected. (Hear.) I would now congratulate
you on having engrafted on our society a library; for

1 think it of much importance that agriculturists should
be a reading community. {Applause.) I do not like its

being made a reflection on you, that you arc an illiterate

set who cannot judge for yourselves, that you are an
illiberal and a narrow-minded body of men. (Applause.)
I believe v-a do not deserve those appellations ; but if

you establish agricultural associations and farmers' clubs
like that of which I have the honour to be a member, it

v^ill tend to remove such aspersions, and show that wo
know our own rights, and can appreciate the rights of
others. (Cheers.) I think we have this day proved
that, at any rale, we ai-e judges of merit; and I must
congratulate my friend Mr. Hansome, on the manner in

which he has delivered his sentiments. {Prolonged ap-

plause.) 1 think it is a convincing proof that we have

some discrimination ; and that where talent and zeal are

evinced in behalf of the agricultural interest, we can

testify our approbation. (Applause.) I trust that Mr.
R,;insorae may long continue to maintain his present

proud position in society, and meet with that encourage-

ment and support from his agricultural friends which he

.?o justly deserves. (Loud plaudits.) I drink to all

your good healths, your families and friends ; and may
you be able to provide for them and leave them in the

position in which every farmer would wish to leave his

family. (Much cheering.)

Song—" Ere round the huge oak which o'ershadows

yon hill.''

Mr. John Crabtree proposed " the health of Mr.
James Cooper, the Chairman." (Loud cheers.) 1 have
invariably found, from the little information I have been
able to gain in passing through life, that nothing tends

so certainly and surely towards the attainment of emi-

nence in a profession or business, as an unremitting,

uniform, and assidu'Ous cultivation of it; and I believe

it is this that has placed our excellent and worthy chair-

man in the situation, in reference to agricultural af-

fairs, which he so respectably fills. (Applause.) With
regard to his particular position as your chairman, to

his general assistance in the outset towards the promul-
gation of the scheme of Farmers' Clubs, more particu-

larly in the formation of the society of which he is presi-

dent; his constant attendance at your club meetings,

and his uniform courtesy in the chair, you must be far

better judges than [ can possibly be. (Loudapplauee.)

But I have perfect faith in him, the result of actual ex-

perience. (Hear.) I may say, gentlemen, that I never
passed a more delightful evening than the present ; and
I feel particularly happy in being allovved to form one
of a society, which has united in presenting a testimo-

nial of respect to such an excellent and talented indi-

vidual as my friend, Mr. Ransome. (Loud cheers.)

Nothing can speak mora loudly in his praise, or better

express his sentiments towards the agricultural body in

general, than that delightful masterpiece of eloquence
we have heard from him thisevening; it is a speech in

which, ia my opinion, you will not find a word to be
supplied, not a word to transpose, not a word to omit.

( Clieers.) I think it a great pleasure and privilege to be
one of your club, and to have been present this evening

to experience the great satisfaction it has given to every
body here, to hear such sentiments from such a man.
(Hear.) I could not allow the toast I now propose to

pass without some testimony to my friend, Mr. Ran-
some. (Hear, hear.) And I now give you the Chair-

man'sgood health. (Cheeringfor some minutes.)

The President.—For the compliment you, Mr
Crabtree, have paid me, I feel greatly obliged. I am
sorry I cannot command words to return thanks for

the honour, in the talented and eloquent manner in

which Mr. Ransome has spoken. I had hoped that I

might have been allowed to retire from the situation

in which your kindness has placed me. (No, no.)

Upon my first taking upon me the duties of this ofSce,

it was merely at the request of Mr. Allen Ransome
and a few friends, who set the club going, being per-

fectly aware of my inability to fulfil those duties as

they ought to be fulfilled. Still, I cannot say that I

have been indifferent to your good opinions ; I cer-

tainly feel obliged to you for the able assistance I have
received at ^our hands at all times, and 1 trust that,

however much I have neglected my duties, the interest

of the society has not been materially injured. {Cheers.)

It was my intention to have tendered my resignation

this night ; but I have been over-ruled by som.e of my
friends, and I have consented to retain the office, with

the assistance of a Vice Piesident. (Cheers.) You
are many of you aware, that I have increased my oc-

cupation within the last twelve months, so that I have

not been able to give that atteadance to the business

of the club, which I had theretofore been in the habit

of giving. (Applause.) I missed four successive

meetings dui ing the last year ; and the consequence

was that when I ne.Kt attended, I was completely at
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sea, and did not know of the proceedings of the club. If

it is your wish I should continue to act as your chair-
man another year, I shall be most happy to do so, with
the assistance of a Vice. (Loud cheering) Mr. Cooper
concluded by proposing " the healths of Messrs.
Revans and Reynolds ; and success to trade, manu-
facture, and commence." {Drunk ivifh due honows.)
Mr. Revans.—Gentlemen ; I feel that I rise under

very great disadvantages, after the very eloquent and
instructive speeches which have been delivered this

evening. All I can say i*, that the few words I ad-
dress to you will be with sincerity, and in perfect good
feeling towards the promotion of the object, to support
which vfe are now assembJed. (Cheers.) It gives me
great pleasure to meet you here on the present occa
sion ; and to witness the flourishing state of your so-

ciety, as evinced by the exhibition of roots to day, and
the splendid attendance I see before me. Such so-

cieties, gentlemen, I am convinced, tend very mate-
rially to the benefit of the community in wluch they
are ejtablished ; for, by encouraging an increase of the

produce of the country, they advance the best interests

of trade, manufacture, and commerce. {Applause.)

'

And, gentlemen, recollect that the farmers never sutfer

distress for any long period, without that distress ex-
tending itself to every branch of public industry ; nei-

ther can the farmer flourish, without his prosperity

extending its beneficial and healthy effects to all around.
(More applause.) Societies like the present also tend
to spread information, and that information promotes
the comfort and well-being of the people ; and in a
very great and importanr. degree, the comfort, and
well-being of the labouring portion of the people.

{Loud applause.) An increased supply of the raw ma-
terial, essentially assists and benefits commerce, though
more remotely perhaps than manufacture ; for of all

customers, our home customers are the best. (Much
cheering.) A gentleman v.-ill follow me who will ad-
dress you much more ably on the subject than I can
do ; therefore, I will only detain you to say that, I this

morning received a letter, which requires a few mo-
ments of your attention. It is from Mr. James Ran-
some, father of our worthy and excellent friend Mr.
Allen Ransome, expressive of the regret he feels that

casual circumstances, not within their controu), have
prevented any member of the highly respectable firm

of Ransomes, attending here on this occasion. They
beg me to express, and I only regret that they had not
put it in the hands of some one more competent to do
it justice than myself

—

(no, no, and applause)—their

great anxiety for the welfare of agriculture, and the

deep interest they feel particularly in the prosperity of

the Yoxiord Farmers' Club. (Cheers.) They likewi'^e

request me to say, that they feel most kindly the at-

tention which has been paid to a member of their fa-

mily ; that they feel it as much as he himself can do
;

and will be ready on all occasions to promote the gene-

ral interests of agriculture, and more especially the

objects of this society. (Applause.) I beg to thank
you for the patience with which you have heard my re-

marks ; and for the kindness you have shown in re-

ceiving the toast. (Cheers.)

Mr. Reynolds (Halesvirorth).—I, also, am deeply

sensible of your kindness, and beg to return my heart-

felt thanks for the honour done me. I assure you that

I am, at all times, proud of your good opinion ; but
your expression of it at this time. is peculiarly grateful

to me, as it is a proof that your feelings go along with
the different classes engaged in manufacture, trade and
commerce ; and is an earnest that you wish our pros-

perity should go hand-in-hand with your's, (Hear.)

I trust this feeling will always be inseparable from all

classes ; and that our exertions will always be—you,

as agriculturists—we, as engaged in trade, manufac-
ture, and commerce— to promote individual comfort,

and to aid the public good. (Cheers.) I hope that

industry, skill, and talent v;ill tend to raise agriculture

to a high slate, while science and enterprise will also

extend our manufacturing interest, and carry our com-
merce to the remotest parts of the globe. At the same
time, 1 trust that general intelligence, activity and

honesty will keep trade in a healthy condition, and
make it, what it ought to be, the means of disseminat-

ing the comforts and luxuries raised by manufacturing

industry, for the benefit of all classes of the commu-
nity. {Cheers.) Whenever I encounter prejudices

among my own class against agriculture, I shall en-

deavour to remove them as far as possible, {Hear.)

My humble eliorts shall be directed to enforce the

grand principle, that agriculture, trade and commerce,
have but one common interest

—

(prolonged approhU'

^ion)—that agriculture is the first, I may say the best,

and upon which alone can a healthy system of trade

and commerce be erected. And there can be no real

prosperity among a people ; no lasting independence,

where agriculture is not actively pursued, and by all

ranks steadily encouraged. (Cheers.) Feeling strongly

as I do on this subject, I trust you will pardon me, if I

make a few observations, which I think may be the

means, if you deem it right to attend to them, to still

further increase agricultural knowledge. (Hear, hear.)

With regard to the subject of manures ; I do think

that, highly as many farms are cultivated ; well as

many gentlemen husband those resources which their

capitals give them ;
yet I do think that this subject of

manures is not suificiently attended to. On most
farms, even where the state of cultivation is very high,

manure, both as regards its quality and quantity, and

its due application to the diffeient species of produce

to which it ought to be applied, so as to produce the

greatest and best possible results, is not in all cases

sufficiently studieJ. (Hear, hear.) It is to that I

would wish to call your attention. Many artificial

manures are now beginning to be used—I mean such

manures as nitrate of soda, saltpetre, and so forth.

But there is another kind of manure that is very little

used by English farmers ; I mean liquid manure.

(Hear.) And upon this subject, you will find an ex-

cellent article in the present month's number of the

Farmer's Magazine, to which I would direct your no-

tice, and a perusal of which would well reward your

time. But to meet all the circumstances, in which the

different kinds of manurje can be fairly applied, I

would strongly recommend to you the study of agri-

cultural chemistry. (Cheers.) The subject is neither

so difficult as many imagine, nor does it embrace so

wide a field us many gentlemen would, at first, suppose,

who are thereby prevented to enter upon it. (Hear.)

You must begin at the beginning; and if you make
yourselves acquainted with the different parts of th'e

earth, and go into the elementary substances that com-
pose the vegetable world, you will soon be able to de-

rive considerable advantages from it, when added to

your experimental knowledge as farmers. (Applause.)

I am not so sanguine as to believe, that a good chemist

would make a good farmer, as a chemist, but I an con-

vinced that it would be better for the farmer, if he would
add chemical knowledge to his agricultural knowledge
and experience ; for he would then be able to go a-head

in the race with his brother farmers. (Hear.) Besides,

the advantages would also be great, in a pecuniary-

point of view ; and to you who have the opportunity of

viewin,>;- the " fair form of nature," and seeing the va-

rious changes which take place in the process of vege-

tation, it is also peculiarly applicable. It is very clear

that chemical knowledge enlarges the mind of the indi-

vidual so much, as to impel him to " look from nature

up to nature's God." (Much cheering.) He can then

see how the Almighty chemist can, v/ith three or four

clementaiy principles, compose the most apparently

dissimilar substances. The perfume of the rose ; the

various effluvia of different plants are composed pre-

cisely from the same elementary substances; as well as

the nutritious principle and the most deadly poison ; but

wonderfully elaborated by the Almighty chemist.

(Hear, hear, and applause.) Then, while in the fields,

pursuing yojr avocations, will it not afford the greatest

gratification to you, to be able to trace back the effect

to the cause ; and when the winter season arrives with

its frosts and snows, you will know that it is preparing'

new forms of vegetable lite to give beauty and plenty

to the land. So inuch has been said before, with re-
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spect to the advantages resulting' from farmers' clubs,
with all of which 1 agree, that nothing remains forme
to do, but to propose the toast put into my hands. Be-
fore I do so, however, I would again thank you for your
kindness, not only to myself, but to the class to which I
belong'. JMay your fields teem witii plenty ; may you
gret for your produce remunerating prices ; may your
domestic homes be blessed with every comfort ; and may
you all have health to enjoy those blessings ! (Great
cheering.) I now propose to you, " Prosperity to all

farmers' clubs, ami may they go on increasing in num-
ber, in interest, and in success." (Applause.)
Mr. George Theobald (Starston) replied to the

toast. As an individual I feel indebted for the advan-
tages I have derived from farmers' clubs ; for I never
yet attended a farmers' club meeting, without being
stimulated with fresh zeal and energy, and I always
came away with additional and valuable information.

(Applause.) But we do not act on the principle of self-

interest alone ; for I know that, though I have been
farming my land more advantageously and more profit-

ably to myself, yet, as a necessary result, I benefit my
neighbour and the community at large, and more par-
ticularly the poor man— for I cannot lay out my capital

in improving the farm, without causing benefit among
the poor, by creating further demands for labour.

{Cheers.) In looking over an old book a few days
since, I saw an article upon minerals, as manures ; from
which it would appear that they were rife 170 years ago.
I perceived that the different systems of ploughing, the

four-course shift and so on, were then known, as well
as in modern times. Now, if these practices were at-

tended to by our forefathers, 170 years ago, what have
we been about, that we have made no further advances
in agriculture ? (Hearjiear.) It is because we have
been so isolated in our position, that when any of us
have discovered a new principle we have never com-
municated it, but allowed it to die away. I hope that

the advantages derivable from the establishment of far-

mers' clubs, will be enjoyed by generations yet unborn.
Looking at the efi^orts which are making for the promo-
tion of agriculture, there can be no doubt that consider-
able improvements mu?t ensue. As our connections are

becoming so general and extensive, that we are to as-

sociate and correspond with other societies all over the
kingdom, what may we not hvspefor? (Hear.) May
we not hope that some more general and definite prin-

ciples may be adopted, which shall establish agriculture

as one of the sciences?— for I am sorry to say that,

hitherto, it has been considered more a subject of an ac-
cidental nature, than anything like a scientific pursuit.

(Hear.) I congratulate you on the bright prospects
which lie before this society ; and, as a member of the

Harleston Club, I beg to thank you for the manner in

which you have drunk '' Prosperity to Farmers' Clubs"
generally. (Loud cheers.)

Song—"When I went a gypscying a long time ago."
The President gave " Mr. Robert Harvey's good

health, and success to the English Agricultural Asso-
ciation."

Mr. Harvey—I think it a great honour that my name
should be connected with the toast of " Success to the

English Agricultural Association." 1 very much regret

that Mr. Shaw, the late Secretary of that eminent body,
is not now present to return thanks, instead of me. I

have but a slight personal knowledge of that grentleman,

but as a public character, I knovv^ him well, and am
satisfied that you would have been delighted to have
welcomed him liere,for you would have received much
information from him. (Applause.) We are all, I be-

lieve, agreed as to the benefits we must derive from the
establishuient of the English Agricultural Society.

(Hear.) f^ooking at the benefits that Scotland has, for

so many years, derived from the Western Highland's
Society, I am only surprised that our landholders and
principal agriculturij>ts were so late in coming forward
to establish a similar association in this part of the
United Kingdom. (Hear,) The reciiption it met with
on its promulgation must, I think, have convinced them
that we wanted such an institution ; the success it has ex-
perienced is nomore than those friendly to the farming in-

terest must have anticipated, and it will still increase,

(Cheers.) If we look at the first meeting of the English
Society at Oxford, and observe the extent to which it was
supported by gentlemen from all parts of the country

;

we cannot come to any other conclusion than, that it

will go on to improve to the fulness of our utmost
wishes. (Cheering.) I'be English Agricultural Society
is not only improving the stock of the country, but is

devoting a considerable portion of the funds raised by
its members, lo the production of essays, on the im-
provement of agriculture. This is a matter which has
been too long neglected. (Hear.) In most of our
local associations, there are prizes offi:red for improved
breeds of stock ; but they want prizes for essays on
practical agriculture, by which means farmers, living

in every part of the kingdom, would derive instruction

and advantage. (Much, applause.) Now I think the
English Agricultural Society vyill be equal to bringing
about this desirable consummation—by collecting infor-

mation from our various clubs, wheresoever established,

and disseminating that information throughout the whole
length and breadth of the land. Then we shall do
away entirely with the reproach cast upon us, that agri-

culture may have flourished in Essex, Sufiblk, and
Norfolk ; but that in the western districts of the king-
dom the farmers are ignorant and uncultivated in agri-

culturtfl science. I smi convinced that all this will be
removed by the English Agricultural Association.
(Loud cheers.) If you will bear with me for a few mo-
ments, there is one point to which I would request your
attention. (Go on.) It is one interesting to every in-

dividual in the country, though he may not be imme-
diately engaged in agriculture, indeed it is interesting

to every consumer of earn. I refer to the question of
agricultural statistics. (Hear, hear, hear.) It strikes

me as being a curious anomaly, that, in that which is

termed the most important of all sciences, inasmuch as

it administers to the personal comfort and welfare of
mankind, the results of it are less known than the
results of any other science. (Hear.) Even at the
present moment, whilst I am speaking, we are in this

country in a high state of fermentation, with regard to

our monetary affairs, in consequence of the short crop
of corn. It is an important thing that we should at all

times know what the crop of corn is in this kingdom.
[Hear.) The moment the harvest is finished, the ut-

most anxiety is evinced in every nook and corner of the

island, to know if we have an average crop of corn.
The best information that can be obtained is given by
parties who have an interest in withholding the truth

;

and the crop is given as below or above an average one.
But what is the fact? Do you yourselves know, wliat

is an average crop? I contend that no person in the

country knows what an average crop is. I am equnlly
satisfied that it is of importance to this kingdom, that

we should know what is an average crop ; for then,

when a crop is estimated at 10 or 15 per cent, below
average, we should know what is the quantity. I think

there is a plan, however, by which we might knovv what
our situation is. At present we have only the balance
at the end of the year for or against us, to tell us our
real situation. (Cheers.) You are aware that the re-

turns are taken from about 150 towns; but there is a
large town in our county, where an immense quantity
of barley is sold, for which no return is made—that

town is Halesworth. Now, I ask you, what is the rea-

son? The merchants are sworn—they fre bound by a
penalty, to make returns of all the corii they purchase
indiscriminately. The consequence is that barley, pur-
ch-.ised at Halesworth at 40s. a quarter, sent to South-
wold or Yarmouth, where the freight raises it to 42s.

per quiirter, and shipped to London 46s. a quarter, is

returned three times over. See rvhat an immense in-

crease this is, not only in the number of quarters, but
also in the highly enhanced price, which is then brought
forward, as if the farmers received a certain price for so

much corn, whtn it is well known that it was not the

fact. Now I ask you, if your landlords do not collect

their rents on these returns? (Hear.) It is a manifest
injustice upon the face of it ; but I am quite satisfied

that the same machinery which does you so much in-
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justice now, might be made of utility in remedying the

evil ; and the alteration would be very simple. I would
have a Corn Inspector appointed for every district in

the kingdom ; and indeed, to save expense, I am in-

clined to be of opinion that one inspector might manage
the returns tor two or three mai-kets. It is not possible

for the farmers to make returns of all they sell ; but the

merchants might be sworn to make retuins under a

penalty, of all corn which thexj buy of the gnywer. By
that means you would arrive at the total quantity of

corn grown in the country, and no more. The check
which the sellers would have upon it would prevent
collusion or fraud. But now there i« an opening for

collusion, for in very large towns several merchants by
putting their heads together and making large returns

are able to work against your interest. The farmer
cannot do that, for the quantity sold by him at a time is

so small, that the risk of discovery is sufficient to prevent
his attempting collusion, were he so disposed. If,

therefore, the buyers throughout the kingdom were to

return all the corn, bought by them of the grower, you
would then know what no man knows now, namely,
r!ie true average. (Applause.) The results that would
flow from that system would be that, supposing, for the

sake of argument, the average growth and consumption
was ascertained by this process to be ten million quar-
ters of wheat for one year, and you had grown but eight

millions, 20 per cent, less, then there must be an import
of two millions ; and supposing the estimated crop to

be but ten per cent, less this year, that would give us
nine millions available for consumption, thus requiring
an importation of one million quarters. The knowledge
that that one million was procurable from the continent
would tend to allay all fear on the part of the consumers,
and all idle speculation on the part of the importers.

[Many plaudits.) I would now beg to propose the

health of Mr. Shaw, the late Secretary to the English
Agricultural Association, and now editor of the Farmers^
Magazine, one of the warmest friends that the Agricul-
tural interest possesses. (Applause.) His time and
talents are given up very much to the consideration of

your interests, and exertions for your welfare, and it

affords me the greatest satisfaction in mentioning his

name. (Loud applause.) Before I sit down however,
I would beg to add that a new institution has recently

been established in London, called the Farmers' Life

and Fire Assurance Company, which intends to devote
to the benefit of Agriculture a certain portion of its pro-
tits, and it appears that in considering the mode in

which it may apply that money with this object in view,
it has turned its attention to Farmers' Club^, and de-
termined on presenting them with a portion. (Cheers.)
Mr. Shaw's being connected with this institution, in-

duces me to mention this circumstance to you. (Much
cheering.)

Mr. HuGHMAN, the Secretary, then read the follow-
ing letter from Mr. Shaw :

—

" Mark-lane Express Office, Nov. 8tli, 1839.
" Sir,—I feel much flattered by your kind invitation to

attend tlie annual meeting of the Yoxford Club. I take a
deep interest in the success of such institutions, and most
especially of your'?, and that interest would be much increased
by witnessing' the bestowal of a marlc of distinction upon my
friend, Mr. Kan^onie ; an act conferring equal honour upon
bin., and upon those who show themselves thus capable of
appjeciatin;; his nieriti. I am under tbp necessity of attend-
ing an important meeting for the Commutation of Tithes, in

Yorkshire, on the 18th inst., and intend, if possible, to be at
Cambridge, on the 21st, to meet the rest of tlie committee, for
making the preliminary arrangements for tbe n^.eeting of the
English Agricultural Society at Cambriilge, in July next.
It will be sharp work to go over so much grnund, and be with
you on the 22nd. I shall make every exertion to do so ; but
should I fail, believe me my best wishes lor the success of
your institution will be sincerely offered on that day.

" I am. Sir, your's faithfuUv,
VV. S'liAW.

" R. Hiighman.Esq., Yoxford Club."

This letter was received with enthusiastic cheers, and
" Mr. Shaw's health" was then drank with three times
three and one cheer more.
Mr. Girling gave " the Secretary and Treasurer,

with thanks to them for their services." (Loud cheer-
ing.)

Mr. HuGHMAN returned thanks. He said—The scene
we have lately witnessed appears to have commanded
all that intensity of interest, which we should ever wish
to see accompany the presentation of the smallest me-
mento of respect at the shrine of acknowledged worth;
and I dare not trust my own feelings in determining,
whether the privilege be more glorious, or the delight
more sincere, in him who receives such a token, or in
them who bestow it. (Applause.) The eyes of the re-
cipient and the eyes of the donors seem contending for
the more exquisite enjoyment, and without waiting to

see on which side the scale of precedence preponderates,
1 would pass on with the vvish that such honourable
emulation miprht one day be the only strife amongst
mankind. (Hear.) The better feelings of our nature
would then be summoned into laudable rivalry ; and
philanthropy, besides " the luxury of doing good,"
would then have the gratifying consciousness of popular
appreciation, which, despite all cavilling on disinterest-

edness, has given, and ever will give, a fresher and
keener impulse to exertion ; for philanthropy, havin"-
its own sphere brightened by the smiles of an approving
world, has reflected those smiles on the social atmos-
phere around it, and thus amplified the horizon of its

benevolence. Had I any pretensions to oratory, any
lingering conceit in the se: phrase of speech, still on
such an occasion as the present, " I should feel myself
no actor here." Judge, then, of the inability I feel, in
being called on to follow the footsteps of a man, whom,
like the vanity of time, in endeavouring to keep pace
with the genius of Shakspeare—" 1 shall toil after, but
in vain !"

( Cheers.) Where was the sagacity of the
Yoxford Farmers' Club shewn in the election of their
present secretary ? Where the taste of those, who had
sat entranced under the note of the nightingale, in lis-

tening to the hoarseness of the crow ? Gentlemen, I
blush for my electors'. (Laughter.) How am I, with-
out any practical knowledge of agriculture, likely to

serve you ; without any interspersions of humour, ad-
venture, or observation, likely to interest you ; without
any hope, after the present meeting, of being likely to

satisfy you 1 You have,Irepeat, called me to the ofnce
of secretary to your valuable institution, and I willingly
and cheerfully responded to that call—not that " I laid
the flattering unction to my soul," of being- qualified to
discharge its duties in the able, aye, I may say the pre-
eminently able manner in which they have been wont
to be fulfilled ; but from a humble, though hearty desire
of co-operating with my fellow-countrymen in further-
ing the views of this Society, and promoting, as far as in
me lies, the best interests of Suffolk and British Agri-
culture. With this spirit I accepted the reins of office,

on the resignation of a more skilful hand— (/(ear, hear)
— and however convinced I may be, as convinced I am,
of my inadequacy, for the station in which your magrni-
fied apprehensions of my services have induced you to
place me, I am still not disposed to consider it as one
out of my province to accept—on the contrary. Hook
upon the study of the soil generally, and of that in our
immediate locality especf&lly, as worthy the fostering
care of the monarch of every realm, as equally incum-
bent on his ministers, and of comparative importance to

the manufacturer, the merchant, the mechanic, the
menial, the Man—take him savage or civilized—take
him rich or poor—take him Jew or Gentile—" Greek
or Scythian—bond or free"—take him in his abstract
position— take him in his social advantages—take him in
his national obligations—take him in his moral responsi-
bilities. Be it remembered that the culture of tiie

ground employed the pristine energies of primeval man,
that it descended, though shorn of its original honour,
yet augmented and augmenting in interest, to the patri-

archs, and the successive generations of the world
;

that at the present day, rank, wealth, and talent have
combined their f>->rces for its advancement ; that in
order to ensure its progression with the gigantic march
of every other science, the first has knt its influence, the
second its aid, the last its inventive and applying powers.
Geology, chemistry, and machinery, have thrown open
their vast and unexplored resources, not only as evi-
dences of what has been, but as guides to what may be

;

not only as references to the past, but as standards for
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the present, and the unfailing' " cruijc of oil" by which
experiment may replenish its lamp to illuminate the

anticipated future. (Cheers.) I congratulate you,
Mr Ransome, and that most cordially, ou the

proud position in -u-hich you have this day ap-
peared among-st us; the remembrance of it will, I

doubt not, be long and tenaciously cherished by ynu,

and the scene before you shall prove a sunny spot for

your eyes to rest on in the evening of your earthly ca-

reer

—

" Forsai! ot licec olim meiniiiisso jiivabit."

The heai'ts of the givers have, I feel assured, accom-
panied their gift ; and all that now remains for me to

wish is—that it may descend as an heir-loom to your
family to the third and fourth generation, and be a spur

to honourable distinction in the bosoms cf the lian-

somes yet unborn ! (Rapturous cheering.)

The President proposed " Increased comfort to

the poor, aad the health of Mr. Robert Crabtree, Hono-
rary Secretary to the Blything Hundred Labourers'
Friends' Society." (Applause.)

Song—" A Thousand a year."

Mr. R. Crabtree, juH., returned thanks for his re-

spected father. In the counties of Norfolk aad Suffolk,
observed Rlr. C, wherever he has had influence, he has
been the means of introducing the system of that so-
ciety ; and if here he would bear ample testimony to its

good eifects. 1 am aware there are many dissentients
on this subject : but I trust the time will come when
we shall find all persons agree that, iu giving the la-

bourers an interest in the soil you do not make him a
worse labourer or a worse servant ; l3ut on the contrary,
that you make him more civilized as a member ofsociety,
and more useful as a dependant. Of this I have no
daubt whatever. (Applause.) It is quite impossible
that I can forget, and I believe there are many gentle-
men here, who, like me, will immediately bring to their

memory, the delightful evening many of us passed to-

gether a few years ago, when a testimonial of a similar
nature, though not on a similar occasion, was presented
to that excellent individual living in that neighbourhood,
Col. Bence, whom you all know and esteem. (Hear.)
He was one of the first zealous, and active supporters
of the system of the society, to which your toast al-

ludes ; and it would give rae great pleasure, if the
chairman would allow me, to give the' health of that
gentlemen. (Cheers.) I should be very sorry to be
considered too complimentary to my friend, Mr. Ran-
some, but I ask you, if you can forget, when this toast
was given at Halesworth, the delightful sentimeuts ex-
pressed by him upon it? I ask you, if the sayings of
any one, however verged in the " set phrase of speech,"
would not sink into nothingness, in comparison with
these beautiful sentiments he then delivered ? (Cheer-
ing.) They are most deeply imprinted on my memory.
(Applause.) I exceedingly regret that, in connection
with a subject so iiiterestiag as the development of any
system which has for its object the improvement of the
poor, that speech, so fraught with interest and bearing
upon the subject so well—leading the minds of men,
who never thought before on such matters, to consider
and weigh them, and see whether, in the prosecution of
such a system, they would not add to the beneiit of so-
ciety—that that speech of Mr. Ransome never appeared
in print. (Hear, hear.) I should not have expressed
this feeling, if it were my own alone : I have heard the
same opinion repeatedly expressed ; and all agree that
nothing cnuld have better elucidated the benefits of the
system, or proved its great value when carried out, to
every right-thinking mind, than that speech. (Cheers.)
I beg to give " Col.Beuce's good health."—Three times
three.

The President proposed " the health of Mr. John
Head, of Ipsv.'ich, and the other strangers who have
honoured us with their attendance." (Cheering.)
Mr. John Head returned thanks.
Song,— Mr. Farrov/, " Old English Gentleman.''
" Dr. Cochrane, and the Honorary Members."

(Cheers.J

Dr. Cochrane ackuowledged the compliment.

Amid the comforts, said he, which we enjoy at this mo-
ment, we must not be unmindful of our poorer brethren,

v.dio have the strongest claims on our support ; and as

the winter approaches, I hope assistance will be ren-

dered, that v;ill prevent their enduring privations and
sufferings at that inclement season of the year. (Ap-
plause.)

Mr. J. Crabtree gave the Judges—Messrs. Lewis
Cottingham, W. Gayfor, sen., Robert Moore, James
Pettitt, and James Neeve. (Cheers.)
Mr. Cottingham returned thanks ; and it -^vas af-

terwards proposed that his practical remarks, as a
judge, on the respective merits of the productions at

the show, should be committed to paper, for the use and
benefit of the club, to which proposition Mr. Cotting-
ham kindly assented.

Mr. Rr^VANS, in a complimentary speech, gave " the

improvement cf agricultural machinery and the house
of Ransome."
Mr. Ransome, ia remarking upon this toast, said,

he was not content to appropriate to himself, or the

house to which he belonged, alone, the sentiments
which had been expressed ; for he believed that under
the stimulus given to agriculture, and its connexion
with the science of mechanics, a wider and more gene-

rous feeling of rivalry in excellence in this department
was opened, and its pursuit engaged in by many others

on the same principle, for themselves they acknow-
ledged no opponents, not because of assumed superiority

in themselves, but in the belief, that to the stimulus to

attain perfection, an honourable competition contributed

much ; therefore, while he acknowledged none as op-

ponents, he trusted that every year would increase the

feeling of competitors in the same race to strive and
evidence that iu the connexion of mechanical science

with agi'iculture, mutual advancement would be the

result.

Mr. Girling proposed Messrs. Ransome, Garrett,

and Smyth.
Mr. Garrett and Mr. Smyth replied to the toast.

The " Press, and may its endeavours be always di-

rected to the dissemination of truth, the w'nole truth,

and nothing but the truth."
Mr. Piper, being loudly called for, acknowledged

the compliment which had been paid him, in having his

name associ;vted with that important subject ; and al-

luded to the powers which he vjs.s sure would be ex-

erted in diffusing the valuable chemical, scientific, sta-

tistical, and practical information connected with agri-

culture, which had been so ably, and he might say so

eloquently, communicated to that meeting, not only to

the county in which the meeting was held, but through •

out the whole length and breadth of the land. He
trusted, in allusion to the words of the toast, that the
press with which he was connected, would always be
celebrated for disseminating " truth, the ft'hole truth,

and nothing but the truth."
" The Ladies," and " to our nest merry meeting,"

were then given, and honoured with due applause.
After these toasts the meeting separated at half-past

nine, and the Chairman, with many others, sat down to

partake of the " Cup which cheers but not inebriates,"

and the company retired with the universal testimony,
that a meeting more interesting in its character, more
pleasant, well ordered in its arrangements, or com-
bining more happily the social with the icstructivej had
never been their lot to attend.

EARL SPENCER'S PRIZE OF TEN POUNDS.
—To the labourer in husbandry of any county, who shall
at Earl Spencer's Farm, at Bramijtoii, in the county of
Northampton, cut, lay, and ditch, ia the most workman-
like manner, eleven yards of hedge row— a prize of ten
pounds, was contended for on Wednesday, the 27th
November. The prize was awarded to No. 8, which
was the work of John Miller of Brackley . i\ o. 5—The
work of William Bull of Worraleighton, Warwickshire

;

and No. 6, of WiJlism Chapman, of Chapel Brampton,
were both highly commended by the judges.
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ON THE MANAGEMENT OF
LAND,

CLAY

Sir,—The business of a farmer, so much unlike

that of almost any other man, calling him up at five

o'clock in the morning-, and keeping him employed

in one way or another till about cig'ht in the

evening, leaves him little leisure for reading, and

much less to wriie on any subject that requires all

the arrangement arising from his own experience,

and occasionally borrowing from those who deviate

from the course which he himself pursues. This,

JMr. Editor, being in a great measure my own case,

lean make no apology for not sending you sooner

some account of the systems of husbandry usually

adopted in this part of the country, as regards the

cultivation of heavy land , and the probable produce

arising from that which is found by experience to

be the best. Suffolk has for a long time been

justly considered as ranking amongst the best cul-

tivated counties in the kingdom, and I much doubt

ii even its great rival, Norfolk, must not now yield

the palm of superiority to it. The two counties

exhibit a great varietj^ of soil, but there is not to be

found in the latter such an extensive tract of heavy

land as is to be met with in the former, if we start

from the market town of Framlingham, and go in

nearly a straight line to the verge of the county near

Harleston ; and, taking another direction, by
starting from Debenham and going to Ilalesworth,

occasionally diverging- from eitlier line by going

both to the right and left, we shall encompass, or

rather view, one of the finest cultivated districts of

beavjr land that probably can be met with in any
part of the United Kingdom. It formerly was called
" the Woodlands of Suffolk" but the timber and pollard

have long been swept away, the coarse pastures

ploughed up, and it is now principally to be con-

sidered as an arable district. At one period of the

county's history this part occupied a conspicuous

place, as m-aking the best butter that could any
where be met with, and the dairy women would not

allow their fame to be eclipsed by those of any other

county; but unfortunately there was always a kind

of setoff against this feeling of emulation, when
they were justly told that their Jiit or skim'd milk

cheese, was the very worst that ever was or could be

made. It was indeed " too big to swallow and too

hard to bite." It may not be considered as out of

place when I state, that the increased quantity of

corn now grown, when compared with that which
was produced about half a century back, is almost

incredible ; and the number of hands now employed
to cultivate the soil, has increased in the same ratio.

Will any of your political economists and anti-corn

law-wiseacres have the goodness to point out to me,
what is to become of our densely populated villages

and parishes were the corn laws repealed, and the

arable made again to revert to pasture ? At some
future time, I may have more leisure to turn my
attention to this subject than I have at present, I

shall now proceed to the object of your inquiry. la
the cultivation of heavy land, the mode or manage-
ment generally is much the same on one farm as on
another ; some experimental and enterprising

farmers however deviate occasionally, and strike out
plans which differ from their neighbours, and are

sometimes successful.—My rotation of crojiping is

thus shewn by supposing the arable to contain 100
acres, I have every 5'ear.

1st. 25 acres of fallow, on apart of which, say
about half, I grow beet and turnips.

2nd. 25 acres of barley or oats after the fallow.

3rd. 12| acres of red clover, with a small quantity

of rye grass sown with it, after the barley or

oats.

I2i acres of beans or peas after the barley or

oats.

4th. 25 acres of wheat after the clover, beans or

peas.

Our heavy land will grow clover only one in

eight years, and hence it is that we are obliged to

grow beans or peas. You are aware Mr. Editor,

that all soils contain, more or less, the power or principle

of vegetation ; uml when any part oj this power is em-

ploijid in the production of weeds, there is just so much
abstracted or taken from that which should be employed

in raising corn. I hold it therefore to be of the

greatest importance, th-at as all the land is made a

fallow once in four years, that it should be ploughed

at least five times ; harrowed, rolled, scarrified,

and thoroughly cleaned, before any vegetable crop

is put upon it. In preparing my land for beet, I

find it necessary to plough it immediately the wheat

crop is removed, and by doing so, I am at all times

enabled to give it two, -and frequently three clean

earths, with a reasonable proportion of other culti-

vation, before Christmas. This enables me to be

early on the land in the spring, and by the latter

end of April, or in the beginning of J\Iay I manure
it, and plant, either with the drill or dibble, the beet.

That part of the fallow for turnips, does not require

tillage so early ; for if we plant -at any tinte between

new and old ftiidsummer, it is considered soon

enough. As I have stated above, about half the

fallow is thus employed, and the other half is made,

what is called with us, a long fallow ; that is, it lies

on the stetch till the following spring without

growing- any thing, when it is planted with barley

or oats. I have thus been rather particular in

detailing the mode or process of making the fallow,

for I consider this to be the great fundamental prin-

ciple of good farming. It has been considered by
some nien of modern experience, and who are in my
opinion rather rash and hasty in the practice, that no
part of the land should he a long fallow ; but that

vetches, rye or some other green crop should be

sown upon it in the autumn, and fed off in the

spring. If the land is pretty clean I should then

object to the practice, unless upon a very small

scale ; for how can it accord with common sense and

universal experience, that land thus cropped at

Michaelmas, and fed off late in the spring, can be

made a clean fallow, without deranging or prevent-

ing the unavoidable labour of the farm, going on

properly 1

The barley or oat crop is planted in the spring as

early as the season will allow ; and that part which

comes in course for red clover and rye grass, has

these seeds sown with the corn. Beans -and peas I

also plant in February if I can. With respect to the

time when wheat should be planted there is a great

diversity of opinion, amongst the best and most
judicious farmers; some contending for the month
of October, and others strenuously for November.

My plan hitherto has been to finish about the time

when that diabolic-al scoundrel, Guy Fawkes, at-

tempted to blow up both Houses of Parliament ; and

it has depended entirely on the season whether my
first or latest pl-anted wheat, has done best. I carry

about l5 chaldron cart loads of good manure on every

acre of clover, bean, or pea stubble, for whe-at,

whenever I can raise or procure it ; unless the

young or maiden layer, or barley or oat stubble, has

been manured for beans or peas, in which case it is

not necessary to muck for wheat. With respect to pro-

duceit may be necessary here to remark, that farmers
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are apt to talk heedlessly, and without consideration,
on this subject. Some who are anxious to be con-
sidered more skilful than their neighbours, will tell

you they get five qrs., of wheat, six qrs., of barley,
seven qrs., of oats, and four qrs., of beans or peas,
from the acre; thereby meaning from the neat or
tmantable land, and not from the oross quantity. It
is not however very unusual, that when tlie subject
is talked over with the landlord or steward, the
quantity of grain, some how or other, is diminished

;

and the gross measure of tke land is never omitted.
To give however an honest account of my own oc-
cupation, I consider an average crop, for wheat,
four qrs.,—for barley, five—for oats, six—for beans
or pens, four— from an acre of gross land. The
artificial crop of red clover and rye grass after barley
or oats, will vary from 30 to 35 hundred weight per
acre:— It is a rare crop that gives two tons. The
second crop wliich is either mown or fed at the con-
clusion of harvest, is very uncertain as to quantity
and value. I remain. Sir,

Your obedient Servant.

James Read, Junr.
Laxfield, near Framlingham , Nov. 26.

ASHCOCKING FARMERS' CLUB.
The third annual meeting of the A.shbocking Farmers'

Club, was held at the Nelson Inn, Ashbocking, on
Thursday, Nov. 14. There was a tolerably large at-

tendance of members, and the roots exhibited being
those most commonly used for the feeding aiid fatting

of cattle, were superior in quality, and larger in

quantity, than at the exhibition of last year. The tables

were covered with field produce : amongst it we ob-
served numerous specimens of the Decanter, Pudding,
and Stone White Turnip. One which attracted the eye
on entering the room, was an enormous turnip, of the
Norfolk White description, which measured three feet

and one inch in circumference. It was grown by Mr.
Cooper, of Witnesham. This turnip had an imposing
appearance, and excited great attention, if not admira-
tion, until the knife was used to ascertain its internal
qualities, when it proved to be of a most inferior de-
scription, having no more than an inch and a half firm
substance within the rind, the rest being unsubstantial
as a sponge, thus showing that size is not the only ex-
cellence to be sought in the growth of these plants.
The decanter kind of turnip appeared to obtain the pre-
ference as far as we could learn the sentiments of those
pi-esent. Specimens of green and purple Swedes were
shown, which were so nearly equal in point of size,

shape, and quality, that it was difficult to decide vvhich
was the best in those respects, but some good judges
preferred the green, that being as they asserted the
best for winter feed, being best able to stand the frost.

There was also a cabbage of the common field kind,
grown by J. Cobbold, Esq., of Ipswich, upon a farm in

his occupation at Witnesham, which on being measured
round the outer leaves, was found to be nine feet in
circumference. The extreme heart of the plant, when
divested of every green leaf, was three feet two inches
in circumference. Mr. Poppy, of Witnesham, as usual,
shewed some superior roots of white carrot, turnips,
and various specimens of globe beet. An unusually
fine specimen of Drummond cabbage was shown by
Mr. Poppy, which was remarkable for the smallness of
its root, in proportion to the bulk of the plant. By
the same gentleman, was shown his white carrots,
grown upon a stiff clayey soil. Full-sized carrots
grown upon heavy land are certainly a novelty in this

part of the country, and if their fattening quRlity should
prove equal to that of the red grown upon light soils,

they may hereafter take their place amongst the regu-
larly cultivated roots, but this will not be the case, unless
their quality is at least nearly equal to the others,

which their flavour certainly is not. Mr. Poppy also
exhibited some fine white tares, and the seed of a dark
coloured—wild description. The soil in which these
latter are most productive, is found near the sea-side—
indeed on some parts of the Suffolk coast, a descrip-
tion of wild tare is said to be indigenous, and to be
found in considerable quantities. We understand, that
Mr. Poppy contemplates growing a large quantity of
these tares next year. William CuUum, a labourer in
the employ of Mr. Poppy, exhibited a singular apple
tree growing in a flower-pot. The produce, of which
numerous specimens were placed on the table, is ex-
ceedingly rich and mellow in flavour, and a circumstance
worthy of mention is, that all the fruit is joined in
pairs, taking the form of double apples. The original
stock came from Castle Acre Priory, Norfolk, and is

supposed to be a remnant of the monastery. But what
most engrossed the attention of the agriculturists, was
the numerous specimens of the beet root, of which
there was a great variety, from the round orange to
the long elbow beet- Some were of enormous size, but
these were looked upon rather as monstrosities, than
as useful samples of what might be profitable to the
farmer. la fact, they were brought in towards the
latter part of the day merely as objects of cur-iosity.

Amongst those shown as worthy of cultivation, were
plants grown by Mr. Poppy and Mr. Flowerdew, of
Witnesham ; by Mr. Miles Cutting, of Debach, and by
Mr. Gale and Mr. Everett, of Rushmere. Some of
these were of a superior kind, and did credit to the
judgment of those who selected them for cultivation.

But taking size, form, and quality, all into the account,
none of them would bear comparison with those grown
by Mr. Lacey, on his farm, at Waldrinfield. The
superiority of these was so manifest, that as soon as
they were laid upon the table the exclamation was ge-
neral, " that's the sort to grow, that's the sort ;"

and it was afterwards determined that these should be
sent to the Yoxford Club, whose meeting is just about
to be held, with a request that the best specimens of
beet exhibited at that meeting might be sent in return
to the Club at Ashbocking.

At three o'clock the members of the club sat dowa
to a substantial repast, and after the removal of the
cloth, the President, Mr. Charles Poppy, gave as the
first toast " the Q,ueen," next followed " Prosperity to
Agriculture," He then called upon the Vice-President,
Mr. J. D. Everett to give a toast, who after some re-

marks on the good taste and judgment shown by those
who had brought roots for exhibition, and on the
benefit likely to result to agriculture from the example
set by the neighbourhood in the establishment of the
club, an example which had been followed by the agri-

culturists in many other districts, gave " Ash Booking
Farmer's Club."
The Rev. Mr. Pleks gave " The health of the Pre-

sident, Mr. Charles Poppy," observing that although
he was not himself a constant attendant at the meet-
ings of the club, he nevertheless considered them to be
highly useful.

Mr. Poppy, after the acknowledgment paid him,
proceeded to remark on the nature of the subject which
had occupied the attention of the club during the past
year and expressed a wish that the meetings might be
more numerously attended than they had been on some
recent occasions and with a view to secure this object
(acting as we suppose upon the principle that what is

scarce is valued,) suggested that they should be held
only once in two months or once a quarter. Here-
upon a very animated discussion arose as to whether
any alteration should be made in the time of holding
the meetings.
Mr. Everett said that he knew how difficult it was

to give interest to a debate on every agricultural ques-
tion, and suggested as a means of increasing the in-

terest of some of the meetings, and as a means of

making them more extensively useful that the number
of meetings at which agricultural produce was exhibited

should be increased ; for instance, at the meeting im-
mediately after harvest, samples of wheat should be
shown from which the members might select their seed
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for the easuiDs: crop ; and early in the spvhig, there

might be a show of oats, barley, and other spring corn

and seeds.

Mr. George Gale, of Rushmere, approved of the

plan suggested by Mr. Everett, and thought it advisa-

ble to hold the meetings during only a part of the year,

passing by those months in which farmers are most
engaged, namely, June, July, and August. He also

thought that if the meetings were held only once in two
months they would be more valued, and consequently

more regularly attended ; but on this question neither

he nor Mr. Everett would vote as they wished it to be

decided by those who resided nearer to the place of

meeting, and were therefore less liable to be kept away
by bad weather.
Mr. Webster, jun., contended strongly for monthly

meetings as heretofore, and was followed by Mr. Stan-

ford, Mr. Farrar, Mr. Robert Turner and others. It

was at length determined that the meetings should con-

tinue to be held monthly as heretofore, bat omitting the

months of June, July and August ; and that the sug-

gestions as to shews of corn and seeds be adopted ; it

was also determined to have a show of breeding stock

once a year, but the time for the several exhibitions

was left to be fixed hereafter. When these questions

were settled, several of the members were compliment-

ed by drinking their healths, who respectively acknow-
ledged the toasts, and the party broke up after a meet-
ing full of hope for the future prosperity of the club.

EMBANKMENT OF THE WASH.
The early bistory of the Fens is lost in obscurity.

We know that their state of artificial embankment
and drainage—tliat the wild morass which preceded

it—are totally unlike that face of the country which

must have existed within the time of civilization,

and during the etforts of improvement. But we
know this from no historical account of their change

;

from no mention of their former state. We discover

it only by finding upon the gravel or the clay whicli

lies far beneath the present soil, works of art, and
remains of plants and animals. A road, evidently

Roman, has been found upon it, traversing the Isle

of Ely, from Denver, by JMarcb, to Eldernel and
Peterborough, about four feet below the suiface. In

many parts the bones and horns of deer, of the same
species which we have at present, are dug up. The
labours of the banker and the gaulter are everywhere
impeded by trees of oak and fir, sometimes apparently

broken off; sometimes having the obvious marks of
the axe either upon the timber or the erect and well-

rooted stump. We are thus^ furnished with proofs

that the former surface of this large tract was far be-

low the present ; was a mineral or earth}' soil, instead

of the vegetable decomposition of which it now
entirely consists. Yet, even the present surface is

below the level of the rivers, and is only drained by
forcing up the water into them by machinery, and
preventing its return by embankments. Was it then
free from water formerly, or how was it drained t

Whence this mighty and desolating change ? The
Romans here, as in every other conquered province,

wielded in one hand the strong stalf of power, and
offered with the other the benefits of civilization and
knowledge. They occupied their soldiers, stationed

in camps through the country, in works of improve-
ment. We have some general accounts of what they
did here in Tacitus's Life of Agricola, the Governor
of Britain. But so vast a set of works as the draia-

age of 280,000 acres by machinery, even had they the

science to construct it, would not have been passed
over in silence, or have perished without leaving

some material traces of their existence. Aa embank-.

ment, traditionally called the Roman Bank, still re-

mains in Marshland ; but this proves a natural, rather

than an artificial, drainage. The Romans, when
hard pressed in the south of I^urope, in the fifth cen-

tury, took a friendly leave of this island, giving to

the natives, as some slight recompense for their

tyranny, the numerous improvements which they had
made, and their advice as to the future. But when
the mind and master-hand were withdrawn, the in-

habitants, who had merely witnessed, or worked un-
der orders at, the vast undertakings of their con-

querors, were unable to maintainor even to use them
beneficially ; and the island must rapidly have sunk
into a state of barbarity and ignorance. We have no
writer to describe it for centuries. The first mention
we find of the Fens is, as an isle, literally inaccessi-

ble bv land, and aflbrding, in its higher ground, a

secure refuge in the time of William the First to the

defeated remnants of the Saxon army. It seems to

have continued in nearly the same state till the pre-

sent works of drainage were projected in the time of
Charles the First. It is cluar that during that inter-

val, between the retreat of the Romans and the his-

torical mention of its state, some great natural con-

vulsion or change had taken place, which had ob-

structed the outfall of the rivers, and converted the

surface of the country into lakes and swamps, that

mosses and other aquatic plants had grown and de-

cayed for ages, till they had gradnally formed its pre-

sent soil. Its depth usually varies from four to seven
feet, but there are some parts where it gradually dips,

till no trace of any but the peat formation, or a
watery fcetid mud, can be discovered. A rise or an
influx in the sands in the wash would be amply suf-

ficient to account for this obstruction to the general

drainage of the country, and we know not how
otherwise it can be accounted for. A similar event
is recorded to have taken place in later times—the

rise of the Goodwyn sands off the coast of Kent

—

but here there were no outlets of rivers to obstruct,

and the injury was confined to navigation.

Such being the state of the Bed ford Level Fens, it

seems surprising, not that the present plan is con-

templated—but that no attempt has ever been made
to counteract this natural inroad of sand and mud, by
the effortsof industry and art. It required no power
of the steam-engine, no modern mechanical contri-

vance to effect. The arm and the spade of the la-

bourer, or at most the long-known machine for

driving piles, are all that were required. The sug-

gestions of Kinderley led the way
;
yet the first at-

tempt leading to any practical result was made about

twelve years ago, but confined to the outfall of the

Piiver Nene, and the drainage of the North Level,

Its objects have been accomplished to an extent ex-

ceeding tbe most sanguine expectations ; for the

water, now confined between straight banks at its

outlet, came down in so strong a current, that it

scooped out for itself a direct and regular channel

through the sands below. In many parts a natural

drainage has been obtained, and the mills taken up.
Ships of more than double the tonnage are able to

navigate to Wisbech, and some thousand acres of

land are gained, or in the progress of being gained,

from the sea. Tiie success of this experiment gave
rise to the present scheme, and induced a few gen-
tlemen, connected with the drainage of the ^Middle

and South Levels, or with the port of Lynn, to pro-

pose a similar work for the Ouse. They met in

London during tlie spring of 1837—Lord William
Bentinck, Lord George Bentinck, Mr. Townley, Mr.
Childers, Mr. Pryrae, Mr. Lane, and three or four

others—and a survey was resolved on. Their views

were confined to the embankment of the Ouse below
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Lynn, but carried furtber seaward than that of the

Nene. Sir Jobn Keniiie, to whom the survey was
entrusted, has the merit of planning the present mag-
nificent scheme. The mountain was long in labour,

wlien out came—not a mouse— but an elephant. He
presented his report in the spring of the present

year ; it was adopted with delight. As the right of

alluvium and embankment belonged to the crown,

the first step, of course, was to make a contract with

it. The Commissioners of Woods and Forests at

once declined undertaking the work, and asked, as a

compensation, every twentieth acre recovered from

the sea. A long negociation took place ; and in con-

sequence of the importance of effecting so great a

national improvement, the Government have reduced

their offer to one per cent, on the capital required,

which has been accepted for the company. So much
for the history of this great undertaking.— Cam&ridge

Independent.

ON PLOUGHING UP OLD PASTURE

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

In the paper of last week I read a letter from your

correspondent " C. RI.," the first paragraph of which

is a very neat sermon, recommending us to make in-

quiries into the mysterious workings of Nature with

an unbiassed and unprejudiced mind, and concludes

with observing that my strictures on British lius-

bandry would have appeared in very different

colours, if they had been drawn up according to the

rules be recommends. He adds that the author of
" British Husbandry" has well defended himself

from these attacks, and has laid every tiuth-loving

and truth-searching farmer under heavy obligations

for the research, industry, and candour exhibited in

his work. IMr. Jemmett lias remarked, tliat every

writer ought to publish truth, tlian which, certainly

nothing can be more desirable, and I believe every

author does so in his own opinion; but that his

writings are truth itself, or that others will receive

them as truth, is a widely different question. Man-
kind have been in search of truth since the creation,

and have not yet found it on all speculative and vari-

able points where there exist no certain data to guide

the search of inquirers, for we have got no infallible

tribunal of a person or persons to whose decision we
would bow, the opinions of men difiering nearly as

much as their faces.

The letter of the author of " British Husbandry"
left unanswered the inconsistency I observed in

acknowledging the superiority of one system, and at

the same time recommending another from want of

skill and capital to manage the other, and said no-

thing on the subject of lime. I am prepared to show
that the alternate system requires less capital than

grass or partly grass farming. If research and in-

dustry bad been very deeply applied, such conclu-

sions could not have been formed and published. In
every mention of grass lands the strong prejudices

of the author are easily discerned ; he is forced to

acknowledge the superiority of the alternate sys-

tem, but cannot divest himself of the necessity im-

posed on him of recommending the one so long-

sanctioned by usage and custom.

But " C. M." has acknowledged the utilit}' of

threshing machinery, and of alternate cropping

;

thus differing himself from " British Husbandry."
This confession being made, we next arrive at the

important question :
" the reason of their not being

introduced after an experience of nearly a whole cen-
tur}'." I am reckoned an extraordinary man, and so

is every person who jostles the prejudices of men on
any point, but are not the farmers extraordinary men
who can confess a superiority of S3-stem and not

adopt it; and who continue seeking improvements
and at the same time steadily and obstinately reject

them when offered, proved, and even acknow-
ledged? If the advantages were denied, I could
understand the non-adoption, but when acknow-
ledged, it exceeds my povcers of comprehension, in

the case of persons who have both the means and
the power. But the fact is, that in following up
closely these arguments we stumble on " money, on
the purse," and there all proceedings stop ; an insur-

mountable and inpenetrable barrier is presented by
landowners and farmers, especially by the former.

Money is required to make an alteration, and yet I

have shown the cost of machinery to be less at the
outset. I would like to see "C. M.'s" comparative
statement in figures, showing only a " slight" advan-
tage in favour or machinery. I gave a statement lately

of the expence by horse power, and during my time of

trying to become" a would-be-thought agriculturist,"

I found by correct notes I kept of every expense, that

steam, wind, and water, threshed much cheaper,

even so low as 6d. per quarter for wheat, 4d. for

barley, and less than 2d. for oats. There seems to

me no slight difference between 6d. and 4d. for a

quarter of wheat, and sufficient to justify the land-

lord in raising the machinery and also enabling the

farmer to pay the interest and expend the saving
elsewhere. la assig-ning reasons for the utility of

machinery, " C. M." differs entirel}^ from any opi-

nion I have yet beard ; he ascribes it to the want of

labourers ; on tlie very contrary I have ever heard
it rejected and the fiail used on account of the latter

giving employment to the labourers, who were in

great abundance ; so different are the opinions of
men. Probably " C. M." may be so kind as inform

me how I could understand, in what manner a thresh-

ing machine can diminish labour and at the same
time employ too many hands and cause too much ex-
pence ; for the jiroblem bafHes all my powers of so-

lution, and I am always so anxious for information

on every point. Since " C. M." thinks there can be
only one opinion on the advantages of ploughing a

"a great quantity'' of our grass lands both in a

national and individual light, it follows, I would
su])pose, that there can be only one opinion as to in-

troducing the practice. He forgot to state from what
the non-adoption arose—from ignorance, " thepurse,"
or from prejudice, or from all three ?—it cannot be
from ignorance, since the utility is confessed.

On the subject of grass lands I only add (C. M.
having acknowledged my position) that I can show
many lands in the three counties he has named,
that are growing three-fourths of the hay crop in

weeds, which are cut or grazed yearly ; and that be
need not §xpress any surprise at this circumstance
when I tell him that I was very gravely told by land-

owners, stewards, and farmers, that the " arenarias"

were good grasses and suited the soil and locality
;

so closely have they studied Smith and and Jussieu

!

Three-fourths of our grass lands reflect great disgrace

on the name of farming.

We gaze and stare, look and wonder, and speak
and write about the success and great improvements
in the commercial world, while we reject the very
means of the advancement, viz., the adoption of im-

provements, for if that brancli of industry had re-

jected as steadily as we have done, any changes in

their proceedings ; they would liave been plodding
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oa iu the ways and habits of their fore-fatliers. Let

us just consider for a moment how long the com-
mercial community would resist the use of approved
superiority—if it would be resisted for nearly a cen-

tury. A person would suppose, to judge by the ar-

dent desire and eager anxiety, real or pretended,

evinced by societies and individuals to promote agri-

culture, that our store of available knowledge was
wholly exhausted b}^ application, but here comes an

acknowledgement on two points of great importance
that have been used for nearly a century in another

quarter, and never yet introduced. There never was a

conclusion, an effect or a result without a cause,

what can be tho cause of the non-adoption 1

In " British Husbandry," vol. ii. p. i,, I read the

following- curious passage. Speaking of ploughs :
—

" The agriculture of Scotland was, until the middle
of the last century, far inferior to that of England

;

but tho soil of a large portion of the southern dis-

tricts is of a very fine description, and unlimited

capital having been latterly applied to its cultivation,

large tracts of land fell into the hands of men of ex-

tensive capital as well as of superior education, wlio

adopted the profession of husbandry as a science,

and thus had the means of pushing improvements
farther than the generality of those English farmers

who were already settled in the homes and habits of

their forefathers. The encouragement thus afforded

to mechanism also necessarily occasioned the em-
ployment of the best artists; and there can be no
doubt that the generality of farming implements are

constructed with more care and upon surer mathema-
tical principles than those in common use throughout
the greater part of England." Now it seems to me very
reasonable to suppose that the Scotch landlords and
farmers were at that time just as much settled in

the homes and the habits of their forefathers as they

were in England, for we have no reason to suppose
the contrary, but how they were able then to leave

the homes and habits of their forefathers, to improve
machinery by employing the best artists, to adopt
threshing- by machinery, and the alternate system of

cropping, and other improvements wliich we are not

able to do at thisd-ay, with a certainty of progressive
knowledge, wholly exceeds my comprehension, and
the author gives no reason for it. It is well known
that England is by far the richer country, and more
so then than now, comparatively speaking; fine soils in

England are in the hands of men of superior educa-
tion and of extensive fortune, and who have and had
then equal and superior means of pushing- improve-
ments, but if they had been so steadily resisted in

Scotland the task must have been hopeless. I should
think it was just by applying common sense. If our
societies so proceed in finding- profitable and ac-

knowledged improvements, we will have to wait a

precious long time for the introduction, if we may
judge by the past.

I'he above quotation is another instance of an au-
thor's prejudice labouring- to gloss by a plausible

reason facts he is unwilling to confess but unable to

deny. If his research had been more deeplv ex-
tended such sentences would not have appeared. On
no point do landowners, writers, and farmers founder
so deeply, or expose themselves so much to ridicule

as when they venture opinions on Scotch farming, a

subject, of vi^hich, or the causes of which, they betray
gross ignorance. And the committees of the society
by s-anctioning such opinions and conclusions have
shown that they are equally ignorant of agriculture,

and that if they be " M. A.'s," of all other arts they
are not masters of that.

On this iaubject, on grass lands, and on threshing-

machinery, I intend to make some future observa-

tions. An interesting discussion has arisen in this

paper on ploughs of different shapes and draughts,

but I have no time at present to make any remarks.

Nov. If. RusTicus.

FUNERAL OF THE LATE DUKE
BEDFORD,

OF

WITH A SHORT SKETCH OF HIS CHARACTER
AS A LANDLORD, &C.

The closing scene of the head of a numerous family,

under ordinary circumstances, is never regarded with-

out interest to the living-. But T,hen we add to

the fact, that the deceased was a person whom Divine
Providence had placed in an exalted station in life, and
in that station had maintained an unblemished reputa-

tion, there is no wonder that the little rural village of
Cheniess should have attracted the othsr day, such a
concourse of spectators, while all that was mortal of

the late duke, was borne to the house appointed for

all living. We feel inadequate to give anything like a
full description of the interest which was excited, for

although it had been known to the tenants, and political

friends of the family, that it was the deceased's wish,

that his funeral (occur when it might), should be con-
ducted in as private and unostentatious manner as

possible, and although iu deference to that wish, the

tenants were debarred from attending the procession,

it seems nothing could restrain them paying some
maik of respect to his memory. For long before the

procession arrived, a considerable number of well-

dressed people in all directions, was seen making their

way to Cheniess ; but to prevent unseemly confusion,

("the church being but small), the tenants only, with
some frien Is from the neighbourhood of Woburn, were
admitted into the interior ; and while the impressive

burial service was being read, and all that remained of

their distinguished friend and patron was conveyed to

the quiet resting place of the Russell family, the big

involuntary tear was seen stealing down many a cheek,

and never we believe, was sorrow more sincere or grief

more unfeigned. Not that they have any ariprehensioa

of faring ill under their present landlord for the name
of Russell is regarded here, as a sufficient guarantee

against any calamity of that sort. But it were quite

impossible for any successor (be he who he might,) to

outvie the late Noble Duke, in the respect in which he
was so justly held by his numerous tenantry, and we
may add, by his tradesmen and dependents generally.

It has already been stated, in some of the public

journals, that the late Duke was considered a good land-

lord. This certainly is doing him no more than justice.

In fact he was more, he must justly be ranked among
the very best landlords of the United Kingdom. Not
that it was his practice to have his land let very greatly

below its value, justice to his very large family would
doubtless prevent that. Nor was it Iiis practice on
every little reverse of times, to be taking off a per

centage from his rents, and then putting it on again.

In truth he abominated this practice, as a paltry mode
of keeping the tenantry in a mere state of vassalage.

The Duke's excellency as a landlord may be chiefly at-

tributed to his having just and correct views of the

terms on which land should be held. His invariable

practice was to grant a lease, and this he did as a se-

curity for the tenant's outlay, and not (as is too often

the case), as an instrument of despotism, to hold in

terrorum over a tenant's head, forif times really should

prove adverse, every one knew that no lease could

shackle the Noble Duke's generosity. Indeed in-

stances have not been wanting, where a tenant having
hired in better times, and a reverse having occurred,

the sum agreed upon has been cancelled from the lease,

and a lower one substituted, giving the tenant all the

chance of improvement, to the end of the term; In
other instances, ha-viag silently watched a spirited
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tenant making great pcrmaiieut improvement? upon
his farm, a cliecque for two, or even three hundred
pounds, has been forwarded, " Begging the tenant's

acceptance of it as a token of respect, and as a slight

compensation for the improvements which liad been
made." There was nothing in fact, of which he was
more scrupulous, than of taking advantage (when a
fresh hiring took place,} of a tenant's own ameliora-

tions.

The writer of this sketch, has it in the hand- writing

of the late Duke of Bedford, that '' in his opinion, the

law of landlord and tenant, as it now stands, is too

stringent in favour of the former, making as it does,

the tenant amenable for dilapidations, v.'hile it does

not grant him compensation for improvements," and
he added, " that it ought, and he trusted that it would
soon undergo some revision.'' It is but common fair-

ness however, to say, that if all landlords were as

noble minded as the late Duke, there would not be so

much need of a revision of the law as there really is.

The same scale of liberality towards the humbler class

of tenants, was invariably adopted, where a commo-
dious, and often an ornamented cottage, with a good
plot of garden ground, was held at about one moiety of

the rent usually charged by cottage speculators for a
mere gardenless hut. And if in passing we direct our
attention to the numerous agents and servants, who
surrounded the noble domain, the same princely libe-

rality meets us at every turn. We have not space
however, to go at all into the late Duke's charity, suf-

fice to say that they flowed in a thousand channels, and
we believe no really deserving applicant was ever in-

tentionally turned empty away. \Vho can wonder then
with facts like these, before their eyes, that the yeo-
men of the country, should refuse to join in the con-
temptible cry, which has been attempted to be raised, of
" Dawn with the aristocrary," or at any rate that they
should pause, ere they unite in the suicidal yell, and
enquire by whom these nobles of l^he land are to be re-

placed.

COURT OF EXCHEQUER.
HItLS V. THE LONDON ASSURANCE COMPaxV.

This was an action on a policy of insurance effected

on a cargo of wheat shipped in bulk from one of the
ports in the Baltic. In the course of the voyage to

England the vessel encountered severe weather, and
the crew were obliged to resort to the pumps to keep
down the water ; and in the operation of pumping a
quantity of tlie wheat was pumped out and lost. The
estimated loss on the Avheat was 60/. The cargo was
worth several hundreds. The question for the court
was, whether the loss was to be considered an average
era total loss ; and under all the circumstances the court
was clearly of opinion that it was to be considered only
rin average loss. A case had been cited at the bar where
a loss had been sustained on a cargo of sugar under
somewhat similar circumstances ; but that case was
distinguishable from the present, because each was in-
sured separately ; and if any part of the sugar in a
cask were injured, it might properly be held as a total
loss as respected that particular cask. In the present
case ,the cargo was insured in bulk.—Judgment for the
defendants.

DISTRICT OF CRAVEN, YORKSHIRE.~The
whole of this district is devoted to the feeding of cattle

and sheep, and the producing of butter. The farmers
have excellent markets for their produce in the manu-
facturing districts of the West Riding, and of Ltuica-
shire. Butter-badgers, as they are called, go round
from farm to farm, buying np the butter and eggs to
take to market ; and the butchers and drovers
attend the fairs and markets of Skipton, Settle, and
other places, purchasing sheep and oxen, which you
iee going in droves along the roads towards their

destination. The laud for the most part, lets high
;

some of the best for 7Z., SL, or 10/. per acre ; and the
wages for labour are comparatively good. I was told
by an intelligent farm servant, as I rode along, that
the unmarried men, who all live with their masters,
receive 161. to ISZ. a year, besides board and lodging,
finding of course, their own clothes. Married men get
about 12s. per week. Hand-loom weaving is a great
help to the population. The cottages are built of stone
and slated with brown flag ; they are not very pic-
turesque in their appearance, and many of them not very
comfortable.

CURIOUS POTATO CROP.
Sir,—In April a frend of mine, Mr. Sankcy, of Rain-

ham, near Rochester, planted 46 sets from one potato
(I believe the Essex Champion), in May 46 transplants
from the same sets were planted. In October the pro-
duce proved as follows :—From the sets 1 bushel 4 gal-
lons 1 quart

; weight 101 lbs. 2oz. From the trans-
plants 1 bushel 4 gallons 1 quart 1 pint ; weight
1061bs. Hoz. Bushels 3, or 2 quarts 1 pint; total
weight 208 lbs.

Thinking the produce extraordinary, the circum-
stance may prove interesting to some of your readers.

I am, &,c., John Hull,
Rodiester, Nov. 12.

ON MANURES FOR WHEAT.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sm,—Observing in your paper of the 25th instant a
letter from one of your Subscribers at Yarmouth, wisli -

ing for information as to the best manure for VVheats, I
beg leave to inform him I have tried rape-cake as a
manure for spring-dressing of Wheat, for several years,
and have invariably found it to answer very well ; my
plan is to break or thrash it into powder, and in the montii
of March or April, when T hoe my Wheat, to sow from
6 to 8 cvvt. per acre according to the condition in which
I find ray land. Seme of my neighbours, who have
strong land, have sown at the latter end of the year on
their Wheat-fallows from 10 to 12 cwt. per acre, and
ploughed it under furrow with the Wheat, and this plan
also answers exceedingly well. The cost of Rape
Cake when I first commenced using it was about 5s. 6d.
per cwt., but owing to the great demand for it, in con-
sequence of its coming into general use, its value is risen
to 6s. 6d, and 7s. 6d. per cwt. As a Subscriber to your
valuable paper, I beg to thank you for the interesting
and important information you are weekly furnishing
us with, and strongly recommend every farmer to be-
ceme a constant reader.

I am, yours truly,

A SUBSCRIBKH.
Cotton, near Rugeley,29th Nov., 1839.

MANGEL-WURZEL POTATO.
Sir,— I, beg to hand you an account of the produce

of some potatoes grown by me, (it is from a variety
known as the mangel-wurzel potato,) and is grown
chiefly for cattle, but is also useful for culinary pur-
poses. The produce per square pole was 4 cwt., or 32
tons per ticre ; the tubers averaging from 1 to 2^ lbs.

each, with very few small ones ; and I have several
weighings to 3 lbs. 4 ozs. (the whole were washed
clean before weighing.) No extra care was taken with
the cultivation, as they were planted in an orchard
shaded with trees, and without manure, in rows at two
feet asunder, and in very strong soil.

I am, &c., John Johnstone.
SlratJieMsaye Gardens, Hartfurdbridge,

Hants, Nov. 13.
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BRAIiNTREE .^ EOCKING FARMERS'
CLUB.

On Wednesday, Dec. IS, agreeably to advertisement,
a public meeting was held at the White Hart Inn,
Bockinsr, tor the purpose of considering the propriety
of establishing a Farmers' Club, for the Braiutree anii

Bocking District. Between 50 and 60 agriculturists

attended, and Mr, William Saxdl>:, of Bardfield,

was unanimously requested to take the Chair.
jMr. Sandle, on taking the chair, said that when he

observed in the room so many farmers of longer stand-
ing than himself, and more fit to fill the situation, he
considered the compliment paid him a very great one.

He would only intrude on their time with one or two
observations. They were about to establish a Farm-
ers' Club, which he greatly rejoiced to see ; and a« far

as was in his po^ er he should do everything to promote
the object in view. Certain resolutions had been pre-

pared, and w'ould be put to the meeting : but if any
gentleman had any others to bring forward, he would
be happy, on their being proposed and seconded, to put
them to the meeting. This would be the first Farmers'
Club established in the county of Esse.x, and he hoped
it would serve as an example for the other districts of

the county, as well as to the neighbouring counties
;

for it was not only doing justice to the farmers, but to

the country at large. (AppUuise.) He trusted that by
such an institution they would obtain that practical

knowledge which he had always been desirous of gain-
ing, and it would always give him great pleasure to

hear discussions, having for their object the improve-
ment of agriculture, and the welfare of the nation.

Before he sat down he begged leave to read the follow-

ing letter from H. Gilson, Esq., the Honorary Secre-
tary of the Chelmsford and Essex Agricultural Society,

addressed to the Chairman of the meeting ;—
''11 o'clock, IFcdnesdni)

.

" Dear Sir,—May Irerjuct you to apolugise te the meet-
ing for ray iioii-alteiidance. I was just istarting for Braintroe,

when I was sunjmoned to LondMn. As I stated at Clielms-

ferd, on the 6Ui inet,, I shall be anxious (as hilh'M'to) to act in

any way which maybe considered advantageous for tiie agii-

culturists' interest, believina; as I do that the Agriculturist,

in endeavouring to improve his own slate, not only does so,

but IS also desirous of promoting all other interests.
" Yffiur's )a-'thfiillv,

"H. S. GILSON."

Mr. James Beadel, I have been requested to move
the first resolution, and 1 do so most readily, because I

am convinced that if it be carried, it will confirm the

establishment of a Farmers' Club. It is scarcely

necessary to detain you by a detail of the objects of the

projected club, as they have already been published in

the various papers of the county ; but I must observe,

that any proposition having for its object the improve-
ment of agriculture—whether by increasing the produce
of the soil, or by raising ag'riculturists in the scale of

society, is entitled to your best consideration. {Hear,
hear.) I may say that agriculture is the leading in-

terest of the country : but if that be disputed, I am
sure it will be admitted that is second to none.
{Hear, hear.) If it be yiewed with respect to its

influence on all classes, every one Viill agree
with me, that it is the most important of all the
arts of life. I will not detain you by many sta-

tistics ; but two or three place agriculture in so pro-
minent a light, that I cannot refrain from troublingp you
with them. It is stated that in the kin^'dom tiiere are

48,000,000 acres in cultivation, and as I am talking to

men of business, I am sure you will bear me out in
stating that it takes 400 millions of money yearly to

cultiviite that land, and I am sure, that in so stating- it,

I do not put it beyond the mark : that is about 8/. per
acre. {Hear, hear.) Then we have 400 millions of
money employed principally by the tenantry of the
country, in the carrying on their business. It is calcu-
lated that an increase of only one bushel of wheat per
acre throughout England and Wales, at 50s. a quarter,
would give an amount yearly equal to the capital of 24
millions. I mention this because it places agriculture
generally in a most interesting position ; but if we g^o

into the statistics of Essex, we shall find an immense
deal of money employed by the tenants and farmers.

Essex contains 240,000 acres, and if you cast your eye
carefully over the county, you will find that it has much
less waste than any other county ; therefore, in round
numbers, I may say, that at 8/. per acre, 10 millions of

money are annually employed by the tenantry of Essex
in cultivating the soil. ( Hear, hear.) If we establish

a Farmers' Club, to have any infliience, it is not too

much to say that while we arc dealing with an expen-
diture in one county of 10 milhons of money, it must be
wise to encourage such a Club. {A-pTjlau&e.) But if

it be now resolved to establish one, it is not to be sup-

posed that a Eraintree and Bocking Club can spread

lis operations all over the county ; but if we divide the

county into ten districts, each of the clubs will have
within their scope the annual expenditure of one million

of money ; and when we prove to this meeting that in

formin,!j the club it will have an influence on the ex-

penditure of so much money, we cannot be thought
wrong in calUng you together, whether you agree to

form a club or not. {^A'pplause.) If I were to take you
back to the early stage of agriculture, 1 should do so to

prove that within the last century another class of agri-

culturists have started up, and who have assumed that

position which they were entitled to take. In former

days the greater proportion of the land was occupied by
persons who worked upon it themselves ; then we had.

no tenant farmers employing a capital of 10,000/. or

12,0002. on the land : then they looked more to profit

from their own manual labours ; but now, the tenant is

more anxious to derive profit from his skill and know-
ledge, than from the exercise of his bodily labours.

(Hear, hear.) The old proverb truly says—"The mas-
ter does more with one eye than with both his hands."

{Applause.) In the establishment of these clubs there

have been prejudices to overcome ; there are many
persoMs who oppose them on the ground that they con-

nect theoretical science with the progress of agriculture,

but that I think a mistake. I defy anyone to explain

how the application of real science to agriculture can be
injurious. If we look into the meaning of the word, we
shall find that we ought not to discourage practical

science, though we ought to discard idle theory. Sci-

ence is knowledge, learning, and skill, and that which
is based on sound clear principles ; and .so I think all

our principles ought to be based. Theory is the study
of an art without practice, and though that may have
many inconveniences, science never will have them^
and when we are fearful of mi.\ing science with the

practice of agriculture, we are afraid of our best friend.

{AppLruse.) In looking at the effects of science, vvhen

brought to bear on agriculture, you will find that it

must, to a certuiin extent, be highly advantageous. I do
not deny that farming may be practised without science,

but it must be to a limited extent, when a person knows
nothing but what he has learned from his personal ex-
perience. But if he applies science to it he will find

his difficulties fly before him, and that it is the best

hand -maiden he ever took to assist him. {Hear, hear.)

I would even urge the advantages of science on a,

higher principle—that it is the duty of every man, iu

the station of life in which he is placed, to do some-
thing for the time and generation in which he is living.

{Hear, hear.) And that man who passes through life

existing only on the stock of knowledge and informa-

tion which his ancestors have produced, is nothing less

than a moral miser, and is doing nothing for the pre-

sent or succeeding generations. (Hear, hear.) You
will find, as you proceed in the path of science, that,

though the first steps may be difficult, when they are

overcome it is a most interesting study. The hill of

science is difficult to climb, and there is no royal road
up it ; but as you ascend, your view will expand, and
that which at first was irksome and a labour will be-

come pleasant and easy. If you consider how science

bears on agriculture, you will find that, to these far-

mers who do not discard it, it is exceedingly beneficial.

Now I would refer to entomology, and would ask

—

what can guide you into the proper way of destroying

the grub, the worm, and the slug, so well as a know-
ledge of the hal>' tsof the insects ,' I would then asli

I'
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you to turn to chemistry, and say whether the very
mixtures you make for manure, are not put together
on the principles of that science ? Practical experience
has taught you the effects, hut science teaches you
how to produce those effects, and to economise in your
mixtures. {Hear, hear.) If I ask you to dip into

geology, it is to show how important it is for you to
know the different strata of the earth. In the appli-

cation of manure, whether the ingredients are mineral
or otherwise, we Ijut slowly and imperfectly gain, from
experience, a knowledge of what is beneficial and what
injurious ; but science tells you that there are known
rules and laws of nature that cannot be violated with
impunity ; and many useful experiments would never
have been tried, if it had been known that the princi-

ples on which they were based were contrary to the law
of nature and science. I would now say a few words
on other Agricultural Associations. It appears to me
that if we establish this club, it will not interfere with
other associations. They appear to be too general,
and to embrace too wide a field to admit of those
minutiee of" detail which the tenant farmer requires.
You will agree with me that no details of any subject
can, at their meetings, be gone into, though the full

discussion and examination of them would be greatly
beneficial to agriculture. There are a variety of sub-
jects in the Farmer's Magazine, which we might enter
into, and we might always find plenty of useful sub-
jects to discuss, such as the production of the best
beasts, artificial food, manure, and many other things,
on which at present we have not that sound informa-
tion, worked out by experiment, Avhich we ought to
have. (Hear, hear.) At a time when the interest of
the British farmer is assailed on all sides, we ought to
look to every means of improvement and defence. I

owe no ill will to the manufacturers, for they and the
agriculturists must rise or fall together ; but when we
are told that the Corn Laws should be abolished, it

behoves us to bestir ourselves, and to be prepared to
give sound reasons why we advocate the continuance
of those laws. {Hear, hear.) Though farmers'
clubs are free from politics, we might admit
judicature, so far as it applies to agricultural pur-
poses. It is more important for us to know the
ground on which we stand than to grow a large cab-
bage or to fat a bullock. (Much applause.) While
the manufacturers have been assembling', and very pro-
perly promoting their own interest, and acquiring a
position in society to have an influence upon it, the
farmers, from their disjointed position and distant
residences, have not been brought together, by friendly
collision with each other, to strike out, as I may say,
that fire and that talent which I know belong to them.
{Hear, hear.) It is, therefore, with the view to encou-
rage them to say what they know, that Farmer's Clubs
are instituted ; and I should hope that in the establish-
ment of them, we shall give to other Agricultural As-
sociations all the assistance in our power, and I feel that
1 am not saying loo much, when I say that we expect
from them the same assistance we give. I shall be hap-
py to meet those associations to assist in givingrewards
to deserving labourers, and prizes for stock, &c. ; but,
as I said before, I do consider thata meeting held only
onee a year is not the place for the discussion of those
things vyhich bear on the business of our lives. (Hear,
hear.) That we shall not meet with difficulties it

would be a folly to suppose ; but we can overcome
them

; and to do so it only requires that we put our
shoulders to the wheel. If we only make up our
minds to go into it fairly, and free from prejudice, I
am sure that in the course of four or five years the
Braintree and Booking Farmers' Club will have as-
sumed a position that will induce a country at large
to give to its members credit for more talent, skill,

science, and practical knowledge, than they ever sup-
posed them to possess. (Hear, hear.) Farmers' Clubs
will prove to be the fountain head, from which a thou-
sand streams will flow, tg fructify and improve every
thing relating to agriculture. If we go on there is no
doubt of our prospermg ; and it is a great thing to
bring to the work a determined resolution. We culti-

vate the arts of peace ; we engage in no strife ; in no
warfare ; and in promoting our own interests, we are

conterring blessings on thousands around us. (Ap-
plause.) When learning—when education is making
such vast strides—when we are educating the poorest

peasants, let them not rise into life with more know-
ledge and talent than those who taught them. {Hear,
hear.) And I ask you, for your own benefit, and for

the position you take in society, to assist in the pro-
motion of sound practical knowledge. I am sure I

may take the liberty of saying, that as we are assem-
bled to consider the propriety of establishing a Far-
mers' Club, if any gentleman has any objection to it,

our Chairman will give him a patient hearing. If I

am mistaken in my views, I shall be grateful to any
one who will set me right. Sir. Beadel then read the

first resolution, declaring it the opinion of the meeting
that a Club, to be called " The Braintree and Becking
Farmers' Club" be established.

Mr. W. F. HoBBS. After the able and talented man-
ner in which Mr. Beadel has proposed the resolution,

but little remains for me to say in seconding it, but I will

take the opportunity of making one or two observations,

fori think that a Farmers' Club will be a practical benefit

to the neighbourhood. Belonging as I do, to ten agri-

cultural societies, you may be surprised that I come for-

ward to take an active part in the formation of these

clubs; but though I am a great advocate for agricultu-

ral societies throughout the kingdom, and for that great
one which is open to all the kingdom, still I do think I

shall derive greater benefit from these clubs, than from
all the societies to which I belong. (Much applause.)
The latter are doing us a great deal of good, not only in

improving the breed of sheep and stock, but in bringing
together the landlord, the tenant, and the labourer;

they do great good in advancing the improvement of

agriculture ; but at their public meetings we cannot go
into practical details, and much time is consumed in com-
plimenting each other. (Hear, hear.) Therefore I say
that in establishing Farmers' Clubs in this neighbour-
hood, we are doing a very beneficial thing, and at our
meetings we shall not have a reporter at our elbows,
taking down every word we say. (Hear, hear.) We
know that farmers in general are not anxious to express
their opinions at public meetings, but if we are to meet
together with our neighbours, and knowing that our ob-
servations are not to be brought before the public, we
may greatly improve each other. I can only say that so

far as my humble services may be useful, I shall be
happy to render them. {Applause.)
The Chairman then read the resolution, which

was agreed to unanimously, as were the succeeding ones.

Mr. LuNGLEY proposed the 2nd resolution, appointing

a committee, which was seconded by Mr. G.Moore.
Mr. Joseph Everett proposed, and Mr. W. Hobbs

seconded the next resolution. Mr. Hobbs said—In
seconding this resolutien I would urge on you the ne-

cessity of enrolling yourselves in the Club, for I am
sure it will be a great assistance, not only to the farmers,

but to others in the neighbourhood ; for it will enable
us to obtain in a few months, that information and ex-

perience which it would otherwise take our whole lives

to gain.

Mr. Baines proposed a vote of thanks to the Chair-

man, which was seconded by Mr. H. Hobbs.

Mr. Lowe said he thought there was some misunder-
standing as lo the elegibility of members—some persons
supposing that all landowners vk'ere to be excluded from
the Club.
Mr. Beadel said that though the Club was intended

more particularly for the tenants, yet they could not
draw the line and say that no owner of land should be
admitted. If they were to do so, it would exclude
nearly the whole of the persons present. It was in-

tended to be a tenants' Club, in which practical ques-

tions should be discussed : he thought it would be like

the Harleston : a proposition would be made and se-

conded at one meeting, and discussed at the next. If

they excluded all landowners, he would be one of the

excluded.

The Chairman returned thanks, and expressed his
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great satisfaction at the unanimity that had prevailed in

so numerous and respectable a meeting'. He hoped at

the next meeting they wouhl elect a better chairman.
(Here many gentleman observed they could not have a

better.

)

Mr. Beadel observed that any gentleman who en-

rolled himself a member to-night, would have liberty

hereafter to withdraw, if he did not approve the rules

and regulations, which could not be finally framed to

night.

Mr. SiiEi'iiEUD (of Writtle) suggested that it might
be advisable to have another meeting similar to the

present, for gentlemen to enrol themselves, after they
had seen the rules ; that would be more pleasant than

having to withdraw after they had put down their

names.
Mr. Beadel replied that the rules would be nearly

the same as those of the Harlston Club, with some alter-

ations to suit them to local circumstances. He then read

the Harleston rules. [These rules are given at length

in a very valuable essay " On the advantages of Farmers'
Clubs," by R. B. Harvey, Secretary of the Harleston

farmer's Club, in the Fai'mer'sMagazinefovDecevoheT.']

Upwards of 30 gentlemen enrolled themselves, and
the meeting then separated. The first monthly meeting
will take place on the 22nd of January, 1840.

REPORT OF THE WOOLLEN TRADE-
NOVEMBER.

Leeds, Dec. 2.—At no period since the eommence-
ment of our monthly record of this trade, have we felt

the task to be so ungrateful and onerous as at this mo-
ment. We shall not, however, shrink from the perform-

ance of our duty, but shall delineate, as faithfully as we
can, the actual condition of the trade, and shall ofi'er, as

we have done before, our speculations on its probable
course and character, during, at least, the ensuing
Spring.
The transactions of the last month were unusually

small in amount, and alike so in raw and finished cloths.

Purchases for stock have, of course, been out of the

question altogether. The little business transacted has

been for immediate consumption, or to complete assort-

ments. The wholesale houses have kept aloof,—the hope
of meeting with "job goods" not being tempting enough
to induce them to add to stock. The foreign branches
of the woollen trade, it is almost superfluous to say, are

most languid,—the American more especially, which for

the present may be considered as a closed market. Of
goods in demand, beavers, pilots, and cloakings have
been most prominent ; double-milled goods, properly so

called, being very little inquired for. The finer de-

scriptions of broad woollens were even more heavy of

sale than during the preceding autumn months, and it

would seem that until some extensive change shall

take place in the taste for male attire, that branch
of the woollen manufacture must be very seriously con-
tracted.

Of stocks we would speak guardedly : we believe

they are by no means excessive, whether of balk or
finished goods. This might indeed be expected, be-
cause the demand for goods has so long been on a small
scale, that accumulation has been carefully guarded
against. The merchants too, whose means would have
permitted them to lay in balk goods on a large scale, if

the expectation of an early return of activity had offered

a sufficient inducement, have bought very sparingly,

and thus the manufacturers have been prevented from
producing on an imprudent scale,—a circumstance of
benefit to all parties, as it contributes, in a most im-
portant degree, to sustain prices. Notwithstanding this

favourable feature in the state of the trade, prices,where
sales have been pushed, whether to the merchants or to

the_wholesale dealers, have been ruinously low, and
their general tendency is downwards. Compared with
the Spring prices, there is a considerable reduction,

which must have entailed loss, more or less, on the three

great classes engaged in the manufacture,—the staplers,

the manufacturers, and merchants. In fine woollens
the loss on sales effected during the last six months must
have been serious,—prices being now nearly nominal,
as such goods are scarcely inquired for.

In wools, comparative firmness is maintained ; espe-
cially in the coarser kinds, for which the demand, as for

several years past, is on the increase. The comparative
firmness of low wools is best shown by the fact that whilst
the importations of them from all parts, and more par-
ticularly from Australia, have been at least 15 per cent,
more up to the present month this year, than up to the
same month last year, and we have had a decidedly
worse trade ; the difference of price is trifling—Saxon
wools may be quoted at from 15 to l?^ per cent, reduc-
tion on tliG prices of October and November last year,
but as the importation of them this year is less by from
IJ to 2,000,000 of lbs,, they 7uay perhaps be sustained
from much further depression. The stock of wool, we
are inclined to think, is not very superabundant. The
whole importation for the year, is less by nearly IS mil-
lions lbs., than in 1838 ; the total forthe years 1838 and
1839 beingrespectively 53,519,0711bs.and 52,128,8191bs.
The consumption the last year was unquestionably
greater than that of the present, and we should presume
here is a lai'ger stock held now than in December,

1 838 ; but we repeat our belief that it is not on such
a scale of excess as to render the holders over-anxious
and uneasy.

This short record is gloomy enough—it is not in our
power to brighten the picture by openings of relief and
light, as to the immediate future- To us, nothing ap-
pears more clear and indisputable than the preposition

—

that our present difficulties are directly caused by the
deficiency in the two harvests of 1838 and 9. We do
not mean that the collateral and necessary effects of

these harvests on the condition of the money market,
cause the embarrassment ; but that these deficient

harvests are the primary causes of the present embarrass-
ment—the monetary embarrassment being only conse-

quent and secondary. The consumption of manufac-
tured fabrics by the great bulk of the community, the

operative classes, has been now for fifteen months
greatly diminished—stocks have accumulated—produc-
tion has been 'gradually, but steadily lessened—prices

have receded, causing loss to all, and serious embarrass-

ment to many—confidence has been shaken, simply by
the rise of the price of food, and apart i'rom the disturb-

ing influence on our currency of the export of gold to

pay for foreign grain. In addition to these direct evils

of a deficient supply of food, the lessened consumption
of raw material of foreign growth, particularly cotton,

has deeply embarrassed the American market ; more
especially as at the'momentwhen her cotton hung heavy
on our market, she was borrowing British capital on a
large scale to carry on her gigantic undertakings. Fail-

ing to realise for her produce, and her stock becoming
unsaleable from the tightness of the money markets,
remittances of specie must be made to meet short en-
gagements, and also to cover importations from Eng-
land. This could not last long without exhausting the

American Banks, and hence nearly all of them con-

nected with the cotton trade stopped specie payment.
Allowing, liberally, for the imprudence of the American
system of banking', and specially, for the operation of

the absurd attempt to prop up the price of cotton, in the

face of a natural diminution of demand, we still think

that the embarrassments in America are mainly attri-

butable to the great falling oft' in the consumption of her

produce in this country, consequent on our deficient

harvests and dear food ;—stopping the customary mode
and amount of exchaage with us, cutting off" the means
of borrowing capital for permanent investment in under-
takings, and putting a stop to the usual banking accom-
modation, by exposing the banks to the hazard of paying
away the last ounce of gold and silver buUion to meet
the unusual extraordinary crisis of a heavy balance due
to this country.
We beg to lay stress on this view of the effects of our

deficient harvests, because, if con'cct in theory, we may
be able to draw some tolerably accurate conclusion

from it, as to the course and character of trade during

F 2
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the next six months at least. Whilst the inadequate
supply of food continues, all the phenomena we luive

described will continue to exhibit themselves more or

less injuriously to the national welfare. Steins' that

such fearful consequences have followed from the de-

ficiency of the harvest of 1838, we may calculate, proxi-

mately at least, the extent of embarrassment likely to

ensue from the deficiency of the harvest of this year

—

provided we can ascertain its amount compared v\ ith

that of 1838. AVe shall give the result of careful in-

quiry and consideration on the subject.

We think, then, there is no doubt whatever, that the

whole yield of grain of all kinds this year is not much
more in amount than that of 1838. AUov.'ing' that a

larg:er breadth of wheat was sown in that year than in

1837, a less breadth was unquestionably sown of other

g'rain, for it seems to be g'enerally acknowledged by
agriculturists, that no §'reatand important difference, on
the present system of husbandry adopted in this country,
can take place from year to year, in the total quantity

of acres under grain culture. We have some evidence
of this statement in the fact of the hig'h rang'e of the price

for barley, which on the 15th of last month, admitted
foreitrn importation at Is. per qr. duty, wliilst wheat was
at 20s. 8d. per qr.— a fact the more sig'nificsint, as it is

universally awraittcd that the barley crop of this year is

unusually bad in quality. In further confirmation of

this view of the caae we may quote the comparative
])ricts of wheat and barley oa the 16th ot November,
1338, and the 15th of November, 1839, as under :—

1838. 1839.

Wheat 73s. lOd 68s. 6d.

Do. averag'e of six weeks 69s. Od 66s. lid.

Barley 34s. 3d 42s. 7d.

Uo. average of six weeks 32s. 4d 41s. 5d.

Jn Oats a simdar discrepancy exists, the six weeks' ave-

rage of 1838 being 225. lOd., that of 1839 being 25s. 9d.

The prices of barley and oats this year, being so much
higher than the prices of the same grain in 1838, whilst

the condition and quality are admitteil to be so much
inferior, especially as to bnrley, is decisive evidence,

that less of those two crops has been gro'vn in 1838 and
9 than in 1837 and 8. That the wheal crop was larger,

ii we think ?is clear, but then what is the comparative
quality? On this point there is no dispute—it is admit-
ted to be the worst for many years. 'J'iie price ranges
from 50s, to 80s. per qr. whilst the average is 66s. lid.,

showing that the proportion of bad and defective, to

really good qualities, is nearly equal ; the average being
but Is. lid. or 15s. difference above a perfect equality.

It is a moderate calculation that the difference of quality
this year when wheat is finally reduced to bread, is from
10 to 15 per cent, inferior to that of 1838: and tlu; dif-

ference of quality is of course, correspondent to an actual

difference of quantity. It is clear then, we think, that

oats and barley are smaller crop* this year than last,

wheat, perhaps, larger :—the whole grain crop, but
little more. We might mention other facts confirmatory
of this opinion, especially with rcgs'rd to Ireland, Scot-
land, and the north of England, to which parts of the

empire, old British and foreign wheats have been ship-

ped to a large amount, from London ; but we think the

evidence is complete. In our view then of the neces-
sary operation of a deficient supply of food, production
in all branches of manufacture must be limited, until

there is evidence of a full crop next year. We lay little

stress on the probability of importations of flour from the

States, because their admission into consumption,
even admitting that goods are taken for them, and not
gold, supposes a high average price of food here, and
that again supposes a lessened domestic consumption of
manufactured goods. Nor will it much mend the
matter,if the glut of gold on the continent, consequent
on our importation of corn during the last fourteen
months, should lead to an increased export of goods to

the continent, because the upshot of that would be
simply to replace the gold in the coffers of the Bank,
(which she hixs vijtuaily Tpaid on behalf of the manu-
I'aetury classes,) whilst the goods sent out would be the
real, payment to the continent for its supplies of corn.
As the case now stands, the Bank of England has paid

its gold for the corn, for which the manufacturing classes

stand indebted to it, in the shape of advances on bills,

&c. to enable them to hold the goods, uliich alone can
discharge the debt. Supposing these goods to be now
exported in exchange for gold—the relief will be, to the

Bank In getting back its specie,—to the merchants, in

discharging heavy banking balances ; but the amount
of manufatturing activity must still be regulated by the

price, or, more properly speaking, by the amount of

tbod available to support our population. It cannot be
too often or too strongly impressed on the minds of our
merchants and our operative population, that the

amount of employment for cap'tal and labour is in-

separably connected with the amount of food, and the

direct ratio of the amount of the ono, will be the amount
of the other.

It will be readily inferred, from the preceding state-

ments, and tlie reasonings founded upon them, that we
do not anticipate any great improvement for some
months, and only then, should a full harvest be proba-
ble, or be realised. We know some persons think that

so soon as the Bank of England shall leel at liberty to

discount more freely, all will be well .ngain. We more
than doubt the soundness of the expectation. Free issues

of paper will not alter the relative proportion of the food

of the nation to the number of its mouths, nor will they

alter the ratio of the price of food to the rale of wages :

yet, until these are essentially and largely changed, as

they can only be by an abundant harvest, improvement
is, we think, impossible. But is it quite certain that the

liankcan relax its stringent policy with safety for some
months to come? We are very doubtful on that point,

because it is fully expected by the agricultural interest

that the price of grain will so far advance before March
or April as to render importation profitable. We strongly

incline to this opinion ; and wo arc almost certain that

the I'ank will not overlook the i)robability of such an
event, and will therefore protect itself against the in-

jurious consequences by holding all the bullion it can
;

which, in other words, means issuing notes very cau-
tiously. Expectation of improvement in the American
market is again indulged in by those who regard the

news received by the Great Western a* indicating a de-

cisive change for the better. We. are disposed to think

more favourably of American affairs than we could do
a fortnight ago ; but we ask those who build their hopes
of early amendment in the woollen trsde, on that news,
what is the amount of improvement in the States shown
by the last accounts— why, just this, tliat the affairs of

the United States Bank are said not to be so bad as was
expected, some banks have resumed specie payments

—

we do not hear which banks—whilst New York Banks
still maintain specie payments. It is true, a large

amount of bills has been drav.'n on England and the

continent, but it is reasonable to suppose, that this is an
effort to meet the emergency, by shipping large quantities

ot cotton, tobacco, aud flour; audit is said that these

bills were drawn en a large American house in London,
by its American agents, against State stocks sold to it at

a low price. In this case, the real payment of the drafts

on England will be made by English capitalists, tempted
by the ultimate prospect of a large profit, to take the

said stock off the hands of the house alluded to. AVc
repeat the opinion expressed in our last report, that real

and substantial amendment here, must precede similar

amendment in the States, though we cannot and do not

deny, that our condition will be materially alleviated by
the restoratien of confidence in America. We are glad
therefore to see any symptom df improvement there,

though we cannot but feel that a trying period of no
short duration lies before the American community.
We have freely expressed our opinion, but we have

given our reasons for it, thereby affordins^ our readers a
fair opportunity to examine its soundness. We wish we
could give a more favourable one, but we are bound to

give that which we believe to be true.

PLOUGHING PREMIUiMS.-Several of the far-

mers at, and in the neighbourhood of Warsop, Notting-

hamshire, have agreed to subscribe annually, for the

purpose of raising a fund to enable them to award
prizes to ploughnnen. j^ ,;jsi < : .
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AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.

GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR
DECEMBER.

Scarcely within tbe recollection of the oldest farmer

living- has the atmospheric temperature, throughout

England, but more particularly in our southern and
northern districts, proved so extremely unpropitious

and unseasonable as that experienced during nearly,

or quite, the whole of this month ; indeed the suc-

cession of heavy rains has been almost witliout a

parallel for the time of year. This untoward cir-

cumstance has acted prejudicially to the interests of

the tillers of our soil, not only in increasing tlieir

necessary outgoings, but in preventing the progress

of wheat sowing, which hitter is in an unusually

backward state, so much so, in fact, that, even at the

present advanced period for such apurj)ose, scarcely

a moiety of the land destined to be sown with that

description of grain in Lincolnshire, Leicestershire,

Northamptonshire, Yorkshire, &c., hnsyet received

the seed furrow. In the two former ceunlies, most
of the low lands are completely under water : hence,

some time must necessarily ensue ere the caiting out

of manure can be accomplished. Since our last re-

port, the greatest anxiety has been manifested, not

only on the part of the producers, but, likewise, on
tliat of the growers, respecting ulteriorconsequences

—many being decidedly of opinion that tijey will be

highly disastrous. If every circumstance connected
with the labours of the agricHlturist, be taken into

mature consideration, we fear theie will be found too

much cause for supposing that such opinion has truth

for its foundation. For instance, it is very evident,

especially should not the weather speedily improve
so as to admit of the heavy wheat being deposited in

the ground which ought to have been finished by, at

latest, the latter end of the year-—thnt a considerable

falling off, in the aggregate produce, next year, will

be inevitable in several quarters; besides not only

Las the grub committed extensive ravages in most
sheltered situations, but the young wheat plants, from
the long continued superabundant moisture, has be-

come much deca3-ed at the roots in various p;irts of

Essex, Kent and Cambridgeshire. 'i'he broad-cast

S3'stem for wheat appears to have been pretty

generally practised in ^Varwickshire, the expense
of which has been found not to exceed that of dnl-

luig and harrowing.

The condition of the new wheat is still a subject

of the deepest solicitude, since it continues to come
to hand in a very damp condition, which has pre-

vented dealers from purchasing any extensive sup-
plies for warehousing ; but the yield appears, from
the numerous communications which have been
lately transmitted to us from the first sources of in-

formation, to be tolerably good, though it does not

appear, with some few exceptions, to exceed the

average of most years. This leads us to suppose
that a steady demand for sound foreign samples, free

of duty, will continue, for some time hence ; which
is somewhat attested by the great comparative in-

crease in the consumption of grain, throughout the

kingdom, as, on reference to the sales of wheat, during
the last three months, in the 150 towns from which
the average is struck, we find they have exceeded
those noted at the same period in 1838, by upwards
of 122,000 quarters.

"With respect to barley, a great scarcity of really

fine parcels fit for malting purposes is complained
of, the value ofwhich is ruling high -, but in scarcely a

single instance, has any material deficiency been dis-

covered in the acreable produce. This refers chiefly

to Suffolk and Norfolk, in which counties heavier

crops were seldom, if ever remembered ; whilst a

great disparity is apparent in the value of the various

parcels. The duty on foreign having been at tbe

nominal sum of Is. per quarter, during the month,
the fresh arrivals, both in London and the outports,

have passed the Customs immediately on arrival, for

home consumption, which, as a matter of course,

though they have only been fit for distillers—a large

portion having been much damaged in tvundtic—have
had a depressing influence upon the averages.

However, the most superior malting barley has been
held at Mark Lane, at 47s. per quarter.

Oats appear, notwithstanding the out-of-condition

state of tlie bulk of the receipts, to have come up to

an averiige growth, whilst beans and peas are well

represented.

A large ([uanfity of potatoes, of a very superior

description, has been grown this season, but, as yet,

the currencies have ranged low—the highest obtained

in the Borough, for the best Scotch and Devonshire

reds, being 80s. per ton.

The turnip crop has turned out extremely good,

that grown on proper soils being very sound and
heav}-.

From Scotland our accounts towards the close of

the month were somewhat cheering—a large breadth

of land having been sown with wheat under favour-

able auspices, it proving in a highly pulverized con-

dition. At the various markets of consumption, a

decided improvement was observable in the parcels

of the new wheat brought forward, with which the

trade was steady, at full prices. At Edinburgh, the

highest quotation realized for the best white wheat
was 77s. per quarter.

In Ireland, the weather has been very unfavour-

able, on account of which, the quality of all kinds

of corn has been much complained of; yet wo find

that some extensive shipments of good oats have
boen made for the London and Liverpool markets.

So scarce is really fine wheat, that extensive imports

of foreign have been deemed necessary, in order to

produce anything like saleable flour.

The following is our retrospect of the supplies

and prices of fat stock, exL ibited and sold in Smith-

field cattle market.

As is usually the case in December, the receipts

of beasts from all (juarters up to the above market,

hiive been very great, and it is generally admitted

that a finer display of live stock than that exhibited

for sale on the I6th, on which day the great show
was held, was never witnessed, whether as regards

the symmetry or weight of fat of the beasts. But
the breeds that attracted such attention were the

Herefords and Devons, from their well known and
long- established good character; and we cannot but

state that the Herefordshire graziers are fully en-

titled to the greatest praise, for the jiroduction of

beasts unequalled by those in the whole world, with

the exception of those from Scotland ; whilst to use

a quaint observation of an old farmer, "they (the

Herefords) carried all before them," both at the

Club's exhibition in Baker Street, and at Smithfield.

There were also some fine short-horns ; but they did

not exhibit such wonderful points as formerly. The
determin-ition to form distinct classes, at the next

annual meeting at the above place, of 51. and 10/.

for Scotch and Welsh cattle, we doubt not but a

greatly increased stimulus will be apparent on the
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part of the breeders residing in the north, who will,

consequently, have a fair field open to competition

in this country.

The unfavourahle state of the weatlier for slaugh-

tering, together with the increase in the supply,

caused the demand, for beef, to be exceedingly

heavy, and the prices have not been remunerative to

the owners.
The supplies of beasts have amounted to 16,058 :

of sheep, 89,560: of calves, 794: and of pigs,

.3,235. About two thirds of the former were derived

from our northern grazing districts ; the remainder
from the midland and western counties, with about
100 by sea, from Scotland.

During this and last month the prices ranged as

under, at per 8lbs. to sink the offals :
—

NovEiiEER. December.
s. d. s. d. s. d. 3. d.

Beef 2 6 to 4 6 .

.

2 8 to 4 6
Mutton... 2 10 5 .. 2 10 5
Veal 4 5 .

.

4 5 4
Pork 4 5 .

.

4 5

A STATEMENT and COMPARISON of the SUP-
PLIES and PRICES of FAT STOCK, exhibited
and sold iu Smithfield Cattle Market, on
Monday, Dec. 24, 1838, and Monday, Dec. 23, 1839.

At per 8lbs. to sink the offals.

Dec. 24, 1828. Dec. 23, 1839.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Coarse & inferior Beasts 2 4 to 2 8.. 2 10 to 3
Second quality do 2 10 3 6.. 3 2 3 4
Prime large Oxen 3 10 4 .. 3 6 4
Prime Scots, &c 4 2 4 4.. 4 2 4 6
Coarse & inferior Sheep 34 38..28 3 2
Second quality do 4 4 2.36 3 10
Prime coarse wooUed do. 44 48..40 46
Prime Southdown do.,48 50.48 50
Large coarse Calves ..38 4 6.. 4 4 6
Prime small ditto 4 8 5 0.. 4 10 5 4
Large Hogs 3 10 44..40 48
Neat small Porkers .,4 8 5 0,. 4 10 5

SXIPPLIES.

Dec; 24, 1838. Dec; 23, 1839.
Beasts 1,100 862
Sheep 8,900 8,750
Calves..... 200 40
Pigs 130 215

A large quantity of slaughtered meat has arrived
up to Newgate and Leadenhall markets, from dif-
ferent parts, it comprises 918 carcasses of beef;
12,704 do. of mutton ; 961 do. of veal ; and 9,806
do of port.

AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR WESTMOR-
LAND, FOR THE YEAR 1839.

We regret that in presenting an agricultural
report for the county of Westmorland much of the
complaint which formed the leading feature of that
of the year 1838 will unavoidably occur in recording
the operations of the past year, although we cherish
a strong hope that in their results a material pre-
ference may be shewn in favour of the latter. The
winter was a variable one, but generally speaking,
storm predominated, and retarded the work of the
plough longer than the usual period when tlie com-
mencement of spring work is reckoned upon. From
the beginning of April, however, till towards the
latter end of June, the state of the atmosphere was
favourable for work, and we never recollect seeino-
the potato and turnip fallow brought into better
tilth, nor a more favourable start given to those
crops, while it rendered essential service to the

wheat, which, during the corresponding period of

1838, had suffered so severely from the prevalence
of frost, wire-worm, and disease. The three succeed-
ing months were most disastrously wet, indeed
scarcely one dry day occurred through the whole
period, so much so as to create the most gloomy
forebodings for the consequences, and these were
very much lieightened by reports of a similar

character from other parts of the kingdom. We
rejoice however in being able to observe, that

althougl) vve cannot report anything approaching to

an average crop of wheat, yet that important grain

does not present the extreme falling oft", but is much
better in quality, and greatly so in quantity, than in

the former year. It is true, that on the earliest

soils much was sprouted, from the constant re-

currence of showers, and was not gathered in such

condition as to render it fit for immediate use, but
the bulk is large, and the yield still considerable, so

that by remaining in the stack till the month of

March, we may reasonably expect that the damaged
portion will winnow out of it, leaving the sound in a

considerably improved state. In the higher and
later parts of the county we believe that the damage
was not so great, and that it was gathered in better

condition. Most of the seed used this year is of

home growth, and although late sown in general, yet

we have rarely seen wheat present a better blade, or

appear more favourable than at the time of writing

this report, which confirms in some degree, the

opinion we entertain as to the quality of the seed

used. In breadth we consider the quantity sown
somewhat short of former years. The extreme wet
state of the fallow lands, upon much of which it was
almost impossible to cart manure, has induced several

farmers to allow of a portion remaining for oats in

the spring; but wheat to some extent will yet be
sown on dry soils from which turnips have been

eaten by sheep. Our new varieties most in request

are Brown's Chevalier, Whitington, Golden Drop,
and Cheethara's White, the last was grown exten-

sively by a farmer, on the banks of the Eden, and
wholly sold for seed, the yield being larger than any
other which has come under our observation.

Barley, in point of bulk, may be quoted an average

crop, in yield considerably short, in quality de-

fective ; and has also sustained most damage on the

best soils and earliest situations. From the stocks

of malt on hand being much exhausted, this grain

has been in brisk demand, at prices varying from
fifteen to sixteen shillings the three imperial bushels ;

the weight rarely exceeds fifty pounds ; much of the

inferior will not malt, but must be used in feeding

stock. Oats, although large in straw, do not come
up v/ell from the flail, nor are they heavy in the

sack. The crop of this grain, on which much de-

pendence is placed in Westmorland, appears to dis-

appoint the expectations which has been formed of

its produce, and the price has consequently ruled

higher than usual at so early a period of the winter,

twenty-eight, shillings per qr. being freely given.

The weight this year falls short of forty-two pounds
per bushel, which is not considered a full weight

in this county, where the cultivation of, and selection

of, seed in oats is so carefully attended to. Turnips

are a fair, but not by any means a full crop. The
early sown on dry soils are good, having vegetated

most rapidly at first, from the excellent state of the

ground, whilst those sown at a later period, after the

cold rains commenced, have not attained their full

growth. We notice also that those produced on
bone-dust do not maintain their superiority as in

drier seasons. Potatoes are generally good; on the

best soils most abundant, and the quality excellent,
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from the favourable season, during the period of

gathering. They are well secured, and are at a

reasonable price. la the crop of hay we shall ex-

perience great defect. A small proportion of the

earliest clover was secured in tolerable order, beyond
which all was miserabl}' spoiled. We do not call to

mind so disastrous a season for the old meadow hay,

nor a period when the winning it was so long pro-

tracted ; a considerable portion being still in the

fields so late as the month of October. We appre-

hend, that should the winter prove severe, much dis-

tress will result to the Dales'* farmer, who has been
already a great sufferer in loss and depreciation of

stock during the last and preceding winters. Dairy

produce of all descriptions has sold well, and is still

in good request. The same remark applies to pork,

which bears a high figure ; a large quantity of which,

instead of being cured as formerly at home, is now
taken away fresh by the dealers, and sold into York-
shire and Lancashire, where it is prepared in a more
rapid manner, than was formerly done in the old

fashioned chimney, with turf and peat fires, but the

flavour of which however gave so great a zest to

Westmorland hams and bacon. Store cattle have

been sold at an advance of fully ten per cent, over

the last year's figure. Although the markets have
been well supplied, the demand for beef and mutton
is still good for the season ; in order however to

remunerate the feeder, a higher price must be looked

for, or a diminished profit submitted to. Sheep are

not considered forward in condition, nor the usual

quantity put to turnip feed ; an apprehension

existing that the wet season may have tainted the

flocks, and the mor« so, as considerable loss was
sustained, particularly in ewes last winter. We
notice with pleasure the continued attention paid

towards improving the breed of cattle, and the

success which has attended it. The laudable

example of the Earl of Lonsdale, who through bis

active and enterprising steward has introduced into

this district, at great expense, the best breeds in the

kingdom, has contributed much to sustain this spirit,

and it is now well supported by the landlords and

intelligent farmers throughout the county. In ad-

dition to the " Kendal," which is an old established

Agricultural Society, Associations have been formed
at Milnthorpe and Kirkbv Lonsdale ; these are

numerously attended, and cannot fail of proving
highly useful to the districts around them, which
contains many spirited agriculturists, already dis-

tinguished by their successful competitors in other

counties. Wool has been mostly sold up, the finer

sorts bearing fully last year's prices ; the fleece of the

common black-faced sheep something lower. We
are gratified in being able to observe that the

labourers in husbandry are in general well employed,
and at fair wages ; the usual rate being ten to

twelve shillings per week. Draining with tiles con-

tinues to furnish employment to an immense number
of work-people who, before their introduction,

found much difficulty in maintaining their, families

during the winter, but are now in full employment
and well paid. We hail this as one of the greatest

improvements in modern husbandry ; and rejoice to

find how highly it is appreciated, and extensively

practised by our discerning yeomanry. The corn

question, which gives rise to such great con-

trariety of opinion in many counties, is scarcely

noticed in this ; if we except a society of gentlemen

in, and near Kendal, who are far more respectable

than numerous. Whilst the feelings and opinions

* Farmers in the extensive valleys between the

mountains here called Dales.

of the great body of farmers are strongly embarked

in favour of the present system, they do not deny

that improvements may be effected, but have no fear

that the legislature will hastily adopt any change,

tending to place in jeopardy the interests of so im-

portant a body as the agriculturists of Great Britain,

and with whose welfare that of all other classes in

the kingdom is so closely identified.—-Dec. 31, 1839.

DURHAM.
Since the date of our last communication the

weather has been thick and foggy accompanied with

almost incessant and drenching rains, the land being

so saturated with wet, and in a condition, that field

labour upon the heavier descriptions of soils is

rendered quite impractible, little wheat has as yet

been deposited in the ground, and the small propor-

tion that has been sown, or rather plunged in, we
fear in too many instances is rotted from the extreme

severity of the weather ,• one-half of the fallow land

is lying not ridged up, cross ploughed, grown like

pastures ; full of twitch, weeds and filth ; the water

flowing over it, making channels and outlets for

itself, neither having been manured, limed or any

dressing whatever : all hopes are now given up of

sowing it with wheat, such lands must now stand,

over to be sown with oats in the spring ; the prospect

for the next crop is gloomy in the extreme ; agri-

cultural operations are very far in arrear, and the

roads are rendered almost impassable, and highway

rates are doubled. The thrashing mill has now
become in pretty full operation, which has afforded

us an opportunity of judging with more accuracy

with regard to the productiveness of the wheat crop ;

from what we can learn from practical farmers,

on whom we can place reliance, and as far as our ob-

servation extends, we have no hesitation in stating

that it is again a deficient crop, and we fear that a

large importation of foreign grain will be required

before another year. Harvest is not yet completed,

in the higher districts a large breadth of grain still

remains standing out both cut and uncut ; 140 acres

upon one farm may be seen standing rotting in the

stocks ; not one quarter of the beans are yet secured ;

should a frost set in, they may be carted into the

yards for manure. Farmers placed in those situa-

tions are far from being envied ; they have lost their

crop, and have no food for their cattle. The potato

crop is even not yet finished, hands could not

possibly be procured to stand out in this most

distressing season, a good deal has already rotted in

the ground. Turnips have suffered considerably

from the season, they are a very short crop; upon

wet-bottomed and weak sandy soils they are nothing

but weeds, and the land is in that state that it is

quite unfit to sow with anything. Sheep look thin

and miserable, they have not got fat ; the foot-rot has

been very prevalent this season, and many flocks

are quite unsound. Sheep that shew symptoms of this

malady ought to have corn, or extensive losses will

be the" result. The price of wool is still falling, it is

very difficult to turn into money. Our wheat

markets are chiefly supplied with new out-of-con-

dition and bad quality , fine old wheat sells freely at

improving prices, but inferior descriptions can

hardly be turned into money, prices vary from 763.

to 28s. per qr. ; in seed wheat there is nothing what-

ever doing, samples are decidedly worse than last

year, one-third of tbe new being only fit for pigs.

Fine malting barley sells pretty freely, but secondary

and stained qualities are very dull sale. Old oats

are in request, but new are so much out of condition

that lower prices must besubmitted to to effect sales.
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In our cattle markets prime fat is scarce, and sells

freely at improving prices, but in the middling- kinds

of cattle a slow business is experienced ; beet from

5s. 6d. to 7s. per stone ; the same remark will apply

to sbeep, our markets being chiefly supplied with

lialf-fat sbeep, prices from 5Jd. to (ijd. per lb.

Lean stock markets are a shade lower, but good
short-horned steers are still in great demand : la-

bourers wages from I5s. to los. per week.—Dec. 16.

AGRICULTURAL RETROSPECT AND
PROSPECTS—DUMFRIES-SHIRE.

26th November, 1839.

Now that the exertion and anxiety of harvest are

over—now that the toil-won crop is secured, let us re-

treat to our rural parlour and meditate on the bye-gone
season— recal to our mind's eye its heat and cold, its

droughts and its deluges, and anticipate some of the

issues of its freaks and caprices.

Some one spoke truly who called it a " sumnierless

season ;'' for, though it has had its parallel, yet does

it well deserve that characteristic. April—we need not
compare earlier, for until that month heat or cold is of

little or no importance— April was warmer on the

whole than the April of 1838, and produced, we be-

lieve, as quick a vegetation of oats arrd barley as any
April ever did before. But this growth sprung only to

be checked by May, vvhich was of lower temperature
than the same month of the preceding year. The three

first weeks of June were warmer, but the last week
•was colder than the same period of 1838. July was
warmer, but August as much colder. September
more genial, though its mildness was an injury, ac-

companied as it was by continual rain pouring on ripe

crops.

The early part of this, what we must call, summer,
•was dry rather than otherwise, and never was there a
better season for sowing spring corn, planting pota^

toes, and turnip cultivation. Indeed, until the middle

of July there was rather a want of rain,

A dry year having always (save in 1826) proved a
productive one, men hoped and argued well of 1839
until the end of June, when to the practised eye the

catastrophe was evident. Crops had then proved so

]ate, and were, moreover, so decidedly thin and light,

that to ttiose who could soundly judge, it was clear the

case was all but hopeless.

Rain began to fall about the middle of July, but con-

tinued in moderation throughout that month and Au-
gust—the latter not displaying quite so heavy floods as

are usual at that period, though the constant recur-

rence of not excessive outpourings sadly teased and
perplexed the farmer.

However, all was tolerable until the 6th of Septem-
ber, when it set to in right earnest, and a series of such
deluges, so violent and so unremitting, occurred, as

have not often, if ever, been inflicted even on this moist
clime. What torrents fell for three weeks 1 after

which it abated a little, and gradually became of a
character not deserving more reprobation than October
weather generally obtains. Yet harvest was pretty

fairly concluded, however inauspicious its beginning
was ; and (rare event) crops which were latest raay be
said to have been secured in the best condition.

So far of weather—now of the consequences. A dis-

astrous account must be given, and little or nothing
pleasant can be predicated if a just representation is to

be made.
Wheat and Barley.— These would have yielded

much better than the same kind of crops of 1838 if the

weather in September had not been so utterly ruinous.

As it is, farmers generally assert that they will not be
able to sell more than they did of crop 183S. When
it is remembered that wheat, if this opinion be just,

will not aiford more than 12 bushels, and barley about
15 to the acre throughout the county, it is not difficult

to see that grower and consumer have both little rea-

son to congratulate themselves on their prospects.

The farmer must have his pockets thinly lined, and the

consumers (or the bulk of them) will have enough to

do to get themselves sufficiently fed. However, though

it may be correct to say we shall not " sell'' more than

was vended in 1838, yet surely there will be a good

many more bushels thrashed. Doubtless, much of

these crops cannot be fit for the baker or brewer, but

it will serve for household bread, and thus enable agri-

culturists to send a little more of other food to market.

With this qualification, and in the belief that the sale-

able wheat wi!i weis^h better than it did last season,

the assertion that there will not be more to sell may
be admitted.
Oats.—The oat crop stands in better reputation.

Last year the common estimate of this grain was, that

in favourable soils and situations it amounted nearly,

though not qnite, to two-thirds of an averag-e ;
while,

on colder localities, it could be estimated as not more

than ;t third of the crop ofwarm summers. Things are

mended this year a little. On farms to which the first

descrl()tion applies, there may perhaps be a yield of

three-fourths; while, on the bleak districts, we may
expect from a half to two-thirds of the returns of more

sunny summers. But though it is somewhat anoma-
lous, an opinion erows that the grain is lighter this

season, and that there will be great disappointment in

the quantity of meal obtained, by which many an honest

miller will be exposed to undeserved reprobation. In-

stances are adduced of oats, grown in very fair situa-

tions, weighing 31 to 36, and on the very best land

38lbs., instead of 40 and 42, as are generally reckoned

on. In corroboration of this unpleasant view, the ten-

dency of the price of o.atraeal to rise might be quoted.

These are but melancholy sort of annunciations, but

they are truths ; and it seems absurd, or something

worse, to palliate the evil, which serves only to make
it more sharply felt where it thrusts itself (as it must
inevitably do) into the adjustments between landlord

and tenant, and (where it obtrudes more severely) into

the empty vessels of the habitations of the indigent.

The misfortunes of Ireland will aggravate the calamity.

She used to assist in filling our meal-chests, but this

luckless season, if she feeds her own population, it

seems as much as can reasonably be expected.

Potatoes.— This year boasts one essential advan-

tage over the last in its decidedly greater quantity of

potatoes. One must needs after this put much faith in

the advantage of " a dry bed" for the reception of the

seed and productiveness of these esculents—a matter
much insisted on by our fathers, but the advantage of

which had of late been somewhat overlooked. Indeed,

such a change had come over the spirit of onr dreams,
that we had begun to dread too fine and dry a planting

season, and desiderated a showery one rather, think-

ing (vainly) that a little rain was useful in keeping the

still unaccountable, and deprecated disease in abey-

ance. Now, but for the propitious dry weather in the

end of April and beginning of May, with its accompa-
niment of thoroughly pulverised soils, there was from
the cold unfriendly summer anything but a favourable

result to be looked for as to potatoes as well as corn.

But it is not so, for on all really dry ground of any
strengh and deepness, the product is not less than an
average, while in quality they are fully more to be ap-

preciated. But the exceptions to this tolerably favour-

able estimate of the potato crop are unfortunately too

numerous. On all lauds liable to floods, and on all

level fields not thoroughly sound at bottom, great

damage was occasioned, first by a heavy flood in July,

and latterly by the incessant rain of September. In

many instances nearly the entire crops on certain

farms were rotted, which circumstance sends the un-

lucky cultivators of such soils and situations into the

market, whereby prices rise, to the serious inconveni-

ence of the mass of consumers who are ill able, after

so many seasons of scarcity, to pay a high price for the

chief ptirt of their homely food. An indication as to

the general feeling respecting the supply and demand
for this important root may be seen in its present value

;

Is. 8d. and Is. 9d. can readily be obtained for common
sorts, while a commodity of a favourite kind can easily
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be sold for 0«. per cwt. If these prices are contrasted

with those of bettertiraes— Is. or Is. 3d.—the common
and doubtless the correct opinion as to the quantity

likely to come to mai-ket may be inferred.

Turnips.—This crop, as has already been hinted,

sprung beautifully, and made rapid progress during the

greater proportion of June. The inclemency in the end
of the month first brought them to a check, and the

superabundant moisture and low temperature of tlie re-

mainder of the year prevented any reaction to a de-

cidedly thriving condition. On wet lands they resemble
the crop of 1S33— that is, they are perfectly worthless ;

on land really suitable they may perhaps be called a
shade superior.

Prices for consumption are about S^d. a week for

young sheep, and for old about 6d. Unless some severe

frosts occvir, by which the bulbs may be injured, or low
prices at Liverpool ensue, by which sheep will be kept
out of the market as Jong as possible, it is not likely

that the value of this crop will vary much.
Feeding Sheep.— Heretofore sheep have made

more than ordinary progress in fattening ; and if sales

are at all brisk in Lancashire, numbers will soon be
ready for the knife, from which riddance the turnip

fields will be in a degree saved for spring eating.

The Mountain Flocks (Sheep).—The mountain
flocks of Sheep are in good condition ; and the circum-
stance of the large autuainal rush of grass secures

abundant food for the winter, if it shall happily prove
an " open" one. Should there be a heavy fall of snow,
there will be sreat inconvenience, the supply of hay
being so deficient. Such a calimiiy would be chiefly

felt in the eastern summits of the county, where snovv

falls most heavily and remains longest. However,
these things may h?.ppen, sheep on the hills are in ex-

cellent order at present—better by far than they have
been since the end of the year 1835. And this will go
far to prevent any injury from storms not altogether

immoderate.
Cattle.—These have attained a prodigious rate.

It is clear they have not been so high in price since

1818. They are become scarce, for what by the partial

introduction of the dairy husbandry— what by the

change of the breed to short-horns—and by the general
attempt making to bring to maturity the stock bred on
the farm—and, above all, by the substitution of sheep
on lands where larger quadrupeds once prevailed.

—

Galloway cattle are few in numbers in comparison with
what they were even half-a-dozen years ago. If these

high prices hold for a season or two they will do much

to revive the old system. Meanwhile those breeders
who adhered to it have profited by their steadiness ; but
how the feeder, who has filled his stalls at such rates,

may be remunerated, is a doubtful question.

Natural or Meadow Hay.—This crop has been
very scanty, and fan additional drawback to the poor
quality of the grain) stackyards do not boast of the
usual bulk or number of ricks. Fodder therefore may
be held as scarce, and of inferior quality

; and but that
the deficiency is universally acknowledged and guarded
against by a diminished number of bestial in the yards
(high prices proving a seasonable check against a
temptation to imprudently large wintering stocks)—
but for these circumstances we say some catastrophe
of want of hay and straw in the spring might have been
dreaded.

Pasture Lands.—If pastures were poor during the
summer, fand they were so assuredly), amends have
been made by the unusual growth of grass in the
months of September, October, and November. Cattle
have been kept much later in the fields than common.
Even now scarcely any fodder has been given to young
or lean stock, by which abstinence much provender has
been saved,

"Thorough Draining."—The all-important pro-
cess of draining—" furrow" " frequent," or " tho-
rough'' draining is holding out its essential benefits
most temptingly to owners and cultivators of damp or
wet soils. On such lands, unimproved by this science,
green crop?; have been an empty name these four suc-
cessive seasons ; while, on similar soils rendered arti-
ficially porous, turnips and potatoes have in general
displayed greater luxuriance than on fields reckoned
tolerably dry. In fact, the drained lands, where the
operation was properly executed, have beaten all but
the very best soils, and these they have nearly if not
quite equalled. Tenants of cold arable farms have been
much reduced in circumstances by the late unfavour-
able summers, and are much in need of the forbearance
and assistance of the proprietors. Nothing can be
done so really beneficial for these unfortunate culti-
vators as to join with them in ameliorating their moist
and unprofitable territory ; nor can anything be de-
vised so exceedingly beneficial for the landlords them-
selves. And it is not a slight recommendation of the
practice that industrious labourers may share the ad-
vantages. Good, and even high wages should not be
withholden from the deserving labourer in these pinch-
ing times.

AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE, FAIRS, &c.

SHERBORNE CHRISTMAS CATTLE SHOW,
this year, was superior to any former one. The fat

stock was very good, and fetched readily about 10s. per
score. The sheep looked very well, notwithstanding
the inclemency of the season ; and the horn wethers, to

which a prize was awarded, must have weighed full

40 lbs. per qr. Pigs were nst numerous, but there were
two of unusual weight and fatness ; and the show of
colts was superior to any that have been before exhi-
bited. In the corn market we observed some fair samples
of barley, but wheat was very scarce, and as mucli as
there was did not appear to be of a superior quality.

The dinner was served up in the town-hall. Samuel
Pretor, Esq., presided, and was supported by many
gentlemen of the neighbourhood.
GLASTONBURY ANNUAL SHOW MARKET.

—The show ofstock was by far more numerous than on
former oeca*ions. Infant societies very seldom promise
so much as this meeting at Glastonbury, Three years
since this town had no market whatever, and now it

bids fair to equal any in the West ef England. The
dinner at the town-hall was fully attended. Among
other gentlemen present were obflerveJ the following-

—

Wm. Miles, Esq., M.P., H. Gore Langton, Esq., Sir

A, Hood, Bart,, Hon. Rev. G. N. Grenville, F. II.

Dickinson, Esq., Capt. Graham, — Colston, Esq., A.
C. Phillips, Esq.. T. P. Porch, Esq., R. P. and S.
Pratt, Ksqrs., R. James, Esq., W, B.Naish, Esq., F.,
Gale, Esq., Rev. E. English, Rev. B.Whally, &c. The
umpires were, Mr. T. Stevens, of Atherstone, JMr. Pyle
from Devonshire, Mr. Steeds, of Norton Down, and
Mr. Dauncey, of Baltonsborough. Numerous prizes
were awarded to the exhibitois of stock, and also
to labourers and servants for long service and good
conduct.
BRADFORD CORN, CATTLE,AND CHEESE-

]\TARKET, Dec. 17.—A large quantity of corn pitched.
Wheat sold well, being all cleared. In Barlwy a fair

business wms done. A large supply of Oats and Beans.
Wheat sold at from 35s, to 39s. per sack ; Beans, 26s.
to 293. per sack ; Barley,34s. to 48s. per qr. ; Oats, 25s.
to 34s. per qr. A great quantity of fat stock was exhi-
bited, some of which was very ])rime, and the demand
was slow. A few lots of CrK?ese pitched, and sales were
dull. Fat piys sold at from 8«. 6d. to 8s, 9d. per score.

BANBURY FAT BEEF MARKET.—The show
here on Thursday was superior to any thing we have
seen before, and proves the advantages derived from the
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establishment of agricultural associations such as ours.

One of the beasts killed by Mr. Butler was an ox, bred
by Mr, Goodvvyn, of Appletree, which was shewn at our
agricultural meeting in September last, and drew crowds
of admirers both then and now. The beef exhibited at

the shops of other butchers was also first-rate.

BURY ST. EDMUNDS.—Ths usual Christmas
Show of meat in our market on Wednesday last was
the best within our recollection. Prices in g'eneral

averag-ed from 8d. to 9d. for beef, and from 7cl. to 8d.

for mutton. At Mr. Bird's shop in the shambles, we
noticed a splendid Galloway Scot heifer, weighing' 77
stone, and of most superior quality, grazed, as we were
informed, by Col. Ray, of Eldo. Mr. Bird also shewed
us a fine Devon ox, grazed by his Grace the Duke of

Norfolk, and weighing 66 stone. In the same stall we
observed two Soutdown, tvvoshear sheep, grazed by the

Right Hon. the Earl of Leicester, and purchased at the

Ilolkham shew. The fat hog which carried away
the prize at the meeting last week, attracted a good deal

of curiosity in his defunct state, and one of the quarters

exposed for sale at Mr. Bird's, had a coat of fat at least

four inches thick. Mr. Nunn showed sone of tlie prim-

est of the Duke of Norfolk's sheep, as well a fine Scot,

grazed by Mr. Woodward of Stanton. Mr. Cook, of

Livermere, shewed a beautiful Devon heifer, grazed by
his Grace the Duke of Norfolk, which was remarkably
small, but of most excellent quality. Some of Mr.Shil-
lito's sheep which carried away the prize the other day
were also in the market, and were much sought after.

THE HOLKHAM CHRISTMAS SALE.- On
Monday there was a large attendance of the gentry, the

farmers, and the buyers, not only of the neighbourhood,
but from a distance. The Noble Earl, with the Dowa-
ger Lady Anson, attended the sale, and remained a con-
siderable time, greeting all with tlie same kindness, and
conversing with the same gaiety and affability for which
his lordship has ever been distinguished. Every one
was rejoiced to see the Earlin such wonderful health.

The competition was spirited, and consequently Mr.
Auctioneer Beck was more than ordinarily fertunate.

The Highland Scots fetched from 20L to 25/. 15s. ; the

Down Heifers from 191. to 26/. ; the Devon steers from
23/. to 27/. ; the two-shear Down wethers from 4/. to

4/. 16s.; the shearling from 2/. 10s, to 2/. 17s. : the fat

ewes from 2/. to 3/. 15s.; the bacon hogs averaged
about 5 guineas, some selling; as high as 71. 5s. Among'
the buyers were Mr. Randle, of SwafTham ; Mr, Hig-
gin, of Norwich; Mr. Burgis, of Docking ; Mr. Nich-
olson, of Dereham ; Mr. Hammond of Wells ; ]Mr.

Beazor.of Walsingham ; and Mr. Ashley, of Litcham.
YORK CHRISTMAS HORSE SHOW.— This

show commenced on Monday, and there having been
many of the very best horses previously bought up ia

the neighbourhood, the supply was scanty, and the bu-

siness trifling. On Tuesday there was an evident im-
provement, but still the principal horses were of the

middle and common-place kind. On Wednesday there

•was a very crowded fair. Horses were numerous, but
they •were chiefly roadsters. The few hunters and su-

perior horses fetched high prices, and were eagerly

bought up. Many buyers wers present, including two
Russian agents ; but we have not heard of any pur-

chases of consequence. Good roadsters and coach
horses •were in ready demand, at excellent prices ; and
altogether we must consider this fair as not inferior to

any preceding one.
SPALDING.—There was a good supply of stock :

fat and prime cattle were not numerous, still some very
good ones were shown, which brought 8s. per stone

;

inferior sold readily at 7s. Steers were in abundance,
and supported the demand at high prices. Sheep fetch-

ed moderate prices. Nearly alt the stock was disposed

of.

THIRSK FAIR, Dec. 17.—There was a good show
of most descriptions of Cattle, and both fat and folding

stock are well sold up ; few sheep were shown. Beef,

6s. 6d, to 7s. per stone; Mutton 6d. per lb. The
leather fair was thinly supplied on account of the very
unfavourable weather for drying, which prevented the

tanners from getting their stuff' into marketable con-

dition. The deraaad was pretty good, aud prices nearly

as last fair. There was a large supply of old milk
cheeses, which is the kind principally shown at this fair,

which sold at from 3s. lOJd. to 4s. Sd.per stone.

NEWPORT PAGNEL AGRICULTURAL AS-
SOCIATION.—On Thursday the 5th inst. an excel-

lent competition for draining and hedge-cutting took
place in the parish of Stantonbury, between 24 labourers
in the employment of members of the association, the
work being completed in a superior manner. The fol-

lowing premiums were awarded in the field :

—

For
draining ivith turf, four poles within the space of four
hours

:

—The 1st prize of 3/. to Wm. Elliott, in the em-
ploy of Mr. Scrivener, of Stantonburj'. The 2nd prize

of 2/. to Thomas Gaskins, in the employ of Mr. Bar-
ford, of Hanslope. The 3rd prize of iZ. to Wm. Simons,
in the employ of Mr. Bull, Castle Thorpe. For hedg-
ing and ditching, three poles within seven hours :—The
1st prize of 3/, to James Gaskins, in the employ of Mr.
W. Greaves, Haversham. The 2nd prize of 21. to
Thomas Gaskins, in the employ of Mr. Greaves,
Haversham. The 3rd prize of 1/. to Thomas Horton,
in the employ of Mr. Ratliife, of Wolverton. To each
of the unsuccessful condidates two shillings ; the work
of some of whom the judges highly commended.

SMITHFIELD CATTLE MARKET.
December 16.

This being the day appointed for holding the Great
Christmas market, the fresh arrivals of Beasts from the

whole of our northern and midland grazing districts,

viz,, Lincolnshire, Leicestershire, Northamptonshire,
Warwickshire, &c., as well, indeed, as from Devon-
shire, Herefordshire, and others of our westein coun-
ties, were, even the period of the year considered, ex-
tensive;, and generally speaking-, of unusually fine

quality, particularly as relates to the Herefords, indeed
we can confidently assert that this extremely valuable
breed never came to hand in such excellent condition,

whether as regards their symmetry or weight of fat,

as on the present occasion ; whilst we cannot but
observe that the greatest credit is due to the Here-
fordshire graziers, who appear to have been making
extraordinary exertions in producing Beasts, un-
rivalled by any in England. As to the Devons, though
some of them were extremely well made up,
they did not exhibit such wonderful points as formerly.
The short-horns were seldom, if ever, in finer condition
—not that we mean to assert there was anything very
extraordinary from aay quarter, yet a great uniformity
of character was observable in most of the droves from
the north. The Sussex Oxen well maintained their

long-established good character, whilst a slight falling

efif as to numbers was experienced in the horned and
polled Scots by sea, from any part of Scotland, only
about 80 being brought forwards. However, since the

Smithfield Club have determined, at their next annual
meeting, to form distinct cla9ses for Scotch and Welsh
cattle, we doubt not a greatly increased stimulus will

be apparent on the part of the Scotch breeders, who
have long been desirous of competing at the English
shovsrs, with a prospect of a reward for their labours.

Scarcely a bullock was brought forwards beneath
the middle quality, (the crowded state of the allotted

space having induced most of the cow-keepers, stall-

feeders, marshmen, &c,, residing in the immediate
vicinity of the metropolis, to refrain from sending hither

their stock until Friday next) and it was admitted that

a finer display of beasts, taken as a whole, was never
witnessed by the oldest frequenter of this, or, in fact,

any other market in the kingdom ; but the prevailing

mildness of the weather has been favourable for pro-
ducing beasts of a superior order, since the available

quantity of pasture herbage has been great, which has
caused the value of store steers, cows, heifers, and
tegs, to rule extremely high.

Notwithstanding the immense supply of beasts, but
Httle confusion, owing to the exceUeat arrangement.
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took place, and most of the stock was on sale at the

same time, and not much dissatisfaction was expressed

by any person.

Tlie prodigies of the sliovv we conceived to be
the 16 Herefords fed and sold by Mr. Lndbrooke, of

Putlowes, near Aylesbury ; the 45 Plerefords and 15
Devons, by JMr. Rowland, of Creslow ; the Aberdeen-
shire Scots, offering- by 3'Ir. Vorley ; the Scots, by Mr.
Gurrier, which were the property of Mr, Hayes, of

Sheath End, Aberdeen ; as also the Short-horns be'ong--

ing- to Mr. Cartwright, ofTathwell, Louth, Lincolnshire;

the Herefords and Short-horns by Mr. Maidwell ; the

Herefords sold by Mr. Hattenbury, of Brampton Head
;

the two three-year-old Short-horned Steers, bred by Mr.
Maddison, of Wandon, near Wooley, Northumberland
(shown at the Bazaar in Baker Street) and offered by
Mr. Duckworth ; together with Mr. Wratislaw's Short-

horned Steers and Herefords, ene ot the former of which
was successful at the Club. Besides, we have much
pleasure in noticing nine of the most extraordinary line

Gloucester Sheep fed by Mr. Fearnley Wellingstall, of

Watford, offering by JMr. Weal, the whole of which
attracted considerable attention.

At a very early hour this morning', tlie attendance of

London and country dealers was extremely numerous,
but the unfavourable state of the atmosphere for slaugh-
tering- caused considerable heaviness in the Beef trade,

and the whole of the supply was not disposed of. A few
of the very primest Scots, weighing irom 80 to 100
stones, were sold at 5s. per 81bs. ; but no improvement
was realised in the currencies of other kinds of beasts.

Although the number of Sheep was by no means exten-
sive, the sale for them was languid, at barely, but at

notliing quotable beneath, last week's price*. Prime
small Calves sold steadily at the late improvement, but
the inferior kinds were a mere drug. JMost descriptions

of Pigs were in fair supply, and sluggish inquiry, at

these quotations.

Per Slbs.toaink the elTals.

Coarseandlnferior
Beasts 2 10

Seeondquality do. 3 2
Prime large oxen..

3

6

Prime Scots, &c. .4 4

Coarse and inferior

Sheep 2 8

Second quality do.3 6

s. d. 8. d.

3 2
3 10

8. d. s, d
Prime coarse wool-

led Sheep 4
Prime South Down
Ditto 4 8
Large coarse Calves4
Prime small do,. . .4 10
Large Hogs 4
Neat smanPorkers4 10

Suckling Calves, from ISs. to 34s., and quarter old
store Pigs, 13s. to 22s, each. Supply (taken, by per-
mission, from the books of the Clerk of the market)—
Beasts, 5,074 ; Sheep, 23,490; Calves. 124; Pigs, 437.

GARDENING OPERATIONS FOR
JANUARY.

The beginning or middle of the month is a good
time to commence forcing the early vinery ; let the

walls be thoroughly cleaned, and white-washed with
hot lime, anoint the vines with a strong mixture of
soft soap, tobacco liquor, and sulphur, and see that

the glass and flues are in good repair; carefully fork

up the borders, and give a dressing of three or four

inches thick of good rotten dung ; the outside borders
should also be covered with dung to protect the roots

from severe frost, and let the whole have a liberal

watering with liquid manure. During the first and
second weeks the fires must be very slight, but to-

wards the end of the third the temperature may be
allo^x ed to rise ajfew degrees above the external air.

The above directions are applicable also to the
early peach house.

In the pinery very little air or water will be
required durirg the month, the temperature should
be kept as near as possible to 60 or 66 degrees.
Attend to the linings of succession pits and nursing
frames.

Take in strawberries and kidney beans into the
forcing department wherever there is room.

Plant stove as last month.
Flowering plants which were taken into the forc-

ing pits last month, sliould now be liberally sup-
plied with heat, air, and water ; if insects make
their appearance, recourse must be had to fumiga-
tion. Take in a few more plants to keep up a suc-
cession.

Green-house plants at this season should be kept
rather dry than otherwise

;
give air liberally every

fine dii)' : remove all decayed leaves and attend to

general neatness. Guard against frost, at the same
time beware of making too strong fires, the mei'e ex-
clusion of frost being- sufficient for the majority of
green-bo«se plants.

Collect and prepare dung for hot-beds by frequent
turnings, and about the middle or towards the end
of the month put up beds for early cucumbers and
melons.

In the second or third week when the dung has
been well fermented, and the greater part of the
rank steam has evaporated, put up a bed for early
asparagus, and when it has attained a regular heat,
let it be made level and cover the surface with a few
inches of dry sandy earth, and select strong healthy
roots of five or six ye-ars' growth, and place tliem

closely together on the surface, and cover them with
dry liglit mould to the depth of four or five inches.
Give a gentle watering to settle the earth, and admit
air freely in mild weather. Put up a similar bed for

early potatoes.

Sow about the middle of the month on a slight

hot bed, small salad, lettuces, radishes, and horn
carrot.

Rliubarb and sea kale may be forced in pits and
houses, or in the open ground by covering the pots
with dung- or leaves.

Pot a few roots of mint and tarragon, and place
them in a hot-bed frame or forcing house.
Sow a portion of early peas and beans in boxes or

pots for transplanting, the sorts best adapted for for-

warding are Cormack's early Kent peas, and early
magazan beans.

See that half-hardy plants are sufficiently protected
against frost.

Be careful over auriculas, and other tender her-
bacious plants in pots, give abundance of air in fine

weather, and remove every thing that has a tendency
to create damp.
Examine all drains connected with the garden and

pleasure ground, and repair them if necessary.

Prepare ground forplanting by trenching or rough
dig-ging.

Towards the end of the month bos, thrift, and
other edgings may be planted. Plant hardy oj-na-

mental trees a«d shrubs, and prune and thin where
necessarj'.

On the hardier sorts of fruit trees the operation of
pruning may be continued. Apricots may be pruned
and nailed about the end of the month.

About the beginning of the month early peas and
beans may be sown on a warm south border, and the
larger sorts in the tiiird we.ek, spinach, and parsley to-

wards the end of the month, and a portion of lettuces,

radishes, onions, and small salad, if the weather be
mild and dry.

Earth up and pretect peas that are above ground,
and in frosty weather protect parsley, endive, and
celery.

Trench, or dig and ridge all vacant pieces of
ground ; in frosty weather carry out dung, and turn
and well mix manure and compost heaps. J. T.
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REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF DECEMBER.

The greater part of December was full)' as unfa-

vourable to the agricultural interest as tlie previous

three months bad been. The weather was wet and

stormy, and consequently it iiad no influence in im-

proving- the quality of the last crop of wheat. Jn

London the g-reat proportion of the farmer's samples

have been in fully as bad condition, as they were
durifig- the whole of the month of November, and

the prices obtained for thenr have not been in any
manner equal to what they would have been, had the

new wheiits been of a superior description, or had

the weather been more propitious. Notwithstanding-

bad quality and low prices, on no inni-ket day

throughout the month could the snp[)lv he called

abundant; indeed on no occasion was it more tban

equal to the consumption ; and this circumstance,

added to the almost total want of old wheat of

British growth, very m-ateriallv increased the de-

mand for Foreign wheats of all descriptions, reducing

the stock remaining on hand in the beginning of

December by fully one-third. 'J'he value of this de-

scription of wheat therefore has been rather ni-

creased than otherwise since our last review of the

corn trade, and the foreign factors have not dis-

played any particular anxiety to part freely with

duty-paid samples at this small improvement in

prices. The finest Dantzic white wheats are easily

disposed of at four guineas per qr., and other qua-

lities from lliat place, Elbing, and Konigsberg, have

ruled betwixt four guineas and seventy shillings;

the lowest qualities being two or three sJjiljings un-

der the latter quot-ation. From the importations

from Archangel, Riga, and St. Petersburg, also

large quantities have been taken chiefly for the con-

sumption of the markets in the West and South of

England, and for several places in Iieland. 'J'he

prices paid for hard Russian samples have been

from 56s. to 62s., and other descriptions have ruled

from 62s. to 58s. ; the finest St. Petersburg having

been sold as high as 67's. per qr. Of Mediterranean

free wheat* the purchases latterly made have
likewise been considerable, and the prices ob-

tained for them have been more than remu-
nerating to the importers. Odessa hard samples
have been freel}' bought up at 5.3s. to (>0s., and

soft wheats from the same port have been sold at

5s. per qr. above the latter price. From Taganrog
the best qualities received here have been disposed

of at 62s. and those from Trieste, Marianopoli and
Irca, have ruled at from that price to 68s. per qr.

From Rlanguillo and the Tuscan and Roman States,

the (jualitj' generally has been of a very superior

description, and buyers have been found freely for

these sorts at from 683. to 7^s., and pure white
stmples have reached 80s. to 83s. per qr. We
Lave been thus particular in quoting the prices

of various descriptions of foreign wheats, in order

that we may contrast them -n-ith the prices obtained

at the same period for British grown wheats of the

last crop, thereby shewing the fatal consequences to

British agriculture, should a free importation at all

times of foreign grain into our ports ever be jiermit-

ted by theBriiish legislature. From Norfolk, Suffolk,

Kent and Essex, from which counties the l.ondon
market is chiefly supplied vk-ith farmers' samples, the

difference in quality can be best inferred from the

fact, if prices of red having ruled during the last

month, at from 50s. to 703. per qr., and 77s. having

been the extreme value of white samples, the great

proportion of this description however, being from
15s. to 2()s. per qr. under that price, occasioned

entirely by the inferiority of its quality. To the

northward of Norfolk, and indee_d we may say,

generally throughout the United Kingdom, matters

are much worse than they are in the home counties,

for there the farmers sufier both by bad quality and
restricted quantity, and be it kept in view that their

taxes and their farming expenses are the same, as

they would have been had their crops been fine and <

abundant. However heavy the loss to our own far-

mers may be from the unfortunate state of the last two
wheat crops, the consumers generally, must, sooner or

later, be also visited by their full share of it, either

directly or indirectly, for the money which they now
pay for foreign grain must essentially be transmitted

to the original pro])rietors of the grain so consumed,
and will return no moro to this country. An anr.ual

exhibition of this state of the corn trade must be

the inevitable consequence of the repeal of the

corn laws, and its certain -.md speedy result would
be attended by universal calamities. Had our crops,

during the last two years, been nearly average ones,

and in any wa}^ equal to the general consumption, the

many millions sterling remitted to the continent,

during that jieriod, for foreign grain would have
been now in circulation throughout all the manufac-
tuiing districts, would have been affording j)roduc-

tive labour, in great abundance there, to all the
industrious classes of society, and would have put
an entire bar to the inactivity, which is at present

but too rapidly naining ground in many of these

districts. Cheapness in the value of provisions is

entirely a relative term, for what may appear ex-
tremely cheap in one part, may be uncommonly dear

in another. The manufacturers generally complain
at the present moment of provisions being too dear,

and it is certainly an unfortunate circumstance for

them, that an abundant crop at home has not rendered
them considerably cheaper than are just now, and it

is still more unfortunate for the agricultural interest

that for a time a considerable supply of foreign

grain has been rendered absolutely necessary by the

elements. Every interest in the empire suffers from
these circumstances, land proprietors and farmers

not having the same means to give employment to

the manufacturers, which they generally have when
their crops are large and productive, and many be-

coming too valuable from tiie demand occasioned

for it abroad by the importation of foreign grain.

The manufacturers want to reduce the value of grain

here at all times to the lowest point, at which it can
be produced in any country, having commercial
relations with the British empire, in order th-at they

may increase tiie demand for British manufactured
goods abroad, and this increased consumption cannot

be obtained unless at a ruinous reduction in the

wages of their daily labourers, and by the sacrifice

eventually of no inconsiderable ])ortion of the con-
sumption of various articles at home. To admit
foreign grain at all times here, would not only limit

agricultural improyen:ents in Great Britain and in

Ireland, but would also throw a large quantity

of land out of cultivation, on which large sums of

money hare been already expended. But here the

evil would only have its commencement, for many
thousands of families would be thrown out of
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agricultural emploj'nient by this most ruinous exjie-

liment. These, would be chiefly thrown u|)On the

manufacturings districts for emplojment, and their

numbers would still increase the reduction previously

made there in the wages of labour by too low priced

provisions, and would consummate the climax of

human misery. Ireland, Scotland, and many of our
colonies must be sacriticed to this phantom theory,

and a well arranged and rapidlv increasing society

must be thrown into disorder by doctrines so wild,

that it is utterly impossible to reduce them into

practice. A portion of the press is daily expressing
its astonishment and regret, that the labouring

classes do not everywliere hold public meetings and
dragoon her Majesty's ministers into the repeal of

the corn laws. I'liey are however unable to raise the

steam at present on this subject, for although the in-

dustrious classes are not exactly so well employed
as they ought to be, still in most instances they iind

their wages asyeteijual at all events to the expenses
of living, and so long as this is the case, the}' are

not likely to be drawn astray by shadows. It is to

the internal prosperity of the country generally that

they owe tlieir own, and they feel the value of mo-
ney expended in making a railroad from London to

Bristol, while thev are equally aware that money
sent to the Continent for similar purposes cannot

yield them any wasres. Money expended in the

United Kingdom in cultivating the fields is a me-
dium through which they receive all the benefits of

productive employment, whilst British money paid

for foreign grain consumed here is a positive national

loss. The wheat imported and the money exported

both disappear, and are no longer useful in this coun-

try. The capital ol the empire is reduced in a pro-

portionable degree, and enterprise and all improve-

ments are to a certain extent limited, until this lost

capital be again recreated. To fancy that foreigners

either can or will receive our manufactured goods in

exchange for the produce of their fields, is to carry

credulity to its greatest height ; for no such barter

trade can exist for any length of time, and it is cer-

tainly far more impoitant to all classes in Great

Britain to expend British capital in the cultivation of

the fields of our own, and of our colonial possessions,

than in the culture of those of foreign nations. Land
improvements shed their advantages over many ge-

nerations, and their produce is speedily one hundred
times more valuable than the capital could ever have
been rendered if expended in any other operations.

It is chiefly to the improved state of agriculture that

Great Britain is at present indebted for her power
and prosperity; and in making this assertion we
mean not in any manner to undei value the great na-

tional advantages which must always attend an ex-

tended system of commerce, whether it be external

or internal. The prosperity of agriculture and of

commerce depends on the same foundation, and the

one cannot reap any advantage from the depres-

sion of the other. The agriculturist desires the pro-

sperity of the trader, for from this cause his products

become more in demand, and consequently are more
valuable in all the great markets of consumption ; but

the prosperity of the agriculturist is of equal im-
portance to the manufacturer, and of greater con-

sequence to societ}' in general, in as far as his labour

lasts for ages, whilst that of the manufacturer is

ephemeral, depending often on the breath of fancy,

and possessed of no real solidity. Commerce most
properly has laws for its protection in our own and
cclouial markets, and agriculture has the protection

of corn laws founded on similar principles. If ma-
nufacturers fancy that protective laws are unneces-

sary, in fact that they are Jninaical to thoso in-

terests for which they were enacted, they should
naturally begin by demanding the repeal of those

laws which give to their own goods a preference in

our home and colonial markets of consumption, and
from the result of this experiment thev would be

able to form a more correct opinion of the propriety

and advantages of the rej^eal of the corn laws. Lord
William Bentinck once put this proposal before one
of his Glasgow constituents, but he demurred to its

adoption, and we istrongly suspect that had the same
elector been etjually conversant with the many ad-

vantages which the corn laws conferred even on
himself, his reluctance would have been equally
strongly expressed, in fact we must again repeat

that agriculture is the real keystone of the arch of

British society, and to maintain it in a sound state

is actually necessary to the whole fabric. Since the

jiassing of the existing corn laws the state of the em-
pire in general has been very much improved, and
the people in most instances have been productively
employed at tolerably fair \va2,es. This is the state of

affairs at the present moment. Bread is apparently
dear, but yer. the consumption of it goes forward re-

gularl}', and there is no expression of want or dis-

satisfaction heard amongst the people. A deficient

crop however cannot be expected to meet this con-
sumption throughout the v»hole of the current corn
season, and towards the spring and beginning of
summer it is possible that a considerable importation
of foreign grain will be rendered necessary. An
improvement however in prices here, and a consi-

derable reduction in the present rates ofimport duty,

must be the necessary prelude to any foreign sup-
plies to any amount being received for many months
to come ; for the stocks of wheat remaining in many
of the corn districts in Europe are not largo, and
although the demand generally for the last month or
two has been dull, still prices have been maintained
considerably above their level with those te be ob-
tained in our markets. In the Black Sea the best
qualities of wheat cannot be put on board under 46s.
per quarter, freight to this country included, and the
loss upon a speculation from this quarter, therefore,

would be heav\' indeed, after the payment of our
l)re3ent rates of duty. The quality also of the last

crop is not nearly so fine as it was in the preceding
season, indeed this is the case througuoutthe whole of
ihe southernand noi them corn districts in thellussian
empire. 'To the wheat crop in all parts of Poland
we are under the necessity of applying similar ob-
servations, for there also a gvpat deficiency exists

both in quality and quantity. By the lutest advices
from Dantzig we learn that the weather continued to

be very severe, and the navigation of the Vistula was
suspended as is usually, but not always, the case at

this season of the year. 'J'he na-'igation of the Baltic

being also suspended by the season, the transactions

done in wheat were few and unimportant. A small
quantity had been purchased for shipment in the

spring to Great Britain at prices which will stand in

London about 60s. per quarter. To render these pur-
chases profitable, to pay the import duty, interest of
capital now embarked in them, and to guarantee the

chance of damage on the passage to this country, will

require higher prices and lower duty on their arrival

than are the present rates. From the lower ports

in the Baltic, and from those in the northern parts of

Germany, the advices are much of the same nature as

those are to which we have just now referred. At
Hamburg the wheat trade was dull in the extreme,
but a general expectation of a demand soon occurring,

for the consumption of this country continued to be
entertained, and purchases could not at the latest

advices have been made to save loss if imported here
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ia the existing- state of our corn trade. In Holland,

particularly at Rotterdam, the corn markets were

lirm, and rather extensive purchases had been made

of Zealand wheats of the linest qualities. The home
demand was the only cause for this improvement. In

Belgium the markets continued not to be abundantly

supplied, prices remained much the same as they

were during the month of November, and exporta-

tion consequently continued to be prohibited. Al-

though in France a small depreciation has occurred

in the value generally of grain, since our last review

of the general state of the corn trade, still the prices

of wheat have continued above the means of the

consumers, and much dissatisfaction continued to

be expressed at the relative difference between the

rates of wages and expenses of living, forming a ra-

ther extraordinary contrast with the state of society

at present in the British empire. In France it

requires great exertions on the part of the public

authorities to sooth the complaints and to render the

people passive, here exertions are vainly made to

raise their indignation against the corn laws, and

to render all the manufacturing classes discontented.

In France the people are discontented, whilstin Great

Britain no discontent exists, and it is wonderful

what efforts are now making in each country to alter

the situation and change the feelings of the working

classes ; in the one country the object is to improve

and to make them better, whilst in the other, the

object is to instil into their minds ideal wants, and

raise complaints against fanciful wrongs. From
Spain, little wheat can at any time be spared from

the home consumption. In the northern parts,

should circumstances render an importation neces-

sary, a small quantity no doubt may be obtained

during the spring and summer months, but prices

there must either be lower, or they must be higher

here than they are at present, for 60s. per qr., the

cost price delivered here on board-ship, would not

at our present quotations pay the duty and other

expenses. In the Adriatic, and in all the lower

ports in Italy, the demand for wheat of all descrip-

tions has been dull in the extreme latterly, and the

business done has been equally inanimate. At
Trieste, fair Bannato samples might have been

purchased at prices to stand about 42s. per qr. for

601b. wheats free on board. At Leghorn towards

the middle of last month, a rather favourable change

however occurred in the value of grain generally,

and a slight tendency towards improvement in prices

was the natural consequence. This alteration how-

ever was produced solely by an increased home
demand, and was not in any manner occasioned by

speculative or export purchases. To make pur-

chases at the then quotations, would raise the value

here to about 52s. per qr. on board ship, and to add

to this price, the present import duty and other ex-

penses, the loss occasioned by the. transaction would

be rather considerable, and holds out therefore, little

or no immediate encouragement to the merchants,

who embark their capital and commercial enterprise

in the importation of foreign grain, when its con-

sumption is rendered necessary by deficient crops

in this country. From the Turkish Empire the late

information received here leads to no expectation of

the exportation of wheat being again soon permitted
;

indeed it is much more probable, that considerable

supplies from foreign countries well continue to be

required throughout the whole of this season for

the home consumption of the Turkish people them-

selves. In the United States of North America,

however, the wheat crop generally continues to be

well apoken of. It is abundant in quantity, and no

serious complaiuts are made against its quality. At

the latest dates, the demand for wheat and flour

was represented as having been previously rather

animated, and flour, branded superfine, was readily

purchased at 6| to 7 dollars per barrel, being some-
thing too high for our markets at the present time.

A large quantity will, however, probably be directed

to our shores during the present season, for at the

rates of the American exchanges now with this

country, it may afford a small loss, and yet pay as a

remittance in part of the heavy debts which many
American merchants now owe to this country. It

may be fair, therefore, to calculate on receiving from
these States during the first half of this current year,

perhaps half a million of quarters in wheat and flour

together, provided ship room can bo shared from the

other department of more regular commerce for the

transport of this large quantity to this country.

Of this, however, strong doubts may reasonably be
entertained, for American and British shipping is

already well employed by the commerce now existing

betwixt the two countries. An improvement in

our prices no doubt would enable shippers to in-

cease the rates of freight, and thus get over a part

at all events of this difliculty, but this occur-
rence, from present appearances, is somewhat
doubtful, for the low qualities of our wheats grown
at home keep t;be weekly averages considerably un-
der the actual value of bread, and cause the rates of
import duties to continue comparatively high, and
consequently not very encouraging for extensive

speculations in the importation of foreign wheats.
When we have, however, a favourable alteration in

the state of the weather,—when the days become dry
and frosty, the moisture in the great proportion of

the last wheat crop will in a material degree disap-
pear, and by raising the average prices to their in-

trinsic value, will render the import duties less

onerous. It may be late in the season, however, be-
fore the duties become so moderate as to render im-
portation of foreign grain profitable, and then much
will depend on the appearance of tha coming crops.

From all quarters these importations may amount to

two millions of quarters of wheat, a rather serious

quantity to meet an abundant harvest, should the
next one be of this description. The most serious

part, however, of an importation to this extent will

be the abstraction from the circulating medium of

several millions sterling, in payment for foreign

grain. Instead of circulating amongst the indus-

trious classes at home, as it would most certainly

have done had it been paid away to the home pro-

ducers of agricultural products, it will be divided
amongst the wealthy foreign land proprietors, and
never again revisit this country. It will not add to

the productive labours of those who are employed in

manufacturing for foreign markets, as has been too

abundantly established by the experience of the last

fifteen or twenty months, but by raising the value of

money, it must from necessity reduce the value of

wages, and limit the means by which even this re-

duced rate of wages can be obtained. It is for con-

sequences of this description that a portion of the

British press calls on the industrious classes to peti-

tion the Legislature for the repeal of the corn laws,

and for the certain attendant of that measure, the

ruinous reduction of their own wages ; but fortu-

nately at present the steam of complaint and discon-

tent cannot be raised amongst them.
Ihe last crop of barley having been a large one,

the supply of this article has latterly rather exceeded
the consumption, and has consequently rendered the

trade larguid and uninteresting. The quality conti-

nues to be exceedingly various, and there is conse-

quently A wide difference in its prices. The inferior
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sorts are cliiefly in demand for grinding and poultry-

feeding, and 36s. per qr. is the extreme value of this

description. The finer qualities, however, are not

so plentiful as this description is, and in some in-

stances the maltsters have paid as high as 46s. per

qr. The duty on foreign barley being still extremely

low, the importations during the months which has

just passed have been rather extensive, and this cir-

cumstance has also tended to that reduction of prices

which haslatterlyoccurred. This article goes into con-

sumption on much the same terms asbarleysofour own
growth do, although no doubt the importers can afford

to sell it on more favourable terms than, under existing

circumstances, our farmers can do, the latter paying

heavy taxes towards the national expenditure, whilst

Is. per qr. has been the duty chiefly charged on fo-

reign barley. These nominal duties are extremely

prejudicial to the home barley cultivators, and un-

just to the general interests of every class in British

society, who pay annually of taxation little short of

twelve millions sterling on this article alone when
converted into a manufactured state. If it be the object

of the British legislature to encourage, at the ex-

pense of British agriculture, the grower and manu-
facturer of foreign barley, certainly a better plan,

and a more effective mode cannot be adopted, than

the measure of charging exorbitant duties on British

made spirits, for this most perfectly answers the

purpose of creating in England a large market for

the consumption of foreign barley, when changed
into the character of Dutch gin and spurious foreign

brandies. Should we assert that little short of half

the quantity of spirits consumed in England is an-

nually drawn from this source, we believe firmly

that we are not much beyond the mark ; and when
we assert that half of the crime committed here has

the same origin, we are certain that we are very far

within bounds. The consumption of barley by the

distillers might be increased by, perhaps, one half

over the quantity used by them under the existing

high duty system, and the revenue now raised on
British and colonial spirits might likewise be consi-

derably enhanced, by reducing the duties at present

collected by about one-third of their present rates.

This very beneficial measure would be of much im-
portance to the barley grower, and would also even-
tually improve the revenue at the sole expense of

the smuggler, whose trade, with its nefarious conse-

quences, it would finally destroy. Permission to

bond English made spirits until it was convenient to

send them into consumption, would likewise mate-
rially assist the agriculturist, and could not, under
any circumstances, be injurious to the public reve-

nue. The greatest advantage to agriculture, how-
ever, which the ministers of the Crown have the

power of bestowing, is to reduce the malt duty to

12s. or even to 15s. per quarter. Instead of five to

six millions of quarters of barley now used by the

maltsters at the duty of 20s. per quarter, the quantity

consumed in this channel, under this alteration in the

duty, might be nearly doubled, and the Chancellor
of the Exchequer, so far from being short in his col-

lection of the malt duty, would find it materially in-

creased. The production of this additional quantity

of barley would add to the national wealth, and a
great relief would also be conferred on the lower
grades of society. The landed interest, through
their representatives in Parliament, should annually

press this subject on the attention of the legislature.

The finances of the country cannot afford the entire

abrogation of the malt duties, but their modification

would be as easy as it would be advantageous to the

morals, and the best interests of the people.

la the oat trade little alteration has occurred since

our last monthly review. Prices remain moderate,

occasioned chiefly by the inferiority generally of last

year's growth. In Great Britain now, the cultiva-

tion of this article is not so much attended to as it

was some years ago, because Ireland presents a bet-

ter and more profitable field for its production. In
that part of the empire the quantity grown is annu-
ally increased, and although last harvest the quality

there was, in too many instances, of an inferior de-

scription, still tliis deficienc)'- is in some measure
made good bjr the abundance of the crop. Already
our chief markets of consumption are rather abun-
dantly supplied with Irish Oats, being at least a

month earlier than tliey were sent liberally to market
last corn season. This circumstance shows the vast

importance of encouraging the agricultural improve-

ment of tlie United Kingdom, and more particularly

of that portion of it called Ireland, and is one of the

strongest arguments which can be advanced in favour

of those laws which have been enacted for the en-

couragement of those who invest their capital in, and
direct their attention to agricultural pursuits. The
potato crop there also has been large, but it has suf-

fered considerably from the too general wet and
damp state of the season. From the same circum-

stance, rather unfavourable opinions have been al-

ready formed of the probable state of next year's

crop of wheat. The low lands have for some time

now been flooded, and remain so when our present

number is going to the press. Nearly one quarter of

the winter wheats it has not been as yet possible to

plant, and however hardy the winter wheats are

known generally to be, still fears are entertained that

a part of those already sown may have suffered by
the damp state of the fields. What is injurious,

however, to one description of agricultural produc-
tion, is sometimes in favour of another, and this is

the case this season with pasture and turnips, re-

specting which no complaints are made. There is

abundance of food for cattle, and so long as the win-
ter continues open, this advantage will be reaped by
this important department of British agriculture.

CURRENOV PER IMPERIAIj MEASURE.
Dec. 23,

PerQr. Per Qr.
>Vheat, Essex & Kent..red,. 64 68 70 wliite 68 70 76

Suffolk & Norfolk,, 64 66 68 tlo... 68 74
Irisli. ,, ., 50 60 do 60 64
Old, red 70 80 do,.. 78 S4

R.YB old 34 36 new 35 38
Barley, Grinding 32 34 Malting 42 50 Chevalier 42 44

Irisli 30 34 Bere... — 30
Malt, Suffolk & Norfolk 70 75 Brown.. 56 GO

Kingston & Witre 70 75 Clieveilier 70 76
Oats,Vorksl-iire&Lineolnsli, feed 24 26 rotatoe..29 —

Yo'ighall& Cork black .. 20 23Cork, wliite 23 24
Dublin 24 25 Westport 24 25
Clonmel 24 26 Limerick 23 25 28
IiOnd«nderrv 25 26 Sligo ... 25 —
Newry '. 26 27
Galway 20 21
Waterferd, white 23 24 Black.., 20 22
Scotch Feed 25 26 Potatoe 27 29

Beans, Tick .".. — Small,. 44 46
Peas, Grey 30 40 mavle.. 40 42

White 42 44 boilers.. 44 46
Seed, Rape 32/ —/..Irish 25/ per last

English Red Clover, fine. 64 70 80 96s per cwt.
White 66 70 80 OOs

Mustard, White. 123 14s.. brown 21s 22s per bash.
Tares. .32 3S....old30 34 new 60 — s per i|r.

Flour, Town-made ... .62 — Suffolk 64 56 per sk of

Stockton & Norfolk 52 54 [2S0 lb.

Foreign Grain and Flour in Bond.
Wheat, Dantzic 60 66

HaHiburg 56 58
Barley , ., 30 35
Oats, Brew — 24 feed — 21
BKAN3 36 44
Peas 36 40

^ FiiovRiAmericaniif ... ..(ji/erbrl. 32 — BaltlcSO 31
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PLATE I.

The Ox, the subject of our first Plate, Avas bred by. Mr. Richard Hill, of Orleton,

near Leominster, Herefordshire, was descended from his own stock, the late Mr. Ben-
jamin Tomkins's and T. A. Knight's, Esq., was bought in a lot at Hereford October
Fair, 1837, of the breeder, and was in the possession of the Earl of Warwick until the

late Smithfield Club Cattle Show. He was kept in the usual way with the steers bought
at the same time, until the latter end of November, 1838, was then kept in stall

during the winter, and fed upon hay, turnips, and linseed cake, and in May 1839 was
shown at the AVarwickshire Agricultural Meeting, held at Warwick, and won the first

]>rize in the first class for oxen ; was then kept on clover and grass, with a little cake,

and run in an open yard, until the beginning of November, when he was again stalled up
and kept on liaj, turnips, and cake, until he was shown at the Smithfield Club Cattle

Show, where he won the First Prize of Twenty Sovereigns, in the first class for oxen,

fed without restriction (we believe there were 19 in the class), and also the Gold Medal,
as the best Beast of any class, beating 90, which was about the number of all the classes.

The animal was sold to Mr. Cowell, No. 31, Knightsbridge, for Seventy Pounds : his

weight 206 stone, 4 lbs., of 8 lbs. to tlie stone. The Plate is engraved from a jiainting

executed by Mr. C. H. Davis, of Chelsea, Animal Painter to Queen Adelaide, and does
credit to his well-earned reputation.

PLATE II.

The subject of our second Plate is a Suffolk Cart Stallion, called Britton, the property
of Mr. Thomas Freeman, of Henham, Suffolk. Britton is a beautiful bright chesnut,

rising eight years old, stands sixteen and a half hands high, full of bone and admirable
symmetry, good constitution, and a staunch worker; his sire, that superior horse Britton,

bred by the late Mr. Groom, Snape Abbey, his grandsire Britton, the property of Mr.
Brady, Chillesford, his dam by Mr. Julian's Old Boxer, from a true-bred Suffolk

Cart Mare. Britton won the head prize of Ten Pounds, at the East Suffolk Agricultural
Association, in 1838, and the prize of Twenty Pounds at the first meeting of the English
Agricultural Society at Oxford, in July, 1839. He is one of the fastest walkers, and best

tempered horses that ever travelled Suffolk, or any other county.

THE FARMER'S PROGRESS. ^« ^°"bj«^
;

^"'l ^ ,^«s °{ °P^°^op ^^""^ ^t might be
done advantageously. Ihe result has proved that

No. 3. my expectation was not too sanguine.

SPADE HUSBANDRY. ^ ^y. '^'"^^
''fll"','^^^}\\^^

''°'' P^'*"?'
• ^K'^

held, in which the larm-buildings were judiciously
TO THE EDITOR OF THE fahmer's MAGAZINE. pj^ccd. was high and dry, so that in the wettest

Sir,—Fifteen years have elapsed since I came weather the cattle might be turned out whilst the
into possession of the farm I still occupy : to common shippons were cleaned j but it wanted a commodious
observers it then appeared in good condition, and in watering place. There was a trifling streamlet in a

comparison with some neighbouring farms, it really deep ditch that bounded that part of the farm, but it

was so. was scarcely accessible, the cows being knee-deep
After repeated attentive inspection of every part in mud, and the approach to it dangerously steep :

of the farm, I felt confident that its produce might a pump and trough had supplied water at a great

OLD SERIES.-] G [Ko. 2.—VOL. XII,
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sacrifice of time and latour, but in dry summers the

spring could not supply a score of cows, which were
consequently driven to a distant watering place—

a

serious injury to milking-cows in hot weather. By
merely damming up the water, or rather by filling up,

so as to raise the bottom of the ditch about two feet,

I diverted part of the stream along a well puddled

sough into a flag trough, level with a low part of the

field, and ever since there has been abundance of

clear running water. The total expence did not

amount to l'2l., whilst it added to the value of the

farm far more thaa 201. a year.

Mv second reform applied to liquid manure. There
was a tank intended to receive the wash from the

farm-yard and buildings, and the tank was well si-

tuated on the upper part of a large meadow. Find-

ing that in dry weather ver}' little liquid reached the

tank, I took up the soughs, and found, that being

formed in the natural bed of sand, a great portion

sunk into the ground. These soughs 1 relaid, pud-
dling the bottom and sides, and in the main sough
down the hill, formed two or three drops, so that

the descent in no part exceeded two inches at the

yard ; and instead of an open tank I built a covered

one underground—a stink-trap at each end of the

main sough prevented the escape of ammonia—and
Laving managed to dilute the liquid by the wash from
the highway, and all the water from the pumps and
buildings, I am within the mark in affirming thattliis

liquid manure does four times as much good as it

did formerly.

My third reform was far more beneficial than either

of the preceding. The petty streamlet before men-
tioned, after uniting with others, passed through the

lower part of the farm, until it fell into the river :

being subject to heavy floods, and the soil partly

sandy and partly alluvial, the bed of the stream was
in deep gullies, quite useless for irrigation. A very
old cottager told nie that " a mint of money" had
bees spent in trying to bank up the stream ; he ad-

vised me to keep my money in my pocket ; floods

would sweep all away, and " the rotten ground could

never be made to hold water." A practical illustra-

tion, this, of a recent observation of one of your cor-

respondents, that " half-done is never done." Se-

lecting the deepest and widest part of the gully for

an embankment, I got a solid foundation for puddle
at a small expence,—the simple and efl'ectual mode
in which the object was accomplished, and the water

brought under subjection, so that I turn it wherever
I please over thirty acres of meadow land. I defer

explaining to a future paper on draining and irriga-

tion, in order that I may sooner detail the progress I

have made in those departments of husbandry in

which the spade takes a still more prominent part.

The 3'ear 1826 is well remembered by farmers,

from the long drought and the almost total failure in

the crops of turnips and grass, by commercial men,
from the bursting of that speculative bubble their

improvidence periodically inflates. Thousands were
ruined—millions suffered distress ; but none more
so than the agricultural labourers who had quitted

their humble quiet abodes for the purlieus of gin-

palaces, and magnificent manufacturing establish-

ments. In many parts of the kingdom subscriptions

were made for the relief of the poor. In my neigh-

bourhood a number of labourers were paid from a

subscription purse to widen and improve the high-

way, and to lower the top, and raise and extend the

bottom of a steep ascent. The improvement being
within my farm, I took upon myself the charge of
ridding up the old hedges and planting and protect-

ing new ones.

I before mentioned that it was an unexpected event

that led me to protect hay and corn in rainy weather.
In like manner this unexpected demolition of old

fences proved highly useful—confirming, by practi-

cal observation, the opinion I had entertained of the

benefit to be gained by spade-husbandry. In order
to insure quick growth to my new hedges, and to

folk up the roots of couch grass, nettles, and other

weeds, and also to collect some stone for the road
from the gravel subsoil, I dug, or rather hacked up
the ground about three feet deep ; and, that the mea-
dows might accord with the altered surface of the

road, I took up the sods several yards frcm the

hedges, and forked the soil and subsoil nearly two
feet deep : the sods, when replaced, seemed scarcely

alive, but the autumnal rain revived the grasses, and
the following year the ground so disturbed produced
three times as much grass as the other part of the

same meadow, and to this day the good effect is very
apparent.

Thus encouraged, I was half-inclined to dig up a

meadow, but before I incurred that expense, I deter-

mined first to try a Subsoil Plough, as it is now ap-

propriately called, but which I then denominated an
underground plough ; accordinglyin November, 1828,

I had a plough made, which without turning up any
soil, was so formed as to lift it up, and thus to

separate the particles, to any depth required not ex-

ceeding 15 inches. Having ouly four farm-horses,

I found 11 inches just what they could accomplish,

and therefore this depth I adopted in my first expe-

riment, ploughing about three acres, being part of

these same meadows. Thus I had a fair comparison
of the same meadow land, in its usual state undis-

turbed by plough or spade, ploughed 11 inches

deep with the subsoil plough, and also broken up
with the spade and fork, each precisely alike as re-

spected manure ; and 1 have attentively observed

the relative produce. The subsoil plough increased

the produce, but the result was so decidedly in fa-

vour of the spade that I no longer hesitated, but set

it to work in two fields of about four acres each ; the

expense has proved much less than I expected, as I

shall explain in the sequel, and the advantages, or in

other words the balance of profit, has far exceeded
my most sanguine expectation. My mode of proce-

dure being novel (if I mistake not), such as appeared

to me most applicable to the situation and circum-

stances, perfectly effective yet strictly economical,

I hope a minute description will not be deemed un-

interesting or superfluous.

Having by mutual arrangement with the owner
and occupier of an adjoining farm, converted three

vile occupation lanes into productive land, and in

their stead formed one good and commodious road,

I obtained easy access to the lower part of a large

pasture, the upper part of which being very dry, was
well adapted to turn out cattle to consume mangel
wurzel tops or other green food. This spot I select-

ed to bring into a high state of cultivation, and ac-

cordingly I partitioned oft" 200 yards by about 95,

being very nearly four statute acres ; along the mid-
dle of it I devoted six feet to a road, which at the

same time that it enabled me to deepen and to equal-

ize the soil, also conveniently held the moorpan, which
like rusted iron, abounded in this part of the field,

and also a large quantity of barren subsoil ; these dry
materials, covered with a few inches of inferior

gravel, compressed by wheels broad and flat, formed

a road so smooth and hard that the same light horses

which each draw 30 cwt. of manure besides the

cart, from a neighbouring town, deposit it conveni-

ently within wheelbarrow distance of every part of

the field. The soil was good but the surface being

undulated was in some places very shallow, evidently
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from the plough, the harrow, aud heavy showers hav-

ing removed it from the knolls into the hollows,

where it had accumulated, and in some parts it was

so puddled that water frequentl\^ lodged there. The
suhsoil plough, though valuable in lightening the

soil, cannot equalize its depth, the spade dues it ejfec-

tually and permanently, and in tliis instance saved

the espeuce of draining. I trenched the whole of

these four acres, mixing the best part of tlie subsoil

with the top graft, so as to have an equal depth of

16 or 18 inches, and besides this, with four-pronged

forks made strong on purpose, I loosened nine or ten

inches of the subsoil ; the iuequalities of surface I

reduced, not to a dead level, as this would have been

an additional expense, but so that the rain smks
where it drops ; this was effected by varying the

width of the trenches, and by wheeling some of the

substratum from the higher to the lower trenches.

It is six years since 1 trenched these four acres,

and ever since the produce has averaged far more
than double what it previously had done. The
crops of 1839 have been as follows :— one acre which
I had laid down with a gentle, slope and irrigate at

pleasure, after yielding the year before an immense
crop of vet'ches, I sowed witli cocksfoot and meadow
foxtail grasses, and afterwards filled up the bare

spots chiefly with Italian rye grass
;
part of this has

been mown five times, the rest four, and it is now
(18 Jan.) covered with deep fog, through which the

cocksfoot already peeps green, inviting the scythe,

after a few weeks of mild weather : two acres have
yielded during four seasons successive heavy crops

of mangel wurzel, and are now sown with wheat,
half-drilled in nine-inch drills, two bushels to the

acre, the other half dibbled in ten inch rows three

inches deep, and 12 quarts to the acre : the fourth

acre is also very productive, and at the same time
useful in experiments with Lucern and other produc-
tive grasses. JMo plough or harrow is admitted to

this field, except a light harrow, to cover the drilled

wheat drawn by two men.
The other field also of four acres, which I trenched

about the same time, but onl}^ when dry weather per-

mitted, was in the form of a crescent, bounded on
the convex side by a highway and a broad ditch, and
on the concave side by another similar ditch, both
were full of water and the field abounded with
rushes ; from its situation it was so valuable to me,
that I proposed to its owner to exchange for it a
distant field adjoining one of his farms, this exchange
was made on the best of all principles—an agricul-

turalist, independent of each party, valued the two
properties, and the difference was paid accordingly.

Apparently there was scarcely any fall to get rid of
the water, however by gaining a few inches at each
extremity, filling up one ditch and reducing the depth
and breadth of the other, and forming one sough
along the middle of the field, perfectly straight ex-
cept one obtuse angle, the bottom accurately levelled,

laid with smooth slates, the sides good brick, the

top flag, and with several short tile drains falling

into the main drain, I laid the field dry, trenched
it, levelled the substratum, so that every part had a
gentle descent to the drains. The following year,

1830, this field produced an excellent crop of pota-
toes, which nearly paid all expenses, and ever since
it has yielded two crops of good meadow grass, be-
sides pasturing it a few days each November and
February or March, thus increasing the produce
more than five-fold. I mention the shape of this

field because I purpose in a paper on Fences to

refer to it. Availing myself of the opportunity of
trenching these two fields, I raised excellent quick-
set fences at an expense so incredibly small, that if

I had not the hedges as evidences to refer to, I should

not venture to narrate the fact ; if there be any branch

of agriculture in which I have been particularly suc-

cessful in uniting economy with efficiency, it is in

the construction and protection of quickset hedges.

I intend in my next letter to conclude the subject

ef Spade Husbandry, and by comparative statements

to prove not only its economy, but the great benefit

which if well applied it cannot fail to confer on the

landlord, the tenant, the labourer, and above all, the

nation at large, viz., by a simple and certain remedy,

to render uniiecessary the well intended extravagance

of banishing able bodied labourers from the British

dominions. Cincinnatvs.

Jan. 18, 1840.

BREAD FOR THIRTY MILLIONS
OF INHABITANTS;

Without the Importation of a single grain

OF Corn—without loss to the Farmer, the

Landlord, or the Fundholder :

With an Additio7i of several ilillions to the Circulation,

and all Foor-houses for ever Abolished.

^Y Chas. Putt, Gentleman.

When we speak of the price of any commodity,
we must be understood in more senses than one.

Thus, for instance, there is the price in the home
market, and in the foreign—the real price and the

price of production. " When the price of any
commodity," saith Smith, " is neither more nor
less than what is sufficient to pay the rent of the

land, the wages of the labour, and the profits of
the stock employed in raising, preparing, and
bringing it to market, according to their natural

rates, the commodity is then sold for what may be
called its natural price. The actual price at

which any commodity is commonly sold, is called

its market price. The real price of any thing is the

toiland trouble of acquiring it." W.N.B., 1. c. 5.

But this price of a commodity is no proof of the

value of a commodity, which depends on the dif-

ficulty or facility of production, and the intensity

of the demand :" Ricardo, Ch. 18, Princep's Say
V. I., Ch.21,N. I.

This value has also more meanings than
one :

" It sometimes expresses the utility of some
particular object, and sometimes the power of

purchasing other goods which the possession of

that object conveys. The one may he called value

in use, the other, value in exchange. The things

which have the greatest value in use, have fre-

quently little or no value in exchange, and on the

contrary, those that have the greatest value in

exchange, have frequently little or no value in

use." "Nothing," saith A. Smith, B. 1. ch. 4,
" is more useful than water, but it will purchase
scarcely any thing—scarcely any thing can be had
in exchange for it. A diamond on the contrary,

has scarcely any value in use, but a very great

quantity of other goods may frequently be had in

exchange for it."

The price, or the money for which a commo-
dity will sell, furnishes, therefore, no criterion of

its value. The more commodities it will exchange
for, the greater is said to be its value—the fewer,

the less. Hence a man possessing an income or

revenue of 500L a year, for instance, is not said to

be either rich or poor, by merely having that sum
G 2
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to expend in the necessaries or conveniences of

life, without a previous knowledge of the quantity

of commodities it will purchase, which may be
great or small, at different times, and in different

l^laces. If the quantity it will exchange for he
large, he will be called rich, if small, he will be
called poor, or a man of middling circumstances.

It is this amount in exchange which constitutes

the value of commodities, and not their price ; it is

this amount in exchangeable value which stamps the
value of labour, of money, and of all other things.

The money price of an article is no proof of its

value ; the price of an article never can furnish

any criterion of the value of an article. It may
sell at a high money-price, and yet be of little or
no value, or it may sell at a low money price, and
yet be of great value in exchange. It is the quan-
tity of labour or goods which the money price of
the article sold will exchange for, that constitutes

value ; if this be great, the value is then said to be
high ; if small, it is then said to be low. In the
following enquiry, it is important thoroughly to

understand this distinction of price in money and
in exchangeable value. It is the principle on
which this essay proceeds. Mr. Say, in his able

treatise upon political economy, has so satisfac-

torily explained this distinction, that I cannot for-

bear inserting it ; the extract is given in the very
words of Mr. Princep's excellent translation.
" The total business of national exchange and cir-

culation, requires a given quantity of the commo-
dity, money, of some amount or other. There is

in France a daily sale of so much wheat, cattle,

fuel, property moveable and immoveable, which
sale requires the daily intervention of a given
value in the form of money, because everj^ com-
modity is first converted into money, as a step to-

wards its further conversion into other objects of
desire. Now, whatever be the abundance or
scarcity of the article money, since a given quan-
tity is requisite for the business of circulation, the
money must of course advance in value as it de-

clines in quantity, and decline in value as it ad-
vances in quantity. Suppose the money in France
amounts now to three thousand millions of francs,

and that by some event, no matter what, it be re-

duced to fifteen hundred millions

—

Vac fifteen hun-
dred inillions ivill be quite as valuable as the three

iJiousand millions. The demands of circulation re-

quire the agency of an actual value of three
thousand millions ; that is to say, a value equiva-
lent to two thousand millions of pounds of sugar
(taking sugar at 30 sous per lb) ; or to ISO mil-

lions of hectolitres of wheat (taking wheat at 20
francs the hectolitre), whatever be the weight or
bulk of the material whereof it is made, the total

value of the national money will still remain at

that point, though in the latter case that material
will be twice as valuable as in the former. An
ounce of silver will buy eight instead of four
pounds of sugar, and so of all other commodities

;

and the fifteen hundred millions of coin will be
equivalent to the former 3,000, but the nation will

be neither richer nor poorer than before ; a man
who goes to market with a less quantity of coin
will be able to buy with it the same quantity of
commodities. A nation that has chosen gold for

the material of its money is equally rich with one
that has made choice of silver, though the value
of its money be much less. Should silver become
fifteen times as scarce as at present, that is to say,

as scarce as gold now is, an ounce of silver would
peiform the same functions in the character of
money, as one ounce of gold now does, and we

should be equally rich in money. Or should it fall

to a par with copper, we should not be a jot the
richer in the article of money. But the habits of
the vulgar lead them to pronounce an individual

rich in proportion to the quantity of money he
is possessed of; and this notion has been extended
to national wealth. Wealth however, consists not
in the matter or substance, but in the value of
that matter or substance. The merchant who has
remittances to make from abroad, looks at nothing
but the gain to be made on those remittances—in

his eyes an exchange more or less is no object.

An ordinary person might prefer to receive money
instead of goods, because it is an article whose
value he is better acquainted with ; but a mer-
chant, who is appi'ised of the prices current in

most of the mark°ts in the world, knows how to

appreciate the value of the goods he receives in

return, whatever shape it may be under :" B. 1,

ch. 17. The price in money, therefore, of an ar-

ticle, may be called its nominal, the other its real

price (or value in exchange. Thus the price in

money of corn may be called its nominal price

—

the price it will exchange for, its real price or

value in exchange. This nominal price is no
proof of its value. It may sell at a high price,

and yet be of little value ; and it may sell at alow
price, and yet be of a high value in exchange

;

the more commodities it will exchange for, the

more value it possesses—the fewer, the less will

be its value.

In this respect wheat differs from all other com-
modities. Being the chief or principal of human
fopd in Europe, it regulates the price of wages,
which regulates that of all other commodities.
Their dearness lowers the price of wheat, since

more must be given in exchange for a less quan-
tity of other things ; a quarter ofwheat which to-

day exchanges for two suits of clothes, might, by
an advance in the price of wages, afterwards ex-

change for only one ; a rise in wages would raise

the price of clothes, furniture, meat, coal, candles,

and all other necessaries, which would reduce the

exchangeable value of wheat ; for agricultural

profits are lowered by a rise of wages, (per Ri-

cardo, p 24.

A rise in the price of wine, glass, or mahogany
for instance, might not raise prices in general;

the dealers in these articles might therefore enjoy
the fruits of their monopoly, if not so great as to

check sales, and benefit by a rise in prices. But
it is otherwise with the wlieat grower—no mono-
poly in that could benefit him ; for every rise iu

the jjrice of it would raise the price of all those ar-

ticles on which the money or the profits he ob-

tained from the sale of it were expended, and
would reduce its exehangeable value, while every
fall in the price would increase it. Happily for

mankind, a monopoly in human food is a sort of

suicide which, by raising prices, lowers profits.

Even if it were not criminal, such an attempt will

ever be fouod impracticable. For wheat can never
be permanently high, and wages permanently low

;

for the farmer could not sell nor the labourer buy.

Wages must rise, or wheat must fall, otherwise

many farms must be thrown out of cultivation, as

is the case at the present moment. This would re-

duce the supply of wheat, which would raise the

price still more; this would be followed by a di-

minution in the population—the certain forerunner
of national ruin.

The average of deaths, saith Jacob, on British

Agriculture, is in proportion to the average price

of wheat ; and is progressive with that of food.
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What effect the importation of wheat would pro-

duce upon this value in exchange, comes next to

be considered. Here all the arguments and rea-

sons in support of the low price of wheat may
also be urged in favour of the importation, which,

it is admitted on all hands, would reduce it in

price, a thing devoutly to be wished by the agri-

culturists ; since this would augment or increase

its value in exchange, wherein consists the sole

measure of wealth. AH this reasoning will no doubt

be admitted. But then it may be asked, how is

this practicable with our existing debt? since not

only would there he a failure of rent and taxes, but

the importation would throw all the lands of

England out of cultivation, which cannot be denied.

But no importation is necessary; the rent and
taxes would still be paid in their full value, though

not in price, as I shall shew hereafter.

In the first place, by the cultivation of the waste

land, we might repeal the poor laws, which, esti-

mated at the lowest farthing, would save five mil-

lions per annum. This, we must all acknowledge,
would be a great boon, and increase in tho poorest

classes, a regard for the land of their birth ; the

pauper himself too, would be greatly benefitted,

for the cultivation of tho waste lands would more
than enable him to fare sumptuously, and thus

promote the political and pecuniary interests of

our country. Add to this the removal of those

cruel privations, and that degrading treatment he
receives, which renders life a burden, as well as

all those dreadful consequences wbich result from
an unemployed population.

That by reclaiming the waste lands we might sub-

sist our paupers, has been so clearly proved by Mr.
Burn in his excellent letters on emigration and

home colonization, that if any doubt still remain, it

must, I think, be attributed to either ignorance or

gross inattention to what that gentleman has written.
" The land," he thus ])rocee!ds, " belongs to Wil-
liam, the capital to Thomas, and poor Jack, who has

neither, if he be not an Irishman, belongs to the

parish. Well but the parish is bound to subsist

liim, or find him work. It does neitlier effectually.

He is an incumbrance, taking- something from the

common stock, and giving nothing back to it. Idle,

and scantily fed and clothed, he is too frequently

led into crime. If the world treat him as a nuisance,

he very soon considers himself licensed to retaliate,

and the consequences are only what mav be reason-

ably anticipated. Jack has no better principle, nor
has be had a better education than his overseer, yet

the latter in his plenary administration is reasonable

enough to expect good and exemplary conduct Irom

him ; he looks for a crop without having tilled tlie

land or sown the grain. This evil, however, is said

to be without remedy ; and it is so said, on the single

ground that waste land which would employ Jack's

waste labour by the application of a very little of the

waste capital, would not pay for it. Let us examine
the grounds of the objection. Waste land produces
in this state, comparatively nothing. Try figures.

Ten acres, ten labourers, and ten pounds, all idle
;

the same ten acres, tea labourers, and ten pounds all

employed. It need not be shewn I trust, that the

only loss which can lake phice here is in the capital.

The labourers and the land were lost before. Well,
but ten pounds will go but a very little way in sup-
porting ten labourers till they can support them-
selves. True, but the same 10/. would have been
lost otherwise altogether, without any return at all

;

that is unemployed, or employed only in keeping the

labourers idle a longer time. Now the land cannot
be worse for being cultivated. It is undoubted tliat

it must be made better ; the produce if only pota-

toes, must go some way to support the labourers the

very first season. It may suffice for the whole ; but
it seems quite clear that more capital will be needed,
and equally so, that no other loss hitherto is incur-

red—not less doubtful that the land is improved in

value ; still it is not so productive as to induce a

capitalist to lay out his money. The acres and the

labourers evidently go on improving, and the second
year's produce considerably better than the first.

This cannot he otherwise. ^Vhat are the conse-

quences ! Why assuredly that less capital will be
needed the second, if any at all, in addition to the

first, for the labourers will have made capital to a
certain extent for themselves. But the third 3'ear

will do more—and more every year, till probably
the whole money originally expended, and without
having been so expended useless, shall be returned

with increase. Then in time, if we are not in too

great a hurry, capital so invested may answer very

well, looking no further than to a simple profit and
loss account:" Letter 25, p. 167. The author then

adds, in the same letter, p. 171 " that it is a common
practice, he believes, on taking land on lease,

for the tenant, if he have a little capital, (and
without it, by the way, he cannot succeed) to

embark it on his land, without much hesitation

or fear of the result. Does he then, it may be
asked, get his money so expended, or even
a sufficient return for it, the first season? It were
joreposterous to expect it. Then he too must wait

another, and may be another year for his returns.

Will it bo thence fair to argue that it is a failure—
that it will not answer ? His plan is to make it an-

swer in the long run, that is for the term of his lease ,

and so go on with increased produce and diminished
expenditure."

1 shall adduce but one instance more on this sub-

ject, from the' same intelligent writer, which is, that
" eight acres of waste land on the brow of hill at

Brighton, were inclosed about twelve years ago. The
last year's produce, by spade husbandry was such,

that the eight acres yielded more than 10/. profit

each, after paying every expence. The cost of la-

bour was 190/ , manure 25/., seeds 161. to 17/., and
the produce SS71. Here then was a sum sufficient

to employ seven labourers at 10s. a week all the

year round, and allowing 20/. for rent, 10/. per acre

clear after all." Letter 27, p. 188.

These instances are sufficient, I submit, to war-
rant me in concluding that the cultivation of the

waste lands would be greatly more than enough to

maintain all our pauper population, without paying
aiiother farthing poor's-rates. This will appear still

clearer under the second head of inquiry. Whether
the cultivation of the waste lands only would not
enable our manufacturers to compete with foreign

nations, without ruin to the agriculturists, the go-
vernment, or the public, which I shall now endea-
vour to prove.

Demand regulates the supply of most commodi-
ties, except perhaps the necessaries of life. If it

exceeds this demand, the excess will find either no
purchaser, or the vendor sell at a loss. In either

case, the commodity or fabric will no longer be
brought to market, and the vendor will in future em-
ploy his capital or labour in some other channel.

Such at least is the mercantile opinion, and this

essay is not the proper place, if I felt disposed, to

dispute it, though it does not hold when applied to

wheat, whose demand is increased bj- increasing the

supply, as will appear hereafter by increasing ])opu-

lation. For wheat being the principal food of man,
can never cease to be greatly in demand. Other ar-
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tides may, and often do, depend on fashion or ca-

price ; but food, or the subsistence of man, always

will create a demand, and a glut occasions a much
less evil in this commodity than a scarcity, since it

will keep, and almost always finds a purchaser

abroad, and therefore the producers of this article

are brought up almost to a never-failing business,

unless through their own cupidity or ignorance

—

which is sure to recoil upon themselves, as I have

shown in the outset, the price of corn regulating-

that of all other commodities. AVherein the wisdom
and goodness of Providence appear, by rendering

any enhancement in the price of wheat a kind of

suicide vvhicb, by raisin-,;' prices lowers profits
;

since the articles on which tlie vendors' profits are

expended are raised in equal ratio. This being a

principle incontrovertible, another follows from it

equally so, that all men are e(]ually benefitted by
the low price of wheat. For since it is their princi-

pal food, it regulates the price of labour, wliich

regulates the price of all other commodities, li-

bour more or less forming an ingredient, and

a very considerable ingredient, in all of them.

If then wheat raises all commodities, because labour

rises, the consequence is, a diminution of my re-

venue in exchangeable value. This evil no impor-

tation of wheat could avert ; because with our pre-

sent debt, the English grower would be undersold

by the importer, and all the land would be thrown
out of cultivation, since every person could buy it

cheaper than it could be grown. A free foreign

corn trade would not only put an end to agricultural

improvement at home,but would likewise reduce many
at present productive districts into barrenness,

would cause an enormous decrease in tlie home con-

sumption of British manufactured goods, and by
throwing- at least one half ©f our artisans out of em-
ployment, would reduce the wages of the other half

of them to a level with those paid for labour in

Poland, which are scarcely equal to the preservation

of vitality in their bodies." See the Farmer's Magazine
for Dec. 1839, p. 470. The author, whoever he is, is a

writer of distinguished talent, and justly deserves

to be called -another Adam Smith. The inference is,

therefore, irresistible, that with our present debt the

price must be reduced by increasing the cultivation.

This reduction in price, occasioned by the increased

supply, would be compensated not only by the enlarg-

ed returns, but by the fall in prices universally. If

the acres at present in cultivation are not sufficient

for the production of such enlarged supply, they may
be soon rendered so by improvement, which, with
the aid of the waste lands, might be made to subsist

SO millions of inhabitants when required, since no
assignable limits have yet appeared to agricultural

production.

This assertion will no doubt surprise many per-
sons, but the fact is unquestionable. For although
the number of acres employed in the cultivation of
wheat cannot be calculated, owing to the frequent
change of tenants and of the mode of cultivation hap-
pening- every, and sometimes twice in tlie same year,

and by the same tenant too, sometimes for good rea-

sons, and at others from caprice, converting arable

into pasture land
;
yet the quantity of wheat annu-

ally produced may be generally estimated from the

consumption, for the average demand which is regu-
lated by the consumption, ascertains the average
supply. This at least will be the case till sufficient

be produced to send abroad. This amount of the

supply at present depending on consumption, tlie

question is what is the amount consumed. This the

number of inhabitants will go far in ascertaining.

From the last census the total population of the

United Kingdom amounted to 19,072,320, which >

for the sake of round numbers, may be stated at 20
millions. Now, if we allow to each individual an-

nually a quarter of wheat for his own consumption,
—which is a tolerably fair allowance—we may esti-

mate the average supply at 20 millions of quarters
;

the very mode adopted by McCulloch, and by Charles

Smith, in his tracts on the corn trade. See McCul-
loch's diciionary, p. 417. But as this amount is es-

timated entirely for consumption only, we must add
to it a further amount for seed, otherwise we shall

next year be without wheat ; and this amount must
be regulated, as Loudon, in his Encyclopeedia, p.
754, justly remarks, according to the soil, clim-ate,

culture, and kind grown, which depending altogether

upon the practical knowledge of farming, I have not

presumed to mention, but have confined myself to

tlie quantity estimated for consumption only. From
this hypothesis it is evidently the interest of the

wheat-grower to increase population (the doctrine

contended for and proved by Mr. Burn, in his ad-

mirable letters on population), since on this amount
depends the amount of his supply. This is so very

evident from past experience, that it may be tlioug-bt

by some a waste of time to prove it
;
yet, since I

iind it so neatly shown by Mr. Jacob, on agriculture,

I cannot forbear inserting it;

—

Averafre price of
Years. vvlieat per qi-. Peatlis.

1801 1 18s. 3d 55,965
1804 6()s. Id 44,794
1807 73s, 3d 48,108
1810 106s. 2d 54,864

After this how great will be the surprise of my
readers to learn, that both the farmer and the land-

lord strenuously concurred in emigrating- our popu-
lation to their own and the country's injury.

But if supply be regulated by consumption, is it

not the farmer's and the landlord's interest to in-

crease the population, which would of course in-

crease the supply -and the consumption too at the

same tiine 7 Thus wheat and population happily

promote each other, and both promote the public

good; otherwise nature would contradict herself by
establishing- propagation,and then withholding food for

the support of the ofispring; which has been so ably

exposed by Air. Sadler, in his I^aw of Population,

where he emphatically asks which of those vegetable

or animal substances whose plain destiny it is to ad-

minister to the necessities of man, is it, that multiplies

in a slower ratio than himself, or rather, which is it

that does not increase much faster than himself, of
wliich he gives the following instances :— that a sin-

gle pair of any of the species of wild edible quadru-
peds, would in four years multijilv into four millions

and a half; that a single flock of wild pigeons in tho

same time amount to about 2,000 millions ; and that

a single cod would in ten years increase into about a

thousand myriads of myriads. (B. 1, ch. 4.) Well
might Mr. Burn say that one year only saved or les-

sened in the life of each ('animal) would probably

increase a third of the animal food of the kingdom.
Letter 32. Though it be the plain interest of both

the farmer and the landowner to increase the popu-
lation and supply, yet the very converse is the po-

licy pursued at present by both. Instead of sup-

plying the full demand, he keeps the market under-

stocked, whereby as much is sold as is supplied of

wheat, but not as much as consumption warrants,

and therefore would be sold if within the buyers'

circumstances. The 20 millions of quarters of wheat
would soon increase were the buyers' circumstances

improved, which the mere augmentation of the sup-

ply would by the increase of labour, and the employ-
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meHt of those now incarcerated in our poor-houses,

instead of employiog them on road-mending ; as is

so clearly shown by Mr. Burn, in his luminous let-

ter on that subject; letter 34„ The call for an en-

larged supply would then appear immediately, and
an increase in the population would most assuredly

follow, as is proved by IMr. Jacob. Hence in both

cases an increased demand would, as before observed,

result from an increased supply. Not only would the

farmer and the landlord find their advantage in this

system of policy, but in manufactures also. " Thus,"

says Mr. Burn, in his introductory letters on labour,

in the notes, " in the cultivation of the land, Shef-

field and Birmingham must send their spades, their

pickaxes, and their draining tools ; the wheelright

must find ploughs, harrows, and carts ; the iron-

founder must supply the plough-coulters and the

axletrees ; the saddler must put on the harness,

—

Wolverhampton must supply its chains, Walsall the

hits and ornaments ; the carpenter must put up the

gates with tools from Sheffield, and hang them with

the hinges and paddocks of Staftbrdshire ; thehedger
and ditcher who encloses the ground, and the plough-

man who brings it into cultivation, are clothed by

Stroud, Manchester, and Leeds ; their hats come
from Newcastle-under-Line, their half boots from
either Northampton or Stafl:brd ; they take their

breakfast out of a basin furnished by the Stafford-

shire potteries, Sheffield finds the knife, Birming-
ham the spoon ; the merchant traverses the ocean
to bring their coffee and sugar ; the engineer finds a

coffee-mill, in which the turner furnishes a handle."

What a source of employment is here opened to our

view, by the increase of wheat, which could not

take place without this increased cultivation, since

without it they would not be employed. To which
let me add again the increase of population ; which
always follows from the labourer being well em-
ployed with adequate wages, and from which the

agriculturists too would receive an increased benefit.

Besides, too, a release or discharge from the five

millions poor rates, as estimated under the present

bill. By this augmentation in the sujjply of wheat
the price would fall, vvhich we have shown would
increase manufactures and population, which would
more than compensate the farmer in the fall of price

for the quantity sold, and tlie reduction of price in

all the articles he bought, and by which he would
be a double gainer. Add to this, that labour being
in demand, wages would rise ; this would also in-

crease consumption, a new source of benefit to the

agriculturist.

Nothing should be omitted to show how much it

is the interest of the agriculturist to keep down the

price of wheat, instead of raising it in the absurd
manner he now does. Its reduction in price, as be-

fore observed, can never injure him : other articles

might, but this being the chief necessary of life, its

price regulates wages, which, saith A. Smith, must
always be sufficient to enable the hihourer to pur-
chase a quantity of corn (wlieat) sufficient to main-
tain him and his family. It regulates the money
price of all the other parts of the rude produce of the

land, which in every period of improvement, must
hear a certain proportion lo that of corn (wheat}; it

regulates, for example, the money price of grass and
hay, of butchers' meat, of horses and their keep, of
land carriage, and consequently, of the greater part
of the inland commerce of the countrxi. By regulating
the money price of all the other parts of the rude
produce of the land, it regulates that' of the materials
of almost all manufacturers ; by regulating the money
price of labour it regulates that of manufacturing art

and industry ; and by regulating both it regulates

that of the complete manufacture. W. of N., b. 4,

c. 5. Of this there can be no doubt, all prices are

regulated by wheat. If so, how can the agricul-

turist be prejudiced by a fall in wheat"? He must
evidently be a gainer by the enlarged production

given to" him in exchange for his quarters of wheat

;

and as I have observed in the commencement of this

inquiry, the farmer and the landlord must gain by a

fall and lose by a rise in wheat, because every arti-

cle on which his gains are expended are raised in

value. Precisely so it is in all trade and manufac-

tures ; not only is it so in the exports, where our

corn laws exclude them from every market, in con-

sequence of their high price, but in the home market

also, for a rise in wheat rises wages ; and on this

account everything on which the dealer's gains are

expended is diminished in exchangeable value. This

IS exemplified by Ricardo, in a very striking and

agreeable instance. Supposing a hatter, hosier, and

shoemaker each paid Wl. more wages, and the hats,

stockings, and shoes rose sufficient to pay the 101.

,

his situation would be no better,—his profits would

be the same ; but he would obtain in this exchange

one tenth less of hats, &c. ; and as he would employ

fewer labourers at the increased wages, and buy
fewer raw materials, he would be in no better situa-

tion than if his money profits had been really dimi-

nished in amount. P. 146.

An increase in the price of wheat being produc-

tive of such distressing consequences as greatly to

injure the home trade and ruin exportation, no won-
der the clamour against these obnoxious laws should

be loud and universal. Indeed, all classes lament

the evil, but few have suggested a remedy which is

not as bad as the disease. Certainly no remedy
could be more injudicious than the clamour lately

raised for the importation of wheat, as though we
could draw none from our own native soil. Even
without making the attempt, we set ourselves down
for ruined without the aid of importation. Like

Rome, we conclude that we must find another

Egypt to supply us with wheat. Why the land of

our fathers, which has fed us more than a thousand

years, is now concluded to be ruined by an over-

whelming population, which, by the last census, is

under twenty millions!—and a free importation,

which would throw all the land in England out of

cultivation, is said to be the only remedy ! No
wonder such an awful remedy should meet with a

direct negative by the discerning few : for the opu-

lent, whe alone cquld purchase, would be the only

persons who could live; all other classes without

money would starve ; and the former, who would
soon find there was no public, would quickly be

placed in the like predicament. But is there no
other remedy 1 Are twenty millions of quarters to

be the maximum in a country replete with science

and intelligence ? Do we abound in machinery and
science for all things except the necessaries of life ?

Is the land of old England so irreclaimable and

barren as to be incapable of giving bread not to

thirty, but even to twenty millions of inhabitants ?

Have not the Dutch recovered dry land from the

sea, and the locks of the Alps converted into corn

fields! Have not many bogs in Ireland, by the aid

of cultivation, become good land? Ask my Lord

Palmerston. And has it not been proved in Parlia-

ment, on tlie emigration committee, that in some
very extensive bogs in Ireland the people applied

and oft'ered to rent at once, without any outlay, upon

granite rock ; and that tliere are about three millions

of Irish acres, that are equal to five millions of Eng-
lish, which, under an appropriation of capital not ex-

ceeding 10/. per acre, can be brought to produce 20s.
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per acre ; and that almost the whole of the waste
land of Ireland is reclaimable. Well might Mr.
Burn, in the warmth of bis heart, which abounds
with humanity, conclude his letter with exclainiins
" What a source of wealth is here unexplored !"

Letter 15. And will you, my countr\'men, re-

nowned in science, and eminent for labour and ia-

dustry beyond all nations upon the earth, will v"u
relinquish all your native energies, in which you
have outstripped all your competitors, and decline

that without imported corn you must die of want,

—

the land is barren and incapable of further cultiva-

tion,—it will no longer support our redundant po-
pulation! though how this population couUl have
become redundant, with food insufficient for its sup-
port, no man can tell, for it never can permanently
exceed supply; and to affirm that it does is a posi-

tive contradiction, and is as impossible as for the

effects to exist before the cause. Sustenance is the
efficient cause of population, and declines as it di-

minishes. Nothing, saith Mr. Say, can permanently
increase population except the advancement and en-

couragement of production; vol. 2, b. 2, cli, 11, p.
198. And is this encouragement and advancement
impossible'? Must we relinquish all cultivation in

despair, and rely for our sustenance on imported
corn ? Forbid it Heaven ! Forbid it reason and
industry ! Look around us, and behold the effect of
cultivation. Formerly a dreary and almost uncul-
tivated land, now everywhere smiling around us,

abounding with fruitful fields and gardens. The
Tallies laugh and sing. Let us only till the earth

and subdue it,—not only would a hundred fold be
the reward of our industry, but, as Mr. Burn has
proved in his incomparable letters, " may be in-

creased in its value five thousand fold by the labour

of man;" p. 254. In confirmation of tliis bold as-

sertion, hear what my illustrious friend Cuthbert
Johnson, Esq., barrister, and corresponding meuiber
of the Maryland Horticultural Society, has written

on this subject, on the irrigation of so cold a town
as Edinburgh; to give one instance out of several

from his excellent pamphlet on liiiuid manures

—

" The ground is annually kept in grass bv the use
of the town drainage, and yields from three to six

cuttings in the year, and is let to dniiymen and
others from 12s. to 21s. per acre, and yields a clear

revenue of 3,000/. per annum to the proprietors,"

for which he cites Ur. Granville's paper. He then
concludes the system of drainage irrigation witli an
abridgement from Mr. Stephens:—" 'I'be large sup-
ply of excellent spring water, about 200 acres of
grass land (1834), for the most part laid into catch-

work meadow, are irrigated, whereof toO belong to

W. H. Miller, Esq., and the remainder to the Eirls
of Haddington and Moray, and other proprietors.

The meadows contain about 50 acres, and liave been
irrigated for nearly a century ; they are by far the
most valuable on account of the long and continual
accumulation of the rich sediment left by the water;
indeed the water is so very rich, that the tenants of the
meadows lying nearest the town have found it ad-
visable to carry the common sewer water through
deep ponds, into which the water deposits jiart of
the superfluous manure before it runs over the ground.
Although the formation of these meadows is irregu-
lar, and the management very imperfect, the effects

of the water are astonishing ; they produce crops of
grass not to be equalled, being cut from four to six

times a year, and the grass given green lo milch
cows. The grass is let every year by public sale, in

small patches of a quarter of an acre and upwards,
and generally brings yearly from 24/. to 30/. per
acre. In 1826, part of the Earl of Moray's meadow

fetched 571. per acre. About forty acres of the

Craigintinny lands were formed into catchwork water
meadow before 180!), and generally let from twenty
to thirty shillings per acre. In the spring of 1821,

thirty acres of icaste land, called the Gate Whins,
and ten acres of poor sandy soil, were levelled and
formed into irrigated meadows atan expense of 1000/.

Previous to tliis improvement they let for 40/. per

annum, and the ten acres for (JO/. ; they now bring

from 15/. to 20/. an acre per annum, and may be
much improved. This is one of the most beneficial

agricultural improvements ever undertaken, for the

whole Hillgate Wliins is composed of nothing but

sand deposited by the action of the waves of the sea :

never was 1,000/. more happily spent in agriculture.

In 1827, 110 of Mr. JMiller s meadows gave a clear

profit of 2,010/. ; the yearly expense of keeping these

meadows in repair is from 10s. to 15s. per acre,

which is more than double the^expense of keeping

water meadoivs in repair in gifceral, for the water-

ing them is not only through the winter season, but

the waler is put on them for one or two days to-

getlier, immediately after every cutting of the grass

throughout the whole of the season. It must not be
forgotten, in the consideration of these very impor-

tant facts, the northern situation of Edinburgh, for

it is in tile same latitude as St. Petersburg!), and
therefore the warmth of the meadows around it, and
the consequent rapid growtli of the grass as com-
pared with those of the valley of the Thames, must
be under the same circumstances greatly inferior.''

P. 23 to 25 inclusive.

Thus far of Edinburgh. But what does this able

writer say of poor old England? It is so various

and so numerous that in this small publication, I

can only take a rapid glance, referring the agricul-

turist for more complete information to the excellent

original. Speaking only of tlie drainage of London
he writes—" It has been clearly established, that at

least 700.000 tons of animal and vegetable manure
finds its way yearly into the Thames through the

sewers of London." He then proceeds to enumerate
— 1st, the excrements from the water closets ; 2nd,

the fasces of animals ; .'>d, bones and shells of ani-

mals and fisli ; 4tli, vegetable matter, suclj as the

refuse of potatoes ; 5th, soot, of whicli last an enor-

mous mass is annually poured into tlie Ihames;
6tli, dead anim;ds ; 7th, rags, linen and woollen;

8th, sawdust, &c., and many other organic subr

stances utterly lost to thu soil of England. Of the

value of numbers one and two it is needless to dwell,

and must be classed amongst the richest of the fer-

tilizers ; of soot, many thousand bushels are an-

nually enijiloyed in the south of England and in

Essex ; the agriculturists spread it over their wheat

crops with unfailing advantage ; it is not only

imwerful when used by itself, but also produces

admirable effects when mixed with other manures :

wlien applied with common salt. Mv, Geo. Sinclair,

of VVoburn, has described rlie effect as remarkable
;

and the same lesult was obtained witli wheat by
iMr. Bellfield,of Elfwrd, and in an able series of ex-

periments on manures best adapted for jiotatoes, by
the late Rev. E. Cartwright, the fertilizing power
of soot

—

Produced in

Experiment bushels per acre.

No. 1. The soil without manure 157

No. 2. Salt eight bushels, soot thirty bushels

per acre 240
No. 3. Salt eight bushels 198

No. 4. Soot thirty bushels 192

In Berkshire, Oxfordshire, and especially in Kent,

woollen rags are admirably adapted for hops, wheat,
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turnips, &c. Bones as fertilizers are now acknow-
ledged by almost all farmers ; sawdust and shavings

are very permanent manures, and vegetables in a

green state. Ke tben recommends the union of all

the drains into the Thames. This flood of liquid

manure spread over the meadows bordering on the

Thames, the very comforts of London as regards

milk, cream, butter, ike, would be materially in-

creased, by rendering green food for the cows and
other live stock more plentiful in the spring. I have
often seen the lambs fattening on the common w.iter

meadows of the valley of the Itchin, in Hampshire,
feeding upon herbage in the utmost luxuriance, j'et

so early in the spring that not a blade of grass was
visible in any other places than the irrigated grounds.

If early spring grass was thus made abundant, we
should hear very few complaints of the scarcity of

fresh butter, or of its tasting of turnips. And be it

remembered, that this early produce of the Hamp-
shire water meadows is the result of using the mere
bright swift-flowing waters of the Itchin on land si-

tuated in a valley proverbially cool. What, then,

might we not expect from the warm south sloping

meadows of the Essex bank of the Thames, when
irrigated with the rich drainage waters of London 1

It is the reckless waste of the drainage of our large

cities and towns, which has alone prevented the cul-

tivated lands of England from becoming increasingly

fertile ; because yearly more abounding in organic

decomposing matters. Since snch is the enormous
yearly import of foreign products into this country
that it must tend to rapidly increase the natural fer-

tility of the soil of England—I allude to the thou-

sands of tons of fish of all kinds, the sugar of the

West Indies, the teas of China, the green fruits and
the 30,000 tons of eggs from France, the oilcake

and the bones for manure from Belgium, the fruits

of Spain and the Rlediterranean, the cotton of the

United States, and the minor streams of food, both
animal and vegetable, poured into England from a

thousand other sources, all of whose ingredients

ought, and do in some measure, eventually find their

way as manure upon the land ; but against this

great fertilizing import, we have at present to set off

the large and everflowing drainage of the cities and
towns of the United Kingdom ; not only London,
but Liverpool, JManchester, Br'stol, and a hundred
others, are incessantly pouring the riches of the land
into the sea. In conclusion, it must now appear to

every one to be a gross waste of public property, for

us English to suffer the great mass of the drainage
waters of our large cities to be so utterly wasted as

they are at present ; since by doing so the very soil

of England is gradually impoverished, as its riches
are hourly pouring into the sea. And yet as there
is no occasion for this enormous loss of fertilizing

matters, surely some easy plan could be readily
suggested by our talented engineers by which the
solid matters of the sewers could be easily separated
from the fluid,—the one sold as manure, and the
other carried by appropriate channels through ad-
joining or distant meadows, and only finally allowed
to find its waj- into the ocean in case the fanners re-

fused to employ it for the purposes of irrigation.

In this pamphlet I have merely endeavoured to de-
monstrate its value to the farmer, it is for others to

suggest the best mode of conveying it for his ser-

vice ; and I feel that when that great object is ac-

complished, no mean boon will have been bestowed
upon the land of our birth, for it will materially add
to the means of producing food for a rapidly increas-
ing population, and by inducing- a judicious expen-
diture in agricultural improvements, will increase
not only the present, but the permanent demand for

profitable labour, and for agricultural labour too, of
all descriptions the best, and of the first importance
in a national point of view, as being the most con-
ducive to health, to virtue, and to enjoyment." P.
•29 to 39.

Such are the means suggested by this true lover
of his country for agricultural improvements ; such
as cannot fiil, wlien practically carried out, of in-

creasing production a hundred fold. This would so
extensively increase the supply of wheat, as to lower
prices sufficiently in exportation, so as to enable
our manufacturers to compete with foreign nations.
We have, therefore, only to set our shoulders to the
wbeel, and to begin this great and necessarv work
immediately, leaving to bygone statesmen and agri-
culturists the quiet enjoyment of their anti-social

corn laws and monopolies. The schoolmaster is

abroad ; the arts and sciences are everywhere in use
;

and agriculture, the most important of all, no longer
sleeps. Tiie experiment is only to be made, and if

the 46 millions of acres now in cultivation are not
sufficient, there are millions yet uncultivated, which
Mv. Burn, in his letters on home colonization, will
show may be increased in value five thousand fold.

P. 254.

In his excellent publicatien it appears that
there are 46 millions and a half acres of land in
cultivation, and nearly 31 millions uncultivated

;

p. 173-4. Tbe?e together amount to 77 millions
of acres, excluding 16 millions which the emigra-
tion committee reported to be unprofitable, so
that the entire number of acres capable of culti-

vation for food amounts to 61 millions. What
amount of these 61 millions are appropriated for the
cultivation of wheat does not appear ; but if we
reckon according to McCuUoch, which seems a sound
principle, of allowing to each individual a quarter
of wheat per annum, this would give tO millions of
quarters, exclusive of seed. How many acres it

would take to produce these 20 millions lam not
informed, and periiaps we shall never accurately
know, but according to the ingenious Mr. Loudon,
in his Encyclopasdia of Agriculture, published in

1825, the average produce of Britain has been esti-

mated at three as the lowest, and four quarters the
acre the highest

; p. 754. This will give us between
six and seven millions of acres for the production of
the 20 millions of quarters at three quarters per acre,

and five millions of acres at four quarters per acre.

So that out of forty-six millions of acres capable of
cultivation, between five and six only are employed
in the production of wheat, and forty millions of acres
for some other production less necessary, such, for
instance, as distilleries, vegetables, fruit, pasture,
&c., devoting a large proportion to the less necessary
articles, and a less to the greater. Well might Mr.
Burn, with his usual good sense and humanity, ex-
claim against emigration, not only on this ground,
but also on that of one acre being capable of main-
taining five persons ; and one out of every five being
unable from the want of employment to purchase
their proportion of one quarter's produce, and there
is therefore strong ground to believe from the price
of wheat, that twenty millions of quarters are not the
average production. But whether this be so or not
is immaterial to the question, which is whether this

our country is capable of producing wheat sufficient

to maintain its present population of twenty millions,

without importation. Tliis, I think, appears from
the less number of acres being devoted to the culti-

vation of wheat, for under such circumstances it is

evident to common sense, that a man woidd not pre-
fer growing vegetables to wheat, the prime food of
man, when there was a pressing demand for an in-
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creased supply. But leaving' the quantity of wheat
at present out of the question, what do we say to the

fact of improved cultivation, established not only by
both Mr. Curwen and Mr. Allen, but also by the

consolitory information of Sir. Johnson, that there

has not yet appeared nny assignable limits to agri-

cultural production, which his publication proves,

and that the acres at present in cultivation are capa-

ble of being- made amply productive for all the de-

mands of consumption, without foreign assistance.

But we have not only improved cultivation as a re-

source, and the cultivation of the waste lands also

with wheat. Take only a third of the 30 millions of

waste, or 10 millions of acres at the lowest of

Loudon's estimation of three quarters per acre, and
in two or three years, upon the average, we should

Lave in addition to our present amount, without the

aid of modern improvement, 30 millions of quarters,

or ten millions more than the present population

consuraeg. Add to this the extension by improved
' cultivation, and then let us judge of the accuracy of

those gentlemen who contend that one acre will

maintain five persons; and liow correct must be the

observation which I set out with of jMr. Johnson and

of Mr. Burn, that there are no assignable limits to

agricultural production, and that land may be in-

creased in its value 5000 fold. What a valuable mine
for the countrj'- gentlemen, and how glorious for their

country, that while they are increasing their own for-

tune they are making others by creating a demand
for labour, and greatly increasing manufactures and
commerce, as we have shewn in page 20, and as was
proved by the manufacturers in their last petition to

Parliament for the importation of foreign wheat.

That great lover of his country, Mr. Burn, in his

beautiful letters onhome colonization, has established

the fact, and to the honour of his memorv, with great

satisfaction to every reader. " No man in England
need be unemployed one hour, for when all other

avenues to beneficial exertions are apparently filled

up, the waste acres of the country are always a cer-

tain resource against absolute want." He then pro-

ceeds not only to establish his position, but in a

single paragraph to supersede the necessity of poor

houses. " To make the barren acres here produc-

tive will require constant labour and manure upon a

comparatively small surface, but it will yearly im-

prove in production, and ere long- be brought up to

the state of reclaimed lands, and consequently be of

greatly increased value. Beginning with alow ren-

tal and a long lease, the rental will consequently

remain stationary, while the produce of the original

waste goes on increasing. It works thus, the la-

bourers first maintained from another afforded the

means of culture, and applying their strength to the

rugged soil, they effectually subdue it. Year by
year it improves, year by year the cost of their main-
tenance thus diminislies, till at last they do this for

themselves, and have something to spare for others.

Nothing more, therefore, is needed for them ; evea
the rental is provided for, and no further expense
incurred. But their surplus produce not only effects

all this, but the country is mightily improved, their

condition also rendered comfortable as it ought to

be." (Letter '28, p. 191.) Like another Addison,
Mr. Burn could not conclude without a tribute to

the poor, vphose cause he always advocates, whicli

shews the goodness of his heart is equal to the good-

ness of his head. In a subsequent letter, 33, p. 2^9,

he proceeds thus: " First as to the 8 acres near

Brighton on which there was an expenditure in 1839
of 190/. and a return of 337L, leaving full lOl. per

acre profit, after allowing for rent '201. a year ; and in

1830 of 206/. expended, and 326/. returned, leaving

nearly the same surplus. No one, I think, will he«

sitate in the admission that the investment answered.

He then ^ives a similar account of grass last year in

Sussex, which produced from 7/.tol3/. per acre clear.

He adds, ifMr. Curwen be right, and he sees no reason

to doubt it, nor anybody else after what Mr. Johnson
has written, as to the capability of great increase in

the produce of the earth, by more skilful culture,

individual labour, and more manure bestowed on it,

at about five times the amount when his book was
published, " then what a field of speculation is here

0])ened for both capitalist and cultivator ! But in

this speculation every step is secure, every advance

beneficial alike to capital, to labour, and to land ; it

is, as I have often said, a beginning to the ameliora-

tion of all our evils, hut the glorious end no man
can foresee, no mind can penetrate." (Letter 33.)

The truth of these statements history and experience

prove,—look at our county now, and five hundred,

three, and one hundred years back, what has caused

the difference'? labour and cultivation—it is this

that constitutes the difference. '
' If the lands at

present in cultivation were not really and properly

kept up to the standard of production now acquired,

what would be the consequence 1 Why most assur-

edly that they would deteriorate and become waste

again, if entirely neglected. What prevents it ? The
quantity of labour bestowed upon them. Apply the

same course, the same principles, and with fresh

hands, to the lands not reclaimed. Why to be sure,

it is inevitable that the same results will ultimately

ensue, for the same general laws govern each, and

will continue to do so until the whole frame of na-

ture be altered or broken up." (Letter 3.5, p. 241.)

From these instances, though many more might be

adduced, it is perfectly clear, that ournativeland can

furnish us with wheat suiScient for ten millions of

inhabitants, in addition to our present population ;

and that there is at present no necessity, nor for

many years to come, to import a single grain of

wheat. Cultivation and improvement will provo a

never failing resource, almost even in preventing

famine, which was much inore frequent formerly than

at present, owing, as Hume justly observes in his

history, to our ignorance in tilhige. " But produce,

depending not on few, but on large numbers applied

to agriculture, and the risks of destitution, like the

risks of insurance, are actually diminished by in-

crease of numbers. A partial cultivation in a partial

situation may be nearly all lost in one season, a more

extended cultivation over a more extended country

runs fewer risks; for the failure in one quarter may
be compensated by greater abundance in another."

(Letter 3, p. 11.) We have therefore nothing to fear,

but rely on own native energies for our daily bread,

and the hand of the industrious shall prosper. With
regard to wheat, as one of those plants which accord-

ing to the phraseology of agriculturists, stools, that is

throws out lateral roots, capable of producing sepa-

rate stems, it indicates the facility with which

another principle of multiplication, t>ansplantation,

may be resorted to whenever the necessity of human
beings may require it. It was from this one princi-

ple of culture that Mr. Henny obtained the following

results, which I give in Dr. Watson's own words.

The whole number of ears which, by the process be-

fore mentioned, were produced from one grain of

wheat, was 21,109, which yielded three pecks and

three quartersof clear corn, i.he wcightof which was

47 pounds and 7 ounces, and from a calculation made
by computing the number of grains in one ounce,

the whole number might be about 376,8-10. The
author then concludes in the words of Dr. Ander-

son's Recreations, " that the alarms which have been
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raised by the speculations of ingenious, but ill in-

formed men, respecting- the inability of this country

to support its present or probable future population,

are entirely unfounded.'' B. i. c. 5,

The following facts in corroboration of my hy-

pothesis are from the pen of that able friend to

agriculture, C. W. Johnson, Esq., whose name I

have so frequently mentioned with ])leasure, and
very kindly consented to this publication of them.
" At Eastbourue, in 1837, P. Brown raised 345
roots, with 4,250 ears, from one grain, put in June
28th, 1836, the shoots being only divided three times

;

and it is recorded in the Pliilosopliical Transactions

for 1768, that in the same space of time one grain of

wheat produced 1,109 ears, containing 576,840 grains,

or nearly a bushel of clear grain ; thus an acorn cup
would hold seed wheat enougli to raise plants for

an acre of land. And if dibbling wheat was generally

adopted, as practised in Norfolic, Suffolk, Lincoln,

and Hertfordshire, at 6s. per acre, full ten millions of

bushels of seed wheat might be saved on the four

millions of acres of wheat in England and Scotland,

vrhich quantity, allowing eight bushels to each per-

son, would support 1,250,000 persons, who if em-
ployed in weeding the crops, might double them,
as is shewn by the increased crops under the allot-

ment system.

The proposal here so strenuously but at the same
time so respectfully advocated, of improving and ex-
tending the cultivation of wheat, will not now admit
ofany unnecessary delay or procrastination. In a

newspaper now before me, I see that in one of the

communes of the department of Gard, in France,
" a school of practical agriculture has just been
established for children. Two acres «f waste land
have been divided into a nursery, and kitchen and
herb gardens. The keapers of the forests give
them lessons on the management of bees, the founder
teaches them gardening, the curate exerts his influ-

ence in furthering new methods, and the proprietors

in the neighbourhood give seeds, &c. Half the pro-

duce will belong to the founder, a portion of the

other half will be given to the most industrious

pupils, and the rest will be sold to the inhabitants

of the village. These sales were supposed to be suf-

ficient to cover the expenses." This excellent de-
sign of encouraging agriculture in youth by remune-
rating the most industrious pupils with a portion of
the produce, will ever be found the best stimulant
to promote it, and is worthy our immediate imita-

tion. I am therefore most happy to find it patronized
by a lady of the name of Gilbert, in a most excellent
plan of national education in agriculture, which does
honour to her memory, and it is witli infinite pleasure
I take this opportunity of giving it publicity :

—

" Might not the salaries of masters be saved in

country parishes by tiieir being allowed to rent from
one to five acres of land, on condition of teaching
reading, &c. till noon, on having their scholars'

services in digging, dibbling, weeding, and stall-

feeding after twelve o'clock 1

"And as this mode of payment would depend on
their diligent cultivation of the soil, are not the chil-

dren likely to be skilled as soon as their strength per-
mits, to earn their own living in a way that might
double the rent ef the land ? and thus add to individual

and national prosperity ; for by dibbling alone, as

long practised in Norfolk, Suffolk, Lincoln, and
Hertfordshire, as compared with broadcasting wheat
three bushels the acre, half the seed may be saved,
that is one bushel and half, and the grain in the
crop being admitted to be four bushels, makes five

bushels and half, worth at 80s. the quarter, 55s.,

which after paying for dibbling 7s,, leaves a clear gain

to the farmer of 48s, per acre, and even if the price
sunk to 5s. a bushel, would give 20s. per acre for

the trouble of superintending the work, which would
be so much lessened by children being practised in

it at school, that it might tempt farmers generalljr to

adopt a plan so gainful.
" For though high prices may benefit afew it can be

only a feu:, for prices can never be generally hio-h

but when ciops are deficient, and high prices are not
remunerating prices to those who have »oi/(in»- to se//,

whereas if corn was cheap, from being in excess,
could be stored, used to feed cattle, or exported

;

and twelve months since both the American and
Egyptian governments invited importation of grain.

" And if schoolmasters were directed to keep daily
accounts of work and produce, which might be
copied as writing lessons by their scholars, authen-
tic documents in each parish might be obtained.

" And competition between neighbouring school-
masters promoted by prizes awarded by the resident
clergy ; and thus without cost experivientai farms be
established throughout England, by which the capa-
bilities of its soil might be ascertained, for all the
capital needed is for the purchase of forks, hoes,
rakes and dibbles, with a cask to hold them when
out of use, which would save flails and thrashing-

floors, by the children taking the straw up by hand-
fuls, and dashing the ears over the cask,' which
quickly removes the grain, and in Cornwall is termed
making reed, which straw not being bruised, a small
quantity is sufiicient for thatching, when bound on
with straw bands, as represented ; and no barn for

housing corn is needed, because corn keeps freer

from vermin and mildew by being stacked like the
ridge of a house, when as many sheaves as can be
cleared before night might be taken from one end
daily into the schoolroom, and when a sack is filled

the boys could draw it in a hand cart to the mill,

which hand cart would be useful for taking out solid

manure, and liquid manure too if slung under it in
a barrel, duly diluted, as in Belgium, Holland, &c.,
and given to growing potato, turnip, and mangel
wurzel plants for their master's cows, which if car-

ried and milked three times a day, might be as pro-
fitable here as on those parts of the continent which
furnish us with butter, and the well known Dutch
cheese.

" And girls taught to milk, (SiC, might tempt far-

mers to increase their dairies.

"But many friends of this plan amongst the
clergy lament their inability to obtain the little land
requisite.

" But might not this be obtained by an act allow-
ing landlords to resume fiom one to five acres, on
condition of the tenantry receiving from the school-
master double the amount the land was rated at in
the new valuation.
" Which rent under this cheap mode of culture,

the masters might with ease pay, as tlie good Bishop
of Bath and Wells, in his letter to Dr. Yellowly,
M.D. and F.R.S., who has written on spade husban-
dry, says the usual g.un from allotments of land is

from 16/. to 20/. per acre.

" And the parish cleik and Sunday school master
of Javington, Sussex, has found a quarter of an acre

so profitable, that he has offered to teach daily till

noon if he could but rent a whole acre of the same
land rated at eleven shillings per acre.
" This schoolmaster believes from half an acre he

could annuallj raise twenty bushels of wheat, and
from the other roots, &c. to stall-feed a cow and pig.

And he had last year proof that in the parable of the
sower the increase of an hundred fold is not a figur-

ative expression, for from a thimbleful of wheat he
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raised 50 plants, which yielded upwards of a quart

of seed, weighing two pounds, and containing 2,312

grains, or 406 fold the seed, obtained by depositing

each grain at the depth of three inches where it was
not devoured by the fowls of the air, and was not

choked by thorns, and did not wither by springing

up before it had root enough to bring the grain to

perfection."

If the system of national education in agriculture

commenced in France be persevered in, of vvliich no

person can reasonably doubt, we shall find it spread

all over the continent, particularly in Poland the

o-ranary of Europe ; so that we shall be obliged in

our own just defence, to adopt the hints of this bene-

volent lady, who is so justly entitled to the love and

gratitude of her country. Accordingly it is my in-

tention in the course of next spring, should Provi-

dence in his goodness preserve my life and my
health, to lay them before the most leading of divines

in all classes of religion, to carry it out into imme-
diate practice, with tlie assistance of all those gen-

tlemen who have the true interest of agriculture at

heart. With this foundation to build our superstruc-

ture, and the still greater benefits which will result

to the country from the Lincolnshire drainage, or the

great level of the Wash, the object of which is de-

scribed to be, to recover from the sea a very exten-

sive tract of land, which now constitutes a part of

the great estuary called The PF«s/i, lying between the

coasts of Norfolic and Lincolnshire, with a view of

adding " to the territory and agricultural resources of

the empire." By the report of Sir John Ilennie, the

whole quantity of recoverable land consists of

200,000 acres. For the present it is intended to

limit the undertaking to the recovery of 150,000 acres.

This will rpquire an expenditure of 2,000,000/.,

which deducted from the sum of six millions, the

value of the land, will leave to the shareholders a

clear gain of four millions. Twenty thousand shares

of lOOZ. each, deposit 5i. per share. For more com-

plete information prosj)ectuses may be obtained at

No. 6, Sergeant's Inn, Fleet-street, London.

Never since we have been a nation do I recollect

so great an undertaking. Our docks and our rail-

roads will certainly remain lasting monuments of our

extraordinary industry and national opulence, but

neither the dykes of Holland, the labyrinth on the

banks of the lake iM(»ris in Egypt, nor that lake

itself, the wonder of the work], though 4.?0 miles in

circumference, and in some places 350 feet in depth,

(vide 2 Herodotus, p. 402) can equal this drainage

of the fens for national benefit. Every individual in

this kingdom will be more or less a gainer in its

success, as we all live by tlie produce of agriculture.

May its prosperity amply reward the noble president,

trustees, and directors of tliis vast undertaking, and

may the rising generation hold them for ever in

grateful remembrance. This is the language of my
heart.

But to return to my subject.—It is unnecessary

to fatigue the reader with further proofs. Credulity

can no longer dispute the fact of our resources in

wheat for our present and greatly increasing popula-

tion, without anv importation, as I flatter myself is

clearly established in this publication. The benefits

to the nation under our existing circumstances of un-

employed capital and labour, would be vast and
astonishing, and instead of voting for im[)orlation,

the experiment might be fairly tried by employing
our able bodied paupers in reclaiming the waste
lands in part, instead of throwing away 200Lin road

mending, as was the case in Norfolk about the time

Mr. Burn published his letters, when the same sum
laid out in labour upon waste land, would have pro-

duced subsistence for the whole, and a great deal

more. See his excellent letter 34, p. 233.

To this it may be objected, that according to my
hypothesis, it would be quite waste, for more would
be produced than could be consumed, and the supply
would far exceed the demand. But this objection is

more apparent than real, fur by increasing the sup-

j)ly, we increase the demand by increasing popula-

tion. The multiplication reduces its price, which
renders it accessible to a greater number, which ex-
tends its consumption. It is production and not con-

sumption, as Malthus supposes, that increases pro-

duction. For a product consumed is a product lost

for ever. Though the demand in the home market
were fully supplied, the surplus might be sent abroad.

France no doubt would in a little time be glad to take

our wheat in exchange for her wines and brandies, or

if not other commodities, which by the contiguity of

the two countries, would prove to us the most benefi-

cial of all foreign markets. Thus our surplus pro-

duce of wheat, like other articles would be the " cre-

ation of a new product, and operate in opening anew
vent for other products," Says political economy, B.

i. c. 15. It is the same in every such case. The
more numerous the producers, and the more various

their productions, the more prompt, numerous, and
extensive are the vents for those productions." Thus
by incrciising the supply, the agriculturist would
open a new market for bis corn, which would raise

the rent of his estate. For the success of one branch

of industry promotes that of all the others. The
high price of wheat obliges the merchants to ask a
higher price for their goods, which accounts for the

ruinous returns of their commerce.
In further proof of what the illustrious authors

have recommended in respect to an increased supply
of wheat by the improved and extended cultivation,

it may not be impertinent to see what M'Culloch,
an author of no mean authority, has written in his

Dictionary, p. 410, in favour of exportation. " The
fallacy that the ))revention of exportation was the

surest method of increasing plenty at home is ob-

vious. The market can never be steadily and plen*

tifully supplied, unless the merchants have power to

export the surplus. When a country without means
of exporting her own supplies, an abundant crop, by
causing a great overloading of the market, and a

heavy fall of prices, is as injurious to the farmer as

a scarcity, it is uniformly found that variations in

the quantity of corn exert a much greater influence

over prices than equal variations in the quantity of

almost anything else offered for sale. Being the

principal necessary of life, when the supply of corn

happens to be less than ordinary, the mass of the

people make very great, though unavailing exertions,

by diminishing their consumption of other and less

indispensable articles, to obtain their accustomed
supplies of this prime necessary, so that its price

rises much more than in proportion to the deficiency.

On the other hand, when the supply is unusually

large, the xonsuraption is not proportionally ex-

tended. In ordinary years the bulk of the popula-

tion is about adequately fed, and though the consump-
tion of all classes be somewhat greater in unusually

plentiful yeais, the extension is considerable only

amongst the lower classes, and in the feed of hordes,

and hence it is that the increased supply at market in

such years goes principally to cause a glut, and con-

sequently a ruinous decline of price."

An increase in the supply of wheat, while we pay
in cash, would be highly beneficial too, by producing

a fall in prices, for its high price endangers the cir-

culation by continually threatening us with a panic
;

from which low prices, by an increase of production
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in wheat, would happily exempt us. Then the in-

crease of manufactures would be necessary and si-

multaneous, as we have before shewn in page 20. But
even if it were necessary to lower the dividends, the

public would not be injured, since what the fund-

bolder lost in amount, he would receive in exchange-

able value. This deficiencj^, however, is more
imaginary than real, for the payment of taxes in

amount depends upon the quantum of agriculture and

commerce. Their increase and improvement will

enlarge the funds, for payment of the taxes by greatly

increasing the demand for labour in manufactures

and agriculture. During the late war, even with the

income tax, which was in effect a tax upon
labour, and when we were excluded from several

foreign markets, a greater amount of taxes was
paid than since the peace, though that impolitic tax

has been repealed, and all the markets in the world

thrown open to our shipping. The cause is to be

found in the existing corn laws, which, by limiting

the production, raise prices, without increasing the

circulation. To remove this evil and effect an in-

crease of trade, agricultural and joint-stock banks

have been resorted to, but none of them hitherto on
asafe and sure basis, whereas the demand for labour

in agriculture and manufactories, would find em-
ployment for capital at home, instead of sending it

abroad. This, together with the fall in prices, in

consequence of iaiproving and extending the culti-

vation of wheat, as above recommended, would
induce many thousands of the absentees to reside in

England, which would greatly increase the circula-

tion. They swarm all over the continent, and cannot

be estimated at less than 30,000. As many of them
spend a pound a day, though others much less, and
therefore upon the average oO.OOOL in hard money
leaves the country per day, which amounts in the

year to lO,950,OOOL and never returns, A consider-

able part by a fall in prices, from an increase in the

cultivation of wheat, would be spent in their own
country, and make a great addition, as before ob-

served, to the circulation. This would be preferable

to any tax, however just in principle, on absentees
;

and quite different to one on pensioners as in France,

where it becomes forfeited by a residence abroad,

and which England would do well to imitate. Besides

this addition to the circulation, the surplus produce
of wheat, by the increase from the improved and
extended cultivation of it, would be the surest pro-

tection against the evils of scarcity recently expe-

rienced, in sending money abroad to jjurchase

wheat, which considerably reduced our circulation,

but which surplus produce would prove the best

and surest prevention of their recurrence, by ren-

dering it unnecessary to send any part of circulation

abroad to purchase foreign corn.

Let us therefore try the experiment above recom-

mended with such consummate ability by Mr. John-
son and Mr. Burn, of improved cultivation, and of

reclaiming the waste lands. This certainly would
greatly increase the demand for labour, the source

of all wealth, especially when wages rise, to remu-
nerate the labourer, instead of the difficulty of pro-

curing the necessaries of life. Then the improve-
ment of the home market, the extension of the

< export trade, and the payment of the taxes, would
exceed our most sanguine expectations.

E NGLISII
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
At a Meeting of the Committee of Blanag'ement,

held on Wednesday, Jan. 10, present, The IMarquis of

Downshire, in the Chair; T. Raymond Barker, Esq.,

James Dean, Esq., Wm. Fisher Hobbs, Esq., Wm.
Woods Page, Esq., William Shaw, Esq., VVilliara

Youatt, Esq.
Richard 13erens, Esq., was elected a Governor, and

the following gentlemen Members of the Society.

Foster, Ebenezer
Hains, Geo. Hemington
Stent, Matthew
Wedlake, T.
Kendal, T.
Bosanquet, G. T.
Frazier, Alexander
Clapham, T.
Robinson, William
Percival, John, Jun.
Wyatt, Hugh Penfold
Annesley, The Rev. Chaa.
Beaslty, F. Calvert
Laxton, R. W.
Lawrence, William
Heming, Henry.

Mules, William
Dickson, Robert
Lawson, Robert
Parsons, Wilham, Jun.
Glover, John
Houblon, Richard Archer
Barthropp, Nathaniel
Phillips, Sir Thomas, (late

Mayor of Newport)
Fowler, Thomas
Fox, Francis

Foster, Richard, Jun,,

(Mayor of Cambridge)
Barker, Field Dunn
Headley, Henry, (late

(Mayor of Cambridge)
Searle, William

At a meeting of the Committee of Management,
held on Wednesday the 15th January, present His
Grace the Duke of Richmond, President, in the Chair,
the Marquis of Downshire, T. Raymond Barker, Esq.,
French Burke, Esq., William Shaw, Esq.

—

William Low, Esq., was elected a Governor, and the
following gentlemen Members of the society :

—
Caswell, Thomas
Clarke, P-dward
Tongue, Charles
Osbinton, Samuel
Clarke, John
Dobito, George
Hammond, Thomas
Taylor, Thomas Lombe
Hind, William
Hind, James
Mathews. Isaac
Ellison, Michael
Sandon, Samuel
Foster, Joseph
Evans, [Jichard

Skryme, John
Abbey, George
Beard, the Rev. James
Dadds, John
Collard, Edwin
Palmer, John
Perkins, Thomas
Bentley, Thomas
Formby, the Rev. James
Smart, William
Wakely, William
Hobbs, William
Mawclark, William
Andrews, Benjamin
Goodhall, Michael
Wright, George
West, J. P.
Corrie, Adam
Vere, General Sir C.Broke,

Bart.
Smith, Culling Charles

Sharp, William
Spong, Ambrose
Tattersall, Richard
Searle, Alfred
Shubrick, Colonel
Crosse, Henry
Harford, J. Scandret
King, Joseph
Buchan, James
Kersey, Robert
Farrow, Benj. B.
Luun, Robert, jun.

Hearn, Stephen
Moore, George, F.,

(Chairman of the Au-
stralian Agricultural As-
sociation, Swan River)

Collard, Thomas William
Hurrell, Reymes
Leifchild, John
Snibson, Uichard, (High

Constable !of the Peak
of Derbyshire)

Heneage, Geo.H. Walker,
M.P.

Randolph, the Rev.Charles
Welford, R. G.
Freeman, John
Jobson, Robert
Robinson, William
Toker, Richard Edward
Workman, Joseph
Baines, John Fuller

Sandle, WUliam
Rebow, Gurdou
Threlfall, Lazarus

HORSE KEEP.—Horses consume in England the

produce of seven million acres ; there are one million

horses for labour, and two hundred thousand used for

pleasure in England.

Hanson, John

Communications were received from Lord Dacre,
Colonel le Couteur, Mr. Thomas Burton, and Mr. C.
Newman.
The Committee resolved that in order to effect the

distribution of the Journals to members in every part

of the kingdom, the plan suggested by His Grace the

Duke of Richmond, at the general meeting should be
adopted and carried into effect.
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CLAYING.
The addition of clay, byway of improving the staple

or natural constituents of a soil, is not much prac-

tised, as this earth too seldom occurs in the imme-
diate neighbourhood of light sandy districts, in

sufficient quantities to enable the cultivator to avail

himself, to any great extent, of such a valuable per-

manent improvement of the land. In those districts

where claying- is generally adopted, it is often found

that the clay is eiiher very happily situated for the

farmer, or else it contains a considerable portion of

chalk— it is in fact, a kind of compound of earths, or

marl. In the heavy clay districts, where manure is

scarce, tlie practice of clay burning is followed to

some extent, as I shall presently notice.

Alumina, or the pure earth of clay, is principally

necessary in cultivated soils, to give it a sufficient

power to retain the moisture necessary for vegetation.

It is in this mixture of sand, chalk, and clay, with

decomposing organic matter, that in truth constitutes

a produc-tive soil, which furnishes the constituents of

the plant, and retains the moisture so essential for

its service. Clay or chalk, sand, or vegetable matters,

such as peat, moss, &c., usually predominate, giving-

a character to the soil ; but no land is cultivateable

which contains nineteen parts in twenty of either

clay, sand, chalk, or organic matter. In confirma-

tioii of this assertion, the farmer will remember the

bare chalks of Wiltshire, the sands of Norfolk, and

the peats and bogs of Cambridge.
Alumina is found in most vegetables, but iu pro-

portions much smaller than either silica or carbonate

of lime. M. Schraeder found, iu two pounds weight

of the seeds of wheat, only 6-lOths of a grain of

alumina; in rye 1,4-lOth grains ; in barley 4,2-lOth

grains ; in oats 4^ grains ; and in rye straw 3,2-lOth

grains. In twelve ounces of wormwood there are

about five grains of alumina. Clay, therefore, neces-

sarily exists in all fertile soils as the food of plants
;

for although the proportions in which it is found are

rather small, yet still there is no reason to believe

that its presence is not essential to the healthy

growth of the plant. M. Saussure found the ashes

of the Pinus Abies, growing on a granite and on a

calcareous soil, to contain nearly the same (juantity

of alumina (fifteen per cent, from the granitic, sixteen

from the calcareous), although these soils differed

widely in the proportion of alumina they contained;

for 100 parts of each were composed of

—

Granitic Soil,

Silica 75-25

Alumina l3*25

Lime l-74i

Iron and manganese ........ 9"

99.24*

Calcareous Soil.

Carbonate of lime 98-000

Alumina '6'25

Oxide of iron '625

Petroleum '025

99-275

The propoition of alumina, or pure earth of clay,

present in cultivated soils, varies very much.
Per Cent.

The sandy, good hop soils near Tunbridge,

contain 3

The Holkham, in Norfolk, turnip soils. . . 1

The fine oak-producing soils of Sheffield-

place, Sussex 28

* Thompson's Chemistry, vol. iv. p. 317.

Per Ceut.

The wheat soils of Drayton, in Middlesex 12

The soil of Bagshot Heath J
The soil near the Parret, in Somersetshire 2§
The lands near the Avon (vale of Evesham) 14

The good soils of Tiviotdale 7
The rich pastures near Salisbury (banks

of the Avon) §
The gravelly soils of Great Totham, Essex 4^-

The soil near Coleorton, Leicestershire 24
The clay which is usually employed by the cul-

tivator, is principally a mixture of silica, alumina,

and chalk (carbonate of lime). The silica or sand,

is commonly in grains, but the alumina is in

powder ; aad consequently, a soil is often dis-

tinguished for being " a clay," when the proportion

of silica decidedly predominates. This will be aeen

by the analvsis of what -are usually considered very-

pure clays : 100 parts of

—

Oxide
Alumina. Silica Lime, of iron Water.

Potter's clay

contains .. 33.2 43.5 3.5 .1 18
Poicelan earth 47 52 0.33 0.67

It must not, therefore, be considered by the farmer,

when he is " claying" his land, that he is applying

pure alumina, for that rarely, if ever, is found native,

but that he is merely employing a mixture of earths

in which the alumina so far predominates as to give

it a decided character. The quantity of clay gene-

rally applied to sandy or chalky soils, varies accor-

ding to the quality of the clay, and the readiness of

access to it, from 25 to 100 loads per acre. The
chie( general use of claying is to impart tenacity or

body to the soil.

—

Johnson on Fertilizers.

ON THE CORN LAWS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMEr's MAGAZINE.

Sir,—The extraordinary excitement at present

prevailing- iu the manufacturing districts on the sub-

ject of repeal, demands the necessity of all classes

who have an interest in the public weal, to bestir

themselves in devising such measures ns may even-

tually check those would-be-called patriots, the re-

pealers, from making any inroad in our establish-

ments. It is not my intention to trespass much oa
the valuable space in your magazine, but as many
erroneous statements have been propagated in favour

of repeal, and have been acknowledged correct by
its most strenuous supporters, who are endeavouring

to mislead the labouring classes with the fallacious

belief that cheap bread will be the result of that be-

peal, I think it fair to offer the following remarks

in extenuation of that supposition, as they may,

perhaps, not only tend to repudiate some of them,

but may convert them to a more moderate tone.

" Justice to all" is the prinaiple on which every

Christian^ought to act, and I feel persuaded, if every

rational being could put aside his selfish ideas, and

would for a moment argue dispassionately on the

subject of repeal, they would at once see the in-

justice of sacrificing one interest for the advance-

ment of another, and how ill it becomes the generous

spirit of Britons to venture on such a course. As
justice is the only basis on which a nation can be

well governed—on which social intercourse can be

maintained—on which religion can offer her con-

soling doctrine, it would be ill-judged then to argue

on any other foundation. I shall accordingly men-

tion a few of their chief statements in favour of re-
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peal, and commence with the one stating, that " dif-

ferent countries supply diiFerent articles, and that

Providence has ordained that for the commercial in-

tercourse of nations, England does not furnish her

population with hardly any essential, and all that

she manufactures here she receives from the conti-

nent in a raw state ; and as we are thus dependent

on foreigners for raw articles of manufacture, why
could we not equally depend on them for corn V It

is true that Providence has wisely ordained that for

commercial intercourse, and it is likewise true that

we are dependent on foreigners for raw articles for

manufacture, hut do we not pay a duty for them 1

why, then, should our manufacturers of bread, if 1

may so term the bakers, not pay a duty for their raw

article ? To tax one and not the other is most un-

fair, as taxes we must have, and everything of foreign

growth ought to add its quota to the general revenue.

The essentials which England affords to her popula-

tion are certainly not many, but why should she on

that account depend on foreigners for corn when
she can nearly supply that herself "! The absurdity,

then, of throwing away that chief commodity must

be apparent. Again it is asserted that, " as the

market for precious metals is wholly unrestricted,

and in consequence of that no article is so steady in

price, that corn would be equally steady were the corn

laws abolished, and would not perhaps vary above

five or six per cent, in a number of years." Now
this comparison is one of the most inconsistent ones

that can be well upheld ; corn, which only depends

on the influence ot the atmosphere for its production,

and which is consumed as fast as it is almost pro-

duced, must bear little affinity with precious metals,

which no time or weather can affect in their produc-

tion, and which when once pure the consumption is

so trivial. Well, indeed, may the repealers labour

in vain to bring forth their pet child when such

comparisons as these are adduced by their advocates.

Again, that " The corn laws restrict the bleeding

of cattle and sheep, by the conversion of poor pas-

ture lands into poorer corn fields, and in conse-

quence raises the price of butcher's meat." Surely

no one who understands the routine of farming will

coincide with that assertion, but, on the contrary,

will observe that the corn laws greatly improve the

condition in which the animals are brought to mar-

ket ; it is only by the rotation of crops that poorer

soils are enriched and good feed afforded. The
price of meat will always be high in populous neigh-

bourhoods, as the transit of beasts from the different

counties incur a heavy responsibility and expence
to the owners ; hence the price of meat will remain

the same whether the laws are repealed or not.

But the greatest stand which the repealers take is

for the benefit it will afford to the labouring classes,

for whom they appear to have a most tender affec-

tion. It is to be lamented that the repealers, who are

chiefly manufacturers, have so greatly endeavoured
to delude these classes, as it is most visible that they

are only making this great outcry for repeal to have
a more plausible excuse for lowering wages j if they

do not intend to decrease them, why make this great

stir about it "! It is self-interest alone which they

are seeking for under this cloak of philanthropy and
disinterestedness. The absurd opinion that foreign-

ers would take our manufactures in exchange for

corn, is completely put aside by the precedent of the

last eighteen months, when above four millions of

specie went out of England to pay for foreign corn

imported in her ports at a nominal duty ; when our

exports of manufactures did not increase but dimi-

nish, showing at once, were the corn laws abolished,

that in a sboit period English bullion would desert

her shores, and rise up in gigantic manufactories all

over the European continent as trophies of British

folly.

I will not infringe any longer on your valuable

time in refuting other fallacious statements cited by

the repealers, but proceed at once to offer a few ob-

servations on a moderate fixed duty, best calculated

to insure a bona fide trade. The duty to be fixed,

must be equal to the additional taxes which our agri-

culturists are obliged to pay, above which the fo-

reigners have, so that our produce may enter the

markets on equivalent terms with foreign, a whole-

some commerce would sure to result from such a

regulation, and would be the means ot keeping corn

nearly stationary in price: to bear out this supposi-

tion it is only requisite to review other articles of

foreign growth which enter our markets at fixed

duties to perceive that a fair trade originates from

that system, and a remunerating intercourse is thus

created between nations. The fixed duty on corn

ought to be paid as soon as the quantity has been
entered at the customs ; as that would operate as a

slight check, in preventing too much grain from

being stored in the warehouses. On articles on
which the duty is fixed, merchants can make their

calculations, but in fluctuating duties the risk is

never equal to the profit: if the duty was entirely

abolished our merchants would not be importers to

much extent, as the foreign would mostly ship

on their own account, thus throwing a lucrative

trade into their hands. The manufacturers must, I

presume, perceive that this is one of the fairest

ways of settling the present unsatisfactory question,

and if they would only join hand in hand with the

rest of the community, they might eft'ect a great

amelioration in the condition of the working orders.

Parliament would be bound to hear and assist them,

and they might avert the present awful crisis into a

season of peace and plenty. The fire is now kin-

dled, and unless some kindly aid arrives to suppress

its flames, the destruction of the edifice is inevitable,

and its ruins will soon spread desolation, rapine, and

famine in the land, where once peace and order

reigned.

Well knowing your usual zeal in furthering ad-

vice to your readers, I have ventured to trouble you
with the foregoing remarks, and if by their insertion

in your entertaining magazine, they may tend to

throw any light on the above intricate subject, it

will much please your constant reader and sub-

scriber, "^ ^ ^'^'

Surrey, Jan. 20.

T. J. W,

Sir,—Pardon the liberty I take of suggesting the

propriety of your calling the attention of your nu-

merous and talented correspondents to your valuable

paper, to their signing their names in full ; this

would enable many of your readers to write to the

parties for any further information.

I deem it more essential since the reduction of

postage, for it will now be very blameable, if for

the sake of a penny, we do not get information, &c.,

&c. ; formerly the postage was so expensive, that it

became very costly to obtain any information.

Your attention in any way you may think best

to the above, will oblige yours, respectfully,

RizDON Grace.
Jersey, Jan 17.

N.B.—For the want of the name and residence of

a correspondent, I am disappointed in obtaining

information, that a very few lines from him would
give me.
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ON PLOUGHING OF OLD PASTURE
LAND AND GROWING MORE
WHEAT.

SiR^._I beg to male a few remnrks tlirough your

widely circulated paper on what I thinji would be

a national benefit, which if any of your more able

subscribers think good to enlarge on the hints,

would perhaps lead "to more weighty impressions.

1st—I would observe that E»o-/a»(Z ought to strive

to export as little, and import as much specie as

possible ; and to do that, companies ought to be

formed for all British possessions, where millions of

acres are laying waste, to cultivate sugar, tea, cotton,

tabacco, and all other necessaries of life, as well as

luxuries that the people of England require, instead

of fetching all those (or part) commodities from

countries where we might be independent of, as the

climate of our British possessions will admit, for if

other nations do now take part of our manufactured

goods, would not our British possessions take them_

also, were they encouraged by a large extent of

cultivation 1 would not an increase of produce

produce an increase of labour'? and would not an

increase of labour produce a much greater demand

for English manufactured goods'?

2nd—England is obliged under present circum-

stances to import large quantities of corn at cer-

tain limes, in consequence away goes the needful by

millions ; but to remedy this, let all landlords oblige

their tenants to plow up meadow land and poor

pasture, and cultivate corn, turnips, and seeds, which

under such processes, would produce just as much

mutton and beef, and thousands of quarters of

wheat more than it does ; and also allow their tenants

to grow wheat to the greatest extent that is possible,

which wheat is not so much injurious to land as

any other white crop, as it takes its support from

the subsoil more than any other white grain.

But instead of this, landlords put the check bit

upon their tenants to their loss, and a lift to the

national downfall. I would ask, why stop the growth

of that most valuable product, wheat, and allow

our gold to go abroad to buy it; 1 say they are

against their own interest, for if they will continue

to prevent their tenants from ploughing up land, and

cultivating wheat, they will bring down upon them-

selves BIr. Freetrade, and reducp the value of a

quarter of wheat to 40s. ; then down must go the

rents ; thenlMr. Mortgagee will want all the rent that

the land will produce m a maay instances, and Mr.

Landlord will have hut little for himself.

3i.cl_I would have landlords let their tenants

plough up their land, I would have rent laid on ac-

cordmglv,and then, both landlord an 1 tenant would

be benefitted, and would be a national interest. I

would ask why should not the soil of England, with

an immense population, be allowed to grow all it

can ; and would not an acre of meadow or poor

pasture produce much more human food if ploughed

up 1 I think it would be one great step towards keep-

ing the sovereigns within our English shores. I

shall conclude with saying that England has for a

long time been famous for prosperity and good

living, and the foreign farmers for bad, but unless

she grow more corn within her bounds, so that less

will be required from abroad, it will encourage the

foreign farmer, and instead of his living on cabbage

soup, he will partake of the good things that we now
do, and the English farmers will in the end come

to the cabbage soup dish. I think it is, every one

take care for themselves.

A I'niEND TO THE Pl.OUGHSH ARE,

Jan. 18. JSTot 100 miles from Alford.

ON THE USE OF SALT IN LIME.
Sir,—In your magazine for October 1839, page

270, your correspondent in treating of salt and lime

as a tillage, recommends the " lime (unslaked) six

inches thick, and the salt two ; lie mentions no time

as being necessary for the lime and salt to remain
in this state, neither does be state whether it should

be intermixed previous to its being spread upon the

land. In your December magazine, page 441, the

following j)aragraph runs—" 100 bushels of lime,

and f)0 bushels salt, put in a clamp dug as for pota-

toes ; lay it altogether, and mix it up with water till

it comes to the consistency of mortar ; cover it up
close and let it lay three months, then spread it, &c.,

&c." These two extracts appear so very much in

the extreme, that I shall feel obliged by y^our making
inquiry as to the best method of applying salt and
lime as a tillage.

Should any of your correspondents liave sent you
a paj)er upon this head, for your next number, my
inquiry will in all probability be answered, if not, I
beg vou will make it, as it will be of service to many
farmers, and none more so than yours obediently,

Pontejract, Dec, 24. A Subscriber.

HEADS OF THE PEOPLE.—THE FARMER.
—If it be a iveakness, it is certainly a pardonable one

;

the veneration with which the farmer generally regards
the person, and even the family of " my lord," espe-

cially if the connexion between them has been of long
standing ; but their intercourse is not now marked by
that haughtiness on the one side, and servility on the
other, whicli formerly characterised it : the tenant no
longer looks up to his landlord, as if he were the only
person who wears a coronet, and makes long speeches
in parHament, and the latter has ceased to regard the

respectable man, who pays him a fair and liberal rent
for his laud, ris a feudal dependant, from whom the

laws of custom, if not those of the country, justify him
in exacting an undue and unworthy homage ; they meet
not indeed as equals, that the inbred dignity of the one
would not permit, nor the good sense of the other de-
sire ; but as persons connected together by a tie, which,
if the relative duties that itenjoins are strictly performed,
is equally honourable to both ; the lord well knows how
to cendescend, and if the farmer be not uncommonly
deficient in tact he knows how to receive such conde-
scension. Wlien they meet in their rides or walks, his

lordship will often linger behind his family to exchange
a few words on parish or otiier matters with his tenant,

or he occasionally joins him in his fields, and solicits

from him a lesson in practical farming, taking care to

impart a little of his theoretical knowledge m return, to

make the balance of obligation even, we suppose. The
farmer always makes a point of attending public meet-
ings and dinners whenever his landlord takes the chair

;

for, he argues, that if great men, whose natural sphere
is tfie court or the cabinet, trouble themselves with
country matters, it is a shame not to support them.

—

On rent day, he finds it consistent both with his pride

and policy to present himself early at the steward's

room ; for, besides the " look, of the thing,'' which goes
very far with liim, all questions of reduction, deduc-
tions, and repairs, stand a much better chance of ob-
taing a favourable hearing then, than at a later hour.

At tile dinner which fiollows, who jo ready to do honour
to the toasts of " Queen, Church, and State," as the

farmer? who so loyal in sentiment—who so vehement
in expression ! Yet, not in word only is he so ; he
knows himself to be a link uniting the rich and poor to-

gether, which, if it be snapped, both classes must fall to

the ground ; with proud confidence, therefore, he looks

for the support of his Queen and his country, and
feels at the same time that if (which Heaven avert!)

danger should threaten either, though all else forsook

them, the British Yeoman would stand by them to the

last.—Tyas, Paternoster Row,
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TO THE COMMITTEE OF THE EN-
GLISH AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

My Lords and Gexti.ejiex,— In all countries

a;;riculture is of importance ; as population in-

creases, it becomes more essential, anti it is highly

praiseworthy that so many of the nobility and gentry

are uniting- with the agriculturist, to give every
stimulus to the exertions ot' farmers and labourers

for the improvement of tiie soil, and it is incumbent
on every well wisher to the country to aid m bring-

iag every acre into cultivation that is capable of

producing the stnff of life, to the rising and multi-

plying generation, and moderate that irremediable

monopoly of great capitalists, speculators in bonded
corn, by bringing into our own markets as much as

the nature of the land will admit : it no doubt is to

be eifected in a great degree by the breaking up of

meadow and pasture, y, hich from great changes,

combined with tlie adoption of railroads, will soon

become in some measure a case of necessity ; but

the great object to render this to any great extent

feasible, is to obtain an effectual drainage, which the

society by sub-soil ploughs, and every expedient in

the art of husbandry are endeavouring to procure.

In this, the society may eventually succeed where
there may be a fall ; but have the society ever con-

templated tiie improvement of the soil, a great part

of which may be made suitable for the plough, by
the efectual conveyance of waters from land sub-
ject to flood 1 that by jjroper management on navi-

gable and manufacturing rivers, flood to a very
considerable extent may be ])revented ; and if

practicable why siiould it not be effected, studying
not to prevent the utility to which such streams
might reasonably be converted. Where for the

convenience of navigation and manufacture, the law
allows the waters to be impeded, governuient should
exercise a very imperative authority and command,
that every impediment should be fully provided
with a remedy, or sufficient escape in cases of heavy
rain or flood, and tliat there should be a free passage,

when it is evident there will be a flush of water,
which in some parts of the country is for days fore-

seen ; and by letting the streams in such cases have
a free course, they would each in their turn discharge
their surplus waters, and reach their destination

successively according to their distance from the

sea, instead of being penned up for the convenience
and at the pleasure of the manufacturer, and sud-
denly let off when too late to controul the stream,

causing a glut and general flood
;

jierverting the

use of the waters, preventing navigation, delaying
manufacture, endangering life, rendeiiug roads im-
jiassable, ruining the agriculturist, and affecting

the atmosphere to the injury of the health of man-
kind.

The sea is tlie receptacle for all surplus waters,
and so is it wisely ordained. All locks, wears,
dams, or other impediments, allowed by law to cor-

porations, companies, or individuals, to erect,

whether for navigation, manufacture, or any other
purpose, sboujd if i)ossible'i)e constructed in such
places, and in such manner, that no evil should arise

therefrom to the public, or any individual. In parts
where depth may be required, the beds of the rivers

might be lowered, the materials of which would in a

great measure defray the expense, and in parts
where necessary the rivers might be widened to give
a passage, if the effect of tiie impediment cannot be
otherwise obviated, that is to reduce the surface
above the lock or impediment to the same level as
below it, or at least to prevent any damage or evil

consequences.

It may be said that where injury accrues from neg-

lect or encroachment, there is a remedy, but may
not the remedy be worse than the evil 1 The manu-
facturer may be a wealthy and influential individual,

the agriculturist a tenant of but few acres, and
alarmed at tlie idea of seeking legal redress, so

uncertain and expensive as is the process of law,

and the manufacturer and agriculturist may have the

same individual as landlord, whose interest might
be in (juestion; various are the positions in which
the manufacturer, landed proprietors, agriculturists,

tenants, parishes, turnpike trusts, and the public in

general are concerned, and where grievances are so

extensive and important, can it be expected that

})rivate individuals should stand alone to seek re-

medies to evils effecting so seriously the public in

generalf U'ouUl it not rather be a subject worthy the

consideration of the I'nglish Agricultural Society,

as far as concerns the cultivation of the soil, as

well as deserving the notice of the legislature for

the wealth and benefit of the country generally,

and a matter of sufficieni importance, as the present

season by deluge accidents and sacrifice of life has
proved, to merit the attention of Government!

1 have the honour to be,

i\Iy Lords and Gentlemen,

Your obedient servant,

AgricolAo

ON DIBBLING WHEAT.—A Correspondent says
it IS largely practised in this district, (Norfolk) but
more on flag- land (clover stubbles) than on loose land,
such a-^ bean or pea stubbles, which are chiefly drilled.
Two rows of holes are usually made in each flag, at the
rate of four holes in tvvelve inches, and it is an improved
liraetice to have the two rows placed as near each other
and the centre of the flag as they can be, so that there
may be a greater space between each two rows, to ad-
niit of hoeing and weeding: the great art lies in depo-
siting the seed regularly, say from three to four kernels
in each hole ; but it is very difficult to have this done,
particularly in cold weather, when the children cannot
so well regulate the seed. Jjy this plan from six to eight
pecks per acre will be deposited. If planted early, the
former quantity is considered sufficient, but if late in the
season, the latter is not loo much. The usual expense
of dibbling is 8s. per acre to the man, out of which he
pays three children for dropping. Is; 6d. or Is. 9d. per
d'ay, and as a good dibbler will do half an acre a day
with e.ise, he will have from 2s. 3d. to 2s. Cxi. for him-
sslf. The harrow should closely follow tke dibbler, to

prevent the seed being taken out of the holes by larks,

&c. I have just completed a piece for experiment, with
only one row of holes on each flag, and liave therefore
used only half liie quantity of seed, carefully hand-raked
in,which on light land I found as cheap and more ettectual
than harrowing. 1 like tlie appearance of the work, as
the seed is deposited in the heart of the flag, and the rows
being' from nine to ten inches apart, the plants will have
plenty of air, and the principal weeds always coming'

u

where the two flags meet, I shall have plenty of room to
eradicate them. My neighbours tell me I have injured
my crop by under-seeding : harvest alone can decide
between u?. The present saving is l"2s. per acre.

OLD 3IETI!0D.

Ploughing, rolling,

and harrowing,
equal.

Seed, 2 bush, per s. d.

acre, at 9s 18
Dibbling, 8s. per

acre 8

26

NEW Ml'.TlIOD.

Ploughing, rolling,

h'and-rakiag, equaL
Seed, 1 bush, per s. d.

qcre 9
Dibbling, .5s. per

acre ..., 5
Saved . , > 12

26
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FARMERS' CLUBS.

It would not only have been strange but dis-

heartening to those who are anxiously watching

the progress of improvemeut in knowledge amongst

the tenant farmers if the spirit displayed in the

establishment of Farmers' Clubs in Norfolk and

Suffolk should have been confined within the

boundaries of those counties. The admirers of

tliose institutions will be happy to learn that a move
has been made in the county of Essex,—a meeting

having been held at Bocking on Wednesday,
December 18, for the purpose of establishing a

Farmer's Club, to be called " the Braintree and

Bocking Farmer's Club." The meeting was
well attended, and the object contemplated success-

fully accomplished. The first resolution was
moved by Mr. Beadel, in a speech to which we
invite especial attention, as being most appro-

priate to the occasion, and evincing a clearness of

perception and soundness of judgment which re-

flect the highest credit upon the speaker. Our
readers have seen in our columns communications
from correspondents, altogether repudiating the

value of science in connection with agriculture,

or treating it as but of little worth. Let such

persons read Mr. Beadel's clear and perspicu-

ous remarks upon science, and the benefits to

be derived by the practical farmer from a know-
ledge of it; and, if he be open to conviction, we
think he will not fail to be convinced. Mr. Beadel

states a fact, to which we have adverted upon
many occasions, the existence and evil conse-

quences resulting from which have been long seen

and deeply regretted by those who take the greatest

interest in the prosperity of the British farmer.

" While the manufacturers have been assemljling-,

and very properly promoting- their own interest, and
acquiring' a position in society to have an influence upon
it, the farmers, from their disjointed position and dis-

tant residences, have not been broug-ht together, by
friendly collision with each other, to strike out, as I may
say, that fire and that talent whicli I know belong' to

them. (Hear, hear.) It is, therefore, with a view to

encourage them to say -what they know, that Farmers'
Clubs are instituted."

It is the duty as well as the ujterest of every
man, not only to increase his own stock of know-
ledge, but to contribute, as far as he can, to the

improvement of others. Mr. Beadel very justly

and pointedly observes

—

" That man -who passes diroug'h life, existing only on
the stock of knowledge and information wliicii liis an--

cestors have produced, is nothing less tluui a moral
miser, and is doing nothing for tlic present or succeed-
ing generations."

Does not this speech of Mr, Beadel prove most
convificingly, that the British farmers do possess
" a fire and talent" which need only " a friendly

collision with each other" to be brought out ? The
readiest means of bringing them together are the

establishment of Farmer's Clubs, and the most fit-

ting subjects to elicit the " fire and talent" which
they possess are those wliich bear directly upon
their own pursuits. We should rejoice to be ena-
bled to announce monthly die establisinuent of one
or more of these valuable institutions. One of the
first steps necessary to be taken after a club has
been established; and tlie place of meeting fixed

upon, is the acquisition of a library; and here we
would suggest, that the landowners in the imme-
diate neighbourhoods where the tenantry manifest

so great a desire for improvement, could not do

any act which Vi'ould be more gratifying to their

own personal feelings, or more acceptable to their

tenantry, than that of presenting some standard agri-

cultural works, by way of assisting the formation

of a library. It has already been stated in our

columns that a portion of the profits of " The
Farmer's Fire and Life Insurance Institution,"

which we are happy to be enabled to state is steadily

advancing towards its establishment, will be ap-

plied in aid of the formation of Farmer's Clubs.

So soon as this Institution shall have got into full

operation, any new Club formed will have a cer-

tain sum placed at its disposal, which cannot be

better expended in the outset than in the purchase

of agricultural works. A plan is also under

consideration at the present moment for cir-

culating amongst each of the Farmers' Clubs the

Reports, containing the results of inquiries and

experiments made by the others, so that in gene-

ral, a partial applicability of a plan or system in

any department of farm management may be de-

termined by repeated trials and examinations in

different soils and situations. We shall be most

happy to receive private suggestions upon this

subject from any of our friends, and we know there

are several who are anxious to see such a plan

Carrie d out.

ON THE WEIGHT OF THE TURNIP
CROP AND CARTING THEM FROM
TFIE FIELD.

TO THE EDITOII OV THE FAHMER's MAGAZINE.

Sir,—Having observed in j^our number of the

above magazine for the present month a letter signed

Q., requesting certain particulars respecting- the

crop, as well as tlie quantity of turnips said to be
carted from the field in one-horse carts, and having
an opportunity to supply in part the information

required, I beg to offer tlie folloiving- particulars,

which have been presented to me by a friend, who
is in the Iiabit of supplying- the London market with
Swedish turnips, mangel wurzel, &c. The gentleman

referred to has at this time a field of fourteen acres

of very fine Swedish turnips, -which he is now
clearing for the above purpose, and he has kindly

allowed me to record the following statement. One
acre selected and measured oif m the midst of the

field, and being cleared of top, root, and soil, h-as

produced 20 tons, and was carried from the field in

one-horse carts at 36 turns, each cart contains rather

more than a cubic yard in measure, and -weighing

11 cwt. The field in (juestion is in the neighbour-

hood of London and is itself of excellent quality, it has

been heavil}' manured each vear, during the three

last years, ivith dung procured in London of the best

sort, having been previously appropriated to the

growth of mangel wurzel, and is now coveied with

as good a crop of turnips as is generally grown in

the neighbourhood, and fully equal to the general

crops of the farmers round him. It certainly falls

far short of the quantities noticed in the letter of Q.,

but possibly, greater pains may be taken in the
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nortlieni parts of tlie Iniigdom, tbau is done in Keiii,

but as to the difFereiK-e in tlie quantity contained in

in a cart drawn l)y one Lorse, I do not pretend to

account for it. I fully join in opinion witb Q., as

to tbo desirableness of having- the agricultural state-

ments made b3r gentlemen, in a work so generally

read as your magazine, with the utmost exactness, as

vagueness or nncertainty in such things may often

mislead, if it does not render tiieir general character

suspicious. W. S.

Dec. 10.

PS. Since writing the above, I have with the

assistanceof a friend of extensive practical knowledge
and information, ascertained and confirmed its ac-

curacy by actually measuring and weighing a cubic

yard of Swedish turnips at the y^rd of Mr. Duckit,

of Bermondse}', who deals very largely in the

articles of mangel wurzel and turnips, and \Nho

kindly gave everj^ facility to effect our object. We
iirst filled a cubic yard measure with turnips, and then

weighed them, the result proved, that a cubic yard

of turnips does not exceed nine hundred weight.

We then measured a cart which Mr. D. informed us

had brought home turnips purchased by weight at

the rate of 21 cwt. per load, and found its dimen-

sions to be 5 feet 10 inches in length, at the bottom,

6 foet 10 inches at the top rail, 4 feet wide, and 2|
feet deep, Ewhich is equal to (ioffj cubic feet or two
yards 9-j|; feet,—Dec. 14.

TURNIPS — THEIR WEIGHT PER
ACRE.

TO TUE EDITOR OF THK MARK LAiVE EXPRESS,

Sill,—A letter on turnip culture appeared in your
paper of Nov. 25, the writer of which seems to doubt
certain statements which have been made to him re-

lating to the number of tons grown on a statute acre,

in the nortiiern parts of the kingdom : however, as

the gentleman very properly asks for particulars, I

will endeavour to furnish him with some such infor-

mation which has transpired in my experience ; and
the observations I write will have regard to South
Lancashire and North Cheshire. In these districts

turnips are cultivated on all descriptions of land
;

the soil is generally prepared by frequent workings
witb the plough, scarifier, large and small harrows

;

the land roller is also frequently used to give land a

fine tilth. Time of sowing, from the first to the

third week in May.
The good effects of spade cultivation are now

pretty well understood, and tenacious clayey soils

are managed to the best purpose under that system,
which is to dig the land about nine or ten inches
deep some time before Christmas ; in this state it is

allowed to remain until the latter end of April fol-

lowing. A large harrow is then employed on the
dug surface, after this operation one ploughing is

given, to this succeeds another harrowing, and these

operations will generally prepare the soil for ridg-

injf ; this is performed with a double mould-board
plough, and if the drills are raised what a farmer
thinks too high, he will draw over them a light pair

of harrows and raise the ridge drill furrows by har-

rowing down their tops. The particular object of
this labour is, that the manure may not be placed
deep, but be in immediate contact with tlie seed

;

this aid greatly forwards germination, and invigo-
rates the young plant when in the most delicate situ-

ation.

Our southern brethren are, I judge, but little ac-

quainted with the routine of farming here,-—! allude

to our expensive method of cultivation. To this

opinion I am led, because it is frequently announced
of turnip crops in the southern or midland counties
being worth 91. or 10/. the acre, when it is fact that
many farmers near Manchester or Liverpool use
considerably more value of manure in the cultivation

of an aero of turnips than the gross produce from an
equal breadth of land is estimated at in Yorkshire
and many other counties. And now as to weights

—

Mr. Barriitt, of Ogden, near Altrincham, in 183.5,

produced upwards of 54 tons mangel to the acre.

Neither last year nor this have been favourable to

turnip or mangel crops ; however, the successful
candidate for the premium of 5/., offered by the Man-
chester Agricultural Societ)' in 1838, had a crop of
six acres. I measured two average perches, saw the
branch and tap root taken off, and the produce
weighed within a few pounds of half a ton, or thirty-

nine tons to the acre. The best crop of mangel
which came under the society's notice last )'ear, was
twenty-four tons to the acre, and this was not con-
sidered to merit the full premium ; however, the

committee awarded claimant a silver medal. AVithin

the last month I have assisted in weighing several
crops of turnips ; in every instance statute roods or
perches have been measured off, and great caution
has been used that the parts selected have not been
better than an average of the field. Some crops
were so uniform we could scarcely detect any dis-

parity; we had all tap roots and branches taken off,

and in other respects made sufficiently clean to be a

fair marketable article. The greatest produce we
have weighed this year from two perches is ten cwt.
two qrs. four lbs., least, six cwt. two qrs. sixteen lbs.,

and we have tried several crops to eight cwt. two
qrs., or thereabouts.

From what has been stated here, I have no wish
to give currency to the opinion that all the land in

South Lancashire and North Cheshire is under good
management, but I can safely state that in these dis-

tricts 1 have seen the best husbandry and the most
correctly performed labour, it has ever been my
pleasure to witness ; it is also truth to acknowledge
for certain parts of these counties, we may see the

worst farming possible : however, this is mostly on
the properties of absentee proprietors, or other care-

less landlords, who frequently leave important agri-

cultural concerns to the management of men who
scarcely know a crop of wheat from one of barley.

I am, Sir, yours respectfully,

A Lancashire Agricultueist.
Ne<ir Manchester, Dec. 2.

TO MAKE A SOFT CHEESE.
BY THE I,ATE DE. JENNER.

Would you make a soft cheese 'I Then I'll tell you how,
Take a gallon of milk, quite fresh from the cow ;

Ere the rennet is added, the dairyman's daughter
Must throw in a quart of the clearest spring water.
When perfectly curdled, so white and so nice.

You must take it all out of the dish with a slice,

And put it 'thout breaking with care in the vat
With a chesse cloth at bottom ; be sure to mind that.

This delicate matter take care not to squeeze.
But fill as the whey passes off by degree?.
Next day you may turn it and do not be loth
To wipe it quite dry with a fine linen cloth

;

That this must be done you cannot well doubt,
As long as you see any whey oozing out.
The cheese is now finished, and nice it will be
If enveloped in leaves from the green ashen tree

;

Or, what will do better, at least full as well.

In nettles just pluck'd from the bank of the dell.

H 2
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THE TULLIAN SYSTEM.
Sir,—A subscriber of tlie Fanner'.'! Magazine wishes

to be informed, tbrougli your interesting ])ubliciUion,

whether any of your readers have made any expe-
riments upon growing wheat upon tlie TuUian sys-
tem, which is two rows only with a partition of six
or more inches upon ridges of tliree feet ; and whe-
ther they have had recourse to mineral or animal
manure, to render the soil more fertile, in addition to

the repeated ploughings in the intervals.

To make the system more generally known I would
suggest to some generous landlord, a member of an
Agricultural Association, to offer a premium of
51, 5s. to tlie farmer who ])roduces the greatest quan-
tity of wheat upon an acre, sowed in the manner
above described ; and as proof of the jtroduce a
square yard of it should be taken where it is the most
regular, which should be cut out by an uninterested
person appointed, who should send it to the Secre-
tary, dressed and sealed, with the number of ears,
weight, and measure of the grain. I would also

suggest to some other gentleman, a member of the
same society, to make an olfer of 41. 4s. for barley,
and to a third SI. 3s. for oats; but prejudice may
possibly prevent a trial of the latter, if not of the in-

termediate grain ; but, of the former there may surely
be six persons found to be competitors for the prize
of 5/, 5s.

The produce of a square yard is attended with
more care than trouble; is soon and easily prejjared,
and seldom or never exceeds a pint, nor more than
.300 ears, some of which are not unfrequently sadly
defective, from the nutriment being carried oft' by
other more vigorous plants ; whereas, upon the
TuUian system the same number of ears as in broad-
cast sowing may be produced with less destruction
of vegetable matter, and those more abundant, pro-
vided the weeds in the intervals are destroyed by
repeated ploughings, and the partitions hand-weeded
or hoed, as circumstances may requiie.

Should any person favour me with a reply, 1 wish
he would be so kind as to state what kind of manure
he has applied, with the quantity, and the most ap-
proved ; what he believes to be a competent distance
from row to row, and from two double rows ; bis

method of harvesting the crop, and the number of
years he has had wheat in succession.

I am your's, fee, &c.,

A^MICX'S.

THE GREAT LEVEL OF THE WASH.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LAXE EXPRESS.

Sir,— I hear that there is a plan in agitation for ia-
closiog the Wash, in Lincolnshire, by runnins a bank
across its mouth, in a place where it is three or four
miles broad. Now, how is this to be done, by banks
or dams, so as to stand against the violence of storms,
such as those which devastate almost every winter the
north shore of Norfolk?—the violence ot which may
be estimated by the fact, that these even wash away
the cliffs of Cromer. Then again, when thes-e 150,000
acres are enclosed from the sea, of what will the soil
be composed—is it mud, or shingle, or sand .'—and
even supposing it to be alluvial soil of the richest
quality, how many years after the inclosure must
elapse before the salt water is finally removed from it ?

These considerations are such as will present them-
selves to every one, and I should like to see in your
journal an account of this society, a list of their
managers, and a statement of how they mean to guard
against the difficulties which I have mentioned as being
likely to occur. An Eastern Farmer.

Dec, 14.

ON THE PROPERTIES OF LIME.

So many questions continue to be asked in various

publications as to the cause and mode ot lime operating
beneficially upon land and a universal mistake as to

its power of decomposing vegetable matter in the soil

being the basis upon which all arguments have hitherto

been founded, as a practical farmer, with some slight

knowledge of chemistry, I will slate my view of the

subject. Tn the first place, liniu in no state decomposes
vegetable fibre, as may be proved by any person who
will take the trouble of introducing straw and living

vegetable Kbrc into a bottle of quick lime, and also

into another containing lime and water ; it will be
found, after a lapse of time, that neither the dead or

living substance has been decompoied, and that the dry

lime has only acted by Us depreciating pov7er, and that

in its wet state no destructive decomposition has taken

place. In a conversation with Dr. Davy upon the sub-

ject some years ago he shewed me such an experiment
then going on, and a short time ago told me he had con-

tinued it for two year* without any decomposition taking

place ; and further added that m note upon the subject

would appear in the forthcoming edition of his brother's

works. 1 have repeated the experiment with the same
results. I'he view 1 take of the subject is, that to land

which does not naturally contain a proportion of cal-

careous matter, to perfect its vegetative powers, it is

necessary occasionally to add lime. Its direct and im-
mediate power of action appears to me to arise from its

Alkaline qualities only— alt. Alkalis being stimulants to

plants, jVow lime is sparingly soluble in water, re-

quiring about 700 times its weight of water to dissolve

it ; and wlien it is considered how much of the lime

must return by exposure to the stale of a carbonate (by
absorbing- carbonic acid from the atmosphere, in which
state it is insoluble) before such a proportion of water
can have fallen, a very small projiortion of the quick

lime applied can become soluble, and in that slate only

can it, ascording to modern ojiinion, act as the food or

stimulant of plants, liut this soluble matter may also

. act chemically upon other salts in the soil, and thus ren-

der salts of iron innoxious, and by entering into fresh

combinations afford additional stimulants from matter

hitherto inert. From the small quantity used in this

county (from 120 bushels to 150 bushels per acre), it

can only act in a most trivial manner upon the mecha-
nical structure of llie soil ; but will certainly for a time

render it more liable to attract moisture from the atmos-
phere. For the reasons I have given it appears to me
that an equivalent quantity of any fixed alkali (to the

f^raall quantity of soluble matter in lime) should supply
its place beneficially, which accounts for the action of
wood ashes— soda or decomposed salt, and other alkaline

substances. Soot, whose principal saline constituent is

a salt of ammonia, (which becomes decomposed by some
process of nature when applied to the soil), having am-
monia for its base, is quick in its action, but not so per-

manent as the fixed alkalis or lime. Nitre, from its fixed

base, 1 apprehend will prove considerably permanent.
1 have this year sown one cwt, per aci'e upon seven
acres of wheat, and it has acted in the most striking way
I ever saw any manure. 'Fhc most economical and best

mode of applying lime, I consider, is to lay it down in

small heaps, at such moderate distances as to be easily

spread, and immediately to cover the heaps with mould,
which is a slight operation, and may be performed by
boys: the lime is by this means prevented from being
formed into a state of mortar, by rain, and becomes air-

slacked in a shorter time than by laying it out in loads
in the field. A manifest disadvantage of the latter mode
(besides the additional labour it occupies) is in the oc-
currence of a wet autumn, in which case you road the
field so much in carrying it out as materially to injure
the expectant crop ; and in some instances I have known
it impossible to get in the seed in a husbandlike manner.
A second objection is the exceedingly disagreeable ope-
ration of spreading it, to the labourers, and to a certain
extent pain and injury to the horses' eyes. One of your
correspondents alludes to a method of laying it out in

shells, as it comes from the fi?ld : I cannot conceive any
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advantag'e this mode can have over laying' it out in small

heaps, and covering' them with soil as described ; by no
other means can it be so evenly and conveniently

spread. I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Dec. 19. H.E.

CULTIVATION OF THE
TURNIP.

SAVEDE

lu our Paper of the IGLJi iiU., we noticed a

discussion upon the qualities and cultivation of

tlie Swede turnip, which took place at the looms
of tlie Eno'lish Agricultural Society, in Cavendish

Square, on the evening of the 14th. Tlie statement

made by Mr. Matson, that he and some of his

neighbours had grown forty tons per acre, excited

ine astonishment of several persons present. On
Monday last we inserted an extract from the

letter of a correspondent in Suffolk, in which
he states, that he has this year Swedes which
will produce upwards of thirty tons per acre. In

our Paper of this day will be found a letter from

INIr. Scougall, Balgone, N.B.,*in which he gives a

detailed account of an experiment in the growth of

Swede turnips, made upon a farm belonging to

Sir George Grant. It will be recollected by those

who were present at the discussion on the 14th

inst., that Mr. Matson mainly ascribed the in-

creased produce which he obtained, to his system

of commencing the preparation of iiis land for the

turnip crop immediately after harvest, and even,

sometimes, before the crop was removed from the

fields. The advantage resulting from this mode
of preparation for turnips is remarkably confirmed

by the experiment explained by Mr. Scougall. He
says, " The experiment consisted simply in having

a part of a field intended for turnips prepared in

November, 1838, and tiie whole opeiations com-
pleted in the same manner as if the seed had then

been put into the ground." The remainder of the

field was prepared at the usual time. Upon
weighing a drill of equal length in both parts of

the field, it was found that the gross weight in that

part which had been prepared in the Autumn
weighed nearly thirty-eight tons per acre, and when
cleared of tops and roots up'»vards of thirty-four

tons per acre ; whilst on the other part, prepared

in the usual manner, it realized in gross only

twenty-eight tons and a half, and when cleared of

roots and tops, twenty-five tons fourteen cwt.

Mr. Scougall observes, " T/te j^esiiU will speak fo7-

itself." If the increase here stated be in reality

the result of this mode of preparing the land, it

will prove to be one of the greatest improvements
made of late years in cultivation. The land is ad-

mitted to be fertile, but it is a stiff soil, and conse-

quently more difficult to get into a suitable condi-

tion to produce a turnip crop than the ordinary

turnip soils. Here then is a method whereby the

produce of soils, until lately considered to be al-

most incapable of producing a turnip crop, may
be made to produce one-third more weight in food,

consequently supporting animals one-third more
in number, and ultimately raising a proportionably

* See letter subjoined.

increased quantity of corn. As it is now too late

for persons who have not heretofore been made
acquainted with this method to avail themselves of

it this year, we trust many will bear it in mind

next year, and in the mean time, as doubtless the

plan has been continued at Sir George Grant's

farm, we hope Mr. Scougall will make known the

result of a second year's experience for the benefit

of the British farmers generally.

—

Mark Lane
Express.

TURNIP HUSBANDRY.
TO THE EDrrOR OF THE JMAUK LANE EXPRESS,

Sir,—An experiment in turnip husbandry lately

made on Sir George Grant, Sutties home farm, Bal-

gone, having been noticed in your valuable journal,

perhaps a somewhat detailed account of the result of

that experiment may not be altogether unacceptable to

some of your numerous readers. This farm is situate

in the most fertile part of East Lothian, and consists

of a strong stiff soil ; and as the proprietor spares no

expense, tbe whole farm is in the highest state of cul-

tivation. The object of tlie experiment was to get rid

of, or at least to lessen the annoyance so frequently

met -v\'ith in preparing land for turnips, arising either

from the over-wetness, or over dryness of the season ;

and which often cause a failure in obtaining a crop of

that valuable root. The experiment consisted simply

in having a part of a field intended for turnips prepared

in November, 1S3S, and the whole operations com-
pleted in the same manner as if the seed had then beea

to be put into the ground. It vas allowed to lie ia

this state till the usual period of sowing, when it was
found to be in a more highly pulverized state than the

remaining part of the field could, at the ordinary time

of working, be by any means reduced to ; and only

required a brush harrow to be applied to destroy any
annual weeds ; and a double moulded plough with one
horse to be passed between the drills, to lay up the

portion of soil that had fallen down during the winter.

The other part of the field was prepared in the usual

manner at the ordinary season of sowing, and received

an equal proportion of manure. The whole field was
sown in continual succession. The braird on the part

prepared in autumn was more healthy and vigorous

than that on the other part of the field ; and throughout
the whole season the crop was more luxuriant. Thus, so

far as regards economy in labour, and the appearance

of the crop, the experiment went on favourably. It

only remained to bring the respective crops to a com-
parative test. With this view a drill measuring 1065

links in length, and 27 inches broad, was lifted from
that part of the field prepared in autumn, and the

turnips after being carefully cleared of soil weighed

27}, cwts., and after being cleared of roots and stems,

weighed 24| cwt.s. equal in the one case to 37 tons 17^
cwts., and in the other to 34 tons 2 cwts. per imp. acre.

A drill of the same dimensions was then lifted from the

other part of the field, and weighed in the gross 20|
cwts., equal to 28 tons llg cwts.; and when cleared of

roots and stems, equal to 25 tons 14 cwts. per imp.

acre. In both cases the turnips were genuine purple

top Swedes, grown from seed furnished by William

Dods, Esq., Haddington, Another drill of the same
dimensions as the above, and consisting of green top

Swedes, was lifted, and weighs in gross equal to 28

tons 4 cwt. per imp. acre, and when cleared of roots

and stems equal to 25 tons 8 cwts. This result will

speak for itself. It only requires to be added, that the

crop on the part prepared at the time of sowing is more
than an average one, and is believed to be not inferior

to any in the district.

I am, Sir, yours faithfully,

James Scougall.
Balgone, Dec. 16.
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ON FERTILIZERS.

A knowledge of the qualities and uses of the

various manures is of the highest im])ortance to the

farmer. Isolated accounts of tlie different kinds,

and the manner of their application, may be found
dispersed in different publications, thus rendering- it

extremely difficult for the genernl reader to find any
one in particular, respecting- which he may require

information. Tliis evil has been remedied in a vo-

lume "On FEKiii,i7,Ens,"just published by Ridgway,
compiled and arranged b3r IVIr. Cuthbert Jolmson,
already well known to the Britisli farmer as the

author of ninny essays upon agricultural subjects,

and especially on manures. A great mass of valua-

ble information is collected in the volume, to which
we now allude, and which should be found on the

table of every practical farmer. The following- ob-

servations upon the " Nitrate of Soda," now much
coming- into use, will be found of value.

NITRATE OF SODA.—(THE " CUBIC PETRE"
OF COMMERCE.)

It is only very recently that any attempts have been
made to employ this salt, as a fertilizer—the few ex-

periments hitherto made with it, promise very well;

and for some crops, s\ieh as barley, carrots, ikc., it lias

been found much superior to saltpetre. I'his salt which
xs composed of

—

Nitric acid 62-1

Soda .,.. 37-9

100*

is found in the East Indies, and in stdl more considerable

quantities in Peru, from whence the chief quantify which
supplies our markets is obtained.

" The saltpetre works," says Mr. Darwin, " are tlie

present support oflquique, in Peru. During one year
the value of one hundred thousand pounds sterling was
exported to France and England. This saltpetre does
net properly deserve to be so called, for it consists of

nitrate of soda, and not of potash, and is therefore of

mucii less value. It is said to be principally used in

the manufacture of nitric acid ; owing- to its deliques-

cent property, it will not serve for g-unpowder.f
" The nitrate of soda is sold at the ship's side at four-

teen shilling's per cvvt. The mine itself consists of a
stratum between two and three feet thick, of the liard

and nearly pure salt, lying close beneath tlie surface.

The stratum follows tlie margin of a grand basin or

plain, which manifestly must once have been either a

lake or an inland sea. The elevation at present is 3500
feet above the level of the Pacific.

t

" Nitrate of soda has a cool sharp taste, and is usually

in cubic or rhomboidal ehrystals. R is rather more bit-

ter than saltpetre, and when exposed to the air it slightly

deliquesces, ' This salt is almost always ipresent in bar-

ley;]! hence, for that crop, it must l)e a direct food or

constituent, and it probably exists in otlier commonly
cultivate*! crop.?, in minute proportions. Its present

price, I find from an extensive dealer in it, is (Sept.

1839) about 18s. 6d: per cwt.^I

On some soils, saltpetre appears to have decidedly

the effect of forcing the growth of grass. In the ex-

periments of Mr. Bruce, of Kennet, he observed that

the cattle preferred the grass to wliich saltpatre had
Leen applied, to that manured in the ordinary way.
The application of many saline substances, however, to

grass, renders it more grateful to live stock. I have

* Rieliter Statiqiie Chiraiqiio, vol. i. p. 39.

t 70 tons ©f nitrate of soda were imported into Enfclaiul in

1831. Thisliad increased to 1450 tons in IH33—Cook's Com-
inerce ofBrit.
The averafje import of saltpetre in the ten years ending in

1833, was 8722 tons—.«ac«i/oc;j'.s Diet, of Com. p. 1005.

X Darwin's Journ.il of Kesearche.s in 11, Al; S., the Beagle,
p. 443—5.

II
Thompson, vol. iv. page 319,

i[ Mr, Mark Fothergill, Upper Thames Street.

invariably found this to be the case with regard to com-
mon salt, and those who use gypsum can attest the

same fact. It is well worthy the cultivator's attention,

the fact .rtated by Mr. Bruce, that he had found that

saltpetre was most beneficially applied to oats when the

land was in a moist slate. No other salt perhaps is so

noxious to insects as saltpetre; it even in some cases

destroys the wireworm.
" Mr. .Tohn Laker, of We.*t Grinstead, says of this

salt
—

' I much approve the nitrate of soda, which, as top

dressing for white cattle carrots, has answered better

than the salt and lime mixture.'* And Mr„R. Harvey
of Ilarlestone, when speaking of the advantages of

using saltpetre, says—' I have tried it on green crops ;

but for those I should prefer the uitrale of soda, which
is cheaper."!

SURPRISING EFFECTS OF CAMPHOR ON
VEGETABLES.—The stimulant effects of camphor
upon the human and some other animal bodies are well
known ; but those on vegetables are not only new, but
astonishing in their nature. A piece of the woody stem
of the tulip-tree, with one flour and two leaves, taken
out of a pot of water, containing several other flowers of

the same plant, all, to appearance, in the same state,

was placed m eight ounces of water, which had been
stirred up for some time with one scrapie of good cam-
phor. In a little while, an unusually lively appearance
became remarkable in the flower in the camphor ; while
the others, though they had the benefit of a large quan-
tity of water, were sensilily drooping. The two leaves

first elevated themselves considerably on their footstalks

,

the flower expanded more than in a natural state ; the

stamina orchives receded from the pistillum ; and the

three leaves of the calix, or flower-cup, were remarkably
reflected back, and grew extremely rigid and elastic.

The internal surface of the petals of the flower pei'.spired

considerably, though a similar perspiration could not be
perceived in the flowers of the .same plant, in the same
room and temperature. The campliorated plant con-
tinued in a very invigorated state for two whole days,

alter which it began to droop ; but the leaves drooped
and decayed sooner tlian the flower. The other flowers

and leaves of the tulip-tree left in simple water, did not
live more than lialf as long as that in the water impreg-
nated with camphor. Notwithstanding these surprising

efl'eets, no odour of camphor could be traced in any part

of the liranch, except what was immersed in the fluid.

This circumstance seems to render it probable that the

camphor was not absorbed by the plant, but that it ex-
erted its remarkable influence entirely through the solids

to wliicli it was immediately applied. The appearance,
however, was very striking, and might be compared to

the beneficial effects of opium on the human constitu-

tion. —Several other experiments were made with cam-
phor on plants, in all of which it v^'as evident that cam-
phor operated as a powerful and wholesome stimulant.

A stalk of yellow iris, with one expanded flower, was
taken out of a phial of water, in which it had been
placed more than a day. The flower had begun to

droop ; but, in a very few minutes after being i)ut in a
pliial of the same size, containing a few grains of cam-
l)lior, it began to revive, and continued in a vigorous

state for niiiny hours. As camphor is but very sparingly

soluble in water, it is natural to couelufle that the stimu-

lant effects were produced by a very small part of the

quantity mingled with the water. This discovery might
induce us to make experiments with camphor as a

manure, if the expense of trying them on a .scale sulH-

ciently large were not excessive. But still, we may
apply the camphor in tlie manner before mentioned

;

and can that be termed a useless purpose ? A few grains

of camphor, acting as a cordial, will revive a drooping
plant, increase its beauty, and prolong its existence.

In the eye of the florist, these arc oljject.^; of no mean
importance.

—

Burt's Oliservatioiis on the Cminsiiie.^ of
Nature.

* Mark Lane Express, Sept. 2, 1839.

t Farmer's Mag. vol. ii. p, 209.
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MANCHESTER AGRICULTURAL S0=

CIETY'S PLOUGHING MATCH.

This interesting' ploughing- match took place on
Thursday, Dec. 19, in a field belonging- to Thomas
William Tatton, ICsq., of Withenshaw, in the occupa-
tion of Mr. William iMarsland, of Baguley Hall,

Clieshire, who provided refreshments at his house on a

very liberal scale, and witli a hearty welcome. The
attendance vvas very great—not less than from two to

three thousand persons were on the field. The number
of competitors was fifteen, and the contest commenced
at ten o'clock in the morning', and finished at two in tlie

afternoon. There were eleven iron ploughs and four

wood ploughs employed in the competition for the

prizes; and in every instance the iron ploughs were
successful. The judges were Mr. William Rothvvell,

of Winwick, Mr. Dean, of Barlow Hall, and Mr. Smith,

of Urmston, who received much commendation for their

judgment and impartiality in awarding the prizes, which
were as follows :—to William Sims, servant man to Mr.
Pownall, of liostherne, 4/. forthe best work ; to Stephen
Morris, farmer, of JNIillington, 31. for the second best

work ; to John Bentley, farmer's son, IIoo Green, 21.

10s. for the third best work ; to John Story, of Styall,

farmer, 2/. for the fourth best work ; to George Jones,

of Northen, servant mai to ^Mr. Lomas, of Northen, 1/.

10s. for the fifth best work ; to Robert Johnson, servant

man to Mr. Thomas Newton, of l^enfield, 1/. for the

sixth best work ; to Elias Holt, servant man to Mr.
Stanbank, Dunham, 10s= for work possessing consider-

able merit.

The competition was very good ; and, in several in-

stances, the work was so equally executed, that the

judges had a diflficulty in deciding. The day was very

fine ; and many farmers from distant parts of the country,

as well as others interested in agriculture, were present,

and seemed much pleased with the proceedings of the

day. The excitement created in farmers' servant men,
will no doubt have a beneficial ellect. Amongst the

company in the field were Captain Clarke, R.N., of

Hyde Hall, Thomas Worthington, Esq., of Sharston

Hall, Charles Sidebotham, Esq., of Ashley, Georg-e

Sidebotham, Esq., H. Clarke, jun., Esq., Hyde Hall,

the Rev. William Whitelegg, Northen, Mr. Ogilvie,

of Mere, Mr. \Vhitelegg, jun., Mr. Marsland, and Mr.
Adam Ray, Clifton Hall, ice, &c.

At five o'clock, about sixty farmers and gentlemen
sat down to a most excellent dinner, provided by Mr.
Massey, of Altrincham. Captain Clarke presided, and
Mr. Hampton, the secretary, acted as vice-president.

The following were amongst the toasts :
—
" the Queen,"

three times three ; "the Patron of the Society, Wilbra-
ham Egerton, Esq.," three times three ;

" the President

of the Society, Lord Frsincis Egerton," three times

three; "Thomas Willam Tatton, Esq., the owner
of the land ;" " the Judges," responded to by Mr.
Rothwell.

Mr. Hampson proposed the health of the Chairman,
Captain Clarke.

Captain Clarke, in acknowledging the compliment
said, if he could render any assistance in farthering- the

interests of the society, he should feel proud, or in pro-
moting the interests of agriculture generally. He
thought it was the duty of every British subject to be
alive and bestirring themselves. He had hoped that

some of the influential landed gentlemen of this county
would have given their countenance and support to the

proceedings of that day of national mdustry.

The Chairman proposed the health of Mr. Hampson,
the respected secretary.

Mr. Hajipsox acknowledged the toast. He compli-
mented, in high terms, the different ploughmen, who
had competed for the society's prizes, and said that con-
sidering the ground, which was so unfavourable ibr

making good work, he never saw ploughing better exe-
cuted.

The rest of the evening was very agreeably spent in
discussing agricultaral subjects.

ISLE OP WIGHT.

The Christmas Cattle Siiow, on the 17lh December
manifested a rapid improvement in the production of
stock throughout the island. Some extraordinary fine

oxen, heifers, and slieep were exhibited, one of the lat-

ter, belonging- to Mr. .Jeremiah VVoodrow, was so fat as

to be unable to support its own weight. Dinners were
served to numerous parties, at the several inns. Sir

Richard Simeon, iiart., presided at the Newport Arms,
supported by the Hon. W. A'Court Holmes, and many
other gentlemen of distinction. The report sliowed
that the income for the I-ast year amounted to about 160/.

Txvo members had been lost during the year,but several

others had signified their intention to join, and Sir T.
M. Leycock, Thos. Grimes, Esq. and Messrs. W. Slrat-

ton, Tarrant, Mallard, Wm. Wavell, James Jollifti^,

Wm. Thatcher, Isaac Dyer, and Stephen Saunders, had
now been elected. Of the 50/,given by John Fleming,
Esq., M.P., to reward labourers, 40/. had been dis-

tributed to claimants. It was thought that the objects

embraced by Mr. Fleming's liberal donation might be
increased by an annual subscription, so as to include
those who had lived longest in any farm service, or
brought up tiie largest families. 10/. had been offered

by Miss Ward, and Mr. B.Cotton would give 5/. to be
applied towards the longest service in one place, so that

on a future occasion it is probable that the rewards to

this class will be greatly augmented.

Sir Richard Simeon, in proposing " Prosperity to the

Society," took occasion to remark that he believed much
was yet to be done, particularly with regard to green
crops, and implements and machinery, and that there
was energy and intelligence enough to effect it. Wliat
would a good eld farmer say, who thrashed with a flail,

and winnowed with a sheet, to our scarifiers and ma-
chines ? 'I'he hon. baronet would not recommend
farmers to jump at every novelty, but they should take
advantage of the improvements which science had af-

forded. Two implements he haol tried himself— Smith's

subsoil plough, which had been tested by many practical

men ; and Gardener's turnip cutttr, which, in half a
minute, would cut a bushel in very small pieces, and
this he had proved to be of immense ad vanta,ge to sheep.

It was not sufficiently known that Lord Worsley had
offered a premium of 10/. for the discovery of a manure
to supersede bone dust—this was the third year without
a claimant, and therefore the sum of 30/. was now in

reserve.
—

'The successful candidates for prizes were

—

Wm. Thatcher, Esq., for the best fat ox, fed on
farm produce, 6/.; the best fat heifer, 5/.

Messrs. J. and W. Jolift'e, for the second best fat

ox, 2/.; ditto fed on succulent food only, 2/.; the

best fat heifer, fed on ditto, 5/.

Mr. Brown Hearn, for the second best fat heifer,

fed on farm produce,!/. 10s.; ditto, on succulent

food only, 1/. 10s.; the best fat ox, on succulent

food only, 6/.; the second best pen of five fat

wethers, 2/.; the best pen of five fat ewes, 4/.

Mr. Richard Smith, for the best fat ox, fed on farm
produce, 5/.; the best fat ox, on succulent food

only, 5/.

Mr. David Way, for the second best fat ox, fed on
farm produce, 1/. 10s,

Mr. W. Woodford, for tlie second best pen of five

fat ewes, 1/. lOs.

Mr. Joseph Jollifl'e, for the best pen of five fat

wethers, 5/.

Mr. Robert Yelf, forthe best fat heifer, fed on farm
produce, 5/. ; the second best fat ox, on succulent
food only, 1/. 10s.; the best and second best fat

heifers, ditto, 4/. and 1/. 10s.

Mr. James Blake, for the second best fat heifer, fed

on farm produce, 1/. 10s.

The judges were Mr. Prcttijohn, of Portsmouth, and
Mr. Oliver, of Southampton, with Mr. H. 'i arrant, of

Newport, as referee ; whose decisions elicited the most
flattering expressions of approbation.
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TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK
LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—la resuming- tJie subject of our letter " on the

cultivation of the soil, ice," as contained in Nos. 399
and 400 of the Express, dated I9th and !26th August
last, we would not have it understood that our long-

silence has proceeded from any indifference towards

the subject, but rathsr that our time has been so

occupied with the late tedious harvest as to render it

impossible for us to turn our attention sooner to

other matters. The principal object which we have
Litherto contemplated by these letters, was, to draw
the attention of the agricultural community to the

advantages which they would derive from an expe-
rimental fiirra, and from the time vv-hen we first

agitated this question in 1831, we have in many
instances observed with regret, the want of such an
establishment. It is in the mean time, however, a

source of gratification for us to observe, that a great

many most intelligent practical agriculturists are

now convinced of the ncecessity of having an in-

stitution of the nature proposed ; and, in confirma-

tion of this, and of the benefits which might
reasouabU' be expected irom instituting- scientific

research into the practical details of agriculture, we
have only to refer to the opinions and experience of

such men as iNlorton, Col. Le Couteur, and Glad-

den, as expressed in their respective works " on
soils,''

—"on the properties of wheat," and, "on
manures, &c.'' While these individuals, jierhaps

strangers to each other, and their respectivepublica-

tions, have ably handled the subjects on which tliey

have tre-.ited, yet, it is curious to observe the con-

clusion to whicii tliey Iiave arrived, viz., "the
necessity and advantages of an experimental farm."

Mr. Madden is so clear and decisive on this point

that we cannot refrain from giving his own words.

"When such intricate and important chemical changes
are constantly going- on in the soil, and when it is

considered, that unless the remedy is at hand the

very/oti(/ given to the plant curries poison with it

:

and consetjuently, that unless checked by proper

means, many valuable pastures would be rendered
useless, wiio will deny the importance oi chemistrij

to the farmer? or who will dare to say, that practice

alone acts more c.ertainlij, though more slowly when
aided by science? Surely it must be evident to every
thinking mind, that the practice of agriculture would
be upon a much surer basis were all its votaries

acquaintf-'d ivitli the principles upon which their art

was founded. And if so, why is there such an

apathy evinced by the supporters of this all-impor-

tant art to the advancement and cultivation of its

science? To be sure a slight stir of late Las been
made among some of the leading societies connected
with agriculture, but with what effect, iclw can tell?

and the reason of this is obvious; the majority of

the agricultural population are by no means devoted
to reading, and consecjucntly, though all the agricul-

tural societies in Great Britain were to publish upon
the subject, it would be long ere the farmers became
acquainted with the fact. To do good, they must
have the advantage of the science laid before them

practically, and this can be done only by the establish-

ment of experimental farms, under the direct

superintendence of both a practical and a scientific

farmer; or, by the formation of agricultural schools,

in which the youth intended to follow such pursuits

shall be properly instructed in the principles which
should guide them in the prosecution of their

business."

It is after minutely investigating into the practi-

cal details of every agricultural operation, that

science is found absolutely necessary to enable us to

comprehend the result; for without it we are not

possessed of suificient knowledge to employ the

necessary means by which we may succeed in

effecting any particular object. The physical pro-

perties of soils are as -various as their composition,

and are subject to so many chemical changes, that it

is out of the power of any individual, however
scientific hi.« researches, to come to any just con-

clusion vi'ithout submitting his theory to the test of

])ractic!il experiment. That such investigation into

the properties of different soils, is attended with

much difl!iculty and nice discrimination, may be

gatliered from the following observations by Pro-

fessor Schubler, of the University of Tubingen.
" Soils are essentially different in their elementary

nature, according to the particular earths which they

contain, and the various proportions in which those

earths enter into tlieir conijiosition ; but soils pos-

sessing the very same chemical elements may be

endued with widely different properties, in an

agricultural point of view, according to the mecha-
nical state of fineness or coarsenessof their particles,

and the degree of looseness or firmness of texture

resulting from their mode of union. The investiga-

tion of these ])hijsical properties, as they are called, is

of the highest importance in bringing us acquainted

with the nature of soils, and the various means
within our power of modifying and improving
tiiem according to the given circumstances of the

case, or the intentions wliich the cultivator of the

land has in view. The several physical properties

wiiich may be supposed to exert a greater or less

influence on tlie fertility of soils are the following.

The weiglit of the soil, its specific gravit}', as well

as the absolute weight of a given bu k in a dry and

moist state, and its ])ower of containing water, ac-

cording to weiglit and bulk. The firmness and
consistency of a soil in its dry and in its moist state,

and its different capability of becoming dry on ex-

posure to the air ; its diminution in bulk on drying;

its absorption of humidity and of oxygen from the

atmosphere ; its power of retaining heat, and its

cajiability of becoming more or less warmed by the

sun's rays ; its capability of developing heat on

being moistened, ami its electric polarity and capa-

bility of conducting electricity." It is only by
such minute investigations as these, that we can

ascertain the nature and properties of different soils,

but idthough wo may thus theorize, the advantages of

science can never be sufficiently appreciated until

these experiments are reduced to practice, and the

results made manifest to the agricultural community.
It is not, however, our present purpose to enter

minutely into these investigations, or upon the great

variety of substances of which soils are composed,

but rather to confine ourselves to details of a more
practical nature, and refer to the different soils,

commonly described as being- composed of the

three primitive earths, sand, clay, and calcareous

matter.

\Vemay'jireinise tiiat before a soil can be properly

denominated fertile, it must be so constituted as to

contain a sufficiency of moisture in dry seasons, and
notliing more in wet than is necessary to give a

sufficient supi)ly to the ])lants, so as to keep them
always in health and vigour; at the same time the

texture of the soil must be such as to give an oppor-

tunity to the roots of the plants to ramify in every

direction in search of nourishment, thereby giving

them the means of easily abstracting the elements of

vegetable life. A soil of this nature from its

mechanical arrangement, will easily admit of a con-

st-ant supply of atmospheric air which is essentially
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necessary to make and keep it permanently produc-

tive, because plants growing in such a soil, have not

onh' the power of easily abstracting- every panicle

of nourishment which it contains, but such a soil is

eminently favourable to the decomposition of the

water, the air, and the organic matter which may be
in its composition bv means of the insensible fer-

mentation it gives rise to, and readily gives up a

constant supply of the elements thus evolved for

the growth of the plants. The relative proportions

in whicli the primitive earths require to be consti-

tuted so as to obtain the greatest extent of fertility,

will of course vary according to circumstances ; but
if we take the general estimated average of rain

water which annually falls in this country to be

from 24 to 2(5 inches, the constituent parts of a soil

will then require to be from 50 to 70 per cent, of

sand, 20 to 30 per cent, of clay, and 10 to 20 per
cent, of calcareous matter. It will, however, be

found that a very small proportion of the soils of

CJreat Britain are naturally thus constituted, for wo
find sand in many instances in too great a proportion,

while on the contrary many soils are almost wholly
composed of clay. To obtain indeed the necessary

proportions of the primitive earths in every case,

would be a work of great magnitude, but in many
instances much capital might be profitably expended
by those who have a permanent right over the land,

in supplying any deficiency which may be in the

composition of a soil, and thereby bringing it to a

greater degree of fertility. It may be observed
that the materials necessary for this permanent im-
provement are seldom far away, and it ought never
to be lost sight of, that these primitive earths when
not amalgamated together in greater or lesser pro-
portions are of themselves barren and unproductive,
and accordingly that much of the land throughout
this country is rendered more or less so, in propor-
tion as the constituent parts diverge from the standard
of fertility, and as a consequence, a greater or
less supply of manure is constantly required to

supply any deficiency v. hich happens in their com-
position. There is no doubt therefore that the

productive powers of the soil might not only be
greatly increased and rendered permanent, but the

expense of cultivation also greatly diminished : not
only so, but the vegetables and plants grown upon
such soils would be more sound, and ot superior

quality to those not so favourably situated, and their

annual production both in quantity and quality
would also be rendered more regular and certain.

We formerly alluded to thorough drainage, &c., as

being in a great degree capable of ameliorating the

most obdurate clay soils, hut it must be admitted,
that this amelioration would be more readily obtained,
and that nice mechanical arrangement rendered
more perfect and permanent were the composition of
the soil also perfectly adjusted by a due proportion
of the primitive earths. Rut were it even possible
to preserve regularly a perfect pulverization of such
soils by thorough drainage and deep working, still

they could not be equally fertile as those which were
more perfect in their composition, inasmuch as has
been already observed, pure clay, sand, and calca-

reous matter are of themselves barren until amalga-
mated in dift'erent proportions, supplied with a

sufficiency of moisture, and exposed to the influence
of the sun and atmosphere. Vegetable or animal
matter in a state of decomposition added to such a
soil, although formerly sterile, not only renders it

productive, but the mixture of materials, and the
mechanical arrangement specified seems essential to

perfect the process of vegetation. It must be
obvious, however, whether the pulverization of the

soil be produced by artificial or natural means, that
the more friable its condition is rendered, so will its

productive capabilities be proportionably enlarged.
The truth of tliis assertion will be more apparent if

we reflect upon the property which is common to

every vigorous growing [ilant, viz., the power of
throwing out an infinite number of small fibres or
rootlets, until the most minute space throughout the
Avholemass of active soil is searched in (juest of
nourishment for the parent stem. This property of
vegetables shews a marked distinction of nature be-
tween the animal and vegetable kingdom, especially
wliere the interference of man is concerned ; for

while by judicious management he can enlarge the
dimensions of animals, yet in no instance can he
increase the number of tlieir several parts, whereas
bv increasing the fertility of the soil, the dimensions
of vegetables can not only be enlarged, but the
number of their stalks and various ])arts augmented
to a great extent, indeed no limit can be assigned to

the species of productiveness. ^Ve endeavoured in a
former communication to slievv the practicability of
greatly increasing the annual agricultural produce of
Great Britain by means of thorough drainage and
deep working, and we also alluded to the temporary
manner in wliich many of these operations had been
executed, thereby rendering them of no ultimate
or permanent benefit to the landlord. This careless-
ness or inattention may have been partly owino- to
the negligence or inexperience of those entrusted
with the performance of the practical details of the
work, from their not being sufticientlv conversant
with the principles upon which the system ofthorouo-h
drainage is founded, but we apprehend the real

caase of the evil jjroceeds from the peculiar circum-
stances in which the tenantry are placed in relation

to their landlords ; for unless the tenant is supported
and assisted by his proprietor, it is out of t!ie ques-
tion to expect that he will proceed in this expensive
undertaking on such a scale, and in such a manner
as to render the operations of a permanent nature.
Indeed it says much for the utility of the system,
when we see tenants persevering in such work at
their own cost, though merely of a temporary
nature, and for the purpose of lasting for a term of
anineteen years' lease; but it at tiie same time,
subjects the proprietor to the charge of not only
neglecting his own interest, but also his duty to the
public, in allowing such a favourable opportunity to

pass away without rendering the improvement per-
manent. It will, however, appear from the fbregoinc
observations, that the work of thorough drainage is

not the only improvement which requires the assis-

tance of the landlord, or which essentially constitutes
a fertile soil. The removing of earths of opposite
qualities from one field to another, than which no
operation in agriculture is more laborious, is also
highly deserving of attention and practice by both
landlord and tenant. Experience has likewise
proved the advantage of having an active soil to the
depth of fifteen inches for tlie purpose of the full

development of most of those plants cultivated in
this country. We would not however, be understood
as conveying by the term active soil, the idea that
the land should be regularly ploughed to the depth
of filteon inches, but rather that it should be so ame-
liorated that the roots of the plants might easily

penetrate to this depth. To obtain this result how-
ever, over any extent of country, or even over any
single farm, much capital is required ; and it will
therefore be evident to the most inexperienced, that
this work cannot, unless under very favourable cir-

cumstances, be accomplished by the tenantry alone
;

but were tliey even possessed of the necessary funds
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requisite for carrying tliis improvement full}' into

effect, still common prudence would prevent them
attem{)ting' it without the aid of the proprietor, in-

asmuch as the tenant could seldom be recompensed
for his outla}^ in the course of a nineteen years lease.

It will therefore appear, that to thoroughly dry,

deepen and add to soils those earths of which they

are deficient, are undertakings beyond the jiower of

the tenantry, without the co-operation and assistance

of the proprietors. Indeed, it must be evident to

every unprejudiced mind, that the proprietors of the

soil should bear the greater share of this outlay, as

at no very distant period the benelits resulting- from
it completely revert to themselves.

We have always attached much importance to the

circumstances of proprietors cordiallj'^ uniting- with
their tenants, and assisting them to carry forward
these expensive modern improvements. As we have
been peculiarly situated ourselves in having- ex-

perienced for the last twenty-four years the most
liberal encouragement from our respected landlord

while struggling to carry several ameliorations into

effect, not only were the necessary means and
assistance afforded us, but we were cheered on by a

personal inspection and approval of our proceedings.

It is also gratifying-, that the funds thus liberally

supplied and expended on tliese improvements, are

at the present moment a source ofmutual gratification

to landlord and tenant, and no doubt can be enter-

tained but that they will prove both permanent and
profitable. ^Vhile we notice this example on the

part of an individual proprietor, we would not

however, be understood as referring to it as a

solitary instance; on the contrary we are awaro
that there are many landlords who cordially unite

and assist their tenantry in those modern improve-
ments, and whose motto is "to live and lot live."

It is certainly a more pleasant duty to refer to those

who have thus cordially embarked in these improve-
ments with their tenantry than to point out the

exceptions, but our present wish is to sliew the

benefits that would result from the adoption of

these improvements, so as to impress upon the

landlords in general, the advantages that themselves
and tenantry would derive from following these

systems of amelioration. Indeed, were landlords
generally to encourage their tenantry in a similar

manner, we have no hesitation in athrraing-, that not
only would the value of their properties be mate-
rially enhanced, but in no other way could these

improvements be more effectually, economically, and
promptly carried into effect. It is no criterion to

refer to the past relations betwixt 1-andlord and
tenant, as these modern improvements were then
either unknown or never attempted ; besides, the
obtaining extra supplies of manure, and simply
fallowing the ground, were generally the extent to

whicli improvements were carried in former times,

the temporary nature of which rendered them ex-
clusively the work of the tenaHt, as -all the advan-
tages resulting from them were in a great measure
secured to himself before the expiring of his lease;

in fact, his being restricted to a certain rotation of
cropping, was merely to secure the landlord against

having- his farm left in worse condition than when
the tenant entered upon it; and, hence the pro-
prietor had little or no motive to lay out cupitiil on
those temporary improvements, as he had little

pecuniary interest in the result. But the present

means of amelioration patent to landlord and tenant,

are essentially diiferent from those of former times,

both as regards their first cost and ultimate results,

for it is now no longer in the power of the tenant to

embrace these operations, and render thera perma-

nently beneficial without being liberally encouraged
and assisted by his landlord ; and if the latter

would wish his property to hold a relative value in

the market, he must either cordiall}' unite with the

former in these improvements, or at no distant

period find himself in possession of a subject of

comparative little value ; for not only will such
land be, comparatively speaking, in a great measure
unproductive, but from the greater expense attending

its cultivation, compared to that which has been
thoroughly improved, it will on that account prove
unprofitable, and finally be thrown out of cultivation

altogether. While thus endeavouring to point out

the relative position which landlord and tenant

sliould occupy in these improvements, we are aware
tliat many of the former are placed in such peculiar

circumstances by the law of entail, as not only to

I)revent them from commanding- sufficient funds for

tlie accomplishment of these operations, but the^r are

also precluded by its operation from extending- a

lease beyond a limited period to a tenant who may
be willing to embark his capit-al in the uudertaldng-.

The law of Hypothec also militates against agricul-

tural improvement, inasmuch as the tenantry can

never receive that accommodation from the banker

which is so liberally extended to the commercial and
manufacturing interests so long as the landlords

hold this preferable claim over the common creditor.

It may be said that in the end, this law proves

beneficial to both landlord and tenant, more especi-

ally in preventing the latter from entering into rash

and ruinous speculations, but while this maybe true

to a certain extent, with regard to individual cases,

still it is hurtful to the community at large, as it

prevents that extension of capital and enterprise

amongst the agricultural, which is so conspicuous

in the commercial and manufacturing classes.

There is, however, another class of individuals

who should never be lost sight of in discussing-

these subjects, for on them often depends the

amicable relation which should always subsist

between landlord and tenant. We allude to the

laud-agents. In undertakings of this nature, it is

essentially necessary, tliat the agents he men of

experience and practically qualified to enter into

all the minutiiB and details cf every agricultural

operation, for, in pursuing such improvements,

much personal superintendence will devolve upon
them, as the interest of the landloid requires the

work to be executed in an efficient manner, so as to

secure its permanency. The agents, would, therefore,

have a greater quantity of work thrown upon their

hands than hitherto, which will often require their

personal inspection and practical experience, and a

degree of responsibility would be attached, not

only to their proceedings, but likewise to those of

the tenants, which could not fail to be the means of

rendering their endeavours mutual for the complete

and efllicient performance of the whole operation,

indeed the success of every improvement would

become an object equally interesting- to both parties,

and a spirit of enquiry would be instituted and

fostered which would necessarily lead to a frequent

and general interchange of sentiment throughout tiie

counti-}'.

The facility which agents have of o!)t-aining in-

formation regarding agricultural improvements, as

pursued in different parts of the country, could not

fail to be attended with the most beneficial results,

when thus combined with the practical experience

of the farmers. This interchange of sentiment

betwixt landlord and tenant through au agent of

practical experience would also be the means of

bringing any supposed improvement much sooner
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ialo notice than formerly, for its merits would at

once be tested by practical experiment through the

influence of tlie agent, whose precepts and example

would likewise compel those stubborn and prejudiced

individuals who are ever prone to use their influence

and endeavours against the smallest innovation upon
former practice to give at least tlie experiment

something like a fair trial, thus removing to a great

extent those barriers to improvement which have

been felt in a greater or less degree in all ages and in

all countries. Sucli are a few of tlie advantages

which the agriculturist community would derive

from a judicious co-operation on the part of tlie pro-

prietors, together with the practical experience and

personal superintendence of properly qualified

agents ; but there is no circumstance which we con-

ceive would be attended with more beneficial results

to all parties interested, than from the agents

gradual!}' acquiring a thorough knowledge respecting

the value of the different farms upon the estates

under their management. The almost daily in-

tercourse which would prevail betwixt the agent and
the tenantry, and the practical operations submitted

to their joint superintendence, could not fail to give

to the former a perfect knowledge of the value of

each farm ; and hence every liberal minded pro-

prietor would be induced to be guided by the

opinion of his agent, rather than have recourse to

that baneful practice of offering their farms for com-
petition at tlie expiry of a lease. The pernicious

effects of this system have in many instances become
so evident, that it must at no distant period cure

itself, for a very little reflection must shew, that a

rack-rented tenantry can never be an improving one,

and if a uniform system of screwing up the rents

beyond the natural level, be resorted to, that a

poverty stricken tenantry must be the result, Tt

may indeed he argued, that by submitting a farm
to competition, you have the best criterion of its

'

value, but experience has proved, that this is an
erroneous principle to go upon for the purpose of

ascertaining the real value of land for a term of

years, as, independent of the numerous casualties to

which the profits of the farmer are liable, there are

other concurring circumstances which tend to in-

crease the competition for farms, and which has the

effect of raising- the rent above tlie actual intrinsic

value of the laud which a reference to the rent-rolls

for many years past will undoubtedly prove. We
formerly alluded to tliat period, previous to the year

1815, when the farmers were in the hey-day of their

prosperity, since which time many changes have
taken place, not only in the value of every desc-rip-

tion of agricultural produce, but also in the circum-
stances and positions of man}' individual agricul-

turists. But even though farming for the last

twenty-four years has in a great measure proved un-
profitable, and the capital wliich was accumulated
by agriculturists during the time of the war, has

now without doubt been gradually merging into

other hands and channels, still- the competition for

land has rather increased than diminished. It may
therefore be asked, why this competition! But if

the cause is not sufKciently accounted for in the in-

creasing population, we must not overlook that pro-

pensity which seems common to mankind, to be
possessed of the means of enjoying a country life.

We thus see individuals, whatever may be their pro-

fession or calling, turning their attention to rural

affairs so soon as they have the means of doing so.

The great capital whicii was realized by merchants
and manufacturers during that period of universal

prosperity consequent upon the late French war, has

enabled many of that class not only to compete

against the practical agriculturist, but in innumerable

instances, to make extensive [permanent investments

in land. These circumstances, together with that

natural tenacity with which those who have been

brought up in agricultural pursuits cling to their first

impression, and from the nature of them are averse

and perhaps m a great measure incompetent to turn

their attention to other professions, all tend to this

end ; still other causes are not wanting to account

for this unprecedented and unnatural competition.

It can be proved that farms of late years have been

very much enlarged by throwing two or three or

more into one, and therefore that those who are thus

situated will use their utmost endeavour to secure

the lease, even although they should be convinced

that their ofier is beyond what their most sanguine

expectations can ever hope to realize, thus making

farming a speculation instead of a comparatively se-

cure investment for capital. There are many other

circumstances of a similar nature which we might

refer to iu support of our argument, such as the at-

tachment which individuals generally feel for those

places which have been in their occupation for a

series of years, and perhaps their parents before them,

which rather than quit they will sacrifice every com-

fort, and perhaps their all before they will make up

their minds to submit to what they consider to bo the

last sacrifice. After what has been stated we need

scarcely allude to another class of individuals which

private competition gives an opportunity to, of offer-

in"' in an underhanded manner for their neighbour's

farm, thus allowing them to outrage those feelings

and neighbourly rights, which are always respected

by every well constituted mind. These however,

aiid many other inconveniences, would be completely

obviated were thoroughly qualified practical agents

appointed by the landlords to superintend the

mutual interests which are inseparable betwixt them

and their tenantry.

We liave insisted upon these points strongly, be-

cause we apprehend the time is not far distant when
both landlord and tenant will require to exert them-

selves, and use their utmost endeavours to bring the

land into such a state of improvement as will enable

tliem to dispense with that protection which they have

so long enjoyed from the legislature of this country
;

indeed the relative positions which the agricultural

and commercial community now hold, must make it

apparent to every one tliat the time is fast approach-

ing when the duties on foreign corn must be gradu-

ally lowered until the corn laws are ultimately abol-

ished. Let us therefore no longer combat against

that which is inevitable, hut rather prepare to meet

the emeigency by those permanent ameliorations to

which we have alluded, which though attended with

much labour and outlay in the first instance, yet in

the end will not only amply reward the enterprizing

proprietor, but actually save him from being in a

great measure undersold in his own market ; not

only so, but hi- will thus be enabled to meet the foreign

grower on a perfect equality, and that in every posi-

tion and under every circumstance. Indeed if we
would wish this country to preserve the commercial

position which she has assumed among other nations,

it is no longer possible to withhold this boon from

the commercial and manufacturing classes, for it is

now proved beyond contradiction that if our manu-

facturers cannot reduce the expenses attending the

preparation of their goods, so as to be more on an

equality with their continental competitors, they will

speedily lose all hold of the European markets. The
great disparity betwixt the price of corn in this coun-

try and that of the continent must operate in a most

direct manner against the manufacturing interest
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here, and therefore until this disparity is removed by
withdrawing- the restriction on foreign corn, and
bringing the price to nearly the same level as on the

continent, it will be impossible for us to compete
with the foreigner in the same marlcet wilh the least

chance of success. 'I'he soundness of that ])olicv

which would maintain tlie price of bread corn at the

expense of the manufacturer, and perhaps to bis en-

tire ruin, is no longer a matter of opinion, and can

neither be maintained nor tolerated ; indeed the fears

which were previously entertained by many intelli-

gent individuals on this subject, have been more than

realized by the result, as is testified by the rapidity

and extent to which our trade with Europe has been

curtailed and in manv instances nearlv annihilated.

In confirmation of the correctness of this assertion,

we will submit the tbllowing statistical details.

—

"British shipping in 1802 amounted to 2,167,000

tons, in 1838 to 2^890,000, so that in 36 years the

shipping had increased 28 per cent. In the same
period the exports of England advanced from

38,309,980/. to 101,890,000/., and the imports ironi

29,826,000/. to 61,268,000/. Now let us see what
share of this increase of trade has gone to the continent.

It appears that from 1822 to 1831, our trade with

Russia had declined from 539 ships to 270 ; with

Denmark from 57 to 16 ; with Norway from 168 to

15 ; and with Sweden froin 123 to 66. In the same
period Russian ships trading with England had in-

creased from 258 to 903, Danish from 44 to 624, Nor-
wegian irom 558 to 785, and Swedish from 71 to 250,

'J'he tonnage of British shipping from 1802 to 1836

had declined in Europe from 65 per cent, to 48 per

cent., while it had increased to America from 6 to 9

per cent., to Canada from 18 to 26 per cent., and to

India from 3 to 5 per cent, 'I'he exports to the

United States in 1836 were 12,425,000/., to our

British American colonies, 2,732,000/., to the West
Indies, 3,786,000/., and to the Australian colonies,

1,180,000/., while in the same year our exports to

the continental states were only as follows:—to

Prussia, 160,000/.; to Germany, 4,463,000/.; to

Portugal, 1,085,000/,; to France, 1,595,000/.; to

Russia, l,743,O00Z. ; to Sweden, Norway, and Den-
mark, 284,000/. Now while our trade has beeti

constantly increasing with the IFnited States of

America and our own colonies, yet these facts too

clearly prove that it is continually tlimiiiisbing

with the continent of Europe, and althougli cir-

cumstances have proved favourable for its transfer

into other channels, more especially from
the peculiar situation of the United States, still

even there our manufacturers will ere long have

to compete with a class as intelligent and enterpris-

ins: as themselves. And it is a matter lor considera-

tion whether the same causes which have operated

against us in our commercial intercourse with the

continent, may not have a similar tendency, and be

attended with the same results, in our intercourse

with other parts of the world. British capital and
skill, and the genius and enterprise of her manufac-

turers, may for a time act as a counterpoise against

other nations who are more favourably situated with

regard to the price of provisions ; hut this unequal
and unnatural state of things cannot be maintained

for any considerable period, and that gradual en-

croachment upon our commerce and trade which is

taking place in dift'erent parts of Europe, may over-

power us at a moment when it will be impossible for

us to extricate ourselves from the dangers with which
our unwise policy may have surrounded us. Let us

therefore at once look the danger boldly in the face,

and prepare to meet it with such measures as will

counteract the endeavours of other nations to sup-

plant us in that high commercial station, which as a

nation we have hitherto so long and honourably held.

It is surelv high time that those temporizing mea-
sures should be laid aside, and others of a more
practical and beneficial nature substituted, when we
see not only our artizans transferring their labour and
skill to the continent, but also our manufacturei's

transferring their capital and enterprise to those

countries where they can employ it witli greater ad-

vantage.

Experience, therefore, has not only proved the in-

justice of the corn laws as regards the interests of

the other classes of the community, but their efficacy

may be also questioned with regard to their tendency
in support of that class which they were more parti-

cularly intended to benefit. The agricultural and
commercial itnportance of Britain is such, that no
foresight or united efforts of any class of individuals

can for a series of years regulato the price of any
staple commodity, much less can they fix a uniform
rale for the first necessary of life, corn—as wit-

ness the efforts used shortly after the termination of
the last French war, when a law was passed under
the impression that the price of wheat could not, un-
der its operation, rule below 80s. per quarter, and
other kinds of grain in proportion. But a short time

was sufficient to show the fallacy of this enactment,
and subsequently the present corn laws were brought
forward and passed with high eulogiums upon their

wisdom and justice. And what has been the result ?

Since tlie jiresentlaw came into operation the fluctu-

ations in the price of corn have been such as has nos
been exemplified within any former period of the

same extent, and the system may be said to be in a

great measure under the control of speculators in

corn. Indeed, the supply and demand must even-
tually regulate the price of every commodity, whether
agricultural or commercial, and if the prosperity of

either class is dependent upon each other, it is cer-

taiidy highly impolitic and unjust to bolster up the

one at the expense of the other. Our commercial
and manufacturing interests, however, not only re-

quire that the price of corn here should be more in

accordance with that which is paid by their conti-

nental competitors in trade, but the national pros-

])erity also demands that we should not be depen-
dent upon other countries for our necessary supplies

of food. It is, therefore, of tlie greatest importance
that a system has been introduced whereby those ex-

tensive tracts of poor clay soils, which the compara-
tive high pi ice of corn has brought into tillage, may
be improved and permanently ameliorated, so as to

be cajiable of producing every description of crop,

as otiierwise any diminution in the price of corn
might have rendered their cultivation impossible, not

onlv from the greater expense attending it, but also

from the small and uncertain return of produce,
'i'liere are, likevfise, other vast tracts of land in the

United Kingdom, which at the present time are all

hut waste and barren, that might be profitably re-

claimed and thoroughly improved. This is particu-

larly the case in many parts of Ireland, whose gene-
ral altitude is such, that extensive districts in that

fine country are rendered of comparative little value,

owing to the damp state in which the ground is con-
stantly kept in consequence of the deficiency of level

not allowing the superfluous moisture to escape.

The remedy is, perhaps, beyond individual enter-

prise without legislative authority ; but, were pro-

per surveys instituted, and extensive cuts or main
channels carried through the dift'erent districts, then,

not only might a sufficiency of level be obtained for

the purpose of reclaiming these wastes, but thou-

sands of acres at present under cultivation would
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also be materially benefitted. The land in Treland

is naturally of a rich and fertile character, but tiiis

deficieucv in its drainage renders tlie luxuriant crops

periodically subject to serious damage from heavy

Hoods. ^Ve insist, tlien, that thorongh draiuag-e and

deep working are the foundation of every agricul-

tural improvement, and such is its general applica-

bility and favourable results, that it will enable us to

encounter every emergency that may occur from a

free trade in corn, l^et, therefore, these corn laws

be gradually but speedily extinguished, and let the

agricultural community prepare to meet competition,

not with any gloomy anticipations as to the future,

for independent of our supposed inferior soil and ac-

knowledged changeable and indifferent climate, we
still hold that proud pre-eminence over our contem-

poraries of being the greatest agricultural country in

the world—a title whicli has also been deservedly

earned by our commercial brethren, and which must
never be wrested from us without a violent struggle.

Let the proprietors of land, then, weigh these mat-

ters, and consider well their import; for assurcnlly

if they do not turn their attention to these improve-

ments, and be in a great measure prepared to meet
that foreign competition which they^ must sooner or

later encounter, they will require to run the risk of

having their properties thrown out of cultivation,

and greatly diminished in value, and in many in-

stances they will be unable, even by the most stre-

nuous exertions, to recover the ground which they

may have lost by their procrastination.

A ScOTCJr FAHMKIt.

(To be continued.)

[The valuable practical information which the

communications of our correspondent " a Scotcii

Farmer" always contain, induces us to insert this

letter without alteration, but we would not be held

answerable for his opinions on the corn laws.

—

Ed. E.M.]

ON FEEDING CATTLE ON BOILED
BARLEY.

Sir,— I believe I was the first who tried the expe-

riment of feeding cattle on boiled barley ; the success-

ful result, and the method which was pursued , were
communicated, in I think, your March number for

1838 ; with a strong recommendation of the system.
I feel therefore called upon to answer your correspon-
dent S. B. This I think may be best done by stating

exactly the method I have followed since the year 1835,
and from which I see no cause to deviate. But as suc-

cess depends so much upon the proper boiling of the

barley, and lest S. B. should not possess my receipt,

will you before I proceed ta do so, first permit the re-

insertion of the receipt in your increasingly useful

Magazine.
To one part of barley add two of water, then boil the

barley slowly ; when it boils add no more fuel, but let

it remain in the vessel, closely covered ; at the end of

forty-eight hours take it out to cool, and if properly
done, it -will have absorbed all the water, every corn
•will be broken and in a jelly-like state ; this mix with
chaff, and afterwards give hay to assist rumination.

I have now feeding on boiled barley ten beasts, which
when fat, will weigh from 45 to 60 stone ; they con-
sume three bushels of barley per day ; the barley by
boiling is increased to about nine bushels, this I mix
with rather more than an equal quantity of s\Yeet cut
chaff, consisting of a third part of well got hay, the
remainder good wheat straw ; half of this mixture is

given at six in the morning, the other half at six at
night

;
particular care is taken to apportion the food

according to the size and appetite of the animal
;

part
of a truss of hay is divided amongst them at noon,
the other part after their evening meal. Strict atten-

noit is paid to cleanliness, th e litter is shaken up at

each meal, and fresh added if necessary, to invite them
to rest. I wish to remark that when first tied up less

barley was given than the quantity here stated, and
that the quantity was increased according to appetite.

I also wish to remark for the information of S. B.,

that I give damaged hay, by over-heating, or other-

wise, to store-stock, and reserve the best for fattening

beasts. I beg also to notice for the information of

your readers, that I have a milking heifer, which is fed

exactly as the fattening beasts, solely for the purpose
of obtaining more milk ; and that the increased

quantity of milk and butter, and the improved con-
dition of the heifer, amply repay the additional cost

of food.

In the hope that S. B., and the readers of your
ISIagazine may be induced " to give the system of boil-

ing barley a fair trial,"

I remain, your obedient humble servant,

Manor Fartn, Bedforchhire, Decli. J. H.

IMPROVEMENTS IN AGRICULTURE.
Sir,—It must be ajiparent to every observer of the

state of our agriculture for the last quarter of a century,
that a greater quantity of science and capital has been
exercised by the agriculturists, and that very consider-

able tracts of land, formerly uncultivated, have been
thereby brought under cultivation. Some have ex-
pressed an opinion that large Iracis have, during the
latter portion of that period, been actually thrown out
of cultivation ; but this i<; a hardy assertion ; and, even
if in some few instances it may have been the case, I

would inquire how far the ignorance or slovenliness of
tiie occupier, or the niggurilliness,and want of due libe-

rality of the landlord, may have produced this result.

Probably much land has changed its mode of cultiva-

tion, and from many causes. That which was devoted
tf) wheat, under the favouring influence of war prices,

now yields a less rent, troni its being principally em-
ployed in the rearing of cattle ; but to counterbalance
this, many thousands of acres in both divisions of our
island arc now seen under rich and beautilul crops of
wheat where, twenty years ago, the only produce was a
stunted heath or a useless rush. To convince your
JMiddlesex readers of the truth of what 1 am asserting,

1 would only refer them to the tract once called Houn-
slow Heath. Chat J\Ioss, which I have before referred
to, is another example, and they are not wanting in

most parts of the country. Still much remains to be
done; there are muny thousands of acres of the best
land in England yielding only one-third part of the

produce which intelligence and industry properly ap-
plied would extract from them. Surely, Mr. Editor,
when the wilds of Canada and Australia are resorted to

to find employment for our labourers and return for our
capital—when the draining the Irish lakes and the plant-
ing a colony among the savages of New Zealand ex-
periences no want of supporters, it may be worth m-
quiry whether there are not large tracts to bediscoviired
without crossing the sea, where capital, judiciously

expended, would not return more tliMu five per cent. I

have been led to these remarks from having seen in

one of your recent publications the very useful obser-
vations on draining, and afterwards ploughing up the
subsoil, by the jMarquis of Tweeddale. Upon the soils

he mentions it is impossible to add one word to the ex-
cellent recommendations he gives for the system of
furrow-draining, exfiept that regard must of course be
had totheinchnatioH of the land ; and that in fields not
possessing a regular slope deeper drains must cross the
ridges in the lowest places, so as to ensure the speedy
discharge of the water. Should any springs exist, a
branch should be made to them ; and in very retentive
soils it would be found advantageous to use the mole
plough to cross the furrow drains at certain intervals.

Even a deep trench made by a common plough, and
crossins' the furrows, obliquely, will be found in many
cases of great advantage.

I will now call the attention of your readers to one
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most important advantage to Ije obtuiiied from the iiii-

provement I have been endeavouring- to advocate. I

mean the increase in their Hocks of sheep. I nee<l not

urge the advantage that will result to their arable land

from tlie cheap and excellent manure thus afforded
;

the experience of every one will sufficiently assure him
of it; but I can appeal to the abundant crops produced
on the thin chalky soil of Wiltshire and Hampshire, by
the aid of the sheepfold, and to the lov? state of agricul-

ture in those districts where this important branch of

rural economy is neglected. I need not either remind
the farmer that his flock is, in other respects, not an un-
profitable part of his stock. Every one will, I am sure,

agree with me that if land now too wet to be folded

ean by any moderate outlay be made to bear sheep
without danger of the rot, its value would be greatly

enhanced, and there are few districts where this may not
be effected. I have seen a considerable effect produced
on the low lands near the borders of tiie counties of

Wilts and Gloucester, merely by opening and scouring
the brooks and ditches under the operation of a com-
mission of sewers, and there ara but few districts where
some benefit may not thus be obtained.

I would recommend to all your farming readers a re-

perusal of the Marquis's excellent observations ; and
remain, Sir, your obedient servant,

A Yeoman of Kent,

THE AVERAGES.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRK9S.

Will yon be pleased to allow me room in your
widely circulated paper for a scale of duties, to set

this momentous question at rest. It will serve all

parties, rich and poor, land-owners and merchants,

farmers and manufacturers, operatives and labourers

—the Government also
;
prevent the ruinous fluc-

tuations in grain, and be an antidote to the trickery

in taking the averages.

THE CORN QUESTION SET AT REST.

General Average for Wlieat; other Grain, &;c., in

proportion,

AVERAGE. DUTY. Al^ERAGE. DUTY.

Per Qr. Per Qr. Per Qr. Per Qr.
79s. to 80s. .. 33S. 66s. to 67s. .. 203.

78s. to 79s... 32s. 65s. to66g. .. 19s.
77s. to7S8. .. 31s. 64s. to 6.5s. .

.

18s.

76s. to 77s... 30s. medium.
75s. to 76s. .

.

29s. 63s. to 64s. .

.

20s.
74s. to 75s. .

.

28s. 62s, to 633. .

.

22s,

73s. to 74s. .. 273, 61s. to 62s. .. 24s.
72s. to 73s... 26s. 609. tG6ls. .. 26s.
71s. to 72s.,. 25s. 59s. to 60s. . 28s.
70s. to7lS,.. 24s. 58s. to 59s. .. 30s,

69s, to 70s. .

.

23s. 57s. to 58s. ,

.

32s.

68s. to 69s... 22s. 56s. to 57s. .

.

343.

67s. to 68s. .. 21s. 55s. to 56s. .. 36s.

If this scale had been in operation the la.st

eighteen months, grain would not have been the

height it has been. The Government would have
received about one million and a half in duties ;

the Bank of England would not have been drained
as it bas ; the foreigners enriched, and our poor
oppressed, by Hour being 6d. per stone too dear.
With this scale, all would aim at the medium price
and the average duties. The best thing that could
be done for the country in the corn trade just now
would be for the Privy Council, if they have the

power—if not, the Parliament—as soon as possible,

to enact that all wheat now in bond have fourteen
days allowed to release it, at 12s. per qr. ; and
American Flour let in at 8s, per barrel, and that

left in bond to be liable to such duties as the revised

corn law enacts. The foreign wheat is much wanted
in the North to grind with the new damp wheat

;

hence the high prices in tiie South, the North
millers being obliged to ily theru for dry corn, and
before the wheat in bond will be lot out, dry corn
will be alarmingly high, American flour would be
very acceptable, both as to relieving the markets
and for remittances. T. H.

CULTURE OF PARSNIPS.
This plant is much better suited for agricultural pur-

poses than the carrot, it being more productive and
growing more freely on a greater variety of soils, it

will do well on most soils that are not stony, but a clay

or strong loamy soil appears best adapted for it ; on
these soils from 450 to 500 bushels per acre are fre-

quently grown. The land that this root is intended to

be grown on should be ploughed as deeply as possible,

or trenched in the autumn, and as early in the spring
as the season will allow it should be well dressed down
and cross-ploughed, at the same time ploughing in from
14 to 16 eart loads of good rotten dung per acre ; then
well scarify, harrow, and pulverize the land, and sow
the seed the latter end ofMarch, or beginning of April,

but be certain that the seed is of the last year's growth;
as, if kept over the year it frequently will not vegetate.

It may be sown broadcast, drilled on the surface, or

drilled on the ridge, and the Northumberland system
of growing turnips, and the manure then deposited in

the same way. The latter plan is to be preferred, as

the parsnip requires a considerable depth of soil, and
by this means a greater depth is given. The distance

between the rows should be from 20 to 24 inches, and
in about tea days or a fortnight after the plants make
their appearance they should be hoed, aud in about a
fortnight after set out for the crop, from 10 to 12 inches

apart. If on the ridge, much care should be taken not
to hoe the earth from them, and once or twice during

the summer the earth should be drawn up to them, us

the root should not be exposed to the sun and air. As
this is a very hardy plant, and whilst standing- in the

ground will bear the most severe frost without injury,

it is not necessary to dig them up to preserve them as

carrots, potatoes, &c., but they may be dug up as

-wanted for use, yet it would be well always to dig up a

portion of the crop the latter end of October or begin-

ning of November, because if a severe frost should get

in, it will be impossible to take them up at that time.

Those th?t are dug up in the autumn should be laid in

a heap in a barn or shed, and covered with sand, but
the whole of the crop should be taken up the beginning

of February ; for as soon as the flower stalks begin to

form, the ' roots become hard and lo?e their quality.

Parsnips are excellent food for all kinds of stock, and
there are none but will eat of them freely. For milch

cows they are to be preferred to mangel wurzel, car-

rots, or turnips, the latter of which gives an un-

pleasant flavour to milk and butter, which is often so

rank and bad as to be almost unfit for use, but the

parsnip gives a peculiarly good flavour and richness to

them, and are quite as good as when the cows are feed-

ing on the sweetest pasture. They may be given to

neat catt,le whole, but for horses they should be cut and
mixed with chatf, they should also be cut for sheep. In

the isles of Jersey and Guernsey the parsnip is exten-

sively cultivated for miicli cows, and much of the butter

produced from them is seat to Southampton and Ports--

mouth, which in the winter is far superior to any made
in England. At that season of the year, Mr. Carr, an
eminent agriculturist, near Warminster, has cultivated

and fed stock more on this root than any agriculturist

known of in this country, and he speaks very highly of

them as food for all kinds of stock. There are several

varieties, but those best adapted for field growth are

the Guernsey, if on a deep soil, as they frequently grow
from 2^ to 3 feet long ; but on a soil of less depth Ibe

hollow crowned will be best suited.

—

Sussex Advertiser.
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COTTAGE ALLOTMENTS.
We are glad to see from the reports m the local

papers, that the wealthier classes resident in the

country, whilst indulging in the festivities cus-

tomary at this season of the year, and which their

means enable them to do to an ample extent, are

not unmindful of the situation of those who " earn

their daily bread by the sweat of their brow/' At
the best of times the condition of the labourer is

one of considerable privation. Let the amount of

what may be called fair wages, say from 12s. to

15s. per week, be apportioned for the purchase of

tlie various items absolutely necessary for the sus-

tenance of a man, his wife, and three or four chil-

dren, and surprise vi'ill be excited at their being

enabled to support nature; If, then, rent, clothing,

and casualties be taken into consideration, it will

no longer be cause for astonishment that the

powers of forbearance displayed by the labourer

generally, should soaietimes fail him, and he should

be guilty of outbreak. Believing as wedo, that thou-

sands and tens of thousands of persons in com-
fortable circumstances are perfectly unacquainted

with the real condition of the poor man, and who
speak of good wages in reference to a small ad-

vance upon the ordinary rate, as if it would enable

him to enjoy luxuries, we think it very desirable

that the amount of wages paid to the labourer in

different parts of the country, and the extent to

v\hich it will go in supplying the necessaries of

life, should be made known in detail to the pubhc.
Wlnlst, however, we applaud this course, we can-

not but deprecate the mode adopted by some, of

endeavouring to excite sympathy for the labourer

by vilifying the employers, as if the positive fixing

of the rate of wages rested with them. We believe

there is no subject on which more erroneous no-

tions are entertained than upon the causes which
regulate die price of labour. Some assert that it

depends wholly upon the price of food ; others

maintain that it depends on the demand for labour.

We apprehend, however, that it would not be dif-

ficult to show, that although either of these causes

separately may produce an effect on the price of

labour, still that the general wages of labour is

governed by the united influence of both. It

would be foreign to our present purpose to enter

into a discussion upon this abstract question, our

immediate object being to arrest attention to the

situation of the labourer of every kind, and to

induce those who have it in their power to assist

in bettering his condition, especially as it may be
done in some cases without the slightest loss or

inconvenience. Of the means which have been
suggested for assisting the agricultural labourer,

there are none which have produced so beneficial an
effect as the pjlan of giving tliem small allotments

of land. The system has extended itself widely
during the last few years, and will, we trust, spread
from one end of the kingdom to the other. The
exertions of the Labourers Friend Society have
been greatly instrumental in promoting this good
work. It is stated in the No. of the Labourer's

Friend Magazine for January, that in a parish in

Kent diere are three labourers, possessing cottage

allotments, who have received first prizes for three

years in succession, and whose wages " do not

average more than nine shillings per week !" The
produce of diese cottage gardens is not obtained by
labour abstracted from die gross amount of em-
ployment, but is a clear addition, being the result

of unemployed time—of hours and half liours be-

fore proceeding and after returning from the day's

work, and of the exertions of the wife and such of

the children as are old enough. Imagine the con-

trast between the feelings and prospects of the man
who, when temporardy out of employment in the

winter season, or attacked with temporary illness,

knows that he has a flitch of bacon in his cottage

and a stock of potatoes in store, or even the pota-

toes alone, upon which his family may subsist, with

those of the man who, when his employment is sus-

pended has no resource to jirocure food for himself,

his wife, and his children, but the uncertain chaiity

of neighbours, the confidence of the village shop-

keeper in permitting him to run a score which af-

terwards keeps him down, perhaps, for years, or

dial last refuge—the workhouse.

Of all those wlio have sought to extend the

cottage allotment system, there is no one who has

exerted himself more zealously or successfully than

Captain Scobell, of High Lyttleton, near Bath.

He has had nine years experience of the working
of the system, and has therefoie fairly tested it.

The following is an extract from a letter upon this

subject which he addressed recently to Mr. Leigh

Lye, the Secretary of die Bath and West of England
Agricultural Society :—

-

" The greater part of the remarks I shall offer on
those parishes, with which 1 am closely connected, will

apply to from twenty to tliirty other contiguous parishes,

in which the field garden system is also in operation,

Ttie parishes, then, to which 1 can best advert, are three,

namely—High Litdeton, with 80 tenants, occupying, as
field gardens, 14 out of ] ,250 acres which it contains

;

Midsomer Norton, 135 garden occupiers, renting 28
out of .3,800 acres ; and North Bruham, (wholly an
a-gricultuial parish) near Bruton, having 35 tenants,

with 9 out of 1,838 acres. I repeat these figures to quiet

the still unallayed alarm of some, who imagine that an
appalling quantity of land is requisite to carry out the

system.

" The culture, then, of the gardens around here, and
the manure furnished, continue to be good and ample.
The tenants are cheerful in their demeanour—comfort-
able in their homes—contented in their stations. They
pay their small, but equitable and sufficient rents (from
2;|d, to Sjd.per pole) with readiness and regularity. 1

have lately held my annual rent meeting at High Lit-

tleton, and to sit down with eighty labourers is no com-
mon circumstance. 1 hold out no inducement to punc-
tuality. I do not offer them anything to eat or to drink.

At each anniversary that I thus assemble with them, I
am taught, more and more, to understand and to value
the general honest and intelligent bearing of their

minds, and their willing and fufl appreciation of con-
fidence reposed in them. 1"o mc, as I believe, also to

themselves, such an evening is one of the happiest and
most satisfactory of the year. The system, if disinte-

restedly and permanently carried on, must, and does,

gradually, but closely bind minds togedier. The Tield

Gardens, themselves, are an ever visible and heart-

speaking index of mutual good-will. The mere worldly-

man will only value the plan, because " in all IsibGur

there is profit, whilst he who looks to a higher source,

will see it an evidence that " we have fellowship one
with another."—M«)A; Lane Express.
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A VISIT OF THE DRAYCOT TENAN-
TRY TO EARL TALBOT'S, BIRCII-

WOOD PARK FARM, STAFFORD-
SHIRE.

(from a cortie;i'ONdent.)

The Bh-cliwood Park farm consisting of near 600

acres, and so well knoNvu for its Inrge proportion of

cold land with a retentive subsoil, is now in the

occupation of the noble owner. In consequence of

the great improvements going on in tliorough drain-

ing and subsoil ploughing on this farm, under the

direction of the practical agriculturists Messrs,

Gindei-s and iCravan, Mr. l^ond, the agent for the

Uraycot estate, after obtaining the consent of the

noble lord, proposed to the tenantry a visit to this

farm, to which the3r gave a willing assent, and the

21st ultimo was the day I'lxed upon, and thougli the

morning was wet, the ardour for agricultural know-

ledge was not to be damped, for about forty of tlie

tenantry met, and amongst the rest was noticed the

well known " Mr. Samuel Gosling," and notwith-

standing his years, near 70, he appeared in full

health and vigour, together with the Rev. Dr.

Weedall, president of Ascott College, Mr. Bill, of

Trent Yale, and Mr. IMurton of Field Hall. We will

just remark that the latter gentleman is turning his

attention to ploughing l)y steam, by attaching a

locomotive engine" to the plough ; Mr. IJlurtons ideas

OH the subject have been laid before several scien-

tific men, and are approved, and we trust his

patriotic exertions in the cause of agriculture will

have that attention from the English Agricultural

Socio ty which he merits. Arrived at the farm we
werebfirst taken by BIr. Cravan to a fallow which

had een drained with sough-tiles longitudinally,

each drain pointing up the acclivity at intervals of

6 or 7 yards, and averaging a depth of 2?> inches.

'J"ho land so drained was afterwards ploughed across

with the subsoil plough . The field is now growing a

crop of wheat, we wa'lked across it, and compared to

other parts of the farm (for every hole was full of

watar) it was quite dry, and to show that that the

subsoil ploughing after thorough draining vras

producing a good effect, the water issuing from the

drains w";is quite muddy, proving that the water

easily escaped from the surface through the subsoil

into the drains, and got discoloured in its course.

We were next taken to a field where several teams

were ploughing abreast, a stronger furrow than some

of the visitors were in the habit of ploughing witli

fourhorses alength ; it had the effect of making seve-

ral converts to the two abreast system. One of the

))loughmen, a clever 3'oung fellow, and evidently

from^the " land of cakes," said that he could plough

with two horses 12 inches deep with perfect ease.

The subsoil plough was next put in operation,

worked bv six horses, two and two, every one ex-

pressed their admiration of it, and the benefit all

descriptions of soil whether wet or dry must derive

from it, giving as it does a greater depth of soil,

inhaling atmospheric nourishment for the roots to

descend into. Wo next saw the mole plough at

work, and though cheap, by no means a permanent

system of draining, as it cannot be depended upon,

still it does good on some land, and no doubt will

answer so long as the orifice which the plough

makes, is kept open. With this concluded our day's

journey, except that we were invited quite unex-

pectedly on our parts, to partake of the noble Earl's

good old English hospitality, when many a hearty

wish was expressed that he might long live to be, as

he ever had been, one of the best patrons agriculture

ever bad ; every one expressed their approbation at

what they had witnessed, and should return to their

liomes having gained several years experience in a

few sliort hours, and though the tenants have esta-

blish.ed amongst themselves, an agricultural libraiy,

containing books and works detailing every im-

provement going on in the cultivation of the soil,

still they had had that day the gratification of

seeing what thev had before read and heard so much
about.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S
MAGAZINE.

Sin,—Bone manure having been so long in use,

and its merits duly appreciated by most of your
readers, any observations upon its use may seem su-

perfluous, because its application may be said to be
well understood ; but seeing a letter or two in your
very useful periodical upon " the use and abuse of

manures,'' and considering such hints valuable

through the means of such an extensive channel, in-

asmuch as they may ofien prevent an improvident
outlay by the young and inexperienced agriculturist

I am induced by your permission to submit to 3-our

readers, the purport of a letter published some vears

ago in Fvans and Iluffy's Farmers' Journal.

Mr. Tallant of J.incoln Heath, a very considerable

cultivator of that useful esculent, the turnip, who
entirelv a|iproved of tlie use, and experimentally

tried at different times various proportions of bone
manure from "iO to 200 bushels per acre, (statute we
suppose,) without perceiving any difference in the

crop, either of turnips or of those which succeeded

them. lie therefore considered 20 bushels per acre

(]uite sufficient, mixed with 20 bushels of sod ashes,

drilled in on the level at 12 inch intervals. In the

use of this jjroportion so mixed, he had been very

successful in growing large crops without any failure.

\\'f have applied rape dustinthe same experimental

wav in i-aising turnips by the ridglet or Northumber-

land method, using a single, double, and treble pro-

portion without anv ]ierceptible difference either in

the turnips or after crojis. Other persons may have

tried experiments of thesame kind with very different

results ; be that as it may, we are disposed to believe

that there is no doubt, but that much more money is

expended on artificial manure than is necessary. A
certain quantity will effect the purpose for which it

is applied, and in many cases, if as much again is

used very little additional benefit will be perceived ;

some soils give out its fertilizing ]jroperties more
rapidly and of course of shorter duration, while

others retain those properties longer by giving them

out more slowly. If any artificial manure can extend

its fertilizing pov.-ers to the three following crops,

comprising the common rotation on light soils ; bones

are the most likely, their decomposition being more
oradual. Artificial manures are now often had re-

course to, for the purpose of raising a plant of tur-

nips, and they generally answer that purpose admi-

rably ; tlrey supply the tender fibre of the young

plant with rich food, which it requires to force it

forward into rough leaf as quickly as possible, and no

doubt contributes to its growth for some time after,

but having established a healthy vigorous plant be-

yond the destructive powers of the flea, it has per-

formed the purpose for which it was applied, and as

its fertilizing powers gradually become exhausted,

the main root of the young bulb is pushed down-

wards, throwing out its lateral fibre in search of its

natural resources.—Allow me to remain. Sir,

Your very obedient servant,

Nov, 21, 1839. THOiM.\s Jov.
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CORN-LAWS

SUPERSEDED BY I.MPROVED AGRICUL-
TURE.

Addressed "To Lord Stanley, Jonv V/ii.son

Patten, Thomas Gkeene, and George Martox,
Esquires, JMejiuers of Parliament, who at-

tended THE Lancaster Agiucultuhal Meeting
IN October last.

You nrc aware, Gentlemen, of the great delicacy

with which the Corn-law (juestion was handled at

the meeting alluded to, as well as at other agricultu-

ral meetings in this county. In expressing my
opinion at several of these meetings, I found it

prudent to be upon my guard, to avoid any expres-

sion that might give rise to a discussion of this most

important subject, that might risk the good teeling

which prevailed. Under this repression of senti-

ments ii is not only difficult for a person to state his

views intelligibly, but he is liable to misconstruc-

tion. I therefore take the present mode of address-

ing vou, and of stating my op'nion without reserve.

There is no reason why the agriculturist and the

manufacturer may not meet amicably to consider the

question ; as what is good for one is alike good for

the other. It ought not to be regarded as a party or

political question. The Corn-law repealers are

seeking a most desirable end by a repulsive and
offensive process. The aristocracy and the agricul-

turist resent the abuse heaped upon them by the

repealers, and thus the parties look upon each as

enemies, and spare no pains in going out of their

way, the one to vilify the other.

This course retards the nation's advancement in

wealth and comfort, and the enjoyment of a plentiful

sapy)ly of clieap provisions. There are very i'ew

who deny that if a plentiful supply could be ensured

from our own soil at the same price that it could be
obtained from foreigners, it would be a most desirable

consummation ; and 1 have no hesitation in asserting

that this may be accomplished with the greatest

facility, with very little additional outlay of capital

in most cases, and, in many, with none. Should
this be admitted, the question arises; Is it not more
advantageous to Britain to encouran;e her agricnllnre,

giving at the same time due encouragement to her

manufactures; employing by these means the whole
of her population, and thereby improving the home
market ;—or is it more profitable to force our manu-
factures into circulation to an extravagant extent ia

foreign countries, abandoning our agriculture in

order that we may take the corn of foreigners in

exchange 1 Many of the Corn-law repealers carry

their designs thus far; others, more moderate, say,
" We know that Great Biitain could sujjply us
abundantly with food if the farmers would properly

cultivate the soil, but they do not, and never will,

as long as prices are kept up b3^ Corn-laws ; they
look to parliament for protection, and as long as they

can have it they will not exert their energies or make
any improvement ; the only way therefore to compel
them to do so will be to deprive them of the Corn-
laws, and leare them to their own resources."

Trade between one country and another, the most

unrestricted and unembarrassed, doubtless is best con-

ducive to the comfort and happiness of the world ; but
circumstances may arise, from states having been at

v?'ar, or from errors of government, which have
disturbed the natural and rational course of events, so
as to render unsafe the sudden abolition of laws, in

themselves impolitic. Such is the state of Europe
;

but if we continue to enjoy the blessings of peace,

all injurious restrictions must be withdrawn, and
each country be left to exercise its ingenuity and
industry in the way in which its energies can be
most profitably put forth. There may be sufficient

interchange of commodities with foreigners, even if

we take none of their corn ; for it should be borne
in mind that very (gw countries with which we trade,

or may trade, are exporters of grain. Dr. Bowring-,
in his admirable communication, lately made to the
Manchester Chamber of Commerce, respecting the
state and produce of our relations with the countries
comprised within the Prussian commercial league,
falls into a verjf general and most mischievous error,

when he says, " it is obvious to everybody that Eng-
land must be an importer ; that the means of agricul-
tural production do not go ou increasing with the
increase of population." And at a dinner given at

Bolton, to A. W. Paulton, the able advocate and
lecturer on the Corn-laws, one of the speakers de-
clared that "the population of Great Britain is

larger than Great Britain can maintain," a sentiment
which the meeting approved. Mr. Paulton, too,
speaking of Scotland, said, "her agriculturists, the
most skilful and enterprising in the whole world,
are compelled to exhaust all the resources of science
in a barren struggle, to extract rent from soils that
are fitted up only for sheep walks or the grazing of
lean cattle," Mr. Paulton seems not to be aware
that the land he is speaking of, in consequence of
being occasionally ploughed and exposed to the sun
and atmos])]iere, produces more than double, or
probably treble, the quantity of beef or mutton, in
addition to the corn, that it would do in permanent
pasturtv

The Duke of Richmond, in the House of Lords,
in the present year, inquired—" Had his noble
friend, the Earl of Radnor, ever been in the northern
parts of Scotland ] If he had, he would have known
that if land were laid out of cultivation for corn, or
rather for turnips, they would have little else but
furze or broom growing up instead." But if even
the worst land were left to nature, plenty of f rain,
under a proper system of cultivation, would be
produced amply to supply our consumption, upon
the best and medium qualities of land. Probably
under any circumstances, it might be more advan-
tageous to concentrate our labour and skill upon
these better lands, rather than upon the poorest,
until the population should be much greater than it

is at present, for they alone would furnish ample
labour and food. In opposition to Dr. Bowring's
opinion, facts prove that production has kept pace and
more than kept pace with the increase of population.
In Tooke's History of Prices, a standard work pub-
lished in 1838, at page "263, vol. 2nd, treating on
the subject of corn in the year 1837, it is said, "The
fact is in full evidence, that during six successive
years, the produce of the united kingdom has sufficed
for the consumption, greatly increased as that has
been." The seasons of 1838 and 1839 have been
most unfavourable, or there would now probably
have been a surplus. If, under the imperfect, waste-

ful, and exhausting system of agriculture, which has
been practised up to 1837, the produce in several of
those years was equal to the consumption, it may
by the substitution of a system more rational, con-
siderably exceed it.

This most desirable end is within our reach; and
when we have an increased produce from improved
agriculture, the jirice will be reduced, not only
without injury to the farmer and the landlord, but
most probably to the advantage of both. Althouo-h
the present system is very imperfect, it must be
admitted, that, since 1837, greater efforts hare been

I
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made, and are now making, tlian at any former
period. The English Agricultural Society has been
established, and district societies have been multi-
plied throughout the kingdom. Not only have
more green crops been grown, producing a larger

supply of winter food for cattle, and manure for the
land, but great advantage has been derived from
earlier maturity and greater fattening propensity in

cattle ; thus, to a certain degree, the assertion of the
repealers, before mentioned, that the farmers will

not improve their agriculture, is contradicted by
tacts. Important benefit will arise from the intro-

duction of Smith's subsoil plough, by which the
climate is improved in letting oft" the superfluous
moisture; and the tracts of cold clay and high lying
wet land, that forai so large a proportion of C/reat

Britain, may be rendered fit for crops, which pre-
viously could not be grown. In the account of
improvements in Scotland, by John Dudgeon, which
received the prize of fifty guineas from the English
Agricultural Society, he states, that the subsoil
plough is working a revolution, rendering land which
was scarcely worth 10s. an acre rent, equal to double
and treble its former value. The crops of this thin

wet land were generally three weeks later than in the

vicinity of rivers ; but in consequence of Mr.
Smith's mode of drainage there is very little palpa-
ble difference between the harvesting of the crops
on this land, and on the river sides. The operation
of the new Poor-law and the Tithe Commutation
Act will exercise a favourable influence on agricul-
ture. The most vital of all improvements, remains
yet to be mentioned, and consists of economising the
mode of rearing and feeding cattle, horses, and
sheep. At present they are allowed to roam at lar2:e

in pastures, nipping off every blade of grass as it

shoots, and wasting, or worse than wasting, the
whole of the manures. On the contrary, if they
were fed on mown food, in the stall or shed, less

than half the land would maintain them in better
health and condition; the remaining half, therefore,
now under pasture, would be liberated, for alternate
husbandry, growing grain, and also food for an in-

creased number of cattle ; by this means, manure of
the best quality, (for none is equal to animal ma-
nure,) would be provided, not only for the land so
set at liberty, but for a large extent of that which is

now in an exhausted condition from imperfect man-
agement. By having moveable sheds made of
paling, faggots, or other cheap material, the manure
might be made where wanted, and near the spot
where the food is produced. The carriage of green
crops, particularly turnips, is facilitated, and the
ground saved from trampling in wet weather, by
means of a moveable railway of wood, or other
cheap material. In Italy, France, Germany, Hol-
land, China, and other countries, this mode of
keeping cattle is practised, and every particle

of manure, solid or liquid, is saved with the
greatest care, while ours is allowed to run into the
nearest ditch or river, or evaporate its juices in the
yard or field. Theirs is covered by sheds from the
sun and rains, or preserved in cisterns ; in those
countries, liquid manure, which is found to convey
food to plants in the most effectual and economical
manner, is in common use ; in England it is scarcely
thought of. Mr. Blacker, who inspected the agri-

culture of the continent in the antumn of the present
year, remarked that " we are far behind them in
farming." Is it then surprising that with our neglect
they can afford to undersell the British farmer ? In
the report of an experiment of mine, published up-
wards of twenty years ago, on the summer-stall-
feeding of cattle and sheep, my opinion was

expressed, that tlie system would succeed also with
sheep. Ever since that time I have strenuously

advocated it, and am now happy to find that were it

is ]5ractised it is attended with complete success. If

cuttle were stall-fed, greater facility would be afforded

for the introduction of superior breeds ; many in-

ternal fences might be occupied with crops in place

of hedges, the expense of making and repairing of
which would be saved—the farmer then would not
require any purchased manure. Under this mode of
keeping cattle and sheep, more labour would doubt-
less be required ; but are we not in want of profitable

labour to employ the population, numbers of whom
are in workljouses, fed on the bred of idleness,

whilst others wander about the country in a state of

starvation 1

By the use of the Drill on all lands admitting of
it, and most would admit of it after the use of the

subsoil plough, the weeds which now dispute the

ground with the crops, would be readily destroyed.

The general neglect in the breeding of cattle, especi-

ally as regards the want of proper males, is obvious
to all; the great demand for our breed from Ame-
rica, Russia, France, New South Wales, and many
other countries, might enable us, by skill and
attention, to increase the profit of our cattle threefold.

In the selection of seed much has yet to be done
;

in the mode of ploughing and harrowing ; in imple-

ments and machinery, there is also room for great

improvement. In Ireland we see millions of acres

capable of growing luxuriant crops, entirely un-

cultivated ; at the same time, labour, the only

capital required, being in profusion. Man, starving

in wretchedness, if he could obtain leave to toil,

would convert these acres into fruitful fields. Yet
here, amidst all the poverty and misery, we have
encouragement ; for in 1806, and about that period,

Ireland exported to England only 400,0i)0 quarters

of grain ; in 1831 or 1832 she exported 2,400,000

quarters, and the exportation has since greatly in-

creased. Had we not better encourage the poor

Iiish, and find them employment, than fetch our
grain from the continent ? The improvements thus

suggested are no new or wild speculations ; they

have all been practised with success in various parts

of the world ; but such has been the slow progress

of anything in agriculture out of the common track,

however useful, that an age has been required for its

general adoption. If then, our agriculture were
conducted upon proper principles, the produce of

the land might be afforded in Britain at a price that

would admit of exportation, whenever a demand
should occur from abroad. An abundant produce

and consequent reduction in price, from superior

skill and economy, would not necessarily cause re-

duction of rent; probably the effect might be the

reverse, in consequence of the extension of trade

and manufactures, and the greater demand for land

under a safe and steadj' system, and a glut being

prevented in favourable seasons by means of expor-

tation.

The landlords would thus be in a better condition,

provisions being cheaper ; the labourer's circum-

stances would also be improved, because he would
have full employment, with wages, not of course

reduced in proportion to the reduction in the price

of food, since the demand for labour would be in-

creased. Of course the price of food would only

govern the minimum price of labour, when there

was not a brisk demand.
Grain, thus reduced in price, would become an

article of merchandise between England and other

countries ; the harvests in different parts of the

world would be equalized
;
prices would be steadier ;
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our merchant vessels would be employed in tlie

trade, and Britain would become a market for tbo

world. Tbat we should be able to export grain, or

even produce sufficient for our own population, has

been frequently regarded as a ridiculous h3-potbesis ;

but nicts testify tbat the objection is erroneous. This

is proved bv the gradual decrease of the import of

foreign wheat, coincident with our increase of

population. The fact is, that from 1800 to 180.5 the

average quantity of grain imported was 686,560

quarters; 1805 to 1810, 715,336 quarters; 1810 to

1820, 4.58,578 quarlers ; 1820 to 1830,534,992 qrs.;

1830 to 1835, 393,509 quarters. The population in

in Great Britain was increased from 10,942,646 in

1801 to 16,539,818 in 1831 ; and in the present

year it is supposed to be 18,521,000, thus com-
pletely refuting the opinion of Dr. Bowring.

According to JMc. Cullocb, agriculture had been

so extended previouslv to the opening of the ports

of Holland in 1814 as to furnish an adequate supply

for the home consumption of the country. Sir James
Graham, on J\Ir. Villier's motion in tbe present

vear, read an Amendment which he said he had in-

tended to move to the Report of the Committee of

1836, namely, " that the committee thereupon felt

persuaded of the accuracy of the assertion of the

committee of 1821, that the home produce of corn

was, generally speaking, sufficient to meet the con-

sumption."
For six 3rears, as was before observed, we grew a

sufficient suppl)', and at as low a price as it could

have been obtained from the continent. Tbe agri-

culturists examined before the Committee of tbe

House of Commons in 1828, stated that the price of

wheat ought to be 80s. per quarter, to remunerate tbe

grower. In the examination before a similar Com-
mittee in 1836, William Blacker, of Armagh, stated

that a small farmer holding eight or ten acres of

land of medium quality in the county of Armagh, at

a rent of 20s. to 22s. 6d. per statute acre, would
think himself fairly remunerated by 45s. to 48s. per

quarter, or even 40s. under an improved system of
agriculture ; but remarks that the Irish wheat is

worth from five to six shillings under the average

of the English ; he stated at the same time, that the

county of Armagh contained five jiersons to four

statute acres, and had a considerable quantity of

waste land, and y^et it was a very largely exporting

county. Robert Hope, near Haddington, stated

that he hnd been receiving, for three years previously,

45s.; but with 49s. upon an average ot years and
average crops he thought they " might make a shift."

The evidence from England tended to prove that

503. would be a remunerative price. This alteration

in the scale of expense of producing wheat has

arisen principally from the improved methods of

cultivation. There has frequently been a tendency
to over production, which has been checked by the

want of vent, occasioned b}"- our tmnatural state in

part, but more from want of agricultural skill and
energy. Since 1836 agriculture has been improving
in an increased ratio ; if, therefore. Great Britain,

when her agriculture was so imperfect, produced
sufficient for the consumption of her increased popu-
lation, it is certain tbat under a more rational system
she would grew abundance of wheat of improved
quality, at a price that would enable us to export,

when crops should be deficient in other parts of tbe

world. If the farmers would exert their energies,
they might overcome every difficulty ; the Corn-laws
would then slumber in the statute book, unregarded
and forgotten. A remark made by JVIr. Paulton to

the repealers at tbe meeting before alluded to, may
be applied to many of the landowners of England,

" nothing but your own supineness can prevent

success." Each within the circle of his own in-

fluence may eff'ect incalculable good ;—by experi-

ments ; by the introduction of improved implements

and seeds ; by introducing superior male animals ;

by disseminating knowledge, through the medium of

agricultural publications ; by libraries and schools

for youth, where they might be taught something of

the principles of science and its application to agri-

culture. Probably the most efficient method of

securing a competent knowledge, both of the princi-

ples and practice of agriculture, would be to adopt

the plan so favourably regarded by one of you,

gentlemen; that is, to send young men, sons of

tenants, into agricultural districts for a few years, to

bring back with them improved systems. When
Providence has favoured influential individuals with

a possession of part of the globe, and placed numbers
of their fellow-creatures at their disposal, it is

manifestly their duty to use every means in their

power to instruct their dependants in those several

arts on which their lives and comfort depend.

To the Highland Society and its valuable publica-

tions are mainly owing in Scotland " the unex-

ampled rapiditv with which the imjiroved system

spread over the land." The present day abounds in

valuable publications. We have the Journal of the

English Agricultural Society, the Farmers' Blagazine,

Mark-Lane Express, Quarterly Journal of Agriculture,

and several others of distinguished merit, containing

a large amount of most useful information. These
ought to be in the hands of every farmer, and this in

fact might be the case if encouragement were given

by landowners; if they would do their duty they

would have no occasion to be alarmed about foreign

competition, as the greatest importation in any oneyear

v:as only equal to onefourteenth of the produce of Great

Briiain;* and the cost of shipment, insurance, local

dues, Sound dues, commission, risk of damage by
heating, loss of weight and deterioration, will always

be a prohibition when the agriculture of the country

shall be conducted on proper jrrinciples. Wheat cannot

be regularlv imported into England under 50s. per

quarter. The average price of wheat at Dantzic for

fifty years ending in 1819 was 45s. 4d.; the freight

and insurance amounts to 9s., together 2Z. 14s. 4d.

But whenever we want grain the price advances in

the foreign market.
Let us also recollect that British labourers and

British woikmen are more skilful and energetic than

foreign workmen ; and if they are properly fed, they

will continue so. Provided the before mentioned

encouragement were given, we should soon have
abundance of food of better quality, and the rents

would be better paid. This fact may be well illus-

trated by the reply of a small farmer on Colonel

Close's estate in Ireland, to the following question,

asked by the Assistant Commissioners on the Poor
Inquiry ;

—" Whether do you think you would have
more profit from your farm, cultivating it upon the

improved system you are now following, and pay
your present rent of 25s. per statute acre, or culti-

vating it upon the old system, and pay no rent at all"!"

" I think," was the reply, " I would have most
profit by going on the improved system, and be
subject to my present rent." (Tbe system alluded

to was that of Mr. Blacker, namely, keeping cows in

the stall, summer and winter, and growing green
food and grain alternately.)

In proof of the advance of rent consequent o« im-
proved cultivation, John Dudgeon in hi.'s prize essay

on the agriculture of Scotland, remarks, that in 1791

* Mc» Culloch's Commercial Dictionary, p. 393.

I 2
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tbe real rent of the parish of Eclcford is stated to

have been 3,699/. while at the present time it is

8,676/. Several corroborating instances of tbe rents

of farms and tbe sale of estates in that parish, exhibit

a still greater advance
;

grain being about tbe same

price at both periods. These instances, he states,

are fair examples of tbe efl'ect of improved ciilture

in raising the value of land in that quarter; and

adds, that a reduction of price at tbe present day is

made up to tbe farmer of Scotland by increased pro-

diictiveness. The rent of the arable land of Scotland

at this time produces upwards of 4,400,000/.

sbewing an increase of 2,400,000/. in tbe short space

of 20 years. It must be admitted that tbe hmd-
holders of Great Britain are not acting fairly toward

tbe other classes in neither grovring food sufficient,

nor being willing that it should be obtiiiiied else-

where j one or the other they ought to do, without

being conipelled. By making some concession in

the corn laws they may conciliate tbe manufacturers

as well as foreigners. Tbe Germans, according to

Dr. Bowring, say, if we could be prevailed upon to

introduce a progressive legislation tending towards

free commerce, they would go with us hand in hand.

At the same time it is not tbe duty on corn onlv that

the Germans complain of; the timber duties, and

several others, are alike injurious to them and to tbe

agrictdlturists of tbis country'. Dr. Bowring added
that many markets now clesed to our manufactures

would be opened cheerfully if the timber duties were
repealed. Burke, on discussing tlie corn law
question, said '' Don't talk tome of a high jirice or

a low price of bread—of encouraging or discouraging

—the true price, the best price of grain, is its

naturpl price in tbe universal market of the world."

Tbe landowners and farmers will never find them-

selves resting upon a satisfactory or firm foundation

till they arrive at something like tbis universal

market price.

So loQg as the corn laws and tbe agriculture of this

country remain as they are, tbe manufacturers and
tbe working- classes can never cease to be discon-

tented and to agitate for their repeal. When bread
is dear, and tbe cause can be traced to tlie laws, tbe

labouring population are easily incited to rebellion.

George T. Muutz, before tbe Select Committee of

tbe House of Commons, stated, " you would never

Lave heard of tbe Birmingham Political Union, if it

had not been for the want of the means of the people

to eat ;" and Mr. Paulton observed, at tbe meeting
before mentioned, " there is not a single instance

on record of commercial panic in connection with a

low price of food." Our manufactures bave not un-

frequently been pushed beyond tl)e demand, as if we
possessed " a patent to manufacture for the whole
world," and expected that no advance should be
made by other countries, whicb are becoming more
populous, and are happily making rapid improve-
ments in arts and manufactures. It is the opinion

of many mercantile men tbat to orer jn-ndttctioii of

nianufactHres is to be attributed tbe present and
former distressing embarrassments.* The capital of

tbis country has become so large that inducements
are held out to speculate and manufacture beyond
tbe demand ; immense fortunes have been made, and
several of the principal manufacturers in Lancashire
are at the present time extending tbeir works, antici-

ptiting a brisk demand and great profits, and would
do so if they knew that the present corn law was to be

* Within the last two or three years, cotton manufac-
factories have sprung up us if by mafcic, all throug-h the

manufacturin;;',' districts ; the profits beinj such as to

tempt great numbers to embark,

continued, so much lias tbe present corn law in their

oi)iiiion to do Aviih tlicir profits. * Tbe government
ot Germany, according to Dr. Bowring, "says to

tbe people, when encouraging their industry and
skill, 'we do not desire that your manufactures
should be of premature or unhealthy growth ; we
would much rather that tbe capital should flow in its

natural current, because we are certain tbat in tbat

way it would be most productive.'" The manufac-
turers of tbis country may perhaps receive a

protitable lesson from their German neighbours, with

respect to tbe manufacturing population. Dr.

Bowring explained tbe mode of economising labour

in Geniianv by whicb they have an advantage over

us, but which is equally applicable to Britain.

"There is a great union," he observes, " of agri-

culture Avith manufactures. When German labour is

cheajier than it is with us, it is when tbe labourer

can ti\ke home his work to his cottage, and when
machinery cannot be made subservient to cheap

production. Now it is a most extraordinary fact,

tbat in that manufacture for which Germany is most
distinguished (the manufacture of linen), of 250.000

looms winch exist in Prussia, only 40,000 give full

employment to tbe people; and 210,000 looms are

associated with, or made subservient to an agri-

cultural life. This gives the Prussian labourer

great advantage, because when he is not employed
at bis loom, be is employed at his garden or field,

and he thus associates healthful employment with

employment tbat is profitable." It is well known
that a garden or small farm of tbe lal)ourer produces

three or four times as much food as the large farms

under the present system ; and being able to speak

personally of the great com.fort and profit derived by
tlie labourer or mechanic from a garden or a small

farm cf an acre or two on which he could keep a cow
and find employment for his family and for himself at

vacant hours, 1 cannot help regretting that this plan is

not more generally adopted, in order that the labouring

population might feel some love of home, some in-

terest to the country, and in case of dear provisions

might have some resource to fall back upon. If

provisions were cheaper, band labour would be

mere resorted to ; tbe band-loom weavers would
thus be able to employ themselves and families at

home, uniting with their business tbe advantage of

tlie cultivation and products of a plot of ground. I

might enlarge upon tbe elevating and ennobling ten-

dency of agricultural pursuits, and of their fitness to

counteract the mischievous effects of large societies

in towns ; these, however, being topics that must
suggest themselves at once to cultivated and re-

flecting minds, will receive from you whom I have
the honour of addressing, the attention they de-

serve. Those, I may add, who have seen the

ert'ects of the laudable and most successful exertions

of William Blacker, which have extended to almost

every county in Ireland, will appreciate the ad-

vantages of gardens on an acre or two of land to tbe

labouring population ; and those who bave not seen

I would recommend to go and see.

Those who have read Mr. Blacker's valuable

* This iii proved by the pains they take to convince the

workiuff classes that wages will net fall with the

price of food. If no effect be produced in the price

of labour, what becomes of their argument for the

repeal of the corn laws, that the price of labour

prevents them from competing' with foreigners? Why
do not they favour us with tbe whole truth, and say

that the manufacturer will be fully compensated in

the improvement of the home market, and thab he

does nut look for any advantage in the reduction of

wages in regard to foreign competition'!
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publications know that he is an advocate for pro-

tecting duties. I liflve before stated my opinion of

the advantag-es of unrestricted trade, and, if possible,

I would have all duties and restrictions abolished,

and each occupation left to competition. But if

these are necessary as a source of revenue, or for a

public advantage, it surely is wise so to arrange

them, tbat they may press e(ju;vliy on all classes;

and as it is evident that the expenses of tbe

ai^:riculturist are enbanced by duties imposed for

the protection of other trades, as well as by his

having- an extra sliare of the sujjpoit of the poor,

countv-rates, roads, &;c., tiie fannar ought to bave
adequate protection to tbis extent; if lie could be

relieved from these burdens, lie icould ai mice giue up
the Ci)r«-/aiy.* It sbould be recollected, tliat if

manufacturers in their speculations fail, or if houses
are untenanted, the farmer has to ssijiporl all that

come upon him from others. Josoph Sanders, of

Liverpool, in a letter to the Chairman of tbe Agri-
cultural Committee, observes, " The owners of land

have to pay the price of the protection given
to many of the staple manufacturers of the kingdom
on all such protecting articles as the)' consume

;

and therefore it apjjears to me that even on
tills ground they are entitled to a reciprocating

duty." According to IMc. Culloch tbe protecting duty
upon hats is 61. li)S. ; boots, 2l. 14s. ; shoes, 1/. 4s.

per dozen pair; cigars, 9s. ; and whipcord Is. per ib.

Ginger, 2/. I3s. and retined sugar 8/. 8s. per cwt.

;

tobacco, 1,200 per cent.; manufactured iron 20;
casks 30 and liuens 40 per cent., although there is

no protecting- duty on behalf of the farmer on foreign

flax. Nearly every otiier article of the farmer's con-
sumption is taxed, down to tobacco pipes and even
old woollen ragsjit onlii for manure ; these last are bur-

thened with a duty of 7s. 6d. per ton. The linen

manufacturer even had a bounty on export;'.! ion till

18o0, the interest of which, according to M'Cullocb,
would now amount to the entire annual value of the

linens exported. As it is proved that grain can
now, through cultivation, be grown for less tlian it

could when the present Corn-law was tnacted, if.

seems only reasonable that the handovvners should
concede something in reduction of the rate of duty.
Tbe present mode of average admits of speculation

too much akin to gambling, and when there is a large

proportion of the crop of wheat produced in Great
Britain of inferior quality, it prevents the impoic of

good wheat except at a higher price than was intended
by tbe legislature. Tlie present law operates inju-

riously even upon the farmer himself; at the present
time, if good sound foreign wheat could be had at a
fair price to mix with the unsound English wheat,
the price of the latter would be improved, because
it would be saleable ; but under present circumstan-
ces, a good deal of it is given to pigs.

After having given the subject much considera-

tion, I am of opinion that it would be unjust and
impolitic to entirely repeal tbe present Corn-laws

;

sudden and great changes are dangerous. A fixed
duty is the simplest, and, as regards the revenue,
the most advantageous, and would be attended with
the least expence and risk of fraud. The only ob-
jection urged against it is, the difficulty that would
arise in keeping the duty when grain may advance
to a high price. This difficulty may be avoided by
fixing a price, say 80s., above which the duty shall

be Is. only ; tbe fixed duty at and under 80s. to be

* For the purpose of encouraging trade and com-
merce, the farmer is also restricted from the growth
of some plants which would be profitable to him ; he
is, moreover, deprived of protecting duties upon others.

8s. per quarter, allowing a drawback of 8s. on ex-
portation, as an equivalent for the increased bur-
dens on agriculture, for poor rates, roads, county
rates, and protecting duties for the encouragement
of other trades. But as our agriculture has not yet
been brought to such a degree of perfection as will
allow of our competing with foreign nations in all

seasons, we ought to descend to the proper scale
gradually, thus :—the first year the duty to be 14s.
per qr. , and to lessen Is. a year till reduced to 8s.
l\ly |)riiici|)al object is to prove that the produce of
Great Britain, when the landowners shall see their
interest and their duty, which I trust is makino-
rapid ]irogress, m-ay easily be made to supjjly its

population ; and, as that population Increases, that
the means will increase in as great or even a greater
ratio, for the powers of production are increased as
people and cattle increase. Therefore, to discourage
our agriculture, that we m-ay exchange cotton goods
for corn, is most impolitic. Circumstances are not
unlikely to occur that may render our obtaining a
supply from abroad doubtful ; and as foreigners im-
prove in the arts, their wages will rise, and they
will require for themselves a greater supply of wheat,
which they now use sparingly; or various foreign
duties and restrictions may be imposed at their
will and pleasure. Suppose, however, that we
should no longer require corn from abroad, in con-
sequence of the increase of our own production, the
home market for the manufactures of our country
would be improved, and trade would flow in a regu-
lar and natural current. If less business were done,
it would be done to more advantage ; with greater
profit and less risk ; and the destitute hands would
not be so frequently turned out as u burden on the
farmer.

1 he Duke of Wellington, whose prudence and
foresight, joined with intimate knowledge of the
continent, enables him to form a correct judgment,
thus observed in the House of Lords, in i\iarcii last,
" In proportion as the agricultural interests of this
country were encouraged, and in proportion as tbe
larmers improved in knowledge, tbe productions of the
country would increase. It was to that source that
he mainly looked—it was to that quarter he trusted

—

as the sure basis on which to depend for a steadi-
ness of sujiply, and for a decrease in the price offood."
Seeing then that all parties are interested in the
abundant supply of cheap food, and that this supply
can he produced cheaper and with the greatest cer-
tainty from, our own soil, and most advantageously for
the nation at large, the agriculturist -and the manu-
facturer ought to concede something to e-ach other,
their interests and welfare being inseparable

; the ma-
nufacturer ought not to look for a total repeal of all

protection to agriculture. And although the Corn-
laws, so long -as a surplus over and above the ex-
pence of cultivation remains for rent, are decidedly
a landlord's question

;
yet we ought not to forget

that he has purchased or inherited his estate under
former or existing prices, and that leases and lega-
cies have been granted under the same. It is there-
fore unreasonable to attempt the reduction of rents,
by the importation of corn, thus encouragino- the fo-
reigner at tbe expence of the British landowner, nor
is it politic or wise to excite towards the aristocvacy
and the land -owners that animosity and bad feelino-

which the repealers are now attempting to influence
the populace and working classes. Great Britain
has the means of being a united, prosperous and hap-

py nation
; and I again assert that she is capable of

groioing cheap food more than equal to the increasin'^

population and under a system of profitable cultivation,

profitable alike to the manufacturer uud the agj^iculiu-
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rist. 1 say this most confidently, from many years

of agricultural experience, and a firm conviction of

its truth. Affecting as it does the peace and happi-

ness of society, it is an object of the utmost impor-

tance : scarcity has a demoralizing- and degrading-

tendency, and has frequently been the cause of

anarchy and bloodshed. The trade and prosperity of

Europe are deranged, whenever there is a short crop

of grain in Great J^ritain; how necessary therefore

is it, that we should produce sufficient for our own
consumption, and be relieved from the panic and
distress which always accompany large importations.

The consumer being even more interested than the

landowner in a plentiful supply of provisions, it is

for the advantage of all parties that our agriculture

should be encouraged and promoted. J. W. AHen,
in his answer to the lioard of Agriculture, in 1816,

says, " In a word, prop up, support, and encourage

agriculture, which is the foundation of every fabric,

t!ie keystone of the independence and the absolute

existence of Great Britain. Agriculture and com-
merce must shake hands ; when this is done foreign

competition in our markets may probably he no
longer found ; we may, (for then we undoubtedly can)

by our own industry, maintain ourselves, end be made
once more a hapyy, independent, eijwrting corn cou)i-

try." If this were done, and done in good earnest,

the Corn-laws would be superseded by bountiful

harvests, increasing commerce, bringing peace and
prosperity to all classes.

1 beg to subscribe myself
Yours, must respectful!}',

Jonathan Bixns.

Lancaster, tlth Month, 25, 1839.

PITHY QUERIES BEARING ON THE
CORN LAWS.

SiE,—Various evils are attributed to the corn laws,

produced on our commercial and manufacturing- in-

terests, to enumerate which would be tedious ; however,
without reference to any opinions, I beg leave moiit

respectfully to ask,throug'li the medium of your valuable

paper, the following questions, to place the subject

clearly and practically before the public :

—

1. What proportion docs the landlord's rent bear to

the produce of an ai'able farm ?

2. What taxes, including iiarochial and other rates,

are chargeable directly on the landed interest ?

3. What taxes do the landlords' tenants and their

labourers pay of the necessary articles of cor sumption

—

viz., on sugar, te:.i, cofl'ee, soap, candles, &c.?
4. How much wheat per week has an operative (not

an agricultural labourer) earned in the last five con-
secutive years, and how much does he require for his

weekly consumption?
5. What is the average weekly consumption of an

operative labourer of sugar, tea, coffee, candles, soap,
tobacco, and other articles subject to duties, stating the

duties separately from the import price, in the weekly
proportions?

The above inquiries concern the public generally,
and it is essentially necessary that the subject be placed
before them in a practical and comprehensive manner,
especially the working classes, to prevent ihem giving
way to feelings from mistaken notions of the causes of
distress, so as to disturb their peaceful and honest
labours of earning their bread by the sweat of their

brow.
I therefore invjle the advocates of a repeal of the corn

laws to lose no time in answering them, that any peti-

tioners to parliament for their repeal will have the ad-
vantage of being practically informed on this portion of
the subject.—I have the honour to be, sir, your most
obedient servant. An Englishjian,

London, Bee, 24.

THE CORN LAWS,

[We insert the subjoined at the especial request

of a nobleman—an old and staunch friend of the

farmers. Mr. Dawson is the brother-in-law of

Sir Robert Peel, Bart.]

DECLARATION AGAINST THE CORN-LAWS.

[extract FIIOM THE REPORT OF MR. GEORRE DAW-
SON'S SPEECH AT DEVONPORT, ON MONDAY WEEK,
IN THE WEST OF ENGLAND CONSERVATIVE.]

But the most important subject of all was undoubt-
edly the corn-laws, and he had found in the progress

of his canvass that his opponents had endeavoured to

injure him with the electors by misrepresenting his

opinions on that subject. It had been said that he had
come here prepared only to look afier his own interest

as a landed proprietor ; he certainly thought such a

mode of opposition was not creditable to those who had
set; it up. This much he could say—it was far from the

truth ; for, whatever might be his individual interests,

he was prepared to sacrifice them if he found they were
opposed to the general good. He had gone into houses
where he had seen swarms of children, and the mother
had anxiously asked him how she could feed them ?

That the father toiled from morning till night, but
could iiot sufiflciently supply their wants. He had
found this in a great many instances, and if he had any
previous indisposition to tlie modification of the corn-

laws, such a state of feeling would remove it. Why it

would he useless for him to attempt to contest the

borough under such a state of things, and if be won it,

it would be like Richard won Lady xVune

—

" VVas ever woman in this liuniour wooed ?

Was ever woman in this humour won?"

Why, it would be what Shakspeare called " All the

world to nothing." He begged to say that on the call

of the constituency, he could not refuse to help them to

get a cheap loaf. If they conceived it would be to their

advantage to have cheap bread, he for one would assist

them; all he asked was, that they would give him cre-

dit for a good feeling towards the electors, and leave

him to adopt what he might think the best means for

accompliihing their object. For he would remind them
that cheap food was sometimes accompanied by a cheap
price of labour ; and his object would be to obtain cheap

food without injuring the landlord. He did not wish to

see the people with clieap bread, and wages so low that

they could not purchase it— with a cheap loaf and half

the present rate of wages. Now he had been in coun-

tries where bread was very cheap. In France it was,

but tenpence a day was the utmost of labourers' wages ;

while in Poland, where corn was still more cheap, the

condition of the people was most deplorable. In his

own country, Ireland, the food which the people mainly

subsisted on was potatoes, and the labourer thought
himself exceedingly viiell oif if he obtained eight-pence

a day for his labour throughout the year. Now, as

potatoes stood in the same relation to the Irish as bread

did to the English people, perhaps the same result to

wages might follow ; and he did not wish the people of

England to be reduced to the condition of the Irish

labourer, the French peasant, or the Polish serf.

(Cheers.) Tie would go into Parliament with a desire

to modify the corn laws in such a manner, that the ob-

jects he had named should be compassed ; and let him
add, that he considered a population, Buch as that of

this borough, were best entitled to demand some mo-
dification of these laws. When he was in Parliament

he supported the corn laws, but he did not regard them
either as Magna Charta or the Bill of Rights ; these

were the foundations of the laws, and were consequently

immutable ; but he conceived that if it were found that

after ten years' operation the corn laws acted oppres-

sively or inefficiently, then he should say they were

open to modification, or even repeal. With regard to

the corn averages, he would at once say they were fal-

lacious, and opened the door to gross fraud. He should
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endeavour to ascertain the feeling of the constituency

on the subject, and whatever it might be, he would
bow to it, and cheerfully give up any preconceived
opinions on the subject. And even if his interests as a
landlord dilfered with the course which the electors

pointed out, he would willingly sacrifice thera.

(Cheers.) It might be said that these sentiments would
place him in opposition to the Conservative party—he
thought this a mistaken notion, for the object of that
party was the good of the people. But, whatever might
be the result, he should sooner follow the dictates of
his judgment ou the subject than give a slavish ad-
herence to party principles. After a few additional ob-
servatioBS, Mr. jDavvson concluded amidst loud cheers.

FARMERS' CLUBS.
A correspondent in Rochford Hundred asks us why

the objects proposed to be attained by Farmers' Clubs,

could not be carried out with equal efficacy by the dis-

trict Agricultural Associations,

A complete answer to that question was given in the

proceedings of the meeting at Booking, which we pub-
lished in our last ; but we will endeavour to answer it

again in as concise a form as possible. In the first

place the Agricultural Societies do not assemble suffi-

ciently often ; and in the next their discussions, from
the nature of their constitution being public, assume too
much the form of set speeches to elicit iaformation fiom
the plain practical farmer. These clubs, on the con-
trary, combine the spendiosr of a social hour witli the

investigation of subjects calculated to promote the in-

terests and increase the stock of knowiedf^-e of every

member, the quick recurrence of the monthly meeting
keeping the attention fixed on the point to be tested or
explained, while the easy conversational form which the

discussion may at any time assume, will remove that

restraint—that necessity of imparting experience in

studied phrases—which a public assembly necessarily

imposes. It must have been remarked that the man of

education, who can round a period, and mould an ex-

pression with the niceness of art, is often the person
who has the least real practical knowledge of agricul-

ture ; yet it is such as these that the soul of public

meetings is made of, while the farmer who has seen
and tested what the other has only heard of, hesitates

to present the sterling coin which the treasury of his

less polished mind contains.

Our correspondent also asks if these clubs, by con-
ducting their d-iscussions with closed doors, intend to

hide the light they kindle under their own bushel. To
this we undertake to answer, no. As we understand
it, the result of every discussion, and an explanation of
every experiment, will be worked out in a practical form,
and embodied in a yearly report ; so that the enquirer
will have the information in a clear shape before him,
instead of being compelled to hunt for it through a mass
of confused and sometimes useless debates.

—

Essex
Herald.

CURE FOR SLUG,
TO THE EDITOR OF THE NORTHAMPTON HERALD.
Sir,—The present continued rainy weather, with the

wet summer which is past, have been particularly fa-

vourable to the propagation of the slug, which is now
voraciously feeding upon those of our wheat crops
which have been sown after clover lays or beans, and
made their appearance, almost threatening to annihi-
late the hopes of the farmer. This being an evil of vast
importance, I hasten to inform you of a simple, cheap,
and most efficacious remedy to destroy this formidable
pest. The plan which is found most successful is to
sprinkle slacked lime over the laud—in the same man-
ner as sowing broad-cast—night and morning, for two
or three days consecutively, when it will be found that
tfee slug is destroyed by thousands. The lime, being
dissolved by the moisture of the atmosphere, acts as a
poison to these animals. I am. Sir,

Your's, faithfully, B.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARE LANE
EXPRESS.

Sill,—The northern corner of our Island beino- a
" terra incognita" to nearly all of your readers,
perhaps a few remarks upon it by a southern farmer
may not be unacceptable to you and them. I have
been much delighted with a great deal that I have
seen, and the northern ag-riculturists deserve the
greatest praise for having- so successfully combatted
a severe climate, end a naturally sterile soilj there
are, however, some things in this country, as in
every other, in the system of farming to find fault

with, and it is with the view of, perhaps, being the
means of correcting these defects (in case these
observations may come under the notice of any of
the north country farmers) that 1 am induced to
trouble you with this. I'he country I allude to is

from Inverness by the mail road northwards by
Tain, as far as Caithness, and comprehends nearly
all the cultivated parts of the counties of Inverness,
Ross, and Sutherland. The arable land of this district

is narrow, say on an average 1| miles in breadth,
generally well sheltered i'rom the north by hills, and
plantations of Scotch firs, the soil exceedingly
variable, in some places, though rarely, some clay
loams adapted for carrying heavy crops of wheat
and beans, but a rather light gravelly soil may be
said to prevail ; i-i many places are seen large
breadths of land incumbent on a retentive subsoil,
and which, at this season of the year, it is quite
painful to look upon, the water stagnant in every
furrow, and not even an attempt to let it olFby small
surface drains ; this appears to be the greatest de-
fect in northern farming; neither manure nor lime
can possibly operate on soil so managed, or rather
mismanaged : the heavy clay loams in tfae neighbour-
hood of this town also require tile draining, and
would well pay for the outlay. The farms appear
to be of a good size, say 150 to 200 acres, the
buildings stone, and slated, and have thrashing mills
impelled by water or horses, a proper rotation ap-
pears to be followed ; turnips half consumed on the
fields by sheep, and the other half carted to the
courts for cattle ; it is in eating turnips on the ground
by sheep that the greatest loss is sustained, by not
having the land drained, the animals and the soil

both sufi'er. I must also remark another bad practice
here ; in the homesteads are almost invariably seen
a score or two of cattle turned out to eat turnips,
(the courts being probably too wet) their hair
standing on end, their backs up, shivering in the
cold northern blast ; their food is thrown away.
There is also an immense loss sustained in not de-
stroying birds destructive to corn cnips, such flocks

of crows and wood pigeons it has never been ray
fortune to see, and I hope never shall be again,
thousands and tens of thousands of wood pioeons I

have often observed rise off a newly sown wheat
field, and crows perfectly innumerable,— bow strange
that a farmer who would not hesitate to expend
iOOi. or 200L in purchasing lime or manure, should
be indifferent about preserving tliat which is to
repay him for all his outlay and trouble, and I am
convinced of this, that the crows and wood pigeons
will destroy as much corn in one day, as will

support one man for the same period ! And that
when they can get corn they will touch neither grubs
nor worms. My letter has come to a greiter length
than I intended, so must conclude, and I am, Sir,

Your constant reader.

An English Farmer,

Dingivall,Eoss-slii7-e, Dec. 24, 1839.
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DEAD WEIGHTS
OF SOME OF THE PRrZE CATTLE AT THE LATE

SMITHFIELD SHOW.

Class I.—Mr. J. Miller's 4 years and 8 months; old

Angus ox, purchased by Mr. Watling", of Islinprton,

weighed 180 stone 41 bs., and had 28 stone 21bs.

loose fat.

Class 1.—Mr. Chamberlain's 4 years and 9 months old

Hereford ox which gained the third premium of 5/.,

and purchased by Mr. Ford, of Kenlon-street, weighed
205 stone, and had 20 stone loose fat.

Class I.—Mr. Giblett's 3 years and 9 months old Here-
ford ox, which was commended : slaughtered by Mr.
Giblett, at his shop in Bond-street, weighed 152
stone.

Class I.—Mr. L. Maddison's 3 ycjrs and 9 months old
short-horned steer, purchased by IMr. N. Burge, of
Lambeth-walk, weighed 198 stone 41bs., and had 26
stone loose fat.

Class I.—Mr. S. Druce's 4 years and 9 months old
Hereford ox, which was commended, wa-i pyrch;ised
hv Mr. Jas. Maynard, of Chelsea, and weighed
185 stone 61bs., and had 21 stone loose fat.

Class I.—Mr. Codd's 4 years and 8\ month* old short-

korned ox, purchased by Mr. Budge, of the New-cut,
weighed 239 stone, and had 23 stone 71b«. loose fat.

Class I.—Sir C. Knightly's 4 years and 7 months old

Durham ox, which gained the second premium of
15 sovereigns, was purchased by Mr. Samifield, of
Camberwell, and weighed 212 stone, and had loose fat

16 stone.

Class I.—]\Ir. John T. Smith's 4 years and 11 months
©Id Short-horned ox, was purchased by Mr. Yates, of
Wandsworth, and weighed 220 stone, and had 18
stone loose fat.

Class I.—The Earl Spencer's 3 years and 8 months old

Durham ox, which was highly commended, was pur-
chased Mr. Alder; of Esher, and weighed 203 stone
61b., and had 25 stone 31b. loose fat.

Class II.—Earl Spencer's 4 years and 9 months old

Durham ox, purchased by Mr. A Strachan, of White-
chapel, and which gained the second premium of 20
sovereigns, weighed 221 stone, and had 26 stone 31bs,

loose fat.

Class II.—The ftlarquis of Exeter's 5 years short-horned
ox, purchased by Mr. Somers, Somers Town, weighed
200 stone 61bs.. and had 24 stone loose fat.

Class II.—Ml', Carmichael's under 6 years old West
Highland ox, purchased by Mr. Slater, her Majesty's
butcher in Kennington, weighed 153 stone 4lb.

Class II.—Mr. Chamberlain's 4 years and nine months
old Hereford ox, which gained the first premium of
30 sovereigns, and purchased by Mr. Slatei-, her
Majesty's butcher in Kensington, weighed 224 stone

2lb., and had 24 stone 4lb. loose fat.

Class II.—Mr. .T, Millar's 4 years and B months old

polled Angus ox, purchased by Mr. S. Guerrier, of Is-

lington, weighed 170 stone, and had 21 stone loose

fat.

Class II.—Mr. D. W. Manning's 4y2ars and 9 months
old Durham ox, purchased by i\Ir. J. Hi-ines, of
Thornton-street, Horsleydown, weighed 255 stone
41bs., and had 24 stone lib. loose fat.

Class III.—Mr. J. Miller's 4 years and 9 months old
polled Angus ox, purchased by Mr. Collinsrwood, of

Lamb's-conduit-street, weighed 157 stone 41bs., and
had 22 stone 3lbs. loose fat.

Class III.—The Duke of Bedford's 3 yrs. audS months
old Hereford ox, purchased by Mr. Slater, her Ma-
jesty's butcher in Kensington, weighed 171 stone
4lb., and had 20 stone lib. loose fat.

Class III.—Sir Wm. Wake's 4 years and 7 months old

Hereford ox, and which was commended, was pur-
chased by Messr*. Thos. and Jno. Mann, of Croydon,
and weighed 158 stone, and had loo'.e fat 18 stone.

Class III and IV.— Wr. Bouverie's two 3 years and 1

month old Hereford oxen, was purchased by Mr.
John Bannister, of Windsor, and wciirhed respectively

152 stone lib., and 151 stone lib., and had together
41 stone loose fat.

Class IV.—Mr, Thomas Maddison's 2 years and 9
months old short-horned steer, purchased by Mr.

^
"Ward, of Aldersgate-streef, weighed 127 stone.

Class I \''.—Mr. T. Crisp's 2 years and 7 months old
short-horned ox, purchased by Mr. Armfidd, of Brook
Street, weished 140 stons, and had 14 stone loose fat.

Class IV.—Lord Western's 3 years and 8 months old
Devon ox, which was commended, and purchased by
Mr. Allen, of Mount-street, Grosvenor-square,
weighed 13-5 stone 3lbs., and had 20 stone loose fat.

Cla-s IV.—SirWm. Wake's 3 years and 11 months old
Ilerefard steer, and which was highly commended,
was purchased by Messrs. Thos. and Jno. Mann, of
Croydon, and weighed 140 stone 41bs., and had loose
fat 11 ^tone.

Clas^ IV.—Mr. T. Senior's, 4 years and 3 months old
Sussex steer, purchased by Mr. Wells, of Pimlico,
weighed 162 stone Clbs., and had 22 stone loose fat.

Cla^s IV.— Mr. Wratislaw's 4 years and 5 inonths old

Hereford steer, was purchased by Mr. W. Blower, of
Islington, and weighed 129 stone 2ib., and hsid 22
stone loose fat.

Cla^s A'L—Mr. W. Colhers 4 yea:s and 8 months old
Hereford and Durham cow, purchased hy Mr.
Eodgers, 99, St. John-street, Clerkenwell, weighed
143 stone 7lbs,, and had 26 stone 2lbs. loose fat.

Class VI.—Mr. J. Bliss's 3 year* and 5 months old
short-horned heifer, purchased by Mr. Piper, of Pim-
lico, weighed 128 stone, and hud 18 stone 2lbs,

loose fat.

Class VII,— Mr. Robert Baker's 5 years and under 1

month old, improved short-horned heifer, which was
commended, and purchased by Mr. Stratton, of Silver

Street, Golden-square, weighed 175 stone, and had
23 stone loc^e fat.

Class VIL— ftlr. C. A. T. Annesby's 5 years and 6
months old Durham cow, purchased by Mr. Allen, of

]\Iount-strept, Grosvenor-square, weighed 157 stone
21bs., loose fat 20 stone.

Class VII.—Mr. Parkinson's 9 years and several months
old short-horned cow, purchased by Air. Bloray, of

Whitecross Street, weighed 158 stone, and had 20
stone loose fat.

Class VII.—Earl Spencer's 8 years and 8 months old

Durham cow, purchased by Mr. Harman, of White-
cross-street, weighed 140 stone, and had 24 stone

loose fat.

Class VII-—Mr. Burgess' 10 years old long'-liorned

cow, purchased by Mr. Harman, of Whitecro*s-street,

weighed 168 stone, and had 29 stone loose fat. This
gainefi the first prize of 20 sovereigns.

Class VII.—Mr. J. Bliss's 8 years and 2 months old

short-horned cow, was purchased by Mr. Mortlock,
of the Nev/-cut, Lambeth, and weighed 158 stone,

and had 17 'iionf^ loose fat.

Class VII.—Rlr. 11. Prench'sS years end 1 1 months old

Short-horned covv, was purchased by Mr. J. T, Mil-

lar, of Spitalfield.T murket, and weighed 156 stone,

and had 25 stone loose fat.

Class VIII.—One of the Riglit Hon. Charles Arbuth-
not's 20 months old Leicester wethers, purc'nased by
Mr. Slater, her Majesty's butcher in Kensington,

weitrhed 17 stone 4lb., and 12lb loose fat.

Class IX.—Mr. Chamberlain's three twenty months
old new Leicester wethers, purchased by Mr. A.
Strachan, of Whitechapel, weighed respectively 13

stone 2lbs., and the loose fat of the three sheep, 36lbs.

Class X.— Mr.. Mannius'* undei- 21 months old Leices-

ter wethers, purchased by Mr. Pain, of Lamb's-con-
duit Street, weighed respectively 16 stone 31bs., 18

stone 61 bs, and 17 stone— loose fat of the three, 401 bs,

Cla's X.—Mr. E. Chai)man's three 20 months old Lei-

cester wethers, which gained the =econd premium of

.5 sovereigns, and purchased by Mr. H. Randall, of

279, Oxford-street, weighed respectively 19 stone

5lbs., 20 stone 4lbs., and 17 stone 41bs,, and of the

three together the loose fat was 541bi,

Class X.— One of Mr. Puirgess' 20 months old long

woolled slieej), ])urcliased by Messi's, VAtau and
Sharpe, of Hoxtou, weighed 22 stone 4lbs.

Class X.—Duke of IJied ford's three under 20 months old

Leicester wethers, which were commended and pur-
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chased by Mr. Slater, her Majesty's butcher in Ken-
sington, weighed respectively 23 stone 4lb., 21 stona

lib., and ig'stone 2lb. ; and 20lb,, 22lb., and 20lb.

loose fat.

Class X.— The Right Hon. Charles Arbuthnot's

three 20 months old Leicester wethers, which were
commended and purchased by Mr. Slater, her Ma-
jesty's butcher in Kensington, weighed respectively

18 stone •ilb., and had each 161bs. loose fat.

Class X.—Mr. S. Dunce's three 21 months old Leices-

ter wethers, was purchased by Mr. Jas. Rlaynard, of

Chelsea, and weighed respectively 18 stone 31bs.,

19 stone 21bs., and 18 stone lib.

Class X.—Two of Mr. Stapleton's 19 months old Lonfr-

woolled wethers, whicli were commended, was pur-

chased by jMr. Wells, of Pimlico, and weighed re-

spectively 23 stone and 21 stons 21b., and had toge-

ther 311b. loose fat.

Class XL—His Grace the Duke of Ilichmond's 20
months old Southdown wethers, weighed respectively

15 stone 61bs., 16 stone 61bs., and 16 stone 71bs.

Class XL—Mrs. E. G. Barnard's, M.P., 21 months old

Southdown wethers, purchased by Mr. Kent, of

King-street, Russell-square, weighed respectively 12

stone, 13 stone 21bs., and 13 stone.

Class XI. — Mr. Grantham's three 20 months old

Southdown wethers, which gained the first premium
of 15 sovereigns, and purchased by Mr. Giblett, her

Majesty's butcher in Bond-street, weighed respec-

tively 14 stone 4lb., 14 stone 3lb., and 14 stone 4lb.

Class XI.—The Earl of Lovelace's three 20 months
old Southdown v.ethers, purchased by Mr. Giblett,

Her Majesty's butcher in Bond-street, weighed re-

spectively 14 stone 3lb., 16 stone 4lb., and 14 stone 71b.

Class XIIL—His Grace the Duke of Richmond's 32
months old Southdown wethers, purclifsed by Mv.
Hancock, of Park-street, Grosvenor-square, weighed
respectively 16 stone, 16 stone lib., and 16 stone 71fes.

Class XIII.—Lord Western's 3 under 34 months old

Anglo-Merino wethers, purchased by Mr. Allan, of

Mount-street, Grosvenor-square, weighed respec-

tively 19 stone, 18 stone, and 16 stone olb. ; the first

had 1 stone 5lb. loose fat, the second 1 stone 51b,

loose fat, and the third 1 stone 4lbs. loose fat.

Class XIII. — Mr. Grantham's three 32 months old

Southdov^'n wethers, which gained the first pre-

mium of 10 sovereigns, a silver and gold medals, and
purchased by Mr. Giblett, Her Majesty's butcher ia

Bond-street, weighed respectively 18 stone 61b., 18
stone 7lb., and 17 stone lib.

Class XIV.—One of Mr. G. W Kirkby'.s 34 weeks old

Bedfordshire pigs, purchased by Mr. Slater, of White-
eross-street, wei^'hed 39^ stone.

Class XIV.—One of Mr. John Dodd's 28 weeks and 3
days old improved Suffolk Pigs, purchased by Mr.
Sinkler, of Sloane-square, weighed 30 stone 4lbs.

Extra Stock.—The Earl of Lovelace's 32 months old

Southdown wether, purchased by Mr. Giblett, her
Majesty's butcher in Bond- street, weighed 17 st. 4lb.

Extra Stock.—Mr. Large's 32 months long-wooled
wether, which was highly commended, and purchased
by Mr. Giblett, her Majesty's butcher in Bond-street,

weighed 31 stone 51b.

Extra Stock.—Mr. Gfiblett's Scotch ox, weighed 124
stone 4lb,

Extra Stock.— ]\Ir. R. Burgess' 8 years and 9 months
old long-woolled ewe, purchased by Messrs. Elton
and Sharpe, of Hoxton, weighed 19 stone 41bs.

Extra Stock.—Mr. Manning's under 21 months old
old Leicester wethers, purchased by Mr. Stnitton,

Silver-street, weighed 20 stone 21bs., and had 19 stone

loose fat.

Extra Stock.—Mr. Calvert's under 4 years old North
Devon ox, purchased by Mr. Banister of Thread-
needle-street, weighed 146 stone, and had 17 stone
loose fat.

Extra stock.—Mr. Chapman's 20 months old Leicester
wether, purchased by Mr. Lipscomb, of Pitfield-street,

weighed 26 stone 41bs,

Extra Stock.—Mr. Rushbridger's 44 months old South-
down wether, purchased by Mr. Hancock, Her

Majesty's butcher, in Park-street, Grosvenor-square,
weighed 20 stone.

Extra Stock.—Lord Western's under 4 yrs. old pure
Merino, purchased by Mr. Allan, of Mount-street,
Grosvenor-square, weighed 13 stone, and had 1 stone
5rHb. loose fat.

Extra Stock.—The Right Hon. Charles Arbuthnot's
Leicester wether, purchased by Mr. Slater, her
Majesty's butcher in Kensington, weighed 17 stone
4lb., and had 161b. loose fat.

Extra Stock.—Mr. Carmichael's under 6 years old
West Highland ox, purchased by Mr. Slater, her
Majesty's butcher in Kensington, weighed 150 stone
61b.

Extra Stock.—Mr. Webb's 20 months old Southdown
wether, which gained the silver medal, and purchased
by Mr. Slater, weighed 20 stone, and 24lb. loose fat.

Extra Stock.— Sir \Vm. Wake's 3 years and 11 ^months
old Hereford steer, was purchased by Messrs. Thos,
and John Maun, of Croydon, and weighed 147 stone.
and had 12 ^toms of loose fat.

Extra Stock.— Mr..Tames Bishop's 4 years old Hereford
ox, was purchased by Mr. John Marten, of Dorking,
and weighed 175 stone 61b., and had 22 stone loose
fat.

Extra Stock.

—

Mv. R. French's 4 years and 10 months
old Lincoln o<, was purchased by Mr. J. F.Millar, of
Spilaltields market, weighed 156 stone, and had 25
stone loose fat.

Extra Stock.—Mr. V. Stapleton's two 31 months old
Long-woolied sheep was purchase by Mr. Yates, of
Wnndsworth, and weighed respectively 25 stone.

Extra Stock.— Mrs. J. Barn-;' two 44 mon'.hs and 2
weeks old Southdown wether*, was purchased by Mr.
J. Hare, of Maidstone, and weighed I'espectively 23
stone 61bs., vnd 22 stone 41bs., and had together
34lbs. loose fat.

Extra Stock.— Mr. W. F. Wratislaw's 3 years and 11
months old Hereford steer, was purchased by Mr.
Bond, of the New-cut, and weighed 149 stone loose
fat.

Lord Western's three 20 months old Anglo-Merino
wethers, which were uot shown in the classes, and
purchased by Mr. Allan, of Mount-street, weighed
respectively 16 stone 3lb., 13 stone lib., and 13 stone
4lb. ; and had 2 stone 2lb., 1 stone 6|lb., and 2 stone
4|lbs. loose fat.

Lord Western's 2 ev.'es, purchased also by Mr. Allan,
of Mount-stieet, but which were not classed, weighed
respectively 13 stone 5lb. and 16st. 3lb., and had
2 stone and 2 stone 5lb. loose fat.

Mr, Giblett's Devon ox, bred by the Duke of Norfolk,
but which did not compete in any of the classes,
weighed 14G stone.

SMITHFIELD CLUB.
We are indebted to Mr. H. Gibbs, the Honorary

Secretary oftiie SmitbfieldClub, for the subjoined

statement of ilie new classes of prizes for Scotch
and Welsh cattle, added by the committee :—

CLASS VL
For Oxen or Steers of the Scotch or Welch breeds, of

any age, above 70 stones weight, that siiail not have
had cake, corn, meal, seeds, grains or distillers'-wnsh,

during 12 mouths previous to the 1st of August, 1840.
To the feeder of the best, the 1st laremium, plate or

money, 10/.

To the feeder of the second best, tiie 2nd premium,
plate or money, 51.

CLASS VIT.
For Oxen or Steers of the Scotch or Welch breeds,

of any age, under 70 stone weight, that shall not have
had cake, corn, meal, seeds, grains or distillers' wash,
during 12 months pi'evious to the 1st of August, 1840.

'To the feeder of the best, the 1st premium, plate or
money, 10/.

To the feeder of the second best, the 2nd premium,
plate or money, 5/.
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ON TURF DRAINING.
Sir,—I liave not seen your report of the remarks

T made at the last meeting of the Garstang- Farming-

Society, rehitive to turf draining, but I learn some

few inaccuracies have been stated ; and I request,

at your convenience, you will allow me a place in

your paper for the following; observations :
—

Sir James Graham, in his valued communication

to the English Agricultural Society, dated 26th Jan-

uary last, states, " It has always appeared to hira,

that skill in agriculture does not so much consist in

the discovery of principles of universal application,

as in the adaptation of acknowledged principles to

local circumstances."

Drainage, being an acknowledged principle in

aoriculture, necessary to be applied to most soils,

I take leave to point out how it may be adapted

to lands, situated within the locality of a moss or

bog, by the use of tunes, as the draining materials,

instead of tiles.

For the last six years, I have used turf, cut on

Rawcliffe Moss, for the drainage of my estate, which

o-enerally rests upon a clay subsoil. Probably I

may as well here mention, that Rawcliffe Moss
comes under the class of " Flat Moss," and ranges

in depth from 3 to 30 feet. The turves are cut

from the peat where the moss cuts fibrous and tough,

which usually may be 6 to 8 spits deep. Below

that depth lies a blackish brown turf, the moss be-

ino- in a more advanced stage of decomposition, and

such is not considered so well adapted for making

draining turves.

The turves are cut with a spade made with sides.

The spade 12 inches long. The sides 5 inches in

depth, 7 inches wide at the top, and tapering to 6

inches wide ac the bottom.

The expences of completing the turves ready for

use have hitherto been

Cutting the draining turf 2

W'ind-rearing the same to dry. .

Stacking the same.

d.

per thousand.

2 9 per thousand.

The man uses the spade, by thrusting it horizon-

tally into a breast of moss before him, similar to the

mode used for cutting turves for fuel ; and attention

must be paid to his cutting (with a common turf

spade) the length of the turves 12 inches, and square

at the ends, so that they come freely from the moss,

and will join near enough in the drain. The turves

are taken from the man by a boy, who wheels thenr

away to the ground prepared and levelled for put-

ting tliem on. When partly dry, the boy " ivind-

rears" them, by turning them on their sides ; and

subsequently rears them in heaps of about twenty
;

and when sufficiently dry, " the stacks" consist of

1,000,1,500,2,000, 4,000, &c., so as to suit the

convenience of purchasers.

In consequence of the moss drying up, and some
becoming shapeless, I calculate, upon an average,

28 turves will drain a rood of 7 yards. The cost of

the 28 turves being, at 2s. 9d. per thousand,

nearly one penny.
In general I cut my drains 30 inches deep—11

inches wide at the top, and tapering to 2J inches

wide at the bottom—thus

From surface of field to top of turf. .20 inches. '

Thickness of lurf (dry) 4 ,,

Swallow of drain 6 ,,

30 inches.

The expences of draining one rood of 7 yards I

calculate as follows :

—

s. d.

The 28 turves for one rood 1

Cutting the drains, laying, and fitting in

the turf 4
Carting the 28 turves to the field, and the

clay, taken out of the drain generally

into an old marl pit 1

For one rood 6

As a statute acre contains 4,840 square yards, I

will take the square root at 70 (or 4,900 square

yards). The drains at 10 yards apart, which will

number 7 drains, each 70 yards in length, equal to

490 yards, or 70 roods of drainage ; consequently

the expences of draining upon this principle, rather

more than a statute acre, will amount to iL 15s.

And, supposing the subsoil plough to be now used
(which is strongls^ recommended after drainage), it

may be calculated upon an average that the drains

may be 14 yards a})art, and the cost as follows :

—

£ s, d.

50 roods of draining 1 5

Subsoil plough, with 4 horses 1 6

£2 11

Upon comparing turf drainage with tile drainage,

it seems to me that the following advantages may be

fairly stated in favour of turf

—

1. The turves are much lighter. A cart and two
horses will readily take 1,000 on the field.

2. Some may be broken, or dry up too small for

drainage, and still the)^ may be used for fuel.

3. Being dry, when placed in the drain, in a short

time thsy swell out by moisture, and become well

wedged in the drains.

4. From irregularity of surface in most fields, the

subsoil plough may break into the tile, and so spoil

the drain ;—but if the plough touches the no/, or

even pares off an inch, it does no serious harm to

the turf or the drain.

5. The difference of expence seems to be material.

In Sir James Graham's calculations for tile drain-

ing, at 10 yards apart, the following items are

stated:—
£ s. d.

1,500 tiles per acre, at oOs. per 1,000 2 5

Whereas 70 roods of drainage, at 28

turves to the rood, "gives 5 10

Balance in favour of turf. , . . .£l 19 2

Sir James Graham also calculates upon covering

the tiles with sods, at an additional expence of 11.

I5g. per acre. Though I do not consider any such

covers absolutely necessary on turves, jet cinders

may be advantageously put on the turves, or heather

pulled on the moss may be so used, where it is

within reach.

It is essentially necessary that duo attention be
given to the cutting of the drains with the proper

slant ; because if the opening be made too wide, at

the depth where the turf should bo fixed in the drain,

the turf will sink too deep, and probably leave little

or no swallow.

An old garden spade cuts the side of the draiais

exceedingly well, for the 2nd and 3rd draining tool.

And I object to shoilders being left to rest the turf

upon; because shoulders get washed underneath,

and eventually come down ; whereas, if the turf be

properly fitted in its jilace, it soon becomes wedged,
by swelling out as before stated.

It sometimes happens that sandholes and weeping
gravelly places are met with for short distances, and

in such cases I recommend the drain to be widened,

and the sides set with turf, which is readily done ;
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and if such places occur frequently, the labourer will

expect some additional price.

In all cases it is desirable to fix the turves, and

cover up the drains, at certain lengths, so as to pre-

vent the sides of the drains, lower than the twenty

inches, being acted upon by atmospheric influence.

On arable lands, supposing the earth taken out of

the drain is not sufficient, I generally order the fill-

ing up to be added to, by taking a furrow slice from

both sides of the drain with the plough.

The narrowness of the drains has been objected

to, and I beg to remark, that it seems desirable not

to increase labour by removing more soil than neces-

sary'. The narrower the drain is kept on the sur-

face, the less liable it is to pressure, and being con-

tracted to a| inches at the bottom, it compels the

water to keep one continuous stream, without form-

ing any windings or eddies.

In regard to the duration of turf drains, I see no

reason why they may not be considered as lasting as

tiles, provided rabbits, and such like vermin (the

sportsman must excuse this remark) are kept out of

them. And I beg to add, that I have taken np a

turf drain at Rawclifi:'e, perfectly sound, which an

old labourer assured me a predecessor had made up-

wards of 50 years since.

Wet summers, like the two last, render it difficult

to get the turf dry in the wind-rears, but I confi-

dently hope to see this difficulty got over by the ap-

plication of the pressing machine, when complete in

its operations, which will not only bring the turves

much sooner into a dry state for use, but also make
them more uniform, both as to size and shape, for at

present they are apt to dry u]) in difl'ereut degrees.

according to the spongy texture of the peat.

Hoping this communication may be found useful,

and especially to landowners situated near to a moss,

I have the honour to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

Thomas Robekt Wilson FuA^'CE.

Bawcliffe Hall, near Gantang,

1st January, 1840. •

QUERIES ON SHAB IN SHEEP.
Sir,—I generally keep about one hundred Leices-

ter ewes, which are at present infected slightly with

the shab, I have dressed them with a mixture of

lard and mercurial ointment, which had little effect;

afterwards I washed them with tobacco and several

other mineral ingredients, which partly cured them,

but not effectually, as I find it has made its appear-

ance again.

I now seek for information to the following (which

I hope some one will give me through your valuable

journal.)

Is there any certain cure for the shab ? If so, are

the same sheep fit to breed from and keep as a stand-

ing flock ?

Are lambs yeaned after the ewes are dressed con-

sidered free from the desease ?

In dressing or washing is it requisite to shear

them, or is long wool desirable ?

If there is any certain cure, what is it composed
of, and how is it applied "!

Is it requisite to wash the rubbing places, if so,

what is the best thing to do it with ?

An answer to this from some experienced person,

will confer a great obligation on,

Your obedient Servant,

Cornwall, Dec. 23. A Cornish Farbiee.

INTERESTING FACTS IN REFER-
ENCE TO THE EXPENSE OF IM-
PORTING FOREIGN CORN.
As practical information respectincr the corn trade is

much sought after in the city, under the impression that

Parliament is likely to be eng-aged in the approaching
session in discussions on the corn laws, it may be useful

to mention some i'.-icls, contained in a letter from a
correspondent, having' an indirect bejiring* on that

question by calculations of the expense of bring'ing'

grain to England from various places, intended as an
answer to the opinions expressed at Mancliester and
Shefiield, that this charge is alone a sufficient protection

to the British g'rov/er. This would be true, it is re-

marked, if wc only imported wheats from the East
Indies or China, but the practical working of a free

trade would be, that in productive seasons, and their

consequent low piices, our growers would liave to

contend principally against the shippers of grain from
Hamburgii and other near parts of the continent, in the
neighbourhood of which corn is grown at a less distance
from the London market th^n most of that produced by
the Scotcli-and Irish aifricuiturists, while the Hamburgh
merchant can ship his grain to London and have it

sold at as low a rate of freight, insurance, and faotorage
as the Irish or Scotch merchant. The English growers
of corn in Norfolk, Lincolnsiiire, and many ether
counties, incur equal expense* v/ith those of the Irish

and Scotch in getting their produce to the large con-
suming,'- towns of Manchester, Birmingharn, Leeds,
Sheffield, Nottingham, Derby, and Leicester, The
charges on the internal transport of grain by the rivers

and canals (with their lieavy dues), say freight, factoras'e,

&c., frequently amounts to 6s. or 8s, a-quarter. The
expense on a quarter of wheat from the banks of the
Shannon to its general consuming market (Manchester)
is equal to that incurred on one shipped in Hairjburgh
and sold in London. A sack of flour made by a Hert-
fordshire miller 20 or 25 miles from London, and sent

thither by land carriage, is 3s., while a Hamburgh
miller can send one to London at the same expense, and
thus the English and foreign grower are virtually placed
at the same distance from their consuming market.
The usual rate of expenses on a ship of wheat from
Hamburgh to London, in the summer months, is about
as follows :

—

Freight 3s. 6d. to 4s. per quarter.

Insurance. 6
Factorage, &c. . . . 2 9

Total.... 6 9 or 7s. 3d. per quarter.

From the lower Baltic ports the rate of freight is

about Is. per quarter higher. In the above calculation

of expenses the mercliant's or shipper's coinmission,

&c., or profit, are not included, as they equally apply
to English and foreigners, both of whom have to pur-
chase from tlie grower. Perliaps they averagre from
2s. to 2s. 6d. per quarter, though in Ireland, where
much grain is delivered in a rough state to the shippers,

the commission and expenses are often 4s. to 5s. per
quarter. From these facts the transit protection ap-
pears to be generally fallacious, as the foreigner who
grows corn in the neighbourhood of Hamburgh, &c.,
would pet his produce delivered and sold in the great

consuming" market of London, (which greatly in-

fluences all others) at as small an expense a.=; is incurred

at present by a large proportion of Britisii growers in

forwarding theirs to the same market, and those of the

differeat nsanu faduring districts.

USE OF CHEMISTRY IN AGRICULTURAL
PURSUITS.—If land be unproductive, and a system

of ameliorating it is to be attempted, the sure method of

obtaining the object is by determining the cause of its

sterility, which must necessarily depend upon some de-

fect in the constitution of the soil, which may be easily
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discovered by chemical analysis. Some lands of g'ood

apparent texture are yet sterile in a hig'h degree, and
common observation, and common practice, afford no
means of ascertaining- the cause, or of removing- the
effects. The application of chemical tests in such cases

is obvious, for the soil must contain some noxious prin-

ciple, which may be easily discovered, and probably
easily destroyed. Are any of the salts of iron present?
they may h^i decomposed by lime. Is there an excess of

silicious sand ? the system of improvement mustdepend
on the application of clay and calcareous matter. I?

there a defect of calcareows matter? tlie remedy is obvi-

ous. Is ;an excess of veg-etuide matter indicated? it

may be removed by liming-, paring-, and burning-. Is

there a deficiency of veg-etabic matter? it is to be sup-
plied by manure. A question concerning- the different

kinds of limestone to be employed in cultivation often

occurs. To determine this fully in the common way of
experience would demand a considerable time, perhaps
some years, and trials might be injurious to crops, but
by simple chemical tests the nature of iimestome is dis-

covered in a few minutes ; and the fitness of its appli-

cation, whether as a manure for different sails, or ;is a
cement, determined. Peat earth, of a certain consistence

and composition, is an excellent miinure ; but there are

some varieties of peats which contain so Inrg-e a quantity
of ferrug-inous mutter as to be absolutely poisonous to

plants. Nothing- can be more simple than the chemical
operation for determining- the nature and the probable
use of a substance of this kind.

—

Davy.

ON THE FOOT-ROT IN SHEEP.

BY Mn. ROBEHT READ, V.S., CREDITON, DEVON'.

(From the Veterinarian.)

Dear Sir,—In the following pages I have at-

tempted to fulfil my promise to you some time siince,

to send you a short paper on the foot-rot in sheep.

What 1 have written is from actual observation, de-

rived from an intimate knowledge of the animal,

being from my early days bred a farnaer, and, no%v in

the middle age of life, still connected with farming

as well as the veterinary profession.

The diseases to which I am anxious to direct the

attention of the profession, through the medium of

the Veterinarian , are those of the sheep, an animal of

much worth, of great emolument to the farmer, and
considerably benefitting the soil on which he is

dep-astured. I will commence with the cause of

that pest of the ovine race, the-rot, a disease of ex-

tensive prevalence in my neighbourhood, and on
some farms scarcely if ever absent, particularly if

they consist of rich meadow, old pasturage, park

lands, or meadows situated near towns so as to

receive the contents of drains and cesspools. Low
situations, conjoined with moisture, are the fruitful

and primary causes of foot-rot. Sheep in these

situations have their hoofs and the integument above

to which they are united, and the highly elastic

tissue situated between the claws, constantly in a

wet and humid state.

Having to attend and send applications to from

fifteen hundred to two thousand sheep annually, I

have seen it in all its forms and grades. Go into

any of the pasturages before described, after sheej)

have been yilaced there for only a short period, and
look at their feet :—will there not be an increased

growtli of hoof?—will not tho skin around the

coronet and the highly sensative membranous tissue

between the claws be blanched ?— will not the vas-

cularity of the parts be weakened from its circula-

tion baing enfeebled ? Now this is all produced by
wet. In a few days, perhaps, we have a change of

temperature ; eraporation is produced from the sur-
face of the land, and from animal bodies as well,

and the ground becomes drier. A re-action takes
place; the circulation is quickened; the hoofs
swells, or rather is pushed from the parts beneath

;

the skin between the claws inflames ; the heels
bulge; the coronet enlarges; abscesses form ; mat-
ter penetrates between the horn and the substance
beneath, luid disunites the sensitive from the horny
lamina? ; and, in the worse forms of tlie disease, the
hoof falls oft'. The joints, tendons, and ligaments,
are soon implicated. Sometimes, from the over-
shooting of the toe of tho hoof, it turns back or

upwiiids, and breaks the horny sole from the crust :

gravel then gets in ; inflammation is set up ; a sepa-

ration of the foot from its horny covering is produced ;

and from every jjart of the foot this denuded fundus
quickly sprouts. The true fot-rot does not, as is

generally thought, so often begin from below, as

from above.

Hundreds of sheep on sharp sandy farms wear
away their hoofs and soles, and expose the sensible

parts. A little heat and tenderness ensue, and mat-
ter forms which is soon replaced by fungus. This
might be got rid of in a short time. It is only a

spui-ious kind of rot, and is again produced by the

injudicious paring- of the horny parts by the farmers
and shepherds.

If a little gravel happens to have insinu-ated it-

self between the junction of the crust and sole, the

knife cuts away without any ceremony too much of
the crust, exposing the lamina;, and the sole is so

thinned as to afford no protection in walking. The
animal limps at every ste]i from the want of the

horny crust : whereas, by only properly paring the

foot, all might have been prevented.
It is, now-a-dav, too much the fashion for the

farmer or shepherd to have his sheep-foot knife

always in liis pocket, and every poor animal that

happens to halt is caught, and, but too often, un-

mercifullv pared. I have myself been an eye-witness

to this. I liave reasoned on its impropriety. The
knife has been spared, and lameness has diminished.

These two last causes are mechanical productions of

the disease; yet on the other hand, if the foot is

improperly managed, and a fair vent not given for

tiie escape of the matter, it rises upward and breaks
out at the coronet, and makes the cure more tedious.

Sometimes one foot, either the fore or hinder, is

affected ; at other times both fore feet : now and
then all four ; sometimes only a single claw on
one foot ; and both on another.

Such are the symptoms which I have been accus-
tomed to observe during fifteen years' practice

among these useful anim-als, and which deserve our
most serious -attention. I shall now make a few
remarks on the question of its contagiousness. I have
never been able to make up my mind decidedly on
this point, although the strong leaning of my opinion

is against its contagiousness. For the last three

or four year^ I have made every inquiry of men ac-

customed to alieep. Some say, on my asking- their

opinion, that it is as infectious as the plague, for, if

they put a lot of sound ones with some that were
lame, they all became so. But I have then said,

" Perhaps the sheep with whom yours were put
were in a soil favourable to the production of the

foot-rot, and yours were taken from a healthy soil."

Such was generally the case, and such is the proof
which farmers and others i)retend to give us of its

infectious nature. Little do they imagine what is

the o[ierating cause on a soil disposed to it. That
which gives it to one will give it to a hundred, if

there is a predisposition to take it on.
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Agajji we bear of farmers tliat never liad it on
their estates, tLeir farms being- on Iiealtbv sites ; but

happening to tnke for a season, or buv at an auction,

a ram that had the disease, and put Iiim with the

ewes, in from four to six weeks nearly the whole

flock bad been lamed. Scores of histories of this

kind have been told me by different people ; but,

from what I could gather, were solitary cases, and
confined to the experience of the individual narrator.

It might have been a wet season, for, during a wet or

rain)"- summer (which has this year been the case),

many farms that were Iree fiom, and others that

rarely have it, have this season been jiestered with it.

Such a season might have occurred when conclusions

were made to establish its contagiousness.

My opinion is, that you m}' put jame sheep with

sound ones on a healthy farm ; they will soon get

well, and the others not become infected. As a

proof of this, I will relate the experience of a near

relative of mine that has a very healthy sheep

estate ; but who, also, rents an extraordinary ricli

flat piecp of meadow land, watered by the town
sewers. His sheep are but there occasional!)-, but,

before a fortnight has ex|Hred, they are nearly all

lame. He drives them liome again, and, in a very

short time, they are all sound, and not one of tlie

others infected ; but, if the lame sheep had been
driven back to a farm disposed to tiie foot-rot

(although none lame thereon at the time), it would
Lave been ascribed to infection, had tbev also be-

come lame after some lapse of time, instead of the

soil, which is the grand operating cause in con-
junction with moisture.

If this disease is infectious, how is it induced?
Many experiments have been tried by the Frencli

and others, by a direct application of the matter to

the feet of sheep, on abr&ded, and non-abi-atied

surfaces ; but the results have not been satisfactory.

Now, if a direct manual application of the discharge
to the feet of sheep scarcel}', if ever, produces the
malady, how can sheep acquire the foot- rot from one
another bj' walking or treading about while feeding,

when it is witb so much difficulty produced by tlie

actual contact of matter discharged from feet having
the disease"! The discharge issuing Irom feet in any
stage of the disorder is not in a very considerable
quantity, and must be lost on the land on which
they are roving about. Neither are they infected
while being folded so close in contact as to render
it almost impossible that they should avoid inocula-
ting themselves.

Shepherds and sheep-breeders, however, cannot
be dissuaded that if a piece of land, or an inclosuro,

which gave their flock the foot-rot seven years since,

should, at the end of tiiat period, have some sheep
turned upon it, and again—although none had been
pastured there during those years— contract the

lameness—they cannot, I say be dissuaded from the

belief that it must have remained in the ground with
all its virulence the whole time, not thinking that

the same soil which produced it seven years ago is

capable of producing, for ages to come, and under
favourable circumstances, the same disease.

There are, however, many stubborn facts recorded
as to its infectious nature. Should these happen to

be true, can there be given off from the feel of sheep
labouring under the disease an animal effluvium,
which, on a soil predisposed to it, is still rendered
more contagious by uniting with any exhalation
from the earth ? then, on the other hand, sheep with
the foot-rot, put on a sound farm, oftentimes cure
themselves and do not infect the others. Such may
be the case, as exhalations vary on dififerent soils in
their constituent parts ag the laud does in quality,

Now, if empoisoned tflluvia from the feet, or any
malaria from the soil, uniting, become the cause, the

eli'ect must be jnoduced on the local jiart, by means
of respiration whilst depasturing. ^Ve all know
that there aie many local diseases produced through
atmospheric agency, and of a specific nature, capa-

ble of being again produced by inoculation.

All I can say is, (bat if any of us were to tell a

shepherd it is not infectious, our skill as to curing it

would be held by him in a rather dubious light:

however, I will leave all this, and proceed to detail my
plan of treutment, which consists in the proi)er ap-

plication of the bichloride of mercury in a state of

solution. There is no agent in i\Jr. Morton's va-

luable " Veterinary Pharmacopoeia '' which so

disposes the exhalents to throw out lymph from
sinuses, or destroys the morbid action of the parts,

as that ciiemical, and tliese are great desiderata ia

all states of this disease.

When a sheep halts, let your attendant cast him.
Then, if the hoof is too long, pare it on a level with
the sole; shorten the toe ; and be particular in ex-
amining the foot between the claws. If it is swollen,
looks red, or has any discharge of bloody serum
oosiug from any fissure or fissures, let the solution of
the bicliloride, or hydrochloric acid, be well applied
to the part by means of a little tow twiste 1 on a small
flat piece of whalebone, and, in this stage of the
complaint, one dressing is usually sufficient.

I'here is nothing so much desired by the farmer
as an application which will at once put a stop to

this complaint. I'he trouble it would save is in-

calculable, when we consider the time it takes to

dress the feet every da}'- of from 30 to 50 or 100
sheep.

If abscesses have formed around the coronet, and
burst, they usually have two or three fistulous

openings, which, with your silver probe, you will

soon discover. Ann the eye of the probe with a
little tow dipped in the solution, and draw it through
the sinus or sinuses. If they extend into the joint,

the same thing must be done. 'i\s ice is most com-
monly sufHcient to apply the solution in these cases

;

and oftentinies, w hen you attempt to pass the jirobe

the .second time, you will not be ab'.e, from iis being
filled with coagulated lymph. If any of the dis-

charge is between the crust, pure the sole, and with
a feather or syringe apply it to the part. Fungus is

sure to sprout fiom any part where tlie sole or

crust is lost, and rapidly will it sprout. Agricul-
turists and sbeiiherds are at a loss in curing thesa
morbid growths, as they resist nearly all the caustic

applications in use, both empirical and those con-
tained in the materia medica. Butyr of antimony,
quicksilver and aqufortis, and numerous other ap-

plications, are of no avail, especiall}' if the disease
is of long standing. There is but one quick and
effectual remedy, that is tlie hot iron, which will do
more good in five minutes than all the caustics ia
our pharmacy.
About four months ago, I was called in to look

at two very valuable rams, belonging to a cele-

brated breeder, that Lad been lame for months with
a fungous sole. 'J'he gentleman had tried all his

usual remedies to no purpose ; and 3-ou will find

during your practice, that people who have the man-
agement of sheep are rather tenacious of their own
knowledge, and will have nothing to do with the

veterinary surgeon, except from necessity. I applied
the hot iron with a keen edge, so as to cut ofi" the
fungus. All fungus that sprouts from a denuded
sole when of long standing, becomes hard and con-
tracted at its base, which a hot iron will soon remove,
and the lameness eilso in a few days, as it did ia
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the case just recited. The fungus tliat grows from
any part of ibe foot from between tlie claws, from
the laminfu, and from the junction of the crust at the

Leel, may all be removed in the like manner by a

keen hot iron. Numerous other cases I could relate

as to its efficacy, but will not trespass much longer

on the pages of the Veterinarian, wJiose leaves are

so valuable.

Poultices are of little or no good; oftentimes they

do harm, and cause the disease to spread, by pio-

moting suppuration. The drier the foot is kept, the

more apt is nature to restore the parts to their primi-

tive state. The parts become harder, and lymph is

much readier formed. Do what you will, you
cannot now and then prevent disorganization of the

parts. I shall continue to treat of other diseases of

the sheep as opportunity may serve.

SUBSOIL PLOUGHING MATCH AT
BEARSIDE,

Under the auspices of tpie Stirling General
Agricultural Association.

[The beneficial effects of ploughing matches
botii in improving the skill of the ploughman,
and ill calling attention to the comparative

merits of ploughs of different shape and make, are

universally felt and admitted. We have now,
for the first time, the gratification of laying before

our readers an account of a trial of skill in mbsoii

jjloughing, made at a meeting which owes its origin

to that talented and indefatigable agriculturist, Mr.
Smith, of Deanston ; the prizes distributed at which
meeting were most liberally given by that gentle-

man. A perusal of the proceedings will afford

great gratification to every practical farmer who is

zealous for improvement in agriculture. We es-

pecially invite attention to a very important subject

of discussion, in which we have taken very consi-

derable interest, and liave broadly declared our
opinion, namely, the advantage or disadvantage of

bringing the subsoil to the surface at once. Our
views upon this point are completely confirmed by
the proceedings at this meeting.—Ed. F. M.]
Mr. Smith of Deanston having offered a set of

premiums to ploughmen for expertness and effect in

subsoil ploughing, the match took place on Monday,
the 12th of December, on the farm of Bearside,
parish of St. Ninians, the property of Mr. Murray,
of Touchadam and Polmaiso, and possessed by Mr.
James Gray. The day was fine, and the prospect
from Bearside, commanding an imposing view of
Stirling Castle, as it were of a panoramic picture,

with the Ochills and Grampians rising in the dis-

tance, was altogether truly splendid. A number of
proprietors, farmers, ploughmen, and amateurs were
present, and took great interest in the work of the
day.

The ploughs were put to work on a field which
lay along the face of a wbinstone dyke, running from
east to west, and consequently the laud was full of
boulder stones of large dimensions, with much of the

lesser debris of the wbinstone dyke. Lots ivere cast

by the ploughmen for their portions. Mr. Smith's
ploughman, who, having lately entered his service,

and who had never held a subsoil plough before, got
the lot nearest the natural wbinstone dyke on the
barest and hardest part of the field, and which proved
50 full of stones, that an artificial dyke might have

been built all along from the stones turned out dur-
ing the day's work. The man, however, showed
great patience, perseverance, and true pluck, and
performed his work well with the original subsoil
plough, weighing 4001bs. in weight, evincing, in in-

numerable instances, the advantage of a heavy plough
with a long beam in ground of a bard and stony na-
ture.

The next lot was occupied by the plough of the
enterprising tenant of Bearside, i\lr. .Tames Gray;
the ground was a shade less stony than that of the
former lot, but still far beyond the average of the
uplands of the county in hardness and tliickness of
stones. This plough was considerably lighter than
tlie former, but having a long beam, and otherwise
well made, it went through its work in very good
style. The ploughman and gaudsman from over
keenness, were rather talkative to their horses, which
is apt to cause irregularity of working, and we be-

lieve this and similar instances have given rise to the

intention of giving, next spring, a premium to the
ploughman who shall work his horses during a yok-
ing, with the fewest words spoken to them, and those

of the most simple and intelligible kind.

The third lot fell to the ploughman of Mr. Murray
ofPolmaise. This lot was an average one, having
some boulder stones, but by no means so many as in

the first and second lots. Mr. Murray's plough was,
in every way, well equipped, but some part of the

muzzle of the plough had been lost by the way, and
some temporary fastenings soon gave way. A new
plough, by Mr. Duncan Kay, smith, Raploch, was
then put into the hands of Mr. Murray's ploughman,
with his good team, and he did the work very effec-

tively with her. 'This plough had a very long beam,
and was in all respects well formed for ease and
efficienc}' of working.

The fourth lot of ground was occupied by the

ploughman of Mr. Stirling, of Glenbervie, and here

was exhibited, we may almost say, the perfection of
all the elements of subsoil ploughing. Implements
well designed for the work to be performed, exe-

cuted with mathematical precision. Horses of ele-

phantine mould, well trained and exercised in the

work, with men fitted by natural strength and ac-

tivity, as well as by almost martinet drilling, to the

most systematic and precise management of their

horses and plough. The plough which was em-
ployed in this case, to precede the subsoil, was of a

peculiar construction, fitted to throw out a broad and
clear furrow, and of a depth of from 8 to 10 inches.

For this purpose, it was provided with a very broad
feather in the sock, and the mould board was so

formed as to throw the furrow well off, leaving a

very free furrow for the furrow horses of the subsoil

plough to walk in, and a roomy path for the plough,

which renders the subsoiling at once more easy and
more efficient. This plougli was drawn by four

horses, and the muzzle was so arranged as to admit
of the whole of the team of horses going upon the

land, thereby saving the trampling of the subsoil fur-

row, and affording the furrow side horses a firmer

footing for their draught. This arrangement for a

division of the labour for subsoiling is very j udicious,

and although four horses are employed in the leading

plough, the work is done, upon the whole, as cheap,

and certainly more efficiently ; the horses in the

subsoil plough being thus relieved of part of the ex-

cessive labour which is unavoidable in subsoiling

from clav or hard and stony land. Mr. Stirling's

subsoil plough, although of a light class, is extremely

well formed, and having a long beam with a move-
able fixture for the muzzle admitting of its adjustment

to various lengths of beam, which has enabled Mr.
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Stirling to prove that tlie longer the beam, the more
steadilj does tbe plough work. The jjortion of ground
which fell to the lot of Mr. Stirling's ploughman,
TTOs the most free and easily worked of the da}^, and
of this full advantage was taken, and the plough was
kept, in most places, to a depth of from 18 to 22

inches. When this plough had done as much in her

own ground as tlie judges considered satisfactor}',

they directed the ploughman to remove to the ground
where Mr. Smith's and Sir. Gray's ploughs were at

work ; and although, from the excellent state of

every point connected with this plough, the work
was done well, even in the rough and stony ground,
yet the advantage of weight in the original subsoil

plough was most obvious.

From the firm and stony nature of the ground,
the ploughs, from the clay subsoils, were rather ill

prepared for such rough work, and a few thaits and
swingle trees were broken in the outset. The swingle

trees, or trace bars, which stood the best were those

which were most tapered ofi" towards the ends : those

of the original ploughs were so formed. This exhi-

bition, upon the whole, did greit credit to the

ploughmen, and showed again forcibly to the public

the power and efficacy of the subsoil plough, in pro-

ducing at a cheap rate a thorough movement of the

subsoil. The efficacy of such movement in improv-
ing the productiveness of the soil was most apparent
in an adjoining field, where Mr. Gray pointed out to

those present two equal divisions, the whole having
been thoroughly drained , and one of the divisions

having been subsoiled, while the other remained in

its original state. The superficial treatment of both
had been exactly alike, and that division which had
been subsoiled was previously the worst land. "J'he

field had been in oats last season, and it required but
the glance of a farmer's eye to determine where the

best crop had been. The stubble of the subsoiled

division looked like the growth of the best carse

soil, being strong, yellow, and regularly disposed over
the surface, while the stubble of the unsubsoiled
portion was dwarfish, thin, and irregular. Mr. Gray
stated, that the difi'erence was still more evident
whilst the crop was on the ground. No tenant in

our district has done more, unaided, in thorough
draining and subsoil ploughing than Mr. Gray. The
good effects are most obvious in his crops, and in the

aspect of his land he has so much improved ; and
we trust he will reap, in due time, the substantial

fruits of his enterprise and labour.

The judges were, Mr. John M'Laren, farmer,

Burnside, and fiictor for Alva; Mr. David Boosie,
farmer, Parkhead, and Secretary to the Clackmanan-
shire Agricultural Society; Mr. P. MacEwan, far-

mer, Blackdub ; and Mr, Alex. Drysdale, farmer,
Carseypow, who gave in the following

REPORT.
We, the undersigned, having' been called upon to act

as Judg-es up@n the subsoil ploug-hing- match, appointed
by the Stirling General Agricultural Association, to

take place upon the farm of Bearside this day, after
much gratification to ourselves in inspecting v/hat seems
to us so rational an improvement upon such soils as those
ploughs were exhibited upon—and, from the manner in
which the work was performed, it must have been gra-
tifying to every one beholding them.

After the most minute inspection, and careful calcu-
lation of the quantities of work performed, we came to

the unanimous opinion that the prizes offered by James
Smith, Esq., of the Deanston Works, the spirited in-

ventor of the subsoil plough, should be awarded as
follows:

—

1st Prize to Robert Kay, servant to Mr. Stirling, of
Glenbervie.
2nd Prize to Robert M'Lelland, servant to Mr. Mur-

ray, Polmaise.

3rd Prize to Peter M'Ewan, servant to Mr. Smith,
Deanston.

4tii Prize to Alexander Robertson, servant to Mr.
Gray, tenant, Bearside.

Premiums were awarded to the ploughmen who
should execute the best workmanship with the common
plough, in a heavy fallow furrow.

1st Prize to Alexander Henderson, servant to Mr.
WilsoFi, Torbrex.

•2nd Prize to Daniel M'Arthur, servant to Mr. Bu-
chanan, farmer, St. Thomas Well.
The Judges have to state, that the soil on which the

ploughing match took place, was rather of an easy tex-

ture to tlie depth of five or six inches, upon a very
close, hard, moorish bottom, thickly studded with land
fast stones, and that it was truly astonishing to observe
the facility with which the ploughs turned out " old
residenters" from iheir beds, even t© the weight of

nearly 2001bs., leaving a stirred soil to the depth of about
12 or 18 inches throughout.
The Judges have further to remark, that to them it is

quite evident, from what they have this day observed,
the vast importance of having the surface plough of
such large capacity as to throw out a wide and clear

furrow before the subsoil plough, for the double pur-
pose of giving room and ease of draught to the subsoil

team. I'aking every thing into calculation, they have
no hesitation in stating, from what has come under their

view this day, that the subsoil ploug:h, with a team of

four good horses, is adequate to stir sufSciently almost
any kind of soil.

The advantages of subsoil ploughing have been sa-

tisfactorily borne out on a field on the farm of Bearside,

inspected by the Judges this day, by the very appear-
ance of the stubble. The one-half of this field having
been subsoil ploughed som.e years ago, and the other
half having been continued in its original state—that

part of the field subsoil ploughed and drained, was
previously considered by the tenant as decidedly the

inferior part of the field. The same treatment has been
given to the whole during the rotation, and, from the

report of the tenant, the crops have been very superior

upon that part subsoil ploughed to that treated in the

usual mode. At all events, the stubble of this year's

crop showed a decided superiority upon the subsoil-

ploughed half of the field.

(Signed)
John M'TiAren, Peter M'Ewan,
David Boosie, Alex. Drysdale.

THE DINNER.
After the work of the day had closed, a number of

the members of the association, with the judges and
some invited guests, dined together at Mr. Hendry's,
Star Inn, Baker Street, Stirling. Mr. Smith of

Deanston, in the chair; Mr. Stirling of Glenbervie,

croupier.

After the usual public toasts, the conversation

turned of course on draining, subsoil ploughing, &c.,

and much excellent information came out. We have
not room for all that was said, indeed much of it hav-

ing come out in a conversational style, we could

not give a regular report. We shall therefore con-

fine our report to what was said by Mr. Smith on
draining, and by Mr. Stirling on subsoil ploughing

and trenching. Mr. Stirling made some excellent

observations on grasses, and on the subject of soiling

and pasturing, all of vrhich, we hope, that intelligent

and practical gentleman will communicate in due
time to the public in a permanent form.

Mr. Smith, in alluding to the remarks which had

been attributed to the Marquis of Tweedale, as hav-

ing bi en made at the Highland Society's meeting at

Inverness, but which the Marquis had in effect since

repudiated ; said, that it was unnecessary at any

meeting of the Stirling Society, or to any set of far-

mers of this district, to say anything of the absur-

dity of such remarks, as their experience ef stone

drains, properly laid off and properly executed, had
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given them tbe fullest confidence in tliat mode of

filling'. It was enough to Icnow, in reg^ard to the

dniins to which the noble Moniuis was said to have

alluded, that they had been laid oiTou the principle

of Mr. Stevens, and no doubt had been cut and tilled

in the way wiiich Mr. Stevens generally followed
;

namel)^ running- the drains across tiie ground in an

irregular manner and with little fall, and cutting-

them very deep, making the bottom of the drains

from twelve to eight>:en inches wide, filling them
with stones of all sizes, and immediately turnino- in

the loose earth on the top of the stones without any
proper turfing to prevent the loose earth or sand

from finding its way into the drain, which it usually

did in a few weeks after being filled in, and in most
cases the drains were choked up at once. Sometimes
straw rushes, or cuttings of whins were put over
the stones to blind tliem, as it was called ; but in

fact, to blind the farmer, to the ruin of his drains,

'i'here are few of the structures of man that do not

depend much on correct and careful execution for

their efficiency and durability, and I know of no

structure more dejjendent on execution than drains.

If people would read the directions given in " Drum-
mond's Report" for the proper execution of stone

drains,and the facts therestated from experience as well

as the reasoning and estimates built thereon, they

would have a more just and careful knowledge of

stone drains than seems to prevail. But no as-

sertion against stone drains, come from where it

mviy, will ever weigh down, in the view of men who
really do inquire, and who really are possessed of

practical knowledge, and sound sense to guide it.

The mass of facts that can be gathered all over

the country, in England, Ireland, and Scotland,

where stono drains have been properly executed,

are beyond remembering. Of my own experience

there is no need of anything but a simple statement

of facts. On my farm I have executed, during the

last 14 years, upwards of 300 miles of stone drains,

and not a single failure has ever yetbeen discovered,

not even an exception to prove the rule. I have
-at various periods, during the last nine years,

opened into some of those drains at vaiious places

pointed out bv persons who expressed doubts of

their permanency, and in no instance was there any
symptom of failure or sludging up discovered.

Last week, I Lad drains looked into in the most un-

favoui-able situations, in fields drained 14, 13, 12,

and 11 yeuis ago, and in all four places the stones

were found as clean and free from all admixture or

deposit of earth or mud, and were running as free

and as clean as the day they were made. I am no
enemy to tiles as a filling for drains ; on the contrary,

I highly approve of them in the situations where
thev are less expeRsive than stones, but I never will

admit that they are more efficient, less liable to

accident, or more durable than properlj' executed

stone drains. I am, however, with the filling of

drains somewhat as an old nurse of mine was with

physic. She was asked what she thought was the

best thing to give powders in. She replied, that

some took them best in sugar, some in jelly, and
some in water, but she did not mind which way they

preferred, provided they took the powder. So I

care not how agriculturists fill their drains, provided

they follow the freciuent drain system. There is

one circumstance which induces many farmers to fill

with tiles, and a noble circumstance it is, namely,

that their landlords jiay for the tiles. There is no
better way in which a laird can assist his tenant,

and at the same time increase the permanent value

of his own })roperty. It was in this district that
" thorough draining" was first exemplified on a

large scale. Its merits have gone forth to the
world, and its universal adoption cannot now be
staid. Although the weak-minded and wavering
may, from time to time, be dismayed and obstructed
in their progress by the indiscreet expressions of
ignorant men—" thorough draining all over the

world."

Mr. Stihi.ing of Glenbervie said, he could not
better follow what had been said on draining, than
by making a few remarks on subsoil ploughing

;

for, without previous thorough draining, no wise
and experienced farmer would apply the subsoil

plough, nor would he long delay its application after

he had thoroughly drained his land. I'he principle

of subsoil plougliing is beautiful in itself, and the

results of its application would convince even a

blind man, if you v^'ould allow him to walk over the

surface, and feel the stubble with his hand ; but I

am afraid that there are many who think themselves
wise men in agriculture, who are yet blind to fho

principle of moving the subsoil, without bringing

it up to mix, unprepared with the surface soil.

—

Some doctrines on trench ploughing were lately

brought prominently forward at the great Agricul-
tural ]\Ieeting at Inverness, vs'hich show an utter

want of knowledge on this subject, and the pro-

mulgation of which may do infinite injury to many
an industrious farmer; for you can all tell what
would become of t!ie unfortunate tenant, who might
he thereby seduced to bring up his subsoil at once,

whatever might be its nature ; nay, to turn his land

topsie turvie. The result would be speedily bank-
ruptcy to the man, unless he had " mair siller than

sense," or was blessed with such a subsoil as exists

at Yester. VVc are not ignorant of the deleterious

effects of hydrate of iron, and the comparative
innocuousness of the oxide ; but we fearlessly

maintain that a change from the former to the latter,

will be as elfectually and more commonly wrought
by draining and subsoiling, than by any other means
within the farmer's reach. I cannot recommend to

the farmers of Scotland to turn up more than a very
minute portion of till, unless it has been previously

drained and subsoiled, and thereby ameliorated by
the alternations of heat and cold, wet and dry, or I

may use the general term— the action of the atmos-
phere. But even then, it ought to be done with
extreme caution, and for this simple reason, that it

is a recl;less waste of the active soil, and we recom-
mend to every unfortunate wight who has been led

completely to reverse the position of his soil and
subsoil, to repeat the operation, and thereby replace

them where they ought to be. Ourworthv friend at

the end of the table, who was the originator of
subsoil ploughinsr, knows well the evil of too rashly

turning up a sterile subsoil oven after some years'

exposure to the action of the atmosphere by subsoil

ploughing. A field which he had laid down under
a strict system of subsoil ploughing had carried

heavy crops of grain and hay, and had a close

verdant and productive sv/ard—he lifted this field,

and had a s'plendid crop of oats. He treHc/i-ploughed

it, turning up the whole to a depth of 1(3 inches ; he
had an excellent crop of potatoes after the process,

a fair crop of wheat, but the pasture is patchy and
bare, and although such ])lants of grass as do exist

in the soil grow with great vigour, yet wherever
much of the " till" prevails on the surface, there

are large spots witliout a plant. The field is now
coming, in its rotation, to be trench-ploughed again,

and I doubt not it will recover its former aptitude

for close and firm pasture. I know of one case in

which subsoiling had apparently done harm, but

when it was explained that the ploughing had only
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been a foot deep, aud tliat tlie land had subsequently

been worked in a very wet state, tbe subsoil plough
was acquitted. It is of great importance to subsoil

deep at once, never less than 16 inches ; for then

any unavoidable poaching on the surface, which may
afterwards take place, has no eftect on tbe lower

soil, and leaves it open and free ; and we all know
that if we have a dry bottom, a little wet or poaching

on the surface will do no great harm. Subsoil

ploughing is making rapid progress all over Scot-

land, England, and Ireland ; and all who have
rightly executed it, and rightly judged its effects,

have pronounced it the greatest boon, next to

thorough draining, which has been conferred on
agriculture in our time. I might preach to j'ou a

week on this subject, and yet not have told all its

merits ; but as that relentless master, time, won't

wait for us, I shall conclude by giving you "subsoil

ploughing."

CHALK.
Common chalk varies slightly in composition ; it

contains usually some silica (flint), alumina (clay),

some red oxide of iron, and the remainder is carbo-

nate of lime.

100 parts of carbonate of lime contain :

—

Carbonic acid 45 parts

Lime 55 ,,

100 parts of common limestone are composed,
according to Ad.M. Thenard and Biot, of

Carbonate of lime 95.05 parts

Water 1.63 ,,

Silica 1.12 „
Alumina 1.00 ,,

Oxide of iron 75 ,,

100.

These substances, when burnt, form lime for the

heat drives off the carbonic acid. By exposure to

the air the lime absorbs carbonic acid gas, and again

becomes converted into carbonate of lime. A know-
ledge of these facts is of considerable value to the

farmer on the score of carriage : for in some cases,

the weiglit of water and carbonic acid in ch'alk is

vet}' material ; as will be readily seen by the follow-

ing analysis of the chalk of Kent, which is the

variety largely employed in the agricultural parish

of Great Tolham, in which I reside ; although it has

to be brought by sea nearly 70 miles, and carted

nearly three. I found by careful experiment, 100
parts of chalk, from Kent, in the state in which it

was carted on the land in December, contained,

besides some oxide of iron and silica,

AVater 21.0 parts

Carbonic acid 34.2 ,,

Lime 41.8 „

100.

So, that when the farmer carts 41 tons of fresh

lime, he conveys as much real manure to bis soil,

as if he carried 100 tons of chalk. This must be

assuredly a question of the highest importance to

those farmers who have to carry the earth a consi-

derable distance, especially if they can procure lime

at a reasonable rate ; which, in the large quantities

required for agricultural purposes, must in most
situations be the case.

Carbonate of lime is found in all vegetables ; it is

, an essential food of plants.

The cultivator will see, by the results of the ex-

periments, which I shall give under the head lime,

that the quantity of carbonate of lime contained in

the cultivated grasses is very considerable, and still

more so in trees : and that, as might be expected,

the proportion increases with the quantity of this

substance found in the soil. To the planter, this

fact offers an unanswerable reason in favour of the

addition of chalk, marl, or limestone, to all poor

sandy or clay soils intended for plantations, in the

manner successfully practised on the black heathy

sands of Norfolk, by Mr. Withers of Holt, and
which he has shewn to be equally advantageous to

trees, whether planted for ornamental or profitable

purpose".

There is no fact more necessary to be understood

by the agriculturist, than that no land can be pro-

ductive which does not contain a fair proportion of

carbonate of lime. It is, perhaps, even in excess

much less prejudicial to any cultivated soil, than

either silica or alnmina. But no soil can be pro-

ductive if it contains more than nineteen parts in

twenty of challr. The earth of the fine sandy hop
gardens near Tonbridge, in Kent, contain about five

per cent, of chalk. The good turnip soils near

Holkham in Norfolk, are seven-eighths sand, and the

remaining eighth is composed of

Carbonate of lime or chalk 63 parts

Silica (flint) 15 „
Alumina (clay) 11 ,,

Oxide of iron 3 ,,

Vegetable and saline matter .... 5 „
Water 3 „

100
The soil at Sheffield Place, in Sussex, which is so

admirably adapted for the growth of tbe oak, con-
tains three per cent, of chalk. The fine wheat soils

of West Drayton in Middlesex, contain more than

ten per cent. That of Bagshot Heath yields less than

one per cent. In the richest soils, on the banks of

the Parret, in Somersetshire, are found more than

seventy per cent. Those of the valley of Evesham,
about six per cent. A specimen of a good soil from
Tiviotdale, examined byJDavy, was composed of five-

sixths sand, and the remainder ot the following sub-

stances :"'

Clay . , 41 parts

Silica (flint) 42 „
Chalk 4 „
Oxide of iron 5 „
Vegetable, animal, and saline matter 8 „
A soil, yielding excellent pasture, from the banks

of the Wiltshire Avon, near Salisbury, yielded the

same chemist one eleventh of its weight of siliceous

sand.

The remainder was composed of

Chalk 63 parts

Silica(flint) 14 „
Vegetable, animal, and saline matter 14 ,,

Alumina (claj ) 7 ,,

Oxide of iron 2 „

Many soils also contain a small proportion of car-

bonate of magnesia ; but it very rarely amounts to a

sufl[icient quantity to be worth estimating in the mode
of analysis I shall presently give.

The mode of applying chalk as a manure.—In the

county of Essex, where chalking is practised to a

very large extent, the chalk is brought in sailing

barges front the Kentish shore of the Thames, at an
expense of about two or three shillings per ton, and
afterwards carted for some miles into the country.

* Lectures, 202.

K
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It is applied in quantities whicli vary from ten to

thirty tons per acre, according to the description of

soil ; the poor light soils requiring a larger addition

than the richer lands. It is usually applied without

any preparation ; the larger lumps of chalk are not

even broken, and the chalk being once ploughed in,

the action of the frost, the plongh, and the harrow,

in time sufficiently pulverizes it. It is often mixed
in smaller portions with common farm-yard manure,

ditch scrapings, pond mud, ixc, and suffered to re-

main some time before it is carried into the field.

An equally excellent plan is followed by some of the

best Essex farmers, who spread quantities of chalk

over head lands, banks, &c., which require lowering,

and then fallow these portions of land, ploughing

them often, and letting the chalked earth remain as

long as possible incorporating, before they carry and

spread the mixed chalk and earth on to the field ; by
this means the effects of a few loads of chalk are

diffused over a field. It is a plan admirably adapted

for those situations where chalk is very expensive.

The good effects of chalk are more permanent

than immediate ; for although a good dressing with

chalk will remain in the soil for from ten to twenty

years, j'st on some soils one or even tioo years will

elapse before the farmer perceives a decided improve-

ment. There is hardlv any manure that answers

better for grass than chalk, especially on light, sandy

soils. If the soil already contains an abundance of

chalk, its addition to that land cannot constitute a

manure. The cultivator can easily form a rough

estimate of the quantity of chalk in a soil, b)' taking

a quantity of it from three inches beneath the surface,

well drying it in an oven, and adding to, say 400
grains, 800 grains of muriatic acid ; the mixture,

which weighs 1200 grains, will if it contain chalk,

effervesce ; and the carbonic acid of the chalk being-

expelled will of course, lessen the weight of the

mixture. When the effervescence has entirely

ceased, weigh the mass; every four grains and a

half deficient, the experimenter may consider to

indicate the presence of ten grains of chalk in the

soil. The agriculturist will then be able to judge,

by comparing the quantity of chalk existing in the

examined soils with other lands, whose analysis I

have given, whether this land requires the addition

of chalk.

—

Johnson on Fertilizers.

ON THE ITALIAN RYE-GRASS.
Sir,—Having heard a great deal about the extra-

ordinary productiveness of the Italian rye grass, I

feel disposed to give it a trial in this neighbourhood,

but not being able to obtain any information respect-

ing its habits, I take the liberty of addressing a few
questions to you, Sir. Editor, hoping that either you
or some of your correspondents can furnish me with

the required information.

First: When is the best time of sowing, and what
quantity of seed to the statute acre?

Secondly : On what kind of soil does it do the

best, and does it require a richer soil than the com-
mon rye-grass 1

Thirdly : Do horses and cattle like it as well as

the common rye-grass, and is it considered as nu-
tritive?

By either supplying me with the information I

seek, or giving this insertion in your very valuable

magazine, you will greatly oblige.

Sir, your obedient servant,

A L.1.NCA5IIIRE FaRMEE.
Stratford, Dec, 23,

REMARKS UPON THE SUBJECT OF
THE DISPUTE WITH CHINA,

AND POINTING OUT THAT THE TRUE POLICY
OF GREAT SRITAIN CONSISTS IN ISLAND
COLONIZATION.

[We insert this communication at the request of
a subscriber, but we wish not to be considered

as agreeing in the views of the writer.

—

Ed. M.L.E.]

(to tue editoe of the mark lane express.)

I address you, in consequence of the numerous
discussions that have recently occurred, with regard
to our political and commercial connexion with
China, and also with South America, which have
been accompanied by various comments pointing out
existing evils, and the ultimate consequences anti-

cipated, but in no instance suggesting remedies
;

1 am, therefore, induced to supply an antidote foir

every ill adverted to, and to commence with the
Chinese question, to be followed up hereafter with
that portion of South America which borders on the
river Plate, &c.

Past experience proves that we can establish no
locus-standi in China, from the caprice and narrow
views of its inhabitants, which preclude our even
freely trading with them upon their own territory,

much more to form any permanent British settlement
amongst them ; nor would it be wise in us to do so,

as it would only tend to jealousies and hostilities

from that government, similar attempts would
be followed by other nations, which we could not
with any justice oppose, besides the result would be
to weaken the present independence of that empire,
so as to expose us eventually to the loss of those
advantages we may by other means attain, at much
less sacrifice of honour and expense ; neither does
there exist any law human or Divine that can
justify applying rashly, brute force instead of reason
at the outset, towards a people whose ignorance of

our international laws may have led them to commit
acts, which to them appeared justifiable, in support-
ing their own regulations against the viqlation of
their country and its customs by foreigners, with
whom be it remembered, they seek no intercourse or

alliance.

I do not, by any means, deny to our enterprising

merchants, the right of trading- with China, as well'as

with all other countries in the most desirable and
peaceful manner, so as to promote their own interests

and those of the mother countrj^ ; but let that be
done in furtherance of the sound policy of England,
which is itself eventually a colonized country, and
understands its advantages both politically and com-
merciallj'^, with the benefits it is capable of con-

ferring upon the mother country, by creating a safe

outlet and improved home for the surplus, and
rapidly multiplying artisan and agricultural popula-

tion. The inhabitants of England being dis-

tinguished for industry and skill, other countries are

jealous and unwilling to admit British settlements

amongst them, because they well know that the

talents and energies of Britons do, and will in every

way supplant them ; nevertheless, all nations freely

acknowledge the advantages of her institutions, of

her commerce, and are desirous of participating in the

benefits of trading with her : let the British

Government then aid her people in carrying out

those measures which are best calculated to promote

her own greatness as a maritime and commercial

nation, and upon investigation, it will be found that

the Colonization of Islands is the proper and only

true way of attaining, and maintaining her power
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and naval superiorit}-, therefore -uhere ever such

possessions can be acquired, it is tlie imperative

duty of the nation to secure tliem, if not in her own
right, then by treaty orb}'' purchase ; there are several

opportunities for so doing, and at no eventual

heavy sacrifice of monej^ payment.
Colonization and emigration ujion tlie Wakefield

system are now so understood, and so fully appre-

ciated by the public, that little ditiicult}- and no
valid objection can be offered, even if the Govern-
ment were under jiroper regulations to raise money
for such purposes, (" and to meet the ideas of those

who do not take a sufficiently comprehensive view
of the question, with its ultimate and Varied ad-

vantages to the mother country, arrangements might
be made for paving an annual consideration to the

Governments of the nations ceding to us islands

appertaining to them, such consideration to be

ultimatel}^ raised bv duties levied upon the imports

and exports &c., of the colony, or by allowing the

nation ceding the islands to trade with us through

the colony, upon the most and more favoured terms

of all ethers."3
It is quito clear that the nation and the East

India Company must reimburse those individuals

who have sustained a runious loss, at the desire of

the British representative in China : and that the

Chinese must make compensation in some shape to

the country which it has insultetl and injured, by its

precipitant act of wilful destruction of property, and

injudicious assault upon the personal security of the

subjects and representative of a foreign nation, re-

ceived into its terrilorv :—These must be obtained

by negociation, through proper and competent in-

terpreters judiciously selected, backed by a repre-

sentation of the ability to blockade their coast and
capture their craft, which would convince them of

the necessity of immediate reparation for injustice

inflicted, and that their proper course was to have
ordered away, by a given time, all the opium, and
to have issued stringent measures, for future con-

fiscation v/ith heavy fine on ship master and owners
of the drug, for all Vv-ho should afterwards violate

tbeirlaws.

I am of opinion, that these views are to be easily

and clearly desired, and rendered acceptable to the

Chinese Government, and that they can be induced

to assent, debongre, to give up as part compensation
of the wrongs they have inflicted, either the

island of "Formosa" or of "Hainan!" as a British

settlement, and further to make such arrangements
with the occupants thereon, as shall be mutually
satisfactory and in concidence with the ulterior

views and objects of this country, in forming there

a British colony, with which, not only the Chinese,

but all other nations shall have perfect liberty of

trade, and to which they will unquestionably resort

;

by such a settlement of dispute i'uture injurious in-

terference with property or person will be wholly
precluded, and the new colony derive renewed ad-

vantages beyond those enjoyed at present, in conse-

quence of its being protected by the British Flag,

and to preserve and cement the friendly connection

between England and China, a British representative

might still reside at Canton, to be the medium for

removing all cause of complaint which might at any
time arise between both nations, W.

15, St. James Square, Jan. 3.

ON BREEDING.—CFrom a Correspondent.)—

A

great point of late 3'ears with agriculturists has been
to fatten animals to a high degree, as witness the late

Smithfield Cattle Show ; but the question of what is a

healthy animal is partially lost sight of. What will

tend to degenerate the animal, and what will give them
health and vigour, appear but of little consequence,

because they have not to roam and get their own living

;

indeed they now scarcely cut their own grass ; all is

brought to them in an unnatural penned up stall. It is

known to some ©f the sheep-breeders of Wilts, and other

purls, that an in-breeding occasions the silly sheep, or

podderish ; the same family in blood coming together

degenerates the race, and a want of nervous energy is

the consequence. This is a principle ef Nature which
pervades all tlie animal kingdom, and cannot be gain-

said ; also, that healthy well bred energetic animals

coming together, without any consanguinity in blood,

will produce a numerous and healthy offspring, and
vice-versa. We are led to these remarks in consequence
of witnessing the purchase of Mr. Thos. Debenham,
Manager for the 'J'rustees of Sir A. K. Macdonald, of

Woolmer Lodge, Liphook, Hants, who, last October,

bought at 44s. each, forty horned Somersetshire ewes
at Appleby Fair ; these have now all lambed down, and
had seventy lambs, sixty-eight of which are now doing
well, some of the ewes had three lambs ; they are all

white-faced, and are evidently the effects of a good cross

with a distinct family. The lambs are principally

females, thus showing that the sire was young and
vigorous ; for experience informs ui5 that an aged father

generally begets more males than females. Tliese hints

are thrown out in hopes to elicit observations from ex-

perienced breeders.

IMPORTATION OF FLOUR.—The committee
of the Belfast Public Bakery lately addressed a me-
morial to the Lords of the Treasury, praying that they

might be permitted to import foreign flour into Ireland,

as the people of England may do in England. At
present American flour can be purchased in England
for about 24s, per cwt., whereas the best flour here costs

from 27s. to 28b., though the American is about 2s. per

cwt. better. Yet we are not permitted to import a

pound of the latter article, at a time when Irish flour

is unfit to be used in our bakeries ! I'his is one of the

many evidences which we have of the monstrous laws

that interfere with our supply of food. The following

is a reply to the memorial above referred to :
—

" Treasury Chambers, Dec. 19, 1839.
" Gentlemen,—The Lords Commissioners of Her

Majesty's Treasury have had under their consideration

your memorial, praying the removal of the prohibition

of the importation of foreign flour into Ireland; and
their Lordships have directed me to acquaint you that

they cannot comply with your request.
" I am, gentlemen, your very obedient servant,

" R. Gordon."
" The Belfast Flour and Bread Company, Belfast."

—

Northern Vyliisr,

HAPPINESS OF ANIMALS.—It is impossible to

view the cheerfulness and happiness of animals and
birds vfithout pleasure, and it is astonishing how much
man might do to lessen the misery of those creatures

which are given to him for either food, use, or pleasure,

if he were so inclined ; instead of which he often ex-

ercises a degree of wanton tyranny and cruelty over

them which cannot be to® much deprecated, and for

which, no doubt, he will one day be held accountable.

Animals are so capable of showing gratitude and affec-

tion to those who are kind to them, that I never see

them subjected to ill-treatment without feeling the

utmost abhorrence of those who are inflicting it. I

know many persons like myself who take a pleasure in

seeing all the animals about them appear happy and
contented; my old nag, when he sees me coming,
always expects the accustomed piece of bread or apple,

and I seldom disappoint him. A poor horse continu-

ally whipped, at first steps out quicker, but soon flags

tinder the constant impulse, and to make him stir re-

quires constant beating. How different from the horse

who, fed with wholesome food, is allowed to go his own
steady pace, and who, not driven beyon<l his nature,

performs his journey well and freshly.

K 2
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PRESENTATION OF PLATE TO SIR
EDWARD KERRISON, Bart., M.P.,
BY HIS TENANTS.
A gratifying' scene was witnessed at Eye on Tuesday,

Jan. 14, the presentation of a piece of plate to Sir Ed.
Kerrison, Bart., M.P., by his numerous and respectable
tenantry, as a testimonial of hig-h regard and esteem for

his character as their landlord, and as an earnest ex-
pression of their approbation of his exertions in the cause
of agriculture.

About four o'clock upwards of 100 g'entlemen partook
of an excellent dinner, consisting' of fish, soup, and
g'ame, and the more substantial of other viands, provided
by I\Ir. Allen, the landlord of the White Lion, in the
Assembly Room. Mr. Samuel Gowing', of Hoxne,
who has lived half a century upon Sir Edward Kerri-
son's estate, presided as Chairman, he having been de-
puted by his brother tenants to perform that office. Mr.
Gowing- was supported on the right by Sir Edvi'ard
Kerrison, Richard Denny, Esq., Edward Kerrison,
Esq., Thomas French, Esq. ; and on the left by the
Right PJon. Lord Henniker, M.P., Thomas Utton, Esq.,
the Rev. H. Kirby, and C. Smythies, Esq. Mr. John
Wilson and Mr. Anthony Todd respectively officiated

as Vice-Presidents.
After the usual toasts the Plate was placed upon a

table in front of the Chairman, amidst enthusiastic ap-
plause.

This offering- consisted of a superb silver centre piece,
and was sufficiently capacious to hold at the least, a
gallon of wine. It was thirty-six inches in height, and
cost 200 guineas. It bore the following inscription :

—
PRESENTED

TO
Lt. Gen.Sih EDW. KERRISON. Bart.,M.P.,C.B.,

BY HIS TENANTRY,
I>f TOKEN OF THE HIGH IIEGAIID THEY ENTEKTAIN OF IlIM

AS A LANDLORD,

And for his umvearied exertions to promote tlie interests

and welfare of all classes,

January 7, 1840.

The CiiAiRiHAN then presented the plate, and gave
the health of Lieutenant General Sir Edward Kerrison.
The toast was drank with four times four.

Song—Mr. Wayman, " The fine old English Gen-
man. "

Sir Edward Kerrison rose completely overpowered
by his feelings. The honourable baronet at length sni J,
Mv. President and Gentlemen, I rise, 1 honestly confess,
under feelings of the deepest anxiety lest I should not
be able to express to you the great, the unbounded gra-
titude which I feel towards you, for the kind manner in

which yon have presented for my acceptance this token
of your esteem. It is not the offering, gentlemen, that
I shall value half so mucli as the feelings with which it

is accompanied. (Loud cheers.) Splendid as i* that
piece of plate which Isliall hand down to my family as a
testimony of the kind feelino: entertained towards me by
a grateful tenantry, stiil I 'et a higher value upon the
feelings you have expressed through the medium of the
Chairman ; and believe me that you cannot be raoro
grateful than your landlord. (Loud cheers.) Gentle-
men, in the retirement in which I happened to be at the
time when first the intended j)resent was announced—

a

circumstance perfectly unexpected on my part— I do
assure you, that it proved, in the highest degree, grati-
fying to my feelings ; and I do not exaggerate when I
state that, in some degree, it assisted that recovery from
indisposition which, thank God, I have experienced.
(Loud cheers.) This is the most gratifying testimony
that a man can receive—it shows that he enjoys the re-
spect and esteem of those amongst whom he lives.
(Renewed cheers.) I have endeavoured certainly
throughout life to the best of my knowledge and judg-
ment, to take a straightforward course, regardless of
either good or evil report, where I have thought my in-
terposition or services required; and it is my intention
to pursue this course to the end of the chapter. (Loud

cheers.) I again repeat my most hearty thanks for the

honour you have done me ; and if I, and Lady Kerri-
son, have aided, either by schools or by societies of any
sort, in this neighbourhood, in promoting the interests

and welfare of the higher as well as the lower classes, it

affords me the greatest pleasure to know that those

efforts have been successful. The cottage gardens I

happen to have on the property are numerous ; and I
must here thank you very sincerely for the cordial man-
ner in which you have met me, xvhenever a proposition

has been made to you to give up land for the benefit of

the poor. We have also a dispensary in this town ; and
I only do you justice when 1 state, that I have always
found ready and helping hands amongit my tenants, to

assist in that great work : for I am sure we may fear-

lessly state, that we shall have the tiianks of the widow
and the orphan for the small exertions we have made to

contribute to their welfare. (Loud cheers.) You have
in your address mentioned Lady Kerrison, as having
rendered her assistance in these matters. Now I must
say, th;U in all these matters, she has gone before me

;

and if there be any merit in such things, more merit i*

due to her Ladyship than to myself. ( Loud cheers.) I
again thank you gentlemen with all my heart, I cannot
— I really cannot, find words sufficient to express the

gratitude I feel for the unbounded kindness you have
manifested towards me. I beg leave to drink all your
healths; and as my time i« now short in the county,
owing to the duties which call me to Parliament, I shall

be most happy to see that cup filled at Oakley Hall,

and as my plan is not to procrastinate, for time is uncer-
tain to every man, I will name Thursday next at four

o'clock, when I shall be happy in your attendance;
once more, gentlemen, I thank vou. The Hon. Baronet
resumed his seat amidst loud and long-continued ap-
plause.
" The Members for the County." Three times three.

" Mr. Kerrison," " Lady Kerrison," " Lady Henniker,"
" The Yeomanry of Suffolk and Norfolk," " ftJr.

Denny," " 'i'he Committee of Management," " Mr.
French," and other toasts, were drank with all the

honours, and at a seasonable hour the assembly broke
up. Sir Edward Kerrison, before leaving, invited the

company to visit him at Oakley, on 'i'hursday, an invi-

tation which was accepted, and accordingly on that day
a grand b'linquet provided by the hon. and gallant Ba-
ronet was ])artaken of by nearly 200 of his tenantry, and
the proceedings went off with the greatest possible eclat.

— [Abridged from the Ipswich Journal.^

GERaiAN COMMERCIAL LEAGUE. — The
following official details from Germany will give an
idea of the commercial improvement that has taken
plnce in the States belonging to the league. We give
the imports and exports of wool, wine, and cotton :

—

Wool.— For the years 1836 and 1837 the imports and
exports in this article amounted to

—

Imports. Exports.
Prussia 2,200,0001bs, 6,800,0001bs.
Saxony 3,100,000 6,000,000
Silesia 3,500,000 1,500,000
Bavaria, Wirtemburg, Po-

merania, Hesse Cassel,

and Hesse Darmstadt 3,600,000 4,125,000

12,400,000 18,425,000
In 1838,'the produce in Prussia alone amounted to

35,000,0001bs,, estimated at 27,000,000 thalers ; while
for the present y«ar is rated at 39,000,000lbs., and at

29,000,000 th'dlers.

In the exportation and importations of wines a similar
improvement has taken place within the last three years.
The average importation of Cotton into the German

league was estimated at the beginning of 1839 at

51,()00,0001b?., and the exportation of the same article

at 18,000,000 lbs.—thus leaving for home consumption
34,000,0001bs. Whereas at present the average im-
portation into Prussia is estimated at 3 1,000,0001bs., and
the quantity it exported at 18,000,0001bs.—thus saving
for home consumption 13,000,0001bs.
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ON A ROTATION FOR A CLAY SOIL,

AND SOME OTHER MATTERS.

Sir,—Your correspondent, Mr. Read, of Laxfield,

in Suffolk, has favoured your readers with a rotation

of cropping he practises on some strong clay soils

la his occupation ; and by good management, which
I have no doubt he pursues, it is found a very good

one, and keeps the land in a very good state of cul-

tivation. I have practised it myself on some soils

I considered suitable, liave obtained very good crops,

and I very much approve of it.

However in all good husbandry a change of sys-

tem is often found very benelicial, even where the

most seeming suitable rotation has been adopted,

I will therefore, bv your permission, submit a six-

course rotation, suital)le for a strong clay soil, and

which I have no doubt, if any of your readers will

g'ive it a trial, they will approve of it ; and it is not

unlikely that it may be practised at this time by
many of them. This is

—

1st, "Winter tares fed off with sheep; then follow

2nd, Wheat;
3rd, Clover, (and if a little Italian rye-grass is

used among it, it is not the worse)
;

4th, Wheat;
5th, Beans, well manured for,

6th, ^Vheat.

Thus, wheat is obtained every alternate year, and
if his land is not wet, and he follows the meihod of

deep ploughing generally, feeds off the vv-Lole

of the tares, feeds the second crop of clover,

and manures well for the beans, he will obtain

good crops, never be troubled with weeds, and his

land, without other aid, will be supported in a liigh

state of cultivation. JS'othing is more favourable to

the growth of weeds than the use of unfermenied
dung and shallow ploughing. A dry subsoil is in-

dispensable, or the land will abound in docks, this-

tles, and couch or twitch grass, which are three very

troublesome intruders. Unfermented dung is strongly

recommended by some able agriculturists, and tliere

is no doubt that in some cases it is tlie most benefi-

cial way to apply it ; but this, like many other things,

will not hold good in all cases. It is true you secure

the gases that evolve during the first stage of decom-
position, which otherwise escape and aie lost ; and
by this waste some will tell you, that you deprive

the land of one-half of the fertilizing powers ori-

ginally contained in the dung. Much might be said

here upon this subject, bui we will only just observe,

that experienced horticulturists are well acquainted
with the nature of these things, and that therefore

they apply it in that stage of decomposition that best

suits their particular purpose. It is often seen that

dogmatical opinions pervade the minds of many agri-

culturists, often imbibed in youth, and even after-

wards, for want of a thorough investigation of
" cause and effect.''

But to return to our subject. I would recommend
the dung to be used for the bean crop, to have gone
through in mixing, only the first stage of decompo-
sition. I am perfectly aware there is much diffi-

culty in collecting and keeping it just in the state

here recommended, especially when a considerable

quantity is required for a certain breadth of land,

but the nearer it can be brought to this stage at the

time of using, as far as my experience goes, the

better.

Some of your readers will, I dare say, differ in

opinion with me, and every experienced agriculturist

ought to be the best judge of his own case. Climate,
soil, and other circumstances, will, and ought to

haye, their due weight in our minds, before we adopt
the opinions of another. Therefore, JMr. Editor, I

only wish to submit this for tfee consideration of those

of your readers, who, like myself, are seeking infor-

mation upon this most essential of all branches of

human industry.

Your kind insertion of this will again oblige. Sir,

your very obedient servant, Thomas Joy.

REGENERATING OLD PASTURE. — You
once took some notice of my accidental discovery of a
mode of renewing old pasture, when the moss and coarse
herbag-c had g-ot the better of the finer grasses. Since I
wrote to you upon this subject, I have found the field

treated in the way I mentioned (viz., by paring' up the
turf with a paring spade, and laying by the turf, to be
ag-ain replaced after the subsoil has been stirred or
loosened by ploughing' or harrowing), after four years'

experience to be, by the addition of a little lime ashes,

so much improved, that this field now keeps fifteen cattle

fully better than it did ten in its former state ; the land
had been in pasture forty years. The coarse grasses and
moss being completely eradicated, the improvement is

fully more than equal to 1/. an acre ; at an expense of
k-ss than 3/. per acre, for the paring, ploughing, har-
rowing, and laying down of the turf again. No doubt
the pasture is much improved by the addition of a top
dressing' of lime ashes ; and I am of opinion, from what
has taken place in pasture grounds in other parts of my
property, that, by a top dressing of lime of from 80 to

200 bushels per acre (the lime to be applied in greater
or smaller quantities, according to the roughness or
abundance of coarse herbage), an addition is made to

the annual value of the pasture of fully 8s. or 10s. per
acre, which has been confirmed to me in the letting- of

pasture land by auction annually to drovers,

—

Sir C. G.
Steuart Mentcath.

The Waltham Agricultural Association held their
annual show of hunting horses in Croxton Park, on
Wednesday the Sth Jan. The judges on the occasion
were the Earl of Rosslyn, the Hon. C. S. Wortley, and
J. W. L. Gilmour, Esq., whose decision gave general
satisfaction, notvrithstanding the difficult task assigned
to them. Amongst the company present, we noticed
his grace the Duke of Rutland, Lords John and George
Manners, A. Druramond, Esq., Capt. Williams, &c;
The first prize of lOL, (and 51. for being the breeder^
for the best four year old horse, was awarded to Mr.
Hallara, of Fithley, near Bingham, a brown horse by
Sir Gilbert, Filho da Puta, grandam by Old England;
second prize of 151. to Mr. Shilcock, of Frisby, near
Melton Mowbray, a bay horse by Kildare, dam by Sir
Gilbert, grandam by Duplicate, great grandam by
Chanter; third prize of 10?. to Mr. Collingwood, of
Iruham, Lincolnshire, got by Rector, dam by Pilgrim,
grandam by Joe Andrew. —The first prize of 15Z. for
three year old horses was awarded to Mr. T. Casswell,
of Pointon, near Falkingham, for his bay horse by
Partizan, dam by Orphan, grandam by Clothier ; se-

cond prize of lOl. to Mr. Finder, of Barrowby, near
Grantham, for his chestnut horse by Rothelan, dam by
Merlin, grandam by Asparagus.—The first prize of 20?.

for broad mares was awarded to Mr. Finder of Barrow-
by, for his chestnut mare (dam of his chestnut horse
above-named) ; second prize of 15/., awarded to Mr.
Adcock, of Oakham ; third prize of lOZ. withheld, in
consequence of there not being sufficient merit in this

class.—After the judges had gone through their ar-

duous duties, upwards of 40 of the members returned
to the Agricultural Hall, Waltham, where an excellent

dinner was provided ; the Hon. C. S. Wortley in the
chair, to whose unwearied exertions the society are
mainly indebted for their great increase of subscrip-

tions. After the cloth was drawn and the usual loyal

toasts being drunk, the whole of the prizes for plough-
ing, cattle, sheep, &c., for the next anniversary were
fixed, and we are happy in being enabled to state that

a coHsiderable increase of premiums will be oflFered.
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REPORT OF THE IMPROVEMENT OF
THE MUIR OF ALTENS.

BY JAMES FUnCrSON, ESQ., ADVOCATE, ABERDEEN.

(Gold Medal.)

(From the Quarterly Journal of Ayriculture.)

Tlie property of Altens, wliicli holds feu of the

Master of Mortifications of Aberdeen, was purchased

by the reporter in 1833. It is situated on the sea,

coast, in the parish of Nigg-, county of Kincardine-

to the southward of the eastern termination of the

Grampian Mountains.

It consisted at that time of about 111 imperial

acres of arable land, and 341 muir and pasture,

making- a total of 455 acres. Tlie old arable land

lies along' the sea-coast.

Until the year 1830, the only access to tiie pro-

perty was by the great south road, across the old

Bridge of Dee to the Cove, a fishing- vilhige :ibout

three and a half miles southv\ard of Aberdeen, and

thence by a very bad, and sometimes nearly im-

passable road, from the Cove to the pier of Torrie,

through Altens. Although the actual distance of

Altens from Aberdeen was not much more than two

miles, yet the tenants had to travel by this circuitous

and bad road nearly six miles.

In the year 1829, the heritors of Nigg, sensible

of the dis-adTanlages affecting their properties from-

want of access by proper roads, resolved to construct

a suspension bridge, now called Wellington Bridge,

across the river Uee at Craiglug, a little to the south

ward of Aberdeen, and to make a turnpike rood

across it from Aberdeen, by a line mucli nearer the

sea than the great south road, but joining it, at the

distance of little more than four miles. Tiiis

handsome bridge, -and the line of turniiike connected

with it, were completed in the year 1832 at an

expense of -about 6,000/ sterling.

No doubt, the w-ant of access by a good road,

together with the circumstance of the lands and

barony of Torrie, of which this property forms a part,

being held in runrigg between the Master of Morti-

fications of Aberdeen and Mr.Menzies of Pilfoddels,

and a servitude of feal and divot, which existed over

nearly one-third of the muir ground, in favour of the

adjoining property of South 'Loirston, contributed in

a great degree to retard the improvement of the land

in this localitjr, notwithstanding its near vicinage to

Aberdeen.
As the new line of turnpike did not pass through

Altens, but at a distance of half a mile to the west-

ward, the reporter commenced his improvements in

October 1833, by making a road from the old road al

the sea-coast to the new turnpike, near the new
church of Nigg, the line extending to 1,933 ells of 37
inches; 1,453 ells were made by the reporter ibr

7QL ; and the remaining 480 ells by Mr. Crombic of

North Loirston, for 30/. Tlie road was formed,

metalled, and finished, according to specilicalion, by
March 1834.

Soil.—The reporter had the muir ground minutely

examined by pitting, and found it to consist generally

of a good yellow loam, incumbent on a subsoil of

clay and gravel ; and, having purchased the servitude

of feal and divot for 40/. he immediately commenced
the improvement of the land .

Trenching.—The appearance of the surface of

the muir was rather uninviting; for although, on

diiferent parts of it, traces of the old mode of culture

by baulk and rigg were apparent its general aspect

was characterized by short stunted heath, in many
places thickly studded with stones, and with tumuli

of stones and earth, indicating scenes of former

bloodshed, with here and there boggy places in-

terspersed. Its general appearance would not have

led even an experienced person to expect any thing

like the uniform continuous extent of good soil,

which the operations have since made apparent;

and it was evidently much loo rugged for the

plough. The reporter therefore determined on

trenching it, to ihe depth of sixteen inches, with

the spade. This operation is well understood, and

has been extensively practised in the neighbourhood

of A^berdeen. The trenching of about 3^2 imperial

acres was completed, conformably to specification,

by the middle of April 1835, -at an expense of

y'lO/. i3s. 4d. being at the rate of bL lis. 8d. per

acre.*

Boring and Blasting Stones.—The next opera-

tion, which went on simullaneousl}^ with the

trenching, was that of boiing and blasting such

earth -fast stones as appeared in the course of the

work, and which were too large to be turned on

the surface by the tramp-pick, or lever.

The quantity ofstones turned on the surface of the

ground during the operation of trenching was very

great, and a considerable number of them required

blasting. As shewn in the account of expenses, there

were bored upwards of 1,543 feet of stone, with a

jumper of an inch in diameter, at 6d. per foot, and

-240 feet, w-ith a jumper of two inches diameter,

at Is. per foot, the whole expense of this operation

on the 32 acres being 50/. 14s. 3d., or 11. lis. 8d.

per acre.

Draining.—After the completion of the trenching,

the oijeration of draining proceeded. From the nature

and situation of the ground, much of this was not

necessary. On reference to the account, it will be

seen that the whole drains extended only to 1,405

ells of 37 inches for the 32 acres. The drains were

cut four feet in depth, four feet in width at the top,

and three feet in width at the bottom ; and were

built with an eye nine inches square, covered and
filled with small stones to within fourteen inches of

the surface. The small stones were then covered

witii the surface-sods, which were preserved for the

})urpose, and the mould levelled. The drains were

finished for 43d. per ell, the expense amounting in

tlie whole to 23/. 8s. 4d., or 14s. 7d. per acre.

Clearing and Dvking.—The 32 inijierial acres of

land tUus trenched and drained were laid out into

fields of nearly equal size. Altliough Iho quantity

of stones turned up was very considerable, yet

when roads were made, and a new dwelling-house

and offices were built for the tenants, in conjunction

with draining and dyking, they were consumed
;

but, when houses and roads were not required, the

surplus stones were stowed away into what are

called consumption-dykes. Tlie operations of clear-

ing the whole land of the stones, laying them into

the lines of the dykes, and depositing the surplus

ones on a piece of adjoining muir ground, intended

for the site of the new dwelling-house and offices,

were contracted for at 7|d. per ell of the dykes.

The dykes, which enclosed and subdivided the

trenched land into fields, extended to ^1697 ells, at

4id. per ell, of these dimensions ; height, including-

the coping, 'Ih feet ; width at the base 3 feet, and at

the top 18 inches, having- a sunk foundation, filled

* For the sake of exhibiting the greatest number
of the items of expense, and of avoiding repetition

of the expenses of each portion of ground improved,
we have taken the particulars of only the second portion

of giound trenched and improved, in preference to any
of the rest.—Editor.
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with small stones. Tliey were completed, according-

to specification, by July 1835. One consumption-

dyke was built, 200 ells in length, 10 feet in width

at the base, 5 feet in height, and 7 feet in width at

the top, and cost 2s. 4d. per ell ; another, J 00 ells

in length, of about half the above dimensions, with

the exception of the height, was built for Is. 2d. the

ell. The expenses of all these operations of clearing

and dyking amounted to £lo2 3s. lOd., or £4 2s. 7d.

per acre.

Manuring.—A compost was used for tliis pur-

pose, consisting of turf, town dung, and whale-blub-

ber refuse. To obtain the turf, the surface sods,

taken from the different lines of road, and those

from tlie foundations of the dykes, were preserved

and stacked. The quantity used were 32 cubic

yards or loads per acre, which, after being broken

down and pulverised, were mixed with 16 loads of

night-soil from Aberdeen, purchased from the police,

and 32 cwt. of whale-bludder refuse, procured from

the whale-fishino- companies in Aberdeen and Dun-
dee. This mass was several times turned and
properly mixed, when it was found to be well

adapted for quickening, and calling into operation

the capabilities of the soil. The manuring for these

32 acres with this compost, together with about 29

bushels of lime per acre, cost 203/. 4s. lid., or

61. 7s. per acre.

The farm road requisite to give access to the fields

extended to 992 ells, which, at 8Jd. the ell, cost

34/. 2s. The whole expense incurred in improving
these 32 acres, including the expense of superinten-

dence, as may be seen in the detailed account, ex-

clusive of the roads, amounted to 669/. 12s. 7|d.,

or 21/. lis. ll^d. per acre.

It will be obvious that it would have been impo?-
sible for the reporter to have got the first portion of

the land trenched, drained, and cleared of stones,

enclosed, and the necessary quantit}^ of manure
collected and prepared, in time to bring the land

into crop in 1834. Accordingly, after being cleared

of the stones and enclosed, it was allowed to remain
in that state till the spring of 1835, betwixt and
which time there was time to collect the manure.

In February 1835, the reporter proceeded with
the erection of the first new steading and houses,

which had been agreed upon betwixt him and his

tenants. Of the 62 acres which had been improved,
50 were added to a farm which had previously con-
sisted of about 49 acres, the old houses on it having
been much decayed, and quite inadequate for the

accommodation of the tenant. It had been agreed
that the tenant should perform the carriage of

materials, and pay 2^ percent. 3'early, on the amount
disbursed in the erection of the houses and steading,

besides the stipulated rent of 323. per acre for the

land, so that the additional 50 acres, with the rate of

interest on the houses, cost the tenant nearly 37s,

per acre of rent.

The dwelling-house was built in the cottage style,

with a square of offices beliind, at an expense to the

reporter of 498/. 12s. lOd. At the same time he
built a cottage, barn, and byre, for another tenant,

at an expense of 82/. 7s. lOd. They were finished

previous to the term of Martinmas 1835, when the

tenants obtained possession of them.
The particulars now given are strictly applica-

ble to the improvement of about 32 acres, begun in

1834, and the land having been let for 32s. an acre,

and the tenant paying besides 2^ per cent, on the
cost of the buildings, with 2/. 10s. a-year for the

advantage of the new road, the reporter derived a

fair return for the outlay of his capital.

In 1835 he commenced the improvement of other

53 acres intended for a farm. Wages being high,

and part of the ground much rougher than the rest,

the trenching cost from 8/. to 10/. 8s. per acre ; and
the quantity of stones having been so much greater

than usual, 866 ells of consumption-dykes were
obliged to be built, at 2s. 4d. the ell. The boring

and blasting of stones cost as much as 51. 4s. the

acre. The total outlay was 1295/. I6s. 6d., being at

the rate of 24/. an acre, which with the cost or

299/. 3s,6d. for houses, amounted in all to 1595/.

The rent obtained for the land was 36s. an acre, or

96/. 15s. a-year, which gives 6 per cent, on the out-

lay.

Tlie reporter has thus expended, in the improve-

ment of 117 imperial acres of land, in the manner
now partly detailed, from November 1833 to Decem-
ber 1837, a period of about four years, the sum of

3()12/. sterling, and has thereby increased the rental

of his property from 1Q6L to 406/., or 220/. a-year,

being a return of 6 per cent, on the amount ex-

pended in improvements, and 4f per cent, on the

fee-simple of the estate and subsequent outlay.

Rotation of Cropi'ing.—The rotation, stipulated

with the tenants, was the five-course shift of two
years' grass, and alternate green and grain crops.

Produce.—The land was at first sown with oats,

and a small part of it with grass-seeds along witli

the oats. The fiist 32 acres were in crop in 1§35,
and their produce was rather more than 48 bushels,

or 6 quarters per acre, worth, by the fiars price of

that year, 25s. per quarter with the fodder, or

71. 10s. per acie. Part was sold on the ground at

91. 12s. per acre.

The second 32 acres were in crop in 1836, and
the produce may also be stated at 48 bushels, or 6

quarters per acre, worth, with the fodder, at the fiars

price, 30s. 9d. per quarter, about 9/. 4s. 6d. per
acre.

Tlie third 32 acres were in crop in 18.37 ; and
it will be remembered that this was a verj^ backward
spring, for the sowing was not completed until the

8th of May. The crop was, in consequence, not so

good as in the two preceding years, althougli its soil

was in no respect inferior to the rest. Perliaps on
two-thirds of the acres the produce was equal, as

usual, to about 48 bushels, or 6 quarters per acre
;

but on the otiier third, it was believed that the seed

used was of inferior quality, and the crop was con-

siderably less. The average may be stated at 38
bushels per acre, which, with the fodder at 26s. lid.

per quarter, the fiars price of that crop, would be
worth about 61. 8s. 9d. peracre.

The remaining 21 acres were cropped with oats in

the spring of 1838, and, notwithstanding the ungenial

nature of the season, have yielded a crop nearly

equal to that of any of the former years. Part of it

was sold on the ground on the 8th of September,
during the very tempestuous and inclement weather

which then prevailed, for 71. 16s. per acre.

The reporter having found the price of labour con*

siderablv higher in the autumn of 1837 than in the

previous years, made a pause in his operations, in

order to have an opportunity of observing the results

on the new farm last completed. He took the op-

portunity, during the winter of 1837-8, to trench

two detached pieces of waste, comprising about four

acres, which, although not rougher than otherswhich

had been trenched, could not be executed for less

than 8/. an acre.

The reporter's intention is again to proceed with
the trenching, and from the appearance of the

ground, there is reason to expect that he will be

able to go on without interruption, to the extent of

nearly 100 acres more, without encountering difli-
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culties of a more serious description tlian tliose which
have already been overcome.

The stvite of the property in the autumn of 1838
was this :

—

Total extent of Altens .... 435 Imp. acres

Whereof were old arable land,

at the time of the purchase in

1833, 114
Improved, and let by the re-

porter, from 1833 to 1838,

aad now under crop, 117
Improveable muirjnot yet im-

proved, 110
Not susceptible of improve-

ment, 124
455 ,,

Expense of the first Crop.—The expense dis-

bursed by the reporter, in raising the first crop on
the first 32 acres trenched in 1833—34, and cropped
in 1835, cannot be stated at less than 2'2l. 16s. jier

imperial acre on the land, and (M, 12s. pei- acre for

houses, together 29Z. 8s. per acre, composed of the
following items :

—
£ s. </.

Trenching, per acre 7 8
Boiing and blasting stones .... 2 8
Draining 16
Clearing the ground of stones,

and laying them iir the lines of

the dykes ....» 2 8
Building the dykes 1 12
Laying down manure 7

Subsidiary roads 8

Superintendence, &c IG

£22 16
Houses, per acre 6 12

£29 8

It will readily occur to those conversant in such
matters, that the sum expended by the reporter in
money on these improvements, did not constitute
their whole cost. Although the necessary quantity
of manure was laid down on the ground "by the re-

porter, and the tenant did not expend any money in
raising the first crop, yet he contributed much
labour after the manure was laid down, which, in

estimating the entire cost of the inaprovements, falls

to be included in the total sum expended.

In the first place, the tenant mixed and turned
several times, before it was laid on the land, tLe
mass of turf, town-dung and bludder-refuse, equal to

about 50 loads per acre, the labour of which would
cost per acre, £0 10 6

He gathered and carted off great
quantities of small stones 11

He ploughed the land to lay it oft' in

ridges C 8
He harrowed to level it 4
He put out the dung, and spread it 12
He ploughed in the dung 8
He purchased seed oats 16
He harrowed and rolled tlae land. . .060

the fodder, 25s. per quarter, the proceeds would
be, £7 10
From which deduct the value of tlie

labour, and seed expended by the

tenant as statfid above, £3 15 6
With the rent payable

to the reporter. ..... 1 12

5 7 6

£3 15 6

Which, with the 22L 16s. previously expended by
the reporter, make a total of 2dZ. lis. 6'd. per acre, on
the l.ad.

Allowing, therefore, that the first crop raised on
the land was equal to 48 bushels, or 6 q uarters per
acre, which is a moderate computation, worth, with

£2 2 6

And there remains a surplus to the tenant of two
pounds two shillings and sixpence per imperial
acre.

This amount of produce, however, may fall off"

somewhat as to grain, the crops of oats being gene-

rally heavier at first than can afterwards be looked

for : and the amount of the average returns of the

various crops, produced on tlie farms in the neigh-

bourhood, may therefore afford fully as correct an
estimate. These are about four quarters of oats, and
the same quantity of here, 180 stones (of 22 lb. per

stone) of hav, ;ind 24 bolls (of 40 stones per boll)

of potatoes, per imperial acre, on the same qualitj' of

soil, when well treated and in good order.

General Observations. — In the course of his

operations, the reporter has found a difficulty of

raising- grass on new land. As already mentioned,
part of the land was sown down with grass-seeds,

along with the first crop of oats, and where this was
done, about 30 busliels of lime, per acre, were
added to the compost ; but whether it was owing to

the soil not having been sufficiently pulverized, or

the heavy crops of oats injured the grass, or both,

the reporter sees no encouragement to sow grass-

seeds along with the first crop on new land.

There was just one exception to this practice, in

the instance of a field of about five acres, which
was trenched in the winter of 1833— 4. This field

was cropped, for the first time, with turnips, in the

summer of 1834. In spring 1835, it was sown out

with oats and grass-seeds, and here the grass suc-

ceeded much better, although deficient in respect of

thickness of sole, vs'bich, indeed, from the quantity

of small stones vet remaining on the surface, could

not have been expected to be otherwise.

The turnips did not grow to large roots, but their

cjuality was very superior, and the crop upon the

whole a-fair one. If the reporter might venture to

express an opinion on the subject, he would recom-

mend a crop of oats first, then a green crop, either

turnips or [)otatoes, succeeded by oats, which could

be sown down with grass-seeds. It seems a fact,

sufficiently ascertained, that new land will not carry

grass until it has first been green cropped

.

In following the plan of improvement above de-

tailed, by laying down on the ground tlje quantity

of manure necessary for raising the first crop, be-

fore letting the land, it will occur, that an advantage

might be taken by an unprincipled tenant, to appro-

priate to himself tlie proceeds of the first grain crop,

and not return it to the land in the shape of manure,'

in order to maintain the fertility of the soil ; and the

opportunity of committing suoh a fraud would, of

course, be facilitated by the circumstance of the

farm, consisting entirely of new land, having no

grass in summer, and no green crop in winter, and

thereby presenting no inducement to purchase cattle,

in order to convert the straw into manure. In case

of sucli a circumstance occurring, it is necessary to

dis]iose of the grain and fodder of the first crop, and

])urchase manure for the land ; but the best security

the reporter had against such an occurrence, con-

sisted in having the choice of an old tenant, to whom
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the new land was let in conjunction witli his old

farm.

It is obvious to persons of experience, that in tlie

first years of a lease of new land, it is a great advan-

tage to the tenant to have some extent of old land,

already in his occupation, adjoining- to the new, as

as he has tlien the means of supporting cattle, liorses,

and his own family, and cultivating those crops

most suitable for bringing the new huid into the pre-

scribed rotation.

Tlie reporter has always bound tlie tenant to drive

the materials necessary for tlie new buildings ; and

as these have been extensive, a consider;ib!e saving-

has been not only insured to the reporter in actual

outlay, but this laliour coupled with that which the

tenant has to perform on the land in first cropping

it, presents but little temptation to him to abandon a

subject, in which he has acquired an interest in the

land, and whicli acquisition affords him a prospect

of advantage during the currency of the lease, if

the land is fairly treated.

In prosecuting the improvement of a waste of this

description, it is of material consequence that a

regulru- plan of operation be laid down, in the first

place, and strictly adhered to, as to the size of the

fields, the lines of the roads, and the sites of tlie

houses. The reporter has found much satisfaction

in proceeding in this way, for, instead of the un-

sightly appearance of irregularly shaped fields and
crooked roads, square fields, of pretty nearly equal

size, and straight lines of roads to intersect them, not

only gratify the eye, but promote the economical

labouring of the soil.

As a check on the contractors of work, they were
only entitled to periodical payments lor two-thirds

of the work completed, the other third being retained

as a security for the satisfactory completion of the

work ; and this the reporter has found to be the

only safe plan of dealing with the generality of con-

tractors in the neighbourhood of a town, where
large operations of this nature can be carried on to

most advantage.

It is obvious that the winter is the best season for

carrying on the operation of trenching- ground,

except in very wet soil, the ground being then moist,

soft, and much more easily worked, than when dried

and hardened by the summer heat. Besides,

labourers are then generally to be had in sufficient

numbers, and at moderate wages, when other field-

labour is not so plentiful.

The number of hands employed at the work was
considerable, the lots being mostly let singly to

different contractors, who brought labourers with

them, so that, towards the end of the year, from

seventy to eighty men might be seen working on the

ground at one time.

It was absolutely necessary to have a person of

integrity and competent skill constantly on the

ground, whose sole business was to go among the

people with his guage in his hand, and keep the

contractors and their labourers to the terms of the

specifications, for, without constant superintendence,

the generality of contractors and labourers do not

scruple to take advantage of circumstances, and
which it is not diflScult for them to do without de-

tection, for although the surface, while trenching,

appears unobjectionable, yet the stones under the

ground may not be thrown on the surface, nor

may the subsoil be dug to the necessary depth
;

and these deficiencies of work would only be dis-

covered when the plough came in contact with them
as obstructions.

The reporter found it expedient, besides the tools

which the contractors brought with them, -which
consisted of a spade, a mattock, a pick-axe, and a
tramp-pick, to furnish them with a couple of large

levers, by means of which, and the mutual nssistance

given by the labourers to each other in working
them, stones, much above the dimensions mentioned
in the specification for trenching, were rolled on the

surface, and a very considerable saving was thus
effected on this item of expense.

Specifications.—The specifications submitted b}^

the reporter to the contractors for the various kinds
of work executed were in these terms :

—
For Road-making.—The road to be 18 feet wide

within the ditches ; the turf on the surface to be
pared off to the depth of 4 inches, nnd removed ; the
requisite cutting and embanking to be finished with
a regular slope ; the metal box to he 10 feet wide;
the metal to be broken to the weight of 8 oz. for 4
Indies on the top, and 5 inches in dhmieter for 5
inches at the bottom, making the metal in all, when
finished, 9 inches in thickness ; the metal and sides

to be covered with blinding, and the curvature of
the road to be 3 inches in the centre ; the ditches to

be 12 inches deep, and 16 inches broad at the bot-
tom, with sloped sides ; drains to be built across the

road, varying from 18 inches to 3 feet square in the

opening of the building of stone and lime, and
covered with 6-inch flags having a hold at each end
of 6 inches; the drains to be causewayed in the
bottom, and the outlets for the water to be cut from
the top of the causeway; the estimate to he made
b}^ lineal measure.

For Trenching.—Each trench to be 3 fieet in

width, and 16 inches in depth; the turf of the

second trenching to be removed 4 inches in thick-

ness, reversed, laid on the bottom of the first trench,
and the mould to be cast upon it, and levelled ; all

stones to be thrown on the trenched surface, except
such as require blasting with gunpowder, around
which the ground is to be cleared, their fragments
to be afterwards thrown on the trenched surface, and
the hollows filled up ; each lot must be begun to be
trenched witJiin eight d:iys after being contracted
for ; and should the workmen be absent for three

successive days, in working weather, the job to be
let to other contractors.

For clearing the ground of Stones.—The
smallest stones to be put into the foundation of the
dykes that have been cast out, and levelled to

within 3 inches of the surface of the ground ; the
remainder to be laid down in the line of roads or

drains, as may be required ; the larger stones to be
laid down in the line of the dykes on both sides,

within 3 feet of the foundation ; for building the
conduit of drains; and for the construction of
houses.

For bvilding Dykes. The dykes to be built in

straight lines ; to be four feet in height above the

average surface of the ground ; to be 3 feet wide at

the bottom, and 18 inches at the top under the

coping ; the cope to be formed of large fiat stones,

laid across, and projecting ; no round stones to be

used in packing, except after being broken.

Statement of the Particulars of Expense in Trenching,

Blasting Stones, Draining, Clearing, Enclosing, and

Manuring 32 Acres of Waste Land, and Building

tico Houses andOfficeson Aliens, in 1834, 1835.

1834. Implements.

Nov. Carpenter and Blacksmith, for

furnishing two powerful oaken le-

vers heavily mounted with iron, for

turning out large stones in trenching,
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£ s. d.

and for repairs of jumpers and

trenching irons ^ 611

TnENCIIING.

From Nov. to April.—Trenching 32 acres

of waste land, lt> inches in depth, at

the average expense of £6 11 8 per

acre .210 13 4

2]7

BonixG AND Blasting.

From JVoi!. to A'prll.—Boring and hlasting

240 feet 4 inches of stone witli a 2-

inch jumper, at Is. per foot 12 3

And 15-18 feet 3 inches of stone with an

inch jumper, ac 6d. per foot, making
the expense of this operation 32s. an

acre 38 14

oO 14 3

Draining,

Feb. Cutting 4 feet wide at the top, 4 feet

deep, and 3 feet wide at the hottoni,

building 9 inch eye therein, and fil-

ing 1405 ells in the trenched land, at

4d. per ell of 37 inches, making the

expense of this o])eration 143. lOd.

per acre, 2- 8 4

Clearing and Dyking.

May.—Cutting and clearing out founda-

tions of 2131 ells of common dykes,

and fdling them with small stones, at

5s. per 100 ells 5 7 2

Driving and laying down stones for

2697 ells of common dykes, at 3|d.

per ell 39 6 71

June.—Building 2697 ells of common
dykes, at 4id, per ell, 50 11 4i

Driving stones for, and building 208

ells of consuming dyke, 10 i'eet wide
at base, 5 feet high, and 7 feet wide
at top, at 2s. 4d. per ell 24 5 4

Driving stones for, and building 99 ells

of consuming dyke, of half the above

dimensions, at is. 2d. per ell .5 15 6

Gratuity to the contractor 5

Clearing 7 new fields of small stones

left bv the dykes, after the dykes

were finished 7 16 6

138 2 6

Cash from Dr. Crombie of North Loir-

ston, for half the expense of laying

doNv^n stones for, and building march
dykes, making the expense of clear-

ing and enclosing £4 4s, per acre . . 5 18 8

132 3 10

1834. Manuring.

Dec. Digging and stacking 1040 cubic

yards of turf from the line of roads,

for compost, to mix with dung and
blubber refuse, at IJd. Ifd. and 2d.

per yard 7 11 5

Breaking and pulverising the same. ... 4 12 9

12 4 2

Police contractors for 74 lots of street

dung, =518 loads, 16 loads per acre,

at the average of 22s. 6;Jd. per lot of

7 loads ; less 4s. 3d. on each 17 lots,

paid by the tenant, furnished at that

rate above the average for turnips,

say

Driving the same at, 12s. per

lot

40 tons of blubber refuse

at Dundee, at Is, per ton. . 2

Half cost of 43 casks for

holding it, the rest hired,

the other half charged to

next year's operations. .. . 7 11 10^
Freight of 33 tons of blub-

ber refuse from Dundee, at

8s. per ton 13 6

Men filling casks, cooperage

of 64 casks at Dundee,
freigkt of same from Aber-
deen, cartage, shore duos,

and other shipping charges

atDundee 8 14 6

Hire of 16 casks, containing

8 tons, at Ss 1 4
Commission to my agent at

Dundee, for his trouble.. 3 3

Expense of setting up crane

at Torrie quay, ibr landing 18

Driving 40 tons blubber

refuse, at 2s. 8d. per ton. 5 6 8

Cooperage, taking out heads

of 64 casks, emptying, and
doing them up again, lOs.

6d. ; shore dues, at 3cl.,

8s. 3d 18 9

150 bolls of lime, 6 bolls to

eacli acre, at 2s. lOd. per

boll 21 5

Drivino' 90 bolls, at 6d. per
boll.^ 2 5

£ s. d.

80

44 8

2 91

23 10

203 4 114

1834. Incidents.

Dec.—Liquor and entertainment to la-

bourers, 40s. ; receipt stamps, I5s.

;

and for cartages, filling holes, &c. at

finishing, 32s 4 7

Superintendence.

Nov.—Wages to superintendent, from
3d November 1834, to 27th March
1835, atlOs. a-week 10 .6 8

Agreed compensation for trouble in

planniri'g, lotting off, contracting for

and {superintending the whole work,
at 16s. an acre of land improved .. .. 25

Gratuity for extra trouble, providing

divots and thatch for new houses, . .. 3 3

9 8

Expense of improving the 32 acres, 669 12 7.|

or £21 lis. 114 per acre

1835. Steading and Houses.

Feb,—12 r. 19 y. 8 ft. of mason work, in

the dwelling-house, at £2 9s. per
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£ s. d.

rood ,,t.oo»i oO 15 3

2j r. 1 yd. 10 in. of mason work, in the

offices at, at £2 5s. per rood 55 li

May.—Finishings at stair, some additional

granite slabs, and painting doors and
windows, &c 3 17

N.B.—The stones were laid down-en the

site, at the clearing- of the land, lime

and sand afforded b}' the proprietor,

and carriages by the tenant-

June.—491 feet of Caithness pavement, in

the kitchen and lobby of the house,

at4id
'.

9 4 1

Turvin, jambs, and slabs, 40s. ; stone

shelfing for milk-house, 70s 5 10

Apvil.—Carpenter, plumber, glazier, and

painter work, of house and office . . 232 6 6

May.—Slating house, and slate-easing

offices 30
.Sept.—The plaster work of tlie liouse,

£21 19s., and of the offices,

£5 lis. Did 27 10 5^

223 bolls of'lime, at 23. 8d. per boll . . 29 14 o

Digging 12,000 turfs for roofs of offices,

at 2s. per 1000 1 10

1835.

Sept. 1122 stones of straw, at 5d., and (Jd.

for thatching offices 24 3 11

Divotiuo- offices, 10s.; thatching 19

roods, at 4s. 2d., 3/. 19s. ; a barrow-

man for preparing- clay and assisting,

4:1. 18s 8 17

Escavating foundations, areas of houses,

and dung court, and wheeling out stuff 8 9 10

Causewaying- stables, byres, and dung
court, 486 yds., at 2id 5 13

Bords to pavements in courts 1 2 10

Wheeling in sand to paviors 9

Builder for plans, specifications and
superintendence of all the preceding

work 10 10

Cutting, building, and filling 223 ells

of drains, to convey water to the

houses, built with an eve, at 4d.

per ell 3 14 4

Boring and blasting 59 feet 4 inch of

stone in the same, with an inch

jumper, at 6d. per foot 1 9 8

Building 9-inch eye in ditto 18 7

Breaking- the face of a mass of stones

driven by the tenant, andblinding the

same for giving access from tlie

main road to the back and front of the

farm offices, and to the back of the

house 4 16 10

Building retaining wall and half-dvkes

of the garden in front of the house,

and forming the road to the house

door, 21. Is. 9d. ; -and half of the

expense of trenching the garden in

front of the same, 30s 3 11 9

Total expense of house and offices 498 12 10

Grand total 1168 5 5|*

* In order to explain the apparent discrepancy

between this sum, and the second sum of 1284L 15s. 'did.

given in the abstract, it is necessary to mention, that

the items of a second house, amounting to S2Z. 7s. lOd.

are omitted to avoid repetition ; as also the farm road,

which cost 34l. 23., the amount of the costs of both
the roads being placed together below.—Editor.

£ s. d.

Metalling and finishing 1453 ells of

main rood to the Wellington turn-

pike, at 11 Jtl. per ell ; and building- 7
drains through it 76 2 5

Dr. Crombie executed the remaining

480 ells

JMetallii);;; and finishing 992 ells of road,

to give access to tlie fields, at S^d.

per ell ••• 34 2

110 4 5

ABSTRACT.
Expense of improving in 1833 and

1834, 32 acres, and making a

new line of road 732 7 5

Expense of improving in 1834 and

1835,32 acres.

Building new steadings and houses,

•and making a farm-rond 1284 15 3§
Expense of improving in 1835, 1836,

and 1837, new farm of 10 fields,

containing 53 acres and build-

ing third new steading thereon, . 1595

This should be of exact Imperial

measure, 117 ac. r. 3. p. 2 yd. . 3612 2 8|

FAiru'ORD Faumeii's Club.—The first meet-
ino- of this club was held on Jan. 16, the subject

for the evening was "the cultivation of tlie tur-

nip." The discussion was highly inlevesting, and
elicited a great deal of valuable practical informa-

tion. The chairman, Mr. J. R. Barker, presided,

and fi'om tlie manner in wiiich he performed the

duly which devolved upon liim at the iirst meet-

ing, there is no doubt that the club will derive

great advantage from his assistance. The next

meeting will be held on the 13th February, when
the " propriety or the impropriety of an alteration

in the corn laws" will ibrm the subject of discus-

sion. In announcing this c^uestion we cannot re-

frain from expressing our most sincere regret that

this subject should be introduced for discussion

at any Farmer's Club. These clubs should en-

tertain those subjects only, which are connected

with the practice of agriculture. If all the members
are agreed upon the Corn Law question, there

can be no use in debating upon it ; if they do not

agree, it will lead to differences and scliisnis which
may eventually end in destroying the club itself.

We are by no means opposed to discussion upon
the corn laws, on the contrary, we would lather

invite it, but it should form no part of the proceed-

ings of the club as a Farmer's Club. Meet else-

where as agriculturists, and debate as fully and
freely as you can, but we would no more suffer

such a debate to take place in the club-room, the

persons present attending in the capacity of

members of llie club, than we would permit

the turmoil of an election taking p)lace in a

church, a praclice wiiich we are glad to see,

being abolished daily. We shall at all

times be happy to insert reports of the proceed-

ings of this, and other " Farmer's Clubs," be-

lieving such institutions //' properhi managed to be

the most powerful engines for improving the con-

dition of the farmers, and aiding and promoting

improvements in agiiculture.
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ON TRANSPLANTING WHEAT.
Sir,—I have reasons for thinking', which I need not

at present state, that wheat so far from bein^ only an

annual, is at least a biennial or triennial, if not a peren-

nial plant. I have heard of its being re-produced from

the old root in more than one instance after it had been

out of the ground for some time, carried several miles,

and then transplanted. Whether this could be advan-

tageously applied to reprular farming is not the point

now under discussion, that may be determined here-

after ; but so convinced am I of the probability of this

rej-'eneration, that I purpose asaiii trying the plant with

four different kinds of the slubble roots this Spring, and
I wish others would do t//e snnie, from which motive I

now mention it. As wheat shoots down very deep, and
the roots are the mo?t essential part towards its future

re-production, they should be taken up very carefully,

and to a siiffi.cieiit depth, then planted in some good soil,

or garden mould, and be well protected. Had we
"experimewtal farms," which always appear to me ne-

cessary adjuncts to the English Agricultural Society,

and which your sensible correspondent signing himself
" A Scotch Farmer," and jnany others so highly recom-

mend, this experiment might be tried under proper care

;

but, until they are established (which I trust ere long

will be the case), I hope some enquiring agriculturists

will follow my example, and at the proper season, (for

now is not the right time,) transplant some roots of

wheat, and ascertain whether they will not grow out

again, tiller well, and bear a good quantity of stalks

and grain. It should be considered that wheat is one

of the " grasses," and they reproduce themselves every

year from the original roots. The same qualities and
powers, it may fairly be presumed, apply to the same
genera.

The old Spring wheat, as being nearest to the natural

plant, or most unimproved, is likeliest to shoot out from

the former root. It was that sort I have seen repro-

ductive.

I am. Sir, your ebedient servant,

H. Jemmett.
Burford, Jan, 15.

ON EXTRANEOUS M.\NURES—
NITRATE OF SODA.

It is reported that a remark was made by Lord Kaimes

ninety years ago, that such improvements would be

made in agricultural chemistry, that sufficient manure

for an acre would one dny be cnriled in a man's coat

pocket ; and that a trite answer nas made to the remark,

that the produce might then be brought away in the

waistcoat pocket. Now, although this period has not

yet arrived, yet something approaching to the small

quantity of manure necessary to give vigour to an acre

of wheat, has been proved on Guildford Down? during

the past year—not that the kind of manure alone was

taken up by the crop, but that it formed a great stimu-

lator to the extra growth there cannot be a doubt

;

bringing into activity probably some latent manures

laying in the ground ; for a strong alkali will convert

oleaginous matters into a saponaceous consistency, and

in that state becomingsoluble in water, hence it is taken

up by the sponprelets of the root in a liquid state.

In March, 1839, Mr. John Ryde, BailifFto Frederick

Mangles, Esq., of Down Farm, Guildford, dressed over

many acres of wheat with 1 j cwt. of niti'ate of soda to

, the acre, leaving about hulF an acre in the middle of

the field undressed ; the difference in the colour of the

wheat was seen in the course of ten days, and could be

seen at a mile distance ; when nearly ripe the straw had

the appearance of being nine or ten inches longer than

the other part, and much stronger; at reuping seven

rods of each part was measured, cut, and kept separate.

The nitred part produced 24 sheaves, containing 11

gallons of wheat and 64 lbs. of straw, where the seven

rods was not so dressed, the produce was 15 sheaves,

containing Q\ gallons of wheat and 40 ll>s. of straw.

BagshotjJan. 14. E. J. L.

ON THE CULTIVATION OF SWEDE
TURNIPS.

Sir,—Being one of those who had the pleasure of
being present at the discussion on the cultivation of

Swede turnips at the English Agricultural Society's

Rooms on the evening of the 14th ult., I read
with much interest your remarks on the same
suDJect. Every person present at the discussion

mu*t have felt indebted to Mr. Matson, for his so

readily complying with the wish of the meeting that he
would give an account of his system of cultivation, and
there can be no doubt, but that, through the care he
takes in the cultivation of the land, and the selection of

his seed, he has succeeded in growing very large crops,

and of most excellent quality ; ample proof of the latter

was afforded by the specimens he exhibited at the Smith-
field Shew ; and of the former, viz., the weight per acre,

he readily offered the most respectable references. With-
out therefore in the slightest degree impugning Mr.
Matson's statement of quantity, I may yet be permitted
to express a desire for further information on thesubject.

In alluding to the matter you say " the statement made
by Blr. Mntson, that he and some of his neighbours had
grown forty tons per acre excited the astonishment of
several persons present."* For forty, read forty-five
tons, and your account is correct—the turnips to be
clean topped and tailed before weighing. Residing as
I do in a district where the turnip cultivation is extensive,

and has been considered good ; and yet where half the
above-mentioned weight per acre of Swedes, is con-
sidered heavy, my neighbours and myself are naturally

anxious for the fullest particulars of a crop doubling
our own. You allude to a Suffolk correspondent " who
has this year grown upwards of thirty tons per acre,"

an indefinite quantity—not so that grown by Mr.
Sceugall, quoted in the same paper, who under the
same system of cultivation pursued by Mr. Rlatson,

obtained thiity-ibur tons, two cwt. per acre—nearly
one-fourth less than the Kentish crop ! 'J'here can be
no question of the value of autumn cultivation for

turnips, but although not generally adopted, it is no
new system, and is frequently practised for beet, which
requiring to be sown earlier, leaves less opportunity for

springer summer cultivation. It is not on that part of
the system, that I seek far information, for this Mr.
IMatson very kindly detailed to us at the meeting—but
should this meet his eye, and for one should be much
obliged to him if he woulil inform your readers of the

width between his rejws,— of the distance from plant to

plant on the rows,—and ofthe average weightof a single

root,—clean topped and toiled. By complying with

this request, 1 am sure he will oblige many others

beside. Sir, obedient servant,

Jan. 15. RusTicus.

POULTRY.—" When," says M.Bose, " it is wished
to have eggs during the cold season, even in the dead
of winter, it is necessary to make the fowli roost over an
oven, in a stable, in a shed where many cattle are kei)t,

or to erect a stove in the fowl house on purpose. By
such methods, the farmers of Auge have chickens fit

for the table in the month of April, a period when they
are only beginning to be hatched in the farms around
Paris, althojjgh further to the south, it would be de-
sirable that stoves in fowl houses were more commonly
known near great towns, where luxury grudges no ex-
pence for the convenience of having fresh eg'gs." It is

wortliy of remark, that the Irish peasantry, whose
poultry occupy at night a corner of the cabin, along
with tlie cow, the pig, and the family, frequently lay

very early, in consequence ofthe warmth of their night
quarters ; and there can be no doubt tliat this is the

chief secret for having new laid eggs in winter, paying
at the same time due attention to yirotect the hens from
wet, and to have them young, or at least early in moult-
ing.

—

From the Poultry Yard, by Peter BoswelL

* A letter on the sntiject from Mr. M~.tson will be found
at page 145.
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INTKODUCTEON OF A SUBSOIL
PLOUGH INTO ELLEL.

We liave upon several occasions, when advert-

ing to the use of nenly invented agricultural im-

plements, the trial of new experiments, or the

introduction of any new plan of cultivation in farm

management generally, given it as our opinion,

that the landlord should be the first to move ; it is

he who should take the first step, by setting the

example, or at least put himself in the vanguard.

We are happy in being enabled to cite in confir-

mation of our views, an instance in which the

talented and indefatigable agent of Ids Grace the

Duke of Hamilton, Mr. Lamb of Hay Carr,

EUel, having procured a subsoil plough, exhibited

it at work for the benefit of the tenantry in a

neighbourhood where, although the existence of

such an implement was known, the practical use

of it was altogether unknown. Judgment and

discretion will effect more good at the cost of a

few pounds, than in many cases will result from

the expenditure of large sums. A report of the

proceedings on the occasion alluded to, will be

found below.

The farmers ia the neighbourhood of Lancaster have
of late heard a great deal at sigricultiu-al dinners and
through agricultural publications, respecting the ad-

vantages of the subsoil plough ; but they have, we be-

lieve, hitherto had no opportunity of seei;ig it in ope-

ration. However desirous the common farmer may be

to make a trial of subsoil ploughing, yet it cannot be
expected of him to obtain so novel and expensive an
implement at his own cost. It is therefore with great

pleasure we announce that his Grace the Duke of Ha-
milton, witli the view of assisting his tenants in the ca-

reer of improvement recently marked out for them by
his Grace's active agent, W.Lamb, Esq., has directed

that a subsoil plough be forwarded from Scotland for

the use of his tenants in this neighbourhood.
Monday last being the day appointed for the working

of the plough, a number of his Grace's tenants and of

the neighbouring agriculturists assembled in a field ad-

joining Hay Carr, EUsl, the residence of Mr. Lamb.
Owing to the severe frost, the ploughing did not com-
mence until near ten o'clock, and the same agency pre-

vented the ground from working freely ; but notwith-

standing this, and the drawback arising from men and
horses being unused to their work, the powerful instru-

ment gave much satisfaction to the numerous specta-

tors. A common plough, drawn by four horses, two
abreast, turned over a fiirrow of eight inches deep. This

was followed by the subsoil plough, drawn by four

horses attached to it in the same way, which breaking

up the stiff clay subsoil, without bringing it to the sur-

face, leaves the land ever afterwards easy of cultivation

to any depth necessary. Most of the farmers present

expressed a high opinion of the benefits which must
arise from the use of the subsoil plough in clay lands.

They have yet, it appears, to learn its value on the

lighter soils, numerous experiments upon which have
demonstrated its efficacy also.

The Suffolk mole plough was also at work in a field

adjoining, suitable from the retentiveness of the soil

and absence of stones for its working, and a great ex-

tent of drains was quickly performed.
Thorough draining, followed by the subsoil, has

effected much in other districts where farming is best

understood, and agriculture carried on to its highest per-

fection ; and much praise is due to Mr. Lamb for intro-

ducing it, and calling the attention of the farmers of

this locality to its merits.

After witnessing the working of the draining plough
and the subsoil plough, the company, about fifty in

number, sat down to a plentiful and substantial dinner,

provided for them at Hay Carr, where, brought to-

gether in so agreeable a manner, landlords and tenants

discussed the merits of subsoil ploughing, the best mode
of draining, stock in general, and other agricultural

subjects, and availed themselves of an excellent opportu-

nity of giving and receiving information. Much of in-

terest and enjoyment was thereby added to the kindly

good feeling and social glee with which the evening

was spent. It is to be hoped that Mr. Lamb's praise-

worthy efforts to introduce improvements in farming
w ill meet with a cordial co-operation from others, and
particularly from those to whose benefit he has ever

shown himself s» attentive, viz., the numerous tenantry

on those estates placed under his care.

—

Lancaster

Guardian.

HOP STATISTICS.
East Retford, Jan. 1, 1840.—The hop duty for the

present yeir having been offiuiallyanaounced, and its

amount falling shoit full thirty thousand pounds of what
the spculators had anticipated, it may not be deemed
out of plince liere, ity those interested in the culture of

this indispensable uriicle of our home consumption, to

offer a few observations on the state of the growers at

the present time, as- also of their future prospects, feeling

assured as we do that a considerable change must ere

long take place both in the value of the commodity, and
in the quantity of land now occupied in its culture,

—

the latter, as a matter of course, following the extent of

the former to its utmost limits.

To those unacquainted with the expense attendant

upon the formation of a hopground, as well as of the

annual sum required for keeping it in a proper state of

cultivation, a few facts loosely thrown together may not

be unacceptable. In the first place, the land itself

ought to be of first rale quality, possessing a deep and
strong' soil, and otherwise suitably adapted both as to

drainage, local situation, &c., &c. Such land would
be worth to rent fiom 50s. to 60-;. per acre, and when
it is borne in mind that such land (especially in the

North Clay district) is so cut up as to admit of large

open drains at a distance of every four or five yards, the

difficulty of bringing it back again to its oi'iginal level

state will be seen to be very great ; and the expense

attendant on siujh an undertaking, as well as the dete-

rioration which must take place in the quality of the top

soil, by re-filling and levelling the ex'Tivations will be
perceived to be very serious and cosily indeed. It is a

matter therefore of giave consideration to the agricul-

turist before he decides upon the cultivation of a hop-

yard, as in many cnses he is adapting the best of his land

from one purpose to another, wiiliout, in nuvny instances,

any reasonable prospect of an adequate remuneration.

The first year's expense in trenching an acre of land,

—

opening the drains, manuring, procuring the sets, pro-

viding the poles, jjolling, labour, &c. wili amount to

upwards of 21/. without any return whatever being ex-

pected : and this adds 21s. to the rent of the land as

mentioned above. The second .year is less expensive,

but any return is again altogether unexpected, as it

seldom happens that any produce worth gathering is

realized until the third year. Having thus got into full

bearing, the future expense is next to be calculated

;

and this of itself is of no light or trivial nature. Sup-
pose we take the present year as an example. The
growth of the North Clays generally will barely average
five cwt. per acre ; and this one acre, up to the season

of pulling (including' rent, tillics, taxes, digging,

manuring, polling, and other additional expenses) will

cost upwards of 181. Pulling commences, and this

large amount in pulling, drying, bagging, expense of

bags, other necessary charges, and the duty, is swelled

to no less than 32/. per acre, which, when divided by
the quantity of five cwt. will show the actual cost to the

grower to be upwards of 6/. per cwt., being more by
40s. per cwt. than the average price obtained at the last

October fair, even for many of the best samples. It

may, however, be remarked by some that the average

growth of the country this year averages something

more than seven cwt. per acre. We admit it. But the

price of the Kentish and Sussex growth being quoted at
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about 20.-!. per cwt. lower than we have; quoted the North
Clays, of necessity, therefore, the same loss will actually

be sustained in them as in ©ur own, although tiie

quantity produced be consideraljly more extensive.

Jjefore we proceed further we vriU notice the averag'e

duties paid in the various districts for the last twenty

years, as deduced from the following' table, and from

which some important results maybe drawn.

O0CD00COCCCOCGCOCOCCCO(^COCOCeCGO5COCCa)w Oj w w w w oo w o: w lo to to to to to to lo to to
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©f land should be thrown out of hop cultivation, there
can be but little prospect of the hop grower realizing
that prefit upon his labour and his capital employed
which he has a just and a reasonable ri8:ht to calculate
upon.
The next question which sug'frest itself is, which of the

several districts will be mo;;t affected by this inevitable
changre? And here again we think we can arrive at a
fair and reasonable conclusion. For many years past the
Kent and Sussex districts have produced as many hops
as the consumption of the country has required, whilst
many of the smaller districts, though the quantity of
acres have increased, have retrograded considerably in

qauntity if not in quality. With respect to Kent, the
quantity grown this year is larg-er than any other
since 1819, with the exception of 1822, 1826,
and 1835 ; whilst the growth of Sussex exceeds any
other since that year, with the exception of
1835, Within the last twenty years the VVorcester
district has produced more in 1819, 20, 21, 22, 26, 27,
28, 31, 33, 35 and 36, than it has done in the present
year. In Essex, during the same period, the present
year's growth has been exceeded in 1819, 22, 26. 28,
31, 36 and 37. In the North Clays the late crop does
not come up to those produced in 1819, and the same
succeeding years as Essex ; whilst in the Faraham dis-

trict the years 1822,26, 31, 34, 36 and 37 were far more
prolific than the one gathered there during the late

season. So that with these data facts before us, and tiie

proximity of the great districts to the London market,
it must lie quite evident that the smaller districts have
been suffering, and will continue to suffer the most, and
by consequence, a greater quantity of hop-land must
here be thrown out of cultivation than in the larger
districts, in proportion of the quantity actually culti-

vated.

Such is the present state and such the future prospects
of the hop trade. In the forgoing article we have
thrown out such hints thereon as have struck us as being
absolutely necessary, leaving it to those who are far

better qualified to make their own observations thereon,
or to pursue the inquiry still further. If they are re-

ceived in the same spirit as they have been written, they
cannot fail to afford some instruction and advice to those
of our industrious countrymen who are engaged in the
culture of the hop plant, and may prove a source of
some little amusement to the reader in general.

For the amusement and information of teetotallers,

we may state that the average value of the hops con-
sumed in the United Kingdom, amounts to 2,000,000/.
sterling annually; and the 5,361,000 qrs. of malt to

16,000,000/., making a total of 18,000,000/. per annum
for beer. The actual value af bread consumed, on a
mean of several years, is 36,000,000/. per annum.

—

Doncaster Gazette.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK
LANE EXPRESS.

A few weeks ago I made some observations on
the use of threshing machinery, and on bringing-

ohl grass lands into arable culture, and your corre-

spondent " C. M." very readily acknowledged the

profitable utility of both observations, but allowed
only a small difference in favour of threshing ma-
chines. In nay answer to his letter, for " the differ-

ence between 6d. and 4d." read " between 6d. and
4s.," and I will show, by estimates made on purpose,
that timber barns are dearer, at the first erection, in

the ratio of 5 to 3, and that animate power can thrash

a quarter of wheat for Is. to Is. 3d., and wind, wa-
ter, and steam, for 6d. to 8d. ; barley for 4d. to 6d.,

and oats from 2d. to 4d., from notes of the expence
ofeach, taken by measuring the actual operations, and
in all of which 1 bore a personal share. The difference

between these rates and the expence of flails appears

to me much more than " trifling," for on a farm of
300 acres, with one-half in crop, machinery will

effect a saving of at least 50/., which snip, in my
humble oj)inion, would be much more profitably ex-

pended in inijiroving- the soil, affording employment
to the labourer, and an inciease of produce ; the

barn application affording none. On the same farm,

the landowner will save 200/. of original outlay.

And if these two results— viz., less outlay and the

object effected at an average of one-sixth of less

cost—do not constitute any improvement in an art,

it is certainly difficult to see what will do so, and
all reasoning must be useless and vain.

The arable cultivation of grass lands will quickly
follow, as a matter of necessity, and very soon it will

be reckoned a piece of excellent practice. The fet-

ters of ignorance, prejudice, and power must give
way at last.

" C. M." having granted the two positions I ad-
vanced, I have waited for an answer to my last

letter, inquiring the reason of two very profitable

modes of practice not being adopted after acknow-
ledgement, and after other practitioners have availed

themselves of the advantages for a whole century.
From these two points our northern cultivators

have derived great benefits
; joined to similar ones

they constitute the whole superiority ; and nothing-

is more amusing, absurd, and ludicrous than to read
tho reasons that have been given for that superiority,

shifting from one thing to another, but never finding'

any blame in our precious selves, the landowne-rs
and farmers— the quarter where the whole blame
attaches. The author of British Husbandry tells

us that we have neither capital nor skill to conduct
alternate husbandry, and that much money flowed
into the hands of scientific Scotch proprietors, who
improved their lands ; and that the people forsook

the homes and " habits " of their forefathers

;

and also that they employed the best artists

and have made better employment than we have
got in England. But he has not told us "whence"
came the great influx of capital, and " whence" came
their superior ability of direction ; and I am pre-

pared to show that grass lands require more capital

than arable, and tiiat the Scotch farmer expends
less in stocking a farm, but much more in improving
it. Neither has he told us what detains us at this

day in the homes and "habits" of our forefathers;

and why we cannot and do not employ the best

artists, and avail ourselves of all the improvements
they have adopted. Such writers always stop when
they should advance. It is very unfortunate not
to see things as other people do, for I never could
comprehend such sentences. If such profitable

alterations were laid before the commercialist, he
would not be nearly a century in adopting them.

I was much amused lately with a passage in The
Sim newspaper, wherii! the Editor, alluding to some
societies in Scotland, for giving premiums to labour-

ing- cottagers, lays great value on the knowledge and
instruction thus communicated, concludes that the

backward state of our agriculture is not so much to

be attributed to the apathy of our landowners and
farmers as to the obstinate prejudices with which
our labourers cling to their tools and mode of work-
ing. To the labourers in Scotland then we are to

attribute the advance of agriculture, and most cer-

tainly of all the reasons yet given this is the most
absurd—it completely out Herods Herod. They do
as directed, as all other labourers do, for a certain

remuneration ; and even with us they are less bi-

gotted than their superiors, and ever ready and will-

ing to change.

Such improvements as the above being steadily
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resisted, it follows that there must exist some radical

and powerful objections, and that reason, in my opi-

nion, lies in the aversion of the landowner to make
any outlay, the parsimoniousness of the farmer, and

the want of security for the outlay of capital. I

Lave ever been of opinion that there is a lurking-

reason far beyond the power of our agricultural so-

cieties and speeches to remove ; for if discoveries be

made and not adopted, of what use r.re they 1 If im-

provements be known and neglected, and the means

of introducing them not granted, what benefit can

be derived from them t It would seem that our so-

cieties are in search of some Utopian discovery that

must descend upon us like a shower of gold,

without any expence ; but such an expectation is

contrary to all human experience, and on account of

the expence of application, we allow ourselves to lag

behind all other classes of producers. We attend most

punctually to the quackery of the art—societies,

meetings, clubs, dinners, speeches, complimentary

toasts, and roars of applause that make the very

welkin ring, have taken the place of useful operations,

—our open mouths and our babbling tongues fill vo-

lumes and inundate periodicals with useless accounts

of dinner parties, drinking the healths of Dowager
Queens and German Princes, \vho are useful enough

in spending money that might be otherwise applied
;

the orations of squires and the effusions of priests,

who bless the dinner, the old turf, and the weeds,

with reverence be it spoken; but the useful and pro-

fitable application in the field, the " cui bono'' is as

distant as ever.

Draining of wet lands has given one quarter of

wheat more per acre; and what hinders the draining

ofall lands in England that require it? Acts are

framing for clearing water-courses, most certainly,

causing necessary and primary operations where re-

quired, but how many thousands of acres are un-

drained that have descent, and where nothing is ne-

cessary but the proprietor proceeding to work ? If

these necessities had been ail exhausted, compulsory

means would then be required. I'he whole matter

rests wiih the landowners themselves.

Some time ago I stated my views of the meanings

of the words" science, theory, practice," and JMr.

Jemmett thought I had arrived at the " climax of

human absurdity." I expected his definitions of tlie

words before this time, as it appeared that he or

some other person had it in view, I hope it will not

be forgotten, and that " C. IM." will think what can

be the reason of those improvements not being

adopted after being acknowledged,—if not; so, it

would be excusable. iMy opinion is, " the cost,"

and that we employ ourselves and waste time in

evasions and quackery. Ruhigena.

ON THE BREEDING AND FEEDING
OF SHEEP.

Sir,—Considering your Journal to be a vehicle of

information, I think it a proper source for inquiry upon
the following points :

—

What are the best principles of establishing a flock

of sheep, with a view to obtain the animal that will

pay best for the food it consumes ? Also, what are the
best principles of management when the righi animal
is attained ?—it beins the great object of the husband-
man, in every case, to obtain the most valuable returns
from the raw produce consumed, the value to which a
few auimals may ultimately be brought being a distinct

and inferior consideration.—Yours, &c.,

Jan. 17, 1840. Rutland,

THE BLACKBURN AGRICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.

We always feel pleasure in announcing the for-

mation of new agricultural societies, and especially

so on the present occasion, when v/e are enabled to

call attention to the establishment of a Society at

Blackburn. The holding of agricultural meetings

in manufacturing towns, must necessarily promote
an intercourse between the two classes, which will

be serviceable to both, by making each better ac-

quainted with the position of the other, and con-

vincing both that tliey have but one common in-

terest.

On the afternoon of last Wednesday a public meet-
ing was held at the Old Bull Inn, Blackburn, pursuant
to announcement by placards and circulars, for the

purpose of adopting preliminary arrangements for the

establishment of an Agricultural Society. The meet-
ing was most respectably attended, and amnng the

company we observed our worthy member, W. Fielden,

Esq. ; R. T. R. W^alton, Esq., of Marsden Hall ; W.
H. Turner, Esq. ; E.Hilton, Esq.; J. B. Halstead,
Esq. ; Captain Edwards ; Mr, Hill, Sir Robt. Peel's

agent; Mr. Kelso, steward to H, Petre, Esq, ; and
others whose names we could not learn.

W. Fielden, Esq., M.P., was called to the chair,

and after an appropriate speech detailing the object of

the meeting, and explaining how the business had been
first set on foot by the appointment of a provisional

committee, consisting of Messrs, J. B. Halstead,
M'Intyre, Thwaites, jun., Howarth, and Ward, at a
meeting at the Masons' Arms Inn, he proceeded to

say, that he was sure all were agreed that no part of

the country had more need of improvement in agricul-

ture than the neighbourhood of Blackburn ; he was
therefore exceedingly glad to see the meeting honoured
by the presence of several Igentlemen of property and
influence, who had put themselves to some inconveni-

ence in order to be present. He then read the report

of the provisional committee.
A series of resolutions, which had been prepared by

the committee, v.'ere then passed.

After these resolutions had been passed, the Chair-
man alluded at some length to a cheap and useful

monthly publication, called the Farmer^s Magazine,
which he strongly recommended to the patronage ot^

the Society,

Mr, Kelso fully agreed in what the Chairman had
said about the Farmer''s Magazine ; he took it in, and
had found it a very excellent and useful work. He also

begged to propose a vote of thanks to the worthy and
respected Chairman, for his conduct in the chair. It

must be highly satisfactory to every one to find so dis-

tinguished a name attached to the Society, which he
was sure would derive no little benefit from having Mr.
Fielden for one of its patrons. (Applause.J

The Chairman returned thanks in a feeling man-
ner, and expressed his intention to do all that lay in

his power to support and encourage the Blackburn
Agricultural Society, from which he expected great be-

nefit to arise.

W.H. Turner, Esq., proposed a vote of thanks to

the gentlemen who formed the provisional committee,

and who were in fact the parties who set the Society

on foot. (Hear, hear.)

Mr. Hill seconded the motion,

J, B. Halstead, Esq., returned thanks, after which
Mr. Fielden vacated the chair, and the meeting ad-

journed to Wednesday, the 22d inst.

On Tuesday se'nnight the tenantry of Wychvvood
presented to Sir John Chandos Reade, Bart., a hand-
some silver cup, selected from the shop of Mr. Hobdell,
High Street, Oxford, with the following inscription :

—
" Impressed with sincere feelings of gratitude to Sir

John Chandos Reade, Bart., for the many kind and be-

nevolent acts received from him, this cup is humbly
presented by the tenantry of Shipton,"
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TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE
EXPRESS.

Sii:,—In consequence of tlie discussion, which
took place in Cavendisii Square, on the 14th Decem-
ber last, on the cultivation of Swedish turnips, I

have been written to by several noblemen and gen-
tlemen from different parts of l^^ngland, requesting

me to insert in the Farmer's Magazine my mode of
preparing the land for that invaluable root. In the

lifst place it must be admitted by all those who are

in the least acquainted with the turnip husbandry,
that the Swedish turnip requires better land than
the common varieties ; that in consequence of its

being sown at a much earlier period than the com-
mon sorts, an earlier preparation of the land is re-

quired in order to prepare it for so heavy a crop.

AVlien I say a heavy crop, I mean forty tons on a

statute acre, topped and tailed, close to the bulb.

There are many who doubt the accuracy of that state-

ment, and in order to put that question at rest, I

will wager fifty pounds that I do produce forty tons

an acre of the very next growing crop, and on land
which has been ploughed for the last hundred years,

and the turnip shall be of the very best quality, of
the purple top Swedish variety, and which have been
transplanted by myself for the last thirty years. 1

wish, then, to be distinctly understood, a vast deal

depends on the preparation of the land, and a great
deal in the variet}^ for without symmetry, there will

be a great deficiency of weight : for instance, a per-

fect globular turnip, of thirty inches in circumference,
will weigh 12 to l-llbs.; a fiat turnip, of equal cir-

cumference, 10 or 121bs., making a difference of seve-
ral tons weight per acre.

Generally the turnip crop succeeds wheat ; imme-
diately after the wheat is carted (and sometimes he-

fore) the stubble is mown, at an expense of two
shillings an acre, raked wiih a horse rake, parted
and carted off the land, and put into stacks for the

winter, for the fold-yards ; it is next raked together

with a hand rake, and carted off. This is an admi-
rable system, it checks the growth of all weeds, ad-
mits the sun and air into the land, it dries immedi-
ately, and the stubble is equal to wheat stiaw. All
now depends on the state of the land, the wetness or

dryness of it. In order to ascertain the width of tho

share, which is first to be applied to skim over the

surface of the land, if the land be mellow, a heart

point of the width of sixteen inches can be used;
and with two horses, a man and boy, three acres in

nine hours can be performed, going about two inches
under the surface. This is a great check to all kinds
of roots, grass, &c., and on the land being removed,
a crop of annual weeds will vegetate; after lying in

this state about ten days, it is rolled across the fur-

rows in order that the wheels of the Kentish broad-
share plough may run over evenly on the surface,

and the horses can walk faster : it is then broad-

shared, with a twenty-two inch flat share, going about
two inches deeper ; in consequence of the form of the

mould boards, it is always left in baulk ; the first

crop of annuals are destroyed, and a second make
their appearance in about ten days ; it ought to be
well rolled and harrowed, and left in as fine and
pulverized a state as if the crop was put in ; a tliird

crop of annuals soon make their appearance ; and in

dry weather it ought to be ploughed deep, and re-

main in that state until the first, second or third

week in March, so much depends on the weather;
but by no means to venture on the land too soon, but

perform all the work in dry weather. It ought then

to be well harrowed and rolled, to break the crust

of the land, and to destroy the turnip fiea ; in a few

days harrow it again, and when an opportunity offers

plough the land a good dejith, taking care to roll

and iiiurow the land wlien in a fit state : if too wet
it kneads together, if too dry it requires too much
labour. There is always a time when but little

labour is required. A crop of annuals soon appear,
and, if dry weather, in their infant state, they -ne
easily destroyed, and another crop comes ; by keep -

ing the roll and the harrow at work, the fiea is :'e-

stroyed, or prevented from hatching. After destroy-
ing several crops in dry weather, and in dry wea-
ther only, the manure may be carted out and
ploughed in, taking care to keep the land firm, in
order not to dry the land out. Another crop of an-
nuals come, and they may be destroyed by the har-
row, and, probably, several more ; and by these
means, the weeds are in a great measure grown out,
and, consequently, there can come but few in the
turnips. There are, generally, showers within three
days of the 21st of June, and in moist weather, not
too wet, drill in the turnip seed, which occupies but
a short time, because the land is ready ; wlicn the
plants are sufficiently large, horse-hoe them very shal-

low. I have invented a horse-hoe, which is drawn
by one horse, driven by a boy, and with two skims,
which stride the furrow, whereby six acies in a
day is performed. Yours,

R. Matson.
Winglxtm, Kent, Jan. 20, 1840.

The President of the United States, in his

Message to Congress, did not omit to notice
tlie value and importance of Agriculture.
The principle laid down in liis remarks is

applicable to every country, and at every
period ; but at the present moment, under
existing circumstances, in this country, will

be regarded with especial interest. He says

—

" Especially have we reason to rejoice in the exube-
rant harvests which have lavishly recompensed well
directed industry, and given to it that sure reward which
is vainly soiiglit in visionary speculations. I cannot,
indeed, view without peculiar satisfaction the evidences
afforded by the past season of the benefits that spring
from the steady devotion of the husbandman to his

honourable pursuit. No means of individual comfort
is more certain, and no source of national prosperity is

so sure. Nothing can compensate a people for a depen-
dence upon others fm- the oread they eat; and that
cheerful abundance on which the happiness of every
one so mucli depends is to be looked for nowhere with
sueh sure reliance as in the industry of the agriculturist

and the bounties of the earth."

It will not be foreign to the subject to refer to

an observation upon agriculture made by
that talented individual, Daniel Webster, a
Member of the Senate of the United States,

at the Meeting of the English Agricultural
Society at Oxford, in July last.

" T am profoundly impressed (said iMr. Webster)
with the policy and necessity of supporting the agricul-
tural interest of England— not merely because it is of
great benefit to tliis kingdom, but because I am con-
vinced, from actual observation, that any shock given
to tl'.at interest here, will be felt by the whole trading
world. I speak that which is true when I say, that a
bad and deficient harvest in England—and oven a late

harvest, produced by unseasonable weather, or any
temporary cause—will affect every corn market abroad,
and affect the exchanges ef all Europe."
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ON TILE DRAINING, IN REFERENCE
TO THE MARKET-HILL MEETING.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,— In your invaluable paper of oOth ult. 1 bave

read with a degree of pleasure tbe numerous accounts

given on tbe different modes and improvements in

agriculture, at tbe late Marketbill meeting; and, as

draining seems to bave been tbe principal topic, and

is admitted tbe fundamental principle of all good
farming, I would be sorrj if any tbing sbould be

set fortb, to influence tbe public mind against it,

wben done witb tiles ; eitber by exaggerating tbe

expence of tbe operation, or doubting tbe permanent
effects of tbem. I would not bave troubled you at

present witb any remark of mine, had I not con-

eidered tbe statement of a Mr. A. Kinmonth, Deer-
park, a good deal calculated to do so.

In tbe first place, Rlr. Kinmonth disapproves of

tbe " new mode of furrow-draining, eitber witb tiles

or stones," and recommends what he terms " French
drains," or " common shores," cut across the field at

tbe distance of three English perches, or fifty feet,

and being done with stones, amounts to a very low
figure, 31. 4s. per English acre. In some districts that

mode may pass as correct, where draining fstrictly

speaking) is not known ; but in Ayrshire it has been
tried at least half a ceutury ago, found quite insuf-

ficient, and is now only known as a thing that was.

Mr. K. gives an account of draining he saw done
in tbe Lotbians, and says tbe farmers there do not

think the tiles better than stones, and only use them
when stones cannot be conveniently got. Theh reason
for this be does not give, but goes on to detail the

expence of draining (per English acre,) when done
with tiles at the distances of twenty-one feet, which
is the main tbing I would endeavour to refute. Mr.
K. says, that sinking, cartage of tiles, and filling

the drains, from 18 to 24 inches deep, (say 121 Eng-
lish perches) at Is. per perch, amounts to 41. 16s.;

now, (whether this is a typographical error, or an
error of Mr. K.'s 1 do not know,) only tbe sum
gbould beat that rate 6/. Is.; tiles, 1,500 at 403.

(18 inches in length) per thousand, 3/., in all 9/. Is.

Now, admitting that Mr. K. has stated the expences
as represented to bira, and which I do not doubt, I

cannot conceive what method the Lothhin Proprietor,

or farmers take of opening and filling their drains,

when they cost tbe enormous sum of one shilling per

16J feet ; when in Ayrshire they can be opened to

the depth of 22 inches, the tiles laid, and the drain
again filled, for tbe sum of four-pence per Scotch
fall of 18^ feet, equal to 11. 16s,; and taking the
tiles at 22s. 6d. per 1000 ; 2000 (they being only 12
inches long) equal to 2/. 5s., in all 41. Is. per Eng-
lish acre, which you will at once see is not half of
that detailed by Mr, Kinmonth, and tbe work too
performed by men receiving 10s. j)er week ; verily
the laboarers in East Lothian must be well paid,
now, compared to what they were a few years back,

Mr. Kinmonth also says, he does not think tiles

will be so durable, or answer the purpose so well as
stones, and that tbe ground will become so consoli-
dated over tbem, that in a few years tbe water will

not get down. As to this last objection, T bave only
to say, that tbe subsoil plough will entirely supersede
it, and tbe first one I will endeavour to prove as
groundless.

As regards the comparative merits of stone and
tile drains I bave already stated, that the former will
not stand tbe test ; as in many instances 1 could
show land that was carefully drained with stones
twenty years ago, uow in course of being drained

(or lately done) witb tiles. The stones having
been found eitber choked or mixed with sand, and
quite insufficient to carry off tbe water; and, as

regards their permancy, I consider a drain made of

sound well burnt tiles, and soled witb fiats of the

same material, (or slates, which bave been used here

for a number years, and found to answer well) with

proper declivity, may last for centuries ; however,
this is presuming, as it is only about twelve or

fifteen years since they were first tried in the county,

and from all I can learn are in as good order as

when first laid, Ayrshire may justly be said to be

tbe foremost county in Scotland for tile draining, it

having been first introduced bv tliat spirited noble-

man, tbe Duke of Portland, on his own lands ; and
the neighbouring proprietors and farmers, convinced

of its infinite utility, soon followed in the same path,

and as a necessary consequence, manufactories

Lave sprung up like mushrooms all over the extensive

county, with a degree of alacrity quite unparalleled.

The contagion having also spread into other counties,

threatens to leave no spot unmolested in all " Braid

Scotland ;" nay, even at this very time one of our

most distinguished manufacturers, at the request of a

noble Earl, is exploring his lands in Lancashire for

tbe purpose of erecting works, and when will it end '(

not, I should say, till every (practicable) acre has

been drained and reclaimed in the United Kingdom,
The large wastes called " commons" in England,

the bogs in Ireland, and many of the lofty hills of

Scotland, hitherto reckoned fit for nothing but a few

half starved sheep, may yet be teeming with stand-

ing corn.

If you think the foregoing remarks worthy of a

place in your inestimable journal I will feel obliged,

and I am. Sir, your very obedient servant,

D. Gaikdner,
Kirklandholm , near Ayr, Jan, 14,

QUERIES ON THE USE OF LIQUID
MANURE.

Sir,—As your excellent journal seems tbe medium
of procuring all sorts of agricultural information, may
Iiask some of your readers to inform me—and no
doubt many others equally interested—bow liquid

manure is best applied 1 I have a tank into which the

urine flows from four courts for cattle by small drains

underground, and a grating at the mouth of each in

tbe lowest corner of tbe court. But in tbe first place

my tank gets soon filled up by dirt flowing down
from tbe courts along with the urine, and from its

depth there is a difficulty in clearing it out easily.

In the second place the refuse when pumped up into

a cask for watering the fields, fre<|uently chokes up
tbe tube thi'ougb which, as in watering tbe streets

and roads it is sprinkled on the land, and it is thus

distributed unevenly. Next summer I am going to

double tbe size of my tank, though from the preju-

dice of my bailiff" I have not yet derived much bene-

fit from it;, and I sbould like to have any of my pre-

sent errors corrected by a practical informant. I

may state that I use great part of it by pouring in

compost heaps of weed and refuse of all kinds, and
that my courts being open it is much diluted witb

rain. Is there any criterion as to the strength of

tank liquid 1 bow is it ascertained 1 and how long

should it remain in tbe tank before using! I am
obliged to take it away as soon as tbe tank fills,

Jan. 11. Yours, An IjirRoviin.

P.S. Any one publishing in your paper an ac-

count of the best construction and management of

tanks, would confer a benefit on tbe public.
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THE SCAB IN SHEEP.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MAUK LANE EXPRESS.

Sin,— III your number of Dec. 30tb, a Cornish

farmer wishes for information on the cure of the

disease of the Shah in Sheep. There is a person in

the village that as been very successful in the cure

of tliat disease, genenilly wlien the owners and others

thijy have employed have failed to make a cure. A
few of tlie gentlemen he has been employed by, have

allowed him to refer any person for information.

Should your correspondent feel inclined to try his

recipe he will on receipt of five pounds forwnrd it to

him. Lambs yeaned after the ewes are dressed, are

considered free from the disense. In di-essing or

washing', long wool is desirable. It is not requisite

to wash the robbing places. If you think proper to

inform your Cornish friend, I think it will be found

a valuable recipe. I remain, a Subscriber,

Audlem, Jan. 16. Richard Symcock.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK-LANE EXPRESS.

Sin,—^Certain queries appeared in your paper of

the 30th December last respecting the scab in sheep
;

if the gentleman will write to A.I3.,at the post office,

St. Columb, who says he keeps about 100 Leicester

ewes, and are slightly aflected with the above dis-

ease, he will be informed how to cure them, &c. &c.

The insertion of the above in your valuable paper

will much oblige A Subscribek.

St. Columb, Coniwally Jan, 13.

T0 THE EDITOR OF THE MAUK LAXE EXPRESS.

Sir,—In your edition of this morning I have read
the reply of your correspondent " G. D." to the

Queries of a Cornish Farmer on the cure of scab or

shab in sheep.

No question can exist as to there being a certain

and easy remedy for the above disorder, and it con.

sists in dressing the sheep with what is called, and
is usually sold by every druggist in the kingdom.
Sheep Ointment; it is a mercurial preparation, and
requires to be rubbed in on three equi-distant lines

on ef.ch side of the sheep, one line down each thigh

and shoulder, and one on tlie breast. I dress the

whole of my flock every autumn to prevent disease,

at the rate of eight sheep to lib. of ointment ; and in

case of disease, I should sav six to lib, would be
sufficient to promote a cure; especial care should
be taken that if done upon turnip, the slieep remain
there at least a fortnight afterwards ; and the same
precaution would apply to their remaining upou
grasSjOr any other keeping, ibr the same period;
tlie fact is, a change or food, when under the effect

of dressing, will certainly kill them.
I am, your obedient servant.

An Original Subscriber.
Lincoln, Jan, 14, 1840.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,— In reply to a subscriber to your valuable

paper for a receipt for dipping sheep, I with plea-

sure send him one I have used for twelve years,

and found it answer very well. Take Jib. arsenic,

^ib. sulphur, SJlbs. soft soap, boil it in two gallona

of water until it is dissolved. Mjr method of brew-
ing is this ; I have an iron boiler (which may be
purchased at any iron-founders,^ holding thirty-five

gallons, put in 81bs. arsenic, 4lbs. soft soap, and
81bs, sulphur, thirty-two gallons of soft water, and
^Ib. pearl ash, make it boil slowly for an hour, care

must be taken, or the soap will make it boil over,

when ofl" the boil, put in the rest of the soft soap,

and let it stand a night ; when used, add twenty-four

gallons of water to two gallons of the liquor, this is

sufficient for nearly two score lambs nt Midsummer,
and twenty-six hogs in March. I always save the

chamber-lye for a week or two, or run some strong

wood ash lees, and take care to dip after a water-

frolic, as the soap suds help to soften the wool, and
add about six gallons to a score instead of water.

The dipping is done by three men and two boys,

viz,—tI have a vat 3 feet 6 inches long, 2 feet 10

inches wide, 1 fcot 10 inches deep, m;Kle of IJ inch

deal plank, and a frame made somewhat like a har-

row, braced at each end, and three pieces of leather

nailed across the middle to receive the sheep, wJiich

yield to their shape.

The sheep are penned up in some convenient

place, (a straw-yard is best), the boys tie their legs,

my shepherd takes the bead and a man the hind legs

and dip them back downwards in the vat, when
every i>art is wet except the face, they lift the shcey)

up, just high enough for the other man to slip the

frame under which the sheep rests upon, they all

three set to and squeeze the wool as dry as possible,

untie its legs and turn it off. They will dip from

twelve to fifteen score in a day ; care must be had

not to let any of the liquor get into their mouths as

it will surely kill thera. I keep a small flock of

South-downs, and wean my Inmbs about iMidsummer,

and then dip both ewe and lamb, I graze the wether

lambs off at fifteen months, dip the hogs the begin-

ning of March, taking care to have fine weather, if

cold, shelter thera for a night or two, I seldom

have a broken fleece. I never bad the scab in my
flock, and the wool-buyers praise the softness of my
wool.—Your obedient ssrvant, and constant reader,

TiaiOTiiy Twist.

N.B,—This receipt, if only twenty gallons of half

lees and water, and a little tobacco, will cure the

scab.

The expence is about l5d. per score for lambs, and

2s. for hogs.

ON TRANSPLANTING WHEATS-
ERROR CORRECTED.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—'I beg to correct an error, into which your

printer has fallen, relative to my last week's remarks

on the transplantation of wheat.* I there wished

other persons to try the experiment as well as my-
self, of putting in the ground some old stubble roots

at " this proper season, (for now is the right time),"

whereas he has made rae say " at the proper season,

(for now is not the right time)," which was so far

from my meaning, that it turns an affirmative into a

negative ; a rather wide distinction. Perhaps, in-

deed, I might have said better, (for now is the latest

time,) not as regards the plant itself, but because

most wheat stubble is or ought to be ploughed up by
this advanced season, and would, therefore, in a

week or two, be difficult of attainment. On this ac-

count, and as I much wish the experiment to be tried

as soon as possible, I think it worth while to correct

the aforesaid error, and trust others will immediately

follow my own example of its probation.

I am yours. &c,,

Hy. Jemmett.

* The letter referred to will be found in pa^e 240.

L 2
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REMARKS ON EMIGRATION AND
THE CORN LAWS.
(From a ConrtEspoNDENx.)

[The general tenor of the remarks in tliis com-
munication are good, but we do not coincide in

the whole of them.

—

Ed.]

In the Colonial Gazette of the 1 8th Dec, 1839, un-

der the head " Warning to the South Australians,"

I observe the following remarks :

—

" This brings me to a matter on wliich you should re-

monstrate with tlie Commissioners ; I am quite satisfied

that they do not lay out your invaluable Emigration
Fund in the best way ; they have g^iven a tree

passag'e to many who could have afforded to pay for it

themselves, and they have sent by far loo kirg-e a pro-

portion of mechanics and townspeople. What you
most want in order to encourag'e your own people, (as

well as the farmers and flock-owners of New South
Wales and Van Diemen's Land,) to grow food and
wool in South Australia, is agricultural labourers—mere
clodhoppers, and above all sliepherds ; 1 have i)reached

this doctrine whenever the opportunity occurred, but

in vain. Some of the country agents of the Commission
are supposed to have jobbed the fund, by accepting-

money for the passage, which ought to be g-iven free of

all costs to the emigrants, and thus, as you will readily

understand, instead of the best possible selection, very

unfit persons may have been sent out by your labour
fund,—very unfit I mean, inasmuch as they were not
mere labourers, but just that class of small capitalists

who would be most apt to speculate in sdl sorts of buy-
ing and selling, rather than to work at raising a native

produce for exportation."

I shall endeavour to suggest an effectual antidote

to the evil here animadverted upon, which is un-

questionably one, if correct, that must largel}^ aftect

the best interests of an infant colony, for no new
settlement can remain for any length of time in a

healthy state, where the population are largely en-

gaged in buying land, building, and speculation,

stimulated by continual immigration of small ca-

pitalists and mechanics, in the absence of an adequate
supply of useful labourers.

Hitherto the effect of sending out settlers of some
property, and the mechanical class, has been, in my
opinion, very advantageous in its consequences, by
giving a respectable character and beneficial tone to

the rising community of South Australia, but the

period has arrived when producing labourers must
be sought for and preferred ; to meet the present
condition of society in South Australia, it is only re-

quisite that the Commissioners should speedily put
themselves in direct communication with the

guardians under the new Poor Law, in the rural dis-

tricts, and through their instrumentality, assisted by
the practical local knowledge of the relieving officers,

a selection of willing agricultural labourers would be

quickly obtained, who could speedily create an ex-

port trade of native produce from South Australia,

which must insure solidity and prosperity to that

important colony. The sub-agents as yet employed
in procuring settlers, have been tradesmen in the

various inland towns and villages ; they have suc-
cessfully acted in their vocation, but it does not fall

within their province or their capability to furnish

the description of settlers now required, to complete
the means of carrying out the advancement of South
Australia, which has been so happily and advan-
tageously commenced ; the best source from which
the proper description of new settlers, to complete
the operations so auspiciously begun, appears to me
to be through the intervention of the Poor Law
guardians.

To render this operation facile and successful, the

different relievingofficers shouldbe appointed agents,

and must be remunerated for their labours, under

the sanction of the Poor Law Commissioners, and

subject to the supervision of the guardians of the

poor in each union, and let it be borne in mind that

the relieving officers are individuals appointed to

their stations, from the extensive knowledge they

possess of the habits and respective circumstances

of the whole labouring community of their districts.

'J'hese officers being supplied with authentic informa-

tion from the Australian Commission, would afford

the labourers a sufficient guarantee for the advan-

tages offered to their choice, backed as thej^ then

prol ably would be by the guardians, and in effect by
the landed proprietary of the different counties. By
these simple means the entire agricultural interest

might be benefitted, whilst they would have the gra-

tification of knowing that, in relieving their respec-

tive districts from the surplus and rapidly multiply-

ing population, they are bettering the condition and

improving the prospects of willing and independent

labourers and their families, too many of whom are

now suffering for want of employ. As an illustration

of the privations to which this meritorious class of la-

bourers voluntarily subject themselves, rather than

enjoy the superior comiorts of a pauper's allowance

in a union workhouse, I take this opportunity of

giving an extract from the speech delivered b)^ Mr.
Whitington, at the Guildford Board of Guardians,

on the 1st of Dec, 1839, in consequence of a motion

there made, for a daily allowance of beer to the in-

mates of the poor-house, not in opposition to the

nen- Poor Law Bill, the principle of which he ap-

proved, and bore testimony to its working advanta-

geously in the county of Surrey. Mr. Whitington,

in opposing the motion for a daily allowance of

beer, observed, " that he felt bound to oppose the

proposition, in justice to the feelings and situation

ofthofie independent labourers who did not resort

to parish relief, and then proceeded to show that—
" An independent agricultural labourer, earning 13s.

per week, with wife and four small children, one child

earning 2s. per vi'eek, making together 15?. Od.

From that sum must be deducted, "1

per week 2s. /
Firing, soap, candles, needles, > 4s. Od.

pins, and other requisites for I

mending clothes, and a broom 2?. j

lis. Od.
" It thus appears," said he " that the labourer with the

highest rate of wages, has but Is. lOd. per week per

head (or less than 3]fc\. per day each person) to obtain

food for himself and family, all which food must be
purchased retad, and consequently in the most disad-

vantageous mode, whilst it is shewn, in the quarterly

abstract of accounts of the Guildford Union Workliouse,

that an inmate of that house, dieted according to the

directions of the Poor Law Commissioners, has an al-

lowance in food alone of 2s. 9d. weekly. The account
then stands thus

—

s. d.

Pauper in the workhouse .... 2 9
Independent labourer 1 10

Difference in favour of pauper 11 or one-half more
than indepen-
dent labourer.

"If it be thus with the man with l^ut four children,

how must he fare if he iiave five or six ? or if, instead of

receiving 15s. weekly, he earns but 12s. or 13s,, and the

latter is by far tiie most numerous class.
' Here is nothing said abmit clotiies or shoes, because

it is supposed the increased earnings during the harvest

MAY supply the means ef providing a scanty pittance of

those articles to the independent labourer and family,

which are supplied gratuitously and abundantly to the

inhabitants of the workhouse.
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" It is hereby evident, that if perchance the labourer

permits himselt' the luxury of a pint of beer, with the

hope of keepini? up his spirits, and invigorating' his body
to sustain his daily toil, he, in so doing-, diminishes by so

much, the diurnal allowance of bread (for how is he to

get meat ?) to his children."

"When the case herein stated, has been read and

duly reflected upon, I would wish to submit for the

consideration of the agricultural aristocracy, wlie-

ther they might not confer a much greater benefit by
uniting the beneficent purpose of advancing the

comforts of the working classes, in forming societies

to aid emigrants to the new British colonies, where
the labourer is certain of constant remunerative em-
ploy, with the chance of ultimate independence, ra-

ther than subscribing large sums, and unnecessarily

wasting food in the improvident pursuit of fattening

cattle out of the ordinary course of nature, gratifying

as it mav be to the eye, but most unlikely to benefit

the bumble labourer, however it may tend to keep
up rents and high prices of produce. One of two
alternatives the landed interest must adopt—to aid

in an extensive system of emigration, or an imme-
diate alteraiio'i of the corn laws ; from these there

is no appeal, in the present general want of employ-

ment, and destitution of the labouring community.

15, St. James's Square, 6th Jan, W.

HijJTS FOR THE Amelioration of the Moral
Condition of a Village Population. By

the Hon. and Rev. S. Godolphin Osborne.

No man could be so fitted by his position to

perform the task which the Autlior of this little

Work has undertaken as a country clergyman.

lie should, iiowever, possess a mind capable of

taking a bioad and extended view of the relative

situations of the different classes of society, and

free from tlie mists of prejudice ; such a man is

the Hon. and Rev. S. Godolphin Osborne. He
lias well executed his task, and those who have it

in their power to carry out the excellent object he

advocates, will not do tiieir duty if ihey do not

read his work, and act upon his valuable sup;ges-

tions. The following extract is replete with good

sense, and will be interesting to our readers :

—

The Farmer.
" Take them as a body the Farmers of this country

are for the most part highly intelligent and practical

men, and if permitted, they would generally be. what
many are— thoroughly independent. Whatever evil

may be alleged against large farms, this good must be
attributed to them—they bring into the public service

a greater share of intelligence, they absolutely require

men of better education than the small farms do.
" It is the fashion with some men to find fault with

the goodness of the horse a farmer may happen to ride,

and to sneer at the manner of his wife and family, as

being above their station. Were I inclined to criticise

their condition it would be on this score—that being
men posseised of a capital, which, had it been so laid

out, might have placed them in any of what are called
' the professions,' fully entitling their wives and fami-

lies to all the conveniences of life proper to the station

nf professional men, they should never yield one atom
of that independence which their capital, time, and
talent, embarked in the work of increasing the most
valuable resources of the country, fully entitle them to.

I never heard complaint made of the too great refine-

ment of merchant*' families. Now, every market is in

one sense a 'Change—every farmer attending it a mer-

chant. True it is that his habits and his dress will

partake more or less of the nature of his employment

:

having to live in contact with the unrefined and unedu-
cated, he neither seeks nor needs the manners and the

language which are necessary to, as they will certainly

flow from, the sort of intercourse the commercial mer-
chant is obliged to hold with men of all grades and all

countries. But he is not the less respectable, nor the

less entitled to enjoy whatever his means will permit
him honestly to do, of the comforts and luxuries of

civilized life."

ON THE MANAGEMENT OF A
CLAY FARM.

Sir,—In your January number, Mr. James Read,
Jan., in a letter headed " Management of clay land,"

seems to consider the four course system the very best it

is possible to adopt on all heavy lands, and also re-

commends manuring for white crops; now 1 cannot
help thinkingr this quite wrong, because [on a great por-

tion of heavy land (I am not speaking of stiff clay,

there b.xrley is out of the question) it is not good policy

to grow barley at all, and every other year is too often

for wheat, and a man does not like to sow one-fourth of

his farm with oats ; also because one eighth is too much
to have in such a hazardous and expensive crop as

beans, and if you have no mixed seeds, where are you
to summer your sheep ? for red clover is too profitable

to mow ever to make adviseable to seed. Now the nine

course on heavy land is quite a hobby of mine, it is not

expensive, it equalises the labour pretty evenly over
the year ; it receives the half the manure of the farm
when it is soZirfesl to cart it on, in ley, and at the most
leisure time, after wheat seed, and has two crops to

follow it. beans and wheat; not wheat only according

to Mr. Read's plan with a fallow to eat up what ma-
nure the wheat leaves. I think it is allowed by all ,the

best authorities to be bad management to dung for

white corn ; always lay it on for renovating crops, not
an exhausting one ; the better the green or pulse crop,

tlie better the white crop which follows, and the more
muck will be found in the yard. Now judge between
us,— this is my plan for 180 acres of arable land.

20 acres turnips, dunged, (or naked fallows without

dung).
20 do. oats or barley.

20 do. red clover mov/ed, (and dunged, if the pre-

vions fallow was not turniped.)

20 do. wheat, hoed.
20 do. winter tares, fed off with sheep, (if they eat

cake or corn all the better).

20 do. wheat, drilled or hoed.
20 do. mixed seeds, (no red clover) fed with sheep.
15 do. beans, dunged after wheat seed time.

5 do. peas, do. do. do.

20 do. wheat, hoed.

180 acres.

He ought to keep 200 sheep by the seeds, taking
them from the turnips, then the tares, seeds again,
stubbles, and some of the second crop red clover, then
turnips again. Can Mr. Read carry 200 sheep in sum-
mer on 180 acres by his cropping? 1 grow httle or no
barley I admit, but wheat on heavy land pays best, and
it only comes three times in the nine years, which is not
enough to sicken the land, nor do the mixed seeds
prevent the red clover from " planting." Here are five

beneficial crops to four scourging ones, he has half and
half.

I fancy where the farmer depends on his crops for
manure, no better course can be adopted, but where
dressing can be purchased, the hundreds of Essex cus-
tom is perhaps preferable. Fallow, Oats, Clover,
(dunged,) Wheat, Beans, (dunged,) Wheat. There is

nothing more important than the course of cropping,
it is often the primary cause of ruin or prosperity to the
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young farmev ; no subject in affrieulture is more worthy
of thought or discussion ; would that some of your
most experienced coirespondeuls would give their

opinion on
The best course on stiff Land,

Ditto heavy do..

Ditto mixed turnips do.
Ditto hot gravel do.

and by so doing' confer a service to the rising- generation
of corn growers, and W. W.

THE BEE—AUTUMNAL FEEDING.
All labour is now suspended for the year, and what

remains is to see that ample provision is laid up for tlie

coming winter and spring. There ought to be at least

twenty pounds of honey in the hive ; but in the ra?e of

an old one, eight or ten pounds more must be allowed
in estimating the weight, for old combs are much
heavier than new ones, besides that they are a good deal

filled with brood bread. In a healthy stock there ought
to be no scarcity of food, if the season lias been tolerable

Gelien says, speaking of his own country, (Switzer-
land) "in six years there are usually two bad, two
good, and two middling sefsons." I think in our own
climate the proportiou of good years is hardly so great
as this. The worst however must be provided for, and
if from any cause, it should be necessary, recourse
must be'had to supply the deficiencies of nature. This
should not be done later than September, or the very
beginning of October, and the weather should be fine.

My feeding pans, and the mode of using them have been
described at page 51. Food must never be given in the
day-time, but about sunset, or a great commotion
would take place, and the smell would attract wasps or
strange bees ; in which case a battle generally folrows.

To prevent the scent escaping from the pan, let a
wooden box or cover be placed over it, as before de-

scribed. Nothing is so good for feeding at all times as
pure honey, and as at this season it is chiefly stored for

future c onsuraption it is bestunmixed with water, for this

lenders it rather more subject to candy, and consequently
useless to the bees. Fill the pan again every evening,
till the requisite quantity is given, for it will speedily
be eraptied. The sooner the feeding is ended the Ijetter,

the bees, if in health, being on these occasions much
excited and extremely irascible. Let enough be given
when you are about it, Gelien says, '' let there be no
higgling with bees— better that they have too much
than too little." Recollect that little or no part of
your bounty is now eaten, but it is conveyed and stored
in the cells for the day of need, and I have known the
beesycxtend the combs at the time purposely to receive
it, particularly when two stocks have been recently
united. Nothing is wasted by these provident little

animals, and whatever they have to spare will be re-
paid with interest in the spring. It must be borne in
mind, that what food is likely to be wanted must be
supplied no«', for on no account should the bees be fed
in winter. (Winter store).—It is important hereto
remark that the apparent quantity of honey required in
winter is not dependent on the population of the colony.
The number of mouths makes little sensible difference,
even if two or three stocks are united. Tliis fact was
first observed by Gelien, and has been corroborated by
the experiments of others.
" lu doubling the population," says Gelien, " I

naturally conceived that we must also double the quan-
tity of food, for I had always seen that two or three
families, living together, nsed more meat than each
would have done singly, however rigid their economy.
The more mouths the more meat, thought I, and, in
consequence, I augmented greatly the amount of pro-
vision the first time that I doubled n hive, but, to my
great astonishment, when I weighed it again in the
spring, I found that the united swarm had not consumed
more than each would have done singly. I could not
believe my eyes, but thought there must be some mis-
take ; nor could I be convinced until I had repeated the

experiment a hundred times over, and had always the
same result."

After this discovery I varied my experiments, not
only to convince myself of the fact, but, if possible, to
arrive at more extended results, I joined three hives in
the autumn, by introducing into the middle one the
bees of two neighbouring hives, and I found, on weigh-
ing it in the spring, that its inhabitants had scarcely
used one pound more than those of hives that had not
been united. I went further—having a large, well
stocked, and amply provided hive, I added to it in the
autumn without displacing it, the swarms of four
neighbouring hives, two on the right hand and two on
the left, which were so scarce of provision that the
quantity of honey that would have been necessary to
have kept them alive, would have far exceeded their
value, and thst all four would, to a certainty, have
perished. This enormous population produced a heat
50 great, that during the whole of a very severe winter,
the bees kept up a buzzing noise equal to that of a
strong and active hive in the evening of a fine day in

spring : the hive v/as left out all the winter, and would
infallibly have perished had I shut it up. What
was my astonishment on weighing it in the spring,

to finii that, notwithstandin^r it contained five

families, the total diminution did Bot exceed three
pounds more than took place in my ordinary hives. It

gave out excellent swarms, long before any of the
others, and recompensed me well for my pains.

This seeming anomaly has been attempted to be ac-

counted for by Gelien and others, on the principle that

the increased heat of an augmented population is in

some measure a substitute for food ; but this is opposed
to all experience, which proves that warmth is a stimu-
lus to consumption. A more satisfactory way of dis-

posing of the question seems to me to be simply on the

ground of a larger supply of labourers in the very early

spring. It is not in cold weather that the chief con-
sumption of food takes place, but after the month of

February when the great hatching comes on, and then
not by the bees, but by the brood. In a thinly popu-
lated hive almost the whole of the bees are required

within doors at this time to warm and feed the young,
and consequently little or nothing is added to the con-
tinually diminishing stock of honey and farina. This

is not the case v.here a huge proportion can be spared

to go abroad and bring in a fresh supply from the fields

and gardens, to keep pace with, or even exceed, the de-

mands of the rising brood. No greater proof than this

need be adduced of the utility of uniting weak stocks in

autumn, the practicability and extreme importance ef

which I can attest.

—

The Honey Bee, by Henri/ Taylor,

Groombridge.

TURNIPS.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE IIEnEFORD TUIES.

Sin,— I have long regretted that fnrmers do not com-
municate to the press any discoveries, >r the results of

and experiments which might be made by them. I fear

tiiat, compared with other counties, the farming in

Herefordshire is in a very backward state : at all events,

in some branches.

I have this season a very fine field of turnips, of dif-

ferent varieties, whicli I wish to draw off, in oider to

sow the fiehl with wheat ; and I wish to have, tiirough

the medium ot your paper, some information as to the

best method of storing turnips. I'here are some eminent

farmeis in Herefordshire, and, I hope, that some of

them will be kind enough to return me answers to the

following queries:—
1. Which is is the best methed of storing turnips, by
which ihey may be preserved in their natural state,

to lh(^ April or JMay following their being taken up?
2. What preparation do the turnips require, previous to

their being put to :^tore '!

3. What VMiieties are best for keeping longest?

4. What new methods are recommended?
Agricola.
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ENGLTSTT
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
At the Meeting' of the Committee of iManng'ement,

on VVednesJay last, the 22n(l Jaa., present His Grace
the Duke of Hichmoml, Prendcnt in the Chair; His
Royal Highness the Duke of Cambridge, the jMarquis
of Downshire ; Ti>os. Dyke Ackind, Esq., M.P. ; Thos.
Raymond liarker, Esq. ; Patrick Beales, Esq. ; John
Walbanke Childers, Esq., M.P. ; Sir Samuel Cromp-
ton, bart., M.P. ; James Dean, Esq.; W. Fisher

Hobbs, Esq.; John Kinder, Esq.; W. Woods Paare,

Esq.; Sir Robert Price, Bart., M.P. ; the Rev. W.^L.
Rham, ; William Shaw, Esq.

—

The Marquis of Normanby was elected a Governor,
and the following' gentlemen Members of the Society.

King, John
Gates, Richard
GoUlhawk, Rowland, jun.

Carter, John Bonham
Higgins, William
Hale, Edward
Lipscomb, John
Butterfield, Charles Cot-

ton
Seaward, Samuel
Chase, WiUiara, jun.

Gardom, Thomas
Harrison, John (Manager

of the Sheffield and Ro-
therham Bank)

Calvert, Colonel Feli.x

Lamb, William
Elphick, William
Grantham, Rev. Thomas
Grooine, Charles
Gates, George
Lidbetter, Richard
Michell, Edward
Penfold, Hugh
Whitter, William

Wyatt, Hugh
Scott, Thomas Edward
Marsham, Charles W.
Dickens, Charles Scrace
Moore, George
Donaldson, John Strange-
ways

Lane, John
Buci, Richard
Carlisle, The Lord Bishop

of

Gape, T. F.

Solly, S. Reynold
Aylmer, Robert
Brown, Davies
Brackenbury, John
Bird, John
Bush, John
Betts, William
Brown, Joseph
Gamble, John
Harrison, John (of Stow
Bardolph)

Lemmon, Cliarles

Wincarls, Edward

The Cambridge Committee presented a report an-
nouncing the handsome manner in which the Master,
Professors, and Fellows, of Downing College, had made
to the Society an offer of their Quadrangle for the pur-
po.ie of erecting a temporary room for the Great Dinner
at the meeting in July; an offer which the Committee
unanimously accepted.

His Royal Highness the Duke of Cambridge took a
lively participation in the various communications laid

before tiie Committee, and in tiie interesting topics of
discussion to which they led.

The Cambridge Meeting was fixed for Wednesday,
July 15.

THE QUANTITY OF
SUMED BY THE
TIONED BREWFRS
AND ITS VICINITY,

MALT CON-
UNDERMEN-
OF LONDON

From 10th October, 1S3S, to 10th October, 1839.

Barclay and Co .

.

Hanbury and Co..
Whitbread and Co.
Reid and Co
Combe and Co. .

.

Meux and Co
Calvert and Co. .

.

Hoare and Co. . .

,

Taylor and Co. .

.

Elliot and Co
Thorne and Son.

.

Charrington & Co,

Qrs.
,

Qrs.
114827 Gardner and Co.. 17504
92080

;
Coding and Co. . 12145

52112 ' Mann 11599
44050 ' Broadwood 10610
40716 Courage and Co. . 10456
38470 Bricheno 8699
3102S Lamont and
31008; Stewart 7638
25955

;
Wood and Co 7607

23529 Manners and Co.

.

7030
19578 i More 6413
18688

; Hazard and Co..

.

6250

Coding, Thomas .

Hodgson and Ab-
bott

Harris, Thomas.

.

Hale
Richmond and Co.
Farren and Till .

.

M'Leod, Bentley .

Tubb
Halfoid and Co...

Huggins, late

Plimmer
Laxton
Staines and Fo.v.

.

Duggan & Gaskell
Lambert
Johnson & Wyatt
Keen, late May-
nard

Patterson
Cox, John
Clarke, Charles .

.

Hill and Co
Wool and Fleming
Masterman
Very, W. and G...
Sherborne and Co.
Fillmer and Wall

.

Draper and Co. .

.

Jones, T
Herrington & Co

.

Woods and Co. .

.

Satchel!

Honeyball
Brown, late Hicks
Lane and Bowden
Ufford and Older-
shaw

Verey, J
Easdell
Kagan
Blogg
Dickenso'n .

.

Turner, R
Church
Rudge, late Clarke
M'Cieod, J. & M.
Jenner
Turner
Hume
Holt
Mann, Joel

Lock , ..

Paris

Mantel
Addison
Gurney
West
Manvell
Martin and Parker
Clarke, S
Collins.

Chadwick
Fenton
Hodd
Griffiths

Goading
Garrett
Cooper
Harris
Woodward
Watkins
Collins, W. L
Wicks
Bye, W. and H...
Lindsey
Chapman

Qrs.'

5758

5358
5256
4816
4530
4400
4300
4060
3967

3743
3213
3072
3020
2557
2412

2326
2300
1861

1848
1835

1795
1789
1749
1674
1674
1658
1555
1538
1493
1475
1402
1351

1275

1241

1243
1225
1145
1143
1020
1013

975
886

877
856
853
812
807
790
760
706
694
637
614
594
579
549
547
536
532
528
504
499
469
466
434
405
369
364
362
353
346
341
318

Thompf5on
Abbot
Saunders .

Todman
Thurlby
West, J. W
Green
Wells
Edwards, S
Bye, F
Rood
Mattam
Springett
Pugh
Jackson
Clark, H
Olley
Powditch . ,

Brace
Ward
Stirling

Kay
Prosser
Brewer
Lasham
Lloyd
Newton
'J'urner, R
Miller, Jos
Purcell

Husbands
Eaton
Tyler
SutclifFe

White
Birt
Hainstock
Jewett
Thorpe
Root and Christie

Steer

French
Mulley
Bassan
Wood, D
Comber
Harland
Godfrey
Waigh
Priddle

Clarke, C
Bigbee
Bans
Hall
Cox and Williams
Woodruff
Batt
Greeves
Shepherd
Potter, E
Knight
Cogden
Roberts
Hulls and Co
Bradfield

Field

Hopkins and Co.

.

Potter, I.I
PhiUips
Mark
Maynard Jos
Yardley
Knapton
Chapman
Smith
Meaton
Holloway

Qrs.
318
312
311
305
295
290
285
276
274
262
259
251
245
244
238
231
226
223
220
206
197
195
195
186
182
171
164
127
126
124
119
113
112
110
108
106
104
103
100
93
92
90
89
89
85
85
84
77
75
72
71
71
64
62
61
60
58
57
57
56
53
52
52
51
47
47
45
44
39
37
37
37
36
36
33
31

30

Malt consumed in 1838 742,597 quarters.

Ditto 1839 750,171 ditto.
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AGRICULTURA^L REPORTS.

GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR
JANUARY.

At the coiumencement of this month the weather
in most parts of England was seasonahly fine, and
tolerably favourable tor ploughing- and sowing, which
Operations were rapidly ])roceeded ivith,in the wliole

of our northern and midland districts, the land be-

ing- in good condition for the reception of the seed.
Subsequently, however, to tlie i20th, the aunosphere
became extremelv humid, and almost continuous
rains, accompanied by violent gales of wind, which
proved extremely destructive in many situations,

thereby causing much inconvenience to tliose who
were engaged in out-door farm labours : yet we
are happy to stale that several extensive breadths
of land were finished north of the Humber, about
the 23th. Notwithstanding which, it is generally

acknowledged that every thing is extremely back-
ward, and th-at, unless some change for the Letter be
speedily apparent, the produce of the forthcoming
wheat crops must, comparatively speaking, inevita-

bly prove deficient.

Complaints have reached us of the inleriority of
the new wheat brought forward in various quarters

by the farmers, which, as a matter of course, cannot
prove otherwise than prejudicial to the interests of
the agricultural community, whilst we fear that

eventually further importations of good old wheat,
especially since the demand in London and Liver-

pool has been extensive for shipmeat to L-eland, will

be indispensably necessary, in order to supply the

wants of those who manufacture the finest tlour.

In sheltered situations, the young wLeat plants

have assumed a somewhat sickly appearance, but in

open plain^;, where they have been submitted to the

action of sharp winds, they are reported to look tvelL

An unusually large quantity of corn having been
thrashed out, an opportunity has been afforded to the

growers of forming a more accurate es'.imrfte of the

actu-al produce of the last year's giowtb. With some
few exceptions that produced on light soils, appears
to have turned out extremely well, both as to a)-
pearance and weighing ijualities, but that on strong-

lands has proved deficient.

There appe-ars to be a great scarcity of re-.illv fine

malting barley in the hands of the producers, which
fircumstance has induced many holders to decline

selling- at present, in anticipation of enhanced rates
;

but grinding and distilling soits, though the quality

aj)pears lo have been much deteriorated by the heavy
rains during harvest time, are plentiful.

From all parts we have received cheering accounts
relative to the turnip crop; whilst that of potatoes
has been seldom, if ever, exceeded, either as regards
the acreable produce or mealing properties.

The temperature of the weather in Scotland has
been mild for the season, but the soil has been so

saturated with moisture that the operations of the
plough are much behind hand. Ou retentive soils,

a great breadth of land at this advanced period re-

mains to be ploughed ; but on more friable soils

some grass stubbles have been ploughed for spiing
seeding in the Highlands. In tiie Southern parts,

the young wheat is by no means promising, and a
large portion of tne supplies brought forward in the
different markets is very light and damp, conse-
quently low prices have been realized.

In Ireland, the early sown wheat is looking re-

markably well, and a consideral)le number of acres
have been finished during- the month, l)Ut, generally

speaking, farm labours have been attended with
great difficulty, and ill performed ; in fact, many of
them have been entirely abandoned till April and
JMay. From what we can learn, we regret to state

that a great deficiency has been found to exist in the
new wheat, nearly the whole of which will require

a large admixture of sound foreign, in order to pro-
duce saleable fiour.

Here follows our usual monthly retrospect of the

supplies and prices of fat stock, exhibited and sold

in Sraithfield Cattle Market.
On each day, the market has been tolerably well,

but not lo say heavily supplied with each kind of

fat stock, the gener-al quality of which has proved
decidedly superior to that noticed on some previous
occasions ; whilst a large number of extremely well

made up short-horns, has been received from Lincoln-
shire and Leicestershire. From Scotland, by steamers,

the receipts have been considerabh^ on the increase,

and all above the middle quality. The Kentish and
I'ssex sheep have turned out well, but those from
the north have been, in many instances, afflicted

with that malady the foot root, and, consequently,

produced low currencies. It has been estimated,

that scarcely 2,000 full-mouthed Southdowns have
been offered, owing to which, such descriptions of

sheep, as well, indeed, as the best Scots, Devons,
runts, Ilcrefords, and small calves, have commanded
a steady sale, and the prices have been well sup-
jiorted ; but the middling and inferior descriptions,

since the weather has proved unfavourable for

slaughtering, have hung heavily on hand.

The supplies of beasts hare amounted to 14,011
;

of sheep, 107,580 ; of calves, 765; and of pigs,

.'3,856. Nearly five-eighths of the former came from
the Northern, the remainder from the AVestern and
Midland districts, with about 210 from Aberdeen.

Comparative statement of the prices which have
been realized this and the last month :

—
Dkcejibeii. Januauv.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Beef 2 8 to 4 6 .

.

3 to 4 8

Mutton ... 2 10 5 .. 3 2 5 2

Veal 4 5 4 .

.

4 4 6

Pork 40 50 .. 40 50
A STATEMENT and COMPARISON of the SUP.
PLIES and PRICES of FAT STOCK, exhibited

and sold in Smithfif.ld Cattle Market, on
Monday, Jan. 2S, 1839, and Monday, Jan. 27, 1840.

At per 8lhs. to sink the offals.

Jan. 28, 1S29. Jan. 27, ISJO.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Coarse & inferior Beasts 2 6to2 10.. 2 10 to 3 2

Second quality do 3 2 3 4.. 3 4 3 8
Prime large Oxen 3 8 4 4 .. 3 10 4 4

Prime Scots, &c 46 4 8..46 48
Coarse & inferior Sheep 3 6 3 10 .. 2 10 3 8

Second quality do 4 4 2. 3 10 4

Prime coarse jvoolled do. 44 4 6.. 4 2 48
Prime Southdown do. . 4 8 4 10.410 50
Large coarse Calves .. 3 10 4 8 .. 4 10 5 2

Prime small ditto 4 10 5 4.. 5 6 6

Large Hogs 4 4 10.. 4 4 8

Neat small Porkers ,,5 5 4.. 4 10 5

SirpPLIES,
•Jiiii. 19, 1S39. Jan. 25, 1S40

Beasts ..... 2,602 2,845

Sheep 24,941 23,070

Calves 115 70

Pigs 325 504

The arrivals of slaughtered meat up to Newgate
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and Leadenhall markels, from Scotland and vari-

ous distant parts of England, have comprised 684
carcasses of beef ; 8,887 do. of mutton ;

.">j'2 do. of

veal ; and S,0S4 do. of pork. The demand has been

heavy, at barely previous rates.

E.\.ST LOTHIAN.
This county, which has acquired a high name in

agricultural matters, may with propriety be divided

into two districts, the first, or liigher, corapreliend-

ing' part of Lammermuir and the lands thereto adja-

cent, is partly arable, but principally pastoral ; the

second, or lower, lying to the noith of the lirst, and
including the Burgh towns of Haddington, Dunbar,
and North Berwick, is highly cultivated. It is to

tiie latter diitrict that the following observations are

intended mainly to apply. On account of the im-

provement of claj' lands by tile draining, and the ap-

plication of bone and rape dust with turnips, there

is much less summer or naked fallow to be seen than

there was a few years ago ; and the weather having

proved favoui'able this season for the sowing of tur-

nips, there is a great breadth of them in the district.

The crop generally is a superior one, excepting

merely the late sown Swedes, the wet weather hav-
ing battered the ground, kept back the braird, and

stunted their growth. Those let have therefore

brought less prices than last year, and extraneous

articles for feeding, such as oil-cake, Sec, are not as

yet easily disposed of. The chief varieties sown are

the Swedish in May, and the white globe or common
turnip in June: the latter comes into use, say in

October, and generally continues in good condition

till the end of the yeai-, when the former comes in

its place, though there are other kinds a good deal

used, such as Dale's Hybrid, and the Aberdeen, and
other yellows, which are intermediate with the two
others both as to time of sowing and use. These,
though they do not stand exposure to the weather so

well as tlie Swedes, yet improperly stored, will keep
fresh nearly as long. Harvest was partially com-
menced in the early part of the district, favourably

during the last weeks of August, but the process of

reaping being much retarded by heavy showers which
then began to fall, and which have since continued

uitli Utile intermission, very little grain was led in, or

carried to the stack-yard, till the 11th, 12th, and 13th

of September, when the weather proving favourable,

a good deal of the earliest cut vrheat and barley was
secured in fine order. The 14th and I5th were par-

ticularly stormy, and it was not till the 19th or 20th
that anything further could be done : on these days
and the 21st, however, uU hands were busy on ntanii

farms, and considerable progress was made in taking

in wheat, oats, and barley ; though we rather think

that some folks have by this time found out tliat they
were tbis year " ower cautions." The 22nd was a

dav of continued wet, followed by a few dry ones,

and so on— short periods of wet and dry alternating

throughout the harvest, the dr}' intervals however
becoming shorter during the latter part of it, so that

a good many fields of barley, oats, and beans, parti-

cularly of the latter, were to be seen exposed to

" November's chill blasts." Of course much labour
and expense were expended in opening down, spread-

ing out, and re-tying the different kinds of grain, and
had the weather been sultry and warm as well as wet,
there would have been much sprouted grain, but
luckily cold predominated; as it was, considerable
damage was susiained, and great loss incurred from
t!ie best pickles of corn being shaken out of the ear

(of y)otato oats, which are free, about two seeds) by
the frequent handling which was necessary ; but

even it was better to incur that loss and expense,

than to suffer the corn to sprout and spoil, which we
are convinced will he found to have been the case wherever

the utmost care and attention was not paid. From this

statement the trying and tantalizing, and sometimes
expensive nature of the employment of the husband-
man during this busy and important period, can well

be judged of. But we have been thus particular in

order to show that our harvest was a very protracted

one, and that there is much of the grain in a very
damp soft state ; that, in short, we have it of a very

fair bulk and quality,* but in all sorts of condition,

the early secured exhibiting a good, dry, plump,
though generally not a particularly heavy sample,

while all tliat appeared in the fields in the end of Sep-
tember is in bad condition, and of course light ; the

wheat wholly unfit for the pur|:)Oses of the baker,

unless kiln-dried and mixed with better stufi", and
much of the barley high-coloured, and suited only
for distillation (grinding) or feeding cattle, &c., and

not all for malting: and, on account of the continued

humidity of the atmosphere, little improvement has

vet taken place in the stack, except perhaps it may
have done so in the last week of the year, (when we
experienced a frost so keen as to stop the operations

of the i)lough for a few days.) That this is the cor-

rect state of the matter is proved by the reports of
the Haddington market, the best wheat realizing

about 74s. or 76s., and the worst only about 40s. or

42s. per quarter, being a difference of nearly one-
half. Of beans and peas little of the new crop has

yet been thrashed out, but we rather think a good
many will be found soft and ill-coloured, or mouldy,
and perhaps sprouted, and that good sound seed will

bring high prices in the Spring. Oats are generally

good, and sell well. Potatoes are universally spoken
of as an excellent crop, but there are not a great

man)' grown for sale injhe district. Hay was a thin

crop, but was well and quickly made, and secured
in fine condition, and now sells from Is. to Is. 3d.
per stone of 221bs. Young grasses appear to be
well planted. The grain markets have been well
supplied

;
prices are generally ruled by those of

Mark Lane ; they consequently fell in October, and
are now again on the rise, especially of wheat and
oats. The averages per imperial quarter in Had-
dington for the last four weeks are as follow :

—

Friday, I Friday, I Friday, 1 Friday,

Dec.lo. (Dec. 20. Dec.27.
£. s. d.l£. s. d. £. s. d.

Wheat
Barley
Oats .

D
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introduced ; and tliis yenr's growtb, the produce of

tbe couaty, weighing 65lbs. perbnsliel, received the

highest preiiiiuin given by the Kast liOtliian Agricul-

tural Society in October, for any variety other than

the Hunter's (which is the staiidurd wlie.at of tlie

county, if not indeed of Scotland) ; but it (thepe^rl)

feas not been sufficiently naturalized to allow any
opinion to be hazarded as to its merits or demerits.

The kinds ciiiefly valued, having stood the test of

many years' trial, are the Hunter's and Gregorian,

both while, and the Lrimmas and Blood-red (here

sometimes called ISelton), both red varieties; also

the Talavera, which however does notimy^nwein this,

to it, cold climate, and consequently an introduction of

new seed is occasionally required. Of barleys, the

Scotch or common, and Chevalier are most esteemed;
the first is the earlier variety and is preferred for

malting ; tliere is also a kind lately introduced, gene-
rally called Lord Western's, which much resembles,

if indeed it be not identical with the Chevalier. Of
oats, there are a great many varieties in vogue, ap-

parently according to the caprice of the grower
;

though the Potato, Ilopetoun, and Angus are most
freqnently to be met with. For the reason stated at

the commencement, there is much less wheat sown
at this period of the year than formerly ; the turnip

land being- sown in the Spring either with wheat or

barley, as will best suit the soil, climate, or weather.

The only fields, therefore, intended to be sown with
wheat in Autumn, are the small quantity of summer
fallow, the land after potatoes, beans, pea;, or tares,

and sometimes, thoiigli rarelii, after pasture grass.

The fallow has mostly been sown, and the plant ge-
nerally looks well and fresh at ]iresent, thougli how
it may stand any continued frost (saturated as the

soil is with wet) is yet to be seen. On account of

the extreme wetness, much of the land after beans
and peas has yet to receive the seed, and this, except
on dry early soils, must now be deferred till the

Spring-, and even then the greater i)art of tlie late

cl-ays will be sown with barley. In this county,

therefore, and we believe our neighbours are in u

similar situation, the ensuing Spring must bo a more
than usually busy season; we trust that it will prove
a favourable one. Cattle (few com]iaratively are

bred) and sheep have been purchased at high prices,

say from 1.5 to 30 per cent, above those current tvi'o

years ago. It lias been remarked, and we tiiink the

observation acorrect one, that more sheep and fewer
cattle than usual have this year been j)ut up for tur-

nip feeding. ^Ihis, in all probability, is owing to the

thorough drainage of land permitting slieep to lie dry
and feed in comfort, during- Winter and Spring, on
lands where they could not have been placed at all a

few years ago. The wet weather of this season has,

however, been unfavourable for siieep, especially on
clay soils. Cattle are deriving more benefit from
turnips than sheeji, on account of the shelter they le-

ceive in the courts: much difficulty has been expe-
rienced in keeping them well and comfortahlii supplied

with litter; hut ceteris paribus it is where tliis is most
miuutelv and constantly attended to, that the greatest

improvement in their condition, we are convinced,
will be found, especially in such seasons as the pre-

sent. The leading- off the turnips for their use from
clay soils has also been a serious business, the land
being thereby much damaged (or poached as we call

it), and tlie horses, carts, and harness certainly dete-

riorated in value. It is a question, therefore, and
perhaps a new point in husbandry, on whicli informa-

tion migJit he valuahle, whether sheep or cattle are the

stock most adapted and profitable to beput on turnips,

g-rovtn on cl-ay soils, in wet seasons. The East Lo-
thian Agricultural Society's Christmas show for fat

stock was superior as fo quality, though not so nu-
merous as usual. The Earl of Haddington for cat-

tle, Mr. Ferguson, of Raith, (for his Biel property),

and Mr. John Hrodie for sheep, were the successful

competitors. A market for the sale of stock was
commenced last year at Dunbar. It is held on the

first Monday of each month, and has proved success-

ful. As it is very convenient for dealers frequent-

ing the Morpeth and otiier southern markets, (and

equally so for Edinbnrgli), we doubt not but it will

meet with encouragement from them, especially as

the proprietors and farmers in this district are well

known for their judgment as to stock. Prices are

continuing- high. The dry frosty weather with which
we Irave been favoured for some days, has again given

place to humidity. This is perhaps not to be re-

gretted on account of the young wheats, but in other

respects a continuation of frost would have been be-

neficial, as the stubbles, &c., are mostly turned over

by the ploagh,—Jan. 1.

LINCOLNSHIRE, LINDSEY.
The little vari-ation of weather during- the last and

present month leaves but a small scope for dealing

out the operations of fanning, which must of neces-

sity be limited to taking- care of sheej) and cattle,

with some advance wliere the land is dry to plough
up seed leys for sowing spring corn. A week of

frost from the sixth to the twelfth of this montli made
the only variety, and the result has proved how
energetically all the thrashing machines were era-

ployed, by the abundance of wheat since produced
at all the country markets, wJiich from being thus

over supplied caused a small reduction in prices.

The change again to wet, with hail storms and
rough gales of wind, will delay thrashing, and give

time to get the present supply consumed, and steady
^

the ])rices between 60s. and (J8s. per quarter, which
is about the value of good sound -wheats at present.

The young wheat plants look he-althy and strong,

and even that which was sown late and covered badly
from the stiff wet state of the land, has come up
strong and healthy, and looks better than could be

anticipated. An immense breadth of land remains
unsown, and great anxiety is shown for a dry
Februaiy, to make good the deficiency. This has

been a morit jrosperous season for under-draining,

which in this district goes on with all the energy

imaginable. Millions of draining tiles have been
buried, and so extensive is their use, that brick

makers employ their whole labours to the obtaining

a stock previous to the vi-inter, and neglect tlie

making of bricks for building, which are thereby

become a scarce commodity, the profit on tile

making being the largest. Thousands of acres have
ah-ead}^ been laid dry, and thousands are yet to do

;

but with tbe increased necessity of making the land

produce to its utmost power, a very few years will,

as far as draining is concernsd, make this county
complete. I have visited and seen nearly every

county in England, and can say from personal ob-

servations, that the general improvement of tlie land

from inclosing, draining, and the use and general

adoption of the best imidements of husbandry has

proceeded more rapidly within the last twenty years

in this county than any other. The common v\ork-

ing- tools of the day labourer in the south and
western counties are so antique and clumsy in their

structure, that with ecjual physical force, very little

more than half the work c-rin be performed; the

same will apply to Lancashire, and some parts of

the nortli of England. I am satisfied with your

correspoudeut, Mr, Binns, that with proper encour-
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agement nnd the use of improved implements, new
modes of culiiviition.and a better selection of seeds,

and seed corn, England may easily be made to pro-

duce cheap corn, sufficient for the entire consum[)-

tion of its inhabitants, and with Iiijn a fixed duty of

14s. per quarter on wheat, reducing only Is. per
quarter for seven years, until it falls to 8s. and there

remain. I am fully persuaded that improvement in

the quantity produced per acre on an average, by
improved cultivation, will amply protect the agri-

culturist in general, for his intermediate outlav, and
eventually place him beyond the competition of the

continental producer. Mucii may be said on the im-

provement of Ireland, which is by far too wide a

field for a monthly report, which must prove that

the introduction of capital into that country is the
grand panacea to heal all i'ts divisions, dissensions,

and miser)^.—Wool is rather brislcer in demand, and
at somewhat better piices, shewing that there is a

corresponding improvement in the woollen trade.

—

Spilsby, Jan, 23

WEST CUMBERLAND.
Since our la^t report we have experienced a few

weeks of remarkably favourable v/eather for the sea-

son, and t)ut-door work has conseqv.eutly progressed
very rapidly. The wheat season is now about con-
cluded, and seldom if ever have we had throughout a
more open or a finer season for sowing thau the pre-

sent. Wheat, generally speaking, looks remarkably
well, and has quite as healthy an appearance as we ever
remember it assuming in the early part of January.
Plongbing is still going on, and we consider it in a very
forward state. We are convinced, however, that many
of the farmers plough their fallows much too shallow.
The laud in Cumberland is now so much ploughed that

it requires a considerable extra depth ; for deep ]dough-
iug not only in a great measure drains the land, but
gives it a certain portion of support and strength, if I

may be allowed the expression, whether on wet or dry
soils, and the fallows throughout the season are much
easier managed. No difficulty can arise, during the

summer, of commanding any depth that may he re-

quired ; and a circumstance of so much importance
ought to be punctually attended to, as it is most essen-

tial to a proper cultivation of the soil. During an ex-

perience of more than thirty years, upon a pretty ex-

tensive scale, and upon varied soils, the writer never
knew, or even heard of, any complaint against deep
ploughing ; but he has known many serious errors

committed iu consequence of shallow ploughing.

Hence it is that the necessity of sub-soil ploughing has
now become so apparent ; and we have no hesitation

in sayin'g, that the more it is practised the greater will

become the necessity for its general adoption, more
particularly upon land that has been recently drained.

We have our fears, however, that it will be long ere it

become general in West Cumberland, owing to there

being so raany small farms in this part of the county.
In our last report we noticed the improvement made of

late years in the cultivation of wheat, we thall now
briefly allude to the improvement made in this county
amongst short-horntd stock. It is nearly thirty years
since short-horns were first introduced into this county.
This merit, we believe, was due to J. C. Curwen, Esq.,
of Wokington, Sir J. R. G, Graham, Bart., of Ne-
therby, Richard Ferguson, Esq., of Harker, and Mr.
Ellis, of Croft Head. -These gentlemen made their

selections with great discernment and bred with judg-
ment, and the consequence was that much excellent

stock was produced, which, as it began to spread over
the county, the improved stock extended itself, and be-

came more general, gradually progressing till it reached
its present improved condition. Notwithstanding the

care of those gentlemen who first introduced short-

horns amongst us, not a few inferior animals seem to

have crept iu ; and though the model was all that the

eye could wish for—we were not at that time so fully

aware of the other qualities which were wanting,
namely, the soft toucli and a good coat of fine hair so

essential to the constitution and those natural fatten-

ing propensities, which have bestowed a more vigorous

appetite upon the short-hoins than upon any other kind

of stock. Shortly after this improvement had com-
menced, and whilst it was still going on, the jobbers
in cattle introduced the well-known Dutch stock into

the markets (if this country, and such was the simila-

rity between the Dutch stock and the short-horns, iu

general appearance, that many persons eagerly pur-
chased the former in mistake for the latter, and bred
bulls from the females with bulls of the short-horned

breed. It was some time before this error was dis-

covered ; but the stock was found to be deteriorating

in quality and getting wrong, and after the discovery

had been made, several seasons had passed away before

the breeders were able to correct the error that had
been made. By judicious crossings, however, with the

best West Highlanders, we have again got on aright
course. Instead of a sharp, hard, and hasky touch,

we have a good rough, silky coat, and a fine touch,

which best indicate the perfection at which we have
arrived in the breed of short-horus. Indeed our short-

horned stock may be advantageously crossed by West
Highland stock, and the produce may be reared to suit

any kind of cultivation, pasture, or climate, either at

home or abroad. Stock thus produced have many ex-

cellent qualities ; they are perhaps the earliest reared

and fattened of any kind of stock in Great Britain.

Crosses in sheep arc also found highly beneficial to

farmers ; the animals produced by crossing are not

only larger in size, but possess superior fattening pro-

pensities. We would recommend a cross between the

Leicester breed and the Highland breed, selecting male
animals from the former and females from the latter.

The time has now arrived when prejudices should be

laid aside—they only impede the progress of improve-
ment, and are detrimental to the interests of all who
cling to them. We are of opinion that our mountain
bred sheep might also be much improved by a judicious

crossing with the Leicester&ldre and West Highland
breeds. This cross, we are fidly convinced, would
greatly improve the model, size, constitution, and
general fattening propensities of the animal, by which
it could be brought earlier to market.— If judicious

draining has been found so advantsgeous to the land in

the production of agricultural produce, as to make an
additional return of 15 per cent, upon good soils, why
may we not also calculate upon an additional return

being made by the stock depastured upon drained land,

which has been found to improve the condition of stock

greatly. Besides, the more the farmer drains his laud,

the more stock that land will carry, and the more im-
proved will be the herbage. We have hitherto refrained

from giving any settled opinion respecting the quality

and average of last year's crop ; but as a considerable

part of it has now been thrashed, our information re-

specting it enables us to speak with confidence on the

subject. We state, then, without fear of contradiction,

that the produce of grain last season was little more
than half an average crop. The oats were decidedly the

best of the grain crops ; the major part of the barley

was very inferior, and scarcely any of it fit for malting ;

the wheat, though most important, was decidedly the

worst, the principal part being much grown, very un-
sound in quality, and scarcely marketable at any price.

We still continue well supplied with foreign grain, which
on account of being sound commands pretty high prices.

We have also a tolerably fair supply of Manx grain,

the stock on hand of which, is at present large. Choice
samples of this grain sell'rvell ; but the middling and
inferior samples, like those of home growth, are quite

neglected. Business is at present in rather a depressed

state, and money scarce. This state of things is likely

to remain so long as we are remitting such heavy

amounts for foreign produce, which is absolutely re-

quired, as two-thirds of the foreign grain, which is

purchased, is used to mix with the new, without which
much of the latter would be wholly useless for the pur-

poses of food. Fat stock continue to sell well, and are
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likely, througli scarcity, to remain feigh. The pork
market is pretty steady, and sales are readily effected

at 5s. 6d. per stone. Hay and straw are both dear and
scarce ; the former is selling at from 8d. to lOd. per

stone, and the latter at from 3s. to 3s. 6d. and even 4s,

per score. We need scarcely remark that this is an
eventful season with the farmers. Having had little

more tlian half a crop last season, many of them will

find considerable difficulty in meeting the demand of

their landlords ; and as Candlemas is fast approaching,
the term at which many farmers remove to other

estates, there are often disputes between the outeoing
and incoming tenants respecting the fallow wheats,
vvliich we think ought to be better adjusted than they
often are. Fallow wheats are frequently badly managed
by the off-going tenant, who has no longer any interest

in them, and the incoming or receiving tenant conse-
quently suffers considerably therefrom. Now, in order
to obviate this inconvenience and loss, we would sug-
gest the propriety of the landlord purchasing the fallow
wheats from the off-going tenants, and presenting them
to the incoming farmer, on condition that when he
leaves the land at the expiration of his term or lease,

he shall leave an equal quantity of well managed and
sown fallow behind him, for the use of his successor.
This plan would at once settle what has long been a
subject of contention and dispute between landlords
and farmers, and by adopting it the interests of the
former in the management of his estate would be
secured, and an act of right and justice would be done
to the farmers themselves.—Jan, IG.

REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURlxVG THE MONTH OF JANUARY.

The corn trade during- the last month, has been
unusually inanimate, indeed as uninteresting as it

could, by any possibilit}', have been, had the last crop
been a most abundant one. With wheat of home
growth the markets generally have been sufficiently

supplied, and this circumstance, added to the (juan-

tity of foreig-n free wheat, which still presses on tlie

best interests of agriculture, has caused a decline
in prices, from our last quotations, of from 3s, to os,

per qr., attended naturally by a proportionate in-

crease of the duty levied on foreign wheats, wlien
entered for home consumption. The weather has
generally been unfavourable to the improvement of
the quality of the last crop, and the samples of it, in

many instances, still are moist, and require some
preparation before they can be rendered subservient
to the millers' purposes. In common seasons, under
such circumstances, favourable anticipations could
not well be entertained respecting- the future state of
the corn trade, and the future value of all the
necessaries of life. Last corn season, however, was
not a common one, and the usual law cannot
reasonably be applied to its consequences. A great
part of the crop, no doubt, was gathered in bad con-
dition, from whicli, as yet, indeed it has not, to this

period of the year, recovered, and the natural in-

ference from this circumstance ought to be, that the
supplies of all descriptions of grain must materially

fall away before the conclusion of the corn year,
and that a corresponding improvement may occur
in the value of all descri]3tions of agricultural pro-
ductions. Although, however, the qu-ality of the
grain produced last season, has proved, in too many
instance^, of a rather unfavourable description, still,

from the present aspect of the corn trade, generally,
an opinion has latterly been entertained, that the
deficiency in quality, which notoriously exists, will,

eventu-ally, be made good by the increased quantity
produced last year, which will be found sufficient

for the abundant supply of the jjeople until the pro-
duce of the next crop can be partly brought into con-
sumption. This opinion is now daily gaining
ground, and it receives -ft considerable degree of
plausibility from the fact, that the general deliveries

of the last crop, were at least six weeks later than
usual, and, consequentl3% that with the economy
which dear prices have naturally occasioned, ten

months' consumption onlv will be required from the

agricultural produce of last harvest. This view of
the future jirospects of the corn trade is important
in the extreme, for, should it be verified by the
result, it will most amply prove, that on the average
of years, the United Kingdom produces in abundance

all things necessary to the population, and enables

the people generally to enjoy many of the luxuries

of life. In the course of another half-year it may be

perfectly established, that the progress now going so

rapidly forward in agricultural improvements of
every description already enables the tillers of the

fields to produce even in an acknowledged bad
season nearly a sufficient sui)ijly of agricultural pro-

ducts for the entire consumption of the people, -and

that, by the due and proper encouragement of these

improvements, we shall cease to consume foreign

grain. One very important benefit must be im-

mediately received, should the farmers be enabled

to supply our wants out of their ovvn production

until the next harvest be gathered, in as far as it

will place an insuperable bar to any farther impor-

tation of foreign grain during the current corn season.

The commercial and trading distress, which now par-

tially exists in some of the industrious districts of the

British empire, has its origin chiefly, if not entirely,

in the heavy importations of foreign grain which
liave deluged our corn markets during the last two
corn seasons, and which have drawn so heavily on
the precious metals for their paynaent, thereby de-

priving the people of a vast quantity of productive

employment at home, in as far as it has rendered

money too dear for speculative undertakings at Lome,
and it has not been attended by anything like a

corresponding advantage to the industrious classes

of society in the shape of an increased foreign trade.

A farther importation of foreign grain this season

on the payment of nominal duties would be the

certain means for increasing these evils, and the

repeal of the corn laws themselves would render the

calamity perfect. In the home markets for the

consumption of manufactured goods, no complaints

are made, nor can be made, for the internal trade is

annually improving, botli in value and in amount,

and would still have been immeasurably farther im-

proved, had' the many millions sterling exch-anged

during the last year and a-half for foreign grain been
expended amongst the producers of the necessaries

of life at home. The seasons, however, rendered

these advantages not possible at the time, and ten

millions sterling at least are therefore unfortunately

lost to the wealth of the British Empire, It would
not require the re-appearance of Cocker on the

earth to demonstrate by figures, how long the

United Kingdom can continue great, free, and
wealthy, under a foreign corn trade, equally free as

it has been now for nearly two years, for it is beyond
all doubt, that another twoy ears' experience ofthe corn

trade, equally free, would go far to place the seal on the
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reiil happiness and true prosperity of ;ill classes

of British society. The experience of the pnst two
years has sutficiently proved the I'siUac}' of the theory

of exchanging raiments for food; for the exportation

of British goods to those countries from which corn

has been chiefly imported has not increased, but, on
the contrary, has materially fallen away, and is

perhaps the chief cause of tliat dulness in trade so

much complained of at the present moment. Nor
can any effectual remedy be applied to it until, by
another abundant growth at liome of all the necessa-

ries of life, the exchange of specie for corn with fo-

reign nations be rendered again unnecessary. The
money, so consumed of late, will then be employed,
not in the formation of railroads and public improve-

ments amongst the inhabitants of foreign nations, but

will be pjiid away in the encouragement of public

•works at home, and thus kept in circulation alone

amongst the industrious classes of society. As capi-

tal becomes plentiful, it will be employed in puhlic

and important improvements, particularly in render-

ing subservient to the use of man large districts of

land at present nearly in a perfect state of nature,

and which arc entirely useless from the want of the

means necessary to their improvement. Men are at

present kept in idleness because money has been
paid away to foreign nations for foreign grain, and
which, under different circumstances, would now be
employed in giving abundance of productive labour

in the cultivation of waste land to thousands who at

present can find no employment whatever. To them
foreign grain, however cheap it mav relatively appear
to be, is of no use, for they have no wages with

which it may be purchased ; and he has but an im-

perfect knowledge of the present state of society,

who would impress principles so fallacious as those

of an entirely free trade in corn, oa the attention of

the British people. It cannot be doubted that on
the internal trade of the empire most materially de-

pends the general prosperity, and that the agricul-

tural interest is by far the most important one ; and
in saying so, we by no means intend to undervalue
the pursuits of those engaged in the various depart-

ments of trade and manufactures. Whatever injury,

however, might be done to agriculture by too large

importations of foreign grain, they must eventually

be doubly injurious to the commercial classes them-
selves, who could not be much benefitted by ex-

changing the consumption of articles in which they

deal, in London alone, for the consumption of the

wheat producers in Poland and Germany of the same
description of articles. To maintain the internal de-

mand for goods, the agriculture generally of the

country must be duly encouraged, but so soon as the

preference is given here to foreign produced corn
over that of our own growth, so soon must the home
market for merchandize of every description also de-

cay; and we have yet to learn how the serfs and
boors on the continent are to make good the defi-

ciency in the home comsumption of manufactured
goods, which the repeal of the corn laws must from
necessity occasion. It, therefore, will prove of the

highest advantage to all interests in the country,

should the opinion now so generally entertained of

there being already sufficient grain in the country
for the consumption of the people until the new crop
be brought into the market, prove to be correct, for

it will prevent a farther exportation of the precious

metals—will place the rates of the foreign exchanges
on a more favourable footing to our commei'ce, and
must eventually be the means of restoring, in a mate-

rial degree, our foreign export trade, which must in-

crease the general nation's wealth, and add consi-

derably to the general prosperity. These benefits

cannot be obtained by the purchase of foreign grain,

and by the payment of it, when imported here for

home consumption, with hard money, however com-

paratively cheap this grain may appear to bevvhen

contrasted with the value of that produced in our

own fields, and by our own labourers and capital.

The money so paid for foreign grain is exported, and

seldom indeed comes again into circulation amongst

our labourers, whilst the money paid to our home

farmers is speedily again put into circulation amongst

our manufacturers, continuing to pay profitable

wages to workmen of all grades and denominations,

until it be with the profits gained in its circulation,

added to the wealth of the capitalist, when it again

comes into circulation in paying the wages of labour

on various descriptions of improvements, both public

and private ; thus forming a jierfect contrast to w-hat

is and would be the free corn trade system in all

circumstances under which it can by any possibility

exist. In Scotland, we can say with confidence that

the crops generally are turning out much larger than

was lately anticipated, and in the Lothians, and in

seveial of the large wheat districts, the quality is

materially improved, and the prices obtained remu-

nerating, though moderately. This state of agricul-

tural prospects in the North is in every re&pnct sa-

tisfactory, in as far as it will render any further im-

portation there of foreign grain unnecessary—increase

the home consumption of manufactured goods, at all

events, to the extent of the specie which under less

favourable circumstances, would have been paid away

to the proprietors of foreign food—and keep the

money in the country for farther agricultural im-

provements, and for several public and private un-

dertakings, for the completion of which capital alone

is now requisite. Commercial distress universally

has its origin in the scarcity of money, whether it

be occasioned by its exportation for foreign food or

by its investment in foreign securities, being in either

case rendered psrfectly useless to the improvement

of the British empire, and to the productive employ-

ment of the British people. To avoid, as much as

possible, the importation of foreign grain when this

article can be obtained from our home agricultural

interests, is the only certain way for fully employing

the artizans at wages equal to the expencc of provi-

sions ; and, in the northern portion of the kingdom,

this advantage will be obtained should the expecta-

tion now generally entertained there prove to be cor-

rect, for the people will in that case receive money

for the surplus of the crop sent to the Southward, and"

not be compelled to pay specie for the importation of

foreign grain. In Ireland, under the influence of

the corn laws, the quantity of land there thrown into

tillage is annually increasing : this season, in as far

as it has yet passed, completely establishes this view

of the rapid progress which agricultural improve-

ment is making in that island, and her wealth is pro-,

portionately increasing by the exportation of her

surplus produce to Great Britain. The Irish sup-

plies render our prices more moderate, particularly

for Oats, than they otherwise would be ; and the

cash paid for them continues to form a portion of the

circulating medium of the empire. It passes from

the Irish farmer to the English manufacturer, giving

employment and living wages to those engaged in

various departments of industrious pursuits, and,

like a snow-ball, increases in strength and in size as

it goes along through the various grades of British

and Irish society. During the last month the arri-

vals of oats from Ireland in the various large mar-

kets of consumption in Great Britain, have exceeded

those of the corresponding month of the previous

year, and have of course put a limit to the consump-

tion of oats grown in foreign nations.

As we have already repeatedly stated, the repeal
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of tlie corn laws must be atteniled by ruinous conse-

quences to every class of society in the United
Kingdom, and more particularly to tlie manufactu-

rers themselves, who would speedily discover that

there could arise no increase whatever in the expor-

tation of British goods from the im])oitation of fo-

reign grain for our home consumption. The state of

trade during the last two 3'ears indeed, sufficiently

establishes this fact, for the corn received then, from
the continent, has been chiefly paid for by the pre-

cious metals; a circumstance, which lias rendered
money much too dear for commercial parposes
during that period, and lias involved several previous-

ly highly respectable and wealthy mercantile estab-

lishments in ruin. The repeal of these laws, will, also,

put a stop to all further improvement in agriculture,

and render useless an immense amount of capital al-

ready invested in land, tlie imijvovement ol which is

now only in progress. A large falling off in the home
consumption of manufactured goods of every descrip-

tion mustattend this decay ofagriculture, for thousands

of families now engaged in agricultural pursuits,

would be naturally thrown on the commercial classes

lor employment, and the depression in the wages of

the labourers would be incalculable. Under the

protection of these laws, a great deal yet may, and
will, in a few years too, be done in agricultural im-

provements. This science has not nearly reached its

summit, but it progresses rapidly. A great deal of

land perfectly capable of cultivation, remains even
in Great Britain, in a state of nature, and, in every
respect, useless to the people. In Ireland, the held

for improvement in this way may be described as

boundless. Capital alone is necessary to render us

an exporting nation of all descriptions of agricultu-

ral produce, and capital can be obtained in the great-

est abundance, for these important purposes, pro-
vided the home markets be not interfered with,

during the progress of these improvements. The
corn laws will afterwards repeal themselves, for the fo-

reigner will then have no temptation to ship his grain

to this country. The people will be abundantly sup-

plied with all the necessaries of life, produced at

home, and no necessity will exist for the transpor-

tation of the most enterprising portion of the popu-
lation to the colonies^ to be employed there in the

cultivation of waste fields in preference to our own.
The consumption of manufactured goods at home
will proportionatel)^ improve, and few complaints can
then exist either of commercial, or of agricultural

distress. Great as have been the improvements in

this country during the last quarter of a century, they

must still be greater during the next, under the in-

fluence of mild and patriotic laws, which give mo-
derate protection to our own industry, whether it be
applied to the arts, to the sciences, to commerce, or to

agriculture. Society, as it is at present constituted, is

like an arch composed ofa great variety of interests, all

mutually depending oneacli other for support. Pros-
perity must be general amongst all its its branches,

else it cannot be long supported. The decay of agri-

culture, would be the certain prelude to the down-
fall of this social arch, and it is only wonderful that

a lesson is not drawn of this fact, from the expe-

rience which may be gathered from the occurrences

of 1826. Then commercial distress was general,

arising as it did, from the depression which agricul-

ture underwent a few years previously, from the al-

teration then in progress in the circulating medium,
nor did this commercial distress receive any remedy.
Until by the alteration made in the corn laws in

1827, prosperity was restored in 18.'30 to agricultui'e,

and soon afterwards every interest in the State flourish-

ed. In the corn laws then enacted, only one mis-

take was committed, and that was particularly in-

jurious to the public revenue. No foreign grain,

under any circumstances, should have been admitted

for our home consumption at nominal duties. Foreign

wheat should never have lieeii admitted to entry under

the payment of a duty of at least 10s. per qr., and
other descriptions of foreign grain should have been

charged in proportion. The foreign proprietor

Mould then only have been charged witli his fair pro-

portion of our taxes for the use of our own markets,

and during the last two corn seasons, at all events, the

revenue miglit have been increased by some millions

sterling at the foreigners' expence, and most cer-

tainly not at that of the ]3ritish consumer.
The barley market since our last publication, has

been but sjiaringly supplied, but still the consump-
tion has been less in proportion, during the same
period, and prices consequently have declined, but

to no great extent. This article is much too heavily

taxed, and the quantity annually used is at least one-

half less, than it would be, were the duties levied at

present on malt and on British spirits more moderate.

The Exchequer receives annually from these duties

nearly twelve millions sterling, under the jiresent

system, nor would this large amount be in any man-
ner reduced by the adoption of a more liberal mode
of collecting them. In Scotland tho duty on home
made spirits is os. 4d. per proof gallon; in Ireland

itisdd. per gallon less, whilst in England the charge

is 7s. 6d. Now all taxes, to be just, should be
equally distributed over the community. There is

no reason why .Scotland should be charged with less

duty than England, nor is there any just ground for

charging Ireland with still a smaller sum than Scot-

land is. These charges should be equalized, and
by adopting the three-shillings-and-fourpence one

for the ITnited Kingdom, one hundred per cent, and
upwards would still be levied on the cost price of

the manufactured article, even if the average price

of barley was dOs. per quarter. Under the existing

extravagant duty charged in England, at least one-

half of the spirits consumed there are introduced by
tlie smuggler, to the great detriment of the public

revenue, and of the home distiller ; to the loss of

barley agriculture, and to the injury of the morals of

a great mass of the people, employed in this illegal

trade. It is generally reported that the Chancellor

of the Exchequer intends, during the present session

of parliament, to propose a reduction of the duties on
brandies and Dutch gin from 23s. to 12s. per gallon,

but unless a proportionate reduction be made in the

present high charge in England on home made spirits,

justice will never be done to our home industry, and
although smuggling in foreign spirits may be, in a

small degree, lessened, that at home must be prodi-

giously added to, and the revenue must materially

suifer by this partial alteration, whilst, on thecontrary,

*by rendering the reduction of the spirit duty general,

smuggling will be nearly suppressed, the revenue

will be increased, and a market will be opened for

the consumption of an additional quantity of barley

of home growth. It is, however, from the reduction

of the mak duty that manifold advantages may be
obtained. We can only repeat, what we have al-

ready so frequently impressed on our readers, on
this most important and interesting subject, high

duties universally injure the object for which they

are imposed, and this heretofore has been the history

of the malt duty, at 35s. per quarter. Two millions

and a half sterling, or thereabout, was the sum
paid irom this source into the Treasury, whilst this

payment has been more than doubled by the reduction

of the duty to 20s. per quarter. Similar causes must
produce similar consequences, and the reduction of

these heavy duties to 10s, per quarter would render

the quantity of barley manufactured into malt double
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its present amount, and would even improve the

revenue itself. Witbout the most distant chance of

loss to the Exchequer, the Chancellor of that most
important department of the government has the

power, and we doubt not that he has the incliaation,

to render very valuable services to the agricultural

interest, by a very considerable redaction in the

malt and in the home made spirit dut'es. The con-

sumption of barley may he doubled, and productive

labour given to many families in its i)roduction.

Several millions sterling ^maj^ annually be added to

the property of the proprietors and cultivators of

barley lands, and it is utterly impossible that, bjr the

extensions of this benefit to the agricultural

interests, the slightest injury caa be done to any class

in British society.

In the oat trade no material alteration occurred

during the month of January. The quality of the

supplies in the several large markets of consumption

has certainly not been of the best description, but the

quantity has made amends for this deliciency, and

has been fully equal to the demand. From Ireland,

as we have already mentioned, the arrivals have been
larger than they were during the same period last

season, and have been the cause of preventing a much
larger consumption of foreign oats, than would, under

other circumstances, have been rendered necessary.

To the influence of the corn laws therefore, which
give to Irish agricultural produce a preference in the

British markets over that of foreign growth, the

manufacturers are mainly indebted for the exportation

ot specie not having been much larger of late than it

has been, and for a proportionate increase in the

home consumption of articles of their production,

which would not have been made good by any addi-

tional foreign demand for them, had these oats been

imported from foreign nations instead of Ireland. It

is much more than probable thnt Ireland will con-

tinue even to increase her shipments of agricultural

produce during the remainder of the year, and an-

nually must her tillage increase in magnitude under
proper protection, until eventually ah ? export the

surplus of her crops to our Colonies and to other

southern states, wherein grain cannot be profitably

produced. She will theu have no complaints to make
of a redundant population, nor will any necessity ex-

ist to banisli from her soil what the modern ])olitical

economists are pleased to call the surplus of her peo-

ple, and which surplus must annually increase,

should the home labour he rendered less abundant,

as it must be, by the abandonment of the cultivation,

and of the gradual improvement of the soil.

From the various foreign corn markets in connec-

tion with those of the United Kingdom, the intelli-

gence received in the course of last month has neither

been interesting nor important. In all the ports in

the United States of America considerable quantities

both of flour and wheat had been collected for expor-

tation, chiefly with a view to the consumption of this

country, but prices had been maintained too dear to

permit anything like a brisk demand for either. An
expectation continued at the latest dates to be enter-

tained tiiat, after the turn of the vear, the duties to

be levied here would be materiallv decreased, but

when they receive intelligence that this exportation

has not been, nor is likely to be realized, the prices

must either considerably decline there, or they must
find another quarter for the profitable consumption
of their surplus produce. The government there

takes a widely different view of the great importance

of a large crop of grain to what our anti-corn law
advocates do here ; for the President, in his last

speech, congratulates the Union on the abundance of

the last harvest, and describes agricultural improve-

mtints as being oftho deepest cansequence to the best

interests of the citizen, in whatever pursuits they

may be engaged. Two years ago this re])ublic ex-

perienced the evil consequences of a grain importation

from foreign nations, and no repetition of this sort of

commerce is now desired. With the exception of the

Turkish Empire, the crops in the south of Europe
were lastseason most abundant, but the hope of an
opening for the consumption of wheat in Great Bri-

tain had at the latest dates caused prices to be
maintained considerably above their intrinsic worth,

when compared with our quotations. At Leghorn a

large quantity had been collected, chiefly for expor-

tation, but as sellers could not be found under 46s.

per quarter free on board, and as this quotation is

much too high for our duties and prospects, the

transactions entered into were few and uninteresting,

nor is there now much chance of any improvement
occurring tliere in the corn trade by orders from
this country. The state of the trade at Trieste, and
in all the ports of the Adriatic, was much the same
as at Leghorn, and in tlie lower parts of the JMedi-

terranean. The demand generally was dull, and the

supplies much larger than the home consumption re-

quired. The public attention wa* directed to the

Britisii market, which continued to be the pivot on
which all their prospects revolved. A free corn
trade at present would be a treat to England: it

would draw away all the bullion left, and would be

ruinous to her best interests. In the Baltic a few
purchases have been made of the finest high mixed
Polisli wheats, at about 5'is. per quarter. Three
months, however, must pass before any shipments can
be made from Dantzig or Elbing, from wlience this

description of wheat is chiefly received. Prices in

all the ports without the Baltic have been, and con-

tinue to be, regulated by the information received

from London, and the corn trade is consequently
perfectly inanimate in all of them.

About the turn of the year a considerable degree
of anxiety existed among the farmers respecting the

winter wheats, a great extent of wheat land at that

period not having been sown. During the dry wea-
ther which occurred last month, the fields came more
into order, and the evil was in part obviated, by the

seed having been generally got into the ground in

good order, and hope therefore is now not rendered
gloomy by any well-founded fears of the future.

CURRENCY PER IMPERIAL MEASURE-
Jan. ;27.

Per Qr. Per Qr.
^^'hkAt, Essex & Kent..red,. 61 G8 70 white 68 70 76

Suffolk & Norfolk,, 01 GO 68 do... 68 74
Irisli ,, .. 60 60 do.... 60 64
Old, red 70 80 do,.. 78 84

RvB old 36 38 iievi- 41 43
Baui.ev, Grinding 3'2 34 Malting 42 60 Choviilier 42 44

Irish .'. 30 34 Bere... — 30
MALT,SnffolU & N«i!olk 70 75 l?voun..66 60

Kingston & Ware 70 76 Chevalier 70 76
OATS,Yorkshire&[iiiioolns)i,ieed 24 26 Petaloe..29 —

Yo'ighall& Cork black .. 22 23 Cork, white 24 25
J>iihlin 24 25 Westport 26 27
CloMinel 24 26 I.iiiienGli 2326 28
[iOiidniideirv 25 26 Sligo ... 26 —

^

Newry '. 26 27
Galway 21 22
Water to id, white 23 24 Black... 20 22
Scotch Feed 26 27 Potntoe 27 39

BBANs.Tick 38 — Small.. 44 46
Pea?, Grey 39 40 maple.. 40 42

White 42 44 hollers.. 44 46
Sbeb, Rape 32/ —/..liish 25/ per last

JSnglish Rctl Clover, line. 64 70 80 963 per cwt.
White... 66 70 80 903

IMustaril, White. 12s 14s. .Inowii 21s 225 perbttsL.
Tares. .32 36.... old 30 31 new 60 — s per qr.

Flour, Town-iuade ....62 — Suffolk 51 56 per sk ot
Stockton & Norfolk 62 54 [280 lb.
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IMPERIAL AVERAGES.

Week eiiJiiijj

Dec. 13th ..

20tli .

.

27tli .

.

Jan. 3d ..

10(1; ..

l/th ..

AggregateAverage
of the six week?
which regulates
the duty
Duties payable in

London til! Wed-
nesday next inclu-

sive, and at the

Outports till the

arrival of the ;\iail

of that (lay from
London
Do. on grain from
BritishPossessions
out of Eiirope . .

.

i Wheat. IJarliy. Oats. Rye. Deans Pea?

G5
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PLATE I.

The subject of ouv first Plate is a Boar, bred by and the jiroperty of the Right Hon,

J. Shaw Lefevre, Esq., M.P., Speaker of tlie House of Commons, to which the first prize

of Ten Sovereigns was awarded at the Meeting of tlic Englisli Agricuhural Society at

Oxford, in July, 1839. The Right Hon. Gentleman has possessed the breed for a

great many years, and this specimen obtained great admiration at the Oxford show. It

is truly gratifying to see that the Gentleman who occupies the station of tlie first Com-
moner in the land should be so devoted to, and successful in the pursuit of practical

a«i-riculture.

PLATE IL
Plenipotentiary, winner of the Derby, 1834.

(For Description see page 172.J

IMPORTANT RESULTS OF CON-
TINUED AND EXTENSIVE APPLI-
CATION OF SALTPETRE AND
NITRATE OF SODA AS A MANURE.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—Some time since inquiries were made by
some of vour correspondents relative to the use of

saline manures ; those inquiries ha\'e not been re-

plied to in a way likely to be satisfactory to the

parties requesting information, I am induced in con-

sequence, though not accustomed to such public

exhibitions, to offer a fi»w plain remarks for inser-

tion in your very useful Magazine, if you think them
worthy of a place therein ; the only recommendation
in my power to give them is, they are the results of

ten years' experience of a plain practical farmer.

Ten years ago I purchased 141bs. of saltpetre, and
applied it to two stitches, or warps, as we call them
in Kent, of corn, one of wheat and the other of oats;

in about ten days, the effect produced was distinctly

visible in the deeper green colour of the corn, and
in a month, if the situation of the fields would have
admitted it, the two warps might have been easily

distinguished at the distance of a mile; at harvest
the corn was nbout a foot higher than the adjoining
warp on which no petre was put. This was done
about the 1st of Mav, the jietre was sown on tlio

corn and nothing more done to it, the land a stiff

heavy close soil. The following year I purchased
a ton and applied it lo wheat in the month of April,

OLD SERIES.]

putting it on one warp and omitting one in several

fields of similar soil to that mentioned above, and

the result was equally favourable. The next year I

purchased several tons, and among other experi-

ments applied it to one warp of wheat, being about

the sixth-part of an acre, doing nothing to the other

part of the field ; the warp with the petre was reaped

by itself, and the adjoining one, without petre, was

also reaped by itself; both were carted and thrashed

separately ; the warp with petre yielded 6| gallons

of wheat and 4 trusses of straw more than the other,

the soil as before, and the quantity of petre used,

1 cwt. per acre, sown on, and nothing more done to

it afterwards ; the other land on which the petre was

put appeared equally benefited. I have continued

to use saltpetre from tlie above time to the present,

increasing my purchases : last year, 1839, I bought

about 20 tons, which was put on nearly 300 acres of

wljeat, being about three-fourths of my whole growth,

and I liave no reason to regret the outlay. I have

not used nitrate of soda before last year, when I

purchased one ton, and put it on the poorest field

then in with wheat, on which no manure had been

previously put, containing 12 acres, sowing with it

one warp in two at a cost of 57s. per acre, on the

other warp was put saltpetre amounting to the same

sum per acre ; the result was a fine piece of wheat,

but the warp with nitrate of soda was decidedly the

l)e8t.

J have now, sir, tlius far given you my doings witii

petre, i^c, and will now endeavour to answer swell

questions as would probably suggest themselves to

me, supposing myself the inquirer; in doing which

M [A'". 3.—VOL. XII.
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it will not be necessary to travel through all that has

led to the conclusion arrived at, having no object

but the public good, you may rely nothing shall be

offered intentionally wrong.

I. QuA^'TITY XECESSARY.

I have used from half a cwt. to two cwt. per acre.

The intelligent farmer will readily determine from

the state of his field, the appearance of his crop, &c.,

the best quantity to put on, not exceeding the great-

est mentioned.

II. W.IY TO PURCHASE, &C.

1st. Buy of a person in whom the greatest confi-

dence can he placed.

2nd. Insist on having it direct from the docks.

ord. See a proper allowance is made for packages.

4th. Be careful the allowance for refraction is

fairly made, 5lbs. per cwt. must, in the first instance,

be struck ofl', all above that the purchaser is entitled

to be allowed for; thus, suppose the refraction is

lOlbs. per cwt. the purchaser claims to be allowed

5 per cent., &c. The term refraction, refers to use-

less properties contained in the petre.

.5th. If nitrate of soda is intended to be purchased,

the last remarks do not apply to that article, it is

not sold suhject to refraction, being generally about
the same strength.

III. The best to buy.

Saltpetre is either sold rough or refined. Rough
petre is as imported ; it is cheapest and will do as

much good as the refined, requires no preparation,

may be taken into the field in tbe bags that contain

it, being the same in which it is imported, and im-
mediately used. I have put on the two sorts at equal

cost, on alternate warps of wheat, through a field,

and could not tell which did the greater good. If

tbe purchaser wishes for the refined, he will gene-
rally receive it in barrels containing 1 cwt. each, at

a cost of 3s. to 5s. per cwt. more than the rough ; in

that case it must be put down in a floor and thrasbed

with a flail at the cost of iis. 6d. per ton, that is the

method I pursue and the price I give. There is no
refraction to be allowed for on refined petre.

Nitrate of soda may be sown as received in the

same way as rough petre. From observation and
one year's experience, I should think nitrate of soda
will answer every purpose of rough petre, at less

than three-fourths of the expence, my purchases of

soda will consequently be greater this year than
last.

IV. Best tijie to use it.

As soon after the 25th of March as the land is dry-

enough to bear a horse well, and when the weather
is fine, and has been so for a few days, as long after

and soon before a shower as may be, is best ; it may
be applied for a month after the above time with
success.

V. Mode of applicatiox.

It should be sown like corn. Late experience
induces me to say, lightly harrow tbe land after

sowing, if wheat, but if oats, dispense with the bar-
rowing ; in either case leave it rolled down. If it is

desirable to sow clover or any of tbe other artificial

grasses, it may be done at the same time the petre is

sowed, and both harrowed in together; the small
seeds will be assisted by the petre in getting out of
the way of tbe fly.

VI. The corn to put it on.

Wheat will most likely yield the best profit, from
this obvious reason, a slight improvement in that
crop amounts to the greatest sum, other corn not
being so valuable. It is particularly useful to wheat

that has expended itself during a mild growing
winter, such wheat seldom goes on well without

some assistance, gets bunchy and generally much
scattered ; the application of petre, will, in most
cases, prevent the above and carry it through ; in

this case a large quantity is necessary, but should

not be applied until the first symptoms of declining

present themselves in tbe wheat.

Oats are much assisted by the application of petre,

and will, through increase of crop, pay for doing,

next to wheat.

Barley—I grow but little, as far as my experience

will enable me to say, it does less good than to oats.

Beans,—in my land, receive but very little benefit

from petre.

Peas.—The same results as beans.

Tares,—in some instances have been much bene-

fitted, in others but little ; cannot recommend turnips,

never saw it applied to.

Clover.—The increase of crop not sufficient to re-

pay the outla)^.

Grass Land or Meadow.—The same remark as

above.

VII. The soil most suitable.

The greater part of tbe land in my occupation is

a wet, heavy, stiff soil, for the most part on a clay

subsoil, and my own experience, of course, is con-
fined to that ; I have a small quantity however of free

soil, a mixture of sand and loam, moderately dry;

with respect to both I have but one remark to make,
it has in no instance failed. Chalk soils do not

appear suitable, nor, as far as my observation has

extended, does a hot gravelly soil appear to be

adapted for its use ; nor doas it from all I have
seen, do so much good on lands near the sea coast,

probably arising from the circumstance of the atmos-

phere near the sea, containing, from exhalations aris-

ing therefrom, more saline properties. Land disposed

to grow a large quantity of straw in proportion to

the corn is unsuitable, but with the exception above

and a few others, those lands on which corn (as we
farmers say) rises well, it is suitable.

Having, Mr. Editor, extended my remarks much
beyond my intended length, I will now conclude and
remain. Sir, yours most respectfully,

A SuBSCRIBEfi.

Feb. 15, 1840.

PRIZE ESSAYS OF THE GENERAL
AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
FOR AYRSHIRE.

STRICTURES ON MANURES.

EY MR. JAMES WALDIE, MILIJSLE.

Manure may, with propriety, he divided into four

classes, namely—animal, fluid, fossil, and compound ;

and these, or the organic matters ef which they are

composed, by the mixture of their particles, besides

furnishing nourishment to the roots of plants, un-

dergo a more or less degree of fermentation in the

soil, and are thereby attenuated, divided, and de-

composed, which greatly promotes vegetation. I do

not, however, intend to enter into any abstruse

examination or theory respecting the food of plants,

and the way in which they are nourished and sup-

ported. Suffice it to state, that in supplying them

with the principles necessary for their growth and

perfection, the soil, of course, becomes exhausted,

so that it becomes necessary to restore to it what
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has naturally been lost, and that object is chiefly

attainable through manure. iManure is therefore an

important desideratum in every district, in order

to obtain sufficient quantities commensurate witli

the improvements by which husbandry could not

otherwise be advanced. Without furtlier preface, I

shall therefore attempt to offer a few cursory re-

marks on manures in general, but embracing more
particularly those kinds specially alluded to by the

Directors of the General Agricultural Association

for Ayrshire in their advertisement; and taking

these in the order in which they occur, I proceed, in

the first place, to comment on

THE PREPARATION AND USE OF FARM-VARD AND STABLE

MANURES.

It may be considered worthy of remark, that a

great part of what is usually denominated farm-yard

manure, under the ordinary system of management,
is of inferior quality : and that the soil not unfre-

quently derives little benefit from the insipid article

so frequently applied to it, under the name of dung,

so that agriculturists ought to use strenuous exertions

to adopt such steps as may prove conducive to the

improvement of that manure, and such is easily ac-

complished under judicious management, and that

more especiall}^ so on lands capable of raising-

turnips.

The grand object in view is to improve the quality

as well as to increase the quantity of those manures
more immediatelv under consideration ; and, in the

first place, it ought to be observed, that one great

error in the preparation of farm-j'ard dung originates

from the too common practice of allowing the dung
of different descriptions of animals to be kept in

separate heaps, where, with the exception of horse-

dung, it seldom undergoes fermentation, and in

applying it to the land in the same unmingled state.

The process of fermentation in dung, previous to its

being applied to the field, is indispensable, other-

wise its fructifying powers are, for the first season

at least, rendered comparatively worthless. Stable-

dung, however, soon sustains damage from an over
degree of heat, when allowed to remain in such
heaps, without any other intermixture, and hence
becomes what is provincially called " fire-fanged,"

being thereby deteriorated at least fifty per cent, of
its intrinsic value. But, with the view of accumu-
lating as great an addition to the dunghill as possi-

ble, horse-dung is found an essential requisite to

promote putrefactive decompositon ; so that in addi-

tion to it, and the dung usually raised in the yards,

the rubbish of a stack-yard, potato-shaws, road-

scrapings, leaves of trees, rushes, ferns, saw-dust

;

in short, all animal and vegetable substances may be
advantageously mixed together under a proper
course of farm management. It is of much impor-
tance to give attention to the descriptions aud
natures of diflPerent manures, that they may be
effectually mixed together and have an equal degree
of fermentation kept up throughout the heaps or

piles. When the manure, arising from such admix-
tures, is intended for turnip as a first crop, the
autumn and winter months are most subservient for

that purpose, because dung, for that description of
crop, cannot be too well prepared. Besides, when
the opportunities of increasing the stock, are delayed
until late in the season, the component parts of the
different kinds of manure have then less time for,

and less tendency to, incorporate with each other,

which must render such an admixture, when spread
over the soil, a very precarious one indeed.

It is preposterous to keep dung unapplied for

more than one year ; for the obvious reason, that

its strength is gradually diminished, while its bulk
suff"ers proportionably. In the removal of dung
from the farm-yards to the fields, during the winter
months, one cliief object is attained, exclusive of

the accumulation of manure and making room in the

yards, namely, the furtherance it lends to the spring

work, when the horses cannot be possibly otherwise

employed to the advantage on the farm. It may also

be noticed, that when dung is allowed to remain in

the yards till it is applied to the land, it generally

sustains damage, from being kept too fresh by
being trampled upon by cattle—exposed at different

places to various degrees of heat—having its juices

either washed away by rain, or wasted by an insuffi-

ciency of moisture, whilst putrefaction either im-
perfectly goes on throughout the whole mass or is

altogether suspended. It is necessar}', therefore, to

recommend that the dung should be carted from the

vards when opportunities occur ; and should the

iield to which it is intended to be applied, be near at

hand, the most proper plan is to cart it wholly there

in the first place, in order to save the trouble after-

wards. But wet weather being most opposite for

mixing such materials, it is also found highly desira-

ble to reserve a small piece of ground, adjacent to

the home-steading, as a depot, in place of cutting up
the roads when the .^leld is lying at a distance. A
dry sheltered spot ought always to be chosen as the

site of such depots. The manure, when thus carted,

may belaid up in " leets," or allotments, to five or

six feet in height : and to avoid compression, it is

highly proper to prevent the carts from being driven

upon the heaps unless when the materials are rough,

or when the operations are executed very early in

the season ; for which purpose, one or two men or

women (according to the number of carts employed)
should remain at the heaps during the time that the

carts are at work, so as to spread and level the ma-
nure regularly, according to its nature and quality.

Should any of the materials, formerly enumerated as

a compound, be added without having been mixed
previous to their having been carted from the yards,

care ought to be taken to have it done at this period,

which might be more easily accomplished by carting

a few loads from one place and a few from another
alternately, until the whole is removed. What
makes such an intermixture necessary to be attended
to is, that the different descriptions of dung made
from different animals possess various fertilizing

powers ;—for instance, the dung of cattle fattening

on turnips, oil cake, &c., is much richer than the

droppings of cattle kept on straw alone. Hence
the looser and more absorbent matters, such as

already noticed, should be mixed in greater abun-
dance when the richer manures are plentiful ; and
where the heaps have been made up to some extent,

and before fermentation has far advanced, it is of
much importance to prevent the evaporation of the
rich gases, by spreading a quantity of earth, ashes,

or broken peat over the top of the mass, for the pur-

pose of preventing the finer and more subtle of the

fertilizing qualities of the manure from escaping.

This will 'not only add to the quality, but also enable
it to retain its unctuous and enriching properties.

If the sides of the heap are made sloping, they may
also receive a coating with the same beneficial

eff"ect.

When a proper system of carting out the manure
is followed up ysarly, a considerable augmentation
may be made to the dung-hill, without the least risk,

and at a trifling expense. Should it happen, bow-
ever, that there are not materials befitting to form
such compost middens (a circumstance which will

rarely happen^, the removal of the dung from the

M 2
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yards v.iil, notvvithstariJiiig, he iouud a considera-

ble acquisition, not only in regard to enricliing- the

quality of the manure, and facilitating the spring

labour, but also the destruction of roots or seeds of

noxious weeds which it may contain in a dormant
state.

The most appropriate period for sowing turnips

being from the middle of May to the midtlle of June
^so that after the beginning of April the jiractice of
mixing animal and vegetable substances to any ex-

tent with farm-yard dung, with the intention of
applying it towards the raising of that crop, will, in

consequence, require more science in the manage-
ment, and ought to be done by an attentive Iiand

;

and that more especially if the admixtures have not
been subjected to a previous fermentation. Shoulil

it be found, however, that the external parts of the

heap are not equally undergoing that process, a

thorough watering, and, at the same time, turning
over the manure carefully, will obviate the defi-

ciency by hastening the preparation, if the opera-

tions are not protracted until too late in the season.

Indeed, when such composts are blended together to

any extent, it will on all occasions be found desira-

ble to turn the heaps at least two weeiis previous to

the time that the manure will be wanted.
On all farms where fattening cattle are kept, and

more ])articularly where turnip feeding is practised,

a proportionate quantity of urine is easily collected

in tanks, and is obtained at a moderate expense.
Urine is found to be a valuable addition to composts,
from the acid and saline matter which it contains

;

and near the sea shore salt water may also be used
with propriety in watering dung-hills; and where
the latter cannot be obtained, putrescent water will

be found an excellent substitute to accelerate decom-
position.

Putrescent water may be obtained by sinking a

pit, and putting in a quantity of dung in an advanced
state of fermentation, and pouring in a little boiling-

water, and concluding the operation by filling up the

remaining part of the pit with fresh water, which,
in the course of about two weeks brings on a state

of putrescence. But to return to urine, that fluid is

also productive of much good when applied as a

top dressing for meadows and permanent pasture
grasses during the winter, or early in the spring
months, when the rains wash the saline particles

into the soil. Cattle vi'ill not touch the grass as

long as the liquid adheres to the blade. When used
as a top-dressing in dry warm weather witijout

being mixed with solid matter, it ought to be diluted

with four times its bulk of water, otherwise its

virtues as a manure are rendered abortive. ]Much
has been said and written on the utilit^r as also the

profit said to be derived from urine, but it may not

be out of place to notice, that where fattening cattle,

or highly fed dairy stock are not kept on farms, tlje

outlay attendant upon making tanks (or holding that

fluid, conjoined with other unavoidable expense,
render it certain that this theory should not be re-

duced to practice on a large scale, unless it is ulti-

mately ascertained that the benefit to be derived
from such raaaure covers the expense ; and which it

will seldom do unless in the neighbourhood of large

towns, where early grass generally rates at about
par. When a sloping piece of ground lies adjacent

to the steading, urine diluted with water may be
proiitably used for irrigation.

In closing my remarlis on farm-vard manure, I

will briefly give a few hinfr, on the most pinper
time for its being used under a diflcrent svstem of
cropping :— 1st, Heavy clay soils being inimical to

the raising of turnips and potatoes, tlie most useful

time for using it on such soils is when the land
is under the process of summer-fallow, after the root

weeds are extirpated, when it will eventually pro-

duce a much greater return tlian had it been applied
at any other period of the rotation.

ilnd. After the fallows are dunged, the remainder
may be reserved for bean, oat, or other stubbles. It

is obvious that in this, as in every other manner of

applying manure, the farmer must be regulated b}'

the weather, although it is of paramount importance
to Ijave it ploughed in during the autumn, or earliest

of the winter months, and in dry weather if possible.

All dung ought to be spread and ploughed into the

land as soon as it is pulled out of the cart. Should
the v.-eather at the time be accompanied with a hu-

mid atmosphere a short delay may not prove detri-

mental to sucii a system, though it is generally

attended with a greater expense. Dung for raising

potatoes does not require such a high state of pre-

])aration as dung for raising turnips, and that more
especially for clay soils ; and the same circumstances

are applicable in the raising of culmiferous crops.

In closing these remarks on dung, I also think it

proper to make a few comments on the propriety of

mixing peat with farm-yard and stable manures,
where the former can be procured at an easy rate.

When peat moss is mixed with dung it loses its

tenacity, is crumbled down, and deprived of part of

its inflammability, as straw and other substances are

bv the action of heat and moisture. When farm-

vard dung, aided by stable manure, in equal propor-

tions, have been commingled with peat moss, in

the proportion of two carts of dung with three carts

of moss, I have found the admixture highly benefi-

cial in its effects, and equal, or at least nearly so, to

ordinary farm-yard dung.
Some maintain that one cart load of dung is

sufScient to mix with three carts of moss, and that

the effects arising therefrom are equally as efiicacicus

as from common farm-yard manure alone ; but on
that point I am not a little sceptical, and have there-

fore never thougJit it proper to try the experiment on
such a proportionate ratio. But I have broken

down peat moss witliout undergoing any other pro-

cess, and applied it as a manure to heavj' clays; as

also for the thickening of thin light soils, and that

also in a successful manner.
Indeed, moss may be justly said to be a manure

for any land but itself. It may not be out of place

to remark that I have also made experiments in

mixing peat and flow-moss with lime promiscuously,

and in layers, but ultimately relinquished the con-

cern as a somewhat unprofitable one, and being

decidedly of opinion that lime and moss should not

be mixed together, unless j)rofit is only taken into

account as a minor consideration.

BEST MODE OF APPLYING LIME UNDER DIFKEKENT
CIRCUaiSTANCES, INCLUDING QUANTITY, ACCOUDING
TO THE KINDS OF SOIL.

The virtue of lime consists chiefly in its stimulat-

ing effects in bringing the inert vegetable matter in

the soil into proper action, and is therefore not un-
frequently used to disadvantage, and that more par-

ticularly by spreading it upon the sward when it is

in an effete state.

Lime can, in many situations, be spread in autumn
upon fallow, where the land is clean of weeds, by
harrowing it into the ground after the latter has got
the first or stubhlo furrow : but the moist climate of

Ayrshire, nt that ]ierind, almost utterly precludes
llie application of that article in a caustic state— ( or

in what is provincially called quick or hot lime)—

a

State in which lime ought invariably to be ajtplied,
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when used without any other admixture. But lime

can be most judiciously used wlien tlie land is

thoroughly cleaned, preparatory toiomiing- the drills

for a turnip or even a potato crop, or \vheu it is un-
dergoiug- a summer fallow alter the root weeds are

extirpated, care being taken to keep the manure as

near the surface as possible, by not makini;' deep
plough-furrows. The above named modes of appli-

cation are much the cheapest, and by far the most ef-

fective in their operations.

On gentlemen's policies, or on grass lands not in-

tended to be broken up by the plougli, or where lands

have for a long time been in a neglected or unculti-

vated state, and in the latter case are consecjuently

overrun with coarse herbage, and have contracted

an acidity unfavourable to vegetation, lime applied

npon the sward may, all things considered, be ad-

vantageously used ; but to spread it upon the sward
where the soil admits of a summer fallow or the tur-

nip husbandry, is the height of absurdity ; for, in

the former case, more or less is washed olf the ground
if applied in a powdery state, while the remainder,

from being exposed to :dl the vicissitudes of the sea-

son, soon becomes efl'ete, and its stimulating effects

are consequently deteriorated.

The good eftbcts of lime can be obtained, in some
soils, with much less quantities than in otliers, and
that more particularly on light soils : and from va-
rious experiments, I have found tliat two carts of
lime, when used in a powdery state, are .productive

of equal benefit, as three carts vrhen used in an effete

or mortar state, besides, in the act of slaking lime, is

not only fatal to the grub, but also to insects of every
description v.-hich come within the reach of its influ-

ence. But, although, as already stated, the caustic

properties of lime conduce to bring the inert vegeta-
ble matter in the soil into proper action, agricultu-

rists have been sometimes led into error by repeating
the dose too often without the aid of other manures,
the consequence ofwh.ich is, that the laud, in place

of becoming fertilized, is exhausted.

The quantity of lime necessary to spread upon
lands ought to vary according to soil and circum-
stances, and it is abundantly obvious that the first

liming is always attended v.ith the most power-
ful effects ; and it may be remarked that, in such
cases, 30 bushels of shells of ordinary qualit}'^, may,
on light sharp soils, if applied under proper attention,

be considered as a suflicient dose. On lands where
the soil consists of a mediiun texture, from 50 to 100
bushels may l)e considered as a fair quantity ; and on
clays in proportion to their tenacity, from 100 to 200
bushels may be used with propriety, when the ground
is in a state of aration.

But when that manure is not applied for the first

time, or to what is technically called new land, and
also when it is applied to lands which have not been
for a long period, and are still not intended to be
broken up by the plough, about one-third more in

quantity will be found absolutely necessary. I am
aware, however, that some maintain that in top-dress-

ing grasslands, under all circumstances, a less quan-
tity of lime may be applied ; but these arguments are,

in my humble opinion, utterly fallacious, provided
that article be properly applied to arable lands in the

manner above described. It ought also to have been
alluded to in the proper place, that lime may be used
amongst turnips and potatoes after the shaws of botli

are above ground, and even after the former are

thinaed out ; but it is always advantageous to apply
it before the drills are made up at first. On the

whole, -it is much better to spread a good dose at first

than to apply small quantities at a time ; and where
the operation has been frequenllr repeated, lirae may

be more judiciously used by way of compost in mix-
ing it up with eartli, weeds or other vegetable matter,

and bv ])rope)' attention to mixing and turning, its

caustic ellects are thereby corrected, and the result

tends to excite the fertilizing qualities of the admix-
ture.

Lime may be used most advantageously every nine
or ten years at least, upon land that is kept under u

proper rotation of cropping, but it will never repay
the expense of laying it upon worn out lands, with-

out the aid of other manure if such have been pre-

viously limed, and more especially such as have been
kept clean and heavily cropped.

in fine, the sourest of soils, after an effective

drainage, may have their acidity corrected by lime,

marl, or other calcareous manures ; but to apply any
such to land saturated with water is, comparatively
speaking, like throwing it into the sea, till the re-

dundancy of moisture is thoroughly removed.

APPLICATION OF SEA-WRECK AS A MANURE.

Sea-wreck is an excellent veg'etable manure, and
may be used with much profit where the local situa-

tion of the farmer allows him ready access to it. As
a manure, however, its effects are not lasting, and it

generally produces little good upon the second crop.

Sea-weeds are probably found in fully as large

quantities on the shores of Wigtonshire as in any
other county in Scotland, and the manner in which
they are generally applied by the most scientific

firrmers in the quarter alluded to, may be stated in u

i'ew words. That kind of sea-weed under the name
of tangle, so soon as it is carted upon the land, is im-

mediately ploughed in, unless the weather is humid,
and in v>'hicli case little or no loss will be sustained

through evaporation. Where tangle is so plentiful,

from 60 to 80 cart loads are usually ap])lied, and that

also during the autumn or winter months, for the

spring crops, as it does not incorporate well with the

soil, in order to secure a good crop, if applied at the

time of sowing. Tangle is too rich to mix with farm-

yard manure in general, although it may with pro-

priety be mixed with rich earth in the way of com-
post, and applied for all kind of cropping or top-
dreosing. The broad leaved sea-weed, in point of
quality, stand next in order, and it, as well as the in-

ferior sea-weeds, may be advantageously mixed with

straw or other vegetable or animal substances, as

they accelerate decomposition in an astonishing de-

gree. When the latter are procured early in winter,

they may be ploughed in with advantage, if to save

expense of cartage—for without the knowledge of

localities a general rule cannot be laid down—but,

under ordinary circumstances, it is better to mix
them with farm-yard dung or rich earth ; and in the

latter case, if a little lime b<j added so much the bet-

ter ; their effects will, under such circumstances, be-

come more lasting.

APPLICATION OF BONES AND OTHER SUCH SUBSTANCES

AS MAY PE USEFULLY AND ECONOMICAL 1 USED

UPON LAND.

The fructifying effects of bones are considerably

accelerated by their undergoing a certain degree of

fermentation previous to their application as a ma-
nure, and, acting upon that data, I have been in the

practice of mixing them up with coal and other

ashes, or saw-dust, aided by a copious supply of

water ; and after allowing the mass to remain heated,

at least 24 hours, at from 95 to 100 deg. of fahrenheit,

the whole is turned over, and after remaining other

24 hours the admixture is carted to the field and ap-

plied in tlie drills as a manure for turnips, and for

the raising oi' which invaluable esculent they are pe-
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culiarly adapted ; on light sandy or gravelly soils, as

also on light loams in geneial. Whereas, upon
moist soils or on heavy clays, they have not been

found to answer. Upon trials in the same fields, I

have found that bones which had undergone the pro-

cess of fermentation, proved superior to those which

had not been fermented. It is almost unnecessary

to state that bone-dost in its pure state, ( for it will

be kept in view that it is someiimes adulterated,)

takes effect in the soil sooner than crushed bones, but

the latter is fully as powerful for the subsequent crop

at least.

In laying down land to grass after turnips raised

on bones, barley, if the soil is adapted for that crop,

will be found to produce a more proportionate return

than any other grain.

On making an inspection lately of a field in this

quarter, that part of it which had been manured witli

bone, in l8'2o, has ( as I was informed by the gen-

tltmaa to whom the field belongs) in all the crops

raised subsequent to that period, maintained a decided

preponderance in favour of that manure, when com-
pared with the remaining part to which the ordinary

quantity of farm-yard dung had been applied upon

the same kind of soil, and under the same circum-

stances, in point of management ; and that when thai,

field was in grass, the efficacy of bones as a manure

was more strikingly apparent.

In the eastern counties of Scotland crushed or

bruised bones are rarely used, bone-dust being con-

sidered preferable, and is there seldom used in larger

quantities than at the rate of 20 bushels per Scotch

acre ; but, in the county of Ayr, not less than 50

bushels have, in not a few instances been applied, al-

though 25 bushels of crushed bonesmay be considered

as a fair manuring to land in a proper state of culti-

vation ; and not more than 30 bushels need be applied

in any case, in the view of an ample and proportionate

remuneration. It will be understood, however, that

in making the above assertions, it is calculated that

the half of the turnips raised thereon, are to be eat

upon the ground with sheep.

What is designated half bones and half dung ; or,

in other words, the application of lialf the quantity of

bones usually applied, together with half the quan-

tity of dung generally used in ordinary circum-

stances, may be calculated upon as an excellent

preparation for raising turnips, as the plants are

found to braird somewhat sooner than those which are

sown on bones alone. Fifteen bushels of bones and

15 cart loads of dung per acre, may be understood as

a good manuring ; and this, as well as the whole of

my other calculations, may be assumed as being the

Scotch acre, from its being mostly rated upon in the

county of Ayr.

nAI'E-DUST.

Being aware that rape-dust has been used for some
years to some extent on clay farms around the metro-

polis of Scotland, I have had a correspondence with

a scientific friend as to its merits, as a manure, and
am informed that it is now used to a considerable ex-

tent for raising all kinds of crops. It is said to be
best adapted for clay soils ; and, moreover, that land

manured with a ton of rape-dust, the cost of which is

61. 10s., has sometimes produced a better crop than

land manured with street dung, at the rate of from
iOl. to 121. per acre, the mode of application being
always at the time of sowing the respective crops.

It is also used as a top dressing for grass lands at the

rate of 15 cwt. per acre.

As old mother terra firma delights in variety, it is

not so much surprising that rape-dust should be pro-
ductive of such beneficial results.

COAL ASHES.

In the view of improving marshy or moor soils,

but more especially for extirpating fog, coal ashes

may be judiciously applied in winter, as a very use-

ful manure, in the quantity of from 70 to 80 bushels

per acre ; and the quality may be improved by keep-

ing them in a dry place previous to being carted to

the field, and by mixing them up with lime shells in

tiie proportion of rather more than a bushel for a cart

load of ashes ; and which, with two turnings over,

will reduce any cinders to a fine powder.

SALTPETKL.

Under my immediate superintendence, I once,

during Spring, applied saltpetre in the proportion of

l-^-cwt. jier acre, on grass lands, in the viewof extir-

pating fog ; and, at the same time, spread a quantity

of coal ashes on the circumjacent ground, but ulti-

mate) v found that the coal ashes were most effica-

cious, and moreover consider that the saltpetre did

not repay the outlaid expenses ; and would not,

therefore, recommend the use of it under similar cir-

cumstances. It may, however, be considered invi-

dious to depreciate nitre as a manure, with only one

comparative trial.

BUKNEU CLAV,

On upland farms, where dung and bones cannot

be easily obtained, burned clay may still be pursued
with advantage as a manure for turnips, or as a top-

dressing for meadow land ; and, in the latter case,

they ought to be harrowed in with a brush harrow.

In respect to cost, I have seen from 6d. to lOd.

per cubic yard paid, according to the localities in

which it was procured. From 40 to 50 cubic yards

is the least quantity usually' applied per acre ; and
they are spread in the same manner as lime.

owkn's carbon.

Amongst other useful auxiliaries as a manure,
Owen of Copenhagen's animalized carbon, merits the

particular attention of the agricultural part of the

community; and is not unlikely, in a great manner,
to supersede the use of bones, now that the latter

have risen to the enormous rate of at least 3s. per

bushel. One ton of carbon, the cost of which is 3/.,

is sufficient for an acre of land; and, from experi-

ments which I have made this year, conjoined with
what I have observed of two successive crops on a

farm in this neighbourhood, where comparative
trials were made with different manures, on a very
extensive scale; and, in consequence of which, it

may be inferred, that one ton of carbon is equal to 25
bushels of crushed bones.

The carbon was applied in the drills, and in the

same manner as bones ; but whether it will ultimately

have the same effect on grass lands in the alternate

husbandry, as it has in raising turnips and grain in

succession, remains yet to be tried ; but, from the

trials alluded to, it is very natural to anticipate very

favourable results ; and seeing that not less than l5s.

per acre may, in all likelihood, be put into the far-

mer's pocket, I need scarcely repeat that the matter

certainly deserves the peculiar attention of agricul-

turists in general, in order to give the carbon an im-
partial trial ; or, in other words, to put it on land not

inferior in quality to that on which bones or dung
are applied at the same time and place.

Under all circumstances, it is strenuously recom-
mended to extirpate noxious weeds, before manure
of any kind is applied. It is not a little singular

that our ancestors, several centuries ago, seem to

have been more careful in preventing the propaga-
tion of weeds than we, generally speaking, are at the

present day ; for we are told, that King Kenneth
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made a law by whicb "any person who, through

neo-li2;ence, suffered sown corn lands to be filled with

hurtful weeds, should, for the first fault, pay an ox ;

for the second, ten oxen; and for the third, he should

be removed from his farm." The statutes of Alexan-

der the Second were still more rigid; but to enter

into details, might be considered as digressing- from

the subject more immediately under consideration.

Your essayist, therefore, takes leave of these subjects

for the present, in the anticipation that in point of

meanioQ,' he can scarcely be misunderstood, however
despicable his remarks may be thought, on the whole,

to appear when placed in juxta-position with those

of others, having the same object in view ; namely,

the advancement of the practice of the noble and

primitive science of agriculture.

TURNIP CROP UPON LIGHT LAND,

BY MR. M. M. MILBURN, OF THORPFIELD, NEAR THIRSK.

(From the Transactions of the Yorhshire Agricultural

Society.)

It is generally supposed that the cultivation of

turnips, as a field crop, was introduced into Norfolk

by Lord Townshend ; but there is evidence that

they were known as such some time before the date

assigned for their introduction. They are mentioned

in Houghton's Collection of Papers, vol. 1, p. 213,

as food for sheep, in 1684; and therefore must have

been cultivated before being brought into more pub-
lic use by Lord Townshend. Since that period con-

siderable improvements in their cultivation have

taken place, and a great variety of very inferior soils

have been made capable of growing considerable

crops by judicious management and proper selection

of manure. Upon the whole, however, there can be

no doubt that the turnips, as a field crop, have de-

teriorated. Partaking of that invariable law, whicb
every agriculturist has to contend with, the constant

repetition of the crop upon the same soil, produces

mere or less of defective vegetation. The turnip

certainly does not grow so vigorously, nor so readily,

as it did several years ago, is subject to more dis-

eases, and requires more careful cultivation, and more
stimulating manures, than were formerly necessary.

This, however, is an evil to which every crop is

more or less subject ; and beyond the precautions of

change of seed, careful adaptation of manure to the

wants of the soil, and attentive cultivation, nothing

can be done in the present state of our knowledge of

vegetable economy.
On the value and importance of the turnip crop,

it is unnecessary to expatiate. Not only does it

enable the farmer to supply the consumer with ju'O-

visions during the winter, instead of the salted food

upon whicli our ancestors had almost exclusivel}- to

depend ; but also, while it supplies the need of a

fallow, it imparts to the laud a degree of fertility

which ensures, under proper management, a succes-

sion of crops for the following years of the rotation.

It is indeed the sheet-anchor of light soil cultivation,

and the basis of the alternate system of husbandry,

to which every class of the community is so much
indebted.

As the Yorkshire Agricultural Society has offered

a premium for a report on the cultivation of turnips

on strong soils, the writer of this will confine his

attention entirely to light soils ; and to these his

practice and observation have been exclusively con-

fined. Of these there are several varieties, whicb

are important to the cultivator ; as sandy and gra-

velly, calcareous and peaty ; and in every case, the

writer supposes, that be the soil of whatever charac-

ter it may, it is made sufficiently dry, if not naturally

so, by previous draining. To attempt to secure a

crop of turnips on a soil not thoroughly drained, is a
mere waste of capital and labour.

Preiwration of the Soil.—Turnips generally

succeed a crop of wheat. In some cases, on very

poor soils, the clover leys are broken up for turnips
;

and on others, a crop of winter tares, either mown or

depastured, are taken otf between the wheat crop

and ploughing for turnips. As a regular system,

the former cannot be pursued ; for the frequent re-

currence of the turnip and clover crops would
operate injuriously, and defeat the object of the

cultivator ; and the latter is onlj^ applicable to soils

quite free from root weeds, of a superior staple, or

in a veiy high state of cultivation. In some cases a

barley crop upon a ley precedes the turnips ; but

experience has proved that the barley stubble is not

so well adapted to the health and vigour of the

turnips as the wheat ; and, therefore, genera! prac-

tice has decided in favour of the latter.

As soon as the corn crop is secured, and the stub-

ble freed from the remains of eatage, it is desirable

to have it ploughed, to subject the soil to the ameli-

orating influence of the sun and air, as well as the

frosts of winter. The depth depends upon the cha-

racter of the soil. If the soil be naturally rich, and
pretty clear of root weeds, it cannot be ploughed too

deep. If thin, with a sandy subsoil, it should be

ploughed shallow, so as to avoid the sand ; but in

all cases the plough should be below the couch grass,

which is usually most abundant on inferior soils, but

seldom below the mould. In ordinary cases, nothing

more is necessary that to prevent the water from

standing in any part during the winter ; but where
the land is intended for Swedes, an effort should be

made to have it partly or entirely cleared of weeds
before the winter. In this case it should be ridged

up for the winter.

When the land is free from weeds, the cross-

ploughing may be begun, as soon as the dryness will

admit of It. It may take place in February with

advantage; inasmuch as it it exposes a new and
more extensive suiface to the action of the frosts

which generally succeed. If allowed to remain a

month or two longer, it may advantageously be
crossed with Finlay son's harrow. Where the couch

grass, however, is abundant, it is positively injurious

to cross-plough early, as the operation breaks the

roots, and renders the clearing of the land afterwards

tedious and difficult. Where they are very abundant
the operation should be del.iyed until the siil is dry,

even if it should be the latter end of April, or the

beginning of May ; more will be eflPected by one
ploughing in this case than by two under difl:erent

circumstances.

When the dryness admits of it, usually in two or

three days, the cross land should be harrowed ; first

with the patent or hinge harrows, and subsequentlv

with the loose harrows, which separate the rubbish

more effectually from the soil ; and then the reeds

should be raked off, which is generally performed
by women.
As soon as the couch roots, &c. are cleared off,

either by carting into large, or burning in small

heaps, the land may be dragged vrith Fmlayson's, or

any approved drag ; and the same course followed

alternately, so long as any roots remain. When
they are unable to rake them off, they should be

hand gathered, and no dependance whatever should

be placed on the destruction of any by the sun's rays,
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until flie 25tli of June, a time when, on mosl soils,

the sowing should be concluded. It is desirable

that the land should lay a week or ten days before

the last ploughing is given to it, as it admits of the

germination of such seeds of weeds as may be laying

dormant in the soil, and is likewise favourable to the

accumulation of moisture in a dry season. The
turnip seed should be sown immediately, however,
after the last ploughing.

Manure.—In treating of the manures with wliicli

the turnips should be dressed, farm-yard manure
stands the foremost, because it is what every farmer

possesses, and, with the exception of the calcareous

soils in the East Hiding of Yorkshire, is almost in-

variably employed in the cultivation of turnips. In
general, it never will, and never cnn, be superseded

;

and though every deference is due to the practical

knowledge of the East Riding tarmers, there can be
no doubt that if their straw were more carefully made
into manure, and applied to the turnip crop, in con-

junction with bones, it would be decidedly advan-
tageous. It is unnecessary to say that house-made
manure, and by fattening cattle, especially such as

are consuming artificial food, is the best ; and that of

horses, cows, pigs, &c. should be mixed ns inti-

mately as possible, the hot character of horses' dung-

neutralizing the coldness of that of the cow, and
vice versa. It is desirable to cart this mixture to ihe

fields intended for turnips in January and February,
during the frost, and at such other times as conveni-
ence may dictate ; but the earlier the better. After

the first fermentation is over, which should be pro-

moted by laying the manure as light as possible, it

should be turned over ; the sides of the mixen being
carefully turned into the middle ; and, if necessary,

a second turning may take place before June ; but it

must be performed in wet weather, or it will require

watering. Without entering in particular into the

much disputed question of the fermentation of dung
being useful or ©therwise, thus much every farmer
•will know well the truth of, that on liglu so'ds, and
for hirnips, well rotted dung is indis])ensable, where
it is used at all. When fermentation is progressing

so fast as to induce destructive heat, or mouldiness,
it may be checked by treading the mixen and cover-
ing it with soil ; and when it is sluggish, it may be
excited by turning and watering.

For sandy or gravelly soils, farm-yard manure is

aa almost necessary ingredient in producing a crop
of turnips. 'J'he rapid decomposition of vegetable
matter which takes place on such soils, recjuires that

there should be a supply for that succulent crop
;

and, as before stated, there can be no doubt of its

utility to calcareous soils ; but for peaty descriptions,

where there is abundance of vegetable matter, it is

less useful.

The state in which it should be applied to the

soil is that in which it can be cut with a spade. If

it be less adhesive, it will be dry and fibrous, and
less available to the wants of the infant plant. If it

be suffered to go beyond this stage, its waste is in-

calculable, and its nutritious properties begin to

evaporate. Hence it is not economical to use exclu-
sively year-old manure, where circumstances adujit

of a thorough fermentation during the spring, ex-
cepting foV Swedes, which recjuire it, owing to the

impossibility of sufficiently fermenting spring-nnuie

manure for that variety of turnip.

The time for laying on the manure dejioncls on the

method of sowing adopted, and ck'nrness of tlie land
from weed?. If the plough drill be used, it is de-
sirable to immediately precede the jilongli ; if the
Norfolk or large drill, it is hotter to lay it on a week
or two before sowing, to allow it to mix intimately

with the soil, especially if other manure is intended

to be used, and the soil prettvfree from weeds. The
(|uautity to be applied will varj^ with circumstances ;

twelve to (burteeu tons jjcr acre may be stated as an

average, and more if the soil be poor, and no other

manure intended ; while less may be used, in pro-

portion as other manures are applied.

Lime stands next in importance, as a dressing-.

The object of all manure is to supply some deficiency,

remedy some mechanical inconvenience, or correct

some detrimental agent in the soil. When dung, for

instance, has been applied for several successive

crops, a quantity of undecomposed vegetable matter

accumulates, which the natural soluble properties of

the soil cannot dissolve, and it remains inert. A
dose of lime will correct this, and bring every parti-

cle of such inert matter, with which it comes in con-

tact, available as food to the plants. It also assists

in the intimate pulverization of the soil, as well as

corrects any acidity which may exist in it, from

causes which the agriculturist can seldom foresee,

nor correct, except by its use. It it also destructive

to weeds in the soil, and hence exceedingly valua-

ble ; for every farmer knows that weeds, being in-

digenous, are much more ready to grow in the soil

than his crops, which are artificial, and often exotic.

For peaty soils, an occasional dressing of quick lime

is invaluable, especially if there is an addition of

clay, road scrapings, &c., to give the requisite firm-

ness to the soil. It should be laid on as soon as

convenient after bringing from the kiln, and in as

hot a state as possible. The time for laying on lime

is a few weeks befare the sowing, in order that the

subsequent plougliings may mix it thoroughly with

the soil, and thus its efl^cts be more immediate after

the sowing. The quantity per acre entirely depends
upon the character of the lime, in the locality. Two to

four chaldrons per acre are used, but as it is applied

for turni))s, geuerallv in conjunction with other fer-

tilizers, the former may be stated as the better quan-

tity. If dung is also applied, they should be used

at as great a distance of time between each other as

circumstances will admit of, and the latter not long-

before the sowing.

Bones form one of the most valuable manures for

turnips on all light soils, on account of their portable

nnd stimulating character ; they are least useful on

a gravelly or loamy soil. They have converted bar-

ren moor lands into rich fertile and productive farms,

luxuriating in every valuable product of the earth.

Their value is beyond all praise. The East Riding

of Yorkshire affords a specimen of what they have

effected ; and they require only to be known to be

extensively applied. In many cases they are used

alone ; in others, in conjunction with farm yard ma-

nure, with ashes, and with lime. Ashes are some-

times drilled with them as a substitute, by diminish-

ing the quantity of the bones. Time is a valuable

auxiliary, on " old going land," or soil which has

been long under cultivation. On peaty soils, having

a substratum of sand, they have produced wonderful

crops, bv supplying them with the necessary animal

matter. The quantitv varies from twelve to thirty

bushels per acre. Sixteen bushels i)er acre will

produce a fair croi), on average soils; and some
farmers say that more than that (juantity is waste.

It is deaiiahle to mix them witii a quantity of ashes,

when they are drilled in the above (pianiity. This

facilitates the early ])rogress of the plants, and
supports them until the bones become available.

English bones are generall)' preferred to foreign
;

but from experiments made by the writer, he prefers

foreign to English, and also to recent bones ; for,

although the latter have more of their juices than the
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i'oniier, tbe foruier sooner decompose ; and tlie fat

and animal juices require considerable chemical

cbauges before they are available as food for llie

plants. A mixture might be judicious, but he has

not tried it, nor is he avvare of the trial having been
made.

Other manures of a miscellaneous character are

used for turnips. Pigeon's dung is most valuable
;

rape dust has been used successfully; auimalized

carbon has also been used advantageously. Sixteen

bushels per acre, when drilled, is the quantity

generally applied. Malt culms are useful as a top

dressing.

Varieties.—Of these there are several ; but com-
mon consent has decided the common white globe

and the Swedes to be those upon wjiich the most
dependance may be placed, both as feed and for a

crop; and many persons who were induced to try

new varieties have returned to the old kinds.

The white Norfolk is an useful turnip for a general

crop ; care should be taken to select good seed, from

transplanted turnips, unmixed with other varieties,

plump, and thoroughly ripe. They do not grow
very large in size, but are nutritious and firm until

the month of February, though not so highly us

the Swede; but are much relished by sheep and
cattle. The roots also, when pure, are single, and
very slightly fibrous ; nor are the tops very large

;

and they do not require such high cultivation as

either the Swede or yellow Aberdeen.
The Swede, for spring food is invaluable. It is

solid and juicy until May, when stored ; and is used

as food for ewes and hogs after all the otiier varieties

of turnips are consumed. They are likewise much
more nutritious than the white Norfolk ; but are

more difficult to cultivate, require more manure,
earlier sowing, and more after attention ; indeed too

much manure cannot be used for them. They are

also sad robbers of the soil, especially when pulled

off, which is usually the case. The old and generally

used variety likewise have large sprending tap roots

and thick stalks ; but the writer of this has grown a

kind from seed produced by Mr. Ilillyard, President

of the Northamptonshire Agricultural Society, which
are of a finer texture, more solid, and with a much
smaller root, -and a much less formidable top. They
are, however, scarcely equal in size to the ordinary

sort ; but, upon the whole, seemed to answer the

purpose of the cultivator.

The yellow Aberdeen has been used as a substi-

tute for the Swede, and more successfully as an

intermediate feed between the globe and the Swede.
They require a higher tilth than the white Norfolk,

and do not acquire near so large a size. For spring-

food they are superior to the white turnip, but not
equal to the Swede.
The Dale's Hybrid grows to a larger size than the

last named variety, and equals it in firmness of tex-

ture and nutritious qualities. It requires a sound
soil and heavy tillage. The red topped is firm, but
not relished by fattening stock ; it should he ke|)t

for store animals. Other varieties occur, which are

more fanciful than useful.

JMethods 01 Sowing.—The modes of sowing are

various ; but the general principle to be ai tended to

is, to get the seed into the nearest possible con-

nexion v.ith the manure used, so tliat it may have all

the advantage of its fertilizing influence as soon as it

shall require it. This is forestalling, because it

decides the drill method to be the most valuable,

before we describe the others; but it is a principle

so necessary and obvious, as to strike every reflect-

ing person at the outset. The obi broadcast plan
was, to spread on the manure, plough it in, and
then very carefully sow the seed with the hand.

This practice is almost every where abandoned, nor

can it be justified or recommended in any case.

The plitugh drill is used where farm-yard manure
only is ea!])loved. The manure is spread on the

ground, antl the plough follows with the drill, being-

fixed to tbe right-hand side of the plough, and thus

deposits the seed immediately in the seam made by
tbe plough, and directly upon tbe manure just

covered by the plough. It is not the intention of

the writer to describe the implements used for dril-

ling ; they are too well known to render this neces-

sary. Tbe plough drill is only useful where very

bulky manure alone is applied.

The ridge or Scotch method is used with success,

especially on inferior and thin soils, and has its de-

cided advantages; but is a somewhat tedious opera-

tion. The ridges are made either with a single cast

of the double mould board plough, or a double one
of the common" or ribbing plough, and from twenty

to twenty-four inches apart. A cart with manure
follows, and women are generally employed in put-

ting the manure into tbe sciiins made by the plough.

The plough again follows and closes tbe ridges,

covering the manure ; and the drill succeeds, drawn
by one liorse, and sows one ridge at a time. A light

roller goes over the sown ridges to cover the seed,

and sometimes the ridges are rolled before the sow-
ing, 'i'bis plan takes considerable time and labour

to effect it, but the turnips generally succeed ; and
if they should be destroyed by tbe flea, they can be

resown with more j)robability of success than by any
other method.

The general and most expeditious way is by the

large drill. This is constructed to deposit the bones,

ashes, &c. with the seed, upon the level surface,

drilling six or seven rows at once. It is drawn by
three horses, and will drill twelve acres per day.

The seed does not run down the same funnel as the

bones, hut has a separate apparatus immediately he-

hind the latter, and the coulters of the drill generally

cover tlie whole. A pair of light harrows are

usually passed over once, after the sowing; and
should much heavy rain succeed, it is desirable to

give it another turn with the harrows immediately

before it is dry, to prevent it from scarping. The
quantity of seed sown, by each of these methods, is

from two to three pounds per acre.

SuESLQUENT Cui.TURE.— \Vhen the turnip plants

are about of three weeks growth they require to he
thinned, and the weeds destroyed. This is usually

performed hv hand-heeing ; hut in some cases,

Swedes are hand-thinned by women, and subse-

quently horse-hoed, which can be done in all cases

where they are sown in ridges, and is a considerable

saving of labour. No two plants should be left

together at the first hoeing, but they should be
thoroughly singled ; and a second hoeing must take

place to destroy the weeds. For ordinary crops,

they should be lelt seven to twelve inches distant,

according to the richness or poverty of the soil ; if

the latter is the case, they should be at shorter dis-

tances, as they will grow to a smaller size. The
whole of the ground should be gone over, as it

loosens tbe earjh and promotes the growth of tbe

plants. Tbe o()eiation is usually performed for from

six to seven shillings ])er acre. Sometimes the crop

requires hand-weeding in the autumn, especially if

the soil is infested wiih charlock.

Diseases.—The extensive and repeated culture of

the turnip has fostered the rapid increase of its

natural enemies ; and after all the pains, labour, and

expense of the cultivator, he often sees his crop

entirely destroyed, or seriously injured. The reme-

dies he can apply for many of these can only be

termed palliative; but still he has much iu hig
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power ; and as tLe knowledge of natural history and
field-entomology advances, he may expect more and
more assistance.

The turnip flea (Haltica nemorum) is one of the
worst enemies which attack the turnip plant, which
it does when in its seed leaf state, and often destroys
a crop, and even the second and third sovsrings. It
was once thought to be hatched from an egg depo-
sited on the seed, but that opinion is now entirely
exploded, and it is proved to deposit its cvie on the
leaves of the infant plant. It is of the order cnleop-

tera, and family chrysomelida;. Various steps have
been taken in order to prevent its attacks, and
several steeps for the seed used, but without suc-
cess ; top dressings of a saline and astringent cha-
racter have been applied, but have failed ; machines
have even been invented, but none of these have
succeeded. The only directions which can be given
are,—sow plenty of seed,—use stimulating manure,
to excite the plants to vigorous growth in their first'

stages,—and secure a sufficiency of moisture in the
soil at the time of sowing ; especially keeping the
fields clear of charlock, which nurses the ilea.

The black caterpillar, larva of the athalia centi-

folcL, also preys upon the leaves in a more advanced
stage, appearing on the plants when they are about
three weeks old. It is of the order htimenoptem,
hmily tenlliridinidiB. For an account of its natural
history and methods of destroying it, tiie writer
refers to the last year's report, p. 39.

Another disease to which the turnip is liable, is

vulgarly called " fingers and toes ;" about a month
after the jdants have made their appearance, they
begin to flag their leaves, and in a few sunny days
literally die by acres together. On examination, the
fibres of the roots are found enlarged, and the root
covered with tumours and excrescences of every
conceivable shape. It is a matter of dispute whe-
ther this is an organic disease of the plant from some
peculiarity in the soil, or tha primary work of an
insect. That an insect, in its maggot state, feeds
upon these tumours the writer has long known ; but
he has not been able satisfactorily to decide whether
the insect is a cause or an effect of the disease. It
is one of the muscidte. A naked fallow is a remedy
for it ; but all applications to the soil and plant have
been ineffectual.

The wire worm is a sad enemy. It forms the
subject of one of the Society's prize reports,—to that
I refer. The swarms of aphides, or plant lice,

severely injure the turnips ; and from the smallness
of their size, are often unobserved. In 1836 they
committed terrific ravages. They suck the juices of
the plant, and appear in countless numbers. They
are both oviparous and viviparous, and increase with
amazing rapidity. Happily they are always followed
by swarms of lady-cows, which feed on them, as
well as insectiverous birds, which destroy vast
numbers. No remedy can be applied with anv pro-
bability of success. Every farmer should carefully
protect swallows, red-breasts, &c., which are great
destroyers of the aphides.

Slugs are, especially on newly ploughed soils,
great devourers of the turnip plant »in all its stages.
Ducks will devour them, but always injure "the
plants. Three bushels of quick lime per acre, sown
on the plants early in the morning, when the slugs
are active, is a cert;iin method of destroying them.
Perhaps the very best preservation from all the
above diseases may be stated to be,—liberal manur-
ing, adapted to the soil,—thorough clearing of the
land from weeds ; and, in short, pursuing the steps
above detailed for securing a full crop. The vigour
of the plants in such cases and their rapid vegetation,
often enable them to overcome many serious attacks.

ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF
LIME KILNS.

EY SIR C. G. STUART MENTEATH, BART.

Having been engaged in burning lime for the
supply of an extensive district of country for agri-
cultural improvements, and being distant from coal
16 miles, it was desirable to find out the best con-
structed kiln for burning lime with the smallest
quantity of coal, and having been aware from expe-
riment that the kilns generally employed in Great
Britain for burning lime are of a construction too
narrow at bottom, and too wide at top ; many kilns
of this construction being not more than three or
four feet wide at bottom, and 18 feet wide at the
height of 21 feet, were found to waste the fuel durin"-

the process of calcining the lime, or in other words,
did not produce more than tv/o measures of burnt
lime shells for one measure of coal ; but it is to be
understood, that in whatever construction of kiln
lime is burnt, the fuel required to burn limestone
must vary according to the softness, or hardness, or
density of the stone, and the quality or strength of
the coal used. The same measure of coal in Scot-
land called chews, when employed, will burn a
greater quantity of lime in a given tinr.e than the
same quantity or weight of small coal, the chews or
small pieces of coal admitting the air to circulate

more freely through the kiln. Though this fact

should be well known to limeburners, yet they
frequently employ small coal in burning lime from
its being procured at a less price, though really at a
greater expense, as it requires a much larger quan-
tity to produce the same effect, and a longer time to

admit of equal quantities of lime being drawn out
of the same kiln in a given time.

For a sale of lime for agricultural purposes in a

limited district, I have found kilns of small dimen-
sions to be most profitable ; the construction of a
kiln I have emploj^ed for many years was of an oval

shape, five feet wide at bottom, widening gradually

to six feet at the height of 18 feet, and continuing

at that width to 28 feet high from the bottom.

A kiln of this construction has been found to burn
iinie in much less time, and with a smaller propor-

tion of fuel, than kilns of large dimensions, narrow
at bottom and vride at top, as heat is well known to

ascend more rapidly in a perpendicular than in a

sloping direction, from which arises the superiority

of a narrow kiln, with sides nearly perpendicular,

compared with one with sides that slope rapidly.

These narrow kilns will admit of being drawn out

of them every day, if fully employed, more than two-

thirds, or nearly three-fourths of what they contain,

of well burnt lime, and afford fully three of lime

shells for one measure of coal, when large circular

kilns will not give out more than one-half of their

contents every day, and require nearly one of coal

for every two measuies of lime burnt. In a country

sale of lime, the quantity sold every day is liable to

great fiuctua'tions, two or three cart load will some-
times only be required from an establishment which,

the day before, supplied forty; and as lime is known
to be a commodity when exposed to the action of

air, which becomes more bulky and heavy, and in

that state does not admit of being carried to a

distance without additional labour, it has been an

object of importance with me to find out a con-

struction of a kiln which will allow of lime being

kept for several days without slacking, and at the

same time to prevent the fire escaping at the top of

the kiln, if the kiln stands twenty-four hours without

being employed, especially during the autumn and

winter, when the air is cold and the nights long.
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I now employ kilns ofan egg" sbape, and also oval ; the

oval-sbaped kilns are divided by arches across the

kiln, descending four feet from the top : the object

of the arches across the kilns is to prevent the sides

of the kiln falling' in or contracting-, and also to

enable you to form circular openings for feeding in

the stone and coal at the moutl) of the kiln ; upon
this plan, a kiln of anv lengtli might b» constructed

with numerous round mouths. In the model of the

kiln sent to the Highland Society, Booker's conical

cover mav be seen revolving- upon an iron ring placed

upon the circular mouth, and having- placed a lid to

the cover,* I am enabled to prevent the escape of

heat at the top, and by cast iron doors at the bottom,

the air is prevented passing through the kiln ; so

that by these precautions the lime burner can re-

gulate the heat and prevent its escape for several

days, when the fire would be extinguished at this

season in the course of -1 hours. This is an object

of great importance, as it enables you to burn lime

as well, and with as small a quantity of fuel, in the

winter as the summer season, and to supply the

farmer with as well burned lime, and at any time of

the year, which cannot be done in the common con-

struction of kilns, open both at top and bottom, for

the reasons I have before stated. From the great

expense attending the driving of fuel from a dis-

tance of 25 miles from my own coal-pits, I have
adopted the practice of coaking the coal, which is a

saving of 8-^Oths of the weight, and I find that an
equal measure of coal and coke have the same quan-
tity of heat in burning lime, which is somewhat
paradoxical, but not the less true. The coal is

found to have little effect upon the stone till it is

deprived of its bitumen, or is coked in the kiln
;

for, during the time the smoke is emitted from the

top of a lime kiln, little or no heat is evolved ; or, in

other words, does not the smoke carry off the heat,

which is not given out from the smoke till it is in-

flamed, which does not take place in the ordinary

lime kilns 1 A patent has been obtained by a person

at Maidstone, for burning lime by the fiame of the

coal in conversion of it into coke. The flame

arising from the burning fuel is passed through a

long narrow cylinder, or small lime kiln, containing

broken chalk or limestone, which is, no doubt,

calcined, but in such trifling quantities, that it

cannot be considered an object to burn lime at the

same time that coke is made, unless where fuel is

very scarce, and coke, in any quantity, is in demand.
When coke is employed for burning lime during the

day, small coal should be used in the evening, in

order to prevent as ranch as possible the escape or

waste of heat during the night, from the rapid cir-

culation of air through the limestone in the kiln

where coke is the fuel made use of for its calci-

nation ; a kiln in which coke is the fuel employed
will yield near a third more lime shells in a given

time than when coal is the fuel, so that coke may be

used occasionally when a greater quantity of lime is

required in a certain time than usual, as it is well

known to lime-burners that the process of burning-

is done most economically when the kiln is in full

action, so as almost constantly to have a column of

Are from the bottom to the top of the kiln, with as

short intervals as possible in working the kiln.

Having found that limestone is apt to be vitrified

during the process of calcination during stormy

weather, from the increased circulation of air through

* I have been obliged to give up the iron covers in

the kilns of my construetion, as the heat from their

perpendicular construction is so intense, as to destroy

the covers in a short time.

the kiln, which adds much to tiie heat derived from
the fuel employed, and which experienced lime-
burners would have diminished could they be aware
at all times of an occurrence of this kind ; Irom
having experience of the bad effects of too great a
circulation without properly providing against it, I

have reason to believe that having a power to throw
in at pleasure an additional quantity of air into the

bottom of a lime-kiln, that a considerable savino- of
fuel necessary for the calcination of lime would take
place, and another object would be gained, that of
cooling the limestone in the bottom of the kiln,

which frequently retards the drawing out of the
burnt limestone for some hours, or until the lime-
stone is so cold as not to burn the wooden structure
of carts.

In working a kiln with narrow circular mouths,
the stone and coal should he carefully measured, so
that the workmen can proportion the fuel employed
to the quantity of stones, and it is obvious, that the
quantity of coal to be used must depend upon its

relative quality, and the hardness of the stone to be
burnt. If this measure was adopted in kilns of any
construction, the lime shells would be found better

burnt.

Circular kilns are constructed with similar eyes or
openings at the bottom, and not more than eio-ht

feet wide at 18 feet from the bottom, and contracted
to four or five feet wide at top. In lightino- the
kiln at the commencement of burning, some care
should be taken not to allow the fire to remain
below the upper grate. There are two iron grates
at the bottom of the kiln, the upper grate consists of
iron bars eight or ten inches distant from each other
across the kiln, between which the pieces of burnt
lime fall down upon a lower grate with iron bars
one inch from each other, which allows the lime
ashes to fail down through them into an ash pit ; these
lime ashes are found very useful as a top-dresino-

for grass ground, and are a clear gain to the pro-
prietor of lime-kilns for public sale. As a burner
of lime for agriculture in an extensive district of
country to the extent of 150,000 imperial bushels
annually, the value of tlie lime ashes which fall

through the lower grate, amounts to more than 150/,

annually—the lower grate is three feet above the
ground, and the upper grate at the same distance
from the lower one, 'i'he kilns I employ at Ciose-
burn are upwards of thirty feet high,, and nearly
perpendicular, which is the cause of the great heat
in this construction of kiln, and which is found to

burn lime more equally than large circular kilns of
large dimensions. Should any of your agricultural

friends wish to have a model of these kilns, I should
be happy to furnish thein.

C. G. Stuart Menteath.

Closeburn Hall, Jan. 11, 1830.

ON WEANING CALVES.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—Allow me to ask through the medium of
your valuable and widely circulated magazine, the
best and most economical method and suitable season
for weaning calves'? If sa«:o is recommended (Mr.
Hillyard, in his Essay on Stall Feeding says " Sago is

well known to be good for weaning calves), what quan-
tity should be used, how prepared, its present price, and
where to be procured.— 1 am, Sir, yours, most respect-

fully. An Essex Farmer.
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PLENIPOTENTIARY,
^VINNER OF THE DERBY, 18.S1.

(Plate II.)

We herewith place before our readers ihe ]ortrait

of oni' of the best horses that ever appeared on tlse

J'/Dglish turf,—that indeed the world ever saw, ren-
dered interesting- on account of his matchless speed,
and also from his devious and suspicious course as

a racer.

Notwitlistanding- the care and perseverino- atten-

tion which has almost uniformly characterised the

proceeding's of those persons who have made it a
business or pleasurable pursuit to breed for tlie turf,

if has very rarely happened that the object has been
fully and satisfactorily accomplished ; namely, the

production of what may be understood by the Ara-
bian of large size ; or, in other words, an animal
corresponding- with the legitimate E.istern hoise in

that ivorv-like hardness of bone, superior tendon-
ous development, general wiryness, and aggregate
conformation.

If the scorching regions of Arabia be exactly
suited to the economy of the horse,— if beneath the
tropical heat he attains a degree of comparative per-

fection unknown in every other part of the globe, not
the least doubt can be entertained that in what may
be called his native country, he would attain a larger

size, accompanied by a considerable increase of his

valuable (|ualities, if the requisite attention to food
and grooming- were made to supersede that ignorant
and besotted system of treatment practised l)v the
barbarians amongst whom he is found, from the ear-

liest period to the present moment.
The Arabian liorse rarely reaches the height of

fifteen hands. As ardent admiiers of the most ele-

gant and tlie noblest quadruped in the circle of
creation, we h;ive spared no p-dins in gratifying- what
we always considered an excusable curiosity,—ob-

taining access to all the imported Eastern nags which
have come within a reasonable distance of our resi-

dence. We have seen many, but amongst the num-
ber, one only reached fifteen hands. We have more
than once experienced disappointment, in tlie fol-

lowing manner :—we have heard of the arrival of an
Arabian, and have found, after travelling fifty miles,

perhaps, tlial; the reported Arabian h;\s proved a Per-
sian or a Turkish horse ; such animals we have found
occasionally more tlian fifteen hands, showy, and
what, might be called handsome by those not tho-
roughly acquainted with the subject, but with short,

constrained action (arising- from the manner in which
they had been broke or trained to their paces), and
generally manifesting- a savage disposition.

The Barb is merely another r.aine for the legiti-

mate horse ; we have seen some lialf dozen Barbs
;

we found them to measure scarcely so high as their

brethren from Arabia Felix, but they were equally
beautiful, and equally distinguished for those valu-
able characteristics noticed in the preceding part of
this article

;
yet the Jiarb may in general be distin-

guished from tiie Arabian horse, projjerly so called,

by a well-practised eye. The most beautiful Barb
that ever fell under our observation was offered for
sale about four vears since -at Tattersall's ; the reserve
bidding was fifty pounds, he was returned to llie

stable unsold. He was an entire horie, fourten hands
one inch and a half, colour brown, and remarkable
for good temper.

We are informed by travellers that the barbarians
of the East prize their mares much more highly than
tlieir horses, because they are not apt to neigh (and
thus give the alarm), when these robbers bv profes-

sion are on their marauding excursions; and we can
believe it, since few Arabian mares have reached
this country, and those which we have seen, very
objectionable on account of tlieir obvious inferiority

of form—willi, however, two exceptions. The two
mares sent from the Imaum of Muscat to William IV.
(flea-bitten greys) were fine handsome creatures, in

height about fourteen two, perhaps a trifle more.
In referring- to the portrait of Plenipotentiary, his

handsome head will instantly attract the attention of

the beholder ; it is not only well set on, but is re-

markable as exhibiting the genuine Arabian charac-

teristics, the brilliant eye, the broad forehead, that

expansive and peculiar form of the nostril. The
neck is in corresponding harmony. The shoulder

blade presents that obliquity so admirably calculated

to accelerate jirogressive motion by admitting of the

perfect freedom of action in the fore legs; a glance

at the shoulder will shew that the saddle could not

be placed sufficiently forward so that the superin-

cumbent weight would interfere with the operation

of the fore legs. The shoulder and sternum (breast)

are eciually fine, while the arm is remarkable for its

length and exquisite proportions ; short from the knee
to the ground, as a necessary consequence. The su-

perior ribs, eight in number, and immediately con-

nected with the sturnura, as well as what are called

the false ribs (the posterior ribs), are gently bent

so as to give the carcase that rotund form so condu-
cive to strength, to the power cf carrying weight,

and to lastingness in the racer. Ihe basin bone (oa*

innomlnaUtm in learned phraseology) projects for-

ward more than usual at its superior part, which adds
to the strength of the quarter ; while sufficient space

appears between the basin bone and the last rib to

admit of that flexible operation by which the hind

legs are sufficiently advanced every stride in the

gallop. If Tte look at the quarter altogether, we
shall perceive it widely spread, muscular, and indi-

cating extraordinary power ; while the hock is cor-

respondingly large, and at a greater distance from the

ground than usual.

Placing the whole figure, therefore, before our

eyes, we find the fore legs and shoulders uncon-
strained in their action, and sufficiently strong to

receive tlie animal's weight every stride, without
suffering from the unavoidable concussion ; wo find

the part containing the lungs and other viscera very

capacious, thus admitting of perfect freedom in the

action of these parts. AVe further perceive an im-

mense well-formed (]uarter calculated to impart that

very su])erior speed ibr which Plenipotentiary was
so pre-eminently distinguished ; the great length from
the hock to the ground promoting the advance of the

hind legs,—an assertion in direct opposition to gen-

erally received opinion, but not the less correct on
that account. Finally, as regards this part of our

subject, we perceive in the nag under consideration,

that anterior depression and jiosterior elevation

vrhich must necessarily prevail in all fleet horses, and
indeed in all quadrupeds remarkable for their cele-

rity of prog'fessive motion.

Plenipotentiary is represented in what may be
called his natural form ; when in training he of course

appeared tucked up, and oven stilty,as all our racers

do in a greater or less degree. We behold in

him the gigantic Arabian, the horse of the desert

raised to a very large, an immense size, without de-

terioration of those qualities which we have already

enumerated.
After the preceding- detail, into which the attrac- .

tiveness of the subject tempted us, little remains to i

be observed respecting the manner in which the

task of transferrinf' the likeness of animated natun?
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to a flat surlace lias been executed, as our readers

will be able to judge for themselves ; but as fiir as

our own feelings are concerned, we hesitate not to

state that we rejoice exceedingly that, notwithstand-

ing the general ignorance of artists respecting the

horse, and the contemptible representations of the

noble animal incessantly pliiced before the public,

genius is still to be found to do ample justice to the

subject, like our present pictorial illustration, which
we think our friends will admit is not only remark-
able for its chaste yet vigorous fidelity, but equally

so for what may be called its almost breathing ani-

mation.

From the manner in which we have expressed

ourselves, it must have been perceived that if the

horse be a favourite hobby. Plenipotentiary stands

high in our estimation. It is our opinion that one
racer only superior to him has ever yet appeared

;

we allude to the incomparable Eclipse, who in the

estimation of the ignorant is regarded as having been
an ugly horse. Some time ago we saw a string of
observations in ;in American periodical, respecting

the form ef Eclipse, in which the writer unhesitat-

ingly gave bis opinion, that this matchless racer must
have been as remarkable for ugliness as for speed.

Brother Jonathan has much to learn, as well asmnnv
of the noodles in this country. To that conforma-
tion which gave to Eclipse an uncouth apj'earance

in the estimation of these pseudo judges, he was in-

debted for his extrnordinary speed. It wns fortu-

nate for the fame of this justly celebrated horse, as

well as for the admirers of the horse and all those

who feel an interest in the subject, that there hap-
pened to be an artist living at the same time capable
of delineating this noble animal ; we allude to

Stubbs, who studied the fundamental principles of

borse painting, anatomii, with unwearied persever-
ance ) busied for days, nights, weeks, months, and
years in practical dissection, be acquired an intimate

knowledge of the anatomical conformation of the

Lorse, so essential to the perfection of his art; whilst
bis skill as a painter enabled him to transfer his

well-formed ideas to the canvas in a manner never
equalled by any other person. His portrait of Eclipse
was no doubt a most accurate representation, since,

if we leave his superior capacity for such an under-
taking out of the question, his figure of Eclipse pre-
sents the development of parts calculated to produce
or impart the extraordinary powers which the per-
formances of the horse rendered abundantly mani-
fest. These remarks are intended to apply to the
portrait of Eclipse, and the correct engravings which
were copied from it only, and not to the numerous
misrepresentations with which the country has been
inundatad. We observed a print a short time since,
in a shop window, which purported to be a portrait

of Eclipse, recently published apjjarently, which
conveyed to the mind the very reverse of the prin-

ciples or organs of power and speed ; and therefore

we should be careful not to mistake these said-to-be

portraits of Eclipse with those which emanated from
the incomparable Stubbs.
And what, after all, was the conformation from

which Eclipse derived his unparalleled powers ? It

is not necessary to enter into detail, after what has
been stated respecting Plenipotentiary ; it will be
sufficient for our purpose merely to observe, that

the bone of the former was greater thnii that of the
latter, and that the tendonous and muscular deve-
lopment was in corresponding proportion ; while the
anterior form was more depressed, and the posterior
parts consequently raised higher. Eclipse could carry
all weights, could go all distances ; v.-ith Irom ten
to twelve stone on his back, he could not only beat
but distance all competitors,—he was never touched

with either whip or spur. A second EclipijO will

never appear unless the system of two-year-old rac-

ing be abandoned.

riie career of Plenipotentiary as a racer was short,

and not unsullied by defeat ; but his unsuccessful

running was attributed to unfair means. When he
came out in his own form nothing could go a yard

with him ; the manner in which he won the Derby
showed his very superior powers. He was hemmed
in by his fearing competitors from the starting-post

till he reached, a considerable distance up the strnight

run in, when ConoUy (his rider), finding it impos-
sible to make his way to the front in the usual man-
ner, reined him back completely behind the ruck bv
which he was surrounded, and then passed his op-

ponents with ease. Being named for the Doncaster

St. Leger, it is not surprising that he should have
become a surpassing f.ivourite for that important

stake, after the repeated displays of his racing supe-

riority, yet, when the day of trial arrived, he could

not " go at all."

After passing the winter. Plenipotentiary re-ap-

penred in spring in his own form, at A^ewmarket,
and, in consequence, he became the decided favourite

for the Ascot Cup. No doubt was entertained of

liis starting for this glittering prize till the day pie-

ceding the decision of this event; when it was for-

mally announced that he would not be brought out

for it. Heavy sums were depending upon Plenipo-

tentiary, and as the bets were [>. p., those who
])ad backed him were unable to hedge, at least to

any extent. We are not aware that Plenipotentiary

afterwards appeared in public.

Plenipotentiary is by Emilius, his dam Harriet by
Pericles. Emilius is the sireofmany superior racers,

and certainly must be acknowledged as the best stal-

lion of modern days ; he continues in the breeding
stud, and it would appear as if it were intended that

be should remain there till his stock, from the ad-
vanced age of the sire, will be rendered worthless.

Such was the case with Eclipse, Sir Peter, and other

celebrated stallions.

Such of the stock of Plenipotentiarv as have ap-

peered in public can lay ho claim to racing preten-

sions. General Grosvenor's Diploma (ch. filly out
of Icaria) won a sweepstakes of 50 sovs. each at

Stockbridge, beating Sal Volatile with ease ; but
she ran second to Jefty at Epsom, and second to

Stamboul at Ascot.

jMr. Bland's Miss Betsey (br. filly, out of Emili-
ana's dam) ran second to JVegus for a purse of ten

sovs. each, at the Newmarket Houghton iMeeting
;

not placed in the Two Year Old Plate at Newmar-
ket, which was won by Wardan ; not placed in the

Two and Three Years Old Sweepstakes in the

Houghton JMeeting, which were won by JMiss Hawk.
Lord Albemarle's Olive Branch (bl. filly out of

Ally^ started for the Criterion States and was not
placed.

Mr. Batson's Runt, (ch. filly out of Revelrv)
came out for the Two-year-old Stakes at Bedford,
and was not placed.

Let it not be forgotten, however, that it is an es-

tablished law of nature that " like produces like,''

and that consequently superior stock might reasona-

bly be expected from Plenipotentiary; vet, while we
keep this principle in view, we must not lose sight

of the counterpart of the question, the mare. Even
if we admit the preponderating influence of the male
in the procreation of the species, the female becomes
a minor part of the ess(»ntial principle; and, there-

fore unless, on both sides, the conformation ( and
age also) b? calculated to promote the object in view,
its satisfactory accomplishment ought not to be ex-

pected.
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THE FARMER'S PROGRESS.
No. 4.

SPADE HUSBANDRY.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER's MAGAZINE.

Sir,—A third field, in which I introduced the

spade, yields, in consequence, an additional annual
profit, exceeding the total cost of t!ie improvement.
It is the cow pasture before mentioned. It often re-

sembles a brown russet cloth, with narrow stripes of

green. Every dry summer the grass ceased to vege-
tate ; the rain, wliicli Providence had fisely given,

silly man had turned aside; although the substratum
was porous sand, the field had been laid down in

large round buts, in the same manner as was the

practice in districts of clay, before the superior ad-
vantage of under-drains was understood, or the prin-

ciple adopted; and thus it had remained, probably
for centuries.

It was self-evident, from the moment I viewed
the field, that the surface must be flattened; the only
question was how to effect this at the least ex-
pense ; to plough up a turf, full of good grasses,

on which a score of cows were turned out to

water, twice a day, would have been a great sacri-

fice ; to take up the sods, level the surface, and re-
place them, would have been expensive. Whilst I

was considering where I could find materials to ele-

vate the furrows, the parching- season of 1826 came
to my aid, and however paradoxical it may sound, the

field in quesiion has never since lacked moisture. I

before mentioned that a hill on the highway was at

that time lowered ; this obliged me to lower and re-

pave the farm-yard. I embraced the opportunity of
sinking, enlargino-, and reforming the main sough to

the tank, so that the smaller drains, from the ship-

pons, &c., had each a drop into it. At the same time
I lowered the floors of tlie Dutch-bai'ns, and sank
pits for the dung heaps, the sides of which were pre-
viously exposed to sun and wind. This gave me
fully 200 cubical yards of sand, which must have
been carted to a much greater distance, had there
been no defect in the surface of the field adjoining.
Plaving sand so near at hand, raising the fuiTows
scarcely cost more than the extra carting would Lave
cost, to the nearest place where it could have been
deposited. The mode I adopted was so simple,
that I should be ashamed to describe it, were I not
convinced, by repeated observation, that for want
of previous consideration, the levelling of land fre-

quently costs two or three times as much as it ou^ht
to do ; they square the sods, beat them down, chop
and pulverize the soil, as if for a bowling green

;

all this, a subsequent shower, or a bush harrow, or
a roller, according to the vi-eather, will do much
better at a fifth part of the expense. The sods, either
for meadow or pasture, cannot be too much torn into
fragments, and half or two-thirds of the quantity
pared oft' is quite suflScient to be replaced. On this

plan moss and water-plants die immediatel}'-, and the
grasses most congenial to the soil and situation soon
form an excellent turf. My plan was this : each
spadesman had a furrow to himself, and began by
making a trench about 18 inches wide, and seven or
eight feet long,—dug out the soil, and a little sub-
soil to mis with it,—turned back the sods on each
side,—this done, one of my broad, Imc, light, one-
horse carts, having cylindrical ivheels, dropped into
the trench the exact quantity of sand it was formed
to receive ; the sand had only to be flattened by the
spade to be covered from the next trench, the sods
rolled back, extended and broken with a fork, and

the whole covered about two inches deep with the

rough soil. This field has ever since been covered
with perpetual verdure.

In a fourth field I blundered, which I freely admit,
in the hope of preventing others falling into the
same error,—it was the tank meadow before men-
tioned. Fully aware of the great quantity of grass

produced by a meadow well floated with liquid ma-
nure, and of the value of the dung resulting from
the stall-fed stock it mainly contributes to support,

I set to work, levelling the field partially, before I

understood how to do it in the best manner. Had I

sacrificed some fruit trees that impede the uniformity

of slope, and trenched the upper half of the field,

with a gradual slope from the cast iron half-pipes, *

which, in 1833, I had cast for the varied purposes
of rendering unnecessary the water, or rather liquid

manure cart I had been obliged to use for distant

parts of the field, extending and equalizing the in-

fluence of my liquid manure, and preventing the

grass near and below the tank being too rank for the

cows to eat; I say, had I done so, vast as is the pro-

diice of the field, it certainly would have been more
uniform, and consequently greater. This unique
experiment, call it if you please this bold specula-

tion, being 100 yards of 6-inch half pipe, and 200
yards of 5-inch half pipe, costs, at 11/. per ton, 48Z.

The pipes are as good as new; removing a few of

them occasionally for irrigating with water or letting

dry ponds, or rather trapsfor manure, is a great con-

venience ; and, altogether, the per centage of inte-

rest on this outlay has been quite as satisfactory as

I expected ; in short, it annually returns more than

abundant interest for the money expended.
Having in these remarks, connected with those in

page 82, answered in part your correspondent's que-
ries, put at the conclusion of page 146, I trust I

shall be excused in diverging a little for his infor-

mation. Having had 12 years' experience of its uti-

lity without the expence of a shilliui^- in repair, and
not being aware of any defect, and certainly having
in my limite.d communication with the world, not

seen any tank more conveniently constructed, I will

proceed to explain its construction. It is situated

in the upper part of a large meadow about 200 yards
from the buildings, sufficiently low for the main
drain to drop into it, yet suificiently high for the bot-

tom of it to command fully 10 acres of the meadow
;

it is an oblong square about 28 feet by 15, and 3
feet deep inside measure ; the substratum being sand
we put into the pit about a foot thick of well tem-
pered cla;,% on whicl) was firmly set a floor of good
square brick on edge well grouted with mortar
that soon became as firm as stone, the walls are

brick and half, well set and grouted, and rammed
outside with the tempered clay ; the floor or bottom
slopes gently to the outlet, a cast iron pipe 4 inches

diameter, over which, a few inches from the top of

the tank, is a second cast iron pipe Ig inches diam-
eter acting as a safety valve, and also as an index
to shew when the tank is full. The top is formed of

the largest flags I could obtain, supported on the

" These half-pipes were castfor me by Mr. John Scott,

ironfounder, Stockport, Cheshire ; who also cast, to a
model I sent him, made by my carpenter, a quantity of
caps for corn- stacks, which occupy less space, and are
in every respect superior to those in common use; they
are merely plates of iron, with flanges on the upper side

to prevent the larch-poles, which radiate from the cen-
tre and form the circumference of the stacks, slipping'

from their placefs. They cost about 3s. each, weigrhin^
nearly 281bs. at lis. 6d. per ewt. They are firmly

nailed to stumps fixed in the ground^by a hole drilled

through each plate.
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walls and on pillars built to suit their various sizes
;

in one flag is a hole, in which is a staff, to shew at

any time the depth of the liquid. The tank is co-

vered with soil and grass, and is mown with the re^t

of the field, the sides being sloped with the soil

and sand dug out of it ; the appearance is that of a

natural mound, a few feet above the common level.

In the outlet pipe is a wooden plug well secured

with a hole bored through the middle of it, the issue

of liquid being regulated by a long conical plug

held in the place required, b}' a piece of string, se-

cured to a hook.

When we turn the liquid on the meadow, which
is never done when the sun shines, but as much as

possible in dark rainy weather, the string of the lit-

tle conical plug is slackened so as to allow the es-

cape of the quantity required into a trough placed

to receive it ; the side of the trough opposite to the

plug is raised to prevent splashing over, but as this

sometimes will occur, I have always there a few cart

loads of inferior soil, which once a year is carted

away as manure and replaced by more.

At each end of the trough is firmly fixed the soc-

ket end of one of the six-inch half-pipes, these com-
municate with the rest of the pipes, the six-inch

pipes being nearest the tank to receive sediment, the

five-inch being sufficiently capacious at a distance.

The pipes being carefully fixed, horizontally, but
with a slight declination, we direct the liquid, with-

out any being wasted, to the part which has last been
mown. The large plug can be taken out should there

be an accumulation of mud, but this has not yet oc-

curred. One of the stink traps, before mentioned,
was about ten years ago choaked up with old corks,

rags, feathers, orange peel, and other non-solvent

articles. This negligence has been put a stop to,

3nd the evil corrected, by a few shillings expended
in grids.

In reply to the latter part of " An Improver's"
inquiry, I should say it cannot be too much " diluted

witli rain," and that it is ready for use as soon as

collected. The great advantages derived from a large

tank are, first, it can he retained daring sunny or

very dry weather ; and, secondly, it can be floated,

so as to cover a much greater extent of land when the

weather is favourable, that is, when the surface is

saturated with rain (the medium of food to plants)

and the day gloom}\
This digression on Tanks having occupied more

space than I expected, and as I must away to a

distant part of the kingdom, to direct the operations

of twenty or thirty labourers now employed in

draining, fencing, and preparing farms for a few in-

telligent tenants who may be disposed to undertake
the improvement of excellent land on long leases,

which has hitherto been shamefully neglected, I

must defer my promised remarks on fencing, &c,,

and on the economy of spade husbandry, to a future

opportunity. Cincinnatus.
Feb. 17, 1840.

Sir,—In consequence of my profession being
different to that of an agriculturist, I did not, until

I saw your periodical, feel any interest in its wel-
fare. Since that period I have ordered it monthly
and at all times have infinite pleasure in perusing
the valuable remarks in which it abounds.

With regret I find many farmers in this neighbour-
hood who know nothing of such a publication, and
few of those who do, that think it worth their trou-

ble to instruct themselves by spending their leisure

hours in reading it.

The time, however, is now arrived when the

roost enterprising amongst them are seeking infor-

mation from any source it can be obtained, con-
sequent upon the prizes offered by the newly formed
South Cheshire Agricultural Societv. I presume,
theiefore, that it would be an extra stimulus, if the

history of the winning animals and their owners
were recorded by you.

From this motive I herewith send you the follow-

ing particulars, feeling assured you will favour

me by inserting them in your journal for March
next.

Having a better knowledge of the improved sliort-

horned bull Chandos, the property of Mr. J. Prescott,

of Norcroft, near Middlevvick, the winner of the

first prize of ten sovereigns, in class the first, at

the meeting alluded to, held at Sandbach, on Sep-
tember the 19th, 1839 ; also from Mr. P. having
signalized himself in winning several other prizes

on that occasion, I beg leave to give the following

history of that animal, with several others that were
shown against him.

The gentleman that bred Chandos is not correctly
known ; it is, however, clearly proved that he was
got by Ked Highflyer, d. by Dandy, g. d. by Hob
Fiov, and g. g. d. by Wellington, &:c.

He was bought for the use of the Countess of
Bridgewater's tenants, and afterwards purchased by
its present owner.
The greatest competitor with which he had to

contend, was the celebrated bull Warlock, which
cost 200 guineas for the stock improvement of South
Australia. There were also several others of a
superior description shown in the same class, viz.:

—

Konala, from the celebrated stock of jMr. Forrest,

of Stretton ; and another that was got by Mr. High-
field's noted bull Matchem, the winner of the two
first class premiums in Liverpool and Manchester,
at the meetings of 1836.

From the beautiful condition in which all the
animals offered for competition were brought to

the place of exhibition, too much praise cannot be
given to their various owners, especially those who
obtained the prizes. The subjoined list are the

successful candidates, with the premiums awarded
on that occasion.

Mr, J. Prescott, of Norcroft, for the best bull of any
age, which shall have served the stock of the

proprietor during the summer of 1839, lOL
Mr. Burgess, of Delemere Forest, for the best year-

ling bull, to have been in the hands of the owner
six months previously, 5/.

Mr. Palin, of Stapleford, for the best dairy cow, 71.

Mr. Prescroft, of Norcroft, for the best calving
heifer, 4J.

Mr. Palin, of Stapleford, for the best pairof Stirks, SI.

Mr. Corns, of Barrington, for the best stallion, 71.

Mr. Lewis, of Coal Brook, for the best boar pig
under three years old, bl.

Mr. Conchie, of Sandiway, for ditto under one year^
'31.

Mr. Prescott, for the best breeding sow, 3/.

Thomas Baih-y, of Sandbach, and Charles Buckley,
of Haslington, for the best fat pigs fed by cottage

tenants, 2^. for the former, and li. for the latter,

Mr, Harding, of Alprahaca, won all the prizes

offered for the various breeds of sheep, Mr, HoUin-
shed, of Minshall Vernon, won a sweepstakes for

the best pair of horses for agricultural purposes.

Some excellent specimens of Swedish turnips

were shown by Mr. Harding, of Alpraham, and Mr.
Carter, of Shipbrook, but from the decision of the

best crop being deferred, I am at a loss to state

the winner.
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The president on this occasion was that illustrious

individual The Ki^ht Honourable Viscount Com-
bermere, and the Vice Presidents were, Sir P. D.

M. G. I-^gerton, M.P., and Sir C. Sbackerley, Part.

The judges were BIr. .lanion, of Kock Savage,

near Runcorn; Mr. Gougb, of Gravel hill, Shrews-

bury ; and Mr. Oalcden, of Ollerton, near Knutsford,

who from their impartial decisions gained the re-

spect of allparties connected with the society.

I wish that some member of the seciety, or one

more immediately connected with the agricultural

interest, had taken up the subject, but finding from

the time elapsed since the meeting took place, that

a subject worthy of record in tbe annals of agricul-

ture might be overlooked, I have thus ventured the

attempt, lioping it may encourage some of our

talented agriculturists to ofter some of their valuable

experiments for the good and encouragement of the

present and future generations.

With every prosperit}- to your publication, believe

Die to be, yours, truly, J. II.

NortlnncJi, FebA4.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE
EXPRESS.

Sir,—I learned lately that the company who pur-

chased tbe Marquis of Tweeddale's patent for drain-

tile making, were interesting themselves for the

obtaining an Act of Parliament for the encourage-

ment of draining. 1 was glad to hear it, as it is an

object much to be desired. I understand that that

company are now demanding 4s. per thousand tiles,

for tbe use of the patent machine. This I conceive to

be an exorbitant demand, and I trust that every

landowner and tile maker will resist it ; for my own
part, I would rather do witkont their patent than

pay such a charge. It is in fact swallowing up tbe

whole advantage of the patent, and leaving the

public no better than they were. T think Is. per

thousand enough. It had been well that the charge

had been limited in tbe patent. I trust the JNIarquis

of Tweeddale, who takes so deep an interest in agri-

culture, will use bis influence with the company to

abate their charge. If they do not, 1 -im confident

they will be greatly disappointed as far as regards

Scotland, in the extent to which the machine will be

applied.

I observe in vour paper of the lOth Feb., page

2nd, a letter from one of the Garstang Farmer's

Club, in reference to a bill for drainage, of which

notice has been given by Mr. Ilandley, and which

may probably be the same bill or net t have already

referred to.

However useful the Act for Scotland, 10 Geo. III.,

cap. 51., (referred to in the Garstang letter) may
have been, I consider that in many respects it is an

injudicious and ill-working Act, and that we are as

rii)e for legislation on the subject as our English

nein-bbours. Py that Act the proprietor in posses-

sion of an entailed estate is entitled to burden the

estate witii three years free rental for farm improve-

ments, and one-and-a-half year free rental for a

mansion house, burdening himself and bis personal

heirs at the same time permantly with one-and-a-half

year's rental. Supjiose he dies immediately after

having in a short period laid on sis years' rental, he

has sacrificed to the advantage of tlie future heirs

one-and-a-half year's rental. Suppose he lives long

after the outlay, and reaps much of tbe benefit

arising from it—tbe heir succeeding him must

clear oft" the burden, when perhaps the improvements

may stand in need of renewal, while for such re-

newal the Act gives no power. The expenditure
once made, the operation of this act ceases. It

appears to me that it is not constructed so as to act

equitably between the parties concerned.
From two-and-a-half to four j'ears free rental of

land, according to circumstances, is not more than
adequate to erect suitable farm buildings. To
thorough drain witii tiles, land having a retentive

subsoil, on the most moderate estimate, cannot be
reckoned as amounting to less than five years free

rental ; suppose the rent 24s. per imperial acre, the

expense of draining will thus be 5/. In this view
it appears evident that tbe Act referred to for Scot-

land is not generally or adequately available for the
thorough drainage of entailed land. It is in fact on
this head almost a dead letter; its powers being al-

ready generally exhausted on other and past im-
provements.

All classes aie interested in the furtherance of
the drainage of land, why therefore should we not
liave any, and every facility tbe legislature can
afford '. The rate pa3'er should not be required to

invest capital in thorough drainage. His resource

should be husbanded for the cultivation of the soil.

The land owner should drain the land, and if he ob-
tains even 1 per cent, of yearly return, he makes a

good investment.

I would suggest an Act of Parliament for Scotland
to faciliate thorough drainage on all lands, whether
entailed or not entailed. An Act empowering pro-

prietors to execute the improvement, having previ-

ously established in a process before the Sheriff of
the county, that the jiroposed outlay for each year
would be judicious, and afterwards, that it had
been made economically and judiciously, and that he
should then adjudge tbe amount to be an unchal-

lengeable and preferable burden on the estate and
the interest the same on the rents. That the pro-
prietor should then be empowered to go into the

mone}' market, holding in his hand tbe very best

landed security for tbe amount of his outlay, and
that, freed from tbe heav}^ expenses of long and
stamped deeds—the amount of his outlay, and his

simple assignment being both recorded in a record

book to he kept by the Sheriff". Then, considering

that the improvement will not last for ever,

while it may reasonably be expected to last for 50
years, and also that it is fair that the owners in

jiossession during that period, should out of the

advantages arising from the improvement, clear off

the burden on the land—I would propose, that

yearly after the outlay is made, the owner should
pay into the hands of the Sheriff, one per cent, of

the amount, of each year's expenditure, and the same
to be lodged by the Sheriff' in a bank, there to

accumulate witli interest, until it reach the full

amount (this I believe it would do at oj per cent,

interest, in about fifty-two years). And that the

debt of each separate year should be paid off when-
soever the accumulated fund in the bank should reach

the amount.
,

My reason for including unentailed lands in such
a bill, is that the proprietors may not have money in

their hands to expend, or may be in embarrassed
circumstances and unable to procure money without
incurring much expense, and giving a secondary, and
perhaps questionable security.

If you think these observations worth notice, you
are welcome to them.

I am, Sir, your reader, and

A Scotch Farmeji.

Feb. 12ih, 1840,
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EXPERIMENTAL INQUIRY ON
DRAUGHT IN PLOUGHING.
Bv Philip Pusev, Esq., M.P., F.R. & G.S.

(From the Journal of the English Agricultural Society.)

Having been led by tbe prize essay of Mr. Hand-
ley to make some comparative trials of tbe draugbt

of v;uious plougbs, I beg to lay an account of tbese

before the Society, in tlie bope that, if others should

be induced to make similar inquiries, we may in the

end obtain some certain results.

Tbe first trial was made in last September, between
an old Berkshire plough (with a high gallows in

front, and a wooden mould-board) , taken from one
farm of the parish in which I write ; a small one-

wheeled wooden plough, with iron mould-board,

made by Rlr. Hart, of Wantage, in this neighbour-

hood, and employed on the other farm ; the Rutland
plough of jMessrs. Ransome, which I selected be-

cause its draught was marked as the lightest in ftlv.

Handley's paper j and some other plougbs whicii [

need not now particularize. Tbe field was a cleiin

oat-stubble, the soil a sandy loam moist with rain

;

tbe furrow 9 inches wide and 5 deep. The draught

of the old Berkshire was about 3 cwt., of the Wan-
tage plough less than 2 cwt., and of the Rutland
plough somewhere between these two numbers.
Thus it appeared that, within one small parish, tbe

same work was performed on the one farm by two
horses, as on the other by three (tbe smallest num-
ber ever attached to the old Berkshire plough), and
that too with greater ease to the two horses than to

the three. It was also a matter of surprise to me to

find that even in this neighbourhood we possessed an
implement lighter than any plough produced at the

Oxford meeting by those distinguished manufac-
turers the Rlessrs. Ranso.me. Notwithstanding the

encouragement thus afforded to further inquiry, it

was necessary in the first instance to procure a bet-

ter instrument than the dynamometer then employed,
the same of which a figure is given in the last num-
ber of our Journal, p. 143, for the hand on the dial-

plate moved so rapidly to and fro, in consequence of

inequalities in the motion of the plough or of the

horses (if the draft, for instance, was 2 cwt., the

hand travelled faster than tbe eye could follow it

between 1 and 3) that we could onlyjudge the draught
by observing the extreme points between which the

hand varied, and any accurate observation of small

differences was out of tbe question. I found, from
Mr. Cottam, of the firm of Messrs. Cottam and
Hallen, London, that this vibration was a difficulty

which he had long wished in vain to surmount : but
be at length suggested a mode of correcting the de-
fect, which I am glad to say I have found completely
successful in using the new draught-gauge which he
made for me on that principle.

Before commencing the new trials I acquainted

Messrs. Ransome that 1 had found in my own neigh-

bourhood a plough of lighter draught than any of

theirs in my possession ; and they sent me two
others, marked FF, precisely the same in all their

parts with each other, excepting that one was a

swing-plougb and the other on wheels. Mr. Allan
Ransome was so good as to assist me himself in a

trial between his ploughs and Hart's, in which the

numbers stood thus :

—

Cwt. Stone.

Hart's ±1 equal to 15
FF, swing 3 . . 24
Rutland, NL o| . . 30

Although tbese numbers were taken by an instru-

ment which I think very imperfect, and were proba-

bly one stone too high, they give, I suppose, a fair

comparative estimate of the draught of the ploughs
as they then were : but it was suggested by a mem-
ber of our Society, Mr. Harris, of Hinton, that Mr.
Ransome's ploughs were rendered much heavier in

draught by the coat of coal-tar with which their iron

mould-boards had been covered, according to the

practice of many makers of implements ; and he
undertook to polish their iron-work by using them in

a gritty soil for two or three days before the final

trial took place.

An opportunity was afforded me of adding to the

implements to be tried two improved Scotch swing-

ploughs, which Lord Moreton bad lately imported

from Scotland for bis example-farm at Whitfield, in

Gloucestershire. The gentleman who superintends

that farm also offered to send up a pair of Clydesdale

horses and a Scotch ploughman, and I was particu-

larly glad to accept Mr. Morton's offer, because a
fair trial was thus ensured to these ploughs, of which
Mr, Loudon says, in his Encjclopeedia of Agricul-

ture— "There are now a great variety of ploughs,

the !)est of which, for general purposes, is univer-

sally allowed to be what is called in England the

Scotch plough, and in Scotland the improved Scotch

plough:" and, in another place, " Of swing-ploughs,

by far the best is the implement known in England
as the Scotch plough." Mr. Morton was desirous

also of showing what two good horses are capable of

effecting upon heavy land.

The points of inquiry, then, towards which I was
desirous of directing our trials were chiefly these :

—

I. The comparative lightness in draught of wheel
and swing-ploughs.

IL The lightest plough absolutely of whatever kind.

IH. The effect of different soils upon the qualities,

and chiefly on the draught, of the plough.

IV. The comparative tenacity of different soils ; of

which there is much variety in this neighbour-

hood.

V. Tiie power of two horses to plough the strongest

soil.

The ploughs put into the ground were as follow :

—

1. An improved Scotch svving'-plough, made by Mr.
Ferguson, near Stirling', entirely of iron.

2. Another, by Mr. Clark, also near Stirling'. These
two were both remarkable for eleg'ance of shape and
general air of lightness.

3. A one-wheeled plough, of wood with iron breast, by
Mr. Hart, of Wantage. The mould-board is not, as

usual, of one piece, but consists of a turnfurrow,
standing some inches from the ground, which piece.,

instead of being gently hollow, is almost flat and
s-traight, and of a separate piece, called a ground-
rest, which lies below and within the former, and
serves to clear out the bottom of the furrow. This is

our old construction in this part of the country, and
this plough may be called an improved Berkshire
plough.

4. Ransome's FF, with two low wheels, resembling his

Rutland plough (a figure of which is given in Mr.
Handley's paper), but of slighter proportions. This
plough was originally constructed by him, in the
year 1825, for market gardeners near London, to be
drawn with one horse, but is now used as a two-horse
plough on light lands in Cambridgeshire.

5. Ransome's FF ; the same plough, but as a swing-
plough.

6. A swing-plough, with wooden breast of the Berk-
shire construction, made by Mr. King, of Buekland

;

belonging to Mr. Throckmorton, and held by his

ploughman, who had won a prize at our Faringdoa
Meeting.

7. A one-wheeled plough, of the same general shape,
but much heavier, belonging to Mr. Wilhams, of
Buekland. This plough, and the holder also, had
lately won a prize at our local meeting.

N
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8. The llutland plougli of JMessrs. llansome, which
shows the lightest draught ia Mr. Handley's paper.

9. An old Berkshireplough.of a very cumbrous appear-
ance, withan extremely high gallows in front, entirely

of wood.
10. Havingp siace received a plough which came from
Lord Leicester's agent, and which I am informed is

the implement used on the Holkham property, I tried

it upon this field, the ground remaining in the same
state. It is a two-wheeled plough, with a light gal-

lows.

I will now give the successive trials, only observ-

ing that, in any remarks on the performance of the

ploughs, I am stating not my own opinion, but those

of several practical agriculturists who were good
enough to assist me. With regard to the numbers
indicating the draught of the ploughs, I was also

aided by other observers; and such is the goodness
of Mr. Cottam's new draught-gauge, that we scarcely

ever, I believe, differed by more than a quarter of a

hundred-weight, and often agreed to an eighth, or

one stone. The numbers are therefore given in

stones, as a well-known measure of the weights im-
posed on a horse.

Trial I.—Nov. 6tb.

The field is a sandy loam, free in working when
wet, as it now was ; but, notwithstanding its light-

ness, a little adhesive of its kind, situated on the
stone brash, as it is here called, though properly the
coral rag ; a clean wheat-stubble. The depth of the
furrow was 5 inches by 9 wide; and these dimensions
were carefully adhered to, as a person followed each
plough in succession, measuring with a rule the

depth and width of the furrow, and stopping the

ploughman whenever there was any defect in these
respects. The ploughs were drawn by two horses.

The following numbers were noted down :

—

Furrow 5x9.
1. Ferguson's improved Scotch swing-

plough 19 stone.

2. Clark's ditto 20
3. Hart's improved Berkshire, one

wheel 14
4. Ransome's FF, two wheels. 14
5. Hansome's FF, swing 18
6. King's swing 18
7. King's one-wheel 17
8. Rutland, Ransome's NL, two-

wheels 17
9. Old Berks. 23

10. Holkham plough, two-wheels 18

Average 174

On this trial we may observe,

—

Isl. What I found, with some surprise, that the Scotcli
ploughs were the heaviest in the field for the horses,
except the old Berkshire, and more than 35 per cent,
worse for them than the two lightest ploughs, which
were Nos. 3 and 4.

2nd. That FF, which, on the same spot of ground, and
with the ground in the same state of moisture, had
been 24 stone, or 23 stone, allowance being made for
the other draught-gauge then used, now that its

mould-board was cleaned, drew 18 stone only. This
appears to show the importance of preserving the
plough -irons from being honeycombed, as we often
see them, by rust.

3rd. Ransome's FF, as a swing-plough, was 4 stone, or
28 percent., heavier than the same plough with its

wheels on—a strong confirmation of Mr. Plandley's
opinion upon the subject ; and it then equalled in
lightness the plough of Hart's, with which it was sent
to compete. King's plough worked better, by one
stone only, with the wheel than without ; but it must
be remembered that it is a heavier plough.

4th. Putting the old Berkshire aside, the four easiest

ploughs of the remaining eight were four distinct

wheel-ploughs; and tlie four severest for the horses
were four swing-ploughs.

5th. If we once more compare the two ploughs in daily
use on this very soil, we find Hart's at 14 stone, and
the old Berkshire at 23 stone : that is to say, worse by
2 stone for its three horses than Hart's for its two.

On land of this quality the Scotch swing-ploughs
were evidently out of the question : at the invitation,

therefore, of my neighbour and friend Mr. Throck-
morton, we adjourned to some low strong ground of
his near the Thames, in the parish of Buckland,
partly with the view of trying the powers of the

Scotch horses, and of ascertaining whether, as some
suppose, there is no ground which two horses are

unable to cope with.

Trial II.

This land was a clean bean-stubble, productive in

dry seasons, a dark mould on a subsoil of blue clay.

As it was laid up in high ridges, and the occupier
stated that it varied in firmness, being easiest to

work near the furrow where it was wet, we had
some difficulty in finding a sufficient breadth of equal

strength for the trial of the nine ploughs. We chose,

however, the drier part of a land, and were per-

mitted to throw the furrow-slice down from the ridge,

instead of gathering it up to the crown, as we ought
to have done in that stage of the cultivation : but to

have done so, we were told, would have been the

labour of another horse. At the desire of the very
intelligent Scotch ploughman we went an inch deeper
than in the last trial, making the furrow six inches

by nine ; that is, six inches on the land side, for the

ridge was so steep that there may have been an inch

less of depth on the other side of the furrow. The
Clydesdale horses behaved admirably, but it was
scon evident that the attempt was a vain one. They
struggled and floundered ; and the other two pairs

which succeeded them were much distressed, parti-

cularly the horses who were not in the furrow. The
ploughmen could scarcely keep their ploughs in the

ground. It became difficult, under these circum-

stances, to form a fair average of the respective num-
bers shown by the instrument, but the following table

contains the best approach we could make:—
Blue clay in theparish of Buckland.

Furrow 6x9 inches.

Fergusoir's improved Scotch plough,

swing , 50 stone.

Clark's ditto „ 52
Hart's one wheel 43
Ransome's FF, two wheels 44
Ransome's FF, swing 44 i

King's swing 48
King's one wheel 43
Rutland, Ransome, two wheels 50
Old Berks 52

Average, . . 47|

It appears from these numbers that here the Scotch

swing-ploughs went backward in proportion to all

the others, being, in fact, no better than the old

Berkshire. This may perhaps be accounted for by
the circumstance that they are made entirely of iron,

for the farmers of this land are all of opinion that

even iron mould-boards must not be used upon it,

because this clay adheres so much more to iron than

to wood. At the end of a very short furrow all the

ploughs were more or less covered in every part with

a thick coat of this very glutinous clay, which be-

longs to the formation called by geologists the " Ox-
ford, or blue clay." It will be seen that in the FF,

as a wheel or as a swing-plough, there was no per-
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cejjUble tliflerence ; but no inference can be drawn
from this circumstance as to the general question,

because its very small wheels were completely clog-

ged with the clay, and resembled two large balls of

earth. The same was the case with the Rutland

plough. I must mention, in order to show the errors

which may arise in such trials from inequalities in

the firmness of the ground, that this plough being

placed in the low part of a second land the draught-

gauge stood at 44 stone only, but rose to 50 when
we returned to the top of the ridge, which was drier

and more trampled. The two other ploughs, which
are marked as the lightest, had each of them one

wheel only, which ran of course on the unploughed
ground.

The superiority of one plough over another was
here much less than on the lighter ground, the dift'er-

ence in the first trial between the highest and lowest

draught being In the proportion of 1 to 2§, whilst

in this very clogging land the distinction is not so

much as between four for the easiest and five for the

heaviest plough—I mean, of course, heaviest in

draught.

There is one point only on which I consider tliis

trial to be conclusive, that is, against those who
maintain that there is absolutely no soil which may
not be tilled by a two-horse plough. Here the

ground was stated by the occupier to be in the most
favourable state for working ; it was a perfectly clean

bean-stubble : we departed from the right course of

management by throwing the furrow-slice down-
wards instead of upwards, yet the ploughmen, three

of them accustomed to the land, were imable from
the struggling of the cattle to keep their ploughs
level ; and as for the horses, it was almost cruel to

make them turn the few short furrows required,

though the three pair were put in by turns, and they
did not go two hundred yards without resting ; at a

depth, too, not exceeding sis inches.* It is true
that we were two inches below the usual depth of

cultivation, and I had thought that this might be
some disadvantage to the ploughs, but I am informed
that, on the contrary, the solid subsoil when brought
up tends to remedy the disposition of this soil to roll

onward before the plough, instead of falling regularly

on the side. This field is, as I have mentioned, on
the Oxford clay formation, which extends in a narrow
belt from about Crewkerne, in Dorsetshire, by Frome,
Malmesbury, Oxford (whence it takes its name,)
Bicester, Newport Pagnell, running near Bedford,
where it becomes wider, and occupies a large space,

with Peterborough at its northern end, Huntingdon
and Higham Ferrers on its eastern and western bor-

ders, appearing again afterwards about Market Deep-
ing, and extending due north by Lincoln, up the

Humber.
If this field be a fair specimen of the toughness of

the Oxford clay, we may safely say that, except
where it is covered with gravel, the two-horse plough
is inapplicable within that district ; if it be not, it is

* I have myself witnessed the same fact on a clay-

land farm in the low lands of Surrey, where as fine a
pair of cart-hor?es, of the Lincoln breed, as were ever

whipped, worked in a Scotch swing'-plough, held by a

very experienced ploughman from the Lothians, could
not, in such weather, make any impression on the soil.

A third was added, but the team, after struggling- for a
short distance, was at length brought to a dead stand-

still ; and the land, which was a wheat stubble, was
afterwards broken up with a Kentish turn-wrest, drawn
by five horses in line. They, however, did the work
well ; but I am persuaded that no swing-plough could
have been made to keep an even furrow in such a soil,

in the condition stated.—F. Bukke.

desirable to know in what parts of its range this very
obstinate elay becomes freer.

It may be remarked that, if we take the average

draught of all the ploughs in each of these trials, we
shall find that it was about 18 stone in the first, and
in the second 47, much more than double. This va-

riation is within a space of two miles. Horses and
men, having now had enough to do, returned home.

Trial III.—A^oc. 7.

It has been mentioned that one main distinc-

tion in the trial ploughs lay in the shape of the breast

which moves the earth towards the side, that of the

Scotch ..ploughs and of Messrs. Ransome, being a

gentle hollow curve, founded on those mathematical

principles which were applied by J\Ir. Jefl:erson,

President of the United States, in his paper on the

true shape of tfee mould-board, addressed to the

French Institute— and, before Mr. Jefferson, by an
English ploughwright, at Rotherham, in Yorkshire,

—and that of the four Berkshire ploughs being full,

straight, and short, not raising the mould gradually

like a vt'ave, but throwing it over at once. As it is

generally stated that the hollow form of the breast

is most adapted to sandy ground, I determined on
this day, in order to give the Scotch ploughs their

fair advantage, to try them on the most sandy land

that could be found ; and we selected a very free

brown loamy sand of good quality, without stone,

gravel, or clod, resting on a pure yellow sand (it

was then a clean wheat-stubble), in the parish of

Hatford, on the coral rag formation. As in conse-

quence of bad waather we were unable to make more
than one trial, we enlarged that one by making each

plough turn four furrows, at the depth of 4, 5, 6,

and 7 inches respectively. The following Table

gives the numbers shown by the draught-guage :

—

Inch. Inch. Inch. Inch.

Furrow4 X95x96x97'x 9.

1. Ferguson's improved
Scotch plough, swing . . 18 19 19 22

2. Clark's ditto 17 17 18 21
3. Hart's improved Berks

one-wheeled 11 12 16 18
4. FF, Ransome's two-

wheeled 12 13 18 21
5. FF, Ransome's swing. 16 16 18 21
6. King's swing 15 15 18 20
7. King's one-wheel .... 16 17 21 23
8. Rutland NL, two-wheel 16 16 18 20
9. Old Berks 21 21 24 31

Average 15| 16? 18| 21?

The Scotch ploughs, notwithstanding their hollow

breast, appear still to great disadvantage in the

4-inch furrow, and also in the 5-inch one, (the usual

depth of ploughing upon this ground,) whether com-

pared with King's swing-plough, or with Hart's

wheeled one. The latter plough on this land might

be drawn by one strong horse; it still maintains a

slight superiority over its competitor, FF, with

wheels, and the latter again a considerable one, 25

per cent, over its duplicate as a swing plough ex-

cepting at the lower depths, where the wheels, from

the lowness of the beam, had not room to turn. At
the greater depths, however, of 6 and 7 inches, all

the ploughs, excepting the old Berkshire, approach

each other more nearl}', which agrees with what we
found yesterday on the heavy ground, that, where

the resistance of the soil is much increased, the qua-

lities of the plough benefit the horses in a slighter

degree. It will be observed that the same numbers

sometimes appear in two columns for the same

plough, though the furrows are of diflerent depths.

N 2
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This must arise from some inequality in the firmness

of the land, which it is very difficult to avoid in se-

lecting the ground. It should be remarked that the

Scotch ploughs increase very little in draught as

they go deeper ; indeed these ploughs appeared

throughout to most advantage when they were low
in the ground. The Rutland alone resembles them
in this respect on the pi-esent trial. The old Berk-

shire shows, on the other hand, a singular want of

pliancy for adapting itself to deep ploughing.

It will be seen by this table that on sandy land, at

least, the draught increases but slowly when the fur-

row is deepened. As this is an important point in

tlie practice of husbandry, and as it is laid down, on
the contray, in our books, that the draught increases

rapidly, or, in mathematical terms, according to the

squares of the depth,—that is to say, that if the

draught at 4 inches be 18 stone, at 7 inches it will

be as 49 to 16 or 54 stone, I put the question again

to tlie test two days later, upon a poor moory soil,

with Ferguson's Scotch plough. We began witli a

5-inch furrow, and went lower each furrow, until

the plough was a foot in the ground. The increase

of draught was as follows :

—

Furrow 9 inches wide. Draught in

Depth in inches. Stones.

5 . . . 23
6 . . . 22
7 . . . 25
8 . . . 30
9 . . . 31

10 . . . 40
11 . . . 50
12 . . . 50

This is a difficult experiment to make, and some of

the numbers show that we did not succeed always

in keeping the proper depth of our furrow. Still

they are near enougli to prove that the law of in-

crease laid down in books is altogether erroneous
;

since, if that were the true rate, the draught at afoot

would have been not 50 stone, but 132.

To return, however, to the table which contains

the numbers marked in our third trial, no inference

can be drawn from it as to the right shape of the

plough's breast, hollow or full, for sandy land : but
as a proceeding adopted on the next day seems to

throw some light on this point, I will mention it

here. It occurred to me that there might be a con-

siderable diiference in the draught of the plough,

independent of the ease with which it severed the

ground and threw over the furroAv-slice. I accord-

ingly desired each ploughman after ploughing the

trial furrow to pass over a certain space of un-

ploughed ground, when the draugh was taken down
from the draught-guage, and the same thing was
done on another day by passing the plough along
the empty furrow. The draughts of the wheel-
ploughs are given below from the first trial as the

fairest for them ; those of the swing-ploughs were
the same in both cases, I add the weight of the

ploughs, taken as nerly as I was able to estimate it

with the means in my power.

Surface Draught, VVeifiht of Plough,
in Stones. in Stones,

1. Ferguson's swing .... 12 ,. 15
2. Clark's swing 12 15
3. Hart's wheel 3 i2
4. FF, wheel 8 13§
5. FF, swing 10 10*

6. King's swing 8 8
7. King's wheel 6 10
8. Old Berks wheel 8

9. Rutland, wheel 8 13

The first thing which struck me in the numbers
ef the first column is the very large proportion of

labour which the mere dragging of the implement
bears to the whole task of the horse. The entire

labour incurred by a pair of horses in making a 5-

inch furrow on the sandy land of this day's trial,

with Clark's Scotch plough, is 17 stone; and since

12 stone of these are given, as we see, to the plough
itself, 5 stone only can be required for cleaving and
turning over the soil, the real object to be performed.

It is a striking fact, that, upon such land, it cost the

horses as much labour to move the Scotch iron swing-

ploughs along the surface as to plough the ground
at 5 inches with Hart's one wheeled pkmgh, namely,
12 stone in both cases. At 4 inches Hart's plough
working draws but 11 stone.

But further—since, if we deduct the surface-

draught of a plough from its draugh when at work,
the remainder represents the power which it causes
he horse to expend in moving a given portion of

soil—it appears that by making this calculation for

several ploughs we should be able to compare the

merits of those parts of them which act on the land.

I took, therefore, the draughts of the ploughs in

cutting a 5-inch furrow on the sandy field at Hat-
ford, and substracted from each their surface-

draughts respectively :

—

Gross Draujht Surface Draught Remainder
in Furrow which is to be or working
5X9. deducted. Dranglit.

1. Fergurson's ... 19 ........ 12 7
2. Clark's 17 12 5
3. Hart's 12 3 .

.

4. FF, wheel 13 8 ..

5. FF 16 10 ..

6. King's swing. 15 8 ..

9
5
6
7
12

8
13

7. King's wheel . 17

8. Rutland 16

9. Old Berkshire. 21

Here the situation of the Scotch ploughs and
of Hart's is strikingly changed. When at work
the two former were half as heavy again as the

latter ; it now appears, however, that this great

disadvantage arises not from their concave mould-
hoard, or from any defect in the shape of their cut-

ting parts (on the contrary, upon sand they produce
the same effect with a power of 7 or of 5 stone as

Harts does with a power of 9 stone), but from some
cause which mak^s their own weight tell heavily on
the draught. It appears, too, that the four easiest

pleughs in this point of view have hollow breasts,

the four heaviest full breasts. Still it must not be
forgotten that the trial is on sand, to which the

hollow breast is considered to be most adapted.

It appears, too, that of the two competitors.

Hart's and Ransome's wheeled ploughs, one is

singularly easy above ground, and the other below,

so that a lighter plough than either for light ground
might possibly be formed by combining their pecu-

liar merits. I must add, however, that, although

the principle of this calculation generally is simple

enough, I am not confident in the details which I

have given, because, in repeating the trials as to the

surface-draughts of two or three ploughs, they

varied much, according to the nature of the surface,

and also because, excellent as is Mr. Cottam's new
draught-gauge, 1 am not sure it is quite correct be-

fore it reaches 8 stone, or 1 hundred-weight.

Trial IV,—Nov. 8.

Although the pair of Scotch horses, and, still

more, the other pairs, had been defeated, on the first

day, by the heavy clay, it was fair to afford them
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another trial with stiiF land of a less obstinate kind

than that with which they had tlien endeavoured to

cope. It had been also the i^rincipal object of Mr.
]\Iorton to prove to two farmers in the neighbourhood

that their strong ground, which vi-as usually worked
with four horses, might be ploughed by two only. The
first field, therefore, which we entered on was a

deep strong loam, in tbe parish of Charney, very

good for all kinds of crops, resting upon yellow

clay, at that time a clean bean-stubble. It offered

great resistance to the plough, as the following

numbers show. The furrow was 5 inches by 9.

Furrow 5x9
1. Fergiison'a swing 35

2. Clark's swing 33
o. Hart's one-wheeled 23
4. FF, with wheels 33
5. FF, swing 30
6. King's swing 27

7. King's wheel 30
8. Old Berks 36
9. Rutland, NL. 36

Average 31* stones.

The superiority of Hart's one-wbeeled plough, in

lightness of draught, over tbe two Scotch ploughs, and

indeed, more or less, over all the others, continued,

it will be seen, as before. Tbat of the FF, with

wheels, over the same plough as a swing, did not

continue, but was reversed ; the cause appeared to

be, that both its wheels were clogged with dirt, the

land-wheel, though on a tolerably firm surface,

through its small size; the furrow-wheel, though of

course larger, from collecting the loose dirt in the

furrow. The same causes aflfecled the llutland

plough, and I suppose King's also, but I omitted

to observe this plough at the time. Hart's was
exempted bv its single wheel, of a better size,

running on tbe unploughed surface. The Scotch

horses worked without signs of distress on this

ground. We next proceeded to a field which had
been selected by the occupier, a member of our

society, Mr. Brooks, of Lyford, as being peculiarly

calculated to try the powers of the pair of Scotch

horses.

Trial V.

Much interest was attached to this trial, and

several neighbouring farmers had come to witness it.

The surface of the soil is more a clay than a loam,

of moderate fertility, resting on a decided clay,

known to geologists as the Kimmeridge clay. We
found in the field four strong horses at work in line

according to the general practice, drawing an old

Berkshire plough, and having evidently enough,

though not too much, to do. The draught-guago

when applied showed that in a 5-inch furrow thay

were exerting a power of 4 cwt., or 32 stone, and
in one of 6 inches, 2 stone more, 34 stone.

Furrow 5x9 6x9
Old Berks 32 34

The next plough tried was Ferguson's, with its

two horses, which shewed a draught of 3 cwt. only

in the 5-inch furrow, exactly one horse less. The
state of the land, which was extremely wet from
heavy rains, was very disadvantageous to tlie pair

of horses, since, though tbe ground was easier for

the plough, it was in a greater proportion difficult

for the horse who was upon the unploughed land,

into which he sank four inches at every step. One
clear result, bowever, appeared already, that even
if 2 horses abreast were not enough, 3 borses in line

with Ferguson's plough would have exactly the same

work to do as the 4 borses whom we found drawing
the old Berkshire plough.

5x9 6 x9
Ferguson 24 26
Clark 27 30
Hart 30 28
FF, swing 24 26

Here it will be seen that Hart's plough, for the

first time, lost its advantage. The fact is, however,
tbat unless to carry out all the trials with all the

ploughs, we should not have worked it at all, as the

surface was so very soft, that the wheel instead of

governing the depth of the plough's action, sank
itself, and dragged through the soil like a coulter.

Unfortunately, it did not occur to me that this wheel
might be taken ofl^ and the implement be tried as a

swing-plough. Tbe FF plough with wheels was
put into the ground, but, for the same reason, it

would not go at all. It was now suggested by the

practical farmers that the unploughed ground having

been trampled by the land-horse, (for the question

w'ith them was not so much the comparative lightness

of the different ploughs, as the possibility of em-
ploying 2 horses abreast instead of 4 in line,) the

draught of tbe Scotch plough would probably be
increased beyond tbe fair exertions of its horses.

Ferguson's plough was accordingly put in again,

and their expectations turned out to be so far correct,

that its draught did stand much higher.

5X9 6x9
Ferguson's on trod-

den ground 31 33
King's wheel 35 33
King's swing 24 27

This last plough, however, it will be seen, worked
at as low a power on the trodden land as Ferguson's

in its first trial on the fresh ground ; but it had been

besides objected to the Scotch ploughs that their

furi'ow was shallower by an inch on the right hand
than on the left. Now, the furrow drawn by King's

plough was declared to be far the best which had

been yet made, and indeed I could myself perceive

that it was perfectly flat, clean, and square. The
plough was considered by the occupier of the land as

particularly well suited for its cultivation, and it

should be remembered that its draught is to that of

the implement hitherto used as that of 3 horses to 4.

It has tbe open mould-board, as it is here called, or

turn-furrow and land-rest which have been already

described ; the turn-furrow is flat.and both parts'arenot

of iron, but of wood. Tbe Rutland plough followed,

and was also allowed to make an excellent furrow : its

draught indeed was greater, but the wheels were

too much clogged for a fair trial, and it was thought

that in drier weather it might be a very good plough

for this land.* Ferguson's was put in once more,

and was rather lighter than on its second trial.

Summary of Trial.

5 inches. 6 inches.

Old Berks 32 34
Ferguson's 24 .... 26

Clark's 27 30
Hart's 30 .... 28

FF, swing 24 26
Ferguson's (2nd trial, ground

trampled) 31 .... 33

* A. Rutland ploug'h has since been employed re-

gularly on this farm, and is preferred by the occupier
to any plough he has tried, on account of the excellence

of its work.—Pn. P.
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5 inches. 6 indies.

King's wheel 35 .... 33
King's swing 21 27
Rutland 29 .... 31

Ferguson's (3rd trial^ 28 .... 27*

Average 28§ 29^

The Clydesdale horses were greatly admired by
all who saw them at work. They unite power and
bone with the clastic action of a blood-horse : they

stepped regularly together, and were guided by the

ploughman, by tha voice, almost without the use of

the reins. It was generally admitted that no such
horses Iiad been seen in our part of the country; and
the excellence of the ploughman was, I think, ad-

mitted to be equally great. I think I may add that,

in the opinion of the bystanders, this land, usually

worked with four good horses in line, might be
ploughed by two such horses, in such condition,

abreast ; though, it was said, that it would cost as

much to keep the two horses in condition as to

support the four in their usual working state. I am
the more induced to think that they would be equal

to the undertaking, because the ploughman assured

us that it was exactly such land as this, and no other,

to which he had been accustomed in Scotland, there

called carse-land, and had ploughed always with

two horses: be said, indeed, that it was there

rendered somewhat lighter by being thoroughly

drained. The only doubt arose from the softness

of the unploughed land on which one horse had to

walk. As to the draught, it was less than in the

last trial, though the land was a more decided clay
;

and on that ground where the land-horse had a firm

footing, the pair had worked apparently with perfect

ease.

TniAL VI.—Nov.9th.

Our last trial was made on a very poor
damp moory soil, which I selected as being
perhaps the kind of ground on which the Scotch
ploughs might excel. It was rather reten-

tive of surface water, though crumbling even in its

present state. In summer, when tilled, it falls to

powder. It was a grass ley, but the roots of the

herbage could offer little resistance to the plough, as

the greater part had been thrown out of the ground
in previous winters, and the surface was more than
half bare. The numbers were as follows :

5 inclies. 6 inches.

Ferguson's swing 23 22
Clark's swing 23 22
Hart's one-wheel 16 18
FF two-wheel 14 16
FF swing 21 23
King's swing 19 20
King's wheel 18 19

Rutland two-wheel. 21 22

OldBeiks 25 28

Average .... 20 20|

It will be seen that the Scotch ploughs did no
better here than elsewhere ; in fact, they did worse,
since they were heavier than all the other ploughs
brought into competition, the old Berkshire being

* It may be observed that, in several instances, a
lisrhter draught is marked in the second column than in

the first. The occupier, Mr. Brooks, accounted for
this variation by the circumstance that the deeper
furrow was on the north, and the shallower on the
south side of the ridgfe, or land ; the north ?ide beinji',

as he stated, always rendered lig'liter to plouprh by the
stronger action of the frost upon it in winter.—Pii. P.

out of the question. They were half as heavy again

in their draught as the two lightest ploughs. The
numbers also show that in this instance only. Hart's

])loup;h was beaten by its competitor FF, with

wheels ; which last I am bound to admit, after a re-

peated trial, was, on this particular soil, better by
two stone than Hart's. It will be seen how much
this plough lost iiere, where the surface was firm, on
being- worked without wheels, its draught rising from
14 stone to 21 ; that is, being increased by exactly

one-half. King's wheel-plough, for the same reason,

beat liis swing-plough, at both depths, though to a

much smaller extent.

Although there are several other varieties of soil

in this neighbourhood which I should have been
glad to have tried, yet, as I could no longer detain

the Clydesdale horses and Scotch ploughs, I was
obliged here to close the comparative trials. They
are limited in many respects ; first, as to the number
of the ploughs ; secondly, the kinds of the soil j

thirdly, the state of the soil, which was throughout

very wot ( it would be, of course, desirable to tr)''

each soil in a state of wetness, of moderate moisture,

and dryness) ; fourthly, they were all but the last on

clean ground ; and, finally, they were first plough-

ings only ; but it would be also well to know the

draught of ploughs in other stages of cultivation.

So far as they go, however, they appear to lead to

these inferences:—-

1. With regard to the questionofwheel and swing
ploughs, wherever the soil is firm enough to bear up
the wheels, they appear to me to be advantageous :

the best plough, therefore, will be one, the wheels of

which can be taken off or put on, according to the

state of the ground ; and as, where there is one

wheel only, it will be on the unploughed ground,

where it will be less likely to become clogged, one

wheel only is probably better than two.
2. It may be fairly said that the lightest plough in

these trials was Hart's, though Piansome's FF ran

it exceedingly near, and beat it in the last trial. The
best and lightest plough on a wet clay was King's

swing-, witli a wooden mould-board. Hart's plough

on our lighter land goes as easily with two horses,

and King's on wet clay with three horses, as our old

Berkshire, with three horses on the former ground,

and with four on the latter. These two ploughs

have the open mould-board, but how far that contri-

butes to their excellence I cannot discover. Ran-
some's Rutland plough appears to be a very good
implement, the Scotch swing-plough to be the

heaviest of all the modern ploughs which were tried,

not to make a clean furrow, to be out of the question

upon any light soil, and to be by no means the best

upon a heavy one.

3. As to the effect of different soils upon the work-

ing qu-alities of the ploughs, the trials were too

limited, and my own inexperience too great, for me
to offer any opinion upon this point.

4. With regard to the different tenacity of soils,

the following- Table contains the average draught

of all the ploughs on each of the different fields :

—

Average Dmuglit at Geological
5 inclies by 9. Situation.

TliiAL stone.

1. Sandy loam 17i Coral rag.

2. Clay loam 47J* Oxford clay.

3. Loamy sand 16| Coral rag.

4. Strong loam 31i| Kimmeridge clay.

5. Clay loam 28j Kimmeridge clay.

6. Moory soil 20 Alluvial gravel.

* This furrow was 6 inches deepen one side, but the
furrow- slice was thrown downwards.
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The coral rag shows a tenacity of 17 stone only,

while the Kimmeridge clay on its south stands at

30, and the Oxford clay on its north at 47. It is on

the middle band, however, of the upper oolite that

the trials were made ; on either edge wliere it ap-

proaches the clay formations it becomes tougher.

The most remarkable point, however, seems to me to

be the difference between the two districts of clay,

one of them being worse by one-half to vrork than

the other, although there is no observable distinction

in their general appearance.

There remains one other question to which our

trials were directed—the extent to which the two-

horse plough can be made use of in husbandry. As
far as regards light loams, the answer in the district

where the trials were made is easy : the horses have

heen hitherto harnessed two abreast, with a leader in

front to a heavy plough. It appears that we have a

plough one-third lighter in draught than the old im-

plement. The only change required is to adopt tliat

plough, to remove the leader, and to place reins in

the hands of the ploughman : this change has been

gradually spreading among our farmers for some
time, and of late so rapidly, that on such soils it will

soon, I hope, become general.

On heavy lands, the answer is by no means so

easy, because it appears that there are some of them,

one at least, the Oxford clay, beyond the power of

two horses; and because here we have to substitute

two horses not for three but for four, two horses

abreast instead of four in line : so that a greater

change is to be made ; and on these soils too the more
important because the unploughed land may not he
in a state to bear up well one of the pair. It appears,

however, that on the Kimmeridge clay ( Trial V.) a

plough was found which required three horses only

in line, where the old plough required four; their

respective draughts being 3 and 4 cwt., or 24 and 32

stone. The question then which remains, is, whe-
ther two horses abreast can, on this land, be made
to do the work not of four but of three horses in line.

As it is a question of interest, I will beg to lay be-

fore the Society, as shortly as possible, such informa-

tion as I have been able to obtain on the subject,

after taking all the means in my power. The Scotch

ploughman stated, as a general opinion in his own
original district, that two horses abreast have as much
power over the plough as three horses in line, be-

cause their purchase over it is greater in that pro-

portion. Now, though we have no means of bring-

ing this point to any nice measurement, there are

grounds, I think, for supposing that the advantage
so gained is considerable. The horse appears to be
much less capable of exerting his strength in a level

direction, that of drawing, than in an upright one,

that of carrying. In these trials I sometimes ob-

served that my own horses, rather strong ones, but
not in working order, were a little distressed by
drawing once up and down a short iurrow, at a brisk

walk, with a draught of onlj' 24 stone between them.
It could not be supposed that a strong cart-horse

would feel the weight of a rider of 12 stone, at a

walk, for that trifling distance : the pack-horses of

Yorkshire used to carry, I find, loads of 30 stone for

a day's journey over the highest hills of the north.

It is well known too, that, with ourselves, much de-

pends on the direction in which we exert our muscles.
I believe that a man can put forth, without greater

fatigue, three times more of his strength in rowing a

boat than in towing it from the bank. The nearer the

horse is brought to the plough, the more he will

draw upwards, and the more of this advantage,
whatever it be, he will obtain. The two horses are

ill general brought as near to it as is consistent with

the freedom of their hind legs. There is, however,

in the Scotch harness, a contrivance by which the

line of draught is shortened still more, and to which

Mr. Morton justly, I think, attaches much impor-

tance. In this neighbourhood, the trace of the horses

is not supported on their bade, but passes in a straight

linn from the point of their shoulders to the beam of

the plough : so that they draw, of course, from the

shoiilder. I do not know whether this is general
;

but it is certainly figured so in many works on agri-

culture where this question of draught is treated
;

and treated, I must say, most inconclusively. But, in

the harness of these Clydesdale horses, who worked

here so admirably, there was a back-band of strong-

leather, 3o inches wide, moveable along tlie back of

tlie animal to difl'erent points, which carries the traces

level from the collar ; so that the line of draught is

shortened considerably, and the horses work at the

same time from the back with an uplifting power,

and from the shoulders with an advancing power.

The advantage thus given may, I think, be very con-

siderable; indeed, no one will regard the direction

of a horse's exertions as a slight matter, who reco -

lects that extreme case in which, as Sir David Brew-

ster informs us, a strong man discovered that, by
placing himself in a certain posture, he could

withstand the efforts of two horses pulling against

him.

But there is even another circumstance which may
render a short draught advantageous in ploughing,

and I will merely mention it in the hope of drawing

the attention ofmechanicians to a subject on which I

must say I have not found in books anything satis-

factorv : I mean, that an uplifting draught may be

best suited to the force which it is the object of the

plough to exert. For that force is an uplifting one,

as regards the earth to be raised, as well as an ad-

vancino- one as regards the progress to be made by the

plough itself along the furrow. It appeared, too, in

Trial II.,thatthe friction arising from the plough's

own weight occasions a large part of the force which

the horse has to expend; hut the more the horse draws

upwards, the less of course will the plough press on

the oround. I leave this point, however, to be con-

sidered by those who are able to discuss it on mathe-

matical principles, and return to the immediate

question, how far two horses abreast can with the

same plough, do the work, on strong land, of three

harnessed in line.

The two Clydesdale horses were, I think, able, at

Lyford, with as little exertion, to draw Kings
wooden swing-plough, which showed a draught of

24 stone, as were three horses of about equal sub-

stance in line. But, whatever advantage they may
have gained from being both next to the plough, or

from their back, band, 1 must admit that much is to

be attributed to the superiority of their breed, and

also of their condition, which was so high that, as

has been already mentioned, it was even said the pair

must cost as much to keep in that state as the plough-

ing-team offour, whose place they would have to

supply. This question of expence being a most ma-

terial one for the practical farmer, I requested infor-

mation of Mr. Morton, as to the cost which Lord

Moreton had incurred in the keep of five pair of

Clydesdale horses on Whitfield farm, in Gloucester-

shire ; and that gentleman was so good as to supply

me with an account of it from the farm books. My
friend Lord Moreton's horses certainly appear to he

extremely well fed, their allowance being hay and

four quarterns and a half of corn each day, of which

one-sixth part is beans and the rest oats. 1 believe

that the medium allowance ofour horses, on the other

hand, is cut cliaff, with one bushel of corn weekly.
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Tlie expense of feeding each borse for tlie summer
half vear vas 18Z. or 36/. i'or the year. Tlie expense

of a faim-horse in this neighhourhood is reckoned, I

believe, at 25Z. The pair, therefore, at 721. yearly,

would be about as expensive as our three horses at

751. It is true these Clydesdale horses are worth

their l;eep, for it appeared to me, during- the trials,

that their fair work was at least a draught of 12 stone,

while that of our own is certainly not more than 8,

so that the pair equals the three in the work ( 24

stone) as well as in the expense of their keep : still

there is no saving, which is the question we are now
considering. There would be a saving in substituting

a plough of 3 cwt. for one of 4 cvvt., and thus re-

ducing the actual team of four horses to three ; there

would be no saving, so far as we have yet gone, in

substituting the Clydesdale pair for the remaining

three, since the expense ot keep would be the same
for the two horses as for the three.

There is, however, one more point to be considered

—the pace of tlie horses—the most important point,

in fact, since it is the same thing with the quantity

of work done in a da}^ It was impossible not to

observe the superior quickness of the Clydesdale

horses at work, and on enquiring of the Scotch

ploughman, I learnt a fact, since confirmed by iMr.

Morton, which completely turns the balance of ex-

pense as well as power in their favour, namely, that

while the work of our ploughing teams is at best

three quarters of an acre upon strong ground (and

sometimes as much as an acre upon the lightest),

the dailv task performed by these Scotch horses,

upon strong land, is one acre and a quarter ; and this

quantity, or one acre Scotch, he stated to be the

usual day's work in his native district.* If these

numbers be correct, as I have every reason to believe

that they are, it is clear that the saving effected by
these high-kept nimble horses must be very great ; so

great indeed, as almost to make one mistrust the calcu-

lation. Still it does appear that since a pair of the

Clydesdale breed, kept at the same expense as three

of ours, can plough five quarters of an acre where our

teams get througli three quarters only, three 2-horse

ploughs at work onafarm whereClydesdale horses are

Icept, are equal to five Shorse ploughs of our own.

* The following- communication has been made to me
by a gentleman on whose accuracy I can implicitly

rely.

—

Richmond.
"I have always found an Eng-lish acre enough for a

pair ot horses to plough from the 1st of November till

about the 1st of March, but after then, when the days
are long, and the horses can work ten hours, tliere is

little difficulty in ploughino: an acre and a half, which is

one-fii'lh more than a Scotch acre ; much, however, de-

pends on the nature of the soil, and also on the size of

the field, as a great deal of time is lost in turning when
it is small : upon the whole, on dnj land, a pair of horses

will do a Scdtch acre during the year. I have con-
sulted Mr. Walker on the subject, who agrees with me
in every respect, and says he always does the quantity
stated on your Grace's home-farm, at Gordon Castle.

" I may take the liberty of mentioning tliat the farm
I now occupy in Berwickshire consists of 365 acres of

arable land, and about 850 acres of rough pasture and
moor, and that I have never kept more than four pair of

liorses, and durnig the last three years have drained 58
acres of bog and moss land , vi hich is now under culti-

vation, and that the stones, in some instances, had to be
, carted about a mile. I may also mention that, when
the land is properly prepared, the same number of

horses will drill, dung, plough in the dung, and sow
turnips on five-and-a-half English acres daily. I have
often done more, but this is sufficient lor horses to con-
tinue at forany length of time, 'fhe drill is made with
one furrow, and the dung ploughed in with another

;

this plan is only lately introduced."

—

Thomas Balmer.

Nay , ifgood ploughs be used by the former, and bad by
the latter, ai'e equal to five 3-horse ploughs. I am
bound to state tlie facts according to the information

conveyed to me, while I fullv admit that without

further inquiry we cannot be satisfied that Wis have
an accurate view of the matter. I must, however,
observe iliat it is no question of theoretical calcula-

tion, but rests upon facts which may easily be
ascertained. Do the Clydesdale horses in their own
country plough in single pairs, with the Scotch

plough, which appears to be a heavy one, land of the

same touchness with that which is here usually

worked by four horses in line ? Could they work
that land easily with a good swing-plough, which
would require three of our horses in line ? Is their

daily task on such land one Scotch acre or one and
a quarter English, and is the labour performed by
our own limited to three quarters of an English

acre ? If these facts be correct, it follows, of course,

that 6 horses so kept are equal to 15 horses that

work with a good plough, and to 20 that are pulling

a bad one. I must add, that Lord Moreton's plough-

man thought our own horses would work as well as

his own if they were as well fed. I doubt myself

whether they are so well formed as to walk with

ease at the same pace. There is one circumstance

,

however, which tends to remove what certainly may
appear extravagant in this calculation, although the

calculation rests upon facts which can easily be

disproved if they are incorrect. It arises out of

another experiment which I made, and as the results

are, I believe, new, and as I think they are curious,

I will venture to trouble the Society with a short

statement of that experiment in conclusion.

In the beginning of these trials I had imagined

that if one plough were drawn more rapidly than

another, its apparent draught would be unfairly in-

creased in consequenceof its having moved a greater

quantity of earth during the time of its trial; and
precautions were taken accordingly : it soon ap-

peared, however, that a slight addition of speed did

not raise the numbers marked by the draught-guage.

At last, therefore, I determined to ascertain, if possi-

ble, what was the actual effect produced by increased

speed on the draught of the plough. This was first

tried with Clark's plough on the moory ground, de-

scribed already in the account of the fourth day's trial.

The Scotch horses were made to go along the 5 and G-

inch-furrows at the slowest pace to which they could

be restrained, not so slow a one, however, as I have

lately seen in other horses at the same work. The
draught was 24 stone in the 5-inch furrow, and 22
in the 6-inch one, which I suppose was on lighter

land. They were next urged to the utmost speed of

their walk, more than double their former rate ; but

though more than a double quantity of land was of

course ploughed in the same time, the draught was
only raised from 24 to 25 or 26 stone in the one

furrow, and from 22 to 23 in the other. The ex-

treme slightness of this increase would have sur-

prised me still more, had I not learnt in the course

of these triah how large a portion of the draught of

the plough is occasioned b}' its friction against the

soil, how small a ])art of the splitting, raising, and

throwing over a certain weight of earth. Thus, in

the trial at Lyford,a bystander pointed out to me
tliat while one of the ploughs was being accidentally

drawn down a furrow already opened, such was the

adhesion of the clay, that the guage actually matked
as high a drauglit at that time as turned out after-

wards to be the average of the plough's work in the

same field. Now, friction is, I believe, often not

increased by increased rapidity of motion in the two
bodies rubbing against each other. But, in tha
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draught of tbe plougb, we have its own weight
pressin* against the bottom of the furrow, and that

pressure increased b}' the weight oftlie furrow-slice,

the latter weight not increasing, whatever the pace
may be ; we have also the plough rubbing against

the earth on the land side, and tlie furrow-slice

rnbbing strongly against the mould-board ; all these

parts of the draught coming under the head of

friction which may not be increased by increase of

speed. There is indeed the earth to be raised and
thrown aside, the labour of whicli must be increased

exactly in the same proportion with the quantity to

be so moved : and consequently with the speed.

But there is one other part of the force to be ex-

erted by the plough which we must not overlook,

the cutting or splitting force of the share and the

coulter ; for this part of the draught may not only
not be increased by increased speed, but may even
reasonably be supposed to be diminished : since, in

operations of the same nature, v^e see at once that

if a spade or pickaxe were to be used gently and
slowly, much more force would in the end be re-

quired than with a brisk eifortand a quick tap.

But whatever may be the cause, it is certain that

in this first experiment the draught of the ploughs
was scarcely raised by doubling the pace of horses.

I determined, therefore, to make a second trial upon
different ground, and thinking that this principle

might in some degree serve to account forthe greater

quantity of land which the Scotch horses are able to

plough, I requested Mr. Morton to observe the pace
of those horses when ploughing at Whitfield. He
informed me that they plough at the rate of two
miles and three quarters an hour, excluding stop-

pages, and that in drawing carts singly their walk is

at the rate of three miles and a qu;irter.

In making the experiment I did not choose the

ground, but took a team at work among others, with
Hart's plough, on a clover ley. The ground certainly

appeared unfavourable for speed, as it was an adhe-
sive loam upon stone brash, in so bad a state for

working that the polished mould-board was com-
pletely encrusted with earth. I measured out, how-
ever, llO yards, or one-sixteenth part of a mile, by
the side of the furrow, and observed, with a stop-

watch, the time employed in passing over that space,

The teams of three horses were going slowly, at a

depth of 4 inches only by 9 in width, but I desired

the ploughman to pass along the furrow still more
slowly, at the usual rate of going upon heavy, and
sometimes, I must say, even upon light land in this

neighbourhood. At this pace he ploughed the 1 10

yards in 2 minutes and 40 seconds, being at the

rate of 1§ miles in the hour. The draught-guage
marked 23 stone.

I then desired him to return to the pace at which
I had found his and the other teams working ; he
now ploughed the 110 yarJs in 2 minutes and 25
seconds, being at tlie improved rate of 1| miles in

the hour. The draught-guage still marked 23
stone, as before.

I now requested the ploughman who had been em-
ployed in all the former trials to work, as nearly as

he could guess, at the pace of the Cljdesdale horses.

He did so, and accomplished the distance in one
minute and 40 seconds, which is almost exactly 2£-

miles an hour; his estimate thus agreeing with Mr.
Morton's statement. The draught-guage marked, I

should say, 22 stone only ; one stone less than be-
fore. That it did not mark more than the former

draught, 23 sione, I am perfectly certain.

I lastly asked the ploughman to plough the length

of 110 yards at the utmost of his horses' walk. They
did it in one minute and five seconds ; or at the rate

of 3h miles in the hour. The guage rose indeed but
to 24 stone only.

The following table shews the time which would
be required for ploughing an acre, with a furrow

nine inches wide, at the different rates of motion, ex-

clusive of stoppages.

Rateofffoing Time required to Draught of
per hour. plough an acre, plough.

flliles. Hrs. JMin. Stone,

lA 7 20 23

If 6 30 23

2I 4 22
31 3 8 24

Here, then, it appears to me we have found the se-

cret of the Scotch horses' superior performance as to

quantity of work done. Though they are stepping

briskly along at a pace which enables them to work
five quarters of an acre in one day, while the drag-

ging walk of other horses carries them through three

quarters of an acre only in the same time, they feel

the weight of the plough certainly not more than the

others, perhaps even less. Let the horses be lively

flnough to face their work boldly, and step out well,

they gel, or rather their master gets, beyond the for-

mer three quarters, two quarters of an acre more
ploughed for nothing. It is true that the horses have

to walk a greater distance in one case, but this can-

not be of much consequence. In ploughing au acre,

with the furrow nine inches wide, the horse has to

walk in the furrow 11 mdes exactly ; if then he

plough three quarters of an acre in the day, he has

to walk 8} miles only ; if five quarters, or one Scotch

acre, he must pass over 13£ miles, but oj miles

more than before. The increased rate of an animal's

exertion has also, of course, a great effect upon the

fatigue of its frame where the difterence is conside-

rable. But I suppose that each animal has in some
degree a natural pace, suited to its conformation,

which is most easy to it, and that the quicker rate of

2f miles in the hour may be as natural to the Clydes-

dale horse as a more tardy walk to cart-horses of our

heavy breeds. Still I do not wish to assert that, un-

der all circumstances, it is as easy for a horse to

move quickly as slowly with a heavy draught. If

he be overweighted he will not have sufficient strength

to spare for carrying on his own weight with ease

and will naturally flag at his task. In order to move
briskly, he ought, I suppose, to feel in some degree

master of his work, and be able, if required, to draw
something more than his actual load. I ought also

to mention, after stating the superior exertions which
the horse may be called on to make, that these Clydes-

dale horses of Lord Moreton's are not only fed in a

superior manner, but that their day's work is broken

into two portions of time, between which they have

rest, and either return home to be fed, or are sup-

plied by means of nose-bags with corn in the field.

1 believe that the practice of working horses for

eight hours together not only adds to their fatigue,

but that the absence of food for so long a time must

be a much more severe privation to them, as to all

animals feeding on grass and seeds only, than it is to

carnivorous animals and to ourselves.

I will conclude by expressing the hope that others

may also be induced to carry on this investigation

commenced by Mr. Handley ; and that, by the use

of the draught-guage on the part of agriculturists ex-

amining the ploughs they employ, and on that of ma-

nufacturers endeavouring to improve those which

they make, as well as by the employment of that in-

strument iu promoting competition among plough-

wrights at our public ploughing-raatches, we may
gradually save that great waste of horses' strength

and farmers' means which hitherto has annually taken
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place in many of our arable districts. Perhaps too,

when we have got a standard plough, we may employ

the draught-guage in the classification of soils, to re-

gister their diffdrent degrees of tenacity.

Puseii, November 27, 1839.

THE CORN LAWS AND MR. BINNS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—With your correspondent, Mr. Jonathan
Binns, I am entirely unacquainted, and should in

all probability have remained so, had you not par-

ticularly drawn attention (by your leading article

of the 'ioth inst.) to his long letter which appears

in your paper of that date. In the opinion given by
Mr, Binns that this nation is capable of producing
food for a much larger population than we now have,

I perfectly agree, but the plans he proposes to

persuade the farmers to improve their husbandry
are, to say the least of them, exceedingly para-

doxical, viz., that to induce the agiiculturists to

improve their land to the utmost, all parliamentary

protection and encouragement must be withdrawn.
The mental optics of some persons are so mistified,

as to prevent their discerning clearly, matters with
which they are in immediate contact ; but, upon
subjects farther removed, the same inability of per-

ception does not exist, and I apprehend it is under
a malady of a similar nature that this gentleman at

present labors ; for ifj^any individual were seriously

to inform him that the greater difficulty the i'armers

of Prussia and Poland found to obtain a ready

market and remucerating prices for their agricultural

produce, the more they would improve tlieir lands

and the more corn they will grow—would not Mr.
Binns at once declare such an one to be a person

much more fit for the interior of a lunatic asylum
than as a writer upon an important question of

political economy? Or, upon the other hand, if we
admit the validity of Mr. B.'s argument, we must
necessarily conclude that Englishmen are of a nature

totally different from other; men, as, according to

this gentleman's mode of reasoning, the more en-

couragement he meets with, the less he will perform
;

and the greater drawbacks and impediments he
finds, the more be is gratified and the more ho
prospers. The company a man keeps is generally a

pretty correct criterion of his sentiments ; I am not
surprised to find Mr. Binns forms no exception to

this general rule, as here we find him introducing

Mr. Paulton as " the able advocate and lecturer on
the corn laws," a person who was hired by the

anti-corn law league to traduce and vilify these

laws, to treat the agricultural part of the community
as insignificant and contemptible, and, if possible, to

efi'ect the ruin of the landowners and the farmers

;

and who, in the early part of his career, came to this

place to carry out the intention of his mission ; upon
this occasion the largest room in the town was
engaged to enable a large portion of the inhabitants

of Leeds to benefit by the sophistical reasoning of

this " able advocate and lecturer on the corn laws"j
but, although placards were posted for some days
previous, announcing that this extraordinary genius
might be both seen and heard for the small sum of

four-pence, only a few of the leading repealers could

be prevailed upon to attend : after this failure, it

was determined that the doors of the Music Plall

should be open gratis, and a similar exhibition took
place on three evenings subsequeEtly ; but at this

time, also, the indifferent figure which presented

itself in the shape of an audience, so excited the

indignation of the editors of the leading Whig
joui'nal of this town, as to induce them to compare
the working people of Leeds, to the most stupid

animal in the creation. It would be equally unin-

teresting and futile to follovi^ Mr. Paulton through

his course of fallacies ; there are, however, tyt^o

statements made by this gentleman, upon which I

think it necessary to make some observations ; one

was, "that for every 282 persons employed in agri-

culture, there are 718 engaged in manufactures and
commerce ;" the other, that " three-fourths of our

manufactures are exported." Now, sir, although

tlie operatives of this country are not expected to

know how these matters stand precisely, their

ignorance upon such points ought not surely to be

thus taken advantage of; for any person at all

acquainted v.-ith the statistics of this kingdom knows,

that so far from these assertions being correct, less

than one-fourth only of our manufactures are ex-

ported, and consequently the remainder, more than

three-fourths, are consumed at home, and that the

numbers employed in agriculture and commerce, is

in the inverse ratio. Mr. Binns also informs us,

that his friend Mr. Paulton, when at Bolton, de-

clared that " there is not a single instance on record

of a commercial panic in connection with a low
price of food." If these gentlemen were not in

business themselves at that period, they will have no

difficulty in ascertaining, that there was a great com-
mercial panic in this country in 1825 ; and by consult-

ing the parliamentary returns, they will also find, by a

valuable table beginning in 1797, that the price of

wheat was lower in the five years, in which 1825 is

included, by several shillings per quarter, than in

any other division of five years for 30 or 40
previous, until the operation of the present corn

laws, wIilMi the average price for five years com-
mencing at 1833, and terminating at 1837, was
lower than that division in which 1825 is included

;

thus proving, that commercial panics are uncon-

nected with a high price of food. I cannot help

expressing my astonishment, that Mr. Binns. after

stating several facts which prove the great advan-

tages we have derived from the present corn laws,

should be a determined repealer. Ireland, he tells

us, exported, 20 or 30 years since, only 400,000

qrs. of grain, and about the year 1832, 2,400,000 qrs.,

and that since that period,'the quantity exported has

greatly increased ; he also says, and cites respectable

evidence (given in 1837) to shew, " that during

six successive years, the produce of the united

kingdoms had sufi^ced for the consumption, greatly

increased as that had been :" in anotherplace he says,

tliat since 1837 greater efforts have been made, and
are now making, to improve agriculture than at any
former period. It is scarcely possible to imagine

that any sane man can wish to abolish those laws,

the effect of which has been to produce such happy
results, but Mr. B. is evidently anxious that such
should be the case with these much-abused and mis-

represented duties. I am quite aware that some
persons are so infatuated by party politics, that they

resolutely reject all conviction as to the utility of

this particular measure ; such, however, cannot be
said of Mr. Binns, he has seen and admitted the

value of our present corn laws, and yet is desirous

of annihilating them, and substituting in their stead a

most extraordinaay and novel process; to consist,

as he says, of a tax of 14s. per qr. for the first year

until the price reaches SOs., when the Juty is to be

reduced to Is. ; this impost is to decrease Is. every

year till it is as low as 8s., where it is to become
Stationary; now, according to his own shewing, for
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50 years'wheat could not be imported from Dantzic

duty free, and without any allowance for interest of

money, waste or profit, for less than o-is. 4d. per qr.;

to that add the tax be proposes in the third

year, I2s. and it gives us 66s. -Id., which is much
above the price in our markets at this time. Mr.
Binns must be but little aware of tlie real character

of his neighbours, if he supposes that a duty of ISs.

or 14s. per qr. on wheat, when the price here is

783. or 79s. would be tolerated ; nor can 1 conceive

how this, or a duty of even 8s. when wheat is at

these prices, could be of any advantage to the con-

sumer, over the present regulation, which admits it

at Is. (to which it progresses gradually) long before

it arrives at 80s., previous to which Mr. B's plan

allows no reduction from the regulai- tax. There is,

I am well aware, among certain individuals an in-

ordinate propensity for something new, and I cannot

but attribute to this unfortunate inclination, much
of the hostile feeling which exists to these truly

equitable and judicious laws ; it grieves me also

to see such strenuous exertions made to excite the

prejudices of the populace against this bulwark of

commercial and agricultural prosperity ; nor do I

hesitate, fearlessly, to assert that the only classes who
would be benefited by an alteration in these laws,

are the speculating corn merchants and similarly

circumstanced corn farmers, who, collectively, will

form but a very iew in comparison with the com-
munity at large. The fluctuations which must, and
will, inevitably occur, if we are to derive a large part

of our supplies from abroad, cannot fail to afford a

fine field for speculation, whicli will be seized upon
with avidity by the rich corn merchant ; while the

speculating farmer with a large capital, will occupy
the lands, abandoned during the low prices by the

industrious husbandman, the former will expend but

little upon the cultivation of his farm, the produce
of which will be kept in reserve until a scarcity

occurs ; and that a scarcity, amounting almost to a

famine, will be an eventof no unfrequent occurrence,

if we are to depend chiefly upon the interest and
caprice of the foreigner for our supply of the most
valuable and essential requisite of life, can hardly

be doubted. I am, sirj your most obedient,

John Baker.
Leeds, Jan. 28, 1340.

out on the frame over the second tub, which saves

waste of liquor. I have dressed upwards of 300 in

one morning, and out of that number I had but one
that was slightly struck by Fly, though, contrary to

our system, they were lelt unshorn as lambs. It

improves the wool, and adds the greatest comfort to

the animal, and with proper care is perfectlv safe;

I have used two pounds of soft soap in lieu of one to

advantage. The best time in my opinion to dip the

lambs is about fourteen days after the ewes are

sheared, by which time the lamb will have got the

ticks which may have been left on the ewes. I fear

you will find this a too lengthened explanation, but
I could not render it shorter to be sufficiently ex-
planatory ; should it be worthy'your notice, please to

insert it. I am, most obediently, yours,

Ambrose Spong.
Manor Farm, Frindsburt), nearliochester, KenU

ON DESTROYING TICKS IN SHEEP.
Sir,—I have long felt a wisli to make known to my

brother farmers, a remedy for the destruction of tick

in sheep and lambs ; observing a request to that

purpose in your paper of last week, I beg to otfer

to the enquirer and to all breeders of sheep, a remedy
that will prove to their entire satisfaction, but as it is

of a poisonous nature, I wish at the same time to

urge the necessity of their own eye to see it pro-
perly done, or to depute a competent person.

Recipe.—To 45 gallons of water, add one and
a half pound of arsenic ; one pound of soft soap ; a

small copper of 8 or 10 gallons is sufficient to boil

the ingredients, and mix ; the above will dip 60
lambs, it is the best plan to make the 45 gallons at

a time, thereby keeping up the proper strength, an
advantage is gained by dipping a large number.

It requires two tubs, one to dip in, and one with
a frame to lay the sheep on afterwards. It requires
six men to go on with despatch, one to catch, one to

hold the head, as it is most important that none of
the liquid get into ears, mouth, or eyes; two to hold
the legs, the sheep being put into the tub on its

back ; two to drain and squeeze all that can be got

CURE FOR THE SCAB IN SHEEP.
Sir,—In answering the queries of a Cornish far-

mer relative to the shab, scab, or mange in sheep, it

may be necessary, as prevention is better than re-

medy, to remark on the causes that in general
produce it. I know of but two, insufficiency of keep
and contagion. The first may operate even after

the animals have been perfectly cured in reproducing
it ; and not unfrequently does it happen, that the

over-fed tup, turned out suddenly on sheep walk
(perhaps mountain) as bare as a common, becomes,
from hardship, want of shelter, and starvation, the
first suflTerer, and the means of communicating it to

his more hardy companions. The second is seldom
much to be feared, save where there is a predisposi-

tion arising from the first or from actual contact.

Where the predisposition exists, it may with a fair

wind be communicated through a fence or from the
place where infected stock had grazed or lodged
even days before. JMercurial ointmentw ill be found
effectual on tlie parts to which applied, but to cure
radically it must be rubbed over all the body, and,
except after shearing ("and no man who valued the
lives of his sheep would shear in winter), it is al-

most impossible to do so. Tobacco water, spirits of
turpentine, and" other mineral ingredients," such as

common salt, corrosive sublimate, white vitriol,

white arsenic, sal ammoniac, when used in due
proportions, and put on lukewarm, is a never fail-

ing cure, even when at its greatest height. How-
ever, as Querist has probably used these in the
proper way, and not found the receipt eff'ectual, I

advise him (if certain the disorder has not been re-

produced by the aforementioned cause) to apply to

Mr. Thomas Bigg, (vide advertisement,) which if

true, cannot fail to relieve him. It does not follow
of consequence, that sheep when cured will ever
have scab again, they are not more liable to it than
others. The lambs of ewes cured before half-gone,

or before they quicken, will not have it, provided
the male parent was clean.

I remain, Sir, faithfully yours.

An Irish Far.uer.
Kilkenny, Jan. 6.

A HOS WITH A ROMAN NOSE.-On looking
oyer the pints of a hos with a view to buy, 'tis well to
pint out all his defects and make the most of 'em. Now
though a Roman nose is no ornament, yet I don't know
that 1 should stand off" or on for a five pound note, if I
liked a hos all but that. I'd sooner see a hos with a
nose like the Duke o' Wellington's, than with a great
long tail like Daniel O'Connell's.— Roifff/i Rider.
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ON A ROTATION OF CROPS
HEAVY SOILS.

UPON

Sir,—Having read tlie several remarks from your

correspondents relative to the rotation of crops, I

am induced to add a few observations, being con-

vinced it is one of the main springs of agriculture,

and which, by many, is far too little regarded. As
my practice has been chiei^y on heavy soils, and

as that subject has been by W. W. particularly

alluded to, I will, acceding to his request, (not

adverting to his epithet of one of your most expe-

rienced correspondents,) state my method of pro-

ceeding on those soils, trusting, as I have found it

answer mv purpose, otheis may find it equally ap-

plicable. Considering the denomination of clay too

confined, as it applies to the generality of lands,

will for the sake of distinction, divide my observa-

tions under the two following heads. 1st. Clay or

a retentive soil of an inferior description. 2nd.

Heavy soils or mixed soils on a retentive sub-

stratum, not of a rich qualit}-. I deem it ne-

cessary to be particular in distinguishing them, as

of course, the system of cropping and manuring-

would depend on the quality, as well as the texture

of the soil. We see, for instance, many of the

richest soils of the latter description that will grow
wheat and beans alternately for many years without

manure, and in some few situations whore even these

crops do not keep the land sufficiently subdued.

In the latter case, with only a tew exceptions, I

Lave for some time considered it a maxim, that in

any system of cropping, two following wbite-strawed

crops should never occur. 1st. On clay or an in-

ferior adhesive soil. I have found the following four-

course system answer well, taking 180 acres as a

basis of calculation.

45 acres winter tares ploughed in, or occasionally

fed off, fallowed in summer, and limed.

45 acres wheat.

45 do. seeds, red clover with a small portion of

ryegrass, dunged.

t- 1 r 35 oats.

^•^'^"•ilObeans.

As to whether the tares should be ploughed in, or

fed off with sheep, the state of the land and the

keep produced by feeding, would of course be con-

sidered, I have generally found the former restore this

kind of land the soonest. The liming too, though

generally expedient, might not at all times be re-

quisite, the land being perhaps much limed previous,

in that case the tares should invariably be ploughed

in. The dung may be applied to the seeds, for that

or the following crops of oats and beans, or not as

it may be convenient ; I have not often, under this

system, found it requisite, and have always had
other lands, such as hops and pasture, where it has

been more required. To pursue these remarks
further would be tedious, were I able to shew the

different cases when certain manures should, or

should not be applied ; in writing on these subjects,

we can only endeavour to lay a foundation for

others to build on. The peculiarities of situation,

the previous management and other contingencies,

will of course be taken into consideration by every

practical agriculturist. 2nd. Heavy soils, or mixed
soils on a retentive substratum. On these soils I

prefer the six-course system, should they be in a

moderately good state of cultivation, if not the above
four-course system is for a few years preferable to

cleanse and lift the soil. The same remark is also

applicable to the 1st description. Should the four-

course be found to improve the texture of the land,

as it invariably will, provided the water, by draining
and subsoil ploughing, be got rid of, I would after a
time adopt the following six-course system.

30 acres. 20 winter tares, fed oft", or ploughed in,

fallo^ved, and limed.

10 turnips dunged, fallowed, and limed.
.'30 do. Wheat.
00 do. Beans dunged,
30 do. Wheat.
30 do. Seeds.

30 do. Oats.

1 have put 10 acres of turnips for the sake of

naming a quantity, and as on these soils it does
not generally answer a good purpose to feed them
off, I should not 1 think be inclined to increase that

number. If the soil be congenial to the growth of

peas, a portion of the bean-land may be sown with

them. Many object much to sow ryegrass, I have
never found it injurious when succeeded by oats

and fallow ; it increases the produce of hay and
produces considerable sheep-feed afterwards. I

will not now attempt to determine the number of

sheep kept on 180 acres so cropped, having, as I

before mentioned, some pasture (which most farmers

have on similar soils,) the one has constantly been
made subservient to the other.

In comparing W. W's nine-course system with the

six-course, I find the quantity of wheat sown
annually, the same in either, though the preparations

differ, 20 acres of the former being after clover,

which I have not found so kind as beans or peas.

The seeds on the former exceed by 10 acres, but

those on the latter are all mown twice. I have
sometimes found a difficulty in raising seeds in oats,

if the crop be good, as W. W's. should be taken after

turnips. The oats on the six-course exceed by 10

acres, but the preparation not being so good, the

produce will not be in proportion to the quantity

sown. There are also more beans and peas on the

latter by 10 acres. I shall be glad if W. W. will

compare the two systems, and favour your readers

with his ojiinions on the comparative merits, by
communication we may all be gainers from the

opportunity given of selecting from the plans of each,

such as may apply to our own circumstances, and

thus agriculture in general be benefited. Your
kind insertion of this will oblige. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Agricultor.

Jan. 30, 1840.

A BRICK MACHINE.—A newly-invented brick

machine has, for the last few days, been at work at the

premises of Messrs. Fawcett, Preston, and Co., the

highly respectable engineers of Liverpool, who have
expressed their most entire and unqualified approbation

of the merits of the invention ; we have seen it in ope-

ration at th^ir yard, and can bear testimony to the re-

markable soundness and squareness of the bricks which
it produces. Architects and builders cannot but re-

commend them, in preference to all hand-moulded
bricks, as they are smoother and less pervious to the

wet and damp, and ai-e more capable of sustaining

heavy weights. The process is very simple ; the clay,

after being saturated with water, is wheeled into the

pugraill, worked and tempered by the machine, forced

therefrom into common moulds, which pass under-
neath, and the bricks are delivered on boards ready to

be removed to the drying ground. One horse will tem-
per clay for, and mould 1,500 bricks in one hour ; and
such is the simple nature of the machine, that it is not

liable to get out of repair.— Gore's Advertiser.
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TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE
EXPRESS.

Sir,—T Lave read in your paper, some observa-

tions on the bill for facilitating tbe drainage of

lands in England and Wales, and I am glad to find

so experienced an agriculturist as Mr. Handle}', has

given notice of a mjfion in the House of Commons,
on this subject, for the 18th inst.

The clause (F.) added by tbe committee, must be

considered an important one. It proposes to em-
power owners of all estates less than fee simple, or

fee tail, under certain restrictions, to charge the ex-
pences of drainage on the estate to be drained, so

that the charge upon such lands shall be lessened in

every successive j^ear, by one-twentieth part, at least,

of the whole sum charged thereon.

I congratulate the landowners of England and
Wales upon having this principle so far conceded to

them ; and 1 hope %ve shall soon see it enlarged,

and for tbe following reasons :

—

By the 3 0th Geo. III., cap. 51, every proprietor

of an entailed estate in Scotland, who shall lay out
mone}^ in inclosing, ;jia?!ftn^, draining, or in erecting

farm-houses, and offices for the same, is a creditor

upon the succeeding heirs of entail, for three-fourths

of the money laid out, provided that the money laid

out shall not exceed four years free rent of the estate,

and certain formalities as to expending the money
are duly attended to.

By the 10. Geo. IV. cap. 6., tbe Archbishop of

Canterbury is empowered to raise money to improve
Lambeth Palace on paying the interest yearly, and
at the end of each year, one-fortieth of tbe principal.

By the 2nd and 3rd Vic. cap. 18, this principle is

now extended to all bishop's houses and offices, so

that the interest of the money borrowed be paid half-

yearly, and one-thirtieth part of the principal, at the

end of each year : and the act (1. A^ic. cap, 23,) for

providing fit houses for all beneficed clergy, adopts
tbe same principle now possessed by all bishops.

Sir John Sinclair, in his Husbandry ofScotland, re-

marks that the act of Geo. III. has much promoted the

improvement of entailed property in Scotland : and
I take leave here to remark,—as this principle has
been found so advantageous for certain landowners
in Scotland, not only for drainage, but likewise for

planting, and in erecting farm houses, and farm
buildings, and as it has been now, in a great mea-
sure, adopted for all bishops and clergy of England,
who may be considered tenants for life, surely it may,
with equal justice, be extended to the proprietors of

entailed property in England and Wales 1

Let us consider tbe vast advantages which may\
be confidently expected to arise from its adoption,

in a national point of view.
In a paper read by Mr. Read, before the English

Agricultural Society, in jMarch last, it is stated,

—

that if a pound only was laid out in drainage, on each

acre now in course of cultivation in Great Britain

and Ireland, (and not including any waste grounds)

a demand for coiuitry labour, amounting to 48 millions

sterling would thus be created, inasmuch as there

are -iS millions of acres so cultivated.

And in the same paper it is also stated :—That if

by any improved process, it be possible to add, even

in a small proportion to tbe average acreable produce,

either of arable or pasture land, thisincrease, small as

it may seem, may be, in fact, a very large addition to

our national wealth. For instance, the average pro-

duce of wheat is calculated at 26 bushels per acre,

and if we could raise this amount to 27 bushels per

acre, we should by this apparently small improve-

ment, add to the nation's annual income, 475,000

quarters of wheat, worth, at 50s., about 1,200,000/.

yearly, which would be equal to a capital of 24
millions sterling, gained for ever to the country, by
this trifling increase in the growth of one article

alone, and that in England and Wales,

In the same paper the importance of cattle being

tied up in farm buildings, as in Flanders, for the

purpose of collecting farm ?nanure :
—" The en-

couragement which should be given to the improve-

ment of animals, and the feeding of stock, as in

Scotland, where they are tied up in farm buildings,

and farm yards, are clearly shown ; nevertheless, I

may ask how can you expect a farmer in England

or ^Vales, to improve his stock, and to make and col-

lect tbe manure so desirable for good farming, with-

out his farm is provided with the farm buildings

and accommodntions necessary for a valuable

stock ? and his lands are not drained, so as to en-

able him to cultivate for them good and plentiful

food ? Or how can you, at present, expect tbe land-

lord, who is fettered with an entail, to build and pro-

vide these improvements on the farm, without he has

some claim by law, as a creditor, upon the succeed-

ing heirs of entail ?

I am aware this subject may be more strongly

urged, but I hope these remarks will meet the atten-

tion of Sir James Graham, Mr. Handley, or some
such influential agriculturists ; and considering the

many thousands of acres in England and Wales,

which are fettered by entails, let us further hope to

see such property chargeable, under proper restric-

tions, with certain portions expended on its own im-

provement.

The quick return and profit arising from drainage,

is so apparent, that landlords and tenants would
cheerfully adjust the payments of interest money,

and one-twentieth of the principal yearly, as proposed

in the present bill, and I feel confident, with the

same alacrity they would adjust the payments of

interest money and one-thirtieth of the principal

yearly, on all sums laid out in tiie erection of farm

buildings, and in plantations, or either of them,

whenever tbe nation possesses so valuable a law, as

to enable them to do so.—I remain. Sir, yours

obediently. One of the Garstang
Feb, 6. Farming Societv.

ON STORING TURNIPS.
Sir,—In answer to your correspondent Agricola,

as to the best method of storing turnips, it may be

observed that there are diflTerent ways of performing

this useful practice. The common \vay is to take

up tbe turnips, choosing dry weather, cutting off

tbe leaves and tap roots (provincially called topping

and tailing), which operation should be performed

with as much exactness as possible, so as not to

wound the bulb, as this would cause the turnip to

rot, nor yet to leave much of the leaves, as this

would make tbe turnip to vegetate on receiving a

slight degree of heat ; after this the turnips are

placed in a well-aired situation, adjoining to the

feeding byre in a narrow tapering ridge, similar to

potato pits, and this is covered with straw and se-

cured with ropes. The situation chosen for the store

should be as dry as possible. The heaps must be co-

vered with earth like potatoes for this would cause

the turnips to heat and completely destroy them.

But as this practice of storing is only adapted for

the Swedish and yellow varieties, the white globe

variety possessing too much water to be preserved

for any length of time, another method is often prac*
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tised bv what is called placinf/. The tap-roots being-

taken off, the bulbs, with the leaves, are placed close

together in the position they grew, upon some dry

place near to where they are to be consumed ; in this

way they will keep longer than if they had been left

in the field as they are not so apt to run to seed.

But even the placing system has its objections, for

if a tract of dry weather 'set in, the turnips from be-

ing merely on the surface, become soft and shrivel-

led, and not so palatable to the cattle, and will even

continne so for a considerable time although the

weather should be rainy until the fibres begin to take

hold of the soil ; and another objection is, that if the

turnips are not placed near the steading, the destruc-

tion from game, hares, wood-pigeons, &c. is very

great, particularly if the turnip be Swedish.

In order therefore to remedy these objections,

another method has been adopted, and from my own
experience I have found it to answer every purpose

intended. The turnips are brought from the field

without either " topping or tailing" to a piece of

dry ground near the strav/-yard ; then a man with

one horse in a plough makes a straight furrow ; tlie

turnips are then placed in the furrow quite close to-

gether till the whole is filled from end to end ; then

the man with the plough moves round to where he

commenced drawing another furrow just as close to

the turnips as to enable him to cover them, and so

on alternately, the men making the furrow and co-

vering the turnips ; while the women and girls lay in

the turnips, by this method the turnips keep as

fresh, preserving all their natural juices, are as well

relished by the cattle as though they were taken

from the field, and thus allowing the land to be sow-

ed with wheat, which was what your corresjjondent

desired.

There may perhaps be other methods of storing

turnips, but these are the only ones that I am ac-

quainted with.

L — y, Neivburgh, Fife, Feb. 3. B.

ON THE COMPARATIVE MERITS OF
DIFFERENT HERDS OF CATTLE OF
THE SAME BREED.
Sir,—The year which has lately closed has been

one of peculiar interest to the agriculturist, inas-

much as anew vigour and activity have been infused

into the occupiers of the soil, by the exertions of the

flourishing societies which have been established in

various parts of the kingdom ; especially by the en-

couragement offered by the English Agricultural

Society, and also by the successful efforts ^vhich have

been lately made to render that old attraction of the

stock farmer and fancier still more attractive. More

interest however, would, I think, be created, and

much advantage derived to the breeder, were full

pedigrees of the winners of the great cattle prizes

given, particularly of the improved Herefords and

short-horns. Breeders might then be enabled to dis-

cover where they might seek safely for materials to

improve their own herds, and avoid losses which

arise too often from being deterred by prejudice, or

being carried on in too sanguine a manner by fanci-

ful p°redilections. Amongst other concomitants of

these meetings,! am of opinion much benefit may
accrue from such challenges as those of Mr. Smithies

and Mr . Selmes, as nothing can contribute more to the

development of truth than competition and compari-

son. Again, in the case of the short-horns, one party

maintains that there cannot be a good beast which is

contaminated with the alloy ; on the other hand their

opponents as confidently assert, that the best variety

of short-horns is descended from Mr. C . Colling's alloy

blood. Assertion, however, never has and never
will settle any point satisfactorily. Let us then
look ta tiie facts as exhibited at some of the great

meetings during the past year. At Oxford we see

all the great prizes carried away triumphantly by in-

dividuals selected from Mr. Bates's justly celebrated

^inalloyed stock
;
yet at the great Yorkshire meeting,

held at Leeds, we behold this same gentleman van-
quished in more than one instance by the alloy. Mr,
Tempest's bull Dan O'Connel, being got by Berry-
man, bred by the Rev. Mr. Berry (a gentleman, by
the bye, much too hastily ridiculed by some northern

breeders, but who, it now appears, was not quite as

unqualified as he was represented to be by his oppo-
nents, to treat of his subject), Berryman is deeply

imbued with the alloy, yet we see his son overcom-
ing his rivals selected from the herds of some of the

oldest, most experienced, and intelligent breeders of

the north. Had this competition not taken place,

the inexperienced might have come to sudden con-

clusions for or against the alloy without sufficient

grounds ; as at present the argument stands, the de-

spised allojr appears to have proved vot altogether

despicable, and therelore, in this instance, as in many
others, meetings giving an opportunity for fair com-
parison are most beneficial. I have omitted to men-
tion another successful competitor at Leeds, who
has also much of the alloy on her pedigree, viz., Mr.
Whitaker's Miss Fairfax, an animal not easily ex-

celled either by Herefords, or the unalloyed from the

north. Yours J. Lancastee.
Jan. 6th, 1840.

QUERIES ON THE VALUE OF SCUM
FROM SUGAR REFINERIES AS MA-
NURE.
Sir,—I should esteem it a favour if some ex-

perienced person could, through the medium of your

highly valuable publication, answer the following

questions respecting Scumfrom the sugar refineries as

manure.

1. Its cost per ton?

2. To what crop it should be applied?

3. What quantity per acre, and in what manner?
4. Its merits as compared witli bone-dust, or the

different preparations from night soil.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Jan. 20, 1840. A Cornish Subscriber.

THE HAND-THRESHING MACHINE.
Sir,—In answer to your correspondent, I beg to

notice that we are indebted to Mr. John EUman for

the introduction of the hand-threshing machine into

Sussex, (I believe from Norfolk). Mr. Chcale,

Millwright, of Lewes, made mine, and several more

after Mr. EUman's. The cost price is 12 guineas
;

it threshes cleaner than the flail, and the men like it

better. I give 3s. a quarter, and if the straw is not

very long the men earn from 2s. 3d. to 2s. 6d.

per day ; it requires six able-bodied men and two

boys, and another man paid extra if trussed.

I am, Sir, your's, &c.,

W. Eason.

Boohing Farm, near East Boiirjia
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TO THOMAS BATES, ESQ., YORK-
SHIRE.

Sir,—Allow me to mate a few observations in

reply to your letter, which I will curtail as much as

possible, in order to save the valuable columns of

our Editor, for more interesting matter.

Imprimis.—In reply to your second paragraph in

which you assert you were acquainted some fifty

years since with men of far superior judgment and

knowledge in rural affairs, to anj- you know in the

present day, I can only say, that your acquaintance

with agriculturists must be limited indeed, as it is

too notorious to require me to mention names, that

our nobility and gentry, our educated men of the

present day, devote more attention to the science and

practice of agriculture than formerly. I must there-

fore remark, that as your judgment is evidently un-

sound, on what you base your claim for authority, it

is not likely that the superstructure is of much
utility.

You then state on authority, which no one ques-

tions, that Russia could produce more wheat than

we could eat, and therefore you say that by such
abundance, England, deprived of her corn laws,

would be ruined. I can only say that when I am
ruined, I hope and trust that it will be by having

too much, and not too little, and I cordially wish you
the same. We all know that taking off the corn laws

would lower prices here, because if it would not

have that effect, the landlords would not oppose, and
the labourers and tradesmen would not wish for

their reduction ; so that you only prove what has

been admitted by whig, tory, and radical ; and how
that fact puts an extinguisher on (as you say^ your
opponent's argument, I cannot discover.

You next advance the assertion, that lowering the

price of corn would reduce the condition of the la-

bourers to a level with boors and slaves. Whether
it would have that effect or not I will not now say,

but of this I am certain, that a labourer with a wife

and family, earning nine shillings a week, with bread

at eight or nine-pence a quartern, cannot be lowered
very much ; if he can, I should like to see the ex-

periment tried
J
but I think the failure would equal

that which happened to the Frenchman's horse when
he was reduced to live without eating. No, no, my
dear sir, do not alarm yourself about them, they are

safe from further reduction, and any alteration will

be for the better. Recollect that when things come
to the worst, they must mend.

You conclude your letter with a knock-down blow
to poor Mr. Binns, as, to prove without a shadow of

a doubt, the utility of the corn laws ; you state that

during their continuance three-fourths of the farmers

have been ruined, and that independeat fortunes

have vanished like the hoar frost before the ra3's of a

summer sum ; and that even the thrifty habits of

members of Rlr. Binn's persuasion have not been
able to arrest the rapid evaporation of their little

fortunes. Now I will answer for it, that those who
have been bankrupt, are so blind to their own inte-

rests, that they cannot see the advantage of being
ruined by protection, and I must acknowledge my
own inability to do so likewise.

Hoping that when you and I ai'e protected, we
may be saved from ruin, and not (like the poor
bankrupt farmers you speak of) from prosperity,

I remain. Sir, most obediently yours,

W. So

Londo7i, Feb, 4.

HEAVY LAND FARM.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—In vour publication of Jan. 27, a letter ap-

pears, signed W. W., and entitled " The management

of a clay farm," in which the writer, having given

the routine of cropping that has been adopted on his

own farm, concludes with a wish that some experi-

enced correspondent would communicate his opinion

of the course to be recommended on land of a simi-

lar quality. Now although correspondence of this na-

ture is not much to my taste, and possibly may
prove not more so to the majority of your readers,

yet in the, perhaps presumptuous, hope of confer-

ring service upon the rising generation of corn-grow-

ers, myself Laving had considerable experience of

heavy land, I will venture to give you what W. W.
desires, a detailed account of what I conceive to be

the most profitable course of cropping on land of

that denomination,—profitable I mean to the occupi-

er, and advantageous to the land.

I must premise that my farm, although properly

called strong land, i.e. so far argillaceous that the tur-

nip crop cannot without the risk of injury be depas-

tured by sheep in the winter; yet that it does not

consist of stiff, impervious clay, having an under-

stratum of chalk at the distance of not many feet

from the surface—so that, as your querist invites in-

formation as to four different classes of soils, my
present statement will be referrable to his second

class, viz. heavy land. First then, as an axiom, I

venture very liumbly to accede to the opinion of Mr.
Reade, Junr. (in spite of the contrary dictum of W.
W.) that thefour course system is the basis nf good hus-

handry, be your land heavy or be it light : subject

however to considerable alternations as will presently

be shewn. For the sake of perspicuity 1 will sketch

the following plan, which indicates that the arable

part of my farm consists of 160 acres, divided into

four portions or falls of 40 acres each, thus :
—

i

a I b
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tinued repetition of the same crop on the same soil,

I vary tbus

:

1844. J a Fallow 20

^\b Turnips 20

Jc Oats 20

^\d Barley 20

cfe Tares depastured ...

.

20

"^t/ Seeds mixed 20

4{f}wheat {f^
the staff of life being the only cereal crop, as far as

my experience proves, ivhich can profitably be re-

peated so frequently as once in i'our years. It is to

he observed that the 20 acres of turnips ^generally

half white, half Swede) are all pulled, carried home,

and given to fattening cattle, together with a certain

allowance of oil cake per diem. It is essential to

have your manure of the best quality, and I know of

no other way to effect it but this. And further, the

sheep pasturage of the tares (letter e.) is much be-

nefited by the addition of a small quaatit}' of oil-

cake per head; which is alluded to parenthetically,

but very justly by W. ^V. The wheat crop succeed-

ing this, tares would prove inferior unless the oil

cake system were adopted, or unless hard tillage of

some sort were used ; either would anssver, but I

prefer the former.

There are many and highly important particulars

incident to the carrying into beneficial effect this

mode of cultivation, such as drilling, pressing, the

use of proper implements, &c. &c., which form a

very advantageous subject of study to the practical

farmer ; but the further notice of them would be fo-

reign to the present purpose, which is merely to give

the outlines of a system. And indeed these sub-

jects have been from time to time most ably discus-

sed in the pages of your valuable journal ; and they

are at present receiving such powerful encourage-

ment from the various noble institutions recently es-

tablished in England, as will, I doubt not, go far to

place among the exact sciences, that which at once

forms the most useful and interesting occupation

for man.
HoAvever I have trespassed long enough ; in hopes

then -that the anticipations of Mr. Binn's may in time

be realized, and that England, not by an undue sys-

tem of monopoly, but by an anxious attention to tbe

capabilities of the soil, may ever continue to sustain

her teeming population by the production of her own
broad acres, I beg to subscribe myself.

Yours very faithfully,

Jan, 31. Arator Ebokacensis.

REPORT OF THE SECOND ANNUAL
MEETING OF THE HARLESTON
FARMER'S CLUB, Jan. 24, 1840.

We beg the especial attention of our readers to

reports of the proceedings of the Harleston and
Wrentham Farmers' Clubs. It is the first time

wc have received any communication from the

latter, the report of the proceedings of the Wrent-
ham Club give a good earnest of what it v>fill

eftect, and v^e shall be happy to hear from this

Institution at all times ; of the former we cannot

speak but with feelings of the highest gratification,

not only because we there see the latent talent of

the British farmer developed in a manner which
does credit to the class, but because the proceed-

ings are conducted upon principles in perfect unison

with our own, and because there are amongst its

members some individuals whose acquaintance we

have been fortunate enough to make, and whose
friendship we shall feel proud to merit and obtain.

A praiseworthy zeal to advance their own interests

by legitimate means, tempered with the spirit of

kindliness and feeling for their fellow-labourers,

displays itself in all their proceedings. The
founders of new clubs cannot do better than adopt

the rules of the Harleston Farmer's Club, and if

they can but preserve the same sound, har-

monious, and considerate course of proceedings,

every new club established may be truly ])ro-

nounced to be not only an institution spreading

information amongst the farmers themselves, but

shedding blessings upon the whole agricultural

class.

The second annual meeting of the Harleston Farm-
er's Club was held at the Swan Inn on Friday, Jan.

24 , when the members dined together, at live o'clock.

In the absence of John Gedney, Escj., the chairman of

the past year, from indisposition, W. R, Lepingwell,

Esq., of Fressingfield, took the chair. Besides the

principal members of the Harleston Club, we noticed

Messrs. J . A. Ransome, Lewis Cottingham, and S.

Goodwyn, from the Yoxford Club; Mr. Swan, from
the Thetford Club ; Mr. John Yates, from the Wattoa
Club; Mr. Farrow, from the Hadleigh Club; Mr.
Wm. Bate, from Yaxley, &c., &c. Notwithstanding
the inclemency of the weather, the large room at the

Swan Avas nearly full, and had it not been for the tre-

mendous storm which occurred in the afternoon, more
persons would have attended than could have been ac-

commodated.
After the cloth was removed the Chairman gave

" The Queen—three times three—May her reign be

long and equally happy to herself and her subjects.''

When the cheering with which her Majesty's health

was received had subsided, the Chairman said that as

this was peculiarly a business meeting, and time was
valuable to them, he should suggest that, having paid

the usual honours to the (iueen, they should omit them
in the other toasts.

The next toast was " Prince Albert, of Saxe Coburg,"
to which the Chairman doubted not, the meeting
would give the same cordial reception which would
shortly be given by the nation to that illustrious

Prince.

The following toasts were then drank in succession :

"The Queen Dowager, and the rest of the Royal
Family.''

" Lord Hill, and the Army."
" The British Navy."
" The Duke of Wellington."

The President then rose and said— Gentlemen,

having drank the usual loyal toasts, it is time that we
come to the object which has brought us together. I

shall therefore propose to you, " Prosperity to the

Harleston Farmer's Club.'' (Much clieering.) But
let me first express to you my regret that the gentle-

man who has so ably presided over your meetings

during the past year, is not present to take the chair

this day. No one regrets Mr. Gedney's absence and

the cause of it more than myself ; his zeal for the cause

of agriculture, his perseverance, his untiring energy,

and his constant endeavours to benefit this society are

well known to all of you, and I again express my sor-

row that he is not here to introduce this toast to you.

I congratulate you on the succes'S which has attended

this club, on the interest excited by its meetings, and

on the pleasure and instruction we have all received

from them. I trust it will continue to increase both in

interest and utihty, and that it has been deficient in

neither, the report of the proceedings of the past year

whicli will presently be read to you, I think furnishes

ample proof. (Gentlemen, I give you " Prosperity to

the Harleston Farmer's Club," and I now call on the

secretary to read the report.

The secretary, Mr. R. B. Harvey, then read the

report (which will be found in the Report of

Farmer's Club«, at the end of this number).
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When the report was concliuletl, Mr.J. A.Ransomk
rose and said— Gentlemen, although I have the pleasure

of being a member of your Club, yet the distance I re-

side from you, prevents my coming amongst you so

often as I could wish ; I made a point however of beincf

here this day, anxiously wishing to hear the report of

what you have been doing in the past year. Allow
me to express my gratification at, that report, I fully

agree with the remark in the early part of it, that your
not having arrived at satisfactory conclusions on all

the subjects you have discussed, is no proof that you
have not been usefully employed ; indeed I admire par-

ticularly the caution you have displayed in never arriv-

ing at positive conclusions without positive evidence.

Your doubts upon some subjects, make your convic-

tians upon others of more value, and I Ihink your re-

port gives most conclusive evidence of the utility of this

and similar associations. The object of this report is

to place in the hands of each member a reference to the

transactions of the Club. You have heard it read, and
if any of you have any alterations to propose in it, now
is the time to suggest them; if not, I beg leave to

move that the report just read, be adopted by this

society, and also be printed for the use of the members.
Mr. Jas. Ebden, had great plea^^ure in seconding

the proposition, which was put from the chair, and car-

ried by acclamation.
The Chairman rose to propose the health of a

gentleman to whom in the early part of its career the

Club was much indebted for his patronage, and who
would no doubt have been present had he been ia the
neighbourhood. He begged of them to fill their glasses

to " the hsalth of William Saucroft Holmes, Esq., the
president of the club."

Song—"Ive roamed over mountain,'' which brought
the sentiment of " the land we live in."

Mr. R. B. Harvey, had great pleasure in being
allowed to propose the next toast. It was " the health
of their chairman for the past year, Mr. John Gedney ."

(Great cheering.) Gentlemen (said Mr. Harvey), I

have looked forward with much pleasure to this day,
and the only alloy to that pleasure is the absence of
Mr. Gedney. In common witli all who ai-e present I

deeply regret the cause of that absence ; for I need not
tell you that nothing short of severe indisposition
would have kept him at home. Mr. Lepingwell has
alluded to Mr. Gedney's zeal in support of this club.

My situation of secretary having brought me so fre-

quently in contact with your late chairman in matters
relating to the society, enables rae to speak still more
strongly of Mr. Gedney's devotion to your cause, to
the cause of agriculture generally. His regular at-

tendance at our meetings, his desire to give you the
benefits of his experience on every subject which came
before you, and his never-failing courtesy in the chair,

merit our warmestithanks, and I beg leave to propose
such to him, coupled with our good wishes for his better
health.

The toast was received with much cheering, and on
the motion of B. J. Crisp, Esq., the standing orders
were omitted, and Mr. Gedney's health was drank with
three times three.

Song—" Is there for honest poverty."
Mr. Ransome said, that he could not allow the last

toast to pass without expressing his cordial concurrence
in all that had fallen from Mr. Harvey rei?pecting the
merits of his friend Mr. Gedney whom he had just left,

and whose anxiety to be present at the meeting was so
great, that nothing but the interdiction of his medical
attendant would have prevented his coming. In the
name of Mr. Gedney he begged to thank them for the
compliment they had just paid to their late chairman.
Mr. George Theobald laid that he had the honour

of proposing the next toast, and he should couple with
it part of the business of the evening. Gentlemen,
(said Mr. Theobald) we have just drank the health of
our chairman for the past year, which reminds us that
it is necessary to elect one for the ensuing. The
gentleman who has done us the honour to preside this

day (great cheering) has occasionally taken the chair
at our monthly meetings previous to the election of a

permanent chairman for the year—he then gave us
ample proof of his fitness for the office we now wish to

impose on him. {Hear, hear.) But before laying our-
selves under fresh obligations to him, let us express to

him our gratitude forliis so readily meeting our wishes
in consenling to take the chair this day for Mr. Gedney.
{Cheers.) I therefore beg to propose to you "the
health of Mr. Lepingvvell, with many thanks for his

kindness in presiding at this meeting," and I conclude
by proposing him as our chairman for the ensuing year.

(Much cheering.)

The proposition was seconded by Mr. James Pratt,
who also requested that, having once broken through
the rule established at the commencement of the even-
ing, another exception mightbe made, and Mr. Leping-
well's health drank with three times three.

The President— I would feign express to you,

gentlemen, how gratefal I am for the undeserved com-
pliment you have just paid me. {No, no.) Feeling as

I do the utility of this association, my humble services

are always at its command ; {loud applause ;) but I

feel also the deep responsibility of the situation, and
particularly coming alter your late able chairman. I

have always had great pleasure in attending the meet-

ings of this club, and I have not only derived pleasure

but information also. I feel tlierefore much honoured
by your request that I would preside over yeur meet-
ings, and in accepting the oflSce {loud cheering) which
you have been pleased to impo.se on me, I do so with

the assurance that after the good feeling I have always
witnessed at your discussions, I shall have no diflicnlty

in maintaining order, and also with the full conviction

that I shall at all times have your able assistance.

Gentlemen, allow me now to thank jou for the honour
you have done me in drinking my health, and to con-

clude by wishing health aad prosperity to all of you.

{Ap-plause.)

Mr. James Hill then moved, and Mr. John
Aldkicii seconded a vote of thanks to the Com-
mittee for the past year, which having been unani-

mously carried, Mr. James Pratt returned thanks
for the Committee, of which he was a mem-
ber for the honour the Club had done them, an
honour which he could tissure the meeting was totally

undeserved, for the affairs of the Club had gone on so

smoothly that the committee had little or nothing to do.

He was fure that every member, not only of the com-
mittee, but of the Club, was happy to give his assistance

at all times in forwarding its interests, and he fully

agreed with what had been both read and said at the

meeting, that their not always arriving^ at a satisfactory

conclujioa was a great proof that they wanted to meet
again and again till they could decide. He begged
again to thank them for the honour paid to the old com-
mittee, and he would now propose to them seven gen-
tlemen to fill that office for the ensuing year, who, he
doubted n-ot, would fulfil it to the perfect^satisfaction of
the Club.
The motion was seconded by Mr. George Gedney,

and the seven gentlemen named were unanimously-
elected.

Song.—" Old England's emblem is the Rose."

B. J. Cuisp.Esq.then rose and said— Gentlemen, had
I selected from the list of toasts, there is none I should
have proposed with so much plea.<-ure as the one put
into my hands. It is the health of our worthy Secre-
tary, (Loud cheering) with our best thanks to him for

his services during the past year, and a request that he
will continue them for the ensuing. Gentlemen, 1 need
not expatiate upon the duties so ably performed by our
secretary

; you have, all of you, had experience of his

attention to everything connected with the Club, but it

may not be so well known to you (and did I not men-
tion it his modesty would prevent him,) that those duties

have greatly increased during the last year, from our
correspondence with other clubs. The increase of
m-embers also has proportionabiy increased his labour;
if therefore we felt ourselves indebted to him last year,

how much more ought we to be grateful now for his

continued exertions in our service ; and I have no hesi-

tation in stating, what I am sure you will agree with,

O
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that a very ^reat sliare of the efficiency of our Club, is

owin^ to his unwearied attention to our interests. (Ap-
plause.) Gentlemen, I beg' to propose to you the health
of Mr. Harvey, and add to it, our request that he will

continue to hold the office of secretary.

The proposition was seconded by i\ir. James Rack-
ham, and received by the meeting' with loud and long
continued chcerinir.

Mr. Harvey on rising was again Vi'armly greeted.
Gentlemen, he said, your kindness has so often placed
me in tliis situation, that 1 know not how to vary my
expressions of gratitude, fearing to weary you with a
twice told tale, 1 can assure you that I am amply re-

paid for my exertions, by this expression of your kind-
ness, and still more by the continued prosperity of the
Club ; and so long as I shall continue to receive similar
proofs of your confidence in me, and so long also as the
Club shall be conducted on the same priaciples it now
professes, or whilst 1 feel that I can be of the slightest

service to you, so long I shall have great pleasure in re-
maining your secretary. (Cheers.) Gentlemen we
have passed through the ordeal of another year, our
birthday, if such we may call it, is again arrived, and
like an individual on that day, we may not only be per-
mitted, but it is perhaps our duty, to look backward on
what we have been doing, forward on our prospects for
the future. Looking back, then, on the proceedings of
the past year, as detailed in the report I had the plea-
sure to read to you, we may, I am sure, congratulate oui-
selves, on having passed together many interesting and
iastructive evenings. Some subjects undecided last year
have by renewed discussions been satisfactorily settled,
others have been concluded at the first debate, and some
are waiting that elucidation which further inquiry, cou-
pled with carefully conducted experiments, is sure to
bring. Our Club has received a considerable accession
of members, proving that (be interest it first excited has
not abated, and amongst the names added to our list,

we are proud to see those of the gentry and clergy of
the neighbourhood, as it proves that although not di-
rectly interested in our discussions, they value and
would support our endeavours to increase our know-
ledge of the science and practice of agriculture.

C Cheers.) If then our retrospect be satisfactory, I am
sure we may look forward with hope. Independent of
the stimulus which success always brings, we have good
reason for increased exertions in the enlarged field
opening before us. The publicity given to your trans-
actions, and the obvious benefits accruing from such
meetings, have induced other districts to Ibllow your
example. Not a week passes, but we read of farmer's
clubs formed or forming. They will canvass the cor-
rectness of your decisions,—in time they will give you
an opportunity of discussing theirs. Besides our neigh-
bours at Yoxford, the Isle of Thanet Club has already
forwarded to us the result of their debates on several
subjects, and from this interchange of knowledge I an-
ticipate great benefits. (Hear.) Mr. Crisp, in so kindly
proposing my health, alluded to our increased corres-
pondence ; I have been delighted at hearing of the for-
mation of new clubs, from which that correspondence
springs. The views of farmer's clubs are to benefit
agriculture generally as well as locally, but to render
these societies of all the advantage they are capable of,
further arrangements are necessary, as it is utterly im-
possible for the secretary of one club to correspond with
those of all the other clubs—a central point of commu-
nication in London must be formed—I know not whe-
ther the P^nglish Agricultural Society will undertake it,

and publish our reports in its Journal, but I know that
sorne proposition of the kind has been made to a distin-
guished member of it, and I hope it will find it practi-
cable to accede to our wishes, but if not, I see no reason
why farmer's clubs should not have a Journal of their
own. (Hear.) I am sanguine enough to hope to see
the olay when there shall be a farmer's club in almost
every market town in the kingdom, sending its monthly
report to the central point in London, by which plan,
each club, would, with little trouble, receive the reso-
lutions of all the other societies-- then should v.e cease
to hear of the superiority in farming of one county over
another, but the best systems of cultivation will every.

where prevail, and assimilate, so far as the variations of
soil and climate will permit. (Cheers.) Excuse me, if

in alluding to the increase of farmer's clubs I make one
or two observations on the only thing connected with
them which I have to regret. I allude to their not be-
ing so strictly guarded as we are against the introduc-

tion of political subjects. I have received one or two
letters this week, requesting our co-operation with
other clubs in petitioning against the repeal of the
corn laws. (Hear.) I know that some clubs, governed
by the same rules as our own, are taking up this mat-
ter as not being political— it certainly is not 2'«?'^2/

P°"

litieal, but 1 am sure we are acting on safer grounds in

taking as our guide, for what is political, the same
ground as the English Agricultural Society, viz,, That
whatever comes before the legislature is political.

(Cheering.) There can be no objection to take advan-
tage of a club meeting, that those who wish may as-

semble an hour or two earlier for any other purpose ;

but I would never consent to give to such proceedings
the authoiity of the Club, nor sanction the admission of

such discussions with those which are the legitimate

objects of farmers' clubs, viz., inquiries into the best
methods of increasing the produce of the earth. The
field before us is ample, is inexhaustible ; the encour-
agement is great : we are not situated like the manu-
facturer, who, in enlarging the supply ,|finds the market
glutted ; we are sure of a market. Our increasing po-
pulation will probably for some time take off the in-

creased produce arisingfrom improved agriculture ; but
whilst the former increases in a regular ratio, the latter

I have no doubt will advance with rapid strides, and
the skill and industry of the British iarmer will soon
render this country entirely independent of foreign sup-
plies of food ; and when this happy time shall hfive

arrived, be assured that no small share of it will be
owing to the increase of agricultural knowledge,
through the agency of farmers' clubs. (Applause.)
Gentlemen, I apologize for having intruded so long
upon your patience, and beg again to thank you for the

honour you have done me.
Mr. E. Ghimwade rose to propose a toast which he

was sure would be unanimously received. Itwas closely

connected with their own interest, and he hoped the

day would never come, when in their own prosperity

they forgot the interest of their parent club, or failed to

do her honour. To the members of that club they were
much indebted, and he would propose with pleasure,
" Success to the Yoxford Farmers' Club." (Cheers.)

He knew not why the toast had been put into his

hands, but that he had the privilege of being present

at their annual meeting, and he could wish all

that now heard him, had been there to witness the spirit,

and hear the sentiments expressed. He would asso-

ciate with the toast the name of a gentleman present to

wliom not only the Yoxford Club, but all other Clubs
were indebted, he was well known amongst them, and
known but to be esteemed and valued. He would pro-

pose to them Mr. Allen Ransome, and success to the

Yoxford Farmer's Club. (Loud cheering.)

Mr. Ransome.— Gentlemen, I thank you sincerely

for your kindness to me, not only now, but in all my
former visits to your Club ; I am delighted at the^ pro-

gress you have made, a progress I calculated upon at

your first establishment, well knowing the materials

you possessed in the neighbourhood. It is a source of

congratulation to the members of the Yoxford Club,

and to my«elf, to see a society which has sprung from
our example, rivalling us in numbers and in interest,

and I hope that the two clubs may run their race toge-

ther with the same good feeling between the members
of each; their only contention, that of effecting the

greatest good through the agency of their discussions.

I fully agree with my friend Harvey's remarks on the

subject of a central point in London to receive our
communications, and transmit them to other clubs.

Like him, I have discovered that even with the present

number of farmer's clubs, the correspondence is ex-

tensive, and as every day is adding to the former the

latter must proportionably increase. (Hear.) I con-

fess myself also a convert to his views regarding the

discussion of political subjects. I never contemplated
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tlie introduction of party political debates, and I am
now persuaded that protcciive policy is better banished

from our councils. (Hear, lieui-.J I rejoice in the new
era opening" on the agriculture ot this country, believing-

as I do thatno more important interest exists. (Cheers).

I consider that the establishment of ihe English Ag'ri-

cultural Society, and liic formation of farmer's chib<

will create a revolution in the science and practict, i

farming-, and it will be u pleasing- reflection to havp. bnrf

any share, however slicrht, in pavinp: the way for uwi-si

improvement. Gentlemen, I thank you far your good
wishes to the Yoxford Club, and for the honour you
have just conferred on myself. (Appknise.)

The PriEsiDENT.— Gentlemen, hll your glasses, I

propose to you the healtli of Sir Edward Kerrison, and
prosperity to tiic North Suffolk and South Norfolk
Agricultural Association."
Mr. R. B. Harvky, as one of the secretaries of the

Associfilion, returned thanks, and alter alluding to tlip

benefits conferred by the society in its encourage, n /i t

to the breeding of good stock, and more particularlv

to the good it had effected, and would continue s.j fjitwji

by annually rewarding so many deserving labourers in

husbandry, begged leave to iiropose a toast, which he
hoped every farmer, and which he felt sure every niem-

..ber of the Harleston Farmer's Club would drink with

;.
real pleasure. His toast vvas " prosperity to the agri-

cultural labourer, witii a hearty desire for the success
of every attempt to improve his condition."

The toast was received with dieers, and having been
drank, Mr. Ra^some rose and said,—Having obtained
permission from the chair to make a few remarks in

connection with the sentiment so enthusiastically re-

ceived ; he did so with much pleasure, not from i e

circumstance of its intrinsic interest alone, but, beii

aware that the subject of the best mode of elfectin"
' ""

provcment in the condition of the agricultural labourer,
was one which still stood open on their books as matter
for discussion, he was desirous to avail himself of the
opportuniiy, perhaps the only one that might present
itself to him, of expressing his own views upon it, in the
hope that the attention of the Club might be pro-
minently turned to a subject w^hich he deemed to be
second to none in importance, whether considered as to

its advantage to the parties more immediately referred

,
to, or in its results as regarded their situation as em-

"; ployers. Mr. Ransome then proceeded to dilate at

some length on the various means through which this

object was to be effected, and particularly on the ad-
vantage of cottage allotments, provident institutions,

: mutual benefit and loan societies, and remarked that in
^,' these there was no tendency to depress or to degrade :

that they involve no feeling of dependence upon that

which was obtained at the expense of others. He said
he believed the truest charity to the labourer would be
found, whilst encouraging them to depend on their own
resources, to increase and multiply by every means in

our power, those opportunities by which his own hands
would minister to his benefit. (Loud cheers.) Mr. R.
then alluded to the subject of education, (we deeply
regret our inability to follow closely his heart-stirring

eloquence) which he advocated on the broadest and
most extended principles, with a view to its being fol-

lowed up by such facilities as should enable the youthful
labourer to carry on by himself the process of mental
improvement; and he drew a bright contrast between
his present condition, and what it might be under the
privileges of which he would be a partaker, were his

education such as should teach him so to apply the
powers with which every man is gifted, as to give him
some idea of the real things for which Providence has
fitted his understanding, and should teach him what lie

is, andwhat he is intended to be, and this should open
for him in the days of his youth fountains whose ever-
flowing and expaniing streams should cheer and
refresh him, through the (otherwise) wilderness of his

life. (Great applause.) But (continued Mr. Ran-
some), highly as I estimate the importance of the cul-
tivation of the intellect, I would not have it by any
means inferred that this is all that is necessary—far
otherwise

—

Knawtedge is a great good, but good only in

so far as it is rightly applied, and believing that educa-

tion rightly conducted affords hallowed opportunities

for the inculcation of sound moral and religious prin-

ciples, I would desire, tiiat in all attempts to improve
the youthful mind, these should be intimately inter-

woven. But oh ! beware, that these be not founded on
narrow or sectarian views, but based on those broad,

principles with which our glorious di.-ipensation vvas in-

troduced, on those two great commandments " on
which hang all the law and the prophets." " Love to

x.,(od in the first and highest place, and our neighbour as

Gurself." Thus, under the divine blessing, would
knowledge be made the handmaid to virtue, and the

intellectual lead us upwards to tiie spiritual ; these in

happy combination, would comprehend that true wis-

dom which, faithfully followed, would unerringly guide
to universal and immutable Truth.
We again regret our inability to report closely Mr.

Ransoine's most eloquent appeal for hi* poorer brethren,

which was received with loud cheers from all parts of
the room.

Song—'
' A thousand a-year."

Mr. Hauvey begged to propose a toast, which having
frequently ottered to them l^efore, he should make no
remarks upon, but which he trusted would never be
omitted in any assemblage of farmers ; he alluded to

the English Agricultural Society. (Cheers.) He had
usually coupled with it the health of its president, but
on the present occasion he should add that of a member
of their own club, to whom they were monthly in-

debted, and who was also a member of the English
Society. He would give them, Mr. George Theobald,
and the English Agricultural Society. (Applause.)
Mr. TiiEOBAUx— I rise with grateful pleasure to ac-

,nowledge the honour you have done me in associating
iiy name with the English Agricultural Society. Our

1 worthy and talented friend, Mr, Ransome, has
jusi electrified us with his glowing, nervous, anf4 heart-

stirring appeal on the subject of education, as it must
and will operate on the rising race of agricultural

labourers, to the incalculable amelioration of their cir-

cumstances. Dwelling on such effects, I can but an-
ticipate our relative conditions, and conclude how
needful it is that we, as masters and employers, should,
if we wish to maintain our position, turn our attention

to ourselves. As a member of the English Agricul-
tural Society, and of this Club, I feel conscious of my
great obligations to the influence of such associations

—

in the stimulus they afford to thought and attention, to

se// as well as Za7!rf culture—the education of the man.
(Hear.) I attach importance to the value of these

meetings, not so much for the direct information I may
obtain as for their general effect upon my mind and
habits. Such is the paralyzing nature and tendency of
out pursuits (I speak for myself) when attending to the

practical parts of our business, that 1 feel the full value
of the " wake-up'' which such a meeting as this cannot
fail to produce; 1 learn from it that, as a farmer, my
duty to society and to myself involves the exercise of
thought as well as imitation, and requires of me an idea
something superior to the breaking of clods. I learn
from the collection of opinions on every day practice, as
various almost as the individuals who state them, to

renownce the prejudices in favour of the habits and
customs I have inherited ; and by comparing this with
that, to judge of a practice according to its real and
intrinsic merits—in fine, I discover that I have almost
every thing to learn. I cannot sit down without con-
gratulating the club on the harmony and unanimity
which has prevailed among us during the past year;
for this I feel we are mainly indebted to the wholesome
operation of that rule ^vhich excludes all politics or
party questions. We have not altogether forgotten the

science of agriculture, and although we cannot boast
the depth of our researches, or the elevation of our
attainments, we may the undeviating good fellowship

which has rendered our meetings so social, agreeable,
and, we hope, mutually beneficial. (Cheers.) Mr.
Theobald, after again thanking the meeting for having
drank his health, concluded by proposing that of B.J.
Crisp, Esq., who briefly acknowledged the compliment,
and stated that he had always great pleasure in attending

the meetings of the Club. " The Thetford Farmers'

o 2
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Club, with Mr. Swan," and the " Watton Farmer's

Club, with ]Mr. John Gates," were then severally pro-

posed from the chair. Both those gentlemen acknow-
ledged the toast. The former stating- that the Thetford

was a new club, in fact, just established, and with every

prospect of success ; the latter, that the Watton Club
now numbered ninety members. Both aentlcmen bore

testimony to the interest excited in their neighboui'hood

by the proceedings of their clubs. Mr. Gates also said,

that Lord Leicester once remarked, that "for the first

twenty years a farmer should keep his eyes open and
his mouth shut;" that system would hardly do for

farmers' clubs, or if they did keep their mouths shut,

they had now fortunately employment for their eai's as

Well as eyes. {Hear, hear.)

Song:
—" In the days when v.'e went gipsying'."

The Chairman stated that they had several strang^ers

present, some of whom had honoured them by coming'

a long distance in wretched weather, to be present at

the meeting, He would propose the health of IMr.

Farrow and the strangers present.

Mr. Farrow, of Ipswich, returned thanks on be-

half of himself and brother visitors ; he said—I am
happy in having an opportunity of congratulating yovi

upon the successful progress, which as your very

able and lucid report shows, the Club has made during
the past year. Although not strictly one of your own
class, my personal interests are so identified with
those of farmers, that nothing materially aflfecting

their welfare can be indifferent to me. It is howevei,
upon other grounds than those of a merely personal

character, that I rejoice in the rapid extension of these

clubs throughout the country. Believing as I sincere-

ly do, that the best interests of the country are bound
up with the successful cultivation of the soil, and that

no permanent superstructure of national pros-

perity can ever be based on the ruins of its agriculture
;

believing also that the time is inevitably approaching,

when farmers must look less to high prices for remu-
neration than to improved methods of tillage by which
a greater amount of produce may be obtained at less

cost, and that the spread of useful knowledge, and the

stimulus given to improvement by means of societies

like the present, will eifect more real good for the farmer

than all that the legislature can do for him. (Hear.)
Believing all this, I do hail their establishment through-

out the country, as the dawn of a new era in the his-

tory of agriculture, as one too, the good resulting from
which, it is impossible at present to calculate.

(Cheers,) It cannot have escaped the observation of

those who have attended many of the interesting dis-

cussions at this and other farmers' clubs, that a wide

diversity of opinion has prevailed amongst some of the

most able and intelligent, upon many of the most im-

portant operations of husbandry, and that too, not

upon the mere difference of practice caused by the for-

tuitous circumstance of soil or situation, but upon
points involving the first principles of the science—

a

difference too, to that extent, that one party being

right the other must be inevitably and radically wrong.
Surely when we consider the immensity of the interests

involved, it is time that agriculture should aspire to

somewhat more of the dignity of a science than hither-

to—that some attention should be paid to first prin-

ciples, and farming cease to be a mere system of tra-

ditionary expedients. (Hear, hear.) Gentlemen, it

has been the fashion to stigmatize farmers, with al-

ways occupying the rear rank in the march of mind,

that though their ardour was beyond all price in pursuit

of a fox's brush or a church steeple, their pace slackened

wonderfully, when nothing but knowledge was to be

gained by their exertions—and in the race of improve-

ment they were generally outsiders. Whatever point

may have attached to this sarcasm in years gone by,

the farmers have lately come forward nobly to repu-

diate the charge, and the most prejudiced attending, as

I have had the pleasure of doing, very many of these

discussions—witnessing as I have done, the ability and
patient research which is brought to bear upon the sub-

ject, that subject be it observed, not unfrequently be-

longing more to the theoretical than the practical part

of farming, and which as such, would a few years since

have been looked upon with coldness and contempt.
I say the most prejudiced witnessing this, and better

than all, observing the perfect temper with which the de-

bates arc usually condacted, might be constrained to ad-
mit that assemblies of much higher pretensions, might
in this respect take a useful lesson from farmers' clubs.

But gentlemen, I have been told that these clubs are

the mere ephemeral offspring of agricultural prosperity,

that, warmed into being by the genial influence of high
prices, they will speedily disappear before the first

chilling blasts of a reverse. Gentlemen, such may pos-

sibly be the case^but for myself, I will not indulge

in such gloomy forebodings. I cannot bring myself
to believe that such a glorious commencement Avill

come to so lame, so impotent a conclusion. I can-

not, I will not believe that the thirst for knowledge
once excited, will so soon be quenched, that the lamp
of science, once lighted, will so soon be extinguish-

ed—my hope, my belief is, that they will go on and
prosper. Gentlemen, again I thank you for the com-
pliments you have paid us, and wish you all p&ssible

success.

Mr. Lewis Cottingham also acknowledged the

toasts ; he referred to the English Agricultural Society

and the benefits which must result from its institution,

and particularly alluded to the pleasant evening he
spent at the rooms of the society during the Smithfield

Club Meeting, coupled with many other able and prac-

tical remarks which we regret our want of space com-
pels us to omit. The same reason compels us most
unwillingly to omit several other valuable addresses,

particularly those of Mr. Frewer in proposing, and of

Mr, Dix, in returning thanks for the toast of success

to agriculture, both supporting the truth of Mr. Ran-
some's observation on the benefits derived by the poor
from cottage allotments, mutual benefit societies, and
by appropriate cases.

The toast of " The Ladies" from the chair, con-
cluded one of the most interesting meetings, it has ever

fallen to our lot to attend.

ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS.—We are all aware,
if the weather be damp and foggy, that a listless and
languid state is produced ; whilst during dry weather,
however cold it may be, there is a feeling of light-

heartedness and cheerfulness pervading the whole sys-

tem. In the first instance, the atmosphere is robbing

us of our electricity, which it greedily absorbs ; ia the

latter case, the dryness of the air is such, that it leaves

us in possession of the electricity which seems to be-

long to us ; hence the buoyancy of spirits on the cold

and frosty days of December and January, and the

suicidal despondency of November, and hence the elas-

ticity, the life, and animation of the Frenchmen, the

sluggish, heavy movement of the Dutchman, the vari-

able feelings of the Englishman, one day full of hope

and cheerfulness, the next day at w-ar with himself and
the rest of mankind. To every one in damp, moist
conditions of the atmosphere, flannel is a great comfort,

but silk is the most useful covering of the body. It is

by far the best friend and comforter that can be ap-

plied. We know that if a silk handkerchief be per-

fectly dry, lightning the most accumulated could not

pass throug'a it, so decided a non-conductor is it

;

hence, if worn next to the skin, the air cannot absorb

the electricity of the human body. Silk waistcoats,

drawers, and stockings, of the same material, are of the

greatest service during the humid state of the winter

months of this country. The hypochondriac, the ner-

vous, will derive from them more benefit than from the

most active tonic, and they will prove a more invigo-

rating cordial than any spirituous dram ; nor are the

effects transient, for a buoyancy of spirits and an agree-

able warmth, are thus diffused over the whole frame.

Patients, too, during mercurial influence, are much
better wrapped in silk than even when confined to bed.
•

—

Dr. Sigmond on the use of Mercury, ,,„,

,
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FIRST ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
WRENTHAM FARMERS' CLUB.
We, your eommittee, appointed to draw up a report

of the proceeding's of tlic cluh since its formation, have
examined the minutes of the several meeting's with a
view of preparing a true abstract of the different subjects

which liave come under consideration.

The first subject brought before the club for discussion

'was the advantag'^ of using' loxg bianure, and in what
state of decomposition vegetable manure may be most
beneficially employed. This subject was introduced by
an intelligent member of the club, who had pursued the

system of using long manure for several years, and
whose rfimarks tended to prove its advantage over muck
decomposed, but the majority of members considering

the great inequality of manures in general were of a

different opinion, and the following resolution was
agreed to :

—

" That it is a question of great importance to Farmers,
but from the system of carrying long manure being
seldom practised in this neighbouriiood, a degree of

prejudice prevailed against the measure. Some of the

members intend giving it a trial, but the majority of

the meeting are of opinion that in consequence of the

great difference in the quality of mucks made under
cover, and those exposed to all weathers, it is desirable

to cart them first on a drawn heap (some soil being
previously carted for a bottom), and turned over a
SHORT TIME before being used, so as not to undergo
too much fermentation."

At the following- meeting in May an interesting and
lengthened discussion took place with respect to the
advantages to be derived from the use of artificial
MANURE?. On this subject many practical results were
made known to tlie meeting from the use of rape cake,
bone dust, animalizcd carbon and saltpetre, the gene-
rality of which had given satisfaction,inasmuchas when
applied for a root crop, the farm yard manure, which
otherwise weuld have been so applied, is reserved for a
corn crop, thereby increasing the quantity of food for

human consumiition, as well as giving an additional

quantity of straw for making manure, and which many
farms in this county stand so much in need of, from the
disproportion of pasture to the arable land. Your com-
mittee would here press upon the club the consideration
of this subject at some future meeting, believing tliatthe

proper application of artificial manuresis but imperfectly
understood. At the same time it is to be regretted that

farmers generally possess so little knowledge of the

science of chemistry (so essential to agriculturists) as to

be unable to detect any deteriorating qualities, so fre-

quently introduced into these manures. The following
minute was unanimously adopted by the meeting :

—

" After a long discussion on the subject of artificial

manures, on which many practical remarks had been
made with regard to the use of animalized carbon,
rape cake, end saltpetre, which had been applied with
much success, more particularly rape cake for wheat,
the meeting is of opinion that these manures may be
used to great advantage, as tending- to produce a good
root crop, more straw, and an increased quantity of
corn, by which means the farmer is enabled to make a
greater quantity of farm yard manure for a succession
of crops,"

The meeting in June was engaged in discussing the
best and most economical method of keeping cart
HORSES, and the number required to cultivate 100 acres
of arable land. On this subject the meeting came to the
foll&wing resolution :

—

" Having discussed the subject of keeping cart horses,

the meeting is of opinion that five horses arc barely
sufficient for the cultivation of 100 acres of arable land,
and thatthe cost of keeping such horses (on an average
of years) will not be less than 1051, or 20 guineas per
horse. The meeting isalso of opinion that cart horses
will not be kept in working condition by the consump-
tion of straw, except a small quantity cut into chaff,

and from a statement drawn up by one of our members,
it was clearly shewn that the cart horses required for

the cultivation of a farm consumed as nearly as
possible one-fourth of its produce."

At the July meeting- the subject for the consideration
of the club was the best method of harvesting the
WHEAT CROP, whether by reaping or mowing. On this

question a lengthened discussion followed ; those mem-
bers who had pursued the system of mowing -wheat,
stating as their opinion, that they had derived great ad-
vantage from it, inasmuch as the cutting was done with
more expedition, and less expence ; that it took less injury
in a wet time ; that it was fit to cart sooner, after wet, by
several hours, than reaped wheat ; that the straw,
when secured with the corn, was of double the value for
any purpose, over that which was left on the land from
the sickle ; and that the land was in a fit state to fallow,
and put in tares or any other crop it mig-ht be required
for. On the other side it was contended, by those who had
not pursued the plan, that it required more time to cait
and stack mown wheat ; tliat a greater price must be
given for thrashing, and that it had a slovenly appear-
ance. After much discussion on the subject, it was ulti-

mately agreed to adjourn it to the September meeting,
in order to give members an opportunity of trying the
system in the ensuing harvest.

The foregoing discussion respecting the wheat crop,
brought under the notice of the club the custom of
gleaning, with a view to adopting some regulation on
the subject. Hitherto there had been neither system nor
controul over gleaners, and during the month of harvest
they committed many depredations very annoying to
farmers. It was agreed that hand bills should be issued
stating the intentions of the occupiers not to allow any
persons to gle4in, except such as reside in or belong to
the parish, nor to glean in more than one parish, com-
mencing at eight o'clock inthe morning-, and leaving off
at seven in the evening. Your committee are happy in
being able to state, this regulation, when inforced, suc-
ceeded, they believe, equally as well for the poor as the
occupier, and would recommend the same system should
be pursued in future.

The meeting in August was bwt thinly attended, being
harvest time, consequently no subject was canvassed.
At the September meeting, the adjourned subject of

harvesting the wheat crop having been shortly dis-
cus:sed, those members who had made a trial of mowing
in the preceding harvest having expressed themselves in
favour of the plan, the following- report was agreed upon,

" That tlie system of mowing wheat is attended with
manyadvantages, amongst the principal of whichare

—

1. The operation of cutting is performed in a much
shorter period, and with less expence. 2. The veheat
takes less harm in a wet season, and is fit to cart sooner
after rain. 3. By getting an increased quantity of
straw the farmer is enabled to make a greater propor-
tion of manure. 4. The land is ready for fallowing
immediately after harvest, or for putting in tares, or
any other crop it may be required for ; and, from a
statement made, in which the meeting concurred, a
saving would arise from the extra quantity and value
of the straw to the amount of ten shillings per acre."

The same meeting was also engaged in discussions on
the best varieties of wheat tor planting and the fol-

lowing statement—the result of an experiment made
by a member with four of the best varieties of wheat,
grown in the same field and adjoining,—was made to the
meeting.

\Vt. of Straw. Wt. of Grain. At the rate
per acre.

lbs. cwt. qrs. lbs. cos. b. p.
Golden Drop.... 2512 19 1 16.... 8 3 1
Tunstall 27-20. ...19 2 8 9
Eclipse 3280 19 2 9 2
Guinea Wheat... 4416 .... 21 1 12.... 10 2

Statements were also made by another member in
favour of Brown's Ten-rowed White Wheat, grown by
the side of the Golden Drop, which it exceeded by at
least 10 per cent. The following minute was agreed to.

" This subject having been fully discussed, and state-
ments produced, which were very much in favour of
the Guinea Grain Wheat, Brown's Ten-rowed White
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Wheat, the Eclipse, the Tunstall, and the Gok en
Drop. The meeting' is of opinion, the above are the
best varieties of wheat now ^'•rown in this neig'hiiour-

hood, hut from the statements of two members, the
Guinea Wheatand Brown's Ten-rowed Wiiite Wheat,

,
have the advantag-e over the other kinds. The meet-
ing' also considers it desirable to change the seed,
believing- that all g-rain is liable to deteriorate in

quality, as well as decrease in quantity, if grown too

Ions' on the same soil."

At the October meeting was discussed the best method
of PREPARING ^V'I1EAT FOR &EED, HO. AS TO P 11 EV 1:nt

SMUT. On this subject various means hud been resorted
to and from the remarks made, we find tluit carel'ul

selection of seed is tlie first requisite, and afterwards
paying- great attention to the dressing. Whei'e this

system has been pursued, the simple practise of vvetting'

and liming has been Ibund sufficient to prevent smut,
but with branded wheat it was proved not to have hud
the desired effect. The result of the discussion is

embodied in the following report.

" From the observations which have been made, it ap-
pears that on some soils it has been found diificult to

avoid the formation of smut with the crop, but in most
cases a remedy for the evil has been found, from a
preparation of the seed by immersion in chamberlye,
or salt and water of sufficient density to float an egg,
skimmiag off the imperfect gram, and by the applica-
tion of arsenic, either in solution or in a dry stiite

( both plans having- been found equally effective") , at the
rate of one oz. to a bushel, which quantity luis been
found sufficient to destroy the; vegetative powers of any
spurious grain—and afterwards limed in the usual wuy.
The meeting- is also of opinion, th.it great attention
should be paid to the selecting of good seed, and also
to its being- well dressed."

At the meeting- in November, the subject was on the
inequality of charge for porterage on the delivery of corn
to merchants, on which the following suggestion was
agreed to, and the secretary requested to transmit a copy
to the neighbouring " Farmers' Clubs," requesting
their co-operation in carrying it into effect.

" With a view to suggesting a remedy, it is purposed
that -d deputation ot two members, appointed from tliis

club, to be joined by a similiar (Icputicn from any
other club that may be disposed to adopt similar views,
should sign a requsition to the body of merchants, to

request a meeting on the subject and airange for a
aniform system of eiiarge. It has also been Vecoin-
mended to request the merchants to insert upon tlie

receipt bill the time at which the load is discharged,
in order to prevent the excuse for delay so generally
made by the men."

Sweepstakes having been entered into at the meeting
in June, by several members, for producing an acre of
beet root, also the best acre of white loaf turnip, and
the best acre of Swedes, from artificial manure, tlie

following were the successful competitors :

—

For the best acre of beet root. JMr. D. Riches, Fros-
tenden.

Do. white loaf turnip. Mr. Christr. Smith Benacre.
Do. Swedes from artificial manure. Air. Sml. Pvobin-

son, Henstead.

Sweepstakes were also decided for shewing three of the
best root of beet and Swedes at this meethig, both of
which the Judges awarded to Mr. L. O. Cottingham, of
Reydon,
The subjects standing on the list for discussion, are

the advantage of stall-feeding cattle, and the utility of
subsoil ploughing.
Your committee having entered at some length into

the proceedings of the club since its formation, little re-
mains but to congratulate its members on the success-
ful

_
establishment of the society, believing all such

societies to be beneficial, not only to the membei's
composing thera, but to the community at large, as by
discussion erroneous opinions will g-ive way to sound
practical information. Your committee, in closing- this,

their first report, would recommend the club, to extend
their library, by the addition of such agricultural works

as tne funds will admit of, being in their opinion the
best possible way of furthering the views and objects
of the society.

The report having been unanimously adopted by the
meeting, it was ordered to be printed for the use of its

members.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE SALISBURY
AND WILTSHIRE HERALD.

Sir,—For the indulgence of those generous feelings
which stimulate agriculturists in rewards and gratui-
ties, particularly for pa>-t services rendered to the pub-
lic, tlie landed interest must be considered as deeply
iiiiiehted to Mr. Jas. Mills, late of Tidv.'orth, as being;

one of the first who zealously and eifectually exerted
himself in attaining the present high perfection now
generally acknowledged by the breeders of South Down
sheei). His earliest attention and persevering endea-
vours brouLrht the best iiieep into this and the adjoin-

ing comities ; and however high we may rank the
merits of the tiest stock in the hands of the breeders of
the present day, he, by hia indefatigable exertion?, laid

the basis and stepping-stone by which most of them
have risen to repute. His uniform uprightness of con-
duct in letting and selling ewes, was only surpassed by
his thorough knowledge of this most useful a.ninial.

And in his retirement, all experienced agriculturists

must regret that so great a vaciiHm has been made,
which even the best of our sheep-breeders acknowledge
will not be easily filled up.—Should any of your readers
concur with me in my strong feeling of gratitude to Mr.
Mills, I shall be happy to co-operate with them in doing
justice to those feelings, whenever an intimation through
your columns afford me an opportunity of doing so.

I am, sir, your's obediently,

Marlborough, Jan. '23, 1840. Agricolus.

To hccoiiie a judge of the horse's conformation the

uninitiated should, in the first place, learn the names by
which horsemen indicate the difierent parts ; next he
should know to what variations the^e p.-irts are liable, to

lorm, position, and development ; and, to apply this in

a useful purpose, he must know what are the conse-
quences of thise variations; or, in other words, what
influence they have u])on tlie horse's eapacitips. Written
or oral instruction will afford him great assistance, but
he must notexpectthem to make him a competent judg^e.

He must have recourse to the horse for much that

cannot be vvi'llten. After obtaining what may be called

the theory, he must obtain the practice, by actual ob-
servation ; after learning what he is to look for, he must
teach his eye to perceive the perculiarities of confor-

mation when they are before him. This is easily

managed by attentively, and in a systematic manner,
examining many iiorses, and comparing tliem with each
other. It requires many words and some time to

describe the shapes of the horse ;
but an experienced

eye detects beauties and imperfections in the glance of a

moment. A professed dealer will single out a horse lor

his jiurpose almost the instant he sees him. But he has

served a long apprenticeship before he acquires this

facility, and it has been the longer that he has had few
or no rules to g'uide him. From occasional remarks of

more experienced hands, and from insensibly noting

striking peculiarities, and afterwards learning- how these

animals turned out, whether well or ill, he cannot but

consider the properties as the consequence of the pe-

culiarities of conformation. IVIany observations of this

kind at length teach him what to expect from horses

])ossessed of a certain form. It is obvious, howevei',

ihat information obtained in thi.s manner must be obtain-

ed very slowly. If there were no other method, the

private purchaser could never be so well qualified to

judge, for his opportunities are very limited when com-
pared with those of the dealer. Yet, by adopting the

mode mentioned in the bcg-inning of this paragraph, he

may acquire the i^ame degree of tact in a much shorter

pcriod.--iS'^eiyrtr('s Advice to Farchtiburs of Horses,
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PRACTICAL IMPROVEMENTS IN
AGRICULTURE.

TO THE EDITOR.

Sir,—Tn a tour I have lately made throug-h a srreat

part of the low lands of Somerset and Gloucester, 1 have

been forcibly struck with the very great benefit that

would arise to a large tract of country from a systema-

tic plan of drainag'e. If, in tiie first place,

the larg-e drains forming? in most instances the

fences of the several fields, and provincialiy called
" Reens," were well cleared and deepened, and their

respective mouths furnished with sluices to exclude the

tide where necessary, the undsr-drainag^e of the land

would be rendered easy, and the benefit conferred would
be enormous. I have several thousand acres witiiui

sight at the time I smi writing', consisting ofg'ood pas-

ture land, but so wet that on a great part ofit ithasbeen

impossible in the present season to graze stock of any

description, all of wliich, I have no doubt, if tiiis im-

provement were effected, might bear sheep, without

danger, during a great portion of the year. Tlieexpence
of these great and permanent improvements should be
borne by the landlords ; but I have reason to believe,

from the communication I have had with many of the

occupiers in these districts, that they would cheerfully

pay an increased rent to the extent of 5 or 6 per cent.

OH the capital expended. Allow me to ask, Mr.
Editor, what better investment a man could wish for,

than the security of his own estate with a return of 6
per cent? Your excellent paper ciiculates so exten-

sively throughout all the agricultural districts of Eng-
land that I am not without hopes of this suggestion

meeting' the eye of some spirited landlord ^\ ho may
adopt the hint I have ventured to give.

In my last letter I pointed out the means of ascertain-

ing in the first instance the nature of the soil to be ana-
lyzed. T need scarcely say that it will be advisable to

repeat the experiment more than once, especially in

the case of a beginner, and tlic result of each should be
carefully noted and campared. Persons unacquainted
with chemistry cannot expect precision in their first at-

tempts, but perseverance will enable them to detect
any error, and sufficient accuracy will be attained for

any practical purpose.
Having, by the process mentioned in my last letter

got rid of the water contained in the soil, and ascer-
tained its absorbent or retentive powers, the loose stones
or gravel, and the large vegetable fibres should be se-

parated from the pure soil. To effect this the whole
must be gently bruised in a mortar, and sifted in a wire
seive sufficiently coarse to pass a mustard seed; the
weights of each should be seperately noted, and the na-
ture of the gravel or stones should be ascertained. If

calcareous they will eiffervesce with muriatic or
sulphuric acid ; if silicious, glass will be scratched
by their being rubbed on it; and if aluminous, they may
be easily cut with a knife, and do not effervesce with
acids.

The next process will be to detach the sand contained
in the soil from the more minute parts, and the matter
soluble in water. The soil should be boiled in three or
four times its weight of water ; and when it has been
thoroughly divided, and after the water is cool,itshould
be stirred briskly, and then suffered to rest ; the coarser
sand will generally subside in about a minute, and the

finer in tliree or four minutes, while the other substan-
ces will remain longer in solution ; so that by pouring-
off the water after one, two, or three minutes, the sand
will be separated. The water should then be filtered,

and the deposit collected, dried, and weighed, as should
also the sand, and tlie weights of each noted. Should
saline or soluble animal or vegetable matter exist, they
will be contained in the water which sho'aldbe preserv-
ed.—I am, sir, your obedient servant,

A. Yeoman of Kent.

more so in sheep, and as evidence of this we may state

the following example, v/hich is alike honourable to

the respectable and spirited proprietors of both flocks.

At a friendly meeting during the Christmas where sub-

jects of this kind were introduced, Mr. George Rad-
more, of Court House, Thorverton, challenged Mr.
James Huggins. of Yendacott Barton, Shodbrooke, to

show ten hog rams of his flock, against ten wether

hogs from the flock of Mr. Huggins, for a sovereign,

and gave him [Mr. Huggins) lOlbs. a sheep. This was
accepted, and Wednesday last being the day fixed oa

for weighing Mr. Radmore's rams, a large party as-

sembled, and were most hospitably entertained there.

The umpires who attended the scales, were Mr.
Thomas Potter of Yellowford, and Mr. Samuel King-

don, of Lynch, both in Thorverton; and the results

were as follows :—Hog Rams.—No. 1, l69lbs.— 2,

155lbs,—3, l62lbs.—4, 158lbs.— 5, 17Slbs.— 6, ISllbs.

—7, 139lbs.— 8, I661bs.—9, 177lbs.— 10, I60lbs.—Total

-weight, l,6l5lbs.—Average, 161
J-

per sheep. On the

following day a large party met at Mr. Huggins' and

were also most hospitably entertained. 'The results of

the weighing here was—Wether, Hogs—No. 1,

1511bs.— 2, 170lbs.—3, leilhs.—4, 153lbs.— 5, 160lbs.

—6, 152lbs.—7, 146ibs.— S, 1561bs.— 9, 1511bs.— 10,

1561bs.—Total weight, l,5561bs.—Average, one pound

over, 155^1bs. per sheep.

The account therefore stands thus :—
Weight of Mr. Radnor's 10 hog rams... I,6l5lbs.

Ditto Mr. Huggins' 10 v/ether rams. . 1,556

59lbs.

The lOlbs. per sheep given by Mr. Rad-
more, is..... lOOlb?.

From this deduct the excess of Mr. R's

over those of Mr. 11 59lbs,

The remainder is 411bs.

Consequently Mr. Radmore lost his bet by 411bs.

It may also be mentioned that the wether hogs of

Mr. Huggins, are part of those intended to be shown
by him at the May exhibition of the Devon Agricul-

tural Society.— Exetei- Flying Post.

From the impulse given by the Devon Agricultural
and other similar societies, the improvement in our
breed of cattle has been considerable, but perhaps still

CHALLENGE TO ALL ENGLAND.
Sir,—I send you a brief account of the result of an

exhibition of turnips, which took place at the Tring
Station lliis day. Some time since Mr. Houghton, of

Broomhall, Sunning'hill, Berks, (who farms on a very

extensive scale in several parts of Engl-and,) challenged

one of eur best farmers in this vicinity to show against

him fifty Swedes from one piece of land, which chal-

lenge was accepted by Mr. John Woodman, of Pendley
Farm. The conditions stipulated by Mr. Houghton
were, that they should be taken from a piece of land

formerly part of Bagshot Heath, which he had pur-

chased within the last two years at 7L 10s. per acre.

Several of the influential farmers of the neighbour-

hood were present to witness the result, which was as

follows -.

—

Mr. Houghton's fifty turnips 529 lbs,

Mr. Woodman's ditto 344

The former averaging upwards of 3§lbs. per turnip
more than the latter. It was admitt^ by all as being
the finust production they had ever seen, the largest

weighed about 17 lbs. Mr. Houghton is now prepared
to show against any man in England for any reasonable
sum he may choose—weight being the criterion.

Several challenges were given and accepted to-day,

by the party present, for the same kind of turnip, to be
exhibited at the Harcourt Arms Hotel, Tring- Station,

on the same day in the ensuing year.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

W. Brown.
Tring, Herts, Dec. 20, 1839.
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MARL.
Marl has been employed as a manure in Britain

from a very early period. Pliny mentions that lime

and marl were used in Gaul, and marl in Britain

for the improvement of the soil, in liis days.* It

was certainly used by the Italian cultivators, as a

valuable addition to tlieir fields. It is thus spoken
of by Columella:

—

" If, nevertheless, you are provided vritli no kind

of dung, it will be of great advantage to it to do,

what 1 remember Marcus Colunielhi, my uncle, a

most learned and diligent husbandman, was fre-

quently wont to do, viz., totlirow chalk ormarl upon
such places as abound in gravel, and to lay gravel

upon such as are chalky, and too dense and stifl";

and tlius be not only raised great plenty of excellent

corn, but made most beautiful vineyards ; for this

same most skilful husbandman denied that dung-

ought to be applied to vines, because it would spoil

the taste of the wine ; and he thought that stuff

gathered together out of thickets, and from among
briars and thorns, or, in a word, any other sort of
earth fetched from any other place, and carried to

them, was much better for making a plentiful

vintage."t

The mixture of soils, we find from Theophrastus,
was a practice common in Jiis days : they found, it

seems, the advantage of uniting the light with the

heavy, the fat with the lean, and in fact, any that

were of a contrary nature. This mixture, he tells us,

not only supplies what shallow soils need in depth,

but adds to the power of both; so that a worn-out
soil thus treated, begins again to bear crops with

renewed energy : thus barren clays, when thus fer-

tilized, again become fruitful ; in truth, this mode of

cultivation is deemed a complete substitute for ma-
nure. The inhabitants of Slegara, besides prac-

tising this system, wereaserl every fifth or sixth 3'ear

to trench their land, digging as deep as they ima-
gined tbe rain to penetrate, and bringing the under
soil to tbe top ; for the Megarean cultivators liad, it

seems, an axiom that the lighter portions of earth

proper for the nourishment of plants are always
washed downwards as far as the influence of the

surface water extends ; so that we see from this that

the advantage of deep ploughing, or subsoiling, is

not a very modern discover3^J

The right of sinking marl pits is mentioned in the

Charta Forests, a.d. 1285 ; and in the Statum VVal-

liffi, 12 Edward I., marl pits are mentioned as being
dug close to common roads. " It is one of the

duties of the sheriff and coroner," says Daines
Barrington, " to enquire defossatis et jNIarleris leva-

tisjuxta iter publicum," which shows that this kind
of manure was very commonly used. When a marl pit

was sunk, in ground that did not belong to the kino-,

but which happened to be in the purlieus or neigh-

bourhood of a forest, prosecutions were instituted

in the forest, which imposed heavy fines for the
offence, as the pit occasioned both inconvenience and
danger to the hunter.

§

Marl is found in many parts of England ; and any
earthy substance in which the i)roportion of calca-

reous matter exceeds that of the sand or clay, is

styled, in popular language, a marl ; of this there are

three principal varieties — 1. clay marl; 2. sand
marl ; 3. slate or stony marl ; 4. shell marl. Of
these the last is commonly tbe richest in calcareous

* Pliny, xvii. 8 ; and xvii. 5.

+ Book ii. e. 16, p. 93.
* Colamelljlib. xi. c. 16. Theophrastus, lib- iii- c. 25.

§ Observations on Statutes, p. 36.

matter. In some shell marl examined by Sir George
Mackenzie, he found—

Lime 41.45

Carbonic acid 32
Silex 14
Argil 14
Oxide of iron 2.5

Inflammable matter 2

Loss 4.7

100*

Clay marl usually contains from 68 to 80 per cent.

of clay, and from 3'2 to 20 per cent, of calcareous

matter. Siliceous marl often contains 75 per cent.

of sand.f but there are endless varieties. Thus M.
'I'hier found in that of Oldenburgh

—

Fine sand 36
Clay 44
jMould 5

Carbonate of lime 14
Gypsum 1

lOOt
The quantity of marl ajiplied per acre, necessarily

varies with the kind of soil, and the quality of the

marl ; it is usual to employ it in very considerable

proportions, and it is often some years before it is

sufficiently incorporated with the soil, to produce an
evident improvement ; but then that advantage is

almost always, sooner or later, not only decided,

but permanent.
Tbe clay marls render light sandy soils more

tenacious; the sandy marls materially improve the

fiiability of the heavy clays. In Cheshire; they often

apply 128 cubic yards of clay marl per acre to light

sand}' soils, and about half that quantity to their

heavy lands. $ In many parts of Scotland, it is

spread on grass lands, and suffered to remain for

two or three winters exposed to the frost before

it is ploughed in, in about the same proportions per

acre.
II

" The beginning of all improvements in Ger-
many," says Mr. ,1. S. Carr, in his Prize Essay, " is,

to give a dressing of marl (containing on an average

60 per cent, of carbonate of lime), at the rate of 164
cubic feet per acre : by this means, land, not worth

cultivation previously, yield excellent crops for

eight or ten years ; and if the straw produced during

that time is carefully converted into manure, tbe

productiveness does not after that period materially

decrease. Should that, however, be the case, the

deposits of ponds, and even plots of peat moss,

which not unfrequently occur, are carried upon the

fallows in winter, where these substances, when
broken down by the frost, prove a valuable alterative

to the texture of the soil, especially where tbe pulse,

rape, and clover crops are gypsumed.lf

—

Jolinson on

Fertilizers, ,

A new edition of Sir Humphrey Davy's Agri-

cultural Chemistry with notes, by J. Davy, has

recenlly been published by Longman and Co.

Chemistiy in its application to agiiculluie will by

in;iny peisons practically engaged in farming, be

* Farmer's Mag. vol. v. p, 271.

t Ivirwan on Manures, 13.

:|: Prin- d'Agriculture, vii. p. 423.

§ Agnc. Pep- of Cheshire, p. 222.

jl
Survey of Morayshire, p. 320 ; Ibid. Forfarsiiire,

p. 407.

1[ Jour. Eng-. Ag-. Soc, voL i- p. 126-
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regarded with a degree of apprehension as being

too abstruse and scientific for the ordinary reader.

Tiie worl: in question is extremely clear and sim-

plitied. It is impossible for an individual pos-

sessing a moderate degree of information, not to

derive very considerable benefit from a perusal of

it. Referring to new discoveries in agriculture,

the author says, " Discoveries made in the culti-

vation of the earth, are not merely for the time and

country in which they are developed, but Ihey may
be consideied as extending to future ages, and as

ultimately tending to benefit the whole human
race ; as aflbrding subsistence for generations to

come; as multiplying life ; and not only multi-

plying life, but likewise providing for its enjoy-

ment/' This work should be in the library of

every cultivator who thirsts for improvement.

probably are destined to fill important sta-

tions in the Senate and at the Bar, should

devote a portion of his hours of recreation to

a subject so intimately connected with agri-

culture.

Callington, Cornwall. — A Farmer's
Club has been established at this place for

the purpose of haviirg lectures during the

winter months, on subjects connected with

agriculture, governed by similar rules as the

Harleston Club, which appeared in the Far-
mer s Magazine, of December last. The
Members of the Eastern Division and several

other gentlemen, together with a numerous
body of farmers, have become members. The
annual subscription is five shillings, to be

laid out in books for the use of the Society.

Political subjects are totally excluded. On
Wednesday, the 15th January, the first lecture

was given, by Mr. Jas. Dingle, of Linkin-
horne, when about fifty gentlemen and far-

mers attended. The subject introduced was,
" on the best mode of cropping land," in

which the lecturer shewed his experience
and attention to the subject. It was followed

by an excellent discussion which gave great

satisfaction to all parties.

We have much pleasure in stating that an
influential Farmer's Club has been establish-

ed at Hadleigh, and that upwards of Fifty

Gentlemen in the neighbourhood have given
their names as subscribers, the first Meeting
for discussion was held on Friday, January
17, and was numerously and respectably at-

tended. The subject which occupied the

greater part of the evening's discussion was,
" The most economical mode of keeping agri-

culturtrl horses during the winter season."
Various opinions were elicited, and ranch sa-

tisfaction expressed by the result of the cal-

culations. During the evening the Kev. —
Edwards, second Master of King's College,
London, called the attention of the company
to the subject of draining, and threw out some
valuable suggestions, which may be hereafter
advantageous to the agriculturists : one pleas-

ing feature connected with this circumstance
is, that the talents and attention of a gentle-
man, liaving underhis instruction many who

ON LIQUID MANURE.
There are various indications of an ad-

vance of improvement in agriculture ma-
nifested daily ; some of them bearing upon
subjects seemingly trifling in themselves, but
when minutely examined of great, but un-
appreciated value. There will be seen in our
advertising columns this day, an announce-
ment of farms to let in Sussex, and as a
recommendation, it is stated that " there is a
tank for liquid manure, with a puinp,'' on
one of these farms. Now, although there

nmy be some gentlemen farming their own
estates, some practical farmers who are in

advance of the general race of farmers, who
have adopted this mode of husbandry,
manure we venture to assert that, taking the

average of the country, there are not ten

tanks and pumps in each county in England.
Dung and street-sweepings are brought from
the neighbouring towns ; lime is carried

many miles, bone manure, rape dust, and
other artificial manures, are brought from
very great distances, and at a heavy expense,

whilst the very essence of the manure made
on the farm is suffered either to be dried up
by the sun and wind, or to run away from
the farm yard into the ponds and ditches,

drains being frequently made to carry it off,

as if it were useless or noxious matter. There
is scarcely a village in the whole country in

which the most valuable part of the manure
made in the stables and pigstyes adjoining

the road, may not be seen running off through
the ditches and drains, to the great loss of the

owner and the annoyance of the persons

passing along. Now, how is this evil, this

profligate waste of means for improving the

land to be corrected? As we ha\e often

before stated when referring to other matters

by the landlord, inattention to this subject by
tenants frequently arises from the want of

means to render the matter available. Buil-

dings are erected, and fold-yards are laid out

with a view to carrying off the water from
the place where the manure is deposited after

it has filtered through and carried with the

most valuable part, and nut to preventing its

Jailing on the manure at all, as should be the

case. Whenever farm-buildings are erected,

and fold-yards laid out, especial regard

should be had to the making and preserving
of manure ; and even old farm premises
might in many cases be greatly improved for

this purpose by the judicious outlay of but a

small sum. If the landlord points out an
accredited improvement in management, and
aflords the necessary means for carrying it

out, the tenant will not be long in adopting

t, and appreciating its value. A model of a
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tank for liquid manure, upon a plan which
we understand has been adoptevl with suc-

cess, may be seen at tlie rooms of the Englisli

Agricultural Society in Cavendish-square.—
JSlark Lane Express.

ON THE FLAIL AND THRASHING
MACHINES.

Barrnw-on-Humher.

Sin,—Will any of your readers, through the

medium of your widely circulated jouiual, give me
information respecting the best constructed thrasbino-

machines ? The Scotch machines, as described in

" Lowe's Theory of Agriculture," are heavy in make
and slow in their motion ; the closed drum is of lai^e

diameter, very heavy, lias but four beaters, and re-

volves 300 times in the minute; whereas the machines

of English manufacture, have a very small, light,

open drum, wilh six beaters, and a velocity of from

700 to 900 revolutions in the minute ; the discrepancy

is so great, that I am anxious to have the opinion of a

scientific person upon the respective merits of the

two drums ; in other respect the machines are similar.

Perhaps some of your practical readers may be able

to inform me what is the very cheapest method of

separating the corn from the straw by the " flail" or

the machine, and if by the latter, what is the cheap-

est power, steam or horse power, and for economy
which size is recommended. Being a novice in these

matters,—in fact in an agricultural affair I am induced
to hope the penny post may induce many to follow

my example, and ask for information when they are

ignorant, and by confessing their ignorance, ia

charity some of your practical readers may take pity

upon them, and enlighten them.

I am. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

CLODHOl'i'En.

ON THE PROPER TIME OF SOWING
PARSNIPS.

Sir,—There is a statement in the Mark Lane
Express of the 6tb January, (copied from the

Sussex Adverliser,) on the " Culture of Parsnips,

but there is one fatal error in that statement which
I wish to point out, and it is, as to the time of

sowing, a very material point. From long experience
and observation, I have found if you wish to

procure large roots, 3'^ou must sow very early in

February, and I have known them sown in the

autumn and produce very large roots, but there is

on objection to sowing them in the autumn on
account of the root being often very full of small

roots branching out, otherwise I am persuaded the

root will be larger sown in autumn, than spring,

but later than February, I would not sow, and be

sure to have your land deeply pulverized before you
attempt to drill, which method I much prefer. If

you think my statement worth notice, jilease to

insert it, but if you prefer through your paper
asking the question from the gardeners of the

country, (a set of men most likely to know) I can
Lave no objection, as my only aim is to prevent
people from falling into an error, and not getting- the

full benefit which may be obtained.

I am, Sir, yours respectfully,

J. y.

ON THE USE AND VALUE OF LIQUID
MANURE.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—A correspondent in your journal of the 20tb

instant wishes for " practical information," respect-

ing the application and benefit of liquid manure.
If mine is worth your having, it is at your service.

I was first attracted to the value of liquid manure
when on a visit to Baron Biel, in Germany, (the Sir

Charles Bunbury of that country,) by seeing two
carts constantly at work on his land, carrying out

the li(juid, drained from a large number of cattle

feeding on the refuse of wheat, from which brandy
had been distilled ; and by heaving from himself the

great benefit his land had obtained from the use of

it. Immediately on my return home, I put his plan

into execution on a small scale, in the following

manner. I had a well sunk, as deep as I thought
was necessary to receive the drainings of a yard, ia

which about twenty horned cattle, as many pigs,

and seven cart Jjorses ('besides colts and calves)

were kept ; having rather a fine grating at the

mouih of the drain where it emptied itself into the

well, A wooden pump was put into the well, which
raised the liquid into the cart with very trilling

labour, by the addition of a conducting spout, and I

am not aware of having ever seen obstruction from
filth, as your correspondent complains of, in this

sim])lo operation ; neither was my well cleaned out

for the space of several years. The machine for

carrying this liquid to the land was of this descrip-

tion. I first purchased the fore axle-tree and wheels,

of an old broad wheeled waggon. I then had a

water-cart made, exactly on the principle of those

used to water roads, which it required two horses to

draw when full. The expenses of the well (which
was bricked), the axle-tree and wheels, and the

body cart, as near as I can recollect, twenty two
pounds. And now for the effect. This will be best

shown in one single instance. I had a meadow of

six acres, so much out of condition, that the la-

bourers absolutely refused cutting it one year. By
the application of this liquid, alone, it was, tlie next

year but one, as good as any other on the farm. It

told equally on other criass land, and I would have

used it on my other i'arm, had the locality of the

buildings been convenient for securing the draining

from the stalls, stables, &c. I never applied it to

ploughed land, having always an abundance of yard

manure, from horses summered in the stable, besides

other reg-ular sources ; but the bailiff of the late

Mr. Chate, of the Vine, (master of the Vine fox-

hounds), who followed my exanple, did apply it

to his hops, and occasionally to naked fallows, with

very good success.

As to a test of its strength, which your corres-

pondent enquires about, I had no means of obtain-

ing it ; but I considered it to be strongest when
darkest in colour, and smelling very strong of the

stalls, also in dry weather ; and I liked to see a

scum on the top of the well, showing that a degree

of fermentation was going on. Wishing success

to your most excellent and useful paper, and thanks

for its affording me the opportunity of perusing the

admirable letter of JMr, Jonathan Binns, on the Corn
Laws,

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

NiMROD.

St. Pierre, near Calais, Jan. 28th, 1840.
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ON THE CORN LAWS.

Sir,—I have before me a little pamphlet, a " Let-
ter to Lord Stanley, and other M.P.'s who attended
the Lancaster Agricultural INIeeting in October last,

which I think is calculated to do some harm if not
discussed, so as to prevent parts of it being- taken as

facts. Mr. Binns, who is the writer of iL'e letter,

heads it, " Corn Laws superseded by improved
Agriculture." He affirms that corn can with little

or no additional outlay of capital, bo grown here at

the same price as abroad
; p. 1 and 2. The means to

be used, improved cultivation, will so increase the

produce that it can be afforded so low us to ronder

this country an exporting* one of corn whenever
needed abroad, lie does not produce any data on
which this astounding statement is founded, and al-

though both myself and your reader may be willing

to admit or assert, that our ])roduce may be increased,

yet we shall not be convinced that none or very
trifling additional outlay will be needed to ensure
that result, still less that the produce when groun
will be afforded at so low a price as to be exportable.

Our harvests of 1834, 5 and 6 vrere abundant and
of superior quality, and wheat which now if we had
it of the same quality would sell for near 10s. per
bushel, then only sold at 4s. od. per bushel. We
had then abundance and low prices, and yet no one
will say the return was remunerative. If j^our corn
law agitators had then had no swa)', we should have
had buyers for holding so as to render the price re-

munerative, and had some stock to have helped us
through the bad seasons since experienced ; but, un-
luckily, stir was made and petitions got up for a re-

peal in the laws, which was so daunting that specu-
lators dared not to venture, and wheat was used in

horse, pig, and beast feed, to a great amount, in order
to clear the markets of such a glut as was then ex-
perienced. Why, then, should any who are in favour
of the farming interest, make statements advising
concessions to the manufacturers, and hinting that
" Land owners are wrong who neither will grow
enough corn at home, nor allow its import from
abroad," p. 10. Then in same part we have an ap-
proving mention of Dr. l3owring's flat-catching

statement, that repealing corn and timber duties

would make foreigners go hand in hand with us to

improve our export of manufactures. Tlien we have
Burke's opinion—" Don't talk to me of high or low
price of bread, of encouraging or discouraging

; the

true price, the best price of grain, is its natural price

in the universal market of the world." This quota-
tion is no doubt in the whole a plausible and a pa-
triotic sentiment, but one would rather think it was
quoted by an adverse than a friendly writer on agri-

culture. We cannot whilst taxed, and in an artiti-

cial or unnatural state, afford to sell at the natural

price here mentioned by Burke ; and in p. 12 and 13
Mr. Binns advances arguments for protective laws,

and even in p. 14, proposes to have Iresh laws fur

that purpose to have the jirotection gradually dimi-
nishing annuall3\ But those proposed laws are

fixed duties, above 80s. to be Is. duty ; below 80s.,

the duty to be 8s., and a drawback of 8s. on expor-
tation as an equivalent for our taxation. A^oonecan
consider this otherwise than a smuggling way of
getting a duty of Bs. only as a fixed duty. If that

were passed we should indeed be in a verv desperate
state of starvation, if our corn got to 80s. per qr.,

and the effect of such an cnactmesnt would be no-
thing more than a fi.xed duty of 8s. per qr., and con-
stant importation of foreign corn. JMr. Binns says,

the average price at Dantzic with freight, would
prevent importation here at any price under 50s.

;

and states that whenever we want grain, the price
rises abroad. In your magazine of April last, p.
274, we have averages here and at Dantzic from
1770 to 1799, which show averages here from 4.5s.

to 55s. per qr. in jieriods of ten years, and from 28s.
to o9s. at Dantzic, leaving a difference of 16s. or
17s. between our price and that at Dantzic. Then
the ditTeronce of (juality will be probably 10s. a quar-
ter in favour of Dantzic. From 1810 to 1819 there
was 35s. difference between our prices and Dantzic.
How then can Mr. Binn.s' fixed duty of 8s. jier qr.

l)ut us on an equality with Dantzic"! JManj' are mis-
lead by tlie clap-trap statement, that on our allowing
free import with (i fixed duty, the prices will rise
abroad so as to prevent ours falling (the same peo-
ple advocating tlie free trade professedly to render
our corn cheaper) ; when the fact is, on orders for
wheal being now given, it is known we want it, and
that previous to it entering for home consumption,
prices bere must rise beyond 60s., and holders
abroad rise to that price in proportion to the appa-
rent approacii of the time of entering for home con-
sumption. By doing so we cause the foreign prices
of subsistence, so far to approximate to ours as to

render the disadvantage of price of labour less

against us. Theij now rise to our prices, in a fixed

low duty we sliouldfall to (heirs, and on an import in

the face of our harvest we should have to sell for less

than the cost of theirs. I have written enough for

your pages at once, but will trouble you further
some future day, I am, Sir, yours,

Jan. 14. Pi.oughshahe.

SHAB IN SHEEP.
Sir,— In reply to queries by a Cornish farmer in

your last week's Journal,
1 am quite certain there is a cure for the shab in

sheep, and the same sheep are fit to breed from, and to
be kept as a standing flock.

I do not consider lambs yeaned after the ewes are
dressed, to be free from the distemper.
The dressing may be applied either when the wool is

long or short.

The recipe I have used for many years, is one pound
of common tobacco ( such as is used for smoking)
steeped three or four days in seven gallons of urine.
When applied partially, ( I mean the affected parts

only) two wine glasses of spirits of tar are put to each
quart, but if the sheep requires rubbing all over, put
two wine glasses of turpentine to each quart instead of
spirits of tar, as two quarts may be required.
The mixture is put on with a bottle having a quill

stuck in the cork, and rubbed in with the hand, taking
care to divide the woel, that the liquid may get close
to the skin* As soon as it is applied the progress of the
distemper is checked, and a cure is often efl^'ected by
one rubbing of the affected parts, but even in slight

cases every sheep in the flock should be dressed on the
shoulder, along the back, and particularly between the
tail and the udder, in the month of May and also in
October, although the distemper may have ceased to
shew itself.

The lambs to be done in the same way.
Que quart may be rubbed on a sheep mixed with

spirits of tar when partially affected.

T'TO quarts may be required for a sheep Avhieh is

to be rubbed all over, mixed with four glasses of tur-
pentine.

It is not requisite to wash or clean the rubbing places
before dressing.

The sheep should be kept dry the first night after the
dressing. I am. Sir, your obedient servant,

Neath, Jan. 6, 1840. G. D.
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''' ON THE CORN LAWS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MACCLESFIELD COURIER AND
HERALD.

Sjr^—X have been occasionally much struck with the

for(?e of your arguments in favour of the corn Inws, but

I think you have not adverted, at least not sufficiently

so, to the question of eligibility of a fixed duty in com-

parison with the present fluctuating one. This is the

more important, as the policy of a certain and fixed duty

is maintained by a large class of persons, entertaining,

in general, moderate opinions.

In discussing the relative merit of the two systems, I

must assume, first, that this country, in average seasons,

produces sufficient corn for its own consumption. I

know Mr. Jacob thought he established the contrary of

this proposition by very extensive inquiries, and a laby-

rinth of figures : but all iiis calculations and prophecies

were scattered to the v.-inds by the fact that, although

the waretiouses were full of corn in the years 1833, 1834,

1835, 1836, and 1837, no quantity was admitted into

home consumption until the failing harvest of 1838

brought it in, nearly free of duty, in the latter part of

that vear.

Secondly, and this is obvious from the nature of the

thing—the advocates for the change of system admit the

necessity of a duty of some kind for the protection of the

home producers.

An irresistible inference from these premises is that,

in average seasons, the competition of the home pro-

ducer will ensure moderate prices to tiie consumer, and,
'

as far as that object is concerned, the interest of the con-

sumer is satisfactorily served by an admission of the

foreign article, in time of scc-ircity at a moderate duty,

and still more so at a nominal one.

Tried by this test, I appeal to every dispassionate mind

whether the experience of the last iilteen months has

notestabliilied, most unanswerably, the admirable work-

ing ot the existing system in serving the interests ot both

producers and consumers, as far as human means can

avail for that purpose.

Setting- aside the principle, for a moment, I must ob-

serve that a great difficulty arises at the very threshold

of the argument for a fixed duty—I mean the question

of the amount; and here no two of its advocates seem

agreed. When you come to this question, all coherence

vanishes— whilst one contends for a duty little more than

nominal, another would have it all but prohibitory , and

there are friends to every intermediate figure. If you

propose a sum at one end of the series, you are imme-

diately deserted by those who incline to the other, and

if5you resort to the vulgar expedient of splitting the

diflijrence, by suggesting a half-way duty, the great

majority reject it as utterly ineffectual to carry out their

own views and principles.

Now suppose that, instead of a fluctuating duty, there

had been a fixed duty for the last seven years, and that

such duty had been a high one. It is obvious that in

the years I have referred to, when corn was at a very low

price in this country, the duty would have been pro-

hibitory ; in the latter year, when scarcity got prices

up, upon the principle of the economists that all duties

are paid by the consumer, the price would have been

seriously enhanced, or, what is more bkely, the duty

itself would have been sacrificed to popular clamour.

Suppose, on the other hand, the duty had been a low

one, the importations, in the years of abundance, must

have spread ruin over the whole agricultural interest,

and, upon the principle before quoted, the higli prices

iu the year of scarcity would have been increased to the

consumer by the amount of the duty.

Compare either of these results with the practical

working of the present system at the time 1 speak ot :
—

Exclusion when prices were low—admission at a mode-
rate duty when they become high, and at a nominal

duty when they become excessive.
" But it is said, your present system ofFers no induce-

ment to the foreign grower, who can never insure a

market for his produce, because, when he sows his seed,

he cannot foresee what your duty will be when he reaps

his crops :—let his produce be admissible at all times

to your market at a given duty, and he will cultivate

for that market, take your manufactures in return, and
abandon all intentions of prosecuting manufacture for

himself."

I will not be betrayed into the general question of re-

ciprocity by such reasoning, although 1 think experience

is fatal to the inference, if the premises were admitted.

I prefer prosecuting an inquiry into what must be the

immediate consequence of a fixed duty on the article in

question, irrespective of conjectural results.

The advocate for a fixed duty then, admitting that it

must afford reasonable protection to the agriculturists,

must also admit that there must be, not merely the power
to import at all times, but a steady, actual, constant ad-

mission of the foreign article to consumption, or there

can be no steady cultivation for this market.

Suppose the duty, then, 8s. per qr.,for I must assume
an amount, although those against whom I contend
evade this matter of detail :—suppose, further a recur-

rence of good harvests, like those 1 have referred to, and
corresponding prices, those prices being admitted to be

not more than barely remunerating. If the 8*. duty do

not then exclude foreign corn, it is easy enough to see

that the effect will be a further depression of prices, and
that to an incalculable extent, and ruin to the home cul-

tivator must ensue. What now becomes of your pro-

tection to the home producers? If it do exclude, what
becomes of the inducement to the foreign cultivator to

grow for your market?

Suppose, again, periods of scarcity like 1838. Corn,

in thatca>e, will be admitted upon payment of 8s. duty,

700 per cent, more than was actually levied upon the

present system—what, then, becomes of the liberality of

your jjroposed system, and how can it contribute to

produce that which is alleged to be the greatest of all

blessings, " cheap bread ?"

If the fixed duty be a high one, it will prohibit at all

times but in seasons of scarcity, and there is an end of

the inducement to produce for this market,— if a low
one, it must, to promote the views of the fixed duty ad-

vocates, admit at all times, ruin the home growers, and
eventually throw the land out of cultivation, and the

labourer out of work, and what will then be, to him, the

value of "cheap bread !"

I have only glanced at the subject, and, avoiding all

collateral matter and general reasoning, have confined

myself to the question of a fixed or fluctuating duty. I

have long cons.idered and watched the working of the

present system, and I am of opinion that the happiest

act of modern legislation has been the establishment of

a principle which admits foreign corn, when the article

being dear, it is wanted, and excludes it when, the

article being cheap, it is not wanted. The experience

of the last lew years has proved, I repeat, that under

the present system, in times of abundance and low prices,

the farmer has been protected from the ruin which
would ensue to him by the admission of cheap grown
grain at a low duty, and, in seasons of scarcity, the con-

sumer has been saved from famine prices, by its intro-

duction at a nominal one.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

A Manufacturer.

Macclesfield, 9lh December, 1839.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK
LANE EXPRESS.

Will your correspondent of a few weeks back, from

Manor-house, Bed's, have the goodness to say in which

state he intends his quantity of tljree bushels liar-

ley to apply, whether before or after boihng? If the

former, it will be more expensive than oil-cake or any

other food. Perhaps he will have the kindness to stale

the cost of his plan ? A Constant Reader.

Jan, 23.
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MR. BINNS AND THE CORN LAWS.
Sir,—You have inserted the wliole of Mr. Binns'

letter dated the 25th of November last, and referred to

it in your leading; article with tlie highest commendation.
Now, in my humble opinion more daug'crous and erro-

neous sentiments could not have been penned by man
;

mixed up with truth which makes the poison the more
dauijerous, and if you will allow me the opportunity, I
shall endeavour to prove wliat I have asserted.

I have devoted a long:, and in its early staffe, no
ordinary active life to ag-ricultural pursuits, and had the
privilege of holding- intimate communication witli men of

far superior knowledge and judgment in lural affairs to

any I know of in the present day, and who had had more
than half a century's experience before I was born, and
as my own experience extends beyond half a century,
I hope you will not consider (however much my
opinions may be contrary to your own) that I am in-

truding on this occasion.

JMy experience in the corn trade, on which I have
ever formed my opinions of the corn laxvs—has been not
only as a home grower of grain, but also as a dealer
in foreign grain ; and had Mr. Einns been conversant
in both subjects, he could never have made the asser-

tions he has done in the letter you have so highly eulo-
gised; in which Mr. Binns makes the following decla-
ration,

—

after (as he says) having given the subject

much consideration, he is of opinion that a fixed duty at

and under 80s. pel' qr. should be 8s. per qr.

Now, Sir, it is to expose this erroneous opinion that
I take the liberty of addressing you. As I presume, from
expressions he uses, Mr. Binns is of that respectable
body of Christians, justly styled " The Society of
Friends," I shall at once confront his dangerous notions
of permitting foreign g-rain being sold in England at

all times, however low the price, at a duty of 8s. per qr.

by placing the opinions of one of the same respectable
body of "Friends" in counter position to I\Ir. Binns,
and that person admitted by all who know him, to be
a man of the first rate intelligence, before he left Eng-
land, and was chosen by the Emperor Alexander and his

suite to accompany them to Russia, when they were in

England in 1814, and where he has remained till lately
;

and though I am not personally acquamted with the
gentleman to whom I refer, I state from the information
I have, of one who knows him well, and on whom I
can place the utmost confidence, and to whom he de-
clared the following sentiments—" If England once
lowers her duties on the importation of foreign grain, so
as to admit it at all times, her huix is inevit/.ble. For
Russia alone can readdy furnish her with all the grain
she requires, if England did not grow one bushel. The
capabiHties of production in Russia are such, from the
richness of her alluvial soil, from the Baltic to the
Black Sea, and her superior climate in many parts of
her dominions, that if Russia once obtained the English
market, she is capable of producing to an amount to
which no one can fix a limit." Now this repectable
man had visited every portion of the territory of that
vast empire, and spoke on the subject from a thorough
knowledge of her capabilities. Such evidence is incon-
trovertible, and invaluable on such a subject; and puts
an extinguisher at once on all that Mr. Binns has ad-
vanced on the subject of a low protecting duty. Now
this is no new idea to me, for this same opinion I have
repeatedly had from men on whose intelligence and re-
spectabihty I could place the utmost confidence, given
to me above thirty years ago, and after the persons
from whom I had it, had lived in Russia above thirty
years, and had made large fortunes in that country, and
then returned to their native land, leaving their families
and connexions in that country carrying on business.
It is from a knowledge of these facts that the intelligent

Members of both Houses of Parliament have ever re-

sisted, and I trust ever will resist, any attempt to lower
the small protection which the present corn laws give

;

as preservators of the public welfare they are bound in
honour so to act; any relaxation once made, we are
for ever ruined as a nation, beyond all hope of redemp-

tion. Once pass this ruhicon, by lowering duties on
importation. Great Britain will soon become a small
dependant province under the immense empire of
Russia; and her rural population will become as de-
graded as the Russian boors now are, whose situation is

worse than our vVest India slavery ever was

—

living on
food a dog would not eat in England, much less an
agricultural labourer ;—who has, thank God, ever yet
eat the best of bread, however humble his fare was in

other respects ; and considering the long hours, and the
Herculean labour he has to undergo in some seasons

—

no one that has the proper feelings of an Englishman,
would wish to see degraded in his condition to satisfy

the insatiable avarice of cotton lords and others united
at the great Manchester an ti corn law sumptuous ban-
quets, exceeding perhaps in splendourthat of Belshazzar
of old. England's agriculturists existed before cotton
lords were ever heard of; and have produced hitherto,
and if only allowed the present protection, can yet pro-
duce a sufficiency of grain to supply double our present
population, but tWu de*irable result depends entirely on
the present protecting laws being continued. During
the last twenty-five years, to my certain knowledge, a
far larger sum than the whole capital engaged in agri-
culture has been lost for ever; whole families, in good
circumstances, have been brought to ruin, who had
earned by honest industry to the amount often thousand
pounds, and have become insolvent, and not able to

pay ten shillings in the pound. If Mr. Binns disputes
the fact let him wait on me, and I will produce him
proof, even those of the prudent and painstaking " So-
ciety of Friends." No body of men were so unjustly
treated as the agriculturists have been since the return
of peace in 1814. I beg to refer ]Mr. Binns to my
letter which first appeared in the York Herald of Feb.
14th, 1839, and which you obligingly afterwards in-

serted in the Farmer's Magazine ; in that letter " I dared
the master cutler of Sheffield, and all his host, yea, the
united talents of the whole v\orld—if I do not prove in
answer to them that protection is the only way to make
a cheap bread, and also to keep up the prices of labour,
thus benefitting the whole labouring community." That
letter has never been answered, though the Anti-Corn
Law circular was established soon after, and I dare
JMr. Binns now to grapple with it if he can.

Thomas Bates,
.

Kirldeavinglon, near Yarm, Yorkshire.
Jan. 24.

DESTRUCTIVE HABITS OF COCKCHAFERS.
—-At a late meeting of the Bath and West of
England Society, the chairman (Dr. Parry) asked
the company if they were aware of any plan of coun-
teracting the ravages of those destructive caterpillars,
the grubs of the cockchafer ; at present his pasture
was suffering from theni to a very great extent. So
numerous were they, that, although he had had about
500 rooks picking them from his land for four or five
months, they made no difference in their appearance,
la addition to this, there had been at least 1,000 star-
lings occupied in a similar way, but without any mate-
rial diminution of the mischief. They had already very
nearly destroyed the pasture of three or four acres,
and unless he could arrest their progress, he feared he
should be entirely deprived of his pasture. He there-
fore begged information from the company on the sub-
ject, and^if that could not be then atforded, he would
offer a private premium of three sovereigns, or as might
be arranged, for a process of experiments which would
lead to their destruction. Some conversation took
place, which it is hoped will lead to a remedy. In the
mean time the persecuted rooks, who arc so often
charged with destroying the corn in the ground, though
they are actually protecting the grain from depreda-
tions of the worst kind, have found a friend in Dr,
Parry,
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ON THE IMPROVEMENT OF SEED
WHEAT.

Sir,—Having observed in your valuable Journal

some remarks upon seed vrheat, allow me to offer a

few observations upon the same subject. It is a de-

partment of farming in which there is a wide field

open to the patient and skilful improver; and it is

impossible to estimate the advantages that would re-

sult from due attention devoted to the proper selec-

tion of ears of wheat for seed. But it is perhaps

not so mud) of the want of attention as of the inju-

dicious application of it, that we have cause to com-
plain. Every year brings us some new variety of

wheat, and those in existence at the present time are

almost innumerable, all of which have, at no remote

period, been raised from a single grain with the most
patient industry and attention. If, then, w e have
so many varieties, and no lack of care devoted to the

discovery of more, how does it happen tliat not one
individual variety possesses qualities capable of se-

curing to it an undoubted pre-eminence over the

rest? The reason, I appreliend, is not diiScult to

find. Too much attention is given to the discovery

of new varieties, and too little to the improvement of

existing ones. Our improvers of seed wheat seem
disposed to rest their claims to public attention upon
merits peculiarly their own, and set small value upon
the labours of their predecessors : nothing less than

a new variety will satisfy them ; and, in order to

obtain this, they proceed to a field of wheat, select

an ear remarkable for some valuable property, real

or imaginary, and upon it they bestow all their care

and attention ; they carefully deposit its grains in

the soil, and by and bye, it aflbrds them gratification

to observe the vigour with which the plants with-

stand the inclemency of the winter, or shoot up to

early maturity in the summer, perhaps upon the rich

soil and within the sheltered precincts of the garden.

The produce they again sow, and still cherish with

paternal care the hopeful generation destined, as they

suppose, at no distant day to bear their name tiirougli

the length and breadth of the land. But what is the

result of all this care and attention 1 They may in-

deed succeed in obtaining a distinct variety of wheat;

but, instead of its becoming generally acceptable,

and rewarding the care bestowed upon it, the proba-

bility is, that, in every valuable quality, it falls infi-

nitely short of the varieties previously known. It

would not be difficult to give a long list of what may
be termed obsolete varieties of wheat, which claimed

for awhile the attention of the public, but possessing

no valuable qualities of their own, sunk gradually

into oblivion. Since, therefore, we already have a

list of varieties sufficiently numerous, and the disco-

very of more is unlikely to be attended with any be-
neficial result, let us confine our attention to an un-
dertaking more likely to be rewarded with jiractical

benefit. Let us, in short, endeavour to improve some
of the existing varieties. In setting about any work,
prudence suggests the question how it may be best

accomplished. Fortunately, tbero is no branch of

human knowledge, however little known, which is

not connected by certain laws and analogies with

some other branch better understood ; so that our

knowledge of the latter, in no small degree, serves

as a guide in our inquiries into the former. There
is also a striking degree of resemblance whicb per-

vades the whole chain of Nature's works, to wbich
we give the name of analogy. Now the analogies

which exist between the animal and vegetable king-

doms are neither few nor remote from observation.

Hence the knowledge acquired by a skilful breeder

of stock comes to be available to au improver of

seeds. Now, if the latter were desirous of profiting

by the knowledge of the former, it would imme-
diately occur to him that seeds, like animals, are

capable of a great degree of progressive improvement,
with a soil and climate adapted to their cultivation;

and tiiat those changes which they are continually

undergoing, either towards improvement or deterio-

ration, are, in a great measure, the result of that

sexual intercourse which is a habit characteristic no
less of animal than of vegetable life. Under this

view of the matter, an improver's chief object ought
to be to avail himself of that sexual intercourse, so

as to make the change which takes place one of pro-

gressive improvement and amelioration. This is

what the skilful breeder of cattle always has in view;
and his management ought to become our guide in

the improvement of seeds, subject to such modifica-

tions only as the difference between animal and ve-

getable life re(]uires. Thus, for example, the im-
prover of seeds, unlike the successful breeder of

stock, cannot from two individuals, possessing pro-

minent and opposite defects, extract one, wbich shall

make much nearer approaches to perfection: he
cannot even produce a particular combination, nor
if he could, would he bo able to calculate a priori

what would be the result of such combination. The
laws which govern vegetable life are too minute and
intricate, in the present state of our knowledge, for

his arbitrarily regulating the changes which take

j^lace in it : but nature is profuse of variety—sbe

produces abundance both of good and bad. Now it

is in the cultivator's power to choose the good and
reject the bad : let him, therefore, at harvest, make
a numerous selection of ears of wheat remarkable for

a combination of valuable properties. From the pro-

duce of these let another selection take place, and so

on for a series of years, always taking care to make
the selection so numerous as to ensure the mainte-

nance of the valuable qualities of the original va-

riety. By following this method he is sure of arriv-

ing at a successful result, because he will then be

acting in concert with the laws of nature, and taking

for his guide the experience of the breeder of stock,

which, as we have seen, ought to be available for

tile successful prosecution of his undertaking.

J. R.
East Lothian, Feb. 1, 1840.

IRISH CATTLE.--The following is the number of

pig?, sheep, cattle, horses, and mules, imported into

Bristol during the year 1839:

—

I

Pigs. Sheep. Cattle. Horses. Mules.

Jan., Feb., March; 30734
Apr., May, June.. 17897

.July, Aug., Sept. 18964

Oct., Nov., Dec. 1S784

Total in 1839..

Ditto in 1838..

86379
85664

334
4365
3072
554

8325
13018

60
616
1715
361

2752
2610

102
146
23
84

355
1096

21
3

30

54

It appears that the increase in the last year, com-
pared with that of 1838, is in pigs 715, cattle 142, mules

54 ; the decrease is 4693 in sheep, and 741 horses.

WOODBRIDGE, Jan. 31.—Farmers' Club.—We
understand that another of those useful Associations,
" Farmers' Clubs," has been formed in thi?; town. A
few gentlemen who have interested themselves in the

execution of such a purpose met at the Crown Inn, on
Wednesday evening, and we believe all necessary ar-

rangements will be completed by next Wednesday.

—

We hear that about forty gentlemen have already given

in their names as members.

—

Suffolk Chronicle.
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SYSTEMS OF SHEEP MANAGEMENT.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

,.' SiE,—In reply to queries on tlie above subject,

signed " Rutland," in your paper of the 20th inst.,

I beg to state that the principles which should guide

a person in choosing a breed of sheep must be deter-

mined by the nature of the soil, climate, situation,

and other local circumstances, and the breed once
chosen, the system of management is in some mea-
sure determined by the system of agriculture adopted

on the .farm. If land is wholly in grass, then I

should say a " breeding stock" is a suitable one.

A breeding stoct has been defined to be one of dif-

ferent ages — lambs, one-shear ewes, two-shear

ewes, and three-shear ewes. Those last mentioned
are sold off (fat if possible) every autumn, and are

replaced by the two-shear ewes, which becoming
three-shear the following autumn arc then succeeded

by those of one-shear, the latter being two-shear

ewes when the former are three ; the one-shear

ewes are in like manner succeeded by the ewe
lambs, which are one-shear ewes when their prede-

cessors are two, &c. &.c., and as many of the best

ewe lambs are reserved every year for stock as were
sold of the three-shear ewes, all the remainder of

the lambs are parted with. From the first and last

class only, it will be observed, are the sales made.
A portion of ram lambs are every year castrated and
kept to become wethers for turnip or grass feeding.

This is what is called a " breeding stock," and is

one adapted for gra;/?i^ farms. Then as to the se-

lection of a breed for this purpose. If the land is

good, Leicesters would be a suitable flock ; if indif-

ferent, lying high or exposed, then Cheviots or black

faced would answer better. The two latter breeds

would no doubt thrive well on the Leicester pas-

ture, and tbeir wool would improve, but they would
not pay equal to the Leicesters for the " food con-
sumed" there. If land is under a regular course of

cropping, then a " flying stock" is a proper one.
" By a flying stock is meant, making a purchase an-

nually in autumn of a flock of ewes (the former sys-

tem it will be seen is subservient to this one)
,
giving

them the ram then, taking a crop oflambs from them
the ensuing season, and selling these all ofi to the

butcher when fat—say in the month of June ; the

dams then fatten, and when sufficiently so for the

butcher, which occurs in August, September, and
October, they also are all sold ofi". The first pur-

chase of the ewes and the subsequent sales of lambs
and dams generally take place within the twelve
months." Then as to the selection of a breed for

this system;—from my experience I should give a

preference to Cheviot ewes, and give them a good
Leicester ram. The produce is an excellent butchers'

lamb. The ewes getting a few turnips in the early

spring, and with their lambs being put upon the

young grass, alias " seeds," as soon as it is ready
for them, observing in nights of probable slight

frost, not to aWow the flock to lie on their day's

pasture, nor to be driven on it in the morning before

the sun has removed the frost from the clover fo-

liage, otherwise the traversing of the sheep blackens

it injuriously. Black-faced ewes, giving them a

Leicester ram, are also chosen in great numbers for

this system. Leicester ewes are also admirable for

the purpose, but being laid in at much greater ex-

pense, and the lamb for the butcher not being pro-

portionably more valuable than the Cheviot and Lei-

cester crosS; except as early house lamb, the returns

are not, in my experience, sucb as to entitle them to

a place in this system above the Cheviots. I have

mentioned only three breeds of sheep ; my experi-

ence with those three has been considerable, and
people are apt to think those breeds best with which
they are best acquainted. 1 would, Iiowever, by no
means wish to exclude or repudiate several other

valuable breeds which exist in Britain, but to which
my experience has not extended. The wcdders of
the three breeds mentioned are excellent for folding

on turnips,— another branch of the sj'Stem of sheep
keeping on cultivated land, but which requires no
detail. The stock being bought in autumn (here

again the iirst system becomes serviceable to this

one), enclosed with flakes, alias hurdles or nets, on
the growing turnips, removed to fresh ground and
food as they clear the old

;
get a taste of young clo-

ver, alias seeds, in the spring if the turnips have not
finished them for the butcher, which soon makes
them readv for that functionary.

In all well-managed systems sheep are "liquored"
every autumn to prevent the scab, destroy ticks,

&c.; this consists in preparing a quantity of tobacco

water (seven gallons of cbamberley to one pound
of tobacco) and spirits of tar; to every quart of

water one wine-glass of the spirits is added. The
animal is laid on a long stool for the purpose ; the
wool is then " shedcd," or opened, down to the
skin, so as to admit the liquid preparation, which is

poured on out of a tin pot with a spout ; the
" shades" or openings of the wool are made at

every six, eight, or ten inches longitudinally, so
that the liquor may meet and completely wet the
skin of the animal. This is to prevent the scab ; to

cure it, add to the above quantitj' of tobacco water
and spirits of tar the following ingredients : —one
ounce corrosive sublimate, one pound saltpetre, one
pound soft soap, two ounces salt of tartar. These
are the practices in Scotland, where everything of
the kind is understood to perfection.

I am. Sir, your very obedient servant,

Jan. 30, 1840. P. C.

ON COTTAGE ALLOTMENTS.

Being an advocate for letting small portions of
land to agricultural labourers for spade husbandry,
and having strongly recommended the system, 1 feel

an interest in the subject, especially as it is likely to

be brought into operation in this neighbourhood. If

some of your correspondents would, through the me-
dium of your valuable Paper, state the result where
the system has been fairly tried, it might be of real

benefit to the public, and would confer an obligation

on the writer, by stating any particulars best adapted
to give general information on the subject; amongst
which might be the following :

—

What quantity of land may be most advantageously
occupied by a cottager, supposing him to have two
or three strong boys to assist in what may be termed
over liours, but to avoid encroaching on the time em-
ployed in their regular daily labour, except occa-
sionally '!

What quantit}' should a man have, supposing him
to have the same number of helpers as above stated,

their time being loholly occupied in its cultivation?

From these cases others Avill be easily deduced
where families as assistants vary in number. As it

is intended to direct them in their operations. What
is the best method of shifting the crops, and pro-
ducing manure to enable them to keep the land in

good condition ? which I presume must be partly

done by green crops, as cottagers seldom have it in
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their power lo make sufficient manure by other

means.
Is it not desirable that rules should be drawn up

and observed, in order to preserve a good under-
standing between landlord and tenant, as to manage-
ment, payment of rents, &c. *

is there any treatise calculated to instruct in the

])ractical parts of the subject? If so, by whom,
and by whom ])ublished ]

Has there been beneficial results where the system
has been tried, as to bettering the condition of the

labourer, &c,, kc.1

ON THE DRAUGHT OF PLOUGHS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARiMER'S MAGAZINE.

Sin,—You favoured me by the publication of a

letter on the draught of ploughs in your last Novem-
ber number of the Farmer's Magazine, to which
J. D. replied and politely expressed a wish to read

some further communication from me ; should you
think the subject of sufficient importance to occupy
any more room in your valuable publication, you
will oblige me by allowing it to do so.

I will pass over the numerous just remarks of

J. D. and confine myself to those which bear directly

on the point to which I wish more particularly to

draw attention, viz., the axiom of i\lr. i'inlayson,

which J. U. says he has always understood to be

correct ; and adds, at the conclusion of his letter,

" Besides, pulling an implement forwards, the

moving power, hji its jn-npinqnitii, exerts a command
over the forward direction, which a more distant

attachment lessens and removes. On this point ex-

perience is decisive."

I have in my former letter stated ra}^ objection to

this axiom, which is, that by the horses being jilaced

as near to the ploujih as possible, the line of the

traces, or the line of traction is made to diverge as

much as possible from the line of the furrow, or the

line of jirogression, consetiuentlv power is lost.

With regard to the decision of experience on this

point, I would submit that it is possible, that the

experiment has not been fairly tried, for to that end
it would be necessary to lower the bridle at the end
of the team, and lo lessen the inclination of the

share downwards, in proportion as the point of

draught is removed farther from tlie point of resist-

ance, otherwise the beam would act as a lever,

tending to depress the point of the share below its

proper level, which tendency would be overcome by
the man at |the handles using them as levers to keep

the point of the share in its proper direction, and
these conflicting forces Avould of course materially

increase the draught.

If it is true, as J. D. remarks, that many theore-

tical deductions, mathematically correct, are found

not to answer in practice ; it must be because the

tlieorist does not take into consideration all the cir-

cumstances affecting that practice ; but a mathema-
tically correct decision, as to whether propinquity,

abstractedly, is an advantage in draught, would
materially assist in deciding the question, whether
according to J. D.'s opinion, the horses should be

attached as close to the plough as convenience will

admit of, or according to mine, they should be placed

as far from it as they conveniently can be.

I am. Sir, your obliged servant,

W. Stace.

Benvick, Sussen', Jan, 25,

TO THE EDITOROF THE MARK LANE
EXPRESS.

Sir,—On perusing'your very valuable and exten-

sively circulated Journal of the 20th ult., I M'as much
astonished and disconcerted to find that one posses-
sing so much influence, and so identified with the

agricultural interest, should tender to the public such
an uncalled-for, and unqualified opposition to tbe

subject chosen for discussion at the next meeting of

the Fairford Fanner's Club, viz., "Theproprictyorim-
propriety of any alteration in the existing corn laws."

You say that practical agriculture alone should be
discussed at the Farmers' Clubs ; but how closely

and inseparably conaected are the prices of jjroduce

with practical agriculture ; is it possible for any al-

teration to be made in the corn laws, affecting and
lessening the prices of produce, without taking away
the means of exercising the knowledge, skill, and
industry employed in practical agriculture .' and how
absurd and speculative would it be, for a society to

meet for the purpose of discussing subjects of im-

provement, without thepossibility of being enabled to

carry them into effect. 1 look upon the present corn

laws as the vital principle upon which all agricultural

improvement is founded, they are the guarantee and
security of all scientific and enterprising agricultu-

rists, who have embarked their capital in the culti-

vation of the soil; and a repeal of those laws would
be as much a breach of confidence towards land-

owners and occupiers, as a reduction of the interest

of the Consols would be to the fundholder—induce-

ment to invest capital held out to each party being

equal. Should no alteration be made in them, I

have no doubt but England will in this improving

age, be enabled to furnish a sufficiency of the neces-

saries of life, without being in any way dependent
upon foreign supplies. How much of land in pasture

might be converted into arable, making it more pro-

fitable to the proprietor, and occupier, thereby sup-

plying both labour and subsistence for the whole
community ! and if this should be the means of re-

ducing the prices of provisions, such reduction

would be legitimately obtained, because itwould be

effected by the employment of our labourers, in pre-

ference to those of a foreign nation. But if on the

contrary a preference be given to foreign produc-

tions, because they are apparently cheaper, the

adoptingsuch apseudo-economical speculation,would
have a tendency to make jiopulation appear redun-

dant and a burden, instead of the wealth and strength

of a nation. I say apparently cheaper, because the

prices of provision or labour are of no moment so

long as they are proportionate. An increase of po-

pulation requires an increase of tillage for its subsist-

ence, and it is grievous to see so much prejudice

existing in the minds of many of the landed pro-

prietors, against the adoption of a principle so just

and benevolent to mankind. I have certainly said

more on the subject than I at first intended, but I

wish to show that we cannot go on in the improve-

ment of agriculture, without obtaining prices com-

mensurate with the necessary expenditure, and that

the corn laws are the only jirotection that landed pro-

prietors, occupiers, and labourers possess ; therefore

it is a most important subject, and should, I conceive,

be allowed to be fully and freely discussed in any

Farmers' Club. I am happy to say that ours is likely

to become one of gre«t interest, being supported by

J. 11. Barker, Esq., of Fairford Park, one of the most

able and influential gentlemen of the county, to him
the whole bodv of agriculturists are indebted for rais-

ing up the first standard of union and intelligence,

so long desired amongst them. The more polished
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world, little imaginiug how nniclutis dependent on

tbe improvement and prosperit}- of tlie science of agri-

ciilture, has hitherto considered it too servile for its

attention and support. J. 11. Barker, Esq. is more
especially entitled to the thanks of our club, for grant-

ing us the use of a spacious room and library, he is

also our chairman, and under his guidance we have
nothing to fear from opposing prejudices.

A IMembeii of the F.vinroRn Farmer's Glut;.

QUERIES RESPECTING THE CULTI-
VATION OF PARSNIPS.

Sir,—The public is much obliged to your corres-

pondent " J. Y.,'' for communicating his experience

respecting the sowing of parsnips, through the medium
of your paper of the 27th. He would add to the obli-

gation, by answering the following queries :
—

What is the distance of the drills in which the seed

is sown ? "What is the distance of the roots in the

drills ? What is the depth of soil required for the pe-

netration of the roots ? And what is, or should be, the

average weight of a root on a fair scale of field cultiva-

tion, without excess and without stint? Moreover,
how many loads of manure may form a reasonable com-
plement of that sine qua iion ingredient in husbandry ?

As the time of sowing is now passing away, perhaps

your correspondent will favour us with a speedy answer

as to those particulars, and you, Mr. Editor, Avithyour

accustomed attention, to the agricultural concerns of

this great and flourishing country, with a speedy in-

sertion of such answer.

I am, Sir, thankful for the many useful articles in

your journal.—Your obedient,

Merton, Jan. 28. A Subscriber.

PLANTING.
Sir,—Four years ago I cut down a grove of Scotch

fir of 27 acres, which I have already planted three dif-

ferent times, with larch and Scotch firs, and cannot get

them to grow, the roots appear fresh while the tops

wither.

I hope some one will inform me through your valua-

ble Journal, what is the reason of the failure, and how
it is to be remedied.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Neath, Jan. 6, 1840. G. D.

We have received several letlers relative to Mv.
Handley'slDrainageBill. Some persons imagine that

it contemplates giving power to tenants for life to

raise money to be expended in thorough draining,

and enabling them to charge tiieir estates, with a

rate for payment of interest and liquidation of

principal. It was proposed last session by some
parties to introduce such a bill, but we never heard

of its being brought before the legislature. Mr.
Ilandley's is the grand and preparatory measure

to that last-named. lie asks for power lo cut

new, and open the old main channels, into

which the smaller streams, the ditciies and
surface drains flow. We earnestly hope tliat the

members of both houses of parliament will give

their serious consideration and earnest support to

this measure as one calculated to increase im-
mensely the powers of production of the British

soil, now rendered inert by the chilling effects of

surface water for which there is no outlet.

THE CULTIVATION OF LUCERNE.
Sir,—In answer to your letter respecting the notice

of my Lucerne, which appeared, a few weeks ago, in
the Cumberland Pacquet, I will readily furnish you
with every information I possess relative to the mode
of preparing the land for the cultivation of that most
useful, nutritive, and productive plant, which you are
at liberty to make public through the columns of your
interesting journal.

I have grown Lucerne for several years, and as I am
fully sensible, and from experience can duly appreciate
the great advantages arising to the agriculturist from
its cultivation, I can have no hesitation in recommend-
ing the production of it to others. In some counties,
you are most probably aware, barley is sown as early as
the month of March, and there will be nodanger in the
Lucerne seed being committed to the ground at the
same time, though, for my own part, I should certainly
prefer the month of April. I always sow the Lucerne
seed in the same way as 1 sow the seed of clover,
amongst barley, only I give the land double the quan-
tity of seed, say 14lbs. upon a statute acre. No other
seed of any description should be sown upon the ground
with it—it must be sown alone with the barley. I have
at present, twenty acres of Lucerne, and I have never
adopted any other mode of sowing it than the broad-
cast, and generally with a broadcast drill.

I may here be allowed to remark, that Lucerne is

subject to annuals growing amongst it, and, in order to
destroy them, when I think the Lucerne is sufficiently
established, I tnke a common harrow, well sharpened,
and harrow the land completely. There is no fear of
eradicating the Lucerne, it will in twelve months be
sufficiently rooted to stand the effects of the harrow.
If the land be top-dressed, the harrowing will eifect a
double purpose, it will both eradicate the weeds and
sink the manure.
With respect to the quality of the land best adapted

for the cultivation of Lucerne, you inquire if a strong
deep loam would not answer best } I should think a
light sandy loam much better. In preparing the land
for Lucerne, let it be remembered there need be no
crop lost, because the seed is introduced into the soil
either with barley or wheat ; a barley soil is preferable,
as that grain is generally sown upon light land. At
any rate, it must not be sown upon heavy soils. I
would advise sowing Lucerne amongst barley, either
after a bare fallow, or a green crop ; such, for instance,
as turnips eaten off by sheep, or turnips drawn. In
either case, there is perhaps little difference, only the
land must be iierfectlij clean. Rather than have the
crop lodged by the land being over rich, it had better
be top-dressed in the following spring. Lucerne should
not be sown upon land where the subsoil is at all wet,
in consequence of its taking so deep a root. A sandy
loam answers best, or such gravelly soils as are warm.
If the plant takes root, the proprietor will be amply re-
paid by an annual top-dressing of either compost or
animal manure.
Thus, sir, I have given you every information which

I deem necessary for the purpose of effecting a success-
ful culture of Lucerne, if properly attended to, and I
have also stated the nature of those soils best calculated
for rearing it. It is a great public loss, and conse-
quently a matter of regret, that this inestimable plant
is not more extensively cultivated. I am strongly con-
vinced, from my own experience, that whoever once
commences cultivating Lucerne, will never afterwards
give it up ; for were its good qualities, its general use-
fulness to the farmer, and its abundant and never-fail-
ing supplies more generally known amongst agricul-
turists, a crop of Lucerne would be cultivated by every
farmer in the empire, who might be in the possession of
soils suitable for the purpose.

I am. Sir, yours, &c.,
St. Bees, near Whitehaven, Miles Carter.

Jan. 31, 1840.

PS. I shall feel greatly indebted to any of your in-

telligent correspondents, or to yourself, if you will

favour me with an answer to the following case, in
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•which I am deeply iaterested :—In a district, nearly
level, A and B possess each a field, contigaeus to, and
on the lower side of a field, of which C is the owner.
C's field wants draining, and being at the head of the
level, the only outlet for the drain-water must be
through A's or B's fields. The fences through which
the water must pass belong to the said A and B. Is

C justifiable in catting a small water-way or drain
through A or B's fence, and letting the water take its

course; or must he cut a drain and cover it tlirougli

the field or fields, till he can attain a proper fall for the
water ; or can he be prevented by his neighbours A and
B, from draining his otherwise lost field ?—M. C.

ON THE CORN LAWS.
Sir,—In these days of corn-law agitation, one fact

is worth a thousand theories. I will, therefore, lay

before you a statement of the annual expense of culti-

vating 400 acres of strong wheat land in one of the
northern counties of Scotland, and you will then per-

ceive how it will fare with us, vfhen foreign corn will

be admitted into England, duty free. Without enume-
rating the various items of annual outlay, which would
extend my letter beyond what I desire, I will just state,

that I find my annual expenditure in farm-servants'
"wages, and food, day labour, harvest expenses, smith,
carpenter, cloverseed, seed-corn, horse corn, and in-

terest of money in farm stock, &c., &c., to be exactly
1,000Z. per annum, or 21. 10s. per acre, over all the
acres of the farm, whether in crep or not. On strong
land, turnips cannot, with any propriety, be cultivated,

therefore a bare fallow is indispensable once in four, or
six years ; and wheat is the sole remunerating crop,

and upon which the farmer of such land has solely to

depend. I therefore find, that my wheat costs me to

grow it, without putting one farthing of rent upon the
land, 51. per acre, viz., 2/. 10s. for the fallow year, and
11, 10s. for the wheat year. My landlord expects a
rent for the land, (and I suppose the manufacturer will

say he is very unreasonable in doing so,) whether it

is fallow or not ; my rent is 30s. per acre, and the two
year's rents come also against the Wheat. I therefore

find a charge of 8l. per acre against the wheat crop.
We consider four quarters per acre a good crop, and
the manufacturers say, they must again have wheat
at the prices of 1834, 5 and 6, when we were selling

ont -o'heat, weighing 64 lbs. per bushel, at 36s. per qr.

What does that give us for our wheat ? 7^. per acre, or
I6s. per acre loss in cultivating it ! I grow no barley,

the soil being quite unsuitable. Our oats generally
average, in this county, 45 quarters per acre ; which
we are told, we must also sell at the foreign price of
I6s. per qr. This crop is to be charged with only one
year's expenses and rent, (there being no preparatory
bare fallow,) or 4l, per acre ; 4^ quarters of oats per
acre at 16s., gives 3?. 12s., or a loss to us in growing
oats, and selling them at foreign prices, of 8s. per acre.

We reckon ourselves fortunate in this country if we
make 21. per acre by grazing cattle or sheep. There
is no market for hay. Annual expense and rent per
acre 4Z., loss on grass crop 21. per acre. I have thus
gone over all my crops, and shown a loss upon
each when selling them at foreign prices ; and I

am sure it will be apparent, to you Mr. Editor, from
what I have stated, that I could not afford to grow
corn at the prices the manufacturers' expect, even if

my landlord were to reduce my rent by one-half, or 15s.

per acre which is more than I could expect, or, I know
lie could afford. Neither can we look to any reduction
in the price of labour as a relief, for a farm labourer
is paid here with 6s. per week th'? whole year over,
which is surely little enough to feed and clothe himself
and his family ! I therefore hold, that if we have no
protection from foreign corn, what I have stated must
take place. It costs me, in freight and commission,
exactly the same mouey to send a quarter wheat from
this country to London, that it does the foreign farmer
or speculator, to send it from Dantzic or Hamburgh

—

viz., 6s. per quarter, with this difference against us,

that the foreign, being a finer quality, sells in Mark
Lane for more money than ours. But where are we to
look for relief? The landlords, from their circum-
stances generally, and from the burdens affecting land
can give none ; and even if they were to reduce their

rents by one-half, I have proved, I hope, satisfactorily

to you, that it -would be no effectual relief. The con-
sequence of a repeal of the corn laws will most cer-

tainly be, that landlords, tenants, labourers, shop-
keepers in country towns, creditors of landlords, and
above all, the poor, in fact all in any way dependent,
directly, or indirectly on land, will be involved in one
common ruin ; and all this in order that some great
cotton lord in Manchester may have an excuse for re-

ducing his workmens' wages (for that is the secret of
the present agitation). With all the pretended phi-

lanthropy of the great capitalist, his reason for wishing
for a repeal of the corn laws, is, that he may pocket
the difference between what his workman pays for his

loaf noiv, and what he will pay then ; without for one
moment considering that he is destroying the best, the
only sure market for his produce—the home one. But
he must eventually share with the agriculturist, the
ruin he has been the means of bringing on his country,
and that sooner than he anticipates. When bands of
starving agricultural labourers crovvd the large towns
claiming relief, and competing -with the manufacturers
in the labour market ; when a bad harvest occurs in

England, with half the land thrown out of cultivation,

when the home market is gone, and the foreign one
uncertain,—when the burden of supporting the poor
falls entirely upon the large towns, and when England
is threatened with a continental war,—then will the
poor artizan curse the hour he listened to the nostrums
of political economy doctors, and regret, when too

late, the utter ruin he has brought upon himself and
and on his country;—then will the anti-corn law
Croesus have to disgorge some of his ill-gotten wealth,
in feeding those whom he has reduced to beggary. I

utterly deny that there is anything in the present corn
laws incompatible with low prices of corn. In 1834,

5, and 6, we had wheat as low in this country, as the

most avaricious manufacturers could desire ; and when
it has pleased Providence to visit us with an unpro-
ductive harvest,—is the poor farmer alone to feel this

visitation ? Is the manufacturer not in any degree to

share with him in the general calamity ? Is it reason-

able, fair, or just, that we should be expected to sell

the produce of our fields as cheap in an unproductive
year as in an abundant one ? And is the rule of supply
and demand regulating prices, to be departed from in

the case of corn alone .' Better far for the manufac-
turer to hold out a premium for the growth of corn to

the home gro-wer ; he can then trust to a customer that

must take what he produces, and not to one that inay,

or may not.

I conclude with a quotation from one of the most
eminent philosophers of his day, who rightly under-
stood in what really consisted the prosperity of his

country :
—" Agriculture is the chief riches of a nation,

it gives its own riches, the only riches we can call our
own ; and of which we need not fear either deprivation or
diminutiou. Of nations as of individuals, the first bless-

ing is independence ;—there is no way of living without
foreign assistance, but by the product of our own
land, improved by our own labour—every other source
of plenty is perishable or casual. Commerce, how-
ever we may please oui selves with the contrary opinion

,

is one of the daughters of fortune, inconstant and
deceitful as her mother ; she chuses her residence where
she is least expected, and shifts her abode when her
continuance is in appearance most firmly settled. By
agriculture alone can commerce be perpetuated ; and
by agriculture alone can we live in plenty without in-

tercourse with other nations (witness China with its

prodigious population); this, therefore, is the great
art which every Government ought to protect, every
proprietor of land to practice, and every inquirer into

nature to improve. Agricola.

Ross-shire, N.B., Feb, 5, 1840.
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ON THE CORN LAWS.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—As you are a friend to ai^riculture, the parent

of commerce and manufactures, I have been surprised

at not seeing: in your paper Mr. D. Bain's address " To
the people of Great Britain on the Corn Laws." Who
Mr. Bain may be I know not, but after studying the

subject impartially for years, I have seen nothing'

which condenses so many important facts, and draws,
generally, such just conclusions as Mr. B.'s two
columns which have appeared in various newspapers in

Scotland.
If attentively considered, Mr. Bain's address may do

much to dispel the prevailing delusion; and materially

aid in convincing the public that cur surest manufacture,
our most profitable labour, and the only solid founda •

tion of our national wealth, credit and prosperity in all

other branches must be destroyed by removing protec-

tion from agriculture. That rival manufacturers will

spring up abroad is certain. They are coeval with the

prevalence of peace, protection, and the dissemination
of capital ; but, as long as foreign agriculture is inferior

to ours, so long, and no longer, will our manufacturers
maintain their superiority. They, of all persons are
most interested in preserving the present order of things,

since they thereby command our home and colonial

markets.

Any person who had long studied the subject of the
corn laws, without being biased by either oi' the con-
tending interests, must have been much struck with the

Duke of Wellington's speech on that question last ses-

sion. Mt. Bain, without appearing to intend it, suc-
cessfully elucidates the Duke's meaning, when he stated,

in substance, with his usual point blank penetration,

that to procure cheap bread, our study should be to de-
vise the means of raising the greatest possible quantity
of corn, and afford our people the best chance of par-
ticipating in the supply; and that these results could
only be obtained by protecting the home grower by
means of a fluctuating scale of duties, however that
scale may be determined.

JVo one who understands the subject will ever pro-
pose a fixed duty. That absurdity has been long since
exposed, so that even the merchant, who simply cal-

culates his exact gains on a cargo shipped at Odessa,
now sees, that even at a mucli shorter distance, he
might find himself deceived on any occasion of scarcity.

If net led away by some frantic popular delusion, every
year will tend more and more to prove, that the unre-
stricted import of foreign grain must ultimately occa-
sion greater loss and privation to the manufacturing
labourer, than even to him who tills the ground.

I am. Sir, your obedient servant, and
Banf, Feb. 6. Constant Readeh.

THE CORN LAWS.
Some estimate may be formed of the capabilities

possessed by our continental neighbours to produce
bread corn from the following extract from a com-
munication addressed to the Morning Clironicle,

entitled, " Hungary and its resources," and which
describes one district only.

HUNGARY AND ITS RESOURCES.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MORNING CHRONICLE.

Sir,—In the Austrian empire two provinces only
possess the advantage of a soil almost unparalleled
in fertility, while Hungary alone unites with this

rich dower that of a climate peculiarly favourable for

agricultural purposes.
* » « * *

If we go back to the remote period when this lat-

ter passage was perhaps still closed ( and it bears

all the marks of having been opened by some violent

convulsion ofnaturo,) we mayimagine the large extent

of level country which intervenes between the secon-

dary hills of Western and Northern Hungary, the

Slavonian and Servian mountains on the south, and
the Carpathians on the east, to have formed one im-
mense lake, or rather sea. The extent of this plain

has been calculated by geographers at not less than

1,700 German miles, or upwards of 36,000 English
square miles ; and that the water which once covered

it might well be denominated a sea, is evident from
the circumstance that the diluvial soil which it de-

posited is found to be impregnated with salt to a

considerable depth. In the greater part of this plain

the quality of the soil is only rivalled for productive

power by that of the rich provinces acquired by
Russia in the partition of Poland. A rich black

mould, containing- a large portion of vegetable sub-

stance, and in which no stone of any description is

found for hundreds of miles together, varying in

depth from one foot to five or sis feet, and occasion-

ally alternating with layers of yellow loam or sand,

forms the most striking feature of this remarkable

plain. Large tracks of sand are occasionally inter-

spersed, and the greater part of the county of Pesth,

and of the most northern districts of the plain, are of

this description. If we deduct, therefore, from the

calculation as given above, one-third for sandy dis-

tricts and marshes, which are very numerous, more
than 1,000 square German, or 21,000 square English

miles, of the richest soil in Europe remain, the cli-

mate of which is eminently adapted to the cultivatioa

of wheat

PresbiirgjJan. 27. Investigator^

EQUESTRIAN HINTS.—There is a race of young
sportsmen who, though they don't shine in after years,

can make horses go that nobody else will ride—butchers'
boys. A horse that can't be kept upon his legs will

carry them along as briskly as a five-year-old, and never
make a false step ; there must be a something between
them and the animal that nobody but a butcher's boy
can understand. The reins hanging as loose as a hal-
ter, and, with their baskets across their arm, they sail

on full gallop as easily as madam in a sedan chair. I
always think when they are on the back of a horse that
they are the most saucy, independent, and happy rogues
in the world. I remarked this the other day, when a
spruce young gentleman was riding along, and his horse
shied at a coal-cart, and threw him over the pummel of
his saddle. A butcher's boy riding after sings out

—

** I say, mister, the next time you goes by a hos, I'd

recommend you to get inside and pull up the blinds ;''

with this he dashed past, and only laughed at the gen-
tleman, who whipped and spurred to overtake and
punish him for his impudence. There's nothing like a
butcher's hos and boy for a trottin match,

—

Rough-
rider.

A NORTHUMBERLAND FARMER'S WED-
DING, NINETY YEARS AGO.—On the 7th of

June, 1750, was married at Rothbury, Mr. William
Donkin, a considerable farmer, of Tosson, in the county
of Northumberland, to Miss Eleanor Shotton, an
agreeable young gentlewoman, of the same place. The
entertainments on this occasion were very grand, there

being provided no less than 120 quarters of lamb, 40
quarters of veal, 20 quarters of mutton, a great quantity

of beef, 12 hams with a suitable number of chickens,

which was concluded with S half tankers of brandy
made into punch, 12 dozens of cyder, and a great many
gallons of wine. The company consisted of 550 ladies

and gentlemen, who were diverted with the music of

25 fiddlers and pipers ; and the evening wa^s spent with

the utmost order and unanimity,— iSj/^^fs's Local Re-

cords,
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ILLUSTRATIONS OV THK BREEDS OF

THE DOMESTIC ANIMALS OF THE
RRITISH ISLANDS.

Cotishti)ig of a series of coloured LiTiio&nApnic

DRAWINGS from oil paintings executed for the Agri-

cultural Museum of the University of Edinburgh,

with Descriptive Memoirs, by David Low, F^sq,,

F, R. S. E., Professor of Agriculture in the Uni-

versity of Edinburgh, ^c. S\C.

Longman, and Co.

To be published in parts—Part I.

Such is the title of the work of which the lirst

part now lies before us. We learn from the pre-

face of the Learned Professor, that at liis instance

a grant was made from a public fund applicable

to the purpose of improvement in Scotland,* for

founding an Agricultural ^luseum in connexion
with the University of Edinburgh ; and that the

materials for this work are derived from a collec-

tion of oil paintings deposited in this Museum.
The great object of this work is to place before

those, who are interested in the improvement of

our cattle, accurate engravings of all breeds, so

that their respective merits or demerits, may be
better ascertained than is possible by a mere written

description.

The first plate is a cow of the " Wild or White
Forest Breed," from Haverfordwest, in the county

of Pembroke. This race appears to have been

pursued and destroyed in Scotland, until none now
remain, except in the noble park of the Duke of

Hamilton, where they are yet preserved with care.

In England, the principal now remaining are in

Chillingham Park, the property of the Earl of

Tankerville, and in Chartley Park, the property

of Earl Ferrers. This park belonged to Devreux,
Earl of Essex, and the cattle have existed in it

from time immemorial. There are many of this

breed still existing in a domesticated state in Pem-
brokeshire, and it is not many years shice, they

were so numerous as to be brought into England
in considerable numbers. They have now, how-
ever, very much decreased. This is a mere ab-
stract of the description of this breed in the work
now before us.

The second plate contains two animals of the

Pembroke breed, better known as Castle Martins,
of which there is an appropriate desciiption.

The third and fourth plates contain, in each en-
graving, two animals of the West Highland breed,

the finest and largest of the Highland breeds.

There is also a full description of this breed. This
forms the contents of the first part of this splendid
work ; which from the style and manner in wliich

the engravings are execute-'!, and the valuable de-

scription of Professor Low, must, we think, find

its way into the library of every nobiemau and
gentleman in the kingdom, who sets a value upon
a subject so intimately connected with British

agriculture^, as an intimate knowledge of our
various breeds of cattle,

* Qy. Is there any such fund in England ?

OBJECTIONS TO CULTIVATING
TURNIPS.

This letter is in direct opposition to several well

accredited experiments which we have received,

but we give it insertion, in the hope that it will at-

tract the attention of some practical farmer who
has made a trial of the experiment, and will favour

us with the result.—En. F.'s Mag.

TO MR. R. H.

In reading- your letter to the iMlitor of the Far-
mer's Magazine on Home Feeding of Sheep, you say,

bv cutting of turnips, every ])art of the plant is

rendered eatable, whether at home or abroad ; now,
in answer to this, I beg- to Siiy that by cutting of
turnips fer your sheep you only cut one part out of

three [larls, viz. 5-ou cut the turnip only, and throw-

on the field the tops and roots, which are entirely

wasted, and the tops to lambs are very serviceable;

but if you pull them and throw them in the field half

perished, they won't touch them ; therefore I con-

tend thi'.t in cutting- turnips for sheep increases the

exjience, some say 1/. per acre, wastes more turnips

(for in the common way of feeding- off nothing- is

wasted, all is eaten up clean) causes indigestion, by
over-gorging, without properly masticating- the tur-

nip, but bolting it, the same as a dog will meat; if

you cut it in mouthfuUs for him, you can choke him,

but if you give him the whole to gnaw he will pio-

perly masticate it before he swallows it, thereby ren-

dering the digestive powers an easy task, and the

over-gorging the turnip, makes them eat 110 cake

hardly, and causes them—both ewes, 1-ambs, and fat

sheep—to be always laying down ; that your flocks

are full of cripjiles, from stagnation and indigestion,

and prevents them having- that wholesome exercise

of walking and gnawing v^hich are both necessary

things for fattening and digesting food.

li;ver3^body seems mad about turnip-cutting, they

are all at it, and if you ask them why they do it, they

don't know, only that everybody says it is a good
thing ; and until you can convince me that my state-

ments above are untrue, I shall always say it is a

very bad thing. I am. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Jan. 27. A. Jackson.

GRAFTING THE LILAC ON THE ASH.—This
season I grafted the different species of lilac upon the

common ash, in accordance with some information I

received from a friend (Mr. Wolff, jun.) while I lived

in Paris. I do not recollect to have seen any account

of any one having tried the same in this country. We
have grafted here about three dozen ashes, varying

from four f&et to ten feet in height with the common
and Persian lilac ; and I am happy to say that the result

has exceeded my most sanguine expectations ; for we
have grown about twenty-five healthy plants, with

branches f;om one foot to IS inches long, which I hope,

in another year, will be covered with bloom. They

were grafted in April, after the lilacs bad made consi-

derable shoots. I would therefore advise that the scions

be taken off in January or February, in order to retard

their vegetating too soon for the stocks. Would not

the pendulous ash form a beautiful object by having its

branches grafted with Persian lilac ?—J, ScotL
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TO THE EDITOR OF THE
LANE EXPRESS.

MARK

Sir,—I did not finish my letter to you of the '20th

ult., on the cultivation of the Swedish turnip. I was

fearful tliat I should trespass too much on your columns,
and exhaust your patience, as well as others. There
are thous.ands of farmers in England who understand

the cultivation of tlie land much better than I do, pro-

vided tliey vs'ould come out of their shell. After having:

stated that the skim was the first implement used as

soon as the plants were of a sufficient size ; in a few days,

instead of hoeinsr tiiem out—a common practice about

here—I have them all thinned by hand, the furrows

being twenty inches wide, and the plants thinned at

fifteen inches, leaving' about 130 plants on a perch of

land ; this is performed at a less expence than the hoe,

the plants left more regular, and the strongest plants

can be left instead of the weakly ones, which is often

the case with the hoe, or if done by the acre; having
secured a good plant, the same horse hoe is used a second
time ; by moving the land, the plants grow the faster,

after which they ought to be carefully hsed to destroy

all weeds, taking care that the corners of the hoe do not

cut the turnii)s, or they would crack open and rot, and
ulso materially injure their growth ; the common Kentish
skim or horse hoe, may as occasion requires be applied

;

with a man, horse, aad boy, three acres or more can be
done in eight hours ; if there are any weeds remaining
previous to harvest, they ought to be destroyed, to pre-

vent their seeding, for it is a very true old aduge^ " one
year's seeding, seven years weeding." I have no doubt
that it will be said by many, that I am an expensive cul-

tivator, be that as it may ;
" Veritas" may justly s;iy a

thing half done is not done at all, but a thing well done
is done twice ; if by my small increased outlay of labour

I can obtain from five to ten tons of turnips an acre

extra, I think ttiat I am ten-fold repaid for it. I am not

advising others to pursue my system, I am laying before

them my mode, they can judge for themselves. I am
well aware of the difficulties that stare us in the face,

with an increasing population, far or fast outstripping

our cultivation, entirely dependent on foreign countries

for the stafi'of life ; and if at any time I can be the hum-
ble instrument of increasmg the produce of the soil, and
producing it at a cheaper rate, 1 will ever lend my feeble

aid. Having stated thus much for the cultivation of the
Swedish turnip, I shall lay before the public the different

varieties necessary to be sown, according to tlie time
they are required for feeding. Turnips are similar to

apples, ripen at different times, and if fed in a green
state, possess but a small portion of saccharine juice, and
if suffered to be too ripe, it is equally bad. With aM
the common varieties, when they have attained their

growth and ripened, they ought to be fed or eaten ; for

the last thirty yeai's I have devoted a vast deal of time in

selecting the different varieties, always bearing in mind
early maturity, best adapted for different soils. I have
spared niether pains nor expense in procuring seeds

and cliange of seeds from all parts of England, and I

have no hesitation in saying, and I state it without fear

of contradiction, that I have in this part of the country
succeeded by doubling the weight of bulb per acre, and
also the quality, and it would be hard indeed if other

persons have not as good a variety as myself, when my
stock for many years past, has been sent to all ])arts of

the world, and the hundreds of f rniei's in England who
for many years have been selecting from my slock.

R. Matson.
Wingham, Feb, 7.

nerally succeeds pretty well, if the beer is not too far

gone. If put into the cask, when it has partially neu-

tralized the acid, a considerable sediment is formed,

which, after a while, and particularly during draught, is

apt to reascend, and the beer become sub-acid, with a

flavour of the chalk of tartar. The best way of pro-

ceeding with alkaline correctives is, probably, to mix

some salt of tartar with an infusion of hops, in quantity

proportionate to the size of the cask and acidity of the

beer ; when it has been mixed by rolling nbout the

cask, let it remain undisturbed several months, and then

draw it oft' the lees into a fresh cask. The most effectual

method of proceeding with beer which has turned acid,

is to wait till your time of brewing comes round, and
then, when you have finished mashinir your small beer,

start your pricked or sour beer upon the grains, running

it off' directly, when it will leave most of its acidity and
foulness behind in the grains; then, when you have

boiled your new beer, put into that which is to be re-

covered the used hops, with a handful of fresh ones, and
cask them altogether.

—

From a useful publication en-

tilled Domestic Brewing.

DOMESTIC BREWING.—This is commonly at-

tempted to be done by the assistance of some alkaline

ingredients; those most commonly in use are salt of

wormwood, carbonaJe of soda, and chalk ; but the^-e,

though thfy may partially correct the evil, never render

the beer so pleasant as it was before it became acid.

Some persons put a small portion of either the salt of

wormwood or carbonate of soda into the beer when
drawn from the cask, just before drinking, and this ge-

SHEEP, AND THEIR PROPENSITY TO FEED.
—Though breeding and feeding stock are intimately and
connectively linked together, yet they are two different

departments in the management of agriculture. The
cautious and experienced store master, who breeds his

stock to the pasture that is most conducive to their

nature and strength of constitution, justly merits a dis-

tinguished degree among the most eminent agricul-

turists ; for, by his skill and enterprise, he not only in-

creases the value of his own property, but he is likewise

enabled to sell to his more laborious neighbour, the

cultivator of the soil, stock, which the feeder is enabled

to bring to the same state of advantage, in regard to fat,

in little more than half the time it requires for stock

whose improvement has either been neglected, or im-
properly managed ; for they are not only deficient in

weight; bat require much longer keep to fatten— this is

in reference both to the Cheviot and black-faced. But,
when we come to the crosses produced from the Leices-

ter, their principal propensity is for feeding ; indeed,

they appear not to be adapted by nature for breeding,

for they are generally found bad nurses ; it is there-

fore vain to expect good stock from them. In refer-

ence to this, I concede in the opinion that the black-

faced ewe is the most superior nurse. Along with this,

it is likewise observable, when the Cheviot and black-

faced ewe are crossed by the Leicester, during the time

they carry the lamb, allowing both ewes to receive the

same keep, even at this time nature's sympathy in nour-

ishing the young, appears more abundant in the black-

faced than the Cheviot ; for it willbe found at the lambing
season that the black-faced will produce, if not stronger

in bone, yet the most plump and heaviest lamb. The
tendency to nourish their young accompanies them all

the time they are giving suck. I had a proof of this a
number of years since, upon a farm alike eminent for

the richness of the soil and also for the stock it pro-

duced. There were kept, as a regular stock, about 600
Leicester ewes. One year there were brought in 500
Cheviot and black-faced ewes, and pastured on some
coarse unimproved land, through the winter. I'hey got

a few weeks turnips before lambing, and then were put
upon young grass; and as a proof of the nourishing qua-
lity of the milk of the black-faced, their lambs, except a

few of the younger kind, sold in the month of .Tune for

fat. The cro.-s of the Cheviot all that were marketable,
w,ere taken to St. Boswell's mai'ket, the ewe and wether
averaging 17s. 6d. The reniuinder of t!.ie two crosses,

about 60, along with the dregs of the Leicester wether
lambs, about 50, were put amongthestore hogs, getting

turnips from the middle of De2ember until the end of

March, and then put upon young grass lor the summer.
About the end of October they were put upon turnips,

along with T20 three-year-old halfling wethers, across
from the Cheviot out of a black-faced ewe; they were
bought for 27s., and were just arrived from the hills

;

and, besides these, were 200 three-year-old Cheviot
wethers, bought at St. Boswell market for 28s, 6d. carry-
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ing- the fleece—these shared, from that time, the same
advantage of pasture with the crosses, and were all put

upon turnips together. Having- the principal charge of

examining them preparatory for the market, and having

such a promiscuous mixture of different bloods, I felt an
interest in the experiment. The result was as follows :

—In the first week of January, all the Leiccsters were

sold for 52s., aged 21 months ; in the first week of Feb-

ruary, the lialflings, except a very few, sold for 36s. ;

about the middle of February, all the cross from the

black-faced sold for 423., aged 23 months ; in the first

er second week of March, all the cross from the Clieviol

sold for 41s., aged 23 months ; in the first and second

week of April, the Cheviots were sold, averaging

36s. 6d., aged four years. The cause of the halflings

succeeding the Leicester, I considered, was owing to

their age. They are a profitable hardy kind of sheep,

and ought to be bred wherever the situation and pasture

will admit ; they are not like the cross by the Leicester,

for they will accede to a farther improvement by a re-

cross.—Froma Correspondent of the Edinhurgli Journal,

A PLAN OF GREEN CROPPING,

SUCCESSFULLY PURSUED FOR A NUMBER OF YEARS.

BY ROBERT WALLS, OVERSEER AT ROZELLE.

Early in Spring we plough and harrow, and weed our

land for green crop till we have all the weeds off ; then

roll it to keep in the moisture, for in dry Springs it is

very difficult to do so. We let the land be in that state

till we are ready to sow our Swedish turnips, which i?

generally about the 10th of May, We study to have
them all sown by the latter end of May, if possible.-

Immediately before we begin to sow, we give it, what
we call, the last furrow, from seven to ten inches deep,

as we find the soil answers ; but, in doing this, we
always harrow and roll every night in dry weather
before we leave it, merely to keep the moisture in the

ground ; then in the mormag we have our land ready

for drilling. We make our drills from six to nine

inches deep, and from twenty- six to twenty-seven inches

apart. Then we put in our bones or dung, or whatever
manure we intend to give ; if bones, we cover as light

as possible, not above three inches deep ; if dung, we
generally cover it deeper, so that we may have about
three inches of earth above the dung after the seed is

sown. We always sow as soon as possible after the

land is drilled up. If we are drilling and manuring for

a whole day, we always sow in mid- day and at night,

so as to preserve the moisture in the ground for our

seeds. In sowing our Swedish turnips, -we always give

nearly 5 lbs. per acre, and put the seeds as deep in the

ground as the manure will admit of, not to bring it

above ground by the coulters of the machine. We
always study to have the seed from two to three inches

below ground, and amongst the manure if possible.

This being done, and by the time the seeds get above
ground, they have a strong hold of the manure ; and
by the time the fly gets hold of them, they are nursed
at the root by the manure, that the fly and drought has
no chance of hurting them. I have always found this

plan successful in the very worst of till, after being
drained. By care being taken to harrow and roll, as
soon as the land is ploughed, to procure a fine mould,
there is no doubt of procuring a crop every year
-with the first sowing. There has been great difficulty

in this case in this country for a number of years past,

the turnips being sown as often as three and four times
in one season, and as often carried off by the fly. I

believe, in most cases, the evil is occasioned by sowing
the seeds too near the surface and not down to the

manure; and, by sowing so shallow, the seed will

braird, perhaps, in tv/o or thi-ee days, and if it is a dry
scorching sun, they are sure to go off by the fly—they
have no hold of the manure to carry them on. But in

a damp time theie is less fear of them being carried off.

By the seeds being sown as before mentioned, they -will

be from six to ten days before they braird, and they
will be observed coming up qiiite strong, making a
crack in the top of the drill, and having a strong hold
of the manure, they come on so rapidly that the fly is

not fit to hurt them. But by sowing them shallow,

though successful, and not carried off by the fly and
drought, the plants are far longer sickly, and do not
come away so fast, nor to the same maturity as if sown
as before mentioned. When we sow any other kind of

turnips—say hybrid or red top Aberdeen—we do not
give more seed than 4 lbs. to the acre, as the seed is

smaller, and sows farther; but v.'e sow them on the

same plan as before mentioned. We generally sow
Dale's hybrid, and the Aberdeen red top yellow. We
find them the best sorts. We have made it our practice,

for a number of years past, to try all sorts that we
heard of, and we consider these two sorts the best. In
sou'iug our turnips, we generally sow Swedish in the

freest part of the soil. If there is a more stiff part

in the field than another, we sow red top Aberdeen, or

Dale's hybrid, as we find either of these sorts answer
a stifnsh soil better than the Swedish turnips.

In preparing our dung for turnips, we generally col-

lect it into large heaps in the fields during the winter ;

and we generally give it two turnings before we put it

in the drills. We study to have it well rotted before

it is used, and give it the first turning about the 1st of

April or the end of March, and the last about eighteen

days before put on. We study to have it with as much
moisture as possible. We make it our study to collect

all the urine that comes from the stall-fed cattle, and

drive it to our dunghills in the field ; and when we are

putting the dung out, if we find it has not enough of

moisture, we drive water from the nearest part to the

dunghill. We consider the dung being put into the

drills with plenty of moisture is a great benefit to the

crop in dry springs, both for turnips and potatoes.

ON STORING TURNIPS.

Sin,—I have practised the storing of all kinds of

turnips for many years, and aUvays succeeded,

Swedish turnips keep longest and may be preserved

until June, The best time to take them up is No-
vember, and in dry weather. I first employ boys or

girls to cut off the tops with large knives or reaping

hooks ; they go up one drill and down another,

striking the top ofi' with the right hand, b}' which
means the tops of two drills are left in one ; they are

thus easily collected with forks and carried off in a

cleaner state th-an if they were pulled before being

topped ; the shaws will last for use a considerable

time if spread on a grass field cot more than six

inches thick, from whence they may be carted as

used.

The turnips being thus topped, men are employed
with mattocks and spades to take them up, generally

two drills at atime, leaving them in the middle drill.

They are then carted to a convenient wall or ditch,

which must be in a dry situation, and built upas
high as they 'will lie on a foundation of six or eight

feet wide, and finished by carefully thatching them
with straw. I always prefer a northern aspect, in

which thev do not grow or sprout so much as when
exposed to the south. If no wall or ditch is conve-

nient, in a dry situation—form a bin, by strong posts

and rails, about two-and-a-half or three feet high,

and six feet apart, filling up the space from the

ground with any inferior sticks and a little lining of

straw, and build the turnips as high as they will lie,

bring them to a top like a rick, and thatch—this

may be done iu a drv enclosed field.

J. K.
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ENGLISH & SCOTCH AGRICULTURE.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

SiH,—In your last week's paper I was mucli

pleased with a long; letter, written by a Mr. Binns,

expressing his belief that Great Britain is capable

of producing more than enough grain for the present

increased and increasing population of this island, if

improvements were encouraged in the cultivation of

the land at present under the plough, more especi-

ally the strong cold clay land, or the land most adapt-

ed to the production of the wheat crop. The encou-

ragment I allude to is that of surface draining of

clay soils, 'ill of which require tile-draining and sub-

soil ploughing in order to make them return a quan-

tity of grain sufficient to remunerate the cultivator

ai a price not much above the price that grain could

be imported from the continent, which it is al-

leged cannot be sold at a less price in Great Britain

than 50s. the qr. If farmers in England had the

same encouragment which their brethren enjoy in

Scotland, tile-draining would be carried on to the

same extent as is done in that part of Great Britain,

where land requires surface draining. Tile kilns in

Scotland are to be found in every parish, in. many
parishes two or three tile-lcilnsj but the Scotch farmer

who occupies his land under a lease, being secure of

being remunerated for any reasonable expence he
may lay out in draining his land, is willing to be at

a considerable part of it by digging the drains, filling

them up, carting and laying in the tiles. On a

small property which I possess in the wet and high
part of Ayrshire, the tenants are willing to do all

the work and pay me five per cent, for the tiles which
I afford them, which I have no doubt of their being
able to afibrd, not only from the great additional

quantity of crop the drained land would produce,
but from the grain being well ripened and the har-

vest ten days or a fortniglit earlier, which I experi-

enced a few years since. Some land which I had fal-

lowed, drained with tiles, and subsoil ploughed, and
upon which I had sowed a crop of oats with grass

seeds, produced a crop of corn well filled and ripen-

ed, while the corn upon the other side of a road on
land occupied by a tenant, was not ripened from the

lateness of the harvest and was of little or no va-

lue. Instances of the same kind could be mer;tioned,

but one in particular has been described in the Quar-
terly Journal of Agriculture, published under the

patronage of the Highland Society of Scotland, of a

field in the cold and high part of Lanarkshire one
half of which was tile drained and the other half

left undrained ; the drained part of the field produc-
ed a crop of potatoes worth forty pounds the acre,

while the crop upon the undrained was worth no
greater sum than thirteen pounds the acre. One
great advantage attending land that is well drained,

is, that it can be cultivated with fewer horses ; for

the cultivation of clay soils, or land fit for the wheat
crop, two horses are sufficient, and if land after be-
ing well drained and subsoil ploughed is found too

adhesive to be worked bv two horses with a well

constructed plough, would it not be more profitable

that such land should remain permanently in pasture 1

Were the two-horse plough, and one-horse cart or

waggon generally adopted in England as we find the

practice throughout Ireland or Scotland, the food

or the value of it consumed by from two to three

hundred thousand horses employed in England,
might be saved for the support of human beings,

and if the estimate is correct that one horse consumes
the same quantity of food that would maintain eight

human beings, then the same expence necessary to

feed upwards of two hundred thousand horses might

be employed in feeding nearly two millions of human
beings. If the London coal merchants could be
pursuaded to employ horses in single harness in a

one-horse waggon, one horse would then do the same
work that two do at present, as one horse would
have no difSculty in drawing two tons or forty sacks

of coal throughout the streets of London. Horses
belonging to the writer of these remarks frequently

draw two tons each in light one-horse waggons,
which he has employed for many years past.

I am, Sir, yours,

A SUBSCRIEEII,

ON THE CURE OF TICKS IN SHEEP.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sin,—I see by your paper of the 14th instant, that

a " Subscriber" is Viuzious to be informed of a re-

medy against the " tick" in sheep. I have tried,

and with complete success, Messrs. R. A. Wilson
and Co.'s Coraj)osition, of Hawick, N. B., (the ex-

pense is about one penny a sheep,) for that purpose,

which is instantaneous in its effect ; it at the same
time improves the quality and growth ef the wool,

is also a preventive of the attack of the fly in sum-
mer.—I remain your obedient servant,

Jan. 31. An Occasional Reader.

TO DESTROY TICKS IN SHEEP.
Sir—In reply to a letter in the Mark Lane Express of

the 20th of January, enquiring for the best application

for destroying the tick in sheep, I have to recommend
animal oil, usually produced from the distillation of
bones, and which can be purchased for a mere trifle in

most large towns. A very s7naU quantity applied to

each sheep •will be found completely efficacious, as in

addition to the repugnance which insects have for oil,

this oil possesses a most disagreeable and powerful
odour.

If a small quantity of this oil were mixed with a
large quantity of manure, and spread over ground
sown for turnips, it would effectually keep off the fly,

that determined enemy to the young turnip plant.

I wish to plant some waste laud in an exposed situa-

tion near the sea, with young trees ; can any of your
correspondents inform me what is the most profitable

plant, and how m'Bny years they will take in coming to

perfection. It is right to add that the ground is very
steep, and the climate mild, but damp. I am informed
that pear trees, mulberry trees, and larch are the most
suitable. I remain. Sir, your obedient servant,

Jersey, Jan. 24, 1840. W. S.

ASPHALTE KOOFING.—This is one of the

numerous and ingenious inventions which every day
challenge the notice of the public. It is a substitute for

slate, zinc, copper and other materitds usually em-
ployed for covering buildings, and is recommended by
its cheapness and durability, but chiefly by its lightness ; a
quality so remarkable, that it is expected to lead to great

saving of wood, the most costly of all building materials.

It is applicable to walls as well as roofs ; a matter of no
small importance in this humid climate, where the best

built houses of brick and stone, if exposed to the south
er west can scarcely ever be kept thoroughly dry. It

is also an excellent material for lininsr vats, troughs,

and reservoirs, ; and in fact there are few purposes for

which slate, zinc, tiles, or Roman cement have been
usually employed, to which this substance may not be
advantageously applied.
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ON THE BEST METHOD OF GROW-
ING TURNIPS.

Sm,—In answer to " Agricola," wliicli is the

best method of storing and preserving f urnijjs through

the winter? the course T pursue is, in the beginning

of ]3ecember to raise the turnips b}' cutting oti' the

tap root with a light one-horse plough, without turn-

ing the turnips up, or in the least displacing them on

the ridge, then pull them up b)' hand and cut oft" the

tops fnot too close), and, when dry, cart them into a

dry ditch, with a high bank to the east, cover them

sliohtly with haulm, afterwards thatcli them with

straw, to prevent the wet getting amongst them, by

which they will come out in A|)ril and May as sound

and fresh as when first put up. These I want to use

earlier, viz. in January or February, I seldom take

any top oft" them. The plough made use of is verv

lig'ht, and made for that purpose only ; a man with

one horse will tail from five to six acres per day. I

consider the Swede is the best variety for keeping,

but 1 have kept the long jmdding turnip in this way

till .Tune, as sound as when taken from the field in

December. i^-

PS.—I have found this plough, since it was first

introduced, very useful, by i)utting it under white

turnips in the spring, and taking the tap root off, they

do not stalk, but the top grows bushy, and the turnip

holds its goodness much longer.— The cost of the

plough is 25s.

ON THE PROPAGATION OF POTA-
TOES BY SEED.

Sir,—I sometimes take a peep into The Fanner's

Magazine, a.ud in the June number for 1839, saw an

article on raising potatoes from seed ; and myself having:

made a feeble experiment in that way some years,since,

if you deem tlie following' detail as worthy a place in

your pages, yeu are at liberty to insert it.

Having- made several essays at impregnation, on

various fruits and vegetables, the potato engaged my
attention ; and, after extracting all the male stamens

from a flower of the early champion potato, I impreg-
nated it with the farina of a blossom from the black

potat*. My selecting ihc latter was solely to ascestain

the union. I do not at this time remember if 1 covered

the flower with a crape bag, as was my usual practice

in other experiratats, to prevent the bees carrying farina

from other flowers. The black bloom for the purpose

I procured from a distant garden. I had a very fine

berry, and from it a great number of seeds, which I

sowed the next Spring, but through sowing them over

thick, and in an unfavourable situation, 1 had but few
plants. 1 soon had the satisfaction of observint,', from
the colour and growth of the tops, that a union was
effected. I think 1 had about thirty plants, and from
them potatoes of various shapes and colours, i.e., some
exactly as the male, and others like the female parent.

There was both bright and dark reds, white with pink

eyes, some purple and others striped. They were various

in shape, kidneys, and round ; there were some with in-

sides as beet, and some of the most transparent white

I ever saw ; they varied as much in top as in their tubers,

some appeared early and others remarkably late. 1'he

second year I boiled one potato from csch plant, but as

none possessed the desirable qualifications as to meali-

ness, I did not think them worth further trouble, At
that time I did not understand that it required several

years to bring them to perfection. Rlany of the sorts

were remarkably large, and very productive and re-

gular in size ; and I much regret that I lost them, as in

all probability I lost several desirable kinds. Should
these hints induce any of your readers to pursue the

plan in which 1 failed through want of information,

the process will not be so tedious as might be supposed,

as one potato, or set from each plant will be sufficient

to prove the kinds, and therefore would not encumber
much ground.

I think impregnation much preferable, to sowing
seeds gathered promiscuously, as any two desirable kinds

may be easily united. Hoping this may indu-ce some
of your renders to prosecute the plan witli better success.

1 remain. Sir, very obediently, yours,

WiT.LiAM Ling.
Hempstead, near Holt, Norfolk, Feb. 6.

ON THE ADVANTAGES OF GIVING
OIL-CAKE TO FATTING SHEEP.

JMii. T^nrroR,—I wish to gain some information with

regard to tiie advantages of giving oil-cake to fatting

wethers and couples ; and as it ia not the common
practice in this neighbourhood, I have no doubt you
will allow your valuable journal to be the medium o f

conveying some information on this subject to me and
my neighbours. First, with regard to the iveight of

cake to be given to 100 sheep ; and whether couples
when the lambs are intended for the butcher should
have as much, or more than fatting wethers; and se-

condly, what saving maybe nr.ide in other articles of

food, and what profit may be derived from pursuing
this system, either by the saving of food, or what amounts
to the same thing, saving of time in fattening. I have
tried it on a small scale the last fortnight, but my
wethers will not yet eat the cake ; though 1 have kept
them in a rather bare meadow, without any hay, and
have broken up the cake, and put it in troughs pro-

tected from the weather, and mixed the cake vvith oats

and chopjied turnips, and taken out tlie old and put
fresh cake every morning, the sheep pick out the turnips

and oats but will not touch the cake. If any of your
more experienced correspondents can give any infor-

mation how to make the sheep first take to eating the

cake, as well as on the advantages to be derived from
the practice, lliey will much cbligeyour humble servant.

A DORSKTSIIIRE FaR.MEU.
N.B. Any information with regard to giving oil-

cake to pigs, will also oblige. Speaking of oil-cake, I

mean linseed-cahe, which costs here 11/. per ton.

qy.—WHAT IS THE BEST MANURE
FOR CLOVER?

I should feel obliged if any of your correspondents

will inform me what manure their practical experience

has proved to be the best for young clover plants. Coal
ashes and soot are the only two manures that I am
aware have been tried in this neighbourhood, the former
I have left off using to any extent, as they have proved
very uncertain upon all soils; and a stronger reason

still for my discontinuing to try tiiem is, that even if they

do succeed and produce a better crop it is not at a suifi-

cient ratio to meet the prime cost and expence of collect-

ing them. Soot I have tried experimentally for three

successive years, and it has proved each time a total

failure. I am inclined to try Poittevin's Disinfected

Manure, perhaps some of your correspondents may have
done so, and will favour me with the result, and also

with particulars as to the necessary quantity per acre,

and time for^sowing it.— 1 am, Sir, your.obedient ser-

vant, A Kemtisii Farmer.
Favershum, Feb. 5.

Qy. ON THE USE OF SHODDY AS
MANURE.

A Correspondent wishes to be informed, in what
manner, at what season, and in what quantity this

article is used as a manure. It is much used in Hop-
grounds. We shall feel obliged if any of our readers

will favour us with the information.
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WESTER ROSS FARMERS'
CIETY.

SO-

This institution held its usual quarterly meefingr at

Dingwall on the 7th of Feb., when the attendance was
numerous. The chairman (Sir Francis Mackenzie) pro-
posed among' other susrgestions, that an application

should be made to the Highland Society, for the estab-

lishment of experimental and model farms, which was
highly approved of. Sir Francis stated that he would
subscribe a hundred pounds for that purpose. A sub-
scription was entered into for the destruction of rooks

—

a measure which was said to have been attended with
much benefit in Easter Ross. Ti>e result of some ex-

perunents on barley, made by Mr. Sim, Drummond,
were then read. We have subjoined Mr. Sim's state-

ment. The chairman gave the details of an experiment
he made in drilling barley, in which he obtained 12qrs.
per Scotch acre with liquid manure. The seed was Pot-
ter's barley. He also declared his intention of re-

nouncing wholly the broadcast system.

EXPERIMENTS MADE AT DRUMMOND, IN
ROSS-SHIRE. IN 1839,

WITH DIFFERENT KINDS OF MANURE, FOR A CROP OF
BARLEY.

(Communicated to Sir F. A. Mackenzie Bart.)
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M.P. : Francis Pym, Esq. ; WilUam Shaw, Esq, ; the
following new Members were elected :

—

Finden, G. F., 254, High Street, Southwark
Drake, George, Tytherley Farm, Stockbridge
Ogilvy, Sir Johu, Bart., Baldovan House, Dundee
Day, W., St. Neots, Huntingdonshire
Arkwright, Robert, Sutton Hall, Chesterfield, Derby-

shire

Warner, Richard, Shilliagton, Blandford, Dorset
Smith, William, Rushford, Alcester, Warwickshire
Sampson, Arthur, Drummond, Ballykelly, Derry,

Ireland

Montgomery, Thomas M,, Garboldisham Park, Nor-
folk

Tomkinson, Rev. James, Dorfolk, Nantwich, Cheshire
Stephens, Thomas, Asherton, near Ilminster
Bell, J. G., Cambridge
Crosskill, J., Beverley
Warsop, J., Alionbury Hill
Beasley, W., Wellaud Cottage, Spalding

Cambridge Committee.

The following is the present list of the Cambridge
Committee appointed, with power to add to their num-
bers, and three to be a quorum :

—

The President , ~ .

Trustees ^
ex officio.

-\The Earl of
Vice f Hardwicke,

Presidents /Lord Bray-
y brooke

Barker, Thomas Raymond
Beales, Patrick
Bewsher, E. L.
Bramston, T. W., M.P.
Challoner, Colonel
Childers, J. W,, M.P.
Dean, James
Foster, Rich,, jun., Mayor

of Cambridge

Grain, Peter
Harris, G. Hemington
Headley, Henry, late

Mayor of Cambridge
Hobbs, W. Fisher
Johnstone, Sir John, Bart.
Jonas, Samuel
Linton, Rev, James
Miles, William, M.P.
Peyton, Rev. Algernon
Pym, Francis
Sanford, E. A., M.P.
Shaw, William
Townley, R. G., M.P.
Witt, James

Numerous plans for the Dinner Room and other
temporary erections for the Cambridge Meeting, were
laid before the Committee.
We observe that the names of two very active and

intelligent individuals resident in the neighbourhood of
Cambridge have been added to the Committee, namely,
Mr. Jonas and Mr. Bewsher : their local knowledge
will very much aid the Committee in its labours. We
understand that sub-committees will be formed to un-
dertake the management of the several departments

;

and we have no doubt the Cambridgeshire farmers ge-
nerally will be ready to lend their valuable co-opera-
tion.

At a Meeting of the Committee of Management
held on Wednesday, Feb. 12, present, his Grace the
Duke of Richmond, President, in the chair ; the Earl
of Euston, M.P. ; David Barclay, Esq. ; Thos. Eay-
mond Barker, Esq. ; the Hon. Robt. Clive, M. P.

;

Sir Samuel Crompton, Bart,, M, P. ; James Dean,
Esq, ; Humphrey Gibbs, Esq. ; Clark Hillyard,
Esq, ; W. Woods Page, Esq. ; Philip Pusey, Esq.,
M, P. ; Edward A, Sanford, Esq,, M. P.; William
Shaw, Esq.; Henry Stephen Thompson, Esq,

—

John Ivatt Briscoe, Esq,, M. P., of Edward-street,
Portman-square, was elected a Governor ; and the
following gentlemen Members of the Society :

—

Bellis, William, Burlington, Shiffnal, Salop
Wood, William Cole, Martook, Somerset

'

Tatchell, John Tatchell, Stoke, Sub-Hamdon,Somers8t
Cuff, William Tatchett, Crewkerne, Somerset
Salter, George, Crewkerne. Somerset
Sawtell, John, Crewkerne, Somerset
Clarke, John, Sutton Marsh, Wisbeach
Hurrell, Swan, Cambridge
Eddleston, Thomas, Cambridge
Walker, Thomas, Danes Hill, East Retford, Notts.
Davis, Henry, Oakhill, Old Down, Somerset.

Wiggins, Henry, Muff, Londonderry, Ireland
Crump, John, Ashton-Underhill, Tewkesbury
Wright, John, Rowley, Chesterfield, Derbyshire
Hare, Sir Thomas, Bart., Stow Hill, Downham-market,
Norfolk

Warren, William, Isleworth, Middhsex
Stratton, James, Manningford-Bruce, Pewsey, Wilts
Stratton, William, Uphaven, Pewsey, Wilts
Grant, Jonathan, Coulstone, Devizes, Wilts
Haywood, Joseph, Beechingstoke, Devizes, Wilts
Campion, Edward, Melchbourne, Beds.
Rayton, Robert, Stockton-on-Tees, Durham
Batt, William, West-Drayton, Middlesex
Dorrein, Mrs,, Lavant House, Chichester
Dorrein, Charles, do., do.

Hayward, John, Wilmington Heath, Dartford, Kent
tColston, Edward, Francis, Weymouth
Burke, St. George, 25, Parliament-street
Hayward, Asa, Halsted, Essex
The Committee was chiefly occupied at this Meet-

ing in discussing the Report presented by the Cam-
bridge Committee.

At a meeting of the Committee of Management, held

onWednesday, Feb. 19, present, Philip Pusey, Esq . , MP.,
in the chair, French Burke, Esq., Humphrey Gibbs,

Esq., Clark Hillyard, Esq., the Rev. W. L, Rham, and
Henry Stephen Thompson, Esq., the following new
members were elected :

—
fFletcher, John Philip, Ashley Park, Surrey
Adams, John, Holyland, near Pembroke
De Vere, Stephen, Curragh Chase, Adare, Ireland

Bentinck, Lord George, M.P,, Cavendish-square
Marsh, Isaac, Beetly, near Dereham, Norfolk
Gayford, Dennis, Croxton, near Thetford, Norfolk
Johnstone, George, Tavistock-square
Lloyd, Martin, Depden Rectory, Bury St, Edmund's
Onley, Onley Savill, Stisted Hall, Essex
Hanbury, Edward, Hacheston, Wickham Market.

The Country District Committee presented their Re-
port of the districts into which the kingdom should be
divided, and of the towns in each district at which
the annual country meetings of the Society should suc-
cessively be held.

The Rev, W. L. Rham laid before the Committee
the result of his correspondence with the authorities of

the great German Agricultural Association held at

Potsdam in September last, and announced communi-
nations from M. M. Gomprecht and Theremin of
Berlin.

BIRMINGHAM, January 29.

In presenting our Annual Circular to our friends, the

review of the corn trade for the past year, presents some
features of unusual interest. A second deficient har-

vest has rendered indispensable continued large foreign

supplies of Wheat; and, notwithstanding duty has been
paid for home consumption on 4,532,651 quarters of

Wheat and Flour, in fifteen months, between the Ist of

September,, 1838, and the 30th of November, 1839, it is

supposed that the whole stock of free foreign in the

United Kingdom, on the 1st inst., did not exceed

550,000 quarters, now considerably less, and of which

about half was in London. The average price of Wheat
has fluctuated from 61s. lOd. to 81s. 4d., and the duty

from Is. to 20s. 8d., while the average duty paid on

4,532,651 quarters of Wheat and Flour, during the same

period, was under 3s. 7d. per quarter. There is every

reason to suppose the quantity of land planted with

Wheat, in the Autumn and Winter of 1838, was greater

than usual, but we believe the harvest of 1839 will prove
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even more deficient per acre than 1838. The export of

this grain from Ireland, it will be seen by the annexed
tables, has gradually decreased since 1832, from
552,740 quarters, imported that year, to 90,600 quarters

in 1839; and this season will probably amount to Utile

more than the foreign they import, or which is tran-

shipped from this country. The stocks of Wheat in all

the European shipping ports are light, and, with the
exception of the Flour which may be drawn froBi Ame-
rica, we consider it very doubtful, if under the most fa-

vourable circumstances for the encouragement of ship,

ments, more than 12 to 1,500,000 quarters can be im-
ported before another harvest ; and not only the state of

the money market, but the fact of the quantity of infe-

rior English and Irish Wheat keeping down the ave-
rages, and consequently causing the duties to be rela-

tively high, as well as the drooping state of our markets,
renders importers very cautious in making distant ship-

ments to this country. Opinions of the future, founded
on the most accurate data witliin reach, so often prove
erroneous, by subsequent unforeseen occurrences, that

they should always be advanced with great caution,

but we think there is at least considerable probability

that prices of Wheat will range high till the harvest of

1842, but this will of course much depend on the sea-

sons. If our estimate of the last year's crop, of the stock
of foreign Wheat on hand, and of the import in the
Spring, be at all correct, we shall not have much
Wheat in the country when next harvest arrives ; and
the present circumstances are very unpromising for a
large crop this year, inasmuch as a greater breadth of
land than usual sown with Wheat in the Autumn of

1838, would of course leave less to be thus appropriated
in 1839 ; whilst the long continuance of almost unpre-
cedently wet weather, has rendered it impossible as yet,

to sow a considerable portion of land, which was in-

tended for that purpose, and much of what has been
planted appears far from healthy : the deficiency from
these causes can hardly be made up in the Spring, and
Spring sown Wheat is more precarious than what is

planted at the usual time. The successive failures of
this crop in Ireland will rather discourage its growth
there; which, with the increased consumption in that

country, renders it very doubtful if any considerable
import can be calculated upon from thence. When,
also, we take into account that our population is esti-

mated to increase at the rate of half a million annually,

it seems very probable that we must have at least two
productive crops before any material reduction in price
is likely to take place. Our stock of free Wheat at

Gloucester is about 12,000 quarters. Prime old English
Wheat is worth nearly 10s. per 621bs. at Birmingham ;

whilst new sells at all prices, from 7s. to 9s. 6d. Good
Dantzig 10s. per 601bs. at Gloucester. Lower Baltic

red 9s, to 9s. 6d. ; Odessa soft 8s. 9d. to 9s., hard 7s.

9d. to 8s.

Barley, as was anticipated, has proved very inferior

in quality, and a large portion of it is only fit for grind-

ing purposes, and the supply of good (Barley) to Glou-
cester has been almost entirely from France, altogether
amounting to upvi^ards of 20,000 quarters, which has
sold freely ex-ship at 46s. 6d. to 49s. per imperial
quarter.

Oats are grown but to a limited extent in this part of
the country ; they have, however, proved on thrtishing-,

full an average crop in quantity, but light in quality,

and judging from the large imports from Ireland, we
think such must be tf e case there

;
yet, though the price

and sale are at present much depressed, we expect they
will not be so permanently, as the slock of old was com-
pletely exhausted ; and we believe it will be found, as

the season advances, that the demand will keep pace
with the supply. Best North of Ireland white, 28s. to

29s. ; South, 26s. to 27s. down to 24s. to 25s. for ordi-

nary. Black 23s. to 25s. per 3121bs. at Gloucester,
where the stocks are very heavy.

So small a portion of the last crop of Beans has yet
appeared at market, (some few having only been secured
since the commencement of the present month), that

we are yet unable to speak definitively as to the yield

;

scarcely any are in a fit state for consumption without

kiln-drying. Under these circumstances, until the pre-

sent month, the arrivals of French, though considerable,

were taken oft" at 18s. per 1961bs. at Gloucester, and old
ones still maintain this rate, whilst new are offering at

17s. Old English are worth 19s. to 20s., and new 16s.

to IBs. per 1961bs. here.

The crop of Peas proved quite as deficient as we esti-

mated it at the time of harvest ; the demand for foreign
has consequently been good at I83. to 19s. per 1961bs.

here. The feeding season being nearly over, they are
now in slow request at the former rate.

Joseph & Charles Sturge.
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in Account of the Amount of Corn, Grain, and Flour,
imported into Great Britiun in each year, from 1st

Jan. 1815, to 1839.
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GROUNSELL'S DROP DRILL.
This implement is so constructed that it will

deposit manure and seed at any distance, and in

any quantity which may be required ; and as the

advantage of bones is very great in producing a

crop of turnips, the Patent Drill will save a con-

siderable quantity by depositing them in a smaller

compass than by the usual system ; it will drill

any kind of corn or seeds as well as turnip seed,

and may be affixed to any ordinary drill. A medal
'Was awarded to Mr. Grounsell for this drill at the

meeting of the EngUsh Agricultural Society at

Oxford in July last. A person who has used it

'Writes

—

" Being- applied to for a reference respecting

your Drop Drill, I beg to state that I have used it

over three fields of turnips in three different parishes,

and only put on sis bushels of bones per acre, to try

the experiment whether such a small quantity used
by dropping with the seed would procure a crop
or not.

" In the first field which I dropped, and which is

a piece of weak land, the major part is good, the

other part is rather deficient in plant : for this there

is a sufficient reason ; it being the first trial of the

Drop Drill, we got too small a quantity of seed ; the

drill, also, at that time was not exr-ctly perfect; and
the heavy rains having set the land fast, prevented
the plants from getting out. In the same field I

drilled one acre in the ordinary way, with double the

•quantity of seed dropped, which, when they came
tip, were much thicker, and more pleasing to the

eye. But since they have been hoed, they have
looked much weaker than those that have been
•dropped. In the same field I also dropped about a

rood with a different sort of manure, to try the ex-

periment whether it was equal to bones or not ; now
Nsxactly as far as that manure goes, the turnips are
'" bad,' which proves to me that the small quantity of
.'bones dropped with the seed has procured my crops.

" After the alterations made in the drill, I drilled

"the other two fields with the drop. The turnips

came up as distinct as if planted, and are looking
very well : it is my present opinion that there will

be a great saving in the bones by dropping, or a

greater weight of turnips if the full quantity is put

in with the drill ; but to substantiate this opinion it

will require time to show how the crops ultimately

turn out."

THE FARMERS' INSURANCE INSTI-

TUTION.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

SiE,—It is with much pleasure that I learn from

one of the Committee, that the new Farmer's In-

surance Office is proceeding so well, and that its

managers are refusing to allow the shares to be sold

in masses to the London brokers, for the mere pur-

poses of traffic, and obtaining a profit on the pre-

mium which they so certainly calculate upon their

attaining in the Share Market. These shares cannot

be diffused too generally throughout the country,

amongst farmers, in lots of—say twenty, ten, and

five shares, or even one. I do rejoice at the pros-

perity of this plan for adding another link to that

bond of union which the agriculturists alone want,

in their competition, (and it is an arduous one),

with the ever watchful, and erertniited, commercial

body.
Let no farmer say, as an excuse for his supineness

towards the Society, that he can do but little ; let

him do that little, (as I have done), for it is only by
the amount of such small tributary streams that the

tide of agricultural prosperity can rise, that any of

the institutions formed for its benefit can prosper.

Let every farmer therefore, who can spare a five

pound note, or even a sovereign, not hesitate in

embarking it in a share or shares in this institution
;

on the mere score of profit it will yield him ample
interest, it will be another bond of union for the de-

fence and the advancement of England's farmers,

and it will still more and more diffuse that feeling

of common interest and union in action amongst us

which it is in every way so desirable to increase and
strengthen. Wishing it every success,

I am Sir,

A Vale of Thanet Farmer, and Share-

holder IN THE F. I. Ins.

Feb. 20.

AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.
GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR

FEBRUARY.
Although the leading characteristics of this month

are generally those of considerable humidity, with
great fluctuations in the atmosphere, those experi-

enced at the commencement of that period which
forms the subject of this report greatly exceeded
fhose, as regards their unfavourableness to the la-

:I)ours of the agricultural body, recollected for many
seasons past; indeed it was justly considered, by
the mere detail of facts, deduced from practical and
personal observation, as the most perplexing seed-
time for those engaged in farming pursuits, recol-

lected since the year 1828. Besides, not only was
it unpropitious, in rendering it next to an impossi-
bility, from the tender and, in many places, espe-
cially in low situations, sloppy condition of the soil,

to finish the sowing of the heavy wheats, but a
greatly increased outlay was incurred in its protrac-
tion, under the impression that brighter prospects
would ensue—the old 'adage, that " wheat sown iti

the mud comes up by the roots," not having been.

very properly applied, so strictly adhered to as in

days of yore. A good bed for that valuable de-

scription of grain we hold to be indispensably ne-

cessar}', but sowing " in the mud'' is, in our opi-

nion, somewhat at variance with good husbandry,

for why should a whole crop be endangered, by
the seed becoming rotten'? besides the risk—even
should the grain germinate—of the plants becoming-

ice bound, consequently unable to throw out their

layers, in order that certain exploded systems should

be revived 1 The propriety of sowing wheat speedily

after the conclusion of harvest, appears likewise to

be much doubted by many generally acknowledged
successful growers, several of whom, after a long

series of experiments, have found that Lent wheat
has proved quite as productive snd fine as that, Au-
tumn sown.

Towards the latter end of the month, say about the

13th, a most important, and at the same time, truly

beneficial, change took place in the atmospheric tem-

perature ; the wind, which had pre';iously vibrated

from the South and Westward; havias^ shifted round
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to the East, thereby producing several mellowing
frosts, and bringing- the land into a fine condition

for ploughing. The more valuable were the frosts

considered, from the circumstance of their not
proving, in scarcely any quarter, so sharp as to

prevent the furrows from being laid. Hence, the

opportunity was eagerly embraced by ttiose residing

north of the Humber in preparing the land—-which
has been found to work extremely well—and un-
usually extensive breadths,—at least considering the

season, have been finished, under no ordinary fa-

Tourable auspices. The accounts transmitted to

us, on various occasions, have been of the most
chequered character thatcould readily beconceived—

•

those from Lincolnshire, Leicestershire, Northamp-
tonshire, and Derbyshire, from the 1st to the 16th,

teeming with complaints, and foreboding a great

comparative decrease in the forthcoming crops of
wheat : those from the Southern, Western, and Mid-
land districts, stating that the continuance of super-
abundant moisture had so completely saturated the

soil, that the young wheat plants were exhibiting a

sickly and spindly appearance, whilst no inconsider-

able portion ofthem were affected with premature ex u-

berance. Since the latter date, our correspondents, one
and all, appear to have become firmlj' of opinion that

everything appertaining to the realization of, at least,

an average growth of most descriptions of farm pro-

duce, is going on as favourably as the most sanguine
in such matters, could possibly anticipate ; whilst,

should March prove dry and seasonable, a good
opportunity will be afforded for cultivating barley
and oats, for which grain extensive preparations have
been commenced in some of the forward parts of
England.

Notwithstanding the questionable reports which
interested parties have attempted to promulgate,
respecting a deficiency in the stocks of wheat, of
home produce in this country, we still find that they
are by far more extensive than many persons have
been led to imagine ; but we regret exceedingly to

assert that the bulk of them are of such inferior

quality, that the expense of cultivation will never be
amply repaid ; in fact, the result of thrashing, which
process has been carried on extensively, has proved
extremely unsatisfactory, not, be it remembered, as

regards the actual produce, for that in the aggregate
has come up to general anticipation, but the deterio-

rated and sprouted condition of the parcels, at least

two thirds of which have turned out so inferior as

to be almost wholly useless, without a large admixture
of good sound qualities, either of English or foreign

produce, for the millers' purposes. 13y the returns
of corn sold incur provinces for the week ending
Peb. 14, we find that a great difference, thereby
bearing testimonv to the truth of these observations,

has existed in the value of wheat on sale in the
principal markets of consumption, the lowest aver-

age, or 51s. Scl. per quarter, being returned from
Northumberland ; the highest, or 74s. 8d. from
Guildford, showing a difference of no less a sum
than 23s. 5d. per quarter ! Again samples of wheat,
weighing upwards of 591bs. per bushel, may be
procured as low as 48s. per quarter, even at Mark
Lane. Some persons erroneously suppose that they
are serving the farmer in making his crops appear
more deficient or worse harvested than they really

are. We, however, from long and intimate acquaint-
ance with the British cultivators, who are generally

a body of plain, honest men, and who seldom, if

ever, make groundless complaints, consider exagge-
ration, on either extreme, to be highly injurious to

them ; as to represent their crops better secured
than is really the case, causes a dulness in markets,

even when supplies are short, in inducing buyers to

deal sparingly, in anticipation of better ones, and
their (the farmers') landlords to be more exact with
them, in the perforaance of the covenants of their

lease: to represent them worse harvested, and more
deficient than they really are, an increased influx of
foreign corn and flour, as well as tempting them to

hold forwards for advancement, when, ultimately,

they are induced to sell at considerebly reduced prices.

The movements of the Anti Corn Law party have
occupied the serious attention of the thinking pait
of those for whose protection the present admirable
mode of laws was passed by the legislature. That
the opponents of all protection to our agriculturists

have assumed, and are still assun\ing a most formid-
able positson Twhich position, unless active measures
be speedily taken to overthrow it, may prove highly

injurious, in every point of view, to all interested)

no one at all conversant with rural atfairs, can
attempt to deny

;
yet we find, it is to be greatly re-

gretted, much apathetic indifference shown, by
those who should be foremost in the honest
endeavour to support their rights, regarding
these extensive operations. Throughout the length
and breadth of the land—and we make this

declaration lo arouse our brother farmers to im-
mediate action— petitions for the total abolition of the

protective duties, are now in active process of

signature, and t'je House of Commons will shortly

become the arena of discussion on this all-absorbing

topic of consideration : yet scarcely anything, at

least commensuiate with the great importance of the

subject, in which is involved the happiness and
prosperity of millions, has been attempted to coun-
teract the evil tendencies of the destructives ! Why,
then, we will merely venture to ask, are not the

agriculturists up and stirring, in order, if possible,

to preserve, inviolable, their property from destruc-

tion, since by lulling themselves into supine security,

under the impression that the ravings of the
" league" may prove abortive, is highly injudicious.

Another r?ise de guerre of the enemy, by the support
of the bill for the introduction of foreign flour into

Ireland-- which has already passed its first reading

by a large majority, appears to have excited "very

little attention. True it is that the concocters of

this measure propose to import flour into the Sister

Isle only, but bow large a portion of it will find its

way into the English markets? Why nearly, or

quite, the whole of it, since it is a well known fact

that the intention is to undermine the corn laws.

Some years since, immense quantities of wheat of

foreign production, were shipped to London and
Liverpool, from the Channel Islands, purporting to

be the produce of Guernsey and Jersey ; but this

system was, much to the chagrin and disap-

pointment of the speculators—who entered the

grain for home consumption, at nominal rates

—

speedily put a stop to, by the then existing Govern-
ment ; whilst we trust that the present fric/c, in every
respect similar to that above stated, will not be
sanctioned by the administration. Let, therefore, a

simultaneous movement at once be made, and the

cry of " Petition, Petition, Petition," be heard,

and the words of the immortal Burke, that " the

Jirst creditor in every state is the Plough," be ever

had in mind, and we doubt not the result will be
satisfactory.

A decided improvement has been apparent in the

supplies of barley brought forwards, which has

greatly checked the demand ; nevertheless, the prices

have been tolerably well supported; whilst those of

oats have been on the increase, but the dealers being

short of stock, good clearances have been effected*
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The rot in sLeep appears to have committed serious

ravages in some of the low districts, and much diffi-

culty, owing to tlieir excessive lameness, has been
felt in bringing that description of stock to the various

markets.

The turnip crop is well represented, and a good
supply of succulent and dry pabulum has been easily

obtained for depastured and home-stall stock, which,

with the above-mentioned exception, has fared ex-

tremely well.

From Ireland and Scotland we hear cheering

accounts of the progress made in the fields, but the

new wheats in the former quarter, have turned out

unusually bad.

Here follows our usual monthly retrospect of the

supplies and prices of fat stock, exhibited and sold

in Smithfield cattle market.

On most days, the receipts of both beasts and
sheep have been good, of fair average quality; and
a steady inquiry has existed for most kinds oi' stock,

at, in some instances, enhanced currencies.

The supplies of beasts have amounted to 12,118
;

of sheep, 90,210; of calves, 669; and of pigs,

3,083.

comparative prices :

January. February.
s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Beef 3 to 4 8 . . 2 10 to 4 8

Mutton ... 3 2 5 2 . . 3 4 52
Veal 44 60.. 46 58
Pork 40 5 0.. 4 4 10

A STATEMENT and COMPARISON of the SUP-
PLIES and PRICES of FAT STOCK, exhibited
and sold in Smithfield Cattle Market, on
Monday, Feb. 23, 1839, and Monday, Feb. 24, 1840.

AtperQlbs.to sink the offals.

Feb. 23, 1829. Feb. 24, 1840.

s. d. s. d. s. d. 3. d.

Coarse & inferior Beasts 2 4to2 6.. 2 10 to 3 2
Second quality do 2 10 3 2.. 3 4 3 8
Prime large Oxen, .... . 36 3 10 .. 3 10 44
Prime Scots, &c 42 46..46 48
Coarse & inferior Sheep 310 4 2.. 3 4 3 6
Second quality,do 44 48.38 40
Prime coarse woolled do. 410 5 0.. 4 2 4 6
Prime Southdown do. . 5 2 5 4 . 4 10 5 2
Large coarse Calves .,4 4 4 10., 4 6 5
Prime small ditto 5 5 6.. 5 4 5 8
Large Hogs 40 48..40 46
Neat small Porkers ..5 5 2 .. 4 8 4 10

SUPPLIES.
Feb. 23, 1839. Feb. 24, IMO

Beasts., , ..... 2,415 2,771
Sheep 19,456 21,130
Calves 138 75
Pigs 587 493

The arrivals of slaughtered meat up to Newgate
and Leadenhall markets, from Scotland and dif-

ferent parts of England, have consisted of 468 carcas-

ses of beef ; 7,984 do. of mutton ; 740 do. of veal ; and
5,813 do. of pork.

CAMBRIDGESHIRE.
Since our last report we seem to have but little of

importance to communicate ; the weather, at the
commencement of the month, was something more
favourable for a short time, but has since been very
wet, which has greatly retarded all field operations

;

at present we have scarcely heard of an acre of
spring corn being sown, excepting a few beans and
peas, which have been put in, anything but well,
the laud being completely saturated with wet; owing
to the very stormy way in which the rain has fallen,

great dami.ge has also been don« by the wind to both
thatched and tiled buildings, stackS; &c.; the tops of

many stacks were completely unroofed, and carried by
the wind to a considerable distance, and having con-
tinued so many days in succession, rendered it

almost impossible to get them re-thatched again
previous to their being so completely drenched with
wet ss to injure them seriously. We have heard
less complaints of rot amongst sheep than we had
reason to anticipate, which may partly be accounted
for, from the plentiful supply of " keep," on the
uplands, the layers, rape and turnips having con-
tinued to grow throughout the winter, with the ex-
ception of about a week's frost. The white turnips
are now running up to tops very fast, and on some
of the light lands will soon be in the blossom,
should the mild weather continue. Great loss has
been experienced in some flocks in consequence of
the peculiar state of the weather subjecting the ewes
to parturition, and in many cases being the cause of
serious loss amongst them ; the season has also
proved very unfavourable to early lambs, and the
probability is, the later flocks will not be more suc-
cessful ; such a season, upon the whole, has not been
experienced for more than twenty years. At present
but little has been done with any kind of seeds.
Clover, both white and red, is of very inferior

quality, being so much injured by wet about the
time of its ripening, and previous to its being carted,
and a great deal will scarcely pay the expense of
preparing it for market. The yield is not so much
complained of as the quality; the red is selling from
25s. to 50s, per bushel of 701bs., white do. from 25s.
to 3Ss., and trefoil varies from 12s. to 20s., some
few samples of which were got up without wet, are
very fine, but scarce.—Feb. 18,

INVERLEITHEN PEEBLES-SHIRE.
No variation whatever has taken place in the price of

grain. During a few dry days about the middle of the
month, which were eagerly embraced, a considerable
quantity ofwheatwas sown in various situations of thedis-
trict after early eaten turnips. The opennessof the season
(previous to the 28th day, upon which the snow-storm
commenced) has saved much fodder ; and many a hay-
stack, which would otherwise have been consumed, re-
mains untouched. The wheat and sown grass look
uncommonly fresh and vigourous, and the pasture fields
have retained much of their summer verdure, and dis-
play such luxuriance as k seldom to be seen at this
season of the year. In consequence of the snow-storm
already alluded to, some of the store-farmers in the
upper district of the county were compelled to feed
their mountain flocks for a few days with hay—a com-
modity this ye ir almost unprecedentedly scarce ; several
of the farmers in Ettrickhead have been necessitated to
remove their woolly people to Annandale, as a place
of safety during the storm. Spring storms are much
more disastrous to stock than when the ground is cover-
ed with snow even to a considerable depth. We are
glad, however, to add, that the smart breeze blowing
from the south-west on Thursday and Friday last has,
in a great measure, reduced the snow to mere wreaths
and patches. Bone manure, although not very gene-
rally introduced into the lower district of the county,
has proved highly satisfactory to many of those who
have tried the experiment in the producing of turnips,
allowing at the rate of two quarters the imperial acre,
and in some instances the crop has been considerably
greater than that which was produced from she best
made stable-yard dung. In many of the best turnip
?oils in Tweeddale, the ground is so very steep as almost
to preclude the possibility of carting the manure to the
field, hence the propriety in such cases of using bone-
dust. There is no prospect at present of a wantof that
valuable root the turnip, and as there is now no great
risk of injury from frost, perhaps the opJy danger may
be apprehended from the weather being too mild, which
not uofrequently deteriorates its quality, by prem.1-
turely forcing it into flower. It is now a very common
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practice in the neigrhbourhood, when the Swedish tur-
nips have ceased growing-, to take a comraon plough
and cover them completely up, leaving only the tops of

the leaves above ground. The roet has, in consequence,
become a valuable and secure resource in the latter

part of spring, when the common turnips have decayed,
and when the grass is not yet in sufficient abundance
for the lambing' seasen. The Swedish turnip is nho
exceedingly well adapted to the feeding of hogs. It

will readily be admitted that the most valuable of all

property is the labour of the industrious classes, on the
proper reward of which the happiness and security of
our country so much depends. It therefore affords us
no ordinary pleasure to report, that a very large pro-
portion of the labouring class of society, both in the vale
of the Quair and the Leilhen, have for some time past
been regularly employed, and at fair wages, by the
Earl of Traquair, in the cutting of drains, planting of
trees, and a variety of other agricultural improvements,
which are proceeding with great spirit. The farm
steadings on the estate of Traquair are generally of a
very superior description, and some of those recently
built are not to be surpassed, if equalled, by any erec-
tions of the kind on the banks of the Tweed. When
men who have acquired knowledge from science and

practice, aided by capital, talent, and perseverance, em-
bark upon a ceurse of experimental farming—and this

we believe to be necessary—our expectations are roused,
and we naturally look to their exertions with a deep and
lively interest. The contemplation of experimental en-
quiries, and the examination of reasoning founded upen
the facts which our experiments and observations dis-

close, is a fruitful source of enjoyment; and no other
means can be devised for either imprinting the results

upon our memory, or enabling us to enjoy the whole
pleasures of science. That plants breathe like our-
selves, but differently by day and night, and that they
are subject to health and disease just as the human
body is, and the laws which regulate the growth and
decay are just as fixed, and as much the subject of
science as those ef the latter ; and that the air which
burns in our lamps causes the globules ©f the dust of
plants to rise, float through the air, and continue their

race ;—in a word, is the immediate cause of vegetation,
are facts known to men of science. In tiuth, though a
man be neither a farm-servant nor day-labourer, but
only one having a pot to boil, he is sure to learn from
science lessons which will enable him to cook his mor-
sel better, save his fuel, and both vary his dish and
improve it.—Jan. 14.

AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE, FAIRS, &c.

BIDEFORD FAIR, presented a larger show ofboth
fat and store beasts than has been seen from the first

commencement of this fair, now its twentieth anniver-
sary. For fat cattle, very good, lOs. 6d. per score was
demanded in the morning, but dealers held back, and
ultimately 10s., and for some inferior 9s. 6d,, per score
was submitted to, and we believe there were none
driven out of the fair unsold. Cows and calves fetched
from lOZ. 10s. to 16 guineas. Store cattle sold briskly
at 7s. 6d. to 7s. 9d. per score. There were a great
many sheep penned ; fat wethers sold from 6d. to 6|d.
per lb. ; ewes, 5|d., average Sjd. to 6d. per lb. A
good many horses were in the fair, the best sorts of
which appeared to be in the hands of dealers ; farming
horses looked very rough, which was much against
their being sold or fetching their value ; there were a
good many rough colts, which sold from 41. to 91. each.
—Wool, 8§d, to 8|d. per lb ; very dull sales for that

DEVIZES CANDLEMAS FAIR. —There Aias
about the usual supply of graziers and oxen, which met
•with a dull sale. The was rather a larger number of
horses than usual, but of a very rough and ordinary
sort.

DUMFRIES CANDLEMAS HORSE FAIR.—
This fair, which holds an important place in the ca-
lendar of a large proportion of the farmers of the South
of Scotland, and is visited by dealers and others from
difi^erent parts of the three kingdoms, as usual, com-
menced on the 18lh Feb.. and the show, considering all

circumstances, in point of numbers, was good, and a
large proportion of it of excellent quality and condition.
Prime draught horses and roadsters, especially the
latter, were bought up quickly at high prices, and se-
veral lots of these descriptions were dispatched to the
West country. One splendid draught horse was twice
sold, and when he changed his owner the second time,
brought about 50l. On Wednesday the show was
hardly so large as we have seen on former years. The
demand for good draught, and especially for har-
ness horses, was again brisk, and nearly the whole of
these descriptions changed owners in a short time, and
fetched long prices ; but for the middling and inferior,
of which there \\ as no lack, the demand was dull, sales
higgling, and prices low. Prices may be quoted as
follows :— Best draught horses from 251. to 36/., and a
few very superior from iOl. to 48Z. : middling from ill.
to24L ; roadsters from 25/. to .35/., and a few prime
animals from 40/. to 50/. ; and ponies, of which the
supply was not large j from 5/. to 10/. At half-paat

five o'clock, when we left the Sands, a pretty large
proportion of the middling and ioferior descriptions
remained unsold ; holders seemed, however, to be
anxious to effect sales, and it is to be presumed, that
though the hour was late, in certain instances they
would be successful. Dealers were numerous. Among
those present, we observed Mr. Williamson, Friars'

Carse, who made very extensive purchases, also the
Messrs. Home, Stevenson, and others from the West
of Scotland, and several from England. The Fair,

upon the whole, for first rate animals, was good, and
prices for that description were about 5/. a head above
those given at last Rood Fair, but holders of middling
and inferior descriptions, had hard work to drive bar-
gains ; and even when they carried their point, they
could obtain no advance on former rates. — Since
writing the above, we have heard that Mr Brand,
Guilyhill, sold a splendid animal at I20l,—Dumfries
Times. i il.

COMMUTATION OF TITHES.—The following
table will show the reduced value of the rent-charge
according to the average price of grain for the last

seven years, as published by authority in the Gazette
of January 3, 1840 :

—
The price of Wheat is 6s. 9d.

,, Barley is .» ... 3s. 11 jd. .^,

,, Oats is 2s. 9|d.
And the decimal value of a pound sterling is, '9379325

R.C.
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REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY.

Towards tbe close of the last year, and in the begin-

ning of tbe current one, it became obvious that tbe

wheat crop of last harvest was not so materially de-

ficient as had been previously apprehended. In our

review of the state of the corn trade for tbe month
of January, we had the pleasure of alluding to this

generally received opinion, as gratifying to the

great body of consumers throughout the United
Kingdom, as it must ultimately prove of the utmost

importance to the best interests of the empire at

large. During the month which has just passed,

nothing has occurred in the slightest degree lo con-

tradict the rumour on tliis subject which we com-
municated to our readers in our last number of the

Farmer's Magazine, but on the contrary, every thing-

has tended to strengthen its accuracy, and to place

it almost beyond the reach of doubt. All the great

markets of consumption have, during that period,

been most liberally supplied with wheat , as well of
foreign produce duty-paid, as of our home growth,

and tbe country corn markets have been filled with
farmer's samples of the same article. As for several

months now we have had no wheat speculators in

any of the markets throughout the United Kingdom,
that trade has been regulated almost entirely by the

good old commercial rule of supply and demand,
and the former has rather exceeded the latter in

extent. Very little animation has consequently been
exhibited in this department of tbe corn trade during
the last month, the millers only supplying themselves
in the most moderate manner possible, with the

general runs of farmer's samples, in^which a consi-

derable improvement in quality has evidently occurred

since the turn of the season, and buying of duty-
paid foreign wheats only such quantities as are

absolutely necessary for tbe purposes of mixing
with the inferior samples ef our own growth. The
improvement, however, which the weather has

already effected, in many instances, in the quality of
the wheat crop of last harvest, and some old British

wheats of the crops which have preceded the last

one, havingjbeen brought forward for sale in different

markets, have latterly rendered the demand for

foreign duty-paid wheats far less extensive than it

had been for many months previously, and the for-

eign corn factors now find considerable difficulty in

disposing of any large quantity at the current quo-
tations. In the average value of British and Irish

wheats in tbe course of February, there has been a
decline, but to no great extent as yet, and this decline

has produced a proportionate advance on the amount
of duties payable on the importation of that article

from foreign nations. It may therefore be fairly

anticipated that, during the remainder of the present
corn season— at all events, not till near its close—no
additional quantity of foreign wheat will be thrown
into our markets for sale, without the proprietors

submitting to the payment of a fair remunerating
duty towards our heavy public expenditure. To
admit foreign wheats, at any time, into competition
with those of our own growth in our own markets of
consumption too, on the payment of a nominal duty
of Is. per quarter, is an act of the utmost injustice

to the cultivators of our own fields, who must pay
the public taxes of the empire, whether their crops
be large or small, whether they be valuable or value-

less, whether they can afford to pay them out of the

profits of their farming pursuits, or from the capital

which they have embarked in the tillage of the
soil. Paid these taxes must be, whatever may
be the consequences, and it is therefore, we repeat,

prejudicial to the general interest that the foreign

proprietors of wheat, consumed in this country,
should not.be charged with duties, at all events,

commensurate with the taxes paid by the producers
of wheat at home. In seasons so unfavourable to the
cultivation of the fields, as the last two have been,
the necessity of imposing equitable duties on foreign

wheat consumed in this country is rendered perfectly
apparent, for three to four millions sterling at least

might have been, during that period, paid from this

source alone into the Exchequer, not bv the British
consumer, for the duty could not under any circum-
stances have increased the value of wheat by even Is.

per quarter, but by the foreign proprietor, who
would have considered liimself fortunate in obtaining
the use of our markets for the favourable consump-
tion of his produce, and would cheerfully have
paid duties equal to those charged in different ways
on wheats of our own growth. It must therefore be,
at all events, in every way satisfactory to those who
engage their talents, capital, and industry in agri-
cultural pursuits, to know that for some months to

come, the value of their property cannot be interfered
with in our markets for its sale, by any farther intro-

duction into them of foreign wheats, unless a fair

duty be paid upon them, when they are entered for

home consumption. To our home growers generally,
tbe present prices are remunerating and not more

;

and it is fortunate that the rates of wages are gene-
rally of that description that no decline of any con-
sequence in the consumption need be anticipated
during the remainder of the season. The markets
probably, therefore, will, for some time now to come,
be chiefly supplied with wheats by our own growers,
to whom the season will not prove so very unfavour-
able as there was reason to anticipate at the period
when the last crop was gathered from the fields.

The quality of the wheat has certainly of late most
wonderfully improved, and tbe quantity is much
larger than the produce of average seasons. In the
home counties in England, and universally in all the
great wheat districts ia Scotland, this has already
been ascertained to be tbe fact, and most ample
proof is thereby afforded, of the vast benefits which
all classes of society receive, even from the imper-
fect protection which the corn laws extend to the
agricultural interest throughout the United King-
dom. The inhabitants of no country can be more
beneficially employed, than in the creation of articles
necessary to their mutual wants, and those of Great
Britain and Ireland, assuredly can only add to the
real wealth of their empire by cultivating tbe vast
quantity of land which still remains in both king-
doms, in almost a state of nature. To encourage the
investment of capital in operations of this descrip-
tion, is tbe. sure way of giving productive employ-
ment to the people, and its produce will eventually
be a hundred fold of the capital so employed. But
to produce benefits of so much importance, requires
the protection of the corn laws in the infancy of the
operations, else they cannot be successfully under-
taken. Commerce and manufacture sufficiently

prove the truth of this assertion. Protection alone
has raised them to their present eminence, and by
protection alone can they be maintained. The re=
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quisite protection for the improvement of agriculture,

however, can only be temporary, for these improve-

ments themselves, in their progress, must eventually

of themselves abrogate all protective laws- To
cultivate the waste lands in Great Britain and

Ireland, to drain the morasses of Ireknd, and

to bank her rivers within their natural limits,

must place at the dispos-.il of the British people

many thousands of acres of the best descrip-

tion of lands which heretofore have been per-

fectly useless. To recover from the waters of

Lincolnshire, the new county of Victoria and many
other improvements which are perfectly practicable

in Great Britain, and whicli at present require only

capital and protection to render them effective,

must eventually be of far greater value to the people

than any free corn trade can by any possibility

bestow upon them. These improvements must
enrich the land proprietors and their tenantry, and
render their consumption of manufactured goods
doubly valuable to the manufacturer whose best

market even now is the home one. To clothe the

inhabitants of the great wheat districts in Europe,
even could they be induced to give us the trade

exclusively, cannot be placed on the scale with the

benefits which must arise from agricultural improve-
ments even to our foreign commerce itself, for a

large annual export of grain of all descriptions to

our own colonies and to various independent states,

situated in climates not genial to the production of

grain, must be the certain consequence. The
merchants will receive in return for these exports,

articles of utility and necessity, which cannot be
produced in this country, and will thus increase the

national wealth and add to the sources of pro-

ductive employment already existing amongst all

who are disposed to be industrious, without injuring

one class of society. Verydifferentindeed must be the

consequences of an absolutely free corn trade. It

must be perfectly obvious to those who have watched
the effects of the large quantities of foreign wheats,

whicli have been imported during the last two years,

that so far from our export trade with those counties

from which these wheats have been received, having
been increased, the result has been the very opposite.

The exportation of manufactured goods has been
materially lessened, and a demand has been created

from the continent for the precious metals, which
has very considerably altered the value of all

descriptions of property throughout the United
Kingdom. A repetition of this description of

foreign commerce would add much to these evils, and
a continuation of it would go far to entail universal

ruin on all classes of Society. It would, and that

very speedily too, put a total stop to agricultural

improvement, and to all the benefits, which even
now in its infancy, it confers on the industrious;

and eventually it would throw into waste land many
thousands of acres of cropping lands, which are now
profitably cultivated for the general advantage.

The distress of the agricultural interest would be
followed by a great reduction in the quantity of

manufactured goods now consumed in the home
market. It would render money scarce, and con-
sequently raise the rates of interest and discount,

thereby limiting trade and legitimate enterprise.

To the fund proprietor, the total repeal of the corn
laws would be hurtful in the extreme, indeed it is

almost impossible that under a change of system so

completely radical, taxes could be raised sufficient

for the discharge of the public expenditure, and for

the payment of the national annuities. Their repeal

would cause a perfect revolution in all the insti-

tutions of the empire, and after all the calamity

which would be previously inflicted on all classes,

the change eventually would not be attended by any

advantage, for too cheap bread would cause too low
wages, and the great body of consumers would be

deprived of the means of using the present quantity

of raiment and provisions, even at reduced prices.

It would reduce the population to a level with that

of Poland, and it is for the purpose of dressing the

agiiculturists of the corn districts on the continent,

that these most injurious alterations in the customs

and manners of the people of these kingdoms, are

demanded by themanufacturinginterests, than whom
none would suffer more by the change, for land will

always produce sufficient for the support of its

cultivators ; but the case of the manufacturer is

widely different, for on the home consumption of

the articles of his industry depends, entirely, his

prosperity, and the protection of agricultural im-
provements is the main spring, on which the increase

in the home market, for the consumption of manu.
factured goods, entirely depends. Money paid for

grain of foreign production is a total loss to that

nation's wealth which requires foreign aid of this

description, for it seldom, or rather never, returns.

The doctrine of a barter trade, of an exchange of

clothing for food, is pretty enough as a theory,

but, unfortunately, the experience of years proves
its impracticability. But on the contrary, money
paid for grain, produced at home, is continued in

circulation at home, affords most ample employment
for the industrious classes of every description, and
the profits arising therefrom, to the capitalist, are

speedily invested in public works, or internal im-

provements, thereby increasing the field for produc-
tive labour, and proportionately rendering wages
liigher, and increasing thehappiness of the population.

The advantages attending agricultural improvements,
must at the present moment be apparent, even to

those who are filled with prejudices against the ex-

isting corn laws. It is universally admitted that

the last season was in the extreme unfavourable

to the crops generally, and yet the progress made in

field cultivation during the last quarter of a century,

has been so wonderful, that, in the face of obstacles,

which previously could not have been surmounted,
all our large markets of consumption are at the

present time abundantly supplied with all descrip-

tions of provisions of the growth of the United
Kingdom, thereby preventing an additional ex-
portation of the precious metals, and rendering the

circulating medium more easy, because it is more
abundant. Commercial enterprise is also evidently

liberating itself from all the fears, which till lately,

wore entertained of a scarcity of money, and the

rates of the foreign exchanges are also gradually get-

ting more in favour of this country. The wages of
tlio labourer are likewise improving in several of the

manufacturing districts, and all these benefits take

their origin solely in the stoppage to tlie foreign corn
trade, which the appearance of plenty of grain for

the home consumption has occasioned. Here we
have abundant, evidence of the propriety ofthe Corn
Laws, of the numerous advantages which they con-
fer on all grades and ranks in our social system, and
of the absolute necessity of maintaining that protec-

tion against foreign competitors in our own markets,
to our agriculturists, which is most properly given to

the fishing and shipping interests, and to all denomi-
nations of productive employment throughout the

United Kingdom. The supply of wheat during the

month of February having been fully equal to the

consumption of it, has, as we have already stated,

caused an increase iii the rates of duty now levied as

the entry of foreign grain for home consumption, and
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rendered the admission of the considerable quantity

now in bond into our markets for borne use, still

more improbable than it was at the close of the last

year. This is an unfortunate circumstance no doubt
for the proprietors of these wheats, but it must prove

of considerable advantage to the empire in general,

for it will effectually prevent the remittance of more
bullion to foreign nations for the payment of their

agricultural produce, and it cannot render our ex-

port trade to these nations more unpropitious than it

was during the last two years wherein we imported
foreign grain to the value of many millions sterling,

and which reduced the stock of the precious metals

previously employed in public works or agricultural

improvements in a proportionate degree. In our last

publication we stated that very large supplies would
be, during the next spring, received from various

foreign quarters, should our prices and the rates of

duty here admit of their importation, and most fortu-

nately, at all events these expectations have been, for

the present, disappointed by the unlooked for quan-
tity of wheat, which was grown at home last season,

and which is now coming forward so liberally into

the markets for consumption. In the United States

of America, the wheat crop was an abundant one, and
a considerable quantity of flour of most excellent

quality has already arrived and been bonded liere

from that quarter. At our present quotations, how-
ever, and the rate of duty chargeable on its entry for

home consumption, the high prices paid in America
for it, renders it a most unprofitable speculation.

Had the supplies of wheat latterly been not sufficient

for the consumption, and had the expected advance in

prices occurred, this quantity would have been much
increased during the remainder of this corn season,

and the difficulties now existing in our commercial
and pecuniary relation with these States would have
been increased proportionately. The present favour-
able state of all our corn markets however, must
either prevent any farther importation from that

q uarter, or else cause there a considerabledeclinein tlie

value of this description of agricultural produce. It

is not very probable that any great quantity will

now be directed to our ports, far better prices no
doubt will be found for the whole of their surplus
produce in places to the southward, and particularly

in our West India Colonies. The President of these

rising and flourishing States values agricultural pur-
suits in a far different manner than our modern poli-

tical economists do. He congratulates the cultivators

of the soil on the success of their operations during
the last year, and he pronounces tliis occupation to

be far more important in its consequences, than any
other in which the people can be employed, and yet
the United States are essentially a great commercial
community. From the Mediterranean shipments of
wheat to a very considerable extent most probably
will be made to this country during the ensuing sea-
son, for, with the exception of several provinces in

the Turkish empire, the produce of the last harvest
was more than usually abundant ; still the expecta-
tion of higher prices here, lately so universally en-
tertained, has induced the proprietors, particularly

in the lower ports in Italy, and throughout those in

the Adriatic, to hold their property|at prices consider-
ably above their level with those in this country.
Purchases however, of a rather extensive nature have
already been made, notwithstanding this difficulty,

and many vessels have been chartered here for their

transmission to our markets. When they do arrive,

however, they must be bonded, for, at the existing
duty, and the present prices to be obtained for such
qualities, they cannot be brought forward into our
markets for sale unless the importers subinit to a

considerable loss of property. From this quarter

therefore our home growers have little cause to dread
any material competition during the remainder of

this senson. From Portugal and the ports of Spain
without the Mediterranean sea, at no time, can any
material supplies be expected, and the present state

of the corn trade, both there and here, does not en-

courage an)' speculative operations in this quarter.

In France and Belgiam wheat continues to be wanted,
and certainly they cannot spare any quantity for ex-

portation, under these circumstances. On the con-
trary, as the season advances, it is more than proba-
ble that a considerable importation will be required

for their own consumption before the produce of the
next harvest can be brought forward into the different

markets for sale. In the north of Europe, without
the Baltic sea, the value of wheat has been regulated

by the prices obtained in London, and no arrivals of
liny consequence can be expected, so long as the
duty payable on wheat remains at 21s. 8d. per
quarter. There is abundance of wheat in the dis-

tricts from which the supplies are furnished for the
shipping ports of this department, but it will be di-

rected to France and Holland in preference to landing
it in this country. Besides generally the quality is

not sufficiently fine for mixing with our inferior sam-
ples. In the lower ports in the Baltic, shipments
were made, of all that could be collected, to this

country before the close of last year ; and therefore

until the internal navigation be opened, no operations
of any consequence can be undertaken in this neigh-
bourhood. Thebanksof the Vistula having been burst
by tie floods, and tbecourseof that great communica-
tion with Poland in some degree altered, it was uncer-
tain, by the latest advices, whether the navigation
would again become practicable duringthis year, and
in what quarter the river would empty itself into the
Baltic when the ice was cleared away. This may
cause a great change in Dantzig, Elbing, and Konigs-
burg, from whence the chief part of the Polish sup-
plies have heretofore been shipped, and wherein the
stocks were more than usually small at the close of
the last year. With our present prospects, however,
it matters little whether the quantity of Polish wheats
received this season in these ports be abundant or
not, for it is not at all probable that our prices and
duties will admit oftheir profitable importation. The
Russian ports within the Baltic and in the north sea
are not of mucli consequence as places for the ex-
portation of wheat, and from the Black Sea the wants
of the Turkish Empire must, to a certain extent, limit
the exportation of grain. The voyage from Odessa
to this country is tedious, and unless the chances of
profit be obvious, few will feel inclined to embark in
corn speculations of so much uncertainty. On the
whole, the prospects of the British wheat grower
have considerably improved since the beginning of
this year, and there now exists a strong probability
at all events, that his produce will supply the con-
sumption in a great measure in future until the next
harvest be matured.

In the consumption of manufactured barle)', there
has not been apparently any deficiency during the
last month, in comparison with the same period of
the preceding year. At the close of the last malting
season, the quantity of malt on hand was consider-
ably less than usual, occasioned chiefly by its inferior

quality, and by the high prices, which the bailey of
that crop obtained. Although the malting- trade is

still labouring under obstacles of the same descrip-
tion, still to supply that deficiency, to which we have
just alluded, and also to supply the current con-
sumption, a large demand for barleys of fine

quelities in all ©ur large markets of conaump*
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tion Las been caused, and abundant deliveries to

be taken out of the market witbont any very great

decline in their value, since our last corn trade re-

view, the difference in value then and now not ex-

ceeding 2s. per qr., and of stained and inferior

samples, the distilling traders make purchases at

nearly a similar decline. The heavy duties charged

on malt and British made spirits, are a most serious

detriment to this department of agriculture, and

loudly demand an alteration. To the revenue

itself they are also hurtful, for too heavy imposts are

universally prejudicial to that purpose, for which
they are imposed. To reduce the malt duty to one-

half of the present charge would do more than

double its consumption, and would also add to the

sum now paid into the Exchequer from this source.

To grow six millions of quarters of barley more than

the quantity consumed by the maltsters under the

present system, would enhance the value of sandy

and thin soils, on which the best Nortblk malting

barleys are now produced, would add largely to

agricultural property, would increase the comfort

and tend to tlie contentment of the industrious

classes, and would also add to tbe revenue. The
ministers have made an experiment of low charges in

postages, which undoubtedly they expect to succeed,

else they would not have made it, and to reduce the

malt and home made spirit duties would not be an

experiment, but would be a certainty of increased

revenue, as has been proved by the partial reduc-

tions already effected, both in tlie malt and spirit

duties, for at 35s. the farmer never paid three mil-

lions sterling in one year into the Treasury, whilst

at the reduced duty of 20s., the annual produce of

this duty has considerably exceeded five millions

sterling. A farther anjelioration of it, would be at-

tended by still more imi)ortant consequences gene-

rally, and by similar results to the Exchequer, and

there exists not one reason for not granting this

great boon to the best interests of the community.

To reduce within reasonable limits, the duties now
levied on colonial and home made spirits, in addition

to the foregoing advantages, would suppress com-

pletely the nefarious trade of the smuggler, and

would increase largely morality amongst the people,

smuggling almost universally being the present in-

troductory step to every crime.

The oat trade has undergone no material alteration

since the beginning of last month. The supply and
the demand have been nearly equal to each other,

the former being principally supplied by Ireland,

where it is nearly impossible to place a limit to the

rapid progress of agricultural improvement, and to

the annually increasing amount of productive em-
ployment, which the Irish people are reaping the

benefit of, arising almost solely from this cause.

Indeed here it is proved, that with the prosperity of

agriculture, is closely allied the prosperity of com-
merce and manufactures, and that as the former ex-

tends itself, so do the latter two flourish. Under
the protection which the corn laws give, and the con-

sequent preference which Irish commodities of all

descriptions receive on the British markets, over

those of foreign nations, the cultivation of the land

and of the people of Ireland must continue annually

to make such progress, as eventually may render

that kingdom the granary of our own colonies,

and of many of the young states in America, thus

vastly adding to the public wealth of the British

empire.
The demand for peas and beans has not created

any particular interest during the month, which has

just now passed away. The deliveries of both have

been abundant, and the consumption has not been in

any way limited by the prices, which have remained

very steady at our last quotations.

The winter wheats have been got into the ground
generally into good condition, and as far as we can
learn, the quantity sown is even still larger than that

of last year. The weather, till lately, has been ra-

ther too open, and the young plants are healthy, and
have already assumed even tbe appearance of luxu-
riiincy. They have however, during the last fort-

night, received a very seasonable check by the frost,

which must strengthen their roots, and eventually b©
most beneficial to the prospects of the next bar-

vest.

CURRENCY PSR IMPERIAIi MBASUREi
Feb. 24.

Per Qr. Per Qr.

iVifBAT, Essex & Kent. .red.. 64 68 70 white 68 "0 7G

Suffolk & Norfolk,, 64 66 68 do... 68 74

Irish 40 50 60 do.... 60 64

01(1, red 70 74 do,.. 74 78

IlVB old 36 38 new 41 43

Bari.ev, Grindiiig32 34 iUalting 42 44 Clievalier 44 48

Irisl) 25 28 Bere... 25 26

Malt, Suffolk & Norfolk 70 75 Grown.. 56 60

Kingston & Ware 70 75 Chevalier 70 76

OATS,Yorksliirc&Linceli!sIi,feed 26 27 P©tatoe..28 29

Yo'ighall& Corkljlack .. 23 24 Cork.white 24 26

Dublin 23 24 Westport 26 27

CloBinel 24 27 Limerick 23 25 28

Londsnderry 25 26 Sligo ... 26 27

Newry 27 28

Galway 22 23

Water ford, white 20 23 Black... 23 24

Scotch Feed 26 27 Potatoe 27 29 32

Bkan3, Tick new 36 38 o'd 42 44

Peas, Grey 39 40 maple.. 40 42

White 40 42 boilers.. 44 46

Sbbb, Rape 3X1 32/. .Irish 25^ per last "-""^

Linseed 45 50 per qr.

English Red Clover, tine. 70 80 96s per cwt.

White 66 70 SO 908

.Mustard, White. 123 14s.. blown 21s 22s perbush.

Tares old 40 — new 60 64s per qr.

Flour, Town-made ....62 — Suffolk 52 54 per sk of

Stockton & Norfolk 52 54
'

[280 lb.

Foi-eign Grai7i and Flour in Bond.. .^ - -•

Wheat. Dantzic 56 60 "^^^
Hamburg 52 56 ,

,

Barlkv 28 30

Oats, Brew.. — 24 feed 19 21

Beans 32 36

Peas 32 36

FLonn. American ....perbrl. 32 — Baltic30 31

IMPERIAL AVERAGES.
Barley.lOats. Rye. 'BcanslPeas.

Week ending
Jan. 10th ..

17th ..

24th .

.

31st .

.

Feb. 7th ..

14th ..

A gr^;regate Averaire

of the six weeks
whicli regulate*

the duty
Duties payable in

London till Wed-
nesday next inclu-

sive, and at the

Outporti till the

arrival of the Mail

of that day from
London
Do. on grain from
BritishPossessions

eut of Europe .;,

Wheat.
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COMPARATIVE PRICES OF GRAIN.
WEEKLY AVERAGES [AVERAGES from the
by the Imp. Quarter,

; corresponding Gazette
from the Gazette, ofi in thn last year, Friday
Friday last, Feb. 21st, I Feb.22Dd, 1S39.
1840.

i

s. d,| s. d
Wheat.... 65 3 Wheat 71 10
Barley 38 3 'Barley 37 10
Oats 24 2

j

Oats 24 5
Rye 36 5 Rye 41 lo
Beaxs 39 7 Beans 38 7
Peas 40 4 I Peas 39 2

__ SEED MARKET.
\,j,_7-^ - Fbb. 21.

Tfiere was rather more disposition to buy red Clover-
seed this morningr, and a few parcels changed hands at

fully as high rates as any that have hitherto been ob-
tained. In other descriptions of seeds no change worth
notice took place. Tares were sought after, and realized

fully previous rates.
Clover Englisb, red .... 63 85 white — —per cwt.

Flemish 76 80 — —
New HamlsurgU. 72 78 — —
Old ditto 55 68 — —
French "0 76 — —
Oldditto 60 68

Trefoil 12 25 fine new 27 28
Rapeseed, English, . .. .£25 .£28 foreign .;f25 27 per last.
Linseed. English sowing..— — — — per qr.

Baltic — —crushing 40 42 ,,

Mediter.& Odessa— —
. 42 46 ,,

Hempseed, small 34 36 large 38 40
Coriander 12 16 old., 18 — per cwt.
Mustard, brown 15 1/ white 10 Hperbushel
Turnip Seed, new Swedes — — 10 18 ,,

Rye Grass, English 30 42 Scotch 18 40 ,,

Tares, Winter Os.Od. Spring 7s. 6d. to 8s. Od.
Large foreign .... 8s.6d.to9s.

Canary, new. 75 78 extra 83
Caraway — — 50 51 extra 52
Linseed Cakes, foreign... 9/. to 91. 10s. per ton.
Rapeseed do. do 6/. to6/. lOs.

PRICES OF HOPS.
BOROUGH, Feb. 24.

The Hop trade continues good, and the late advance
in prices is fully supported. A large amount of stock

has been taken off the market during the past week.
Kent Pockets, 1839 ^3 5 Oto.^4 10

Ditto choice, do 4 15 — 615
East Kent pockets, do 4 — 660
Sussex do do 3 3 — 315
Kent bags do 3 15 — 510

1838's 2 10 — 3 10

'WOOIi MARKETS.
BRITISH.

' Feb. 24.

Per lb. B. d. s. d.

Down Teggs 1 3tol 3*
Half-bredHogs 1 2^ 1 3|
Ewes and Wethers 1 1 U
Flannel do 10 12"
BlanketWool 6 8

LIVERPOOL, Feb. 22.

Scotch.—There is less demand for laid Highland
Wool this week, but as the stocks keep light there is no
variation in price. White Highland is inquired for, but
the market was cleared last week. There has been
several inquiries for both crossed and Cheviot wool, and
as the holders have not been so firm in their prices this

week, there has been a fair quantity sold at about our
quotations.

Per Stone of 241bs. ». d. a. d.

Laid Highland Wool, from .... 9 3 to 10
White do. do none.
LaidCres^ed do 11 11 6
Do. Washed do 12 12 6
Do. Cheviot unwashed do 12 13
Do. Washed 14 6 17 6

CheviotWhite ., 25 28

FOREIGN.
Feb. 24.

Fine Spanish and Colonial wools are selling readily
on full terms ; but, in other kinds of foreign wool, ex-
ceedingly little is passing, at unvaried currencies.
Imports, 2,000 packages.
LEEDS, Feb. 21.—We have no new feature to notice

in the foreign trade this week. There has been an
average amount of business done during the week,
and prices kept up.

THE WOOL TRADE, London, Thursday.—
There has been rather more doing in domestic fleeces,
and foreign wools are steady at about the prices re-
alised during the late public sales. The imports in the
week ending to-day have been 425 bales, of which 225
were from Russia, and 193 from Germany.

Wool on which the Home Consumption Duties have
been paid at London, Liverpool, Bristol, and Hull,
during the last week :

—

WOOL.

Spanish, ionrfow ,,.,. lb.

Australian, do lb.

Other Sorts, do. lb.

Liverpool lb.

Bristol lb.

Hull...., lb.

IMPORTS OF WOOL.—Quantity of wool entered at
Hull for Home Consumption, during theweek ending'
Feb. 7.

From Hamburgh 17,000 lbs.

POTATO MARKET.
SOUTHWARK WATER-SIDE, Feb. 24.

The change that has taken place in the weather since
our last report, which is now very cold with sharp frosts,
has not only checked the growth of vegetables and less-

ened the supply, but have also proved highly favourable
to sales for potatoes, the supply of which is now limited,
in consequence of the increased demands, and the pre-
valence of contrary winds preventing the arrival of
many shipments to the port of London. The current
arrivals of the past week are as follows, viz. :

—

From Yorkshire, 816 tons; Scotland, 892; Jer-
sey and Guernsey, 280 ; Wisbeach, 60; Devons, 60 j
Kent, Essex, and Suffolk, 275 ; making a total of 2,383
tons. The improved state of the trade has caused the
greater portion of the above supply to go off readily,
consequently prices have ndvanced, and should the
weather continue cold as at present, there is no doubt
but the improved prices will be maintained. Present
prices as annexed

—

This Year,
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PRICES OF SHARES.

No. of
Shares.

6,30e

9,500
15,900
7,600

5,000
3,000
S.OOO

64,000
18,000
2,500
10.918
10,918
10,000
25,000
25,000

8,000
3S.000
26,6S6
6334

20,000
9000

80,000/
24,000
1,500
2,100
5,169
11.475
7,9GS

36,000

6,000
25,000
25,000
31,250
13,000
13,000
3<),000

15,714
16,000
15,000
15,000
12,000
3,762
1,000

2S,000
6.000

10.000
5000

20,008

20,000
4,680
30,000

60,000
20,000
10,000

7,739

20,000
4600

20,000
6,000

50,000

533
300
1200
200
492

2393

RAILWAYSi

Birwing!.iam and Derliv Junction
100^sh 90/iid

Ditto & Gloucester 100/ sli 70/ pd

Bristol and Sxetpf lOO/sh 40^ pd

CheltcnUam and Ot. West. Union
100/ ah 45/ pd

Chpster and Crewe.. 50/ sh 40/ pd

Claienee ( Durliam) 100/ sh

Dublin & Kilkenny. 100/ sh 23/ pr.

Eastern Counties ...25/ $h 21/pd

Kdinburgh & Glasgow 50/sh 25/ pd

Forest of Dean 50/ sh

Grand Junction 100/ *h

Ditto Half Shaves... 50/ 8h 30/ pd

Gt.Northof i-ngland 100/ ah 55/ pd

Great Western 100/sh 65/ pd

Ditto Half Shares . ..50/ sh 30/ pd

Ditto Debentures
HullaHdSelby 5e/ih 35/pd

London & Brisliton 5S/ *h 30/ pd

London &Crovdon.Av. 14/18s6d

Ditto Script..' 9/sh 4i/ pd

London and Greenwich.. ..20/ sh

Ditto New 16/. sh. pd.

Ditto Debentures (var. amounts)
London & Blackwall 25/sh 17J/p
Leicester and Swannington 50/ sh

Lee«i8 and Selby 100/sh

Lirerpoo I& Manchester. ..100/sh

Ditto Quarter Shares 25/sh

Ditto Half Shares... 50/sl-. 40/ pd

Loadon and South Western, bite

LoadoH a. Southaiapton.. Ave-
rage 38/ 17s 9d

Do. Portsmouth Branch 50/ s 20/p
Londor& Birmine;b.l«6/sh 90/pd

Ditto Q-jarter Share . 25/. .5/pri

Ditto ditto New 32/ 24/ pd

Manchester & Leeds lOO/sh 60/ pd

Ditto.. Half Share . 5(i/ sh 15/ pd

Ditto & Birmingham.70/ sh 25/ pd

Do.. do.. Extension 70/ sh 7/ p(!

Midland Ceunties ..100/sh 90/ pd

North Midland 100/sh 95/ pd

Ditto.. Half Shares ..40/»hl0/pd
Northern & E asteHi 100/ sh 18/ pd

Severn and Wye Av. 27/sh

Stockton andDarlington, Average
106^ 133 4d

South EaBtern&DoTer50/shl8/pd
York & Nerth Midland 5a*' sh 40/

p

Price
per

Share.

68/a9/
51 /a6/
16/al7/

15/

40/ aU

I»i/a3/
18/al9/
46/
219/exd
83i/a0/
32/aO/

Ci6i/a7i/

30|/aJ/
par
25i/a0/
19|/a|/

lO/aj/

5i/a6/
ii/ao;
16/ aj/

IG/aO/
7UaO/
70/
190/aO/

45/aO/

84J/aO/

44/ar)/

20/a«
154/exd
24i/exd
43|/exd
71/aO/

24/324/
13/al4/

3i/a4/

?,SI&11

15i/al6/
llaSl
40/a2/

250/

2i/a3/
52/ ex d

Div. per
Share

per Ann.

1/198
U/prct.
14 pr ct.

3/ per ct.

l/per sh

t/pei sh.

9i/prct.
9|/prct.
9j/pr ct,

14/pr sh.

5/ per ct

8/ per sh
l|ipr sh

JOINT-STOCK BANKS.]
Au stralasiaBaHk( Chartered )40/sh 1

Ditto New (Chart.) 40/ sh 10/ pdt

Bank of British North Americal
(chartered) 50/sb 30/pd|

ColonialBank(chart)lf)0/ sh 25/pd|

Ionian State (Chart.) 25/ sh 5/pd
London and Westminster Bank

100/ sh20/pd
LondoMjointStockBk.50/ a 10/

p

N. Bank of Ireland 50/sh 17J/ pd

Do. Provincial Bank of England
100/ sh 35/ pd

Do. New. .26/ sh iss. at 2/ iOs pm
10/ pd

Prev.Bk.of Ireland 100/ sh 25/ pd

Ditto New 10/ sh

Union Bk. of A ustralia 25/ s 1 7i' p

UhionBank of London 50/sb 5/ pd

West of Eng. & S. VV.ales Dist.

Bk. 20/sh 124/ pd

ROADS.
Archway& Kentish Tn.A v.30/.sh

Barking 100/. sh.

Commercial 100/. sh.

Ditto, East Ind.Dk.Branch lOO/.sh

Great Dover-street 70/.

HighgateArchw. Av.30/.7s,103d.

57/34/
29/a|/

27|/a8/
.'5lS/a2i/

54/.aG/

24/ai/
124/al3/

15J/al6/

33t/a4J/

lO/ai/
44 /a5/
17/al8/

24i/aJ /

5/ai/

12i/a5/

75/
—

/

No, of
Shares. I

MINES.

2/29psh

14/prsh

2/2spr sh

Jper ct

6/ per ct

11 per ct

5/ perct
5/ perct
5/ per ct

5/ per ct

5/ per ct

8/ per ct

8/ per ct

6/ per ct

18s

5;

30s

10,000
8000
2.000
1000

20,000
20,000
10,000

10.000
8,500
1 ,500

10,000

Price
per

Share.

10/aO/

I4/a2/

2/a3/

ll/al2/
41/aO/

75/a80/

401a01
l/a«

16/al7/
lS/a2j/

04/al/

3/a4/
3/aO/
54/aO/

Us/aO/

4000 Alten 50/shl2»/ pd
1000 Ditte New 15/sb 12*/ pd

10,000 'AngloMexican (iss. 5/ pre) 100/sh
3374|1 |Do. Subscription 25/sh

Do. Mint 25/sh 10/ pd
Blaenavon Iron & Coal 50/sh 45/

p

Bolanos 150/ sh

Ditto New 50/sh 20/ pd
Ditto. ..Script 25/ sh
Belivar Copper Company ..15/sh
Ditto Script, New 3/ sb

Brazilian Imperial ..35/sh 20/ pd
I iss.5/pm

1 1 ,000 Do. St. John Del Rey 20/ s 14^/ pd
12,000

I

Brazilian Macaubas Ceeaes. 25/
20,000 British Iron Company 50/sh

Cata Branca, 10/sb7/pd
Colombian 55 /sh
Ditto Scrip 11/sh
Candonga 20/ sh 74' pd

10,000 jCopiapo , 20/shl24/pd
4000 I

English Mining Co.. 25/fhI4/pd
20,000 General Mining Association 20/sh

19/pd|8/a0i
9,204 Hibernian 59/sh 114/pd4/a0/
5739 .Vlexican Company. 100/ sh 574/ pd 24/a3/
5000 ilinas Geraes 20/sbll/pd

14,460 Real Del Monte registered. ../sh
Ditto ditto unregistered ... 6/a4/

17,066 Ditto Loan (Notes) ...l 50/sh
5000 aedmo&r(consolidated)5/yh4i/ pd 4|/a5i/

10,000 Rhymnevlron ... 50/sh /pd40/a3/
28,267 United Mexican 40/ sh 40/ pd

iss. 2/pm!3/ai/
Ditto Script 2/ pd |3|/a4i/
Ditto ditto (New) 5/ pd 6/a4/

3300 West Cork Mining Comp... 50/ pd
6000 Wicklow Copper 5/ sh 5/pd|'/ a8/

IVHSCELIiANEOUS.
10,000 Anti Dry Rot Comp 1 74/ sh 54/a6/
10,008 Assam Tea Comp ...50/ sh 5/pd S/aj/
1080 Auction Mart 50/ sh

10,000 Australian(Agric)100/sh 28/2s p 42/a3/
6,000 British American Land Company

59/sh 33/ pd 10/

8,600 British Rock & Patent Salt . . 50/sh
35/ pd 13/

10,000 Canada Comp.Chart.lOO/sh 324/^ 31/a2/

5000 Droitwich Patent Salt 25/»b 194/

2700 Equitable Rev; Int. Society
100/.sh.45.'. pd.47/

20,000 General Steam Navigation Com-
pany.. 15/ sh 14/ pd 26/aO/

1800 Ditto Cemetery (Chartered) 25/sh 44/

1800 Ditto ditto New (Do. ).. 25/. sh. 44/

2im Hungerford Market 100/ pd 314/aO/

24,800 Do.Debentures(various amounts)
3000 Kent Zoolog. & Bot. Garden Co

10/. sh. 2/. pd.

5000 Lond. Cemetery Cht. 20/ sh 15/ pd
1800 London Corn Exchange 37j/

2000 London Commercial Sale Rooms
Av. 75/sh 26/

2,409 London and Westminster Steam
Boat Comp 10/ sh

20,000 Mexican & South American Com.
10/ sh. 11. pd. 5/a4/

20,000 New Brunswick Tiand 100/sb 50/p
4000 New Zealand Land Coinp. . .25/ sb 24/

2754 Bever. Interest Societv...l00/ sb I304/
2633 Ditto New 100/8h95/pd
14400 South Australian Co. 25/sh 15/ pd 124/aO/

2400 Ditto do 25/sh(iss. 14/pm) 124/p
3000 South Metropolitan Cemetery ..

(Chartered^ 25/ sb

4000 Thames Tunnel SO/sh 9/alOZ
200,000/ Upper Canada Loan /

200,000/ Ditto I

10,000/ Van Dieraen's Land (Ajricul.)..
Chart. 100/sh 18/ pd

5,000 West LondoB Ik Westminster Ce-
metery..^ 25/. sh. 14/. pd.

Printed by J«a«pli Apgerson, 24, {{orfolk-iti'sed Strand, Londw.
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GROUNSELL'S DROP DRILL:
For wliicli a Medal was awarded at the Meeting of the English Agricultural Society-) at Oxford, in July last.
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PLATE I.

The subject of tlie first Plate, is a long-horned Cow, bred by the late Mr. Minion

of Stedford, near Tarnworth, the pi'operty of Mr. T. S. Burgess, of Holmepierrepoint,

Nottinghamshire. This animal was ten years old Avhen exhibited at the Smithfield

Show in December last, and obtained the first prize of Twenty Sovereigns in class

seven, as the best fatted Cow of five years old and upwards. A silver medal was

also awarded to the representatives of the late Mr. Minion, as the breeder.

PLATE II.

DEER-STALKING.

(For Description see page 23T.J

ON THE RESULTS OF MR.
PUSEY'S EXPERIMENTS ON
THE DRAUGHT OF PLOUGHS.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MABK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—The experimental enquiry on draught in

ploughing lately made by P. Pusey, Esq.,M.P. is

well calculated from the results arrived at, to show
us the necessity of a more strict examination into

generally received opinions than we are in the

habit of giving. Mr. Pusey has not laid down
any law showing us the resistance of draught, but
he has unquestionably proved the error of the

commonly received opinion, that the resistance is

as the square of the depth. Tliese experiments
show a degree of accuracy and minute attention

to results that agricultural experiments are seldom
made with, particularly in the mechanical de-

partment ; but it is to be regretted that they were
not carried further, as they would then furnish a

data from which a law might perhaps be positively

deduced.

When the resistance to be overcome is so con-
stantly variable as that offered to a plough passing

through soil must almost necessarily be, it re-

quires a long range of experiments, at various

depths, to enable us to deduce any law from those

experiments, for we cannot expect the draught
indicated to bear anything like a relative ratio, as

it would, were a plough drugged through any
matter of uniform consistency.

OLD SERIES.}

The draught of a plough arising from such a

complication of causes, governed by no common
law, renders it difficult to lay down any general

law.

First. The cohesion of the soil, arising from its

fibrosily, or the simple cohesion of its parts re-

sisting the passage of the coulter.

Second. The inflexibility of the soil resisting

its change of position.

Third, Friction from the weight of the sod
upon the several parts of the plough.

Fourth, The mechanical force employed in

lifting and turning over the sod.

Fifth. Adhesion of the soil to the several parts

of the plough.

Sixth. The force applied to overcome the gravi-

tation of the plough, and
Seventh. The friction of the soil against the

sole of the plough, (surface draught) dependant
in a great degree upon its (the plough's) weight

;

and last, the resistance offered to the edge of the

sock plate.

Now it is evident all these causes contribute, in

certain soils, a portion of the aggregate amount of

the draught. Some of them may resolve them-
selves into each other, but I shall treat tiiem as

distinct causes; this being, in my opinion, the

most simple way of inquiry. We will separately

consider the law governing each cause of resist-

ance, from which we may be able to arrive at some
conclusion as to the general law for the whole,

when acting in combination. It is almost un-

R [lYo. -i.-VOL. XII.
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necessary to say all these causes are not brought

into action upon all soils.

The cohesion of the soil arising from fibrosity,

as in ley, we will throw out of the question, in

order to simplify this inquiry.

First, then, The resistance of the soil, arising

from the cohesion of its parts, offered to the

passage of the coulter. If this cohesion is uniform,

(which we must assume to be the case) the

coulter will meet with a resistance, precisely pro-

portionate to its depth, provided that coulter is

uniform in breadth and thickness.

I must here remark, before proceeding furtlier,

that the breadth of the sod is considered to be

uniform.

Second. The inflexibility of the soil resisting its

change of position. We shall experience no diffi-

culty here, if we first suppose the plough to act as

a wedge upon a perfectly inflexible material, and

presume a cut for the entrance of this wedge (as

that made by the coulter) had been made by some
means.

Let « a be the cut made
by the coulter, b the soil to

be turned off, and c the

plough (wedge) employed.

Before the thiol: end of liie

wedge f can progress, the

soil b must change its posi-

tion, and if this soil is in-

flexible, as is assumed, it

would be necessary to em-
ploy a force to the plough

sufficient to overcome tiie

cohesion (that is to break it)

in some parts, say at d, be-

fore it could change its po-

sition. Now as the cohesion

of bodies is as theirscctional

areas, -it follows the power
required to overcome cohe-

sion is simply us the depth,

and that the pressure agdinst

the plough, and consequent-

ly friction from this cause,

is also as the depth.

In strong clay land,

particularly after long

draught, this inflexibility exists to a very conside-

rable deoTee, and more or less on all soils. If on

the other'hand we take a peat soil, as a bog for

the first time ploughed, the tenacity of the fibres

of such soils permit the sods to be doubled, if not

too thick, without breaking, and of course the

elasticity in this case, is to be overcome instead of

the cohesion as in the fornier one. Whether one

or the other (and all soils offer resistance from

either of these causes, or a combination of both)

the resistance ofiered to tlie progress of tlie

plough, arises from the friction on its parts, and

this is a proportion to the pressure. A plough

passing through such a soil as the latter one, may

be said to be passing through a continuous spring,

and the power of such a spring, (the pressure) and

consequent friction is as the depth.

Third. Friction from the weight of the sod. The

friction of one body sliding over another is as its

weight, and as soil of any given breadth increases

in weight, in the proportion of its increase of

depth, the friction from tliis cause is as the depth.

Fourth. The force expended to raise a given

weight is as the height, or to a given height as the

weight.

Fifth. Adhesion ofthesoilto tlie several parts

of a plough. Resistance from this cause is as

the superfices to which the soil adlieres. We
must consider the superfices to which soil adheres

to increase in the proportion to the depth of

ploughing, tiiough tins is not actually the case with

any plougli. The error from considering it so

will be very little; to consider it otherwise would

make the inquiry complicated.

Sixth. Resistance from the gravitation of the

plough. This of course changes with the inclina-

tion of the ground, and though adding to the

draught, yet it is not immediately connected with

the inquiry as to what law governs the resistance;

it is merely mentioned liere as one of the forces to

be overcome, (except upon horizontal plains)

for which allowance must be made before any

conclusion as to a governing law can be arrived

at by experiment. We will throw it out of the

inquiry, and suppose the plough to be acting upon
level ground.

Seventh. Tlie surface draught of ploughs, that

is, the friction upon the soil from gravitation,

(weight) depends much upon then- weight, but

much more upon their construction, as appears

from Mr. Pusey's experiments. The surfiice

draught of Ferguson's swing plough is marked at

four-fifths its weight, and Hart's wheel-plough

at only one quarter.

As this inquiry is merely to arrive at some
approximation towards a law governing the resist-

ance of ploughs, it would be unnecessary, even

were it possible, wiuiout having the difference of

form of the several ploughs, to enquire into the

peculiar causes of this ; we shall therefore take

the surface diaught, as it stands in the table given

by Mr. Pusey. This much is'ccrtain, whether the

surface draught arises from the friction of tlie sole

of the plough against the soil, the projection of

jiarts, as nail heads, &c., or from any other cause,

the same causes act upon the sole, whether the

plough is moving upon the surface or under it.

This one force of resistance, (the friction against

the sole of tlie plough from gravitation alone), is

uniform at all depths in the same soil.

The last cause of resistance we have to consider,

is that ofiered by the jjarticles of earth to the pro-

gress of the edge of the sock plate, (the cutting

edge). This resistance, except in fibrous soils, as

bog, where the soil is cut, is not so great as at first

we might be led to supjiose. If we consider the

action of a wedge in splitting timber, it will not

give us a bad notion of the action of a plough

upon soils. The narrow portion of the wedge
seldom comes in contact with the timber (its tim-

bers) cohesion always being overcome a little

before the point of the wedge, so as to admit its

passage without actual contacts of the edge of the

wedge with the timber, except in case of a knot

crosses the grain. Where the edge of the wedge
comes into action, before progressing, it must
either cut that knot in two, or (as sometimes is the

case when the knot is short,) turn it on one side.
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Upon a rather clayey soil, if in a tolerably dry

slate, it will, I presume, not be disputed that the

action of a plough is somewhat similar, though

of course, in a remote degree, and in all other

soils more or less. The edge of the sock plate

does not meet with any great resistance, except

upon meeting stones directly across its path, and
as cutting these is out of the question, as in the

case of a knot in timber, they must be turned on
one side. The force required to effect this depends
upon many circumstances, but whatever that force

maybe, it is required to overcome an obstruction

that may or may not exist in soils, and though

adding to the power of draught required, does

not effect the general law governing resistance

;

in clay or sandy soils, stones thus met are casual-

ties ; in gravelly soils the operation of the plough

consists in removing by the force of the wedge a

continuous series of such obstrQctions ; and, there-

fore, they form the body to which the general law

of resistance applies.

Now taking the resistance offered by the sole to

be uniform at all depths, and the resistance from

friction, adhesion, &c., of the mould -board, &c.,

to be simply as the depth, let us see, how this will

agree with the table given by\Mr. Pusey, as the

result of his third experiment.

For reasons I will afterwards explain, I assume

the resistance of the edge of the sock plate, and
that occasioned by the friction of the sole from

gravitation alone, to be equal to the surface

draught given by Mr. Pusey.

The numbers between the dark lines refer to

the same depths as those in Mr. Pusey's table ; a

copy of which is given.

THEORETICAL TABLE.

Ne. of
Plough. Name of Plough,

Ferguson's

Clarke's. .

.

Hent's ....

Ransome's.
Ditto

King's ....

Ditto

Rutland.. .

Berks ....

Ferguson's

Clarke's . .

,

Hent's . . .

,

Ransome's ,

Ditto

King's , . .

,

Ditto

Rutland . .

.

Berks

«-5 c

12

12

8

10

Depth of Plough in Inches.
A

12 34 56 789 10 11 12

Draught of Plough in Stones and Decimals.

(

I3.4;i4.8

13.314.6

.A

5.1
9.8
11.6

7.3
11.7
13.2

9.711.4
8.410.8
9.7111.4

ll.3il4.6

2117,

9 17,

4 11,

15,

16,

14,

15

14
21

020.
519.
715.
2 19.

019.
518.
. 20.

5il8,

5'27

8123,

1 22,

20,

9J22
22

21

25
21

34

26.0
25.0
24.5
26.5
26.0
25.0
30.0
25.0
41.0

1

,428.8

3|27.6

,6 28.8
,3 30.2
,629.2
,728.4
34.8
28.4
47.6

- v-^

Mr. Pusey's Experiment.

19
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by the friction of the sole alone of the plough upon
the soil; but in practice, in Mr. Pusey's experi-

ments, careful as they were, for they bear the

stamp of being so, this surface draught, that is

the friction of the sole alone, could not be accu-

rately arrived at, for it would be next to impossi-

ble to drag a plough over a soil without it sinking

in a small degree; and, consequently, some of its

parts having to remove earth standing in the way
of its progress, which, of course, adds to the re-

sistance : this may be small, but, however small it

is, it should be deducted from the draught in-

dicated before the true surface draught (the friction

on the sole alone) can be arrived at. Any addi-

tional draught on the surface to this, is accounted
for in some one of the first six causes of resistance

before-mentioned, and comes under the general

law. In the absence of any precise data to show
what is tlie real friction of the sole alone, I have
supposed it to be something less than that indi-

cated in Mr. Pusey's experiments, under the head
of surface draught, but 1 have also supposed that,

whatever this deficiency may be, it is made up by
the resistance offered to the edge of the sock-plate.

This is purely theoretical surmise, assumed for a

soil only such as Mr. Pusey mentions, "a very

free brown loamy sand of good quality, without

stone, gravel, or clod, resting on a pure yellow

sand." The resistance from this cause must vary

materially with the soil, but I apprehend experi-

ments will prove it is an uniform resistance in

similar soils at all depths. In the absence of any
guide, it would be impossible to say what propor-
tion it bears to i esistance from the friction of the

sole of the plough.

I beg to repeat again, whatever the resistance

from the friction of the sole, together with that

from the edge of the sock-plate may be, it is

uniform at all depths, with the same plough, and
in the same soil ; that is, tlie friction of the plough
from its weight alone (such as surface friction) is

always the same, and though the sole of the plough
may be pressed with a greater force against the

ground when turning a sod, by the extra weight
of that sod, and other pressures it receives, yet any
extra friction arising from these causes, come
under some of the first six causes

—

tliis extrafric-
tion vari/ing with the depth. The friction from
the weight of the plough not varying with the

depth, but always the same. This is the important
feature in this law—that a great portion of the force

employed in ploughing is to overcome an uniform
resistance, which exists at all depths. If this law
be true, and can be well established by a series of
experiments, of which there would be no doubt,
and the knowledge of this disseminated generally

among farmers, it is likely to do much for the im-
provement, by deep ploughing, of soils generally.

The ridiculous law, so long held true, that re-

sistance in ploughing increases as the squares of
the depths, Mr. Pusey has completely upset ; and,
if his experiments only do this much, they have
served agriculture essentially. But his experi-

ments are of service many ways, not the least of
which is their showing the necessity of more atten-

tion being paid to the mechanical department of
agriculture.

I admit the range of depths is not great enough,

nor the experiments sufficiently numerous, to con-

clude that the law I have laid down is right, but

from the theory agreeeing so nearly with those

experiments that have been made, it is but fair to

presume this law as a near approximation to the

truth ; if it is true, if it should be borne out by ex-

periments, and without this it is worth nothing,

then the resistance does not increase, even simply

as the depths, much more as the square of the

depth, for with twice the power required to plough

two inches deep we might plough with each of

the following ploughs, viz. :
—

No. I. Ferguson's 12 inches deep.

2. Clarke's 12 or 13 inches.

3 . Hem's 5 or 6

4. Ransome's 8 or 9

5. Ditto 10 or 11

6. King's 8 or 9

7. Ditto 6 or 7
8. Rutland 8 or 9
9. Berks 6 or 7

I throw out these hints for future experiment-
alists, and those more deeply interested in the

plough than I am, trusting the subject may be
pursued by one belter able to devote time to this

very important question; but should no one step

forward, I shall gladly give you a chapter occa-

sionally on the " first creditor of the state."

I am, Sir, your's very obediently.

An Amateur Ploughman.
Car- Cur House, Wexford, March 10.

ON TRANSPLANTING TUHNIPS

;

OR, THE FLY DEFIED.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE TARBIEr's MAGAZINE.

Sir,—Unceasing have been the complaints, I

may say, almost annually, of the partial, or total

destruction of the turnip crop, occasioned by the
ravages of the fly. Often has the farmer congra-
tulated himself on the fine healthy appearance of
his turnip plants, and great have been his expec-
tations of a luxuriant crop ; almost as frequent
have these expectations been frustrated, and he
has witnessed their utter destruction by this vora-
cious little devourer " the fly." He has even
stood by and seen the impending devastation, un-
able to stay the plague, and powerless to save.

Many have been the remedies applied, many the

schemes to arrest the progress of the destroyer,

but hitherto without effect; and with regard to the
Swedish turnip crop, the forlorn hope of the agri-

culturist has frequently been that there might yet
be time for another trial before the season for re-

newal is ovei;, and it be too late to remedy the
disaster. But it is not until the arrival of winter
that the full force of the loss is felt ; then, indeed,
when the cattle are to be placed in the stalls, or
brought into the fold-yard for sustenance, straw
may indeed be there, but where is the green por-
tion of their food ?—vanished ! Its place has to

be supplied from some other source less eligible,

and probably more expensive. On this subject it

is needless further to expatiate. In is observed in

the last Farmer's Magazine, that the only direc-

tion now to be given is, to sow plenty of seed, in

order to have the chance of some being left, on the
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strength Of the old adage, " that is a hard battle

tvhere all are slain." If I should now be so for-

tunate as to suggest a remedy, a specific, or even an
abatement of this wide-spread mischief, this utter

destruction to the farmer's hopes, great will be my
gratification, and I shall find abundant satisfaction

in the reflection that I have been able to contri-

bute one small mite to the stock of knowledge,
experience is daily developing for the benefit of

the present, and for future generations of cultiva-

tors of the soil.

Being for several years a grower of turnips on a

small scale, and not having been an unobservant

spectator of farming operations, I have been forc-

ibly struck with the imcertainty of raising a crop

of turnips, in some seasons, in consequence of the

ravages of the fly, and conversing with an agricul-

tural neighbour on the culture of turnips, &c., he
had remarked on the utility of transplanting Swed-
ish turnips, the invariable success attending the

practice on a farm of not less than 150 acres in

South Leicestershire, I was led to infer that if so

successful in raising excellent crops of Swedish
turnips, the very act of transplanting would be
at once effectual against the ravages of the fly, and
that I would try the experiment myself, antl from
the result, have no doubt this method is well

•worttiy the attention of all agriculturists (for whose
benefit I write) interested in the growth of turnips,

and affording that grand specific so long a desi-

deratum, and to obtain which end so many futile

schemes have been devised : the following are the

particulars of the experiment I made last year, and
which was eminently successful :

—
On the twenty-sixth of April, 1839, sowed a bed

with Swedish turnip seed by way of preparation,

then prepared a piece of land nearly three roods

in extent, a light soil, hill side with a southern
aspect, ridges two feet six inches apart, manured
with good rotten dung, for it is notorious that

even the great horticulturist, John Abercrombie,
- could do nothing without " a warm border, and
good rotten dung," and, on the fifteenth of June,
planted part of the ridges with Swedish turnip

plants, the roots steeped in a liquid com-
post, consisting of night soil, soot, and vegetable

ashes, from a foot to thirteen or fourteen inches

apart, the weather being then dry, but they soon
began to show signs of resuscitated life, and by the

end of July there were many of the plants showing
an expanse of leaf equal to three feet in diameter

;

and by the middle of August, one was measured
four feet across, with a bulb in proportion, and
at the end of August were the wonder of all who
saw them. They produced no neck, and when ripe

were remarkably sound, and in general well

shaped. The summer, tis true, proved very wet,

and it may be objected, that the success of the

experiment was owing to this circumstance ; but
it is also true that very many crops of Swedish
turnips suffered from an excess of moisture, and
many proved a complete failure. Certainly the

transplanted ones progressed well throughout the

whole period of their growth. The next day, the
Kith June, sowed the remaining ridges by hand,
not having a drill for the purpose (don't forget I

am a young farmer), these were duly thinned, and
the weeds kept down as well as the rainy season

would permit with the hoe; both the transplanted

3nd sown turnips were treated alike, yet the for-

jner was decidedly the best and most regular crop.

The sg,ving of labour, and consequently expense,

is in favour of transplanting, as they require no
jnore bpeing than is necessary to keep down the

weeds, and a person used to planting with a drop-
per, would easily transplant an acre in two days.
I am convinced that the method of transplanting

will assure to the farmer an excellent crop of
valuable winter food for his stock of all descrip-

tions without fear of failure, and afford that grand
specific so long desired, and actually to set his

voracious enemy, the fly, at defiance.

In favoured situations and good soils, the begin-
ning of July will be quite early enough to trans-

plant turnips, and thus afortnight of valuable time
will be gained for cleaning land which could not
be got ready for the crop sooner, as suggested by
the person before alluded to as having practised
this method with success so many years.

And here as " good rotten dung" is indispensa-

ble, a few words may as well be said on this sub-

ject. Let every farmer take care that he uses in

deed and in truth, " good rotten dung." I saw
around me last summer numerous crops of turnips
actually choked with weeds, and even thrice

hoeing was not found sufficient, whilst other crops
were comparatively clean ; whence arises the dif-

ference ? I believe principally in the want of care

in the due preparation of the manure; invariably

in the weedy crops the dung had been used in a
crude state, either direct from the farm-yard, or

from heaps carted out and laid in the field, but
never afterwards turned until used ; in this state

the noxious seeds from the last year's growth,
fresh from the mixture at the barn door, continue
full of life and activity, no sooner are they mixed
with the soil than they emulate the growth of the

seed sown, and soon reward the thoughtless far-

mer with a luxuriant crop of weeds, which in a
moist summer like the last, he finds it both difficult

and expensive, too often impossible, to eradicate,

and lays up an ample store of vexatious labour for

future years. The right management of the dung-
hill is, I believe, one of the most important parts

of the farmer's business, for not one crop of any
kind can well flourish without " good rotten
dung," and really it seems with very many to re-

ceive little attention, much too little of his notice.

Enough has been said to arouse the careful agri-

culturist to this vital point, on which success in

the cultivation of every crop, and especially of

turnips, must mainly depend.
A Charnvvood Forest Farmer,

Leicestershire.

ON THE REFUSE OF GAS WORKS
AS MANURE.

Sir,—The refuse lime from our g:as works, and the
gas tar being' quite neglected by our farmers, will you
allow me to inquire througrh your valuable paper, the best
means of using them ; either, or both, if useful (and I
suppose they are) ; also wha.t soil, whether pasture or
arable, and what quantities per acre.

I am. Sir, yours respectfully,

A SUBSCRIBEIU
Coggershal, Jan. 30.

QUERY ON THE WILD POPPY.
Sir,—Perhaps some of your numerous readers could

state the reason why the Poppy does not come to pei*
faction amongst rye, whilst in wheat it is one of the most
troublesome weeds the light-land farmer has to encoun-
ter. Last year a field was sown, part with wheat,
and part with rye ; the poppy came up equally on both,
but at harvest the rye was quite free (although not
hoed), but the wheat, on the contrary, had a great deal.

Yours, &c., T. B. T.
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THE FARMER'S PROGRESS.
No. 5.

SPADE HUSBANDRY.
Sir,—Having described four, out of more than

forty fields, in each of which, though in varied

forms, I have used the spade very advantageously,

I add one more for the purpose of showing its

superiority over the plough in clearing the land

from couch-grass, and also of introducing another

important hranch of spade-husbandry ; viz., the

construction and management of Quickset
Hedges.

This, call it the fifth, field, was a pasture of

twenty acres ; being full of couch-grass, I resolved

to break it up and improve its condition, and at

the same time to divide it into two equal parts by
a quickset edge.

in order to save entirely the heavy expense of

posts and rails, in protecting the new hedge, I

fixed upon the following course of husbandry, by
which means I kept cattle out of the field during

five years, a period amply sufficient for the

formation of a stout fence :—the first year oats ;

the land was ploughed immediately after the oats

were mown, then fallowed and cleared from weeds
as much as possible ;—the second year, drilled

and well manured for potatoes, mangel wurzel,

Swedes, &c... cleaning the intervals with the horse

scarifier |and soiling up with the double-breasted

one-horse plough ;—the third year wheat sown by
machhie in nine-inch drills during winter, and
in spring red clover was sown between the drills

;

—fourth year two crops of clover, the roots

ploughed in immediately after the second mowing,
and fallowed during winter; the fifth year drilled

and manured for mangel wurzel &c., as before

—

thus the land was well prepared for laying down
or for any of the various purposes of husbandry.
Such was the plan I adopted with the entire

field, except about three acres which I trenched

with the spade for experiments, in order' to

ascertain the proportionate produce of lucerne,

cocksfoot-grass, meadow foxtail, timothy, Italian

rye grass and other grasses ;— in these 3 acres I

at once got rid of the couch-grass by putting the

soda and weeds at the bottom of the trenches—the

expense seemingly was great, but when I calmly
calculate the numerous ploughings, rolling, drag-

ging, haiTOwing, collecting and burning the

couch-roots and the additional labour in getting

up the potatoes, in order to destroy the fragments

of couch-grass,—I consider the expenses attend-

ing the plough and its auxiliaries not less than by
the spade, and in point of relative produce there

is no comparison, so decidedly in favour of the

part that was trenched by the spade.

Now for the quickset or whitethorn hedge, or

rather hedges, for I not only divided the field into

two parts of 10 acres each, but I also availed my-
self of the opportunity of planting another new
hedge, in order to widen the highway; thus
giving, as every landed proprietor ought to do,

sufficient land to widen a narrow road, equally for

the accommodation of the public, and the improve-
ment of his own estate—the old fence remaining
a few years to protect the new one, was in proper
time cleared away.
During September and October I had the

pasture eaten as bare as possible. As soon as

the cattle had bid adieu, for a period of five years,

I dug trenches for the new hedges 36 inches
wide, and 27 inches deep—the sod, including

every visible root of couch-grass was put at the

bottom, with other weeds and small cropplngs of

fences ; on this was spread a little new manure ;

then the soil mixed well with the best of the
subsoil, and about a ton of old compost to every
20 yards ; and on the surface 2 or 3 inches of the
barren sandy subsoil, convenient for the hoe, and
not congenial to weeds. About the beginning of
February, when the weather was mild, the thorns
were carefully taken up and planted the same day;
the soil was forked ; the roots were carefully

spread, every damaged part cut off, and every
plant at all defective was headed down and trans-

ferred to the nursery, or rather to the nearest,

otherwise unproductive, corner of a field in which
I plant whatever healthy thorns I can collect from
the demolition of old hedges, or purchase when
too large for general sale.

With the exception of the many hundred
thousand tons of good soil and rich nlanure
washed into the brooks and rivers by neglect, and
of the many hundred thousand good pounds
sterling paid lay British farmers for manure, which,
but for their ineifectual ai-id improvident compe-
tition would be given them,—I am not aware of

any agricultural extravagance so great as the

planting of small thorns (except on exposed
barren hills) ; and what is still worse neglecting to

trench and prepare the soil. The same posts and
rails that will protect 100 yards of common hedges,

will equally protect 5,000 thorn plants, until they
are able, with a little assistance and at a trifling

expense, to protect themselves. The thorns which
I planted in these trenches were as thick as my
fingers ; those which grew with a single stem
were planted 9 inches, those that branched into

two stems 10 to 15 inches apart, all in one single

row and headed down, in various lengths, accord-
ing to their shape and size, from 3 to 15 inches.

AH lateral shoots during the first summer were
rubbed oif by the finger and thumb, and not more
than 4 or 5 shoots, selecting the strongest that

grew in the direction of the hedges, were suffered

to remain. The first year they grew 30 inches, and
during winter were pruned to about 15 inches

high and 4 in width, in the form of a lancet gothic

window, pointed at the top, and this form they
still retain. The principal hedge, which is 400
j'ards long, 6 feet high, occupying not two feet

width of land, is a perfect barrier against man,
boy, or cattle ;—strangers passing by often stop

to admire it ; the total cost of the 400 yards, in-

cluding 1,100 stout thorns, 20 tons of compost
formed of four parts good soil and one part night

soil, delving 300 cubical yards of earth, levelling

the surface and equalizing the soil, together with
a dozen hoeings and three forkings, has been under
six pounds ! Hundreds of times have I seen sixty

pounds or more expended on an equal length of
hedge, in the vain attempt, aided by expensive
oak posts and rails, to make four-and-twenty
thorns (forest trees) grow when crowded to-

gether in a space " 18 inches wide and 15 inches

deep" " in two rows of quicksets, twelve in each
lineal yard." When I read this in a chapter on
" Fences" in a " Treatise on Roads," published
so recently as 1833,by Sir Henry Parnell, I turned
with renewed amusement to the story of the five

tiny caps produced before Sancho Panca during
his government; nor was I much less enter-

tained at the price at which the volume was
ushered to the world : being peculiarly adapted
to the use of road surveyors, the right honourable
baronet has with considerate attention to their

pockets fixed the price at only one guinea.
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Being too much engaged, this fine weathex-, to

conclude the subject in time for this number of

your valuable magazine, I must the next month
beg leave to trepass again on your indulgence.
March 18, 1840. Cincinnatus.

WAGES.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK-LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—I am induced to address you from an
observation contained in a letter in your last paper
from " W. S." to " Thomas Bates, Esq." In the

third paragraph I find the following sentence,
" that a labourer with a wife and family, earning

nine shillings a week, with bread at eight or nine-

pence a quartern, cannot be lowered very much."
I quite agree with W. S. as to the conclusion he
comes to, but I wish to ask, in what part of the

kingdom is it that an average labourer earns only

nine shillings a week .' I live in the centre of a

large agricultural county, and kpow of no such
wages ; the present is about the time labourers

for the year are hired, and a friend of mine on
Saturday last informed me, his were going to leave,

iJiey were not satisfied taith his ivages. Not being a

farmer, I inquired what they might amount to -. his

reply was, "twelve shillings a week for the year,

a house with a rood of land for a garden, rent-free,

nine score pecks of potatoes, the run of a pig in

summer, and oven fuel." This is such a contrast

to nine shillings, that I could not help thinking
the statement of W, S. was unfair. If there are any
average labourers working for that sum, I really

pity them, and do not envy their masters.

I am. Sir, yours respectfully,

Wraffby, Feb, 19, Fair Play.

We believe, with the exception of Bones, there

never was so great a demand for any artificial

manure as now exists for " nitrate of soda." It

is highly desirable that persons wishing to make
experiments with it (and the season is now
corning on), should be made acquainted with the

modes in which in which it luts been applied by
those who have used it successfully. A small pam-
phlet from the pen of Cuthbert Johnson, Esq.,

published by Ridgway, has just made its appearance

very opportnnely. and we earnestly recommend
every one about to make trial of Saltpetre, or Ni-

trate of Soda, to possess tliemselves of it. The
information which they will obtain from it will not

only prevent them from experieencing disappoint-

ment, but may be the means of counteracting any
erroneous conclusions, which an ill-conducted ex-

periment might cause to the prejudice of that

which promises to be an invaluable adjunct to

our artificial manures. The following is an ex-

tract :

—

"John Cook, of Hillend, has had a vast deal to do
with it; having, for himselfand his neighbours, boug'ht
as much as £1300 worth in a year ; he has used it ten
years reg^ularly ; he thinks it does best in dry seasoHS,
and is calculated to destroy the grub, but tiie wheat is

apt to mildew ; it should be pounded till it will run
through a wheat sieve, and it may be sown by itself; it

does best on grass : he tried it against soot, -from forty

to fifty bushels of sect against ona and a quarter cwt. of
saltpetre. The soot cost £1 per acre more, and the salt-

petre produced five bushels more wheat an acre.
You may sow your name with it, he says, on mea-
dow grass, and it will grow very plain above the rest.

DEER-STALKING.
(PLATE )

Robin Hood, a freebooter perhaps, but celebrated
in the annals of the chase for his extraordinaiy
skill and dexterity in shooting deer, must have
resorted to stalking, or have employed some
means of de:;eption, in order to approach suffi-

ciently near his object ; for, notwithstanding the
exalted character of the old English long bow, he
could not have got within distance without mask
or stratagem. Sherwood Forest was the principal
scene of his exploits, and sufficient yet remains of
its forest character to shew that it was admirably
calculated for ambuscade and surprise, by its

ravines, its undulated ground, &c.
Deer were no doubt very numerous in the

forest and chases of this country for centuries
after the Norman conquest; but the unlimited
freedom of these animals, whose manner and
habits are so detrimental to the prospects of the
cultivator of the soil, was incompatible with the
progress of improvement, and they necessarily
retired before the operations of the agriculturist.

Red deer are no longer to be found at large in
England, if we except a few perhaps in some of
the western counties.

Red Deer are to be met with in some parts of
the sister kingdom, but we must direct our atten-
tion to the Highlands of Scotland if we are
desirous to observe the stag or hart in his majesty,
roaming his native forests. This rugged, but
highly interesting, region of Great Britain, insus-
ceptible of cultivation except to a very limited
extent, seems admirably calculated for the abode
of wild detr, whose suspicious observation of
man, whose stately appearance, light elastic move-
ments, and freedom of manner, impart a vivacious
interest—a something indescribable, yet remark-
ably pleasing—to the woods, the lofty mountains
and the beautiful lakes, which could not have
been derived from any other source.
From the nature of the country and the manners

and habits of its inhabitants, the Highlanders of old
must have calculated oa the chase for a part of
their supply of food or means of subsistence ; and
we find from authentic records, that the hunting
parties of the Highland Chiefs and great men of
the country were formed on a very extensive
scale, and a very considerable destruction of game
ensued on such occasions. Numbers of the ordi-
nary clansmen were engaged for several previous
days in collecting and driving the deer : they
were acquainted with the locality and haunts of
the game : they spread themselves to what may be
called the boundary of the hunting-ground, they
advanced, according to preconcerted signal,

driving the deer before them, and gradually
drawing closer together, and thus forcing the
game into a pass where the chieftains were pre-
pared for its reception. On such occasions the
more powerful males lead the way ; and such is

the invincible obstinacy of these animals, under
such circumstances, that no appearance of danger
can induce them to alter their purpose : if

the foremost are shot, their followers continue
to press forward ; many, of course, would be
killed on such occasions

;
yet, out of the herd

thus brought together, by far the greater part
must necessarily escape. This persevering obsti-
nacy is not confined to the red deer, but is

characteristic of the tribe, from the lofty giraflfe to
the smallest variety. This propensity in deer has
not escaped the observation of the Hottentot,
(naked in mind as in body), who contrives to re-
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plenish his precariously supplied larder with the

Damon antelope, in a manner similar to that

employed by the ancient Highlanders, already

described.

Deer-stalking in the Highlands of Scotland is

followed by all the sportsmen of that part of the

kingdom who have the means, as well as by many
Englishmen who visit the Highlands for the pur-

pose. The parties who go out for deer-stalking

generally consist of several shooters, with some
Highlanders acquainted vvith the ground and the

haunts of the game : these men are aware of the

passes or tracks frequented by the deer, along

which they are sure to pass when alarmed, and by

the sides of which, in ambush, the shooters are

prepared for them, in breathless anxiety, with a

powerful dog or two ready to slip in case the deer

is wounded and makes off— deer, when mortally

wounded, will frequently run a very considerable

distance.

Wild deer are found in various parts of the

Highlands, from Loch Lomond to Sutherlandshire
;

in the more remote parts of this county (Suther-

landshire) they are seldom seen, and beyond the

Ord of Caithness a straggler does not make his

appearance once in a dozen years. Every part of

the Highlands is not calculated for the abode of

these animals, and they are therefore necessarily

confined to localities.

The stag is noble game ; but in the part of the

country nnder consideration, he can afford diver-

sion only by stalking; he cannot be pursued by
hounds as in England, or at least if such were the

case, he could not be followed by horsemen, as

the mountains and moors (or morasses) are utterly

uncalculated for equestrianism. Further, a de-

gree of excitement is imparted by deer-stalking,

which persons unacquainted with the sport can

scarcely appreciate ; we have known more than

one sportsman prefer deer- stalking to every other

rural diversion.

The Indians of America carried the art of deer-

stalking to the greatest possible perfection ; depend •

ing on the chase for the means of subsistence,

they became hunters from necessity, and as the

pursuit of wild animals constituted the principal

and more i'.nportant business of their lives, as

they were constantly thus employed, were pas-

sionately attached to hunting, it is not remarkable
that they should become expert at their avocation.

The lithy Indian, after having procured a deer by
means of a pitfall or snare, would envelope him-
self in its skin, and imitate the movements and
manners of the living animal so exactly, as to be

able thus to approach a herd in the forest, select

and secure his victim.

The perfection at which the Indians had arrived

in the art of animal imitation is rendered manifest

from the following well authenticated anecdoce.

During the war which ended in the separation of

the United States from the mother country, a

division of the British army was encamped on the

border of one of those wildernesses so common
in America, a sentinel being posted at some little

distance in the thicket : when the time arrived to

relieve the sentinel, he was not to be found.

Another and another sentinel disappeared in the

same mysterious manner, and at length the soldiers

became alarmed. " I will place no man upon the

post (said the Colonel) against his will ;" when a

brave fellow stepped from the ranks and volunta-

rily offered to occupy it. He informed his com-
rades they should hear the report of his musket
on the least cause of alarm, and they listened in

anxiety for the signal : in about half an hour it

was heard, the guard immediately proceeded to

the spot, and found the sentinel engaged in dis-

entangling a dead Indian from a pig skin. "Some
little time after I had been on my post (said the
man") I observed a wild hog in the thicket, appa-
rently seeking for nuts, &c., but as wild hogs are
so common in those parts, I did not consider it a
cause of alarm— till I perceived it approach unusu-
ally near, directing its course to a bush at the back
of my post. I watched its motions, and as in
crossing a small hollow it made an awkward spring,

I levelled my musket, fired, and killed this

Indian !"

THE SUBSOIL PLOUGH.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MAKK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—Will any of your correspondents inform me
what subsoil plough is the best adapted for mixed
soils of clay and gravel, who is the maker, and
where to be obtained, as I intend subsoiling a con-
siderable tract of land next season 1 I have heard

much of Pearson's drainage plough, will any one
inform me of its principle, and what is the difference

between it and the old windlass drain plough usually

used in our county 1 Will any one inform me
whether turnips of any description can be grown to

profit on a clay subsoil, and if so what is the system
adopted as to ploughing, manuring, and feeding

;

myself having found it so expensive, from its

effects on succeeding crops, as almost to give up
growing them entirely 1 Will any one inform me
the most effectual and speedy mode of decomposing
vegetable fibrous substances to prepare them for

application to the soil 1 Your Essex Reporter.

ANSWERS TO THE QUERIES
BY OUR ESSEX REPORTER.

In your last number, your Essex reporter in-

quires " which is the most effectual and speedy
mode of decomposing vegetable fibrous substances

to prepare them for application to the soil'.'" In
answer, I beg to say, that in many cases burning
them will be found (except in a situation where
fuel is very scarce and dear) by far the most
speedy, effectual and profitable remedj'. In some
cases lime will be sufficient, and in some others

which are called hungry soils, decomposition will

go on with sufficient rapidity without any applica-

tion. I have seen gate posts made of heart of oak
so decomposed by the surface of a hungry soil, as

to require renewing within twenty years after

being fresh set down ; and 1 have seen similar

cases, where the posts have been preserved well

for fifty years, by ramming a quantity of clay

round the post a foot deep to form the surface.

Upon this principle we apply bones for manure
upon hungry soils of sand and gravel, and never
upon clay soils.

In answer to another question, turnips may be
grown to advantage perhaps one year in twenty,

and probably to great disadvantage the other nine-

teen years. Draining ploughs have succeeded better

on grass than on cultivated lands. The subsoil

plough is not likely to be in general use, the re-

quisite horse power being so great, indeed the soil is

too shallowly ploughed in a general way; I have
seen ploughs fifty years ago, which would move the

subsoil two or three inches deep, which fell in

disuse because of horse-power required.

I remain, Sir, yours, respectfully,

Nottingham, March lOth. S. R.
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ON TRANSVERSE AND FURROW
DRAINING.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sin,—In your paper of the 'iOth January last, a

Mr. D. Gairdner, of Kirklandbolm, near Ayr, has

referred to a meeting held lately at Market Hill, and

particularly to a letter of mine, in which the compa-
rative advantages of draining by transverse and
furrow shores was calculated ; and next, whether

filling in with tile or stone should be adopted ; that

gentleman has been pleased to say" that he would be

sorry that anything should be set forth to influence

the public mind, either by exaggerating the expense
of the operation, or doubting the permanent effects of

them.'

'

My letter, which appeared in your paper, was not

intended for print, and very minute calculation not

aimed at. 1 am yet persuaded that my estimate,

taking the difference between the Irish and statute

acre, will we found nearly correct. The Irish perch

is 21 feet—the English I65 ; 121 perches English
corresponding to 96 Irish, or nearly. By a typo-

graphical error, it appeared as 90. Now, estimating

the Irish perch at Is. the English will be found 95d ;

and therefore there is little or no exaggeration re-

garding the use of tiles.

In hilly ground, such as the north of Ireland, it

universally appears, either from the porous nature of

the substratum on the summit or tlie retentiveness of

the clay on the verges, the springs generally make
their appearance round the declivities, Now, I con-

tend for it, that a shore cut transversely, and pro-

perly laid down on each side of a main conductor,

will perfectly relieve the field, to a great extent

nndeineatb, from the injurious moisture. You have
only to repeat the operation, if the lower part of the

land requires it, by furrow draining. I admit that,

by carrying ihem up to where the spring emerges,

you may succeed in breaking through the obstruc-

tion, and carrying off the superabundant moisture

;

but I think four times the extent in the furrow
method would be required to produce the same effect

the transverse would accomplish.

It is a matter established by experience, that the

clay thrown up by the transverse in light soils acts

as a manure, and is what our land requires. We
have less in measure to open, on this plan. We
sink deeper, and bring up less of that gritty sub-

stance, on which the surface rests. In good farming,

this kind of land should b^, deepened by the subsoil

plough, whether it required draining or not. In
making drains, either with stone or tile, much de-

pends on the facility of obtaining the material. In a

great proportion of the land in this country, and
where draining is most required, we find a layer of

stones embedded under the surface, which the good
farmer will have turned up, and therefore at hand to

fill in his shores, which otherwise would have to be
carted off. The experience of the best farmers esta-

blishes incontestibly, that a shore properly finished

with stones, using the larger ones at the bottom and
the smaller at top, will be perfectly durable, and
serve all the purposes intended for ages ; and I

think also, in cases of sudden inundations, they will

discharge the overflowing water more speedily and
effectually. Where stones cannot be had, of course
tiles must be resorted to ; but as long as we have
plenty of stones—so much so that generally a part of

the field must be appropriated to their use—as long
as this is the case, I will recommend stone
draining in preference to tile. It is a question de-

serving of consideratiou, whether iu the furrow
draining system the ridge, or space between each,

might not bs deprived of the moisture necessary, and,
in a dry season, much of the fertilizing matter car-

ried off from the crop. Mr. G. mentions the unparal-

leled success of tile draining, and the very extraordi-

nary springing up of manufactories resulting from this

system of draining ; however, this appears to me
rather questionable ; but if such an impulse to ma-
nufactories took place in the shire of Ayr that they
sprung- up like mushrooms has been produced by
tiles, we in old Ireland would be indebted to Mr.
Gairdner if he would undertake the draining of our
bogs. I am. Sir, j'our obedient servant,

Alex. Kinmouth.
Deerpark, 17th Feb. 1840.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES,
AND THEIR EFFECTS IN IMPROVING

AGRICULTURE.
I remember on reading when the English Agri-

cultural Society was formed, a prediction of Mr.
Hillyard, that bethought such a body would be able
to give the farmer every thing he could wish or
want professionally, except " capital,'' and I recol-

lect remarking to myself at the time, that in making
that exception, the experienced agriculturist ap-
peared to me to have omitted the " primum mobile,"
the moving power, the very essence of the whole
matter. I also recollect hearing the leading members
of the society attribute the rapid advancement of
Scotch agriculture to the exertions and influence of
the Highland Society, an opinion arising, no doubt,
from the fond anticipation of a similar rapid progres-
sion from their attempts in a similar course. The many
ludicrous opinions on that point have only served
to display the ignorance of the pretenders to the
knowledge of it ; and the most recent one, of having
better land adds another to the already long and
swollen list. It would be wholly superfluous to
notice and answer these crude and absurd opinions,
as they are merely evasions and shufilings, ever
placing the advantage on some contingency, but
cautiously avoiding to impute any blame to our
precious selves, the very quarter where the whole
blame attaches. I am willing to go over with any
person the whole transactions, and to see what
smallest part of his practice the Scotch farmer has
derived from that journal; and if the system did
not exist long before the society itself. I read
lately in your paper of a farmer who had derived
" great pleasure fror9 reading that journal ;" but if

the Scotch farmers had derived only pleasure in
reading the essays published by the society, and no
practical deductions, it is diflicult to see how a
system of agriculture could be derived from such %
source; and if all men derive only pleasure from
reading the Journals of our Society, we may wait
long ere improvements commence— indeed, it is

puzzling to draw a single practical application from
the published lucubrations. Societies are im-
provers and decorators, but previous to a house
being furnished and decorated, it must be built •

and before a superstructure can be raised, a founda-
tion must be laid. But the present opinion is that
any deviation from the present routine is absurd and
ruinous, and that no outlay would be repaid ; and this
opinion prevailing, it is difficult to see of what use
discoveries would be to our conceited selves. There
is not a farmer in England who does not reckon
Northern agriculture nonsense, and his own system
vastly preferable, and who does not exert every in-
fluence to prevent the introduction—the high rents
and profits please the landowners, but the cost of

S
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tLe requisite machinery terrifies tbem.and it is forth-

with committed to parchment to be praised and
practised there. I never could understand how any
persons can recommend a system to others that they

do not practise themselves ; or how it can be advis-
able to plough land by steam machinery, and yet we
must net thrash grain by it, from dread of diminish-
ing labour,—one would think the applications would
be similar in that respect. But 1 must not expose
my misfortune in not being able to see things as

- others see them in the anomalous conduct of this

incongruous mass of human beings ; it is a most un-
fortunate propensity, for it Iceeps a person lagging
in the rear, and trudging in the mire, bespattered
with the raud of the forerunners who see at one
glance, and intuitively, without either evidence or

demonstration. Opinions and bare statements are

much too current coin.

AVith every deference to the laudable attempts of
agricultural societies, I am much inclined to attri-

bute any great advance in the art, to means that they
do not, as a body possess, but which individually
the landowners may easily achieve. A Scotch pro-
prietor nearly a hundred years ago, by exerting a very
moderate portion of common sense, granted a lease

of land for a number of years, upon the obvious
principle that no man will expend capi'tal in im-
proving land at the risk of forfeiture. He set the
example by introducing experiments, and gave long
leases, the advantages of them to the farmers ; other
landowners followed the example, until no farm svas

let without a holding by lease for a term of years.
That term was indefinitely extended—sometimes for

one, two or three lives ; and in other cases for

various terms, from ten to fifty, but rarely under
twenty, which came at last to he the common en-
durance. When an improvement was made, the
profits remained with the farmer, to be expended in
further improvements—a stimulus being thus given,
and the prices of produce continuing to advance, a
distribution of capital followed ; it remained with
the farmer, which in the abscence of leases would
have gone into the hands of the landowners, who
never would have executed a moiety of the im-
provements effected.

This circumstance, a very plain and tangible one,
constitutes the foundation and main spring of
Scottish agriculture, and though these times are
gone, the effect is great and lasting. Without secu-
rity that a part of the profits of any discovery or
improvements will remain with the farmer, no
benefit can accrue to him, it merely raises the rent
and leaves him as before. Self interest is the most
powerful of all the springs of human action, say
what we may of other duties, that is the chord to be
touched. But the shortness of leases render the
system even yet very imperfect : a short lease is

little better than none, for no sooner is an improve-
ment made, than the farmer sets' about cropping the
land in order to repay the outlay by the expiring of
the term, and the land remains as before, and no
permanent benefit is conferred. I would propose
that all land be let on lease of forty to sixty years or
more, and the leases made alienable, transferable,
and saleable, as the tenants of leasehold houses, by
the present restricted system of leases. If any
person expend 1000^. in improving land, he may
want the money for another purpose, but cannot get
it,—he must wait for years, until the crops reimburse
the expence. This is a great hardship, and would
be removed by selling the lease at any time, and the
landowner would be protected by special clauses in
the contract, and also have a share in any great
change in cultivation, by making the rent or a

half of it to be variable by the current piuces of the
aggregate articles of produce. The state of land
and houses would be easily protected. There can be
no distinction betwixt land for cultivation, and land
on which to build houses, and the same mode of
management must apply as to holding. Monied
men would then embark their capital in the improve-
ment of land, whenever security is granted; im-
provements would not lie at our feet neglected as

at present—our lands would not lie waste, and
our population starved. An end' would also be put to

the prophecies on the corn laws, that brazen tongued
interpreter of woes and harbinger of evils. In Scot-

land they have not yet advanced so far as to make
leases saleable or even alienable, or to lengthen the

duration now beyond 20 years, for the feudal-ridden

lav/yers, who are generally the estate agents, have
thoroughly impressed the landowner that he must
have the "delectus persona" that he cannot prevail

with himself to drop that privilege of control. I

take no notice of the reason given for not granting

leases, that the landowner may control the political

influence of his tenant ; it is too absurd to be ad-

mitted into a reasoning for a nation's good, at present

it shews the absurdity of conferring a privilege

without liberty to exercise it. Such a fundamental
plan of improvement will do more than oceans of

scribbling and useless phrase-mongering ; we have
land, skill, capital, and labour in abundance, and
known improvements waiting the introduction, but
from want of opportunity they are wholly lost,

fettered, and many of them locked up. In such
cases, much is no doubt owing to individual genius
and exertion, and much to natural and artificial

causes ; but in situations nearly alike, similar causes

would operate similar results.

In Ireland, we have had, and yet have a precious

exemplification of the effects of rack-renting, or

sweeping ever}' sixpence into the hands of the land-

owner, and allowing none to remain with the

cultivator. This is Ireland's curse — and if the

most improved cultivation known were introduced

to the fullest extent, and yield golden fruits, the

only consequence would he higher rents, without
any advantage to the farmer, and his condition will

be no wise altered. I always attend with much
pleasure and sincere gratification to the proceedings
of Mr. Blacker, on Earl Gosford's estate in Ireland,

where he has adopted the true method to im-

pi'ove the land, and the people at the same time.

How widely different the conduct of that gentle-

man from the Irish mode of farming, and the

common run of estate agents, " who distrain the

cow for rent, and seize the pig and sell it," without
even looking at the scource whence the rent must
come^; he teaches the cultivator to raise more pro-

duce, and secures to him the profits and the value

of his labour in effecting it. A fair current value

being fixed on a quantity of land, any profits raised

above that value remains with the cultivator, to

enable him to improve further; " distributien of

capital" tajtes place, which could not happen before
;

as monev accumulates, the possessor will seek a

wider field for exertion—those that remain will rent

the land—the size of farms will increase naturally

without any inhuman proceedings, and the land-

owner will get his property suitably arranged by
degrees, and farm steadings erected to suit any size

of farms he may prefer. The road is open and clear,

and certain of effecting tbe result expected, when-
ever it may be adapted and carried on with energy

and perseverance. It will effect more in one year

for Ireland, or for any country, than centuries of

useless displays of senatorial eloquence, flourishes
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of rhetoric, patLetic harrangues, and mournful Jere-

miads, which eraporate with the breath of the

speaker, and vanish into empty air. Ireland lias

been most abundantly pitied, but never relieved

—

it is cursed and misruled, and the cursers and mis-
rulers lament and pity the people afflicted by their

own acts and selfish monopolies. A fat ox, a few
tons of coals, and lots of blankets distributed to a
starving population, only serves to whet the appetite

and longing; for more ; it serves as a part, certainly,

and a purpose of reminding the people of their

condition, and that abundance exists though they
do not enjoy it ; but never can confer beyond a

moment any passing benefit. The true plan to

ameliorate the condition of a people, is to put the

means in their power of raising and maintaining
themselves beyond the need of such narrow-minded
and frigid benevolence. Nothing short of this

object deserves any notice. No country in the

world has ever j'et been overpeopled, the laws of
mortality are ordained to prevent any such result.

That they have been and are overpeopled, ad-

mits of no doubt—but all dread of population
ever exceeding the produce of cultivation are just

as idle and chimerical as the reveries of fathers and
monks, provided theexertions of the human race had
full scope, unfettered and unrestrained. No country
in the world has ever yet been fully cultivated j a part

of mankind get possession of the land, and are born
with and inherit the idea that every thing is intended

for their benefit, from the chicken th:it picks at the

haru door, to the produce of every clime, imported
or exported. Without distribution of capital, no
improvement will take place in any art—no means
of exertion will exist, and when capital is converted
into other substances, a security must exist of

possessing them either in themselves individually,

or in the future results they may produce. This
system has raised every art to it present state, it

has made Scotch farming what it is, and it will

produce similar and far greater effects whenever it

may be adopted and fully carried out. It has ever

appeared to me that a ground-work is wanting for our
exertions, and that the want of it confines all im-

provements to meeting, writing, and speaking,

which end in nothing. Radix.
Feb. 15.

AGRICULTURE.
(from the SUSSEX AGRICULTUHAL EXPRESS.)

Sir,—Observing T. H. S.'s letter in your paper of

December 21st, wherein he offers some good advice on
the culture of parsnips as food for neat cattle and cows,
and of which he states the produce at 500 bushels per

acre,—while he gives parsnips a decided preference to

carrots, 1 venture to offer to him and to your agricul-

tural readers' consideraiion, the result of my culture

last spring of the white cattle carrot, as com-
pared with his statement ; an experiment I was led to

try from what I had heard of their produce in Cambridge-
shire, aad as bieng very suitable to clay soils. Having
ordered of Messrs. Wrench and Son, seedsmen, on
London Bridge, sufficient seed for four acres of land of

medium quality, which, after a course of wheat, oats,

and seeds had been Pearsoa-plough drained the pre-

ceding winter, and being once ploughed about nine
INCHES DEEP, the ground was sown broadcast, with-

out landing up. In due time the carrots came up, very
even, and were twice hoed and thinned. When fit to

take up, the produce dovibled the quantify of parsnips

grown by T. H. S, ; the carrots amounting to full one
thousand bushels per acre, after removing their green
tops ; and had it not been dangerous to the drains, so

soon after they were made, I have no doubt hut that

by the uss of Smith's, of Deauston, subsoil plough, the

roots would have been larger and the crop more abun-
dant. The produce, being cut by a very clever and
simple machine, made by Davis, of 422, Oxford Street,
has been given to cart horses, to lean beasts (with
NOTHING BUT OAT STRAW, ) and to COWS ; all of which
have done well : my horses, besides other hard work in

carrying stone and building materials, having been
employed in draining fifty-one acres of arable land with
the Pearson plough. As food for cows in winter, they
are excellent, and give no ill flavour whatever to the
milk, cream, or butter, which latter has been as sweet
and good as if the cows had been at grass in summer

;

while the saving in hay has been of great importance
;

facts open to enquiry of my bailiff at any time. If T.
H. S. will test their worth against an equal quantity of
parsnips sown on similar land, equally manured, I

doubt not that he will prefer them (in point of produce,
at least) to parsnips, and he may depend upon getting
the true white cattle carrot seed at Messrs. Wrench's,
or at Gibbs', Half Moon Street, Piccadilly. I will

only add that some of my tenants are so well satisfied

with them, as to desire seed to be sent down with mine
for this year's sowing.

It appears to me a suitable occasion to refer to the
self-evident advantages my farm has obtained, and is

obtaining, by the free use of Pearson's excellent and
CHEAP system of plough drainage of clay subsoils, not
infested (observe) tmth surface stoties, and which
benefit strikingly presents itself in the flourishing

growth of some of my wheat, drilled in on one field,

November 23d, and on two other fields, on the 3rd and
fourth of December ; the plant on each of which has
come up well and looks healthy, notwithstanding so
much bad weather ; while I have complaints from other
places of no visible signs of late sown wheat coming
up in a satisfactory manner, and in some instances

almost despaired of on tenacious soils ; and whereon,
should it eventually grow, it is reasonable to expect
the plants will be weak and unhealthy. I may further

add, that since the introduction of the Pearson plough
drainage, 24 inches deep on arable, and 18 inches deep
on upland meadow and pasture (the plough drains being
at half-rod distances from each other), my crops and
live stock, especially sheep, have well repaid the out-
lay ; and which, for the better information of un-
willing believers in agricultural improve-
ments, I have to state may be well executed on arable

land for thirty shillings per acre, exclusive of the mains
and outfalls, which require to be done by hand, and for

which purpose drain tiles are greatly preferable to

either stone or frith drains, as they clear the plough
drains far sooner, and are not liable to injury by the

accumulated water. In proof of this, I undertook, for

one of my Westgrinstead tenants, to complete the
Pearson drainage of some clay land in his occupation
after Christmas, 1838, at \l. IDs. per acre; and after

balancing the account, the surplus of more than 21. la

my favour was distributed among the workmen, for

their attention and diligence, with my tenants' ap-
proval. This ought to suffice to put to silence all ob-

jections on the ground of expense, and especially by those

persons who really wish to benefit the industrious

labourer by this remunerative and extra-winter em-
ployment, and which tends also to further employment,
by increasing the produce from the land.

I cannot but hope it will be agreeable to many
liberal-minded landowners, when I offer to their con-

sideration the example of the landowners of Lincoln-

shire and Leicestershire, and other parts, by whom
drain tiles are freely and extensively given to their

tenants, who are thereby encouraged to employ their

people in winter to improve their profits and fai ms ;

and I with the more confidence point this out to the

landowners of the Wealds of Sussex and Kent, inas-

much as they would not be called upon to give above

one-tenth of the drain tiles for the Pearson drainage,

being merely for the outfalls and main drains thereof.

Hoping that these observations, founded on practical

results, may cot be useless,

I subscribe myself, your obedient Servant,

CHARLES MERRIKBURRELL.
February t

1840,

3 2
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ON PRESERVING WOOD
BY STEEPING IT, PREVIOUS TO USE, IN A

COLD WATER SOLUTION OF LIME.

In the Civil Engineer and Architect's Journal, No.
28, January 1840, there is a notice at page 27, des-

cribing a Patent obtained in the United States of

America, to preserve wood by boiling it in J.ime

water. The Editor of this Journal properly remarks,

that wood might be much better prevented from de-

cay, by soaking it in a strong solution of Lime in

cold water.

Lime when fresh burned or calcined is soluble in

about 800 times its weight of cold water ; but in

much less quantity in boiling. And thus, if wood
be soaked in a cold water solution of lime, more of

the calcareous substance will be imbibed by the

pores of the wood ; the sap and other vegetable prin-

ciples of the wootl will, also, be more fully exposed

to the action of the lime water, and more likely to

undergo the chemical changes, which seem necessary

for the preservation of the wood, than when put into

a boiling solution of lime water.

The same Editor states that he is unacquainted
with any facts, that confirm his opinion, that wood
would derive more benefit, as to its future durabi-

lity, by being steeped in a solution of lime in cold

water. We are happy to supply some facts, which
have lately fallen under our immediate observation,

and which prove in the most satisfactory manner,
that wood, even of the most perishable description,

may be preserved for many years, previous to use,

by soaking it for some days in a cold solution of

lime water.

Having lately been in Scotland, among other

places we visited the Limeworks at Closeburn, in

the county of Dumfries. I'hese interesting works
belong to Sir Charles G. Stuart Menteath, Bart., and
are curried on in a verv scientific manner. The
stratification of the Limestone offers the mineralo-

gist a great treat—the mechanical contrivances also,

to raise the limestone from the mine, the construc-

tion of the kilns for its calcination, and the other

operations going on, are all well worthy of the ex-

amination of the inquisitive traveller.

After viewing all these interesting sights, my
attention was next directed by the clerk of the works,
Mr. Graham, to the preservation of wood by steep-

ing it in a cold solution of lime water. I was
conducted by him into his house, and shewn the tim-

ber of thereof. This roof had been erected upwards
of 40 years, and was constructed of common Scotch
Fir of 28 years growth, raised on the estate of
Closeburn. On inspecting the large timber of the

roof, we could discover no symptoms of decay, ei-

ther from being worm eaten or otherwise injured by
time. It was perfectly free of worms, and is nearly
as sound as the day it was first put up. But in the

smaller wood of this roof, we perceived many marks
of the ravages of the worms upon it. These insects

had penetrated it in every direction, and injured it

to that degree, that it must soon be replaced bv fresh

wood. Enquiring how this could be accounted for,

why the large wood bad escaped, and the smaller

timber had (alien a prey to these tinv destructive
creatures, we were informed, that the larger timber
liad been soaked in the cold water solution of lime,

but that the smaller had not undergone the same
treatment.

The following detail was given us, of the method,
which Sir Charles G.S. Menteath employs to prepare
his wood for building purposes.

It may, however, before proceeding to relate it,

be remarked, that wood contains saccharine and al-

buminous substances. The latter, viz., the albumen,
when the wood is placed in a damp and confined si-

tuation, very readily decomposes and passes into the

disease called " Dry Rot," which proceeds from a

plant of the fungus family, produced by the decayed,

rotten wood. The albumen, as well as the saccha-

rine ingredients of the wood, furnish the food of the

worm. Its parent, either a fly or a beetle, led by
instinct to this already prepared magazine of food

for its offspring, lays its eggs in the wood. These
eggs in due time give birth to the worms or maggots,

which as soon as they issue from them, commence
their devastations upon the wood.
Lime water is found to produce great changes on

these vegetable elements of wood, the albumen and
saccharine matters. Whether the alkaline proper-

ties of the lime destroys them, or enter into new
combinations, is not well ascertained. These effects

the chemist, perhaps, will be able to explain. Cer-

tain, however, it is, from the valuable instance of

wood steeped in a cold solution of lime water as seen

in the roof at Closeburn Limeworks, that wood,
even of the most perishable kind, when well soaked
in such a solution, is freed from the destruction of

the worm—is also less less liable to be attacked by
Dry Rot—and is rendered durable and sound
for years.

The wood which Sir Charles G. S. Menteath era-

ploys for roofing buildings is chiefly Scotch Fir. He
has been in the practice of steeping this wood pre-

vious to using it, in a strong solution of lime water

for upwards o(forty years. Scotch Fir, that has not

been soaked in lime water, is known to last in the

roof of buildings a very few years, it soon is preyed

upon by the worm.
The method pursued at Closeburn in preparing

wood for the purposes of building, is to saw it into

such lengths, as the occasion demands. Next to

plunge the planks or beams into a pond of lime wa-

ter. The pond is made 30 or 40 feet long, 5 or 6

feet deep, 16 or 18 feet wide, the bottom and sides

are rendered water tight. It is then filled with cold

water. Before receiving the wood, a quantity of

fresh burned hot lime is thrown into the pond,

which is well stirred with the water to dissolve as

much as possible of it. Into this strongly impreg-

nated solution of lime water, the wood in the various

shapes it has been sawn into, is then thrown in. As
liraewater absorbs carbonic acid from the atmosphere,

the lime previously held dissolved in the water, be-

comes insoluble and is slowly abstracted from the

water, and deposited at the bottom in a solid state,

as mild lime or carbonate of lirae ; hence the neces-

sity of now and then throwing in fresh portions of

recently calcined lime, that the water may be resa-

turated with the strongest solution of this caustic

alkaline earth.

With respect to the period, that it is necessary to

soak the wood in limewater, it must depend very

much upon the thickness and texture of the wood,

roofing timb'er of fir will require a fortnight or more,

larger and closer grained wood than the fir ought to

be in the lime water pond three or four weeks or

longer time.

After removing the wood from the pond it must be

allowed to dry, and season before it is used.

Among the benefits that this preparation of wood
by Sir C. S. Menteath presents, we may safely enu-

merate the following, viz. :

—

1. The lime which is absorbed by the pores of the

wood appears to alter or destroy the albumi-

nous and saccharine principles, and, destroy-
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ing the food of t'^e worm, saves the wood from
its ravages.

2. The two last elements, viz., the albumen and
sugar, having been so acted upon by the lime,

there is less apprehension of its being infected

by the " dry rot."

3, The wood, soaked in lime water, becomes
iirmer in texture and more durable. It is the

well-known property of waters holding lime

in solution, called " petrifying wells," to pe-

netrate and deposit upon all substances ex-

posed to their influence small crystals of car-

bonate of lime. When wood is plunged for

some time in' a strong lime water solution a

slight petrifaction of the wood is observable.

The carpenter, who has to work up the wood
taken out of the lime water pond, grievously

complains that the edge of his plane is con-

stantly blunted. This arises from the small

crystals of carbonate of lime covering the sur-

face of the wood ; and also from their having
insinuated themselves into the pores of the

wood ; the plane in contact with these has its

edge taken off. Was the wood prior to being
put into the pond smoothed with the plane,

this objection of the carpenter would be pre-

vented.

From these few observations upon Sir Charles
Menteath's treatment of building timber, it must be
apparent that no readier, more economical method of
preserving wood has yet been discovered.

In preparing wood for the purposes of ship-build-

ing, we think it would be well worthy of the atten-

tion of the ship-carpenter to ascertain by experi-

ments, whether or not his wood, previously well

Steeoed in strong lime-water, would not give it at

sea the same durability which it is found to have
done, when so treated iu buildings on land.

THE DRAUGHT OF PLOUGHS
MATHEMATICALLY CONSIDERED.

Sin,—In reading, during the last day or two,
' Marrat's Mechanics" and " sicut mens est mos,"
endeavouring to apply what I there learnt in some
way or other to the advancement of Agriculture, my
thoughts from time to time wandering to that very in-

teresting and instructive experiment, on the draught
of ploughs by Mr. Pusey, detailed in your last number,

I met with a theorem which may perhaps throw some
light on the question respecting yoking horses abreast
or in a line.

Marrat's Mechanics, p. 7, art. 24, p. 8, art. 29,

P
B

A , _y " If two or more forces as P Q act on
a single point as A, they will draw it in a line between
the two, as A. B. This line is called the resultant ov
equivalent, for supposing P B and Q to be equal forces,
B will from its position exert a power on A equal to
the united force of the other two. If the forces are
equal, the resultant is found by bisecting the angle
formed by their direction, if unequal by an almost
equally simple means which I need not now detail.
Now in working a plough there are two forces em-
ployed, the horizontal which draws the instrument
along, as Q in the figure, and the uplifting, whose
office is not only to lift up and thereby turn over the

furrow slice, but also, as Mr. Pusey has proved, to

diminish the friction of the sole against the ground
b}' transferring part ofthe weight to the horse's back,
this power is represented by P in the figure.

If we suppose ("which I think probable) that the
operation of ploughing will proceed most easily when
an equal force is applied to each of these purposes,
uplifting and horizontal movement, we can very ea-

sily determine the line of the resultant or equivalent,

to the other two, for since AP, the uplifting power,
is vertical by bisecting the angle of 90 degrees which
it forms with the other power, we have an angle of 45
degrees from the surface of the ground as the line

of the resultant.

But since the proportion between the uplifting and
horizontal forces will probably vary with circum-
stances, for it is evident that a heavy swing plough
will require a much greater exertion of the uplifting
power to diminish the friction against the ground
than a lighter instrument, or than one in wMch this

office is performed by wheels, thous;h the horizontal

force will probably remain nearly the same, the diffe-

rence in the draught of the two being chiefly occasi-
oned by the increase of friction caused by the in-

crease of weight in altered circumstances, then the
line of draught should be altered to a more obtuse
angle when a greater uplifting power is required and
vice versa.

This reasoning rests at present on the assumed
equality between the two forces, but if the proportion
between them in different circumstances were expe-
rimentally determined, the practical farmer would be
enabled always to adjust his line of draught to the
most efficient angle.

If this theory be correct, the loss of power in the
second and third horses of a team depends more on
the improper angle at which they draw, than, as is

frequently supposed, on the curvature of the line of
draught at the point where their traces are hooked, to

those of the horse next the plough ; in fact, this very
curvature, though it undoubtedly occasions a great
loss of power, may in this case be no disadvantag;e,

inasmuch as it causes the remainder to be applied in
a more beneficial direction. I conceive that the back-
band of the Clydesdale horses, noticed by Mr. Pusev,
acts beneficially by bringing the line of draught
nearer to the proper angle.

It appears to me that much light'might be thrown
on the subject by first asceitaining the who e force

necessary for the draught of a plough by a single

dynamometer, and then measuring thediflferent pow-
ers exerted by each horse of the team ; if the sum of
these latter exceeded the former, we should at once
know how much power was wasted, and where.

In this experiment I suppose the power exerted

by the horse next the plough could only be guessed
at, as a dynamometer behind him would show the
whole force of the team as it affected the plough.

In measuring the angle of draught I should draw
a line from the centre of the horse's shoulder, through
the muzzle or copse of the plough to the centre of
the sole, midway between the point of the share and
the heel of the plough,

M. E. A. S.

LIQUID MANURE.—f From a Correspondent.)—
Let your cisterns not be under, or near your cow-hovels
or stables, but in the open air, (covered of course) ; and
near as possible to the centre of the yard, that all the

drainings may be saved. I should say, a regular built

cistern, arched over ; the liquid conducted by drains

and soughs or pipes, with a nt«rt-hole, to allow of it

being cleaned out annually.
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ON FURROW BRAINING.
Sir,—As furrow draining- is allowed by all to be a

first-rate improvement in modern agriculture, I am
persuaded a lew remarks on the subject from the
Carse of Gowrie will not be uninteresting to a great
proportion of your numerous readers. Drains (tbat
is to BiijT covered drains) of any description are but
of recent introduction into tbe low carse. The want
of declivity and the closeness of the botto'U h;',s pre-
cluded the use of large cross drains ; consequently,
the furrow drain system was the only one that could
be had recourse to with any prospect of success, and
the first attempts were with turf, in 18^7 : it was
carried on with great spirit, and a considerable
breadth was drained ; but, although it showed how
immense an improvement it was, it was of too perish-
ing a nature to be profitable, as it vs^ould require, in
most instances, to be redrained everv course of
cropping. However, where the clay is free ot sand,
and where the former has had access to hill turf,

they are known to have kept open for a dozen years.
A great breadth has been drained with wood, as
being an improvement on turf. It is cut in boards
of four inches broad and one inch thick, and wedged
into the drain the same as turf; but it is found to be
subject to the same failings. When there is the
least inclination to sand, it slips below the wood,
and the edge getting down stops the drain, Scotch
fir, being cheapest, is generally used for this purpose,
and where it has been well selected, it is known to
have stood good for ten or twelve years. Its cost is

7s. for 100 yards, or Is. 8d. per chain, which is

about one- fifth part cheaper than drain tiles. Next
to wood is stone drains, a great quantity of which
Las likewise been put in. The form of the drain is

somewhat different from that for turf or wood ; it is

cut about 18 inches deep, 8 inches wide at top, and
6 inches at bottom. They are filled with stones
broke nearly as small as if for a turnpike road, to the

depth of 12 inches, that is, till within 6 inches of the
top. The most approved way of putting them into

the drains is to take them out of the cart with a
shovel made of wire, about an inch between the
sparS; which allows the small rubbish to go through,
and being carefully put into the drain, they are made
regular with the hand, and acoveringof turf or furze

or straw is put on to prevent the small mould from
getting amongst the stones, which are then covered
either with the spade or the plough. A drain of this

description, if it has been executed with care (and
an immense deal depends upon that) , will be effective

in strong clays for a very long time, provided they
have fall sufficient to keep them clear at the end

;

but if they are alloweil to stand full of water, they
will close up with sediments in a very few years.
Exclusive of carriage, this is by far the cheapest
drain we can put in. When the ridges are 24 to 27
feet wide, 24 cart loads of stone, at 8d. per load, will

be found sufficient for a Scotch acre ; and estimating
24 chains of drains per acre at 8d. per chain for
cutting, will be, say 16s. for stones and 16s. for cut-
ting, or 11. 12s. per acre. But tho carriage is too
weighty to be performed to great extent, excepting
with those who are situate in the immediate neigh-
bourhood of the Braes, where stones are got ; in
these situations, this will be the predominant drain,
on account of its cheapness.

But the introduction of drain-tiles was a new era
in draining. In 1836, a tile-work was erected at

Powg-irce, on the estate of Lord Kiunaird, where
tiles were made thirteen inches long and fonr inches
high, and sold at 31s. 6d. per 1000. Since then
another has been erected at Pitfour, by Sir John
Richardson, bart., where a very superior article is

made with one of the Marquis of Tweeddale's patent
machines worked by steaaa. The length of the tile

here is 14 inches, and they are sold at 3s. 9d. per
100 without soles, and 5s. 7id. with soles ; but the
greater part of the carse being hard bottomed, soles
are not thought necessary, and consequently not
much used. In the course of these four years, a
number of the most enterprising farmers have nearly

completed the draining of their farms; and, not-

withstanding these late untoward seasons, tile drain-
ing is going on in every direction.

Tke cost here per acre, taking the former data of
ridges, 24 to 27 feet, which will be about the aver-
age of carse ridges, will be, say

£ s. d.

1600 Tiles, at 3s. 9d 2 16 3
Cutting 24 chains drains, at 8d 16
Laying tiles and covering, at Id.. .. ... 2

]Makes, exclusive of carriage £3 14 3

Large tiles are made at Pitfour for leading drains,

and sold at 6s. per 100 ; but, although we are eight

miles distant from a free stone quarry, we prefer

stones for leading drains. Tiie stones used for this

purpose are of a slatey description, and are what is

called " coupled." They are set up in the form of

an A, with small stones put at the back, and six or

eight inches above. Including carriage, this is a

more expensive drain than large tiles ; but I think it

preferable, on this account, that when the furrow
tiles are inverted at the top of the stones, that is, at

the top of the A, it gives fall to the furrow drains,

and they must keep clean much longer than when
they are admitted into tile leaders, nearly on the

same level with themselves. Here, too, some people

commit a great mistake in cutting their leaders too

deep. It is a common practice to take the water of

the ditch along with them when cutting leading

drains, and some even take the level of the ditch a

long way in the furrows ; the consequence is, when
a quantity of rain falls, the water rises in the ditch,

and consequently in the leader, and fills the drains,

rendering them useless at the very time that they are

most required.

When the land is very low, and the ditches cannot

be got deepened, it is difficult to find fall at all

times ; but I would rather have my tiles witliin ten

inches of the surface than want a fall of six inches

from the furrow into the leader, and eight or ten

inches, if possible, from the leader into the ditches.

Tile drains, with these furrows, keep clean much
longer with little declivity in themselves than with

the falls having a great declivity. In consequence

of the great curve that must of necessity be kept

upon clay ridges, we do not think it necessary to put

the tiles so deep as, by your Ayrshire and English

correspondents, it appears to be customary in the

south. We find from 13 to 16 inches to be suffici-

ently deep before the tiles are put in; and, although

some of the ridges are 16 to 18 yards broad, the

effects of this small drain on each side meets in the

middle, and keeps it sufficiently dry ; and I am of

opinion that, although the clays were perfectly con-

solidated above them, they would still prove effica-

cious. As it is impossible that the hollow within the

tiles can remain dry, if there is water in the soil im-

mediately adjacent to them, the bottom will never be

harder than when the drain is newly cut ; and yet, if

it is in a wet time, we find the water soon to collect

from all quarters, and renders the whole ridge dry,

which will still be the case so long as the tiles remain

open, although the soil be as solid as before it was
drained.

Now, Sir, I have only to add a few observations upon
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who ought to be at the expense of thus permanently
improving the soil. It is a singular fact, that in all the

surrounding' hill districts, wliere large cross drains filled

with stones have long* been in use, the proprietors with
very few exceptions, for the encouragement of their

tenants, bind themselves to open the drams and quarry
stones to fill them, in many instances to an unlimited
extent, the farmer performing the carriage •, while in
the Carse of Gowrie, where a most industrious tenantry,
paying very high rents, and having had tocontend against
the ravages of the wheat fly, and a number of very un-
productive seasons, having nothing but grain to depend
upon, have hitherto been left to their own resources in

executing this indispensable improvement, which they
would think it a disgrace to neglect, even although their

means are very much reduced. No doubt it is in the far-

mer's option to drain or not drain, as he pleases, and his

landlord may tell him that did he not expect that it would
be for hisown advantage, he would not, in all probability,

put himself to the expense and trouble of draining his

land; and that if he cultivated his farm according to the
rules of good husbandry, it is all that is required of
him,—this in itself is all true ; but every person versant
in agriculture knov/s that the soil here, as in all long cul-

tivated districts, is in a state of exhaustion ; that the ap-
plication of manures and the common culture of the
soil in its present state, are inadequate to keep it in its

wonted productiveness ; that a restorative is essentially

necessary, and that this is only to be found in furrow
draining. But this restorative differs in many respects
from the ordinary operations of the farmer ; the greater

part of the manure he requires is the produce of his

farm , it likewise grows food for man and beast requisite

for its culture ; but the man that has courage to com-
mence thorough draining a clay farm, requires to

know where he is to look for a reinforcement of cash from
time to time, as the benefits resulting from his labours
are often far in the distance, and uncertain in their ex-
tent, as so much depends on the nature of the seasons that

follow, which he cannot foresee, and over which he has
no control ; after his talentsare hidin the earth he must
patiently wait the result, and as it is a number of years
before he can get over his farm with furrow drains, if he
shall have the misfortune to be met by a number of un-
productive seasons, by and by his nineteen years come
to an end, when he has the pleasure of seeing his field

of action in the public prints as all recently furrow
drained, and in the highest state of cultivation ; when, if

his superior and he again come to terms, it will be upon
condition of promising to pay a second time for his

drains in the hope of a rise of rent ; as drain tiles are

not fixtures, an outgoing tenant might demolish his

drains and dispose of tht-m the best way he could ; but
this would be an unprofitable and unpleasant alterna-

tive, both for proprietor and teaant : and it is to be hoped
the time is not far distant, when the landlords in the

Carse of Gowrie will see it to be their interest to lend

a helping hand in this permanent improvement. It is

with the greatest pleasure we have to mention what we
conceive to be the dawn of better days.—Last year.

Rear Admiral Sir Adam Drummond, of Megginch,
taking the great deficiency of the crops into his consi-

deration, resolved that the best reduction of rent he
could give his tenants, would be to set the noble exam-
ple of thorough draining their land ; and those who had
previously been draining at their own expense, had
their money refunded, and had the extreme gratification

of being informed that the drainage of their farms would
be completed by the Admiral, they only performing
the carriages. Hoping that our highly esteemed and
liberal landlords will think this example worthy of their

imitation, and that you will think this unworthy article

worthy of a corner in your far-famed columns, 1 remain
Sir, your obedient servant, Fureow Drainer.

Carse of Gowrie, Feb„ 12.

There is an article in 'the number of the " Quar-
terly Journal of Agriculture," just published upon
" Paring and Burning," by Mr. John Pearson,

which is calculated to mislead persons who

have not had practical experience in thafc operation.

Mr. Pearson condemns " Paring and Burn-
ing" as being injurious to the soil. We are aware
that some persons take that view, whilst there are
others of the opposite opinion. The application of
Lime to the soil, although beneficial in some cases
would be prejudicial in others. It would be absurd to
condemn the use of Lime merely because it was mis-
applied. There are some sorts of land susceptible of
improvement from the use of Lime, which if they were
limed continually, without a return of manure to the
soil, would in time become deteriorated and ultimately

worn out. So it is with " Paring and Burning" ; the
mischief lies in the use of that operation. We have our-
selves had practical experience upon that point, and we
have also seen thousands of acres of land not worth, in

its natural state, 25. 6d. an acre, which have been brought
into cultivation and lendered capable of producing
average crops of corn, by " Paring and Burning."
Upon such land that operation will ensure, frequently
when other crops are destroyed by the fly, a good crop
of turnips, which if eaten off with sheep will produce
a good crop of straw, and lay the foundation of a stock
of manure, which otherwise could not have been ob-
tained. Our opponents will doubtless contend that if

the turf was rotted, and the land well tilled, a crop
of turnips or a crop of grain might be obtained without
" Paring and Burning," and will ask have you seen the
experiment made ? We can answer that we have, and
the result was a miserable produce after a very heavy
expenditure. Ashes are very congenial to the growth,
of turnips, and if care be taken to keep them upon the

surface, seldom fail to produce a good crop. We do
not know if Mr. Pearson be a practical farmer, but
whether he be or not we can assure him he is incorrect

in the position he takes, a mistake which persons
frequently fall into from generalising too much.

EXTRAORDINARY PROLIFIC BARLEY.-
In the spring of 1836, a man appeared in the Blandford
market distributing hand-bills, purporting that a person
living on Lytchett Heath, had a quantity of Barley for

sale, at the moderate price of 18d. an ounce, or 528/. a
quarter, reckoning 11 score to the bag, the history of

which, as given by the grower to the writer of this para-

graph, is as follows :—He found, at the corner of one
of his garden plots, a tuft of some sort of grain,

consisting of some 30 to 40 stalks, which ripened early

in the summer (June), and proved to be a very fine

variety of barley, containing on an average 40 grains in

each ear. The root was suffered to remain, from which,
in the same year, he cut two more crops, equally good.
He continues to caitivate it with equal and uniform
success. He is, however, entirely ignorant of the way
in which the seed came into his garden ; and a clerical

gentleman of Poole, on hearing the circumstances,

called it " Providence Barley," by which name it now
goes. A tenant of Lord Portman's, Mr. Henville, of

Blandford, on seeing the hand-bill, with but little con-
fidence in its veracity, determined, whether a hoax or

not, to sport his 18d., and gave an ounce of it a fair

trial, which he did in the follov?ing manner:—He se-

lected a piece of common garden ground, about one
perch, struck it out in 9-inch drills, and dibbled the

ounce of barley six inches apart. It was not put in till

early in April, whereas it should have been sown in the

latter end of February. It came up beautifully fine,

each corn producing' from 16 to 20 stalks, crowned
with an ear of from 38 to 40 corns. This was hoed twice,

and prodHced, late as it was, a second crop. About a
quarter of an acre, of common farm laud, after turnips,

was sown in the succeeding year, and proved equally

productive. In May, 1839 (which, from circumstances,

was too late by six weeks) about 10 acres, after wheat
stubble, were drilled, nine inches apart, with some of

the produce, at scarcely a bushel an acre, and, notwith-

standing the wetness of the season prevented hoeing, as

intended, the crop will average about six quarters an
acre. The grain is of superior size and quality, and, as

a new variety of barley, well deserves the attention of

agriculturists.

—

Salisbury Journal.
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ON THE VALUE OF EXPERI-
MENTAL FARMS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,— 1 am quite sure you will excuse the liberty I

have taken in objectin:;' to your observations made in

your leader of Monday last, where you speak in praise

of farmer's clubs, and to the disparagement of an ex-
perimental farm. Now, while I much admire the prin-

ciple of farmer's clubs, and am quite certain they will

be of great benefit in their several localities, I cannot by
any means agree with you, that they are equally bene-
iicial in promoting' scientific agriculture, as an experi-

mental farm would be, much less that they supersede
the necessity for the establishment of the latter.

That every attempt to establish an experimental farm
has failed hitherto is not surprising-, simply because there

never was any org^anization to effect it, and it is too

much for any sinsple individual to accomplish ; but now
that we have agricultural societies possessing large

funds, and having for their sole object the advancement
of agricultural science, I beg leave to submit that the

diflSeultics attending' the establishment of an experimen-
tal farm, or a series of them, are in a great measure done
away.
You must allow me to differ with your views, too, on

the difficulties of attending a farm of this description.

I cannot see any necessity for a farm of four to five hun-
dred acres ; seventy to one hundred acres I conceive
would be quite sufficient in a given district, to test any
crop, manure, er operation in agriculture, and the re-

sults of small experiments, are much more readily come
at, than of extensive ones. For instance, I want to try

the comparative merits of saltpetre or gypsum on a sand y
soil. I manure a rood with each ; at hay time I cut and
weigh the produce, and hand it over to a chemist, who
tests the nutritive parts of a given weight. Is not, my
dear sir, the result much more easily come at, than if

I had tried twenty acres, and is it not quite as satisfac-

tory? Or, supposing I wished to try the comparative
merits of the Tartarian and potato oats, could not the

trial be made on half an acre, or one acre of ground,
and the quantities of corn and straw, and the relative

nutritive properties of each, more accurately tested, than
in a larger portion? That a farm of this description

would be cultivated at a loss, there is but little doubt,

owing to the failure of some experiments ; but then the

prizes ofTered for essays, &c., would be in a gre'-vt mea-
sure superseded, so that the expence would not be so
great as at first sight might appear.

I apprehend that five, instead of ten or a dozen farms
would accomplish all that is necessary ; for it is quite

unnecessary to tell you, sir, that few farms are all ofone
kind of soil, and that several might be selected with
three or four kinds, even of no greater size than I
mention. And why, sir, might not a farm of this

description be superintended by a practical farmer, and
might not any single individual who was deputed to

superintend the operations of the farm have positive in-

structions as to the various experiments, so as to pre-
vent the exercise of any prejudices in his mind on the
subject? or if a scientific as well as practical person was
selected, it is more than probable that he will take aa
equal interest in tl»e results, be they what they may, as
his employers? besides the constant habit of making
experiments, would quite destroy the effects of any pre-
conceived opinions in his mind.
You state that " every object contemplated, every

experiment which it may be desirable to make, can be
much more satisfactorily and effectually tried and tested

as it seems to us, through the operations of farmers'
clubs, than in any number of experimental farms."
Again, sir, we are at issue. There is little probability
of any great degree of accuracy being arrived at in
the experiments of the members of farmers' clubs.
I am sure you will in a moment perceive that most
practical farmers will not spare the time to te*t the real
results of experiments, even when ever so carefully
made. I have felt this difficulty several times. For
instance, the year before last, I sowed two kinds of

Swedes—one of Mr. Ilillyard's, and, under the same
circumstances, those of the old kind. Now, I saw by the

eye, that I had a heavier crop per acre, more top, more
bulb, more root, of the old kind, but I did not weigh
them, simply because I could notspare the time, to such

a nicety, nor had I any necessity for doing it, and much
less had I a chemist under my coniroi to submit both

kinds to an analytical process, to determine their com-
parative nutritive qualities. In how muy cases would
this apply? to how many crops? Whereas the con-
ductor of an experimental farm must carry out the test

completely. A statement made in the journal of the

society, controlling the operations of the farm, would
be received as an authority; at present how clear,

plausible, or accurate soever any article may be for

which a prize is awarded, it carries authority but to few
persons' minds;
You instance a case of a report being made to a club,

and all the circumstances minutely investigated, and
an opinion formed by the body, as more to be relied on.

than the results of the experiments tried on a farm set

apart for the purpose. Let it be remembered, however,
that, in all probability, t!ie experiments on which the

report is founded, have been made by a person perhaps
with all the prejudices which too many of us farmers

really have, in spite of ourselves, and very likely no
other person who may meet him, will have conducted
the same experiment, and consequently will not be able

to give an opinion on the subject.

Besides, who shall say what experiments shall be
made? who shall regulate the experiments, &c., on any
given point ? Take the operations of lime, for instance.

Is anything more confused than our notions on that sub-
ject? where is it proper to apply, and where not? and
wfeether it acts on the soil chemically or mechanically,

or both ? Now who is to say to five, or ten, or twenty
clubs, that this is to be investigated ? or who will take

the trouble to make every necessary investigation?

who analyze the soil before its application ? the crop also

grown previously to such application ? and who again

analyze both after its application? 1'hese are difficul-

ties that farmers' clubs only will never surmount; and
yet our knowledge of the science of agriculture will be
merely superficial, until we arrive at knowledge of this

kind. Agam, suppose ten ciubs agree to make the ap-
plication of lime a subject of inquiry, how many mem-
bers may not feel at all anxious about it, and not make
any experiments at all, or draw up a report from what
they have heard their grandfathers say, about " B. lime,

being burning lime," and " C. lime, being daubing
lime," in order to gei to the next subject, which is, per-

haps, " the keep of farm horses." In conclusion of this,

perhaps, impertinent letter, allow me as a genuine
Yorkshireman to say, thatnt my opinion, all our plans

for the extension of sound agricultural science, will be
marred and paralyzed, without the establishment of a
series of small experimental farms.

I remain, <u;

Yours, very obediently,

Matthew Marmaduke Milburn.

Thorpefield, Thirsk, Feb. 22.

TITHE COMMISSION.
The commutation of tithes in England and Wales is

making a very satisfactory progress under the superin-

tendence of the Commissioners, and we are happy to

learn that the results, exhibited in tha fellowing return,

have been accomplished, v/ith scarcely an exception, to

the entire satisfaction of the parties interested.

The measure, however, was framed upon such equi-

table principles, protecting equally the rights of the

tithe-owner and the tithe-payer, that nothing less could

be expected. The tithe-owner h'as now the advantage
of having a fluctuating and precariousincome converted

into a fixed charge upon the land, while tiie tithe-payer

is relieved from many vexations, and his capital, skill,

and industry, no longer taxed in proportion to the sue-
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cessful employment of them, or the cultivation of his

land.

It cannot, however, be denied that much of the suc-
cess which has attended the working* out of this useful
measure, is attributable to the able manag'ement of the
Commissioners, and to the great facilities and assistance

which they afford the parties in effecting their separate
commutations.

Return of the Commutation of Tithes effected
UP TO THE 31sT December, 1839.

COUNTIES.

Bedford
Berks
Bucks
Cambridge....
Chester
Cornwall
Cuniberlaud ..

Derby
Devon
Dorset
DmliaiN
Essex
Gloucester ...

Here lord

Henf^rd
Hunts
Kent
Lancaster . .

.

Leicester
Lincoln
Mid<ile-ex ....

Monmouth ...

Nnrfolk
Northampton .

Notthumberld.
N^'tingbanq...
Oxford
Rutland
Salop
Somerset ...

Southampton .

Stafford
Suffolk
Surrey
Sussex
Warwick
Westmoreland
Wilts
Woic- ster . ...

York . City &
Ainstv ..

East Riding.
North Riding
Wes' Riding
WALES.

Anglesey
Brecon
Cardigan
Carmarthen...
Carnarvon
Denbigh
Flint
Glamorgan ...

Merieneth ....

Montgomery ..

Pembroke ....

Radnor....

Voluntary Proceedings.

Afjporlion-
Agreements. ments.

19

58
48
50
205
63
39
59
185
145

161

237
111

97
G4
28
135
162
31
155

14
45
404
40
194
40
45
11
149
9,95

Us
91

284
4(j

114
50
42
13S

57

6

57
153

137

12
36
42
43
27
33
25
33
15

30
78
26

O

17
43
34
41

151

47
30
39
159
129

123
202
100
65
56
23
104

117

17

116
12

34
347
31
118
33
31

10
120
270
112

73
222
36
94
33
23
120
49

3
42
122
39

4
26
38
40
15
2-f

21
2§
14

22

12
20
18
15

91

9
24
20
50
70
100
120
62
38
23
18
45
59
11

70

242
21

42
16
13

7
78
193
53
48
117

17
33
10
9

81

25

2
26
96
56

3
11

9

10

I

18
11

5
'

4
27
10

3
5
9

7
60
3

10
9

21

29
72
61
36
15

II

8
18
24
5

42

7
4

150
14

26
3
6

4
40
102
27
31

68
8
10
6

3
40

Cwmpulsory
Proceedings.

Total... 8912 4993 3980 2184 1157 601 414 178

Mrs. Barugh, of Burniston, near Bedale, has a cow
which is eleven years old this month, and which has
had fourteen calves, six of which she has brought forth

in nineteen months.

TITHE COMMISSION. -*

(from the KENTISH GAZETTE.)

We take the earliest moment of giving publicity to
the subjoined important document, issued by authority
a few days ago, and dated the l/th of January last :—
The board have attentively considered the hop clauses,

and on various points have taken the opinion of the
law officers of the Crown. The result is

—

1. That the separate rent-charge for hops includes
the ordinary and extraordinary charge.

2. That the assistant commissioner, on the requisi-
tion of auy landowner, is to award the separate rent-
charge, -And to set forth the number of acres for which
it is awarded.

3. That the separate charge is to be for the number
of acres iu cultivation at the time of making the award.

4. That the valuer is to determine by apportionment
how much of the above shall be the ordinary, and how
much the extraordinary, charge upon the said hop-
grounds.

5. That both the ordinary and extraordinary charge
will vary according to the varying price of corn.

6. That no separate valuation of hops can be made
without notice from some landowner, in which case the
notice will apply to the whole of the hop-grounds in the
parish.

7. That no extraordinary charge can be imposed by
the instrument of apportionment, except in cases where,
by agreement or award, the tithes of hop-grounds hiiye
been separataly valued, or the intention of the parties
specifically declared.

At the time of making an award or agreement, it

sometimes happens that no notice i^ given of the wish
of the parties to value the hop tithe separately, and to
divide it into an ordinary and extraordinary charge.
The law officers are of opinion that no part of the

gross rent-charge so given will be liable to future de-
crease when hop-grounds go out of cultivation

; yet
newly-planted hop-plantations will always be subject to
an additional extraordinary charge under the 49d sec.

Parties, therefore, who neglect to give notice for a
separate valuation, and consequent division into ordi-
nary and extraordinary charges on hop-grounds, will
be in this position :

—

When old hop-grounds go out of cultivation, they will
be relieved from no part of the rent-charge originally
agreed on ; when new hop grounds are planted, they
will be subject to an addition of an extraordinary charge.

It seems desirable that this fact should be distinctly
impressed on all parties proposing to commute, without
giving notice that they desire the hops to be separately
valued, and the rent-charge on them divided into ordi-
nary and extraordinary.

Parties who still persist in giving' one gross rent-
charge in parishes where hop-grounds exist, should be
very careful to have such hop-grounds distinctly de-
scvibed in the plan and apportionment ; or when, in
after times, the parish is included in a hop district, and
an extraerdinaiy charge established for it, it may
happen that such extraordinary charg-e will be claimed
on all lands cultivated with hops when the original rent-
charge was established, and the landowner will find it

difficult to prove the fact that the plantation existed when
the agreement or award was made.

Example in illustration of a case commonly occurring
in hop districts :

—

Suppose the tithes to be comtnuted of a parish con-
sisting of two acres, of which during the seven years,

One .. (corn) paid 5s. to the rector;
One . . (hops) paid 10s. to the vicar;

The two acres are new hops, and a separate rent-
charge is required to be awarded.

Answer :

—

Award 20s. as separate rent-charge for hops.

Apportion 5s. as the ordinary charge payable to the
rector, and 5s. to the vicar, and 5s. per acre as an ex-
traordinary charge payable to the vicar.
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TO THE EDITOR.

Sir,—In answer to a question put by a " Derbyshire
Farmer," for the best remedy or preventive for the

quarter evil, or what they term black leg- in yearling

calves, from my own experience this last winter, I have
33, kept in three different parts, 13 of which were turned
into a shed by nig'ht as early as the third week in Sep-
tember, served with a little hay and fresh littered every
night, turned into the pasture by day ; this was followed

up till the middle of November; then they were tied

up by night, served and fresh littered as before : of

those I have not lost one. They have been particularly

healthy, and thrive much faster with less food than
those out of doors. Of 11 others that were hayed in

their pasture as early as those in house, I lost one in the

quarter evil ; of nine more, managed precisely the same
as the 11,1 lost one; so, judging" from the different

treatment of the 33 calves, I feel perfectly satisfied it is

from being exposed to the chilling winds in the autumn,
and lying on the damp ground, that causes the chill in

the system. After they are once seized, there is no cure.

Depend on it a preventive is better than a cure. The
preventive, I couEider, is dry feeding, and laying as

early as the third week in September.
I remain, your's, &c,,

A Yeojian of Dorset.

Sir,—In answer to a " Derbyshire Farmer,"
respecting the disease in his yearlings, I ex-

pect it is what is commonly called the fellon, which
carries them off from six to twelve months old. The
preventive made use of by a farrier, is, about Michael-
mas, a seton of large cord is pierced through the skin at

the top of the neck (just before the shoulder), about
five or six inches long ; at the ends are fastened pieces

of leather, about the size of a shilling, to prevent

loosing ; in consequence of which a discharge of matter

follows. They are bled and drenched at the same time.

This practice IS generally attended with universal suc-

cess ; as, previous to its being acted upon, several

farmers were great losers. In your report from Berk-
shire I observed, tiiat the young sheep are affected with

giddiness in the head, which is water on the brain ; I

have lost several the last two years of the same com-
plaint. I should be glad if any of your numerous
readers can assign any just cause for this disease, as well

as the seat ; or scouring, which is a general complaint
now-a-days, whilst in the days of my boyhood never an
instance of the above disorder came under my notice.

Query—Is it that we are too much mixed up with the

Leicester breed, which is rather tender and delicate in

the winter for our high, open cliff land, or the north of

Cornwall? Would a change for the Cotswold be de-

sirable 1 Arc they hardier and stronger in their con-
stitution'? A CORNISHMANo

Feb. 4.

Sir,—I should feel much obliged to you or any of

your numerous readers or correspondents, if you or they

would be pleased to state what is the best cure for that

disagreeable disease in the horse called in this country

the riff. Is not this disease more prevalent from the

damp season and the deteriorated quality of their food?

A reply in your next number, if posMble, will oblige

yeurs, respectfully, A Shroi'Shire Farmer,

Sir,—I last harvest gathered a few ears of barley

from amongst some wheat ; it has six rows of corn in the

ear, and one ear has 112 corns on. Not having seen

any like it before, perhaps you or some of your friends

will be kind enough to inform me what it is called,

whether they can recommend it, and where seed can be
purchased; I am. Sir, your most obedient servant,

A Constant Reader.
Halifax, Feb. 11.

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY.
By Henry R. Maddex, Esq., M.D., Edinburgh.

(From the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.)

According to the order laid down in our last num-
ber, we shall now proceed to the consideration of
Ashes. The various kinds of ashes used as manure
may be comprehended under the two following divi-

sions, viz. 1 . Ashes derived from recent vegetables
;

2. Ashes derived from vegetables which have under-

gone considerable alteration, dependent upoa time,

pressure, &c., and have by these means been con-

verted into the well-known, and extremely useful

substance. Coal.

1. Ashes derived from recent vegetables. These
result from the burning of weeds, dry leaves, hedge-

clippings, and, ill fact, all kinds of vegetable rubbish

which the farmer cannot conveniently form into

compost. Their constitution will, of course, vary

with the nature of the substances from which they

are derived, but, notwithstanding this, they possess

many constant properties which render them of con-

siderable importance to the agriculturist. When
any vegetable substance is burned, the whole of the

oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen which it contains is

dissipated, together with a greater or less proportion

of the carbon, according to its more or less complete

exposure to air during combustion. The existence

of carbon in the ashes depends upon the fact, that

plants require a considerably greater quantity of

oxygen gas to convert all their carbonic acid, than

they contain naturally; as, therefore, this extra

quantity must be derived from the atmosphere, it is

evident that the proportion left undissolved will

depend inversely upon the quantity of the air brought

in contact with the burning mass. Ashes are con-

sequently composed of all the fixed saline ingredients

of the plants from which they are derived, together

with more or less carbon. In addition to which,

when produced by burning heaps of vegetable rub-

bish, they frequently contain humic acid, derived

from the partial decomposition of those portions of

the heap which are least exposed to the flames. On
account of their possessing the above constitution, it

is evident that their utility as manure will depend
upon the following circumstances :—1. Since they

contain saline matter derived from plants, it is evi-

dent that they can in their turn supply other plants

with these valuable ingredients ; but since all vege-

tables do not possess precisely the same saline con-

stituents, and as the ashes used for manure are

seldom, if ever, doi'ived from the same species as

those to which they are applied, but, on the con-

trary, from weeds, hedge-clipping, &c., it follows

that they will not be capable of supplying those salts

which are specific to the various cultivated crops.

On the contrary, however, all those saline substan-

ces, which are common to most plants, and which
constitute by far the greatest proportion of the

whole earthy matter that they possess, are contained

in, and hen'ce can be supplied by, ashes from what-

ever vegetables they may have been derived : and,

moreover, having been already absorbed by plants,

it may be supposed that they will be in a sufficiently

minute state of division to admit of their reabsorp-

tion. 2. Another circumstance which renders ashes

peculiarly useful as manure is, that they always con-

tain a considerable quantity of vegetable alkali

(carbonate of potass), derived from the decomposition

of various combinations of potass with vegetable

acids, which exist in nearly all plants. This alkali

will serve a double purpose. It will, in the first

place (when mixed with the soil), act upon, and
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combine with, a certain portion of insoluble organic

matter, and tbus render it capable of absorption ;

and, in the second place, when taken up by the roots

of the plants in combination with organic matter,

will be retained by them in order to form those

various combinations with vegetable acids already

alluded to, as existing in the majority, if not in all

vegetables.

As we bavehad occasion to refer to the use of both

mineral and vegetable alkali (the carhimates of soda and
potass) as manure, it will be interesting to point out

an important difference which exists between the

two in their mode ot action, not so much from its

being of any great practical importance, as from its

pointing out some of those very intricate changes
which are constantly occurring in nature, and a

thorough knowledge of which may, as science ad-

vances, be of the utmost consequence in rendering

certain those all-important circumstances which are

at present involved in such great obscurity. If we
examine carefully the constitution of the earthy

particles of plants, we shall find that, whereas potass

is of almost constant occurrence, soda, on the other

hand, is but rarely met with, and, when it does

exist, it is almost always in the form of muriate of

soda (common salt). For this reason, therefore,

carbonate of soda, which, as we have already seen,

is denominated mineral alkali, on account of its

occurring much more frequently and abundantly

there than in the organic kingdom, whether vegetable

or animal, can of itself be of no direct value to any
plants, except to those few which contain common
salt. Its sole action is, therefore, confined to the

preparation of food in the soil. Potass, again, not

only performs this office, but is itself so constant an

ingredient of plants, that it supplies them, in addition

to organic food, with a very valuable part of their

mineral constituents. Were we to content ourselves

with the above fact alone, we should, of course,

conclude that carbonate of potass was a far more
valuable substance to the farmer than the same salt

of soda. Unfortunately, however, few of the opera-

tions of nature are so unconnected as to admit of so

simple an explanation; for if we look more carefully

into the subject, we shall find that, all things con-

sidered, carbonate of soda is in fact the most valuable

to the agriculturist for the following reasons :
—

First, As soil always contains a considerable quan-

tity of decaying vegetable matter, it must at the

same time be always supplied with potass in some
form or other. Secondly, As by far the most impor-

tant oflSce (as regards extent at least) which is per-

formed by either of these substances, is its chemical

action upon the organic matter of the soil, it follows

that the one which is most efficacious in this respect

will be the most valuable as manure. The result of

examination here is decidedly in favour of carbonate

of soda ; 1. Because it is more efficacious, in the

proportion of 32 to 48, in dissolving organic mat-

ter ; and 2. From the fact of soda being of little or no
value to the plants themselves, ail that is absorbed in

combination with the food will be returned to the

soil by the process of excretion, and will consequently

be capable of performing again the same office, viz.

rendering soluble the undecoraposed portions of the

organic contents of the surrounding soil.

Before leaving the subject of vegetable ashes, I

must refer to one point more, namely, that, as the

ashes used for manure are frequently derived from
burning weeds, if these weeds happen to possess any
specific saline constituent of uncommon occurrence,

the employment of their ashes as manure will tend to

increase their quantity, and, consequently, render

the land fouler. I am not aware that this circum-

stance has ever been remarked, but, should it have
been so, I should feel particularly obliged by any of
my practical readers letting me know the fact, at the
same time specifying the particular weeds which are
thus produced ; for, if we discover the cause of any
thing of this kind, it is rarely that we have much
difficulty in suggesting a remedy.

II. Coal Ashes. These are seldom used alone, but
are much more frequently applied in combination
with various other refuse matters obtained from
towns, and will, consequently, be more conveniently
examined under the head of composts.

I may, however, mention here, one serious ob-
jection which applies to all manures that contain any
considerable portion of coal-ashes, namely, their very
inconvenient form. When coal is burned, those por-
tions which are strongly impregnated with iron and
other metallic ores are converted into hard porous
masses, which possess the power of absorbing- a con-
siderable quantity of fluid, and consequently when
they are mixed with the soil, become, in time,
saturated with soluble organic matter, v?hich is thus,
for a time at least, rendered completely useless to the
crop, as the tender fibrils of the roots are easily

turned aside by any resisting medium, and, conse-
quently, are not at all likely to push themselves
through the pores of a cinder. It is true that, during
wet weather, the soluble organic matter will be
washed out into the soil below ; but, nevertheless,
there can be no doubt that few substances possess a
more inconvenient form for manure than that now
under conaideiation, and if used in large quantities

for a series of years, would undoubtedly alter com-
pletely the texture of the soil. This last-mentioned
fact should lead us to conclude that manures con-
taining coal-ashes would, upon the whole, be far less

objectionable upon strong clays than on lighter soils,

as they would tend to make the texture more open.
Unfortunately, however, the manure which contains
them in greatest quantity, viz. Police manure, will be
found most suitable to those crops which thrive host
upon sandy soils.

Soot. All farmers seemed agreed in considering
this substance in the light of a valuable manure; it

is, however, one of those whose action is as yet in-

volved in great obscurity. It is composed of the
various volatile saline matters derived from the
burning of coal, together with a considerable quantity
of carbon and other substances, mechanically carried
off in the form of smok^i. From several experiments
which have been made with this substance, it would
appear that soot owes its fertilizing properties to its

soluble matter chiefly, that is to say, that the carbon
and other undissolvable matters are of little or no
consequence. Those portions which are capable of
solution are chiefly saline, and consist of the car-

bonate and sulphate of ammonia, together with a
small quantity of a substance described as bituminous
matter, but which will, most probably, consist chiefly

ofhumic acid, or some analogous compound. Sir

Humphrey Davy has proved practically the fact that

carbonate of ammonia is useful as a manure ; and
the sulphate will also be of value, most probably,
after having undergone decomposition, and by this

means having produced an additional supply of its

carbonate. It is extremely difficult, however, to

explain the manner in which this salt acts,' but the
most probable conjecture is undoubtealy that it per-

forms a similar office to saltpetre, viz. stimulating the

roots, and thus rendering them more active in the
performance of their important functions. It is

curious enough that both these substances, viz. nitre

and soot, possess the property of making the blades
of the various cereal grasses assume a dark green
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colour, which we know is generally considered as a

proof of great vigour ; this fact, therefore, evidently

favours the idea of their acting the part of stimuli.

It cannot he denied, however, that the action of

soot, nitre, and similar manures, are still wrapt in

the greatest obscurity, and it is to be hoped that

some well qualified individual may be tempted to

examine carefully into the subject, as I feel con-

vinced that its investigation would, in all probability,

be rewarded by the discovery of many interesting

particulars regarding some points in the economy of

vegetable life, which are as yet but very imperfectly

understood.

III. Composts. Under this head I shall make a

few observations upon three different composts.

1st, The compost of coal- ashes with the various

refuse matters obtained from towns, and which in

this neighbourhood is denominated police manure.

2(i, Upon the composts formed by the collecting

too-ether of all the useless matters occurring in farms,

and rotting them by means of lime. 3rf, Upon the

compost of peat with lime, or farm-yard-dung, or

both,

1. With regard to peUce-7nunure, or that consisting

of all the varied refuse matters of large towns. To
give any thing approaching to an accurate analysis

of this substance would be obviously impossible, as,

from its very nature, it is evident that no two speci-

mens can possess precisely thesnme constitution. It

is, however, by no means difficult to point out the

substanci-s to which it owes its fertilizing powers;

there are, first and foremost, the human ordure,

which it contains as a constant ingredient ; and

secondly, the carbonate and sulphate of lime, derived

from the coal ashes. It is the former of these in-

gredients which gives to police-manure its chief

value ; and from the highly azolised niiture of this

ordure, it results that the effects produced by the

manure will depend directly upon the proportion of

this substance; unfortunately, however, it exists in

but a very small proportion, a few per cent, only in

general. As to the sulphate and carbonat<^ of lime,

they are of course useful, as we have already shewn,

but still are not of themselves sufficiently valuable,

to render a manure eligible merely because it con-

tains them; besides the above substances, sulphur

occurs in pretty considerable quantity, and thus

renders this manure much more useful for turnips

than it otherwise would have been. On the other

hand, police-manure contains iron in laige quan-

tities, a considerable proportion of which is in a

state very liable to become soluble, in which state I

have already repeatedly shewn that it acts as a

powerful poison to plants. Taking all these cir-

cumstances into consideration, therefore, in con-

junction with its inconvenient form, and the great

quantity of useless matter which it contains, 1 think

we may conclude that its chief recommendation is

the facility of obtaining large supplies, without in-

curring any great expense.

2. Composts produced by adding lime to the va-

rious refuse matters of the farm. These consists

chiefly of weeds, hedge clippings, dry leaves, &c,,

in fact, the same substances which I before men-
tioned as furnishing ashes. When any vegetable

matter is mixed with lime, the same series of decom-

position take place, as those mentioned in No. V.

of this series when speaking of the action of lime

as manure, — by this means soluble manure is

formed, the original texture of the vegetables is

destroyed, and there results a mass of putrid organic

matter in a condition capable of being absorbed by
the spongioles of the roots. Composts of this sort

must, therefore, be only useful as manure, from the

following circumstances:—(1.) It will contain all

the saline matters possessed by the plants themselves,

and will therefore, in this respect, be equally valu-

able with ashes. (2.) It will, in addition, contain

most of the organic matter which existed in the va-

rious substances composing the heap, and vriil

consequently, in this respect, he superior to the ashes

before mentioned. We may hence conclude that,

in point of fact, this compost will contain more
manure than the ashes. It certainly will be inferior

to them in one respect, namely, that it will contain

no carbonate of potass, but still it always contains an

excess of lime, which, as far as chemical action is

concerned, will be equally valuable. So many colla-

teral circumstances, however, must constantly occur,

which will influence greatly the farmer in his choice

between the two methods of using his refuse vegeta-

ble matter, namely, burning them for ashes, or

forming lime compost, that it is impossible to lay

down any rules as to which ought to be preferred.

Probably the most advantageous plan, when it can be

readily accomplished, would be, to separate the

harder and more woody parts from the rest for the

purpose of burning for ashes, and making lime com-
post with the more green and succulent portions,

and again mixing them before they are applied, by
which means we may combine the advantages

possessed by each, I need hardly say, that, should

any refuse animal matter occur, it ought to be added
to the lime compost, as, by this means, it is possible

to add greatly to the beneficial effects of the mixture.

Before leaving the subject of refuse matters, let me
add a suggestion to those who keep orchards, or any

place in which fruit-trees are cultivated, namely,

that they should collect and burn all the clippings,

leaves, &.c. of the trees in question, and either mix
the ashes which result with the manure when ap-

plied, or spread them on the ground round the roots

of the trees, in order that their soluble matters may
be washed into the soil ; as, in this way, the fruit-

trees will be capable of growing for a much greater

length of time without deterioration than they other-

wise could do, on account of the soil being, by this

means, repleraished from time to time with the

various saline matters peculiar to the trees them-

selves.

3. Composts produced by rotting peat, by means
of lime or farm-yard dung, or by both together.

This compound has excited considerable interest at

various times in the agricultural woild, both on
account of the large quantities in which the sub-

stance producing it occurs, and also, because, were
it to become an article of great consumption, its

formation would aflFord employment to many indivi-

duals who are at present in a state of the greatest

destitution. Unfortunately, however, although

cases do now and then occur, in which this compost
may be turned to a profitable account, still its

applicability is too limited to admit of its ever com-
manding an extended sale ; besides, as it is only the

pure peat which could be the vendible article—for

the compost must be made on the spot where it

is to be employed—the very means required to

render it portable would increase greatly the diffi-

culty of turning it into good manure.
When the compost is to be made, the best kind

of peat for the purpose is that known by the name
of " water-horn peat," or " water-slain moss," as it is

likewise called. This species, as its name denotes,

has been deposited by water which previously held

it in suspension : and its superior value as manure,

depends upon the fact of its being in a far more
decomposed condition, and reduced to a much more

miaate state of division, than any of the other kinds.
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Peat, in its natural condition, is the greatest

enemy which the farmer can meet with. In places

where it occurs, it is constantly on the increase, and,

•when once fully formed, no useful plant will grow
upon it ; for not only is it useless of itself on ac-

count of iis insolubility, but, in addition, it possesses

such powerfully antesceptic properties, tbat it pre-

vents all other substances from acting beneficially,

which, under more favourable circumstances, would
have constituted excellent manure. When, however,
peat is decomposed bv means of lime or farm-yard
dung, it loses its bad qualities, and is converted
into a manure of considerable utility. As I have
already explained the action both of lime and farm-

yard dung in converting inert vegetable fibre

into useful manure; and, as the changes in the case

of peat are precisely similar, I shall not occupy any
space hy recapitulating the various steps of the de-

composition, but shall confine my remarks to the

advantages possessed by the compost when fully

prepared.

I'he advantages are for the most part local, as

there can be no doubt that many of the manures in

common use are far more valuable than the one under
our notice at present. I by no means, however,
wish to disparage its use in the neighbourhood of

the spots where it exists, because, if lime, for ex-

ample, can be readily procured, and the peat mixed
with it when^rst diig up, it can be readily formed
into a very good compost heap, which will be appli-

cable to most of the purposes for which the compost
last spoken of is fitted ; and again, if a limited

supply of farm-yard-dung can be obtained, this

may be made to go much farther by being made into

peat-compost in the manner recommended by Lord
Meadowbank, in the second volume of the Highland
Society's Transactions, published in 1803, where he
shews that seven cart-loads of dung are capable of

converting twenty-one loads of peat into compost,
whicn if made up in January, will be ready for the

spring crops, and, in the summer season, can be

prepared in eight or ten weeks. Now, although
this compost will undoubtedly be much inferior in

every respect to good farm-yard dung, still the in-

crease in quantity so far exceeds the decrease i7i

quality, that the result must be evidently of advantage

to the farmer. I much doubt, however, if it would
succeed to carry the peat to any great distance in

order to form this compost, as the expense would, of

course, by this means, be considerably increased.

In place of using lime for compost when required

on a spot where peat exists, I think that it would be
far better to employ the lime to render the peat

useful " 771 situ," and thus increase the quantity of

productive soil.

The disadvantages wliich occur in peat-compost
depends upon the origin of the substance itself. All

persons are now agreed that peat is produced by the

gradual decay of various trees, herbs, grasses,

mosses, &c, which have grown in succession on the

spot where the deposit occurs. Now, I have already

had occasion to point out, when treating of the

action of lime upon moorland pasture, the manner
in wilich the herbage of such places gradually be-

comes of a worse nature by the failure of good
nutriment. Precisely the same occurs on all peaty
soils, and consequently, the peat which is commonly
used for the purpose of making compost, being for

the most part taken from some of the higher or most
recent strata, it follows that it will have been pro-

duced by the decay of the very poorest kind of

herbage^ such as the diminutive grasses, various

mosses, &c.

But the question will be asked, Why should such

an origin be considered a disadvantage'? Two
answers can be given to this question. (1.) Be-

cause the compost will contain the peculiar saline

compounds which naturally exist in these plants, and

consequently, its employment as manure will tend

to re-produce these useless weeds, especially in soil

at all predisposed to infection. Lest any of my
practical readers should imagine that this objection

is purely theoretical, I would just call their attention

to the following practical fact. All persons who are

acquainted with the herbage of peaty soils must
have noticed the great quantities of sorrel (Rumex
acetosella) which grow wherever the soil is at all

dry. Now, in a paper upon the " Properties and
Uses of Peat," by John iSfasraith, Esq., which may
be found in the Highland Society's Transactions,

vol. iii. published in 1807, he expressly states,

that peat-manure should not be used for " light

blowing sands," (the kind of soil most prone to infec-

tion), "as it would increase the distemper of the

soil, and promote the growth of Rumex acetosella."

And again, in an excellent paper upon the use of

lime, published some time ago in America, the

author mentions, that one of many benefits derived

from the use of this substance is the destruction of

the Rumex acetosella and other acid plants which
grow so abundantly on the poorer soils in bis neigh-

bourhood ; but we have already seen that lime and
peat are so far incompatible, that the former always

destroys the characteristic properties of the latter.

I may here remark, that this last observation proves

that peat-compost with lime is less objectionable in

this respect than that formed with farm-yard dung.

(2.) But another answer may be given to the ques-

tion, which again refers more to the lime compost,

namely, that, as the quantity of azotte (nitreges)

contained in plants gradually increases as we go
up the scale of vegetables, and as the utility of

manures for the higher order of plants— as, for ex-

ample, our cultivated crops—depends directly upon
the quantity of azote which they contain, it follows

that a manure derived from the lowest species of

plants must be but ill fitted for the purposes of the

farm ; although, in the case of the compost with

farm-yard dung, this objection will be less valid, on

account of the large proportion of azote existing in

that substance, which, of course, will add to the

quantity contained in the compost. AVe thus per-

ceive that whatever method is adopted to convert

peat into manure, the compound formed has certain

defects which, under peculiar circumstances of

by no means unfrequent occurrence, would render

its employment dangerous. It is doubtful, therefore,

whether it would be advisable to recommend a

more extended use of this manure, although I by no
means deny that there are circumstances and situa-

tions in which it will form a valuable addition to

the other manures on the farm.

We have thus at length completed the secor.d

division of the extensive subject of manure, namely,

the account of the composition and mode of action

of the more valuable manures ; and we shall there-

fore, now take a survey of the ground we have gone
over, for the purpose of discovering the exact posi-

tion in which the science stands in reference to this

most important subject; or, in other words, to

ascertain what we /tave learned, and what we have

yet to learn, with regard to the cultivation of plants.

Before doing so, however, I shall give, for the

purpose of future reference, a tabular view of the

manures described, arranged according to their seve

ral modes of action.
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An examination of tliis table shews us, that there

are no less than eight distinct ways in which a ma-

nure can act, seven of which have a direct reference

to the plants themselves. We may also observe,

that two of the eight modes of action are of such a

nature, as to produce deterioration of the soil. I

refer to the actions upon the organic matters of the

soil, whether by fermentation or as chemical sol-

vents ; for it is evident that crops raised by manures
which act in this manner, are in fict procured at the

expense of the soil in place of the manure. The
practical deduction from this fact of course is, that

those manures which owe their chief value to this

mode of action, must be repeated with caution.

The method by fermentation, however, is much less

objectionable than that by chemical solution : in

fact, on looking- at the table, we shall find that all

our most valuable manures possess this action, and

consequently, we might be apt hastily to conclude,

that all manures are, more or less, exhausting,

which is manifestly absurd. On the contrary, no
manure can ei/iaust by producing fermentation in the

organic matter of the soil, unless they cause it in a

great degree, and at the same time possess compara-

tively but little organic matter themselves ; this we
have already shewn to be the case with bones, and
it will probably be found to apply equally well to

rape-cake, and to all other manures ichich produce

great effects when tised in small quantities.

On reviewing what we have had occasion to re-

mark upon,—the mere important individual manures,

—we cannot help thinking, that, however superficial

our knowledge of vegetable ecomomy at present is,

still, were farmers merely ,to make themselves

masters of what is already known in regard to this

subject, we should not so constantly hear such va-

rious and contradictory opinions broached with

reference to the respective values of certain modss
of culture, nor should we have occasion to regret

the time, trouble, and expense, annually wasted by
many in performing experiments which are evidently

useless. What could be more absurd, for example,

than trying the effects of arsenic as a manure 1 Yet,
in a published account of some experiments with

turnips, arsenic was one of the substances used, and
these experiments were published with a view to

persuade others to follow out the same plan!

Now the fact is, that the report alluded to, contains

many very valuable hints in reference to the mode
of performing experiments with different manures

;

but is it not most probable, that if the account had
fallen into the hands of any intelligent farmer,

however anxious he might be to lend his aid to the

advancement of science, when he found arsenic

among the manures for turnips, he would quit the

subject with disgust, and be prejudiced against all

investigations of the sort, from the fear of meeting
with some other equally ridiculous proposition ?

In the foregoing pages we have exemplified

certain laws connected with the subject of manures,
which all experimentalists would do well to keep in

mind, one of the more important of which is the

self-evident fact, that manures cannot yield that which
they do not contain. Yet, strange as it may appear,

no fact is more universally neglected by some of the

very men who cry out for the application of scientific

principles to agriculture. For example, I would
ask the question, Is there arsenic in turnips? Need
I reply in the negative"? Yet we have seen that

arsenic was employed as a vianure for turnips ! The
ignorant might retort with the question, Are there

bones in. turnips! No! but bones contain carbon,

oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, sulphur, carbonate of lime,

^'c, all of which are contained in turnips ; whereas

arsenic being a simple chemical compound, contains

nothing which could be of any value whatever either

to the turnip or any other crop.

Another general law is, that, although plants can

obtain carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen from
the air, still all cultivated crops, when growing in

soil, obtain at any rate a large proportion of all these

four elements from the manure contained therein.

Yet, notwithstanding these, we find an experimen-
talist declaring, that " because manures containing

7iitrogen are always the best, it would appear that

plants draw their supply of this element from the

soil, whereas they obtain their carbon, oxygen, and
hydrogen from the surrounding air I" the fallacy of

which conclusion must be evident to all who have
paid any attention to the subject of manure.
A third general law, which I think we have

sufficient grounds for establishing, is, that, all other

things being equal, that manure will be found most
economical which is derived from sources nearest in the

scale of organization to the plantfor which it is employed.

Having frequently had occasion to speak of the

scale of organization, I may take this opportunity of

explaining the exact meaning of the term in the

sense in which I have employed it. It has always
appeared to me that the simplest way of instituting

a comparison between plants and animals, chemically

considered, would be by making reference to the

proportion of azote (nitrogen) which they contain.

This element has always been considered as a
characteristic of animal matter, but still we have
seen that it exists in many vegetables also. More-
over, M. Boussingault, Theodore de Saussure, and
many other distinguished continental philosophers,

have proved that the relative value of different

plants, as food for man and animals, is in direct pro-

portion to the quantity of azote which they contain.

These are the plants, therefore, namely, those richest

in azote, that I would place highest in the scale of

vegetable organization ; or, in other words, these

plants, when considered in relerence to their

chemical constitution, will be found to approach
nearest to the animal kingdom. When, therefore, I

speak of plants high in the scale of organization, I

refer to those rich in azote. Those which are

altogether devoid of this substance constitute, of
course, the lowest portion of the scale. Thus to

paraphrase the law above laid down

—

that manure
will be found the most economical which approaches

vearest in chemical constitution to the plant for -which

it is employed.

Thus far have we proceeded in our knowledge of
that portion of vegetable economy which relates to

manure—let us now, by instituting a comparison
between the feeding of plants and of animals,
discover, if possible, the exact position in which the
science at present stands, and then endeavour to

point out the road by which we mav advance. Let
us suppose for a moment that ultimate chemical

analysis were alone to guide us in the choice of food
for various animals. What would be the result 1 For
the sake of example, let us suppose that beef-steak

and porter were submitted to analysis, we should
find that they contained all the chemical elements
necessary for sustaining the life of man, and hence
should conclude that they would be suitable for his

nourishment. Well, but if we were to proceed
farther in our analytical researches, we shall find

that the same chemical elements existed in the new
born infant, in birds, reptiles, and fishes, and conse-
quently had we no other means to guide us, we
might be led to conclude that beef-steaks and porter
was the best food for the whole animal creation,

than which nothing could well be more absurd. Still
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this must not lead us to suppose that chemical
analysis, as applied to this subject, is altogether
useless ; for, oa the contrary, we shall always dis-

cover by its means an evident relation between the
substance fed upon, and the animal which is

nourished thereby, although undoubtedly elementary

analysis will not enable us to choose the food best
suited to the wants of each particular species. Nor
is this necessary, because, as animals are gifted with
the powers of locomotion, and are, moreover,
endowed with instinct and discrimination, they are
capable of selecting for themselves such articles as
are most suited to their wants, and consequently by
observing their habits when in a state of nature, we
are enabled to learn what to supply them with when
we preserve them in a domesticated condition.

Far otherwise is it with plants; they are com-
pelled to remain on the spot where they were first

called into existence, and unless the surrounding
soil contain all that is required for their preservation,
they must of necessity perish. How important,
therefore, must it be, that, in cultivating plants, we
should endeavour, as far as possible, to counteract
these evils by a judicious application of that species
of munure which is best suited to each crop ! But
it vs-ili naturally be inquired how it happens that
plants are not much more frequently destroyed from
im.proper food, if each species requires a different
tind of nourishment, and yet are not capable of
choosing for themselves? Two things, however,
require to be remembered before we come to any
such conclusion, namely, Jirst, that nature has not
left plants to be thus the sport of chance, but here,
as elsewhere, has admirably adapted the means to
the end in view. For we have already seen that the
soil is the stomach, in which the food of plants is

prepared, and consequently as the first steps of
digestion take place erterior to the plant itself, it is

evident that it is thus freed from the danger of injury
by tlie introduction of indigestible food. And
secondlij, as the process of putrefaction is that by
which the food of plants is prepared, and as during
this change substances bearing a considerable
similarity to each other are formed, whatever may
be the nature of the putrefying mass, it follows that
every plant will, our. of the same mass, be able to

find more or less food of the nature most fitted to its

own purposes. Still, however, it must be evident,
that unless the manure is placed under circumstan-
ces most favourable for the formation of a consider-
able quantity of that substance most needful for the
plants which grow in its neighbourhood, and more-
over is capable of keeping up a continual supply of
the proper food, the plants themselves cannot be in a
thriving condition, and consequently will not yield

a remunerating harvest.

The proper object of inquiry, therefore, wonld be
to ascertain, 1. How the process of putrefaction is

modified f 2. What are the peculiar circumstances
under which each particular substance is formed in

greater abundance] and lastly, ^Vhat particular

substance constitutes the proper food of each plant?
As far as the science has yet advanced, we have

merely learned what circumstances are necessary in
order that putrefaction may proceed ; these we have
before stated are the presence of heat, air, and
moisture; and the various modifications which these
undergo as regards quantity, both absolutely and
relatively considered, may in all probability be
capable of producing an equal number of modifica-
tions in the nature of the resulting compounds.
Unless this is the case, how can we explain the
reason of some plants inhabiting wet soils, and others
dry ; some growing best in clay, and others in sand,

gud so forth ; for it is clear from what we have

already said, that plants cannot require a clayey

soil, for instance, on account of the clay which it

contains, but the necessity of this conditian must
depend upon some modification which is in this

manner produced upon the compounds resulting

from putrefaction. Again, plants which inhabit wet
soils cannot do so on account of any direct action of

the water upon themselves, because were this the case,

all bog-plants would be succulent, which is far from
being the case ; it must therefore be owing to the

modifications produced in the food by the existence

of a large proportion of water.

If we consider this fact as proved, the following

important results will be deducible from it :— 1.

That upon it depends the necessity of adapting the

crops cultivated to the nature of the soil. 2. That
upon this principle we can explain the necessity of

the different depths of tillage required for different

crops. 3. As the changes occurring during putre-

faction, as produced in each particular condition,

will in all probability proceed in a certain order, it

will follow that upon this circumstance will depend
the various modifications requisite in the rotation of
crops, according to the nature and situation of the soil.

How important, therefore, would it be, if it were
possible to reduce all these suggestions to the cer-

tainty of experimental facts ! That it is possible, I

have not the slightest hesitation to affirm ; but at the

same time, its accomplishment would be attended

with considerable labour and expense, such as

could be given by no one who had not resolved to

devote his whole time to the pursuit. But who will

attempt to dispute the value of the inquiry, or doubt
the important results which would accrue to practice

as well as science by its successful accomplishment?
To conclude, therefore, we may observe, that we
have learned already, in reference to organic food,

what a manure must contain in order to make it

useful to every crop, but have yet to learn what it

ought to contain to fit it for each particular crop.

The method by which we might hope to succeed in

advancing the science in this respect, would be by
examining carefully into all the results of putrefac-

tion, and endeavouring, by chemical tests, to learn

to distinguish every slight shade of diflTerence which
occurs, according to the various modifications re-

sulting from differences in the supply of heat, air,

and moisture, and having done so, we must next
endeavour, by careful experiment, to ascertain what
changes in manure are most favourable for the pro-

duction of the bestfood for each cultivated plant.

The next subject we shall have to treat of, is the

choice of manure for each particular crop; which,

although it would require a knowledge of all the facts

referred to above, in order to muke the research

perfect, still we shall find that a considerable degree
of instruction may be gained, even as the science

already stands, by comparing carefully together the

results of the various modes of culture recommended
by different practical agriculturists, and ascertaining

in what circumstances they all agree, and in this

manner obtaining some standard points by which to

guide ourselves in our selection. In order to do
this effectually, it will be necessary to collect as much
practical information as possible, and to weigh
thoroughly all the statements obtained, for fear of

arriving at an unjust conclusion. As these circum-

stances will render my future communications of a

much more original character, I trust my practical

readers will deal leniently with me, .should I appear

to be stating any thing which may not altogether

accord with " old 'customs," especially as all thpt is

new must be considered in the light of suggestions

only, as it is quite out of my power to put thera to

the test of extensive practice.
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GROUNSELL'S DROP DRILL.

The following is a desciiplion of this drill as

given by the Patentee.

Figure 1 is a side view ot" an ordinar}^ drilling

mnchine, baving my improvemeats applied thereto.

Figure 2 is a back view of the drilling machine.
Figure 3 is a section of parts thereof, and figure 4
shews some of the parts separately. The object of

the improvements is to drill corn, grain, pulse and
manure at intervals, and not in a continuous stream,

and the intervals or distances apart of such drilling

can be varied at pleasure. The first part of the in-

vention relates to the application of valv^es and
apparatus to work them at intervals. On one of the

wheels of the drilling machine is applied tlie circular

ring a, in order to carry a series of studs b b, and
according to the distance such studs are set apart, so

will be the closer or wider sowing or drilling of corn,

grain, pulse and manure, and if several holes be
formed in the ring a, tapped with suitable female

screws, and the end of each stud b be screwed, the

studs may be set closer or further apart, according

to the desire of the person emplo}'ing the machine ;

c is an axis turning in suitable bearings in front of

the machine, d is a projecting arm affixed to the axis

c; on the lower end of the arm d is hinged a curved
prolongation, in such manner that it may be lifted

upwards, and will not be so acted on by the stud

b as to move the valves in the event of backing the

machine ; but when the machine is drawn forwards

each stud will strike against the projection d, and by
this means cause the axis c to move partly round, and
in doing so will open the valve or slide and let out

the grain and manure in the following manner :

—

e e

are arms affixed to the axis c, as is shown in the

drawing, and they have chains /" affixed thereto
;

these chains/" are also attached to the hooks g, and h
is another axis below the machine, which moves in

bearings h, as is clearly shown ; to this axis is affixed

the arms i, and the number of such arms will depend
on the number of drills used in the same machine.
The drawing shows the machine having two drills.

These levers oi- arms i are supported at their citer

ends by chains i, by which the depth of the lower
end of the drill is permitted to enter the ground will

be regulated. The stems of the hooks g, are attached

by pin joints to the arms i, and to the stems g are

attached the connecting rods ?, which connecting
rods each embrace its respective drills, and they
are attached to the levers k, wliich at their lower
end carry the valves or slides which close the drill

;

the levers k each move on a fulcrum at I, affixed

to the arms i, all which will readily be traced in

the drawing, hence when the studs b act on the lower
end of the projection of the arm d, the valves or slides

will be opened and allow of the seed and manure to

pass and again close, till the next stud b strikes the

arm d, and the closing of the valves or slides is

assisted by the weights I on the upper parts of the

levers k. The drawing shows one drill to have a

slide, and the other drill to have a valve, the only
difference in construction being the cutting a slit in

the lower part of the drill where the slide is used, and
attaching the slide to the lever k by a pin joint, all

which is clearly shown in the drawing. A A repre-

sents the coulter pipes ; they are carried by the arms
or levers i, and are of the ordinary construction, and
the same are clearly shewn in the drawing. And it

will be seen that the machine is arranged for drilling

manure at the same time as the seed, the seed being
supplied in the usual manner through the funnels

and tubes m m and tbe manure through the funnels

and tubes n n, wliicli are as usual suspended on chains,

to allow of considerable play. I would remark in re-

spect to the first part of my invention, that variations

may be made in the details by which the slides and
valves are acted on in order to open and close them
so as to sow at intervals, the valves or slides being

suitably arranged to close the drill when shut and
allow of the grain, corn, pulse and manure passing

freely when open. I will now proceed to describe

the second part of my invention, which relates to the

mode ©f supplying the manure to the tins : In the

ordinary construction for drilling manure the pro-

jecting arms o o on the shaft )} are spoons or hollowr

ladles, which in the revolution of the axisp take up
a quantitjr of the manure, and throw it over the shaft

P into the hoppers or funnels leading to the coulter-

pipe. According to my second improvement, I cause
the shaft p to turn in the opposite way to that now
practised, by applying the wheel q and then the

projecting arms in place of being ladles to take Up
and carry over the manure, act simply by their broaj.

concave ends drawing the manure to the hoppers Or
funnels, as will be readily traced in the drawing, y
bare not thought it necessary to enter into a descrip

tion of the construction and working of ordinar

drills, they being well understood, I have therefor®

confined myself to describing the improvement
which together with the ordinary construction <*

drills are clearly shown in the drawing. And I

would have it understood, that what I claim as my
invention, is the mode of constructing drilling

machines, by applying valves or slides and suitable

apparatus for working the same, as above described*

And secondly I claim the mode of supplying the

manure to the funnels or hoppers of drilling machines
as above described.

THEORY OF THE OPERATION
OF THE SOIL UPON THE FOOD
OF PLANTS.
One of the most striking features in the works of

nature is that degree of resemblance which runs
through the whole, and to which we give the name of
analogy. By means of this analogy, a minute and
careful observer views all known existence as con-
nected in one continued chain, between the first and
last links of which he is able to point out a resem-
blance.^ By examining any two contiguous parts of
the chain, it is difficult to point out any marked dis-
tinction, and it is only by examining its parts, at wider
intervals, that one is enabled to perceive that grada-
tion exists ; but it is obvious, however striking the
resemblance between any two contiguous parts of the
chain may be, and however minutely thay may be
blended into each other, that, by supposing the chain
indefinitely extended, it will be possible to find two
parts of it which shall present more points of contrast
than of resemblance. Such, in fact, is the case with
nature's works ; and by taking any two parts of her
chain of existence, at sufficiently wide and remote in-
tervals, it is difficult to perceive any resemblance, and
it requires the eye of a minute and scientific observer
to detect the analogy which exists.

Thus, if we take a man and a vegetable, they will
appear to any one who has not reflected upon the sub-
ject to be formed upon no common principle, and as
different and distinct as the workmanship of two sepa-
rate artists working upon difi'erent plans. Such, how-
ever, will not be the opinion of the scientific observer

;

and to him they will present fully as many points of
resemblance as of disparity. In a vegetable he will
find a period of youthful vigour, of maturity, aad of

T
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decay. He will find it affected similarly to ourselves

by different states of the atmosphere. He will also

find it liable to disease, which ackaowkdge laws simi-

lar to those which govern the diseases of the animal

frame. But, overlooking these minute resemblances,

he will discover a few striking facts sufficient of them-
selves to establish the analogy : these are, the exist-

ence of sexes, and of a system of vessels which perform

the same offices as blood vessels do to us. He will

also regard leaves as standing in the riiation of lungs

to vegetables ; and I will venture to stretch the paral-

lel a little further, and assert, that he will find a sub-

stitute for our stomachs in the soil, and for the lacteals

of our system in the roots of plants.

That the earth performs another office for vegetables

than by being simply the recipient of their food, is

proved by the fact that the most valuable manure is

only available to their growth through the intervention

of the soil. The soil not only contains the food of

plants, it also acts chemically upon that food, and ren-

ders it fit to become efficient nourishment for them ;

it, in fact, performs the same office for plants, that the

gastric juice does for animals. And as, in some living

creatures, we find stomachs capable of decomposing
hard and fibrous textures, while others are adapted for

for food only of a more putrescent nature ; so in soils

we find a corresponding diversity. Some soils we find

adapted for manure imperfectly prepared, while others

require it in a very advanced state of decay before it

can be of advantage to the crop for which it is applied.

This fact may be confirmed by the experience of every

one who has had the management both of retentive

clays on the oae hand, and of loams incumbent upon
rock, or coataining a considerable admixture of gravel

on the other.

If we take this view of the matter, that is, if we re-

gard the soil as performing' an office for plants analo-

gous to that which the human stomach performs, and
the roots as performing an office analogous to that of

the lacteals of our system, wx shall have placed our-

selves on an advantage ground, to view the economy of

nature in the vegetable kingdom, and shall have fur-

nished ourselves with a key to explain some of the

least understood practices of agriculture.

One of these is the application of lime to land.

Various reasons have been assigned for the advantages
resulting from the practice. By some it is maintained

that the good effects observed are to be attributed to

the capacity of lime to retain water ; by some, that it

acts chemically upon the manures contained in soils,

and disengages that portion of them which is fit to be-

come the food of plants; some again assert, that it

acts mechanically upon the soil, by being intimately

mixed with it, and mollifying and comminating it to

such a degree as to render it more permeable to the

air ; while another class affirm that it is a manure
itself. Now, I am not disposed to question the accu-
racy of any of these opinions ; there is, I have no doubt,
truth in them all : but he wJU certainly be led into error

who shall adhere to one of them to the exclusion of all

the rest. What I propose doing is, to illustrate the

effects of lime upon the the theory above laid dov«n,

viz., that the soil performs an office analogous to that
of the animal stomach.

It has been already stated that manures are acted
upon less powerfully by certain soils, than by others,

which, by country people, are termed eating soils, as

if in anticipation of our theory. Now what is it that
chiefly characterises these two kinds of soils, and
which may be supposed to lay the foundation of the

above difference ? I apprehend it •will generally be
found the latter is an open, porous, and gravelly soil,

and that the former is a close, retentive, clay one.

If so, it then becomes a consideration how the clay

soil may be made to partake, to a certain extent, of

the nature of the gravelly one ; for it must always be
a matter of great importance that the soil should have
the power of quickly rendering effective for the growth
of plants all the manure that it contains. The most
obvious method of doing this would be to remove the

gravel from the one soil and lay it upon the other ; and

vvhen this has been done in sufficient quantities, the

improvement effected has been great. But as the

labour and expense attending such an improvement
preclude its adoption, in the generality of cases, it

becomes iiecessary to look around for a more powerful
and less cumbersome agent; such an agent is lime.

The effect of air in the decomposition of manures is

well known. Every farmer knows that if he drives his

carts over his dunghill it will not rot so soon as if it

hc.d been put up loose : hence the more porous and
friable a soil is, the more readily will it afford access

to the air, and, consequently the more speedily will it

enable the manures contained in it to give out their

nutritive properties. Now, the effect of lime is to give

to clays that porous and friable character here alluded

to, and to deprive them of that tough and adhesive na-
ture which renders them almost impervious to air or
moisture.

Such is the effect of lime, acting mechanically ; but
it is also a powerful chemical agent. When applied

recently slacked, a strong action takes place between
it and any vegetable matter that may be in the soil

;

and by this operation lime frequently renders matter
which was before comparatively inert, highly nutritive.

And as charcoal and oxygen abound in all vegetable
substances, the lime becomes at the same time con-
verted into a carbonate, which is itself a manure.
Thus do we find lime acting both as a chemical and
mechanical agent, and in both capacities its chief ob-
ject is to stimulate the action of the soil.

It frequently happens that Nature herself has the

same difficulties to contend with that we have, and she
often employs the same means to remove them. Are
there any animals which possess stomachs incapable of

digesting the food which they contain ? There are

:

and we find Nature employs similar means to effect a
similar purpose. She has instructed these animals
to introduce into their stomachs small pebbles, which
act mechanically upon the hard and fibrous substance
of their food, and thereby render it efficient for their

nourishment. But there is this difference between the

two cases : the pebble, after it has assisted in the

trituration of the grain, is of no further service to the

animal; but lime, after it has aided the soil iu the

digestion of the food which it contains, becomes itself

valuable nourishment for plants.

East Lothian, Feb, 29. J. R.

A FINLAND FARM-HOUSE.— After leaving

Of^re Tornea there are no regular post-houses, but the

peasants drive to a farm-house. Here is a description

of one:—"A larg's fire blazed that made even the

great room uncomfortably warm. Divers trades were
going on in difl'erent parts of it ; in one corner a man
was finishing a set of harness ; in another, the runners
of a sledge were receiving the peculiar curve that

distinguishes them in Finland; and a number of lasses,

with their shoulders troubled with very little clothing,

were keeping half-a-dozen spianing- wheels inconstant

motion. As soon as they perceived that I wanted a
relay, one of the girls put on a little jacket, and,
without waiting to button it over her breast, raa to

a house a quarter of a mile off to fetch a horse. * *

" 1 entered few houses where there were not shelves

on each sid-s of the fire, bearing forty or fifty birch

pans filled with cream an inch thick ; and they con-
trive to continue making butter the whole winter

through. The houses are not dirty, though the rooms
are generally darkened by smoke. In lieu of candles,

they use laths of fir, planted obliquely in a stand
;

these give a cheerful but unsteady light, and require

replacing every second minute. Although labouring
under such disadvatages, both as regard soil and cli-

mate, their state is infinitely preferable to that of the

Irish. Their habitations are roomy, built of wood,
and furnished with glass windows ; they themselves
are comfortably clothed and industrious."

—

Dillon's

Winter in Iceland and Lapland.
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ON THE CURE OF SWELLED LEGS
IN HORSES AND COWS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—A Correspsndent in 3'our last Journal but

one, wishes for adviee as to tbe treatment of a horse

whose leg's swell g-reatl}' in the night ; adding", jliat

he has found tompovar)' relief from bleeding and
physic. I should say, neither bleed nor physic

;

but when the horse comes into the stable, after work
or exercise (which should never be omitted, and he
should lie in a roomy box), let his legs be bandaged
with linen rollers, not too tightly ; tonic medicines

given to him ; a fair allowance of good oats, together

with carrots, which will act gently on his kidneys.

Purgatives should be avoided, and if any medicine

be given, it should be mildly diuretic. If not drop-

sical, the swelling here complained of will generally

yield in time to these means.
Another of your Correspondents asks for the best

cure for the riff, in a horse, and " wliether it is not

more prevalent from the damp season, and the de-

teriorated quality of food?" The cure is known
to all

—

sulphur rivium being the chief agent. The
preventives,—a warm stable, good food, and no ex-

posure to bad weather in the fields.

Allow me to add, that when I expressed my ad-

miration of Mr. Binns' Letter on the Corn Laws,
which appeared in your Journal, a few weeks' back,

and commented upon by yourself in the leading ar-

ticle of your last but one, it related to his excellent

remarks on the capability of superior cultivation of

British soil, by which means the cultivator might
afford to sell his produce at such prices as would
render the operation of the Corn Laws, all but nu-

gatory. But what will the anti-corn law advocates

say to the fact, stated by your correspondent, of the

cost of wheat, in Hungary, being under 2s. per
bushel ? which corroborates the statement of Mr.
Jacobs ; and also of myself, in my German Tour in

which I mentioned the fact of Baron Biel, of Zicrow,

within fifty miles of Hamburgh, offering to sell me
1,000 bushels of good wheat, at the above price ! I

doubted whether, when I stated this fact, my readers

did not imagine that I had availed myself of the

traveller's license.

I am, Sir, yours, &c.,

March 2. Nimrod.

The " Devonshire Farmer," whose letter appeared
in your paper of the 24th of February, inquiring for a
cure for swelled legs in horses, should obtain from a

respectable druggist (Messrs. R.Evans and Company,
of Exeter, for instance,) equal quantities of roll sul-

phur, crocus of antimony, cream of tartar, and nitre in

fine powder ; and give a table-spoonful night and
morning, mixed intimately with a feed of oats, damped
that the powder may adhere.

This will have a cooling effect, keep the bowels gently

open and promote insensible perspiration, and conse-
quently remove any tendency to humours or swellings

;

in addition to which it will give the animal a sleek coat,

one certain sign of good health.

The above, accompanied by plenty of judicious work,
and about two bushels, or two bushels and half of oats

a week will not fail of being successful. Bran, grains,

or beans should be dispensed with.
The great fault in the keeping of horses generally is,

that they are not worked hard enough, nor fed suffi-

ciently highly.

I have three cart-horses, two of which frequently
have five tons behind them, including the waggon, they
travel on an average eighteen to twenty miles a day

;

and have nine quarterns of oats each a day, being

twenty-seven quarterns between the three a-day. They
are always as fresh at night as they are in the morn-
ing, being well above their work. They wear out a

set of shoes in a fortnight.

My horse for driving, I feed on the same principle,

and he travels at least twenty miles a day.

Hoping that your useful paper may continue to

furnish as much information as formerly,

I remain, Sir, your most obedient servant,

London, Feb. 25. W. S.

In answer to the questions of "a Devonshire
Farmer," in last Monday's paper, I would suggest

that from his description, the swelled legs of his horse

appear to proceed from constitutional weakness

;

though he should have stated the usual exciting cause,

whether the swellings generally arise from standing

still one or two successive days, or from more work
than usual, &c.
One of the best alteratives with which I am ac-

quainted for strengthening the constitution of the

horse, is half a drachm (apothecaries' weight) of crude

antimony, in the corn every morning during a month or

more, according to the effect ; which will soon become
visible in the increased sleekness of the coat, and in-

crease of flesh. If there be any disposition to grease,

or cracked heels, or any small swellings the size of a

pea over the body, with a scurfy skin, half an ounce

of nitrd in pov^der every morning during a week, in the

corn, will be a valuable addition to the antimony.

These quantities I give to a middle-sized riding-horse,

a full sized cart-horse would require nearly, or quite

double.

I would recommend the "Devonshire Farmer," in

addition to this :

—

1st. To clip the legs of his horse as close as possible,

which will act as a tonic, by admitting the cold air at

all times ; besides many other reasons, of v/hich one

of the principal is the quickness with which they be-

come dry on returning to the stable after watering,

probably in a pond, a custom undoubtedly injurious,

especially to those horses whose legs are defended by
large quantities of hair.

2nd. To wash them two, or four times a week in the

morning with cold salt and water, observing to rub

them perfectly dry immediately.

3rd. To use a linen or calico bandage every night.

4th. To give the horse the indulgence of a loose box
at all times.

These remedies are simple, inexpensive, and not very

troublesome, but if they do not effect an alteration for

the better in the course of a month, I shall be very

much surprised. But let the " Devonshire Farmer" re-

member, that the more gradually an alteration is made
in the constitution of any animal, the more permanent

is it likely to be.

If this treatment be adopted, I should be glad to hear

respecting its success, either through the medium of

this valuable Journal, or by means of a line addressed

M. E. A. S., Post-office, Bromley, Kent.

The quantity of flaxseed imported into Londonderry

this season amounts to 10,415 barrels from Risra, and

503 hogsheads from Holland. Another cargo of Dutch
is expected. No arrival of American seed as yet ; but

it is probable that a supply from that quarter will arrive

as usual, both at this port direct, and coastways via

Liverpool. A good many of the farmers, as well as

some speculators, have made purchases during the

week, and prices appear at present looking up. We
give the following as the latest quotations :— Riga, 42s.

to 45s. per barrel ; Dutch, 80s. to 84s. per hogshead,

of the latter 100 hogsheads were bought on Thursday

evening- at 83s. per hogshead.

—

Londonderry Sentinel.

T 2
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THE ENGLISH AGRICULTUUAL
SOCIETY AND THE AGRICUL-
TURAL LABOURER.
It is exceedingly gratifying to see that in the

measures now in active and energetic operation

for improving every department of British agricul-

ture, for elevating the position and increasing the

information of those who are engaged in this most
important and valuable branch of our national

industry, the agricultural labourer is not forgotten.

In almost all agricultural societies a portion of

the funds is devoted to giving prizes to deserving

labourers ; inany societies are established for that

sole purpose, prizes for good ploughing, for sheep

shearing, for hedging and ditching, for draining,

and other agricultural operations, are given in

different districts throughout the kingdom ; and
whether the interest of the farmer, or the comfort

and happiness of the labourer himself, be the pri-

mary object, society at large must be thereby bene-

fitted, and the social character of a large mass of

the pe-ople improved. If the moral and physical

condition of the nation at large be an object which

demand the serious attention of the government

and the legislature, then should that class which

labours under the greatest disadvantages in these

respects, receive the greatest degree of considera-

tion.

To promote the comfort of the cottager was one

of the objects contemplated upon the establish-

ment of the English Agricultural Society ; as yet,

however, no important step has been taken from

which the agricultural labourer may derivepractical

proof of the desire of the society to promote the

comfort and welfare of that invaluable class. We
observe by the report of the proceedings at the

meeting of the committee of management of the

society, given in our paper of last week, that the

division of the country into districts is contem-

plated, which division will afford facilities foradopt-

ing many means of stimulating improvement wliich

would not be practicable were the whole country to

come into competition. These district divisions

might be made available in carrying out a plan for

giving encouragement to agricultural labourers,

which has occurred to us, which might be adopted

without much expense, and would, we think,

produce a very beneficial effect upon the general

conduct of the present and rising generation of

agricultural labourers.

We are not prepared with details, but if the

proposition should be deemed eligible, there would
be little difficulty in arranging the details. We
would propose that the English Agricultural

Society should give a certain number of medals or

certain suras of money, to be awarded under certain

conditions to those labourers who should already

have received prizes from agricultural societies

within the district. The awarding of the prizes

to be made by the local committee for the district

me eling, some time before the meeting, under
rules laid down by the society. That there should

be a class of prizes of the same descri|)tion, but
of smaller amount, for lads. That as a part of

the reward, the winners should be permitted

to attend the district meeting ; a moderate sum

for travelling expences being allowed them

;

that they should have free tickets for the cattle

yard, and should also have free tickets for the

dinner, at a table specially provided for them.

Independent of the information which both men
and boys would derive from being permitted to

examine at leisure, the different animals and the

various implements in the shew-yard, we feel per-

suaded that such a reward would become an ob-

ject of great ambition, and would stimulate to

industry, exertion, and good conduct. As regards

their being permitted to be present at the dinner,

unimportant as it may appear to some, vve are

satisfied that the effect would be great ; and we
do not think that there would be any objection

to it. We feel convinced from the interest which
the noble president of the EngHsh Agricultural

Society, the Duke of Richmond, takes in the

welfare of the agricultural labourers, that he

would be ready to facilitate any arrangement,

having for its object the amelioration of the con-

dition of the labourer, whether as regards his

moral or physical condition ; nor do we believe,

that any serious objection would be raised

against the latter part of the proposition from any
othei quarter: it would be truly grateful to our

feelings, if such a suggestion coming from us

should be deemed worthy of adoption.

TO A KENT FARMER ON HIS
CROP OF TURNIPS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—In reading your valuable paper, I find an

advertisement signed " A Kent Farmer," wherein he

states be grew on one English acre ofland, the extra-

ordinary weight of 42 tons ofSwedish turnips, I shall

be obliged by your stating in 3fOur next, what quan-

tity of seed per acre, whether broad cast or drill,

whether ridge work or flat, and on or about the time

the seed was put into the ground, also the quantity

of manure 1 By complying with this request, will

much oblige, yours, &c.,

A Constant Reader.

QUERIES ON THE USE OF
CARBON.

[We insert the subjoined Queries at the request ofa cor'

respondent.]
On Arable Land.

The quality of the land to which it can be applied with

advantage?
The crops most proper to apply it to ?

The season when to apply it, and the quantity per acre 1

The mode of applying it, whether drilled or thervpise,

and at what depth below the surface it ought to be
deposited ?

On light soils the advantage (if any) ofmixing with

bones for the production of turnips ?

The cost per ton 1

On Grass Land.
The quality of the land, the season and the mode of

applying it, and the quantity per acre, in reference

to the production of hay?
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THE CORN LAWS.
Sir,—I humbly think that the advocates for a repeal

of the corn laws have not duly considered the conse-
quences which would, in all probability, result from that
measure ; I am, therefore, induced as a calm observer,

to call their attention, through the medium of your
Paper, to some of the most obvious of these conse-
quences.
The^rs^ consequence that would result from a repeal

of the corn laws, would be a drain of the precious metals
from this country. The moment the corn laws were re-

pealed, speculators would rush to foreign countries and
buy up all the grain they could find. In order to enable

them to pay for that grain they would require either to

carry gold and silver with them, or to lodge funds in

the hands of bankers on whom they could draw bills of

exchange, for which specie could and would be de-t

manded. Foreign corn-merchants would not take ma-
nufactured goods in exchange for grain till a market
was opened up for their disposal : such a market does

not at present exist, and it is very doubtful whether it

ever will exist ; before it exists the relations between
landowners and farmers, and the whole state of agri-

culture on the continent, must undergo a complete
change.
The second consequence of a repeal of the corn laws,

would be a transfer of a great part of the capital at

present employed in agriculture in this country, from
this to foreign countries. Were these laws repealed,

farmers would soon find that it was impossible for them
to cultivate land in this country in the face of high
rents, exorbitant taxes, and dear labour, and would
therefore transfer themselves and their capital to fo-

reign countries, and embark in the cultivation of land

where they would have the same markets, with small

rents, cheap labour, and comparatively no taxes ; in

short, the agricultural wealth of this country would,

as clearly as the sun shines at noon-day, be transferred

to other countries.

The third consequence of a repeal of the corn laws,

would be a great reduction in the rent, and consequsntly
in the value of land in this country. It is not too much
to assume that the reduction m the rent, and conse-
quently in the value of the land, would be one-third.

An estate worth 3000/. per annum would become only
worth 2000L per annum ; and a farm worth 30s. per
acre per annum, would become only worth20s. per acre
per annum. These reductions would prove ruinous to

many of the landowners, and to the great bulk of the
farmers ; and they would occasion a great deficiency in

the public revenue.

The fourth consequence of a repeal of the corn laws,

would be a great diminution ia the demand for manu-
factured goods in the home market. It is believed that

there is diposcd of in the home market nearly four-fifths

of all the goods that are manufactured in this country.

If our manufacturers depend on foreign markets for the

disposal of only about a fifth part ef the goods they ma-
nufacture, it is obvious that their interest, as well as the

interest of the state is to cherish and improve the home
market. Now, the great purchasers in tha home mar-
ket, are unquestionably those connected with the owner-
ship or the cultivation of land. There arc the land-
owners and all their servants and dependants—there are

the land cultivators or farmers and all their servants and
workpeople of every kind dependent upon them, includ-
ing doctors, and lawyers, &c. Now, if, as stated in the
third consequence, a repeal of the corn laws would
diminish both the rent and the valueof land, the neces-
sary consequence would be, either to involve an im-
mense number of persons in ruin, or at least so mate-
rially to diminish their means of living, as to put it out
of their power to purchase manufactured goods to the
same extent. The people connected with, and depen-
dent upon, the ownership and cultivation of land, may
perhaps be supposed to consume three-filths of all the
goods msnufactured in this country. Suppose their in-

comes were to be so diminished as to enable them to

purchase only two-fifths, it is manifest that a foreign
market would require to be opened for the remaining

fifth, to put the manufacturers in the same situation in
which they stand. The repeal of tke corn laws would
never open up a market to such an extent. The manu-
facturers, theref'are, although they do not see it, would
ultimately be the greatest suflTerers by a repeal of the
corn laws.

The fiftli consequence of a repeal of the corn laws,
would be a reduction of wages far below the reduction
in the price of bread. In general the price of labour
rises and falls with the price of bread. 1 say in general,
because I am aware of many cases where the price of
labour sometimes rises to a fictitious height, and where
it sometimes falls below all proportion. But in general
the price of bread and the price of labour rise and fall

together. Now, if the abolition of the corn laws would
have the efl'ect of ruining many farmers, and of throw-
ing u great quantity of land at present in cultivation
out ol cultivation, the natural and necessary consequence
would be that a third, if not a half, of those employed
in agriculture, would be thrown out of employment in
that line. Their only resource, therefore, would be to
go to the manufacturing districts in search of employ-
ment ; and farm servants and farm labourers being in
general steady, they would, in many instances, get em-
ployment in preference to others. Would such a num-
ber of hands thrown out of employment as agricultural
labourers, and seeking employment in the manufacturing
district.;, not have the efiiect of reducing the price of la-
bour? The thing is too obvious to require illustration.
And in place of their getting employment through an
increased demand for manufactured goods, it has already
been shown that there would be no increase, but rather
a diminution.

'I here are many other consequences which present
themselves to my mind as likely to result from a repeal
of the corn laws ; but I shall noi detain you longer at
present. Should you deem this letter worth publishing
I shall be happy to continue my correspondence upon
such subjects as appear interesting.

1 am. Sir, your most obedient servant,

A Calm Observer.

REMARKABLE CASE OF LOCK-JAW IN A
MARE.—Owing to the adoption of a remedy sug-
gested in the columns of the Hereford Journal a good
while ago, a valuable mare, the property of Mr. Stan-
bury, supervisor, Ludlow, was recently effectually
saved from death by lock-jaw produced by maltreat-
ment for sand-crack. We give the detail of the cir-
cumstance in the words of the owner of the animal :—
" In consequence of one of the tendons being injured
by the smith, lock-jaw ensued; the best advice was pro-
cured, but it proved of no avail ; the mare gradually
sank day by day for upwards of a fortnight, and all at-
tempts to support nature failing, my distress at seeing a
creature w-hich had been my companion for years suffer
so much, induced me at last to give directions that he
should be shot. I left home at nine o'clock in the morn-
ing, and mentioned the circumstance to a friend who
is a subscriber to the Hereford Journal, and, to my sur-
prise, he pointed out a case of sure of lock-jaw men-
tioned in an old number of the paper. Many minutes
did not elapse before I was on my road home to coun-
termand the order for the destruction of the animal, and
the proposed remedy was immediately put in operation.
Between two and three hogsheads of water were thrown
upon her spine, and repeatedly I thought she must sink
under it, but, persevering, I at last perceived her skin
as it were to creep upon her ; this over, she was well
wrapped up in blankets, and by kind treatment and di-
ligent attention to her, with nourishing diet and gruel,
she recovered, and has since been as well as ever she
was, which circumstance is well known to nearly the
whole of Ludlow." The owner of the animal is natu-
rally anxious that the case should be made known for
the benefit of the public, and because he thinks this
a striking- proof of the utility of the hints frequently
given in the newspapers.—J/ere/ord Journal.
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THE CORN LAWS.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

The question of an alteration of the corn laws being
about to claim the attention of our Legislature, I here-

with submit a plan that would in my opinion give all

the advantages of the present system, with a great in-

crease of revenue that would accrue from a fixed duty,

and by combining the two, gain the benefit of both ; it

is an undoubted fact, that the rapid decline of our pre-

sent duty in the last stage, gives rise to a great deal of

fraud, aad retaining the supply from the markets for

the sake of gaining the duty, I hand a scale of duties,

by the atioption of which, nine-tenths of all the wheat
entering this country would pay Ss. to the revenue.

Price.
50s
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ON BREEDING IN AND IN.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMEr's MAGAZINE.

Sir,—The remarks of your correspondent on
breeding, which appeared in your last number,
page 131, and which expressed an opinion that

the " whole Animal Kingdom discovers a tendency
to degenerate, when continued on the in-breeding
system," are a little singular; and although your
correspondent asserts "that it cannot he gain-
sayed," yet I must be allowed to think that opinion

is not so well grounded on facts, or the result of
experience and observation, as to be altogether
incontrovertible.

It must indeed be allowed that degeneracy fre-

quently appears, and it would not be difficult to

find an instance of this, in a flock of sheep, which
a few years have reduced from a position of pre-
eminence, down to the common level of its neigh-
bours ; but to say that this was occasioned by
in-breeding, v.ould be, (I think,) the reverse of
truth

; j and to maintain that its tendency to

degenerate is a natural principle, is surely a hasty
conclusion.

Let us inquire how the wild animals are vetained
in their original peculiarities of form, and even
colour, their habits also remain the same, and yet
no one can doubt that in-breeding is the principle

by which they propagate, and fill our woods and
fields ; nor is it easy to discover any dissimilarity

or degeneracy in their descendants, from those
that ever have been, or which we remember fiftj'-

years ago.

It is only necessary to name hares, rabbits,

foxes, pheasants, partridges, &c., &c., to bring to

our minds the fallacy of your correspondent's

opinion ; nor would the cause suffer which I wish
to support in opposition to that opinion, if the
nation of the Jews were brought forward as an

example. It was one of their laws appointed by
Him, who chose their fathers out of the rest of the
world, to be a peculiar people to Himself, that they
should not marry out of their own tribe, and their

genealogies were kept up for many centuries, and
each tribe could be distinguished, till the time was
accomplished for which those laws were imposed,
since which, though the Jews have continued a
distinct people, they have not those peculiarly

distinctive marks which appeared before they
became more mixed together ; if degeneracy has
appeared since, it is not a consequence of in-

breeding, but the reverse ; besides, is it not a
species of libel on the Author of nature, to sup-
pose He requires any assistance from man to

keep the animal kingdom from universal dege-
neracy 1

It has, however, been admitted, that degeneracy
does at times take place, that there are instances
to be found, of flocks of sheep having lost some of
their good qualities ; may not this be accounted
for in part, when we consider that our domestic
animals are generally a mixture of many varieties

of the species, which varieties have probablv
arisen from the diflference of country or climate,
to which their original parents, when dispersed
over the earth for the use of man, had become
habituated; from a judicious selection from these,
a breeder has probably obtained a flock of peculiar
properties, which he can sustain, not by farther
mixture, but by a continued cultivation of those
points or qualities which form, in his mind, the
beau ideal or perfection of that particular class to

which his attention had been called ; when, having
thus obtained something peculiar, he is suddenly

called away and the flock falls under the management
of another, whose ideas of perfection diifer from
those of his predecessor, the natural result is a
change of character in the flock, according to the
different views of its manager, better or orse as
the case may happen to be.

The principle, however, is the same in each, the
same points that first attracted the admiration of
either are followed, and the results follow.

—

Should, however, the flock fall into the hands of
one who is ignorant of that which constitutes a
distinguished animal, or is too fearful of the
expence required to maintain a good sort, but is

content to have a cheap male, provided only that
he has four legs, &c., &e. ; or has pre-deter-
mined that all animals are alike, excepting only
the difference of feeding ; can it be wondered at, if

the flock degenerates ? This result, however, is not
from in breeding; had that been continued, the dis-

tinction would have been kept up, but its degene-
racy is to be ascribed to the crossing.
The idea of in-breeding bringing on the disease

(" Podder,") is surely curious; as though tMt
which has been attributed, with great show of
reason, to the deposit of a fly, should attach only
to an in-bred flock, and not to those in common
with them, which are exposed to the same danger

;

and applies to every flock in a neighbourhood,
whether carefully selected, or without any care at
all.

' The case selected by your correspondent to sup-
port his theory, is, to say the least, rather unfor-
tunate.

"Mr. Debenham ];urchased forty ewes at

Appleby Fair ; they ha\ o all lambed down, and the
lambs are all white-faced. Is this a proof of
crossing ? I should certainly have arrived at a
different conclusion, especially when informed
" It was an evidence that they were the produce of
a distinct family. W. S.

Fell. 24.

COMMERCIAL TREATY WITH
FRANCE.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—Is it known to the landed interest and
agriculturists of this country, that, in the treaty
now in progress with the French Government,
it is proposed to make such a reduction in the
duty on foreign spirits and wines, as will throw
out of consumption double the quantity of com-
modities of a like character, the produce of our
own soil ; and that at the expence of a million
sterling in loss of revenue ?

If this be known, would it not be well for the
English landowner and agriculturist to ponder
upon the probable effect of this measure on their
own interests ; and also, to enquire, whether,
there be any truth in the rumour, that ministers
are prepared to make good this loss of a million
upon the admission of the produce of foreign soils,

by proposing a further duty to that amount on
the produce of British agriculture?
Those interested in the replies to these two

questions will bear in mind, that one, if not both,
ofthe measures to which they apply, will be found,
at this moment, all but concluded, in the spirit

embodied in the enquiry. Yours &c..

The Farmers' Friend.

London, Feb. 16th., 1840.
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TO THE PEOPLE OF
BRITAIN

!

GREAT

AND TO THE PRESS, THE MOST POWER-
FUL ORGAN OF DIRECTION OR PER-
VERSION.

This may seem a very magniloquent address, but it

is exactly the address required by the subject, and no
more : for the subject is one of vital interest to the
STATE, and, of course, to the whole people ; and it is

through the press alone that I can be heard—and, if

at all deserving' to be heard—it should be through the
whole press.

The subject I am to speak of, is the corn law ; that
question that has been argued so long, as to have be-
come at last inexplicable in the general apprehension

;

but the reason is, it has seldom been argued aright.

The study of the subject for twenty-five years, and,
during all that time comparing my reasonings with
events, enables me to say, that upon this subject the
PEOPLE ARE DECEIVED, by those who would tempt them
to relinquish the mainstay of this state and its reasonable
protection—I mean ©ur native agriculture.
The existence of an anti-corn law league in England

has long been known; it is now extended to Scotland.
It is seeking support by the mostextraordinary exertions,
and it is receiving it. In the meantime, the farmers of
the country seem to consider themselves bound not to

stir in the matter, because they have been led to regard
all questions of pubhc policy, and on which there may
be diiferences of opinion, as party politics ; and the
landowners seem not to stir in it, either because the
prejudices against them, having been raised to phrenzy,
they have no hope ; or because they trust to their in-

fluence in parliament. The events of a very few months
back should teach the landowners, that the distrust that
has long been inculcated as to Princes, may now be
extended to Parliaments : and as to the farmers, if
they stand to their Shibboleth, they Avill find themselves
like the Jews in their last siege—who were massacred
Tjy thousands on the Sahhath, because they believed it

unlawful even to " do good upon the Sabbath."
I set out by admitting that there are many men of the

most respectable character as men, and men of business,
intent on aiding the anti-corn-law league ; that their
opinions are, as it were, the opinions of the day ; that a
PRO-CORN-LAW advocate may seem almost a man stand-
ing atone and crying in the wilderness ; and yet I pro-
fess myself such an one—and say again, the people are
deceived.

I do not build anything upon the fact, that the anti-
corn-law-league has lately been defeated here in ail

quarters by Chartism, because that is merely a side-
wind ; but the finding themselves called" rascals," and
this with every appearance of the deepest sincerity, by
the men they say they wish to benefit, and whom, I be-
lieve, they wish to benefit, should make them consider
whether in some part ©f their arguments, either as econo-
mists or statists, there is not a flaw which these men see.
I think there are inany which these men see, and more
which they do not see ; and I shall endeavour, very
briefly, to establish some of them.
At a late attempted meeting in Edinburgh, for the

abolition of the protection to agriculture, a pamphlet
was left for distribution in the hall, of which I received
a copy. It gives out fourteen propositions, every one
of which is liable to objection on some ground :—that is,

either as inapplicable truisms, as unsound assumptions^
as false conclusions from premises perhaps correct, or
as contradictions of forgone positions. It is, of course,
impossible here to enter into them all ; but some of
them will obtrude themselves in the sequel, and of them
I may speak.

It is impossible, also, in the compass of a paper like
this, to establish an argument like this. It will be enough
to raise doubts of the arguments held to be established
against it.

1st. They say agriculture is the creature of manu-
factures. This is of little consequence, but it is untrue.

They may as well say the father is the child of the

son. It is true the son may, by chance, enrich the

father ; but that does not alter their relation, nor is

it the necessary or the usual course.

2d. They say next, that it is by excluding manu-
factures from the market of the world, that the

agriculture of this country flourishes as it does. But
with equal reason, at least, might the agriculturist

say, that it is by excluding himself from the markets

of the world, that ihe most important and extensive

manufactures of this countr}', ever came to have an

existence.

3d. They say, that were protecting duties upon
corn removed, v.-e should have cheap corn. I answer
moro Scoitico, hviS the protection of the manufacture

of cotton goods, led to dearth in those goods'? No.
It has, on the contrary, not only lowered them in

this country, but over the world. It has given us

all of that manufacture that we possess ; and that is

considered so important, that now it arrogates to be

almost alone considered, in the arrangements of the

state. Has the protection afforded to the manufac-
ture of iron, given us dearer iron"! No. It has

cheapened iron universally^. Has it given us an infe-

rior article ? No. On the contrary, no artizan will

now lay his hammer upon foreign iron, if he can

procure iron the manufacture of this country : and
that manufacture is every day, and every hour of the

day and night, extending and improving, and directly

or indirectly it is supporting millions. So was our

manufacture of cloth originated ; so that of silk ; so

that of almost every important ingredient, of wealth

or of existence. And can protection and encourag-

ment, so useful as to everything else, be baleful only

as to CORN ? Quite the reverse, though it is one of

the insanities of the hour to hold so, as I shall by
and by establish.

4th. They say, not only would the removal of

protection from agriculture give cheap bread, but

cheap bread would give cheap labour, and a new and

inconceivable impulse to manufactures commonly so

called. All these are given out in the most dogma-

tical manner ; as irrefragable truths ; they are the

staple of the arguments for removing the protection

from agriculture in this country : and they are all

unlnie. I shall prove that as the most important of

these positions, namely, that " cheap bread would
give cieap labour," from the very phaiuplet left in

the hall of the late meeting, as follows—" The "price

of labour (says that pamphlet) is not regulated much

ifat all, by the price of food. It is regulated almost

entirely by the demand and supply of labourf —and
this is perfectly true. Labour is cheap abroad, not

because food is cheap, but because there is no-

thing to pay for them.

5th. They say, that were the corn protection

abolished " there would be at once and permanently

an additional demandfor our goods. Bj' our consent-

ing to buy corn from abroad, for instance, foreigners

would be enabled to indulge proportionally in the

purchase of our cotton and other commodities—our
commercial navy would also be encreased," &c..

Now, is not this all mere theory ? Foreigners begin

not to like our goods, and they say there is cause
;

they have determined to manufacture for themselves

as far as they can ; and this is the natural and inevi-

table course. But supposing this theory realised to

the fullest extent, cui bonol where would be the

profit 1 I say there would not only be no profit, but

there would be an immense and ruinous loss !

The reason is this. Corn is a manufacture just aa

much as cloth. 1 said this many years ago, both of

corn and all agricultural produce,—and it is now ad-

mitted. 2d. Corn is a manufacture wholly na-
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TivE. We have no deduction to make from it, for

staple or accessory, all t/iat loe save hii maruifactur-

ing CORN is GAIN. Are our " cottons and other

commodities" native 'i Suppose we pay for corn in

cottons, how much do ice, as a nation, gain bii that"*.

Have we not to deduct the price of the raw cotton 1

the expence of purchasing and bringing it home 1

duty? transport to the seat of manufacture? tear and

wear of machinery ? carriage for export ? expense of

export? sale? insurance? expence of purchasing and
transporting the corn, &c. &c. &c. ? In short, we

gain notliing as a luUiou, by the manufacture of cotton,

but the price obtainedfor labour ; a very inconsiderable

proportion of the ivhole article. Suppose we pay only

20s. a quarter for corn, in cotton goods, still ail is

paid in capital except the mere labour : although part

of that capital may have been paid in America, part

in this kingdom, and part abroad, still it has been paid
;

and of the 20s. price, los. at least are capital, and
only 5s. gain

;
perhaps not one half. Now, by rais-

ing cornfor ourselves, we have the whole of our labour,

the whole is gain. The gain from farming, too, is not

only all gain but certain gain to the State. The sale

of manufactures may often, and in an infinity of cases

does, lead to actual loss to the State. There is loss to

the State the moment that the price obtained fails to

equal the original materials, and the charges of im-

porting and exporting, tear and wear of machinery,

and interest of capital ; and this happens much of-

tener than is supposed. In short, manufacturers,

except from native materials, give immense room
{or juggling, and in many cases are a juggle mehely.
Though the mere manufacturer, after grinding the

bones of his pauper dependents into his painted

trash, which he never expects to see purchased by
people in their senses, may make an ample fortune,

the merchant may realize not one sixpence; and if

the trash rots abroad, as much of it does, the whole
is a dead loss to the country. By agriculture she can

never lose. Even if her agriculturist could be turned

into a manufacturer, therefore, and made dependent
upon the vicissitudes of trade, from change of taste,

bad patterns, bad prints, bad materials, bad texture,

every thing that a reckless man can do to swell his

own gains (and there are some such) regardless of

the interest or character of the country, is he not

deserting a sure and gainful trade, in imtive materials,

for a trade wholly uncertain in its gains, and even in

its existence, and based on foreign materials? He is.

But, 6th. Say it is gainful to prosecute manufac-
tures for export (as to the extent of what can be ob-

tained for labour, I admit it is) ; does the production

of our native agriculture repress this ? It is said it

does. I say no ; and I will show immediately that I

am correct.

I have spoken of the gainful nature ofagriculture,

and it may be shewn at once from this, that uhat-

ever is raised beyond the seed sown, is all gain to the

State. It is clear to the dullest comprehension,
that paying capital for agricultural produce, creates

a tremendous loss ; and I have shown that our pay-

ments in manufactures are only a little mitigated
;

that is, by what we contrive to obtain for labour. I

did not tiien state, however, what I now state, that

by payments in manufactures, we may pay much more
than in money ; because if we pay in a depreciated ma-
nufacture, twice the money price may be embarhed in

materials, and e.ipences of manufacture and export,

apart from the only paying ingredient, that of labour.

By raising corn for ourselves, we evade all possi-

bility of loss of capital to any extent ; and capital as

they say, produces capital.

As our opponents admit, that price in everything
depends upon demand and supply, is the agriculture

of Great Britain, indisputably the most efficient in

the world, in spite of all drawbacks, likely to raise

price, or to lower it? Can there be any doubt that

it lowers it, when we consider that eight quarters an
acre are often produced here ; while on the conti-

nent ('according to William Chambers, himself a free

trade man) the ground is often hardly scratched, by
cows yoked by the horns !

3rd. Is bread tlie only ingredient entering into

the food of man, and consequently, into the price of

labour?—fllust we not add honse-rent, (not payable

to the landowners), /'we/, c/rtt/ies, dri)iks, and all colo-

nial products, including their enormous taxes ?

4th. If cultivation does not cheapen bread (which

1 sav it does), does it not cheapen butcher-meat, ve-

getables, leather, tallow, and wool ; our opponents

say no ! that by cultivation " we diminish the extent

of pasture land, and limit the rearing of black cattle

and sheep." Can these men know, that by cultiva-

tion we raise tons of provisions for man and beast,

from acres that but for cultivation would hardly

yield pounds ? T])at by the interstitial crops neces-

sarily accompanying the raising of corn, more grass,

turnips, potatoes and vegetables, of every descrip-

tion, the food of cattle as well as men, are raised than

could possibly be compensated by pasture, exclusive

altogether of the great primary products of corn and

straio ? They cannot know these things, or think of

tliem, or they would never venture upon the reason-

ings they use. Pasture, as a general thing, is the

very poorest mode of occupying a country. Resorted

to in Scotland, it would reduce the country to beg-

gary; for acres that at present yield produce worth

five pounds, would not then yield five shillings—that

being the general profit of pasturing a sheep.

5th. But it is said free competition would not re-

press agriculture, but only reduce the rents paya-

ble to landowners. This shows that the principle

of these rents is not understood. Rent is the diffe-

rence of profit between cultivating a good acre and

a bad one, after deducting the charges ; for the far-

mer must have always his profit, or he cannot live.

The landlord's profit, of course, must depend on the

price of the produce ; and as soon as farming should

cease to pay him more than pasture, he would let

his land for pasture ; agriculture, therefore, would
clearly be limited, by letting in grain upon thecoun-

try, raised at a cheaper rate than it can be raised

here.

But loho would suffer by that ? the landlord or the

country? I say the country, almost exclusively.

Suppose the rent of the acre, of the poorest land

that is now cultivated, to be 5s., and that the land-

lord would receive for pasture only i^s. 6d.—and he

would lose upon 1000 such acres 125i ; but the

country at present derives a substance from these

acres worth £5000
and would, by abandoning it to pasture, de-

rive only a substance worth (including the

landlord's rent) , 375

Loss to the country by pasturing £4625
or exactly thirty -seven times the sum that would be lost

by the landowner I Asa general position, the land-

owner's interest is only one, and a trivial one com-
paratively, of very many interests. By the assess-

ment to which he is liable, particularly in some
parts of Scotland, for county and parochial burdens,

roads and bridges, &c., his interest is often reduced

to a mere fraction. The fact that land seldom yields

four per cent, on purchase-money, shows that either

the interest is not considerable, or it is over-paid for.

Both are perhaps true. The original character of

landlord was rather administrative than lucrative. It
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was a post of honour, and it is still regarded as sucL,

and paid for accordingly. It may be that in many
of the efforts that have been made for the encourage-

ment of agriculture, the landowners have had an eye

to their own interest. I am not aware that there is

or can be, any other general motive of action. But
when we see them, with equal vigour at least, ap-

plying thenselves to the promotion of every species

of manufacture promising to be useful to the country

and protecting them by every rate of duty, from one

to one hundred per cent., or by absolute exclusion

if that seemed necessary; and paying those duties

themselves, either directly, for their families and

establishments, or indirectly through every one pay-

ing them rent, I cannot but think that they acted

from national feelings, and it is clear they have pro-

duced tlie most splendid national results ; for by pro-

tecting and encouraging agriculture, the}' have

covered the country with beauty and fertility, and

enabled it to raise up those manufactures that have

so greatly augmented its comfort, and perhaps its

wealth, though not to the extent they now arrogate,

nor authorising the engrossing preference they so

insanely seek. Does Holland, a country naturally

so much more commercial than Britain, yet despise

its soil? No. It cultivates every patch. VVhy

should not Britain? It could be so much better em-
ployed, says our opponents. Show us that. I am
decidedly of opinion that, even in Britain, agri-

culture is the vine—manufactures (commonly so

called) the brandies.

The proprietor of a Highland estate, only to a

small extent arable, seeing the difficulty bis tenant

had, in conquering the effects of the late unfavour-

able season, asked him why he did not at once give

up the ibea of cultivating, depending wholly on pas-

ture ? The man's answer was, I think, instructive—" By cultivating, I can maintain my family and es-

tablishment in comfort; by pasture, I would not have

the means of maintaining myself ; for the acre that at

present yields me five or six bolls of victuals, could

not, in the space of three years, pasture a sheep ; and

what could I purchase with that 1 It is true we
must labour for it, but in every event we must labour

;

and perhaps at something not so sure." This man's

answer may stand for that of the country. His case

is ours. He cared nothing about protection—be

onl}' wished to be allowed to labour. But had rents

declined, his landlord must have enlarged his farms,

till by diminishing the number of families, and less-

ening the expence of looking after the flocks, he

might have drawn the former income, or as near it as

possible, from one farm, as from many. In this way
the landlord would have lost nothing—perhaps he

might have gained ; hut the country would have lost

strengtli in the loss of several industrious families,

and wealth in the products that maintained them.

It is true, a manufacturer or two for the foreign

market, might have replaced the twenty or thirty

agriculturalists lost ; but I am to learn that we ought
in any sense, to have " doated on the Exchange."
Your space will not allow me to go further at pre-

sent. I shall show in a subsequent paper that the

rage at present exhibited to destroy our agriculture,

proceeds not only from ignorance, as to the value

and necessity of agriculture in this country, but also

from being ignorant, that it is not the protection

afforded to agriculture, that is raising the price of

its products, but an utter disregard to the operations

of those who are allowed to interpose themselves

between the grower and consumer ; and that manufac-
tures, so far as they are repressed, are repressed to a

great extent, by t/ie/aw/t of manufactures themselves

and their dependents. D. Bain.

ON FARMING ACCOUNTS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—It has frequently been said, that no man
was ever ruined who kept good accounts ; an ob-

servation, which may apply particularly to farmers.

By them the keeping accounts in a proper form, is

frequently neglected owing to their not having
any decided and expeditious plan, in which to

draw them up, andalso, as they say,fromits taking
up so much time,

Among your numerous readers there may be
some, who can, and are willing to, inform in what
manner farming accounts may best be kept with
regard to daily labour, and the sale, purchase, &c,
of grain or cattle^; also, with respect to keeping an
account of stock, their breed, &c. This is a branch
of accounts which most farmers neglect, but if

properly managed would prove of very great

service. Any person having a good method of his

own or knowing from experience a good farming
account book, by making the same public he
would greatly oblige.

Sir, your obedient servant,

Feb. 14. , L. C. B.

ON THE EFFECT OF SAWDUST
FROM FIRS AS A MANURE.

North Collingham, Newark, Notts, March 2.

As your journal is very generally circulated among
agriculturists, and as you have many valuable cor-

respondents, I take the liberty of soliciting, through
the medium of the " Mark Lane Express," some in-

formation upon a subject which is of much impor-
tance to myself, and which may be interesting to

others of your readers.

lam the owner and occupier of a small farm,

which consists principally of heavy-working, tena-

cious clay land, and I happen to have at command,
within a reasonable distance, a large quantity of re-

fuse stufl", composed of rotten bark, from timber

trees, bark from new-felled Scotch, spruce, and
larch fir, &c., and saw-dust, including a large pro-

portion of the last article, and which is highly

resinous.

If any of the readers of your paper have had any
experience in the application of saw-dust as a ma-
nure, I shall feel greatly obliged by ^whatever infor-

mation ihey may be able to communicate. For a
wheat crop last year, I applied during the course of

the fallow, pure, fresh Scotch fir saw-dust, in dif-

ferent proportions, and in all the cases it had the ef-

fect of injuring the crop, and just in proportion to

the quantity ; so that where I put on the most there

was no wheat at all. Now, although I did not ex-

pect much benefit until the saw-dust became decom-
posed, I was not quite prepared for such a result,

and I should be glad if any of your correspondents

could give me the chemical reason for this. If any
means could be hit upon by which the saw-
dust could be quickly decomposed, there cannot, I

think, be much doubt, but it would be a valuable

manure, and ameliorator of strong soils; and I hope
that I may derive some benefit from the experience

of some of your enlightened correspondents.—I am.
Sir, your most obedient servant, J. West.
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ON COTTAGE ALLOTMENTS.

THE labourer's FRIEND SOCIETY.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—In your excellent magazine for the present
month, (page 207), there are several enquiries

relative to cottage allotments, to which I beg to

oflFer the following- answer.
For several years a society called the Labourer's

Friend Society has been established, under royal
patronage, for the purpose, chiefly, of promoting
the allotment system ; that society, which has its

office at No. 20, Exeter Hall, Strand, has published
monthly a small Magazine and useful hints, which
together, contain most valuable suggestions, niit

only on cottage allotments, but on various other
subjects connected with the welfare of the labour-

ing classes.

To Mr. Wood, the secretary of the society, who
is thoroughly conversant with the whole subject,

I would refer your correspondent, for any infor-

mation he may lequire : in the meantime, I inclose
you a paper, which, if it is not too long for insertion
in your well-filled pages, I would recommend you
to publish, as it may be of great use to some of
your numerous readers in various parts of the
country. I am. Sir, your most obedient servant,

A Constant Reader.
London, March 9 th.

LABOURERS' FRIEND SOCIETY.

STATEMENT OF PRINCITLES.

The Committee having been informed, that not-
withstanding their efforts to give publicity to the
nature, design, and principles of their Society, they
are still misunderstood, deem it necessary to cir-

culate the following explicit statement, \u order
that the public may distinguish it from every other
institution, and judge how far it is entitled to

support

:

1st.—TheLABOURERs' Friend Society does not
recommend the investment of capital in land,
either in shares or any other form, except so far

as it may be deemed expedient, by parishes or
local associations, to rent a suitable quantity to

carry their plans into effect, or to comply with the
" Act of the 1 and 2 of William the Fourth, for the
Relief and Employment of the Poor."

2nd,—Home colonization, or the settling a
pauper population in any part of the country, for
the cultivation of waste or other lands, is not the
plan recommended by the Society.

3rd.—The Society i-ecom mends the letting to the
labourer so much land only as he can cultivate

with the aid of his family during his leisure time
;

consequently, not sufficient to make him a small
farmer, or in any way independent of his regu-
lar labour.—The question of the preferableness of
small or large farms comes not within the Society's
province.

4th.—The Land Allotment System does not
tend to the formation of a cottier population simi-
lar to that which exists in Ireland, the quantity
of land being limited to that which he can cultivate

during his leisure hours, and the rent not exorbi-
tant, as in the case referred to, but the sum paid
by the neighbouring farmers.

5th.—In recommending spade-husbandry, the
Society confines its remarks to the effects of
voluntary labour on the small portions of land
proposed as an allotment, without reference to

the question of profit and loss ou a large scale, or

of its applicability to agriculture in general.

fith.—The Society does not encourage the re-

moval of labourers from one parish to another,

hut proposes rather to benefit them wherever they

are found, to attach them to the soil, and to equal-

ize the supply of labour to the demand.
7th.—Tiie system lecommcnded by the Society

is founded on the basis of profit to the labourer,

not charity or almsgiving. It assumes there is a

surplus of labour; and that, in some parts of the

country, the labouring man cannot obtain such
full and constant employment as is adequate to

his subsistence : it proposes, by allotting to him a
small quantity of land, to find him profitable occu-

pation for that part of his time which his employ-
er does not require ; and thus, by furnishing him
with the means of raising a proportion of his most
wholesome food in the most economical manner,
he is made, by his own exertions, independent
both of the parish and the charity of his neigh-

bours.

GYPSUM THE BEST MANURE FOR
CLOVER.

Sir,—In reply to a question in the Mark Lane
Express of Feb. 17th, by a "Kentish Farmer,"
what is the best manure for your clover ? I will

not engage to inform him what is the best, but one
I have proved to be a very good and cheap manure,
which seems unknown to him, although I can
hardly conceive that such a good manure as Gyp-
sum should be unknown. I have used it these

five or six years on my clover, by sowing it broad-

cast in the month of April, when the clover plant

covers the ground, a still wind, and dewy morning,
that the gypsum may adhere to the leaves of the

plant ; I sow it at the rate ofone ton per five acres,

statute measure. It has been beneficial to both

the first and second crops of clover, and I have
seen it fail in the first crop, and succeed in the

second, also the beneficial results of it on the suc-

ceeding wheat crop. Should our Kentish friend

be ignorant of this manure, I think if I have not
succeeded in recommending to him the best ma-
nure, I doubt not but it is cheaper than his soot or

coal ashes, which is not collected and spread on
the land for seven shillings per acre, which
includes cost, three or four miles cartage, and
sowing of gypsum. Nitrate of soda is recom-
mended as a good manure for clover—I have not
tried it.

Should you, Mr. Editor, deem this or any part of it

worthy of insertion, I may be the humble means of
adding one wrinkle to the Kentish Farmer's cheek.

—I remain, your obedient servant and subscriber,

C. J.

REMEDY FOR PREMATURE
CALVING IN COWS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ilAHK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—A subscriber in your paper asks for information
on premature calving in cows. When at Wiseton at

Earl Spencer's, I observed large pieces of rock salt lie

.ibout on the pasture land where the cows were grazing',

I a'sked his lordship the reason of liis using it ; lie said,
" previnus to my using rock salt, my cows were subject
to premature calving, since whieli I have not had an
instance of it." I have no doubt his lordship would
readily give your correspondent every information rela-

tive thereto. Veritas.
Feh.2Q, 1840.
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ON THE USE OF THE REFUSE
MATTERS OF GAS WORKS AS
FERTILIZERS.

By Cuthbert W. Johnson, Esq,, BAnnisTEE-
at-Law.

It is only within these fev? years that the attention

of the farmer Las been attracted to the various mat-
ters produced by the gas works now so common in

all parts of tlie kingdom. This attention, however,
is confined at present to only particular localities

;

while in one district it is zealously used, and
bought up with avidity, in others it appears to be
totally neglected ; thus, only last week I noticed in

the Mark Lane Express an enquiry from an anony-

mous correspondent, who is evidently in doubt as to

the refuse matters having any assignable value

;

while, at the same time, in the valley of the Kenneth,
the farmers clear away from the gas works all the

refuse matters they can obtain, even at advanced
prices. It will not therefore be without its use to

the farmers, if I here repeat what I have in another

place said on this subject.*

The refuse matters which are produced during the

distillation of pit coal in the gas works, consist of

three substances ; the ammoniacal li(iuor, the

hydrosulphuret of lime, through which the gas has

been passed to deprive it of its sulphurretted hydro-
gen, and the coal tar ; these substances are worthy
of the cultivator's attention ; they are all fertilizers

of considerable value. Let us examine these in the

order in which I have enumerated them.

The ammoniacal liquor obtained from gas works is

an impure solution of the carbonate and acetate of

ammonia ; and these salts, there is little doubt, not

only act as stimulants to j)lants, but both the acids

and the ammonia, when decomposed, furnish direct

food to, or constitute parts of, vegetables.

Carbonate of ammonia has been detected in the

ChenopodiuttP Olidum, by M. M. Chevalier and
Lasseigne, and it probably exists in other plants

which are distinguished for their powerful disagree-

able odour. t Muriate of ammonia has been found
in wood by M. Chevreul.J

There are many testimonials in favour of the use
of the salts of ammonia, either in their pure state,

as found in an impure combination with soot, or the

liquor of gas works. " Soot," said Davy, " owes
part of its eiKcacy to the ammoniacal salt it contains.

The liquor produced by the distillation of coal con-

tains carbonate and acetate of ammonia, and is said

to be a very good manure. In 1808, I found the

growth of wheat in a field at Roehampton, assisted

by a very weak solution of acetate of ammonia."§
The experiments of Mr. Robertson, with soot,

clearly show the fertilizing effects of tlie soluble

portion of it, which is principally the salts of am-
monia. He mixed together, in order to form a

liquid manure, sir quarts of soot in a hogshead of

water. " Asparagus, peas, and a variety of other

vegetables," says the intelligent horticulturist, " I

have manured with this mixture with as much effect

as if I had used solid dung; but to plants in pots,

particularly pines, I have found it admirably adapted
;

when watered with it, they assume a dark healthy

green, and grow strong and luxuriant." || Care
must be taken in using this, and all other liquid ferti-

* My work on Fertilizers, p. 320.

t Annals of Phil. vol. xii. p. 231.

t Ann. deChim., 68, p.284.

§ Lectures, p. 342.

II
Gardener's Mag-., vol. ii. p. 18

lizers, not to make the solutions too strong ; it is

an error into which all cultivators are apt to fall in

their early experiments. Davy was not an excep-
tion ; from making his liquids too concentrated, he
obtained results which widely differed from hia

later experiments.* There is no doubt but that the
salts of ammonia, and all the compound manures
which contain them, have a very considerable

forcing or stimulating effect upon vegetation. In
the experiments of Dr. Belcher, upon the common
garden cress, by watering them with a solution of

phosphate of ammonia, the plants were fifteen days
forwarder than plants growing under similar circum-
stances, but watered with plain water; and he also

describes the experiment of a Mr. Gregory, who, by
watering one-half of a grass field with urine,

(which abounds with the salt of ammonia,) nearly

doubleJ hi^ crop of hay.f
" It is probable," says Mr. Handley, " that the

ammoniacal liquor which abounds in gas works, and
which, when formerly allowed to run waste into the

Thames, was said to destroy the fish, and prejudice

the quality of the river water for human consumption

,

and which is still thrown away throughout the coun-

try, except at a few works where they manufacture
volatile ammonia, will, ere long, be extensively used
as a manure, either through the intervention of the

water cart, or for the process of saturating and de-

composing soil or vegetable matter. A very satis-

factory illustration, on a small scale, has recently

been submitted by Mr. I'ain. He put into a vessel

some leaves of trees, saw-dust, chopped straw, and
bran, to which he applied ammonia, and closed it up.

In about three weeks the whole was reduced to a

slimy mass: he then stirred it, and added a little

more ammonia ; and when submitted to the English
Agricultural Society, it was reduced to a black mass
of vegetable mould, strongly impregnated with vola-

tile salts, and in comminuted particles similar to

surface peat mould. When applied in its licjuid

form to grass land, like salt, it apparently destroys

the plant ; but the spot is distinguished by increased

verdure the succeeding year."^

Air. Paynter, of Boskenna, in Cornwall, has given

the result of an experiment made with gas water,

—

" the water in which street gas has been cleansed,

on a piece of b.irley land : a quarter of an acre was
taken in the middle of a field of rather close soil, in

a granite district. The land was of average quality.

The gas water was distributed over the quarter acre

by a contrivance resembling that of a common water-

ing cart, and at the rate of four hundred gallons to

the acre ; about a week before seed time, the rest of

the field was manured in the usual way. The differ-

encii both in colour and vigour of the barley plant,

was so strikingly in favour of the part manured by the

gas water, that persons passing within view of the

field, almost invariably came to inquire about the

cause. The yield also was superior, as well as the

after- pasture, the field having been laid down with

the barley ."§

' THE REFUSE LIME OF GAS WORKS.

This powder is produced by passing the gas

through dry lime, in which operation the earth com-
bines with a quantity of sulphurretted hydrogen,

from which the coal gas needs purifying, and is

partly converted into hydro-sulphuret of lime : in

the state that the powder is usually vended by the

* Lectures, p. 270,

t Com. Board of Agric, vol. iv. p. 416.

j English A^ric. Soc; Journ., vol. i. p. 46.

§ English Agric. Soc. Journ., vol. i. p. 45.
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ijas raanufacturevs, it contains a considerable portion

of uncombined lime. Tbe liydrosulphurct of lime,

has a bitter and acrid taste ; it is solnble in water
;

and Las the peeuliarlv disagreeable smell of sulpliu-

retted hydrogen. When mixed with or spread

upon the soil, it gradually decomposes, a portion of

hydrogen separates from it, and it is gradually con-

verted into sulphate of lime, which by absorbing

oxygen from the atmosphere, linally becomes sulphate

of lime. There is no reason, therefore, to doubt the

fertilizing effects of this manure ; but it is too

powerful in its effects upon vegetation, to be used in

the large proportions in which it has been sometimes

employed; and it should not for these reasons be
added to the soil immediately in contact with the

seed. It is generally to be obtained at a very mo-
derate rate, and by its gradual conversion to sulphate

of lime ("gypsum^, it must be a very excellent

addition to those soils, which are described by the

farmer as having become " tired of clover."
" In many parts of the country," says Rlr. Hand-

ley, " where gas works are established, the refuse

has become an object of interest to the agriculturist,

as containing many of the essentials of the most
effective manures. The refuse lime which was for-

merly an inconvenience to the manufacturers, and

was carted away as valueless rubbish, is now con-

tracted for by the ne%hbouring farmers (in an in-

stance within my own knowledge at 7s. 6d. per

chaldron) and applied either in compost, or in a direct

form, to the land, where, in addition to the usual

operation of lime, it is said to furnish a protection

against many of the noxious grubs and insects."*

GAS TAR.

This substance, being produced in smallar quanti-

ties, and employed very commonly as a paint, has

not been used as a manure to any extent; but where-

ever it can be obtained, as I am aware it can in

some places, almost for the expense of carriage, it

is an article every war worthy of the farmer's notice.

It is composed entirely of substances which enter

into the composition of all plants, is gradually de-

composed in the soil, is powerful in its effects, and
still more so, from its containing a considerable por-

tion of the carbonate and acetate of ammonia ; hence
it is best applied mixed with earth, so as to be easily

and evenly spread over the ground. These facts

will explain some of the phenomena witnessed in

the recent experiments of Mr. Bowley with gas

refuse. He says—

+

'' I have long used the refuse of the gas-house as

a manure; my usual practice is to form out my
compost heap with long dung about three feet

deep, pour the coal tar regularly over it, then put
another layer of dung or turf, throw up the lime on
the top, allow it to remain in this state two or three

months before it is turned ; the lime should not be
under the tar in the first instance, as the tar will

find its way through the dung, and unite with the

lime into a hard cement, in which state, even if with

considerable labour it is broken into small particles,

I believe it to be of little service on the land.
" After pursuing the above system for some time,

I resolved to try some experiments with each in its

unsophisticated state : I accordingly commenced
with the tar, which I had poured out of a watering
pot, in a small stream, regularly over about half an
acre in a field of rye-grass ; this was done in Fe-
bruary, 1838. Soon afterwards, the seeds presented

* English Agric. Soc. Journ.,, vol. i. p. 45.

t Sidington, Gloucestershire Farm. Mag. vol. ix. p.

197.

the rather singular appearance of having been burnt

in stripes with a hot iron, for tlie tar had com-
pletely destroyed all it touched, and I was told I

had poisoned the land, and it would never recover

itself; however, in June, I noticed that the grass

between the streams of tar looked more luxuriant,

and the sheep fed on it in preference to the other

parts of the field. In the autumn the whole was
ploughed, and sown with wheat, which looked much
more flourishing on the half-acre dressed with tar

than anywhere else ; the difference was so conspi-

cuous from the first, that the most casual observer

could not pass without remarking it ; and at the

present time (August, 1839), there is a heavy crop

on it ready foi the sickle, while the rest of the field

is light, and will not be ripe for a week or ten days.

I put some tar in the same way on a piece of land, a

month before it was ploughed for spring vetches
;

the vetches were sown two weeks after the plough,

and many of them were destroyed ; but the crop of

wheat which succeeded was benefited equally with

the one in the other experiment. I have tried the

lime with great advantage, putting from twelve to

fifteen cart-loads to the acre, but I find it is better

to remain a time before it is ploughed in. All these

experiments were tried on a cold sandy clay, worth

about 10s. per acre."

In these experiments, the quantity applied per

acre was too large, and the manure in a state much
too powerful. It was only where it had become dif-

fused through the soil by time, that its fertilizing

powers were apparent.

Coal tar is much improved in effect, when em-
ployed as a coating for palings, by mixing it with a

small portion, say l-40th of its weight of grease,

this is easily united by heating the tar.

14, Gray's Inn Square, Feb. 19.

LLANDOVERY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
—The Spring General Meeting of the above Seciety was
held at the Castle Inn, Llandovery, on Wednesday, the

26th Feb. Several interesting discussions upon agricul-

tural subjects took place at the meeting in arranging the

premiums for the current year, and it was agreed that

in consequence of the frost having prevented the plough-
ing match from being held on that day, that tlie same
be postponed to Wednesday, the 11th of March. The
worthy President, the Rev. E. H. G. Williams, exhi-

bited a variety of valuable agricultural implements that

he had procured from London, at a great expense, for

the purpose of forwarding the objects of the Society.

Amongst the implements we noticed the subsoil plough,
which requires to be more known to be duly appreciated

—the turnip-cutter, a very useful article—the large

drill—the broad-east sowing machine—the wet and dry
plough, &c. The company, although not so numerous
as was expected, in consequence of the weather, were
much delighted at the exhibition, and some of the com-
ments made on the occasion by the countrymen were
ludicrous and amusing. After the business of the day,

the company sat down to dinner, the president in the

chair, vice-president, D. Jones, jun., Esq., Mr. Powell,
the landlord, had provided for the enjoyment of his

guests, in his usual good style, the dinner and wines

were exeellent, and elicited several good speeches from
the president and other gentlemen in elucidation of va-

rious agricultural subjects ; numerous and appropriate

toasts were drank with musical honours.— Carmarthen
Journal.

A REMEDY AGAINST " BURSAUTTEE"
AMONG CATTLE.—For some weeks past a vast

number of horned cattle, at Purfleet and in the marshy
lands in its immediate locality, have been attacked with
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a. disease which has proved fatal to many of them. The
disorder, which is by no means common in this country,

is, in tropical climates, termed" Bursauttee,'''ortlie mur-
rain of the rains, the symptoms of which are manifested

by the tongue and the parts of des'lutition becoming
much swollen and inflamed, insomuch so, that the ani-

mal after a while is unable to swallow or even masticate

its food. In Beng'al, and the lower provinces of India,

this disease is by no means unfrequent among- cattle,

especially during- the periodical rains. The method
pursued by the native cowherds in such cases is to apply
the actual cautery (a hot iron) to the neck and fauces,

and to rub the tongue and paiate with coarse salt, ad-

ministering: to the suffering- animal shortly afterwards a

cocoa nut shell full of castor oil. This mode oftreatment

is for the most part attended with success, and it is not

improbable but that the same efficacious remedy would
follow a similar course of treatment, if exercised towards
cattle labouring- under a like malady in this country.

PRACTICAL ESSAY ON THE
DISEASES OF SHEEP.

To which the Prize of Ten Guineas was aivarded by

the Saffron-Walden Agricultural Society, in

Sept. 1839.

BY HENRY CLEEVE, OF RAWRETH HALL, NEAR
RALEIGH, ESSEX.

[Communicated by the Right Hon. Lord Braybrooke,

President, and the Committee of the Saftron-VValden

Agricultural Society, as the best practical Essay on the

Diseases of Sheep, for the Prize offered, in 1836, by
Henry John Adeane, Esq., one of the Vice-Presi-

dents.]

(¥rom the Journal of the English Agricultural Society,

J

The most convenient -way for a practical man
to convey practical information in a compendious

form is to disclaim all pretensions to scientific

arr-angement. Farmers are not always men of

leisure, and their literary pursuits are too liaiited

by opportunity to admit of their studying many
branches of knowledge essentially connected with

their business. Among these may be included

comparative anatomy and the pathology of the

animal creation.

It is proposed therefore to enter into a succinct

enumeration of the diseases ef sheep, a short ex-

planation of their causes and symptoms, and a

description of tlie treatment which I liave either

from my personal experience found successful, or

have understood to be so on the authority of

intelligent friends. Ishalladda few remarks on
the selection of stock and the more important

points connected with breeding.

Some of the diseases of sheep are almost peculiar

to them, and comparatively unknown in otlier

descriptions of stock : others arise from accidental

causes, to which all animals are equally liable,

with slight variations as to the symptoms. So far

it seems expedient, with a view to clearness and
precision, to arrange my subject. I will therefore

insert them in the following order -.—Water in the

Head; Goggles, Turnsick, &c.; Apoplexy, Blood;

Epilepsy; Palsy; Rabies; Ophthalmia; Black-

Muzzle ; Thrush; Hove, Hoven, or Blown; Diar-

rbma ; Dysentery ; Rot ; Dropsy ; Redvvater

;

Braxy; Blackwater; Poisons; Inflammation; Cough,
er Cold ; Consumption ; Foot-Rot ; Wounds,* Scab,

Pelt-rot, &c.; the Fly, or Sore-heads; Ticks.

Water in the Head is often confounded with
the next disease to which I shall refer, namely,

turnsick, or goggles ; but the two complaints are

essentially different. AVater in the head is more
frequent with lambs than with adults ; indeed it

very rarely occurs except in lambs. It consists

of an accumulation of fluid in the ventricles, or
,

between the membranes that envelop the brain.

It is perha])s hereditary, and is most generally

caused by poverty of blood, or, in other words,
general debility in the ewe, arising from insuf-

ficient feeding. The symptoms are dulness, want
of appetite, enlargement or, rather, distension of

the skull, and a heavy languid appearance of the

eye, which sometimes projects unnaturally. It

rarely admits of cure, unless by the natural supply
of abundant milk from the mother, or from a

fostei'-mother, with the administration of aperient

and tonic medicines. The lamb generally dies

from weakness. My principal motive for des-

cribing the complaint is to caution the farmer
against breeding again from the mother.
Turnsick, or Goggles, is sometimes termed

by shepherds the Giddy, or the Dunt.* This is

also a complaint of the head, but affecting sheep

more than lambs. It is essentially different from
the last disorder in its sj-mptoms as well as its

cause. It usually appears when the sheep is about
attaining its first year, though it is by no means
confined to that age. It proceeds from the

presence of hydatids in the brain. They are

lodged in a sac or bladder, filled with a watery
fluid, and the pressure of this bladder on the

brain occasions the peculiar symptoms by which

* Vancouver, in his Survey of Devonshire, thus

describes the Goggles in Sheep :

—

" The symptoms are more discoverable in the

morning, when the animal first rises from the ground,

by an evident weakness -and difficulty in raising its

hind quarters. This complaint continues for some
time, getting worse and worse, until the animal can

move its hind parts no longer ; it then lies prostrate

on the earth, but looking constantly backwards, and
making continual efforts to bite and nab the

wool towards the loins, where there is evidently

seated a most excruciating pain. In this condition

the animal soon expires. No remedy or means of

prevention have as yet been suggested to avert this

deplorable malady."

Should I have been mistaken in classing Goggles

and Turnsick under one head, I think the term

"Goggles" must be misapplied, and those pro-

vincial terms are very confounding. What Van-
couver has described appears to me to be a paralytic

affection. I recollect the complaint, but never

heard it named the " Goggles," the term " Shrew-
croft" being commonly used to designate the disease.

—The Author.
I have seen a great deal of this affection in our

own neighbourhood, and have had my own flock

seized with it several times. The easiest and most

effectual way not only to cure it, but to prevent its

progress, is to take some common tar and place it

bet?veen the eyes of all the sheep, spreading it down
to the nose, and it is astonishing to find how soon

they recover ; nor will any of the other sheep, having

the tar applied in this manner, be liable to have the

complaint.

—

William Greaves.
[This and the other notes of Mr. Greaves, of Bake-

well, (a Derbyshire tenant of his Grace the Duke
of Rutland), who has had considerable experience

in the diseases of horses and cattle, and paid much
personal attention to the management of his own
stock, are communicated by bis Grace the Duke of

Richmond and the Marquess of Downsbire.]
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the complaint is recognised. The affected sheep
has a wandering, staggering, and insane ap-

pearance ; he carrries his head on one side, and
hence has a difficulty in feeding ; he appears
absent in mind, and has a circuitous walk, re-

sembling a horse while being lunged. There is an
important distinction to be noticed between the
symptoms of this complaint and the general in-

dications of cerebral disease. Occasionally the
sheep may be properly called delirious. An un-
natural wildness, at times almost amounting to

ferocity, appears to govern the animal's move-
ments : but here a heavy dull languor is the first

apparent symptom. The disorder is slow in its

progress, the patient languishes on for many days,

and even weeks, and at length dies as if pining
away from a low and diseased condition of the

system. The eyes are usually prominent. When
the animal is driven he takes the circular route I

have described. The complaint is not, even in its

advajiced stages, attended by violence or extreme
agitation, but rather by an increasing and settled

depression of spirits. It is more frequent in wet
lands than in high pastures, and especially in un-
drained soils.*

It is sufficiently obvious from the description of
the symptoms that the disease is beyond the reach
of medicine. The brain in all the animal creation
is very destitute of absorbent vessels, and were
it otherwise, it would be difficult to promote the
absox'bent action by medicine in this case, because
the fluid is contained in a closed cyst, and is part
of the living animal. Hence the farmer has been
led, but with liitle success, to the adoption of
mechanical means for the purpose of opening the
vesicle containing the hydatid, and thereby re-

moving the pressure of the fluid on the brain,
I have no hesitation in saying, that in the few

instances in which the operations employed for
this purpose have been successful, it is to be at-

tributed more to accident than to skill. If it were
possible to ascertain with certainty the exact
position of the vesicle, the 'operation of trepan-
ning might be safely resorted to. Mr. Smith, of
Sontham, is said to have repeatedly performed
this operation successfully. t It is to be done by
making two incisions, so as to form, when united,

* The author, in his description of the goggles,
states that some shepherds call it the giddy, and
this is the term which we employ in Berkshire. The
best means of prevention, with which I am myself
acquainted, is to make a judicious crossing of blood
from different well known stocks. The geggles is a
disease of quite a different character; the first

symptoms of it sire the following: the animal begins
rubbing the wool round the tail, not turning round
as the giddy sheep does, but stumbling along in a
straight direction, and as the disease increases, the
animal staggers a short distance, then falls down,
sometimes on its head and at other times on its side,

rolling quite over. In the last stages the teeth turn
quite black, and the sheep then seon dies. I am of
opinion that this disease is infectious. 1 once knew
a ilock of 200 sheep, 64 of which died goggly ; they
were bled, and opening medicine given them, but
it did no good.—W. Humfrey. [This and the
other notes of Mr. William Humfrey, a gentleman
of much experience in the management of sheep, of
Boxford, near Newbury, Berkshire, are commu-
nicated by the Marquess of Downshire.]

t Lectures on the Morbid Anatomy of Serous
and Mucous Membranes, bv Dr. Hodgkin.—vol. i.

p. 185.

the letter "[" over the somewhat softened part of
the skull, supposed to cover the hydatid. Turn-
ing the angles of the skin back, by dissecting
them from the bone, the latter Is now pierced by
a trephine, and the portion of bone removed.
This done, the brain will be exposed, and the
hydatid, if at the part, will rise up covered by the
dura mater : this must alwa3's be cut through and
turned back, and the parasite punctured with a
fine curved needle carrying a thread. As soon
as it has shrunk up it may be gently drawn away
by means of the thread, and the dura mater and
skin replaced over the part ; the edges of the
latter being held together by a stitch or two, and
covered with a cap. The portion of the bone must
not be returned. A very rude, and, although I

have practised it myself, I most say cruel opera-
tion, allied to the trepanning principle, has
sometimes though rarely proved useful. It Is

called "wiring," and consists in passing a wire
or knitting-needle up the nostril, and through
the perforated elate of the ethmoid bone into the
brain. This i9']jfc certain or easy task, for although
the passage isjpaight, it is narrow, and if the
needle deviates from its path in a very slight

degree it will be stopped by a projection of the
frontal bone from above, or the solid portion of
the ethmoid bone below. But, assuming that the
perforation is effected, its success must depend oa
the position of the vesicle ; for if it should haj)pen
to be situated too superficially, or too deeply, or in
fact anywhere out of the direct line of the needle,
it will not be punctured, and, of course, the fluid

not being removed, the pressure on the brain will

continue, while the puncturing is of itself likely to

occasion fatal inflammation.
Other attempts of a mechanical nature have

also been made, but with yet more doubtful
results, and scarcely more humane in their cha-
racter. Some farmers have cut off the ears after

severely wringing them ; others have dogged the
animal, and worried it to exhaustion. The
principle of these and similar barbarous and
general experiments is the same—to create that
violent and convulsive struggling in the animal
that may perchance rupture the vesicle, wherever
situated ; a disgraceful, and generally useless,

mode of treatment.*
It is probable that in a very large majority of

cases where recourse has been had to these vio-
lent remedies, immediate death has followed, even
where the vesicle has been broken. I can only
recommend prevention instead of surgical opera-
tion, by selecting as far as possible dry and well-
drained pasturage, and paying careful attention to

the choice of breeding stock. It is considered by
well informed men that the disease is far less pre-
valent than formerly, and its decline has been at-

tributed to the great improvement in our agricul-
tural system that has, under the patronage of
influential men, been made of late years. " Sturdy"
is a name often given to this disease, as well as to
the last. There is no question however that the

* The cruelty of such operations, even if success-
ful, ought not to be encouraged, particularly as from
the very nature of the disease the operation may not
produce a thorough cure ; because the origin and
mode of development of hydatids are involved in

great obscurity ; but though first formed in an un-
known manner, they are capable of re-producing
their species, probably by germination, and that

power is spread over the whole surface of the cyst.

—James Dean.
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two complaints are distinct, and proceeding from
different causes, though, affecting as they both do,

the same organ, many of the symptoms will cor-

respond. Some degree of difference, however, is

to he found in the degree of rapidity with which
the order advances. Water in the head will some-
times continue for many months before it termi-

nates fatally, but theturnsick, or goggles, properly

so called, will occasionally carry off the sheep in

a very few weeks.
Apoplexy proceeds from pressure on the brain,

by the sudden determination of blood to it, occa-

sioning the rupture ofsome blood vessel. In sheep
this generally occurs when on the road to market.
They are then in high condition, and often over-
driven beneath a sultry sun. The drover should
carefully watch any sheep that lags behind. If it

appears stupid and unconscious, heedless of the

dog and forgetful of its companions, it should be
instantly and copiously bled from the neck : a
prompt flow of blood is indispensable in this case.

Every surgeon knows that the loss of the same
quantity of blood taken away in three minutes will

have much greater effect than will be produced if

it is allowed to dribble away in twice the time. If

the sheep is on the road to the butcher, nothing
further is necessary ; but should it be attacked at

home, the shepherd must change its pasture, and
keep the bowels freely open by repeated doses of
Epsom salts.

This disease, when occurring at grass, the sheep
being in high condition and the pasturage luxu-
riant, is sometimes called the Blood. There is

nothing so dangerous as that extreme state of con-
dition to which our sheep and other animals are
sometimes brought. When every vessel is filled

to the uppermost with blood, those of the brain
press upon the nervous system, and life is sus-
pended or lost.

Epileptic Fits sometimes, but not frequently,
attack sheep ; when they do it is usually in the
spring of the year. They are known by the sud-
denness of their attack, and the giddy convulsive
staggering of the animal. It recovers, however,
in the course of a short time, and returns to its

food. If the fits recur, treatment similar to that
which I have recommended in apoplectic cases will

afford relief though the bleeding need not be so
copious, unless the intervals of attack are very
short.

Palsy appears to proceed from exposure to se-
vere frost, particularly in lambs soon after their
birth, and ought rather to be called chill or numb-
ness, as it has no necessary connexion with direct
injury to the nerves, unless in cases similar to
those I am about to mention As the complaint
arises from cold, a restoration of warmth, but by
a gradual process, will generally remove it.* In

* Palsy does not, in my opinion, arise from ex-
posure to cold ; but, in lambs, is caused by the bad
state of the blood of the ewes at the time of lambing.
I have known it occur on the driest as well as wettest
soils, in warm as well as cold weather. 'J'wo years
since, I had about fifty ewes put to the ram early.

In consequence of the severe frost, and the turnips
being rotten, I was afraid to let these forward ewes
have any, and they were kept on hay ; the hay being
very good, they ate a great quantity, throve very fast,

and their blood was in too high a state. Nearly half
of their lambs were taken with swelled joints and
sore mouth and ears ; and, whenever a lamb bit

the teat of its mother, it was sure to fester : but, after

a time, when they had been cooled and purged by

the following cases Palsy would seem to have been
entirely caused by food. I had been giving two
cartloads of mangel-wurzel daily to about 150 cou-
ples. Finding the pasture get short, I one day
ordered an extra load, and the following day I

found that 13 of the ewes had nearly lost the use
of their limbs. On another occasion, having some
hoggets that would not eat the root, I enclosed
them in a pen, in order to starve them to it ; but,

as soon as they began to feed heartily they also

were similarly affected. If I rightly attribute the
complaint to this cause, and, indeed, I have no
doubt on the subject, the treatment is to'withhold
the mangel-wurzel for a short time, and only to

return to the use of it gradually and in small quan-
tities. I bled the animals that were affected, and
gave to each an ounce and half of Epsom salts

:

with one exception they all recovered under this

treatment.

Palsy sometimes, but not frequently, proceeds
from pressure on the brain caused by the pressure
of the hydatid. In such cases, the original di-

sease being for the most part incurable, the palsy
that it occasions is equally past the aid of medicine.

Rabies.—When wounds arise, as they often do,

from the bite of the dog, some attention is requi-

site.* It would be prudent to break the fangs of

every savage sheep-dog ; for the loss to the ani-

mal is of no importance, compared with the safe-

ty of the flock. It is a good rule, in every case
where a dog has severely bitten a sheep, and par-
ticularly if he has worried the flock, to extirpate

the wounded part without delay, or to apply the
lunar caustic to the wound, taking care that it

shall come in contact with every part that the poi-

son can have reached. The caustic can be more
readily used than the knife. The sooner this is done
the better ; but no lapse of time should deter us
from operating, for, fortunately for the quadruped
and the biped, the poison is slowly absorbed.
Whenever rabies appears it is inevitably fatal-

It admits not of even temporary relief. Agitation
almost amounting to ferocity, indescribable wild-

ness of manner and look, a large flow of saliva

and froth, and unconscious delirium, are the

young grass, they recovered, and did very well. Of
the remaining 560 ewes that had a few turnips with

the same hav, no lambs could be more healthy.
—John Ellman.

[This and the other noiesby John Ellman, Esq.
are communicated by his Grace the Duke of

Richmond.]
* Much of the injury arising from the dog's biting

the sheep might be prevented by proper training,

and more careful management. The treatment re-

commended by the author, in case they are bitten,

appears to me to be very judicious.—W. Humfrey.
Having been much in Spain and Portugal, I have

there observed that the sheep-dogs, which are of a

powerful and savage nature, are solely employed to

guard the flocks from wolves, and are never allowed

to bite t^e sheep when collecting them together.

This is, of course, the effect of instruction, and there

can be no reason why it should not be adopted

with equal benefit in this country. The Spanish

shepherd, indeed, teaches some of the rams to

come to him by name ; and when the flock is re-

quired to move he calls one of them forward to

follow him. The flock naturally also follows the

ram, and the shepherd, marching a-head, leads

instead of driving.—F. Burke,
I should recommend the flock-master not to keep

a savage sheep dog.

—

Richmond.
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usual symptoms. The time of their appearance
varies from the third week to even the fourth

month after the bite. After sheep have bien de-

cidedly worried by a suspicious dog, they should

be shorn, and the skin most carefully scrutinised

for the marks of the bite, for the very smallest

wound will be sufficient to cause infection. At
the same time it must be admitted that there is

less danger in wounds through the fleece, because
the teeth of the dog will probably be cleaned of

their poisonous liquid, by passing through a thick

wool. The farmer must take his chance of this,

if he thinks the shearing too hazardous or too un-
seasonable an experiment.

I will now mention two cases of severe loss oc-

casioned by the bite of mad dogs, one of which I

copy from the 'Bristol IMirror :' the other occurred

some years since to a person with whom I was
acquainted. I notice them to impress more forci-

bly on my readers the necessity of my previous

cautions :

—

" On the 22nd March, 1838, early in the morn-
ing, Mr. John Reeve, of Rudway Farm, in the pa-

rish of Stapelton, had twenty-three of his sheep
and lambs worried and bitten in a frightful man-
ner by a dog belonging to a poor neighbour, who
concealed her apprehensions of the rabid state of

the animal till the event proved the certainty. Be-
ing caught in the fact of biting the sheep, the dog
was shot at, but, receiving only a portion of the

charge, was still able to run home, where it was
pursued and eventually destroyed. So severely were
six of the lambs bitten that they either died or were
obliged to be killed the same day. No appre-

hensions being entertained by the farmer that the

dog was mad, the wounds of the sheep were merely
dressed. On Saturday (21st April) , however, symp-
toms of hydrophobia manifested themselves in the

poor creatures, and one of the lambs died ; on Sun-
day a second died, and on Mondaya third lamb died,

all mad. On Tuesday three ewes were obliged to be
destroyed ; on Wednesday two ewes and four lambs
were killed ; on Thursday two ewes and two lambs
died, all mad ; and it is feared several others must
be destroyed. We understand also that, about
two months ago, Mr. Jones, of Stapleton, met
with a similar misfortune, and had upwards of a

score of sheep and lambs bit in the same manner,
and that several of them also died mad."
The other instance happened to a respectable

farmer of the name of Hodge, residing within
three miles of Exeter, who lost a considerable num-
ber of valuable ewes from the bite of a rabid dog.

It was several weeks from the first attack until

the disorder stopped. He killed the animal in the
act of worrying the sheep, but took no precaution
to prevent the malady.
The Eye of the sheep is liable to many diseases,

but for the most part they are symptomatic of

other complaints affecting the constitution, and
will disappear when the constitutional disorder is

removed. Amaurosis, Or paralysis of the optic

nerve, is often the result of apoplexy, or of water
in the head. The scab, when it reaches the head,
•will leave considerable soreness in the eyelids, and
some other diseases will leave their traces on this

organ ; in all such cases relief may be given by a
zinc lotion

(f
Appendix, No. 8), but a cure can only

be expected in a removal of the original disease.

The complaint called Blindness, to which sheep are
much subject in some ofthe western counties, is an
inflammatory aff"ection of the eyes, causing, as its

name denotes, a partial or total loss of sight. It

sometimes appears an epidemic disorder, as most

of the flocks in the neighbourhood are attacked
with it about the same time. Nature generally

eff"ects a cure in a few days. I have found it ne-
cessary, when the complaint is more obstinate, to

bleed from the vein formed in the angle of the
eye, and bathe the eye with the zinc lotion, as re-

commended for the preceding complaints ; but no-
thing can be more injurious than the application

of any irritating substance to this tender organ,
such as glass, or even powdered sugar. Wherever
inflammation is found, all such applications have a
direct tendency to increase it ; for, although the
eye itself is not possessed of much sensibility, the
lids are particularly susceptible of the least ap-

proach of any particle of dirt or other substances,

nature having endowed them with this peculiar

sensitiveness to make them rapidly shut, for the
better protection of the sight.

Another disease, allied to the scab in his out-
ward apjjearance, but not springing from the same
cause, nor yet contagious, has been called Black-
muzzle. It is an erysipelatic eruption on the
nose, sometimes extending up the face. In lambs
it has been attributed to a cutaneous afl'ection of
the udder or teats of the dam, whether justly or
not I have never had an opportunity of observing ;

but as it is always confined to the face and gene-
rally spreads from the nose, it is probable that it

proceeds from some cause connected with the
feeding; it is not peculiar to lambs, nor is it of
common occurience at any age. The mild mer-
curial ointment given in the Appendix (No. 1)
will cure this complaint with very little trouble.

A complaint known in the midland counties by
the term black-leg, which I never met with, has
been described to me as an enlargement of the
legs, occasioned by the deposit of a fluid, of the
consistency of jelly, immediately under the skin.

It is probable that this is a dropsical effusion of
serous fluid, and merely symptomatic of general
debility ; I cannot, however, pretend to give any
satisfactory explanation of either the cause or the
nature of this complaint. It would be best treated

by mild purgatives and tonics.

Sheei) are sometimes liable to a disorder in the
mouth, occasionally extending to the fauces, that

has been called the Thrush. It has been supposed
by some persons to be intimately connected with
the foot-rot, the thrush often appearing at the
same time that the foot is aff"ected. This is plaus-

ible, for the sheep being in the habit of licking its

foot when sore, may suck in some of the acrid

discharge, and thereby occasion those vesicles in
the mouth that constitute the complaint : the
symptoms of which are refusing food and general
lassitude, arising perhaps from inability to feed.

Alum, dissolved in water, applied as a lotion to the
mouth, will speedily remove the tenderness that

prevents feeding ; and if promptly resorted to as
soon as there is reason to fear the existence of the
disease, will effect a cure before the condition is

much reduced.
The Hove, orHovEN, or Blown, is a distension

of the paunch by gas. The gas is generated by
fermentation of the food, especially cole-seed,

turnips, or clover, if largely eaten before the sheep
has become accustomed to the diet. It resembles
the distension of the stomach by too much food ;

but there are evident distinguishing differences

which it is important to notice, because the reme-
dies in the two cases are very diff'erent. Where
the paunch is overloaded with food the animal is

much distressed, though the swelling is less

marked ; and when the flanks are handled, there

U
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is less elasticity perceived : but where the disten-

sion proceeds from gas, the elasticity is verj'' great,

the whole abdomen is enlarged, and the skin has
the tightness and almost the reverberation of a

drmn when struck by the hand. The breathing is

laborious from the action of the diaphragm, which
separates the lungs from the stomach, being im-

peded. The remedy, in the case of the loaded

stomach, is obviously to relieve it of part of the

contents by exciting vomiting, if it can be effected;

this, I have understood, is sometimes successfully

done by the infusion of warm water by means of

a stomach-pump in large qnantities. If relief can-

not be obtained in this way, the paunch should be
opened at the flank, and a considerable portion of

the superfluous food removed. The wound made
for this purpose must be stitched together, and a

pitch-plaster applied as an external covering. And
here I would wish to remark that one of the prin-

cipal causes of this complaint is occasioned by
turning sheep upon the stubble immediately after

harvest. The corn which they pick up, particularly

wheat, by swelling distends the stomach, and pre-

vents it from performing its proper functions, even
when assisted by medicine. No other resource is

therefore left but that just described. To prevent

this complaint the shepherd must be careful not

to turn his flock into the stubbles until the grain

has sprouted, when all danger ceases.*

The treatment of hove, or distension from gas,

is very diff'erent. In the first place it must be re-

marked, that though hove, in its aggravated form,

suddenly follows an excess of fermenting food, it

is often a dyspeptic symptom connected with other

disorders : attention should therefore first be given

to the general state of the sheep, and especially to

the abruptness of the attack. If the animal has

previously shown a reluctance to feed, or general

dulness without any perceptible cause, or a dis-

ordered state of the stomach, it may be safely as-

sumed that the hove only indicates the seat of

some other disorder, which must first be removed,
and then the distension will subside. But if this

distension is very rapid and decided in its appear-

ance, and if it followsimmediately upon the change
from poor pasture to rich clover, the fair infer-

ence is that gas has been extricated without any
previous derangement of the stomach from other

causes ; and it must be promptly discharged by
puncturing the paunch. This may safely be done
with a proper instrument. It is usually efl"ected

by a knife ; but to this there are seii(uis objections

—a larger incision is made than is necessary, and
when, by the expulsion of the gas, the paunch is

reduced in size, the wound through its coats no
longer corresponding with the external orifice in

* As a preventive for sheep becoming blown, it is

an excellent plan to sow common salt over the fold

which centains their food, early in the morning
while the dew is on it. In the year 1836, I experi-

enced its good effects while feeding of a piece of rape.

Laving lost several lambs by their being blown. I

bought a sack of salt and had it sown over the fold

every morning before the dew was off; and the con-

sequence was that I only lost one sheep afterwards,

and this occurred by accident, the shepherd, through
neglect, allowing it to run into the rape which bad
not been salted. There are two advantages to be de-

rived from this, simple remedy : it not only directlv

benefits the general health of the sheep, but all that

falls on the ground acts as manure, so that nothing
is wasted.—W. Humfrey,
The salt might also be placed in troughs in the field.

—The Author.

the skin, portions of the food are dischai'ged with
the gas into the abdomen, and remain lodged
there, a permanent source of mischief. If, on the

other hand, the puncture is effected by an instru-

ment called by surgeons a trocar, and used by them
in tapping for the dropsy, the gas is entirely dis-

cliarged through the external wound. The trocar

consists of a sort of dagger, which is sheathed, ex-

cept at the point, in a metal tube ; the puncture is

made by the dagger when thus sheathed. The
trocar is then withdrawn, but the sheath remains;

and through its tube a regular communication is

preserved with the external orifice, notwithstand-
ing the reducing of the stomach when the extrica-

tion of gas begins to subside. Another mechanical
process, often adopted with success, and in some
respects more eligible than the trocar, is the intro-

duction of a tube into the stomach through the
gullet. The tube used for this purpose is made by
twisting iron wire, of a very line diameter, close

round a smooth iron rod, about a quarter of an
inch thick, that may be withdrawn at pleasure.

After the frame of the tube is thus made of suffi-

cient length, it should be covered with smooth
leather, so as to make it air-tight, and prevent
wounding the gullet in passing it. The gas will

discharge itself through this tube, and the animal
be instantly relieved. But it sometimes occurs

that the ease thus obtained is only temporary, and
the manufacture of gas may continue undiminish ;

it is then obvious that some method must be re-

sorted to to prevent its accumulating. An injec-

tion ofchloride of lime, to the extent of a drachm
in half a pint of water, administered through the

tube before it is withdrawn, will, by chemical
affinity with the hydrogen, have the desired efi'ect.

After the sheep is relieved, two ounces of Epsom
salts should be given.

In the earlier stages of hove, I have found re-

lief dei'ived from keeping the sheep in constant

brisk motion ;this is supposed to cause arelaxation
of the pillars of the roof of the paunch, which
allows the gas to escape into the oesophagean canal

and through the gullet ; it may, however, be
doubted whether this remedy is beneficial for any
other reason than that it interrupts the feeding,

and prevents in consequence an accumulation of gas

more rapidly than the animal can bear. I have also

experienced good effects from giving two or three

ounces of castor oil combined with two drachms of

ginger. There can be no harm in trying these

milder remedies before resorting to mechanical
means ; but if the distension rapidly increases,

no reliance can be placed on any treatment with-

out operating. Sheep should not be first turned
upon clover or other luxuriant pasture when in a
hungry state.* This simple precaution will gene-

rally prevent the access of tbe disease.

Diarrhoea and Dysentery.—The distinction

between these too frequent and dangerous diseases

of the sheep is, that the first is mostly confined to

the mucoqs membrane of the small intestines ; in

the other, the large intestines are involved, and
the inflammation israore intense. Diarrhoea is pecu-

liarly fatal in lambs, especially when first weaned.
Some care is requisite to distinguish between a
healthy, though, perhaps too abundant, discharge,

and one that is the effect of disease.^ When it at-

tains so much violence as to interfere with the

* Nor until the dew be off. If a little old hay be

also given before they are turned out of the fold, it

will, in a great degree, check the danger during

tbe first few days after they are put upon, turnips.

—

r. Burke.
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aiiimars strength, and to take him off his feed, it

must be regarded as disease, and be instantly-

checked. The milk of the ewe is naturally ape-
rient; but, in o:eneral, diarrhea is attributable to

the quality of the food when the lamb begins to

graze. Young succulent grasses arc very apt to
produce it; and it follows that change of diet is

the proper remedy. Dysentery is often attended
with inflammation of the bowels, and sometimes
with febrile symptoms. Where the animal labours
under obvious pain in the abdomen (and the seat

of pain will be easily discovered by its shrinking
from the touch ), I recommend bleeding. Aperient
medicine, and castor-oil is the best in this case,

should also be given, but aperients will be mis-
chievous unless the inflammatory character is well

defined. In other cases I have given the astrin-

gent drink which is described in the Appendix
(No. 7 ). It is often the case -that sheep are scoured
by the young grasses in the spring of the year.

This is not necessarily injurious to them, perhaps
the reverse ; but in such cases it should be the
business of the shepherd, especially in the long-

woolled breeds, to shear away the wool on the tail

and down the breech. This should be done to-

wards the end of April. Keeping the sheep clean

in this way tends to prevent the attack of the fly.

I have heard of injections being used in cases of
dysentery. I believe them more likely to produce
mischief than good ; the disease generally, espe-

cially in its aggravated form, occasions a secretion

of mucus, to an unnatural extent, in a part of the
bowels which no injection would reach.* I have
much more faith in the astringent drink that I have
recommended ; and sliould it not prove efficient,

the laudanum may be cautiously increased, but
great caution must be observed in the case of
lambs.
The Rot is of all the diseases of sheep the most

fatal, and perhaps, as respects its proximate cause,
the least understood. The disease itself has been
well ascertained to be an affection of the liver. Its

early symptoms resemble those of a diseased liver

in man : the skin, on separating the wool, will be
found to have a yellow tinge ; the membrane lining

the interior of the eyelids, and the gland in the
corner of the eye, called the carmicula lachrymalis,

will have the same hue ; and even the flesh, if the
sheep is killed in this stage of the disorder, will

lose its proper colour, and be pale. Extreme ema-
ciation, attended with dysentery, loss of appetite,

and enlargement of the abdomen will be the next
symptoms, and generally attended by some de-
gree of cough ; cracking of the loins on pressure is

distinctly perceived ; dropsy follows, and, in the
course of seven or eight weeks, or even sooner,
death ensues.

Eager and rapid feeding, and occasionally sudden
death among the flock, have also been mentioned
by a learned writer (Dr. Harrison) among cir-

cumstances that should rouse the shepherd's sus-

picion.

On examination after death the appearance of
the lungs is very uncertain, but the liver is inva-
riably found to be the principal seat of the disor-

der, though all the abdominal vicera are more or
less diseased. The liver is generally rotten and

* Injections, composed of warm gruel, with the

addition of twenty, thirty, or forty drops oflaudanum,
would do good, by allaying the pain and great ex-
citement consequent upon this disease, although pro-
bably they might not reach the actual seat of it.

—

T. Spurgin. [Communicated by Lord Braybrooke.]

completely destroyed. It is found to be filled with
a sort of worm, called flukes; and these animals
sometimes extend to other parts of the intestines.
These flukes are by some considered the cause of

the disease, and it has hence often been called
" the fluke." This is clearly an error. The fluke
is by some supposed to be generated by the corrupt
state of the liver, and rot is often unequivocally
developed in animals that have been killed in its

early stages, without any appearance of flukes. I
have also observed that where rot is speedily fatal
no flukes have been discovered, though flukes
have never been found unaccompanied by other
symptoms of decided rot. Such, in few words, are
the general incidents of the disorder. But though
the symptoms are well known, and the seat of the
complaint ascertained with precision, the cause of
it remains a matter of much dispute. It differs
greatly from the hepatic affection in the human
subject in the rapidity of its attack. The approach
of liver complaint in man is usually gradual, it

often being the result of intemperate habits, early-

formed, and long indulged; but in sheep the de-
rangement of the organ appears to be affected by-

indulgence almost momentary. I recollect a case
that occurred in Devonshire, where an action was
brought by a farmer on the warranty of some
sheep that died of the rot very speedily after his
purchase. It was proved, however, that though
the -whole lot died but one, that one which had
remained untainted, had wounded its leg on its

journey home, and was carried by the farmer in
his cart, while the rest were allowed to graze on a
common over which they were passing. This was
urged and received as conclusive evidence that the
sheep were sound at the time of purchase, and
became diseased from the accidental pasturage.
Other cases very similar have often occurred, and
been reported in various agricultural works on un-
doubted testimony. One case indeed, exactly pa-
rallel to that which I have mentioned above, ex-
cept that it had not the confirmation of evidence
in a court of law, has often been quoted. It was
first given by Dr. Harrison, on the authority of
Mr, Wright, that a tired sheep, taken into the
drover's cart, while the rest of the drove were
feeding on the road-side, and afterwards turned
into the same pasture, escaped the rot, while all

the others were affected. A relative of mine, Mr.
Batten, once exchanged a ram with a neighbour-
ing farmer in Devon, residing about ten miles
from him. The ram he parted with in a few days
became diseased in common with all the flock that
he had served, while that which was received in
exchange, and brought back in the same cart,
lived many years wholly untainted.

So many are the proofs, that rot is produced by
peculiarity of soil, that it is not worth while to
quote evidence to this effect; but the question
still remains in what this fatal peculiarity of soil

consists. The question is rendered more difficult

of solution by the capricious exemption of particu-
lar districts from this pestilential disorder. In
some of the marshy pastures of Kent, such as the
Isle of Sheppey, where the ague is prevalent, the
rot is but little known, and generally throughout
that county is rarely met with. The same fact
may be stated of Romney Marsh and the Essex
marshes, an exemption which may possibly be, in
some measure, explained by their proximity to the
sea. The South Downs of Sussex are also said
never to have been visited by the complaint. But
this exemption is not peculiar to large districts :

on the same farm some pasturage will rot sheep,

u 2
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while other meadows will produce no mischief.

Even in ground thatis underdrained, andpresum-

ably dry, sheep will be affected, some part of the

soil being perhaps light and porous, and hence

easily drained, while other parts that are heavy

and clayey, though the drains are no further apart,

retain lodgements of wet, from which a pestilen-

tial exhalation proceeds. Observation, however,

has led to the conclusion that whatever may be

the poisonous matter, whether animal or vegetable,

the existence of it is immediately consequent on
moist or wet weather, especially if followed by
warm suns, while dry weather returning prevents

the disorder spreading. It has also been noticed

that wet pasturage, as such, does not generate the

disorder ; that sheep have been fed in meadows
adjoining to rivers, and in fields with ponds in

them, without infection, though constantly ex-

posed to wet ; but tliat when the process of exha-

lation begins, these very pastures, though pre-

viously innocuous, become capable of exciting

the rot.*

It has been stated, on good authority, that the

fatality of the climate of Sierra Leone, and perhaps
of many other tropical countries, begins at that

peiiodof the j'ear when %'egetation, having become
luxuriant and rank by excessive rain and extreme
solar heat combined, rots away suddenly and ex-

hales a miasma. The form in which disease at this

period attacks the human frame is commonly called

dysentery and hepatic affection. I have understood
from some who have long resided at Freetown,
tliat the stench of putrid vegetable matter, accu-

mulated even in the streets during the rainy season,

and immediately after its termination, is offensive

to the highest degree. May we not infer that the

taint of rot proceeds from the same cause ? for

though the miasma, in the pasturage I have alluded

to, may not be produced in sufficient quantity to

affect the liuman subject, standing upright at a

distance from the elfluvia, it may be sufficient to

affect the animal that in feeding- has his nose in

constant and close contiguity to the soil. If we
are justified in tliis reasoning, the inferences to

which it leads are most important. I do not mean
to claim the merit of originality in this view of the

subject. It has long been a prevailing opinion

that the rot originates in marshy exhalations, but

* My own opinion differs from that of the Author
respecting the cause of rot in sheep, although I am
happy to sajr that we know little of the disease in this

part of the kingdom. But I have twice had the rot

make its appearance with me, and both times it has

occurred when the sheep have been inade in a field the

ivhole of which was wet ; for although my sheep have
always been allowed to go into the same field, the dis-

ease has never attacked them but twice, the first time

being the accidental consequence of their being con-

fined in this particular field, when fatting, and the

whole of them proved to be affected with lot ; and
the second, when I tried in the followiug season

the experiment of enclosing a few more in the

same place, the result of which was the occurrence

of the disease in the greater part, but not the

whole of them. From these facts, and much con-

sideration of the subject, I have formed the opinion
that sheep get the rot in the greaternumber ofcases

from the circumstance of being compelled to lie on
tcet ground ; for when they have been at libertv

to range into other fields adjoining the marshy
one referred to, and could thus obtain dry resting-

places, although fed chiefly on wet land, I have
never found a single sheep deficient.—W. Greaves.

it is desirable to arrive at some conclusion which
is at least founded on plausibility, in considering

the variety ofcauses to which rot has been ascribed;

and of all the many speculations to which the inge-

nuity of theorists, or the more homely ideas of prac-

tical men have given rise, I think that the theory on
which I have dwelt is most consistent with the

experience of the farmer. I will, however, admit

that there are many sensible men who consider

that the disorder is propagated from the qualities

of their food, and not from exhalation, as it has

been remarked that close feeding is almost essen-

tial to the contagion. In the parish of Seaton, in

Devonshire, all the sheep that were depastured on

the marshes one year were attacked v/ith rot, and
died, only excepting four ; on examining these four,

it was found that they were hog-jawed, and from
the under jaw being very much shorter than the

upper, they could not bite near the ground.*

* It appears in this part of the Essay that many
different opinions have arisen respecting the cause

of rot in sheep ; I therefore beg to state my opinion

and experience on the subject in as short and ex-

planatory a way as possiple. I would beg to say

that I do not think sheep become rotted from every

kind of wet land whether drained or not, but from
a particular character of soil and subssil : soil of

this description is inclined to bog or quagmire,

although it may not have that appearance on the

surface of the land, but may lie eight or even twelve

feet deep. Between this subterraneous hog and the

surface there is generally a hard stratum of blue clay

or sand, tainted with the bog-water, lying underneath

at that depth ; and this infectious water is brought

up from the bog to the surface of the earth by
means of small pipes which are always found to

form the communication between them, and called

hv exjierienced land-drainers bog-pipes. In conse-

quence of this infectious water thus arising to the

surface, a plant is produced—not of the grass-tribe,

but called by some old experienced shephenis the

slieep-rot-weed ; and if sheep are allowed to feed on
this land, particularly if in a hungry state, although

the weed does not grow more than an inch or two
above the surface, and is of a nauseous taste, they

will, in this state of hunger, indiscriminately eat it

up along with the grass, and it will I believe mor
or less infect them with the rot. When a hole is

made in land of this description so as to allow wafer

to collect and stand in it, the surface of the water

will in twenty-four hours become covered with a

scum, having the metallic lustre of quicksilver

tinged with red, and therefore probably of an in-

jurious nature. There is no doubt that dry land is

by far the best for the health and well-being of the

sheep, but I know from experience that they are not

rotted by feeding on such land as is merely made
wet by rain-water, nor by pasturing in irrigated

meadows, unless such meadows are irrigated by
bog-water.

Having 'paid great attention for many years to

these points, it is my humble opinion that one great

cause of sheep's beiag rotted may be traced to the

circumstance of their eating the noxious weed and
scum in question, arising from soil contaminated by
impure water.

I would beg to observe that a drain laid only to

the depth of two or three feet ('the common depth

of draining) will not prove effectual, as the bog-

pipes arise in a perpendicular direction, and if the

drain be not laid to the depth of those pipes, no

good effect can be expected, nor can it be said that

such land is effectually drained, so that sheep may
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It has often been remarked that slow as has
been the progress of veterinary science generally,

there is no branch of it which seems to have made
such little advance as the treatment of the diseases

of sheep. There is perhaps no disorder of sheep
which illustrates this more decidedly than rot :

without pretending to discuss this point of patho-
logy, I am however led by many considerations to

the conclusion that it may prove a curable disease.

I lately received from a very intelligent farmer
at Sanderton, in Bucks, a communication of a
fact that confirms my views as to the possibility

of cure. Eight years ago he pui'chased eight
score of sheep. After feeding the flock for a few days
on turnips, he found that they were all affected

with the rot, and 130 died. The greater part of
them were examined, and the liver in every case
was found to be diseased. The other thirty,

having been taken off the turnips and fed on hay,
recovered, and at the end of two years twenty-
nine of them were sent to the butcher, in good
condition. He requested that they might be
examined when killed, and it appeared that the
liver was affected in every case in the usual way.
He still possesses the single sheep that was not
sold, and she generally produces twins every year,

though she has long shown the symptom of rot

called choquered, or bottling— a large glandular
swelling under the neck. He has usually lost

sheep by the rot every year, and ascribes it to

turnip-feeding, or feeding on imdrained land,

having found it arise from both causes.* He has
often found the disorder relieved by change of diet

alone ; and that his sheep improve in condition

shortly after being tainted. As evidence of the

effect of turnips in causing the disorder, (probably
when covered with a heavy dew or hoar-frost,)

he once had five sheep exhibiting symptoms of
the complaint, and, removing them from turnips

feed on it with safety.—Note by Mr. Edward
May, of East-Hampstead Park, near Bracknell,

Berkshire.

The preceding remarks were transmitted at ray

request, by an individual in whose matured ex-

perience ou all subjects connected with drainage I

can individually place the greatest reliance ; and

Mr. Dean, a member of our committee, having- placed

in my hands a small work written in 1651, by
Hartlib, the friend of Milton, I have found it to

contain not only observations which coincide with

those of Mr. May, but further interesting notices of

the sheep-rot-weed in question ; the author of the tract

however attributing not only to the noxious plant,

but also to the circumstances of the soil and locality,

the origin of the rot in sheep in such situations.

—

DoWNSHIKE.
The bad effects of sheep-rot-weed, or of bog-water,

are, in my own opinion, very doubtful. The rot in

sheep is probably the produce of ground which has

been lately wet, and then the surface exposed to the

action of the air. The grass and other plants, pre-

viously weakened or destroyed by the moisture,

become decomposed, or rotten ; and, in that decom-
position, certain gases, or miasmatii, may be de-

veloped, that cannot long be breathed, or scarcely

breathed at all by the sheep without producing the

rot.—VV. YouATT.
* If sheep have been pastured in low wetland,

and have taken the disease while feeding there on
turnips, they will incur the complaint, and the

animals will be speedily carried off; but no sheep,

in my own opinion, were ever rotted by merely
feeding on turnips.—J. W, Childers.

to dry food, they all recovered. In the course of
seven weeks he fell ill, and, being confined to his

bed, his shepherd again turned these five sheep
on the turnips. All of them relapsed, and
speedily died, and on examination their livers

showed all the usual symptoms of the disease.*

It is also ray conviction that the same sanatory
process as is used with human patients might, if

practised in time, be successfully adopted with
sheep. I have already stated that the rot is far

more rapid in its attack, and apparently more
capricious in its exciting cause, than any analogous
disorder in man ; but I do not, therefore,
subscribe to the common opinion that it is an in-

flammation of the liver. All inflammatory action
is attended with pain, and if the inflammation is

acute, the pain is severe ; but this unequivocal
symptom appears to be wanting in the rot.

Animals show far more decidedly than human
beings the sensitiveness of pain. Pain often pro-
duces heaviness, depression of spirits, and what
is called anxiety or uneasiness in the expression
of the human features ; but in the brute creation
the effects are different, extreme restlessness, and
where the pain is acute, extreme distress and
violent motion or struggling being the indications.

Now, in sheep affected by the rot, the first

symptoms that I have mentioned are always
found, the last are wanting ; hence I infer that
inflammation, at least to any extent, does not
exist in the first access of the disorder, and there-
fore, that bleeding, the usual and most efficacious

remedy in inflammatory complaints, would be
misapplied. The first step that ought to be taken
is to remove the sheep if possible to high and dry
pasture, and perhaps to more scanty feed, so as to

diminish the necessary action of the liver.

I once purchased 12 wethers apparently far

advanced in the disease ; they were the only
survivors of a lot of 70. I bought them on mere
speculation at 5s. each. I placed them in the
stack-yard, and allowed them nothing but beans
and hay, with a supply of water, and rock-salt to

lick. Three died in the first week, the others
recovered.

As a matter of general precaution, the drainage,
if possible, of all land liable to rot sheep, will be
highly expedient, especially if we may rely on the
fact which has been stated by experienced writers

on this subject, that May and June are the months
in which the contagion is generally iound to

exist,t and then exactly in proportion to the
prevalence of heat after showery weather : but
precaution, though better than cure, is not cure.

Aperient medicine, and in strong and repeated
doses, for a few days, cannot be mischievous.
There is no maxim in the medical art so well
understood, or so generally admitted, as that the
first step towards the restoration of the healthy
functions of any organ is to secure a good and
regular action of the bowels. Casto r oil , or Epsom
salts, are the surest and safest of all aperients.

It is obvious that discipline of this kind will im-
mediately reduce condition, but I presuppose that

* I have not either myself experienced or heard,

or read before of the fact of turnips rotting sheep,

but I think they are not proper food far sheep when
they are already rotted. I think it highly probable

that these sheep at Sanderton were rotted before the

farmer in question had them.—W. Humfrey.
t I should consider the mouths of September and

October as those when contagion is much more pre-

valent.—J. W. Childers.
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the flock is no longer generally in a saleable state,

and that the only alternative is a cure or an ab-
solute loss. Having thus secured a proper action
of the bowels, I should have free recourse to
calomel. I do not think that 4 grains would be
too much for a daily dose ; and, even at the risk
of salivation, I would rather err on the side of
excess in the case of rot. It may be borne in

mind that, in all cases where drugs are specifics

in a disorder, the disoTder itself neutralises in a
great degree the natural operation of the medi-
cine : thus, in dysentery, laudanum may be exhi-
bited to an extent that would prove fatal to a
healthy subject ; and, in lilie manner, a dose of
calomel, that would materially affect the salivary
glands when there is no counteracting principle,

would be innoxious, and even beneficial, when its

active properties are brought into direct play on a
diseased liver. Some persons have advised the
combination of calomel with opium, but I am in-

clined to doubt whether this may not weaken its

action on the system, and produce harm by the
astringent qualities oi the opium operating on the
bowels.
A few doses of salts should be repeated after

the calomel has been given, and as soon as the
Gheep appears convalescent; but not previously,
unless signs of salivation show themselves. The
patient should be fed on hay or clover-chaff,
sprinkled with common salt; and, for some weeks
after recovery, the character of its food should be
attentively regulated, avoiding all succulent vege-
tables as much as possible until health is completely
restored.

It may not be improper to mention other
remedies that have been quoted as beneficial. In
the agricultural report of the county of Staflbrd,

a table-spoonful of spirits of turpentine mixed
with two of water, twice administered, after an
interval of three days, is said to have cured five

out of six rotten sheep. Salt, to the extent of a
table-spoonful, has also been given with useful
effect ; and it is a matter of acknowledged es])e-

rience, that the sheep fed on salt marshes are not
liable to the complaint. I am also bound to admit
that the use of mercury has been deprecated by
some writers, who assert that, in herbivorous
animals, mercury has not the same specific action
that it has in the human subject. It is well
known, however, that in horses calomel is often
administered with decided benefit in hepatic affec-
tions ; but I think it right to mention the variety
of opinion that exists on such an important topic.
I have known the recipe, which I quote in the
Appendix (No. 6), administered with very
salutary effects.

I may here notice another precautionary mea-
sure, which is I believe rarely taken,—to avoid
turning the sheep out of the fold while the dew is

on the ground. Dewy vapours are well known
to be injurious to the animal in feeding.*

Dropsy, or Water-sickness, is a disease very
generally known to shepherds. It seems to proceed
from constitutional debility rather than from any
accidental cause, though it is most frequently met
with where the pastures are bkalc. Aged sheep

* I prefer my lambs to have their food early
during the summer months ; the Hampshire farmers
turn their lambs out as early as three, four, and five
o'clock in the morning ; and they make a higher
price of their store lambs early in the season than
the farmers of any other county in England.—W,
HUMFRKY.

are most liable to it. Its symptoms are all of the
dropsical kind, swellings appear and change
their seat without apparent cause ; the sheep
becomes didl and languid, and, ultimately, the
belly is distended with water, and the motion of
it can be perceptibly felt against the hand. I can
recommend no other treatment than a substitution

of hay, of the best quality, cut into chaff, for all

moist food ; and to this may be added oatmeal-
gruel, the sheep being- carefully housed, and the
bowels kept open. A decoction of oak-bark has
been favourably spoken of ; but though, in all

drop.-ical afiections tonics seem to be the natural
remedy, I cannot from my own experience testify

to their success in this case. Tapping will pro-
duce no permanent effect ; the water will rapidly
accumulate again, unless the seat of the disorder
is attended to.

Redwatjjr, or Resp, is sometimes confounded
with bloody urine : it is a different complaint.
'I'he urine may be tinged with blood from in-

flammation of th3 kidneys or bladder ; and in

such cases the inflammatory symptoms must be
subdued, as in all other instances of acute inward
inflammation, by bleedingcopiously and exhibiting

purgatives : but redwater is an inflammation of
the abdomen, or of the membrane that lines the
abdominal cavity, and the redwater is found in

that cavity.

Some persons treat this complaint as inflam-

mation of the kidney. It is extremely probable
that, in all cases of redwater, the inflammation of
the abdomen may extend to the I'egion of the

kidney, and thus some of the indications that ap-

I)ear may lead the observer to suppose that the
kidney is the primary part affected : but my
opinion, founded on post-mortem examination of
the subject, is, that the inflammatory action has
its origin in the peritoneum, and, consequently, that

change of diet and attention to the bowels are the

firstpoints to which the care of the shepherd should
be directed. If this opinion is well founded,
diuretic medicines are not judicious.

Feeding on turnips when covered v;ith hoar-

frost is supposed to occasion the complaint.

Another, yet more probable, cause may be folding-

sheep on wet soil during frosty nights. The pro-

gress of this disease, as indeed is the case with all

acute inflammation, is very rapid ; so rapid as to

occasion death in most instances before the ex-

istence of it is suspected. Where its progress

allows of observation, the indications of it ai'C

costiveness of the bowels and great pain and dis-

tress; the animal appearing incapable either of

rest or active motion from the violence of its

sufl'erings. Its name is derived from an accu-

mulation of bloody fluid in the abdomen. I'he

remedy, is, as I have already mentioned, copious

bleeding, even until fainting takes place, and this

followed by opening medicine : but it is so rarely

the case that a cure can be expected, that, if the

sure symj)toms of it arc perceived, the best way is

to kill the 'sheep before they have obtained their

height. Where I have succeeded in removing the

inflammatory symptoms, 1 have immediately
changed the food, and put the sheep on bran and
oats, very liberally sprinkled with salt, I also

provide water very copiously.*

* This disease is very j)revalent in this part of

Derbyshire, and a friend of mine, Mr. Cooper of

Ashford, for many years lost one-filth of his hoggets

from redwater. Three or four years ago he was
advised to bring them into a yard, and give each
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Redwater has sometimes been called " Watery
Braxy," but I apprehend that the braxy is more
properly a retention of urine, proceeding from
inflammation of the bladder, as the dry braxy is

another name often applied to inflammation of the

bowels. I never met with a case where a ewe
laboured under retention of ui-ine. When it

occurs it most frequently attacks rams, and many
valuable sheep have been lost from its effects. I

have remarked it to have been generated by
placing them on clover that had previously been
mown. As it may easily be detected by the dis-

tension and tenderness of that part of the body
externally, the water can be successfully drawn off

by a catheter. It may not be unnecessary to

caution the shepherd that diiu-etic medicines are

most injurious in a retentionof urine, as they in-

crease the secretion of the fluid without in any
way facilitating the discharge.

Blackvvater is another complaint occasionally

observed in sheep, and is indicated by the dis-

charge of a black and sometimes bloody serum from
the kidneys. After death, a fluid of the same
description is found in the stomach. Rank
pasturage is believed to be the cause, and, of
course, change of pasturage most likely to prove a

cure. The bowels should be kept open, and
tonics, such as bark or steel, exhibited. A tea-

spoonful of vitriolic acid in an infusion of oak-
bark is a convenient compound.
Sheep are not very susceptible of vegetable

Poison ; but the foliage of the yew-tree is fatal to

them, and perhaps some other plants with which
I am not acquainted. Generally speaking, sheep
will refuse food of a deleterious character, but
lambs are more careless, or their instinct is less

powerful. Where there is reason to apprehend
the presence of poison, the injection of warm
water by the stomach-pump, until vomiting is

produced, appears the only efficient or practicable

remedy.
I must not dismiss this part of my subject

without adding a word or two on inflammation
generally. In most of the disorders that I have
enumerated, inflammation is one of their symp-
toms ; but an inflammatory aff'ection often appears,
though without a local determination of it to any
organ or part so as to enable us to fix the seat of
the disease. In such cases it is usually known as

fever, and is indicated by general heat, throbbing,
and loss of appetite. It is difficult to lay down
rules for its treatment when thus extended through
the system, but the safest way is to bleed copiously
from the neck, give aperient medicine to such an
extent as to keep the bowels well open, and
drench the sheep with cooling drinks, and warm
mashes or thin gruel. In every case where much
pain is evinced on touching the belly, the flanks,

or any other particular place, fomentations may
be beneficially applied; but all the fomenting
must be patiently persevered in for an hour to-

hogget a table-spoonful of common tar every fort-

night, and the consequence has been, that, although
they are kept in every respect in the same way as
before, and on the same ground, he has not lost one
sheep since the adoption of this treatment.—It will
be thought tar is my common recipe for all diseases,

when I state, that two table-spoonfuls given every
fortnight to year-old calves has been found a great
specific against the Murrain (or, as we call it, the
Speed). Mr. Cooper rears a few every year, and
three years ago lost three-fourths of them, but he
has not lost any since be used the tar.—W. Greaves.

gether, or even more, if it is designed to be
effective. Inflammation is an unnaturally in-

creased circulation of the blood and a consequent
distension of the vessels. Where the part

aS"ected can be distinguished, and lies externally

or superficially, fomentation produces local relief

by removing that tenseness of the integuments
which excessive circulation produces ; but, in.

other cases, the excess of blood nmst be removed
by depletion, and its renewed accumulation be
prevented, if possible, by aperients and low living.

Being in the latter case usually accompanied by
extreme thirst, drenches and gruel remove this

unpleasant sensation, while they afford nourish-

ment witliout enriching the blood.*

Cough, or Cold, will sometimes affect sheep
severely. Its symptoms resemble those in a man,
and are removed by very similar treatment ; but

in an aggravated form it must be decidedly con-

trolled, or it will terminate in consumption. If

inflammation shows itself decidedly about the

throat and larynx, attended by a violent discharge

from the nose, it will be prudent to bleed the

sheep freely from the neck, and by the aid of

warm mashes and removal to a sheltered spot, the

symptoms will shortly disappear. Epsom salts,

to the extent of two ounces, may be usefully given
;

and when the sheep recovers, it should be housed
during the continuance of severe vi'eather. The
first week of spring will cure every patient without
further trouble.

Consumption is a more common disorder

among sheep than is generally supposed : the

animal being usually killed as soon as a wasting

* I have one general fault to find with the author's

treatment, namely, in the case of bleeding. In my
own experience, I have suffered much from bleeding
horses and cattle ; and sheep would, I have no
doubt, be injured in the same degree. There is

often so much apparent in inflammation from debility,

when bleeding would be fatal, that I think he too

indiscriminately recommends the depletion of the

system, and I* perceive advises it under most of his

heads. In epidemics generally, unless active in-

flammation exists, I never bleed ; and I may
mention, in illustration of the principle of my
practice, the following striking instance in reference

to this point. Three years ago, when there was a

disoi'der among coach-horses, I had forty ill in ten

days. One of them was bled, namely, the first that

was taken, and the only one that died ; for, although

by the bleeding the disorder appeared to be re-

moved, so general a weakness ensued in the case

of this horse, that dropsy was the result. Having-

paid much serious attention to the nature of the

complaint, and feeling confident in my own mind
that much of the apparent inflammation arose from
general debility of the whole system—an opinion in

which I am confirmed by knowing several people

whose horses had been attacked before my own, and
their stock sacrificed to a considerable amount by
injudicious bleeding—I took the other waj^, and
gave each of the horses, as they became severally

aff"ected, aquart of good ale, with ginger and other

spices, and two quarts of oatmeal gruel : the conse-

quence was, that there was not a horse that did not

recover under this mode of treatment ; and, I may
add, that although I generally keep about a hundred
horses, I have not allowed one ot them to be bled

for the last two years, and since the discontinuance

of bleeding I have not had half the number of cases

ef swelled legs and grease I previously had.—W.
Greaves.
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of the condition becomes apparent, consumption
has scarely time to assume its peculiar and de-

cided cliaracter. The lungs of the sheep, how-
ever, are [rarely found quite free from disease.

This may be ascribed to various causes. While
the cough is only in an incipient stage the animal

does not lose condition or appetite, and conse-

quently the animal is disregarded until disease has

made considerable progress. His exposure to

wet and cold continues; he is shorn with the rest

of the flock, without regard to weather or to his

peculiar infirmity of cough; and thus the symptoms
are daily aggravated, when, by a little prudential

management in the beginning, he might possibly

have been cured. At length, if his gradual decline

renders it expedient to destroy him, he is killed

before the real nature of the complaint is dis-

covered. Attention should be given to every case

of cough as soon as it shows itself; and the best

precaution is at once to remove the sheep to a

sheltered position.

The FooT-RoT is a complaint which I am well

assured has by the generality of writers on the

subject been treated of much more from theore-

tical knowledge than practical experience ; for,

although the symptoms and remedies appear

plausible and read well, yet a short trial of the

latter will soon prove their absurdity. It is a

disease with which I am intimately acquainted,

having for six years superintended a flock in a

county where it was very prevalent, and I have
cured thousands. The disease generally com-
mences with a soreness between the claws attended

with slight inflammation, which quickly insinuates

itself beneath the horny part of the hoof. The
crust becomes gradually detached as the ulcerous

sores extend, and, finally, the hoof itself is lost.

It is most prevalent in the fall of the year, and,

as this form of the complaint is found to affect

many of a flock at the same time, it is generally

considered to be highly contagious : but there is no
sufficient evidence of this, and my experience is

opposed to the doctrine.* For instance, when

* Does the author draw the proper distinction be-

tween "foot-rot" and " sore feetl" I can scarcely

conceive a more dangerous error than the belief that

foot-rot is not infectious. If il were acted upon it

would more than decimate our flocks in the course

of a very few years.—W. Youatt.
In differing from such an authority as Mr. Youatt

I may be considered presumptuous, yet, feeling

convinced by my own experience that I am right, I

still maintain that " foot-rot is not very infectious.

The sheep alluded to were purchased in Devonshire,
and from a flock seldom or ever free frem the com-
plaint. They were sent to London in a steam-packet,

and some of the lame ones conveyed from thence in

a cart. It is therefore clear it could not be " sore

feet" occasioned by travelling. I have often found
both fore feet much diseased, the hind feet perfectly

sound ; this, to me, appears a proof of my assertion.

The disease prevails most in small woody enclosures

where the land is of a rich quality, and is very
troublesome in the autumn. I consider that one of
its chief causes originates from the dew remaining
on the rank pasturage, under the hedges, whilst the

centre of the field is free from it; the feet of the

sheep in consequence are alternately wet and dry.

These frequent transitions tend to harden the hoof,

or vice versa, and end in producing a soreness be-
tween the claws, which, if not immediately attended
to, ulcerated, corroding the hoof, &c., &c..

—

The
Author.

residing in Cambridgeshire I was in the habit of

purchasing ewes from a distant county, and gene-
rally on their arrival found several affected with
the foot-rot. They were allowed to run with

the other sheep, but the disease did not spread to

any extent, seldom above three or four of the

flock being slightly aff"ected besides the new
comers, and in a short time by attention it was
easily eradicated. It seems, therefore more pi'o-

I have never heard a doubt expressed by any

farmer with whom I have conversed on the subject,

of the foot-rot being contagious.'—F. Burke.
" There is much doubt whether the foot-rot is

contagious ; it may in some degree be so, by inocu-

lation, when the disorder is at the worst, and u

discharge of the acrid matter is left on the ground.

The writer had the care of 700 ewes in the year

1829, and found that the flock suddenly fell lame,

in the autumn of that year, from foot-rot ; no cause

could be assigned for such an occurrence ; after

considerable time a cure was effected, and it did not

again appear until the autumn of 1839, a space of

ten years, when it a second time broke out, and, in

the course of a kw days after the disorder had re-

visited the flock, nearly half the sheep were affected.

I should, therefore, suppose the cause to be one and
the same, although a part of the flock in the first

instance escaped its ravages. It is highly desira-

ble, in order to effect a quick and certain cure, to

dress the whole of the flock, whether lameness has

shown itself or not, as the disease takes place several

days before the lameness becomes visible ; and by
dressing the sheep in this early state of the disorder

the cure will be greatly facilitated. I have never

found a cure so soon produced as by using butyr of

antimony, after paring the foot in the usual way,
care being taken to put the antimony between the

claw of the foot with a feather."

These remarks were written by John Rusbridger,

Esq,, my agent in Sussex, and who for many years

has had the superintendence of my southdown
flocks in that county. The autumns of 1829 and
1839 were both very wet.

—

Eichjiond.

I unfortunately bad a good deal of foot-rot some
years ago, and am decidedly of opinion that it is

infectious, and I think the more so on good pasturage

than on poor, unless great attention be paid to the

sheep's feet being regularly pared ; and I do think

that Mr. Cleeve has not by any means laid the

proper stress on the requisite paring of the flock's

feet ; for in good pasturage, where the sheep has to

ramble very little for his food, his feet are more
liable to grow and form pockets over the sole, so

that the matter left by the diseased foot is the more
liable to be taken up and retained ; whereas, on a

poor pasture, the animal is more on his legs, and

consequently the wear is equal to the growth of the

horn, and the flock far less liable to have the foot-rot

communicated to them. I remained free from this

dreadful disease for two years, till the autumn of

18.39, when having bought some sheep which un-

fortunately broke out with it, it spread through most

of my flock. I have now only some six or seven

left lame, and they are fast recovering. My plan of

treatment has been very simple : I strew the floor of

a large shed all over with quick-lime, and put the

sheep in every morning for about a quarter of an

hour, and in the afternoon dress the foot alternately

with butyr of antimony, and finely-powdered blue

vitriol ; and I have generally found them recover

after a few dressings. In wet weather it will be

found very beneficial to wash the diseased feet v?ith

strong lime water.—W. Gkeaves.
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bable that it arises from some peculiar cause
connected with the nature of the soil and situation

to which all the diseased sheep are equally
exposed. It is very possible that, where a
discharge of acrid is left on the ground, other

sheep may become affected, or perhaps inoculated,

by treading on it, as no doubt was the case in the
few instances I have recorded ; but the rapid ex-

tension of the disease which I have often witnessed
must arise from some other source. The cure is

easily accomplished by an experienced person.
The lame sheep being separated from the rest of

the flock, the hoof must be cut away with a sharp
knife (called a sheep-foot knife, by cutlers) as far

as the disease has spread, and which may be traced
by its becoming divided from the internal parts

;

this must be particularly attended to, for unless

the sore is probed to the bottom no application

will be of service. When this is done the oint-

ment (Appendix, No. 5), will often prove eifectual

at one application. It is wrong to use too strong
a caustic, as it dries up the surface too quickly,

and the matter forms beneath.
Another form of this complaint, and known

also by the names oifoot-halt, lore, &c., and much
more difficult of cure, generally proceeds from a
strain or blow. It commences with a visible en-
largement of the foot, accompanied with great in-

flammatory action. This continues to increase
until suppuration takes place, when matter is

discharged from between the claws and just

above the coronet.
In treating foot-rot of this character, the same

course which I have recommended in the pre-
ceding disease designated by the same name will

not be successful. The most judicious treatment
is to promote suppuration as quickly as possible.

For this purpose I have found nothing so effectual,

after well fomenting the parts with warm water,
as an application of Venice tui-pentine on some
tow, which must be confined to the foot by means
of a stout rag. It should be examined three times
a-week, the fomenting process renewed, and a

fresh plaster applied. Should any fungus excres-
cence appear, it must be removed by caustic.

When there ceases to be a discharge of matter,
the plasters may be discontinued, and the foot

will soon become sound.
There is in the foot of the sheep a small aper-

ture called the biflex canal, placed just above the
division of the pastern. It secretes a mucous fluid

for the protection of the joint, and as this secre-

tion is sometimes perhaps by a little inflammatory
action carried to excess—whether it is of an acrid

character or not I cannot say— it has a tendency
to produce ulceration of the surrounding parts

that occasionally proceeds to mischievous extent.

This complaint is very different from the foot-rot,

although generally classed with it, as the foot

itself remains perfectly sound, the ulcers being

confined to the parts above the hoof. Strong

caustic applications are frequently all that are

necessary towards eflfecting a cure. The ointment
recommended for the foot-rot is very servicable,

as also butyr (or, as it is commonly called butter)

of antimony.* I have sometimes found it neces-

* The butyr, or chloride of antimony, a suffi-

ciently powerful superficial caustic, and, except in-

ordinately used, being- incapable, from its peculiar

affinities, of producing any deeply-seated mischief,

is beyond all comparison the best general application

or foot-rot.—W'. Youatt.
I hare found the ointment equal, if not superior,

sary to poultice the sores; for this purpose one of
linseed-meal is a good application.

Thorns when allowed to remain in the foot will

cause matter to form and produce considerable
inflammation. The hoof must be pared away to

allow a free discharge, and a plaster of Venice
turpentine applied as recommended for foot-rot.

Wounds in sheep are not very frequent, unless
from the bite of dogs, or lacerations or punctures
of the legs. Where the wound arises from a blow,
a fracture of the limb often follows. In this case
the bone must be carefully replaced, so that the
two ends at the point of separation may be care-
fully set in their natural position ; and they must
be retained in that position by splints and banda-
ging for about a fortnight. If the fractured bone
protrudes through the skin, the superficial wound
must be enlarged by the knife so as to restore the
bone to its proper place, and splints must be ap-
plied as in a simple fracture ; but the cure in this

case is likely to be so tedious as to make it more
expedient to kill the sheep at once. Should the
bandage occasion a swelling of the limb before
it is safe to remove it, it maybe eased by dividing

it at the edges with a pair of scissors, without
untying it. All simple wounds are to be treated in

the same way as in the human subject, and Na-
ture has given to animals a facility of healing
which is too often denied to man. If the wound
is extensive, a suture should be applied, always
being careful to bring the opposite lips as closely

together as possible, and having previously washed
away all dirt, splinters, or foreign substances
with a sponge and warm water. Where the

wound is not extensive, a simple bandage of old

linen, carefully and rather tightly wrapped round
the limb, will make the incision heal by the first

intention. Should the injury be occasioned by a

splinter or thorn it must of course be carefully

extracted before the wound is closed, and,
if any contusion has attended the accident,

bran poultices will form the most useful applica-

tions. In the case of simple cuts, tincture of

myrrh or Friar's balsam will stay the effusion of
blood and promote the healing, and, what is of

great consequence in warm weather, keep the flies

from irritating the wound : but, should any con-
siderable vessel be opened, it will be necessary to

take it up by passing a thread underneath it, and
tying it tightly. The ligature should generally be
made of wax silk. It may occur that a small

artery is lacerated, and in some places where it is

difficult to pass a ligature round it ; in such cases,

if the artery (provided it is not large) is fairly

and completely divided by a penknife, or lancet,

the wounded extremities will generally retract by
their muscular action, and, being covered and
pressed by the surrounding integuments, the

blood will soon cease to flow.

This seems a jiroper place for explaining, for

the benefit of such of my readers as are as defi-

cient in scientific knowledge as myself, the

ordinary stages in the sanatory^ progress of wounds.
Where they are produced by a clean and simple

cut, without contusion, they will heal by the first

intention, as surgeons techinally call it; that is,

the separated parts will unite by inflammatory
action, if the sides of the wound are drawn to-

gether either by stitches or by adhesive plaster.

to the butyr of antimony, from an extensive practical

trial of both, and a box of ointment is infinitely

preferable to carry in one's pocket to a phial bottle of

caustic.

—

The Author.
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If, however, either by contusion or by other causes,

a considerable portion of the integument happens
to be destroyed, the inflammatory action, wliich is

always the first and immediate eifect of a wound,
will produce a sore of greater or less extent and
depth in proportion to the injury that has occurred.

This sore suppurates or discharges a fluid matter.

Atfirst this matter is acrid and thin, of a light

whitish colour, and sometimes having a greenish

tinge ;.
but, if the sore progresses favourably, the

fluid becomes more yellow and thicker. It is

followed by granulations, or little risings of flesh

of a bright red, the edges of the sore are per-

ceptibly diminished, and the florid granulations

fill up the space left by the destruction of the
integuments, the centre of the sore being always
the last to heal. It often happens, however, that

either from a sickly constitution, or from the
accidental introduction of dirt or foreign sub-
stances at the time the wound was received, the
healing process is interrupted. Sometimes the
granulations have a livid instead of a florid hue,
and appear puff'y, such as is commonly known by
the name of proud-flesh. In such cases a gentle
application of caustic will remove the fungus
character, and restore the proper secretion of
healthy matter. In other instances the sore
deepens instead of becoming daily more shallow.
This proceeds either from the deposit of some
latent splinter, or dirt, in which case poultices

are beneficial to promote the discharge of the
foreign matter, or it is occasioned by the acrid

character of the fluid corroding the adjoining
parts. Poultices are useful in this case also ; but
if deep sinues are formed, they will probably re-

quire to be laid open with the knife. Wherever a
sore assumes this fistulous aj)pearance, it indicates

a necessity for sustaining the general system by
barks and tonics. It may also be laid down as a
general maxim, that, whenever the inflammation
becomes violent and extensive, it should be
promptly checked by fomentations and poultices,

and, if a vital part is mcnanced, by the free use
of local bleeding. This simple explanation, con-
cise as it necessarily is, will materially assist in

forming a judgment whether our four-footed

patients are progressing favourably to a cure, or
whether their case is hopeless and not 'vorth the
expense and trouble of further attention.

(To be concluded in our next.)

MR. WEBSTER'S AGRICULTURAL
SPEECH.

PROJI THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER, BOSTON-

We copy from the " New England Farmer" the

report of Mr. Webster's speech, made at tJie meet-

ing of the friends of agriculture, at the State-

house, on Monday evening, Jan. 13.

Mr. Webster began vsith stating that he regarded
agriculture as the leading" interest of society ; and in all

its relations having a direct and intimate bearinf? upon
human comfort and the national prosperity. He had
been familiar with its operalions in his youth ; and he
had alway» leoked upon the subject with a lively and
deep interest. He did not regard himself as particu-

larly qualified to judge of the subject in all its various

aspects aad departments ; and he neither himself re-

garded, nor would he have others regard his opinions

as authoritative ; but the subject had been one of care-

ful observation to him, both in public and private life

;

and his visit to Europe, at a season of the year particu-

larly favourable for this purpose, had given him the

opportunity of seeing their improved husbandry, and as

far as it might be interesting, or would have a bearing
upon the subject of the evening's discussion, the agri-

culture of Massachusetts, he would proceed to give his

views and impressions.

How far in this matter the example of other eountries

was to be followed, was a subject worthy of much con-
sideration. The example of a foreign country might
be too closely followed. It would furnish a safe rule

of imitation only as far as the circumstances of a coun-
try corre<;pond witli those of the country whose rules

and customs it was proposed to adopt.
The great objects of agriculture and the great agri-

cultural produce of different countries were much the

same. liread, meat, and clothing constituted these

objects. Cottoa might be regarded as an incidental

product, peculiar to certain latitudes and countries.

Though the great agricultural products of different

countries were the same, yet there were various diver-

sities of condition and circumstances, which materially

affected the agriculture of different countries.

The primary elements which entered into the consi-

deration of the agriculture of a country were four :—
climate, soil, price of land, and price of labour. In
any comparison, therefore, of the agriculture of Eng-
land with that of Massachusetts, these elements were to

be taken, particularly into view.

The climate of England differed essentially from that

of this country. They were on the western side of the

eastern, and we on the eastern side of the western con-
tinent. The climate of each country was materially af-

fected by their respective situations in relation to the

ocean. The winds which prevail both in this country
and in England are from the west, and westerly winds
blow three days out of four. These facts are familiar.

The consequences resulting from them are, that our
winters are colder, and our summers muck hotter than
in England. Our latitude is about that ef (Oporto, yet

the temperature is very different. On these accounts,
therefore, the maturing of the crops in England and the
power of using these crops would create a material dif-

ference between their agriculture and ours. It may
be supposed that our climate must resemble that of

China in the same latitudes ; and this fact may have
an essential bearing upon that branch of agriculture

which it is proposed to introduce among- us, the intro-

duction of silk.

The second point of difterence between the two coue-
tries lies in the soil. The soil of England is mainly ar-

gillaceous ; a soft and unctuous loaK upon a substratum
of clay. This may be considered as the prominent cha-
racteristic in the parts which he visited. The southern

parts of England are sandy, resting upon deep
beds of chalk. The rocks in England are of a
different formation from ours. Ours is a granite

soil. There is granite in Great Britain ; but this

species of soil prevails in Scotland, a part of the

country which more resembles our own. Our soils

are stony. Sucli lands are not found in England. Our
alluvial soils en Connecticut river, and in some other

parts of the country, are equal to any lands ; but these

have no clay. It is net proper to compare the soil of

England with the soil of America, Ijecause of the ex-

treme difterences in different parts of Our country,

stretching, as it does, thiough so many degrees of lati-

tude, and embracing in its extent, every variety of climate

and soil.

The price,of land, another important element in agri-

cultural calculations, differs greatly from the price of

land with us. It is three times as high as in Massachusetts.

The price of labour is much more in Massachusetts

than in England. In different parts of England the

price of labour is considerably various; but it may be

set down as twice as dear with us as there.

These arc general remarKs, which have suggested

themselves in regard to the state of things abroad. Now
have we anything to learn from them ? Is there any-
thing in their condition applicable to ours ; in which the

agriculture of England may be of use to Massachusetts

and to other countries ?

The sut)ject of agriculture in England has strongly
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attracted the attention and inquiries of men of science.

They liave studied particularly the nature of the soil.

More than twenty years anro. Sir Humphey Davy un-
dertook to treat the subject of the application of chemical
analysis of soils and manures. The same attention has

been continued to the subject, and the cxtrasrdinary

discoveries and advances in chemical science, since his

time, are likely to operate greatly to the advantage of

agriculture. The best results may be expected from it.

These inquiries are now prosecuted in France with g-reat

enthusiasm and success. We may hope for like bene-
licial results here from the application of science to this

subject with us.

A second material feature in the agriculture of Eng-
land consists in the rotation of croi^s. It is a settled

principle in their agriculture, that two white crops shall

not come in immediate succession. A tenant vvould be
discharged by his landlord who should violate this rule.

White crops are grain crops, wheat, barley, rye, and
oats. These are succeeded by, or alternated w^th, po-

tatoes, vetches or tares, beans, peas, turnips and clover,

which are considered as green crops.

The great improvements in English husbandry are all

traced to the introduction, from sixty to eighty years

ago, of the cultivation of turnips. Before that time,

when lands became exhausted by the repetition of grain

crops, they were left, as it was termed, fallow, that is,

were not cultivated at all, but abandoned to recruit

themselves as they might. This occurred as often as

every fourth year, so that one quarter of the arable land
was always out of cultivation, and yielded nothing.

Turnips are now substituted in the place of these naked
fallows; and now land in turnips iv=; considered as fallow.

What is the philosophy of this! The raising of crops

does not in itself enrich, but exhausts the land. The
exhaustion of the land, as experience and observation

have fully demonstrated, takes place mainly when the

seeds of a plant are allowed to perfect themselves. The
turnip is a biennial plant ; it does not perfect its seeds

before it is consumed, i'liere is another circumstance
in respect to the turnip plant which deserves considera-

tion. Plants, it is well understood, derive a large por-

tion of their nutriment from the air. The leaves of

plants are their lungs. The leaves of turnips expose a
wide surface to the atmosphere, and derive therefrom

much of their subsistence and nutriment. The broad
leaves of the turnips likewise shade the ground, preserve

its moisture, and prevent, in some measure, its exhaus-
tion by the sun and air.

The turnips have a further and ultimate use. Meat
and clothing come from animals. The more animals

are sustained upon a farm, the more meat and moi'e

clothing. These things bear, of course, a proportion to

the number of bullocks, sheep, swine and poultry vvhicli

are maintained. The great inquiry, then, is, what kind

of crops will least exhaust the land in their cultivation,

and furnish support to the largest number of animals?

A very large amount of land in England is cultivated

in turnips. Fields of turnips of three, four, and even
five hundred acres are net uncommon. Since the in-

troduction of the turnip culture, bullocks and sheep have
trebled in number. Turnips, fer the reasons given, are

not great exhausters of the soil ; and they furnish abun-
dant food for animals. Wheie one bushel of oats are

produced, ten bushels of turnips may be grown at the

same cost. The great difference in the two crops is to

be found in the farmer's barn-yard. Here is the test of

their comparative value. I'his is the secret of the great

advantages which follow from their cultivation. The
value of manure in agriculture is well appreciated.

Dr. Ure states the extraordinary fact, that the value of

the manure annually applied to the crops in England,
at present prices, surpasses in value the whole amount
of their foreign commerce. There is no doubt that it

greatly exceeds it. 'i'he turnip crop returns a vast

amount of nutritive matter to the soil. The farmer,

then, from his green crops, and by a regular system of

rotation, finds green feed for his cattle, and wheat for

the market. Tlie growth of green crops is intimately

connected with a system of rotation of crops.

The lands in the county of Norfolk, in England, are

sandy. Here is the place of the remarkable cultivation

and distinguished improvements of Mr. Coke, now Lord
Leicester. His usual rotation is barley, clover, turnips,

wheat. These lands resemble much of the land in the

county of Plymouth ; and the sandy lands to be found
in the vicinity of the Connecticut and Merrimack rivers.

The cultivation of screen crops in New England deserves

attention. There is no incapacity in our soil, and no
circumstances unfavourable to their production. What
would be the best kind of succulent vegetables to be
cultivated, whether turnips, or carrots, or Swedes, he
was not prepared to say. But no attempts within his

knewledge had been made among us of a systematic

agriculture ; and until we enter upon some regular ro-

tation of crops, and our husbandry become more syste-

matic, no distinguished success could be looked for. As
to our soil, as had been remarked, there was no inhe-

rent incapacity for the production of any of the common
crops. We could raise wheat in Massachusetts. The
average crop in England is twenty-six bushels to the

acre. From his own farm—and it was comparatively a
thin and poorsoil—hehad obtained this summer seventy-

six bushels of wheat upon three acres of land. It was
not therefore any want of capability in the soil ; but the

improvement and success of our husbandry mustdepend
upon a succession of crops adapted to the circurastanees

of our soil, climate, and peculiar condition.

In England, a large portion of the turnip crop is con-
sumed on the land where it grows. The sheep are fed

out doors all winter; and he saw many large flocks,

thousands and millions of sheep, which were never
housed. This was matter of surprise especially, consi-

dering the wetness of the climate ; and these sheep were
often exposed in fields where a dry spot could not be
found for them to lie down upon. Sheep were often folded

in England by wattled fences or hurdfes temporarily

erected in different parts of the field and removed from
place to place as the portions ©f the crop were con-
sumed. In some cases they were folded, and the tur-

nips dug and carried to them. In such case they were
always fed upon lands which were intended the next
year to be brouglit under cultivation. In one case he
saw a man employed in the field in raising turnips with
a crow-bar for sheep, who was expected to be occupied
e:?cclusively in this business the whole winter. It is

deemed by many farmers much the preferable mode to

dig all the turnips far tiie sheep as they are wanted. In
this case they are more completely consumed. The
Swedish turnip does not suffer even by being frozen in

the winter, but is found when thawed in the spring un-
injured. In the north of England turnips are generally
housed ; or they are covered vvith straw en the land
which is to be brought under the plough. Land is often

designated by way of excellence, as " land that will

carry sheep ;" that is, land on which crops of turnips

are to be raised for feeding: the sheep ; and such lands
are greatly enriched by their being fed upon it. In the
Lothians of Scotland, where the cultivation is as fine as

in any part of Great Britain, turnips are largely culti-

vated. Here they are generally covered or housed.
The Swedish turnips are particularly suited to a cold
climate-

Mr. Webster proceeded in his remarks to state that

the agricultural subject which now most strongly en-
grossed the public attention, was that of the draining of
lands. The draining- to which he particularly alluded,

was what is called tile-draining. j\Iuch of England, as

he had stated, was based upon a clayey and retentive

subsoil. Wetness is prejudicial and destructive to the

crop. Marginal drains or drains on the outside of the

fields, do not alwavs produce the desired results. These
tile-drains have efliected most important improvements.
The tile itself is made of clay, baked like bricks ; about
one foot in Icnj^th, four inches in width, three-fourths

of an inch in thickness, and stands from six t© eight

inches in height, being hemispherical, or hke the half of

of a cylinder with its sides elongated. It resembles the

Dutch tiles sometimes seen on the roofs of the old houses
in Albany and New York. A ditch is sunk eighteen or

twenty inches in depth, and these drains are multiplied

over a field at a distance of seven yards apart, and vast

estates have been drained in this way. The ditch being
sunk and the bottem made smooth, these tiles are laid
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down with the hollow side on the bottom, the ends
placed near each other, and some straw put over the
joints to prevent the admission of dirt. These are not
so expensive a mode of draining- as might be supposed

;

but so important and useful are they considered, that
even a largre expense is soon met by the immediate be-
nefits resulting- frem tiiem. It has added every where
at least 20 ptr cent, to the amount of the wheat crop.
A beautiful example came under his own observation
not lon£f before he left England. On a part of a field,

which had been thus drained, the wheat presented a
most luxuriant growth ; while on a part of the same
field, which had not undergone this operation, the wheat
sowed at tlie same time, was feeble and just showing it-

self in straggling parcels above ground. It seems a
singular fact, that the advantages of this thorough drain-
ing are as perceptible in dry as in wet weather. A great
evil in clay soils is that they become in dry weather hard
and baked, and impermeable to the roots of the plants.
The water, by this thorough system of draining, being
removed quickly from such soils, they are less subject
to become hardened by the sun, and remain porous and
friable.

There was another improvement which he witnessed,
and which he considered as the most remarkable and
beautiful agricultural improvement which had ever
come under his observation. This was an instance of
irrigation. Irrigation is much practised in Wiltshire,
in the south of England. He had repeatedly heard of
water-meadows ; but he had not been able to form a
very satisfactory notion of what was intended by that
designation. At the Duke of Portland's estate he had
an opportunity of witnessing this extraordinary agri-
cultural improvement in a remarkable form. This was
in the north of England at a place called Sherwood
Forest. By a forest in this case you are to understand
an extent of country with a thin arid soil, covered with
heath and ling, resembling brakes, with here and there
a few oaks scattered upon it. Ten years since this land
was not valued at a rent of one shilling per acre. It
produced nothing. A brook ran near it. This brook
passed through a village and gathered some of the re-
fuse matter from the houses. It was conducted by a
carrier or canal, similar to the water-way of a factory
or the feeder of a canal, along the edge of this tract of
land proposed to be irrigated, and suffered to ooze or
pass out in small quantities over the land. Successive
embankments or barriers were erected to receive and
convey the vrater, and in this way the whole field was
irrigated. The water was never permitted to flood the
land, but was let out in small quantities, and the field

was watered in March, May, July, and October. No
manure was ever put upon this land ; and when Mr.
Webster was there in November, they were then taking
off the third crop of hay cut that season ; and which
certainly was not less than two tons to the acre. After
this crop was gathered, sheep were to be turned in upon
it, which were expected to lamb at Christmas, so that
the lambs might be ready for the market in March,
when they would command a high price. There can be
no doubt that the sediment deposited by the waters,
which they had collected in their transit through the
village, contributed much to the extraordinary fertility

and productiveness of the land ; but there can be as
little doubt that pure water itself is an element of im-
mense value in agriculture, and that it contains essen-
tially and abundantly the food of plants.

With respect to implements of husbandry, Mr. Web-
ster was of opinion that the English had no advantage
over us. Their wagons and carts were not better

;

their ploughs he considered inferior ; their threshing
machines inferior to those in use among us. The drill

cultivation was a remarkable feature in English hus-
bandry, and executed with great neatness and precision.

The young wheat fields appeared like rows of enions.
Some of the drill machines were constructed so as to
drop small portions of compost manure with the seed
at the time of sowing. In this matter he remarked
upon our deficiency. Their ground is finely prepared.
He saw a field in turnips, where the seed which was
carefully soaked and prepared, was sowed on Friday,
and the rows of plants were distiactly seeu oa Moaday

all over the field. This rapid germination, where it

can be effected, has great advantages.
There were various other matters in English agri-

culture upon whick he would gladly remark, though at
the risk of taxing too severely the indulgence of the
meeting. There were crops cultivated among them of
which we had none. The English bean, a small brown
bean, was much liked, and prodaced about forty bushels
to the acre. It constituted an excellent feed for their
horses. Vetches, or tares, likewise, a sort of pea, was
very much cultivated ; it was customarily sown in the
fall for sheep, and was eaten by them in the fall and
winter.

The sheep husbandry in England is an immense in-
terest. They will this year cut from sixty to seventy
millions of fleeces ; and sheep under one year old are
not shorn. The average yield may be six to seven
pounds to a fleece. There are two principal classes of
sheep in England, the long and the short wooled sheep
—the Leicestershire and the South-Down. The long-
wooled, or Leicestershire sheep, give a fleece of about
eight pounds ; the short-wooled, or South-Down, a
fleece of from three to four pounds. Wool is of great
importance to them, and mutton in their markets com-
mands high prices. Sheep are to be considered at the
head of their agricultural products. The great im-
portance of providing for them, therefore, must be ob-
vious.

Our climate as has been observed, diilTers from theirs

;

but the great inquiry applicable in equal force to both
countries is, how can we manage our land in order to

produce the largest crops, while at the same time we
keep upt he condition of the land, and place it, if possi-

ble, in a course of gradual improvement? The success
of farming must depend in a considerable degree upon
the animals produced and supported on the farm. The
farmer may calculate in respect to animals upon two
grounds of profit, the natural growth of the animal,
and the weig-ht obtained by fattening. The skilful far-

mer, therefore, expects where he gains one pound in the
fattening- of his animal to gain an equal amount in the
growth. The early maturity of stock is consequently a
point of much importance.
Oxen are rarely reared in England for the yoke. In

Devonshire and Cornwall, ox teams are employed ; but
in travellnig one thousand miles in England, Mr.
Webster saw only one ox team, and here they were
driven one before the other, and in harness similar to the
harnesses of horses. Bullocks are raised for the mar-
ket. It is highly desirable, therefore, both in respect to

neat cattle and sheep, that their growth should be rapid,

and their fattening properties favourable, that they may
be early disposed of, and consequently the expense of

production lessened.

Is it practicable on the soil and in the climate of

JMassacbusetts to procure a succession of crops? He
could not question it; and he had entire confidence in

the improvements to our husbandry, and the great ad-
vantages which would accrue from a judicious rotation

of products. The capacities of the soil of Massachusetts
were undoubted. One hundred bushels of corn to an
acre had been repeatedly produced, and other crops in

like abundance. But this would not effect the proper
ends of a judicious and profitable agriculture, unless we
could so manage our husbandry that by a judicious and
proper succession of crops, the land would not only be
restored after an exhausting crop, but gradually en-

riched by the cultivation. It is of the highest impor-
tance that our farmers should increase their power of

sustaining live stock, lliat they may therefore obtain the

means of improving their farms.

He had already remarked that, in some things, we
had the advantage of them, particularly in agricultural

implements. He had seen often the plough with
wheels, but he deemed it an awkward and cumbrous
instrument.
The live stock of England was in a high state of im-

provement. He had seen the fine herds of Lord
Spencer, Mr. Bates, and others, with satisfaction.

The specimens of the improved short-horns brought to

this country have been a capital stock, but the cha.

racter of the stock raised among us should have refe.
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rence to the nature of our climate. Our present

breed of oxen are, beyond doubt, best suited to the

plough. He was inclined to believe that no stock for

the dairy among us, and upon our short pastures,

could be found superior to the Ayrshire breed of cows.
Every effort should be made to improve our own
breeds. The Devonshire stock, brought here at an
early period, and now generally diffused over New
England, would probably prove the best stock, upon
the whole, for us. It undoubtedly admitted of great

improvement.
He urged attention strongly to the seeds of grains

which we sowed. Great improvements had been made
in these matters by a careful selection and culture. He
considered that the introduction of the Leicester and
South Down sheep among us would prove an eminent
advantage. The Leicester require extraordinary feed-

ing and must always be kept fat. The South Down
were an exceedingly profitable animal, both for wool
and mutton ; and would subsist well in short pasture*

and an exposed climate. It is not advisable to cross

the Leicester with the Merino, or indeed the long-

wooled with the short-wooled races.

It was easy to see the immense importance of a suc-

cessful agriculture to England, and that even the

amount of one per cent, added to their agricultural

products would materially affect the subsistence and
comfort of millions.

It was often said that England was a garden. This
was a strong metaphor. There was much poor land
and some poor cultivation in England; but he had
looked at their improvements with the highest pleasure

and admiration. In associations for the improvement
of agriculture—in agricultural societies—we had gone
before them; he would not say that they were
following our example, but they were now doing
what we had done. He had had the pleasure of at-

tending the first meeting of the English Agricultural

Society ; and gentlemen of the highest distinction

in rank, talents, and vfealth, were apprized of the

great importance of this vast national interest, and
were lending their hearty co-operation in the cause.

They had made in England immense advances in agri-

culture, and nearer approaches to the perfection of the

art than in any other country.

He concluded by adding, that he had on the way
some few individuals of the Leicester and South Down
breeds of sheep, which, not as the finest, but as fair

examples of these valuable breeds, he would be happy
to exhibit to the farmers of Massachusetts. They
would, on their arrival, remain in Boston some time
for that purpose. He had likewise brought over a few
bushels of the best kinds of wheat grown in England,
for seed, which would be left at the agricultural ware-
house of Messrs. Breck & Co., that the farmers, if

they chose, might avail themselves of it.

[In the hurry of writing off the speech from our
notes, some errors occurred, which it is desirable to

correct. The southern parts of England are not sandy,
as there stated, but a thin light loam, resting upon
chalk. Beans and peas are not green crops, as re-

marked, but white and exhausting crops, because they
are allowed to perfect their seed. That where one
bushel of oats was raised ten bushels of turnips could
be produced, should have been stated in the form of a
supposition, and not as an ascertained fact. The case
of the person alluded to as to be employed through the
winter in digging turnips, should have included also his

slicing them and feeding them to the sheep, and this is

the winter occupation of hundreds in England.
We give these corrections injustice to Mr. Webster.

But we have also the pleasure to say, that Mr.
Webster, at our request, has engaged, as soon as his

leisure will permit, after he reaches Washington, to
write out and enlarge his speech on this occasion, and
•we then propose to issue it in a pamphlet form ; and
we hope at the same time to be able to add a full and
corrected report of the instructive remarks of Professor
Silliman on the same occasion. We know they will be
received with great interest and pleasure by the agri-

cultural public—H.C.

STATISTICS OF THE MANUFAC-
TORIES OF GREAT BRITAIN.
The long-protracted derangement and depression of

the manufaeiuring operations of the country have in-

duced us to investigate more minutely than perhaps we
should otherwise have done, the extent, as well as the

internal and external bearing of those operations in re-

lation to and on the aggregate interests of the empire.

In doing this we have been very forcibly struck with sur-

prise at what has appeared to us the very inconsiderble

number (in proportion to our aggregate population)

employed in manufacturing.

The Factory Regulation Act lias led to the publica-

tion of some very interesting and important details in

reference to the extent of all fibrous manipulatiian.

During the last session of Parliament a return was
presented of all mills and factories in any way engaged
in the cotton, woollen, worsted, flax, and silk manu-
facture in all Great Britain and Ireland, including

power-loom weaving, propelled either by steam or water

power, showing the extent of that power, describing the

nature of the process carried on, and the number of

persons employed, distinguishing the proportion of each

sex, at each year of age from nine to twenty-one, and
of all above that age. This return is diffused over

three hundred and fifty pages from which we have,

with very considerable labour deduced the following

results, viz. :

—
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either the beauty, harmony, or interest of any subject,

but proportion, and adaptation of the means to the

object or the end ; or, in other words, of all the parts

of any combination to each other. We have been
imperceptibly led into this train of reasoning from a
consideration of the fact of tlie wide-spread distress and
privation that has pervaded the manufacturing' districts

of the country for the last nine months amidst an ag^gre-

gate supply of all the means of enjoyment in a higher

deg'ree than any community ever before psssessecl

;

that is, as far as experience and history warrant a con-
clusion on the subject ; and wc are led to believe, that

instead of relying- either on a modification or repeal of

the existing corn law, or inquiry into the effects of the

issues of country banks, or the extension of suffrage, or

adoption of the Charter, for the prevention of the re-

currence of periodical derangement and privation, that

a more comprehensive investig'atiou of the nature, ex-
tent, and bearing of our internal and external relations

and resources must be instituted, and as vigilantly and
vigorously pursued, to avert otherwise more protentous

consequences than have hitherto been experinced. We
purpose promptly to recur to this subject, to show the

inconsiderable extent of the manufacturing population

in comparison with thi; agricultural and internal trading

portion thereof, and also of all the other active as well

as inactive consuming means, in evidence of the fiillacy

of straining the extension of external operations, in de-

spite of all regard for the internal interests of the

country, and especially in exposure of the charletanrie

of the Anti Corn-law leagues and other bubbles in

political and legislative speculations.— Courier.

ON THE VALUE OF AN EXPE-
RIMENTAL FARM,

MORE ESPECIALLY IN REFERENCE TO
MANURES.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS,

Sir,—In continuation of tlie subject of our letter

in your paper of the 13th of January lasr, and as

previously proposed, we now proceed to the consider-

tion of those substances vi'hose preparations form no
small share of the farmer's attention, and the applica-

tion of which is so necessary to the fertility of every

description of soil ; we allude to manures. Before

however entering into the merits of the question we
may be permitted in the first place to refer to that

subject which we have all along brought prominentlj^

forward in connection with the several matters con-

tained in the series of letters which we have already

addressed to you, viz. :

—

tlie necessity and advantiiges of
an Experimental Farm, for the ])urpose of not only

testing the theories, and developing the partial prac-

tical improvements brought forward b)^ individual

agrtculturists, but for facilitating the general adop-

tion of such ameliorations as require the aid of

science, united to the practice of agriculture for their

full development.
We have not only shewn that ever)' amelioration

connected with the diiferent branches of husbandry

upon which we have already treated, have originated

from some accidental circumstance, or through indi-

vidual exertion and enterprize ; but we trust, have
also made it sufficiently clear to every unprejudiced

mind, that neither the Highland Society nor any of

the local associations as they are at present consti-

tuted, have had, or even can have that proper degree

of influence requisite to direct and stimulate agricul-

turists to new and judicious improvements. We
have no objections to agricultural associations ; on
the contrary, we believe them necessary and rational

in their nature, but we unhesitatingly affirm that their

proceedings hitherto have not been attended with

that success which might have been expected, neither

have their exertions proved adequate to answer the

purposes for which they were intended; because, in fact

their disorganized and detached proceedings are in-

adequate to meet the wishes and necessities of a great

agricultural community. It is this peculiarity in

their constitution that we have all along lamented,

and it is in the application of a sufficient remedy,
that we have endeavoured to get our fellow agricul-

turists to unite for the purpose of completing a per-

fect organization of the whole, by means of an ex-

perimental establishment. The advantages have
already been sliown which the agricultural com-
munity would derive from having the efforts of all

the local institutions, united by means of a bead es-

tablishment, so as to form a centre of communication
for the whole, and facilitate the interchange of sen-

timent and improvement between the different

counties throughout the kingdom, and practically

test those crude and ill digested theories which are

from time to time promulgated by individual agricul-

turists : thus, in short, establishing a centre of

reference to the whole country. The present annual
exhibitions of live stock, no doubt create great ex-

citement for the moment in the neighbourhoods
where they take place, and draw large numbers of

agriculturists together; but from the bustle and con-

fusion incidental to such occasions, and the multi-

tude of objects which press upon the attention at the

same time, they are but ill calculated to have a lasting

impression upon the mind of the agriculturist with

respect to any advantages he might derive from the

day's proceedings in connection and comparison with

his own practice at home. Those individuals who
are instrumental in supporting these establishments

are, we fear, but little acquainted with the character

and natural habits of farmers, if they suppose such
momentary excitement at all calculated to accomplish
the end in view. It is neither the proceedings of a

day, a week, or even a year that will accomplish the

introduction of any new amelioration in agriculture

amongst farmers, but they must have for a series of

years a steady example set before them, bearing the

impress of experience and practice before they will

deviate far from their usual methods of cultivation
j

indeed from what passed at the last meeting of the

Highland Society at Inverness, it plainly appears

to be quite possible for individuals to be connected
with such associations, and even for a number of

years take a prominent part in their proceedings and
management, and yet be in a great measure ignorant

of some of the most important practical operations

connected with modern agricultural improvement.
It is however not against those exhibitions and col-

lections of live stock that we would offer any opposi-

tion, for every one must allow, that " example is bet-

ter than precept," a maxim indeed which applies

with great force to the practical agriculturist j still,

from the temporary and evanescent nature of such

meetings, we contend that the results are far from

being of that beneficial nature which many warm
supporters pf such associations would lead us to sup-
pose. In illustration of this position we might refer

to the Zoological Gardens of London and Dublin.

The interest which these exhibitions have created is

beyond all precedent, but suppose that these laudable

establishments were closed all the year through, ex-

cepting on a particular day in each j^ear on which
they were to be exhibited to the public, and we would
ask if the visitors could either derive the same plea-

sure or instruction from this day's exhibition as they

now do when every one has it in his pow'er to make
his visit subservient to his own inclination and con-

venience ? It would surely be an absurdity to ex-
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pect ^ny sucli result, yet those individuals who attend

these annual exhibitions of live stock, are placed in

exactly similar circumstances. It may be said that

although an experimental establishment were in ac-

tual operation, public curiosity would not be excited

and maintained to the same degree as it has been by
the splendid natural curiosities exhibited at the

Zooloo-ical Gardens, but fortunately we are enabled

to refer to such an exhibition on a small scale, insti-

tuted a few years ago by Messrs. Drummond,
Stilling, which, although only consisting- of a selec-

tion of implements of husbandry, and samples of the

several varieties of grains and grasses, has created

tlie most lively interest in the neighbourhood.

Messrs. D. in fact are actually affording experimental

instruction to the district around Stirling, and to

show the interest created among agriculturists to-

wards every thing that savours of the practical,

there are on some market days upwards of 500 in-

dividuals, chiefly from the country, who inspect their

museum. We have certainly no wish to detract

from the merits of those individuals who originated

aad matured the Zoological Gardens, when we say,

that an experimental farm would create an interest

of a different and more useful description thaij can

ever belong to a mere exhibition of natural curiosi-

ties, however splendid these may be, for a spectacle

of such a nature must through time become familiar

to the public, and that zest for the curious will gra-

dually verge into indifference, wben the subject is

neither of a novel nor useful description. On the

contrary, an experimental farm could every day be
presenting something new to arrest the attention of

the scientific or practical visitor, and the natural

properties of the several animals, seeds, roots, and
manures, &c., and all comparatively perfect after their

kind, would perpetually forma source ofgratification

and useful instruction, which could not fail to add to

the knowledge ot the practical agriculturist, and be
highly conducive to the prosperity of the whole com-
munity. If any doubts however have hitherto ex-
isted amongst practical agriculturists witli regard to

the utility of an experimental establishment, we are

inclined to believe that the observations which we
have now to offer on the subject of manures will mate-
rially tend to remove any prejudices which may still

exist against such an institution. We indeed con-
ceive that there is no department in the rural economy
of this country, which is more susceptible of im-
provement than the formation, preparation, and ap-

plication of manures, and we predict without any
regard of contradiction, that this subject will continue

to form an object of interest and research to the far-

mer as long as any of the numerous obstacles with
which he has to contend. Indeed no department
connected with agriculture is more capable of being
benefitted by science, especially when its merits are

tested in connection with practice.

That mixture of vegetable and animal matter
usually termed " farm yard dung" being by far the

most important and valuable manure for the farmer,

we shall in the first place consider how much the

quantity of this necessary material might be increased
by the introduction of a more judicious system of

management, and secondly, whether the fertilizing

properties of this description of manure might not
be greatly enhanced and preserved by preventing it

from undergoing such a great degree of decomposi-
tion as the general practice of the country would
seem tacitly to approve. It must be admitted that in

those districts where the system of sheep husbandry
has been ft)llowed, that the fertility of the soil has
been greatly increased, but there are only certain dis-

tricts and situations which will admit of this mode of

management, and although the system has of late years
been rapidly extending, still like every other, it must
have a limit. We would therefore draw the atten-

tion of agriculturists to the merits of the soiling sys-

tem as being far preferable to the method which has
been generally followed for a long period in this

country, inasmuch as it would enable the farmer
more effectually both to increase and economize his

manure. It is indeed difficult to account or assign

a satisfactory reason for that backwardness which is

displayed by British farmers against following this

system, for it is an undoubted truth that by confining

their cattle to the house or the court-yards through
the summer months, and supplying them with cut
grass, &c., that the extra manure thus obtained is

not only found to be possessed of fertilizing proper-
ties superior to that which is made through the win-
ter months, but a much smaller space of ground will

maintain a certain number of animals than when they
are allowed to roam at large, and experience has also

proved that cattle will improve more rapidly when
confined within a Avell sheltered court, if properly
attended to, than when allowed to gather their own
food, exposed as they are to the vicissitudes of the

seasons in such a variable climate as our own. The
success which has attended the exertions of our con-
tinental neighbours, the Flemings, in bringing this

system to comparative perfection, presents a con-
trast decidedly unfavourable to the agriculturists of
this country, whilst the soiling system has only re-

ceived attention from a few isolated individuals in

this country. The Flemings in a body have been
practising it for many years, and have given the most
satisfactory and convincing evidences ofits superior-
ity to the grazing system.
The success of the Flemings, and the advantages

to be derived from soiling, have often been publicly
announced to our farmers, but hitherto without ef-

fect, and although we are aware that there are certain

cultivated lands both in England and Scotland, which
are at present not well adapted for this purpose, still

it would be practical to adopt this system on a great
proportion of the lands which are at present under
cultivation.

The most plausible pretext brought forward by
agriculturists in this country against the soiling sys-
tem, is the difficulty of obtaining a regular supply of
green food throughout all the summer months, but
were the same liberal allowance of artificial food
employed along with the grasses as is at present
practised by many farmers through the winter sea-

son, this objection would, in a great measure, be ob-
viated, for we speak advisedly, when we say that in

no other way could these artificial and costly materials

be more profitably applied than by supplying the
stock with them along with the green food through
the summer. Our knowledge respecting the various
kinds of grasses adapted for stall feeding is no doubt
very deficient, but experience and attention would
ultimately overcome this obstacle. In proof of this,

we may refer to a circumstance th it lately came un-
der our own observation, which, though trivial of it-

self, yet tends to show the probability of various

grasses being selected from amongst those which the

bountiful hand of Nature has presented us with, and
which will eventually prove well adapted for the

system we refer to. While on the premises of a re-

spectable cow feeder in the neighbourhood of Edin-
burgh, in May, last year, we observed a beautiful

crop of Italian rye-grass about 15 inches long, and
as close as it could stand on the ground. There had
been previously taken off the same ground that sea-

son a full crop ; but what surprised us most, and is

well worthy of remark, was the gentleman stating
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that in the interval betwixt the first and second crop

of Italian rye-grass, he supplied bis cows, about oO

in number, with the finest mixture of green clover

and common rye-grass, but that each cow gave on

an average, nearly two English quarts of milk less

per day, than when they were supplied with the

Italian rye-grass.

This is however a digression, and we have neither

space nor time to follow out this subject at present,

as it would lead us into a wide field of enquiry, but

we cannot help remarking that a searching examina-

tion into the merits of the several variteties ofgrasses

would prove highly beneficial, and form an interest-

ing and profitable subject of enquiry in connection

with an experimental farm. We may however re-

mark, that a very common error prevails with those

who have attempted to pursue the soiling system in

this country, by placing too many animals in a loose

state together in their courts or hemmels, for expe-

rience has shown that were it not for the cost of the

first erection, one or two animals at most is preferable

to a greater number as they rot only feed more

kindly, but also more speedily. The Flemings have

long not only excelled in this, but every other country

in this particular mode of management, and they

may with good reason set us down as an inconsistent

and improvident race, when they thus see us wil-

fully neglect to adopt one of the most rational and

practical means that could be devised for the purpose

of increasing the quantity of our available manure,

whilst at the same time we are importing artificial

manures from the continent at a sacrifice of capital,

amounting to the enormous sum of 400,000L to

500,000?. annually, and even notwithstanding this,

that ilot above one-fourth of our cultivated lauds re-

ceive a sufficiency of manure.

Secondly, It is not only to increasing the quantity

of manure that we would direct attention, but

also to its management afterwards, and we cannot

belp remarking that a very destructive practice pre-

vails amongst the farmers in this country witli re-

gard to the preparation of their farm-yard manure.

Previous to its application to the land, the manure is

generally allowed to ferment and exhaust itself to

such a degree, that every vestige of vegetable fibre

is destroyed ; and what is perhaps even more injurious

to its fertilizing properties ; it is too frequently al-"

lowed to heat for lack of mcisture, oruntil it becomes

jirefanged as it is commonly termed in Scotland. In

'either case the loss is very great, and the diflference

from the original value of a heap of manure thus al-

lowed to exhaust itself, cannot be estimated at less

than one-half. Now when we reflect upon the gross

annual value of the refuse material of the farm-yards

throughout the United Kingdom, viz., 20,000,000/.,

some idea may be formed of the sacrifice which the

agricultural commuaity submit to, and the necessity

of attaching more importance to the management of

this department of their economy. Practical agri-

culturists have indeed a very plausible reason for

adhering to this wasteful practice in the necessity of

supplying plants with food in a certain measure pre-

pared for their immediate use, for if farm-yard ma-

nure is applied in a fresh and undecoraposed state,

it presents no immediate nourishment for the tender

spongles of the plants. Sir H. Davey is very ex-

plicit on this point, but adheres strongly to the

opinion that all sorts of farm-yard manure should be

applied in as fresh a state as possible. This statement

of that eminent chemist, has besn more severely

criticised by practical agriculturists than perhaps

any other matter which his valuable works contain,

and there is no doubt but that this very circumstance

Las created much prejudice against scientific disco-

veries in the minds of the generality of farmers. It

is however more than probable, that if an individual

of Sir H. Davy's acquirements had had an opportu-

nity of reducing his theories to practice by the aid

of an experimental farm, he would soon have found

that although his theory was based upon sound
principles, yet, in practice, it was incompatible with
the immediate growth of the plants, and consequently
that it was indispensable to have at least a portion

of the manure in a state of greater comparative de-

composition ; indeed Nature herself instructs us in

this particular, for when the seed is planted or grow-
ing, &c., saccharine matter is formed round the germ,

showing that the food requires to be brought into a

somewhat similar state. Manure may be said, when
it is applied to the soil, to be to the plant as food is

to the animal, only there is this marked difference,

that the food taken into the stomach cannot be too well

prepared for immediate digestion, whereas the ferti-

lizing substances applied to the soil, more particularly

those which are to afford nourishment for grain crops,

ought to have only a certain proportion in such a

state of preparation as to be of immediate use to the

plants, wJjile the greater proportion should be in a

more fresh state, so as gradually to decompose, and
thus afford nourishment to the plants through the

different stages of their growth. If, on the contrary,

the whole mass of manure is so decomposed as to

be easily soluble in water, an unnecessary waste is

not only incurred, but both the quantity and quality

of the grain runs a great risk of being diminished

and injured, especially in moist seasons, from the re-

pletion and unhealthy flush the plant receives at the

outset. Instead therefore of allowing the whole mass
of farm-yard manure to reach such a wasteful state of

decomposition, a small proportion of the heap should

only be so prepared, and this end might perhaps be
readily obtained by mixing a portion of farm-yard

manure with earth, &c., so as to form a rich com-
pound which ought to be thrown among the fresh

material, and then the whole thoroughly soaked with

the liquid portion of the manure, a kw days before

being applied to the land.

In collecting the refuse materials of the farm-yards

together, we conceive that by far too little impor-

tance is attached to the liquid of the manure, as its

fertilizing properties are very great, and when it is

applied judiciously to the soil its effects are almost

instantaneous. Indeed the carelessness which is

generally displayed by farmers regarding the preser-

vation of this valuable portion of their manure is to

be regretted, as it can be secured from waste at a

small expense, and adapted to fertilize the soil in

various ways with the greatest facility, We there-

fore conceive that much misapprehension prevails

amongst agriculturists in this country with respect

to the merits of this substance as a manure, or its

value would be more appreciated, and for the purpose

of directing attention to this important matter, we
offer the following remarks:

—

Distilled or pure water it is well known is com-
posed of two elastic gases, viz., inflammable gas or

hydrogen, and vital gas or oxygen, in the proportion

of two volumes of hydrogen to one of oxygen, and

water may be considered as the grand , if not the only

vehicle by means of which plants receive nourish-

ment from their roots, so that every substance mixed
with the soil as a manure must be dissolved aud form

a chemical combination with water before the organs

of the roots can receive it. It is therefore of tlie

greatest importance to have at all times a proper sup-

ply of water adhering by capillary atti action to the

earthy materials,which compose the soil, for that por-

tion of water which is chemically combined with the
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soil, or whicli the soil has a very strong affinity for,

cannot well be taken up by the roots, and it is that

portion only which is retained in the minute pores of
the soil which becomes readily available. From this

it will be at once apparent that liquid manure, which
is simply water holding- various nutritious matters in

solution, is of all others calculated to be the most
immediately subservient to the purposes of vegetation.
It being accordingly indispensable lor the proper
nutriment and growth of plants, that a due supply of

moisture be at all times retained in the soil, and this

being accomplished through the instrumentality of
capillary attraction, we have seen the importance of
having stiff clay aoils thoroughly stirred with the

subsoil plough so as to afford a sufficient medium for

the supply of nourishment. While the soil is the

great receptable for the food of plants, water is the

more immediate agent subservient to the purposes of

vegetable nutrition, there being no nutritious sub-

stance appropriated by a plant in a solid or grass

state. In the circle of actions constituting vegetable
life, the atmosphere too pla3-s an important part.

Its principal elements comprising water, carbonic
acid, oxygen, and azote or nitrogen, no doubt all

contribute, although the latter only in a few particular

instances, more or less to the purposes of vegetable

nutrition, either as acting through the medium of tlie

leaves or the roots of plants. Mucillage, starch,

sugar, albumen, gluten, &c., constitute tlie proximate
elements of vegetable substances, elements which
are again reducible into the primitive ones of carbon,

oxygen, and hydrogen, while the two latter are

identical with the gaseous constitution of water.

Throughout the play of affinities constituting the

phenomena of natural bodies, wo find no absolute

creation of new substances, but simply conversions

and reconversions of apparently indestructible ele-

ments into the various forms, v^hetber of animate or

inanimate substances, and affording fine instances of

all things being governed by compensating or ad-

justing laws. For example, the annual consumption
of carbon by man alone^ may be estimated at

42,826,6fi6 tons, and the annual production of car-

bonic acid at 155,733,333 tons, but the bad effects

which this great abstraction ef the vital principle of

the atmosphere implied in the production of so much
carbonic acid would occasion, is again counteracted

by the most simple means, for during the respiration

of vegetables while under the sun's rays, carbonic

acid is decomposed, the carbon is retained, and the

oxygen evolved, and in this manner the two great

systems of animated nature, each counteracting the

influence of the other by those processes which are

essential for their nourishment and support, one be-

lieved to maintain the air in that state of equilibrium

which is so necessary for the existence of both. The
growth and increase of plants may doubtless be
traced to theinfluenceof the elements adverted to act-

ing in conjunction with the heat of the sun, and which

became appropriated to them by a secret operation

which is as yet but little knowp to man. But neither

is the matter of which each plant is composed to be

attributed, to any great extent, to the general influ-

ences alluded to, or to the peculiarities of the soil in

which it grows, but to that essential property which

nature has given to each plant to produce its kind, in

whatever sorts of soil it may be planted ; and so varied

are the nature and colouring of plants grown in the

same soil that we may see the yellow primrose, the

blue violet, the white snow-drop, and the red rose,

produced on the same soil where the carrot, the onion,

the potato*, the apple, the cherry, the wheat, the

bean, and the oak and fir trees are growing in the

greatest pf?rfectioa.

Now it must be obvious, if pure water forms so

important an ingredient in the composition, and is

so essential to the growth of vegetables, that liquid

manure must, so far as it goes, prove more imme-
diately efficient and beneficial than manure of any
other description, and can so far likewise be much
more economically applied. It is indeed said by
many farmers in this country that the liquid portion

of the manure is comparatively so small as scarcely

to be worth the trouble of preserving, but this is a

very mistaken idea, and the system pursued by the

Flemings for a long period of years with the greatest

success, has proved it to be quite erroneous. Tanks
or cisterns are held to be essential appendages to

their establishments, and by washing the stables and
cow-houses liberally with water each day, every
particle of soluble matter is conveyed into them,
and it is considered an improvement to allow the

licjuid slightly to ferment before being applied to

the soil. 1 he great quantity of liquid manure thus

obtained by the Flemish farmers could undoubtedly
by following a similar system be made available to

British husbandry, but it must at the same time be
admitted that the situation and arrangement of farm
offices in this country are in general very imperfect

and inconvenient for collecting the washings of the

homesteads, and this circumstance may render its

conveyance to the cisterns more expensive than it

otherwise would be, but this is an exception which
neither militates against the principle nor the econo-

my of the system. "It has been found," says

Johnson, " by carefully conducted experiments and
very accurate gaugings, that the chief London
sewers convey daily into the Thames about 115,000
tons mixed drainage, consisting on an average com-
putation, of one part of solid and twenty-five parts

absolutely fluid matters ; but if we only allow one
part in thirty of this immense mass to be composed
ef solid substances, then we have the large quantity

of more than 3800 tons of solid manure daily poured
into the river from London alone, consisting princi-

pally of excrements, soot, and the debris of the

London streets, which is chiefly carbonate of lime
;

thus, allowing twenty tons of this manure as a
dressing for an acre of ground, there is evidently a

quantity of solid manure annually poured into the

river, equal to fertilizing more than 50,000 acres of
the poorest cultivated land ! The quantity of food
thus lost to the country by this heedless waste of
manure is enormous ; for, only allowing one crop of
wheat to be raised on these 50,000 acres, that would
be equal to the maintenance (calculating upon an
average produce of three quarters of wheat per
acre) of 150,000 persons. London, too, is only one
huge instance of this thoughtless waste of the agri-

cultural riches of the soil of England ; from every
other English city, every town, every hamlet, is

hourly passing into the sea a proportionate waste of
liquid manure ; and I have only spoken of the solid

or mechanically suspended matters of the sewerage
j

the absolutely fluid portion is still rich in urine,

ammoniacal salts, soda, &c., when all the mechani-
cally suspended matters have been separated from
the other portion. According to very careful expe-
riments this fluid part often contains sixteen per
cent, of animal matters, salts, &c., intimately or
chemically combined with the water."

It would appear from these remarks, that the
British agriculturists cannot take much credit to

themselves for the manner in which they either

collect or preserve their manures, and to account
satisfactorily for so much indiflerence being dis-

played by them towards their own interests is no
easy matter, but we believe the principal cause may
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be traced to some material defect in tbeir education,

for although actual practice may convey a certain

method of performing an agricultural operation, still

experience has shown that the principle upon which
it is founded, may not be understood, and even
although the principle may be proved to be errone-

ous, yet this method vs'ill often be followed without
deviating in the least from the usual system, wliere-

as were practice and science combined by means of

an experimental institution, the student vrould not

only be enabled to comprehend the mechanical
minutia of cultivation, but he would also be enabled

to understand and take advantage of those natural

changes and ameliorations viJhich are either the

result of an improved system of cultivation or a

more judicious application of tlie several sorts of

manures most suitable to the diiferent kinds of soil.

Indeed, vi-ere the agricultural youth of this country
to receive an education more fitted to the subject

matter of their profession, it cannot be doubted, but

that it would materially tend towards the advance-
ment of agricultural improvement. We cannot see

the necessity of torturing the minds of those who
are only destined to follow agricultural pursuits with
fruitless and unnecessary attempts to acquire a

knowledge of the dead languages. It would un-
questionably be attended with more beneficial results,

were their attention more particularly directed to

those subjects which are of the utmost importance
to their advancement in their profession, such as the

physiology of the vegetable kingdom, natural jihilo-

sophy, botany, agricultural chemistry, &c. We do
not however suppose, nor indeed can it be expected,
that the great majority of farmers are in such cir-

cumstances as would enable them to give their sons
a preparatory education for comprehending the
nature of these several branches, according to the
form in which they are at present delivered and ex-
plained by the different professors in our public
seminaries ; but what we would suggest, and what
we believe would completely answer the end in

view, would be to have agricultural schools, with
two or three acres of land attached to each, con-
taining all sorts of useful plants, &c., placed through
the different districts of the country. These agri-

cultural schools might be made subservient to the
several local agricultural associations, and the whole
would centre into one grand head establishment or
experimental farm. Thus the different subjects con-
nected with an agricultural education could be
practically exemplified and scientifically explained,
and the knowledge thus acquired would speedily
enable the student to become familiar with the names
and properties of the several sorts of plants. Not
only so, but an opportunity would also be afforded
him to practice with the spade and other imple-
ments of husbandry, which coidd not fail to prove
of the greatest advantage to him in the more exten-
sive practical operations and details to which his
attention will afterwards be devoted. It may be
considered by some individuals impossible to pro-
cure a sufficient number of teachers properly quali-
iied to give the necessary instruction upon the
several branches to which we have alluded, but if

proper encouragement was held out, we hesitate not
to say that this circumstance would not prove a
desideratum, as there are plenty of young men in this

country who have received a high and finished edu-
cation at college, but who are, in many instances,
completely destitute of employment, and would be
very thankful to embrace such an opening. Besides,
were a demand for such preceptors created, it would
be quite a practical measure to introduce into our
principal seats of learning a class for their special

instruction, and chalk out a course which it would
be ntcessai-y for them to follow before they were
i|uali(ied for their duties. Such a course of instruc-

tion would neither require the time nor expence
which is at present necessary to qualify individuals

for other professions, as botany and agricultural

chemistry would form the most prominent feature

in their prelictions, and although they were not
llioroughly grounded in those other branches to

which we have alluded, yet it would be easy to

make such an arrangement, as that a few qualified

individuals might move along periodically through
the district schools and deliver lectures upon the

different subjects in which the ordinary teachers

were deficient, and thus one principal lecturer would
be enabled to supply instruction to a great many of

them separately.

It is, we predict, only by adopting some such
rational and practical means, that agricultural im-

provement will be advanced, and the discoveries of

such men as Sir H. Davy, become available to the

agricultural community. Indeed, were the landed
proprietors of this country suiHciently alive to their

own interests, they would not rest satisfied with the

present mode of instruction, but would extend the

system, so as to comprehend the practical and
scientific details of agriculture that the youths des-

tined for the cultivation of the soil might not only

receive the usual elementary education, but be in a

great measure provided against that necessity which
has hitherto existed of sending them to a distance of

perhaps 200 and 300 miles before they can obtain a

scientific knowledge of agriculture— a measure
which is attended with much expense, and is beyond
the means of the generality of farmers. That these

disadvantages have greatly tended to prevent the

agricultural youth from obtaining a scientific know-
ledge of their profession cannot be doubted, for it is

now upwards of thirty years since professors were
appointed to deliver lectures upon this subject. If

we, however, consider the number who attend these

classes, they will be found to bear a very small pro-

portion indeed to those who require systematic

instruction. Without meaning in the least to dis-

parage the talents of the present, or any professor of

agriculture, it must be evident that lectures without

any practical exemplification can only record and
generalize past facts and probable truths, and con-

taining as they do a statement of the various opinions

of those individuals who may have distinguished

themselves in their investigations in any particular

department, still they must ultimately depend for

their verification upon practice. Besides, it must be

evident that lectures are not available as an engine

of discovery, and when it is considered that the

merits of any novel scheme cannot at present be
tested and understood until it has been exemplified

in the general practice of the country, and sur-

mounted the prajudices and preconceived opinions

of the greater part of the agricultural community, it

is by no means difficult to perceive that lectures by
themselves never can be commensurate with the

progress oT agricultural discovery, and were an ex-

ample required from amongst many others to show
the advantages of a different system, and the pro-

bable improved and economical mode ofmanagement
which would result in consequence of instituting

correct experiments, we would refer to the following

observations on saltcomposts, by Mr. D. Blackwood,
overseer on the farm of Orrock, Fifeshire.
" This farm contains 375 imperial acres, and is

situated about 460 feet above the level of the sea.

The soil is variously composed, part being light

brown earth with a mixture ot gravel on a porous
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subsoil of rotten rock ; the other parts consist of

clay, peat moss, and vegetable mould, with a small

proportion of loam. In 1835 I commenced my first

trial of salt composts by procuring two tons of salt,

and mixing it in various proportions with moss and

farm-yard dung, but my knowledge of the way in

which this operation should be conducted was

limited, and not so perfect as to enable me at once

to obtain a satisfactory^result. I however learned from

this trial that it was absolutely necessary to bring

the compost to a proper state of fermentation, as one-

half which had thus been heated, produced a crop

of turnips much superior to that which had been

raised by the farm-yard dung alone, while that por-

tion of "the compost which was applied before the

requisite degree of fermentation was obtained, pro-

duced an inferior crop to either. In 1836 I com-
menced making up my salt composts on rather an

extensive scale, and carefully noted the different

proportions of which they were composed. To every

eighteen cart loads of moss I allowed ten bushels of

salt and six cart loads or tons of fresh farm-yard

dung, and this quantity was applied to every impe-

rial acre, over an extent of eighteen acres. The
moss was all collected by the month of January,

and the dung aud salt placed in layers through it,

when it was allowed to lay for five weeks or so, and

then turned over and mixed well together until the

requisite fermentation was obtained. With this

compost, three imperial acres of potatoes were
planted, and fifteen acres of yellow turnips. The
potatoes produced eleven tons, and the turnips

twenty-eight tons per imperial acre, while potatoes,

planted with twenty-four tons farm-yard dung along-

side, only produced eight tons and a half, and

turnips manured with twenty-one tons farm-yard

dung only produced twenty- six tons per imperial

acre. In 1837 the same sort ofcompost was made up
for forty imperial acres, but in this year eight to nine

tons of fresh farm-yard dung was added to the usual

quantities of earth and salt, and the whole mixed and
fermented as in 1836. The result was as follows :

—

Ten actres of potatoes averaged twelve tons; six

acres Swedish turnips, thirty-five tons; and twenty-
four acres yellow bullock ; Dule's hybrid, and Gor-
don's yellow, averaged thirty tons per imperial acre

;

while the potatoes planted with twenty-four tons

farm-yard dung per imperial acre only produced
nine tons and a quarter; and the turnips, with

twenty-one tons farm-yard dung per imperial acre,

averaged twenty-four tons per acre. In 1838, com-
post was prepared in the same manner as in 1837
for thirty-six imperial acres, but in this season both
potatoes and turnips proved nearly a failure in many
parts of Scotland ; however, about eighteen acres
that were sown previous to the raiu, averaged, of
yellow bullock, twenty-nine tons; and Swedish
turnips, thirty-two tons per imperial acre, while the

remaining eighteen acres that was delayed for three

weeks owing to the wetness of the weather, only
averaged the same as those with farm-yard dung,
being about twenty-three tons per imperial acre.

In preparing these composts moss was generally

employed, but as several farmers, whose attention

had been drawn to the subject, were inclined to

ascribe the greater share of the benefit to it, I was
determined to test this circumstance, as I was satis-

fied that the advantage was derived, in a great

measure, from the salt. In 1839, therefore, I had
recourse to the dike and ditch sides of the farm
where I procured a sufficient supply of turf of vari-

ous descriptions of soil for the purpose of forming
my composts. A small quantity of new burnt lime

shells broken small, were placed in layers through

the turf, and the whole mass allowed to lay for six

weeks or so, when it was turned over and mixed
with the usual quantity of salt, but in this case,

only five tons of fresh farm-yard manure was allowed

for "every imperial acre, and added to the compost. The
potatoes planted with this compostproducedan excel-

lent crop, and the Swedish turnips, end of February

this year, weighed thirty-one tons eighteen cwt. ; ox-

heart yellow, twenty-nine tons and a half, and border

imperial yellow, twenty-seven tons sixteen cwt. per

imperial acre, aud several gentlemen who examined

this crop affirmed that it was one-fourth heavier than

those along side with farm-yard dung at the rate of

twenty-four tons to the imperial acre. The weights

of the turnips I have stated are all exclusive of tops

and roots. I may remark, that previous to using

this compost my employer had to purchase manure
for at least twenty-five imperial acres annually;

now by havingrecourse to this compost, the expense

of collecting which is not greater than what it gene-

rally cost to carry the extra manure from the nearest

towns, the price of it is nearly all saved. An extent

averaging sixty-five imperial acres is annually planted

with potatoes and turnips, but the farm-yard manure
never went over more than forty acres, so that extra

manure was required for twenty-five acres at the

rate of, say twenty tons per acre, or 500 tons at 5s.

per ton—125/. On the plan now adopted, thirty

acres only are planted with farm-yard manure, and

the dung which was formerly used for the other ten

acres, say 240 tons, is now employed for mixing

with the compost, which is made to go over the

remaining thirty-five acres. The only actual outlay

for this compost is for the salt, which, for thirty-five

acres, at the rate of ten bushels per acre, or 350

bushels at Is. per bushel, is 17Z. 10s. ; now this

sum deducted from 125L, leaves a balance of

107/. 10s., which sum is annually saved by having

recourse to this system of salt composts. It is also

worthy of remark that I have observed the straw of

the grain crops, where the compost had been, was
of a brighter colour than that after the farm-yard

manure, and the grain was also of a superior colour

and weight."

We have often conceived the probability of salt

being rendered available to the farmer as a manure,

but the opinions of agriculturists have been so vari-

ous, and the experiments instituted have been con-

ducted in such a manner, that no satisfactory result

has hitherto been obtained. It is therefore with

pleasure that we refer to the above statement, and

although we have no experience of salt composts

ourselves, yet from the success which has attended

these various trials, we think the subject is well

worthy the attention of agriculturists in general. It

is to such practical experiments as the above that

we would draw the attention of the agricultural com-

munity, and it is for their developement and exten-

sion that the advantages of an experimental esta-

blishment appears to us so conspicuous.

A Scotch Farbiee.

(To be continued.^

BLOOD HOUNDS.—A very intelligent farmer in

this county suggests to us, that if the farmers would

club in every village, and keep a couple of blood hounds,

they would be most serviceable in detecting sheep-

stealers. A blood houad laid on the track of a gentle-

man, one day last week, ran from Aylesbury to the top

of the hill at Velvet Bottom (at least eight miles) in

twenty-five minutes, following his footsteps with un-

erring precision, although he had no drag.— BucAs

Herald.

X 2
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ON THE RATE OF AVAGES OF
THE AGRICULTURAL LA-
BOURERS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—In your valuable paper of last week, there is

a letter signed " Fair Play" impugning the correctness
of the statement of ~" W. S.," with respect to the
Amount of Wages earned by the Agricultural La-
bourers.

If " Fair Play's" friend is in want of labourers, and
is ready to give the terms he mentions of twelve shil-

lings a week for the year, a house, and a few other
good things besides, he has but to send to Wiltshire or
Devonshire, and he will find thousands of able bodied
men,—ready and willing to work,—and who would
jump for joy at the idea of such w'ages.

" Fair Play" wishes to be informed in what part of
the kingdom it is, that an average labourer can obtain
only nine shillings a week ? I should not have thought
that any one, at all conversant with agriculture, would
have asked such a question.

Mr. Weale, an Assistant Poor Law Commissioner,
in papers delivered by him to the Poor Law Committee,
and which were published about the latter end of 1838,
or the beginning of last year, states, that in thirty-five

unions formed by him, comprising a population of
V7'l,041, in the counties of Gloucester, Somerset, and
Worcester, the average wages per day—including har-
vest, and other profitable seasons, for able-bodied agri-
cultural labourers, were, in Gloucestershire and Somer-
setshire, Is. Sjd., and in Worcestershire, Is. 5^d., or
Ss. Tyd. to Ss. 9d. per week.
In Devonshire, Essex, Oxfordshire, and other coun-

ties, the wages at the present time, do not exceed 7s.
to 9s. per week. In Wiltshire, the following para-
graph, copied from the Wiltshire Independent, a few-

weeks back, will best answer :
—" In the southern part

of this country, 6s. a week is commonly given to agri-
cultural labourers. Within the last fortnight, at the
Petty Sessions at Salisbury, a farmer, living at Durn-
ford, was summoned by a labourer named Blake, for
refusing to pay him 6s. 6d. for a week's work. The
complainant stated that he worked on " the Stem,"
sometimes for another, at 6s. 6d. a-week, the rate
agreed to by the farmers at a vestry meeting. His
employer had refused to pay him more than 6s. The
bench expressed their surprise, and ordered the pay-
ment of 6s. 6d.

In Chester the wages are comparatively high, say
10s. per week, from which deduct for rent of cottage,
is., thus leaving 9s. for the necessaries and luxuries of
life. In the year 1770, the wages were, after deduct-
ing cottage rent, 6s. l*d. per week

; but the labourer was
much better off at the latter, than at the former period

;

for while in 1770 with 6s. l^d., he could buy either 73^
lbs. bread, 24^1bs. meat, or 211bs. cheese; (bread be-
ing Id. per lb., meat 3d., and cheese 3^d.); in 1840
with 9s. he could not obtain more than 48lbs. bread,
15§lbs. meat, or 15lb. cheese, (taking the bread at 2Jd.,

meat at 7d., and cheese at 7:|d.)

In many parts of Buckinghamshire, the wages are
not above 7s. to 8s. per week ; and there are few, if any,
counties in England where the average exceeds 10s.

If " Fair Play" would read " Ilallam's History of
the Middle Ages," he would see how dreadfully the
" bold peasantry" of this country, have degenerated
in their physical condition,— falling gradually from the
'* Roast Beef of Old England," 'till they have, in the
majority of instances, settled down into a wretched
existence upon, " Potatoes and Salt."

If any proof of the trnth of this were wanting, it
would be found in the undeniable fact, that for one acre
of potatoes, planted Sveand-twenty years ago, there
are a hundred now.

I hope you will insert this letter in your valuable
paper, and trust that it will, at all events, show " Fair
Play" that there was nothing unfair in the statement
of " W. S." 1 am, Sir, your obedient servant.

Justice.

WAGES OF AGRICULTURAL
LABOURERS.
TO FAIR PLAY.

Sir,—I wish all the agriculturists were as open
hearted as you are, if they were, our hearts would not
be compelled to bleed for such wretchedness as I shall
depict.

"Vou say that you doubt my assertion as to whether
there be a wretch in the human form divine, who will
employ his fellow man to work for him at 9s. a week, with
bread at eightpence and ninepence a quartern. Alas !you
must doubt no longer ; the wr.iges in Somersetshire, on
the Mendip hills, and there-away are only eight shillings
a week, and in the neighbourhood of Dorsetshire on the
road from Dorchester to Sherborne eight shiUinsrsaweek
is the average price. I could give you the names of
these liberal landtd gentry, but forbear to hold up to
public gaze a man in so abject, so despicable a condi-
tion.

These, Sir, are the labourers, who, with one shilling
and fourpence a day to support a family, are the de-
scendants of the once smiling, happy, contented pea-
santry of England, now alas reduced by the starvation
laws to misery and beggary, and driven by desperation
to commit arson and theft. As to our nobles recollect
that,

" A breath can msike tliom as a breath has made
But a bold peasantry, its country's pride.
When ence destroy'd, can never lie supplied."

I once more repeat my former assertion " that a la-
bourer with a wife and family earning nine shillings a
week, with bread at eight or ninepence a quartern can-
not be lowered very much," and also repeat that "if
they can, I should like to see the experiment tried ;"

and hoping that you and I may not have so much of
the milk of human kindness as to be made miserable by
the poverty and crime about us.

I remain. Sir, most obediently yours,

London, March 10, 1840. W. S.

ON THE BEST MEANS OF PRO-
SECUTING THE IMPROVEMENT
OF STOCK UPON SMALL FARMS.
TO THE EBITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—You did me the honour of putting a letter

of mine into your paper last week, and of agreeing
with me that it would be desirable to attempt to in-

prove the stock of the generality of the rack-renting
farmers, by placing some of thu premiums given by
agricultural societies within their reach. Allow me
to propose as the best mode of doing this, that such
premiums shall be limited to those persons only who
have never gained a prize. This will effectually
open the door to such minor improvements as are
within the reach of those farmers who are willing to

attempt them, but who have not sufficient capital
for the purchase of high-bred stock ; and as the
same person ,will never be able to gain them more
than once, the chance of success will be increased to

all others. I cannot, however, propose this without
expressing a hope that the best prizes will ever be
open to tliose gentlemen who employ tlieir skill and
their capital in the improvement of stock of the
first and best kinds, and to the g;reatest extent, for

without a continuance of their exertions I am quite
sure that the minor improvements which I wish to

have promoted will be entirely futile.

I remain, Sir, your obedient servant,

March, 18. T. J. PI. Bakeh.
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TO THE EDITOR OF THE
FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—Will you, or any of your numerous friends,

favour me with advice on the following case :

—

I am tenant from year to year under a noble-
man, in the West Riding of Yorkshire : no con-
tract in writing, nor any verbal stipulations as to

management. I have been allowed to plough
such proportion as I pleased, and have generally
had two thirds meadow and j^asture, and one
third under the plough.
My landlord has now sold two building lots off

my best meadow, without giving me any notice to

quit, consequently the purchasers will take, sub-

ject to my tenancy, and I am, of course, not obliged

to quit until Candlemas, 1841, and not at that

time unless I receive notice before the 2nd of

August next.

I am advised, in order to recover the value of

my manure, to plough out the meadow in question

,

(including the two lots sold), and reap a crop of

oats.

If there had been no sale, I apprehend my land-
lord could not prevent this mode of culture, or

claim any valuation for " meadow ploughed out,"

supposing he had given me notice to quit at

Candlemas 1841.

As therefore the purchasers take subject to the

landlord's title, so neither have the purchasers any
better right to claim a valuation for the "meadow
ploughed out."

I shall have sown my oats before your next No.
appears, but shall nevertheless feci greatly obliged

by any opinion on the subject.

I am, Sir, your most obedient servant.

An OtD Subscriber.

CULTIVATION OF THE SWEDE
TURNIP.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—In perusing the Farmer's Magazine of the

last month, I observe a letter from Rlr. Jas.

Scougall, giving the result of an experiment in tlie

growth of Swede turnips, made upon a farm
belonging to Sir Geo. Grant.

I have much pleasure in affording my testimony
in favor of the plan recommended by your corres-

pondent, having most successfully adopted that

system of turnip cultivation for several years.

Immediately on the removal of my wheat crop,

the land is prepared and manured as for broad-

cast turnijjs ; I then sow rye, which affords valiiable

keep for ewes and lambs in the spring ; in May the
field is again ploughed and pulverized, then drawn
up in drills with a double-moulded plough, ready
to receive the seed when favourable weather
permits. Insects and slugs have not the attraction

of raw manure, and the young ])]ants are rarely

annoyed by the fly : the Swede turnip crop in this

neighbourhood is generally deficient, hut I never
had finer roots, or more of them.
My farm consists of good turnip and barley soil,

therefore the sheep do no injury when folded upon
the rye ; upon a strong stiff soil, I should omit the
rye, and draw up the turnip drillsln autumn, as
commended by Mr. Scougall. Yours, »&c.,

Wm. Taylor Smith.
Brereton Lodge, Rugely, March 4tk.

LIGHT SUBSOIL PLOUGHS.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER's MAGAZINE.

Sir,—The communications through the medium of
your useful journal in favour of subsoil ploughing,
cannot fail being highly beneficial to agriculturists
generally, but tend more especially to the ad-
vantage of the class which may be denominated
"large farmers," whereas the holder of from fifty

to two hundred acres, from his deficiency of horse-
power, cannot avail himself of the merits of the
heavy subsoil plough

; you will therefore, I hope,
excuse me trespassing upon your pages with a
suggestion for the adoi)tion of " small farmers,"
whereby if they cannot do all they wish, they may
do much to meliorate their soil. There is, (I may
say), no farmer who does not possess two ploughs,
let him take the " shield-board" off the stronger,
and a subsoil plough adapted to his team is at
once formed, with which he may plough a second
furrow, from four to six inches deep, and that,
with an eight-inch furrow before, gives twelve to
fourteen inches of manageable soil.

I am, Sir, your most obedient servant,

Hendre Hen.

ON THE DEPREDATIONS OF
CROWS.

Sir,—Will you allow me a corner in the
Farmer's Magazine to correct a statement made
in the letter of an English farmer in page 119 of
your number for February, in which he says that
an immense loss of wheat is sustained in the
district to which he refers, by not destroying the
croivs and woodpigeons, which he represents as
having seen in vast flocks.

1 am of opinion that crows are of great benefit
to the farmer, being birds of carrion, and living
entirely on it and worms and caterpillars; the
only mischief they do, is now and then tilling
young lambs, and sheep that are unable to rise
from the ground : besides crows never fly in flocks,
indeed it is a rare thing ever to see more than two
together. The bird which really does this injury is

the rook, which is an entirely distinct species from
the crow, though often confounded with it.

Som.e naturalists have asserted that the damage
it occasions at seed-time and harvest, is more
than balanced by its destroying at other times of
the year immense quantities of worms and insects,
and that it should on no account be destroyed.
With respect to the woodpigeons, I should be
much obliged by your correspondent informing
me of the most effective way to kill them, as here
they are exceedingly wild, and it is almost impos-
sible to get tham within the range of shot from
a gun. Yours., &c,

Essex. Agricola.

Sir,—In your letter in the Farmer's Magazine
for the present month, (Feb.) you state you sow
beans after " mixed seeds fed with sheep." Now I

have never had a good crop of beans on ley, and
have never failed on stubble land. If you will

inform me at your earliest convenience how you
manage yours, viz., how oft you plough your land,
whether you sow them ribbed, drilled, or broad-
cast, the quantity of seed per acre, and the after

management, you will much oblige,

Feb.20. A Bachelor.
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TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK
LANE EXPRESS.

SiE,—Allow me room in your Paper to make
some cursory remarks upon a fcAv topics wliicli

liave lately appeared therein.

In the " Express" of the 17th ult. " A Sub-
scriber," of Coggcshall, makes an enquiry about
" the refuse lime of gas works." Finding some
years ago, as he does, " that it was quite neglected

by the neighbouring farmers" for want of that che-

mical knowledge which every occupier should pos-

sess, and it being cheaper in consequence than coal-

ashes, I bought and used a good deal of it, and spread

it in lieu of the latter over my young clover. If any
thing, I found it more benelicial to the crop than
that manure, and still more useful to the subsequent
crop of wheat. It is not, however, so good as gyp-
sum or sulphate of lime, which is also more gene-

rally obtainable, and is the best manure known for

all the clover crops. It may easily be made by any
agriculturist.

In the Express of the 24:th ult. there are several

letters on the present disorders of cattle. To your
various correspondents I would recommend the use,

now and ever, of a salt-trough or a piece of rock
salt, to which every animal should freely have ac-

cess. It is the cure for most, and a preventive, it

may be said, of all the diseases to which they are

subject.

In the Express of the 2d inst. there are some
good observations on " Paring and Burning," which
plan, it seems, is condemned by a Mr. Pearson, in

the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture. I liave not
seen that work, but beg to offer a few remarks upon
the practice. " Paring and burning" was becoming
rather general about forty years ago, when an oppo-
sition was raised to the system, (and is now the case
in some places) and for a time it rather declined.

The grounds of that opposition were, that it coasted

the soil, which upon tliin lands would, if true, un-
doubtedly be objectionable. But how stands tlie

fact ? An analysis of any soil clearly jiroves that

the chief bulk of its constituent parts consists, (ex-
cepting a few salts) of more or less, in proportion,

of siliceous or sandy matter, carbonate of lime or
chalky matter, and alumina or clayey matter. Now
these three substances are incombustible, and by
such a heat as is used in field-burning—unchange-
able. There can be no tvaste of soil here. There
are, however, two other substances, Avhich more or
ess accompany these simple elements of soil, viz.,

the humus in, or several vegetable matters growing
tipon, the ground, which are converted, by burning,
into ashes, but which are thus only changed from
one state or condition of manure into anotlier, and
that of a more speedy and active nature. They are
not inherent parts of the soil itself, but are intro-

duced into or springing from it. They are also not
only destructible, but are meant by nature and art

to be destroyed, or they coidd not assist and nou-
rish the succeeding crops, wliich, especially as to

turnips, they are well known to do. Once get these
upon light land, ai-id every farmer knows that by
proper feeding off you get all the succeeding crops.

The chief aim, consequently, is to obtain a good
plant of turnips, which cannot be raised without
either ashes, artificial manures, or well prepared
yard dung. The latter, upon extensive farms, is

generally deficient, and the artificial manures—as
bone-dust, rape-cake, &c.—are too expensive for a
large tract of land. But were they not so, is it

found by experience or not that the different large
farms (such for instance as are upon the Cotswold

Hills) have suffered from this practice, now existing

for many years, either in fertility or depth of soil ?

I can invariably answer they have benefitted by it,

and that they possess at this moment a tliicker and
better staple than they otherwise would have done.

Though much more might be said upon this subject,

I cannot now enter further into it than to observe
that the olyectious raised against " Paring and
Burning" arc old ideas lately revolved, but without
any solid foundation for tlieir existence.

To " A IMeuiber of the Fairford Farmer's Club,"
whose letter appeared in the Express of the 9th inst.,

I have to observe that I am not one of the Corre-

spondents who have ever written against its mea-
sures, for I much admire their early and spirited

proceedings, though 1 certainly have often con-
versed with a distinguished member thereof, and we
have differed with respect to the policy of intro-

ducing the " Corn Laws" into their discussions.

Upon this head I will remark that according to his

twelfth rule, ^' AW political auhjects, are to be ex-

cluded, excepting such as relate to the science of

Agriculture," &c. Now I do not see how i^ol'dics

and science can admit any conrbination, or be at all

concerned together ; Ijut I more particularly wish to

know what is the meaning of the principles, 4thly,
" Tlie endeavoviring to institute and promote prin-

ciples of economy, both in animated and quiescent

nature." This is beyond my present comprehen-
sion, and as I may some time or another have to

draw up, or be concerned in a set of rules for a
" Farmer's Club," and shall not be too un-humble
to borrow from others, or adopt any good plans, I

am desirous of knowing the real interpretation of

his phraseology.

I am. Sir, yours,

Henry Jbmmett.
Burford, Vith March, 1840.

ON THE RUINS OF CASTLE ACRE,
IN NORFOLK,

Hushed is the sound ef revelry
Within thy crumbling' walls

;

i\Iute is the voice of minstrelsy,

In thy deserted iialls.

The rust has gathered on the spear,

Tlie bows are all unstrungr,

And tattered are the banners where
In triumph they have hung'.

Time ! how soon thou sweep'st away
The beautiful and bnive !

But here are traces of decay
'Jliat live beyond the grave.

Methinks I see the tables spread,

As they were wont to be ;

And forms, long' mingled with the dead.
Sit there in mockery.

And hish-born dames, and noble lords.

Crowd round the cheerful fire,

As some grey mivjstrel strikes tlie chords
Of'his inspiring' lyre.

And then begin the song' and dance

—

The tread of nimble feet

;

The pressure of the hand, when chance
Makes youthful lovers meet.

The laugh and jest rise high between
Tlie wine-cup and the song"

;

And flitting o'er the joyous scene,

I see a careless throng.

Hist ! are they gone 1 what was that sound ?

The falling- of a stone ;

—

1 turned once more to look—but found
Ruin sat there alone !
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AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.

GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR
MARCH.

Since the date of oiu- last month's report, the

atmospheric temperature in all parts of England

has been, perhaps, the finest recollected to have

been experieneed at any previous corresponding-

period of the year by the oldest farmer living ;
in-

deed, it has been both wonder-working and propi-

tious in every sense of the word, since by the ab-

sence of humidity, the presence of moderately sharp

frosts, and the ixnceasing exertions of the agricid-

tural body, the soil in all quarters has been brought

into a high state of cultivation, and the sowing,

both of the early and latter wheat, as also of barley

and oats, together with the dibbling of beans and

peas, has progressed with a rapidity which has

astonished even those immediately connected -^vith

farmmg pursuits. At one period complaints of the

backward state of cropping, the saturated state of

the land, and of the future prospects, for many
having wholly abandoned the idea of growing wheat
this season, poured in upon us almost daily ; but at

the present moment the utmost satisfaction is ex-

pressed by all parties, not only in the southern and
western, but hkewise in the northern and midland
districts, in nearly the whole of which wheat seeding

has been brought to a steady, and generally sjieak-

ing, extremely successfid—at least considering the

serious obstructions afforded to it during the first

two months of the year—conclusion ; whilst that

of barley and oats will, doubtless, be finished by, or

shortly after, the 10th proximo.

We are happy to state that the young wheat
plants are looking strong and healthy ; whilst on
some of the liigh cultivated farms in the South, they

have grown wonderfully of late, notwithstanding

the coldness of the weather, and the prevaiUng

north-easterly winds, and should every tiling pro-

gress favourably, good results may be safely antici-

pated.

Tlie latest accomrts vv'liich have reached us from

the grain-shipping ports up the Baltic, state that

the demand for wheat, on English account, has

been active, and the prices have had an upward
tendencj^ This activity is chiefly attributed to the

enhanced rates realized a short time since in the

principal markets of consumption here, and to the

anticipated reduction in the duty on the above-

mentioned description of corn. But when we take

into consideration the increased quantity of wheat
on sale, and the great depression in the cjuotations

noted in the course of the week ending on the 21st

inst., we are fully convinced that the speculators

have not any very bright prospects before them.

The anti-com law theorists are still ^ery stren-

uous in the exertions, in order, if possible, to obtain

a repeal of the present, in every respect, equitable

and just code of laws ; but glad, indeed, are we to

perceive that the fanners are at length arousing

from their lethargy, and have shewn themselves

ready, by the signing and presentation of petitions,

to meet their enemies boldly and energetically. Let

this system be universally followed up, and sure we
are the result will be satisfactory.

The lambing season has, we understand, been

productive of a very fine fall of lambs ; but several

extensive losses have occurred in the north, from
the cliillness of the atmosphere.

Tla-oughout Ireland and Scotlaiid the agricultural

community have been busily occupied in thrasliing

out last year's produce, as also in ploughing and

sowing, the whole of which operations have been

well represented.

Tlie following is a retrospective statement of tlie

supplies and prices of fat stock, exhibited and sold

in Smithfield Cattle Market, in the course of the

month.
Although the supplies of fat stock have not been

to say extensive on any occasion, the trade has been

on tiie whole dull, but the prices have undergone

very little fluctuation.

The supplies of beasts have amounted to 11,2.[>0 ;

of sheep and lambs, 91,040 ; of calves, 420 • and of

pigs, 4,021

.

CojirARATiYE Prices.
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and has remained tliere evei" since, witli sliglit va-
riations towards the nortli or south. On the 20tli,

a sliarp frost commenced, whicli continued for

nearly tliree weeks, wlien it was dispelled by tlie

brig'lit and powerful sun and disappeared imper-
ceptibly. This hajipy change in the weather, fjoni

the many months of preceding rain, has had a
powerful and most beneficial effect upon the land,

and has set every thing right in regard to preparing
the groimd to receive the seed of all spring crop-
ping. Tliat whiclr lay ])loughcd has been so much
mellowed by the frost, sun, and drying east wind,
that the seed never went in iu a better state ; and
that land which lay over from the autumn unsown
with wheat on account of the wet, has now received
the seed in a much Iwttcr state than it ever could
have done since the middle of October. Whether
sowing at this season will be found to answer in any
comparison with the former period remauis to be
proved ; but, certainly, the wheat has gone in with
every promise of success for a fair crop, if the time
be not too late. The early sown wheat, with few
exceptions, exliibits plenty of plant, but is much
cut with the late frost, and the colour is any thing
but good

;
yet no ill effects may ensue from these

causes, except on some peculiar light land, where
the high wind has blown the soil tidm the roots of
the plants ; these should be moulded up with the
horse-hoe immediately, and the Ijcst results may be
expected to follow this operation. There were some
wheats i^ut in when the land was too wet, and they
can never make a crop ; and in some instances more
seed has been drilled, perhaps with a very doubtful
chance of increasing the produce. Upon the Avhole

I may say, with regard to the wheat crop in this

county, nearly as great a breadth has been sown as
in most seasons

;
yet, from the indifferent manner

in which some went in during the autumn and win-
ter, and the great quantity sown in the spring, we
cannot calculate upon the next produce being equal
to that of ordinary years. Bean sowing did not
commence generally till the beginning of this month,
and they have been put in as well as any person
could wish. Some think the land has worked too
light for this crop, but I always like to put corn in
when the harrows will work well. Oats have gone
in remarkably well, and the same remark applies to
barley, so far as that grain has at present been
sown, which, as yet, is not become general, but there
appears every prospect of the great bulk going iu
equally well ; we may, therefore, reasonably expect
a good crop of all spring corn, if the season proves
favourable. The grass has been much cut off by
the late frost and cold east wind, yet the sheep have
done tolerably v/ell from the dry state of the ground
and the sun, which has been very powerful during
the day. We are in the midst of the lambing sea-
s(m, and the weather is much more favourable for
the lambs than if it had been wet. We have gene-
rally a plentiful increase, but where the ewes are
entirely pastured upon grass, they are deficient in
milk, and should have more nourishing food, if pos-
sible. The sheep on turnips have tliriven exceed-
ingly well, and the crops hold out better than was
expected. I am happy to state that I hear no com-
plaining of the rot ; I hope we shall escape that
calamity. Cattle are for the most part in good con-
dition

; but, I regret to say, that in somelands an
epidemic disease has appeared, similar to that which
has affected the herds of cow-keepers hi the vicinity
of London. It is infectious, and goes through the
whole lot wherever it appears ; the tongue is highly
infianied, so that the skin conies off; it passes to
the throat, and finally settles iu the feet, and so

severe, that in some cases the hoofs come off. This
disease is highly dangerous, as the animal ceases to

take its usual food, and, unless treated carefully,

will soon prove fatal; several have died in this

neighbourhood. The most et^cacious remedy has
been a slight salivation, by using calomel, and giv-

ing plenty of warm gruel or linseed tea. I know
one gentleman who had forty beasts affected, but by
this treatment he has not lost one, and most are

recovering. The calomel must not be given by an
unskilful cow-leecher. Corn has fetched a higher
price till the last two markets, when wheat has re-

ceded from 4s. to 5s. per qr. We may quote the best

qualities—wheat, 74s. ; barley, 44s. ; oats, 36s.

;

beans, new, 45s., old, 55s. per qr. Store beasts are

still dear, without alteration in price. Sheep are
not expected to fetch so high rates as they did last

spring, in consequence of the fall in the jirice of wool,

which, in the present depressed state of the trade,

is not worth more than 30s. per tod, unless a supe-
rior lot.—March 23.

DURHAM.
The rains liave at length subsided, and the

weather durnig- the last month has been uninter-

ruptedly fine, and as favourable for the country and
agricultural purpaises as could be desired ; we
have had bright sunny days, wilh sharp frosty

nights, the effect produced upon land intended for

sowing has been remarljnblv striking, and affords a

pleasing contrast to the cold saturated state the

land has for so miwy months been suffering;

strong soils are working mellow, and the seed is

deposited under favourable circumstances, as far as

regards oafs and barlev. ^Vlleat sowing has pro-
ceeded with groat activity during the fine weather,
but we fear not tmder such favourable auspices, as

a large proportion of land upon cold retentive sub-
soils, where neither manure nor any dressing what-
ever has been applibd, and in late districts the

prospect is exceedingly gloomy, and a late harvest

may be again anticipated, 'I'he weather has also

been very acceptable to many farmers who are so

unfortunate as to occupy those late situations, which
in this county abounds, for the conclusion of their

harvest and securing their potato crop. The
autumn-sown wheats are looking thin upon the

ground, particularly where drilled ; that sown broad-

cast is decidedly looking best, the seed is not so

likel}'- to rot as where the drill is used in a wet
season. Wheat.—Warkets have advanced, and comes
to marliet in better condition, but samples are of
tlie worst description, and a large proportion quite

unfit for human food. Stacks are plentiful in the

stack-yards, but tlie yield being so deficient, is the

cause ®f corn coming so sparingly to market. The
winter lias been mild and favourable for farming
operations, but, notwithstanding, work is very far in

arrear, in consequence of the farmer's inability to

procure sufficient hands; and from the extreme
high rate of \rages they are compelled to pay, from
so many railways and public works going on in the

county, our farm hdjourers are perfectly satisfied

with the present pricra and corn laws ; they all say

they never lived so woU in their lives. We beg to

remark, that every farming labourer in this parish

will sign a petition against any alteration in the corn

laws ; they all knovv full well that cheap bread is their

greatest enerny ; but the entire object of these

cotton lords is cheap labour, but should they obtain

what they desire, one half of this country will soon
become a barren heath. Our fat stock marketshave
been well supplied at prices remunerative to the
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grazier, but tloe lean cattle liavo evinced less anima-

tion in our markets for tliis month, but should we
Lave a prospect for grass, we may anticipate an ad-

vance. Sheep have not done well upon turnips,

from the extreme humidity of the weather during

the winter ; the rot is found to ])revail where flocks

have not been attended to.— JMarch 16.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE AND DERBYSHIRE.

The weather during the past month has been of

the most favourable description, and the general

aspect of the country, considering the ))eriod ofthe

year, imposing ; the farmers are now extr'-^mely

busy sowing their remaining fallows with wheat,

quite an equal breadth will be sown this spring to

what was sown in the autumn of last year, and
fortunate enough for both the i^rower and consu-

mer the weather is highly favourable for the process

and the seed is being deposited in the most admi-

rable manner going, or to use the jjloughman's

phrase, as line as a garden. The autumnal sown
wheat is not very promising, it is thin set, weakly,

and wearing an unfavourable aspect. Few tur-

nips are now to be found, the great bulk of them
have speedily disappeared, and the farmer now
finds the greatest difficulty in providing for his

flock. The lambing season has commenced and
the ewes are in general found to be prolific, but

the loss of lambs is great, the ewes have very lit-

tle milk and the greatest attention is requisite.

They have advanced in price and keep of every

description is scarce. Store stock is generally out

of condition but prices are remunerative. Fat stock

maintains its value and must continue to do so, for

there never was less stall-feeding than there has

been this winter, the high price of linseed cake

and the scarcity of turnips being the reason. Our
corn markets are tolerably supplied, and prices a

shade higher. Labour is not very plentiful. The
average rate of wages 12s. per week.

this frost will naturally pulverise and work kinder, more
especially if it should leave us without wet weather.
The turnip crop has gone off very fast, and many sheep
have been sent off bare shorn in order to help out the
keep for others. White turnips, in the vicinity of the

town, have been sold at 51, per acre, and Swedes at 9/.

per acre. Sheep have been doing well at turnips the

last fortnight ; the layer has been dry and good. Win-
ter ploughing, in some farms, has progressed verj''

slowly ; in light soils, where they could plough in wet
weather, it is generally finished. As barley seeding

will commence soon, we beg to inform those who may
be doubtful as to the safety of sowing stained barleys,

that there is not the least hazard or risk in so doing.

We know, from the very best authority, where some
very middling has been tried in the open air, and not a
kernel missed chitting properly. It is now proved be-
yond doubt that the barley crop, which was thought
so good, and likely to turn out so abundantly after the

laSt harvest, has failed considerably, and some of our
largest growers say it is far from an [average crop.

There is a system which we see making rapid strides in

this county, and we trust we shall not be presuming
too much if we notice it. It is, sowing tares in the

fallows. There is not a large turnip grower in this

county but must have noticed the great falling off of
the seeds where tares had previously grown in the fal-

lows for turnips, and especially last year. We are in-

clined to think, taking the extra expense of ploughing,
manuring, seed, &c. &c., that the tare crop is not pro-
fitable, but detrimental to the red land farmer. ^Vhile
writing on the subject we should like to persuade some
of our agricultural fiiends to try the white or Dutch
clover alternately with the red, we cannot help fancying
that upon our best red soils the change -« ould be very
beneficial. We have particularly noticed the benefit of

the change on weak and sandy land, and the produce
was immense. We should very much like to see the

experiment on the best turnip land, where white clover

had never been grown. We confess some would object

that the white would not come early enough for them.
The corn markets have been steady during the month,
and very trifling variation in prices. We fear many of

our agiicultural friends will find that stall-feeding is

anything but profitable this year. The meat markets
have been flat for some time past.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE.
An agricultural report at this season of the year

cannot be very interesting, and as the weather has been
very changeable, it leaves us little to say. In the for-

mer part of the past month the land intended for wheat
was much too wet to get in, and for the last fortnight

we have had a hard frost, so that there is little time left.

We shoTild recommend our friends not to try the expe-

riment of sowing vtheat after the first week in March,
as there is some danger that there is not time for it to

vegetate, or of its coming to perfection. We hope,

however much the cold-land farmer may regret losing

his crop of wheat, he will not despair, as we have good
reason to believe that this description of land has been
sown witli wheat far too frequently, and by sowing
barley it will not only prove as profitable, but more so

through the next course. Many of our stony land

farmers have a very decided objection to sowing wheat
in wet weather; we have seen many scores of acres

smeared and mauled in, and look very unsightly, but
still have produced a good average crop at harvest.

We should very much question if wheat sown now will

bear any comparison to that which was sown in the

wet, at the proper season of the year. We are well

aware that some sort of land was in such a state that

it was impossible to get on it to sow. The young
wheats, generally speaking, look remarkably well ; in

some of the high cultivated farms they began to look
winter-proud, but the late sharp weather has li'perated

as a seasonable check to them. Bean seeding com-
menced before the frost. Dibbling wheat, which is

now getting much into fashion, has been stopped, and
we fancy for the benefit of the grower. The land after

MORTALITY AMONG COWS.—In our paper
of the 22nd ult., we stated that a novel disease, of a
most deadly character, had made its appearance in some
extensive dairies in Gloucestershire. We are sorry to

hear that this pestilence has since sur fair been intro-

duced among the cattle in the neis-hbourhood of this

city. The first part attacked is the tongue, which rapidly
becomes so blistered and swollen, as to utterly prevent
the animal from taking its food. If the disease is not
promptly treated, it rapidly extends to the animal's
hoofs, which in a sliort time rot off, and certain death
is the consequence. We arc given to understand that

the disease has not been known in this country for nearly

80 years. A practical farmer informs us that immedi-
ately the animal is attacked, blood-letting should be
ressrted to, and a drench, containing three ounces of
sulphur administered. If the feet become affected, they
must be kept clean, and equal quantities of muriatic
acid and tincture of myrrh should be applied with a
feather or brush.

—

Bristol Mirror.

A Correspondent writes—I fully agree with the re-

marks made by your correspondent, J. Lancaster, with
reference to the advantage and facility which would be
offered to breeders, by a minute statement of the pedi-
grees of premium bulls; and beg to suggest what I

think would be an improvement, namely, the insertion

occasionally in your exceedingly interesting (because
containing a variety of really useful information) Ma-
gazine, a list of such bulls of the Devon, short-horned,
and Hereford breeds of cattle, with their pedigrees, as
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their owners might allow the public to avail themselves

of mentioning-, also the place and price at which they

would serve cows ; in the same manner as racing' stal-

lions are inserted in the Sporting Magazine. Such a

plan would, I am confident, contribute much to the

usefulness of your pubbcation, and be advaiitafreous to

bull breeders, as well as to those desirous of hiring or

purchasing. From your active attention at all times to

the interests of the agriculturist, I feel little doubt of
your willingness to call the attention of your correspon-
dents to the subject.—[We are apprehensive that there
would be great difficulty in carrying out the excellent
system of our correspondent, we shall however be happy
to have the opinion of our readers on the subject.]

REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF MARCH.

The month, whicb has now closed, has been, in

every respect, a most propitious one to the agri-

culturist, and it has, in a certain degree, confirmed

the favourable opinions previously for some time
entertained of the produce of the last crop. The
supplies of wheat of home growth, in all the great

markets of consumption, have since our last re-

view of the corn trade, been fully equal to the de-

mand, and the favourable state of the weather has

much improved the quality of that most necessary

article to the subsistence of the people. The va-

lue of it in this respect, has, on this account, been
enhanced very considerably, but the improvement
in the quotations of it, to that extent, which under
less favourable circumstances must have occurred,

has, for the present at all events, been prevented.

The advance in prices has not been more than from
Is. to 2s. per quarter, although in quality the im-

provement in actual value is more than triple that

sum. The duties therefore on foreign wheat to be
entered for home consumption have continued

high, and are now sufficiently protective to the

home producer, and there is much probability that

they will not be much lower, until the next crop

be brought forward into the market for sale. Al-

though, with a metallic currency, the prices of

wheat at present may appear high, even when com-
pared with what the)^ would be under similar cir-

cumstances in a depreciated paper currency, still

there is not any falling away, but on the contrary

a very material increase in the consumption, for

the wages of productive labour continue to be fuHy
equal to the apparently high price of bread, which
circumstance solely originates in the present mo-
derately prosperous state of the agricultural inte-

rest, and bright prospects for the future are there-

by placed before the commercial and manufacturing
classes in the United Kingdom. Without the corn
laws, and with a totally fiee trade in foreign grain,

the prosperous state generally of the community
which exists at the present moment, could not,

under the circumstances, have been produced, for

from these causes alone, an immense exportation

of the precious metals in exchange for foreign grain

has been prevented. Several millions sterling

have been kept within the United Kingdom, which
a perfect freedom in the foreign corn trade would
most undoubtedly have withdrawn from it, and
this large sum of money having been expended
amongst the home growers, is now in circulation

amongst our home productive labourers, instead

of being divided amongst the landholders of foreign

nations, from whom no increased exportations of

manufactured goods could ever have recalled it.

Here it is fructifying, to use the language of a late

liberal president of the Board of Trade. It is af-

fording useful employment to the industrious

classes of our home society, and eventually it will

increase itself by at least one-hundred fold. It

will add to the nation's wealth, which can alone

be found in a usefully employed population, and
it matters little what the actual prices of the ne-

cessaries of life may be, so long as the wages of

labour are abundantly sufficient to pay for them. It

is not in the supply of the serfs on the continent,

whose labours produce foreign grain, with British

manufactured goods, that our foreign trade can be
increased, or rendered more valuable than it is at

present, nor can our manufacturers receive any
great additional benefit from such sources. The
money, which would have been exchanged for fo-

reign grain, had a free corn trade latterly existed,

is now most ])rofitably employed in the payment
oflabouiers either in extended agriculturaliraprove-

raents, else in the increased quantity of manufac-
tured goods rendered saleable at home by the

favourable position in which the home market for

articles of all descriptions is placed, by the con-
sumption of grain and of all articles of agricultural

produce, not exceeding much the quantity of them
grown at home, even in an admittedly inferior sea-

son. These are the workings of the present sys-

tem of Corn Laws, and there are the beneficial

effects, which, even in the infancy of the science

of agriculture, they are already extended through-
out the poi)ulation. Their advantages are not
partial ; they are not confined to the proprietors

of land, to their tenants, nor to the agricultural

labourers, but they are general, and pervade all

classes of British and Irish Society ; nor are these

benefits limited to their present extent, but they
are annually increasing in their most important
consequences, and must continue to do so, so long
as the present state of the corn laws exist, until

we find ourselves not only perfectly independent
of foreign supplies of the necessaries of life, but
actual exporters of the surplus over the consump-
tion of oar ov,'n growth, to foreign communities,
where the climate is unfavourable to the culture

of products of this description, That protection

to agriculture at all events equal to that extended
to every branch of commerce, of shipping and of

manufactures, should be afforded by the law, is a

truth so perfectly obvious, that it admits not of

the slightest argument to establish its validity

;

but unfortunately this is not the case, for in one
instance at all events the interest of agriculture is

injured for the promotion of manufactures. To
charge on cottons in its raw state a nominal duty
is perfectly correct, for this article is not grown
in the United Kingdom, but to admit foreign

sheep's wool on the payment of a nominal duty, is

widely diiferent. At home we produce this article

to the extent from ten to twelve millions sterling
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annuallj', and there exists abundance of means for

a still greater extension of the produce of this ar-

ticle, were it duly encouraged, but it so happens

that there is annually imported from foreign na-

tions, a quantity of this article to the value of five

millions sterling at least, on which only a nominal
duty is charged. The agricultural interest com-
plains not however of this circumstance, believing

it to be necessary to the prosperity of the woollen

manufacturers and consequently to their own, but

surely it is only fair that equal liberality should be

extended by the manufacturing to the agricultural

interest. The corn laws are necessary not only to

the well-being of those, whose pursuits are purely

barked in agricultural pursuits. Ireland possesses

abundantly the means of supporting within herself

the double of her present population ;. from the

banks of her rivers, and from her numerous

morasses, several millions of acres of land, of the

richest descriptiontoo, may be reclaimed by indus-

try and capital. Her commerce also must increase

as her rivers become more navigable, and their

agriculture and trade together will open a new
field for the support of a far greater population

than she at the present time possesses. But it is

not necessary to look to Ireland alone for the pre-

sent and future good works of the corn laws ; in

Great Britain herself, there remains vast districts

agricultural, but also to that of the community at at present uncultivated, which may be rendered

large, as we have had opportunities in abundance
of demonstrating in this monthly review of the

best interests of agriculture, and it is neither gene-

rous nor just in the great purchasers of foreign

wool, imported nearly duty free, to clamour for

the repeal of the corn laws, on the existence of

which mainly depends the home market for the

consumption of woollen manufactured goods. The
anti corn law advocates should at all events endea-

vour to agree better amongst themselves, than

they have heretofore done, respecting the best

mode of finding employment for the great mass
of the people, for so long as vast tracts of land

remain uncultivated at home, and consequently

useless, their doctrine lespecting emigration has

no foundation whatever, for why transport to the

Colonies thousands of industrious families, for the

purpose of cultivating waste lands there, whilst so

many fields remain in a perfect state of nature at

home ? In Ireland the importance of increased

field improvement is annually manifesting itself.

During the last month the great markets of con-

sumption in Great Britain have been abundantly
supplied with many valuable descriptions of Irish

agricultural produce, but without the protection

of the corn laws this large surplus in the crops

could never have occurred : the money paid for

these supplies gives employment of various de-

scriptions to the Irish people, and eventually

again comes into circulation in Great Britain her-

self; an advantage which would not now have
arisen, had our wants rendered an importation of

grain from foreign nations necessary. Our prices

of all descriptions of grain have been likewise

rendered moderate by the increased production at'

home, and all classes of society have received em-
ployment and fair wages, chiefly originating in

the same cause; in Ireland in particular this ad-

vantage is yearly becoming more and more
apparent, for now we hear little of an idle, and
consequently dissatisfied and starving, ])opulation

in the sister island, nor are there nearly so many
candidates there for emigration societies as there

were a few years ago. As agricultural improve-

useful to mankind by the investment in them of

capital under legal protection. In the fens of

Lincolnshire for instance, and even in the neigh-

bourhood of the Boston Deeps, valuable employ-

ment may be found for the industry of man, but

to render this source of wealth more certain, the

money so invested must for a season receive the

protection of the corn laws. The improvements

to be yet cftected in the science of agriculture are

unbounded. To those already accomplished during •

the last half-century, are we indebted for the

adequate supplies of agricultural produce with

which all our great markets at the present time

abound, and to them vvc are chiefly indebted for

prices being moderate even in the face of the un-

favourable state of the weather which we expe-

rienced during the whole of the last corn season.

As the wealth of agriculture has increased, so in

proportion, likewise, has that of manufactures, of

commerce, and of all the other interests in the

British Empire. Tlie prices of wheat since the close

of the last year have remained unusually steady,

and yet the demand has been abundantly satisfied.

Tlie fluctuation in value has been, and continues

to be, too trifling to admit of even the smallest

transactions on speculation. The grower therefore

can now pretty nearly estimate the value of his

last crops, and the consumer knows the extent of

his expenditure, and the wages of labour, which

his expenses may for some months now to come

require. Whilst the average price of wheat, by

which the duty payable on the inportation of this

article, rides from ()(!s. to (us. per quarter, m a

metallic currency, the agricultural interest is fairly

protected, and the consumers have not any well

grounded causes for complaint. Since the begin-

ning of this year this has been nearly the average

value of wheat, and few springs have passed of

late years, when adversity was less experienced,

and less visilfle at all events, than in the present

one. The home trade feels all the advantages

which remunerating prices for grain always con-

fer on it. The consumption of most articles of

manufactures is increased by this cause, and the

ment advances there, productive employment productive classes are more regularly, and conse-

must, even in a more than equal proportion,

increase, until theentire population find themselves

in a state of comparative ease, and even of

independence. The labourers in Great Britain

are already not nearly so much interfered witii by
those of Ireland as they so lately v.'cre, and from
this circumstance their wages are becoming; more
steady, and their employment mo;e certain, than

they were previous to the great agricultural

improvements which have occurred in Ire-

land already, and which must continue to in-

crease with the increase of population and of intel-

ligence there, so long as laws are in force for the

protection of capital, talent, and industry, em-

quently better, paid for their labour. During the

whole of last month the demand for foreign wheat,

duty-paid, has been unusually languid, and the

sales effected of it have been equally inconsidera-

ble. I'rices have varied even less than they have

done for wlieats of home growth, because no cap-

italists, under existing circumstances, feel
_
any

inclination to embark his property in this article ;

and to attempt to force larger sales amongst the

trade than the consumption actually requires, is

not practicable, even should the holders feel in-

clined to submit to a decline in prices. This how-

ever, they have not any inclination, for the pre-

sent to do, for it is probable that the ^quantity
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now on hand will be gradually brought into con-
sumption before the end of the present corn sea-

son ; and at all events, it is not very ])robable that

the quantity of it now on hand will be much in-

creased by farther entries for home consumption
at the existing rate of duty. Tiie importers from
abroad therefore of this article, during the last

year, will, before the close of this corn season, be

able to convert the remainder of their large specu-

tations into money, and will thus conclude their

late corn operations in a manner as satisfactory to

the community, as it must have been profitable to

themschcs. Of the quantity of free wheat now
remaining unsold, the greater portion however is

of inferior quality, the finer sam]jles having, in

most instances, been taken away during the last

six months for the purposes of mixing with the

inferior deliveries, during the same period, of

wheats of our home growth. Sales therefore can-

not be at present eft'ected on any one market day,

to any great extent, although doubts are not en-

tertained of the whole passing into the consumer's
hands, as we have previously stated, before the

conclusion of the present corn season. There is

at present little prospect of the foreign wheat now
in bond being liberated, the quantity of which
however is not large, nor does any market at the

moment present itself for its profitable sale, not

even for the finest quality of American flour now
under her Majesty's lock : this stock may yet be
considerably increased, chiefly by purchases
known to have been made in various ports in the

Mediterranean and Black Seas, and now on the

passage to this country. The corn trade however
is proverbially an uncertain one ; it is too exten-

sive for accurate calculation, and very frequently

the future contradicts tlie present appearaucc.
This may be the case this season, when our home
supplies become less abundant from the employ-
ment of the labourers in the field spring opera-
tions, but the month of May must arrive before
short supplies can make any material impression
on the present prices of grain, and then the corn
season will be drawing towards its close, and the
markets then are generally regulated by the ap-
pearance of the coming crop in the fields. The
general opinion at present, however, is in favour
of a steady demand, and of supplies equal to the
consumption, until the next harvest be reaped,
and the new wheats be brought forward into the
large markets for the consumption of the people.
Indeed the appearance of the corn trade, at the
time of our present number going to the press,

was in favour of this opinion, for all the markets
then were so abundantly supplied with grain of all

descriptions, that a good deal of the advance,
which occurred in the quotations of wheat in the
latter part of February, and in the beginning of
March, was lost in the last two weeks of the latter

month, and has rendered the prices now not higher
than we have already stated them, viz., from Is.

to 2s. per quarter above our last quotations. The
shipments from Scotland have of late been rather
large, particularly of wheat, and of the quality we
do not hear any complaints made, at least not
more so than in common years. The supplies
from this part of the United Kingdom will proba-
bly contirme throughout the remainder of the sea-

son, and thus another proof, if any were necessary,
is afforded of the vast importance of the corn laws,
and of the absolute necessity of duly protecting
the interests of those, who improve and cultivate

the fields, for on the success of their labours mainly
depends the general prosperity of every class,

whatever may be their vocation in the British Em-
pire. The supplies of bread corn, and more par-
ticularly of manufactured wheat from Ireland,
have also latterly been on the increase in the
great western markets in Great Britain, and have
in no inconsiderable degree, limited the consump-
tion of that of foreign growth, and rendered the
demand for it much less extensive than would
under different circumstances have been expe-
rienced. The increasing amount of these supplies
annually, which must result from the d le encou-
ragement at present afforded by law to the culti-

vation and improvement of our fields at home,
must ill some future period, and that perhaps no
very distant one, repeal the corn laws by render-
ing them inoperative, the importations of foreign
grain becondng then unprofitable speculations. By
means of this description, the nation's wealtli will

be increased by the productive, and consequently
advantageous employment of theentire population.
We will not only be rendered independent of
foreign, perhaps of hostile nations for food, but
perhaps our foreign commerce also may be mate-
rially increased by the exportation of the surplus
of our agricultural produce over the home con-
sumption. During the last corn season when the
weather was not favourable to the production of
an abundant crop, the progress of agricultural

improvement has been very visible, for the wheat
markets generally have been well supplied, since
the middle of last month in particular, and the
value of that article has in consequence undergone
that degree of depreciation, which must, at all

events in a week or two now at the farthest,

again raise the import duty to its rate in February
last, and that in the face of the great improve-
ment which the weather has caused in the quality

of home grown wheat during the last month.
Since our last review of the corn trade, barley has
been forwarded to the different markets of con-
sumption in quantities fully equal to the demand,
and all descriptions of it have consequently met
with a ready sale at fair prices to the consumers,
and remunerating ones to the growers ; the finest

malting samples being worth somewhere from 44s.

to 47s., and the inferior qualities going so low as

32s. per quarter. The production of this most
valuable grain is very much limited by the impe-
diments which the high duties imposed on its

manufacture, oppose to its more extensive culture.

The duty on English made spirits is a premium,
which the law holds out to the smuggler, and is

an encourager of the illegal importers of foreign
spirits into this country ; in it originates a vast
portion of crime in this country, and from it arisen
a deficiency in the revenue, which, under moderate
public excise charges, would not exist. One-third
of the spirits, which under the present system are
used in England, are introduced into the spirit mar-
ket, duty-free, and by these means the revenue, the
English distillers, and the licensed retailers are
positively defrauded of their property and trade,
the revenue of the duty, and the manufacturer
of a valuable portion of his market. The fair

dealer cannot enter into competition with the
illicit trader, unless he become smuggler himself,
and thus is vice itself ]n-opagated by the law
throughout the country. In Ireland and Scotland
illicit distillation and illegal importations of spirits

have been suppressed by the reduction, in both of
these countries, of the home spirit duty, and the
application of the same principle to England
would, from necessity, be attended by similar con-
sequences. We are certain that we are within
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bounds wlien we estimate the loss to the revenue,
which the present spirit sj'stem occasions, at more
than three millions sterling annuall}' ; and it causes
a further loss to agriculture from the use of
foreign, instead of British grain, in the manufac-
ture of these smuggled spirits. It is however of
the extravagant malt duty that the barlej^ grower
has the greatest cause of complaint. At the high
duty of 20s. per quarter on malt, the consumption of

barley in malt is not much above five millions of

quarters annually, which is a perfect trifle amongst
thirty millions of people. To reduce this most
oppressive tax on the lower orders of the com-
munity, by one-half, or even one-third, would
double the consumption of beer, and would not in

the slightest degree diminish the revenue at present

collected on malt. It would create a further con-
sumption of five millions of quarters of barley,

and the cultivation of which would annually in-

crease the wealth of the British empire by as many
millions sterling. Surely this is a subject well
worth the consideration of Parliament, for in it

may be found the best interests of the poor and
needy combined with the well-being of all the
upper grades of society within the United Kingdom,
her colonies, and foreign possessions. The future
increased prosperity of the revenue likewise, may,
in part, be found in the same channel, and most
certainly a great temptation to crime may be
removed by the removal of the high rewards,
which the existing malt and spirit laws hold out
to the smuggling department of commerce.
With oats, the markets in general, since the

beginning of this year, have also been so abun-
dantly supplied, that the duty has continued too
high for the profitable importation of this article

from foreign nations. This is the only article of
agricultural produce whereon a fair protecting
duty has been placed by the corn laws. To the
progress which agriculture has made under this

protection in Ireland, chiefly is the nation in-

debted for the present moderate, at the same time
remunerating, value of oats. With a perfect
freedom in the corn trade a million or two
sterling would be annually remitted to the con-
tinent in exchange for this great article of general
consumption. This money, for this season, how-
ever, at all events, has been paid to our growers
at home, and is now most probably in circulation

amongst the commercial and manufacturing
classes for the additional quantity of manufactured
goods, which the home consumption requires
under the gi'adually improving state of the agri-

cultural interest. In Ireland in particular the
growth of oats last season was most abundant,
although the quality in general was not so good as

it would have been, had the weather been more
favourable. This deficiency however has been
made good by the increased quantity ; and the
reduced prices consequently have not rendered
the crop less valuable, as a whole, to its pro-
ducers. In Great Britain, for several years past
now, the cultivation of oats has been rather on
the decline, wheat being considerably more
valuable now to the farmer than oats, and the im-
proved system of tillage rendering the production
of the former article not much more expensive
than that of the latter. It is to Ireland there-
fore that we must in future look for regular
supplies of this description of grain, and so long as
the cultivators of the soil there receive due pro-
tection from the corn laws, the expectation of
abundance from that quarter will not be disap-

pointed. There is plenty of room in that part of

the United Kingdom for a great addition to the
quantity now produced, and there likewise are
labourers in abundance to be obtained for very
moderate wages. As the agricultural interest

advances there in the real road to prosperity, and
as the people find an increase in tbeir only solid

property, productive labour, the advance in the
prosperity of manufactures and of trade must be
in a correspondent degree, and the effects even-
tually will be far more beneficial to the best in-

terests of the community, than even the most
sanguine admirers of the free corn trade system
could, by any possibility, either anticipate or
imagine. Emigration to the colonies will no
longer be considered as the only vent to what is

at present called, most untruly, a surplus popula-
tion ; for in the due and regular cultivation of
lands, now in an absolute state of nature, and in
the improvement of the soil generallj', employ-
ment evsntually will be found for a much greater
population, than is at present to be found in the
British empire.
The supplies of beans and peas have, during the

month of March, been fully equal to the consump-
tion, and the demand for and value of both these
articles have been in a particular degree steady.
The quality is not so fine, particularly of beans, as
the farmer could have wished, but the quantity
recompenses him for this deficiency, and on the
whole, the pulse crop of last season will prove a
remunerating one to the producers. With that
valuable root, the potato, the people have been
abundantly supplied, and prices have been kept
rather moderate than otherwise. The quality
also continues to be of a superior description,

indeed much more so than could have been ex-
pected from the unfavourable state of the weather
during the late harvest; and this is another proof
of the immense importance to the people generally,
of the improvements which agriculture is annually
undergoing under the most patriotic protection
which the corn laws extend to those who follow
agricultural pursuits. For the live stock also the
farmer as yet has not had any cause to complain
of the want of green food. For the spring labours
in the fields the weather is beautiful, and, as we
have in the commencement of this review
mentioned, the month of March has been most
propitious to the operations, and consequently to
the best interests of the farmer.
The information received from foreign nations

in the course of last month respecting the state
of the corn trade has been of little importance,
and has consequently created but little interest
in this country. As is continually the case, the
operators in all of them have been chiefly guided
in their transactions, by the advices which they
have received from the London market. In ex-
pectation of a reduction in the import duties here,
the value of wheat every where has been main-
tained beyond its comparative wortli with our
prices, and consequently the purchases made for
exportation have no where been on an extensive
scale. From the United States of America adverse
winds have deprived us of very late intelligence.
To the close of the month of February, all the
markets throughout that union, were not very
abundantly supplied with any description of
grain, but the trade generally was dull, and, with
the exception of several purchases, which were
made for our colonies, and which demand under
the influence of our own corn laws, Ireland, before
many years can pass away, will supply on cheaper
terms than the Americans can do, the operations in
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wheat, forforeign markets, were unusually limited,

and the holders consequently depended principally

on the home consumption for markets of con-

sumption, which are always much superior to

foreign markets, either for grain, or for manu-
factured goods. In all the shipping ports in the

Mediterranean and Black Seas, a similar dulness

prevailed in the wheat trade, hut the expectations

of lower import duties here also prevailed, and '

caused prices to be maintained above their in-

trinsic worth. The passage from this quarter is

however generally long and imcertain,and beyond
the quantity known to have been purchased for

our markets during the winter months, little can

be expected here for British account. The stag-

nation however which has latterly occurred in the

corn ti'ade in the French markets in the Medi-
terranean, may cause some shipments to be made
by way of consignment to this country : but this

cannot be to any greal extent.

From Dantzig and the various shipping ports

within and without the Baltic Sea, the advices re-

ceived are in due course of post, and are generally

without much interest. At our present prices for

fine Polish wheats it is not very improbable that

considerable shipments of the best qualities will

be made as soon as the navigation is rendered

safe, even should our present rates of duty be
maintained, for a decline of only 10s. per quarter

from the latest quotation 52s. will render the im-

portation here, of these descriptions, a fair and
remunerating trade. This is at present the only

open point i'or competition in our own markets,

which our agricultural interest has to fear, and
the greatest exertions will be used about the close

of the present month, and during that of May, so

to raise the average prices of wheat, as to admit
the considerable stock now in bond, and these

speculative purchases in the North of Europe at

rates of duty, considerably under the present

charge. This is one of the defects in the corn

laws, to which we have so frequently alluded, and
which we once again assert demands the best at-

tention of tjie legislature, and its speedy amend-
ment is necessary to the best interests of the

empire. The foreign proprietors of Polish wheats
can well afford to pay the present rate of duty, out

of the high price which they probably will

obtain in our markets for their agricultural pro-

duce, and it is most unjust to our home growers
that foreign wheat, when entered for home con-

sumption here, should not be charged with a fair

duty towards the payment of the extravagant

taxes to which our home producers, and our home
consumers of agricultural produce, are subjected.

To this subject we again call the attention of the

British and Irish wheat growers. To keep up the

home deliveries hereafter on an equality with the

usual consumption is their best, indeed only plan

for averting from themselves that depression in

the value of their property, which, under different

conduct, must assuredly occur, and that before

the crop now in the fields can be brought forward
into the markets for home consumption.

CURRENCV PSR iMPSRIAL MHASUREs
March 23.

Per Qr. Per Qr.

Wheat, Essex & Kent, .ted . .68 70 74 white 68 70 76 80

Suffolk & Norfolk,, 66 68 72 do .72 74 80

Irisl 50 60 do.... 60 64

Old, red 79 74 do,.. 74 78

RVB old 36 38 new.... 41 43

Per Qr. Per Qr.

BAai.F.y,G rinding 32 31 Malting 40 42 44 Clievaliev 44 48

Irisl) 25 28 Bere... 25 26

nSALT, Suffolk & Norfolk ...... 70 75 Brown.. 56 00

Kinpfston & Ware 68 70 75 Cldevalier 70 76

OAT3,Yorkshiie&[iincplnsli,feed 26 2/ P0tatoe..28 29

YeMghall& Cork black .. 22 23 Cork.wliite 24 26

Dublin 23 24 Westporl 26 27

Clonmel 24 27 Limerick 24 28 30

Lond-inderry 26 27 Sligo . 25 2G 2/

Newry 28 30

Galway 20 21 22

Waterford, white 19 22 23 Black. 22 23 24

Scotch Feed 27 38 Potatoe 29 32 34

Bkans, Tick new 36 38 old.,... 42 44

PeA3, Grey 39 40 maple.. 40 42

White 40 42 boilers.. 44 46

Seeb, R,ape 3U 32/. .Irish 25/ per last

Linseed 45 50 per qr,

English Red Clover, fine. 7 80 06s per ewt.

White 66 70 80 903

Mustard, White. 123 14s. .biown 21s 22s perbush.

Tares old 40 — new 60 64s per qr.

Floi-r. Town-made 62 — Suffolk 52 54 per sk of

Stockton & Norfolk 52 54 [280 lb.

Foreign Grain and Flour m Bond,

Wheat, Rantzic 55 60

H ai-nburg 52 56

Barlky 28 30

Oats, Brew — 24 feed 19 21

Beans , 32 36

Peas 32 36

Fi/OUB, American perbrl. 32 — Baltic30 31

IMPERIAL AVERAGES.
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the article was languid to-day, the factors consequently

found some diiBculty in effecting sales, and prices fell

Is. to 2s. per cwt, below the rates of Monday. The
enquiry for Canary-seed was very slow, and purchases

might have been made on rather lower terms. Cara-
way-seed was likewise a trifle cheaper. No variation

occurred in the value of other kinds of Seeds. Tares

stUl excited attention, and were not cheaper.

Clover Englisli, red . . .. 60 80 white — —per cwt.
Flemisli 76 SO _ _
New Hamburgh. 72 7S — —
Old ditto 55 iiS _ _
French 70 76 _ —
Oldditto 60 68

Trefoil 10 23 fine new 25 26
Rapeseed, English, . .. .£25 ^28foieign ^25 27 per last.

Linseed, EnglisUsowing. .— — — — per qr.

Baltic — —crushing 40 42 ,,

Mediter.& Odessa— — 42 46 ,,

Hempseed, small 34 36 large 38 40
Coriander 12 16 old.. 18 —per cwt.
Mustard, brown 15 17 white 10 14perbushel
Turnip Seed, new Swedes — — 10 18 „
Rye Grass, English 30 42 Scotch 18 40
Tares, Winter Os. Od. Spring Ss. Od. to 8s. 6d.

Large foreign 8s. 6d. to 9s.

Canary, i-.ew 75 76 extra 76
Caraway — — 50 51 extra 51

Linseed Cakes, foreign. ..9^. to 91. 10s. per ton.
Rapeseed do. do 6/. to 0/. 10s.

PRICES OF HOPS.
BOROUGH, March 23.

There is a good trade in most descriptions, but with-

out any alteration in prices.

Kent Pockets, 1839..'. £3 5 0to<£4 10

Ditto choice, do , 4 15 — 615
East Kent pockets, do 4 o — 6 6

Sussex do do , 3 3 — 3 15

Kent bags do 3 15 — 510
1838's 2 10 9 — 3 10

WOOL MARKETS.
BRITISH.
March 23.

Per lb. s. d. s. d.

Down Teggs 1 3tol 3^
Half-bred Hogs 1 2^ 1 3^
Ewes and Wethers 1 1 1^

Flannel do 10 12
BlanketWoel 6 8

EXETER.—The characteristics of this market were
compact, and a show of firmness on one side, and want

of union and faint-hcartedness on the other. It need

not be added which prevailed. The manufacturers and

factors offered 9d. per lb. for Yolk Wool, and this price,

though treated as nought for two or three weeks, was
now caught at by several, and parcels of wool sold.

In Washed wools, which are in fewer, and apparently

firmer hands, prices are upheld, the quotations being,

for Knot wool from 12d. to 13d. ; Dorset Horn, 13d, to

14d.; Marsh Wool, 13d. to 14d. per lb: Sorts.— Fell

Wools,— Coar.se, 7d. to 8d. ; Broad Head, 9d.; Kent
Head, lOd, ; Fine Head, lid, to lljd, ; Short Fell

Combing lid. to IHd.; Old Skin Combing, l3d. to

14d. per lb. Fleece Wools,—Short Coarse, 8d, to

8id. ; Red and Pinions, 8|d. to 9d.; Green, lO^d. to

lOgd. per lb. ; Stripes have advanced, and Cornish must

be quoted at from l3|d. to 13id, ; North Devon, ISjd.

tol3|d. ; Tops,arefroml6d.tol6|d. ; MatchingTops,
18jd. to 18|d, per lb,

WAKEFIELD, March 20,—There is hitherto no
favourable change in the demand for wools, either

combing or clothing ; but, in consequence of the firm-

ness of farmers, and the lightness of stocks on sale,

prices are without variation.

decline. There is no demand for either crossed or

Cheviot wool, in the absence of which we keep our

quotations as before.

Per Stone of 241b3. s. d. a. tl.

Laid Highland Wool, from 9 3 to 9 9

VVliite do. do none.
Laid Crossed do 10 6 11

Do. Washed do ,r U 12

Do. Cheviot unwashed do 11 12 6

Dfl. Washed 14 6 18
Cheviot White 26 28

FOREIGIS'.
March 23.

The imports of foreign wool, in the course of the

week, have been somewhat on the increase ; they hav-

ing comprised about 1,400 packages. Superior Colonial

and Spanish wool is inquired for, but in other kinds

exceedingly little is doing.

LIVERPOOL, March 21.

Scotch.—There has been a good attendance at our
public sale of colonial and other wools, but it has led

to httle business in Scotch of any class. Laid Highland
may be quoted at less money, and if some improvement
does not take place in the demand it must still further

Wool on which the Home Consumption Duties have
been paid at London, Liverpool, Bristol, and Hull,

during the last week :

—

j

This Year, Same tinie

VVOOL, 1 previous to
,

in the

I

lastwppk. I last Year.
Spanish, Lonffon lb. 547,668 470,198
Australian, do lb. 1,073,532 .542,900

Other Sorts, do; lb. 2,461,545 2,334,741

Liverpool lb.
|

1,401,064 1,937,260

Bristol lb, 1 2,612 23,300

Hull lb. I
742,313

1 1,6/6,042

IMPORTS OF WOOL.—Quantity of wool entered at

Hull for Home Consumption, during the week ending
March 12.

Frem Hamburgh .. 99,711 lbs.

POTATO MARKET.
SOUTHWARK WATER-SIDE, March 23.

We have to report the arrival of another large fleet

of Potatoes to the port of London during the past week,
of which the following is a summary statement, viz. :

—

From Yorkshire 1,079 tons, Scotland 1,517, Jersey and
Guernsey 455, Devons 271, Wisbech 187, Kent, Essex,
and Suffolk 531—the whole forming a total of 4,040
tons. The weather being cold, during the greater part
of the week, has been favourable to sales for superior
qualities ; but in consequence of the above extensive

assortment, considerable difficulty has been experienced
in disposing of middling and inferior samples, of which
tliere are large supplies at present in the market ; sales-

men have been obliged to warehouse several cargoes,

in consequence of the laying days expiring, and the
vessels coming on demurrage.

PRESENT PRICES AS ANNEXED :—

-

Per Ton. Per Ton,
s* s. s. s.

York Reds ...60to70 Devon Reds....... , 50 60
Scotchdo 55 65 Wisbeach 50 55
Jersey and Guernsey I Kent, Essex, and
Blues 55 60 Suifolk Whites... 55 60

MANURES.
Subjoined are the present prices of several sorts of

manure :

—

Bone-dust, 219. per qr. of 8 bushels.
Half-inch ditto, 20s. per qr. do.

Rape-dust, 6^ 15s. per ton.

Rags, 4Z. to 4^. lOs. per ton.

Graves, Si. to 51. 10s. per ton.

Gypsum, 3l. pet ton.

Salt, 2?, 5s, dirty, 2l. 15s. clean, per ton.

Carbon, 12s. 6d. per qr.

Soap ashes, 10s. per ton.

Artificial Manure, 12s. per qr.

Poittevin's Patent Disinfected Manure, 13s, 6d. per qr.

Nitrate of Soda, per cwt,— 19s, Od, to 20s. Od.

Nitrate of Potash or Saltpetre, 24s. to 27s, per cwt.
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PRICES OF SHARES.

No. of

Shares.

0,300

9,500
iri.'JOO

7,500

5.000
3,000
S,000

6»,000
18,000
2,500

10.918
10,918
10,000
25,000
25,000

8,000
,'!<), 000
20,655
6334

20,000
9000

SO, 000/
24,000

1 ,500

2,100
5,100
11,4 75
7,9RS

36,000

6,000
25,000
25,000
31,250
13,000
13,000
30,000
15,714
10,000
15,600
15,000
12,000
3,762
1,000

2S,000
6,000

10,000
5000

20,000

20,000
4,000
30,000

60,000
20,000
10,000

7,739

20,000
4t!00

20,000
6,000

50,000

533
300
1200
200
492

2393

RAIIiWAVSi

Eiriuingl'.am and Derliv Junction
100/ sli 90/ pd

Di!to& Gloucester lOO/sli 70/ ptl

Bristol and SxetT )00/sh 40/ pd

CheltenUam and Ut. West. Union
100/ sli 45/ pH

Chester and Crewe.. 50/ sh 40/ pd

Clarence ( Durham) 100/ sh

Dublin 86 Kilkenny, 100/ sh 2J/pn
Eanern Counties . . .25/ sh 21/ p.f

Edinburgh & Glasgow 50/sh 25/ pd

Foropt of Dean 50/sh
:nd .rnnction 100/ sh

Ditto Half Shaves... 50/sh 30/pd
Gt. North of England 100/sb55/pd
Great Wrstern 1 00/ sh 65/ pd

Ditto Half Shares . . .50/ sh 30/ pd

Ditto Debentures
HiiUai-id Selby 5ri/jli ,35/pd

Liondon & Briiihtwn 5S/ »h 35/ pd

London & Croydon. Av. 14/185 6.!

Ditto Script 9/sh7A/pd
London and Greenwicl 20/ sli

Ditto New 16/. sh. pd.

Ditto Debentures (var. ameunts)
London & Blackwali 25/ sh 17i/p
Leicester and Swannington 50/ sh

Leeds and Selby. 100/sh

Liverpool StiManchester. . .100/ah

Ditto Quarter Shaies 25/sl)

Ditto Half Shares... 60/sh 40/ pd

London and South Western, late

London ot Southampton..A ve-

ra-re .38/ 17s 9
"

Do. Portsmouth Branch 50/ s 20/p
Lc.ndor& Birminth. 100/sh 90/pd

Ditto Quarter Share .25/..5/pd

Ditto ditto New 32/ 24/ pd
Manchester & Leeds 100/sh 60/ pd

Ditto. -Half Share . 50/ sh 1.5/ pd

Ditto & Biriiiins-hani.70/ sh 25/ pd

Do. .do. .Extension 70/ sh .11 pd

MidUand Counties 100/sl,

North Midland ! 00/ sh 95/ pd

Ditto. .Half Shares ..40/sh 10/ pd

Northern &Eastcn. 100/sh 18/ pd

Severn and Wye Av.27/sli
Stockton and Darlington, Averagt

10G/I3s4d
South Eastern&Dover 50/ sli 18/pd

York Si Nerth Midland S's/sh 40/ j.

JOINT-STOCK BANKS.
A ustralasial?ank( Chartered )40/sh

Ditto New (Chart.) 40/ sh 20/ pd
Bank of British North America

(chartered) 50/sh 30/ pd
ColonialBank(chart)lOO/ sh 25/ pd
Ionian State (Chart.) 25; sh 5/ pd
London and Westminster Bank

100/ sh20/pd
LondonJointStockBk.SO/ s 10/

p

N. Bank of Ireland 50/sh 1 7?/ pd
Do, Provincial Bank of England

100/ sh 35/ pd

Do. New..20/sh iss. at 11 lOs pni

10/ pd
Prov.Bk. of Ireland leO/xh 25/ pd

Ditto New 10/sh
Union Bk, of Australia 25/ » 17i'p
UnionBaiik of London 50/sh 5/ pd
West of Eng. & S. Wales Dist.

Bk.20/sh 12^/ pd

Price
per

Share.

65 /a7/

54 /a 5/

9/all/

2/al4/
4Ua2/

7|a8J/
IS/aO/
40/

230/

89i/a0/
327aO/

30A/a31/
par
26/a8/
24A/a^;

alO/

8/ai/
8^/a9i/
15/al6/

15/afl/

71/aO/

70/
183/,i0/

43ya0/
86/aO/

Div. per
Sliare

per Ann.

42/a3/
I9ii/a20/

1.55i/a6/

23^/a4/

43i/a4/
7fl/al/

2f)/a2/

12/al3/
3/a4/

84/a5/

90i/a m
17*/alS'

ms.-2l

250/

51 /aO/

57i/.i0/

2yi/,i30/

,32^/a3/

5i/aG/

22/a-/

I2/ai/

15J/a!6/

34^/a5/

lO/uO/
41/a5/
l7/al8/
23/

5/ai/

1/199
U/prct
14 pr ct.

5s per sh

1/per sh

l/pei sh.

9^/ pr ct.

94/pr ct.

9J/pr ct.

li/pr sh.

5/ per ct

8/ per sh

If/pr sh

[2ll»ll 'at perc*

ROADS.
Archway & Kentisli Tn. A V. 30/. sh.

Barking 100/. sh.

Commercial 100/. sh.

Ditto,Ea«tInd.Dk.BraiichlOO/.sh—

/

Great Dover-street 70/.I—

/

HigbgateArchw, Av.30/,7s.l0|d.|18s

18s

5/

30s

2/ 23 p sh

14 /pr sh

2/2spr sh

8/fper ct

6/ per ct

71 per ct

6/ per ct

5/ per et

5/ per ct

5/ per ct

5/ per ct

8/ perct
8/ per ct

1/83

No. of
,

Shares. I

4000
1000

i0,00() i

3374?!

10,00()
'

8000
2,000
1000

20.000
20,000
10,000

11,000
12,000
20,000
10.000
8,500
1,500
10,000
10,000
4000

20,000

9,204
5733
5000

14,460

17,0o6
5000

10,000

28,267

MINSS,
per

Share.

Div. per
Share

per Ann.

1/53

243

5/persh

AUen 50/*h 12,/ pdllO/aO/
Ditto New 15/sh 12'i/pd'

I

Anglo Mexican (iss, 5/piH) 100/sh ilA/a2/

Do. Subscription 25/ shj2/a3/

'Do. aiint 25/shl0/pd;ll/al2/
1 Bl.-'.enavon Iron & Coal 50/ sh 45/ p;39/a0/
1 Bolanos 150/ sh 70/a&0/
Ditto New 50/ s!i 20/ pd

|

Ditto... Script 25/ ".h :40/a0/

Bfilivar Copper Company .,15/sh{l/a^

Ditto Script, New 3/ sh:4/.i|/

Brazilian Imperial ..35/sh 20/ pdt

iss.5/pm I6/a!7/ }^3
Do. St. John Del Key 20/ s 14 J/ pd,l|/a2i/

Brazilian Macaubas Cocaes. 25/ !

British Iron Company 50/sh Oi/a|/ ,10i p sU

Cata Branca IO/sh7/pd
Colombian 55 /sh
Ditto Scrip 1 1 / sh

Candonga 20/ sh 7§/pd
Copiapo 20/ sh 12|/pd
English Mining Co.. 25/fh 14/ pd.

General iWining Association 20/sh
19/pd8/a0/

Hibernian 50/ sh Ili/pd3j/a4/
Mexican Com|]any.l00/sh575/ pd 2J/a3/
Minas Geraes .20/sh 11/ pd|

j Real Del .Mojite registered. ../sh!

Ditto ditto unregistered ...|6/a7/

Ditto Loan (Notes) )50/shi

n.edmoor(c0nsolidated)5/sh4A/ pd'20s

Rhvmnev Iron 50/sh "/ pd'40/aO/

United Mexican 40/sh 40/ pd

iss. 2/pm'3/ai/

3/a^/
3/aO/

4^/35^/
Us/aO/

3300
6000

19,000
10,000
1080

1 0,000

6,000

8,600

10,000
5000
2700

20,000

1800
1800
2100

24,800
3000

SOOO
1800
2000

2,409

20,000

20,000
4000
2754
2S33
14400
2400
3000

4000
200,000/
200,000/
10,000/

5,000

jDitto Script 2/ pd

'Ditto ditto (New) 5/ pd

j

West Cork Mining Comp. . .50/ pd
iWicklow Copper 5/ sh 5/pd

MISCELLANEOUS.
\ntiDry Rot Comp l74/sh
Assam i'ea Comp ...50/ sh 5/pd
Auction I\'art 59/ sh

Australian (Agric) 100/sh 28/2s p
British American Land Companv

50/ sh 33/ pd
Briti sh Rock & Patent Salt . . 50/sli

35/ pd
Canada Comp.Chart.lOO/sh 32»/p
Droitwich Patent Salt 25/sh
Equitable Rev. Int. Society

100/. sh.45;. pd.
General Steam Navigation Com-

pany. .15/ sh 14/pd
Ditto Cemetery (Chartered) idlsh
Ditto ditto New (Do.) .. 25/. sh.

Hungerford fliarket 100/ pd
Do.Debentures(, various amounts)
Kent Zoolog. & Bot. Garden Co

10/. sh. 2/.pd.
t,ond. Cemetery Cht. 20/ sh 18/ pd
London Corn Exchange 375/
London CoHimercial Bale Rooms

Av. 75/sh
London and Westminster Steam

BoatComp 10/sh
Mexican & South American Com.

10/ sh. 71. pd.

New Brunswick Tiand 100/sh 50/p
New Zealand Land Comp. . .25/ sli

Re^er. Interest Society... 100/ sh

Ditto New 100/sh
South Australian Co. 25/ sh 15/pri

Ditto do 25/ sh (iss. 1 ^/ pm) 12^/ p
South Metropolitan Cemetery ..

(Chartered^ 257 si

Thames Tunnel 50/sh
Upper Canada Loan
Ditto

Van Diemen's Land (Asrrit.ul.)..

Chart. 100/ sh 18/ pd
West London & Wesr minster Ce-
metery 25/. sh. 14/. pd.

3|/a4i/

6i/a3/

,71 a8/

5/ai/
3/aO/

42/a3/

10/

13/

31/a2/

19i/

47/

26/

44/

44/

34/aO/

21/a2/

26/

i/a^/

24/

130^/

12i/a0/

9/alO/

/

10s

1/per sh

2/persh

lOsprsh
30s pr sh

1/

6/ per ct

20s0d p s

</ per ct

i/Ssp sh

6/ perct.
6/ per ct.

20s p. sh
3/ per ct

Hper sh

1/

5/ per ct

10s

rhs
5/p sh &
5/ per ct

4/ per ct

5/ per ct

5/ pel ct

Gsper sh

Printfd by Jisseph Rogersoi), 24, Norfolk street, Strand, London.
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PLATE I.

The subject of the first Plate is three twenty months okl Leicester Sheep, bred by, and

the property of H. Chamberlain, Esq., Dfesford, Leicestershire. Two of them were by

a ram belongmg to John Buckely, Esq., Normanton Hill, Notts., and one by a ram of

Mr. Chamberlain's own breed, and all out of ewes bred by himself They were exhibited

at the Smithfield Show in December, 1839, in class 10, and obtained the first prize of

fifteen sovereigns and the silver medal ; the gold medal Avas also awarded to them . as

being the best pen of long-woolled sheep in the yard. They were shown at Leicester on

the 6th of Decembei-, 1839, and gained the silver cup, value five guineas, given by C.

W. Packe, Esq., M.P., for the best pen of sheep in class 25. The success of Mr.

Cliamberlain as a breeder, both of cattle and sheep, is almost unprecedented. At the

late Leicester Show he gained ten of the principal prizes for beasts, and three for sheep;

and at the late Smithfield Show he carried off prizes in classes 1, 2, 3, 9, and 10, for

beasts and sheep bred by himself. These facts sufficiently distinguish Mr. Chamber-

lain's character as a breeder, and stamp the value of his stock.

PLATE II.

CRUIBKEEN, Winner of the Cesauewitch Stakes, 1839.

(For Description see page 310,

J

REPORT OF WHITFIELD
EXAMPLE FARM.

By John Morton.

When nn^r defect', exists in the conduct or operatioa

of otliers, tljebest mode of correcting itis to show by
example the superior advantages of a better plan of

proceeding. If we reason wiih them on tlie foolish-

ness of any part of their proceedings, we may be

able to convince, though we should have to pierce

through a host of objections raised by selfishness and
prejudice ; but even should we succeed so far, pride

will not allow them to adopt our suggestions, because

by so doing, they would acknowledge their own in-

feriority. The case is, however, materially altered

when their imperfections are displayed by the result

of an example daily placed before their eyes ; they

will then insensibly fall into tlie plan whicli expedi-

ency teaches them is preferable, because tliey may
do so without any persanal acknowledgement of in-

feriority.

To no class of people does this remark so strictly

OLD SERIES.]

apply as it does to farmers ; for in Hone, generally

speaking, is there such a degree of prejudice, and
such a strict adherence to custom. The only way in

which an improvement is to be effected in their mode of

cultivation is by keeping a practical specimen of the

best farming constantly under their view.

We have elsewhere stated that " a general asso-

ciation of example farms over the various geological

formations could not only be carried on with profit

to the proprietor, but would be of the greatest ad-

vantage to all those who are occupants of each kind

of soil. These farms would exhibit the best means
of permanently inproving the soil, and of perma-
nently increasing its productiveness ; the best and
most profitable mode of cultivation ; the kind of crop

best suited for each class of soils ; the amount of

capital per acre necessary for carrying on the ordi-

nary occupation of the farm; and the reduction of

the annual expense of culture after the texture of the

soil has been changed. They would also show the

relative portion of the produce necessary^ for the in-

terest of the natural capital, and the expense of cul-

tivating the soil—for the interest on the extraordi-

Y {No. 5.—VOL. XII.
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nary capital sunk in its permanent improvement

—

and for tLe farmer's talent, exertion, and profit, as

well as for the landlord's rent. Every operation

would be shown in the most public manner, all the

details explained, and the results would be self evi-

dent and proved tobe well-substantiiited facts. The
test of public opinion, which would then be stamped
on each of the several operations, would be the surest

way of fixing its value ; the success or failure of
each would be made known to all ; tlie valuable por-

tion would be adopted and acted upon, and the

worthless rejected."

In many cases an attempt has been made by land-
lords to institute farms of this land ; but their prin-

cipal object has been the improvement of live stock,

in which they have deservedly merited approbation
and reward. The great fault, however, of tliese has
been, that though different modes of cultivation have
been compared, and, in some cases, their relative

value ascertained, yet the expense and return of each
Operation, and the general money accounts of tiie

farms have never been kept distinct and separate. In
many cases economy has not been an object, so that

however excellent each operation may have been, yet
the fact so often the case, that the expensive mode in

which they have been performed has rendered it a

losing concern to the proprietor, affords just the

strongest argument to the farmer against the adop-
tion of any of the proposed plans, and strengthens
liis prejudice in favour of his old habits.

With the sanction ofthe Earl of Ducie, and his son
Lord Moreton, an example-farm is to be formed in

the parish of Cromball ; and it is intended that the

above remarks, as to the general objections against

those of the kind as yet formed, shall not apply to

this. It is intended that every thing shall be brought
to the book, and the merits or demerits of each
operation determined only by a reference to the cash
account, in which the expense attending it, and the

return from it, will appear. The agricultural public
are invited to inspect and rejjort their opinion on
each and every operation, so tliat, by the whole being
placed before them, it is hoped that an interest may
be excited.

REPORT

Oil the present state of Wlufjield Farm, situated

in the Parish of CromhaU, in the Cnvnty of
Gloncester, heJonrfing to the Right Honourable
the Earl of Ducie, and the ])lan pi'oposed for
iinprovinff it.

This Report will consist of three parts :— 1st. The
present state of the farm, under the mode of manage-
ment adopted by the present tenant, Mr. Thomas

;

2nd. The plan which I propose to adopt in attempt-

ing permanently to increase the productiveness of the

soil ; and 3rd. The system of culture which I think

is best calculated for such a soil after it has been
improved.

I. The present state of the farm under the mode of

management adopted by Mr. Thomas.

1. This farm has been in the occupation of Mr
George Thomas, as a yearly tenant, for the last

twenty-one years. It consists of 232 acres, i6i of

which are pasture, and 68 arable. The rent is £200
a-year ; the poor-rate £28 ; the tithe £33 ; and the

road-rate £4 ; which, including all parocJjial taxes,

amounts to £265 per annum.
2. The buildings on this farm are very limited.

A dwelling-house, 4.3 by 35 feet, consistsof a kitchen,

back-kitchen, dairy, and parlour below, with four

bedrooms above ; a small barn, a stable lor four

horses, a siied with four bays, sufficient for eight

cows, a house for four cows, and a calves' house,

form the whole of the buildings on the estate ; and
these are in a very bad state of repair.

3. One is struck with the forest -like appearance
which the pasture land presents, when viewed from
the high ground at Abbot-side. The immense num-
ber of oaks, and other trees in the hedge-rows, are so

crowded together as to injure the pasture greatly, by
occupying the surface, preventing the circulation of

the air, destroying the fences, preventing the drain-

age, and shading the grass, thus making it unpalat-

able to stock (soaring it).

4. i\Ir. Thomas keeps a pack of twenty-five cows
on this farm, and rears seven calves a year, which he
keeps tdl tliey have calves, when three years old, to

fill up the place of seven cows, which, togetlier, in

some cases, with some of the heifers and calves, are

sold everv year. Thus seven heifers or cows in calf

being sold in the spring of the year, his live stock

consists of twenty-five cows, seven heifer calves,

seven year-old heifers, and seven two-year-old hei-

fers. These, together with four working horses, a

riding" horse, and some pigs, are tlie whole of the

live stock which have been kept for the last twenty-

one years.

5 The produce of the 164 acres of pasture-land

is wholly consumed by the above fifty head of stock.

There are generally about 100 acres of it mewn, aud
made into hay for the maintenance of the stock dur-
ing the winter and spring, and the remaining 64 are

pastured the spring and summer, till the cattle can

be turned into the latter-math. That portion of the

grass land which is pastured, has been always pas-

tured, and the remainder has been generally made
into hay. One would naturally expect from this

mode of management, a gradual imi)rovement in

the land which has always been pastured ; but this

is not the case, owing to the wetness of the soil, and
in consequence of the land being so shaded and
covered with trees. The natural result, however, of

mowing land every year, and carrying ofFthe produce,

shows itself in the most evidentlight ; unless manure
is laid abundantly on, such a treatment must neces-

sarily injure any land, and particularly this, which is

so wet and spongy. The crops of iiay which are

produced, are sometimes not worth the expense of

making, seldom averaging more than half a ton per

acre : and then it is composed of anything but

grasses of a good quality. The principal plants

which grow in the pasture-fields—besides a mixture

of the common grasses, Rleadow Fescue (Festuca

prntensis), Rough-stalked Meadow-grass ( Poa tri-

vialisj, Rough Cock's-foot (Dactylis glomerata), and
Perennial Rye-grass (Luliiim perenne)—are the com-
mon yellow Cow ^Vheat (Melampyrnm pratensis

which, in many cases, completely yellows the pas-

ture ; the Meon-flower (ChriisaiUhemum leucantlie-

miim), which, on tlie other hand, is frequently so

luxuriant as to give it a vv-hite appearance ; the Corn
Marygold (Chrysanthemum segetum), the common
wild Basil (CUnopodiiim vulgare), Rest Harrow
Cammock (Pnoiiis Arvensis), Dyer's green weed or

^Vood waxen (Genista tinctoriu). Common Agrimony
(Agrimonia Eupainria), Corn Waundwort (Stachys

arvensis), yellow Meadow A'eitchling ( Lathyrus Aph-

ca). Greater Knapweed {Frustranea Cyxmis), Com-
mon Feverfew (Pyrelhuni Parthenium). Besides

these, there are many other plants which prefer the

wetter parts of the ground, such as several species

of Orchis, the Meadow Lychnis (Lychr.isfioscuculi)

,

and the Water Fla? (his Pseudocorns). which only

grows where it finds standing-water, as in the bottom

of ditches, &c.
6, There miglit be some manure got from the con-
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sumption of 100 acres of bay ; but it is all carried to

the arable Isnd, and nothing but a little earth taken

from the jjrips (surface or open drains), mixed with

a little lime, is put on the grass land.

7. There never has been any underground, and

very little surface draining done on this farm ; the

fences are, therefore, in a bad state, and most of the

ditches are full of the roots of the hedgerow trees,

brambles, and rubbish. There is a prejudice exist-

ing against underground draining ;
" Gripping

(that is surface draining) will do good on this land,

but underground drains never do good on this land,

sir." This is a common saying, not only of Mr.
Thomas and the workmen, and all those who have
any connection with it, but also ofsome of the neigh-

bouring tenants, witliout any reason being given for

it. From Mv. J'homas it may be taken as an apology

for his conduct. I think they might have found a

good reason in the immense number of trees, the

roots of which would soon stop the best and most
efticient underground drainage that could be effected.

8. The mode of managing the arable land is that

which is used amongst most of the dairy farmers in

the neighbourhood, potatoes and wheat for the family

being the chief cro|>s. As, however, there is a much
greater proportion of arable land on this farm than

is generally the case with dairy farms in this neigh-

bourhood, Mv. Thomas sometimes has part of the

land in barley and clover, and lias lately had some of

the poorest of it planted with teasels. At present I

find fourteen acres in wheat, which may produce

twelve bushels per acre; seven acres in barley, which
may produce twenty bushels per acre ; seven acres

in teasels worth, perhaps, oOs. per acre ; eight acres

in clover, which may produce eigliteen cwt, of hay

per acre; and twenty-four acies in potatoes, which
may produce 5^ tons per acre. Of the potato land,

eight acres are dunged, and let to the labourers at

£,7 per acre, and sixteen acres are not dunged,
which are let to the labourers at £4 jier acre, and

the remaining acres are for the use of the family.

The whole of the arable land is full of couch, thistles,

and every other weed which such land is subject to.

9. There is no fixed system of cropping, nor is

there any plan for executing the work which must
be performed. No arrangement is made for the per-

formance of any one act of husbandry ; all is left to

chance ; if th? work be done soon after his neigh-

bour's, the farmer thinks that all is well. We need

not be disappointed, therefore, at the result of such
management.

10. The whole of the potato crop belonging to

the labourers is of course carried oft the land, and

the little straw which the wheat croi) produces is

made into hulm, as it is called, ibr thatch ; some of

this is kept for thatching ricks, and the remainder

is sold. The only part, therefore, of the produce of

the arable land which is consumed on the farm is

the barley straw, the hav from the clover, and the

potatoes and wlieat which the fanuly consumes ; all

the rest is taken off the land

11. The expenses attending this mode of farming

are not very great. The workmen employed are two
men (a cowman and ploughman), a boy, and two
women in the house lo manage the dairy. In harvest

there are sometimes two mowers and two men to

make the hay. There may thus be four additional

men for ten or twelve weeks during the bay, corn,

and potato harvests. Tbe expenses of ihe labourers

may, therefore, bo stated as ibllows :

—

£ s. d.

•Two men by the year at 9s. each per

week; one boy at 3s.; two women at

4s. each , , . . . 75 8

Say four men in harvest for ten weeks at

12s. each 24

Tradesmen's bills — carpenter, black-

smith, iScC, house and cow doctor's

bill IJ

Housekeeping—say for four at 4s. par

week each 41 12

Forty bushels of malt at 73 14

£170

12. 'I'he value of the produce of this farm may be

taken as under, which is as near as can be obtained :

£. s. d.

For the last twenty-one years the cows
have not averaged 2J- cwt. of cheese

each, which gives 62^- cwt. for 2.5 cows,

which, at 50s. per cwt. is. 156 5

The butter of twenty-five cows at 30s.

per cow 37 10

A fat pig sold for every five cows—five

pigs at £3 15
Eigliteen calves at lOs. each. . 9

Seven old or young heifers and calves at

£9 63

Sold :—
Wheat 168 bushels at 7s 58 16

Barley, 80 bushels at 4s 16

Eight acres of potatoes, dunged, at £7. . 56

Ten acres of ditto not dunged, at £4. .. . 40
Eight acres of teasels at 30s., 12

£463 11

This estimate of the expense and of the produce is

taken from Mr. Thomas's statements and my opinion

of the crops.

13. The amount of capital which Mr. Thomas may
have employed on this farm can only be estimated by
calculating the value of his live and dead stock, and
the expense of labour for one year ; and it may be

stated thus :
—

£ s. d.

Twenty-five cows at £10 each 250
Seven "two-year-olds at £7 49
Seven year-olds at £4 28
Seven calves at £2 14
Five horses at £15 75
Two sows and pigs, say 10

Two waggons, two carts, two ploughs,

one drag, two harrows, one roller,

harness, &c 60
13airy and household furniture, say .... 70
One year's expense of labour, see § 11 . . 170

£726
14. The profits, if any, will appear by deducting

from the value of the produce (^ 12).

The expenses of labour (§ 11) . . . .£170
The rent and taxes (i 1) £265

435

Leaving only as interest on the capital

employed 28 11

£463 11

II. The plan which I purpose to adopt in attempts

ing permanently to increase the pioductivenessof

the soil.

15. In noticing the principle on which I propose
to improve this estate, 1 would observe that whether

the land be arable, pasture, or meadow, unless it can

be perfectly drained, little can be done to improve it

;

ibr of whatever kind of soil it may be, whether clay,

loam, or sand, it is very much injured by a super-

abundance of moisture; vegetation is retarded, and
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when the water becomes stagnant, the plants die. It

is, therefore, my intention to drain all the wet and
moist land.

16. There being a large portion of tlie estate on
the clay subsoil, with alternating beds ef sandstone,
tliis must be broken up, not only to give depth for

the roots of plants, but to enable the surface-water to

sink to the depth of sixteen or eighteen inclies, before

it meets witli an impervious bottom, along which it

may run or slip over to the underground drains, bv
which it will be carried off to the main drain, and
thence to the o])en ditches.

17. Before I enter into a detail of the plan which
I purpose to adojJt, it will be necessary to examine
the nature and properties of the subsoil and of tiie

soil resting upon it, the present state of the surface,

the roads, and the buildings.

18. This farm is about fourteen miles from Bristol,

near to, and on the right-hand of the road from that

city to Gloucester. There is a valley in the middle
of it, down which a small brook runs in a northerly
direction, dividing the farm into two nearly equal
parts, one of which lias an eastern and tlie other a
western exposure.

19. 1 have annexed a plan of tlie farm, with two
sections, one across it and the other down the valley,

showing the inclination of the surface and the dip
and direction of the geological formations, and its

elevatioii above the level of the sea. '1 hese will

enable me to show the principle which ought to be
adopted, and the mode of drainage which will be
most effectual.

20. The geological formations of this estate are
the mountain or carboniferous lime and the old red
sandstone. The highest on the east side of the brook
is the mountain limestone, which dips to tlie east at

an angle of 50*^ to the horizon. This rock extends
about eighteen chains across the farm, occupying the
top of the hill on the east side, and stretching about
half way down towards the brook. The magnesian
breccia overlays the lower ridge of this formation,
and has a breadth of about five chains. Immediately
under the limestone the old red sandstone commences,
with the gritty member of it called the pudding-stone.
This, we think, extends about fifteen chains down
the hill and across the brook. In this pudding-stone
are many fine springs of water, which are thrown out
by clayey beds, which frequently alternate with the
members of this formation. Under the pudding-
stone, and on the west side of the brook, the subsoil
is composed of alternate beds of sandstone and red
clay, the clay being the thicker member. These dip
under the pudding-stone, at nearly the snme angle as
that of the mountain limestone. This formation oc-
cupies nearly all the land on the west side of the
brook. The water which fills up the porous reservoir
between the beds of clay, keeps the whole of the sur-
face wet, so that the whole of this part of the farm is

rendered a complete puddle, by the feet of the stock
in the winter and spring months. The breadth of
this clayey section may be about eighteen or tvventv
chains.

21. The soil on the mountain limestone, and the
magnesian breccia, is very thin, and is composed of
angular fragments of the rock with some vegetable
matter. It is dry and healthy for sheep, and, when
the season is moist, it would produce good cro[)s of
barley and turnips, and sweet pasture. The rock is

so near the surface that the soil cannot be deepened
by the subsoil plough. The whole of the soil on the
lime rock is under arable culture. Some of the hedges
here are two or three perches in width, and are com-
posed of thorns, hazel, and brambles, together with

the stones that have been carried ofiF the land, and
thrown in among the rubbisi).

'2'2. The soil on the pudding-stone immediatel}'

under the limestone, partakes of the nature of the

rock on whicli it rests. It is of a silicious sandy
nature; from the disintegration of this stonj, the

soil is composed of rounded pebbles. About half of

the breadth of this on the east side of the brook is

dry, but in the other half there are many springs,

some of them very large; these keep the surface for

a considerable distance from the brook very wet.

The dry portion of the soil on this formation is under
arable culture, and would if it were under proper

management, produce good crops of wheat, barle}^,

turnips, and grass; but that portion in which the

S])rings are so abundant is in pasture, and the sur-

face in many places where it is constantly wet is

covered Vvhh bog earth. This is caused by the water

being stagnant on the surface. The soilmust, there-

fore, be peifectly drained before any means can be

taken to improve it.

23. The soil on that part of the estate which rests

on the alternating beds of clay and sandstone, is of

an adhesive clayey nature, partaking more of the

clayey than the sandy|members. It is a wet reddish

clay soil, but if perfectly drained would form the

most productive land on the farm. It u-ould be

strong enough for wheat or beans, not too adhesive

for barley or turnips, and would answer well to be

laid down in grass, or to be cultivated as an arable

farm.

24. The state of the fences on this farm are as

bad as can be imagined. The fields are very small,

eight of them are under three acres each, eight are

between three and four acres each, twenty-seven

are between four and eight acreseach, and only three

fields are above eight acres each, so that the quantity

of ditches and fences is very great for such an extent

of land. The hedges being so crowded with trees,

and being frequently a perch or two in width, give

to the pasture land of this estate more the appearance

of a forest than that of a dairy farm. It is thus^

scarcely possible to keep the fences good, and the

ditches in a condition to enable them to carry off

the water, from the immense number of roots and

leaves of the hedgerow trees. The number of trees

is in some cases so great as twenty to an acre. The
land is thus completely shaded on account of the

smallness of the fields, and the great amount of tim-

ber growing in them and the hedgerows.

'25. The roads on this farm are, as might be ex-

pected, of the very worst description. Some of them

being filled with rubbish, and now forming broad

hedgerows, and others being made through the fields

instead of them. The length of these is the distance

between the gateways, and their breadth is in many
cases the width of the fields through which they

pass. It it thus impossible for a load to be taken

from the farm in a cart or waggon in wet weather,

without the wheels sinking down to the stock. Roads
must therefore be made through the farm, requiring

two or three bridges in their course, before anything

can be done'towards improving it.

26. The first step to be taken in attempting to

improve this farm is to clear it of all the trees which

are so injurious to the surface, and which will ])re-

vent the perfect drainage of the soil. These we find

amount to 618 oak, ()62 elm, 388 ash, 63 beech,

40 alder, and a large quantity of hazel and rubbish.

The value of the timber I fstimate at £3200. This

being accomplished, 1 shall then lay out the whole

of the land into such a number of fields as shall be

best suited for a farm of such an extent and situa-

tion, and having such a soil. Advantage will be
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taken of any of the existing fences whose situation

svill aid the perfect drainage of the hind, and new
ones will be made where ditches are required, or in

other places where thev are necessary tor the con-

veyance of the water from the drains.

27. From the number of small fields of which this

farm is composed, there will he a great extent of old

hedgerow fences to be removed ; and before the

drainage and subsoil ploughing of the land can be

eftected, these and all the oak, elm, ash, beech, and

alder trees must be grubbed up, and the ground dug
to the depth of at least sixteen inches. The removal

of about oOOO perches in length and at least one and

half in width, of liedgerows, will thus he required to

be effected, and the ground must then be cleared of

roots and dug over sixteen inches deep. The expense
ofiliisat Is. a perch will amount to about A^2'i5,

The timber to be cut, as it has caused the injury,

should defray this expense. The ditches required

for tJie perfect drainageof the l-^nd, afterquiclcs have
been planted on their edges, will do for the division

of the farm into fields. The draining- and fresh

fencing of the whole will be effected under my su-

perintendence. The whole may be performed at the

same time, (i. e.) the forming of ditches to carry off

the water from the drains to the brook, and the exe-

cution of the underground drains, to empty their

water into the ditches.

28. But before these operations can be effected the

brook must be deepened ; and where it is necessa'-y

to effect the drainage of the lowest part of the fiields

which are next to it, its course must be altered. Al-

though there be not much water in it in the summer
season, yet in winter there is a considerable stream

;

it will, therefore, be necessary to giveit thefollou-ing

dimensions : nine feet wide at top, two feet at bottom,

and five feet deep at least.

'J'here will thus be seventeen cubic yards in the

length of every perch, which at 3d. per cubic yard,

is 4s. od.per percli. Tlie length of the brook being

about 300 perches, the expense of deepening, and
when necessary altering it, will be about £65.

Drainage.

29. We have already stated that part of the soil

resting on the pudding-stone, and all the red clayey

portion on the west side of the farm, is very wet and
requires to be drained. The extent of this wet land

may be about 160 acres, 90 of which on the red clav

will require the underground drains to be about a

perch or a perch and a half apart, and the remaining
70 acres of low ground, resting on the lower member
of the pudding-stone will do, we think, with one and
a half or two perches between t!ie drains. All the

rest of the farm is dry, and does not require draining,

30. The ditches to carry off the water from the un-

derground drains, and to answer the ]>urfiose offences,

should not, we think, be less than four feet deep, six

inches wide at bottom, and seven feet wide at top.

Theie will thus be nine cubic yards in the length of

everv perch, and the expense of removing it, at 3d.

the cubic yard, will be 2s. 3d. the perch. If the

160 acres of wet land be divided into ten-acre fields,

about 640 jierches of deep ditches will be required

to carry off the water. The expense of this at 2s.

3d. a perch amounts to £74 13s. .Sd.

31. The most perfect and permanent mode of un-

derground draining is to make paridlel drains from

the highest to the lowest end of the field, the distance

between each being regulated by the nature of the

soil and subsoil ; and at the bottom of the field, at

the distance of about sixteen feet and a half from the

ditch, there should be an underground main drain,

into which the parallel drains empty themselves.

This main drain should be large enough to take all

the water from the drains, even though the field be

twenty acres in size, and convey it to the ditch witli

which it is connected at its lower end. The princi-

pal reasons for having all tlie underground parallel

drains to empty themselves into the main, and

through that into the ditch, instead of each emptying

itself into the ditch, are, that while, in the latter case,

a hundred mouths would require to be kept open and

clear of rubbish, in the former, only one has to he

attended to; and also, thitc during tlie summer
months, some of the parallel drains vv'ould become

dry, and allow the entrances of moles and rats, which

would soon stop ihcm up, but that the quantity of

water which always issues from a main drain would
forbid their entrance, and thus hinder them from in-

juring it or the others.

32. The best time to drain surface or rain U'ater

from land is from September to April. The mode of

proceeding should he, first to lay out the directions

of all the drains, to mark out the position of the

whole, both the parallel and main drains. The dig-

ging of the main drain should then be commenced
at the lowest end of the field, and it should be finished

before any of the parallel drains are touched. When
the uppermest end of the main is at length arrived

at, the lower end of the farthest of the jiarallel drains

should be commenced, and the others should be com-
pleted one after another. The direction of the parallel

drains should be from the top to the bottom of the

field, and if there be high ridges they should lie in the

furrow; they may be from one to one and a half or

two perches apart, varying according to the natureof

the subsoil. The falT should he as uniform as pos-

sible ; it may vary from one in six to one in thirty,

and it should he greatest just where it joins the

main. The depth of the parallel drains should be

three feet, never less than thirty inches. Their

width at top should be about fifteen inches, but at

bottom it must be regulated by the size of the soles

for the draining tiles, atd may vary from four to five

inches. Their length may be from 250 to 300 yards,

but if they cross springs of water, it should never

exceed 200 yards. The mode which we haveadopted

is to begin by putting in the tiles at the top of the

highest parallel drain, and the order in which each

drain is completed is exactly the reverse of that in

which they were commenced, only the main drain is

done as the others are completing ; that is, after the

first parallel drain is completed, the main is com-

menced, and completed as far as the second parallel

;

which being finished, the main is carried on to the

third, and so on till the whole is finished. A sole is

put in for each tile, or rather the soles should be put

close together, and each of the draining-tiles should

rest on one-halt of two adjacent soles, the middle of

each tile being over the junction of two soles. The

width of the stoles should be about one inch greater

than that of the tiles, so that it may project half an

inch on either side. The bottom sole otthe parallel

drain, at its junction with the main, should rest upon

the top of the main draining-tile, and care should *

therefoie betaken to make it sufficiently high for

that purpose ; a distance of an inch between the tiles

of the main drain should be left at that place, so that

the water from the parallel drains may iall into the

main ; and as each tile rests on two soles, this

opening would be covered by the projection of the

last tile in the parallel drain, and no entrance would

thus be allowed to earth, which would otherwise

fall in.

33. The position of the main should be at the

lowest part of the field to be drained; its dimension

will be regulated by the size of the field and the
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amount of water it is expected to discbarge. A fall

of 1 ia 200 is the least than can be advised ; 1 in 140

or 1 in 100 would keep the bottom clear of sediment.

A main drain for a field often acres should have tiles

of at least four by six inches in size, or if two tiles

side by side be employed, they ma)^ each be about

three inches b}' four. 'J'be soles for the foinier should

be seven inches in width, and for the latter five.

The main drain should have double the capability of

carrying oft' water that it is expected to require.

I'he depth of the main should be greater than that

of tlie parallel drains by the height of the tiles used

in it, so that, as was before stated, the soles of the

latter may run over those of the former, and allow

the water they convey to drop through an opening
made tor the purpose. Two tiles and two soles abreast

are much [^referable forthe main drain to a large one

of each.

34. The parallel drains should be covered by cin-

ders or turf, or by the best soil. When the last of

these is used, nothing but the very best vegetable

mould should be employed. Clay or till ought never

to be used for the purpose. Tiles are rather dearer

than stones, but they are better when the land is

nearly flat. If, however, the field has a considerable

descent, stones are better and more durable. They
sliould be broken so small that they can be passed

tlirough a two inch ring, and then filled in to the

depth of twelve inches. Tiie course of the main
drain sliould be directed to where it would bo most
convenient ibr watering the stock, so as to supply

two or four adjoining fields. A large cistern ought

to be used for this purpose, as if the stock get access

to the mouth of the drains, they would soon stop

them up by trampling on them.

35. 'I'he depth of the drains is of the greatest im-

portance. It has been found by experiment that a

drain five feet deep will keep strong clay grass land

perfectly dry to the distance of eight feet on each

side of it, while one of the dei>th of three feet will

keep it in the same condition to (he distance of

scarcely five feet.

'36. the parallel drains should be at least thirty

inches deep, fourteen inches wide at top, and five

inches v\-ide at bottom. I'herc will thus be nearly

33 cubic feet of earth to be removed in the length of

fcver)' perch, and the exjiense (there being so little

room for a man to work in) may he about fourpence

per perch. If stones are used instead of tiles, they

should, as we have already said, be broken so as to

pass through a two-inch ring, and then be filled in

(without any mixture of earthy matter) to within

eighteen inches of the fop. 'J'hey should then be
covered with a turf, and the earth filled in and pressed

hard down.

ST. Drains of these dimensions would recjuire

about ten cubic feet of broken stones to fill up the

length of a perch to the depth of twelve inches; so

tlrat a cart-load which is generally about a cubic

yard, will be enough for three perches. The expenses

connected with tlie parallel drains will therefore

stand thus :

—

s. d.

Digging 33 feet of ciibic earth, sny 4

Quarrying and breaking one-third of a load

of stones 5

Hauling stones and filling intothe drain. . .. 4j
Covering with turf and filling- inthe earth.. OJ

1 2

If, however, draining- tilos were used, it would be
?.>d. more.

Per acre.

33. The sum of Is. 2d. per perch would,

if the drains were I65 feet apart,

amount to £9 6 8

If li perch, or 24 feet apart, it would be 7

If 2 perches, or So ft. apart, it would cost 4 13 4

If, liowever, tiles were used (the expense being

Is. 42d. J a perch would, if the drains were 16^ feet

apart, cost £11 per acre ; if they were 24 feet apart,

it would amount to £8 5s.; and if two perches from
each other, it would cost £5 10s.

39. The main drains re(|uire to be of much larger

dimensions llran the parallel drains, because they

convey the water from all these into the ditch ; it

must, therefore, be at least three feet deep, 2^ inches

wide at top, and eight inches wide at bottom. There
are thus about 62 cubic teet of earth in the length of

a single jiercli, which may be removed for about

sevenpence. These must have either a stone-built

drain, or, what is cheaper, either one large or two
small tiles, which may cost 2s. a perch. The expenses

will thus amount to

s. d.

Digging 62 cubic teet of eartli 7
Draining tiles 2

Putting- in draining- tiles and filling in earth 1

Total per perch 2 8

If the fields consist of ten acres each and be of a

s^uai-e form, the extent of the main drain will be

about four perches per acre, which at 2s. od. per

perch, is equal to 10s. 3d. per acre. The expenses

of the main drain for 160 acres will, therefore,

amount to £85 6s. 8d.

40. There are in Whilfield Farm about fifty acres

of wet laud, which has a considerable declivity, and
in whicli broken stones may therefore be used in

the parallel drains ; and they would require, 1 think,

to be about one perch apart ; so that the expense of

draining this part of the farm will be £9 6s. 8d. per

acre.

41. There are about 60 acres of the remaining

wet hind which will beperfectly drained, though the

distance between the drains is 24f feet ; the incli-

nation however is so small that tiles will be required.

I'he expense of draining this will therefore be £8 5s.

per acre.

42. 'I'he remaining fifty acres will do, I think,

with the drains two perches, or 33 it. apart. In these

however, the tiles will be employed, -.is the ground is

nearly level. The expense of draining- this will

amount to £5 10s. per acre.

43. The expense of dividing the farm into fields

will depend much on their size and form. This
cannot be well ascertained till the plan for the perfect

drainage of the whole be laid down. Supposing,
however, the fields be square and averaging ten acres

in extent, tlierc would bo about 2000 perches of

fencing required—say 1500 of hedge and ditch, and
500 of stone wall. The deeji ditches for the drain-

age of the land will amount in length to about 860
perches. 'I'heir dimensions may be as follows : 3 feet

deep, 5^ feet broad at top, and six inches at bottom.

Tiiere will thus be 5h cubic yards to be removed in

the length of every jierch, which at 3d. per yard,

will amount to Is. l.^tl. per perch ; and the expenses

of 860 perches, at Is. 4ld. each, will be £59 2s. 6d.

There would also be required 1500 perches of hedge,

winch, supposing there to be two rows of quick, will

require 100 plants in the perch, or in all 150,000
quicks, which, at 10s. perlOno, will amount to £75.
The expense of putting- them in, at say 2d. per jierch,

would be £12 lOs,
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44. TbeoOOpercbesofValling, quarrying Uie stone,

and building the wall 4^ feet liigli, would cost, say

OS. per perch, or in all £125.
45. The next step after the land is properl}^

drained, is to pare and burn the surface. This is

the easiest, cheapest, and most perfect plan of re-

ducing the tough sward, and getting rid of all the

roots and rubbish growing and lying upon the land.

This may cost SOs. an acre.

46. The whole of the 160 acres which require

draining, having been so long in such a puddle every

winter and spring, the earth has become so closely

rammed together that it will require to be stirred to

the depth of sixteen inches at least by Smith's sub-

soil plough. The expense of this will not be less

than oOs. per acre.

47. After all these operations are completed, the

whole of the 160 acres should be summer fallowed

the first year, that the surface may he well cultivated.

The expense, however, of this must be paid by the

farmer ; it may be stated as follows : £ s. d.

Three plougbings, 10s. eacli 1 10

Six turns of Finlayson's harrow, 2s.6d.each 15

Four rollings, at Is. each 4
Eight turns of harrow, at Is 8

£2 17

48. As the whole of the soil is greatly deficient of

calcareous matter, I should during the operation of

summer fallowing, give it a good dressing of lime,

which can be had near the farm. Tlie quantity' per

acre which I think would be advisable for such a soil

is two bushels to a perch, or 320 per acre. The ex-
pense of liming would amount to £3 10s. per acre.

49. Recapitulation of the expense of improving
Whitfield farm :— £ s. d.

Roads (see ^ 25) 200 perches in length,

at say 8s. per perch 80
Three bridges 20
Straightening and deepening the brook

C§ 28) 300 perches, at 4s. 3d. per perch 65
The grubbing ef the roots of the

trees must be paid by the sale of

the trees, as they have done the

injury to the land, see § 27.

Drainage :
—

640 perches of deep ditching at 2s. 3d.

per perch (§ 30) 74 13 3
Main drains for 160 acres, at 10s. 8d.

per acre (§39) 85 6 8

Parallel drains:—
Fifty acres with stoaes, perch apart, at

£9 6s. 8d. per acre (§40) 466 13 4
Sixty acres of tile draining, l-j perch apart

at £3 5s. per acre (§ 41) 495
Fifty acres with tiles, at 2 perches apart,

at £5 10s, per acre (§ 42) 275
Dividing the farm into fields of ten

acres each :—
860 perches of ditching, at Is. 4|d. per

perch (§43) 59 2 6

15,000 quicks, at 10s. per 1000 (§43).. 75
Planting 1500 perches of quicks at 2d.

per perch (§ 43) 12 10
Building 300 perches of wall., 4^ feet

high (§ 4.^) 125
Subsoil ploughing 160 acres at 30s. per

acre r§ 46) 240
160 acres limed, at the rate of 320 bushels

per acre, which would cost £3 10s.

per acre (§ 48) 560
Buildings, sav 8.59 16 9

60. The present rent and taxes (see
§l)are cgj q q

To 5 percent, on the, £3500 sunk in per-
manently improving the estate, from
and after the two first years after the
sura is expended 175

£440

Thus if the whole of tlie £3500 is laid out the
first year, the rent and taxes would be £265
for the first tjjree years, and for the fourth
year it would be increased £175 (the interest
of the £3500 which is sunk in improving the
estate), so that then the rent and taxes would
be £440a-year afterwards, that is, £375 the
rent to the landlord, and £65 the parochial
taxes.

51. On entering into any speculation we look
forward to the result, and if the risk be great, we
must have some prospect of a large return oa the
capital invested

; but if there be" little or no risk,
and ample .security, we are contented with a much
smaller interest. In every case, however, it should
be greater than what we receive from government
securities.

52. In the purchase of land we think it is a good
investment when we have a clear rental, which will
pay 3§ per cent, on the purchase money ; land is

very seldom brought to^produce 4 per cent. ; indeed
it frequently produces only 3, and often not more
than 2J per cent.

53. The only thing to be looked at in considering
the propriety of investing a large sum of meney in

permanently improving any kind of soil, is simply
what interest we expect on the money expended,
and whether the increased return will be permanent or

not. If we are convinced that it will be permanent
under the kind of management it is likiily lo receive,

and that it will pay a greater interest on the capital

sunk than if with the same amount we had pur-
chased an additional number of acres, then I think it

must be evident that it is not only more prudent, but
more profitable to improve the land which we have,
than to buy more.

54. From the above estimate it appears that

£.3500 is required to be sunk in the improvement
of Whitfield farm, consisting of 232 acres. Now, if

I can make it appear that after the first two years,
the increased produce of the laad will enable the far-

mer fo pay the interest of this £3500 at the rate of
five per cent, for the next five years, and an increased
permanent rental afterwards in addition to this, 1
think there will be every reason to say that the money
is better employed in improving the estate, than in

buying a fresh quantity.

55. Estimate of capital sunk by tie farmer, be-
fore he can bring the 160 acres of land from a state

of nature to a state of cultivation.

£ s. d.
To paring and burning 160 acres at 30s.

(§.45.) 240
To fallowing 160 acres of land one year,

at £2 17s. (§. 47.) 476
To rent and taxes on 160 acres for (wie

year, at £21 10s. (§,2) , 174 13 4

£890 13 4

( To be continued in our next.)

£3500
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CRUISKEEN.
(PLATE ir.)

Cruiskeen lias been a successful racer, though

her career is not unsullied by defeat. In 18.">8,

she won the Queen's I'late of 100 guineas for

mares, at the Curragh April Aleeting, beating five

opponents. At the same meeting she beat Mr.

Osborne's Frank, a match for 100 sovs. At the

Curragh June Meeting, she won the Kir>Aan

Stakes. Her most distinguished performance

however was her successful struggle for the

Cesarewitch Stakes at the Newmarket Second Oc-

tober Meeting, on which occasion she vanquished

a numerous field, carrying a favourable weight

certainly for a five year old, (ist. (ilh.; on which

occasion she was hacked to a considerable extent

by her noble owner. She won in the late racing

season (1839) the Staffordshire Stakes of 280 sovs.

at Litchfield ; the HeatonParkStakes of 395 sovs.,

at Liverpool ; the Cesarewitch Stakes (before

noticed), of 715 sovs. Cruiskeen presents the

legitimate appearance of the racer, and the cir-

cumstance of her having nearly completed her

sixth year, and continuing to train on, shows that

her constitution is good : therefore when she has

finished her career on the course, she will be

very valuable as a brood mare- She is by Sir

Hercules.

ficiency of otlier food render it necessary to resol't to

tiiem, the sheep must have liny with it, and be allowed
rock salt to licii. Tiiese few hints, the result of much
experience, are quite at the service of your correspond-
ent. I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

April I. Ax Essex Farmkii.

TO THE EDITOR.

Sir,—In answer to a " West Norfolk Farmer,'' I beg-

to offer the following' few remarks, which I hope will,

in some measure, convey the information required :

—

Inflammation of the womb in ewes is a disease of sucii

a fatal tendency, that, unless checked at its commence-
ment, it will baffle all medical skill. As soon as suspi-

cious symptoms manifest themselves, the most easily de-

tected of which are, short and intermittent breathing-,

and the animal frequently stoopinfr to void her urine,

as if in pain, copious bleedingr from the neck until

faintness is produced, aided by aperient medicines,

such as castor oil a .quarter ofapint.or Epsom salts

from one to two ounces in warm gruel, must be imme-
diately resorted to. This judicious treatment in its early

stag-cs will often arrest tlie further progress of the dis-

ease. But it more generally happens that the ewe is

dangerously ill, before discovery is mad<-> ; it will there-

fore be more expedient to point out the causes which

produce the complaint, as preventives must be sought,

where remedies appear so difficult. The first, most

fatal, and generally the chief cause, is having- the ewes

in too hig-h condition : should this be the case, take from

the neck of the animals, about a pint of blood, a. few

d;iys or a week before tiiey are expected to larnl). It is

also a practice with many farmers, to fold their ewes,

every night previous to lambing-, when immediately

after they are turned off, to lie on the cold and wet
ground. Need I say, that inflammatory attacks of the

udder or womb constantly follow this injudicious treat-

ment? Ag-ain,—the absurd practice of having- the ewes
docked so short as to deprive thRui of their naturnl co-

vering-, will also tend to generate the disease. When
danger is to be apprehended from a difficult parturition,

—after the ewe is recovered from the exliausiiou attend-

ant on it, a moderate quantity of blood should be ex-

tracteil, and two ounces of castor oil ndministered in

some linseed ai-id oatmeal gruel, a small piece of hog's-

lard may be introduced into the viigina, and care being-

taken not to expose the animal to cold, no ill conse-

quences will follow. Cole-seed, Swede turnips where
there is much top or leaf, or any strong or stimulating-

food, must be given with great caution and in moderate
quantities, before the ewes have lambed. Should a dt-

Campton, Bishop-cross, Somerset.

SiR,~As you request information on the disease
which at present affects co«s, I beg to hand you what
has occurred to my dairy, and my treatment of this

disease.

In a pen adjoining the public road I have kept 11

cows. The first time my cows showed any symptom
of disease was on Tuesday, the 24th inst. Two were
first t^ken on the evening of that day, and the follo-R'-

ing morning five more. I immediately bled the seven,
and gave the eleven one pound of salts. The quantity
of blood taken was about a gallon from each cow. On
Thursday morning I found the remaining four had the

disease, and I bled them. The first taken -were evi-

dently better. Friday I found some of the cows a little

costive, and gave them half a pound of salts more.
Friday and Saturday all were decidedly better, and this

day are also so, but two show a crack in the hoof.

The first symptoms were a frothing at the mouth,
-with bladders on the tongue, and the whole mouth in-

flamed and ulcerated. The cows ate nearly as much
hay as usual, and drank each day about 12 gallons of
water. To take off the chill, a quart of hot water was
added to each bucket. The cows' feeding I attribute

to the use of alum water, with which I syringed their

mouths once a-day : the milk only shrunk about one
quarter. We made butter of it, and use it for the
cart-wheels instead of grease ; the skim-milk -was

given to the pigs, and as yet there is no injurious con-
sequence. The disease I do not consider so alarming,
if the simple remedy and treatment above stated be
resorted to on the very first si/mptoms appearing ; if

not, the consequences stated by your several corres-

pondents will follow. This disease is so contagious,
that on no account must a person who has attended

a sick beast be permitted to serve or attend cattle not
diseased,.without their clothes being washed or fumi-
gated.—I remain, sir, your obedient servant,

Thomas Tozer.
March 29, 18-10.

Sir,—In answer to the query on turnips, I beg to

state, that from the experience I have had in the

cultivation of that valuable plant, I would advise him
to sow either the wdiite taukard or white globe, and
not to be later than the first -sveek in June in sowing
them ; they will have attained their growth by
Michaelmas, and will be (|uite fit for consumption at

that time ; and I should feel happy to furnish

him wdth some seed, through your office, of either

of tho'se sorts, or purple or green topped Swede, red or

green tankard, red or green globe, early stone, yelle-w

Scotch, &c., at 6s. per gallon, by his sending me an
order for the same. I suggest, respecting; cabbages,

that it is a good plan, and 1 believe the likeliest way
to grow the greatest weight per acre, to sow either the

drum-head or large Scotch cabbage about the middle

of August, to let them stand in the seed-bed till the

April following, then transplant at two feet apart each
way, which will require 10,890 plants per acre, and if

they weigh I4lb. each, it amounts to rather more than
68 tons per acre ; if a strong soil, perhaps they may
weigh from 20 to 24lb. each. If planted on a large

scale, it is the easiest method to draw out some small
furrovi's with a light plough ; the distance may be re-

gulated by the wheels, when the field is finished one
way, then cross it, put in a plant at every place the

plough cuts, they will all then stand at right angles,

and can be horse- hoed either way.— I am, sir, yours
respectfully, John Friend,

Nexvington, near Hytlie, Kent, April 4, 1840,
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O'N HOOYE iN CATTLE.

BV MR. T. MAYER, NEWCASTLE.

(From the Veterinarian.)

Since 1 hail the pleasure of foi'warding a com-
munication i-elative to this destructive malady in

young cattle, I have had still further opportunity

of testing the value of lime-water, alternated with

a solution of salt in water, in curing it. It is, as

1 have said hefore, an affection dependent upon
the development of an innumerable quantity of

worms, of the filaria species, in the cells and
bronchial tubes of the lutigs, which create only a

certain quantum of irritation in that viscus and
the mucous membranes of the bronchi as to keep
Tip that extent of secreted fluids just adequate to

their demand for their support ; but which brint^s

on a constant cough, quickness of breathing, rapid

loss of condition, and, ultimately, either wears
the animal out, or else suffocates it by their ex-

traordinary accumulation, accompanied with a

correspondent increase of secreted fluids. It is an
affection not confined to cattle, for v.'e find it in

other animals, as sheep, deer, &c., and not ex-

empting even man himself. I have often con-

sidered hooping-cough as bearing a very strong
analogy to it ; and it would be well to try how
far the same remedial measures would avail in

this disease ; and also, when opportunity serves,

to make post-mortem examinations to ascertain

whether it has not a similar origin. In that very
valuable work, " The Naturalist's Library," con-
ducted by Sir Wm. Jardine, Bart., F.R.S), F.L.S.,

&c., &C.J (a work whiclr ought to form a portion
of every agriculturist and every veterinary

surgeon's librar}', whether as regards its extreme
cheapness, the valuable matter it contains, the
beauty and fidelity of its plates, which are

coloured to life, or the elegant manner in which
it is got up), I find that, in the memoir of the
celebrated and scientific Camper (vide vol. iii, on
Deev), he had noticed this disease in cattle, and
brought it faii-ly before the public as to its cause.

I cannot do better than transcribe his own words.
" During some years, the calves which went to

pasture were attacked v.dth cough, &c., which
gradually got worse, and terminated in destroying

the animal with intense suftering. The disease

was uniformly fatal. A thousand head were cut

off in the neighbourhood of Groningen in a short

time by this disease, without the cause being dis-

covered, or any efficient remedy suggested.
" To inquire if any thing- could be attempted for

its removal, I went (says Camper) to visit one of

my acquaintances, who, of fifty calves, lost in the

mouth of August, more than tldrty, in a meadow
where they fed along with many cows, heifers,

horses, sheep, &c., not one of which, however,
was affected. On the 2nd of September I ex-

amined one of the carcasses, and found the

digestive organs were all sound. On opening the

chest with great care, I found it was quite free

from inflammation. I then removed the tongue
and windpipe; and scarcely had I opened the

gullet, when I discovered millions of worms.
They were from an inch and a half to two inches

long, white and slender. I traced them down the

windpipe, and found myriads of them in the

proper substance of the lungs.* In another in-

dividual, I found a great cluster of many millions

of these worms, which obstructed the windpipe,

* He means the cells of the lungs.

and bad choked tlie animal. In all that died

from the disease, the cellular membrane of the

lungs was filled with the worms, while the air-cells

were free.* Examined through the microscope,

the worms were found pointed at head and tail,

aiul about one-sixth of an inch in width ; they

were also discovered to be viviparous, I have

made extensive, though fruitless, researches to

find any account of this disease in authors, or any
description of the worms in the works of na-

turalists. Klien, Linna;us, Pallas, and Midlei-,

and all those who write particularly on worms,
have confounded them with the vena medinemifs.

The appellation r/orduis has been given to a

filiform worm; but, on comparing it with this

pulmonary one, it is evidently distinct. It is

singidar that Gesner has given to a worm some-
what similnr the name of wasser-kalb, at the same
time observing that he does not know its origin.

He, however, likewise knew that the calves some-
times swallowed them with the water which they

drank, and at the great peril of their lives.

Gesner, therefore, knew that there were v/orms
which induced a disease in calves which was
frequently mortal." The celebrated M. Goese,
in his admirable essay. Hist. Nat. des Vct\s'

Intestin. des AniniaiLV, written several years

afterwards, denominated this species Les Vers de

Camper.
" I lost no time," he continues, " in stating in

the ])ublic pai)ers a discovery so important for the

country, inviting co-operation in my labours, and
volunteering to come and examine the disease in

any district where it might break out. If ever

any cases should again occur under my controul,

I should direct the animals to be shut up in huts

made for the purpose, where, b}^ continual

fumigations, they should breathe a medicated air.

The subject is important, not to mj'- native

country only, but to Europe ; and I would invite

all na'uralists not merely to examine the nature of

the disease, but also to inquire into the most
effectual and least expensive remedies. I cannot
reflect upon the benevolent and humane disposi-

tion now so prevalent, without experiencing the

liveliest delight, that there nowhere exists the

people w'ho will not, free from all petty national

interest, take their share in this great object,

which alike concerns us all."

To Camper, therefore, belongs the merit of
having ascertained *the cause of this destructive

disease. It is fortunate that an effectual and
specific remedy has been found out, which has

not only for its greatest recommendation its

efficiency, but likewise its cheapness too ; for,

from the small value of a calf, it would be im-
possible for the farmer to adopt any expensive
remedial means, much more employ the attend-

ance of a vetei-inary surgeon : tlie first loss would
be the least. It is very singular that this disease

should be tnet with in calves that have never
been turned out, and during the period they are
sucking. / ffiva not this upon my own auftiorlty,

but that of others. It tends, I think, to confirm

the opinion advanced in the Veterinarian by
myself, vol. viii, p. 399, tliat it dates its origin

from ova taken up in the water the animals drink.

If the proximate elements of medicine taken in by
the mother can go the round of her circulator}'

system, enter into the milk secreted by her breasts,

and aftect the oft'spring that sucks that milk

* And again, he says, " the air-cells were tVea

— Rn.
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similarly to herself, I see no reason why the ova

of animalcula taken np by the mother in the

water she drinks should not pass into the sarae

secretion, he Riicked in by her ofls])r)ng, carried

into the round of its circulation, and find its way
into the bronchi tlirongh the medium of its

secreted fluids ; then become developed, and there

give orign to this very peculiar affection.

The farmer whose young stock I cave yon the

history of in the 7th vol. of the Veterinarian,

page 08"), and who lost six of tliem before w'e

adopted the use of the lime-water and solution of

salt, and none afterwards, has since had his stock

affected again ; but, by employing these two
simple remedies, he cured all in the course of

three weeks. A neighbour of his had four attacked

with it, one a very valuable bull calf ; but, un-
fortunately, we were not called in till the day it

died. Suspecting what was the cause, I made a

post-mortem examination, and found the bronchi
full of these worms : one of the surviving three

was very much affected, hoosing continually, very
much reduced in condition, and its breathing

particularly affected ; the other two had it very
slightly. By the administration of lime-water
and salt and water, they were all three soon
restored. Another farmer had between twenty
and thirty affected with the hoove. The person
he called in commenced by bleeding aud purging,

which soon put half a dozen hors de combat : he
then adopted the administration of lime-water,

which saved the remainder. The right hon. Earl

Talbot had a valuable bull calf attacked with it.

We recommended the above simple means, and it

was well in a fortnight. I therefore think we
may consider lime-water and salt and water
alternately as a complete specific in this destructive

malady ; but still I shall feel particularly obliged

by either veterinary surgeons or the agricultural

])ortion of ourcommunity communicating, through
the means of your valuable journal, the results of

their practical test of its efficiencj' or inefficiency.

ON EATING TARES UPON THE
LAND WITH SHEEP.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXl'RESS.

Sir,— I observe in your valuable journal fre-

quent mention of eating tares on the land with
sheep, and I have no doubt of the benefit of the

system, having for the last three or four years

grown from twenty to thirty acres of tares, all of

which I have hitherto cut green, and consumed,
partly in the stable and folds with horses and
cattle, and partly led on to the pastures. I will

feel obliged to your correspondent " Arator
Eboracensis" if he will, when convenient to him,
inform me, through the medium of your paper, the

time to turn the sheep on the tares, whether they
are to be folded with nets, as we do on turnips, or

they are allowed to range at liberty over the fields,

and also whether the tares are to be eaten bare,

and then left to grow a second time, or the sheep
are only put on in such quantities as to keep the

pasture always good 1 and any other information
be may think necessary to a young farmer who
never saw tares consumed on the land, as in this

county all the tai-es are either cut green for soiling,

or allowed to rix>en for seed. I am, Sir,

A Constant Reader.
jDurham, March 23.

ON THE SELECTION OF STOCIv.

Sir,—The tribes of the Messrs. Colling im-
proved short-horns possessed different properties.

Mr. C. Ceiling's bull Favourite, from a short-

horn cowwithout pedigree, produced the astonish-

ing Durham ox ; and from Mr. Ivobert Colling's
yellow cow, the white heifer that travelled.

The Daisy and Duchess tribes were renowned
milker?.

Lady tribe, or the alloy, obtained, and continue
to obtain, such unheard of prices as stamp their

merits. :

—

Lady at 14 years old, 206 guineas, her daughter
countess 400 guineas, her daughter Laura olO
guineas, her son Major 200 guineas, and her sou

George 130 guineas were respectively sold by
auction the same day at Mr. C. Colling's, in 1816.

At the Castle Howard sale, nine females, full of

alloy, averaged !).5 guineas, one of which fetched

;)20 guineas.

At Capt. Collii'g's, 15 females, full of alloy,

averaged 99 guineas, one of which fetched 200

guineas and

At Mr. Edward's, 12 females, full of alloy,

averaged 106 guinear,, one of which fetched 300

guineas : these sales took place last autumn.

It has been reported that " the Lady stock and
their descendants have done wonders, and they

are certainly the best short-hor£is. Mr. C. Colling

said to himself, and offered to shew for 1000

guineas Lady, her daughter Countess and her
grandaughter Selina, against any three cows in

the kingdom. All the most celebrated breeders

resorted to the cross with great advantage. They
were thought to give the short-horns neatness,

shorter legs and better and firmer quality of

flesh."

The old woman when she kissed her cow said,

every one to their liking. In so saying she gave
a good lesson to those who wish to promote this

valuable variety of cattle.

Adopt her maxim—go amongst the breeders of

the true and gemiine herds, use your judgment,
select to likings.

To some of the breeders in the South of Eng-
land this is most particularly recommended—get

quit of your miserable representations, refer to a
work published in 3 vols., Coate's Herd-Book,
you will there be enabled to make yourselves ac-

quainted with the individuals you are examining,
and learn if they are truhj descended from the

origiiaals.

After which —beware incest—and extravagant
indulgence.

The writer had the pleasure of several years

intimate acquaintance with the late Rev. Mr.
Berry, and from his own knowledge of his

opinions on breedings, of the forms, and quality

of cattle, he is well satisfied, Mr. Berry's judgment
was equal to any man's.

As to Herefords, in the years 1807, 8, 9, and 10,

the writer bred from the herd of the late Mr.
TuUy; superior to his, he has never since seen,

but he relinquished thorn from their lack of milk

and unfitness of their veal for superior shambles ;

but he begs by this, not to detract one atom of

their deserved merits as oxen.

Somerset, In Reply to J. Lancaster*

March 18, 1840.
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TO THE EDITOR OF THE
FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—One of your correspondents, in your

magazine for February, on page 131, gives an
opinion "that in ail animals the same family in

blood coming together, degenerates the race, and
a want of nervous energy is the consequence.

This is a principle of nature not to be gainsayed ;

also, that healthy, well bred, enei'getic animals

coming together without any consanguinity in

blood, will produce a numerous and healthy oif-

spring, and vice versa.

Another correspondent, "Rutland" puts this

question : What are the best principles of establish-

ing a fiock of sheep, with a view to obtain the

animal that will pay bestfor the food it consumes '.'

Also, what are the best principles of management,
when the right animal is attained? it being the

great object of the husbandman in every case to

obtain the most valuable returns from the raw
produce consumed.

I shall consider the remarks made by both your

friends as applied to sheep, and hope by a few re-

marks of my own, to shew that the principle laid

down by the first gentleman is not borne out in

practice ; in doing which I may in some degree

answer the enquiries of the second. Your corres-

pondent on breeding would tell "Rutland" that

he could not establish a good iiock of sheep
without putting together males and females of no
consanguinity in blood. My plan v/ith the same
view would be different; and to shew it more
clearly I will suppose myself starting with a flock

of ewes, taken as part of the stock of a farm.

After looking through the flocks of the tup-breeders

of the same desciption of sheep as my own, I fix

upon one that I consider the most likely to prove
beneficial, and from that select a tup as near like

the sheep I wish to obtain as possible, and put

him with the ewes, after having taken away those

decidedly objectionable; and if I could purchase a

few ewes better than my own, of the same blood

as the flock I seek to obtain, I should do so, and
take away the same number of the worst of my
lot. The principle of Nature not to be gainsayed

Is this, " like will beget like :" therefore, pursuing

the same course yearly as now laid down, and ob-

taining a tup yearly from the same flock which I

find to be one of correct blood, I find in a few
years my ewes very similar, and their produce
such as can bo depended on, with the exception of

a few similar to those I started with : and nothing

short of retaining perfect consanguinity in blood

will cause family likeness and a distinct breed.

That animals coming together well bred and ener-

getic without any consanguinity in blood, will

produce a numerous and healthy off'spring, I am
ready to admit, but the converse of the proposition

I believe to be erroneous, having witnessed in

many instances the proof that well-bred and ener-

getic animals of the same blood coming together,

do produce a numerous and healthy offspring.

Three intimate friends have not gone from the

same blood for the last forty years. One of the
three has bred the tups which he has used himself,

and has furnished the other two with tups also ;

and I feel certain the three flocks are very much
improved in ray recollection, which is about four-

teen years : I have bred from tups of the same
breed for the last seven years, and from them
alone, and with success. I believe the three flocks

I refer to are better than any other of the same
description I am acquainted with ; when I say

better, I mean that the produce of fifty ewes from

each flock would raise more miitton and wool in

value, in twenty months, than the produce of 150

ewes from any other three flocks, allowing each

lot of sheep to consume the same weight of food.

I hope your correspondent on breeding v;ill not

lose sight of the flock of Somersets he names, the

produce from which, this year, appear to be similar

in countenance ; but when the ewe lambs now just

born produce lambs, he will find such produce to

partake of the character of the dam and sire, also

of the grandam and sire. The only way to raise a

good flock of sheep of a distinct family, is to make
your ewes yearly by selection as good as you can,

and let the ram you intend to join them be as

nearly like what you wish your flock should be,

and success must attend you. Having obtained

what you wish and aim at, you are, and will be,

uncertain whether you possess the animal that will

produce the largest amount in value, considering

the outlay in food ; until the committee of the

English Agricultural Society make the experiment

;

and to such a source must " Rutland" alone look

for a correct answer to his enquiry on this subject.

I conceive the English Agricultural Society should

lix upon and pay a careful and correct agriculturist

for the trouble of feeding lambs of the same age

from the most eminent breeds of long and short-

woolled sheep, in such a way that each lot might

be charged with the amount valued by weight of

food consumed, and at the end of twelve months

at least, each lot should declare, through the

opinion of qualified judges, the value of the mutton

and wool produced, that the quality and quantity

of the produce might be shewn against the value

of the food consumed. By such a course the En-

glish Agricultural Society would carry out one of

the objects they declare they have in view. See No.

;;, objects of English Agricultural Society, page 5,

part 3, vol. 1 of Journal.

When the flock producing the most valuable

return for the food consumed is attained, the prin-

ciple of managing such a flock must so mainly

depend on the situation of the farm, and the nature

of the soil upon which it is to be grazed, that any

person would not be able to define a plan, until

the particulars now not declared are made known.
This lengthened account of the plan adopted by

a young breeder, is conveyed to you with an ear-

nest hope that it may induce other communications

from men of more experience ; but should you

think this sufficientto induce further discussionon a

point in which the individual interest of every

breeder, and the combined interest of thepeople of

this densely populated and meat-consuming king-

dom is so strongly connected, the end aimed at

will be attained by a Constant Reader.

THE TWEEDDALE PATENT
DRAINING TILES.

[As this subject is one of the utmost importance at

the present moment, we must request the favor

of any correspondent who may be so obliging as

to offer any communication upon it, to permit

liis naaie to be published. Ed. M. L. E.]

Sir ,— Permit me through the medium of your use-

ful paper to inquire what are the peculiar merits or

demerits of the " Tweeddale patent draining tile."

Information on this subject from practical Agri-

culturists, will serve your countrymen generally,

and oblio-e, A Subscriber.

March 1\, 1840.
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P R A C T 1 C A L E S S AY S ( ) N T H E
DISEASES OF SHEEP.

To which the Prize of I'en Guineas iras awarded litt

the Safj'rori'Walden Agricultural Society, in Sept.

1839."

BY HENRY CLEEVE, OF RAWRETH HAI.L, NEAR
RALEIGH, ESSEX.

(From the Journal of the English Agricultural Socielij.)

(Concluded freo; page 2S0.)

The Scab, or the Rubberi:, is a complaint so

well known to every breeder, by its mischievous
effect and highly contagious character, that it

seems scarcely necessary to describe it at any
length. It originates, like some other cutaneous
complaints, in tlie propagation of vermin in the
skin. In its commencement the cuticle appears un-
naturally red and iiorid. This is followed by a
pustular eruption, accompanied by extreme itch-

ing. The confluence of the pustules, when break-
ing, occasions an extensive sore, and this is soon
covered by the scab ; but the healing process does
not proceed, for the itching- causes the sheep to

rub himself against the post and rails nntil the
scab is removed, and tlie sore is made worse hv
exposure. At length the animal dies ofexhaustion :

about a fortnight occuri'ing between the first

infection and the pustular eruption.

Although fat sheep, or those in improving con-
dition, seem less liable to be attacked with scab
than others, it is not, as some have supposed, a
disorder in the blood, and to be cured by change
to richer pasturage ; it is strictly a cutaneous and
local disease, although like all other local com-
plaints, it will seriously and even fatally injure the
constitution if not checlcedin its early stages. If

speedily discovered sulphur ointment will prove a
remedy, but in more serious cases in order to effect

a cure it is necessary to dress the sheep with the
mercurial ointment given in the Appendix (jSo. 1),

which operation is performed according to the fol-

lowing directions : — Divide the wool in two
parallel lines, about two and four inches from the
back on both sides, and also one line down the
shoulders and thighs ; lay on the ointment close

to the skin with your forefinger as you make the
divisions ; lay another furrow or line down the
throat, under the belly, and between the fore and
hind legs ; at the same time examine carefully for

the affected parts, and dress them.
Three pounds of the ointment arc sufficient for

a score of large sheep, and two pounds and a half
for hoggets or sheep in low condition.*

* I have found, in my ov>n experience, half the
quantity to be sullicient.—.T. W. Cuildehs.

AVe have many remedies for the scab ( ov shah)

,

which b}^ great care and unremitting- attention will

cure it. Of late, in the neighbourhood of Newbury,
a new remedy has been introduced for it by a person
who travels from farm to farm dipping sheep for the
ticks. He applies other ingredients with his mix-
ture, -and dips thera the same as for the ticks, which
is a great saving- of time and expense, and much
better for the sheep than the plan of continuallv
catching them to dress tliem ,• and if it should suc-
ceed in future, as L understand i", has already done,
it is likely to supersede every other remedv.—VV.

HUMFREY.
The chief iugredient in this remedy is probably

corrosive sublimate.—Tnr Auinou.

Highly useful as this preparation is for tl;c cure
of so troublesome a complaint, atul much as it is

recommended, yet there is scarcely a farmer that
has used it without the loss of sheep from its in-

judicious application. October and March are the
proper months for dressing when the weather is

dry ; nor should it be delayed to a later season.
In hot weather the absorbent vessels carry it too

quickly into the system, and the sheep become
salivated, and also in the winter, from lying on the
cold and wet ground. I was once persuaded by a
veterinary surgeon to dress 300 lambs in August

:

although I was very careful in not applying more
than 21bs. of the ointment per score, yet, tor two
months, I had to regret my folly, having, in that

time, lost il2. I mentioned this to a cattle-dealer

at Cambridge, who said I must have laid it on too

strong, for that he had just dressed 50, and saw
no fear of his ; but -.vhen I met him about a fort-

night after, the tale Y.as altered, and !'> bad died.

Instances of losses from applying the ointment iu

the winter months are too common to need any
caution from me. It is highly dangerous to use it

o;j ewes before or after lambing, nor is it safe at

any time to anoint sheep that arc poor or weak ;

but the following infusion will answer the purpose
when it is improper to use the mercurial oint-

ment :
—

Boil half-a-pound of tobacco in two gallons of

water until reduced to one ; strain and then add
half-a-pint of spirit of turpentine, and half a
pound of flowers of sulphur ; on the application

of this mixture the scabs should be broken, and
every affected part well searched and dressed. As
this decoction, as well as the ointment, stains the

wool and disfigures the sheep immediately after

they are shorn, I generally use the lotion (Appen-
dix No. 2), first washing the animal well with soft

soap and warm water.

I also recommend tiic use of aperients, as

also bleeding from the eye-vein in sheep much
diseased. Two ounces of Epsom salts would be
a sufBcient dose ; and in administering medicines
internally some care is necessary to insure their

reaching the stomach. They must be swallowed
slowly, not foi-ced down, otherwise they will be
precipitated with sucli force as to open the paunch
in their descent, and will remain there instead of
entering the stomach and bowels; for the struc-

ture of the parts is such as to admit of this

misdirection of the medicine. A six-ounce phial

is a convenient instrument for the gradual in-

troduction of fluid medicine.

Jo return from this digression. Every infected

sheep should be removed from tlie flock as soon
as dressed, and until there is a satisfactory proof
of its convalescence. J'^ven here, however, the
anxiety of the farmer is not at an end. The com-
plaint is probably more contagious than any other

that can be mentioned. It has often happened that

after all thg stock has been sold and replaced, the

new comers have been speedily infected. This is

occasioned by coming in contact with the fences

against which the diseased slieep have been in the

habit of rubbing themselves ; the wool left on the

posts retaining some of the eggs or larvae of the
vermin, and of course communicating them to the

new flock. The prudent farmer should therefore

cause all flakes of wool remaining on the edges to

be carefully collected by his boys, and he should

also remove all useless posts, and paint or tar the

gates, or wash them with a solution of the chloride

of lime, before he uses the same pastures again.

Some complaints have been erroneously con-
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founded with the scab, and ranch inconvenience
and even mischief has arisen from the n_iistake, all

the usual remedies to avoid conta.L^ion being taken
unnecessarily. Hard and scurfy eruptions, and
some species of the ticks, have been considered
to be scab, and treated accordingly. The
shepherd will be guided in his judgment by the
actions of the sheep ; if he observes that the pain-
ful itching and incessant rubbing are wanting, he
may safely conclude that the attack is not scabby
in its character. In some parts of the country
the scab in its most virulent form is known by the
name of " Wildfire." It becomes a species of
erysipelas.

Pelt-rot may be here mentioned, less as a

specific disorder, than as a frequent efl'ect of
scabby ernptions. It consists of a spontaneous
falling off in the v.'trol. It is sometimes produced
by febrile attacks, as often happens with the hu-
man being after severe fever. In otiier cases I

have known it to be constitutional, returning
at regular periods, and most usually once a-ye.ir.

Ewes suckling twins seem to be very liable to it,

probably from the poverty of condition, brought
on by too much nursing. When the shepherd
perceives one of the flock losing its fleece he ought,
by immediate shearing, to save the wool, and it'

the skin appears scurfy, it should be anointed with
lard, or linseed, or other oils. If the weather is

severe at the time of this premature shearing, the
animal should be clothed in a coarse canvas jacket
lined with flannel.*

The Flv.—Sheep are most liable to be struck
by this insect in the months of August and Sep-
tember, but it is a verj' prevalent complaint during
the continuance of hot showery weather. It is

caused by a large species of fly, which select the
woo! of the sheep for their nest, and generally
settle underneath the tail. Inattention to clean-

liness, by allowing the dung to accumulate on the
part, is one of the chief causes. The sheep betrays
its uneasiness by refusing to feed, and hy various
contortions of the bodjMn its endeavours to lid

itself of its troublesome parasites, which a little

experience will easily detect. Too much attention

cannot be bestowed on the flock by the shepherd
to discover the afl'ected sheep, for, although the
discolouration of their wool, and the uneasiness
which the animal manifests on most occasions,

might seem enough to attract attention from the

most superficial examination, I am persuaded, by
expei'ience, that, without the strictest scrutiny,

many of the flies will be passed over, the coat be-
come injured, and not unfrequently the sheep
destroyed, before it has been discovered that it is

seriously ill. To guard against this, the flock

should be counted twice a-day, for often when a
sheep is struck it will run into the shade of a deep
ditch for protection, and there remain undis-
covered. The flock should be separately examined
one by one, before the flies are busy ; and during
the day, it should be carefully noticed whether
flies are inclined to settle on any particular sheep

;

and if so, on close inspection of that sheep, it

will be found that there are fly-blows or maggots^

*' If thus dressed, should not the jacket be ren-

dered impervious to wet, either by the outer covering-

being made of water-proof material, or by smearing
it vrith pitch ? for the rain will otherwise penetrate

through It to the flannel, which will retain the

moisture, and thus keep the animal constantly damp
and cold,—F, Burki ,

even though the animal at tiio time seems insen-

sible of it.

The best application for the destruction of the
maggot is the scab-ointment given in the appen-
dix (No. IJ, especially if the skin be much broken,
as it assists to heal the wounds and keeps the skin
from cracking. The ointment must be laid on
a little beyond tba aflfected i)arts, separating the
wool in furrows and closely applying it to the
skin ; after this is done the wool should be care-
fully brushed backwards and forwards with the
fingers, when the maggots will very soon roll out.

Tbe sheep should be examined again in a few
hours, and if any have been overlooked in the
first operation they will now be found in small
clusters, when another application of the ointment
will generally be sulhcient to remove them al-

together.

In cases where the sores are so numerous and
extensive that tliu ointment cannot be prudently
used in adequate quantities, the wool being closely

removed, the parts should be bathed with milk, a
small quantity of white-lead scraped on, and then
linseed-oil applied with a soft brush. This treat-

ment should be repeated daily until the cure is

completed ; a covering being provided for the
animal to protect it from flies.

If a lotion is preferred, the one found in the
Appendix (No. 2) is equiilly eflScacious for de-

stroying the maggot, but it is a harsh remedy
and injurious to the wool.

In order to prevent the fly from blowing in the
wool, it is a common practice in the w^est of Eng-
land, about a month after shearing, to smear the
sheep over the back and round the tail with a
composition of sulphur and hellebore

; given in

the Appendix (No. 3).*

There is another complaint, commonly called

SouE-iiEADs, which is also caused by the fly, but
a smaller and distinct species from the preceding,
and is most troublesome in woody enclosed dis-

tricts. The Hies settle on the head of the sheep^
which causes them to strike at it with their hind
feet; hence the skin becomes wounded, when the
insects, settling on the abrasure, quickly extend
and deepen the sore, and annoy the animals to

such a degree, as to prevent them from feeding
whilst their tormentors are on the wing.

I have tried various remedies, but found nothing
better than the grease on the axle-trees of carts,

called cart-gum—-a composition of tar, grease,
and oil. Spirits of tar is also an excellent applica-
tion, from its smell being offensive to the fly.

In order to apply the dressings the flock should

" I have tried several remedies, and all of them,

have destroyed the maggots. It is injurious to the
flock to be driving them about to catch those afl'ected

by the maggot, when the weather is warm. The
best mode of proceeding that has come within my
own experience is to dress the lambs with the powder,
v»-hen the fly appears early in the spring, and to

have them dipped for the ticks early in the autumn,
which prevents the fly from attacking tbem late in

the season. There is danger in dipping lambs early

in the season, when young and tender, and I have
found by experience that when dipped verv earl}-,

they have been struck with the fly late in the season
;

therefore, the application of the powder (which is

an excellent remedy to prevent the flv from striking,

and in which there is no danger to the young lambs),
and dipping tbem earlv in the autumn, is a safer

course in the eradication both ot maggots and ticks.

W . TICMFRVV.
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be bad into the fold (if not already tliere) ejirly in

tbe morning, and, as their heads are dressed, let

them out, or they will rub it off against each other.

Capping them is the best system (when they have
been allowed to get very bad), not by sticking the

caps on the head by means ofpitch or any adhesive

mixture, which, from its irritating the wound,
they soon kick off, but made according to the

following pattern. Under this, and over the sore,

to prevent the canvass from drawing it, apply a

piece of white sticldng-plaster ; and, let the head
be in ever so bad a state, this viin effectually cure

it without any further trouble.

dtl\ 6 a length 7 i"

The wide part of the cap must be placed on the

top of the liead, and the ears brought thiough the

loops : the strings at tbe bottom of the cap are to be
first crossed l:)eneath tbe lower jaw, and then passed

through each loop on tbe opposite side, brought
down, and tied under tbe throat.

The Ticks are a kind of lice, frequently pro-
ducing a scabby eruption on the skin, that not only
occasions considerable annoyance to the sheep,
but, like the disease commonlj^ known as tbe scab,

injures the fleece very materially. 31ercurial oint-

ment will soon remove the intruders, or, if the
warmth of the season renders it dangerous to

incur the risk of salivation, tobacco-water will

have the same effect ; the tinge, however, that
this gives tp the wool makes it a less convenient
remedy if the mercurial ointment can be safely

applied. The lotion, No. 2, would be better than
either of these.

The remedy used by Mr. Coke (now Lord
Leicester) is tobacco, soft soap, and white calx of
mercury, in the proportion of 2 and 2§ of the first

two, and lib. of mercury, to 8 gallons of water.
This will dress three score of sheep.*

* An application having been made, by direction
of tbe Duke of Richmond, for the purpose of
obtaining correct information respecting the present
mode adopted at Holkham, tbe Earl of Leicester
has communicated to tbe Society tbe following
authentic document :

—

When very numerous in lambs, as is often the
case a short time after they are weaned, an ex-
cellent remedy is to dip them according to direc-
tions given in the Appendix, [No. 4). This will

not only eradicate the tick but materially improve
their appearance, and in a great measure prevents
the fly from depositing their larva? in the woo].*
These are all the cutaneous diseases to which

shec]) are usually liable. There may be others
found in parts of the country with which I am not
familiar, and perhaps varieties even of those that
I have mentioned may appear under forms so
different as to render their identity questionable.
But in allcases of eruption, and especially if seve-
ral of the flock are simultaneously affected, the
diseased sheep should be separated from the
others, and mild mercurial ointment applied, or
where circumstances do not admit of its safe

application, tobacco-water may be used as a
substitute.

There are many other disorders of occasional,
and, in some places, of frequent occurrence, more
particularly those of afebrile character; but tlie

above are more or less common in all flocks, and
it would make my treatise too long for any useful
purpose if I w ere to introduce all that has been
written or reported upon every disorder of which
experience has proved the sheep to be susceptible :

some, even of those that I have mentioned, occur
too rarely to make any lengthened observation on
them desirable.

After thus enuinerathig, at greater length than
I at first intended, the ordinary diseases of sheep,
I v;ill beg- the attention of the sheep-master to some
precautionary rules, wdiich, at first sight, may
appear commonplace, but w'hich, experitence daily

tells us, arc too much forgotten in practice. The
object of the farmer ought to he to grow as many
sheep upon his farm as is consistent with the feed
it supj)lies, and if he exceeds or falls short of the
just ]U'oportion he will either way be a loser.

This is too obvious to require much illustration.

In the former case the sheep are starved, and will

neither do justice to the laud nor pay when sold to

the butcher; in the latter much valuable food is

wasted, and his profits, as a matter of course,

diminished. Another point of consideration is

the sudden change of food to which some subject

taeir flocks. The majority of tlie diseases that I

Recipe/or Dressing Sheep to Destroy Ticks, ^'c.

i\ oz. white arsenic to 1 gallon of water.

S oz. of soap to ditto.

2 oz. of tobacco to ditto.

Tbe arsenic nmst be boiled in a bag, and kept

stirred at tbe time of boiling. Tbe tobacco to be
boiled in a bag, and put into tbe water when cold.

The soap to be cut into thin slices ; and boil the

whole ot tbe mixture well for half an hour.

One pint and a half of this water to be applied to

one sheep.

Leon.ird Loose, shepherd, Holkham,
17l.h Jan. 1840.

* It is better to dip tbe lambs immediately after

the ewes are shorn than after weaning. The shear-

ing tbe ewss destroys or removes the ticks which
were upon them, and the dipping destroys tliose

which were upon tbe lambs ; whereas, if it is

postponed till tbe lambs are we:med, tbe wool on
the ewes will hava tlien grown long enough to

shelter ticks which have come upon them from the

lambs after the time of shearing.

—

Spencer.
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hare mentioned in the preceding pages proceed

from a sudden change from a scantj^ to a luxurious

diet. It is no uncommon occurrence to see a

flock, which has been nearl)'- starved during the

winter, suddenly turned into abundant pasturage

on the approach of spring ; or others, which
during summer and autumn have received little

attention, and been hardly folded, abruptly put

into coleseed or turnips. Diseases arising from
indigestion and repletion soon follow, and the

farmer is astonished at the extent and rapidity of

his losses. All this might have been avoided by
making the transition a little more gradual. At
night the sheep should he removed from their

new feed, good sweet hay should for a time form
a considerable portion of their diet, and, by slow

degrees, the flock might be initiated, as it were,

into the full enjoyment oftlieir rich succulent

provender.
Again—a farmer sometimes; attends a fair, and

])urchases a lot of sheep that have been driven a

long distance, and for several days have had little

better grazing than they could pick up along the

side drift-way. When he gets them home he im-

mediately turns them on to his best grafs, and, by
this imprudent act, introduces fever or dysentery

into the flock. Had he, on t!ie contrary, placed

them on a short, cool pasturage for a few days,

their condition would have improved, and tiie

tone of their stomach and bowels have gradually

risen to due strength for the reception of richer

food.

The farmer, on purchasing his stock, would do
well to inquire into the description of the soil to

which the lot had been previously accustomed ;

and also into their previous habits, as whether
they had been folded, &c. If the sheep had been
bred on land much superior to his own, he would
be wise to reject them, for they are unlikely to

thrive on inferior pasturage. If they have come
from inferior soils, he must be very careful in

preparing them, by gradual indulgence, for the

richer feed to which they arc about to be trans-

ferred.

I will add but one more observation. A wise
farmer will never confide his flock to the exclusive

and iinwatched care of his shepherd, however
clever or trustworthy that servant may be.

I shall nov»' proceed to a short review of those

complaints which are incident to parturition and
call for obstetric aid ; and before I enter on this

topic, a few general remarks on the subject of

breeding may not be out of place.

It has long been a disputed point v,'hcthcr the

system of breeding hi-cind-in, or the opposite plan

of frequent crossing, is the most certain of main-
taining the character of the stock. lAIr. Bakewell
always adopted the first plan, and with success;

arguing from nature, there is certainly great

reason to believe that, with gregarious animals,

it is the proper course ; for that herds of deer
and wild cattle, which can only breed in close

affinitj^ maintain their peculiar qualities without
degeneracy, is notorious to every naturalist, so

long as the pastures over which they range are

adequate to their support.*

Note hy Professor Owen.
* lu reference to the important and interesting

question of the disadvantage or otherwise of tlie

system o( breedins-in-and-in, 1 reply, tiiat, in eomnion
with most other physiologists, I regard it as likely

—

I may say certain—to end in the deterioration of the

stock; that is, if the system be strictly adhered to.

It is also within the experience of every farmer

in large breeding counties, that, in certain cases

where a remarkably good stock has been acquired,

the breeder is even jealous of the introduction of

a stranger into his flock, and proceeds on the

inaud-in system for many years, with no percep-

tible falling off, and indeed generally w ith obvious

improvement in his breed.
Lord Somerville, whose name is high as an

agricultural writer, was decidedly opposed to

One can readily understand that in a good stock

—

say of sheep—it niav be long before the ill effects of

tlie in-and-in system begin to manifest themselves,

because such a flock may be compared with the

human population of one of the small islands of

the Pacific. Here, thougli the community be small,

marriages may take place between cousins removed
tu the sixth, eighth, or tenth degree :—all indeed of

the same stock or race, but of degree of consangui-

nity sufficienily remote to obviate the bad conse-

quences of the system of breeding in-and-in

understood in a strict sense. I would beg to observe,

however, that with regard to those ruminants which
are perhaps the most gregarious, and at the same
time localised in a state of nature, as the deer, a

special provision seems to have been made, in the

peculiar economy of the growth and shedding of

their antlers, to secure the propagation of the

greatest part of the herd to the strongest males, when
at the perod of their greatest perfection. The
antlers, as is well known, increase in length and
the number of snags, as they are successively re-

produced each year, until tlie hart or buck has

attained bis primest strength and activity. He is

then able to beat ofi" both the younger and the older

and heavier males, and to choose his seraglio of

does or hinds, which become the mothers of the

greater part of the next produce.

It is thus, I suspect, that the ill cansequences of

breeding in-and-in aiein part obviated in the fallow-

deer of our parks. With respect to the red-deer

in their wilder and more extended ranges, the in-

termixture of the blood of diflerent herds is more
likel}- to take place. I am not aware of any ex-
periment where breeding in-and-in has strictly been

carried on through many generations; that is, where
a male and female oli'spring of the same parents,

have been put together, bred from, and their progeny
in like manner prevented from making other alli-

ances. This should be done before the system of

in-and-in breeding can be decidedly pronounced to

be a deteriorating one or not, and then the experi-

ment might be modified, to ascertain the extent of

deviation from a strict in-and-in breeding requisite

to check its ill cffucts.—January 25Ui, 1810.

Richard Owex.
In communicating this note, kindly transmitted

at my request by Richard Owen, Esq., F.R.S.,

Hunterian Professor of Comparative Anatomy to

the Royal College of Surgeons, and Vice-Chairman

of the Zoological Society, I may remark, that when-
ever, in my South Down iiocks', breeding in-and-in

has been tried, I have found the produce deficient in

size and constitution. In my park at Goodwood, the

fallow-deer are smaller than formerly ; I believe,

because no fresh blood has been introduced. In the

Highlands of Scotland, it is well known that the

Piad Deer Stags often, at the rutting season, travel

many miles to other forests, where they remain for a

certain time, and then return to the district from

which the\' came. In-and-in breeding is, therefore,

to a certain extent avoided, and the deer have not,

as far as I can learn, degenerated.

—

Richmond.
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crossing dissimilar breeds; and DicTisoo, in liis

' Practical Agriculture,' ranges himself on the
same side. On the other hand, it has fallen

within the observation of every person, that, even
in the human race, frequent intermarriages in

the same familj', in successive generations, have a
tendency to reduce the offspring in vigour and in

size, and to perpetuate constitutional affections.

So, again, to return to the animal creation, it is

perfectly undersood that the race-horse dege-
rates in speed, and especially in strengtli, if too

much of the same family is allowed to remain in

the stock; while there is scarcely any sportsman,
who has been in the habit of breeding his own
dogs, that has not perceived a gradual but certain

diminution of size and power in such as are bred
on the m-and-iii principle. I have been informed
by a friend, who for many years has had in his

kennel a j)articu!ar and valuable pointer breed,

that he has uniformly found all the puppies weak
and diminutive after the third degree in lineal

descent, if bred without a cross ; though the

properties of scent and docility seem in no
measure lost. The truth wouk! seem to lie be-
tween the extremes. It is well known that in all

animals like begets like, and that this principle

is so general that faults and defects, as well as

strength, size, and other qualities, descend here-

ditarily. So long as the inherited qualities are

on the favourable side, it would seem impolitic

to cross the blood; but, if, in the course of time,

any peculiar deficiency of form in tliR proportion
or symmetry of the animal becomes conspicuous,
it will be prudent to introduce a different stock,

excelling exactly in those points where the breeder
feels his own to be defective."

There are one or two general maxinis, con-

nected with breeding, which I may ba allowed to

mention.
It is a common ambition with the farmer to

choose a ram that will produce a large and early

fatting stock. Where the pasturage is rich and
abundant, this is a correct principle ; but the

breeder must be governed by attentive conside-
ration of these circumstances. He must regu-
late the size of his stock by his means. A kindly

disposition to early fattening is of course a
powerful recommendation of the ram, but, if the
progeny is larger in size than is consistent with
the economy of the farm, the breeder will not
eventually prove a gainer.

The particular defects of the existing stock
should be closely considered in the choice of a
foreign ram. Perfection of form and disposition

combined are the great objects. A perfect form
in a sheep, or indeed in any animal, is rather
matter for the eye to judge of than for verbal ex-
planation ; still it m.ay be observed, that just pro-
portion of all the parts, vivacity of the eye, round-
ness; depth, and capacity of chest, a straiglitback,

clean and upright limbs, rotundity of barrel, and
breadth of loin, are regarded as the principal and
best points of a sheep ; and it will usually be
foimd that, vvlicre this symmetry of appearance is

combined, the disposition to i'atten early will

"*• There can be no doubt tlmt fresh blood in a

flock is absolutely necessary to keep up the con-
stitution

;
you may retain your good shape luid

aptitude to i'atten, but by breeding too long in-and-

in jrou will lose that strength of constitution whicli
in South-Down sheep especially, after all, is that
which has spread them over the whole kingdom
and ii.as made them so valuable.—.Toiix Elt.m.ix.

accompany it.* A practical man will scarcely
require the caution that, in a well-conditioned
sheep, it will be prudent to form his opinion by
the frame of the animal, and not by the roundness
and beauty of his outline, for that may be occa-
sioned by his apparent condition, artificially got

up for show, while his actual and true form will

be found, on handling, to be imperfect. .

I consider the following to be a very correct
definition of the figure and points of a perfect

New Leicester sheep:—"The head should be
hornless, long, small, tapering towards the muz-
zle, and projecting horizontally forward ; the
eyes prominent, but with a quiet expression, and
not placed far asunder; the ears thin, rather long,

and directed backwards; the neck thll and broad
at its base where it proceeds from the chest, but
graduall}' tapering towards the head, and being
particularly fine at the junction of the head and
neck; the neck seeming to project siraight from
the chest, so that there is, with the slightest pos-

sible deviation, one horizontal line from the rump
to the poll. The breast broad and full, the

shoulders also broad and round, and no uneven or

angular formation where the shoulders join either

the neck or the back, particularly no rising of the

withers, or hollow behind the situation of these

bones. The arm fleshy through its whole extent,

and even down to the knee. The bones of the

legs su:all, standing wide apart, no loosenes of

skin about them, and comparatively bare oi wool.

The chest and barrel at once deep and round, the

ribs forming a considerable arch- i'roni the spine,

so as in some cases, and especially when the

animal is in good condition, to make the apparent
width of the chest even greater than the depth.

The barrel ribbed well home, no irregularity of

line on the back or belly, but on the sides the

cai'cass very gradually diminishing in width to-

wards the rump. The quarters long and full, and,

as with the fore-legs, the flesh extending down to

the hock : the thighs also wide and full, the legs

of a moderate length, the felt also moderately

thin, but soft and elastic, and covered with a good
quantity of white wool, not so long as in some
breeds, but considerably finev." —Youatt on the

s]ie€p,-\- p. 165.

'
I am of opinion that even the most sanguine are

not aware of the difference in profit between feed-

iug-off ten acres of turnips, and hav iu proportion,

with well-bied sheep (that will lay on flesh quick,

and bear a hcAvy fleece of wool), and with those

of au inferior description (slack made, thin-chested,

light-coated, meagre sheep), unless they have ac-

tually proved it.—W. Humfrev.

t The following is mv account of the points,

&c., of the New Leicester Sheep, which, although

not so scientifically drawn up, has perhaps the merit

of correctness and originality :—The head devoid

of horns, and rather small for the size of the

animal, with an expansive and flat forehead; eyes

clear and prominent; the part underneath the eyes

deer-like, with black and distended nostrils; the

ears long, thin, and pointed ; some countenances

have a blueisl-. cast, whilst others ore thickly covered

with short white hairs. I'he ueck small at its

junction with the head, slightly arched, and gradu-

ally increasing in size, until lost in the bosom;

throat clean, and free iVom superfluous flesh. The
bosom or chest wide and deep, fore-legs far apart,

small below the knee, and gradually tapering above,

until imbedded in the shoulders; in well-fed ani-

mals the circumference behind the shoulders is very
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Tameness and docility of temper are qualities of

great value, because a sheep of quiet disposition

is 7nore inclined to improve in condition. On a

similar principle, the breeding farmer will not

only consider the quality of his pasturage, but the

temperature of his situation. Where the farm is

bleak and exposed it is essential to inquire into

the hardiness of the stock which he places on it.

A shearling ram is usually preferred to an older

sheep, it being considered that he is more active,

and begets a more vigorous produce. When the

rams have been unnaturally forced from an early

age, this principle is a correct one ; but, where
no artificial means have been used, the full

strength of nature is not fully developed until

they attain their second year; and pro -creation

before maturity is almost universally regarded as

debilitating to the parent of either sex, while the

value of the offspring is by no means insured by it.

A remarkable proof of this may be found in the

stinted proportions of all the East Indian tribes,

where marriage generally takes place at the early

age of fourteen. Who that has injudiciousiy

allowed his ewe-hoggcts to breed, has not seen

this truth strikingly illustrated 1

While the ram is with the flock, in order to

insure a good fall of twins it is necessary to

keep the sheep well and on extra food. It is an
excellent practice to withdraw the rams from the

ewes one a-day, and to give to each a pint of split

beans. The period of gestation with the ewes is

about 152 days. It is peculiar to the sheep to be
very accurate In its period of gestation, so that

in a thousand ewes the probability is that four-

fifths of them will not vary above a few days.*
The farmer must be guided, as to the time when

he admits the tups, by the provision that he has
made for the ewes after lambing. If that provi-

sion is scantj', he will find the lambs stunted in

their growth. It will also be prudent to begin tiie

riding season not only at such a period as may
consist with a good sui)ply of nutritious feed, but
with a view to the climate. Although, in the
southern districts, the depth of winter may be
considered to occur in January, yet there are

many places which, being comparatively sheltered

or e.\posed, may be said to be two or three weeks

great, with a proportionably decreasing curvature to-

wards the hips. The back, loin, and hips are in a

straight line, tfce fatal the extremity of the latter pro-

truding over the tail, v.diilst the loui is broad and
full ; when in high condition, and possessing per-

fect symmetry, a small cavity vi'ill be discovered on
handling, running along the back, but more per-

ceivable over the loins and hips. The tail at its

base is wide, gradually tapering to its apex. The
thighs are fleshy, but not coarse ; the hocks rather

crooked ; the bone altogether of the legs particularly

small. The pelt or skin is thin and elastic, and the

animal covered with wool of a moderate length and
fineness, varying in weight from .5 to 81bs. or more.
To this description it may be added that, when the

neck is small, the hind quarters are generally bad,
and the constitution delicate ; on the contrary, when
the neck is large, the animai is coarse and hardy,
but does not possess much aptitude to fatten.

The Author.
* M. Tessier, in his Memoir read before the

Academie Royale des Sciences, gives a very
satisfactory illustration of this. In 913 ewes the
shortest period was 146 days, and the longest 157
days, or, reckoning 5 months, T days over and .">

• under.—W. Youaxt,

earlier or later than other districts ; and, as we
ascend northward, the difference of a very few
degreesof latitude will be found to vary the season

yet more.

These combined considerations seem to point to

the month of March as most favourable for the

lambs ; and, except in very rich and sheltered

pasturage, I should not recommend an earlier

time. Where, however, these advantages are

enjoyed, the lambs will fall most profitably in

January or February, because they will be sooner

fit for the market. The farmer will of course

be careful, before he admits the ram, to inspect

the ewes carefully, so as to satisfy himself that

they are all in healthy and good condition. No
other preparation of them seems to be required.

I consider (iO ewes to be quite sufficient for

one ram. Sometimes, when tlse stock is highly

prized, a greater number is allowed : and I have
heard of even 200 lambs having been got by a

single ram. In such cases, however, the ram is

not allowed to mix with the flock, but the ewes
are selected and brought separately to him. This
practice was adopted by several friends of mine
in the west of England, who used to know the

ewes that were ready by employing a teazer, and
then bringing them to the ram in succession.

But even in this way the ram cannot impregnate
more than lOO ewes, with safety to himself, or

any degree of certainty as it regards them.*
It has been my practice to mark the breast

of my rams with ochre ; and when, a score

* Having chosen rams from the best flocts, it is

;ip excellent plan to put a certain number of ewes to

each individual ram, and lot them remain separate

from the other ewes until most of them have been
served, marking the difference in the stock of each

as they fall. Should it be found that any of them
possess qualities likely to be injurious to the stock,

use them uo more : if, on the otlier hand, vou find

any, or even one, of them produce stock having
the combined qualities of a good fleece and a good
carcass, employ a teazer marked on the chest with

grease and ochre : as fast as the ewes are at ram,

put them to the sheep, and allow him to leap them
twice, and thus you may have from 100 to 150
lambs, and not distress your sheep so much as in

obtaining one-half the number in allowing the sheep

to remain with the ewes. When the ram is turned

in with the ewes, he will leap favourite ewes a

great many times to the neglect of others, and this is

the case when iLere happens to be only one or two
of the ewes at ram : therefore, by adopting the

previous plan, you will obtain more of your best

blood, and thus improve your flock to fatten and
your stock to breed from, ^vithout expense or

injurv to your sheep, thereby making the best of

your prize—as a prize I call it to possess a ram that

produces good stock.— VV. Humfrey.
This is already stated, but not so explicitly ; in

this case it is usual to number the ewes, and take

the number down iu a book, together with the day
of the month on which the ewe was impregnated, a

plan which will allow you to form a pretty correct

judgment of the dav on which the ewe will lamb.

—

The Author.
It is not very easy to procure a ram perfect iu all

his points ; ewes, therefore, should be selected to be
put to him which are good in the points in which he
may be the most deficient. 'J'bis, in fact, is the

secret of having a good flock. The expense is but
trifling ; and if a good flock will not pay I am
certain a bad one will not,-

—

Richmond.
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have been served, I dot them on the near
shoulder with a brush made of a tuft of
wool, dipped into oil and ochre. After the
lapse of a vieek I do those that arc signed

in the mean time on the near side, then the

third lot on the near hip, reversing the side at

the next occasion. If any return to he served
again, which is usually the case after If) days, I

make a fresh mark on the place to which lot it be-

longs. This system enables me to draw out my
early ewes, and keep them in a yard a few nights
before lambing. Many may think it of small im-
portance to know which ewes will be the first to

lamb, but my reason is that I dislike the favourite

system of keeping them folded (except only
for a few nights previous to lambing); it makes
them susceptible of cold, andtliisis often followed
by inflammation of the womb. I am aware that the

plan of marking my rams with ochre is rather un-
certain, for they sometimes leap the ewe without
connexion taking place : but it is the best, and in-

deed the only one that is practicable. If the ewe
has not been impregnated, the failure will be dis-

covered by her returning again to the ram in about
fifteen days. After the ram has been two months
with the ilock, it will generally be found that all

have been served, and then he should be removed.
Sometimes he is suffered to continue with them,
but the effect of this is that every here and there
an ewe will prove in lamb at a late period of the
sum.mer, when she is in good condition, and would
produce more by a sale to the butcher than by
breeding. After the evves are large, they shonld
be kept qciet aiul undisturbed. It is not only un-
necessary but prejudicial to overfeed them at this

time, for it is apt to occasion inflmnmatory attacks

at the time of yeaning. Quiet is also very impsr-
tant, and to secure itthey shouUl be orsly attended
by a steady old dog ; a noisy, troublesome puppy
should oa no account be allowed. The fences

should be kept in good order, to prevent their

breaking ground. If heavy ewes are galloped
about by dogs, or allowed to break pasture, it will

most assuredly cause them to slij) their lamb :

these ewes vvijl then be offensive to the rest of the
flock, independently of the danger to tlie ewes
and the positive loss sustained l)y the abortions.'*

\Vhen the period of lambing arrives much care
and attention are requisite. The shepherd must
receive it as a general maxim to be most attentively

observed, that Nature is the lent ntldwife. He
must not be led bj' the appearance of uneasiness
and pain to interfere prematurely ; he must watch
the ewe closely, and so long as she rises at his ap-
proach he n)ay bo assured that, whatever uneasi-
ness she may exhibit, all is well. jMiich uneasi-
ness is generally apparent—she will repeatedly lie

down and rise again with seeming distress. If

this occurs when driving her to fold, he must be
very cautious and gentle in urging her. These
symptoms ought to he continued for tv/o or three
hours, or even more, before he feels imj)eratively
called on to inteifere, except the lamb is in such a
position as to warrant fears of losing it. In cold
weather particularly the labour is likely to be pro-
tracted. Should the ewe appear exhausted and
gradually sinking under iier labour, it will be right

* The ewGS ought to have plenty of careful exer-

cise ; that is, be brought up nt nights into a striiw-

yard; and it the tuinijis on which the}' are fed be a

quarter of a nule from the spot, it will be nil tlie

better, as all animals with young should have a due
degree of exercise.—J. W. Cuildeiis.

to give her some oatmeal-gruel,with a little linseed,

in the proportion of a spoonful of the latter to two
of the former.* When the ewe feels that she is

unable of herself to expel the lamb, she will quietly

submit to the shepherd's assistance. In giving

her this assistance, his first duty is to ascertain

whether the jt;re.ve«/«/?OH is natural. The natural

presentation is with the muzzle foremost, and a
foot on each side of it. Should all be right in

this respect, he must proceed to disengage the

lamb, first ve)'i/ r/enfli/ draunnr/ down the legs, and
with allpossiI)le tenderness smoothing andfacilitating
the passing of the head with his fingers, rather than

forcibly extricating it—the particular attention of
the shepherd being given to these points. This
may be effected by passing the finger up the rec-
tum, until he feels the back of the lamb's head,
and then urging it forwards at the same time that

j'ou gently pull the legs. Sometimes the head is

sufficiently advanced, but the legs are too back-
ward. In this case the head must be gently pushed
back, and the hand, being well oiled, must be in-

troduced into the vagina, and applied to the legs

so as to place them in their natural position, equal
svith the head. Should the fore feet, on the other
hand, protrude, they must in like manner, be re-

turned, and thesame assistance given toadvance the
head. If the hind quarters present themselves first,

thehand must beappliedto get hold ofboth thehind
legs together, and draw them gently but firmly

;

tlie lamb may often be easily removed in this posi-

tion. It is no uncommon occurrence to find the
head of the lamb protruding and much swollen

;

but still by patience and gentle manipulation it

may often be gradually brought forwartl ; or even
Nature, not undul}'- interfered with, will complete
her work, if the pelvis is not very much deformed.
Should, however, the strength of the mother be
rapidly wasting, the head maj' be taken away ; and
then the operator, pushing back the lamb, may
introduce his hand, and, laying hold of the fore-

legs, effect the delivery. It also often happens
that the lejs are thrust out to the shoulder, and
from the throes of the animal it is not possible to

replace them, so as to get up the head of the lamb
;

by partially skinning the legs you maj^ disunite

them from the shoulder-joint, there will then be
room for the introduction of the hand, and by
laying hold of the head you can deliver the ewe.
A single season of practice will do more than
volumes of writing to prepare the farmer for the

precedirig and some other cases of difficult labour.

But let him bear in mind that as a general rule

tho fcctus shoidd, if possible, be placed in its

natural position previously to any attempt to ex-

tricate it by force. When force must be used, it

should be as gently as is consistent with the ob-

ject of delivery. I need scarcely observe that the

owe nnist be the object of careful nursing and
care, until she is completely restored. This will

occur very rapidly unless the womb has protruded
in consequence of the severity that has been used.

In this case it must be replaced without delay, or

violent and fatal inflammation will arise from its

exposure. When replaced it should be retained in

its position by a couple of stitches passed through

* When the ewe, under these circumstances, re-

quires support, oatmeal-gruel, with treacle and one

gill of ale, will be found a warm and comforting-

drink; and, after a difficult time of lambing, when
inflammation is to be appreliended, rye-meal gruel,

with a good proportion of treacle (without the ale)

will form an excellent restorative.—J. W. CniLorns.
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the lips of the extreme parts. The ewe should be
reraoveil to a warm yard for a few days, and fed

on gruel twice a-day. Even when the uterus is

not displaced, it often Dccurs that violent inflam-

mation shows itself. Bleeding copiously, if the
strength of the animal will admit of it, and opening
raedicinos, are the only remedies on which reliance

can be placed. This, and all other similar com-
plaints, are most usual with ewes that have been
too well fed during gestation.

The mode of replacing the uteius when it has
fallen in parturition, or otherwise, is to lay the
ewe on her bact, and, while two persons raise the
hind quarters by the legs a little distended, the

operator, with his hands well greased, will gra-

duall}' replace the uterus in its natural position,

and, before the animal is allowed to rise, two
stitches must be introduced by the aid of a curved
glover's needle and a very thin strip of white lea-

ther across the bearing as to prevent a second pro-

trusion. Leather is the most convenient ligature,*

and, Vi'hen the operation is performed, thirty drops
of laudanum may be usefully given to allay spas-

modic action,

I have passed over the subject oi inflammation of
fJie ivomh rather lightly, partly because its treat-

ment does not essentially differ from other inflam-
matory and local aff'ections, and partlj-^ because
when it does occur it is generally an incident to

parturition, and hence is immediately perceived ;

but it maj' not be out of place to call attention to

some of the peculiar symptoms by which it is in-

dicated. It mostljf makes its appearance on the
third day after yeaning. It will be observed by
the shepherd that tlie ewe frequently stoops to

pass her urine, as if she voided it with pain, and
it is not unlikely that the water will befound highly
coloured and tinged with blood. Iter breath is

short and intermittent ; she lies down and occa-
sionally appears to have labour-pains ; she droops
her ears, and neglects the lartib, as if unconscious
of its presence : if slightly pressed on her hind
quarters she sinks almost to the ground, and the
movement of her limbs is visibly painful and dis-

tressing. Eventually the hinder jiarts swell, mor-
tification ensues while the pain abates, and then
death follows rapidly. As soju as the cailiest of
these symptoms appear, bleeding at the neck
should be promptly resorted to, and one bleeding
until she faints vvill be more beneficial than the

repeated use of the lancet without fainting.

Fomentation of the external parts and those im-
mediately adjoining will aftbrd relief, and an
ounce of salts should be given every four hours.
I am not fond of injections in such cases, but if

this treatment does not relieve the pain, it may be
expedient to inject into the uterus a lotion con-
sisting of four ounces of poppy-heads boiled in

four pints of water until reduced to two pints, and
then strained, and made with linseed into the con-
sistency of a thin gruel. If the inflammation has
attained a considerable height before the disorder

* Small sticks of leather remain much longer with-

out sloughing- out than with any kind of silk or twine
;

but the best material for these and similar o])erations,

is a metallic suture, formed of a kind of Eritannia-

metal, with a little more than the usual quantity of

lead in it. It can be procured at any pewlerer's,

and will be retained even twice or thrice as long as

the leather.—W. Youatt.
I think the metallic sutuie far preferable to slips of

leather, as the latter frequently sloughs off, or unties

in a few davs.

—

'The Author,

is perceived, and there is reason to fear the com-
mencement of mortification, (which will be per-
ceived by increasing debility and decreasing pain,)

bleeding and purgatives will be too late, and a
strong antiseptic drink must be substituted for

them. I have used for this purpose the mixture
of bark, ginger, and tincture of camphor, men-
tioned in the Appendi>: (No. 9), and I have also

poured into the vagina a liniment of soap, opium,
and oil, in the form given in the Appendix (No.
10.). Little chance however remains of saving
life when once inflammation has terminated in

mortification, unless the constitution is naturally

very vigorous.*

Inflammation of the udder is no unccmmon dis-

order after yeaning, and it often proceeds from the
shepherd's neglect. Immediately after lambing
the ewe should be examined to see that " all is

right," and if milk can readily be drawn from both
teats there is no danger to be apprehended ; but
if, on the contrary, the passages appear closed,

and the milk is drawn with difficulty, there is rea-

son to fear that it will coagulate in the udder and
])roduce miliary fever. The teats, in such case,

should be well fomented with warm water, and
persevering eflforts must be made with the hand,
well lubricated v.'ith lard, to draw o?i the milk.

These efforts will usually succeed, but, should the

obstructions still continue, recourse may be had to

mechanical aid, and a small bodkin or knitting-

needle must be thrust up the passages of the teat,

in order to remove it. A more common case,

however, of suppressed milk is when the ewe hav-
ing for a length of time been suckling twins ; one
of them dies, or is removed : the remaining lamb
will continue to suck the teat to which it has been
accustomed, and the other side becomes distended

with milk from the teat not being drawn. The
shepherd's attention must always be given to this

circumstance, for, if relief is not afforded, inflam-

mation will often ensue. The same will occur
when one of the teats has been sore, and the ewe
prevents the Iamb from sucking on that side.

After weaning, the ewe must be placed on the
shortest feed, and milked by the shepherd twice or

three times at intervals of a day or two. If, after

every precaution, inflanmiatory symptoms show
themselves,—and the difficulty of walking expe-
rienced by the cvvG is (me of the most decided,

—

fomentation long continued is the best remedy,
and the camphorated niercurial ointment described
in the Appendix (No. 11) will be beneficially ap-
plied to the udder if well rubbed in. If the teats

arc at the same time drawn with tenderness, mat-
ter will probably be discharged from them and re-

lief speedily obtained. When the udder appears
distended, and yet the ewe will not allow the lamb
to suck, the shepherd will find that the teats are

sore, and he should wash them well with warm
water, and rub in the Goulard ointment mentioned
in the Appendix (A^o. 12). The same application

" Themortaliiy amongst the ewes, on ten farms in

the neighbourhood of Saflron Walden, during the
lambing- season, taken on an average ofseveral years,

seems to be about 4-J per cent. Earl)"^ lambing, and
permittitg the ewes to be at large, tend to lessen the
evil; while nursing the ewes, and putting them too
early upon turnips, colewort, or rich succulent food,
increase it. Some years ago I was assured by several

flock-masters, at Ilsley, in Berkshire, that thev sel-

dom lost a single ewe in lambing on the Downs,
the situation of which seemed to be verv much ex-
posed.— BRAVisuooKr.
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will be found serviceable to the lamb if there is

anj^ scabbiness about the mouth.
I shall conclude with a very few brief remarks

on the management of the lamb.
In cold and wet weather, and partlcularl)' after

a difficult labour, the lamb will often be found in

a half-inanimate state, or exhausted and weak.
^Vhen this is the case the ewe should immediately
be caught, and the teats milked into the lamb's

mouth, the shepherd using his best endeavours to

make it swallow as much as possible. It should
also be well rubbed with straw, particularly the

legs, in order to promote circulation. If he suc-

ceeds in restoring it to its feet, so as to stand alone,

a recovery is certain ; but, if he fails in this, he
must carry it into the house and in\merse the ani-

mal up to the head in a pail of warm water : it

should be kept in the bath about ten minutes,
taking care to maintain the water at the original

temperature. When taken out of the bath it should
be put into the oven, moderately heated with a tew
wisps of straw, first rubbing it perfectly dry, or

well covering it with warm flannels. In the course

of an hour its bleating will show that it is restored,

and it may then be taken back to the ewe, but, for

a day or two, it must be carefully protected from
cold.

Lambs are sometimes subject to diarrhoea of a

white colour and strong smell, coming on usually

a few days after birth, tire bowels at the same time
being distended with wind. This originates in un-

digested milk, and will be speedily removed by
two teaspoonfuls of castor-oil mixed with another
teaspoonful of equal parts of ginger and magnesia.
This may be given in warm linseed-gruel. If the

lamb is strong, and several weeks old, a larger

dose, observing the .same proportions, will be re-

quired. If the purging is not thus removed, ten

grains of prepared chalk, with half a drachm of

tincture of rhubarb and ten drops of laudanum,
given in a little new milk, may check it.

Inflammation of the navel-string, occurring a
few days after a lamb is dropped, should be sub-
dued by fomentation and linseed-poultices, A
friend of mine, who lost several lambs by this

complaint, tried with success fomentations of warm
brine.

Swollen joints are sometimes caused by early

exposure to wet and cold. The disorder appears
to be rheumatic. It is in a great measure prevented
by erecting a haulm-stack, such as may be easily

shifted when required, so as to afford protection

against the severity of the weather. The cam-
phorated embrocation mentioned in the Appendix
(No. K'l), well rubbed into the affected joints, will

speedily restore them.
Castration should be performed when the lamb

is about two weeks old, if the animal is healthy
and vigorous, but, if otherwise, the operation
should be delayed till it acquires strength. No
other precaution is necessary than to remove ic a
niglit or two afterwards into a dry warm yard. I

do not recommend any injection into the purse

—

it only tends to cause more inflammation than is

requisite for healing the wound. Should the wound
not heal favourably, but, on the contrary, be fol-

lowed by stift'ness and continued lameness, it will

be expedient to open it again and remove any
coagulated blood that may have collected.

A friend of the author, a surgeon, has suggested
that it might be advisable to submit the diseases
here described, and their treatment, to the test of
experiment in different localities, under the direc-

tion of committees nssociated, if possible, with

some intelligent veterinary surgeon. A better

mode of management would probably in many
cases be discovered, and the practice of cattle

medicine rescued from the state ot comparative
ignorance in which it has been too long involved.

"^-.^^ Tl;ereis a disease in sheep which, at certain

times, is very injurious, and i'ew appear to know how
to cure it ; it frecjuently occurs in the enrly part of
the summer, particularly after the sheep have been
kept hard during- the winter; and before the}^ can
recover their condition. I have never known it

happen but when they were in a low state of

condition. The sheep appear^ when attacked,

to he labouring with inward fever, attended with
cough, which produces swollen lips, completely
cased with a thick scab ; I have sometimes observed
sheep in this state to he nearly starved, and have no
doubt that, owing to neglect in this stage of the dis-

ease, many have died. I'he best remedy I have
found (and which will generally produce an effectual

cure) is by pulling off th? scab, which will cause the

lips to bleed, then rubbing them well with the pre-

jiared oil, and afterwards anointing them with the pre-

pared salve. This method I have generally

known to cure 80 out of 100 sheep tbelirsttime the}'-

were dressed, and on a second application 1 scarcely

ever remember its being attended with want of sun-

cess.—This ought to be known to all flock-masters.

—

Jon.v RrsnnniDGEii.

Recipe for the, Prepared Oil,

^ pint of linseed-oil

J pint of elder-oil

1 oz. of verdigris.

Those three articles to be used as oil.

Jlecipefor the Prepared Salve.

;\ lb. of fresh butter

1 oz. of verdigris

2 oz. of rosin

^: lb. of Venice turpentine.

"2- oz. of ahmi
2 table spoonfuls of tar.

" The above six articles to be simmered together

and used ns ointment."

APPENDIX.

No. 1.

Quicksilver 1 lb.

Venice Turpentine i „
Rub them well together, without intermission, in

a marble mortir until they are well incorporated,

which will take at least eight hours : then melt,

over a slow fire, 5jlbs. of hogs' lard and Jib. of

rosin ; when luke-warm add the other ingredients,

and keep it stirred until cold.

No. 2.

Corrosive sublimate 1 ounce
Spirit of Wine -4- pint

The sublimate to be dissolved in the spirit of wine,
to which add three quarts of spring water.

No. 3.

Flowers of Sulphur 1^ lbs.

White Hellebore, in powder. ...
J-
lb.

Train Oil 1 gallon

To be kept stirred whilst using ; many add red
ochre, but it stains the wool, and is of no mate-
rial benefit. If a powder be preferred, one pound
of white lead must be added instead of the oil, to

be dusted on with a flour-dredge, and afterwards
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spiinkled over with waiter, and rubbed we'll in to

make it adhere.

No. t.

Soft Soap la lbs.

Tobacco 2 .

.

Arsenic 2 .

.

These ingredients are to be nut together into an
iron pot, and boiled with five pails of soft water
for half an hour. To two pails of this mixture
when boiling hot add five of cold \vater, to render
it about new milk warm, and as it wastes in the
operation of dipping it must be renewed in the
same proportions. The lamb must be immersed
in the liquid, with the exception of its head, for a
few seconds ; a sort of cradle or ladder must then
be put across the tub, so as to admit of placing
the lamb on it, whilst the superfluous water is

again pressed from it. This will be sufficient for

150 lambs.

No. .3.

Blue Vitriol \ ounce
Gunpowder 1

Rubbed together into a fine powder, aud niixed
with hogs' lard sufficient to make the whole into

the consistency of a paste. This recipe has been
practically found to be an excellent remedy, al-

though the second of its ingredients is not a

recognised article of materia medica. The follow-

ing is certainly more scientific and perhaps equally

efficacious :

—

Acetate of Lead (or Sugar of Lead) 1 ounce
Sub-Acetate of Copper (or Verdigris) J ..

Sulphate of Copper (or blue Vitriol) J .

.

Formed into a paste in the same manner as the

other.

No. (J (Mr. Clater's Recipe)*

Nitre, in powder . , 6 ounces
Ginger, fresh powdered 4

Red Oxide of Iron (or Colco-
thar), in fine powder 2

Common Salt 3^ lbs.

Boiling water 'A gallons

Pour the water hot upon the ingredients; stir

them, and when lukewarm add to every quart of

the rnixture 3 ounces of spirit of turpentine, and
bottle for use. Dose : 4 table-spoonfuls eveiy
fourth day fasting, repeated for three times.

No. 7.

Compound Tincture of Cinna-
mon and Tincture of Cate-

chu, of each 2 drachms
Prepared Chalk 1 scruple

Laudanum 20 drops
Mixed, and given in a pint of warm oatmeal-gruel.

No. 8.

Spring water 1^ pint

White Vitriol 1 scruple

Mixed, and the eyes to be bathed with it twice a

day.

No. 9.

Peruvian Bark and Powdered
Ginger, of each 1 drachm

Compound Tincture of Cam-
phor 1

Mixed in half a pint of warm gruel, and sweetened
with sugar or treacle.

No. 10.

Soap and Opium Liniment .... 1 ounce
Linseed Oil I

i'o be shaken together when used.

No. 11.

Mercurial Ointment. 3 ounce*
Camphor, well rubbed down

with Spirit of Wine 2

Hogs' Lard ] lb.

The ingredients to be carefully incorporated, am
to be well rubbed in twice a day.

No. 12.

Goulard and Spermaceti Oint-
ment, of each 1 ounce

.\luni, finely powdered 2 scruples

To be mixed for use.

No. 13.

Compound Camphor Liniment 1 ounce
r^audanum 3 drachma

To be mixed for use.

SHORT- HORNS.
The sale of stock at Cottesmore, of Riciiai'd ^Vesit-

brook Baker, Esq.,uttracled a large company on Thurs-
day last.

Amongst the purciuisers were the Dukes of Buccleucli
and N^ewcn«t]e, Lords Pawlett, Lossdale, and Barham,
the Hons, Wilson and Noel, and others from Norfolk,
Suffolk, Cambridg'e, Hunts, Northamptonshire, Beds,
Lincoln, Notting'ham, York, Leicester, and Rutland.

It was the g-oneral remark that the stock was in !?ood

condition, very healthy, ami naturally plenty of ilesh.

Estravag-ant prices were not realized, but a steady uni-

formity of animal and price was conspicuous throug'houts

Evidently this gfreat winner of prizes at public exhibi-

tions had not, what is termed, " bred himself out." The
young stock, in particular, were veri/ good—true in cha-
racter and rich in colour. The following' extract will

show the opinion of the public upon the point, and it is

in justice to Mr. Baker's well known zeal for improve-
ment in the breed of animals in his neighbourhood, that

we .illude to it, he having uniformly pressed the impor-
tance of breedinf^' good stock so freqp.ently upon the

notice of his friends and neighbours for some years.

Lot.

2 ......

6 .

9
10

13

14 ,

20
23
24
27

28
33
34
36
37
40
43
45
46
49
52

Age in mouths. £ s, d.

9 16 16

.... 6 21

16 25 4

.. .. 5 15 15

16 35 14

4 19 19

11 16 16

15 29 8

5 16 16

15 48 6

.... 5 27 6

16 31 10

.. . 5 30 9

21 .36 15

.. .. 11 23 7

15 22 1

.... 3 17 17

23 26 5

3 21

4 19 19

, 16 21

.. . 14 38 17

The above 22 calves and yearlings average 25/. 15s.

Also six calves, from one day to three weeks old, ave-

rage 8/. lOi.

50 lots were sold as on the catalogue out of the 58,

and the average 281. 15s. 6d.

The Suffolk foals, vearlings, and mares sold from 16i.

16s. to 43/. Is.
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ON COTTAGE ALLOTMENTS.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

Siu.—In reply to a few queries of au advocale

for cottage allotments, through your very valuable

publication, I beg- to state what has come under my
observation ; in doing so I vrould recommend one-

fourth of an acre as the quantity of land best adapted

to carry out the allotment system most advan-

tageously, to the regularly employed agricultural

labourer; this quantum will be sufficient to occupy
liis over-hours, and best calculated to jirevent his

encroaching upon that portion of his time; vsrhich

should be appropriated to the discharge of his duties

to his master.

In answer to your second quer}', about two-and-

a-lialf acres of land to three strong unemployed boys
will be found sufficient, provided the man has re-

gular employment. As it regards the rotation sys-

tem of cropping, the genius of the labourer will be
employed. Spade husbandry, that admirable sys-

tem of culture, is immediately adopted, potatoes and
other valuable vegetables first attract the attention

of the new scientific miniature farmer, after which a

proportion of wheat follows, and a choice selection

of turnips for seed and other valuable roots, with a

few vegetables, are the produce of the remaining-

part of the allotment.

From this method of shifting the crops, facilities

are given for keeping a pig to consume the offal

arising from the potatoes and other parts of the pro-

duce ; the straw should also be carefully preserved

for manure—this, in addition to what is collected on
the roads by the children, will contribute towards
the manuring of more than one-third of the land.

The intioduction of rules is of the utmost impor-

tance, as a system of barter, exchange of allotment,

or disposing of the same vrithout the consent of the

proprietor may be practised. The rents should be

paid quarterly, and include tithe, rates, and all town
charges. A strict adherence to proper regulations

will prevent arrears of rent, and promote a good un-
derstanding between landlord and tenant ; as to ma-
nagement, a few prizes annually distributed among
the holders of the best cultivated allotments will be
advantageously applied. ^

The advantages of the allotment system when well

managed, are highly important, it fosters a spirit of

emulation, of independence, and morality, which in-

dustrial habits are calculated to promote ; it gives a

stimulus and an object to the active mind of the la-

bourer, and raises him in his own estimation, and in

the estimation of society, consequenlly he becomes
more domesticated, happier in his employment, and
improved in intellect and condition.

The following rules and regulations have been
found to work advantageously.

I. The occupiers of allotments to cultivate the land

by manual labour alone.

II. After the expiration of tlie first year no part of

the land to be planted with potatoes until after having
been properly manured ; and no crop of any kind to

occupy more than one-half of the Ir.nd.

III. In case aay allotment be g-iven up, the occu-
piers to be paid for digging and planting according to

custom.
IV. Should any holder be convicted of theft or mis-

demeanor, cither before a magistrate or by the com-
mittee, he vvill be subject to immediate ejectment.

V. If any allotment be not properly cultivated, or if

any of the rules laid down by the committee, are wil-

fully violated, the tenant will be subject to ejectment at

the end of the year, but remuneration will be allowed
for labour and planting.

VI. The holders of allotments must mutually agree

to prevent depredations and encroachments, and to de-

fend each others' property, by assisting in the conviction
of any persons destroying the crops or injuring the

fences.

"\'II. K(j allotment, nor any part of any allotment,

shall be undeilet.

VIII. The fences to be preserved in good repair, and
each tenant to keep up his respective share.

IX. Four annual visitors shall be chosen, half by the

majority of the tenants, the other half by the committee,
to whom disputes shall be referred, and who shall re-

port to the committee on the state of the allotments.

X. Prizes will be distributed yearly by the committee
to those tenants who have cultivated their laud best,

and with the least assistance from the parish in propor-
tion to tlieir families and circumstances.
XI. The rent to be paid quarterly.

For further information I should recommend your
correspondent to Saffron Walden, or to the Labourers'

Friend Society, in Sackville Street ; or at 51, Thread-
needle Street, London.—I am, Sir,

Yours, &c., K.
March 17, 1840.

THE PREVAILING EPIDEMIC
AMONGST CATTLE.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sill,-.—Inquiry has recently been made, through
the medium of your valuable journal, relative to the

epidemic amongst cattle, which appears to have be-
come i)revalent, not only in England, but on the

continent also. Where, and from what cause, it

first took its rise, or whether it appeared simulta-

}ieously here and ujion the opposite coast, it would
he difficult to determine ; thus much, however, is

certain—that the first intimation of the existence

of the disorder was given in the Norfolk Agricul-

tttral Report, at the commencement of the present

year. It first showed itself about Christmas in the

eastern ihvision of that county, upon the verge of

the sea, and gradually extended itself inland. It

appears to have been an entirely new disease in this

neighbourhood ; so much so, that a medical prac-

titioner candidly admitted, that if it should attack

the human frame, he should not know what mode
of treatment to pursue.

The symptoms of the disease were described in

the Report before alluded to, and the mode of treat-

ment briefly describijd, viz., gentle purgatives

promptlij adiii'mlstered, and careful nursing after-

wards. Ground oats, linseed, or oil-cake, boiled

into gruel, and given Avith a horn in sufficient quan-
tities, to support the animal, is all that is required.

Bleeding, fever mixtures, and physic administered

by the unskilful cow-leech, always produced ill

efiects ; and, on the contrary, patience and good
mirsing- invariably succeeded to restore the patient

in three or fcTur days, or a week at longest. There

are several remarkable circumstances attending this

disorder ; it has been decidedly prevalent, yet by
no means universal ; one farmer has had all Ins

stock affected with it, yet his neighbour has es-

caped altogether. When it has shown itself in a

yard of cattle, it invariably goes through the whole

;

yet, in two yards nearly contiguous to each other,

the cattle in one may be attacked, and those in the

other never exhibit the least symptom of it ; neither

are the cattle in the same yai-d attacked with the

same degree ofvirulence; with some it is scarcely per-

ceptible, yet others are so bad that it is difficult to
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administer the gruel without tearing away large

portions of the mouth and nostrils under the opera-

tion.

A remarkable circumstance occurred in my own
yard. A cow m calf had the disease about six

weeks before calving ; in four or five days she had
perfectly recovered from it, and continued so till

the time of calving, and yet the calf came into the

world with a sore mouth, and all the other sym})-

toms of the disorder. It was with difficulty kept

alive by giving it new milk frequently, and in small

quantities ; nor could it draw the teat till about a

week old, from which time it recovered rapidly.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

The Norfolk Reporter.
March -26, 18-10.

THE EXAMINATION OF GAR-
DENERS IN DENMARK.

By a. Weilbach.

An examination for gardeners has been established

in Denmark since the year 1811, an account of which is

given by iNIr. Lindegard, in the Gard. Mag. for 1828,

p. 76. This system of examination was in 1833 con-
siderably altered, as will be seen by the following state-

ment.
The examination is divided into two classes : I. for

ordinary gardeners ; and II. for artist gardeners.

I. The examination for ordinanj gardeners consists in :

a, A practical tria I, hy which the gardener is required
to show tiie necessary skUl in the pruning and
grafting of trees, the knowledge of seeds of culi-

nary vegetables, and the quantity of each of these
required to a certain piece of ground ; and lastly,

the knowledge of tiie common fruits and flowers.

And
b. A theoretical trial, which is only verbal, and where

the gardeners are required to understand :

—

1. The laying out and managing of a coramoii
kitchen garden ; under which are included the
raising of seeds, the management of hotbeds,
and the culture of melons.

2. The laying out and management of a stock-
ground and an orchard; under which is in-

cluded the training of trees to walls.

3. The culture of the common ornamental plants
in the open air, as well as in pots.

II. The examination forar^j^t gardeners, which is a con-
dition for being royal gardener, consists m .

—

a. A practical tria/, similar to the above-mentioned,
but ©n a larger scale.

b. yi theoretical trial in writing, by which the gar-
deners have to answer six questions in the different

branches of gardening', viz., three general and three
special questions; and at the same time draw a
sketch ef the laying out of a given piece of ground.

c. A verbal thsoretical trial, by which the gardeners
are required to show that they have,

1. A knowledge of the management and com-
position of the soil.

2. A knowledge of botany, especially those parts
©f botany which are essential for a gardener to

know.
3. Land-surveying, as far as it is necessary for a

gardener,

4. The laying out and management of a kitchen
garden on a larger scale than is required for

an ordinary gardener.
6. The laying out and managemeiit of an exten-

sive orchard ; together with tlie knowledge of
the different varieties of fruits.

6. The laying out and management of a large

flower-garden with rare flowers, which the
gardener must know, and whose cultivation he
must understand.

7. Tlie management of a forcing-garden, consist-

ing- of fruits, cahnary vegetables, and flowers
;

together with the construction ©f forcing-
houses and pits.

8. Theculture of hothouse and greenhouse plants,

and tlie construction of such houses.

9. Everything required for the laying out of
grounds on an extensive scale.

10. The management of astock ground for fruit

trees, and other trees and shrubs on a large
scale.

The gardeners are examined in the different divisions,

in the same order as they are here enumerated ; and if

they do not succeed in tlie first or second trial, they will

not be allowed to proceed to the following one, but be
rejected. There are five examiners, viz., four royal
gardeners, and the professor of botany. The questions
and answers are put down in a book by a secretary, and
are preserved together with the written answers.
The examination is public, and everybody is allowed

to attend it. It takes place in the month of September
;

this time of the year being preferred as the most con-
venient for gardeners entering on situations.

These are the alterations made in the former system
of examination ; in other respects it is quite in the same
manner as mentioned by M. Lindegard, in the volume
and page above quoted.

The above is given exactly a* translated from the
Danish by M. Weilbach, a most intelligent young
Danish gardener now in England for his improvement,
and who came to us strongly reu0mmended by the cele-
brated writer on botanical geography, Professor Schouw,
•

—

Loudon.

ON FEEDING CATTLE ON BOILED
BARLEY.

TO THE EDITOR OP THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

SiR,— As a statement of the cost offeeding cat-
tle on boiled barley has already appeared in the
Farmer's Magazine, Mark Lane Express, and
other papers, I was unwilling again to occupy any
part of your valuable publication with the same
subject, to the exclusion of original and conse-
quently of more interesting information, than
that can now be, to the majority of your readers

;

but since " A Constant Reader" asks in the Mark
Lane Express, and again in the Farmer's Magazine,
to be informed of the cost of my plan, I beg to re-
peat what I have before stated. My ten beasts
this winter consumed dail)^ about three bushels of
fr«7 barlej', worth at market 4s. 3d. per bushel,
nine bushels of cut chaff and one truss of hay, the
cost of boiling the barley was Ifd. per bushel. I

have sold five which weighed from 56 to 66" stone,
14 lbs. to the stone. The purchasers allow the
quality and colour of the beef to be very superior,
I commenced giving them stained or weathered
barley, and then tail barley as stated above. I

now leave " A Constant Reader" to calculate the
difference of cost between cake and corn feeding,
and assure him that since the year 1835, when I

adopted the plan of feeding my beasts on boiled
barley, I have effected a great saving, and have
experienced no exceptions to their fattening expe-
ditiously and turning out well.

I am Sir,

Your obedient, humble servant.

J. H.
^lanor Farm, BedfordsMre, March 24.
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PETERBOROUGH AGRICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.

(from the CAMBRIDGl;: IXDEPENDENT.)

The spring sliow of Bulls anil Stallious took place

on Wednesday last, and proved to the satisfaction

of every well-wisher to the farming and grazing

part of the comn:.unity the practical and positive

good effected by such associations. The quality of

the stock was of a very superior order, and as it is

a prominent condition of the society that all entire

animals to which prizes are awarded, shall be used

within the district for the ensuing season, the oi)por-

tunity is thus afforded to e\ery one desirous of im-

proving his breed of stock. Tlie show of entire

horses, particularly for husbandry purposes, was

very superior to last year.

The judges were Mr. R. T. Moseley, of Soniers-

luim, Hunts.; Mv. Robert Bmith, of Burleigh, near

Oakham; and Mr. Robert Mawby, of Spalding,

Lincolnshire ; and they awarded tlio following

]))'izes :

—

Class 1.— For the best bull under 5 years old, 10/.

Five candidates.—Mr. Selh Smith, of West Deeping-,

Lincolnshire ; 3 years and 6 months old.

Class 2.—For the best bull under 3 years old, 10/.

P'our candidates.—Mr. R. W. Laxton, of Morborne,
Huntingdonshire ; Coronation, 1 year and 9 months

old.

Class 3 For the best stallion for husbandry purposes,

10/. Nine candidates.—Mr. Wm. Nix, of Somers-

ham Fen ; rising' 6 years old.

Class 4.—For the best stallion for saddle or harness,

10/. Three candidates.—Mr. Reynolds, of Wisbech

;

rising 6 years old.

Class a.—To the breeder and feeder of the best pen of

20 long-woolled wether iamb-hoo's, a cup, value 5/.

Two candidates.—The E-ight Hon. the Earl of

Aboyne.
To the best shearer of 3 sheep in 2 hours, 21. ; to the

second best ditto, 1/. Six candidates.— 1st prize to

James Willlis, shepherd to Mr. Robert Bird, of

Farcet, Hunts.; 2nd prize to Wm. Inglet, shepherd

to Mr. Thos. \ ergette, of Borong'h Fen.

Two calves, the property of Mr. Ralph Newton, of

Sawtry, Hunts.; two calves, the properly of Mr.
Gameau, of Stdton, Hunts.; a three-year-old iieifer,

belonging' to Mr. Thomas Griffin, of Borough Fen
;

and a bull from Postland, the property of Mr. Tho-
mas Hardy, a little too old for either class, shown as

extra stock, received the hig-h commendation of the

judges.

Seventy-five iK»rsons partook of an excellent din-

ner, provided by My. Grooby, the landlord of the

Black Boy and Trumpet, at which Earl Fitzwilliam

presided. " The Queen," " The Queen and Prince

Albert," and '• The rest of the Royal Family," -were

given from the chair.—The Rev. Joseph Pratt, with

some forcible aiul just remarks on the willingness of

the nolile President at all times to jiromote the rea-

sonable wislies of his fellow men, in spiritual as well

as temporal matters, proposed Ids health, which was
drank witli great acclamation, and responded to in

his Lordship's usual sincere and feeling manner.

—

The Chairman then gave " The Health of the Suc-
cessful Candidates;" on which Mr. R. W. Laxton.

of Morborne, one of them, made some ^ery business-

like remarks, containing much information on the

requisite points and qualities of a good bull.—Mr.
Fred. Jenkins then proposed " The health of Lord
Milton and the Unsuccessful Candidates," his Lord-
ship being one of them ; for which complimeut the

lloa. Mr. Fitzwilliam leturned thanks on behalf of

his brother, yet too unwell from his I'ecent accident,

to attend a crowded meeting'.

—

' The Judges of
Stock" was then given, and very ably acknowledged
by Mr. Robert Smith.—" Prosperity to the City of
Peterborough" was given from the chair, to which
3rr. Whitwell resi^onded in a practical and scientific

manner, touching the adn^ixture of soils, and the

new field opened to agriculturists from a study of

this important branch, which might he attained

from a careful perusal of ]Morton on Soils.—" The
Stewards—Mr. James Webster, of Clinton ; Mr.
John Griilin, of Borough Fen; and Mr. Henry
Hetley, of Long Orton;" v.diich produced some
lengthened and very appropriate suggestions fronx

Mr. Webster, in returning thanks. He said, '' It

was witli pleasu.re we had endeavoured to carry the

objects of the Society into effect. Although it

called us from our business and oiir homes, and was
attended with considerable loss of time, we should

have been better pleased if you had given us more
work. I allude to the most important feature of

the Society, that is, the prices given to Agricultural

Labourers. It will be recollected on the 4th March,
the eonipetition took place for liedging and under-
draining ; out of this great district, 1.5 miles round
Peterborough, we had but six comjoetitors for hedg-
ing, and seven for iniderdraining. I think there are

more than thirteen meritorious labourers to be found
deserving the prizes the Society offer; and, Gen-
tlemen, it must be either your faults or ours that

we had so few competitors : if it is ours, I hope you
will make complaints against us here to-day. If we
do not give publicity enough to our proceedings,

we will endeavour to give more, and through other

channels ; and if we do give you sufficient notice, it

mtist remain with you, because the labourers them-
selves have not the opportunity of reading our pro-

ceedings, or newspapers, or knowing in any other

way, imless you tell them what is going on; and,
gentlemen, it is of the utmost imi^ortance we should

give all the encouragemaut we possibly could

to our industrious labourers. Of what use

would tile princely estates of our noble presi-

dent be to him if he had not the farmers to

cultivate them? And Avhat would the farmers

do if they had not the labourers to carry their

()))jects into effect .' The prizes we offer bring

]al_)Ourers from different parts to compete for them,

and I consider the men sent from the top part of the

county by Lord St. John last year were very bene-

ti(?ial to us. Mr. Tebbutt's man of Upton would not

1-iave been able to perform the work in the way he

did tills year if those men had not set him the ex-

ample last year. It will be recollected last year the

noble lord recommended we should give tw'o prizes

for under-draining, one for wide, the other for nar-

roAV drains, or one for sods and thorns, and the

other for tile and stone

—

^\e adopted that plan and
found it Answer well. I lut\o no doubt we should

find it advantageous to give two prizes for hedging,

one for smooth, the other for rough hedging, as the

smooth thin hedges lietween Deeping and tins i^lace

are different, to what they want upon the grasslands

in Huntingdonshire and other places. I must con-

gratulate the Society upon the rapid stride it has

taken in the show of male animals shown in the

yard to-day, which might be equalled but could

not be excelled in any part of the country—particu-

larly tlie horses ; it is within a short period the only

pure bred bulls we could send our cows to was
Lord Exeter's: the price was so high, and a charge

of 5/. made if you kept a calf for a bull, as almost

to prohibit the use of them only amongst the larger

occupiers ; now we have excellent bulls within an
easy distance of each member at 10s. per cow. I
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was glad to see the noble Lord Milton's bull in

the j'ard. Although the noble lord did not
take a prize to-daj^, I hope he will be more
successful another year. The noble family of Mil-

ton has supplied us with a horse, I might say of

the best blood in the kingdom, at a moderate price,

for a number of years ; now the noble lord has sent

us a bull, equally \'i-ell bred, being descended from
the Babworth stock. Tliese meetings bring land-
lords and tenants together, and it is of the greatest

importance there should be a proper understanding
between them. The Duke of Richmond said, at

the great meeting in London, the landlord and te-

nant must row in the same boat—their interests are

inseparable—they must swim or sink together. A 11

we want is encouragement from our landlords, and
not, when we had expended our capital, and culti-

vated the soil to the highest state of perfection, get

turned out or our rents raised, which has been too

often the case. I have no doidjt, with our own in-

dustry and perseverance, and encouragement from
ourlandlords, with the blessings of divine providence,

we should be able to fill the bellies of the great mass
of the people at a moderate price.—The Secretary,

on his health being proposed, took occasion to draw
the attention of the members present to a circular

they had recently received from him on behalf of
" The Farmer's and General Fire and Life Insurance
and Loan and Annuity Institution," and urged the

advantages and certain success and profit of sup-
porting an institution of their own, seeing how emi-
nently successful and profitable to the shareholders

those had proved which had been set on foot by the
Law Life, the Clerical and Medical Life, the
Licensed Victuallers' and Protestant Dissenters'

Life and Fire Offices; and as some of the leading

members promised support, notwithstanding many
of those present might be already insured, there is

no doubt but that the Peterborough Agricultural

Association vvill gradually, if not at once, lend its

aid in support of tliis great agricultural institution.

Sir. Lawrance took occasion to congratulate the
meeting, not only in having one reverend gentleman
as a member, but on his constant attendance, as

well at private working meetings, where the benefit

of his suggestions had been felt and acknowledged,
as at public meetings like the present; and hoped,
as the advantages of the society became more evi-

dent, his example would be followed ; and proposed
" The health of the Rev. Wm. Strong ;" who, in a
most envia))le and happy fluency, roused and fixed

the attention of liis hearers on subjects deeply inte-

resting and appropriate.

Tlie prizes for imderdraining and hedging, com-
peted for on the 4th of March last, were distributed,

Avith kmd and encouraging addresses from the noble
chaimran, to the deserving and grateful compe-
titors.

His Lordship left the chair about 8 o'clock, when
advantage was taken of Mr. R. Smith's experience
and exertions in forming a farmer's club at Oakham,
with a view to establish one at Peterborough, and
wliich will undoubtedly be attempted without
delay.

HORTICULTURE.—The following remarks on
" Watering'' are extracted from Dr. Lindley's
valuable work ("The Theory of Horticulture.")
" As a general rule, we are authorised to conclude
that the ground should be abundantly supplied
with moisture when plants first begin to grow,
and that the quantity should be diminished as the

organisation of a plant becomes completed. There
are, however, some especial cases which appear to

be exceptional, in consequence of the unnatural

state in which wg require plants to be preserved

for our own peculiar purposes. One of the effects

of an excessive supply of moisture is, to keep all

the newly-formed parts of a plant tender and suc-

culent, and therefore such a constant supply is

desirable when the leaves of plants are to be sent

to table, as in the case of spinach, lettuces, and
other oleraceous annuals. Another effect is, to

render all parts naturally disposed to be succulent

much more so than they otherwise would be; thus

we lint] market- gardeners deluging their straw-

berry plants with water while the fruit is swelling,

in order to assist in that, to them, important

operation. While, however, in this case, the size

of the fruit is increased by a copious supply of

water to the earth, its flavour is, in proportion,

diminished ; for, in consequence of the rapidity

with which the strawberry ripens, and, perhaps,

the obstruction of light by its leaves, the excess of

aqueous matter taken into the system cannot be

decomposed, and formed into those products

which give flavsur to fruit ; but it must neces-

sarily remain in an unaltered condition. * *

The effect of continuing to make plants grow in a

soil more wet than suits them, is well known to be

not only a production of leaves and ill-formed

shoots, instead of flowers and fruit, but, if the

water is in great excess, of a general yellowness

of appearance, owing, as some chemists think, to

the destruction by the water of a blue matter,

which, by its mixture with yellow, forms the or-

dinary verdure of vegetation. If this condition is

prolonged the vegetable tissue enters into a state

of decomposition, and death ensues. In some
cases, the joints of the stem separate, in others,

the plant rots off the grotmd, and all such results

are increased in proportion to the weakness of

light and thelowness of temperature. De CandoUe
considers that the collection of stagnant water

about the neck of plants prevents the free access

of the oxygen of the air to the roots ; but it seems
to me that much more mischief is produced by the

coldness of the soil in which water is allowed to

accumulate. It is because of the danger of

allowing any accumulation of water about the

roots of plants that drainage is so very important.

In very bibulous soils this contrivance is unneces-
sary ; but in all those which are tenacious, or

which, from their low situation, do not pernait

superfluous water to filter away freely, such a
jjrecaution is indispensable. No person has ever

seen good fruit produced bj^ trees growing in lands

imperfectly drained; and all experienced garden-

ers must be acquainted with cases where wet un-

productive borders have been rendered fruitful by
contrivances which are only valuable because of

their efficiency in regulating the humidity of the

soil. ** Morecommonly recourse is had to the

operation of simple watering, for the purpose of
maintaining the earth at a due state of humidity,

and to render plants more vigorous than they

otherwise would be ; an indispensable operation in

hot-houses, but of less moment in the open air.

It is, indeed, doubtful whether, in the latter case,

it is not often more productive of disadvantage

than of real service to plants. V/hen plants are

watered naturally, the whole air is saturated with
humidity at the same time as the soil is penetrated

by the rain ; and in this case the aqueous particles

mingled with the earth are very gradually intro-

duced into the circulating system; for the

2 A
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moisture of the air prevents a rapid perspiration.

Not so when plants in the open air arc artificially

watered. This operation is usually performed in

hot dry weather, and must necessarily he very

limited in its effects, it can have little if any
influence upon the atmosphere : then, the parched

air robs the leaves rapidly of their moisture, so

long as the latter is abundant ; the roots are

suddenly and violently excited, and after a short

time the exciting cause is suddenly withdrawn, by
the momentary supply of water being cut off by
evaporation, and by filtration through the bibulous

substances of which soil usually consists. Then
again, the rapid evaporation from the soil in dry

weather has the effect of lowering the temperature

of the earth, and this has been before shown to be

injurious ; such a lowering, from such a cause,

does not take place when plants are refreshed by
showers, because at that time the dampness of the

air prevents evaporation from the soil, just as it

prevents perspiration from the leaves. Moreover,

in stiff soils, ths dashing of water upon the surface

has, after a little while, the effect of ' puddling' the

ground, and rendering it impervious, so that the

descent of water to the roots is impeded, whether
it is communicated artificially, or by the fall of

rain. It is, thei'efore, doubtful whether artificial

watering of plants in the open air is advantageous,

unless in particular cases; and most assuredly, if

it is done at all, it ought to be much more copious

than is usual. It is chiefly in the case of annual

crops that watering artificially is really important
;

and with them, if any means of occasionally de-

luging ground can be devised, by means of sluices

or otherwise, in the same way as water meadows,
it may be expected to be advantageous."

RELATIVE WEIGHT OF
DUCE PER AGRE.

PRO-

Per
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fcirms, for nearly the whole of the crops failed for

three successive 3'ears, and they have been forced

to import rooks and other birds to re-stock their

farms with. A similar experiment was made a
few years ago in a Northern County, particulai-ly

in reference to rooks, but with no better success ;

the farmers were obliged to reinstate the rooks to

save their crops."

By inserting the preceding in an early number
of your valuable Magazine, you will oblige,

Vours, respectfully,

Kendal, March 28. John Thompson, Jun.

CASES OF THE LATE EPIDEMIC
AMONG CATTLE.

BY MR. THOMAS AVARDLE, V.S., EAST SHEEN.

( From the Veterinarian.)

From the epidemic raging among cattle, this

place has not been exempt, although it has not
assumed so serious a character here as at some
other places ; at tlie same time I have had some
severe cases. 'When it first made its appearance,
in July last, it was very amusing to hear several

know-alls pretending to give a description and the
cause of this disease. Their treatment was equally
absurd. I will relate the practice of one of them.
The patient was a poor \yelch heifer. The first

step he took was to bleed to the amount—the
owner said—of a pail-full : he then gave, in the
course of one day, port wine, ale, porter, ginger,
aniseeds, cummin seeds, pepper, and several others,

whicli the owner could not remember. The next
day the poo? patient was no more. They opened
her, and, to use the words of this Master of Physic,—" if he had employed all the world, she could
not have been saved."
On the next case I was consulted, and found the

following symptoms :—constipated bowels, a great
disinclination to move, and loss of milk

;
pulse

accelerated, and about 60 ; mouth slightly
ulcerated, with a large ulcer on the tongue ; feet

very tender, udder swollen, and the poor beast
looking dejected.

The treatment I adopted was as follows;—
sulph. mag. ^ lb., pulv. antim. 5i, pulv. nit. 5ii,

ipecacuanhse oil, in a pint of thin gruel, and in
six hours repeated it. The feet were washed
clean, linseed poultices applied, and the ulcers
washed with a week solution of zinc.
On the following day I found her much better ;

her body was open, and the ulcers in the mouth
and tongue had assumed a healthy appearance.
Dressing as before. Some suppuration appearing
in the feet, I applied a strong solution of copper,
and repeated the poultices. I then gave sulph.
mag. 5SS, pulv. zingib. 3ij in gruel. In the course
of a few days the cow was in her former health.

I have, up to this time, had about forty cases,
in all which I have followed the above treatment,
with one exception,—increasing the dose of sulph.
mag. to 1 lb. in several of them, with the best
effect. I have not lost one.

I shall not venture to give any opinion as to
the nature of the disease, but leave that to be
decided by abler hands than those of your humble
servant ; at the same time I would suggest how
acceptable the opinion of any gentleman with
great practice would be, and particularly if he
would enter into a full description of the disease ;

and no one, I will add, would that gratify more
than myself.

ON THE ROT IN SHEEP.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—Having observed lately some accounts,

complaining a little of the prevalence of the rot in

sheep in certain places, and believing any person

would be glad to learn any thing that might be of

service to them, if they happen to have a flock in-

fected with this dreadful malady, I beg permission,

through the columns of " The Express," to recom-

mend to those persons the use of common salt as

one of the best things to allay its progress ; and be-

ing an article always at hand, can be promptly ad-

ministered. Prevention in all cases of evil is easier

than cure ; and it is much to be regretted, that this

useful article should be so much neglected in the

rearing and feeding of cattle. Horses, neat cattle

and sheep, should be always early accustomed to its

use. It is easily given, and those who have the

care and management of stock, should be taught

never to neglect it. But persons who have not

been in the habit of using it in the feeding of their

sheep, and have reason to believe their flock in-

fected, which is readily known to experienced per-

sons by examining the eyes or the liver of one that

may happen to die, let them take the sheep into

a dry sheltered yard, and give to each a desert

spoonful of salt, holding the head of the animal

upwards, when the salt is in its mouth, for two or

three minutes, until it is dissolved by the saliva and

carried down into the stomach. Keep them a few

hours from water, and give them dry food, such as

bran, cut hay, a little bruised oil-cake, and a few

cut SAvedes ; among any of their food give them a

portion of salt constantly. If they do not at first

take their food so freely, in consequence of the ad-

mixture of the salt, slacken the quantity adminis-

tered in this manner, and give them a second dose,

as at the first, on the second or tliird day ; they

Avill soon take it freely enough in their food. This

will in a great measure cleanse the stomach and in-

testines of those crudities that often lodge therein,

and though tliis may not accomplish a perfect cure,

where the malady is very bad, it will be the means

of staying its progress in a great degree, and give

time for fattening the animal, and thus mitigate the

severity of the loss. But to young sheep, if taken

at an early stage, it often will, by judicious manage-

ment and care, effect aji entire cure. In meadows
where sheep are depastured, a quantity of salt (some

prefer a lump for them to lick) should be deposited

in a covered sheep trough to preserve it from the

rain. The sheep, having access to this, will con-

stantly use it, and more at sometimes than at

others, and it will be the means of keeping them in

a healthy and thriving state.

The saline particles carried by the winds over the

Downs near the sea contribute much to the health

of the flocks feeding thereon.

Should you think any of your numerous readers

might be benefited by these Wnts, I shall feel

obliged by your inserting them at any time you

can afford space for them.

I remain, Mr. Editor, your very obedient servant,

Thomas Joy.

NEW PATENTS.
Joseph Atkinson, of Roundhill, Yorkshire, farmer,

for " improvements in thrashing and winnowing ma-
chines." Match 7 ; six months.
James Hay, of Belton, Haddington, Captain in the

Royal Navy, for " an improved plough, which he enti-

tles the Belton plough." March 25 ; six months.

2 A 2
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STURDY IN SHEEP.
TO THE KDITOR OF THE MARK LAXE EXPRESS.

Sir,— It was not till this morning, tliat I ob-
served in the JMark Lane Express, ot Marcli 2nd.
a letter on "Sturdy" in sheep signed "A Subscri-

ber. Although I maj' not have had the same "op-
portunities of observing large flocks of sheep un-
der different circumstances" that have been enjoyed
by"Subscriber" yet possibly 1 may feel an equal
interest in the subject, therefore take the liberty

of asking him by what train of reasoning, or series

of facts, he has come "to the conclusion that the
most general predisposing cause of this disease is

breeding 'in and in." " Does Subscriber suppose
that unsoundness of mind in man arises from the
same cause as the sturdy in sheep, viz. a too close

affinity in blood ? Will he pleased to substantiate
his assertion, that "in and h\" breeding produces
animals more delicate than those which are crossed.
Why are the offspring of persons nearly related,

of necessity predisposed to unsoundness of intel-

lect ?

I have a few other questions to put but will not
trouble him with them at present, but he will

greatly oblige me by answering the above.

I am, &c.,

April 12. J. W.

Sir,—Having for some considerable time par-

ticularly noticed the returns of the averages for

the various cities and towns, and feeling confident
that not above two-thirds is returned that is

bought I would be glad to be informed how it

is, that I seescarcely ever any returns from South-
ampton, or if there is, it is very trifling. Now it is a

market where a considerable deal of wheat, barley,

oats, beans and peas, are sold, and by the inarket
article sent up to you I frequently see that they
have a brisk, and sometimes animated market,
which is thecasethisweek-butlseein thereturnsit
says(none sold), of either grain. 3Iarch 30th, only
15 qrs. wheat, March 23rd, 50 qrs. wheat, I\Iarch

16th, 272 Qrs. of wheat, no other grain. Now
some neglect must arise somewhere ; either the
corn inspector at Southampton does not do his

duty, or your informant cannot give you a correct
account of the market. Trusting I shall see a more
correct return of the averages or see it explained,

I remain, Sir, yours, respectfully,

Portsmouth, April 7th. G. B.

Sir,—Among the many interesting statements
contained inthecontributionsofCutbbert W.John-
son, Esq. to your number of the 30th of March, the

mention made of solutions of Soot, and Ammonia,
and also of urine, as liquid manures, are to me the
most so, and I write to you hoping that he may be
induced to increase the obligation which, (in com-
mon with all agriculturists and gardeners) 1 am
under to him, if he would at some future period
state in your valuable journal, whether the use of
the two former liquids was as frequent as is usual

in gardens with common water, or whether only
occasional, and also v^jhether the crop of hay
which he mentions was obtained by one or more
(and if the latter how frequent) applications of
urine. I am. Sir, your obedient Servant,

Exeter, April 7th. A Recent Reaoer.

Mr. Editor,—As the supply and consumption of
corn, are continually operating on prices of corn
and labour, the vibrations however great they may

be, will be found ultimately to accommodate them-
selves to the same ratio. The average labour price
of corn during 50 years will be about the same,
whatever may be the corn laws existing. Those
vibrations however, may press very severely on
the most indigent of the working class, and it is a
most important business for the legislator to lessen
those vibrations. It is a maxim amongst agricul-
tural labourers, that 16 pints of wheat or a peck
is equivalent to the labour of a good labourer per
day. And if we com])are prices of corn and labour
at different periods we shall find that though short
periods vary yet at long periods the average is

about the same, whether the day's wages were one
penny or as at present 2s.—the average now being
Q7s. 7d. a peck of wheat is rather less than 2s. \d.

1 remain. Sir, yours respectfully,

Nottingham, April 9. S. R.

ON THE TREATMENT OF THE MA-
LADY NOW AFFECTING CATTLE.

S'lR,—Reading in your paper of the 17th inst.,

of a new malady among the cows in Essex proving
fatal in many cases, induees me to send you, for the

information of the readers of your valuable Ex-
press, the treatment of the disease; as it proved
most beneficial to me, not losing one of my cows,
although every one I have in the same yard had it

more or less. As soon as a cow began to droop
I gave her a pound of salts dissolved in warm
water, mixing with it a table spoonful of the
Spirits of Turpentine ; her tongue was rubbed
with a flat stick and salt, breaking the blisters at

tlie same time ; this was repeated three times a

dajs rubbing the gums at the same time ; when the

mouth was getting better it was washed with alum
and water made strong. During the time they

could not feed I had them drenched with oatmeal
gruel. Some of their mouths were in a very bad
state, losing the skin from the tongue and gums,
and very much inflamed —they were also more or

less lame. I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

James Fullagar.
Milton, Settingiorne, Feb. 20.

ON THE PREVAILING EPI-
DEMIC AMONGST CATTLE.

Sir,—I perceive from your Agricultural Report for

Nortblk and Suffolk, an epidemic has been raging"

amongst cuttle and sheep, and has been progressins'

southward throug-li Essex, and ai it is now raging" in my
neighbourhood, you, or any of your valuable corres-

pondents will much oblige me by answering the follow-

ing questions through your widely circulated Journal:

—

1st. What is the name of the epidemic? If infectious ]

If there is any method of prevention, such as pure air,

water, cleanliness, or physic ? Likewise the remedy and
treatment for their recovery ?

The disease attacks the cattle in the mouth and nose,

being full of blisters, which appear to bring on a general
debility, with little or no fever, and afterwards settles in

the hind legs, accompanied by a discharge at the nos-
trils. Any person's kind attention to the above may be
conferring a general good, and a great favour to. Sir,

your obedient servant, Av Essex FAnwEn.
Rainham, Feb. 22, 1840.
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WHITFIELD EXAMPLE FARM.
If one landowner in every county in England,

would follow the example of Lord Moreton, a large

and considerable addition might be made to the

annual produce of bread com, as well as a profit-

able investment of capital and an increased em-

ployment of labour acquired.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MAIIK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—la the " Mark Lane Express'' of the 30th of

March, there is an article containing the following

sentence with regard to Lord Moreton's Example
Farm at Cromhull, Gloucestershire. " If the plan

pursued were detailed, and permission given to inspect

the management in its various stages, the example

would immediately produce an effect in improving- the

system of management in the surrounding country.''

Now, I am directed to state that, one of Lord More-
ton's chief objects in instituting this farm, being to

show by example, a mode of farming more profitable,

both to landlord aad tenant, than that carried on in

this and many other districts, the public are, and have

been all along, invited " to inspect the management in

all its various stages.''

Farmers are requested to look over the farm, and to

report their opinion of it. The nature and results of

each operation will be laid open to them, audits merits

will thus be subjected to the test of public opinion.

The books of the farm, also the Day Book, Journal

and Ledger, are open to the inspection of any one will-

iHg to see them, so that the expense of every operation

may be examined.
The drainage of the farm, and in fact, most of the

operations having for their object its permanent im-
provement, are nearly completed.

A second report detailing what has been done, and
describing the present state of the farm, will be forth-

coming sometime before Midsummer.
I am, Sir, your most obedient Servant,

April 2. John C. Morton.

pate a little " ignorance," and excuse a little " vul-

f^arity." On ret'erring- to the parli'imentary returns,

I find the number of beer shops in 1834 to be

37,381; in 1835 39,6H; in 1836 44,134;
in 1837 4.5,394; the number of public houses

were increasing- also in a great, if not equal ratio.

Thus there were in 1834, 53,714 public bouses, in

1837, 55,7M do. No^\' as no person, or class of

persons, will enter a trade without some prospect of

realising at least a livelihood from it; and as the

great increase above indicates at least a trade in some
degree thriving, it is neither iinieasonable nor im-

proper ; neither " ignorant" nor " vulgai" to expect

an increase, at least in some proportion, in the eon-

sumption of malt. How stands the fact"? the par-

liamentary returns again shall speak. There were
in 1836, 44,387,719 qrs. of malt on which duty was
charged; in 1837, 40,551,149 do.; in 1838,

40,505,556 do. !!! Thus wjiile the number of beer

liouses exhibit an increase of, in round numbers,
eleven per cent, in three years, the consumption of

malt in tliree years exhibits not a proportionate in-

crease ; not an increase at all, but a positive decrease,

of, in round numbers, 38 per cent. ! Surely tiie bad-

ness of trade alone cannot account for this, for in

these years trade was not bad !

Now Sir, I am so " ignorant and vulgar" as to

enquire if there has been an equal decrease in dele-

terious compounds with which beer may be
" dragged?" I beg pardon, it iS vulgar, ought to

say " trimmed." '

Take Cocculus Indicus ;

—

In 1831 the quantity entered for

home consumption, was
In 1833.

Increase of consumption in three

years.

Of Nux Vomica.
In 1831. 2,5471bs.

In 1833. 4,124

I
3,5411b3.

4,559f 1

OlBflbs. !

!

I
l.OlBf

DRUGGING OF BEER.
Sir,—I very readily answer to (he call made by

" A Constant Reader" to furnish to your readers mv
data for expressing the opinion that I wai unable to

account for the present low prices of barley, on any
other grounds than the badness of trade, and the

drugging of the beer. Perhaps your readers will be

able to judge whether the assumption is altogether
" ignorant" and "vulgar," and " ridiculous,"or whe-
ther it i^ founded upon rational, " true," and
" honest" grounds.

I am not going to resort to the course which m-ay

be termed objectionable, of stating that most of the

beer purchased in public houses and beer-shops has fla-

vour and narcotic qualities which malt and hops alone

cannot give, nor remark one syllable on its purgative

properties on persons not accustomed to it ; nor shall

I urge in favour of my opinion, the statements of a

brewer himself,* who furnishes a list of ingredients

sufficiently potent. " Treacle, liquorice, cocculus

Indicus, salt oftartar, heading, ginger, lime slaked,

linseed, cinnamon, hops, malt," "opium hyoseca-

mus, belladona, aad cuvio cuacus"—No, I shall

not hint these in proof that my opinion was not
utterly baseless ; they are sufficiently antiquated
and vague to be believed only by the vulgar. But
I appe-al to statistical facts which will, I think, dissi-

* iVIr. Samuel Child.

Increase of consumption in 3 years, l,577lbs.

Of grains of Paradise.

In 1831
In 1833

8,7221bs.

40,411

Increase of consumption in 3 years, 31,6891hs. ! !

!

I make no comment, I draw no conclusions, but I

reiterate the opinion expressed in my report that I

am " at a loss to account for the present depressed

prices of barlej', on any other grounds than the

drugging of the beer, and the bad state of trade."

If "A Constant Reader" had not been so nettled,

these pleasant facts would not have appeared. " Let

the galled jade wince." Most truly your

Yorkshire Reporter,

USE OF THE WALNUT TREE.—Walnuts
yield h-alf their own wei.orht in oil, whose flavour is con-
sidered to equal that of the finest Lucca oil. This very
fruitful tree, which we see fleurishing along the high
road, and in the orchards of peasants, is one of great

utility to the Germans ; his furniture is made of it, the
leaves dye a good black, and he feeds his cattle with the
shells of the nuts that have supplied his oil.

—

Germany
and the Germans.
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CORN AVERAGES.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MAKK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—Permit me to call the attention of your
numerous readers to tlie present defective system

of talcing the averages, not only as regards the

average price, but the quantity/ also. In this

county (Norfolk) , much of the corn sold is not

returned at all, and much of it tltrice over. The
case is this, a farmer sells a merchant at one of

the inland markets 20 coombs of corn for IS/.,

that merchant again sells it to another at one of

the outports for 19^., and it is again sold in London
for 21/. So that instead of 20 coomhs of com
returned at IBs. j^er coomh, you have (iO coomhs

I'eturned at 19s. 4d. per coomb, and as many farms
are let at a corn-rent, and the tithes now paid in

the same way, it is of great importance that

correct returns should he obtairied, but, which
will never be the case while the present system
lasts. One return only should be made, and that

of which is bought onhj of the grower, inflicting

a heavy penalty on those who neglect it. I think
Mr. Editor, if you would aid the cause with your
powerful pen, a reform might he brought about,

and we should then have not only an accurate

average price, but also a true return of all the

corn sold ; by adding to that a certain portion

kept for seeding the land, we should obtain a

good statistical account of the produce of the

whole kingdom. If you think this subject worthy
of the attention of your readers, you will, by
inserting it oblige, Yours, «Scc.,

OCCATOR.
MarcJi 18, 1840.

COTTAGE WINDOWS.
The Highland and Agricultural Society of Scot-

land, never inattentive to what will promote the

prosperity of the country, is endeavouring at the

present moment, and for some years paU his been
making similar efforts, to advance in every wav the

comforts of that useful class of the community, the

lahour'uig population.

Having such laudable objects in view, premiums
for some time have been awarded in different dis-

tricts of Scotland to those cottagers residing in

them, whose cottages were neatly kept, and whose
gardens were well cultivated. These rewaids have
not been uselessly distributed. In most parts of

the country more attention is paid to keep the

cottages neat and clean, and the gardens around the

dwellings of the industrious labourer are seen better

attended to.

It is a general observation, and we believe not an
untrue one, that for the most part, where tiie

cottager's garden is well roannged, the interior of

the cottage will be found to be neat and clean, and
the manners of its inmates orderly and moral.

Hence the vast importance to spread far and wide
among the labouring population a greater love and
attention to common kitchen gardening. And to

carry out into the fullest extent, the patriotic efforts

of this enlightened society to improve the condition

of the labouring population, it ought to be the aim
and endeavour of every landowner to attach to

every cottage one rood of garden ground. The cot-

tager having this portion of land, may by skill and
industry cultivate it in such a way, as greatly to

increase the comforts of his family. For such
reasons as these, the Highland and Agricultural So-

ciety of Scotland are most laudably encouraging by
every means in their power a diffusion of such a

taste for gardening.

To improve the form and convenience of the

cottager's dwelling house, the same Highland and
Agricultural Society offer honorary medals to such
of tlie landowners of Scotland who will construct

cottages on the most approved plan in all these re-

spects.

As, however, the windows of the Scotch cottage

are generally of an expensive construction, and far

from being convenient, this year the Highland and
Agricultural Society offer a premium of Ten Sove-

reigns, to whoever will produce to their Secretary,

Sir Charles Gordon; in September, in Edinburgh,
the lest model of a Cottage window.

Specifications of the Window.

1. Ten sovereigns will be given for the best and ap-

proved cottage window.
'2. The design must combine economy in the con-

struction, efficiency in excluding rain, &c., affording

means of ventilation, and admit of repair with glass of

the proper dimensions, furnished without the assistance

of experienced tradesmen.
3. Competitors to state the price at which they will

supply the windows to the public,

4. A specimen of the window proposed, with a state-

ment of the necessary particulars, to be lodged with
the Secretary of the Highland and Agricultural So-
ciety, in Edinburgh, on or before the 1st of September,
18-10.

We hope all architects, and those gentlemen and
tradesmen engaged in the iron foundry business will

listen to this intimation, and that they will aid and co-

operate with this patriotic Agricultural Society of

Scotland in contriving such a form of cottage window
as is wanted. It may be stated that the prize-specimen

of cottage window will be exhibited at the great agri-

cultural show meeting of the Highland and Agricul-

tural Society to be held in Aberdeen in October next,

18-iO. James Stuart Menteath.

*^,* Competitors for this premium will not communicate
their names, but accompany tlie specimen window with a
sealed note, eontainiiifr tlie competitor's name and address,

and inscribed on the bacP: with some distinguishing: motto or

device. The motto or device to be also affixed to the speci-

men window.

STUPENDOUS OAK TREE.—A stupendous oak

tree was lately discovered in a piece of meadow ground
at Graythwaite Low Hall, the property of J. J. liaw-

linson, Esq., on the western borders of Windermere Lake,

and witiiin 200 yards of the water. A great part of it is

now got out. It was of the following dimensions :

—

ft. in. parts.

The first length is 26ft. long by 10ft. 6 in.

girth, making it a square of 2ft. 75in . . 179 1 10

One arm wus IGft. by 15|in. square .... 22 6 9
Another arm was lift, by 15|in square .. 18 13 4

Making ':>10 6 11

besides various branches that could not be measured.

No doubt when the tree was standing, it would iiave

measured upwards of 300 feet. How lonar this tree has

lain it is impossible to know. It was in the ground 5ft.

6in. deep, the under side down upon tlie clay or gravel

:

the upper part is peat mois. No doubt it has grown
upon the hard ground, as it appears the roots and the

butt-end of the tree are near to the hard ground, and
are more decayed than the other parts where there was
more water. It was quite as thick at 26 feet from the

butt as any where, so it proves that part to have been

most preserved.
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TO A VILLAGE FARMER.
SiE,—Do yoii conceive that your letter is an

answer, a refutation, in one single particular, to the

very excellent letter by Justice ? If yon do, I think

you are totally mistaken, as Justice never asserted

that eight, or ten, or twenty shillings a week, were
the highest wages, but merely that there were dis-

tricts where wages average only eight sliillings a

week. The fact that you give fifteen shillings a

week does not at all astonish me, as I am now
giving eighteen shillings a week for common la-

bourers, and I shoidd fancy a man may live on

coarse parts of good meat, bacon, Sec. Sec. as cheaply

in London as in any part of England, especially as

fish is so very plentiful. But what does this prove ?

Merely that a man's love of home is so strong that

he vnll not emigrate from the rich pastures of So-

mersetshire and Devonshire to the smoke of Lon-
don, or the fens of Lincolnshire, though his wages
be doubled or trebled.

It appears, therefore, that Justice's assertion is

still unrefuted, that in quondam merry England
there are districts where an able-bodied man can

only earn eight shillings a week. Proh pudor !

!

So much for the very disinterested liberality of the

landlords in protecting the labourers; they are

really too considerate.

I remain. Sir, yours, &c.,

London, March 31, 1840. W. S.

ON THE " ROUP " IN FOWLS.
[If indeed this is a communication fiom a

" farmer's wife," we welcome it to our
pages, and trust the example thus set will

be followed by others. We know tiiat

there are veiy many subjects which come
more immediately under the cognizance of
the female branches of the farmer's family,

and which afford ample scope for remarks
of a highly useful character. We can only
say that we siiall be always ready to afford

every facility for the insertion of useful
communications from any female corres-

pondents who may lionour us with their

lucubrations. We regret that we are not
enabled to name a preventive for the dis-

ease alluded to in the subjoined letter, and
which is properly called the " roup." An
excellent description and remedy for the
disease will be found in a little work
called " The Poultry Yard," by Peter
Bosweil

; published by M'Phun, Glasgow.]

Mr. Editor,—As you so kindly insert the letters

of farmers, communicating information to each other,

I hope you will not refuse similar indulgence in

your impartial journal to a farmer's wife, although it

is rathej' unusuyl for females to correspond in news-
papers, and I fear you may consider the subject of
minor importance. My object in addressing you is

to procure, if known, through your numerous corres-

pondents, a remedy for a most destructive disease to

young chickens when about a month old, known
throughout Devonshire as " the gapes," the name
originating in an incessant convulsive opening of the
mouth that is quite painful to behold. It is so fatal,

that with the utmost care circumstances permit, I

never rear half that are hatched. Several of my ac-
quaintance have discontiaued rearing altogether,

and purchase broods when half grown from places,

who, from something peculiar in their locality, are

exempt from this pestilence. What I wish to obtaia

is, some specific that can be administered with their

food ; for, as to catching them where numerous to

give them medicine is quite out of the question, es-

pecially in this district, that hits not such a building

as a fowling-house on a renting farm in it. Before

presuming to address you, I had searched every

work on the diseases of poultry within my reach,

but not one noticed the remarkable gaping above
mentioned, which leads me to suppose the complaint

is confined to our county. As there is such an out-

cry for cheapness in bread, I feel confident that at

least cheajniess in poultry and eggs would be the

result in Devon, of some cure being discovered for

this scourge. I beg, jMr. Editor, to apologize for

the length of my letter ; but when you are informed

that all loss in poultry is a lessening of female per-

quisites, I trust you will kindly excuse it. I sub-

scribe myself a constant reader of a portion of your

well conducted journal, and a Devonshire

Fahmee's AVife.

South Hams, Devon, A^rill'ith,

THE MAD ITCH.
WaMngtofi Co. la. October 21st, 1839.

Deau Sin,—There ia acomplaint raging' to some ex-

tent among' the cattle in this country, called the " Mad
Itch," which appears to be incurable, and if you or any
of your numerous subscribers could give information

how to cure it, you would confer a great benefit to the

public.

Not having seen any account of it in the Cultivator,

I will describe it as near as I can. It takes the cattle

with an itcliing' at the nose or around the horns ; they
then commence rubbing' and throwing their heads, and
frothing at the mouth, and in about twenty-four hours

Ihey are dead. If you or any of your subscribers know
any cure or preventive, I want it publised in the Culti-

vator. Hervey Demv.—Albany Cultivator.

xYGRICULTURE, ENGLAND'S ANCHOR.
What is Britannia's anchor? her own soil

:

Where rests her safety 1 on the sons of toil

:

Commerce with varied gems may deck her brow

;

But Britain's glory isthe useful plough.
Commerce adds lustre to our envied Isle,

And never may we lose her cheering smile

;

She strews her luxuries throughout our land,

And scatters comforts with unsparing hand
;

But Agriculture is her stem, her root,

And she the beauteous, but dependent frait

;

And while the farmer just protection finds,

And one sure chain the two great interests binds.

Faith is more precious than the gold we own
;

Our nation's credit will support the throne

:

But of its sterling value rob the soil,

Commerce must fade, with all the sons of toil.

Our yellow harvest is the boon of God
;

Neglect our soil, and we but court the rod ;

Offended Heav'n might soon her vengeance take.

Our homes, our hearths, our palaces forsake
;

Like Tyre of old—our splendid sun miglit set;

Where London stands— '' the fisher spread his net."
Let us obey our Maker's first command,
And till the fields of this our native land.

At aristocracy let folly rail

;

Should grades be lost our comforts all must fail

;

For one short space let all a level know,
Famine would follow, anarchy and woe

;

Let Britons be, what Britons long have been.
True to themselves, their country, and their Queen.

Sheer Hill Farm, Saffron Walden.
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ON TILE DRAINING.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—In the month of January last, you were
kind enough to insert afewremarlcs of mine, given
in a friendly spirit, on the comparative merits of
tile and stone drains, their permanency, &c. &c.,
in opposition to a letter from Rlr. Kinmouth,
Deerpark, to Mr. Blacker, president of the i\iar-

kethill agricultural meeting. I have in a more re-

cent number of your most excellent journal ob-
served a reply from Mr. K., which, in one or two
instances I would willingly refer to.—I do not in-

tend in the following remarks to endeavour to per-
suade Mr. K. into my way of thinking on the

matter, for

" Convince a man against his will,

He's of the same opinion still."

He is perhaps right to hold his own notions, how
far soever they may differ from others ; it is a
matter of very little moment, to an enlightened
discerning public : should a little quack unsound
doctrine be occasionally promulgated, such a
community is always able to judge for itself ; but
amongst the credulous and uninitiated it has often

a diflferent, nay a very bad effect. In whatever part

of the world I have been, I have invariably found,
that ignorance v/as the parent of prejudice, but
with all due deference to Mr. K., I hope his case is

one exception to the general rule.

I am still under the impression that Mr. K. has
not strengthened his cause by anything produced
in his last article. I observe he has called in the
Irish acre to his assistance; in order I sui)pose to

bring his calculations a leetle nearer the mark, a
circumstance of which he could not have the most
distant thought in his first letter, having pointedly

stated the expences at so much per statute acre

;

that however is a matter entirely dej)ending on cir-

cumstances. I am aware that tiles are much more
expensive in some counties than others, and a great

deal may also depend on the operation being judi-

ciously gone about. Mr. K., in contrasting the

-transverse with the parallel diain, if I understand
him right, says, that if the former should prove
unsuccessful in laying the land dry, you have only
to repeat the operation by the furrow system. I

say much better do that at first, and you are sure
it will not require it again ; but here lies a marked
objection—the clay, he says, cut from the trans-

verse on a light soil, acts as a manure, and is what
their land requires, but how it is better as such
when taken from a transverse, than from a parallel

drain, is more than I can tell, and he has not
divulged the secret. Another objection of Mr.
K.'sto the furrow system is that the ridge or space
between each drain is liable to be made too dry,

and rendered incapable of bearing a crop in a dry
season ; from that we may infer the kind of drain
he would wish, is one to take off the superfluous
water in a wet season, and by some means or
other, return it again in time of drought; this, I

must say would be a most useful invention, and
whenever he succeeds with it, I hope he will lose

no time in transmitting it to the public, in order
that the nation may profit thereby ; but ia case
Mr. K., should fail in his attempt, allow me to in-

form him that it is proved beyond a doubt, that
land thoroughly drained and subsoil-ploughed will

return more moisture to the roots of plants in
time of drought, than land of a similar description
in its natural state,—so much in favoui" of the
thorough system.

I come now to that part of Mr. K.'s letter in
which he questions the veracity of my statement,
of the increasing number of drain tile manufac-
tories in the county of Ayr, and but for which I

certainly would not havetroubled you at this time.
I would have Mr. Kinmouth to know, that although
speaking or writing anything other than facts,

may be a part of the system in the sister island, it

is not customary amongst the natives of the west
of Scotland, and for that reason we do not like to

be lampooned as the propagators of falsehood
either direct or indirect. I am ready to substan-
tiate all that I have said or written on the matter,
and have lately been at some trouble collecting

information of the exact number of manufactories
in the county, and perhaps Mr. K. wiil say it is

false when I inform you that there are at present
fifty, and a number more contemplated, and in

course of being erected; the number of tiles of

different sizes produced annually from each of these

works varies from 300,000 to l,()O0,000, but as

only a few of them exceed the 1,000,000, the ave-

rage number may with safety be taken at 600,000

each, consequently the aggregate number produced
at that calculation is thirty millions, yielding em-
plo}^ment to at least 800 men and boys throughout
the greater part of the year. Only a few of these

are executed by the Marquis of Twecddale's patent

machine, and it is matter of regret that his Lord-
ship after all his pretended friendship to improve-
ments in agriculture, should have sold it to a

company, who are likely to dejirive the country
(at least for a time) of any benefit that might have
arisen therefrom ; it is quite evident by the exor*

bitant price, 4s. per 1,000, they mean to exact,

that their motive is to monopolize the trade to

themselves, but so long as they can be hand-
moulded for the same sum, it is to be hoped the

public willseetheimpropriety ofgivingcountenance
to any measure calculated to throw an obstacle in

the way of improvement. But to return to my
subject—3,000 tiles on an average are sufficient to

drain an acre, at that rate 10,000 acres must be
annually drained in the county, yielding employ-
ment to at least 800 men through the course of the

year; the expences in some instances are borne
by the proprietor, forwhich he charges a reasonable

percentage, or so much per acre for what is drained.

Again in other cases the tenants do it, and think
themselves amply repaid during the currency of

their lease of 18 or 21 years. The county is

known to contain 1,024,000 acres; 300,000 of

these are in a state of cultivation, a like number
of acres uncultivated, being underwood and up-
land pasture, and 424,000 acres mountainous and
unprofitable, and suppose in all 400,000 acres

j)racticable or worth being drained, and that

r)0,000 may already be done, would leave 350,000
acres still to do, and at that ratio would require

thirty-five years to complete it; but as tile-works

are so much on the increase, I have no doubt but
it may be done in the course of twenty years, leav-

ing it worth' at least from five to ten shillings per
acre more than it was before, and increasing the

rental at least from 150,000/. to 200,000/.

This, Mr. Editor, may be a little astounding to

Mr. K,, and he may still be sceptical if he choose,

but it certainly is the very extreme of folly for a
man to say that such a thing does not exist, simply
because he has not seen it, but I venture to say if

he live long enough, he may have the gratification*

of witnessingsomethingof a similar nature in every

'* Qy. Mortificaiien.
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count}' in the British Empire. The thing is only

in embryo as yet, and in spite of all opposition

must go on increasing till every practicable acre

be reclaimed, and yielding at least one-fourth, and
in many cases one-half more than it is at present

doing.

I am afraid I have trespassed on the liberality of

your columns, but as I will not revert to the sub-

ject again, I hope you will excuse me, and by in-

serting it in your truly valuable journal, you will

oblige, Sir, your very obedient servant,

Kirklandhobn, April, 1840. D. Gairdner.

TWEEDDALE PATENT DRAIN TILE.

Section of No. 1, or Furrow Drain Tile.

TWEEDDALE PATENT DRAIN
TILE AND BRICK OFFICE.

10, WMteJiall, London, March, 1840.

Sir,— I take the liberty of addressing you on the

subject of tile draining, by means of the Marquess
of Tweeddale's Patent Tile Machinery.

The interests in the patents are now assigned

to me in conjunction with other parties, anil as

they afford facilities for manufacturing drain

tiles, roofing tiles, and bricks of much better

quality than those hitherto supplied, 1 venture to

call your attention to the plan upon which wo
propose to provide landowners with good drain

tiles.

In any case where the consumption of tiles

upon an estate would be considerable, we are

prepared to put up an establishment of sheds,

kilns, &c., and to suppl}; the tiles at a price to be
agreed upon for a certain number of years ; or, if

the consumption of one estate be not sufficient to

maintain an establishment, we add to it that of

the neighbouring landowners in order to make up
an annual demand of about one million of drain

tiles and soles. The landlord, upon whose estate

the establishment may be erected, has the ad-

vantage of our payment of royalty for clay, &c.,

and in some cases, of a large consumption of coal

from his own collieries.

It is difficult to say the precise terms upon
which tiles can be supplied, as much depends upon
the value of coal, labour, rent, &c., but it may be
stated, that we can manufacture eur patent tiles

below the general prices of the district ; and
where the annual guaranteed demand is large, at

a reduction varying from 10 to 15 per cent.

It also occurs that landlords prefer erecting, at

their owa expense, such portion of the buildings

as may be useful to them after our contract has
ceased, (subject of course, to our design,) in such
a case we allow 7 per cent, interest upon the

amount expended.
I shall be happy to give you more precise in-

formation as to the terms upon which we can
supply drain tiles on any particular estate, at any
time you may please to favour me with the in-

formation necessary to guide me ; or should it be
thought desirable, I shall he ready to visit any
district in which you may contemplate the use or

manufacture of tiles.

1 beg to add that the patent brick machine is

equally capable of produciug a better article and
at less cost tban the ordinary brick, and that we
propose at all tile establishments, to make suf-

ficient bricks to supply the wants of the district.

I am- Sir, your most obedient servant,

James Hunt.

'^•<^ S-lihc}ias. i;;gS<i

Section of No. 2, or Main Drain Tile.

ON FARM ACCOUNTS.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—In your last magazine (page 264) your
correspondent L. C. B. wishes to be informed of a
good and expeditious manner of keeping farming
accounts. I have for the past six years been
using an account book edited by Air. Thomas
Freeman, of Henham, Suffolk, and published by
Mr. Loder, of Woodbridge, and have always
found it a very easy and correct method of keeping
my accounts, accompanied with a plain small
ledger wherein to enter the debtor and creditor

accounts of the different men at piece-work, &c.
There are two editions of the book published, the
larger and smaller ; the price of the one is 8s. (id.,

and the other 5s. I find the smaller one quite

enough for my farm of a little under four hundred
acres of land, and as L. C. B. is fond of accuracy
and dispatch in his accounts, if he would procure
a sight of tlie book, I think he would very well
like it. I am. Sir, your obedient servant,

A Constant Reader.
April 17, 1840.

THE RETARDER.—Trial has now been made of
this invention for retarding', not locking-, the wheels of

carriages when going' down hill, with success. The
principle ©f the invention is pressure so applied to the
nave of the wheel as to retard its motion, or at the will

of the coachman stop it aUogether. The advantages of

the invention are that the power may be applied at the

discretion of the coachman, so that he might take his

coach down a steep hill without allowing his horses to

be pressed upon at all.
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AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY.—

No. VI.

BY HENRY R. MADDEN, ESQ., M,D., EDINBURGH.

(From the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.)

We shall now resume the examination of the

three remaining manures, viz., kelp, saltpetre, and
common salt.

Kelp.—This will first engage our attention.

It consists principally of carbonate of soda, mixed
with various other mineral substances ; and, in

general, contains a small quantity of charcoal

likewise. It evidently owes much of its power as

a manure to its alkaline projjerties, which are very

strong, and, consequently, it will be extremely

useful in all cases where land, containing large

quantities of inert vegetable fibre, is required to

he eniiched, and, at the same time, cleared of its

fibre. We should hence argue that it would be

found a very useful application to peat, and also

to old pasture-land when it is broken up for the

purpose of crojiijing. We have already observed,

that sea-v:are owes its superior fertilizing powers,

as compared with other green vegetable manures,

to the presence of this substance. A certain

degree of caution is requisite in the use of this

manure, as it is acknowledged by all who have
employed it, that, if applied in too large quantities,

it is hurtful in place of being beneficial. Tiiis is

easily understood when we consider, that carbonate

of soda, in common with other alkalies, dissolves

vegetable matter, and, consequently, would be ex-

tremely apt to dissolve the delicate fibrils of the

roots of the plants themselves, more especially

since it is well known that all chemical solvents

act first upon the softer and more fluid parts ; and

there can be no question that the sponrjlolex, and
minute extremities of the roots of growii:g plants,

contain much nu)ie fluid than the dry roots of the

growth of former years. It would therefore be
advisable, either to apply this manure in small

quantity, or to form it into compost, prior to its

being incorporated with the soil ; or at least to

apply it to the soil some time before the sowing
of the crop, in order that it may lose its caustic

effects, by combininp; witli the humic acid, pro-

duced by its acting upon the vegetable fibre,

prior to the formation of those delicate structures

which, as above stated, would be so liable to re-

ceive irreparable damage.
In reference to the constitution of the various

other mineral substances contained in kelp, 1 may
remark, that some of them are of considerable

importance, and their presence \'\ill fully explain

the follovi'ing remark, which occurs in the report

upon " Kelp as a manure," laid before the High-
land Agricultural Society, by a committee ap-

pointed to investigate the subject, viz.:—"that
kelp would appear to possess other qualities as a

manure," besides that of "rendering the animal
and vegetable matter soluble." For instance, the

insoluble matters of kelp have been jn-oved to

contain a considerable i)roportion of mlphuretted
hydrogen and lime, the ])resence of wiiich will

render it a peculiarly useful manure for turnips,

as chemical analysis has proved that the saline

matter of this plant contains the hydronnlphate of
lime, which is produced by the union of sulphu-
retted hydrogen with lime, and, consequently,

can be readily supplied by kelp. As a practical

proof of the correctness of this remark, I may

quote the following sentence, which occurs in Mr.
Cuthbert Johnson's paper upon this manure, in the

British Farmers' Magazine for October 1838:—
" A portion of the lands of Bangholm were
manured with kelp of an inferior quality, at the

rate of one ton per acre, and the land sown with
yellow turnip : the crop, upon examination, is

considered to be fully equal to that part of the

field which has been manured with dung." Again,
in a report by Mr. Ker upon this manure, which
appeared in the Highland Society's Transactions
for 1831, the author observes, that the effect upon
old pasture was very promising, " especially in the

increase of white clover." Now, the analysis of the

insoluble matters of kelp, proves the presence of

a large quantity of gypsum, or sulphate of lime,

which, as before noticed when sjjeaking of this

substance, is essential to the success of the clover

crop. ^^ e hence perceive, that kelp is a valuable

manure, not only as a chemical solvent of vegetable

and animal mattei-s, but likewise as a specific

manure, on account of its possessing various saline

substances, which are of the utmost consequence

for the well-being of some of our most useful

crops.

Saltpetre.—The very valuable effects of this

salt are well known to every cultivator, but still

there is probably no manure, unless it be common
salt, of whose action a less satisfactory account

can be given ; the remarks therefore which
follow, so far as they are original, must be con-

sidered rather in the light of suggestions than
decided opinions, as I have not hitherto had any
opportunity for submitting them to the rigid, but

unerring test of practice. In considering the

subject I shall piemise a few remarks upon the

origin of this saline combination. The elements

of which this salt is composed are three in

number, viz., oxygen, nitrogen, or azote, and
potassium, or the metallic base of pottassa; these

are combined in the proportion of 14 parts of

nitrogen, 48 of oxygen, and 10 of potassium ; they,

however, are not supposed to be arranged indis-

criminately, but arc combined thus : 14 parts of

nitrogen, and 40 of oxygen, are united together,

and form the well known acid, nitric acid, or

aqua J'ortis, and 40 parts of potassium, with the

remaining 8 of oxygen, form pure or caustic

potassa,—and the whole constitutes the nitrate of

potassa. AVith reference to the natural production

of saltpetre, there is a great deal of obscurity,

and many facts relating to it are totally inex-

plicable. It occurs abundantly on the surface of

the soil in several parts of the world, especially in

the East Indies, and is manufactured in consider-

able quantities on the Continent, by mixing soil

and lime, or chalk, with various animal and
vegetable refuse matters, and allowing the whole
to remain exposed to the air for some months ; in

this manner, not only nitrate of potass, but the

nitrates of lime and magnesia, when this latter

earth exists, are produced in considerable quan-

tities. The origin of the nitric acid appears to be

from the nitrogen of the animal and vegetable

matters combining, either with the oxygen of the

atmosphere, or with that contained in the organic

matters themselves ; or most probably with oxygen

obtained from both these sources. Now, it will

very possibly be observed by many of my practical

readers, that all this may be very interesting to

chemists, but of what use can it be to farmers ? to

which very natural inquiry I shall reply by remark-

ing,— 1st, That as this salt is always produced

wlun azotised substances are exposed to the air
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In mixture with lime and soil, it follows as a con-

sequence that saltpetre must be produced upon the

surface of all rich soils, because they contain all

the ingredients requisite for its formation ; 2nd,

That since azotised manures are so very important
for the success of almost every cultivated plant,

and since, at the same time, the proportion of

azote contained in the crop, is so much less than
the quantity possessed by the manure required for

the growth of the crop, we may very plausibly

conjecture, that the nitrogen of the manure has

other offices to perform than merely sujjplying the

plant with the proportion of that substance

requisite for its growth, more particularly as RI.

Boussingault has lately proved beyond doubt, that

plants can obtain nitrogen from the air, so that

some part at least of this important element may
he procured by plants, altogether independently of

the soil or the manure.
With these remarks upon the origin of saltpetre,

I shall proceed to detail the results which have
been obtained by practical men, and shall then, in

endeavouring to explain its beneficial action,

revert to the above observations, as I trust they

will throw some light upon this very obscure

portion of agricultural chemistry. As the general

result of the recorded experiments with this

manure, it appears that it is most useful in damp
seasons, especially when api>lied to light soils ; it

appears particularly adapted for grasses of all

kinds, and likewise for grain crops. When used,

however, it is necessary not to apply too large

a quantity ; in fact, the usual proportion is very
small, being only from 1 to 1§ cwt. per acre. It

is supposed by some, to increase the liability to

mildew when applied to wheat, but this point is

doubted by other experimenters— all appear to

agree that it increases considerably the quantity of

sl;raw, and renders the blade of a much darker
colour. Sir Humphrey Davy, in speaking of this

manure, seems to think that it owes its fertilizing

properties to the nitrogen which it contains ; this,

however, is extremely doubtfid, both from the

facts which we have already noticed, and likewise

on account of our having no grounds whatever for

supposing, that plants possess tlic power of de-

composing any saline combinations, especially

such a one as nitrate of potass, where the affinity

between the different elements is very considerable.

It is much more probable that this salt performs

its office, in gp.neral, without undergoing any de-

composition whatever ; and upon this suppo-

sition, there are, at least, three ways in which
it may be supposed to be beneficial. 1st,

It is undoubtedly useful to many plants, on
account of its forming one of the constituents

of their saline matter, as barley for example.

2nd, From the observations wc made upon
the formation of this substance in all rich soils,

and the suggestion we there thre-sv out concern-

ing the use of highly azotised manures being partly

to promote its production, we may infer that it is

of considerable importance to all plants, its action

probably being as a stimulant to the roots, in order

to increase their solvent power over the undis-

. solved portions of their food, or as a condiment to

promote the function of assimilation. 3rd, But
here we must suppose that the salt uiulergoes de-

composition produced by the action of the organic

matter of the soil. It is not impossible that, from
its highly oxidized nature, it may be capable of as-

sisting in the formation of carbonic acid, from the

superabundant carbon of the vegetable fibre. We
thus perceive that feasible suggestions can be made

in reference to the action of this very valuable sub-
stance; but, at the same time, I should be extremely
sorry, were it supposed that I had decidedly adopted
any of these opinions, as it is by no means improba-
ble, that they may not stand the test of experi-

ment. It is, however, a subject very well worth
the investigation of any scientific person who pos-
sesses the requisite opportunities for pursuing it,

with sufficient care and assiduity.

CoM.MON Salt.— In reference to this substance,
still less is known scientifically than of the preced-
ing one, nor is its practical value by any means so
distinctly proved ; for although it has been used at

various times for many centuries, still, we are even
yet very much in the dark, as to its real practical

value. 1'his, muloubtedly depends, in a great mea-
sure, upon the careless and unscientific maimer in

whioh the experiments have been jierformed, and
consequently, in many instances, so much has
been employed, that it has acted as a direct poison
to the ])lants. The chemical composition of com-
mon salt, throws no light whatever upon its direct

action as a manure, but indirectly, will explain
much of the benefits derived from its employment.
The true constitution of the substance is as fol-

lows ;—chlorine 59.2 pcr cent., and sodium (the

metallic base of soda) , 40 J per cent.; but when
this substance is dissolved in water, it is generally

supposed to become muriate of soda, by the de-
composition of water, and the subsequent union
of its hydrogen with the chlorine, to form muria-
tic acid, and its oxygen with the sodium, to pro-

<luce soda. Now, the mode in which this bears

upon the indirect effects of salt as a manure, is

dependent upon the chemical action which is ex-

erted between muriate of soda and carbonate of
lime, which latter is so constant an ingredient of
soil, ^^'he^ these two salts arc brought in contact
and kei)t in a moist state, a gradual interchange
of acids and bases takes ])Iace, and the resulting

compounds are nnu'iate of lime, and carlonate of
soda, of the value of which latter salt we have al-

ready treated ; and t may here remark, that it is

more than probable that this is the chief benefit

derived from salt, viz. the gradual production of
carbonate of soda ; in which case, we may like-

wise add, as a necessary consequence, that salt

should he most beneficial upon c/wUt/ soils. There
is no doubt, however, that salt acts also directly

in a beneficial manner, both to tlie soil, and the
crops to wh'ch it is applied. In reference to this

point, there are some most excellent remarks by
Mr. Cuthbert Johnson, in the British Farmer's
Magazine for July 1838, to whose papers upon va-

rious manures, I have already had repeat-

ed occasion to refer. In the place alluded to,

Mr. Johnson enumerates six different ways in

which this substance appears to act beneficially,

viz. 1. Sale has been proved by Sir James Pidngle

and Dr. Macbride, to promote the decomposition

or animal and vegetable substances, when used
" in small projjortions." 2. " It destroys vermin,

and kills weeds, which are thus converted into

manure." 3. I\Ir. Johnson mentions the obvious

way it which it is beneficial, viz. that it forms a
" direct constituent" of some plants, and hence,

of course, is absolutely necessary for their well-

being. 4. He states that Dr. Priestly has proved

that " salt acts as a stimulant on vegetable sub-

stances." 5. Salt preserves vegetables from injury

by " sudden transitions in the temperature of the

atmosphere." The only method in which salt can

be beneficial in this respect, must depend upon
the fact, that water, holding salt in solution, does
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not freeze by any means so readily as fresh water,
and thus, of course, its presence in soil will pre-
vent the solidification of the moisture existing in
the situations to which it has been applied. 6, and
lastly, Salt renders " earth more capable of ab-
sorbing moisture from the atmosphere." By far
the most important practical consideration, and,
indeed, one of vital consequence to the success of
any experiments with this substance, is, that it is

extremely easy to err by applying foo large a
quantity, in which case, as already remarked, the
result is just the opposite to that for which the
farmer has been induced to apply it to his soil.

3. Mixed Manures.—The substances now to
be brought under our consideration are Bones,
Ashes, Soot, and a few general remarks upon va-
rious Composts.

Bones.—As has been already remarked in a foot
note to one of my preceding papers, the origin of
this manure would justly entitle it to be placed
among the animal manures, but from the observa-
tions which we shall have to make in reference to
its mode of action, I think it will be abundantly
evident, that its value depends in many instances
as much upon its /wiwera^ as its a?iMwa/ constituents,
and, consequently, in an examination like the pre-
sent, it should undoubtedly be considered along
with the class of mixed manures. The introduc-
tion of the use of bone-manure may beyond doubt
be considered as forming a most important a>ra in
the agriculture of the present time ; and that its

value is justly appreciated by the farmer, is suffi-

ciently evident, not only from the annual increase
of the quantity used, but likewise from the great
number of articles, both practical and otherwise,
which have of late years appeared in every work
and periodical which has been published in con-
nection with agriculture,—indeed, so many prac-
tical observations have already appeared in this
Journal, that, in the following remarks, I shall

confine myself almost entirely to various points
referring to its mode of action, and I trust that 1

shall be able to show, that bones possess many
properties, which so evidentlyrender them impor-
tant as manure, that, had a chemist been search-
ing the whole organic kingdom for the substance
best qualified in every respect to answer the most
sanguine expectations of the farmer, it is more
than probable, that he would have fixed upon
bones, as combining the greatest number of ad-
vantages, both economical and practical.

Chemical analysis has shown, that bones are
composed of the following substances :

—

Animal
matters, consisting chiefly of gelatin, albumen,
animal oils, and fat about 38 per cent. ; and 2.

Earthy matters, composed oi phosphate of Lime,

carbonate of lime, filiate of lime, sulphate of lime,

carbonate of soda, and a small quantity of common
salt.

(1.) I shall consider the value of the various
components in detail ; and first, the animal mat-
ters. In speaking of animal manures, I have al-

ready had repeated occasion to remark, that these
are at all times the most powerful, both on account
of their containing a large quantity of azote (ni-

trogen), and likewise from their greater tendency
to decomposition : of course, therefore, the pre-
sence of 38 per cent, of such substances must of
itself render bones very useful as manures. But
moreover, the peculiar kind of animal matter in
this instance, increases still more their fertilizing

effects ; for the combination of gelatin and albu-
men with various fatty matters, such as occur in
bone, possesses the property of entering very

speedily into the putrescent fermentation, the re-

suit of which is, that putrefaction takes place very
rapidly, whenever they are placed under anything
like favourable circumstances, the important con-
sequences of which are the following: 1. That
the animal matters of bone will enter into putre-

factive fermentation so rapidly after they are

ploughed into the soil, that no previous prepara-
tion is required. 2. That from this property, the
animal matters of bone may be said to act the

part of a^erme)(t when added to soil; for there is

no doubt of the fact, that when a very putresci-
ble substance is mixed with other matters in which
this tendency is much less poweiful, the former
acts upon the latter in such a manner, that putre-

faction goes on much more rapidly in the whole
mass, precisely in the same manner as yeast ex-
cites the vinous or spiritous fermentation in all

fluids capable of undergoing that change : but
which, of themselves, would have required a
much longer time to effect it, or probably would
never have fermented at all. And, 3d, a practical

deduction from the above facts, of considerable

consequence is, that since these valuable proper-
ties of bone belong in a greater measure to the

fatty matters and gelatin, than to the albumen,
any process by which they are deprived of a part

of these ingredients, lessens, in a very great de-

gree, their value to the farmer.

(2.) So much for the animal matter of bone ;

now let us see in what respect its earthy consti-

tuents render it valuable in the estimation of the

agriculturist. We see that it contains six different

compounds, one only of which is not well known
to act beneficially, viz., the fluateoflime, and as

it occurs in very small quantities, it may be
neglected altogether ; of the five others, four have
already been treated of, viz., carbonate of lime,

sulphate of lime, carbonate of soda, and common
salt. We have, therefore, to say a few words con-
cerning the remaining one, viz., phosphate of lime.

This substance evidently acts as a specific manure

;

or, in other words, will be beneficial by adding
to jjlants a substance which is essential to their

nourishment; for chemical analysis has proved,
that, next to the carbonate of potass and lime, this

salt constitutes one of the commonest constituents
of vegetable saline matter—for example, among
the cultivated plants, wheat, barley, oats, peas,

and beans, besides a great many garden plants,

contain this salt in considerable quantities, and,
consequently, to all these, phosphate of lime is

absolutely -necessary. We thus perceive that the
earthy matter of hone contains no less than

five valuable mineral manures, and that the animal
matter is of the best possible kind. There is one
circumstance, however, of considerable conse-
quence, which must be borne in mind in reference
to bone manure, which is, that if repeated upon the

same landfor a series of years, it, iptll gradually lose

its effect. The cause of this is obvious. Bone-
manure, as already stated, owes its importance to

two distint^t circumstances ; Isf, its earthy con-
stituents being almost entirely specific manures,-

2nd, its animal matter acting as a fermerd. With
regard to the first of these, viz., bone-manure,
being capable of acting specifically upon many
cro])3, it must be remembered, that these specific

substances are required in very small quantities,

and hence the repeated use of bone-manure would,
in time, produce a tiseless accumulation of these
substances, and, consequently, would lose its effects

in this respect. And, 2nd, as its animal matter
owes its fertilizing powers not only directly to its
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nutritive properties, but likewise indirectly to its

reaction upon the organic matter previously existiiig

in the soil,\t must, of necessity, be in this respect

an exhausting manure; and hence, of course, the

land will be gradually rendered poorer by its

constant use, and the good effects of the manure
itself will consequently diminish in the same pro-

portion. I may, however, here observe, that, in

all probability, turnips will be the very last crop by
which its good effects will be experienced ; or, in

other words, that it will continue to produce good
turnip crops, after it has begun to fail in its good
effects upon all the others to which it has been
applied.

Whenever this unpleasant effect should occur,

the remedy is obvious and simple. Bone-manure
must be discontinued for a few rotations, and its

place supplied by some rich organic manure, of

which jarm-yard dung will always be found the

most valuable. By this precaution, the land will

be revived, and bone-manure may be again

applied with the confident assurance of its wonted
success.

cause, do iso well ; the cutting obviates all this.

Your correspondent seems to think that the gnaw-
ing, and running about is beneficial, I always con-

sider my sheep are in the most thriving state,

when they lay quiet and contented. The cutting

is a new system, and which many follow, no doubt

from the same cause that I do, namely, being con-

vinced of its utility.

I have conversed with many practical and expe-

rienced farmers on the subject, and all seem to

bear out the good effects of it.

I am. Sir, yours, &c.,

3Iarch 12, 1840. A Constant Reader.

ON GYPSUM, CUTTING TURNIPS
FOR SHEEP, &c.

to the editor of the farmer's magazine.

Sir,—Allow me to notice the communications of

two correspondents in the last number of your
useful and excellent publication.
" A Kentish Farmer" enquires for a manure for

his clover. I have used gypsum with the most be-

neficial results for nearly twenty years, and can

from experience strongly recommend it ; the me-
thod of using is as follows. When your clover

begins to grow in the spring, and covers the ground
(bearing in mind the benefit arises from its falling

on the leaf and not on the ground), sow the gyp-
sum by hand, at the rate of one bag per acre,

(which is three bushels) b& careful to do it early

in the morning when the dew is on ; when you

find the dew leave, sow no more till the next morn-
ing. What I now pay is 7s. per bag, (I have paid

lOs.^ containing three bushels—this is delivered

at ten miles distance, and that your correspondent

may be able to judge the expence of carriage,

from the nearest point he may be able to obtain

it, one bag is about the same weight as a sack of

barley. There are but few soils on which it will

not take effect, but the least good is to be expected on
chalk, for which soil I do not so much recommend
it. You may calculate on growing nearly a ton of

hay per acre more, and the second crop will also

be more abundant.

In noticing the letter of " A. Jackson" upon
cutting turnips, I must beg to differ from him. I

am convinced from attentive observation, that the

food will go much farther when cut, than by feed-

ing on the ground. I have had upwards of 200

lambs upon cut turnips all the winter. I have ex-

perienced no over-gorging, no disease, no un-

healthy appearance, but on the contrary the whole

are thriving and well, not one having failed all

the winter. A great advantage is also derived at

this season of the year from the cutting system.
" A. Jackson" must be aware that tegs often re-

ceive a considerable check at this time from chang-

ing their teeth, and it frequently occurs, that their

mouths get so tender from gnawing a hard Swede
turnip, that they will not ov cannot, from that

ON THE PREMIUMS OFFERED
BY THE SMITHFIELD CLUB.
Sir,—Being an advocate for the giving of pre-

miums, and wishingto render them, of the greatest

utility, I address you on the subject of the

Smithfield Shews. I think so long as the

present system of offering premiums for old

oxen exis-ts without a sufficient encouragement
for younger ages, the effect will be adverse

to the improvement of stock. Class 1, in the

Smithfield Shew for any ox or steer under

five years old without restriction as to keep, but

the food to be specified, is a very proper premium,
being such as will allow competition of younger
with older beasts, and ij" it is possible to produce

five years old ox beef as good and cheap as three

years old, it will allow the testing of such

capability. But why offer premiums for Class

3, for oxen under five, restricting the feeding, and
limiting the weight not to exceed 90 stone, and in

Class 4, the same for oxen and under four and a

half years, and under 80 stone.' x\re these pre-

miums offered as rewards for premiums offered as

rewards for persons turning off draught beasts, or

how otherwise ? If so they ought to be limited

to such as shall have been drawn for a stated

period, and 1 am at a loss to know why the res-

triction from cake, &c., for twelve months, applies

to the 1st August. Perhaps some correspondent

will explain the policy and reason of these pre-

miums. We have no distinct premium for three

year old oxen. I am fully persuaded that ox
beef at three years old is more profitable to the

breeder and feeder, and cheaper to the consumer,

than any other age, but I shall be glad if any one
will correct me if I err. The winner in Class 1

last Shew, 'vas four years and eleven months old,

and his dead weight 118 stone (14 lbs. to stone^.

Ke had been fed at the most expensive rate,

fourteen months or sixty weeks previous to the

shew, at the commencement of that feeding he

was one year older than a short-horn ought to

be slaughtered, and I am certain his beef would
not be better, nor his profit so great to the feeder

as the produce of two three-year-old short-horns

grass fed to two months before the Shew. Cows
and bulls are the proper subjects for feeding at an
old age, and I would not have them fed until they

are cast off for the butcher, but steers ought to be

fed young, and premiums to give the impulse to

the improvement of neat cattle should be given for

the encouragement of mriy maturity. The value

of the winner in Class 1 at 8s. per stone, would
be 47i. 4?., and I apprehend the cost of his keep

for the last sixty weeks would be SQL, leaving

17/. 4s. for his value, in the beginning of Novem-
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ber,1838,he being then three years ten months old,

the value of a common fed short-horn at the same
rate more than a year younger than he was. I

leave your readers to draw their conclusions from
the hints now thrown down, and must once more
say a desire for the fairest discussion and the
attainment of the greatest benefit from the insti-

tution of clubs and premiums is my motive for

addressing you. I am, Sir, yours,

R. IVESON.
Ilolderness, Blarch 16, 1840.

THE FARMER'S PROGRESS.

No. 6.

SPADE HUSBANDRY.—FENCES.

Sir,— In page 82 of this volume I mentioned
trie converting of three vile lanes into productive
land, and in their stead, the formation of one
commodious road. This measure, including an
exchange of land for mutual improvement of
boundary, obliged me to plant nearly three milesl
of thorn hedges. I had also to demolish an eqna
extent of the old hedges, containing a number of
fine young forest trees, which I should have been
grieved to destroy. Fortunately, I recollected the
review of a clever work, on transplanting trees of
considerable growth, and referring back to the
*' Quarterly" for March, 1828, I found the very
thing I stood most in need of—it was the " Planter's
Guide," by Sir Henry Stewart, of Allanton. I

purchased the second edition, and gladly do I

avail myself of the medium of the "' Farmer's
Magazine " to acknovvledge the great obligation I

am under to the unassuming, the intelligent, the
patriotic baronet, not merely for instructing me
how to save from destruction several trees,which,
with their roots, weighed nearly two tons, and to

plant them so as to screen from view unsightly
buildings, and renovate a splendid lime, a lofty

elm, and various other fruit and forest trees, by
the application of his principle to their roots—but
for the great saving I have ever since ex])erienced
in respect to manure, by pursuing the system he
so clearly explains for the formation of compost.
Nor is this all ; my greatest obligation to Sir H. S.

is for the new light his observations threw on the
planting of thorn hedges; they caused me to infer
that if large forest trees can, by attention to their
roots and to the soil, be safely transplanted, simi-
lar attention would insure the growth of thorns,
sufficiently strong to confine cattle, and thus
avoid the great expense of posts and rails, besides
several years' weeding. They brought to my re-
collection, that by very dee^j trenching, great at-

tention to the fibrous roots, removingthe exhausted
soil and part of the subsoil, and replacing both
with fresh soil mixed well with old compost, I

had, forty years ago, succeeded in removing a fine

old hedge : I also observed that the hedges I had
planted with the fewest and the largest thorns,
provided they had not been drawn in close nur-
series, were decidedly the strongest ; I therefore
resolved to test this theory, by planting all those
new hedges upon this principle.

It is just seven years and two months since I

began to plant those new hedges, and not quite
six years since the last were planted. The success
has been perfectly satisfactory ; the fences are

already sufficiently strong, and with the exception
of a few hundred yards, where the plants were in-
ferior, the (inexpensive) protection which had
been applied has long been removed.
My only difficulty was in finding proper plants :

from the nurserymen I could not procure a single
thorn fit for the purpose. The best I met with
having bark so tender, that if exposed in hedge-
rows, they would all [to borrow an expression
from the "Planter's Guide") "become stunted
and hide bound."
Having about three miles of old hedges to grub

up, I collected from them a considerable quantity
of plants, though of all shapes and sizes ; these
w-erc carefully sorted, in order that each hedge
might be formed of plants equally well rooted ;

and as I had, the previous winter, as far as practic-

able, shortened some of their roots, and by re-

moving the exhausted soil, and replacing it with
good compost, caused new fibrous roots to grow,
scarcely a plant died, except in one unimportant
hedge, which, by way of experiment, was consti-

tuted a hospital for cases supposed incurable.

Even of these, many survived ; for none were
planted without havinij a few healthy fibrous roots.

The rest were consigned to the faggot pile, being
excellent substitutes for coal, and useful also by
employing labourers in stormy weather. In the
garden I had several hundred thorns of proper
size, and from plantations I removed some fine

young hedges, then no longer necessary. In short,

I managed to collect 14,000 or 15,000 hardy thorns,

which were amply sufficient to plant 4,500 j'ards

of hedges, the estimated extent of this experiment.

In lifting the plants from the old hedge-rows, I

adopted the principle which Sir H. S. applies to

forest trees, viz., digging a trench on each side of

the thorns selected for the purpose, turning them
down on one side, and then, with the fingers, as-

sisted by " tree pickers " made according to his

engraving, combing out the healthy roots, and
immediately removing plants, roots, and whatever
soil adhered to them, to their new births, in capa-
cious trenches previously prepared. These " tree

pickers," being similar to common pickaxes, only
much lighter, and made with only one point in-

stead of two, I find extremely useful, especially

for draining, planting, and repairing gravel roads.
One hedge, where the soil was rich and deep, I

ventured to make entirely with large old thorns
planted about two feet apart ; although, at the
time it was made, cattle were grazing on one side,

and corn and clover grew on the other, and it had
no protection, except a few hazle or willow sap-
lings inserted in some weak places, the cattle

never broke through the hedge ; it is now a very
stout fence.

The finest of my thorns were selected for the
field I before described as having trenched very
deep for mangel wurzel, although on the road side
it had no post, or rails, or hurdles, or anything at

all expensive to protect it ; a few saplings threaded
through thp hedge, and two brambles slightly

twisted along the top, constituted its sole defence,
and they were removed the second or third year,
the roots having had proper food and room to ex-
tend, the stems plenty of air ; for when pruned
each autumn, the breadth of the hedge does not
exceed 20 inches. It is, beyond all comparison,
the best and stoutest hedge of six years growth I

ever saw. The weeding of a single row of plants,

a foot or more apart, costs a mere trifle, and the
form of the hedge, as before described, being that
of a lancet Gothic window, my hedger, with his
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long hedge-bill, not mucli bent, but invariably

very sharp, trims the hedges like the side of a wall,

almost as fast as he can walk. The top is pruned

at the latter end of winter.

To the other hedges I gave a slight protection,

according to the strength of the plants, during

two, three, four, or five years ; but my plan of

giving temporary protection is so simple, so effec-

tual, and costs so little, that I trust a description

of it will not be unaccei)table to many of your
readers.

I must here premise that horses, cows, and
sheep all delight to feed upon the tender shoots of

young thorn hedges, and consequently, when
thorns from the nurseries are planted, and, ac-

cording to the usual practice, cut down to the

ground, and if not cut down, the tender stem will

be hide-bound, and never prosper, it is absolutely

necessary to have expensive posts and rails, or

hurdles, on each side the hedge, to keep the cattle

at a distance during at least seven, but not unfre-

quently seventeen years. By planting hardy
thorns, and pruning them, when planted, like a
wall side, neither horse, cow, nor sheep, will eat

the sides; they soon prick their noses, and maixh
away ; or if they do occasionally eat the side, or

lateral shoots, it does no injury to the main stem.

All, therefore, that I have to do is to preserve the
top shoots from injury ; the sides protect them-
selves.

After various experiments I fixed upon 5-8ths of

an inch rod iron, which may be procured from all

wholesale ironmongers ; they are in rods nearly
12 feet long ; my blacksmith bent an inch at each
end, so that they couple together; the middle of
each rod is supported nearly over the hedge, on
slight posts driven into the ground : any wood
will suffice, but I use either larch or kyanised
Xjoplar, being light, straight, and of little value ;

with a fine saw a grove is cut at the top of each
post nearly an inch deep, and rather less than the
diameter of the iron, so that with a smart blow of

a hammer it is firmly held ; at each end of the
fence, be it 50 or 500 yards long, there must be a

strong post firmly fixed in the ground, through
which the terminating rod passes, and by a screw
and nut, the entire lengtii is made perfectly tight

and firm. My calculation of the cost was in

Nov., 1834 :—50 rods weighed 5 cwt. 1!) qrs. 201bs.,

the xjrice 1 paid was 8^. per ton ; hooking the

ends, also one screw and nut cost 14s., 2 oak posts

4s., 50 Larch posts 6s., labour, 2 men one day 4s.,

total 72s. for 194 yards, or not quite 4d. per lineal

yard. The same iron is now 10/. per ton, there-

fore 5d. would be the present cost ; my iron rails

being just as good as new, five years interest on
4d. has been the total cost '.per lineal yard, for

protection on all the hedges, 1 have planted since

I perused the Planter's Guide.
In a mountainous district, exposed to strong

wind and active little sheep, I adopt a very different

mode of constructing thorn hedges. I trench and
prune exactly as above described ; but the plants

are quite differe;it, such as I purchase from Nur-
serymen that have been 4 years transplanted ; I

set them in a swingle row 8 ft. 9 inches apart, and
protect them on each side by five-eighths of No. 4

wire, fully 3 feet from the hedge, and screwed up
as tight as fiddle strings. 1 find that 6d. per lineal

yard covers all expences ; of course a double wire
fence costs Is. ; but as I rarely plant a hedge there

without a plantation, Is. per yard protects two
hedges and a plantation also, however extensive

there, I shorten the thorns when planted, and

W'hen they begin to bud I cut them almost close to

the ground, and not unfrequently after two years

I cut them down to 4 or 5 inches. These wire

fences require much stronger posts than the rod

fences, and twice the number : for the rods one
post suffices for 12 feet; but for wires the posts

should be only (J feet distant, and at each post

every wire must be confined to its proper distance

by staples; mine are made by a blacksmith from
fragments of the same wire. All my posts, ex-

cepting oak, used for wire fences, are kyanized;

fori have experimentally i)roved, as far as seven

years experience can prove, that even poplar cut

in winter, peeled, exposed a few weeks to air, and
then kyanized, shows no symptom of decay, al-

though half of the same fence, from the same
pile of timber, but not kyanised, were all rotten

in half that period. During the two last winters,

1 have purchased from Messrs. R. Johnson and

Co., wire-drawers, Manchester, 5 tons of No. 4

wire, so we^l tempered that it bears a powerful

lever and screw, and that they are now preparing

for me a similar quantity. I claim no merit or

originality as to wire fences, but merely in avoiding

the prevalent extravagance of mistaken economy
in their construction : seeing the great advantage

of these fences on a farm I hold in my own
possession, some of my tenants have accepted my
offer, to make fences for them on their paying me
5 per cent, interest on the sum I so expend ; I

feel assured the other tenants will profit by their

example, and if so, I shall soon require fifty tons

instead of five.

But it is time to return from Wales to my farm

on the north bank of the river Mersey and to fulfil

ray promise in page 83 of this volume, respecting

a field in the form of a crescent, the produce of

which was increased five -fold by trenching and
draining ; whilst those operations were in pro-

gress, I planted a hedge in the manner first de-

scribed, protected by the old zigzag cop and
hedge which separate the field from the highway.

In seven years this new hedge, formed with a

regular curve, and which cost only 16s., the price

of a thousand four year old nursery plants, be-

came a stout fence ; in the opposite field were
some barren sandy knowls, which I had long

wished to lower and improve by trenching, but

there was no place where I could deposit che barren

subsoil : with this (sand) I formed a new road,

shorter, wider, and infinitely superior to the old

one ; by levelling the sand, keeping it damp, and
allowing foot passengers to use it, it furnished a

solid foundation for the payment, which, the

surveyors (having no other espence) removed
from the old to the new line ; with the soil which
the new line supplied I formed large heaps of

compost, some mixed with lime, others with

animal manure ; thus was effected a very great

iniprovement both to the farm and to the public,

almost without expence, for the immediate benefit

exceeded the cost. I had calculated on a conside-

rable expence in stumps and rails on the opposite

side, but the perusal of the Planter's Guide before

the removal of the road, saved me, as already

explained, far more than four-fifths of that other-

wise tmavoidable charge, for as droves of cattle

and sheep frequently pass this highway, when
driven to and from Smithfied in a neighbouring

town, a secure fence was indispensable; the iron

rods and the wall-sided thorns, gave immediate
security to the new enclosure.

In short, with moderate attention there is

neither difficulty nor risk in forming or removing
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thorn hedges, they imist have ample room for

their roots, and proper food, good fresh soil or

compost ; there must not be any lodgement of

water ; they must not be perched up on a cop
high and dry; this was the case with an excellent

young- hedge of mine a few years ago, in conse-
quence of the surveyors lowering the road five or
six feet, the roots were without water, and soon
would have been without soil, for the substratum
sand was constantly tricklhig down ; by a simple
expedient, and at very slight expence, I saved the

hedge entirely from injury ; during a hard frost,

I dug a trench on the field side as deep as the
road, then with a small circular spade bored fifty

or more little arches or holes below the roots;

with hoes we widened these holes, and formed a

bed or cradle into which the hedge settled as

quietly as a ship in a graving dock when the

water is let out, or cream when the milk is drawn
off.

flut amongst the thousand little contrivances,

which, to an agriculturist who possesses common
sense, and thinks before he acts, furnish such
frequent amusement, at the same time saving his

pocket, few have answered better than the follow-

ing, which occurred just ten years ago.

A tenant who had a small milk farm on the
bank of the river Mersey, complained of tress-

passers ; his largest andbest meadow was over-run
by rough lads, some pilfering grass, grounsel, or
dandelion, for their guinea pigs, their birds, and
their rabbits, others bent on mischief or play.

He told me it had cost him more than a year's

rent to stop up gaps, and that hundreds of times
he had himself mounted guard before sunrise and
after sunset, but all in vain ; so the simpleton quit-

ted his little farm, and I have held it ever since. I

then bought !200 yards of common hoop iron, the
length of the fence ; had holes punched eight

inches apart ; at the top of the cop (for the field

was five or six feet above the foot path along the
river side) I drove small stakes, slo[)ing outwards,
which were firmly screwed to the iron by long
thin nails with large heads, and the metal being
soft was firmly clenched into the wood ; to pre-

vent splitting, a small gimblet was used ; the
upper side of the hoo]) iron had previously,
whilst held firmly by large vices, been jagged by
a case-hardened chisel, in sharp points project-

ing an eighth of an inch ; the stakes, which only
projected from the ground about 10 or 12 inches,

were also pointed ; thus at a very slight cost,

trespassing was entirely prevented, and in five

j'ears by filling up the vacancies with well rooted
plants, and keeping the edge low, it became a

perfect barrrier, and I was enabled to remove the
hoop iron and the larch stakes to another situa-

tion where it now yields abundant protection to

a holly hedge, planted in consequence of deep
cutting in a public road, upon a high bank. I

have described this cheval cle fri.se the more mi-
nutely, because I consider it the best protection I

ever applied to new fences planted on a high bank;
whoever attempts to get over it, must expect to

lacerate both his hands and his clothes ; neither
sheep nor dogs ever dared to face it.

Since I took that little milk farm, I have, with
the spade, at the least doubled its produce; and
wjthin these three months, whilst trenching and
levelling a very rough spot, we discovered an un-
expected treasure, which far more than repays all

I have expended in these improvements ; but as
the subject bears closer analogy to the drainincf

and to the economy of spade husbandry , the pro-

mised topics of my next and concluding portion
of a Farmer's Progress, than to the departments
of trenching and of fencing, I must defer it to No.
7, craving your indulgence for a much greater
trespass on your useful pages than I had intended.

Aiml 18. CiNClNNATUS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FAR-
MER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,— Having been a subscriber to your excel-

lent magazine for three years, and prizing it very
much as a work on Agricultural information, I

hope I shall not be thought too presumptuous in

requesting you to put the following queries to

your numerous agricultural friends, any one of
whom, with sufficient experience, might be so

kind as to write an answer.
Having two piebald Ponies only rising three

years old, intended to be broken into harness for

my pheeton, and not thinking it advisable to put
them to any severe work at present, I am feeding

them on pofatoea (which they eat up greedily) and
hay. My servant, from, my desire, is particular

in tvashing the potatoes before he gives them to the

ponies. Is it necessary to do so ?—or would it

not be BETTER to give them iimoashed, of course

taking care that the potatoes were dry and no su-

perfluous earth adhered to them ?

My crops of carrots and parsneps for this year
are ended. I am told it would be more healthy to

give horses carrots or parsneps unwashed rather

than washed. Is this advice good ?

I trust you will excuse my intrusion on the

pages of your magazine, but as I am sure you wish
it to be a woi-k conveying general and useful in-

formation, some one of your correspondents, who
has time and inclination, may not think it unwor-
thy of his notice to send information on this sub-
ject. I am, Mr. Editor,

Your very obedient servant,

March 19, K,

THE PROUD OLD OAK.
Come hearken to me of the old oak tree.

With his branches broad and high ;

From his cloud-capt crown glancing: proudly down
On his smaller brethren by.

A thousand long yeurs mid his brave leafy peers,

The lord of the woods stood he

;

No king on his throne could such liegemen own
As that stalwart old oak tree !

Thro' tempest and storm his giant form
All changes seem'd to defy

;

And with banner unfurl'd to his forest world,
He cried, " Who so noble as I V

But the lightning flash and the thunder crash,

Hui'l'd by'Him from whom none can flee.

And which level doth bring, both peasant and king,
Laid low that old oak tree.

His roots so grand had spread wide o'er the land,
Taking up a good acre or more

;

But the trunk so long led on this vast fertile bed
All rotten was found at tlie core.

In his power and pride he vvas wont to deride
His brother of low degree,

But the small sound bough is of more use I trew,
Than that lordly old oak tree.

From the New Opera " Mabel."
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ON COTTAGE ALLOTMENTS.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—Not being able before, owing to want of

time, to reply to an article inserted in your valuable

paper on Cottage Allotments, I hasten so to do, as

tbe -system has been tried on a small scule in this

village, and shall be obliged bj' an insertion of this

in your paper of next week.
And am, Sir, your obedient servant,

A Friend to the Poor.
Sutton-on-Trent, Notthiffhamshire,

March 10.

In lo33, J. E, Denison, Esc|., who resides at

Ossington Hall, three miles from this village, deter-

mined ou trying the effect of cottage allotments as

to bettering the condition of the poor, and also with

a view, if possible, to determine what good effect

vi-©uld accrue from the use of spade husbnndry. Im-
mediately on the announcement of this, many
applications were made, and forty-five of those who
were most deserving (situation and character being

strictly enquired into) were placed tenants, eiich to

occupy a portion of eleven acres of land. The
labourers were divided into three classes, and the

land also into three portions, each portion consisting

of fifteen lots.

The labourers who were put in the first class, con-
sisted of men who were aged, or those who liad not
any family, this class having allotted to them a por-

tion consisting of 350 square yards. The second
class consisted of those who had not large families,

but were in constant employment, this class having
allotted to them a portion consisting of 1,050 square
yards. The third class consisted of those who had
large furailies, but were in constant employment,
this class having allotted to them a portion consisting

of 2,100 square yards.

An agreement was drawn up between landlord

and tenant, the purport of which was,
That the yearly rent of Is. per 100 square yards

should be paid bv tbe tenant, the taxes, &c., to be
paid by tbe landlord.

That the tenant should not plough, but dig his

portion of land, and on no condition use a horse, ex-

cepting for the carting of manure and leading home
the produce of his land.

That tbe first class should set this portion with

potatoes ; the second to plant alternately one half

with potatoes, and sow the remaining half with

wheat or other white corn. The third class to sov.-

one-third with white corn, one-third with beans or

peas, and to plant the remaining portion with

potatoes, varying each alternately and in a creditable

manner.
That the rent should be paid in a yearly paj'ment,

the day appointed for receiving the rent to be on the

1st of November,
That if the rent be not paid on or immediately

after the day appointed for receiving the rents, or

if the tenant should neglect to comply with the

rules herein specified, a discharge should be given,

and the tenant quit his farm on the lady-day follow-

ing.

i here was one exception to the above rules, the

tenant might plough the land once over at the time

of taking to it, which was wheat stubbles, and
plentifully abounding with twitch grass. Notwith-
standing the agreement, I have frequently been
mortified to see the tenants ploughing the land in-

stead of digging it, and apparently no notice taken

of it ; but this has occurred only with the more
obstinate, or those who were idle and more avaricious

than their humble neighbours. The condition of

those who had received land in this manner is

evidently bettered, and if 1 ask them, would you
rather be without your land, I receive a negative

answer, with an addition, tliey would sooner be in

the workhouse.

As the markets have been the last year or two,

this small portion has done good, in fact nearly

supported them. Those of the third class, who with

large families, wil! glean four or five strike of

wheat during the harvest, this with the quantity

thev grow supplies thom with bread until after

Christmas ; as they grow potatoes too, and either

barley, or peas, with tLis they feed a pig, besides

having potatoes sufficient to serve the family; then
according to this stcitement, it will appear their con-

dition must improve.

1 now turn to your correspondent's enquiries,

and in answer to the question, what quantity of
land may be most advantageously occupied by a

cottager, supposing hini to have two or three strong

boys to assist in what may be termed over-hours,

but to avoid encroaching on the time employed in

their regular daily labour ex'cept occasionally.

I should say a man with two strong boys to

work only over-hours, would till at the farthest ex-

tent one acre and a half of good soil, consisting of

an equal intermixture of clay and sand—half this

quantity would be sufficient of strong clay land.

This quantity may appear enormous, but let us

reason and institute an enquiry what ^quantity of

the former soil would a man with two strong boys
as assistants dig in an hour? From observation I

should suppose they would dig 100 square yards

(free from weeds &c.) in the hour. Then suppos-

ing them to dig only one hour each day, this would
take them 25 days or evenings, computing 4840
square yards to the acre. Before I proceed any far-

ther on this part ofthe subject, Iwill notice the plan

I would adopt as regards cropping this acre and a

half. It should be divided into three portions ac-

•"ording to the annexed plan, which, for distinc-

tion I shall number 1st, 2nd, and 3rd lots, suppos-

ing on taking to this piece it was a dead fallow.

Lot 1.—1st year, sown with wheat ; 2nd do.,

potatoes, &c. ; 3rd do., wheat.

Lot 2.—1st year, sown with barley ; 2nd do.,

beans; 3rd do., bat ley.

Lot 3.— 1st year, set with potatoes, &c ; 2nd
do., wheat ; 3rd do., potatoes, &c.

If the tenant should wish to cultivate a few gar-
den vegetables also, he should be allowed to do so

by encroaching on the potato piece. The above
should be managed the same every three years, bear-

ing in mind that he cannot put in it too much ma-
nure. As regards the sowing 1 should recommend
the wheat to be dibbled in preference to any other
mode, the same width between the rows as for

beans, the corns being about an inch and a half
from each other in the row, dropping one corn in

each hole. In the spiing a small quantity of soot

should be sown, and, if it can be procured, a little

dove manure with it (speaking of the intermixed
soil as above recommended) ; as soon as he per-

ceives the weeds striking up he should cut thenr

down with his hoe, as I should not allow of any
fallow ; on a second appearance of the weeds the

operation should be repeated, always bearing in

mind, a stitch in time saves nine, and if he checks
the weeds in their first progress, he saves a deal

of trouble ; but the weeds should not germinate,
for by so doing the seed of the plant is rendered
barren, (I have seen some men always hoeing the

land to prevent the weeds striking up), when the

2 B
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shoot of the plaijt is cut off by the operation of

hoeing ; after the land has been well hoed it should

wed with the hand in those places where it would
not be advisable to approach with the hoe. As re-

gards the potato piece it requires a deal of manag-
ing on account of wheat being required to be sown
after, and more especially as regards the manur-
ing which I shall notice presently. I should re-

commend them to be whole for sets, v/ith a small

thin piece cut off the tail end (as it is called) , the

potatoes being about the size of an orange ; they
should be then set in drills, there being an inter-

space of a foot and a half from drill to drill,the sets

being about one foot from each other in the drill.

Great care must be taken to prevent the weeds from
attaining a great height by frequent flat hoeing (as

it is termed,) if the weeds be allowed to grow
they imbibe a large quantity of nutriment which
ought to be given to plants producing more profit.

Before drawing the earth to the roots of the pota-

toes (which should take place when the potatoes

are about six inches in height), a small hand drag
should be used to loosen the mould between the

x'ows. I recommend the barley to be sown in

drills in April, the barley will not need any ma-
nure at this season of the year, (I shall speak of
that presently), and if the land is very light the

barley ought to be rolled with a hand roll, which
may be done very easily by tlie man and his assis-

tants ; the same care must be taken to prevent the
growth of the weeds, as with the v.'heat piece, and
when the barley is fit to cut it should be tied in

sheaves. The beans should be dibbled in Febru-
ary or beginning of March ; this operation is well
understood by every labourer as it regards the ma-
nure. I shall speak of that very shortly. The
beans must be well hoed before the weeds are very
high, and repeated according to circumstances,
the beans ought to be well wed with the hand
just before the}^ flower.

I now proceed to show how this quantity of land
may be managed by dint of perseverance. We will

suppose that the digging, as previously spoken of,

is commenced in the middle of October and finish-

ed by the middle of November ; after the digging
it will take three days to dibble in the wheat. From
this calculation it may be seen that it will take
nearly a month to sow half an acre of wheat which
may be got in as early as is necessary. Another
question arises, according to the above plan, whe-
ther wheat should be sown where potatoes were
planted 1 This cannot be done unless the man emits
some of his regular employment, for the potatoes
mustbe first taken up before the wheat is sown.
There are two plans I propose to remedy this ; first,

three parts of the potato piece shall be planted with
potatoes called second earlys, or tobe sown with
other garden seeds, and the remaining portion
with late potatoes ; the second earlys arrive at

maturity at an early period, especially if planted
early, and may be taken np in the middle of Sep-
tember or at the commencment of October. This
part of the proceeding will be finished by such
time as turning over the land should take place to
be ready for sowing the wheat, i. e. the piece that
was set with the early potatoes should be dug before
the late potatoes are taken up ; after the piece is

dug a moderate depth the late potatoes should be
taken up, and in its turn to be dug and made ready
for wheat. The other plan is, set what potatoes
you please, and when the time arrives for digging,
dig as you take up the potatoes, or in other words,
dig over the land and pick out the potatoes, and
afterwards sow the wheat. Having shown by dint

of ])erseverance that it is possible to sow the wheat,
surmounting every obstacle, I shall presently

proceed to show that it is as easy to sow the rest

part of the produce as soon as the wheat is sown.
The land, when the frosts will permit, should be

winter-ridged, i.e. thrown into small banks about
a foot in height, a foot in breadth, and the ridges

a foot from one another ; all the land should be

done in the same manner in order that the fronts

may pulverize the soil. In the spring these banks
ought to be thrown down as level as can be, divid-

ing into lands the same as if it was ploughed; a
quantity of manure should be had ready, after this

winter-ridging is done it may be apjilied in two
ways ; first, after the ridging is done, the manure
should be thrown on and allowed to remain until

the spring ; the reason for doing this, is, that the

liquid part of the manure gets washed in, and what
remains by throwing down the ridges in the spring

becomes mixed and is ready to give that nourish-

ment to the plants which they need ; this I should

recommend for barley and beans. The second
plan is, throw the manure on in the spring and
then dig it in ; the benefit derived from this will bs
presently seen, tbis plan I recommend for potatoes

followed by wheat. In laying on the manure in

spring by reason of throwing down the ridges, the

manure lays at a certain depth beneath the surface
;

the roots of the potatoes receive some nourish-

ment from the manure and in again preparing this

piece for wheat you turn up the rich soil to the

surface, which on sowing the wheat is ready to

afford that nourishment to the plant which it needs

in the first stages of germination. The first year,

the second piece I propose should be sown with
barley. This being the time that the labourer's

utmost exertions are required, be could dig

over the piece in 25 evenings, and allowing two
days for the drilling he would accomplish it in 27

evenings. Now if the digging only commences in

the latter end of February, there will he sufficient

time to accomplish all this ; but he must not be
idle, but remember the potato piece. I will sup-

pose that he gets the barley sown by the middle of

April, (in the interim between the last digging and
barley sowing he ought to be digging the potato

piece so as to set the second early potatoes) after

that he will want the barley sowing, and after that

the late potatoes should be set, which may be set

as late as the middle of May. From the above cal-

culation the beans may also be sown, taking care

that the land be prepared when the land will

permit.
Having thus far answered feebly the first en-

quiry, I proceed to answer the second, viz. What
quantity should a man have, supposing him to

have the same number of helpers as above stat-

ed, their time being wholly occupied in its cul-

tivation ?

A healthy man, vvith two strongboys, will be able

to cultivate 6:\ acres of arable land, of the same na-
ture as previously mentioned, with an addition of
two acres of grass land for the keeping of two cows.
The manner of cultivating this, should be, to divide
it into four portions as the following plan. I shall

number these lots 1, 2, 3, 4, and sujiposing the piece
on taking to it was fallow.

Two Acres, No. 1,— 1st year, sown with
wheat ; 2nd do., beans ; ord do., barley ; 4th do,,

seeds ; 5th do., wheat ; 6th do., fallow.

Two Acres, No. 2,—1st year, sown with bar-
ley; 2nd do., seeds; 3rd do., wheat; 4th do.,

beans ; 5th do., fallow ; 6th do., wheat.
Two Acres, No. 3,— 1st year sown with
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beans5 2n(l do., wheat; 3rd do., beans; 4th do.,

wheat ; 5th do., barley ; 6th do., beans followed

by fallow.

Half Acre, No. 4,—potatoes, &c.

It may be seen my object in thus dividing the

6J acres, is,( as there must be a fallow occasion-

ally) to let the intervals be as long as can be done

consistently, and also divided that there shall be

only two acres of fallow in one year. The plan

might be varied according to circumstances, for

instance, a person who has this land, ought to keep

two cows, then a few Swedish turnips will be ne-

cessary for winter keep.
I now proceed to show that this quantity can

only be cultivated by dint of perseverance, intend-

ing that he should attend to it wholly. Suppose
the first year it is fallow, he will have it to dig over

for wheat to commence in the middle of October ;

he can with his assistants dig 500 square yards in

the day, computing 4840 square yards to the

aci-e. Digging at this rate would take him li)

days to dig two acres. By such time as he had done
this he would be in the foi-e part of November,
though this is quite early enough for dibbling in

the wheat ; he then should dig the ground over as

I have previously mentioned, that is, to winter-

ridge it ready for the spring. In February, if

the frosts will permit, he should lose no time but
be preparing two acres for beans; this will take
him perhaps until the middle of March, planting

the beans as before stated. After that the barley
will want getting in, and in doing this he will have
to use his utmost exertions so to do, as it must be
in by the second week in April, sowing it as before
mentioned ; after that he must be vigorous with
his land for potatoes &c., then the wheat will want
hoeing &c.

It may be said how will the labourer get manure
sufficient for the managementof his farm. Myplan
for manuring has been already stated, and 1 add
the first year the land must go without manure,
supposing it to have been well manured by the
landlord or previous tenant. In collecting manure,
as much as can be got must, for it is by using ma-
nure and keeping the land free from weeds, I pro-
pose the less necessity of fallowing. Then a
man who has 6J acres of land ought to keep two
cows and three pigs, these would be the means of
making a large quantity of manure in the year
which ought to he in a large heap in order to favour
putrefaction ; also he mustremember he must ma-
nure every year, and for this he will require more
than can be made by the cows and pigs ; if he has
more children let them gather the horse-dung in
the streets, all the weeds he can get as well as the
leaves that fall off the trees in autumn, and also
anything they can get that will make manure. The
father must clean out his ditches every year, and
gather soil of any sort, such as the scraping of the
roads &c., this should be put in a hill with an
equal quantity of manure, mixed with alittle lime,
turning it over once or twice, and allowing it to
decompose about a year, when it will be in a high
state of perfection for putting on the land. But
another question arises, if we appoint 30 or 40
people each to have a lot of 6^ acres or less, how
will theyall find sufficient manure for the manage-
ment of the land ; now it appears plain enough all

those people cannot get weeds, horse dung, &c.,
sufficient to do this, they must keep more pigs and
to have a large yard for them to run in, and to
give them plenty of straw for bedding. If a deter-
mination is entered upon to be determined to make
manure, it may be done. These rules are applica-

ble with a little variation to those who have a less

quantity of land. With respect to the carting of

his manure it would not pay to keep a horse on

purpose for this ; for if he had one he would most

likely use it for the tilling his land which would

spoil the system altogether, at least it would pay

him better to hire ; as regards the cows they cost

money, and that is an article poor people are very

short of, unless a person has money before-hand

he cannot buy a cow. He must first sell some

part of his produce to buy one, aud the year fol-

lowing do the same to buy another. He cannot

do without stock on account of manure, and if he

has not cows he must have pigs.

I should recommend rules to be drawn up be-

tween landlord and tenant, and among other things

to stipulate that the tenant shall not barter straw

for manure.
I know not of any treatise on the subject.

I intended to have enlarged on the latter parts

of my letter and on the necessity of a committee on

the utility of a public barn for keeping sheep, and

the manner in which the rent should he paid, but

the length of my paper warns me to stop, which

I do, thanking you for the use of your valuable

Ijaper.

ON THE USE OF SAWDUST AS
MANURE.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—I observed in your paper of the 9th instant

a letter from Mr. J. West rerquesting information re-

garding the decomposition of Saw-dust.

I happen to have been turning iny attention to the

same tliinij for some time lately, but not having yet

had an opportunity of seeing the result of my plans

for decomposing, I should have been glad to learn

from the experience of others, the best method to be

adopted. Your succeeding paper not having afford-

ed any thing satisfactory in this respect, I may
inform Mr. West that I last summer had a large

quantity burned, but found that the quantity of ash-

es left was so small as not to be adequate to the ex-

pence. While expressing my disappointment at this,

I was told that Saw-dust was in the way of being

used by poor people, who could not procure straw,

as litter for their pigs, and, afterwards with excel-

lent effect, as manure for their potatoes. Taking the

hint, I have used the article in large quantities as

layers for pig and cattle folds and under dunghills.

In this way it has been made therecipient of a great

deal of valuable liquid, and I have little doubt that

by turning it over once or oftener either with the

cattle manure, or by itself, when it has Uttered swine,

it will be brought by fermentation into a state of de-

composition. I intend to use it principally fsr Tur-

nips, and if Mr. West will take the trouble of apply-

ing to me in the end of the season, I shall let him

know how it has answered. I am, Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

Driimmond on Evanton, Rosshire. William Sim.

21 March.

P.S. I should be glad to know if any of your cor-

respondents have tried Carbonate of Soda as a ma-

nure, and, if so, in what quantities per statute acre,

and with what effect. Being aware of the beneficial

effects of Nitrate of Soda, I am anxious to learn whe-

ther any experiments have been made with the other.

2 B 2
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ON WAGES OF AGRICULTURAL
LABOURERS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—In your valuable journal of last week, I

noticed a letter signed " Justice," making' some re-

marks on a former letter signed " Fair Play,'' in

which " Justice " states that the present price of
agricultural labour in many counties of England do
not exceed 7s. to 9s. jjer week. I beg to state that

the present rate of wages given to aljle bodied la-

bourers is from 13s. 6d. to 15s. per week in this

neighbourhood, at the; same time not disputing the
assertions of " Justice." But I have a questioji to

ask " Justice "—would he be kind enough to

answer me, viz.,—Does he think that those labourers

who are, at the jn-esent season of the year, workinq;

for 7s. to 9s. per week, cheaper to tlie farmer than
those I allude to, who are obtaining- 13s. 6d. to

ISs. per Aveek .' I will just state what work the

labourer will do for his 13s. Gd. to 15s. ; I mean a
confined or yearly labourer—a horse-man. He will

at this tune of the year be up at four o'clock, and
feed from four to six horses, clean them, dress out
the shed, without any other assistance ; yoke out
to plough, &c. at six o'clock ; loose again at two
o'clock he will then cut oats in the straw or chaff,

otherways speaking, without hand-box, sufficient

for the four or six horses (giving them a very small

(luaiitity of hay to supper up), also feed them,
clean, and bed down, without any otlier assistance.

And the other men, who go to plough AA'ith part of
the horses, go to other work in the afternoon, and
leave at six o'clock. To explahi more clearly, the
horse-man has a house and garden, and run of a
pig, over and above 13s. 6d. to 15s. ; and those la-

labourers who come at six o'clock and leave at six

liave nothing else ; and these prices command our
best labourers.

'Now, I have myself spent some time in almost
every county in England, and I have had my
doubts, and have yet, which labour of the two is

cheapest. I generally have seen all the men who
go to plough engaged in doing- the horses in an
afternoon, only two horses each, which would
be a drawback. I also have thought that tlic men
in the south of England are weaker and lighter ]ni-ij.

and not so savage working as tlie labourers in Lin-
colnshire and Yorksliire ; but perhaps that may be
because the men who can earn 15s. per week can ob-
tain more animal food than those men who only eani
9s., which would make them stronger ; and I would
observe that both meat and l)read is lower in Lhi-
colnshire than in the south of Eimlnud, which adds
to the advantage of the labourer who eurus his 15s.

per week.
While I have doubted which of the two labourers is

cheapest, either the 9s. or the 15s., I have been
almost ready to conclude the 9s. It i-: my opinion
that farmers are in some instances imposed on by
the labourers, particularly Avhen they are scarce.

I for Tnyself iind that the high price of labour is a
very great tax on agriculture in this part of the
country. I employ many lal)ourers,for the quantity
of land which I occupy, in making improvements,
which improvements are to my interest ; but I Iind

the high price of labour paid takes nu)st of the gold
off the "ingerbread, and were it not for the hitfli

price of corn, it could not be done ; and I begin to
tliink that the price of laboiu- takes all the profit,

and the landlord is nujst int(jrestcd in the improve-
ment.

A^'oAV, if " Justice" can jirovc to me that the

labourer who is v.orking at the low wages is chcaj)-

est to the farmer, I should feel obliged if he would
procure me one ; and, after I have tried him, and
find hint answer, I will have more. At the present
time I ha^e an opening for one, a man without in-

cumbrances, who could be accommodated with
good lodging- at Is. Od. per week, and I will give

him 12s. per week, and all he can earn in harvest,

at the same price as other labourers. I beg to say
that I want a man, who can thateh a stack neatly,

mow, and turn liis hand to all sorts of work ; and,
if I find him a worthy man, he shall be treated as

such, and part or whole of his expenses paid in

coming ; and if '' Justice" is disposed to relieve any
of these good men who are working at 9s. per week,
by addressing a letter to Y. Z. Post-office, Afford,

will be duly attended to.

A Village Farmeij^.
March -27, 1840.

Sir,— It seems from your last week's paper that

the truth of what I stated to you in my letter of

19th Feb. last, is much doubted by your corres-

pondents "Justice" and " "W. S."' JN'ow what I

there affirmed was, that the rate of wages received

T)y tlie agricultural laliourers in the whole of the
county of Lincoln was (turning into money all the
privileges allowed to them, such as pig keep, pota-
toes, and in some instances the run of a cow, Sec.)

full 13s. (!d. to 10s. per week for the whole year
;

and their having stated that this is far beyond the
fact in Devonshire, Oxfordshire, Essex, Wiltshire,

and Buckinghamshire, does not at all impugn my
statement, but only goes to prove that wliere there

is the best system of farming there the highest

wages are given. If there really are any able-bodied
men only receiving (is. Cd. per week in the l)efore-

mentioned counties, they could not do better than
to migrate into Lincolnshire and apply to the Secre-

tary of the Tlorncastle Agricultural Society and other

similar societies for work, who have scores of friends

giving the wages I mention, and have some trouble

in getting men. ^V. 8. appears to be shy of giving

the names of those I'lbcral landed gentrjf in Dorset-
shire who starve their labourers on 8s. or 9s. a
week ; I call u]ion liim to name them, that I may
see whether it bi' the fact or no ; I have stated no-
thing but what I am ready to prove on oath. It is

the supply and demand that regulate the price of

every thing-, wages amongst the rest, and if only a
few laboarers moved to a better district the re-

mainder Mould be much benefited. Tlierc is no
doubt that if the whole of England was as well

farmed as the counties of Lincoln, Norfolk, and
Northumberland arc, Ave should grow much more
corn than we could consume.

Your obedient servant,

Wrarjby, March 28. Fair Play.

Sill,—Your correspondent " Justice" having' stated

in your last paper, that in the parisli of Durford, near
Salisbury, tlie rate of wajres " as ag^reed to by the far-

raer.-; at a vestry meetlBg-," was six shillings per week,
it would be well worth knowing- who are the proprietors

of the land in that parish, they surely must be very
stringent landlords, otherwise their tenants would not

be obliged to run ilown the wages of their labourers to

such a miserable pittance, whilst all kinds of agricultural

produce are selling at so high a remunerating- price.

Perhaps the parish of Burford is blessed with a double
set of landlords, and a middle man besides, which is
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unfortunately too common in many parts of Ireland ;

and when that is the case they really do manage to run
the labourers' wasres down to 8d. or lOd.perday 1

hope we Eng-lish asTriculturistssrenerally shall not come
to that at prt'ieat. 1 am, iSir, your obedient servant,

Live, and Let Live.

SiK,—In reply to the question asked by " A Vil-

lage l-'armer" as to Avhether a labourer at 9s. per

week is cheaper to the farmer than one at Ijs. per

•week, I beg to say that, if the case is, as your cor-

respondent seems to imagine, that the laljourcr at

15s. per week is the cheapest, it is a g-rcat pity that

the farmers are so blind, not only to their own in-

terests, but likewise to the welfare of the labouring-

population generally. I hope that the letter of a
" Village Farmer" will somewhat tend to their en-

lightenment, and prove to them that they can have
no advantage in cutting down their labourers' M'ages

to the lowest possible point of existence. However
this may be, his Grace the Duke of Buckingham
thinks, that a man who gets 9s. a week is well paid
and has no cause to complain.

I agree with " Live and let live" that the land-

owners are quite as much, if not more, to blame
than the farmers for the low rate of wages. It is

impossible for the farmer to properly remunerate
his men whilst he has to pay his landlord a rent,

which, in many parts of the country, was iixed when
wheat was above a Imndred shillings the quarter.

But the landowner is in the habit of making the

farmer iiis scape-goat ; he puts him in the front to

bear the brunt of the battle, whilst he, the rich

landowner, remains uno])servcd in the background.
With respect to the labourer at Durnford, whose
case I mentioned, and to whom " Live and let live"

refers, the Wiltshire Independent says :
" the la-

bourer has, we have since been informed, been com-
pelled to accept still lower wages. He is now work-
ing for OS. a week, and out of this pittance he has
to maintain himself, his wife, and child !" Is it to

be wondered at, when such cases as this occur, that

discontent should spread through the land and
sometimes exhibit itself in scenes of outrage and
commotion.

I will take upon myself to assert, and, with your
permission will, on some future occasion, prove it,

that ever since the reign of Henry the Sixth the

condition of the labouring population has been get-

ting worse and worse, and that there is hardly a
country in Europe, at the present time, where the

agricultural labourer is so badly oft' as he is in Eng-
land. Here, above all places in the world, do we
see the extremes of rich and poor.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

March ^\. Justice.

Sir,—I am very mucli surprised, and no less

shocked, to see it asserted in your paper (JNIarch

23d,) by your correspondent " Justice," apparently
on good authority, that " Mr. Wcale, an Assistant

Poor Law Commissioner, in papers delivered by
him to the Poor Law Committee, and wliich ^vel•c

published about the latter end of 1838, or the be-
ginning of last year, states, that in 35 Unions formed
by Mm, comprising a population of 774,041 in the
counties of Gloucester, Somerset, and Worcester,
tlie average wages per day, Includlnej hurveat and
other ]}roJituble seasons, for able-bodied agricultural

labourers, were in Gloucestershire and Somerset-
shire Is. 5-|d., and in Worcestershire Is. 5^d. per
day, or 8s. 7M. to 8s. 9d. per week."~It is also

stated that in Devonshire, Essex, and Oxfordshire,
the wages, at the present time, do not exceed froin

7s. to 9s. jier week ; in parts of Buckinghamshire
7s. to 8s. ; and in AViltshire even so low as 6's. 6d.
]ier week. Now, all this seems incredible to a
farmer residing in Western Sussex, where the lowest
price per week is 12s., and to Carters, &c. 13s., a
house and garden rent-free, and some other advan-
tages,—where a man can, hiin.ielf, earn in harvest,
from 4s. to 5s., and in mowing time 2s. Od. to 3s.

per day. ; in hoeing turnips 3s. Od. to 5s., accord-
to skill • where even to common labourers so little

as 9s. per week has not been given for many years,

exceiit once after wheat had been selling at 40s. per
quarter for two years or more, and then but for a
sliort time.

If the facts are really such as asserted by " Jus-
tice," it is not only a disgrace to those who Y^&y
such wages, but a discredit to the whole agricul-

tural body,—and I, as one of that body, hereby call

on those t'armers, who live in the accused districts,

to exijlain whether there is not some mistake ; whe-
ther there are not some payments in kind (as is

sometimes the case) to compensate for such low
money wages .' I sincerely hope it may prove so,

for the sake of the poor labourers themselves, and
also that nojust cause may be found for the inve-
terate enemies of agricultural industry in this coun-
ti'y, to rail at it, and undermine it.

I am. Sir, your most obedient servant,

April 6. T. F.

Sii{,—I cannot but admire the liberalty displayed
in a letter in your last paper, signed " A Village
Farmer," who, although he declares that he pays
his labourers 15s. per week, makes an offer to take
one at 12s., if " Justice" will provide him. Now,
what would he say, were " Justice," who states
labourers' wages in his county at 8s. or 9s. per
week, to oft'er to take an able-bodied man, compe-
tent to do ALL SOHTS OF v\'ORK at 7s. ? Why, if

he has a spark of feeling, he would call him an un-
feeling brute. Now, if he is willing to prove his
assertion, by giving a man, such as he rec^uires, 15s.

])er week, I think I can provide him with one, and
nobody will then doubt but that what he states is

correct, and that English labourers are not so badly
off as " W. S." and " Justice" have stated. Why,
in the name of God, should " A Village Farmer"
offer 20 per cent, less than he considers a man is

worth, because some poor wretches can only earn
9s. per week?

I am. Sir, your obedient servant,

A Subscriber.
Bromley, Middlesex, March 31.

DOGS PHYSIOGNOMISTS.-Whenever speak-
ing to a dog-, whether encouragingly or reprovingly,
the sportsman should endeavour to look what he means,
and the dogr will anderstand him. The dog- will under-
stand the look if he does not the words. The sportsmaa
should never with a smile on his countenance, punish a
dog- ; nor commend him when he kas done well, but with
an apparent hearty g-ood will ; the dog will then take
an interest in obeying hitn. Game-keepers and deg-
breakers are often odd fellows, and seldom natives of
tiie place where they follow their avocation. Many of
them are particularly loquacious to the dogs. Should
one of these queer specimens jabber in a Cornish or
Yorkshire dialect to a dog trained on the Grampian's
the dog will understand from his look whether he is

pleased or offended, but nothing more. The dog has
not the g-ift of tongue, but he is a Lavater in physiog-
nomy.— Oa/i/eig/t'*- Shooting Coile.
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THEWESTLONDON GARDENERS'
ASSOCIATION FOR MUTUAL
INSTRUCTION.

Culture of the Carrot.—Monday, January 5.

—

Mr. O'Lsughlin read his paper " On the Culture of the

Carrot." He began by observing', as the principal ob-
ject of the Society was to discuss subjects pertaining' to

all practices in our gardens, and to trace by mutual in-

struction the effects of our operations to their cause*, he
was induced to bring forward the system of cultivating

the carrot, which he practised with success in his last

place in Dorsetshire.

As so many essays had been brought before the So-
ciety relating to the higher and more difficult practices

of our profession, he feared the members would not
think his paper to be worthy of much notice, but he was
impressed with the belief, that as there should be no
subject above our attempts of acquiring, so there s'.iould

be no practice beneath our inquiry, for the purpose of
investigating and assisting each other in the different

degrees of comparison, to know the cause why one sail

or system is superior to another.
All gardeners prefer that soil which is of a light, rich,

loamy texture, dry and mellow. The soil he had to

•work was rather of a sandy nature to the depth of 2.j to

3 feet, which he found to answer well for the growtii of
carrots. He had the piece of ground intended for the
crop trenched in the month of November, two and a
half feet deep, laying at the bottom six inches of sea-
wced, fresh as it was collected from the shore. When
trenched, he strewed sea- weed six inches deep over tiie

whole, the rain washing down the saline matter very
much fertilised tlie soil. He then cited several crops,
illustrative of sea-weed's protective quality ag-ainst frost,

such as cauliflowers under hand-glasses, artichokes, and
others, which were saved in the severe winter of 1837-38,
when the same vegetables were entirely lost in all parts
of that county, He raked off the sea-weed in the last

week in March, added some good rotted dung from an
old cucumber bed, dug it ia one spit deep, breakuig the
cloda well that the roots may run down long' and
straight. He prefers the drill system, as it presents a
much neater appearance, and affords a better opportu-
nity for cleaning and hoeing them deep, which is ad-
vantaj;'eous to all crops.

It is advisable, previous to sowing, to have the seeds
well rubbed between ihe hands and mixed with dry
sand, to separate them, as they are apt to adhere to each
other. He recommended that not only the carrot, but
all garden seeds, should be covered with leaf mould;
when so covered they vegetate much sooner, and are
less liable to injury from the weather. 'I'liinning to be
performed with the hand, and in showery weather ; if

dry, water to be given frequently before thinning, and
for so doing, the evening shouhl be preferred. He
would not point out any stated season for thinning, as
young cariots are always found useful ; but finally they
should be le! t six inches apart in the row. A dry day,
about the middle of October, to be preferred for taking
them up, packed in sand, in a dry shed. He recom-
mended the Altringham as the best for a general crop.
He was sure that the farmers in that part of the county
would best consult their own interests if they cultivated
tile carrot more generally on that soil, which he believed
was naturally best adapted for producing that crop,
which is now becoming generally useful for feeding
cattle. In confirmation of the benefit derived from the
saline particles contained in the soil, he alluded to a
scientific gentleman, Mr. Kemp, who resides in that
part of the country, and who brought into ricii cultiva-
tion a ?-reat many acres of waste land, by his system of
preparing decomposed salt as a manure, an<i vvhic-h he
used witli great success in the cultivation of fruit trees
and vegetables. His orchard was admired by all who
saw it, both for its beauty and productiveness.
Mr. Fish had grown good crops on strong clay which

was vv;ell trenched, the beds were four feet wide, five
rows in each bed, and the carrots five inches apart in
the row. He agreed with Mr, O'Loughlin in the

superiority of the drill system, and in the advantage of

forking between, which would be beneficial, by the free

admission of the sunbeams and air, not only to them,
but also to fruit tree borders. Sea-weed was a great

preventive against the ravages of the grub, and a sub-
stance of speedy decomposition. Iload-scrapings

and sand he used with advantage in preparing the

soil for carrots. Burning he found beneficial for the

same crop.

Mr. Keane agreed with Mr. Fish in the advantage
of burning the soil, as it renders it more carbonaceous
and consequently more productive. He detailed ex-

periments which were made on different pieces of

ground with dififerent crops of culinary vegetables, to

confirm Rlr. O'Loughlin's successful practice with saline

matter.

Mr. Caie thought, that not only the carrot, but all

plants belonging to the same natural order deserved the

gardener's particular attention, as many of them could,

through cultivation, be rendered more subservient to

culinary purposes.

Mr. Fisn believed the carrot to be a native of Britain,

and as it was generally found in sandy localities, a hint

was thereby given which should not be neglected in tlie

cultivation of that vegetable. He observed that young
carrots could be had at all seasons of the year. He pre-

ferred the long orange for a general crop, and used fern

with advantage in storing them.
Mr. G REY observed that the ground in connexion with

the Frith of Fortli, was called the carrot-bed of Scot-

land. I'he soil was sandy, and in frosty weather sea-

weed was carted on the land. He has seen carrots pro-

duced there four feet long, and five inches in diameter,

perfectly sound. He believed sea-weed to be a pre-

servative against the ravages of grubs and other destruc-

tive insects. He saw boggy land rendered productive

by the process of burning, and also fine crops of turnips

produced on very sandy soil.

Mr. Keane spoke at length in favour of the paper
that was read that evening. Believed that such simple

remarks would do more good than Mr. O'Loughlin
seemed to entertain, and contended that gardeners ad-

vanced in the knowledge of their profession in propor-

tion to the extent that they cherished the principle of

giving and receiving instruction.

Pilr. Grover mude a few observations in support of

the system recommended by Mr. O'Loughlin.
JMr. O'Loughlin" replied in the same strain as he had

commenced, all tending to exemplify that routine of

culture which he had practised, and which he was sure

success would attend, it performed as lie had recom-

mended.—Adjourned.

ON THE " STURDY" IN SHEEP.
Sir,—As your Cornish correspondent wishes to

know the cause of the complaint in sheep which in some
districts is technically called " sturdy," I will throw
out a hint for his consideration if you think it worth
insertion.

Having long had opportunities of observing large

flocks of sheep under different circumstances, I have

come to the conclusion that the most general predis-

posing cause of this disease, is breeding " in and is,"

which although it may produce in some cases a more
symmetrical' animal, that animal will generally be

found delicate and liable to diseases of the brain. Do
we not see many proofs of the truth of this principle

in the human species ; are not the offspring of persons

nearly related in blood, often of unsound or deficient

intellect from birth ?

I do not pretend to be the originator of the idea,

but as I never saw it mentioned in any treatise on
sheep, I forward it to you

;
perhaps some other person

will explain fully how the bad effects may be increased

by improper food, such as turnip-tops, only, (that is,

without hay or other dry food) in wet weather, &c.,

&e.-Iam, A Subscriber.
Feb. 26.
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ON THE USE OF THE SUBSOIL
PLOUGH DRAINS.

Sir,—As tliose wLo seek for information, should

ever be ready to act on the principle of fair recipro-

city, and give out of their own stock, whether it be

much or little, to others, I take this opportunity of

carrying- out that most beautiful of all beautiful rules,

" Do unto others as you would they should do unto

you".
" Your Essex Reporter", makes an enquiry as to

the best Subsoil Plough, and although I think that

" reports" enough to satisfy any very observant per-

son, on this very question, have appeared in your

valuable paper before, I have great pleasure in giv-

ing him my ispinion, which is founded upon a some-

what extended experience.

The original plough invented by Mr. Smith, is

unquestionably hast adapted to very heavy tenacious

subsoils, but for a stratum of " Grai'el and Clay",!
should recommend a smaller plough, upon tlie same
principle tirst applied by the enlightened proprietor

of a fine estate on the banks of the Firth,— Murray,
Esq., of Polmaize, near Stirling. This plough }-our

correspondent may obtain in a verv short time, by
applying to Messrs. Drummond, Agricultural Muse-
um, Stirling, who will I have no doubt send with it

one of Mr. Smith's useful pamphlets on the subject,

describing tbe plough and its use &c., &c. All I

ask of" your Essex Reporter" in return for this in-

formation, is, that if he decides to have a plough, he

will first rfj-ajji f/)e land icell, then do the suhsoiling

operation well, whatever difficulties he may have, and
they will not be few, and then report for the benefit

of your readers generally in the " Mark Lane Ex-
press". If he is occupying a cold clay farm, I ven-

ture to predict that he will very nearly douhle his

produce, if all the work be well done, but if it is

not, he must endure loss and disappointment.
" Pearson's plough" is a very different instrument

to the " Windlass drain plough". It has nothing in

common, except that each leaves an orifice below
of about the same size. If " Your Essex Correspon-

dent" has leisure to do so, I would advise him ts go

to the estate of Law Hodges, Esq., at, or near Ee-

nenden, Kent, and there he will learn all that need,

or can be learned about it : if he has not, I will give

him what little information I possess, in one of your
future numbers, as soon as possible. Your corres-

pondent does not appear to have been very fortunate

ia growing turnips on claj^-land, but his case is not

singular. He must not try again until after the sub-

soil operation has been well performed, and then he

will not be disappointed.

I write in great haste to save the post, and have
no time to correct my paper, therefore you must ex-

cuse errors. I am, your obedient servant,

North CoUingham, Neioarlc, Notts, J. West.
13. March,

falling' in. Alder is the v;ood we use, and the cost of

sawing- out and nailing- together is about 6d. per rod ;

the width of the wood we use is about five inches and
half inch thick, of course the laying down and coveringf

up is but a small addition to the expense.
Your's, &c.,

Marc]i26. A Farmer in East Kent.

ON WOODEN UNDER-DRAINS.
TO THE EDITOR OP THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—Seeing: aboutthree weeks Ijack in your valua-
journal one of your correspondents at a loss with re-
spect to -vvooden under-drains, I am induced to state

the mode we have adopted, viz., to put on the bottom a
wooden layer, the width of drain, and then to rest the
other two piece, (in form like an aris gutter reversed) by
which means the oozing- of the soil from below is pre-
vented, and care should be taken to keep the three
well pieces together, which might best be done by just
tacking- them tog-ether before laid down, and afterwards
laying a little straw en to prevent the crumbs of earth

Sir,—I beg' to forward you a return of the decisions

of the Judges at the ]3urham Society's Annual Sho-v of

short-horned cattle, Leicester sheep, &c., &c. Upon
the whole there was a decided improvement in quality,

numbers, &c. to any previous exhibition—in fact a re-

vival of old times. At the dinner, under the very able

presidency of John Gregson, Esq., (in the absence of

Wm. Russell, Esq., Brancpeth,) the greatest harmony
prevailed to a very late hour.

In haste. Sir, yours, &e.,
A Subscriber and Well-wistier.

Durham, March 30.

Decisions of the Judge, Messrs. Wiley, (Erandsby,
Yorkshire,) Bartholomew, (Goltho, Lincolnshire,)

Nightingale, fSaltholme, Durham,) and Robinson,

(Hutton Hall, Yorkshire.)

Best Aged Bull.

Mr. John Wood, Kimblesworth, 1st.

Mr. Baiabridge, Lumley Park, 2nd.

Mr, Spearnsan, Newton Hall, 3rd.

Several not placed.

Best Yearling Bull.

Mr. John Wood, Kimblesworth, 1st.

Several not placed.

The winners in the above classes were both by Hope-
well, and were much admired for their symmetry, con-

stitution, and good quality.

Best Cow, or Heifer ef any age.

Mr. Gilbert Wood, Whitworth, 1st.

Mr. Bainbridge, Lumley Park, 2nd.
Mr. Crofton, Holywell, 3rd.

A great number in this class not placed.

The vi'inner of this premium is the " celebrated red
and white cow," by young- i\Iagog, which carried off

the county of Northumberland Society's premium at

Morpeth, last year ; and likewise won the match at

the same meeting against Mr. Crofton's Elvira. As at

Morpeth last year, so at Durham this year, this animal
was the theme of admiration ; her qualities as a grazer

were excellent ; her milking propensities astonishing
;

and as to her symmetry so much has before been said in

her praise, that a repetition would be tedious.

Best Two-year-old Heifer.

Mr. John Hunter, East Parks, 1st.

Several in this class.

Best One-year-old Heifer.
The Executors of the late Mr. R, Croftou, of

Littlevvhite, 1st.

Mr. John Wood, Kimblesworth, 2nd.
IMany shown in this class.

The winner in this class was much admired.

Best Leicester Tap.—Mr. John AVood, Kimblesworth,
1st.—Mr. W. appears to farm this premium.

Best Leicester Gimmers.—Mr. Wilkinson, 1st.

Best Cleveland Mare.—Mr. Wilkinson, 1st.

Best Hunting Mare.—Mr. Jackson, Broom, 1st.

Best Cart Mare.—Mr. Anderson, Houghton, 1st.

Best Sow.- Mr. G. Wood, Kimblesworth, 1st.

Best Blood Stallion.—Mr, Geo. Gregson's Paulus, 1st.

Best Coaching Stallion.—Mr. 's Drover, 1st.

Best Cart Stallion.—Mv. Wilkinson's Grey Chilton, 1st.

Extra Stock,

A white Bull, shown by Mr. Ridley, of Harbour House,
admitted by the .Judges to possess very superior graz-

ing qualities. His sire was Newtoa.
A roan Cow, exhibited BIr. John Wood, ef Kimbles-

worth, much admired.
A grey yearling Colt, by Paulus, out of Mr. J. Wood's,

sister to May-day, exhibited by Mr. George Gregson,
was universally admired, and promises fair to become
a great favourite for the Derby, 1842, if entered.
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PROBABLE OPERATION AND
EFFECT OF THE REPEAL OF
THE DUTIES ON FOREIGN
CORN.

TO THE MANUFACTURING OPERATIVES, THE AGRI-

CULTURAL LABOURERS, FARMERS, AND LAND-
LORDS OF THE UNIIFD KINGUOiM.

On the Necessity of Protecting Duties to the

British Agriculturist in Times of Abun-
dance, and theTiASGEn of relyins upon Foreign
Supplies in Deficient Harvests, whether at Home
or Abroad.

From the experience of several past harvests, it

has been proved that, in ordinary seasons, the

supply of corn under the present system is suffi-

cient for our home consumption, and the prices

have also shown that the average of years does

not exceed a proportionate amount to other neigh-

bouring countries.

But the material points of this question are to

inquire, vi^ho will be benefitted, or injured, by the

proposed abolition of the Corn Laws or Protect-

ing Duties to the agriculturist.*

" Hominum geiieri universa ciiltiira agronim saliitari?."

Cicero.

First, the labourer I consider to be the principal

and first person interested who will feel its effects,

because the demand for his labour will be imme-
diately diminished, in consequence of the farmers

not being able to give him work, or to pay above

half the amount of wages they now pay. It should

also be borne in mind that the natural and neces-

sary rise in the price of corn (under all circum-

stances of peace or war), which must ensue in the

foreign markets, from a certain and continual de-

mand for supply by Great Britain, will, if duly

considered, seriously aff'ect that price, and what
might it not be ? In case of a bad harvest on the

continent, or a continental war, having nothing to

fall back upon at home, then, indeed would the

working classes find out their error, and on ivhom

they had placed their dependence for their daily

bread. Avise lefin is our motto, we would strongly

recommend it in the present case.f

* The total value of British and Irish manufactures

exported in the years 1827, 1828, 1829 respectively,

was 37,181,336/., 36,812,7,58;., 35,842,623i. ; in the

three last years, 1834, 1835,1836, respectively, it

it was 41,649,191/., 47,372,276/., and 53,368,574/.

There we have a clear increase upon the average of

tae three last years, from 1827 to 1836, of no less

than 10,851,1182! VVhat will the Manchester, Bir-

mingham, and Leeds manufacturers, who declaim

against the Corn Laws, expressly upon the ground
that they are incompatible with the corniuercial and
manufacturing prosperity of tlje country, say, or

think, of the above recorded facts'?

i- If the present rate oi imges to a labourer is con-

sidered, and the rate he could only receive, were
our bread corn produced abroad bv the present pre-

lection being done awav, the Uritish labourer must
evidently lose by the change; for example :

—
Present times, wheal at 60.s. /ler quarter, s. d.

12s. per week he buys 7 loaves at JOd... 5 10

Leaves him for meat, beer, tea, clothes,

and lodging 6 2

Wages 12

Times wheat at SOs, per quarter.

6s. per week he buys 7 loaves at 5d 2 11

Leaves him for meat, beer, tea, clothes,

and lodging 3 1

Wages 6

The Consequences and Danger to the Labourers
and Working Classes, hythroiving out of Culti-

vation any larye ProjjortionoftJie UnitedKingdom.

It is endeavoured to exemplify this by a parish
with which I am well acquainted, where there is

1,573 acres of convertible land of 23s. per acre
(on which there has been an average deduction of
20 per cent, for several years past), one-half of
this is arable, and a proportion of a thin quality,

and employs a population in labourers and artizans

for making agricultural implements, &c., of at

least 2;)2 persons, men, women, and children,

actually living in the parish. Now, the loss

consequent upon throwing out of cultivation one-
third of this arable land, that is, 262 acres (and it

is imuossible that it could be continued in cultiva-

tion without protection), would be a diminution
of labour to the extent of 87 persons ! ! We will

su])pose 27 to remain for managing the land
thrown out of cultivation into rough pasture,

leaving sixty persons to be otherwise disposed of

or employed : explaining this by figures, it stands

thus :

Number of acres in the parish 1,573, of which
half is pasture, 786 acres, and the other half is

arable, viz. :
—

Half the parish, 786 acres.

f acres, thus be-

One-third of half being 262 <? come uncultiva-

L ted land.

f persons thrown

rx t. o at i out of emoloy-
One person to .3 acres 87 < .

^ ./
'

] ment upon the

Lone-third arable.

(^persons employed

c, • Of ;' on the one-third,
^"I'P°^'"S = . .

.
27.< whenturnedinto
— l_ rough pasture,

fpersons who lose

Leaves 60 <( their work on
l^the 262 acres.

It appears, therefore, if in this parish of 1,573

acres sixty people are thrown out of employment
;

of these 12 probably will fall upon the poor's

funds, and consequently be chargeable to the

parish ; 12 probably starved and annihilated ; and
36 would be driven out to compete for work with

the manufacturing classes, or contend with their

already supernumery brethren upon the cultivated

land of the United Kingdom, reduced by eight

millions of acres ! ! !

Thus there would be, at least, from the one-

third of the arable land of the kingdom not being

cultivated as at present, 1,773,680 persons thrown
out ofemployment, and to be otherwise disposed of

:

One-fifth, or 354,736 to be supported by poor's

funds.

Ditto, or 354,736 to be starved, or to emi-
grate.

Three-filihs 1,064,208 to procure work by ma-
nufactures.

Total 1,773,680

Thereby lessening the number to be employed by

nearly two millions, and the land cultivated by

The higher price of bread thus gives the labourer

double the sura for other purposes. Let him inquire

if the Russian, Polish, or German labourer ever

tastes wheaten bread. Decidedly not! not one in a

thousand ; or ask, if they are better clothed or

lodged, because corn is cheap and wages low.
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eight million!? of acres ! We ask, then, would not
the system of free importation of corn reduce
most seriously the number of hamh uumted and
wages ?

Secondly, the farmer will have his capital re-

duced in value at least one- half, and his profits

diminished accordingly. The luxuries, in clothes,

furniture, and foreign articles of consumption,
tea, &c., which have become necessaries to him-

, self and family, must be dispensed with, and his

payments to the poor, tithe, &c., and his rent, all

reduced to the standard of the value of his produce,
or, more probably, the farm taken by the proi)rie-

tor himself.

Thirdly, the landlord, who, of course, must have
his rent diminished, and, if his incumbrances,
fixed by the law of the land upon his estates, are

not proportionately altered in many instances, he
will have little or no income; and where it may
be otherwise, he must either live wholly in the

coimtry or abroad, and give up those expensive
establishments which form a great source of the
business, and consequently, the riches of the trades-

men in the different large towns or capital. The ope-
rativeand mechanic ought duly to weigh this matter,

before he is hunied away headlong by a specious
policy, and one most destructive to his interests

;

for, it is clear, by the showing of the manufacturers
themselves, that their great object in the repeal of
the protecting duties to the agriculturist is, by
cheapness of provisions, to obtain the power to

compete more effectually with foreign markets.
This can only be done by a reduction of wages to

the operative classes ; and, who then would be the
sufl'erers ? who the gainers ? Let them answer for

themselves; if the working classes like to risk

such a fearful expedient, and to throw themselves
upon the tender mercies of those men who would
not even shorten the period of labour to the help-

less children in their manufactories, when it was
proved, beyond contradiction, that their healths
were destroyed, and they were made cripples for

life by such oppressive toil. Let us also ask, for
what was the system continued ? That a greater

quantity of goods might be produced, and their

gains be the larger.

Let the operatives again look back, and inquire

at what periods their distresses were greatest,

from the want of work and low prices ; they will

surely find those times to he in the years of cheap
corn, or the following years. Let them also inquire
into the condition of those countries where corn
is cheap and abundant.*

* Is it probable that such a quantity of corn as

was layino- in bond in I808, undHt the present gra-

duated scale of duties, and ready at the duty of Is. to

be made use of by the public, will be secured by a

fixed duty, where would be the inducement to store

it, when the duty was ulvvays the same ?

Total of British and
Irish produce export-

Foreign and colo- ed to countries from
nial wheat brought which corn is usually

into consumption. imported.

Years. Quarters. Official value.

1829 1,361,220 20,337,316
1830 1,701,88.5 20,699,022
1831 1,491,631 23,533,136
1832 325,435 26,882,959
1833 82,346 27,010,604
1834 64,653 28,855,141
1835 28,413 26,897,431
1836 No return. 32,828,030

First, does the labourer there get commensurate
wages, so as to permit him to enjoy better lodging,
food, or clothing, than similar artizans, operatives,
or labourers, in this country, or eveu in Ireland ?

Inquiry will convince him that the contrary is the
fact. It is notorious, that the labourers and arti-

zans in those countries are the most wretchedly
paid and clothed of any in Europe. It is, there-
fore, the regularity of work and good wages which
are to produce his comfort and happiness ; and
this the writer confidently and conscientiously be-
lieves is only to be found in a steady and continu-
ally improving home market. Thus, when com-
pared, any other notion is trifling and delusory, as
the foreign does not bear above a tenth of the
trade of our home markets ; our foreign exports
vary from foi ty to fifty millions per annum, and
our home trade is computed at five or six hundred
millions.

On the Danger of Rllving upon a Foreign Sujj-

ply in case of a Scarcity at Home, or what would
he yearly ivanted to make up the Deficiency of
Home Cultivation, there are several points, which
should be considered by the Legislatiire,

First, how far the Government could command
the import of corn, were it the policy of the foreign
country who possessed it (which is principally

Russia, whose ambitious views in the East are
uov/ well known) to withhold it, either by a heavy
expoi t duty, which we must pay, or keep it back
until we came to their terms.

Secondly, would not the foreign merchant, and
our own at home, assuredly take advantage of the
power they possessed of making their own prices,

by meting out the corn to the public in the way
they found most profitable, as they have lately

been doing, otherwise, how came the averages to

rise after the ports were open, and the large quan-
tity before in bond to be releasetf, as it ought to

have been, to the public f

Thirdly, it would take several years (supposing
the present agitated plan of repeal to be acted
upon) before we could again bring the lands into
that state of cultivation to produce such crops as
they now do; and what also is little known, ex-
cept to agriculturists, that animal food (besides

the alternate crop of corn) is produced more than
treble in quantity upon the very lands, formerly
heath, and nearly barren, such as the Wolds of
Lincolnshire, Downs in Sussex, Surrey, Wilts, and
the sandy lands of Norfolk and Sufiblk, and the
whole range of similar lands in Northumberland,
Cumberland, Westmorland, &c.

It is worthy of observation, that the rapid im-
provements made in America in manufactures,
agriculture, and commerce, are consequent upon
high wages paid to the working classes, enabling
them to buy the best of food, foreign articles of
luxury, &c., while, in other nations, where corn is

cheap and wages low, we see the certain increase
of misery and want, arising out of the inability of
the working classes to exchange their labour for
sufficient means to sujjply themselves with the ne-
cessaries of life.

What the consequences would be to the sister

kingdom is dreadful to contemplate, if it had to
contend with so serious a competition in our mar-
kets as an unlimited import of foreign grain, on

Proving that a gradual, but large increase in the ex-
ports of our manufactures has taken place, and
which is not dependent upon our import of foreign
corn.
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its export of which it chiefly depends. Is it pos-

sible, that any man calling himself an Irishman
could give his vote for such a sacrifice of his

country ?

Would it not be more wise for the manufacturers

to urge the Pn'itish Government to give a bounty

on exportation, su as to induce a larger growth of

corn, which would take place, if the repeated and
annual alarm from a fear of the present corn laws

being repealed, by growing corn on the inferior

gi'ass lands.

We «ill now, in furtherance of this view of the

subject, lay before you an extract from a letter of

the late Mr. Huskisson, in 1814, on this question :

" If I were not fully convinced that the con-

sumer in general, but more especially that class of

consumers whose subsistence depends on their

own industry, would be benefitted by the proposed

alteration, it would not have had my support. My
sole object is to prevent (as far as human means
can prevent) bread corn from ever again reaching

the late extravagant prices. Can any man have

witnessed the scarcities, and consequent privations

of the people, during six or seven different seasons

of the last twenty years, without feeling anxious to

guard the country against the return of such severe

distress ? But, if we wish to cure an evil of this

alarming magnitude, we must first trace it to its

source. Whut is that source 1 Obviously this

—

that, until now, we did not, even in good years,

grow enough for our own consumption. Habitu-

ally dei)ending on foreign supply, that supply was
interrupted by war, or by bad seasons abroad. The
present war, it is true, is now at an end ; but

peace is, at all times, too precarious not to induce

us to guard against the repetition of similar cala-

mities, wlienever hostilities maybe renewed. But,

even in peace, the habitual dependence on foreign

supply is dangerous. We place the subsistence of

our own population not onl}' at the mercy of

foreign powers, but also on their being able to

spare as much corn as we want to b\iy. Suppose,

as it frequently happens, the harvest in the same
year to be a short otie, not only in this country,

but in the foreign countries from wl^ich we are

fed, what follows? The habitually exporting

country, France, for instance, stops the export of

its corn, and feeds its people without any great

pressure. The habitually in)porting country, Eng-
land, which, even in a good season, has hitherto

depended on the aid of foreign corn, deprived of

that aid in a year of scarcity, is driven to distress

bordering upon famine. There is, tiicrefore, no
effectual security, either in peace or war, against

the frequent return of scarcity approaching to

starvation, such as of late years we have so fre-

quently experienced, but in our maintaining our-

selves habitually independent of foreign supply.

Let the bread we eat be the produce of corn grown
among ourselves, and, for one, I care not how
cheap it is ; the cheaper the better. It is cheap
now, and I rejoice at it, because it is altogether

owing to a snfiiciency of corn of our own growth.

But, in order to insure a continuance of that

cheai)neK3 and that sufficienc}', we must insure to

our own growers that protection against foreign

import which has produced these blessings, and by
which alone they can be permanently main-
tained.

" The history of the country for the last 170

years clearly proves, on the one hand, that cheap-
ness, produced by foreign import, is the sure fore-

runner of scarcity ; and, on the other, that

a steady home supply is the only safe foundation

of steady and moderate prices. During upwards
of 100 years, up to the year 17Cr>, the import of

foreign corn was restrained by very high duties.

^^'hat was the state of the country during these

100 years ? That, in ordinary seasons, our own
growth supplied a stock of corn fully ample for our
own consumption ; that, in abundant seasons, we
had some to spare, which we exported ; that, in

bad seasons, we felt no want, and were under no
apprehensions ; that the price of corn seldom
varied more than a few shillings per quarter ; that

we had no years of inordinate gain to the farmer,

and starvation to the consumer; that prices, in-

stead of rising from year to year, were gradually

diminishing ; so that at the end of this long period
of a century, during which we never imported
foreign corn,'they were actually one- fifth lower than
at the beginning of it. Would to God that we had
continued in this sidutary system ! But in 1765 it

was most unfortunately abandoned. What has
been tlie result ? Precisely the reverse of the

former system. Instead of a steady supply, af-

forded at steady and moderate prices, we have
Vi'itnessed frequent and alarming scarcities. Every
year onr dependence on foreign supply was in-

creasing until the war came, and, by interrupting

that supply greatly agitated all our evils ; for a

country whicli depends on enemies or rivals for

the food of its people, is never safe in war. In
the first eighteen years of this war, we were forced

to pay (30,000,000 of money, (to nations, everyone
of wliom has, in the course of it, been our enemy)
lor a scanty and inadequate supply of foreign

corn ; and when for this purpose we had parted

with all our gold and even our silver currency,

combined Europe shut its ports against us, and
America co-operating, first laid an embargo, and
then went to war. This combination was formed
with the vain hope to break our spirit by starving

our bodies. We struggled hard both at home and

abroad, but by the struggle we have gained much.
Abroad, we have subdued our enemies ; at home,
we come out of the war with our agriculture so

extended and improved, as to make us at this mo-
ment independent of foreign supply. We are so

at this moment ; and shall I, who, to the entire

conviction of my own judgment, have traced the

long sufferings of the people to a contrary state of

things, be deterred from using my honest endea-

vours in Parliament to prevent the recurrence of

such sufferings ? For that purpose v/e must go
back to the principles of our forefathers ; and, by
leverting as much as possible to their system, we
shall secure to ourselves and our posterity all the

benefits which they derived from it.

" I admit that if unlimited foreign import, which
the war had suspended, were now again allowed,

bread might be a little, though a very little

cheaper, than it now is, for a year or two. But
what would follow .' The small farmer would be
ruined—improvements would everywhere stand

still—inferior lands, now producing corn, would
be given up, andrctui-n to a state of waste. The
home consumption, and brisk demand for all the

various articles of the retail trader, which has so

much contributed, even during the pressure of

war, to the prosperity of our towns (and especially

of those whidh are not connected with manufac-
turers or foreign commerce) would rapidly decline;

farming servants, and all the trades which depend
on agriculture for employment, would be thrown
out of work ; and the necessary result of the want
of work would be, tiiat wages ivouldfall evenmore
rapidly than the price of bread.'

^
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Extracis from Mr. Bro7ig7iams Speech {now Lord
Brougham) on the Quesfion of Com Duties, on the

aOthMatj, 1820.

" The proprietor of these very useful and orna-
mental buildings was a great manufacturer of two
things—one was cotton, the other paupers. He
contributed not in proportion to the produce of

his cotton trade,—not in proportion to the paupers
he made, which cost others so large a sum. The
very instant a restriction was heard of, which was
supposed (and very erroneously supposed^ to af-

fect the manufacturers, and create an exclusive

advantage to another class in the community, then
the alarm was sounded, that one part of the com-
munity was to be upheld upon the ruin of another I

The very instant (marl- this sentence) your theory
i!f practicallt/ zicted upon, seven or eight millio7is of
acres are forthwith thrown out of cultivation.

Would any man in his senses look at this result

without dismay ? Was any man bold enough to

look at such a difficulty in the face ?" &c.

From " The Times'' Neivspaper, April 2ith, 18.S9.

" But the effect of the trade in corn on the stock
of bullion is not the only ground of uneasiness,

for it is remarked, that the supply of bills on the
continent, arising out of the ordinary transactions

of commerce at this season, is much smaller than
usual instead of increasing, as they ought to have
done, on account of the large sums foreign

countries have taken from us in payment for grain,

of which a part ought to have come back to us
to purchase our manufactures, or colonial pro-
duce. A more decidedly unfavourable symptom
of the spring trade of the country could hardly
present itself."

Note.—Vide the late Ordnance, on the proliibi-

tion to export corn and provisions, by Louis
Phillippe of France, and the permission (mark
that w ord) granted by the Autocrat of Russia to

sell a part of the Government stores of grain, in
order to secure this great desideratum of the most
crafty policy-

Average 78

•om 1792
years, uo

1792 .

.
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TABLE, No. 3.

Duties on the under-mentioned articles of Manufac-
ture, payable in 1837 and 1838.

ARTici.i:s. Duties per cent.

Brass Manufactures .- £jO
Bpads, do.of 30
Bottles (Glass) 37 12 10

Buttons and Boxes 'iO

Candles and soap manufactured 95

Carpets (woollen) 20
Carriiig-es (all sorts) 30 3

Casks 50
China ^ornamented) 30
Clock-s' 25

Cards (playing:) 133 6 8

Cotton (manutacturts of) 15

Chrystal ditto 30
Copper ditto 30
Extracts (sundry) 75
Elowers (artificial) 25
Gunpowder 53 11

Glass (common) 60

Glass (plate or stained) 75

Gloves 35
Goats' hair (manufactures of ) 30

Hats 50
Jewels 20
Lace silk 30
Leather (manufactured) 30
Linen only (manufactured) 40
l^inen, cotton, and wool ditto 40
Musical instruments 20
Paper (manufacturod) 75
Pencils and pens 30
Parchment 80
Pots (eartljenware) 30
Pla'e (gold and siker) 100

Silks (manufactured^ 30
Silks (made up) 40
Skins (manufactures of) 75
Snuff" or tobacco (manufactured) 100

Steel or iron ditto 20
Sails 30
Ships 50
Thread 25
Tdes 50
Toys 20
Tobacco pijies 30
Turnery 30
Varnish Cmanufactured) 30
Watches 25
Wax (sealiu<^, 6cc.) 30
Wool (manufactures of) 20
Wire (gilt, plated, or silver) 25

2,124 10 6

Average protection per cent, on 50
various manufactures 42 9 9

Average ditto on agricultural pro-

duce (see preceding column) .. 20 7 2

Balance in favour of manufacturers 22 2 7

general and approved mode of management, alter-

nately a corn and green crop.

£ s. d.

One half permanent pasture, the protec-

tion on the produce of which is,

per cent 6 19 9j
One quarter fallow and gieen crop,do.do. 3 9 10|
One quarter corn crop, do. do. 9 17 6^

Protection on the whole agricultural pro-

duce per cent 20 7 2

N.B. If the average of the last year's price of

grain only vi^as taken, it would reduce the protection

to agriculturists to 17 per cent., and increase the

balance to manufacturers to 25 per cent.

Proportion which the Price of Bread bears
10 THE Price of Wheat.

A quarter of Wheat (imperial
measure), of middling quality, will,

it is estimated, yield of Flour 3921bs.

When the price of Bread was fixed

by the Lord iMayor, the sack of Flour,
weighing 2801bs., was calculated as

sufficient to make 84 quartern loaves,

but the bakers admit that it will

make 86, or 3731bs.9oz.

The flour produced from a quarter
of wheat being (as above stated)

3921bs., will, at this rate yield 5231bs.

of bread nearly, but say o201bs.

Or in 41b. loaves 130

Now the quarter of wheat yielcjing 130 loaves, a
rise or fall of 5s. 5d. per quarter is precisely

equivalent to one halfpenny per loaf, inasmuch as

130 loaves, at one halfpennv-each, amount to 5s.

5d.

Proportion of the price of bread which goes to

remunerate the corn-grower :
—

The average price of wheat for

three years, is, up to February,
1839 58s. 2d.

The bran and pollard may be
worth, say 4s. Od.

The value of the flour will be o4s. 2d.

And assuming, as above, that the flour produced
from a quarter of wheat will make 130 loaves of

4U)s. each, this will give exactly 5d. asthe farmer's

share, when the price of wheat is 58s. 2d.

Thus, 130 loaves, at 5d. each, are 54s. 2d.
Value of bran and pollard 4s. Od,

Price of a (juarter of wheat 58s. 2d.

And as the price of the 41b loaf wheaten has
been 9d. to lid. in Londo[i during the same three
years, taking the average price lOd., it appears that

the grower receives just half the price which the
consumer pays for liis bread ; which half, or 5d.

is to be divided between the landlord, the farmer,
and the labourer, and for rates, taxes, &c.

The landlord, say l-4th, l|-d.

The farmer's living, and profit, l-4th Ijd.
The labourer, l-4th, l{d.

Poor and county rates, taxes, &c., l-4th, l^d.

5d.

The remaining 5d. per loaf must, therefore, go
to the miller, tlic mealman, and the baker. Surely
the term of monopohj cannot be applied, by this

statement, to the landed interest, and which at all

events, consists of one half of the population of

the United Kingdom :— Should it not i-ather be
applied to the manufacturers of flour and bread ?

If foreign corn were admitted duty free, or

nearly so, the price of wheat must fall, at least

16s. 6d. per quarter ; and this reduction of price

(which would ruin the agriculture of the country),

would, and could only, according to the foregoing*

calculation, cause a corresponding reduction of IJd.

in the price of the 41b loaf. Now, if we assmne
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that a luaimfactiuiiig labourer be paid at the rate

of 2 loaves per diem,* his wages would be reduced
Is. 6d. per week , and would this small reduction

enable the British manufacturer successfully to

compete with the comparatively untaxed labour of

other countries ? or, even if it did so, would it

compensate him for the almost entire loss of the

home-market, consequent on the ruin of the agri-

culturists ? and thereby throwing a large propor-
tion of the rural population to compete with the

manufacturing working classes, already too

numerous.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
OF ENGLAND.

Having been the first to suggest tlie formation of

a National Agficultural Society, and liaviiiii taken

an active part in the eslablishmenl of tiie Engiisli

Agricultural Society, we inay perhai)s stand ex-

cused, if we evince a somewhat more than ordinal

y

interest in every point of importance connected

with it. It is therefore, with feoling* of (he

highest gratification that we announce the gr;nit

of a charter to that Society, and which by her

Majesty's command will hereafter be called the

" Royal Agricultural Society of England." No
man who has the prosperity of British Agricillure,

which is tantamount to the prosperity of Ins conn-

try, at heart, but will look with pride at the two
thousand three hundred and seventy-one names
enrolled in that Society, in the siiort space of two

and twenty months. There are yet, ten times that

number of persons possessing an interest in the

soil of this country, who mi^ht, by becoming
members reap a hundred fold for tlieir time

and money devoted to such an important olj-

ject. We subjoin a copy of the charter with a

report of the proceedings which have taken place

under it.

ROVAL CHARTER.

Victoria, by the Grace of God, of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Irelnnd, Queen,
Defender of the Faith, to all to whom tliesft presents

shall come, greeting, Whereas our right tru8ty, and
right entirely beloved cousin and counsellor, Charles

Duke of Richmond, Knt.,of the most nohle Order of

the Garter, our right trusty and right entirely beloved
cousin, George Henry Duke of Grafton, knight of

the most noble Order of the Garter, our right trusty

and right entirely beloved cousin, .Tohn Henry Duke
of Rutland, knight of the most noble Order of the

Garter, oar right trusty and right entirely beloved
cousin, George Granville Duke of Sutherland, *ur

right trusty and entirely beloved cousin, Arthur
Blundell Sandys Trumbal Marquess of Downshire,
knight of the most illustrious Order of Saint Patrick,

our right trusty and right well beloved cousin and
counsellor John Charles Earl Spencer, our trusty

and well beloved Robert Henry Clive, Esquire,
Sir Francis Lawley, Baronet, and Sir Thomas I3yke
Acland, Baronet, our right trusty and well beloved

* This is assuming that all his wages are laid out
in bread, whereas it is only one half.

The average of the year 1839 would make the
quarter of wheit 653., or exactly 6d. per 41b. loaf,

still leaving the bread -Id. to 5d. above the price of
wheat.

counsellor Sir Jaines Robert George Graham, Ba-
ronet, and our trusty and well beloved Henry Hand-
ley and Joseph Neeld, Esquires, and others of our
loving subjects, have formed themselves into a So-
ciety for the general advancement of English Agri-
culture, and for the purpose of prosecuting the follow-

ing national objects, namely :— First, to embody such
information containeil in agriculturdl publications,

and in other scientific works, as has been ]iroved by
practical experience to he useful to the cultivators

of the soil ; second, to correspond with Agricultural,

Horticultural, and other scientific societies, botli at

home and abroad, and to select from such correspond-
ence all information which, accordmg to theopinion of
the Society, may he likjly to lead to i)ractical benefit

in the cultivation of the soil ; third, to pay to any
occupier of land, or other person, who shall under-
take, at the request of the Society, to ascertain by
any experiment how far such information leads to

useful results in practice, a remuneration for any
loss he ma^' incur by so doing ; fourth, to encourage
men of science in their attention to the improvement
of agricultural implements, the construction of farm
buildings and cottages, the aj>]dicaiion of chemistry
to the general purposes of agriculture, the destruc-
tion ef insects injurious to vegetable life, and the

eradication of weeds ; fitlli, to promote the discoverv
of new varieties of grain, and other vegetables
useful to man for the food of domestic animals

;

sixth, to collect information with regard to the ma-
nagement of woods, plantations, and fences, and on
every other subject connected with rural improve-
ment ; seventh, to take measures for the improve-
ment of the education of those who depend upon the

cultivation of the soil for their support ; eighth, to

tai.e measures for improving the Veterinary art, as
applied to cattle, sheep, and pigs ; ninth, at the
meetings of the Society in the country by the dis-

tribution of prizes, and by other means, to encourage
the best mode of farm cultivation and the breed of
live stock ; tenth, to promote the support and welfare
of labourers, and to encourage the improved ma.
nagement of their cottages and gar<iens : And have
subscribed and expended divers large sums of money
in the prosecution of these their national and patriotic

objects, being regulated in their purpose by the
strictest exclusion from their councils of every
question of discussion having a political tendency,
or which shall refer to any matter to be brought
forward, or at any time pending in either of our
houses of parliament : And having such objects, and
being regulated by such essential principle, they
ha^•e humbly besought us to grant unto thein, and
such other persons as shall be approved and
elected in manner hereafter mentioned, our Royal
Charter of incorporation for the several purposes
afi>resaid.

Now, therefore, know ye, that we being anxious
of promoting and encouraging by our Royal pro-
tection and patronage a series of objects which, pro-
jeciited under the regulating principle of the exclu-
sion of all those questions of debate on which the
people of every individual country entertain senti-

ments so much at variance with each other, cannot
fail to lead to results, aiFecting in the highest
degree the prosperity of our people and the national
wealth of our kingdom, have, of our especial grace
and favour, given and granted, and do by
these presents for us, our heirs, and successors,
give and grant that the said Charles Duke of
Richmond, George Henry Duke of Cirafton, Jobii
Henry Duke of Rutland, George Granville Duke of
Sutherland, Arthur Blundell Sandys Trumbal Mar-
quess of Downshire, John Charles Earl Spencer,
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Robert Heniy Clive, Sir Francis Lawley, Sir

Thomas Dyke Aclaiid, Sir James Robert George
Graham, Henry Handley, and Joseph Neeld, and
such others of our loving subjects as have formed

themselves into, and are now, subscribers of the

said society, or who shall at any time hereafter, be-

come subscribers thereof, according to such regula-

lations or bye-laws as shall be hereafter framed or

enacted, shall, by virtue of these presents be, and
for ever hereafter continue to be, one body politic

and corporate for the purposes aforesaid, by the

name of the '" Royal Agricultural Society of Eng-
land," by wMch name they shall have perpetual

succession and a common seal, with full power and
authority to alter, vary, break, and renew the same
at their own discretion, and by the same name shall

sue and be sued, implead, and be impleaded, answer

and be answered unto in every court of us, our

heirs, and successors, and be for ever able and ca-

llable in the law to purchase, receive, possess, and
enjoy to them and their successors any goods aud
chattels whatsoever, and .also be able and capable

in the law (notwithstanding the statutes of Mort-
main) to take, purchase, possess, hold, and enjoy to

them and their successors a hall, and any messuages,

lands, tenements, or hereditaments whatsoever, the

yearly value of which, including the site of the said

hall, shall not exceed in the whole the sum of Three

Thousfiud Pounds, computing the same respectively

at the rack-rent which might have been had or got-

ten for the same respectively^t the time of the pur-

chase or acquisition thereof, and to act in all the

concerns of the said body politic and corporate, for

the purposes aforesaid, as fully and effectually to

to all intents, effects, constructions, and purposes

whatsoever, as any other of our liege siibjects, or

any other body politic or corporate, in our United

Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, not being

under any disability, might do in their respective

concerns.

And we do Hereby Grant our especial liccaseand

authority unto all and every person and persons

bodies, politic, and corporate (otherwise competent)

to grant, sell, alien, and convey in Mortmain unto,

and to the use of, the said Society, their successors,

all messuages, lands, tenements, or hereditaments

not exceeding such annual value as aforesaid.

And know ye further that in granting this our

Royal Cliarter to the said Royal Agricultural So-

ciety of England, we do hereby declare it to be our

full and entire will and pleasure that we extend our

royal protection to its national objects, under the

condition that a principle of its constitution shall be

the total exclusion of all questions at its meetings,

or in its proceedings, of a political tendency, or

having reference to measures pending, or to be
brought forward, in eit'ner of our Houses of Parlia-

ment, which no resolution, bye-law, or other enact-

ment of the said body, politic and corporate, shall

on any account or pretence whatever be at any
time allowed to infringe.

We further declare that the number of subscribers

of the said body politic and corporate shall be in-

definite, but classed according to their election or

rate of payment into governors and members, with

such individual privileges as shall appertain re-

spectively unto each, there being added to the

Society such honorary corresponding and foreign

members as may be found desirable for the promo-
tion of its several objects.

It is also our will and pleasure that there be three

general meetings of such governors and members
of the said Society held in each year, namely, two
of these general meetings in London, in the months

of May and December, and the other in such other

part of England or Wales as shall be deemed most
advantageous in time and place for the advance-

ment of the objects of the Society. We further

will and declare that at such general meeting in

London, to be held on the Twenty-second (or

.should that date fall on a Sunday, on the Twenty-
third) day of May ; the govenors and members
shall have full power to elect a president and coun-

cil, Avhich president and council although then duly

elected, shall, nevertheless, not come into ofrice

until after the day of the annual country meeting
next following, and shall then continue from that

day in their respective offices and appointments
for one year (more or less according to the

date of the next annual country meeting)
;

all vacancies occurring in such offices and a})-

pointments by resignation, death, or othei^wise,

to be filled up by election and the majority of

votes of the remaining members of such president

and council. That the council shall consist of one
president, twelve trustees, and twelve vice-presi-

dents, to he elected from the class of governors

only, and of fifty other members to Ije elected indis-

criminately from tlie governors and members of the

Society : That the president shall be an annual
officer of the Society, and not re-eligible to the

office of iiresident for three years. And further

that twenty-five of the fifty general members of

the council shall go (nit by rotation each year, but

may be re-elected.

We further will, declare and grant that such ge-

neral meeting in May shall have the full power and
privilege of electing the president, trustees, vice-

presidents, and other members of the council, from
the governors and members as aforesaid, and
that such president, trustees, vice-presidents, and
coimcil, shall be regulated in their proceedings by
such bye-laws as may and shall, from time to time,

be enacted by tliem conformably with the tenor of

these letters patent no established bye-law however
being in any case altered, or new one proposed, with-

out at least one month's notice of such intention

being given to each member of the council. Further

that such' president and council so elected shall have
the power both to appoint, and as they may think

fit to remote, one general secretary to the Society,

wJio will be responsible to them for the execution

and discharge of the various duties required of him
as defined from time to time by their bye-laws or

special resolutions. And we further ^^ill and declare

that the said body politic and corporate, may by him
as their secretary sue or be sued, contrac t or discharge

in their name and on their behalf.

We further will and declare it is oiir royal

pleasiu'e that the said Charles Duke of Rich-

mond shall be the first president of the said Royal
Agricultural Society of England, and that he, with

the said George Henry Duke of Grafton, John
Henry Duke of Rutland, George Granville Duke of

Sutherland, Arthur Blundell Sandys Trumbal Mar-
quess of Downsliire, John Charles Earl Spencer,

Robert Henry Clive, Sir Francis Lawley, Sir Thomas
Dyke Acland, Sir James Robert George Graham,
Henry Handley, and Joseph Neeld, shall be mem-
bers of the first council, any three or more of whom
shall hereby be invested with full power, being first

duly summoned to attend to appoint on or withhi

ten days preceeding or following the Twenty-fifth day

of the present month of March, such persons to be

trustees, vice-i^residents, council, governors, mem-
bers, honorary members, corresponding members,
and foreign members, as they shall respectively

tliink fit.
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And we further will^ grant find declare that the

the president and council shall have the sole ma-
nagement of the income and funds of the said body
15olitic aiid corporate, and also the entire manage-
ment and superintendence of all the other affairs

and concerns thereof, and shall, or may, but not in-

consistently with, or contrary to, the provisions of

this our charter or any existing bye-law, or the

laws or statutes of this our realm, do all such acts

and deeds as shall appear to them necessary or

essential to be done, for the purpose of can-ying

into eflect the objects and views of the said Royal
Agricultural Society of England.

In witness whereof we have caused these om" let-

ters to be made patent, witness ourself at our pa-

lace at Westminster tliis Twenty-sixth day of IMarch,

in the third year of our reign.

By writ of Privy Seal.
(Signed) EDMUNDS.

The Council named in the Charter having been

summoned by his Grace the Duke of Richmond,
held their tirst meeting at the apartments of the

society, in Cavendish-square, on Monday, the

30th of March- present, the Duke of Richmond in

the chair, the Duke of Sutherland, the lion. Robert
Henry CUve, M.P., the right hon. Sir James Gra-
ham, Bart., M.P., Henry Handley, Esq., M.P.,
Joseph Neeld, Esq., M.P.

Tlie Secretary proceeded, by direction of the

President, to read the Charter to the Council,

when an address to the Queen was moved, and
carried unanimously, thanking her Majesty for her

Royal Patronage, and for this permanent instance

of her gracious favour extended towards the objects

of the society.

The Council then proceeded, agreeably with the

powers vested in them by the Charter, to elect all

the Governors and Members of the English Agri-
cultural Society to be the Governors und Members
of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, the

former Committee of JManagement being elected by
them as the New Council of the chartered body.
The Baron Von Hertefeldt, President of the Ger-

man Agricultural Association, presented, in person,

an interesting collection of specimens of German
wools, along with some of the most important
printed papers connected with the great meeting
last Autumn at Potsdam.
The following new Members were elected :-—

Peacock, Thomas, Bishop-Auckland, Durham.
Is'asl), Wedd William, Roystoa, Cambridgeshire.
Oliver, William, Courtlands, near Arundel.
Cogan, S., Eastdean, near Chichester.
Foster, William, Wordsley House, near Stourbridge.
Hammond, Edward, Rymer House, near Thetford.
Gates, John, Illington, near Watton, Norfolk.
Clayden, William Carter, Linton, Cambridgeshire.
Barker, Rev. BenjamiD, Shipdham Rectory, Norfolk.
Parker, Rev. William Hooper, Saham Rectory, Nor-

folk.

Sandwich, the Earl of, Hinchingbrooke House, Hunt-
ingdon.

Veasey, James, Godmanchester, Huntingdon.
Veasey, Charles, Huntingdon.
Bryne, Rev. Augustus, Boldre Hill, near Lymington.
Boyles, Rev. Charles Gore, Euriton, near Petersfield.

Hawker, Admiral, Ashford, near Petersfield.

King, William, Godalmiag, Surrey.
Beevor, Sir Thomas B., Bart., Hargham Hall, near

Attleborough.
Collins, Henry, Oxford and Cambridge Club, Pall

Pall.

Manning, Frederick, Bredfield House, near Wood-
bridge.

Hemsworth, Henry D'Esterre, Shvopham Hall, near

Larlingford.

Mangles, Frederick, Down Farm, Compton, Guild-

ford.

Larratt, Daniel, Thurlby, Lincolnshire.

White, Thomas, Mims Hall, near South Mims.
Nash, Thomas, jun., Chesham, Bucks.
Longbourne, Wra. Thomas, Enfield, Middlesex.

Wren, William Weld, Eastwood- Bury, near Rochford.

Wren, William Weld, Solicitor and Secretary to the

Corn Exchange.
Burrougkes, Henry Negus, M.P., Burlingham Hall,

Norwich.
Foster, G. E., Cambridge.
Foster, Michael, Shelford, Cambridgeshire.

Simeon, Sir Richard, Bart., Swainston, Isle of Wight.
Landor, Henry Eyres, Warwick.
Ashwin, Thomas, Tower Hill, near Bidford.

Ford, Edmwnd Darby, Stratford-on-Avon.

Burman, William, Stratford-on-Avon.

Greaves, Richard, Shottery, near Stratford-on-Avon.

Matthews, Philip, Burton, near Ross, Herefordshire.

Alliogton, Rev. John, Little Barford, Bedfordshire.

Partridge, Henry Champion, Snare Hill, near Thetford.

Wright, Charles, Mattishall, Burgh, East Dereham.
West, John, St. Faith's, near Norwich.
Poittevin, J. H.J. ,20, Panton Street, Haymarket.
Hobgen, John, Fletchers, near Siddlesham.

Adams, John, Newark. Notts.

Burgoyne, Sir John, Bart., Sutton Park, near Biggles-

wade.
Musgrave, Sir George, Bart., Edenhall, near Penrithi

On Wednesday, April 1 , the Council again held a

meeting for the transaction of the ordinary busi-

ness
;
present, his Grace the Duke of Richmond in

the chair, the Earl of Euston, Lord Camoys,

Thomas Dyke Acland, Esq., M.P., David Barclay,

Esq., Thomas Raymond Barclay, Esq., Edw. Davies

Davenport, Esq., Jas. Dean, Esq., Humphrey Gibbs,

Esq., Stephen Grantham, Esq., Henry Handley,

Esq., M. P., William Fisher Hobbs, Esq., Sir Charles

Hulse, Bart., Robert Henry Hurst, Esq, M.P.,

Rev. Edmund C. Keene, John Kinder, Esq., William

Miles, Esq., M.P., William Woods Page, Esq., Sir

Robert Price, Bart., M.P., Philip Pusey, Esq., M.P.,

Francis Pym, Esq., the Rev. ^Y. L. Rham, M.A.,

William Shaw, Esq.

Reports were read from the Geological and
Finance Committees.
The Rev. Dr. Buckland, F.R.S., President of the

Geological Society, was elected an honorary mem-
ber of the society.

Mr. Murray; of Albemarle-street (Publisher to

the society), having communicated that the two
impressions of the first part of the Journal had been

sold off, the Council directed a new edition to be

prepared.

The Council adopted the plans of the Cambridge

committee, and resolved to offer the contracts for

the work to public competition.

On Saturday, the Veterinary and Journal Com-
mittees respectively held meetings.

At a Council held on Wednesday, April 8, present,H.

Handlev, Estj., M.P. in the Chair, His Grace the Duke
of Norfolk, Thomas Wm. Bramston, Esq., M.P.,
French Burke, Esq., Sir Samuel Crompton, Bart.,

M.P., Humphrey Gibbs, Esq., Robert Henry Hurst,

Esq., M.P., Sir Charles Lemon, Bart., M.P., William

Miles, Esq., M.P., Philip Pusey, Esq , M.P., the fol-

lowing new Members were elected:

—

Morgan, Robert, 41, West Smitlifield.

Marchant, Jonathan, 24, Wellington Terrace, Regent's
Park.

Finch, Charles, Cambridge.
Bryant, Joshua, Melton, near Woodbridge.
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Wood, Kev. J. P., Cressing', near Braiatrec.

Brewn, James, Colne Engain, near Halstead.
Marshall, Thomas, Cliappeil, near Colchester.

Worledgc, William, Greeting', near Stowmarket.
Swavesey, John Francis, Cainbridg-e.

Davis, William, Radwinter Hall, Essex.
Jeston, Thomas, Henley-on-Thames.
J3arclay, Denald, iMayfield, Sussf^x.

Ilidge. William, Stoneham, Lewes, Sussex.

Arckoll, William, Lang;ky, ^Vest Ham, Sussex.
Perkins, William, Haine, St. Lawrence.
Geard, Charles, Hitchin, Heits.

H. Hemin^lon Harris, Park Lodge, Cambridge.
Greene, Thomas, M.P., Whitting-ton Hall, Lancaster.
Clowes, Edmund, Warton, Lancaster.
Robinson. Rev. Sir Georg-e, liart., Cranford, near Ket-

terinsy.

Bouvcrie, Hoa. Philip Pleydell, Rrymore, near Bridge-
water.

Delano, William, Tottenham.
Cope, Sir John, Bart,, Bramshili, Hartfordbridg'e.

The Journal Committee presented the following'' Re-
port, which wsis adopted by the Council :

—
Model Experiments on Farjis.

" It appearing- to this Committee that forms of expe-
riments might occasionally be promulgated with advan-
tag-e, in order to their being adop'ed by sueii of our
members as may take an interest in the particular sub-
ject, they beg to lay before the Council the conditions
of an experiment on Swedes, which three of their Mem-
bers have undertaken to make, and in which others niny
possibly be disposed to concur.

Conditions

:

The variety to be the Purple-topped Swede.
The manure to be

—

1st. Bones, at 20 bushels par acre,

2nd. Poittevin's Disiafected Manure, at 24 bushels

per acre,*

3d. Dung, at 20 tons per acre.

(Cost of artificial manures to be stated.)

Distance of rows.— It is also i)roposed to try on each
lot the effect of a difference in the distance between the

rows. Distances to be tried, 18 inches, 22o inches, 27
inches, and 31

-j inches : the outside row' in each division

not to be taken into account, and not less than 600 feet

of oneer more rows to be weighed.
Time of sowing to be stated, and^ilso any (/('sense that

may occur.

A'lTRATF. or SouA.

The Committee also beg to express their wish that

any results of the application of Nitrate of Soda, which
they have reason to believe will be tried this year by a
Humber of our Members, may be communicated by
them to the Society ; as it is only by thus collecting a
body of facts drawn from various localities, that we
can hope to attain any accurate knowledge of the
effects of this new manure.

(Signed) Ph. Pusey,
Chairman.''

The following circular was received from the Veteri-

nary Committee, and a copy directed by the Council to

be transmitted to each Suljscriber of the Society :
—

THE PRESENT EPIDEMIC AMONG CATTLE.

This disease, like the epidemic or influenza among
horses during the spring of 1836, being in many in-

stances of a slight nature, the constitution does not
always suffer from fever, either of the typhus kind or of
an inflammatory character, and recovery takes place
without the administration or application of medicinal
agents. The attack does not always commence in the
same form, bat ultimately terminates in a general
disease of the same type and character ; in some ani-

mals it commences in the feet, between the claws, and
in others it appears to have begun in the mouth ; in

ethers a stiffness in the legs of the animals is first per-

* The cstablisliment lov proparing tliis roanMrt" not being
equal to meet Iho (iemaiid, a Compjiny liis lioen foimed for

the purpose of iBanufactiuing it upon a large scale.

ceived, as if treading upon thorns and briars ; then
follows a dischaige of saliva from the mouth, and a
champing of the lips, accompanied with blisters on the
tongue, palate, and lips ; the blisters peel off, loss of
appetite and general debility ensue.
As the disease appears occasionally to partake both

of inflammatory acticn, and also to assume the appear-
ance (if nejilected) of a lov/ fever, Professor Sewell, of
the Royal Veterinary College, recommends, in the first

place, strict attention to the regimen, dry and warm
lodging, fresh air, giving the cattle plenty of dry bed-
ding, and keeping Ihem clean.

From all the information received by the society, the
disease appears to commence with slight inflammatory
action, in which case the farmer should immediately
take measures to check its progress by the administra-
tion of sulphur combined with Epsom salts, or other
mild aperients, as castor oil, cold drawn linseed oil,

aloes, &c. ; and, should cough ordifficulty of breathing
denote an attack of fever, bleeding maybe resorted to,

but if the symptom* do not yield to thij. treatment, the
owner shouldimmcdiatcly apply to the mo«t experienced
veterinary surgeon in his neighbourhood ; and, if such
a one should not be at hand. Professor Sewell recom-
mends the following treatment :

—

Mouth, J'ongue, Palate, Lips and Throat,—
For the blisters of the mouth, &c., the most simple
remedy will be found to be a weak solution of sulphate
of copper (blue vitriol), in the proportion of one ounce
to a pint of water. This lotion will be found useful for

the blisters which appear in any other parts of the body,
excepting the feet, in which case poultices are preferable
as allaying the pain and inflammation. If sore -throat
attends the attack, apply a seton under the throat.
Feet.— Pare away that horny part of the hoof which

has become separated from the foot by the disease, and
then apply in the first instance, a warm poultice of
bran, oatmeal, or linseed me.-il, followed by the use of
fomentations of milk warm water, and continue this

treatment until the inflammatory symptoms are abated.
Then use the lotion above mentioned. In some cases
of foul ulceration, and the appearance of proud flesh,

apply a saturated solution of blue vitriol.

Remark,— The feet are found to do best by being left

unbandaged, and the animal should be allowed a
good bed of clean dry litter.

Teats and Udder.—These require the same appli-

cation of fomentations and lotion as in the case of the

feet.

Remark.—The milk should be drav/n three or four times

a day, to relieve the udder of that painful distension

which appears to cause the formation of milk abscess

( called Garget.) This abscess when formed, should
be fomented as before, opened with a lancet and
dressed with digestive or drawing ointment ; ab-
scesses in any other part of the body are to be like-

wise freely opened and treated with the same appli-

cations ; and in erery case, they ought to be
examined and cleaned twice a day.

Sores and Ulcers upon the Body or Limbs.—
To be washed with the saturated solution of blue

vitriol.

Lungs and Chest.—When the lungs appear to be
dffected, by shortness or difliculty of breathing, by
laborious heaving of the flank and quick pulse (from
sixty and upwards,) coldness of the horns, ears, and
muzzle, bleed from the neck according to the age, size,

and strength of the animal ; insert a seton in the dew-
lap near the chest.

Medicinal Treatment—Mild aperients, namely, either

4 ounces of sulphur in warm gruel, or half a pint of

cold drawn linseed eil alone, or 6 ounces of Epsom
salts, dissolved in a quart of warm water. When the

bowels are opened, give a cooling diuretic, such as

an ounce of saltpetre dissolved in a pint of warm
water.

Liver.— If a yellowness of the eyes and mouth, with

a confined state of the bowels, show the li«er to bo

affected, proper doses of Calomel should be administered

in conjunction with the aperient purgatives. One
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diacbia by weight of Calomel will be sufficient for a
dose.

Stomach jnd Bowels.—To correct acidity and
tendency to prutrescence in the food obstructed in the

stomacb and bowels, give one ounce of common pearl-

ashes, or washing soda dissolved in gTuel, to which is to

be added, halt an ounce ot powdered ginger, the whole
mixed with warm ale, and when much inward pain, or

uncomfortable feeliag be evinced by the aninriiiljOne

ounce by measure of laudanum may bo added. Should
irritation exist in the bowels, a? shown by the animal
shifting about, lying down, looking at the flanks, and
moaning, apply hot cloths to the under part of the belly,

and as soon as possible a blister f either in the form of

liquid or ointment).

Kidneys.—Should the urine appear tinged with

blood, denoting some affection of one or both kidneys,

apply hot fomentations to the back and loins, or a fre«h

sheep-skin with the inside placed upon the back of the

animul ; avoid all diuretic medicine, and give drink-

sparingly.

Generai. TnEATMENT,—A g'cneral rule cannot be

safely recommended, by vvhich to combat the disease

in all situations, the more vig'orous constitution of cows
in the country having been successfully treated by the

active depletion of bleeding and purgatives, which have,

en the contrdry, proved fatal in the plethoric but ener-

vated cows of the London dairies; but in every ease

too great a stress cannot be laid on the absolute necessity

ot the strictest cleanliness, and with regard to the diet,

mucilaginous drinks will always aid recovery, as oat-

meal, linseed (whole or bruised), starch ; either of these

being boiled with water into a thick gruel ; and the best

produce of the farm ought to be given ior the food of

the diseased animal. When the disease has been sub-

dued, leaving the animal in a weak state, a chalybeate

tonic will be found of much use, namely, an ounce of

sulphate of iron (commonly known in tiie country as

green copperas), dissolved in a pint of warm water,

twice a day. As the disease rapidly changes in its

character, it will be highly necessary to apply the

remedies in the earliest possible stage of the disorder.

jV.B. Sheep.—The foregoing treutinent applies

to sheep, taking into consideration the local cireum-
stnnces under which they are placed, care being taken

that the doses are moderate and suitable to sheep.

In addition to these remedies of Professor Sevvel],the

Committee would strongly recommend the disordered

animals to be kept apart from the other stock, as there

is much doubt whether the disease does not partake
both of an epidemic and infectious character.

Geological CoMiiixTEK.

A Meeting of the Geological Committee having been
held by invitation at the Apartments of the Geological

Society, Somerset House, Present : Philip Pusey, Esq.,

M.P. in the Chair, the Rev. Dr. Buckland, Sir Charles
Lemon, Bart., M.P., Sir Harry Vercey, Bart., M.P.,
R. I. Muichison, Esq., H. T. De la Beche, Esq., Rev.
W. L. Kham, and John Morton, Esq., the following
Surveys, to ascertain the connexion between the geo-
logical formations and the resulting agricultural pro-
duce, have been reported to the Council as being con-
templated during the present year, namely,

I. Survey of the country near Oxford, between the
Thames and the Hills of the White Horse, by the
Rev, Dr. Buckland, President of the Geological So-
ciety.

II. Survey of the Western portion of the Weald of
Sussex and the neighbouring hills, by Mr. Murchi-
son, Vice-President of the Geological Society.

III. Repoit of Glamorganshire, by Mr. De la Beche,
during his oificia] prosecution of the Ordnance Geo-
logical Survey, of which he is the Director.

A meeting of the committee appointed by the

Royal Agricultural Society of England, to make

arrangements for the meeting at Cambridge, in

July next, was held at the Bull Inn, in that

town, on Saturday, April 11. The Earl of Hard-
wicke took the chair. There were also present
Lord Braybrooke, II. G. Townley, Esq. M.P.,
J. ^V.Chiklers, Esq., M.P., the Mayor of Cam-
bridge, the Rev. Mr. Linton, Messrs. Pym,
Heales, Ilcndly, Gibbs, Witt, Grain, .Fun., Sliaw,
iiobbs, llanis, Bryant, Jonas, and Brewsliire. The
greatest anxiety was manifested by all parties to

assist ill promoting the objects of the society, and
making the necessary arrangements for the'forth-

coming meeting. A sub-committee was appointed
10 superintend the trial of implements winch will

take place upon the Tuesday, and Mr. Grain Jun.
made an oOer, in the name of his father, often acres
of land for the purpose, which offer was at once ac-
cepted. The Earl of Hardwicke, Messrs. Witt,
Bryant and Grain expressed their readiness to send
their teams and drivers to assist in the experiments;
and Mr. Ransome, who was present, undertook to
send men competent to use any of the implements
which it might be thought desirable to exhibit.
Mr. Erapson also very kindly ofl'ered barns and
grain in straw, for the trial of thrashing machines.
A sub-committee was appointed to make arrange-
ments for the accommodation of visitors, for a din-
ner at the lown-liali, on the Tuesday, and to pro-
cure an appropriate place for reading essays, or
giving lectures upon that day.

The names of several gentlemen were added to
the committee appointed to superintend the ariang-
mt'Dts of the cattle yard.

The committee inspected, and fixed upon the
site of the cattle yard in Parker's Piece. The
committee tl)en proceeded to Downing College,
where the dining room is to be erected, ""and calfed
upon the Master, in order to thank him for his
kindness in having so handsomiCiy ofiered ac-
commodation to the society, but found that he
was absent from Cambrido-e.

A deputation then proceeded lo wait upon the
\lce Chancellor, for the purpose of comniunicating
to him the proceedings of the Society, in reference
to the preparations for the Meeting.

The Earl of Hartjwicke explained to the Vice
Chancellor tiie object of the deputation in a per-
spicuous and impressive manner ; and there is no
reason to doubt but that the University, deeply
interested as it is in the success and prosperity of
Agriculture, will give every support in furtherance
of the arrangements of the Society,

The subject of a ploughing match was discussed
ijy the committee, and a strong desire manifested
to make the requisite arrangements, that being
the only present means of giving encouragement
to the agricultural labourer, but doubts havino-
been expressed as to the practicability of obtaining
land for the purpose, no steps were taken in the
matter. The subject was, however, afterwards
discussed by individual members, and tiie diffi-

culty overcome, Mr, Grain, Sen., having most
liberally and kindly offered any quantity "of land
that might be required, even if it were at a loss to

himself. We trust therefore that this, as it seems
to us, very desirable object will still be carried
into effect, the great obstacle being removed.

2 c
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At a Council held on Wednesday, April 15, present,

Edward Ayshford Sanford, Esq., IVI.P., in the Chair,
'I'homas Raymond Barker, Esq., French Burke, Esq.,
Colonel Chailoner, E. D- Davenport, Esq., .Tames

Dean, Esq., J. J. Farquharson, Esq., Hiimphrey
Gibbs, Esq., Edward Greathead, Esq., William Fisher

Hobbs, Esq,, W. Woods Page, Esq., R,ev. W. L.
Rham, William Shaw, Esq.

—

Earl De Lawarr, Viscount Castlereag-h, M.P., and
Colonel Austen, were elected Governors, and the fol-

lowing gentlemen Members of the Society :

—

Ciutterbuck, Robert, Twyford House, Winchester.
Paget, Arthur, Thorpe Satchville, iMelton MovTbray.
Vernon, Graaville Harcourt, M.P., The Grove, East

Retford.
Say, John Gooddall, Green Tey, Coggeshall.
Gaskell, Wm. Pei-in, Cheltenham.
Cottingham, John Hardwicke, Chesterfield, Derbyshire.
Blunt, Francis Scawcn, Crabbet Park, Crawley, Sussex.
Matson, Edward, Long Hedge Farm, Battersea Fields.
jongue, William, Comberford, Tam worth,
Cheaile, William, Stutely, Fazeley.

Dennob, John, Dunton House, Fazeley.
Pratt, Edward, Candvv-ell, Burton-on-Trent.

In consequence of the numerous applications for

copies of the circular respecting the epidemic among
cattle, &c., a further impression was oniered to be
printed off.

At a Council held on Wednesday, April 22, present
Thomas Raymond Barker, Esq. in tlie Chair, the Earl
of Euston, J. Raymond Barker, Esq., French Barker,
Esq., James Dean, Esq., Humphrey Gibbs, Esq., the
Rev. W. L. Rham, William Shaw, Esq., Charles Taw-
ney, Esq.
Henry Perkins, Esq., of Hanv.-orth Park, was elected

a Life Governor ; Colonel George Wyndham, of Pet-
worth House, a Governor, and the following gentle-
mea Members of the Society;

Dennett, Mullens, Lodsworth, Midhurst, Sussex.
B<=art, Robert, Godmanchester, Huatingdoashire.
Seaman, B. C. P.,Rotherby, Leicestershire.

Coape, Henry C., Maldon, Essex.
Folkes, Sir William B,, Bart., F.R.S., Hiliington Hall,

near Lynn.
Coldham, Henry W., Anmer, near Lynn,
Musket, Charles, Hersfield Hall, Diss, Norfolk.
Wrymore, Charles, Troston, Bury St. Edmunds.
Grant .John, Lcighton Buzzard, Bedfordshire.
Hanford, Edward, Woollas Hall, Pershore, Worces-

tershire.

Curtis, John, West Rudham, Norfolk.
DLxon, T. G., ditto ditto.

Gunning, Henry, Cambridge.
Le Jeune, Henry, West Fields, near St. Albaa's.
Willshire, T., Park Bury, ditto.

Gomme, John, St. Julian's, ditto.

Simpson, Richard, Mellor Lodge, near Stockport.
Salter, Thomas, Attleborough, Norfolk,
Goodwin, Edmund, Harlow, Esse.^.

Bailey, Charles, 6, Berkeley-place, Cheltenham.
Dove, Lionel, Ulverstone Hall, Debenham, Suffolk,
Sherwood, Richard, Chaddleworth, near Wantage.
Ciutterbuck, Thomas, Harden Huish, near Chip-
penham.

Poppy, Charles, Witnesham, near Ipswich.
Dadds, James, Wingham, Kent.
Glascock, Josiah, Castle Hedinghanj, near Halslead,

Essex.
Sewell, Thomas F., Colne Engrain, Esse.\.
Firmin, William, ditto ditto.

Franklin, Robert, The Park, Thaxtead, Essex.
Nutter, James, Cambridge.
Andrews, Michael, Ardoyne, near Belfast.

Votes of thanks were received from the Grove
Ferry Farmer's Club in Kent, and the Hadleigh
Farmer's Club in Suffolk, in reference to the Circular
on the Epidemic in Cattle, issued by the Society, which
along with the numerous communications received on
the same subject were referred to the Veterinary
Committee,

I'he model of the new drill to be attached to a plough,
and presented to the Society by Mr. Mac' Mahon, of

Addlestone, in Kent, as the invention of his labourer

James Standing, was examined by the members
present.

Ca:\iiiridge Committel^
\Ve have already stated that none of the plans

originally sent in for the Cambridge Dining Hall and
cattle-yard, were found suitable for the purposes of the

meeting under the altered conditions for accommodation,
the plan finally ndopted being gradually made available

for objects of the Committee by repeated adaptation

and discussion of the points proposed ; the wishes of the

Committee being most ably and efficiently seconded
and carried out by the talents and experience of Mr.
Dean, one of their members. All the original plans

exhibited mucii ingenuity in their construction, and the

Committee have awarded the premiums to the three

following gentlemen.
Mr. John Smith, of Cambridge.
Mr. Granger, of SaftVon Walden, and
Mr. James Hunter, jun., of Belvedere Iload.
The contract for the wsrk has been taken by Mr.

Henry Manning, of Holborn, the long-established

colonial outfitter of portable edihces.

THE ANALYSIS OF SOILS

lACILITATKD BY AN ALGEBRAICAL
PROCESS.

By Dr. AVilkinson, of B.ith.

It is easy to demonstrate on algebraical principles

the constituent proportions of different compounds,
with very little analytical research. Supposing a

dried earthy mass has been ascertained to consist of

silex, alumina, the carbonates of lime and of mag-
nesia, and to weigh '2 10 grains ; the three earths

ars converted into nitrates bv nitric acid ; the silex

is at the bottom and easily separated, say 40 grains,

leaving 200 for the other three earths. The solution

divided into two equal portions, one portion con-

verted into sulphates by the sulphuric acid and both

evaporated to dryness, and their products multiplied

by 2, let the nitrates be found equal to -114.5 grains,

and the three earths in the state of sulphates 338
grains. Let the equivalents for lime, as a carbonate,

a sulphate, and a nitrate, be expressed by a, b, c ;

the same of magnesia bv d, e, f ; and for alumina,

also as a nitrate and a sulphate, by g, h, i. Let the

w^eight ot the mass = k ; of the nitrate m, and the

sulphate n. Let x be the quantity of alumina, y the

carbonate of lime, and z the carbonate of magnesia,

we have the t'ollowins' equations :—

-

x-fy + z==200;!^4.1^+f!' m.

and + 7
bz

which, oa resolution, x, the alumina is =^00.4; y
carbonate of lime = 53.3 ; and z the carbonate of

magnesia = 116,3,. making up with the silex 240.

If only two ingredients, the process is necessarily

more simple.

ON THE INUTILITY OF CUTTING
TURNIPS FOR SHEEP.

Sir,— In answer to your correspondent's in-

quiry, I beg to say that my letter objecting to the

cutting of turnips, for sheep is founded upon the

result of experience. Your obedient servant,

h> Jackson.
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AGRICULTURAL Rii

GT-NFRAT AfiR If'TTr TUR AT T^FPOTRT A STATEMENT and COMPARISON of the SUP-
OJ.I\±.KAL AbHlLULlUKAL Kbl^UKl

pLlES and PRICES of FAT STOCK, exhibited
FOR APRIL. and sold iu Smithfiei.d Cattle Market, on

T» , . u- .^ p 11 < o-„„„ Monday, April 29, 1839, and Monday, April 27, 1840.
It has oeen a subject ot "eneial observation, since " ^^ ' ,, , ,, ^,

,
•* °

, , , ,
At per Qlbs. to sink the offals.

the date ot our last report, that the past month has .

^.jj ^g jggg_ ^ .;j 27^ j840.

been decidedly tlie most favourable, not only to out- s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

door farm operatioBS, in all parts of Enoland, but to Coarse & inferior Beasts 2 4to2 6.. 2 10to3

,, , , c . .• *i f e Second quality do 2 8 2 10 ..3 2 3 6
the steady progression of vegetation, the former of

p^ime large Oxen 3 4 3 6.. 3 8 3 10

which have been, notwithstanding their extreme Prime Scots, &c. .... .. 3 10 4 2 ,. 4 4 4

backwardness some time since, arising- from the Coarse & inferior Sheep 36 3 10.. 3 32
.,.,,. . , ,

.. i-ii: Second quality do 4 44.3 4 ob
prevailing deluging rains, and the consequent difS-

primecoarsevvoolleddo. 4 6.4 10.. 3 8 3 10

cullies experienced in getting on the land, together Prime Southdown do.. 50 52,42 46
with the extreme caution necessary at periods when Lambs 6 7 0.. 6 7

.1 •, . , , , , ^ J -u •
. o. Larse coarse Calves ,,4 4 10,. 4 4 5 4

the soil IS completely saturated with moisture, cai- p^me small ditto. .... 5 5 6., 5 6 58
ried on with an activity hitherto unknown; in fact. Large Hoi;s. 40 48..40 46
we may safely venture to assert, without the least Neat small Porkers .,5 5 2 .. 4 8 4 10

fear of contradiction, from those conversant in such ^^''^''''''^^'
,„„„ . •, .^^ ,o^.->

. , , . . April 29, 1839. Apnl 27, 1840.

matters, that agricultural operations are quite as ggasts 2,800 2,442

forward as at any previous corresponding period of Sheep and Lambs.... 20,420 20,630

the year. Calves 190 88
*

-y •
. Pi„S 500 480

The accounts which Lave reached us, from our °,' .'"V**V 1 1. j * *„ at„.„„„»^
The arrivals of slaughtered meat up to Jx'ewgate

numerous correspondents in various quarters, rela-
^^^ Leadenhall markets, have consisted of 320 car-

tive to the young wheat plants, are highly satisfac- casses of beef, 2,100 do. of mutton, 110 do. of veal,

tory, and fully bear out the observations which we and 1,156 do. of pork.

have, from time to time, submitted to our readers

;

whilst we trust tiiat our wishes, relative to the EAST SUFFOLK.
realization of excellent crops of all kinds of the , ,, 1 -? i j- . „„a,«„ »,o^„ „„.».

. ^ ^ A few weeks of dry irosty weather have com-
soil s productions, will be realized. Should the

pje^ely removed all the evil anticipations in which
atmosphere continue genial, and no unforeseen cir- the farmer had indulged, from the effects which it

cumstance occur, not the least doubt is entertained was probable the wetness of the previous quarter

of such beino- the case. would have on the lands in preparation for barley.

„,, \ °t.7 ^ A 1 c ! ) .1 • r After such a season it might reasonably be expected
Ihrouo-hout Ireland and Scotland, the sowing ov ^^ •^"=' =

, , .
° e, „ .,„i.i„ „,„f^ f„„.° ' ° that they would be m a very unfavourable state tor

most kinds of corn has been brought to a pretty
^j^g reception of that grain. Providentially, how-

general conclusion, even in the most backward dis- ever, these fears have proved entirely erroneous, and

tricts, and grain plants are represented as tillering the land has never worked in a more kindly manner,

extremely well, and as promising an abundant ge- and that grain has never been deposited in a finer

, "
I tilth of soil, or in a more lavourable manner than has

neral growtu.
^^^^ ^j^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^j^j^ present season. A larger

Although the supplies of wheat, brought forward breadth was sown earlier than usual, especially on
in our provinces, have been on a very moderate, in the stronger soils ; these went in in excellent order,

some instances limited, scale, the demand, for even they are now well up, and present a finer braird thiin

the finest qualities, has been in a sluggish state, and could have been expected from the prevailing cold-

,, \ , n- 1
1 T r r c . ness of the weather. The sowing of the lighter lands

the currencies have snflered a decline of from 2s. to
.^ ^,^^ ^^^^^^^ completed, except on those where food

5s. per quarter. Malting barley has tolerably well f^j. gj^^gp ^y gtin remaining. For the last few days,

maintained its position ; but grinding and distilling owing to the dryness of the weather, they have not

sorts have had a downward tendency. In oats, gone in so well as they did previously ;
they have

beans, and peas, scarcely any variation worthy of «"t worked so kindly, especially where they Lave
' ,, ' . 1- 1 . ^ ^u wi been much trodden and wetted. For the small

comment. We regret exceedingly to assert that the
^^^^^^^ ^^.jj remaining unsown rain is necessary

epidemic is still raging, in all Us forms, amongst
|,efore it can possibly be put in to advantage. The

the cattle, which have sufiered severely from its young wheats were, in the months of February and

eflects, and great losses havo been in consequence March, much afl^cted (greatly in the vicinity of the

exnerienced coast) by the cold northerly and easterly winds, and
' '^, . ,' . . , , , did not then look so forward as they did at Christ-
The following is our usual statement of the sup-

^^^^ ^j^^^ ^^^ ^^^ springing again, looking ex-

plies and prices of fat stock, exhibited and sold in ceedinoly well, aiid of a beautiful colour
;
generall)',

Smithfield Cattle Market during the month. they are an excellent plant, and as an average

The supplies have been composed of 13,020 beasts, breadth was here planted at the proper season, and

iinrynn v J 1 u ^fr, 1 A o i An the soil in a highly mellowed State, there IS nothing
110,000 sheep and lambs, 670 calves, and 2,140 . , . ,. ^ . ^ °,

, a? j i f„_ „„f;«,„„,.,v.^.',.,', , , /. „ • in this district which affords ground for anticipating
pigs ; whilst the prices have been as follow, viz. :—

^^^ ^^^^^ ^.^g^H (-ghouid not an unfavourable season

Beef from 3s. to 4s. 4d. ; mutton, 3s. 4d. to 4s. 6d.

;

intervene) than an abundant crof at 'be ensuing

lamb, 6s. to 7s. ; veal, 4s. 8d. to 5s. 8d. ; and pork, harvest. Present appearances fully "Jvarfant such an

4s. to 4s. 8d. per 81bs. to sink the offals. expectation. Beans were not put in so well as usual

;

2 c 2
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tte Innd was too dry for tbem, especiall}' wbfn the

dibble was used, tbey were a long time getting- up;
and tbe above circumstance bas certainly injured

the plant. I'lie clovers and grtisses are very back-
ward, and more moisture is necessary for tbem be-

fore tbey will sprine. Keep is becoming very scarce,

owing in some degree to tbe circumstance of tbe

farmers bolding back tbeir fit cattle (as long as they
possibly can) from Smitbfield, where tbe prices

tave not been hitherto sufficiently remunerating.
Tbe high prices at which the beasts were bought in,

and also of artificial food, will, ii is to be feared,

cause no slight losses on tbe score of grazing.

Should tbe present exorbitant prices of lean cattle

long continue, tbe farmers of this district, who have
liitberto depended almost entirely on extraneous
breeders, will be compelled, iu some degree, to adopt
a system of rearing for themselves; and where that

is the case, such is tbe energy of the agriculturists,

that tbe county of Suifolk will not be far behind
other couniies in tbe possession of an improved
breed of cattle. The lambing season is nearly over;
the fall has been great, and tbe weather has been in

tbeir favour; but on some farms there has been a

considerable loss of ewes. On dry soils the flocks

do not appear to have suffered much from tlie late

wet season, but some of tbe young sheep, especially

where tbe lands are not particularly sound, are re-

ported to be afrected from that cause. Hoggets are

a slow sale, from tbe scaicity of keep. 1'he pre-

vailing epidemic is but little abated, and many yards
of cattle are now suffering from it ; they appear to

have it more favourably as the season advances.
Barley is nearly all out of tbe hands of tbe grower :

prices were on the advance about a month back, but
the London brewers having resolved to discontinue
their purchases for the malting, they are now on the

decline.—April 16.

DERBYSHIRE.
Throughout tbe month of March we had a suc-

cession of cold frosty dry weather, which was jire-

ceiJed by the longest continuation of wet weather
ever remembered by our oldest neighbours, having
commenced about the second week in June, and
continued till the close of February in this year,

being nine months, not having within that period
more than four fair days consecutively; but about
the latter period severe frosts prevailed, so much so

as to stop tbe plough, the farmers taking advanta2;e

of the frost to cart the remaining manure and com-
post upon the land. We never recollect the spring-
sowing to hav^ been better performed, owing more
particularly to tbe pulverized state of tbe L'nd from
the late frosts, tbe seed having gone in as " fine as a
garden." 'J he dry weather continued up to tbe 6th
of April, when we bad some severe storms, and on
Saturday and Sunday, tbe lltb, and 12th, we liad

Eaild rain and warm weather, which has jiroduced a

wonderful change in the vegetable world, and we
have now a prospect of an early spring. A con-
siderable portion of the wheat sown at Michaelmas
is improved in appearance, and where there is

plenty of root, is looking exceedingly well, but this

is by no means universal, for there is much which
is short of root ; in fact, we know of some instances
where tbe land has been ploughed and sown with
spring corn ; this, coupled with a less quantity
sown, will no doubt make ibis grain scarce, for

though a large breadth ef land has been sown with
wheat during tbe last month, we cannot calculate
apon an average crop ; under such circumstances,
great doubts exist whether it will in due season

airive at perfection, it often being blighted,
shrivelled, and fit fornotbing but the poultry, Oats
have been got in some time, and some of tlie barley,

but in tbe north-eastern part of the couiitv, upon
tbe lime-stone soils, the plough is at a stand-still for

want of rain on the land, on whieb the turnips have
been eat off with sheep. The turnips have been
finished some time; some of our neighbours who
are considerable growers liave not had a turnip this

month past : our opinion is, there is not a good
stock of bay in the country, it is now worth 61. per

ton in our county town. Fat stock still keeps its

price, good beef being worth 8s per stone, and
mutton from t^d. to 7d. per lb. and veal as much.
Tbtre has been a tolerable demand for store stock at

our markets of late, especially sheep, when we take

into consideration the difference in tbe price of
wool, from what it was this time last year. There
is very little animation in tbe wheat tr»de, it being
worth in our Derbyshire markets from 20s. to 'i5s.

per load of three bushels. This is a loijiug business

for farmers, for we firmly believe, to take the county
through, the yield is not more than from I'i to 15

bushels per acre; in fact, tlie yield has been frcm
five to seven bushels less than the usual average.

Oats yield as well as was expected, but a great many
were stained, so as to be unfit for niealiRg. Oats
are now dear: a few weeks ago r, e saw oats sold in

Chesterfield market at 36s. per qr., of 'J4 stones,

but this rise in the price of oats in this locality m:iy

be partly accounted for by this grain not ari'iving

at maturity in tbe Peak of Derbyshire, tbe farmers

out of that neighbourhood attending Chesterfield

market for tbe jjurcliase of early seed. Cheese at

our late markets is rather reduced in price, at the

last Derby fair it was from 57s. to 60s. per cwt.,

blend milk about 10s. per cv.-t. below that price.

We have seldom seen the land in such a state of

forwardness as it now is. Turnip and potato fallows

have leen dressed three, and, in some instances,

four times, and the summer fallows are cross-

ploughed, and should tbe present weather continue,

no opportunity vi'ill be lost by the active farmer iu

continuing his operations thereon. We regret to see

the majority of 147 last year on the corn law question

reduced to 119 this year, though perhaps if tbe
division bad been on the real question at issue a

different result might have heen the consequence.

—

April 14.

EAST CUMBERLAND.
If tbe results of the harvest are at all to be esti-

mated by the spring, the prospects of the succeeding
one must be most cheering ; for a more propitious

spring than the present is not remen-ibered, nor in-

deed could be well wished for. Tbe great quantity

of rain that fell at the commencement of tbe year
was succeeded by a sharp frost, with very little

snow. This continued during the latter end of

February and the beginning of March, very severe at

night, and^ succeeded bv a clear sky, and hot sun
during the day, the combined effects of which it was
feared would have a destructive effect upon tbe

wheat plant, especially upon light black-topped soil.

These fears would probably have been realized had
the frost been accompanied or succeeded bv a stiff,

dry, cold, and continued east wind ; but happily

this was not tbe case, and scarcely a complaint hid
been heard of any damage being done to it by the

frost. It appeared very yellow and sickly, but soon
revived after the weather changed, and seldom, if

ever, looked more promising than it does at present.

The autumn and winter were favourable for getting
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it in ; and though the fallows were in a bad state,

owing to the wet summer, yet, takino- into account

tho quantity (quite an average) put in, and present

apiiearance, there is so far good ground to predict

favourably as to the result. The long continued

frost naturally made the land extremely friable, and

its being succeeded by very liti:le rain, rendered it

extremely favourable for getting in the spiing corn,

which operation has been eftr-cted under extremely

favourable circumstances. There could not be a

more favourable time for cleaning and prejvaring the

land for potatoes, turnips, &c., it being sufficiently

dry for tiie purpose, without being so much so as to

render the task a diiiicuU one, w^here the soil was
rather stiff and tenacious. 'J'here has occasional!)^

been slight i-efreshing showers, without even be ng so

much as to stop or impede out-door labour ; and for

a few days back it has been warm and genial, with-

out ever bring cold at night. This, as might be ex-

pected, has had a favourable effect upon vegetation,

and tlie fields look as fresh and green as they did a

month aftar this last year. This is a fortunate cir-

cumstance for man}', as the fodder is scai'ce ; and
had the season been a late instead of an earlv one,

it v/ould have told severely. It can hardly bo ex-

pected tiiat the present tii.ie weather should continue;

but it io not only favourable in the mean time, but

will give tiie grass such a start, that it will not be

so easily overtaken. The grain markets have been

very well supplied, indeed quite equal to the d(^-

mand. Although there is not much more than half

the quantity of wheat exposed for sale that there

used to be, yet there is as much, generally, as can be

disposed of. There lias been little variation in price

for some vi-eeks back. Much the same may be said

of barley. Oats have been in best demand; and
though the supply at market has been rather large,

there were always plenty of customers ibr all that

appeared. During the latter end of March they were
bought up for seed, and good samples realized an

advance in price, som.e fetcliins; as far as 37s. a qr.

But the last two weeks the market has been a good
deal flatter, owing to the demand fjr seed being over,

and the price has in consequence receded. Fat, both

beef and mutton, continue scarce and dear. Lean
grazing cattle are also in good demand, and fetch

liigb prices, whicli m'y be expected to rather im-

prove, should the present favourable weather con-

tinue. Som.e farmers have suffered in their sheep

from rot ; but upon the whole, it has hnrdlv been
so est>-nsively' felt this year as last. With the ex-

ception of the wet weather during January and the

beginning of Februarv, the season was favourable

for sheep upon turnips. The great bulk of them has

gone to market; and though the price of turnijis was
higher than in ordin;iry years, yet, from the high

price of mutton, the speculation must have been re-

munerating. The season for curing bacon is about

a close ; and the general price of pork was from 3d.

to dd. per stone lower than last year. Live pigs

have been selling at high prices ; those at eight or

nine weeks old have been selling from 14s. to

20s. a piece. There has been a large and regular

supply of stots, from three to four months old, from
Ireland, many of which went by railway to Newcastle.

In the midst of the outcry of want of employment
and low wages, for operative manufacturers, especi-

ally weavers, whose case is a hard one, and it is to

befeared that it is almost equally hopeless as hard

—

it is g'atifying that the agricultural labourers are so

fully employed ; and it is equally gratifying to know-
that the beneficial effects of much of their labour will

he felt for years to come. This applies to draining,

and much has been done durins; the winter. All the

tile-yaids were cleared early in the season, and they

have all, or nearly all, been buried in the ground
;

and what has been made hitherto this season have
been carted away as soon as they were burned : thus

not only affording emidoyment for hundreds at the

present time, but increasing the produce of the

earth, and the means of employment and support for

numbers in years to ccrae.—April 15.

OXFORDSHIRE.
Our report has been long delayed, f<;r since the

great change in the weather, every hour has been of

more importance than usual, even at this season

when there is generally plenty of work for the

farmer. In speaking of the wonderful change we
cannothelp exclaiming, " What hath God wrought!"
Moreover, we consider it may be compared to ibe

sudden transition experienced in Samaria, when
Elisha prophesied plenty in the midst of the siege

and famine, when the unbelieving lord said, " if the

Lord would make windows in heaven might this

thing be." We have all more or less manifested

this unbelieving spirit, and had pictured to ourselves

a most severe and laborious time to put in the seed,

both for horses and men, besides the prospect of an
indifferent crop at best, and probably a bad one.

But what do we now behold 1 the spring corn put

in under the most favourable circumstances, and at

the least possible expense of team and manual
labour, the important work being nearly completed.

The land missed sowing wiih wheat in the autumn,
was commenced drilling about the 19th or 20th of

February; and although it remained buried in the

earth about seven weeks, yet we are happy to report

it is coming up as well or better than we ever ex-

pected ; nevertheless, we are sorry to report many
fields of wheat are greatly wanting in plant; while

others are being ploughed for barley, many have had
spring wheat dibbled and drilled in the vacant

patches; all tilings considered (however favourable

here and there a tield may look) it is too much to

expect an average crop of wheat next harvest. If

we are favoured with suitable weather in" the

critical season of blooming, it will, in some degree,

assist to make up the deficiency in quantity bu the

qualitii, it will have the advantage of being well hoed,

and it is probable the crop will be cleaner from filth

than usual, which will help the defect. It is almost

superfluous to add, that all the spring seeds taving

been put in so well, we may re-isonably expect an

abundant crop. The frosty nights keep the grass back-

ward, and a vast quantity of hay has been spenr the

last three months, but it can still be bought at 4/. or

four guine^ts per ton. for the best. Corn and meat
markets are very flat just now, and both articles

lower. Store pigs are also selling very low.

Potatoes have advanced, being worth from 6s. to 7s.

per sack of three nine gallon bushels. Labourers

have been well employed at from 10s. to lis. per

week, and we are disgusted at the erroneous state-

ment made in a certain house respecting farm=

labourers' wages.—April 17.

WORCESTERSHIRE.
I have delayed giving the monthly report a fortnight

later than the usual time in order that the result of the

seed time might be included. We have had a remark-
ably fine time for sowing all descriptions of grain, and
the condition of land could not be better. Thiif has
caused the farmers to be verv busy at home, and conse-
quenilyihe markets have been thinly attended, and
prices until last week kept rising—the prospect being
so favourable, and all field operatioas concluded, the
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farmers now fully supply the markets, which caused a
decline on wheat, last week, of full Is. 6d. per bag

;

the value now is fi-om 9s. to 9s. 6d. per 621bs., red, and
9s. 6d. to 9s, lOd. for white. Maltiog barley is in good
supply, aad worth 5s. Sd. to 6s. ; imperial seed barley
has ranged from 48. 6d. to 5s. 4d. : imperial grinjins
nomiQal. Old beans are very scarce, but the new are
now getting into good dry coDdition, and supply the
place of old for most purposes. Old are worth 21s.,
and new iSs. to 19?. per tea score, at Worcester, Oats

have met a good sale and great consumption, from the
fact of beans being so high. They are now on the rise,

and fetch 15s. to 16s. per eight scoie, Eag:livh and Irish,
and for mealing qualities. Is, per bag more is realized.
Grey peas are very scarce, and worth 6s. to 6s. Gd. im-
perial, W'hilst white are unsaleable. Vetches sell as
high as lOs. 6d. to lis. imperial, for anything of fine

quality. The }air< held in this couaty lately have been
well attended, and every descripiion of horses and
cattle fetch high relative prices.—Sewdley, April 20.

AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE, FAIRS, &c.

CAMBRIDGE FAIR,-There was a much better
show both of beasts and sheep than mijj-ht have been
expected, considering- the disease now prevalent among
them, 'i'his also prevented many purchases beins' made,
farmers and others being chary of introduoing amoH^-
their flocks and herds strange animal?, who mighV.
infect them. The shortness of the feed too, tended to
diminish the the number of buyers. What business,
however, was done, was done at good prices. There
were about 2,500 sheep penned, being abowi iwo-lhirds
of the number last year, and some fetched 40s. each,
Mr,Thurnairs lambs were justly admired. There were
about 300 horses, and the trade wa-' brisk. The aumber of
cows was about 200, among themsome beautiful Alder-
iieys, some of which fetched 15/. each. There were aha a
few beasts sent. In the afternoon i\Ir. VV. Tiiurnal! pre-
sided over a numerous party ot the principal yeomanrv
of the caunty, at a dinner at the Red Lion Inu. A fevv
public toasts were afterwards given, and it was an-
nounced that the members of the Farmers' Association
had agreed, in order to encourage the wool fair, to pre-
sent the most extensive wool buyer with a cup valued at
20 guineas, and the second with one of 10 guineas.—
Cambri'l p,e Chnniicle.

.
LINCOLN APRIL FAIR.—This grctU fair, which

IS generally understood to commence on the Monday in
the last week in April, produces some ot the lirst-rate
horses, and is attended by almost all buyers of any note
lu the country, amongst whom we generally find tiie
names of Elmore, Dyson, Eartlett, "Knight, Burford.
Cox, and others of great respectability. The number of
horses of the best quality is certainly not so large tliis

year «s usual, but connoisseurs give it as their opinion,
that l)etter horses are seldom seen. The buyers areverv
anxious, cansequently high prices are obtained. As
early as Saturday last the fair bMd commenced, and some
excellent horses were disposed of. Mr. Wh'itlam, as
usual, brought a string of 14 prime hor:es, which were
sold to Mr. Dyson, and realized nearly 2000/., and we
have heard ot other purchases at equally high prices.
On Monday there was very little Isusile in the streets,
but a great deal of business was done in the stables and
yard

; the demand was great for good horses, and seve-
ral of the superior kind sold at 120/. to 150/., and some
few a,s high as 200/. each. On Tuesday the streets pre-
sentect-a busy appearance, and numbers of horse-ri were
to be seen

; the streets were also thronged with stran-
gers, ciiiefly dealers ; good horses were much in demand
and (etched high prices; draught horses of the better
sort met with a ready sale at remuneraiing prices ; buy-
ers of inhu-ioranimais were shy, and little business was
'|""e. Horses of all descriptions filled the streets on
Wednesday, and those of a good quality were as much
IB request as on the previous days; good c;irt horses
and ponies met with a bri^k .sale. Buyers throughout
the fair have been very keen, and the demand for good
hor'.es by tar exceeded the ^upplv,
STRA.1TOW GREAT MARKET.-The number

ot cattle on Tuesday last was but limited, and late
prices barely maintained, fat bullocks and sheep were
in very short supply, and sold rather more freely th;«i
lean stock, but it was a dull affair altogether ; the few
purcha.sers from a distance in attendance did not ap-
pear at all anxious to do business, and but few bargains

were consequently made. The surpassingly beautiful

weather, enlivened by occasional showers, which has
prevailed for the last ten days, has done much to im-
prove the face of nature. The early sown Wheats are
now thriving beyond conception, and except in a fevv

instances, on our light soils, where the worm is at its

destructive ravages, looks as if progressing to a plentiful

harvest. The cold nights of the last month retarded the

growth of grasses of all descriptions, and notwithstand-
ing the very general warmth of the last week or two,
sufficient time has scarcely yet been afforded it to put
on its wonted strength and vigour, which, however, a
continuance of fine weather will soon enable it to do.

^ SLEAFORD FAIR.—The supply of both Beastsand
Slieep wa.s small ; store Bea^is were selling at high
prices, whilst fat Beef realised from 7s. lo 7s. 6d. per
stone. Sheep sold well at improved prices; a few
wether hogs were sold by Mr. E. Emerson, of Timber-
land, at the advance price of 57s. per head, which vvas

the theme of general admiration amongst the breeders
and graziers in general.

HUN riNGDON.—The annual fair was larger, both
in stock and company, than it has been for many years

past, and business to a much greater extent was trans-

acted with more spirit, both on ihe part of buyers and
sellers, than is usually exhibited at this fair. Notwith-
standing the scarcity of grass, sheep maintained high
prices, and many of the pens met with ready buyers.

There Neve, a few clipped sheep exhibited, and some be-

longinjr to Henry Waller, Esq., of Buckden, attracted

attention by their fine condition and symmetry. Hordes
were in great lequest, and were eagerly boug'ht by the

dealers at iiigh prices, almost before liiey entered the

fail'. The cow kind were not numerous, aad were, v.e

undergtood all sold at prices which the late epidemic
among tlie cattle has somewhat increased. On the
whole we were glad to see the fair so much improved,
and hope it augurs better things for the future.

DEVIZES SPRING FAIR was smaller than usaal.

The sunply of both cattle and sheep was very ruoderate;

high prices were demanded, but fiom a general indis-

position to purcliasc but little business was done. The
horses were of a very inferior description, and very few
sales were effected.

SELBY EASTER FAI R.—The quantity of cattle at

this fair, on Tuesday last, was rather more than the

average supply, and the selling good. Fat reached
very high prices, and generally whatever was iu tole-

rable demand obtained remarkably good prices* There
was in the .i^.orse fair the usual di-play «f indifferei.t

horses, and of this part of the general fair the least said

the better.

—

Dtmcaster Gazelle.

WORCES I'ER FAIR.—'I'his fair was well supplied
with beef, stock, and sheep, for the season of the year.

The large supply of beef was owing, in a grea; measure,
to the crop of turnips being consumed, and ihe price of
flour being so high as to induce the farmers to send
their beasts to m:.irket instead of feeding them upon it.

Sheep fetched from 6d. to 6^d, per lb., in the wool 7d.
to IkA. Dried Sheep were much sought after, as were
also good couples. Sheep were grencraily at the above
prices, and met with a ready sale. ]\Iost of the beef
wa.s sold, but not on such good terms as was expected
in the early part of the morning., prices being from 6d
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to 6Jd. Horses were much inquired after, and good

ones"produced high prices, particularly of the cart kind.

The number penned was a follows :—2519 Sheep, 126

Pigs, r23 Beasts, 57 Calves, 200 Horses: being an

increase of stock exhibited tor sale as compared with

the April hiir of 1839, of 1533 Shsep, 70 Pigs, 96

Bea<ts, 1 Cnlf, and 60 Horses.

GAINSBRO' EASTER MART.—The cattle sliow

near the bridge was very full, and the horses, beasts,

sheep, &c. were of a very superior description. The

cheese fair was held on Tuesday and Wednesday in the

market-place ; there was a large quantity on the stones

oa Tuesday, most of which was disposed of at very

high prices, averaging from OOs. to lis. and 76s. per

cwt. On Wednesday the supply was smaller, but all

sold. There is a getseral scarcity of cheese in this di?

-

trict this year, owing to the very inclement weather

last yea.v.— .Doncaster Gazette,

HOWDEN SPRING FAIR.—The attendance of

dealers at the Howden spring fair, on Wednesday and

Thursday, the 15th and I6th instant, was numerous
and respecta le, amongst whona were Mr. I^yson, and
others from London and the midland counties. The
supply of horses v.-as snrsaii, but of superior quality to

formal' years, and for which great prices v.-ere obtained.

One dealer purchased si.x for 000?., and two others

were sold at 125/. each. There was aa exceedingly

abundant supply of cattle on S^aturday, the ISth iast.,

and there being a numerous attendance of buyers, a

good deal of business v.-as done, and nearly ail disposed

of at high prices. At tu'elve o'clock, the Howden
Agricultural Society held their annual show, when a

a considerable number of agriculturists, ike, were ad-

mitted, and were gratified with a most splendid display

of some of the finest stock of the country, and winch
was very superior to any former year. Twenty-four
coaching stallions (supposed to be the best in the

country), v;ere entered and shown for the premiums in

that class, a larger number than was ever sliown at

any agricultural show iu the United Kingdom, thus

proving that Howden and its neigh'oouriiood continue

to be highly pre-eminent in thi? breed of this noble and
splendid animal, the coach-horse. The show for all

other descriptions of horses was excellent ; iu short,

the entry, which exceeded 120 of different stock, was
exceedingly iiae and above all praise. The judges on

the occasion were—Mr, Henlock, of Eoroughbridge ;

Mr. Ellerby, of Whitwell ; and Mr. Heaton Clark, of

Ellingtliorpe, near Boroughbridgc ; who took great

prdus in exercising their judgment, and gave general

satisfaction. The following is a list of the premiums
awarded :

—

£
For the be.^t thorouuh-l)red stallion, Mr. James

C.-aGrgs of South Dalton, for Berghsiie 5

Coaching stallion, Mr. William Goodlass of Hut-
ton Cranswick, for Prince Regent 5

Second do. Mr. John Welis, of Hull, for Owstsvick 2
Roadster, Mr. J. Easingv/old, of Everinghaui, for

Merrylegs, which defied all competition, although

he had four of his colts shown sgainst him 2

Catting stallion, Mr. J. Marshall, of Ep worth, for

Gamboy 2
Coaching brood mare, Mr.Overeiid, of Knedlington 2
Second ditto. i\Ir. John Petting-er, of Spaldington. . 2
Hunting brood mare, Mr. Overend, of Knedlington 2
Second ditto, Mr. Wells, of Boothferry 1

Three years old coaching gelding, Mr. Jewett, of

Foggaihorpe 2
Second ditto, Mr. .John Bowman nf Howden 1

Two years old coiching gelding. Mi'. Thompson, of

Armin 2
Second ditto, Mr. T. Denby, of Downs Ground , , 1

Yearling coaching colt, Mr. R. Kelsey, of Market
Weighton , 2

Bull, the Rev. .T. Dunniugion, ofTliicktt Hall .... 5
Second ditto, Mr, Wm. Fox, of Barmby-cnlhe-
Marsh 3

Breeding cow in calf, Mr. S. Web'.ter, of Aughton. 3
Three years old heifer, Mr. Thompson, of Armin ., 2
'iVo years old heifer, Mr. W. Penrose, of Grip-
thorpe .,.....,,,..,,..-....= 2

Eat cow or heifer, Mr. Overend, of Knedlington . . £2
Boar, Mr. W. Thompson, of Spaldington 1

Sow, IMr. John Kemp, of Howden 1

A sweepstakes for the best yearling coaching colt wa.s

won by Mr. Robert Kel^ey, of Market VVeighton.—

>

Ditto for the best coaching filly Mr. Overend, of

Knedlington.
Mr. Ellerby, one of the judges, was ".truck violently

during the exhd)ition, by Borghese, the winner of the

premium for the thorough-bred stallions.

The prizes to the agricultural labourers and servant's,

were as follows:—
Samuel Smith, Breighton 2
William Moody, Eastringtou 1

"Woman servant, lived 39 years with Mr. Dunwell,
Hanwell 2

Ellen Green, 29 years with Mr. Garlick's family,

Goole-field 1

The Dinner.—A very large party sat down (o an

excellent dinner, provided by iVlr. Bowman, 'at the Half
Moon Inn, at four oclock ; Thomas Clarke, Esq., of

Knedlington, the chairman ofthe Howdenshire Agricul-

tural Association, presided. There were many strangers

present, many eminent agriculturists, especially from

Lincolnshire and Marshl'jnd. Indeed we have rarely

seen a meeting go off with so much eclat throughout.

The day was beautifully fine, and the assemblage as

numerous as respectable. The judges, Mr. Henlock,
Air. Ellerby, and iMr. Heaton Clark, sat on the right of

the chairman, who had the support of Wm, Scholfield,

Esq., of Sandhall, the Rev. Mr. Aldcroft. John Ireland,

Esq., and many others. After the usual loyal toasts had
been given, the chairman gave the health of the suc-

cessful candidates. Mr. E. Thomson, of Armin, re-

turned thanks in an excellent speech. The health

of the unsuccessful candidates.
_
William Scholiield,

Esq., returned thanks. The chairman next proposed
the health of the secretaries, Wm. Carter, Esq., and .1,

Campbell, E'^q., v/ith many thanks to them for their

increasing labour and attention to the interests of the

Howdenshire Agricultural Association. Mr. Carter

returned tlianks in an eloquent speech. The chairman
in annouacingthesuccessfulcandidatesfor the respective

premiums, entered into and expressed a clear and lu-

minous view of the individual and national advantages
resulting irovn such institutions, and in addressing the

aged agricultural labourers, and alluding to the rewards
bestov/ed on them, paid a just tribute to those who
had brought up the largest number of children un-
aided by any parish assistance, as also the two women
servants who had lived the longest time in the service

of the same master, were addressed in terms appropri-

ately befitting the occasion, and no rewards appeared to

he distributed so much to the gralifiGation of the audi-

ence. Many other toasts and sentiments, very appro-
priate, were given, amid which, and some excellent

songs, the conviviality of the meeting was kept up to a
late hour. The funds of the Howden Agricultural As-
sociation are prosperous, and its members increasing.

We canuGl, hewever, omit the hope that other neigh-

bouring gentlemen will become subscribers, especially

such as stjnd cattle for exhibition, and who are so for-

tunate as to convey away premiums. It is to be regret-

ted that the great sale which takes place at Knedling-
ton in a tew days, will deprive the town of Howden of

the immediate contiguity of such a valuable .stud of

brood mares and excellent horses, comprising hunters,

hacks, and coach horses, and which have so often ob-

tained tl,e premiums at tlie Howden agricultural shows.
Let us hope, however, that not a few of them will be
purchased by gentlemen in the neiglibi'mrhood of How-
den, that this stud, at all events not the whole of it,

will not be entirely removed from the neighbourhood.

No fewer than four premiums went to Kncdiingtop this

year.

ADWALTOX EASTER FAIR.-There was an
extensive s\^&^w of all descriptions of horned cattle at

this fair, and on account of the very fine vveather, prices

ruled very high ; long-herned geld cows were much
sought after, and sold at good prices; all sorts of cal vers

went off well, at more money, and the demand was
greater than the supply ; short.horned gelds were also
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in request. Number of cows, 840. I'he show of horses

was large, but very little business was done.

DRIFFIELD EASTER FAIR.—There was a very
large company, the day being' exceedingly fine. The
number of hog's v/as very large and fetched from 40s.

to 50^, a iiead ; ewes and followers were scarce, and
sold at from 46s. to 47s. There was a large quantity of
lean horned cattle, but few buyers in consequence of
the late dryness of the season ; Beef sold high—7s. 6d.
per stone.

ILSLEY EASTER SHEEP FAIR.—This fair was
held on Wednesday last, when the sup'ply of sheep vi-as

very large, -and the trade brisk in tlie morning', but in

the altei'noonit was not quite so good; thare was also a
con^idei'able deal of business done : some superior tegs
sold as high as 43s. A very fine lot of tegs which were
fed by Messrs. J. and VV. May, of Cavershain, on tur-

nips and hay alone, realized 50s. per liead, and cxciteii

general admiration. Some other choice tegs -.vere ex-
hibited by JMr. Piltman, of Cleave, and Mr^ I-'uller, of
Compton. The average prices may be quoted at 453.

_MUIR TRYST.—I'here was a fine show of cattle at

this Tryst, and an immense deal ofbiiKine:^=5 done. Sales
were stifFui the morning, but the sellersultimately gave
way in their demands, and business went forward briskly

in the afternoon, 'i'he north-country dealers complained
of the prices, and accordinglysome lots of drove-bullocks
stood long, and were driven away unsold. The price
of three and four year old iiornedstots and lieifers from
the north ranged from 10/. to 14/. 10s. Good Angus and
Mearns polled breeds, from T2/. to 16L; two-year olds
from 5/. to 9/. : one-year-old from 3/. to 5/. 10s. ; and
the best sorts of drove oxen, from 121. to 15/. per head.
Of the latter description the best lot, both in quality and
number, (200) was sold by Mr. Bruges to Mr. Carmi-
chael, at about 14/. per head; they were fino animals
and much admired. There was a good demand for

grazing cattle, particularly for beasts which had been
kept in an open court through the winter. Farrow cows,
small queys.c^c, sold at prices varying from 4s. 6d. to

.5s. estimated weight per stone when fat. Prime heavy
fat o.Ken brought 6s. b'd., current b's. per stone of 14!bs.
to sink the offals. Cows near calving brought Ireely as

high rates as fat stock, and were in great demand. On
the whole, the market was a selling one, although some
beasts left little or nothing for wistering. Messrs. Cai--

michael, Brown, Heed, Rae, &c., bought splendid
droves for the English markets at high prices ; but the
sellers declared tiiey were losing money—the rates hav-
ing- been very high in the norliiera countie.* for eighteen
months past. There were some fine lots of fat wethers
offering, which did not find purchasers—the holders
thinking it better to try the Edinburgh and Glasgow
markets than submit to the rates oU'ered. Ewes and
lamis brought from 10/. to 15/. per score; but com-
paratively few were sold.

LUDLOW FAIR was v/el! supplied with fat cattle,

but the number of purchasers were so g'reat, that not
one half the money brought to the fair could be laid

out, consequently prices ranged high. Several lots of
I at cows brought 20/. a-head ; and one lot of six steers,

the property of Mr. Tipton, of iVorton, near Onibury,
brought 23/. a head. The general price of fat cattle
was a little over 6d., bullocks sold well, and good bar-
rens .It hiffh prices.

BRADFORD MARKETS, April 21.—The sup-
plies of Wheat and Barley were fair, and sold slowly at

a reduction of 2s. per qr. Oats and Bean* fully .^up-

ported former prices. Wheat sold at from 3.j.;. to 37s.
per sack ; Beans, 2,5s. to 29s, ditto ; Barley, 30s. to 38s.
per qr. ; Oats, 26s. to 3'2s. ditto. There; was but little

business done in the cdttle market, whicli was full of
Sheep, bat few changed hands, owing to tlie scarcity of
keep. Fat Pigs, 9s. per score. Cheese, 54--. to 583.
per cwt,

NEW SOWING MACHINE.-Wc had an oppor-
tunity, some days ago, of ob.serving the openition of a
sowing machine invented by Mr. Hunter, Mortou-Mill.
It differs, we believe, from any hitherto used, in con-
sisting partly of an indented roller, which forms a series
ofsmoothfirm drills nine inches apart, in •\vhich thegraia

is deposited as by the common turnip apparatus
;

and is neatly covered by a peculiarly constructed har-
row with two inches of mould. Thus the whole seed is

lodged in the ground in lines nine inches separated, on
a rolled surface, and at the uniform depth of two inches

;

not a single grain be lost. We don't pretend to mucfi
skill in such matters, but following the opinion of ^-
perienced farmers, who have carefully watched its mode
of working, vre believe this ingenious invention, with
perhaps some improvements, which experience will

suggest, promises completely to answer its end. We
are told thefarmsr who sows his fields by this improved
method saves not less than one-third of his seed, which
of course is available for other purposei;. This fact

alone, even taking a less proportion, deserves certainly

to arrest the attention of agriculturists.— DwHi/j-ie^

Herald.

POITTEVIN'S MANURE.—We have just re-

ceived a communication from a correspondent,in which
lie states that his wheat dressed from this manure, looks

stronger, greener, and more lu.vunant, than some along-
side manured with kelp ashes.

EXTRAORDINAV STEER. — We understand
that a fat steer, called " Columbus,"' of extraordinary
size and quality, nearly five years old, of tho North
Devon breed, has been bred and fed by i\lr. Richard
Cardell, of Tretherras farm, St. Columb Minor, 'i'he

measure of this noble animal is taken in a similar man-
ner to that of the American "JWamnioth Ox," and is

as follows :
—

ft. in.

Length from tlie nose to rump II 7

Height over the shoulder 5 4
Girth 9 2
Ditto Loins 9 5
Breadth of Hips 2 3
Ditto Shoulders 3
Girth oi' fore arm 2 7
Height of breast from the ground .... 1 5

1 he above measurement, considering the difl'erence of

one year in their age, does not appear to be inferior to

broilicr .Jonathan's " Mammoth O.k," which was
brought from America to London last spring for exhi-

bition. The dam and many others of this prime stock

were bred by John Cardell, Esq., and have been in his

posstission upwards of twenty years. I'he grand dam
of this steer was slaughtered by jMr. John Andrew, of

Redruth, and weighed 8 cwt. 2 qrs. ; his dam by Messrs.

Williams and Buckthought of St. Columb, 11 cwt.

1 qr.; a brother 3 years' old, by the same, 10 cwt.
1 qr. ; a sister, 8 cwt. 3 qrs. ; and another sister, by
Mr. Bray, of Truro, 8 cwt. 2 qrs.

—
'i'his fine animal we

understand, was exhibited at Mr. Matthew Wicket's,

innkeeper, Redrutii, on Tuesday and VV^ednesday, the

31st and 22nd instant, and was slaughtered by him on
Thursday. " Columbus" was fed on turnips, hay, and
ground barley, during the winter. Mr. Cardell has
:.-ttll more of the same stock.— West Britnn.

TO THE EDITOR.
Sin,

—
'i'he present lambing season appears to be very

unpropitieus, on account of the great loss amongst the

ev</es.' We of course expect to lose some from difficult

cases, when 'the extreme pain brings on mortificat;on
;

but I have lost several every day lately, though the ewes

have yeaned easily, and without any a.ssistance, and

have never left the fold so as to be exposed to the late

sharp winds. I have tried, the last season and the pre-

sent, several different remedies, but have not been able

to save, I think, more than one in a hundred. 1 should

be much obliged to any of your numerous correspon-

dents if they would inform me, and thereby center a

great obligation on many others btside myself, what is

the best medicine to be given, and w hat the best plan

to adopt. I am. Sir, your humble servant,
'

A West Norfolk r.vnjiEm''

March yjJMO,
'"
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DURING THE MONTH OF APRIL.

In the earl}' part of last month, and towards the

close of the preceding: one, the supplies of wheat
in all the great mai'kets of consumption thi-ough-

out the United Kingdom, were rather abundant,

and in the quality there was again generally a

marked improvement. The demand at the late

prices, under these circumstances, was not suffici-

ently extensiv-e to cause a clearance of the quantities

brouglit forward everywhere for sale, nor could

this effect be accomplished until a decline from
the highest prices quoted in the beginning and
middle of March of from 3s. to 5s. per qr. on the

finest samples had been submitted to by the sellers

generally. The improvement however, vshich had
almost universally occurred in the quality of the

last wheat liarvest since the close of last year,

prevented a reduction in the average prices, by
which importation from abroad is regulated, in

proportion to that which had taken place in the

prices of tlie finest qualities ; and to this fact alone

can be attributed the reduction in the rates of

duty, chargeable on foreign wheats when entered

here for home consumption, which has occurred

since our last publication. The half of April

however, had not passed away before the dulni-ss

which had previously been exhibited in the wheat
trade, was followed by its very natural conse-

quences, and the deliveries made by the farmers

of home grown wheats became much more limited

in their amount, than they had been during seve-

ral previous market days, and for a time, at all

events, this circumstance prevented any further

decline occurring in the average prices of that

article. The reduction which had taken place in

the rate of duty, also gave a considerable degree

of confidence to the holders of foreign free

wheats ; and they too, shewed no particular de-

gree of anxiety to force sales of their property at

the expense of again probably in^ireasing the im-
port duty on the wheats now bonded in this

country. They still expect that circumstances

may occur, which may tend to a still farther re-

duction of the duty now payable, and enable th«m
to bring the wheat now bonded into the market
for sale, on terms more moderate than can be

done at the period in which our present number is

going into circulation. Early in April, and under
similar circumstances of the corn trade, tlic

opposers of the corn lav.s had their usual field day
in the House of Conuuons, on the subject of this

most important protection to our home agricul-

tural i)ursuits, and they have been so much satis-

fied with the exhibition made by them in the

senate on this occasion, that they have determined
to repeat the performance befoi'c the final close of

the session. The friends to home improvement
generally, and to the encouragement of agricul-

tural laijour in particular, have not any cause to

complain of this resolution, for the more fre-

quently these laws arc discussed, the more neces-

sary must they appear to be to the most vital

interests of the British empire. During the late

debate on them, the arguments on both sides of

the house only tended to prove the necessity of

even still more effectually guarding our home
agriculture, should any change in these laws be

considered necessary. The reasons stated for

their repeal were even more than puerile, and
those who advanced them could not have been
serious in their doctrines, for were they carried

into effect, universal bankruptcy would be the

natural consequence. For instance, there would
be legislators asserting that, to permit American
wheat and flour to be imported here, duty free of

course, would be a certain plan for the liquidation

of the large debt at ju-esent due by American
merchants to those of the United Kingdom.
Leaving for the present out of view the injustice

to British wheat growers, which this plan for the

payment of commercial debts would perpetrate,

we think the scheme impracticable, unless the Ame-
rican wheat growers possess a degree of patriotism

and public virtue hitherto unknown in the history

of mankind. We scarcely can believe that they

will ship their produce to this country without

being paid for it, and how this can in any way
assistthe British creditors of American merchants,

we are at a loss even to conjecture, for if the

American merchants have money to purchase
American wheat, with the view to its shipment to

this country, they may apply that money by
direct remittance towards the payment of their

debts in the United Kingdom
;
payuient of them

by consignments ofwheat or flour being uncertain,

tedious, and often expensive, whilst their liquida-

tion by money would be comparatively cheap, easy,

and immediate. But if the American mercantile

debts be not paid until the American agricul-

turalists ship their crops to this country for these

purposes, the prosjiects of the British creditors

are gloomy in the extreme, and the time of pay-
ment distant indeed. The British coi-n market no
doubt would be advantageous to the American
landed interest, but the consequences of its being

opened for such purposes would be injurious in

the highest degree to every interest in Great

Britain, whether it be commercial, manufacturing,

or agricultural. Specie always has been, and
always must be, the chief thing remitted inpay-

ment for foreign wheat and grain, and the

country by such a trade would speedily be without

the precious metals, which now form the standard

of our money system, and on the abundance or

scarcity of which depends conscquentiy the value

of all descriptions of proj)erty. The ruin of the

home agricultural community would be the first

consequence of the repeal of the corn laws. The
fund proprietor would be the second sacrifice, for

under the proposed system the taxes could not be

collected, nor could the dividends be long paid.

The wages of labour, that universal property of

industry, would reap their full share of the altera-

tion, for the prices of every thing must always

be regulated by the means to pay, possessed by

the great body of consumers. Thus, for the sake

of dressing iii the newest fashions the serfs of

Poland, the boors of Coburg and Germany, and
American wheat cultivators, it is proposed to

reduce the inhabitants of this great and wealthy

empire to a level with those who are the pro-

ducers of cheap grain, but who liave not the means
to consume it at home. This would be rather a

strange mart for the foreign consumption of

British goods ; but before wg can enjoy its advan-
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tages, we must previously teach the way to pay,
and until these people iearn this great lesson,
it will be for the interest of the commercial and
trading classes nr, all events, to maintain the'

present home and colonial markets of consumption
in as healthy a state as circmnstance- will permit.
The most extraordinary reason given however, on
this occasion, in favour of the repeal of the corn
laws, is a decrease in the quantity of wheat im-
ported into great Britain from Ireland during the
last twelve months. This too is attributed to the
want of means on the part of the commercial
classes to pay for their necessary consumption,
occasioned by the corn laws restricting the expor-
tation of manufactured goods, an argument which
the stateof the corn trade, during the sa:ne period,
most amply refutes ; for the corn laws, for tiie last
two seasons, have been the same as repealed, and
the foreign corn trade has been, we may say, en-
tirely free during the great proportion of that
period. A vast quantity of foreign grain has been
admitted for home consumption on payment of
nominal duties, and many millions sterling have
been sent oat of the country in consequence.
This large sum has not, however, been remitted
for, by incrL-ased shipments of British produce
and manufactures, hut by large transmissions of
the precious metals, which "has been the sole
cause of the late scarcity of money, and of the
partial distress amongst al'l classes, by which this
circumstance has bceu attended. The reason why
we imported less v.heat from Ireland than usual,
during the last two com seasons, is exactly the
same, why the supplies from Scotland wsrc'less.
Neither of these two countries had any more to
send. The seasons were unfavourable, and the
crop of wheat in Ireland, in particular, was at
least one-third short of an average one. Still the
progress made there in agricultural improvements,
under the protection of salutary legislative ennct-
nientf, enabled Ireland, even in a confe-sedly bad
corn season, to send large ijuautities of grain of
all descriptions, into the British markets for sale,
and by these means have several millions sterling
been kept in cirulatioa in the British empire,
amcngstoXivhome traders and manufacturers.swbich
otherwise mast have been remitted to foreign na-
tions for agricultural produce, from whence it

never could have leturned. The corn laws giving,
as they do, protection and encouragement to
agricultural pursuits, are absolutely necessary to the
best interests of comaierce. They already mainlv
prevent the exportation of the precious metals, and
regulate in a very material degree the value of the
circuhuing medium. On the prosperity of agricul-
ture depeuds the value of the wages of all descrip-
tions of employment, and the h?ss we Lave to pav
for foreign graia the more certain and the more
bountiful must be the means for the iiromotion of all

kinds of jiublic improvement, which afford so much
productive labour to the industrious classes gene-
rally, anil enable them to gain wages sufficient to pay
for all the necessaries, and for many of the luxuries
of life. This is a solid foundation on which com-
merce can alone be raised, and on it rests the entire

fabric of Uritish society. On the whole, the pro
ceedings in the House of Commons on tiiis subject
TTuist hiwe been more than satisfactory to the agri-

cultural interest, and the repetition of the debate on
the 12th of May next Vi?ill probably set the question
at rest for some years to conic. On th.is occasion
the advantages of moderate, but efficient, luotection
to those wdio invest their property, and devote their
time and talents, in the cultivation and improvement

of the field, may probnblv be more forcibly placed

before the public than they were during the last dis-

cussion, and their absolute necessity to the general

interest made manifest. To Ireland thidr utility has

aireadv been most amply demonstrated in the vast

quantities of all descriptions of agricultural produce

wiiich are now annually exported from that part of

the British empire. The improvements, however,

there are only in their infancy, and the field for still

greater progress in the production of all the neces-

saries, and of many of the luxuries of life, is, we
nia}' truly assert, as being still boundless, British

wealth is abundantlv plentiful for the productive

employment of tiie inhabitants of the sister island,

were they even double the present number, and cer-

tainly this is a far better and more profitable channel

for the outlay of capital than can be found for it in

the importation of grain from foreign nations. In

encouraging agricultural improvements at home we
are encouraging the productive employment of the

peofile, improving the wages of their labour, ren-

dering them more independent in their circumstances,

and increasing the national means for an additional

consu'.niition of manufactured goods. Under legis-

lative enactments these agricultural improvements

must annually add to the national wealth, and ren-

der the value of every description of property within

the empire more certain, and subject to no other

fluctuation" than that which naturally must attend the

iaqjrovement in quality. There is in Great Britain

herself still abundance of land at present nearly

useless, but which is ])erfectly capable of cultivation,

and of being rendered eminently subservient to the

wants of society. To emplo}' the surplus of the po-

pulation in the tillage of waste lands at home is

certainly far more profitable than to encourage their

transportation to the Colonies for similar purposes,

and surely tiiis is a safer and more profitable chan-

nel for the employment of surplus capital than the

investment of it in speculative projt^cts aaiongst

foreign nations can by any possibility be. Money
paid for articles of home production is continually in

circulation amongst home producers, but when it is

remitted to foreign nations for articles of foreign

growth or foreign nmnufactuie, it becomes a total

loss to the Brilish cominunity. It is therefore n self-

evident truth, so plain indeed as to admit of no doubt,

that everv protection, which it is within the power
of Covernmeiit to graat, should be extented to our

home industry, whether it he applied to commerce,
to niauufactures, ov to the greatest interest of all,

agriculture, for this is the true and almost only way
of illustrating the nation's wealth, and its immediate

tendency and ultimate consequence must be the

protitahie employment of the entire population, how-
ever numerous national prosperity may eventually

render it. From the present appearances in the

fields the greatest probability exists that nest har-

vest time will afford most satisf^ictory and convincing

reasons for thy continuation of the corn-lavrs, and
for even a still farther extension of legislative pro-

tection to ttie cultivators of the fields. Annually

now is the quantity of land brought into tillage, and
consequently rendered subservient to the wants of

the people, on the increase, and during the curieni

season the imjirovements in agiiculture are in a

state which must be agieeable in the extreme to all

^vho feel interested in national prosperity. The
weather, for the time of the year, bus been highly

favourable to the labours of the fields, and the spring

seeds, of every description, have been committed to

the earth in the best possible condition. The young
plants are healthy and already beginning to

assume a luxuriant appearance. This is, in a more
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particular degree, tlie case with tbe winter and Ja-

nuary wheats, which have not looked so well for

some years back as tliey do at the present moment.
We have therefore, at all events, the prospect of ;i

large and hiilliant crop of the necessaries of life, and
the consumers in every probability will, after tiie

crops are reaped, purchase in abundance, at fair and
remunerating- prices to the farmers, all thev mav
want and desire, from our own growers, instead of

importing the necessaries of life froai foreign, per-

haps from hostile, nations. A favourable corn
season—which a continuation of the present weather
must from necesity produce—will prevent the ex-

portation of the precious metals in excliange for

foreign grain, for some time to come at all events,

and will make money abundant. A spur will be
thus soon afterwards given to industry, by the em-
ployment of the surplus capital in public under-

takings, and in commercial and agricultural im-

provements, and thus also the prosperity of agri-

culture will diffuse its beneficent consequences
throughout the whole of the British empire, will

increase our wealth, and add abundantly to our
national strength. Previous agricultural improve-
ments, and the great progress towards perfection

already made in the science of field cultivation,

have been well illustrated since the isst crop was
gathered from the fields. 'i"he weather, during
almost the whole of the last season, vi?as never
highly f.ivourable, but generally tlie reverse. Still,

in opposition to the numerous obstacles occasioned

by the elements, the farmeis have been enabled

abundantly to supply all tiie great markets of con-
sumption with all the necessaries of lil'e, with the

exception, perhaps of barlev, and since the begin-
ning of the present year the quality of the wheats
of home-growth has wonderfully improved, notwith-
standing the unpropitious state of the weather
during the greater portion of the period in which
the crops were gathered. Superior agricultural

science is the cause of this etfect. The produce
of the fields now is not partly composed, as it

formerly too generally was, of noxious weeds and
worse than useless herbs, which universally, in

former days, were more or less the cause of damage
to the grain after it had been gatheied into tlie stack-

yard. Under the protection of the coin laws, and
the superior manner in which the fields are now cul-

tivated, the soil is no longer permitted to be ex-

hausted by the growth of weeds, nor is the grain,

after it has been gathered from the fields, heated in

the stacks by their destructive association. The
produce of the fields, under the present system of

tillage, is now entirely composed of articles of gene-
ral utility, and the quantity now produced is at all

events increased in proportion to the decrease in the

production of weeds. Every vear, as it passes away,
gives ample demonstration of these great truths, and
furnishes unanswerable proofs of the benefits, wliich

all clvfsses of British society reap from the corn laws.

The wheats at present brought into the several large

corn markets, are in good condition, and generally

perfectly suited for milling purposes without any
mixture of two year old wheats amongst them ; and,

as the sujiplies are quite equal to tbe cousum]itioii,

prices have remained moderate enough in comparison
with the wages of labour, and tbe pecuniary means
of the great body of tbe consumers, and yet suffi-

ciently remunerating to the agricultural producers.

The improvement generally in the quality during the

month of March, and since that time, has from ne-

cessity raised tbe averageprices of wheat, and caused,

since our last number, a reduction in tbe amount of

duty chargeable on the entry of foreign wheats for

home consumption. That great efforts will be made
to reduce the duty still further, befoie the growing-

crop can be gathered and brought forward inlo ge-

neral consumption, may be naturally expected ; but

from the bountiful manner in which tie markets have

latterly been supplied by the farmers with wheat,

and from the favourable, indeed we may say luxu-

riant, appearances at present in the fields, it is very

doubtful whether any success can attend these exer-

tions. We rather think tliat a decline in prices,

though to no great extent, must be the consequenceof

the existing state of the corn trade, even leaving out

of consideration the favourable prospect which now
exists of an abundant crop ; and importers of fo-

reign wheat must, therefore, regulate their purchases

abroad hereafter, by the almost certainty of being

charged with a heavy duty, before the law admits

their property i!;to our markets of consumption.

Tbe barley trade has been steady in the extreme

since our last monthly review. This article has

maintained high prices since that period, and a

considerable quantity from Foreign countries has

consequently been admitted into tlie markets of

consumption on the payment of duties which we
consider too low for the interests of the country genp-

rallv, and considerably under that degree of protec-

tion wliich is necessary to the barley cultivator.

The Excise laws place almost insuperable obstruc-

tions to the increased growth of ibis article ; for its

cultivation is restricted extremely by the twelve mil-

lions sterling of taxes, which the manufacturers of

barley annually pay into the public Exchequer. This

IS a public grievance, and it is an extraordinary cir-

cumstance that no appeal is made to the legislature,

not for tbe entire abrogation of the malt and British

made spirit duties, but for their partial modification.

It is an axiom in finance, that too heavy charges uni-

versally are injurious to tlie purposes for which tliey

are imposed, and this general rule cannot be better

illustrated than in the existing state of the malt

duties, which positively by their own weight, defeat

the object of the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and

prevent the growth of many millions of quarters of

barlev, which under moderate duties, would annually

be produced. That the (piantity of barley at present

consumed by the brewers might be yet doubled, may
be proved bv the experience of facts, and that

the revenue drawn from malt may be iiicreused

by a material reduction in the rate of duty, now
chargeable on this important article of general con-

sumption, is a truth founded on 'an equally solid

foundation. Little more than five millions of quar-

ters c-i' barley are, under the present system, con-

sumed by the maltster; but the reduction of duty

by one-half, or even one-third, would double the

demand for beer, and consequently increase the con-

sumption of barley. Five millions ot quarters of

malt, when divided amongst thirty millions of human
beings, leaves but a scanty quantity for each indivi-

dual, and the consumption cannot be increased pro-

portionably to the increase of population, so long as

the present extravagant duty continues to be levied.

That tbe income now receivable from barley fields

njay be increased by the rent and labourage of an-

other million of acres of land—now perhaps in a state

of nature, and consequently almost useless to the

wants of the people, of Avhich -the increased demand

for barley, occasioned by a moderate reduction of the

malt duty, would secure the profitable cultivation—is

perfectly obvious ; nor would the public revenue in

any degree be injured by a partial remission of this

tax, so oppressive to the agricultural interest. The

mode of collecting it also, might be most advan-

tageously altered, by charging it on tbe raw mat';.
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rial at once, instead of the present vexatious and
complicated system, wbich prevents experiments in
malting', and stands effectually in the way of all im-
provement in that science. Besides, the various de-
scriptions of barley, require different modes of treat-

ment during- the process of malting, to render the

quality ot the manufactured article more perfect, but
the existing- mak laws prohibit esperimental opera-
tions in this conversion of barley into malt, rnd com-
pel the application of the same prineij)les of malting
to barleys produced in different soils, and grown
under diil'erent climates. The remedy for this evil

is most obvious, and its application would not
only materially reduce the expenses at present
incurred in the collection of this branch of the

public revenue, but would likewise go far in the
suppression of the remnant of smuggling, which
is still known to exist in the manufacture of malt.

To charge the malt duty on the barlev, when it is

deliveied into the malt-houses, would secure to the
revenue the full and fair collection of this tax, and
would give the maltsters full liberty to manuficture
malt according to the purposes lo which it is to be
applied, according to the quality of the barley, and
according to the climate of the malt-house at the

time of the operaiion. The time was, when the
finance minister used to point out the road to im-
provement in financial matters ; but now, tlie fashion

is to leave oui venerable institutions in their exist-

ing state, until the pressure from without compels
their alteration. This is now the state of the malt
and British spirit trades. Like old servants, they
have in their day suited their masters' purposes.
Well, but this is no reason why they should not
conlorm themselves to the times, and go forward in

the march of generrd improvement. The agricultural

means for productive wealth are still nearly without
bounds, and this is more particulai-ly the case with
barley. By this article a considerable addition may
yet be made to the annual income of its cultivators,

and by obvious alterations in the laws, more parti-

cularly affecting its manufacture, the morals of the

people may be im|>roved, and their enjoyments very
materiilly increased. Smuggling now is almost the
only school remaining in the united kingdom for

the due cultivation of crime. It is, in fact, the nest
in which the greatest enormities are hatched and
matured, and it must continue to propagate its

baneful influences throughout the British empire, so
long as it remains under the protection and patron-
age of that escesiive duty system, by which it has
been so long now fostered. A public charge of
three hundred per cent, on British, and four hun-
dred per cent, on colonial spirits, is the only cause
why a third of the spirits now consumed in the
united kingdom pays no duty whatever towards
our public expenditure. Our home and colonial

distillers, who pay so heavily towards the national

revenue, find the market for the sale of their legiti-

mate commodities interfered with by spurious
French brandies and Dutch gin, illegally introduced
into consumption, and on which no duties whatever
have been paid into the British Treasury. This is

certainly not the host plan possible for the improve-
ment of the public revenue, nor for the correction of
the public morals. To reduce the British made
spirit duty to a moderate charge would increase the
consumption of home-made spirits, entirely at the

expense of the smuggler. The quamity of British

grain at present manufactured by British disiillers

would eventually be doubled by the moderate re-

duction of this tax, and the people would thus have
the power of substituting wholesome home-made
malt spiiits, duty paid, for the spurious, and conse-

quently unwholesome foreign spirits, now illegally

introduced into consumption, the importation of

which degrades the minds of those employed in the

smuggling of it, and the revenue is at the same time

defrauded. The home distillers and the fair licensed

dealers, paying the public charge on those articles in

wiiich the}^ trade are thus brought into competition in

the home market with those who trade in smuggling,

and the revenue considerably suffers under the same

unnatural system. It is the cause of many evils, and

is not attended by one solitary advantage. Under this

heavy taxation of barle}', the consumption of it

is limited, and no encouragement is held out to the

barlev growers to increase the annual production of

it. The bad consequences of this vicious system

have been made perfectiv obvious by the experience

of the last tvvo seasons. The sowing of barley being

limited to the quantity likely to be consumed, when-
ever any damage occurs to the barley crop by the

elc;ments or by oilier causes, the deficiency is sup-

plied by the foreign growers of this article. This

was unfortunately the state of the barley crop last

year, a quantity of it having been so much damaged
by the elements as to render it unfit for the purposes

of the maltster, and a large importation of foreign

barley at too moderate duties has been the natural

consequence. Were proper encouragements held out

to the tillage of barley, and were the producers of it

only assured that the consumption would keep pace

with its production, seldom indeed would any lae-

cessity exist for its importaiian from foreign nations,

and the country generally would not be injured by
money remittances for the payment of these foreign

supplies, now rendered necess.u-y bv the oppressive

malt and home-made spirit taxes. Were these pub-

lic charges on bailey only brought within the limits of

moderation, the tillage of barley, like that of <dl other

descriptions of grain and pulse, would increase with

the progress of agricultural improvements, and the

public revenue would receive its due share of tlie

national advantages. As matters have been, how-
ever, the barley growers at home have suffered less

by the necessary consumption of foreign barley than

any other class of society, for the additional value of

the finest qualities has fully recompensed them,

during the last two seasons, ibr the inferior prices

obtained for damaged samples. The season for

malting and distilling is fast approaching to its

conclusion, and little alteration in value need now
be anticipated before its final close. The spring

seed has been got into the fields in admirable order,

and the young plants, so tar as they have already

shewn themselves, are strong and healthy. Should
the season conclude as favourably as it has com-
menced, we may antici[)ate an abundant barley crop,

in proportion to the seed sown ; but the reduction

of the malt and British spirit duties is absolutely

necessary for the encouragement of the growth of

barley, and for the extension of this most important

and valuable branch of agricultural industry, more
necessary to the community at large than it even is

to those who embark their capital and employ their

talents and their time in this department of agricul-

tural pursuits; for on it mainly depends the sup-
pression of smuggling, the increase of the people's

natural comforts and necessaries of life, and the im-
provement of public morality, in as far as it has

been, and still is, injured by the prejudicial effects

of smuggling.
The rapid progress which agricultural iraprove-

ment is annually making throughout Ireland has
mainly tended to keep the value of oats moderate
during this corn season, and to render their

imponatiou unprofitable, even to the foreign
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proprietor biinselF. London, Bristol, and sll the
large markets of consumption to the southward of
Ghisgow, have been abundantly supplied since the
beginning of this year, and Ireland has contributed
largely towards this important situation in wljich
the Oiit trade is at the present period placed. The
qualit}"^ generally of the last crop proved to be not of
the linest description ; but abundance in quantity
Las, in a material degree, rendered this ci'-cum-

stance of very little consequence. In prices, the
variety in the quality has caused a considerable dif-

ference, the finest samples of potatoe-oats beinp-

readily disposed of at from 30s. to 33s. per quarter,

whilst those of the i'eed description are in some in-

stances difficult to be sold, even at the low price of
20s. per quarter, in consequence of the inferiority

which exists in their quality. Their average value,

during- rhe last month, by which the import duty is

regulated, has ruled betwixt 25s. and '26s. per
quarter, and has made the duty too high for the pur-
poses of importation from abroad, and has thus ex-
tended a fair, though not extravagant, protection to

the British and Irish producers of this necessary
article of agricultural production. So long as new
lands continue to be brought into tillage, so long-

must the quantity of oats produced be annuall^r in-

creased ; and, under legislative protection, the time
is not far distant when our own oat crop will be suf-

ficiently abundant for the supjily of the entire home
consumption. The spring- season hitherto has been
propitious tor bringing- the fields forward into a fit

condition for the reception of seed-corn ol' all de-

scriptions, and that of oats has been got into the

ground in excellent order.

With beans and peas, since our last review of the

corn trade, the difierent markets have been liberally

enough supplied, and, like oats, their prices haye re-

mained both fair and stead\'. At the average of 40s.
per quarter the home grower has no great cause of
complaint, for the duties then levied on importation
are suflSciently protective to Liis interest. During
the last six weeks their average value has rather ex-
ceeded the above quotation, and the supply having
been about equal to the demand, t!ie deliveries have
all gone forth into the general consumption. The
favourable state of the season gives good promise, as

far as the spring has as yet advanced, of an early

crop, and should the season undergo no unfavour-
able alteration, there is a probability of an abundant
produce of these two valuable articles.

The potato trade, not the least in value amongst
the different articles of agricultural produce, has
likewise, since our last report, been unusually steady.

The different markets have been liberally supplied,
the quality, during the whole ofthe season, has been of
a superior description, and prices have consequently
continued equally favourable to the producer and
consumer, a state of the market which is equally for

the best interests of the buyers and of the sellers.

The season too for planting the potato crop has as

yet also been favourable, and, with proper attention

being paid to the seed potato, reasonable expecta-
tions may be and are entertained of another abun-
dant crop being gathered after the ensuing- harvest.

As we have previously mentioned, the holders of

Foreign free wheats have not, during- the last month,
exhibited any great anxiety to convert their property
into money, and consequently, in the partial sales

which have been effected, they have not s'jbmitted to

a decline in value, equal to that which has taken

place in samples of British growth. The large quan-
tity which has been imported during the same
period, has, iu most instances, been added to that

previously entered under ber Majesty's lock, thus

shewing, at all events, their opinion that a far t^^'-'

reduction in the rate of duty now chargeable, rnay

be reasonably calculated ©n before the end of the

present wheat season. How far their anticipations

may be correct, it is not for us to predict, beyond
the fact that the most strenuous exertions, when pro-

perly applied, are frequently attended by complete

success. That great efforts will be made for this

purpose we need not now state to our readers, be-

cause they must be aware that it is for the interest of

the great holders to make them. In all Foreign

countries, at the latest dates, this sentiment con-

tinued also to be the prevalent one, and, although the

demand in none of tliem was extensive, still ])rices

were maintained, which must render the future

shipments to tiiis country, of this description of

agricultural produce, anything but profitable, unless

a farther reductien in the duty can be effected, and
some advance in the value of the finest qualities be

submitted to by the consumers. In the United
States of America, in the beginning of the last

month, some purchases had been made, chiefly of

flour, with a view to our markets, and no reduciion

in prices had taken place. A small reduction, how-
ever, in the rates of freights had occurred, which
must of course be deducted from the invoice prices.

All the export markets vi-ere most abundantly sup-

plied, and the navigable canals and rivers everywhere
continued to inundate these markets v.ith additional

supplies, and in all probability would continue to do
so during- the season. The American corn mer-
chants and wheat growers, very naturally complain
of our corn laws, because tliey stand in the way of a

profitable consumption for their agricultural produce
in our markets. They do not however shew any
good cause why the British Legislature should en-

courage their field operations to tlie ruin of our own
agricultural interest. In France the markets for

ses'eral weeks past have been but moderately sup-
plied with any description of grain, and the improve-
ment which this circumstance has caused generally

in prices, has had considerable influence in all the

IMediierranean, and in several of the markets for ex-^

portation in the North of Europe. In ;dl the Soush-

eru corn districts and shipping ports this demand
has had considerable influence on the state of the

corn trade generally, and has enabled the holders to

maintain vi-ith much firmness the value of their pro-

pert)'. Shipments also continued to be made from

various places in that sea for England, but a loss

must be the consequence, should no material altera-

tion occur in our prices, and in our imjjort duty. At
Hamburg, and throughout Holland, the wants of

France had infused some degree of activity into the

different corn markets, and had caused a small ad-

vance in prices. From these (piarters likewise we
may still expect considerable arrivals here, as a good
deal of business is reported by the latest advices

with the view to our market. In the lower ports in

the Baltic considerable shipments continued to be

made, chiefly for Great Britain, but the supplies were
not large, -although they were expected in a short

time to be materi-ally increased. At Dantzig the

damage done by the flooding of the Vistula had pre-

vented the arrival of the usual supplies, but the

communications with that river has latterly been, in

some measure, restored by means of a canal, which
has been cut through the ice, and the inland naviga-

tion, it was expected, would, towards the end of the

last month, assume its wonted activity. From this

great outlet for Polish wheats the arrivals will be

considerable as soon as the season for shijiments

from thence regularly commences, but prices at pre-

sent, both here and there, are placed in that position
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that the proprietors of these consignments must suf-

fer some pecuniary losses, unless a material altera-

tion in value should occur either there or hore.

Like the American landholders and corn factors, the

noblemen of Poland continue likewise to be loud in

their complaints against the British corn laws.

Reciprocity in commerce, they fancy to consist in

selling their crops in Great Britain for money, and in

purchasing in France the finest descriptions of wines,

and in Italy all the luxuries of Southern climates,

with the money received from England in exchange

for Polish wheats. This system of trade is not free

enough for the interests of commercial England.

Her manufacturers know, or ought to know, that by

smuggling is France compelled alone to use British

manufactures, and the quautity thus consumed is

immaterial, and throughout Germany the duties

levied on their importation are in many instances

nearly prohibitory, whilst we receive French

wines, hemp, flax, tallow, inc., &c., on the

terms of the most favoured nations. Some
rain now and fine weather afterwards, however,

will make the United Kingdom far more pros-

perous than a free corn trade can do, for in general

seasons it would be attended by contrarv eft'ects.

CURREXCY PER IMPERIAL MEASURE.

Aprii. 27.

Per Qr. Per Qr.

Wheat, Essex and Kent, red 66 68 70 White 08 70 76
' Suffolk and Norfolk.. 60 68 73 Do 72 74 78

Irish 50 GO Do 00 64
Old, red 70 74 Do 74 78

Rye, old 36 .38 New 41 43
Baiiley, Grinding 82 34 Malting 40 43 44 Chevalier 44 46

Irish 35 27 Bere . . . 25 26
Malt, Suffolk and Norfolk 70 75 Brown.. .56 60

Kingston and Ware ..68 70 75 Chevalier 70 76

Oats, Yorksh. & Lincolnsh., feed 26 27 Potato.. 28 29
Youghall and Cork black 33 24 Cork, white 24 26
Dublin 23 24 Westport 26 27
Clonmel 24 27 Limerick 24 28 30
Londonderrv 26 37 Sligo 35 36 37

Newry 2S 30
Oalwav 20 21 22
Water'ford, white 19 22 23 Black... 23 24
S<jru<>h feed -37 38 Potato 29 32 34

Beans, Tick, new 36 38 Old 42 44
Peas, Grev 39 40 Maple.. 40 42

Wh'ite 40 43 Boilers . 44 46
Seed, Rape 3H. 33?. Irish 251. per last.

Linseed 45 50
English Red Clover, line, 70 80 96 per cwt.

"Wliite 66 70 80 90
Mustard, White 13 14 brown 21 22 per bush.
Tares, old .... 40 — new 60 64 per qr.

Flouk, Town-made 63 — Suffolk 52 54 per sk. of 280 lbs.

Stockton and Norfolk .... 53 54

FOREIGN GRAIN AND FLOUR IN BOND.

Wheat, Dantzic 56 60
Hambui'g 53 —

Baulet 28 .30

Oats, Brew ~ 34 Feed... 19 21
Beans 32 36
Peas .33 .36

Four, American, per brl 83 — Baltic., 30 31

COMPARATIVE PRICES OF GRAIN.

IMPERIAL AVERAGES.

WEEKLY AVERAGES by
the Imp. Quarter, from the
Gazette, of Friday last, April
24th, 1840.

s. d.

Wheat 09 6
Barley 40 9

Oats . . . .* 25 1

Rye 38 2
Beans 43 3
P£AS 41 6

AVERAGES from the corves-
ponding Gazette in the last

year, Friday, April 26, 18-39.

Wheat
Barley
Oats .

.

Rye . . .

.

\A'Gek cndin
March 13th ..

30th .

.

27th .

.

April 3rd ..

10th .

.

17th .

.

Aggregate Average
of the sis weeks
which regulates

the duty
Duties payable in

London till Wed-
nesdaynextinclu
sive, and at the
Otitports till the
arrival of the mai
of that day from
London

Do. on grain from
British posses
sions out of Eu
rope

Wheat.
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PRICES OF HOPS.
BOROUGH, April 27.

Market steady. Fine hops scarce

Kent Pockets, 1839
Do. choice rto

East Kent pockets, do
Sussex do. do,

Kent bags do.

18.3S's

£S r,

i ir,

;i i.-i

2 10

0fo.£4 10

6 15
6 6
3 15
ry 10

3 10

WOOL MARKETS.
BRITISH.
April 27.

s. d. s. d.

Down Teggs 1 3=} to 1 U
Half-bred Hoas 1 3 1 4

Ewes and Wethers 1 0,1 1 H
Flannel do 10 1 ^
Blanket "Wool G 8

LEEDS, April 24.—Prices continue nominally the

same as our last report. Stock at market is rather light,

the manufacturers buying only for present consumption,

and it is with difficulty receat prices can be maintained.

EXETER.—Wool.—This market was dull, at a quo-

tationfor Yolk Wool, of 9'1. per lb. Washed Wools.—
Knott Wool, from 12d. to 13d.; Dorset Horn, 13d. to

14d.3 and Marsh Wool, 13d. to l4d.pcrperlb. Sorts.

—

Fell Wools— Coar#e, 7d. to 8d. ; Broad Head, 9d.

per lb. In Kent Head, business is dull, but this de-

scription support its price at lOd. per lb. ; as does Fine

Head, at from lid. to Hid. per lb. In Short Fell

Combing, as well as Old Skin Combing", there is not

at present much doing, but we are enabled to quote

the first at from lid. to Hid. ; and the latter, at from

l3d. to 13^d. per lb. Fleece Wools.— Of these de-

scriptions. Short Coarse, must be quoted at from Sd, to

Sid.; Red and Pinions, 8|d. to9d. ; Green, 10:5d to.

lOU. ; Cornish Stripe, l3d. to ISId. ; North Devon
Stripe, 13jd. to IS^d. ; Tops, 16d.,to 16|d.; Match-
ing Tops, 18id. to ISfd.per lb.

CHESTERFIELD, April 21.—From the accsunls
given of the wool trade in this quarter, they are in strict

uniformity. The statements are—that an unusual
dulness pervades the market, and that the only quality

in request arc coarse wools ; nor are the prices any
better than what they have been for some time past.

The staplers here have accumulated large stocks, under
the impression that prospects would have brightened

before this. The clipping has partially commenced
in this part of the country, and bids fair to increase the

already stocked chambers very materially, whicli, we
are afraid, will fend in a great measure to keep the

present rates stationary.

DLTBLIN, Thursday.—A decided improvement in

the demand for the French and English markets, the

price 19s., with few sellers.

LIVERPOOL, April 25.

Scotch.—There continues to be a moderate demand
for laid Highland Wool at our quotations. White High-
land none. There has again been more enquiry for

crossed and Cheviot Wool, and if anything in favour of

the buyer, on our quotations.

,

s. d. s. d.

Laid Highland Wool, per 24 lbs.. 8 9 to i) 3
White do. do 11 12
Laid Crossed do.. unwashed. . 9 6 10 C
Do. washed do 10 6 11 ,*!

Do. Cheviot unwaslied do 10 6 12
Do. washed U 17 6
Cheviot white 26 28

Import for the week 81 bags.

Previously tliis year 2386

FoRKiGX.—A limited inquiry was experienced for

foreign wool this week. There was no demand for fine

qualities, and previous rates were barely realized for

Peruvian, East India, and the other inferior wools sold.

Imports this week, 1,648 bags; previously this year,

16,513 ditto; total, 18,161 do.

FOREIGN.
ArElL 27.

Several extensive purchases of colonial Wool have
been coricluded during the past week, at full prices ;

but in cth;;r kinds e.xceediagly little is doing. The im-
ports have amounted to about T200 packages.
THE WOOL TRADE, London, Thursday Even-

ing.—There continues to be a firm market for Colonial
wools, and Spanish descriptions have been also in some
request. Domestic fleeces are rather neglected. It is

satisfactory to mention that the accounts received from
our Australian colonies, relative to the growth of wool,
continue of a highly favourable character ; and that at

the Cape of Good Hope, also, the agriculturists have
effected great improvements in this staple. The im-
ports of wool in the week ending to-day, have been
only 717 bales, of which 406 were from Tangiers, in

Africa; 303 from Germany, and the rest from A'orth
America. i

Wool on which the Home Consumption Duties have
been paid at London, Liverpool, Bristol, and Hull,
during the last week :

—
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PRICES OF SHARES.

IRON RAILWAYS.

Birmingham and Derby Junction
lOOl sh

Ditto and Gloucester 1001 sh 80? pd
Bristol and Exeter. .lOOZ sh 40/ pd
Cheltenham & Great West. Union

100/ sh 45/ pd
Chester and Crewe . . 50/ sh 451 pd
Clarence (Durham) 100/ sh

Duljlin and Kilkenny 100/ sh 2^/ pd
Eastern Counties . . . .25/ sh 21 /pd
Edinburgii & Glasgow 50/ sh 30/ pd

Grand .Junction 100/ sh
Ditto Half Shares 50/ sh 30/ pd:

Great X. of England 100/ sh 55/ pd
Great Western 100/ sh 05/ pd
Ditto Half Shares 50/ sh 30/ pd
Ditto Debentures
Hull and Selby 50/ sh 40/ pd
London and Brigliton 50/ sh 35/ pd
London & Croydon. .Av. 14/ l?s Cd
Ditto Script 0/ sli

London and Greenwich — . 20/ sh

Ditto New 10/ sh

Ditto Debentures (various amounts

)

Loudon &; Blackwall 25/ sh 20/ pd
Leicester and Swaunington. .50/ sh

Leeds and Selby 100/ sh

Liverpool and JIanchester. . 100/ sh

Ditto (Quarter Shares 25/ sh

Ditto Half Shares . .50/ sh 40/ pd
London A: S. Western, late London
and Southampton Av. 38/ 17s 9d

Ditto Portsmouth Branch 50/ sh

25/ pd
London & Birniing-h. 100/ si 1 00/ ] id

Ditto Quarter Shares 25/ sb 5/ )»(

Ditto New . . 32/ sli 24/ pd
Manchester & Leeds 100/ sh 60/ pd
Ditto Half Shares . . 50/ sh 25/ pd'

Jlanchester and Birminglutni I

70/ sh 35/ pd
Ditto ditto Extension 70/ sh 7/ pd
Jlidlaud Counties 100/ shj

Noi-th Jlidhmd 100/ shj

Ditto Half Shares. .40/ sh 20/ pd]

Northe.in & Eastern 100/ sh 25/ pdj

Severn and AVye . . Average 27/ slv

Stockton and Darlington. .Average
106/ 13s 4d

S. Eastern and Dover 50/ sh 18/ pd
York & North Midland 50/ sh 40/ pd

Price
per

Share.

82/a4/

67/a8/

14/alG/

ll/al3/

40/aO/

8ji/a9;];/

24/ao/

228/

88f/
42/a4/
SOi/alJ/

37/a8/
01/ pm
34/a6/

25i/af/
10,V/a.i/

10J,/all/

lO-J/all/
15i/ 161/

18/ai/

71/

70/

184/

42/

84J/

451/aOi/
I

'26J/a7i/

160/a7/
27/;i.!/

4UJ/ri7l/

80/a2/

l3G/a7Z

'24/aO/

i4/a0/

96/aO/

102/a4/

32/aO/
131/ 141/

41?a2/

250/
2/al/

55/a7/

Div. per
Share

per Ann.

14/per ct

14/per ct

5s per sh
1/ per sh

2,1/

4/ per sh
Og/per ct I

9i/per ct ,

S^/per ct
[

I

IJ/persh :

5/ per ct '

8/ per sh
Ij/persh i

2/ispsh

14/per sh

2/2spsh

JOINT STOCK BANKS.

Australasia Bank(Chartered) 40/ sh:57/fi.i/ 18/ per ct

Ditto New (Chartered) 40/ sli -jn/ pil 28i/a0/
i

Bank of B. N. Amenr;i i('li;n-t. i

i

50/ >li .-(.V ]id ••!2/al/ [0/ per ct

ColonialBa,nk(Chart.)100/-l; J../ )"I ;i2i/a3/ 7/ per ct

Ionian State (Chart.) 25/ sli .V jmI 5ya0/
London and Weslminslci- IJunk

100/ sli 25/ pd:27l/a8/ 6/ per ct

London Joint Stock Bank 50/ shj

10/ pd 12/ai/ 5/ per ct

Do New, 10/ sli issued at 1/pm /pdj
National Bank of Ireland. .50/ sh|

171/ pdjlG/aOZ 5/ per ct :

Do. Provincial Bank of England
100/ sh 35/ pd .34i/a5/ 5/ per ct

Do. New 20/ sh issued at 2/ 10s pmj
10/ pd.lO/ 5/ per ct

Provincial Bank of Ireland 100/ sh

25/ pd 44/a5/ 8/ per ct

Ditto New 10/ sh!l7/al8/ 8/ per ct

Union Bank of Australia. .25/ shl
|

20/ pd 26/ai/ 1/ 8s

Union Bank of London- 50/ sh 5/ pd 5J/aO/
West of England and South Wales I

District Dank . .20/ sh 121/ p^ i2-i/aO/ \gI per ct

Shares,
j

MINES.

4,000 Alien 50/ sh 12-1/ pa
1,000 Ditto New 15/ sh 121/ od

10,000 Anglo Mexican (iss. 5/ pm) 100/ sh

3,37431 Ditto Subscription 25/ sli

10,000 Ditto Mint 25/ sh 10/ pd
8,000 Blaena\on Iron ^: Coal 50/ sh 45/ pd
2,000 Bolanoes 150/ sh

1,000 Ditto New 50/ sh 20/ pd
Ditto Script 25/ sh

20,000 Bolivar Copper Company . . 15/ sh
20,000 Ditto Ditto Script New . . 3/ sli

10,000 Brazilian Imperial 35/ sh 20/ pd
iss. 5/ pm

11,000 Ditto St. John Del Rev20/shl4i/pd
12,000 Brazilian Macaubas Cocaes 25/ pd
20,000 British Iron Company 50/ sh
10,000 Cata Branca 10/ sh 7/ pd
8,500 Colombian 55/ sh
1,500 Ditto Script 11/ sli

10,000 Candonga 20/ sh 71/ pd
10,000 Copiapo 20/ sh 121/ p^
4,000 English Mining Conip. 25/ sh 14/ pd

20,000 General Mining Association 20/ sli

19/ pd
9,204 Hibernian 50/ sh 111/ p^
5,739 Mexican Company 100/ sh 571/ pd
5.000 Minas Geras 20/ sh 12/ pd

14,400 Realdel Monte registered Av. /sh
Ditto Ditto unregistered

17,006 Ditto Loan (Notes) 150/ sh
5,000 Redmoor (consolidated) 5/ sh 4^/ pd
10,000 Rhymnev Iron 5W sh
28,207 Unite I Mexican 40/ sli 40/ pd..

iss. 2/ pm
Ditto Scrip 2/pd..
Ditto ditto (New) 5/ pd

0,000 AVicklow Copper 5/ sh 5/ pd

I MISCELLANEOUS.

10,000 'Anti Dry Rot Company . . 17J/ sh

10,000 Assam Tea Company. .50/ sh 5/ pd
1,080 lAuction Mart '.

50/ sh

10,000 lAustralian (Agricultural) 100/ ])d

j- 28/ 2s sh

6,000 JBritisIi American Land Company
r,Ol sli 33/ pd.".

8,600 iBrifish Rock and Patent Salt

I

.50/ sh 35/ pd
10,000 jCanada Company (Chanercd)

100/ sh 321/ i)d

5,000 Droitwich Patent Salt 25/ pd
2,700 Equitable Reversionar\- Interest

Society 100/ sh 45/ pd
20,000 General Steam Navigation Com-

pany 15/ sh 14/ pd
1,800 Ditto Cemeterv (C^hariered) 25/ sh

1,800 Ditto New (Cliartered) 25/ sh

2,100 Hungersord Market 100/ pd
24,800 Ditto Debentures (var. amounts).
3,000 Kent Zoological and Botanical

Garden Company 10/ sh 3/ jrI

5,000 London Cemeterv (Chartered
20/ sh 18/ pd

1,800 London Corn Exchange. . . .37.}/ pd
2,000 London Commercial Sale Rooms

Average 75/ sh

2,400 London and Westminster Steam
Boat Comiiany 10/ sh

20,000 Mexican and South American
Conipaiiv 10/ sli 7/ pd

20,000 New Brunswick LaucriOO/ sli 50/ pd
4,000 New JJpalaud Land Comp. . .25/ sh
5,387 Reversionarv Int. Society. . 100/ sh

14,400 S. Australian Comp. 25/ sli 171/ pd
3,000 South Metropolitan Cemetery

(Chartered) 2.5/ sh

4,000 TIi*mes Tunnel 50/ sh
200,000/ Upper Canada Loan
200,000/ Ditto

10,000/ Van D. Land (Agricultui'al) Char-

I

tered 100/ sh 18/ pd
5,000 West London and Westminster

Cemetery 25/ sh 14/ pd

Price. Dividend

20s

39J/a40/

3/ai/

3^/541/
6i/af/

"/a8/

4i/a5/

42/a3/

10/all/

13/

34/aO/

19i/

47/

25f/ ex d
44/'

44/
311/

21 /a2/

26/

i/a-i/

24/

134/
14i/al5/

10/
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PLATE I.

The subject of our first Plate is a Hereford Ox, three years and six months old, bred

by, and the property of Mr. W. Fisher Hobbs, of Marks Hall, near Coggieshall, Essex.

This Ox was fed on hay, turnips and mangel wurzel, and 564 lbs. of oil cake ; and ob-

tained the first prize in class III., at the Smitlifield Show, in December last, having

previously won the first prizes at the Colchester and Chelmsford meetings. This Ox
was allowed by the best judges to have been a very complete animal, and there were
some who were of opinion that the Gold Medal should have been awarded to Mr. Hobbs.

Although there are many breeders who have obtained munerous prizes at the Shows
of different Agricultural Societies, still we are not aware of any instance in which one

individual carried off" in one year so many prizes, as were awarded to Mr. W. F.

Hobbs, in the year 1839. The following is a list :

—

May 28.—At the South Suffolk Agricultural Meeting held at Hadleig'h : for the best long' wool Shearling'

Ram, 2/.; ditto of any age, 2/. June 5.-At the Colchester Agrricultural Meeting: for the btst Bull of any

age, 5/.; yearling' ditto, 2i.; best Milch Cow, 31.; best two years old Heifer, 2/.; best long wool Ram o( nny ag-e,

3/.; Shearling ditto, 2L; pen of Ion? wool Ewe Hoggets, 21.; pen of long wool Ewes with their Lambs, 21.; best

Fleece of Long Wool, 1/. July 17.—Red Wheat, at Oxford, 20L Aug. 3.—At the Saffron Wal.len Tup Show :

for the best shearling long wool Ram, a silver medal, value 1/. lOs.; at ditto, for a two shear long wool Ram, as

extra prize medal, 1/. IOj. Sept. 12.—At the East Suffolk Agricultural Meetinsr, held at Suxmundham : lor the

best Bull of any breed, 5/.; also a Sweepstakes ot 1/. each, between Lord Huntingfield, Mr. Thomas Crisp, and

Wra. Fisher Hobbs, for the be^t Bull, 3/. Sept. 27,—At the West Suffolk Agricultural Meeting, held at Bury
St. Edmunds : for the best Bull, 3/.; for the best shearlin? long- wool Ram, 3/. Oct. 15.—For the second best

Tup of any age, at the Earls Colne, White Colne, and Marks Flail Agricultural Society : Sweepstakes for

the best long Mangel Wurzel, 10s.; ditto for the be>t Swede Turnips, lOs. Oct. 30.—At the Saffron Waiden

Agricultural Meeting: for the best Bull a silver cup, value, 51. 5«.; for the best Pen of long wool Shearling Ewes,

a cup, value 3/. 3s. Nov. 12.—At the South Suffolk Agricultural Meeting held at Clare: for the Lest Bull,H.

103.; second best ditto, 1/.; for the best Fat Ox, 2/.; for the best Boar, 1/. Nov. 28,—At the Coggeshall Root

Show : Sweepstakes for the best Globe Mangel Wurzel, 1/.; for the best Swede Turnips, 1/.; for the best Cattle

Cabbages, 10s. Dec 4.—At the Colchester Chri,tmss Meeting: for the best Fat Ox, 5L; the silver medal,

as the Breeder, value 21.; for the best Globe M-.ingel Wurzel, II.; for the best Swede Turnips, \l. Dec. 6.—

At the Chelmsford Agricultural Meeting; for the best Fat Ox, in class I., 5/.; for the best Fat Ox, in class III.,

3/.; for the second best Globe Mangel Wurzel, lOs.; a Match between Sir John Tyrell and Wm. Fisher Hobbs,

for the best two Pigs for breedmg purposes, 2/. 2s. Dec U.—At Smithfield Show: best Ox, class III., 15^.,

Silver Medal as the Breeder, besides several commendations for Extra Stock.

PLATE II.

THE POACHER DETECTED.

(For Description see page 3S0,J

OLD SERIES.^ 2D [No. 6.-V0L. XII.
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: ON GYPSUM.

Gypsum (gyps- Ger., yuxoc Gr., Arab, res

calci cognata : white lime, a lilly white plaster, or

mortar ; from yi], earth, and t;^fw, to boil or cook,

as being a baken earth,} is a calcareous earth,

saturated with sulphuric acid, and hence called

the sulphate of lime. It forms with granular lime-

stone, a division of the primitive rocks, though
very rarely found in that situation, or in the rocks

of the transition class. It forms an extensive

class in the fletz formation, and occurs in two
forms, one associated with the variegated, or new
sandstone, the other occurs along with the rocks

above the chalk, or what is called the Paris ter-

tiary formation.

The bed rests on the limestone and plastic clays

and sands, in some places 60 feet thick, irregularly

prismatic like basalt, granular foliated, and con-
tains flints, and marls, bones of quadrupeds, and
some water shells, and is often intermixed with and
passes into the rock of limestone on which it rests.

In the natural history arrangement of minerals,

gypsum forms the first genus of the order " Hal-
oide," from aXg gr. salt, and 'ion<,, habitus or appear-

ance, having no metallic lustre, and streak not

changed in colour, and of the second class, taste-

less, sp. gv. about 18, and contains two species,

common gypsum and ahydrite. Common gyp-
sum contains six sub-species ; sparry gypsum, or

selenite ; foliated granular gypsum ; compact gyp-
sum ; fibrous gypsum ; scaly foliated and earthy

gypsum ; and montmartrite. Selenite occurs prin-

cipally in the fletz gypsum formation, and in rock
salt; rarely in metalliferous veins. Crystals of it

are formed naturally in hills of gypsum, and in

mines and mining heaps ; it contains :

—

Lime . 33*9

Sulphuric Acid 43-9

Water 20-0

Loss...... 2-2

100

It also occurs in the deposite known as the blue

or London clay, and is frequent in the South of

England, as at Shotoverhill, near Oxford, and in

the secondary gypsum near Paris. It is found in

regular crystals, and in large crystaline plates, or

masses, as pure as the finest jilate glass, and in

radiated or fascicular masses, also crystalized in

very white scaly flakes like foam or snow, and also

semi-transparent like horn ; and lastly, in large

compact, coarse, or fine grained masses, forming
rocks and extensive strata. f5efore the discovery

of glass, it was used for windows ; it is yet used

in stucco, and when burnt dry, for polishing gold

and silver work, pearls and precious stones.

The second sub-species, or foliated granular gyp-
sum, occurs in primitive rocks, and in the tran-

sition class, and more frequently in the fletz for-

mation, and is abundant in Derbyshire and Che-
shire. The purer sort is called, " Gypseous Ala-

baster," and is diff'erent from calc sinter, which is

called "Calcareous Alabaster," and is much used
for statues, columns, vases, plates, and similar

articles, and often contains a beautiful appearance
called "Gypseous opal," arising from imbedded
portions of selenite. The pure white varieties are

used in the composition of earthenware, and very
cxtettoivsly in ths prsparation of ctucco. Ths

of rocks in the counties of Derby, York, and Not«
tingham, and occurs very massive : contains

—

Lime 34
Sulphuric acid 48
Water , 18

100

Fibrous gypsum is found along with the other
formations in England and in Scotland, and occurs
dentiform in fibrous distinct concretions, straight

and curved; contains

—

Lime - 33
Sulphuric acid 44*13

Water 21-0

It takes a good polish, and is cut into crosses

and necklaces, and is often imposed for the fibrous

limestone. Scaly foliated gypsum occurs at Mont-
martre, near Paris, in a formation of gypsum that

has been denominated the third or yellow fletz gyp-
sum formation. The sixth sub-species or earthy

gypsum, occurs immediately under the soil, and
rests on gypsum, and in nests and contempo-
raneous masses imbedded in it, and is composed of

scaly or dusty particles more or less cohering, feels

meagre and fine, soils slightly, and is light. It is

a continental production, and in times of scarcity,

it has not escaped the eye of avarice and the most
diabolical rapacity, in being mixed with the bread
of the people. Montmartrite, or the gypsum of
Montmartre, called the plaster of Paris, from the

use of it for that purpose, is composed of gypsum,
and the carbonate of lime

—

Sulphate of lime, 83
Carbonate of lime 17

100

And
Lime 32
Acid 40
Water 22

100

Colour yellow—massive, never crystalized, soft,

and effervesces with nitric acid. The carbonate is

converted into quick-lime by burning, and forms
a mortar that withstands exposure, while pure
gypsum soon yields to atmospheric action. Of the

five, or rather seven, sub-species of prismatic or

ahydrite gypsum, so called from being dry and
containing water, sparry, scaly, fibrous, conchoi-

val, compact, vulpinite, and glauberite ; the sparry

is the only one found in Britain, and sometimes
occurs in the gypsum of Nottingham. It does not

fall into powder when heated, but glazed with

a white friable enamel. The sub-species are called

muriacites, from being found in salt mines, and
containing about 1 per cent of the muriate of soda.

Vulpinite, found near Vulpino, in Italy, contains

in 100 parts, 8 paits of silica, and is used in chim-

ney-pieces as Bardiglio marble. Glauberite is found

in Spain, in rock salt, and contains sulphate of

soda, and sulphate of lime, in quantities, nearly

equal

—

Dry sulphate of lime 49
Dry sulphate of soda 51

100

It melts into a white enamel, becomes opaque in

water, and is partly eolublc.

The Greek wiiters inform us tha6 ihe aneients

iimi g^p?wta t© eiarh)^ thsU- witssg by t'arQfring
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it into the liquid, and pouring it off after it liad

remained at rest for some time. The wine
acquired a sharpness of taste which it afterwards
lost, but the good effects of the gypsum was
lasting. The custom is not j'et wholly disused,
though forbidden in many countries. But it has
been doubted if the substance we call gypsum
was that of the ancients, for we know that they
burnt their g)'psum, and cast images of it, and
what substance they meant by gypsum has not
been determined by our commentators.
The second sub-species, or foliated granular

gypsum, belongs chiefly to the secondary or fletz

class of rocks, and is super-imposed on the
variegated sandstone, and is covered by the second
limestone. It is found in France, and in great
quantities in the counties of Derby, Nottingham,
Leicester, Gloucester, York, and Stafford. The
gypsum of Derby is of great abundance and
variety, and has not yet been accurately described
by any competent geognost. The colour of gypsum
is mostly red, grey and white, seldom brown,
yellow, or black ; occurs massive and disseminated,
also in granular and prismatic concretions ; some-
times crystallized in small conical lenses with a
rough surface ; lustre pearly, and passes from
shining to glimmering—cleaves like selenite

—

fragments blunt-edged, translucent, sectile, and
easily frangible—contains

Lime 32
Sulphuric acid 30
Water 38

100

And, Parts

Pure lime 30 to 33
Sulphuric acid 32 to 43
Crystallized water. ... 38 to 24

100 100
Sp. gr. 1-872 to 2-288.

The varieties of gypsum nearly agree in the

chemical character : it dissolves in water with
nearly 500 times its weight, and with a mean
temperature—has little or no taste, and is not af-

fected by exposure to the air—does not effervesce

with acids, or very slightly, either in a crude or

calcined state, nor is dissolved by any acid except

the muriatic when impure, and by the sulphuric,

and that solution is decomposed by water. It may
be decomposed by barytes and the fixed alkalies

when boiled with them in water, and it is also

decomposed by a double affinity when boiled in a

solution of the earthy carbonates. Gypsum is

more loose and friable than other calcareous

earths ; when heated, it loses the water of

crystallization, and falls into a powder or jilaster,

which absorbs water rapidly, and becomes hard
but without heat; when mixed with carbonate of

lime it forms a very good cement, but mixed with
sand, or clay, the quality is very inferior. It is

almost infusible without addition, or very difficult

effusion, and shows nearly the same effects on
their bodies, though the sulphuric acid seems to

promote the vitrefaction. Selenite appears to

undergo a partial vitrefaction when exposed to

intense heat, and also to lose a great part of the

sulphuric acid, as evinced by the penetrating
smell. It fuses into a white glass, but soon falls

into a white powder. The hardness of water
is owing to the gypseous selenites contained in it.

Plaster stones are calcined in kilns or heaps
built with the lumps loosely put together, with

vaulted or open pipes or flues. The heat applied

must be moderate to prevent extreme calcination,

which would deprive the plaster of its quality of

forming a solid mass when mixed with a certain

quantity of water. The water of crystallization

will rise in a thick white vapour, which is soon
dissolved in a dry atmosphere. The powder is

prepared by pounding the calcined pieces by hand
or by machinery, and adding water in the

necessary quantity to produce the plaster. The
dust of calcined gypsum is said to be hurtful to

respiration.

It would appear from the writings of the ancients

that some substance similar to gypsum was used,

but we find no notice of it in modern times till

about the middle of last century, when the ex-

periments made in Germany by M. Meyer, a
clergyman, were published, and attracted much
attention, for the purpose of manuring land. The
flaming accounts that were given of the pro-

digious effects of that substance as a fertilizer

soon reached most countries, and in America it

has been used very extensively, having been im-
ported from France, and carried inland to a great .

distance, till it was discovered in a native state in

several parts of the country. Too much benefit

has ever been held out as certain of being realized

from such discoveries and applications—'the just

utility in time and place, and limited by uncon-
trollable causes, is generally overlooked, and in

most cases, a short time soon reduces the mag-
nificent expectations to the standard of modera-
tion, and of the just hopes that are warranted by
sound experience. In the first place, the idea of
raising and supporting fertility by means of
saline substances is sufficiently refuted by science

and by practice, and in the second place, the
operations of such substances are influenced by
causes to us unknown and uncontrollable. lu
America, gypsum has been used at the rate of two
and three bushels an acre on wheat, when it

nearly doubled the crop ; on clover, the crop was
trebled ; and it was found or supposed that six

bushels were supei'ior in effect to 50 loads of the
best farm-yard dung. These results issued from
the sanguine press of the first introduction; more
extensive and varied practice soon limited the

benefits to particular crops, soils, and situations ;

and the most dei;isive trials on different soils and
crops, in quantity from one to twenty bushels an
acre, proved very unsatisfactory, and even con-
clusive against the use of gypsum under the

circumstances of application. In that country,

no difference is made between native and im-
ported gypsum as to quality, and the benefit is

greater on clovers and grasses than on grain crops;

and on turnips and similar plants, the applica-

tion of it has been much recommended. But in

all the trials made on any crops, failure over-

balances the success.

In Britain, the trials have not been so numerous,
but the results are equally, if not more con-
tradictory. On clovers, lucerne, and sainfoin, it

has doubled the crop at the rate of five bushels on
an acre, and on calcareous soils and on stiff lands it

was seen that cattle preferred the grass manured
with it to any other. Even on poor sands and
chalks, the latter soil being the least likely to be
improved by gypsum, the results were very great
both on hay and pasture, and the benefits ex-

tended to the two succeeding grain crops which
were nearly doubled ; and the effects have been
observed to extend to five, six, seven, to eight

years, after the application* In many parts of
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;%,e kingdom, gypsum has failed to produce any
eftect on any crop, and in Scotland the applications
have wholly failed ; hut the humid climate of that
country is unfavourable for the action of a top-
dressing of that nature, and the trials have not
been sufficiently numerous to warrant any de-
cisive conclusion. Experiments were made in
Kent about forty years ago with six bushels of
gypsum on an acre of sainfoin and Dutch clover,
when the crops produced a full average of
one-half more than the natural growth, and the
profit of the application exceeded 21. an acre. On
Dutch clover, the produce both of straw and seed
was trebled

; and the gross value of the produce
from the gypsum over the natural growth, varied
in the ratio of three to six. Other experiments
made on young gra'^ses and old meadows in
different pares of the kingdom produced no
visible effect on any crop; the quantity applied
was six cwt. about eight bushels, and on oats and
barley, the results were similar. J'rials in Norfolk
gave a small advantage to gypsum over a dressing
of silted coal ashes ; at Holkham, the appplication
of four bushels of powdered gypsum on an acre,
doubled the crop on sanfoin layers, and disproved
the opinion that the sea air counteracted the
effects as a manure, as the fields were within two
miles of the ocean These contradictory state-
ments, and the acknowledged uncertainty of the
operation of gypsum, have much diminished the
reputation as a manure, and have nearly altogether
banished the application.

Soii.e eliemists have rsckoned gypsum to be a
very strong septic, and others the very reverse, and
therefore can afford no nourishment by corruption
and decomposi ion, and they are wholly unable
10 account for the action of the fossil from its

chemical constitution. The presence of the
vitriolic acid would lead the agricultural chemist,
"apriore" to condemn any use of gypsum to
afford nourishment to plants : and it has been
supposed that the acid attracts moisture from the
atmosphere, and cools the hot and sandy soils

l;i&..v^.aring dry and warm seasons. The dew has been
observed to remain longer on plants dressed with

^5--~'"-gypsu'n than on others where none had been
applied ; but this observation has not been gene-
rally verified, and an eminent chemist has re-
corded his opinion that the water is held in too
strong combination to be given out to plants, and
t -"^ the adhesive attraction for moisture is very
small.

vjj psum exists in most soils in small quantities,
so low as one per cent, and seldom exceeding ten,
though instances occur of thirty ; and the ashes of
several plants, as clovers, ray-grass, and lucerne,
contain it, but little is found in turnips or the
cereal plants. From these circumstances the ap-
plication has been recommended to those plants
that yield it from analysis, and on soils that do
not already possess it. But the general practical
opinion attributes the effects more to the nature
of the particular crops to which it is appropriate,
than to the soil itself; and when applied as a top-
dressing, the roots of plants have no contact with
the substance, so as to derive any benefit from it.

Experience has sufficiently shown the futility of the
too much generalized opinion, that a substance
has no effect on land because it exists in it already :

and to suppose that the failure of an application
of gypsum as a top-dressing arises from the soil

containing one per cent of that substance, is a
conclusion derived wholly from supposition, and
from a willingness to attribute a result to some

cause, however weak, than to give no reason at
all. Lime will operate on lands that contain
calcareous matter, and on soils that contain none;
many other agencies intervene, and ashes that
contain gypsum produce effects anywhere, seem-
ingly, without lelation to the centesimal fraction
of the substance that may exist in the soil. Other
instances might be quoted of the fallacy of such
theories, and in cases where practice not only op-
poses scientific suppositions, but often confounds
the observations and results of systematized
experience.

Gypsum is prepared by reducing it to powder
by sledge hammers, and by grinding to a coarse
meal, and is then sifted ; it yields about twenty-
five bushels from a ton, and the finer it is reduced,
a smaller quantity will have more effect. It is sel-

dom calcined for manure, which can only reduce
the weight by banishing the water, as the sulphuric
acid is not expelled by the strongest heat of the
furnace. No difference in effect was perceived be-
tween raw and calcined gypsum in trials of appli-

cation ; but the latter absorbs water, and becomes
hard and forms a paste, and the only effect of cal-

cination must be to bring into a finer state of
powder, and render the carriage cheaper. The
most appioved mode of application recommends
the sowing of it on clovers and young grasses, and
on all leguminous crops, in quantity from one to

six bushels, and to be strewed as evenly as possible
on the plants, in dry and warm weather, after rain

has fallen, in the spring months, when the plants

shoot forth the second, or broad leaf. The effects

on turnips and culmiferous plants are even more
doubtful than on the grasses, and no result has
yet happened to justify the conclusion, that the ef-

fects would be quicker, greater, or more permanent
if the fossil was ploughed into the land, or drilled

with the seed, though the soil be fresh and rank
with animal and vegetable matters. Gypsum quick-
ly combines with water, and forms a paste, and to

this paste ret.iining moisture and preventing the

scorching effects of heat and drought by sheltering

the plants, the effects of the application have been
attributed. To the attraction and retention of
moisture farmers continue to ascribe the benefits

derived, though the opinion is contrary to the de-

ductions of scientific reasoning. The futile idea

that the failure of gypsum is owing to the small

quantity of it already existing in the soil, and that

it should be applied, to ensure success, on lands

that do not contain it, has already been noticed
;

and equally futile is the idea that lands tired of

growing clover may be made to produce that plant

by applications of gypsum, because the ashes of

clover contain that substance. The failure of clo-

ver, or, generally speaking, of any crops, on lands

that are not constitutionally opposed to their

growth, arises, not from the want of gypsum or

an}' other single substance, but from an injudicious

system of management of the land, which includes

the manuring at proper intervals, and the recur-

rence of the different plants sown for crops. Land
tiredof clover, or utterly rejecting plants that are not

physically inappropriate, will not be found where
" farming" is practised. The chemistry of nature

and of art are so different, that a relationship can
hardly be said to exist between them, and in the

processes of combination and of decomposition

nature holds in scorn our attempts to follow her
steps by our utmost researches into the operations

of the grand laboratory of the universe. In that

tranquil forge of nature's wonderful and stupen-

dous works, the most profound silence and sublime
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harmony prevail, and were it not for the admo-
nitions obtruded on our senses by the lapse of time,

the alterations would scarcely be perceptible. In

that workshop, the retort, the galvanic battery, or

the blowpipe, are not found .;
we never hear the

din of the hammer, or the blast of the furnace : the

war of the acids with the alkalies, the use of tests

and precipitates, agents or re-agents, are not em-
ployed in producing the substances that exceed
our feeble powers to compreliend or imitate.

The vivifying principle seems to pervade every
atom or particle, and the seeds of life must
have been coeval with the production, for they
only want the elfect of light and heat to call them
into existence, and to mature them.

; Opinions nearly agree in recommending the use
ofgypsum on dry, rather than on wet soils, on sands,

dry chalks and loams, and even on clays if well

drained and in dry seasons. But if a substance on
which the farmer bestows money and labour in pre-

paring it for a manure, be liable to have its effects

-ijqqB 1o

dispelled by a shower of rain or a gust of wind, as

is generally acknowledged in the case of gypsum, it

is not likely, from that very circumstance, that it

will ever attain a prominent position in the number
of useful and trusted fertilizers. But as the state-

ments for and against the utility of gypsum as a
manure seem equally balanced, the just and rea-

sonable conclusion is, that in localities where it

abounds, or to which it can be carried at a
moderate expence, and «here the farmer is in

want of materials that are cheaper, and on which
he can yjlace more dependence, very considerable
benefits may be derived from the use of that fossil,

where the farmer will submit to fair trials, and
has inclination to attend to the time and mode of
application. No instances are recorded of positive

damage having been incurred by the use of it : the

expence is small, about Ss. a bushel, and a few ju-
dicious experiments in different soils and climates

would soon settle a point not only of individual,

but of general interest.

•)6a

c
=>NEWLY-INVENTED HORSE HOE AND MOULDING PLOUGH,

BY J. C. GRANT,

WHICH OBTAINED A PRIZE OF FIVE SOVEREIGNS AT THE PETERBOROUGH AGRICULTURAL SHOTV,

SEPTEMBER, 1839, AS THE BEST IMPLEMENT EXHIBITED IN A CLASS OPEN TO ALL ENGLAND.

The following are some of the advantages which this Implement possesses :

—

Fir<;t.—The great saving effected to the farmer by the use of it—a man and a horse being able to

clean as much land in one hour, as two men can in one day.

Second — Its adaptation to every width of drill, and every kind of grain,—whether it be wheat,
barley, oats, beans, or peas, at the usual distances,—or turnips, coleseed, and potatoes, at distances

varying from one to three feet—and is alike applicable to the flat or the ridge system of culture.

Third.—The ease with which it may be altered—a simple substitution of one set of coulters for

another, being all that is required.

Fourth.—As a moulding plough for potatoes and turnips sown on ridges, &c., its advantages are at

once obvious and self-evident.

Fifth.—As a scarifier on light soils, it also possesses considerable merit, and may be used with
great effect.
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THE POACHER DETECTED.
(PLATE II.)

The elegant engraving which accompanies the

present number, represents the poacher in the act

of killing a hare which has just been caug^ht ; a

wire snare having been set in her run, she has
been caught, and the poacher has reached the spot

before she has completelj' hanged herself; tlie

manner in which he handles his victim shows
that he has been used to the trade. When a hare
is caught in a wire snare, she soon strangles

herself by her violent struggles, and conseqiieiuly

becomes silent ; when the purse or the gate net

is employed, her cries are most piteous, and
therefore it behoves the poacher, in this case, to

be near the spot, in order to prevent alarm by
breaking her neck; in the former case, (the wire
snare) the poacher leaves his seldom failing

engines for days perhaps. From the plate, we are

to understand that the poacher was near the spot
when the hiue was eaught, but unconscious that

while he was watching his game, he was watched
by the ministers of the law ; and we think our
readers will agree with us that the artists (both
painter and engraver) have been most happy in

expressing the feelings of the opposite parties, the
cunning exaltation of the poacher, and the vin-

dictive satisfaction of his detectors.

If we consider the aspect presented by the
poacher, we shall perceive that his nefarious

avocation imparts a corresponding appearance
and character, the one sympathising with the
other ; the suspicious leer or cunning glance of
the eye, the cadaverous cheek, the skulking walk,
the large i)ockets of his copious jaclcet—his to7d

ensembie, is at variance with that of any other
class of the human spe):ies. Yet, we feel an un-
qualified conviction that poachers in general are
actuated to pursue their criminal trade more from
the pleasure it imparts than from the profit they
derive from it ; be this as it may, the poacher con-
tracts habits of idleness to such a degree that he
can scarcely ever persuade himself to work, even
at that period of the year when there is no illicit

market open for the fruits of his depredations.
The grouse poachers of the North of England
(with whom we have frequently come in contact)

are lead miners ; and when they have regularly

taken up the habit of poaching, they seldom settle

properly to their subterraneous avocation, although
from the 10th of December to the 12th of August
grouse are out of season. These men seldom, if

ever, visit the enclosures in pursuit of the game
which they afford, but confine their depredations
to the moors, with which they are intimately ac-

quainted, and where they feel themselves at

home ; they procure their game with the dog and
gun, in the open day, and are passionately at-

tached to the pursuit ; nor were we aware that
grouse could be netted till a few years ago—we
were driven by the rain to take shelter in a farm
house, some few miles from Richmond (^Yorkshire.)
The house was situated on the moor, and we were
compelled to take shelter in the early part of the
day, when we had not bagged many birds. The
rain continued, and we found ourselves under the
necessity of remaining in our quarters, which we
found very comfortable under such circumstances,
the farmer and his wife being as obliging as
possible. About four o'clock, as there appeared
r.o probability of fair weather, we began to think
of departing, when the man noticed the low state

of our game bag, remarking, *' it was a pity we

had not a few brace more." As we had been for

some hours under the man's roof, we had made
each other's acquaintance, in some degree : or, at

least, emboldened by familiarity, he hinted that

he could procure as many birds as we chose if we
would wait till the evening ; and witVi very little

entreaty he stated the method by which the object

could be accomplished. Grouse huddle as closely

together as j)ossihle (like partridges) for the pur-
pose of passing the night ; and, if undisturbed,
will sleep for many nights at the same place,

resting at night within a foot or two of where they
passed the preceding night; therefore, if during
the day, the place be marked (by placing a slice of
turnip, or something white, on the top of the
heather) a net can be thrown over them, in an
hour or two after they have retired for the night,

the signal for which is uniformly given. Yet the
operation of netting grouse is not so certain and
complete as when the meshy trap is employed for

patridges; the heather prevents the coming close

to the ground, and some of the brood are therefore
•apt to escape.

The mode of netting patridges has undergone
various alterations: fifty years ago, the tunnel
net was in constant requisition, and the covey
were driven into it by the assistance of a horse ;

this method was superseded by the drag net, by
means of which quick despatch could be made,
though its operation was less certain ; this mode
has partially given jjlace to carrying the net, and
dropping it upon the birds ; our readers will be
content, we have no doubt, without having the
minutiae of the business described.

The poacher of the cultivated parts of the
country, as the month of September draws near,

puts his tackle in order, he prepares his destructive

net, and watches with unwearied perseverance the
jucking of partridges. When the time arrives, he
is busied in his nefarious nocturnal avocation
when the rest of the world has sunk to repose,

having frequently to secrete himself amidst the.

insalubrious dews of the night, till he is half
perished perhaps, waiting for the favourable
moment, or thus eluding the inquisitive search of
the keeper or his assistants. When the more
honest part of the community rise from their

peaceful couch, the poacher retires to feverish

repose, uncertain whether the keeper or the exe-
cutors of the law may not surprise him. If he
continue unmolested, he crawls forth at noon,
partially re-invigorated, and see^is a false excite-

ment in the delirious stimulant of strong liquors.

His habitation takes its tone from its degraded
master, presenting a different appearance from
those which surround it ;—dirty and desolate,

though in the midst of smiling rural habitations ;

his wife and children carry out the corresponding
part of the picture of wretchedness : filthy, clothed

in rags, uneasy and suspicious in the expression
of their countenance, as if in momentai-y expecta-
tion of the storm pouring its wrath on their

devoted heads, and involving them in utter desti-

tution : while the author of this state of things,

if unmolested, dies prematurely, a victim to his

pernicious habits. Unfortunately, a culprit of

this class regards game not as a specious of

property, however indistinct, to which any person
has a legal right, though he must be aware that it

feeds on lands to which he has not the most distant

claim ; and so far from thinking that he has been
guilty of a moral injustice in his depredations, he
glories in the success of the various stratagems to

which he has resorted for the accomplishment of
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his object ; be perceives not (nor does he wish to

perceive) that the claim of anothei- is founded on
a more tenable basis tlian his own wild and
illegally asserted right. Then again, he feels the

most flattering gratification from the applauding

voice of those with whom he associates, who listen

to the recital of his adventures with delight, and
thus encourage him to pursue a course of life

which must entail misery on his family, bring him
to premature old age, if not to an untimely end.

Poaching may be regarded as the first step to

greater crime, if not to the gallows ; from the

nefarious pursuit of game, he gets to robbing the

hen-roost, and proceeds from one step in crime to

another, till he becomes a complete outcast : even
his village or rustic acquaintances, who applauded
the cunning and the daring of the poacher, will

not acknowledge tlie professed thief, and as he
has thvLH contracted a mode of life iuconsisient

with the well being of society, and repugnant to

the notions of the most illiterate, he is generally

shunned, and forced as it were to continue a

vicious system which in the outset of his career

he had not intended to adopt.

GEOLOGY AND AGRICULTURE.
Tlie Yorkshire Agricultural Society, established

about three years since, and of wliicli Earl Spencer

is President, seems to be proceeding with a degree

of spirit worthy of that large and opulent county.

It appears that some time since a Sub-committee
of that Society was appointed to make the neces-

sary arrangements for procuring an essay on the

Agricultur'il Geology of the county, and for which
purpose the sum of fifty pounds was placed at

their disposal. The Sub-committee having taken

the plan into their consideration, have, after mature
deliberation, been induced to alter their original

views, and to recommend another plan, which
appeared to them to be more efficient, and which
is set forth in a report which will be found in an-
other part of this magazine. The plan recom-
mended, that of niaking a survey of a particular

district, with a view to a report upon its geological

character as immediately bearing upon, and con-
nected with, Agriculture, will be found fully de-

veloped in the report itself. The survey will be
conducted under ilifc immediate supeiintendence of

Professor Phillips, the eminent geologist, with

whom will be associated one or more intelligent

practical farmers, well acquainted with the dis-

trict. This spirited attempt of the Yorkshire
Society to obtain a practical exposition of the con-
nexion of Geology with Agriculture, in a district

of iheir own county, deserves commendation.
Arrangements have also been made by the Koyal
Agricultural Society of England for making three

surveys of a similar character ; one under the su-
perintendence of Dr. Buckland, Professor of Geo-
logy at Oxford, a second under the superintendence

of M. De la Beche, who is engaged on the Govern-
ment survey, and the third under the superinten-

dence of Mr. Murcheson. Thus we may look

forward to four reports upon this important sub-
ject from four of the most experienced and eminent
Geologists in the Kingdom^ With the Sub»com*

dulge in any very sanguine expectations of the

entire success" of these first attempts, so far as

regards the immediate advance of agricultural

improvement, because the progress of any in-

formation which may be derived will be slow ; but

we feel that a hitherto untried field of scientific

information will be opened, of the ultimate results

of which in advancing the science of Agriculture,

we " do entertain very sanguine expectations."

(For Beport of tlie Yorkihve Agricultural Society,

see yage 386.)

TO THE EDITOR OF THE
FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—Having read A. Jackson's letter, in your
March number, on what he conceives to be the

inutility of cutting turnips for sheep, I send you
my ideas of the utility and great saving there is in

cutting them. I have given my sheep cut turnips

for some years, and I find that they do not con-

sume so much food by one-fifth ; they eat as much
as the)' require in considerably less time, they
have, of course, more time to rest and sleep, and
they fatten faster. They have always their turnips

dean, when cut, and given in troughs, and are

not so liable to the scour as sheep are that eat the

turnips on the land, particularly in wet weather.

To tegs and old sheep I recommend my brother

farmers always to give cut turnips ; the former

from caseing their teeth, and the latter from the

loss of them, cannot gnaw the turnips, as A. Jack-

son describes. I use Gardner's patent turnip cut-

ter, and think it jjreferable to any other that I

have seen. I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Mat/ 4, 1840. A Farmer.

ON THE IMPROVED SHORT-
HORNS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—Many queries having latterly been made
respecting "Improved Shorthorns," and much having

been reported of tbeir tribes and propensities, I beg
to inform persons desirous of propagating this breed

of our domestic animals, that much useful and uu-

thentic information may be obtained bv tbeir procur-

ing an attentive perusal of a work written by
my lamented friend, the late Rev. Hesry Berry,

dedicated to the worthy promoter of this breed, .Sir

C. Morgan, Bart., entitled, "Improved Short-horns

and their Pretensions" &c.— Ridgway, Piccadilly.

And it is quite evident from the specimens, at the

sale of bis herd after his decease, that the concluding

sentence of the above work w.is well advised. " By
unanimity, and the exercise of liberal principles to-

wards each other, in the mutual interchange of stock,

they (the breeders of improved shi rthorns) may
rest assured of proceeding dav by day, to render

their superiority still more apparent, and ultimately,

at no distant period, prove to the overpowering con-

viction of all objectors, that they can, in the best

sense of the word, " Go on."

I am, Sir, yours most obediently,

Henry Cottril*)
RhiiigiAts Lodge, tiSar Bristol,
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BAKEWELL'S PATENT BRICK MACHINE.

This machine is strong, of simple construction,
and made of cast iron. The mould for receiving
the brick is fixed at the top, the inside being accu-
rately ground, and the bottom being made to slide
freely up and down, when operated upon by the
screw and lever underneath ; the top is made with
a counterbalancinj^ weight by which it is opened
on withdrawing the catch that secured it. A
winch is likewise connected with the underside of
the mould to raise the brick after it has been
pressed.

The process for pressing the bricks is as
follows :—The bricks when half dried are placed
in the mould, the lid closed and secured, the bot-
tom is then forced up with a pressure of from 4 to

5 tons, by means of the screw acted upon by the
horizontal lever. The brick is then raised out of
the mould by simply forcing back the winch, and
removed by a boy ; the bottom is then lo>vered by
its own gravity, and is then ready for another ope-
ration : by the aid of this press, between two and
three thousand bricks may be pressed in a day,
with the labour of one man and two boys.

It will be seen that this machine does not profess
to make the bricks, but is intended to improve
them when made ; this it accomplishes in a su-
perior degree ; the bricks when turned out of the
mould have the sides smooth, and the arrises per-
fect and parallel, and when burnt they retain their

form, and are of great hardness ; they are coBse-
quently well adapted tor facings of buildings and
paving, as the joints can be laid quite close and
regular, the bricks being all of an exact size :

they are equally desirable, on account of their ex-

treme hardness and near impermeability to water,

for engineering works
; particularly tor arches

and abutments, viaducts and bridges, foundations,

retaining and dock walls, and other works requir-

ing great resistance. The press may also be used
for quarries or fancy bricks, which can be pressed

to almost any form by merely changing the mould.
This press has been in use for many years, more
particularly in the midland counties, where seve-

ral public buildings have been faced with these

bricks, which gives them a very superior character,

far surpassing the bricks commonly applied to

that purpose ; and although the machine has been
used very extensively by Mr. Rhodes, it is not

much known in London. The front of Bielefield's

extensive Papier Mach^ Works, in Wellington
street, are faced with bricks of this description.

We understand that several parties are now in

treaty for licenses, and that the introduction will

shortly become very general. The extra cost of

the bricks will be from five to seven shillings per

thousand;'—a sum comparatively small, for the

superior quality of the brick, which cannot add
very greatly to the cost of the building when used

for facings only. The miserable looking brick

buildings at the several railway stations, would
have been much benefitted by them, as they

now exhibit generally a very mean and stable-like

appearance, which a clean well coloured fucing

brick, at but small cost, would have easilj^ pre-

vented. We with pleasure recommend the at-

tention of the profession to this important patent,

which can be viewed at the proprietor's office,

Adelphi Chambers.
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THE CORN LAWS.

To the Tradesmen, Artizans, and Working Classes of

the Borough of Slroud.

Friends and Neighbours,—I concluded my last

letter by showing you that it is ii delusion for the

manufacturers, particularly those for the foreign

market, to persuade you that theirs is tjo most im-

portant interest in the kingdom, and that the general

])rosperity depends on them alone. Tliis delusion

will appear more striking and extravagant when I

lay before you the amount paid for our manufactures

by the home consumer, and contrast it with what is

sold to foreigners ; with the number of hands em-
ployed for each respective!}'.

As I stated in my l;ist, the produce of the whole

of our manufactures, that is, the money annually

circulated, is 271 iriliions sterling; deduct from

this 25 millions paid to foreigners for raw materials,

and we have left 246 millions, whicli circulates

among ourselves for the articles made, and sold, both

to the home consumer and the foreigner. This

amount of 246 millions then is paid for the labour

and profit of the 8 millions of persons who are en-

tjaged in manufactures ; and of tliis sum 206 millions

come out of the pockets of the liome consumer, 10

millions out of the pockets of our friends and rela-

tions in the colonies, and only the remaining oO mil-

lions from foreigners! so that out of the 8 millions

ef people employed in manufactures, reckoning the

number employed in proportion to the respective

sums paid, scarcely 800,000, or one-tenth of the

whole, are dependent on the foreign trade, exclusive

of our colonies, while 6,700,000, more than eight

times as many, are dependent on the home trade

—

that is, on the prosperity of the agricultural classes,

those depending on the land and other fixed property

in our own country ! and all the clamour and bustle

and agitation that has been stirred up, and the delu-

sion diffused throughout the country against the

Corn Laws, has been made by this fraction of the

people—these 800,000 who manufacture for the

foreigner—or rather by a little knet of speculators

and political economists who wish to get extra profit

and enrich themselves by the labour of these 800,000

(for the poor working man would reap no benefit

whatever), regardless &? the welfare of the ten mil-

lions of their fellow creatures who are engaged in

ao-riculture, and of the 6,700,000 who are wholly

dependent on the prosperity of the home consumer

for the sale of every article they make ! Can folly

be more glaring, or duplicity more criminal ]

The agitators for the repeal of tlie Corn Laws
bonst that the accomplishment of their wishes would
lovTor rents full 25 per cent. Now this alone would
at once take 21 millions Stirling a-ycar out of circu-

lation, and away from one class only of our best

customers—the proprietors, who are all home con-

sumers. And tliis is one of the boasted advantages

which the agitators against the Corn Laws hold out

to YOU ! make some of your best customers so much
the worse off that they shall have but 15s. to lay out

with you instead of 20s., and yet forsooth you shall

have more trade and higher profits! Sage cauncil-

lors, truly ! ! But then these wise men say, O I the

foreio"n trade will increase so astonishingly that we
shall all get rich,—there will be plenty of work,

good wages, and cheap bread ! This is another and

a wicked delusion, and exceedingly cruel, because

it misleads the great mass of the people, the unin-

formed and the poor, who cannot possibly have the

meaas of sifting; the statements of the agitators, and

who take it for granted, that because it is openly-

spoken, and witli a brazen confidence, it must be

true. This boasted increase of the foreign trade

will not stnnd the test of examination, as 1 shall

shew by and by ; but I wish first to shew you ane-

ther side of the picture, which the agitators never

exhibit to you.

They boast that they ahall take 21 millions a-year

out of the profits of the landlords, and endeavour to

persuade you, that if the landlords do not get it, it

must, as a matter of course, come into the pockets of

the tradesman and the manufacturer; and I am sorry

to say thousands of people are so silly as to believe

them, without asking themselves the question, " How
is this to come to pass?" If tl)e landlord has it not

to spend, it follows of course, if the tradesman and

manufacturer gel it, some one else must. Well, has

the farmer got it to spend 1 No ; for if his rent be

lowered, he must sell cheaper. Has the labourer

got it spend "? No; for if he gets cheap bread, he

must work for less money. Here is a puzzler then.

Twenty-one millions a-year are taker, from the land-

lords ; the manufacturer and tradesman want it ; the

farmer has not got it, nor has the labourer. Fray

what has become of if! Who has if? Ah ! that is

the question—who has it! 1 should like to hear

some of the agitators answer that question. jNIy

good friends, these 21 millions of pounds now circu-

late from the miller and the butcher to the farmer

—

from the farmer to the landlord—from the landlord

to the tradesman, and from the tradesman to the

manufacturer ; and so from him again to t!ie miller

and the butcher, and round again and again like the

blood in the veins ; and it would be just as reason-

able to suppose a man would be stronger and better

able to work, after a quarter of the blood was taken

from his body, as to think that the tradesman and the

manufacturer would get more profit from one of their

best customers after he was roblied of a quarter of

his income. If these 21 millions are taken out of

the circulation of theeountr}^ the profits upon it are

lost altogether, and every one is so much the worse
off; but this, though a very serious matter, is not all.

These agitators wish it to be believed, that the la-

bourers will have good wages and plenty of work if

the Corn Laws be repealed. Now this is a very

specious delusion, and well calculated to deceive

the labouring classes, who do not reason on the mat-

ter. Let us consider this point a few minutes. They
tell us that we are shut from the foreign market, be-

cause foreign labourers work cheaper than English

labourers, and that we must have foreign corn to

make cheap bread, that English labourers ma}' work
as cheap as foreigners ; and that then Ave shall have

good wages and plenty of work ' Can anything be
more absurd 1 Suppose the ports thrown open to

the foreign corn grower, and we get bread as cheap

here as the people on the continent do, must not our

labourers work for as little money, and live on as

coarse food as foreign labourers do, to put us even

upon an equality with themselves as to the cost only

of manufacturing, and before the goods are taken to

market! and we must also consider, that even when
we can, by lowering the price of labour at home,
make things as cheap as they can on the continent,

we shall have freight and duty averaging more than

30 per cent, to pay, before we can meet the foreigner

in his own market. Now this will increase the

price of our goods, so that if we can manufacture as

cheap, he will still undersell us in his own country,

because he has no freight or duty to pay. We can-

not hope that he will give us more than he can buy
the same article for of his own countrymen. There-

fofe, to mpet the foreigner on equal terras, our la-

2 E
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tourers must work for less than the)' do on the con-
tinent, mucli more so then if we are t© undersell
Lim, wbicli these boasters say tliey shall be able to

do, if the Corn Laws be abolished ! and yet they tell

the labouring man that be will get good wages ! !

By returns lately published, the average pay of the

'abouring classes on the continent, taking France,
Austria, Switzerland, Germany, Prussia, and Po-
land, is 7fd. and a fraction per day of 13 working
hours. Do these Liberal manufacturers, speculators,

and agitators mean to say that such a state of things
is desirable in England? that the tradesman, the

artizan, and the labourer would be better oft"? Why
the reductions in th3 incomes of the landlords, as
has been shewn, would take 21 millions a-year out
cf the circulation of the country, but a reduction in
the price of labour to such a scale as this, reckoning
the average price of labour here at the present time
to be 8s. a-week, would take more than 100 millions
a-year out of circulation ! The most sanguine of
these anti-Corn Law agitators do not expect the in-

crease of the foreign trade would for many years
amount to 20 millions a-year more than it is now

;

and yet these Liberals—these friends (!) of the la-

bouring classes would risk all this—would reduce
the poor man to live on 7fd. a-day, or dccreaa the

circulation of the country more than 120 millions
a-year merely to try a quack experiment in free

trade ! ! But it will be well for t!ie general trading
body of the community, both shopkeepers and arti-

zans, to consider this matter verj^ seriously. Their
profits depend more on the amount of money in ac-
tual circulation than on anything else ; and whatever
tends to curtail the circulation will as certainly

diminish their profits. Let them look back 20 or SO
years, at least those who were in business then, and
compare their proilts at that time with the profits of
trade now, and they will see whether high prices
and high wages, or low prices and low wages, were
most conducive to the general prosperity. Every
one will admit that the profits of trade depend al-

most entirely upon money being plentiful, that is,

the more money there is in circulation, the greater
life and prosperity with the tradesman. Now just
think for a moment. By far the greater part of the
money in circulation is what is paid for labour ; the
labouring man, even under the most favourable cir-

cumstances, saves but little ; his earnings are laid

out from day to day, and from week to week, for
food and raiment. Suppose there be 10 millions in
the whole kingdom who live by their labour, and
that the average weekly earnings now is 8s., or 21

L

a-year each ; this makes a circulation of 2l0 millions
sterling a-year. Increase the average of wages to

12s. a-week, and the money circulated would imme-
diately be increased to 315 millions a-year, but re-

duce the average pay of the labourer to 43. a-week,
which is what these liberal anti-Corn Law agitators
want, and what must be, if we are to make goods as
cheap as they say they are made on the Continent,
and the circulation of money, as far as labour alone
is concerned, falls to 105 millions a-year. I leave
it to yourselves to decide whether you vrould be as
well off, with only 105 millions in circalation, as j^ou
would be with twice or three times that sum. You
have often been advised to agitate, agitate, agitate
on the corn law question; my advice to you is

—

reflect, reflect, reflect.

I intended to have said something here on the
fancied increase the agitators promise you in the
foreign trade, if they succeed in getting the Corn
Laws abolished

; but as this is already a long epistle,
I must defer it until next week, aad in the mean
time remain, &Ct Justitia.

DISEASE AMONG CATTLE.

Sir,—Having read and heard various statements

as regards the prevalent novel disease among cattle,

and having had within the last fortnight upwards of

twenty beasts of my own seized with the malady, the

experience I have had in this case induces me, for

the information of others, to lay before the public

my opinion on the subject. I tlierefore would thank

you to insert in your valuable paper, that I find the

disease to be contagious oily to cattle of the same
species, and that its first appearance is a drivelling

from the mouih ; upon examination, the tongue and
gums appear ulcerated, an I eventually peel ; the

lips are somewhat swollen, the eyes sunk, the ex-
tremities much heated, leg: and joints inclined to

swell, and in a more advanced state of the disease,

the hoofs will crack and lameiess ensue. For some
days the disease wears an alarming aspect; but by
proper care and treatment it u oes not appear to me
to be at all fatal, as some seem to state, for in every
instance, I am proud to say, under my method of

treatment, the whole are fast recovering ; and as the

disease appears to be so general in this part of the

country, I feel it my duty to the public to make
known the treatment I have used. In the first

place take six quarts of blood, give one pound of

Epsom salts and three ounces of flour of sulphur, in

two quarts of thin gruel ; if this does not sufficiently

open the bowels, in twenty-four hours, repeat it

again
;
give gruel plentifully, as it seems to be of

the greatest consequence in this disease to keep the

bowels well open, as there is evidently a great

tendency to costiveness ; wash the mouth with

boiled crab vinegar and alum ; when the feet

are aff'ected (which are not in every instance) they

should be kept clean, and to the cracks or sores apply
butter of antimony and vitirol ; thus a cure may be
effected. Now, as there are some reports in circu-

lation, that the milk, butter, and cheese, made from
these cows, are unwholesome food, I must beg to

say, from the experience I have had in that respect,

I believe such reports to be erroneous and ima-

ginarj': for having set apart the milk of these cows,

of which several calves have been wholly fed, and
also a quantity of pigs, I find tliem to be in as

healthy and thrifty a state, as any I have ever had
;

and moreover, myself and family also have invariably

eaten of the butter and milk, neither one of us has

found the slightest distaste, ill-relish, or ill efl^ects

therefrom. Therefore, to remove the fears pro-

duced by these ill-founded reports, and also to

prevent the great injury likely to arise to the dairy-

men of this district in the sale of their produce, is a

duty I consider incumbent on me, and not by any
means to be neglected.

I am, Sir, yours truly,

JouN Long,
Whaddon, April 10.

ON COW CABBAGES.
Bittern Manor House, Sovthamjiton,

April 8.

Sir.,—In answer to the enquiry of " A Lincoln-

shire Farmer," in your last number, " At what
time cabbages should be planted, and which sort of

cow cabbage is most serviceable for milking cattle

;

also at what distance apart, in and between the

rows, isi likely to produce the greatest weight per
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acre ?" I consider that they should be planted iu

the month of AiJril, and I prefer the sort termed in

Devonshire " Flat Poles." They should be planted

at the distance of three feet apart every way, aiul

will yield an average weight of from 20 to 25 tons

per acre. I grew an acre of them last year, which
averaged more than tlie latter weight. Between
each plant I put an imperial cabbage, which I drew
during the Summer, the acre of which averaged a

weight of about five tons.

I have the honour to be Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

Lewis Shedden.
PS.—The " Flat Poles" are to be had at all the

markets iu the neighbourhood of Plymouth and
Exeter.

N.B,—The laud should be well manured.

ON THE ROUP IN FOWLS.
TO A DEVONSHIRE FARMEr's WIFE.

Madam,—Although the "Mark Lane Express"

fj-eats of subjects so contrary to anytliing that im-

mediately concerns me, I occasionally cast my eye

over its columns.

I did expect that some gallant son of the soil

would have answered your letter with alacrity, but

as it was not so, you must be content at receiving

information from one of your own sex. I know it

is not half so palatable, those'men having gained the

character of monopolizing all the learning in the

world. Without further preamble, 1 must tell you
that the grand object in keeping chickens is to keep

them in dry houses, thrsughly clean, with clean

water within their reach, and frequent feeding; but

once let a storm of rain wet their downy little

jackets through, and you may wish good bye to your
pin money, for they will assuredly perish by that

very malady so admirably described by you,—the

roup ; and although chopped rue is the best cure,

not even that in inveterate cases will save them.

Providence has wisely ordained that all animals,

whether human or otherwise, shall be kept clean,

and when that ordinance is neglected, disease springs

up, and reminds us that the laws of Providence have
been violated. Therefore, see that all your animals,

pigs and all, are kept clean, and with the addition of

good food and warm shelter, Mrs. -, the far-

mer's wife, may boast of being more lucky than all

the housewives in Devonshire. -

Should you wish for further information, read
*' Cobbetts Cottage Economy," and

I remain JVladam, your obedient servant,

London, April 27. A Chymist's Sister.

BRICK MAKING MACHINE.
Mr. Editor,—Many of your readers may not be

aware of a simple method of making' bricks, which is

now adopted at the worlis upon the Great Western
Railway, at Shrivenham ; this plan is the invention of

W. B. Prichard, Esq., civil engineer, and is much used
in the contract work of Mr. James Bedborough j the

process is as follows :—The clay, only watered, in its

rough state, is wheeled into a common pugg mill, (or
mortar mill,) there it is ground in a similar manner to

mortar. Tlie bottom of the mill is divided into four

quarters, into which are grooves cut, and under whieh
are placed four moulds, of the same kind as those in

common use, by hand ; a moulder and two boys are at

tke quarters, talking the moulds out and placing others
in ; and by a peculiar knife in the bottom of the mill

which presses the clay into the mould, eight bricks are
made every time the horse goe? round, which is twice a
minute, and at that rate he travels twenty miles in

every twelve hours, Ey this means 960 bricks are
made per hour, or 11,520 per day. The saving is

2s. 6d. per thousand, besides other advantages.

I am, yours, &c.
Shrivenham, April 16, 1840. A Subscriber.

Sir,—Permit me through the medium of your paper
to ask your numerous readers, whether any means can
successfully be used to kill yellow weed, without in-

juring the growing crop? I have a field which is fresh

broken up, and now that the oats have made their ap-
pearance, the yellow weed may be discovered, as thick,

and like unto turnips sovvn broadcast. This weed is

too well-known as being very injurious to a crop of

corn. Any who, from observation or experience, have
seen any method tried with success, will, by stating the

same, much oblige A Constant Reader.

A correspondent states that it is best not to feed the

white or Dutch clover, either in the autumn or in the

spring, and to grow the new variety called in Hams,
and Wilts, the long Dutch ; it grows from 4 to 6 inches

higher than tlie old sort, produces as well, or better,

and consequently it can be collected together better

with the scythe. Tlie produce varies from 8 to 16

bushels to the acre. The usual quantity of gypsum
to the acre is three bushels, at a cost of 2s. 6d. per
bushel. It ought to be sown very early in the morning,
with a heavy dew, and previous to a hot day.

In matters of trivial importance it may be allow-

able to indulge in a degree of exaggeration to meet
the public appetite for the marvellous, but even

then we bold it to be an injudicious catering for a

depraved taste ; but upon subjects involving the

health and comfort of one portion of the commu-
nity, and the immediate interest of another portion,

extreme caution should be exercised not only in

originating but in giving currency to incorrect

or exaggerated statements. We are induced to

make these observations from seeing some over-

charged statements going the round of the papers

on the subject of the epidemic which has been,

and is now, prevailing, to a certain extent, amongst

our cattle and sheep. We understand that some
persons have been so absurd as to refrain from

eating meat, and others to refuse themselves the

use of butter and milk, apprehending some effects

injurious to health from those articles. Now we
are enabled to state that the most minute and care-

ful experiments have been made, not only in exa-

mining the state of the milk and butter of cows
labouring under the complaint, without any differ-

ence being discovered in the appearance or compo-
nent parts, but also the most strict observation in

the case of persons taking them as food without

the slightest prejudicial effect being in any way
observable. We trust that persons who have the

opportunity will adopt means for making minute

observations upon this subject, and make the result

known, in order to disabuse the pubhc mind and

allay the unfavourable apprehensions which per-

sons unacquainted with the facts may be led to

entertain.

2 E 2
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ARTIFICIAL MANURE.
The horticultuial and agricultural societies of

Paris have lately been directing their attention to

the receipt left by M. Jauffret, for making arti-

ficial manure. It was at the request of the

iVIinister of agriculture, that the R.oyal and Central

Society of the Seine undertook the examination of

this question ; and i\I. Quenard having about the

same time laid before tlie Society two modes of

fabricating manure, different from M. Jauflfrei's

])lan, it was determined to compare the respective

plans together, and determine on their relative

utility. M. Quenard is secretary of the Agricul-

tural Society of Montargis, and is esteemed as an
experienced cultivator. One of his manures is a

species of compost, and the other is analogous in

principle to the preparation of M. Jauffret. As
this subject is considered of great importance in

France, we have thought fit to lay before our
readers a concise account of M. Quenard's method
of ])roceeding, premising that the commissioners
appointed by the Royal Society of Paris have not

yet given in their report.

The mode of preparing the compost is simple

enough.

1st. A layer of green stufl' taken from a pond.
2ud. A layer of quick-lime, ashes, and soot.

.'?rd. A layer of straw and green gi'ass.

4th. A layer of quick-lime, ashes, and soot.

These layers are repeated until they reach a
cart-load at least. Holes are then made through
the several layers, and a quantity of water is

introduced, sufficient to saturate the mass, and
cause a thorough mixture of the vegetable matters
with the alkaline and sooty substances. According
to M. Quenard this produces a perfect compost.
Ihe second preparation differs from the other,

inasmuch as the dissolution of the alkaline sub-
stances is first obtained by means of a prepared
ley, which is used to saturate the matters which
are to be transformed into manure. The follow-
ing are the proportions to be used in turning
15001bs. of straw into manure. In a vessel pos-
sessing greater breadth than depth, pour in

1st. 800 pints of common water.
2nd. 125 pints of oven ashes, if they can be

jn-ocured, as they have the property of potash to
some extent; if not, you must use the common
ashes.

3rd. Seventy-five pints of soot, if possible from
kitchen chimneys, for this soot contains more of
animal matter, and is more soluble in water.
This mixture must then be v\-cll stirred up, and
made to incorporate.

4th. Twenty pints of powerful lime, which
must be first slaked with the usual quantity
of water.

The whole of this must now be well stirred
together again, so as to insure a perfect amalga-
mation of the several matters. From time to time,
during twenty-four hours, this mixing must be
renewed, and at the end of that time the disso-
lution of the whole will be effected. This liquid
will be found exceedingly powerful, and capable of
producing fermentation. Plunge into this liquid,
while moved quickly about, in order to hold sus-
pended the insoluble particles which usually
settle at the bottom, the quantity of vegetable
substances which it is desirable to turn into
manure^no matter whether they are dry or green,
easy to be dissolved or refractory, in with them.
When they shall have been well saturated with the

liquid, place them in a trench prepared before-
hand, with a channel cut through the side to let

the superfluous moisture run ott'. This you can
receive in vessels, as it will be of use again. As
many layers of the stuff thus perfectly wetted may
be placed as may be required. Care must be taken
to stir the liquid well each time that new vegetable

substances are put in. As each layer is put on the

heap, it should be well beaten down. The more
the whole mass is united together, the quicker will

be the result. At the farthest, the delay never ex-
ceeds sixteen or eighteen days, according to the

temperature of the ])lace. The heat may be
increased, and the fermentation quickened, by
suiTounding the heap with whatever substances
may be lying about. At the end of three or four
days, the heap is wetted with the liquid, from time
to time, up to the sixteenth or eighteenth day,
when the manure is found ready for use. It is im-
portant to preserve a certain quantity of the first

preparation, to mix with the mass afterwards, to

promote fermentation. Time and qualiiy will

both be gained in this manner. This part of the

liquid thus preserved may be considered, for ma-
nure making, what mother is in vinegar, yeast in

beer, or barm for baking. M. Quenard declares,

that he has for years tried this preparation, and
that it never, by any chance, has been found to

fail. We place it before our readers, leaving them
to try the experiment on a small scale.

—

From the

Florists^ Annual.

YORKSHIRE AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The Sub-committee authorised by the Committee
of Management of the Yorkshire Agricultural

Society, to expend fifty pounds in procuring \\n

essay on the agricultural geology of some part of

Yorkshire, have unanimously agreed to the following

rejiort.

Your committee, in turning their attention to the

best mode of shewing the intimate connexion be-

tween creology and agriculture, have become con-

vinced that, by following out their own views on the

subject, they should have involved the society in

expenses far exceeding the sum placed at their dis-

posal ; and, on the other hand, that tlie expenditure

of fifty pounds on a survev imperfectly executed, or

resting on doubtful authority, would be an unjusti-

fiable misapplication of the funds of the society.

Under these circumstances, they have abstained

from appropiating- the sum in question, and content

themselves with laying before the meeting an outline

of the plan which they conceive best calculated to

attain the object in view.

Your committee think themselves correct in

stating, that the object of their appointment was to

shew in how great a measure soils, and therefore

their vegeta,ble products, are modified by the strata

on which they rest ; and thus to prove to the agri-

culturist that to farm to advantage, it is necessary to

be acquainted with the leading geological features of

the district in which he resides. Practical farmers

have, in general, neither the means nor the leisure

to pursue scientific enquiries, and it is therefore the

more incumbent on the loading agricultural societies

to extract from tlie labours of men of science, those

portions which illustrate agriculture, and to put
them into a form which renders them available to

all.

Agriculture is alread}'', to a considerable extent,
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carried on upon geolog'ical principles, tliougli with-

out the knowledge of tlie occupier of the soil. Every
good farmer cultivates those crops which hest suit

his farm, i.e., which he has found best adapted to its

soil and subsoil, and these in great measure depend
on its geological position : but how lias he gained

the knowledge which enables him to make this selec-

tion 1 He says—" By experience,'' i.e., by a series

of experiments, some of which of course have

failed, and entailed upon him a loss which might in

many cases have been avoided, had he possessed a

geological friend, to point out the fundaasental diffe-

rence between his position and that of a neighbour,

who had found such and such crops to answer admi-

rably.

The great object therefore of tbe proposed survey

is eventually to furnish the farmer witli a standard

book of reference, accompanied by a geological map
of tlie county ; and it is the earnest hope of your

comaiittee, that, by supplying a copy gratis to each

member of ihe Yorkshire Agricultural Society,

farmers may be induced to find out their geological

place in the map, and then, by a reference to tlie

text, learn and adopt, where practicable, the system

of cropping, the kind of manures, the species of

plants, which Lave been found to answer best in

positions similar to their own.

Having made this brief statement of their views,

your committee beg to call attention to tlie mode in

which they propose to realize them. The great size

of the county, and the variety of strata which inter-

sect it, render it hopeless to attempt a survey of the

whole in one year; the first question therefore which
arises is, whether they shall select as the subject of

their first report, a district of convenient size which
contains several strata, or whether they shall adhere

to the geological divisions of the county, and begin

with the stratum wliich they conceive best suited to

their purpose. In favour of the former plan, it ma)"^

be argued, that where a variety of strata are found
in juxtaposition, it is easier to compare the (juantity

antl quality of their respective produce, and to point

out failures which have occurred in consequence of

applying the same system of husbandry to soils of

different character. In favour of the latter, it is

submitted, that adequateh' to describe one formation

or group of strata, is fully as much as could pru-

dently he attempted in a first report. I'his is the

view which your committee have adopted, and in

support of it beg to enumerate the different points

requiring notice. 1.—The geographical limits of

the formation. 2.—Its general character, such as

height and form of hills or ridges, depth of beds,

&c. 3.—Its chemical composition. 4.—The plants

which seem to thrive best upon it. 5.—The manures
which have been found most applicable : suggesting

if possible others which, from their chemical pro-

perties, seem likely to supply deficiencies in the

soil. 6.—The insects and diseases which are found

most destructive to the crops, with the remedies
where known. These and other minor points will

require both extensive observation and minute re-

search ; and your committee, in consequence, cannot
recommend a comparison of many strata, which
wsuld infallibly end in asuperficial description of all^

With respect to the particular formation to be
selected, your committee will probably be guided by
the advico of Professor Phillips, the eminent geolo-

gist, whose valuable assistance they hope to be ablo

to secure ; and, by associating with him a practical

farmer, who possesses a general knowledge of his

profession, as well as local acquaintance with tbe

selected district, it is hoped that materials may be

collected for a report which shall realize some, at

least, of the advantages proposed.

In conclusion, your committee wish expressly to

discourage any very sanguine expectations that may
be entertained of the entire success of their first

attempt. They are naturally desirous of commen-
cing an undertaking which they feel confident will

eventually strengthen the foundations of agriculture,

and therefore pave the way for an extension of its

superstructure ; hut they cannot shut their eyes to

the probability of their encountering, on this hitherto

untrodden path, difficulties which cannot be guarded

against, because they cannot be foreseen. On the

other hand, they hold that the truth of the following

assertions cannot be disputed :— 1.—That geology

and agriculture are inseparably connected. That

those whose liyelihood depends on the one science,

are totally unacquainted with the other. From these

data they make the deduction, That agriculture will

never receive its full development until its con-

nexion with geology shall be closely examined and

clearly defined ; and they consequently entertain the

firmest conviction that, whatever delays or disap-

pointments they may meet with, industry and perse-

verence will ensure their final success.

J. V. B. Johnstone,
G. Leoakd,
H. S. Thompson,

STEAM-PLOUGH.—On Saturday last, another

trial was made on the lands of Possii, near Glasgow,
of the new steam-ploucrh intended for cultivating' the

sugar lands in British Guiana, and unlike the former
exhibitions, this was eminently successful. As has been
explained in a former notice, the lands in that colony
are now thickly intersected by ditches or canals, and it

is intended that a plough or ploughs shall be placed

on the soil between these canals, ^and be worked by a

steam-engine placed on a punt or boat, which g'ives

power and motion to a I'eversing' pulley, or endless

rope, that will be woi'ked round a drum, placed on a
punt in the canal immediately opposite. So far as we
can judge, there is extremely little difference between
this and Mr. Heathcote's steam-plough, exhibited at the

Higrhland Society's Shew in Dumfries, in September
1 838. The ploug-h intended for British Guiana, possesses

this advantage, that the moving' and resisting power can
be easily shitted by a boy simply propelling- tlie punt a
few inches forward in the water; in Mr. Heathcote's,

the extremity on which the drum was placed had to bu
shifted by levers, so often as the tihh was made, and
tiie house containins' the engine was moved by the self-

contricting of the spars or ribs, of which the outer

fabric was formed. This inferred a considerable ex-

penditure of steam-power, which will lie entirely

liusbanded in the plough which has been made by the

Messrs. Edington, under the direction of Mr. M'Rae.
No one who has seen it in operation doubts the perfect

applicability of Rlr. M'Rae's plough to the object in-

tended, for, independent of the West India soil being-

as level «3 a bowhng'-green, it is entirely free from stones

or hard roots, which would otherwise d.imag-e the

cutters and render the working of the instrument im-
possible. The new plough is worked by an engine of

eight-horse power, and, if followed by others, will

supersede manual or peasant labour to a great extent

in this description of tillage, and, independently of its

intrinsic usefulness, it will have the effect of making the

free blacks much more reasonable. The engme must
be fed by coals carried from Britain. Sometime ago,

ploughmen, ploughs, and ho.ises v.'cre taken out to the

West Indies to be employed in this species of labour
;

but we understand that both horse and man quailed

under the burning heat of the climate, and the experi-

ment was in the majotily of instances unsuccessful.

The first hint of this new machine, however, we con-
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sider to belong to Mr. Heatheote, and it is a pity his

invention hns not been subjected to a wider range of

experiment in the bogs of Ireland or elsewhere ; for, it

we are not mistaken, his plough and apparatus still re-

main unemployed in Lochar RIoss, exactly as they were

laid up in ordinary after the great meeting at Dumfries

in 183S.—Glasgow Herald. The steara-plough was

executed by those enterprising engineers Messrs.

Thomas Edington and Sons, Phoenix Iron-works,

whose great ingenuity in constructing and designing

the various parts was very much admired.

WHEAT.
A Return of the highest and lowest annual average

prices of wheat, and the difference per cent, between

1815 and 1838, in England and in the following

countries:—Prussia Proper, Posen, Uranderiburgk

and Pomerania, Silesia, Saxony, Westphalia, the

E,henish provinces, Sweden, Bordeaux, Lisbon, Ham-
burgh, Ilotterdam, Dantzig, Petersburg, Iliga, and
Trieste

;
(so far as the same can be made out from

documents readily accessible).
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ADVANTAGES OF NITRATE OF
SODA AS A MANURE.

Nitrate of soda has i-ecently been discovered to

Le a most valuable manure for corn, turnips,

grass, Sec, as the following results will show, and
acts well on almost every variety of soil ; but the

greatest benefits are derived from its application

on the lighter descriptions. The following are

the results of experiments tried by some gentle-

men in the counties of Surrey and Sussex, viz., Mr,
Thomas Jenner, Cowdry Park, near Petworth,

Sussex, last year applied it late in April as a top-

dressing for wheat on poor light sandy land, about
a quarter of a hundred weight per acre, and the

increase of produce was from two to three sacks

of wheat per acre. He also applied it on heavier

and better descriptions of soil, but then it had not

so good an effect, the increase being from five to

seven bushels per acre; the increase of stravv"

amply paid for the soda. Mr. Jenner was so

pleased with the result of his experiment last year,

that this year he intends to use at least two tons
of it on his farm. He is of opinion that the
beginning of April is the best time to apply it.

His plan of putting it on the land is to sow it with
the hand out of a seed-lip as corn.

In 1838, Mr. Drewitt, of Picards Farm, near
Guilford, applied it on about thirty acres of light

sandy land, for Swedes and other turnips with
great success, the crops being excellent ; at the

same time he tried it on about two acres of light
chalk land, for turnips, which appeared to produce
no good effect whatever, the crop being almost a
failure, whilst on each side of it, where farm-yard
manure was applied, the crop was very good.
Mr. Drewett also used it very extensively last

spring as a top-dressing for wheat and barley on
various soils, and the results were very satisfactory,

as where the produce was kept separate it proved
to be about one-third more, both in corn and
straw ; but the quality of the corn was not quite
so good. He has also applied it on a small portion
of grass land, but here the result was not quite so
satisfactory. In 183!) he again applied it for
turnips, with the same effect as the year before, a
good crop on the light sandy land and almost a
failure on the chalk. That applied for turnips was
sown liroadcast 1 J cwt. per acre, and harrowed in
with the seed. Ihis gentleman considers March
and April the best time to apply it on wheat, and
May for barley, and If cwt. the proper quantity
for a top dressing for either. In March, 1839,
IJ cwt. per acre was applied on several acres of
light chalky soil ou the farm of Frederick
Mangles, Esq., Down Farm, near Guildford, leaving
about half an acre in the middle of the field

undressed. The difference in the colour of the
wheat was seen in ten days ; and he discovered at
a mile distance, when nearly ripe, that the straw
had the appearance of being nine or ten inches
longer than the other part, and much stronger.
When reaped, seven rods of each part was cut and
kept separate, and the result was as follows :—On
the seven rods on which the soda had been ap-
plied, theproduce was one bushel three gallons, or
31 three-7ths of a bushel per acre : but on the
seven rods not dressed with soda, the produce
was only 6| gallons or 18 four-7ths bushels per
acre, being an increase from the application of
the soda of 12 six-7ths' bushels per acre ; which
at 70s. per quarter is 5^. 12s. 6d. ; and the produce
of sti-avv on the seven rods dressed with soda was
54 lbs. or 1234 lbs. per acre ; whilst on the seven

rods not dressed it was only 40 lbs. or 914 lbs. per

acre. Increase from application of soda, 320 lbs.

or nine trusses per acre, value 9s., the price of

the soda was 1/. 10s. per acre, showing that the

value of the crop, after deducting the price of the

soda, was to the amount of 4/. lis. fid. more on

that part on which soda was applied than where

soda was not applied.

Jlr. Weller, of Bear Green, Capel, has applied

it on wheat as a top-dressing on a very stiff,

heavy, clayey soil, and the increase of wheat was

from six to seven bushels per acre.

It has also been applied by Mr. G.Dewdney, near

Dorking, on grass, with very good effect. Indeed

we have the experiments of many other gentle-

men, who one and all speak in the most favourable

terms of it as a manure, particularly as a top

dressing for any kind of corn, or on grass land ;

and we have no doubt, from the beneficial results

attending- its application last year, that it will be

used very extensively this spring.—Sussex Express.

THE HIGHWAY ACT.—A point of considerable

importance under the Highway Act has just been de-

cided at the Kensington special sessions. On the sur-

veyors of the highways for the parish of Kensington pre-

senting their accounts to be passed, the book was handed
to them for the purpose of their being sworn, when they

refused to take the oath, contending that the Highway
Act (5th and 6th William IV., cap. 50) in no part re-

quired that an oath should be administered, except upon
making- a complaint. In presenting their accounts there

was no complaint made, and there whs consequently no
oath necessary, the act only stating that their accounts

should be " verified," and that they should attend to

answer any questions the bench might put to them , which
was all that was required by law of them, and which
they were ready to do. Several of the magistrates, on
referring to the act, were of the same opinion ;

and, after

referring also to the act of the 6th William IV., " for

abolishing' unnecessary oaths," it was determined to

substitute a declaration for the oath, which will in future

be the practice. The divisional clerk then made a

charge of 5s. for fees, vv-hich was strongly resisted by
the surveyors, on the groand that the act of Parliament

allowed of no fees to magistrates' clerks for passing- the

accounts. The clerk produced a table of fees signed by
the Chief Justices of the Queen's Bench and Common
Pleas, and by the Chief Bfiron of the Exchequer, on the

authority of which he made ths demand. The sur-

veyors, however, contended that the 110th section of the

Highway Act declares, " that the several fees hereafter

hmited and expressed, and no other, shall be taken, &c.,

in the execution of this act." The fees so limited men-
tioned nothing about the passing- of accounts, and the

bench, considering the express words of the act ot Par-

liament to be paramount to the table of fees assigned by
the Lord Chief Justices, &c., refused to order payment

of the amount, to the no small satisfaction of the sur-

veyors of the different parishes present.

The trial of Mr. Grounsell's and Mr. Hornsby's pa-

tent drop Drills came off on Thursday the 23d ult.,

upon Mr. Clarke's farm at Canwick, in the presence

of H. Handley, Esq., M.P., and several highly respect-

able agriculturists of the county. It will be remem-
bered that Mr. Grounsell challenged, through the me-

dium of our columns, to compete with any person

having an implement of the kind in any county of Eng-
land, which challenge Mr. Hornsby having responded

to, the parties met at the time and place above stated,

each being prepared with his own patent drills for ridge

aiad fiat surface.—After a few trials of the respective

machines, the general opinion v^as decidedly in favour

of those invented by Mr, Hornsby.
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AN ESSAY ON COTTAGE
GARDENING.
BY JAMES BRADY.

In tlie following short essny, founded on expe-

rience and obseivation, I would simply propose the

subjoined plan :
—

First—I'o show how one rood of ground may be

most profitably cropped as -a garden.

Second—How another rood of ground may be ma-
naged, so as to produce ('along witli the refuse of

the garden) sufficient material to feed a cow.

To produce two crops annually, out of the same
ground, in rotation, let the garden, if possible, be in

a south aspect, enclosed by a paling or hedge, and
previously prepared for cropping, by dr;tining,

trenching, &c., and ready to commence with by the

1st of October. Let the figure be a square, or an
oblong, containing one rood, to be divided into eight

plots or beds, of live perches each, as under :—

GARDEN OF ONE ROOD.

1 2 3 -i

i

3 T \ G 5

System of cropping bed No. 1.— First crop—Early

dwarf York cabbage, planted in October, and off in

May ; also, brown Dutch lettuce, interlined between

the cabbage in October, and oR' in February and

March.
Second Crop—Potatoes, planted in May, and ripe

in October.
jg-Q. '2. — First Crop— Early Mazagan beans,

planted in November, and off in June.

Second Crop—Potatoes interlined in May, and off

in November.
]\f0. 3.—First Crop—Large Yorlc cabbage, planted

in Februarv and off in June.

Second Crop.—Dutch Cabbage, planted in June,

and off in November.
IvTo. 4.—First Crop—Early onions, transplanted

in February, and ripe in June.

Second Crop — Drumhead or Dutch cabbage,

planted in July, and off in December.

]Vo. 5.—First Crop— Long pod beans, planted in

iMarch, and off" in August.

Second Crop—Savoy cabbages and celery, inter-

lined in June, and olYin February; coss lettuce may
also be interlined between the celery in June, and oif

in August.

No. 6.—First Crop—Early potatoes, planted in

March, and off in the latter end of July.

Second Crop—Savoy cabbage, interlined in the

beginning of July, and off in March.

No. 7.—First Crop— Onions, parsnips, carrots

(as a general crop).

Second Crop—Turnips, salads, &c., in succession,

and small seeds.

No. 8.—First Crop—Large York cabbage, planted

in April, and oft' in August,

Second Crop—Turnips and leeks interlined in

July ; they will be fit for use in the spring.

By proper management, the labour requisite for

tliis system of cropping may be accomplished by the

cottager during the long evenings of summer, with-

out infringing on the avocations of the day. [u the

winter a day must be sacrificed now -and again.

Interlining Crops. By interlining is meant when

the early or first crop is ripe, and not sufficient con-

sumption for it, or cannot be disposed of to advan-
tage, in time to have the ground prepared for the

second crop ; in such cases, the second crop may be
planted in the intermediate space between the lines

of the first. Tlius the early or first crop is brought
forward, for a month or five weeks, without the

least injury to either.

Seeds.—Early York, Savoy, and Dutch cabbage
seeds, which are sown in March, the plants may l)e

transplanted in jNIay ; York and Savoy seeds, sown
in May, may lie transplanted in July ; York cabbage
seeds, sown in July, may be planted in October, and
York savoy ; and Dutch cabbage seeds, si;wn in

August, may be planted at any time from tlie begin-

ning of February until May. Wlien the leaves on
the young plants are the breadth of half-a crown or

so, let them be thinned out and put into a nursery
bed ; this not only affords more space to the weaker
plants, but checks the too vigorous growth of the

stronger plants, and prevents tiiem starting. In

transplanting, it is a good plan to make a

puddle of Iresh cow-dung to dip the roots into.

Celery seed may be sown in February ; tlie plants

thinned and pricked out in April ; and finally trans-

planted in June. ^Vhen the ground is prepared for

final transplanting of cabbage, the best way to man-
age is to have drills opened witli a common drawing-

hoe, about four inches deep. In these lines let the

plants be carefully put in with a dibber. The reason

for planting tlieni in the deep lines or drills is, that

the plants are partially shaded from the hot sun in

summer, and sheltered from the cold blasts in

winter; besides, cabbage planted in this way, needs
no second moulding. In gathering the crops, par-

ticularly the earlier ones, when interlining is not

necessar}', and more especially the cabbage tribe,

the best way is to begin at one end of the plot, and
when a few lines are gathered, that part of the

ground to be dug up, and the second crop so far

commenced being put in ; and so on until the first

crop is entirely cleared away. By the time the last

part of the first is away, the last part of the second,

or last crop, will have been planted, and the first

part of it almost ripe. This method is much better

tlian cutting here and there, &c. In all cases I

would recommend, as soon as the late croj) is cleared

away, to have the ground trenched, or laid up in

ridges with the spade, so that as large a surface of it

as jossible, may be exposed to the action of the

weather.

In Early Onions.—Let the seeds be sown about

the middle of August; about three square yards of

ground will be suflicient, and about a quarter of an

ounce of seed. The plants are to remain in the seed-

bed until the middle of February, when they are to

be transplanted in the following manner -.—Let the

ground be dug on the same day the young onions are

to be planted. When the ground is ready, 0[)en

drills, six inches apart and three inches deep ; let the

plants be carefully taken from the seed-bed, and

laid into the drills, at about four inches asunder.

Let each d'rill, as it is planted, be neatly covered in

with the back of a garden rake, and the soil about

the roots carefully settled with a little water. About
the middle of May some of them will start, that is,

show their flower stem. As soon as this appears,

let it be pinched off. Let Ihem be well supplied

with water, in dry weather, and the bulbs will swell

to a great size. By the latter end of June they will

be ripe. Onions grown in this way will be ripe six

weeks earlier than the onions of the spring sowing,

and grow to a mucii larger size. The globe and

Tripoli varieties are the best for early sowing.
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On the management of Leeks.—Let the seeds be

sown in March. In July, let them be transplanted

in drills, at six inches apart and six inches deep
;

let there be four inches from plant to plant in the

rows. Let tliem remain so until spring-, and they

will grow to a large size. Gooseberry quicks may
be planted round the borders, at ibur feet distance

from the edge of the walks, and six feet asunder.

They can be trained perpendicularly in a conical

form, to any convenient height, from four to eight

feet, iVom one stem below; b}' training them in this

way, tliev occupy but little surface, and produce the

most abundant crop ; and by watering them occa-

sionally with liquid manure, they will, at the end of

three years, yield from two to four gallons of goose-

berries each. Strawberries may be planted, as

edgings, along the walk, at about one foot from
plant to plant. Let them be well watered in dry
weather, until the fruit begins to colour, and no
longer. The runners should be carefully cut away
as they appear, and they will bear al)undantly. They
will require to be renewed every fourth year. It is

a good time to plant strawberry plants in September,
as they will produce a crop the succeeding year.

Rotation of Cropping.—On the rotation of crop-

ping I would remark, that the same kinds of crops
which are in No. 1 the first year ought to be in No.
2 the second year, and in No. 3 the third year; and
the same kind of crops that are in No. 8, the first

year, ought to be in No, 1 the second, and in No, 2

the third year ; and so through the several divisions.

BREEDING HORSES FOR PUR-
POSES OF UTILITY.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FRANKLIN FARMER.

Buffalo, N. Y. Jan. 17, 1840.

I have observed, with much pleasure, some re-

cent articles in your excellent paper, on the sub-
ject of " Horses for agricultural purposes;" but
those most especiallj'' commending themselves to

the attention of the farmer, are the prize essays

by Alessrs. Williams and Beatty and a more recent
one by " Crofts." This subject is more peculi-

arly appropriate in these iron times, when it is

necessary to bring every thing to the standard of
utility, and when it becomes prudent people to

reduce all luxuries to comforts and all comforts to

necessai'ies. ^Vith us Americans, however, brought
up in such pervading abundance, it is hard to dis-

criminate between such as would be considered
luxuries in Europe, and necessaries in this coun-
try; the first having become so common here as

not unfrequently to be classed with the latter, and
probably with them all there is no item of such
unlimited and extravagant indulgence, as horse

flesh. To become aware of the extent to which
this last has been carried, wc have but to look at

the vast sums that have been expended within the
last twenty years in the .importation of bloods.
Estimate the immense number and cost of sport-

ing animals throughout the country, then add the
almost incredible number of road and farm horses,
that but for the indulgence of their owner's pride
and fancy, (luxury,) might much better be anni-
hilated entirely, or their places, when indispensa-
ble, supplied with oxen or mules that could perform
the necessary labour at half the cost ; and in ad-
dition, every young blood must have his crack
geldi;ig and every boy his pony, the aggregate of

which is an annual expenditure of millions that
might be saved, without particular inconvenience.
But this taste always has prevailed, and will pro-
bably continue so to do to the end of time, and if

not innate, has been so long indulged in, so as to
make it an useless undertaking to attempt abolish-
ing it. We must, therefore, content ourselves
with the more reasonable and perhaps equally
beneficial task of endeavouring to direct the popu-
lar will.

Whenever required at all, horses may be ren-
dered valuable to the full amount of their cost,
provided there is proper attention paid to breed-
ing exclusively for utility. In the manner of doing
this, however, your prize essays are at total vari-
ance ; the first giving unequal preference to the
" thorough-bred for work"—the last asserting
very broadly, that " experience has shown, both
in England and in America, that horses of the
pure and unmixed blood, though very suitable for
racing, are not the best adapted to farming pur-
poses." With this last opinion, I am fully dis-
posed to coincide; for nothing can be jjlainer, than
that the fiery, irresistible ardor, the quick and sud-
den, almost electrical motion, theindomital, lion-
like spirit and courage of the thorough bred, con-
stitute an excess of the qualities essential to a
more servile animal. Occasionally a thorough
bred may be found, uniting all the beat horse at-
tributes in such just and well balanced proportions
as to entitle him to stand as a model of the prince
of beasts.—Such are, however, exceptions that
only prove the rule.

The properties required for farming purposes
are very comprehensively stated in Judge Beatty's
essay:—a " good constitution, gentleness and
evenness of temper, docility, steadiness of move-
ment, capacity to endure steady and constant
labour, great muscular power, durability, hardi-
ness ; easy to be kept in order with moderate
feeding ;" to which, if we add symmetry of form,
fine action and appearance, sufficient spirit and a
quick pace when called upon for it—what more is

required for the gentleman's horse ? Can these
properties be united ? To a great extent we think
they can. And the advantage of adopting this

principle would be great ; for in breeding such a

race, all the progeny would be certain to find a
ready and profitable sale, as the choicest in form,
spirit and character would command higher prices

for the " fancy" while the mediocre would answer
every purpose for the horse of " all work." But
how is the combination to be obtained ? Your
first essay (Mr. Williams') says, " import a bay-

Turk, a bay Barb, a Cleaveland Bay and a Bay
Dray

;
your second (Judge Beatty's) though recom-

mending a judicious selection of domestic animals
as breeders, yet clearly prefers, as conferring
" incalculable benefits on the agriculturists of the
country, the importation of several pair of the
Black Cart-horse, the Suffolk Punch and the
Cleaveland Bay to commence a stock with." But
the best English authorities say "the true Suffolk,

like the Cleaveland, is now nearly extinct," and
of the hea%'y black horse, adds, " these are adapt-
ed more for show and parade, and to gratify the
ambition one has to outvie his neighbour, than for
any peculiar utility." While Crofts, quoting the
redoubtable Nimrod, certainly a great authority,

cays we must go to France for the slight cart-horse
and the black-roan stallions."

With entire concurrence in the belief as to the
ultimate success of judicious experiments in cross-
ing with the foreign breeds, " I still think that the
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object of producing the most iisefid and valuable
animal would require more outlay of capital, time,
observation and experience, than American breed-
ers have to devote to it; and at any rate, could
not be obtained, except through several genera-
tions. England was at an incredible expense, and
from the time of Athelstane to George I, a period
of more than eiglit centuries, before obtaining a
good racer ; and Bakewell, in our day, to improve
the short lived sheep, took a whole long life and
spent thousands of pounds. What then is to be
done ? Why the most obvious thing in the world

—

just lay aside the telescopes and spy glasses that
have been used to look across the Atlantic, and
put on the old spectacles and examine the stock
of the AVri/i(?)« members of the family compact,
and see if they have any thing indigenous to the
soil and climate adapted to the present subject.
Though they have not said, or written, or sported

so much on the subject of horses as their country-
men south of Mason and Dixon's line, yet, the
Yankees, with all their mnhms and indefatigable
zeal, have not been altogether idle or unenter-
prising in this matter. It is vastly to be regretted
however, that they have not adopted some regular,
scientific and sustained system of breeding, for
the want of which some of their best and most
useful bloods, ever imported, have become mea-
surably extinct by infusion into the general mass;
and though this mass has thereby been greatly
improved, yet from the neglect to perpetuate the
concentrated essence of this experiment, it

must be sought for, if at all, with some modi-
fications.

I cannot speak certainly of any distinctly cha-
racteristic race as existing there now, although
there is no portion of the union where better
roadsters, and the every-day farm horse are found
in great proportions. A race existed, a few years
since, in Vermont, called the " Morgan horse,"
valuable, enduring, active, and every way fitted

for hand farm or road service, and of good action
and reasonable size and appearance. But it is

now, unfortunately, almost extinct. It was made
by a cross of the stout thorough-bred on the hard
Canadian trotting mare, and this produced a stal-
lion on the native Vermonters. These horses have
been repeatedly tried at the South and West, by
mail contractors as stagers, and it was found that
they would go much faster, give a harder pull,
and endure tv>'ice as long on the road and in ser-
vice, as the larger horses, without known blood,
bred there. A memorable instance of this kind
took place on the road between Baltimore and
Washington. About ten years since, a new line of
stages, starting with Vermont horses in opposition
to the old line with the long-backed, leggy, cow-
heeled, Pennsylvanian, reduced the time between
the two places one half.

New York, probably, combines a greater excel-
lency oipractical blood, than any State in the
Union. She has had her Duroc, her Mambrino,
her Messenger and Eclipse, and lastly, her Bell-
founder, a pure blooded, imported trotter, of great
and deserved celebrity as a stock horse, having
been used for the last twelve years on Long Island
and the Hudson river countries. From a combi-
nation of these, she annually produces a large
stock of serviceable animals, unsurpassed and un-
surpassable, aiany of them sell, as soon as fitted
for the market, for 200 dols. to 500 dels, for actual
service, while some of the fancy and fast goers
bring from one thousand to three thousand dol-
lars. Tom Thumb was a New York horse, a mix-

ture of blood and dung-hill, so far as I could
learn ; and after beating every thing known in
this country, in the trotting line, was shipped to
England for a high price and there won with ease
against the best horses tliat could be produced.
But his best time, when in America, cannot com-
pare with what a crack trotter will nov^ do. To
trot a mile within 2m. .35s. to 2m. 45s. is not con-
sidered extraordinary in New York and Philadel-
phia. Dutchman, in his great match of three
miles against time, last season, carrying 1451bs.
weight, did the first mile in 2m. 34s.," the second
in 2m. 28s., and the third in 2in. 30s., making
three miles in 7m. 32s. Now this is a speed, tak-
ing into consideration the diiferent weights, almost
equal to good racing.

Long Island weights, for aged geldings, is 123
lbs. Dutchman carried 221bs. over this. Seven
pound is considered equal to a distance of 240yds.
Novv' allowing for this, and considering that he
woidd average tlie above speed for four miles,

(which it is confidently thought he can do,) the

performance would require but 9m. 2s. I believe

a race of four miles, done in eight minutes, is

considered pretty fair time the v/orld over. In
the way of trotters and roadsters, theBellfounders
seem to be carrying away the palm just now,
uniting as they do, the best English and American
racing an.d trotting blood ; and when bred on to

good, hardy, common mares, produce at once, a

substantia], fine appearing, serviceable animal.

I will here give you the description of one that

has been standing at Buffalo for the last three

years, that youmayseehownear this style of horse

would, on large, heavy mares, meet the ideas of

your stock breeders.

Bellfounder was bred by T. T. Kissam, Esq., on
Long Island, New York, and was got by imported
Bellfounder, tlie celebrated Norfolk trotter, that

went nine miles in less than thirty minutes, and
his owner then challenged to trot seventeen and
a half miles within the hour, which was not ac-

cepted. His grand-dam was Velocity by Hapha-
zard, by Sir Peter, out of Miss Henry by English
Eclipse— all racers of the first repute. Lady Al-

port was got by Mambrino, he by imported Mes-
senger, dam by Tippoo Saib, &c., &c. Velocity

trotted 28 miles in one hour and 47 minutes. The
present Bellfounder was foaled in June, 1830, and
when 5 years old trotted over the Harlaem Course,

N. Y., a fraction short of a mile, in 2m. 45s. He
was but partially traiiied, and of such spirit as it

was difficult to curb to a trot. A stallion on this

gate is never considered as raanagable as if made a

gelding. It is, however, under all circumstances,

a good speed, and indicates great capabilities for

his stock. Bellfounder's colour is a dark dappled
bay, a small star in the forehead, one white foot,

black legs, mane and tail. He is sixteen hands
high, neat head, fi.ae arclicd neck, short strong

back, with deep chest, long under the belly and
powerful, well developed stifle, legs moderate as

to length, joints strong, compact and well-knit,

smooth flat legs, with a pastern elastic, but short-

er and stronger than that of the racer. His weight
in ordinary flesh, 12001bs., and it is confidently

believed that he possesses all the requisites of ser-

vice, so well enumerated by Judge Beatty. I

would especially commend his docility of temper,
for he is as playful and obedient to a proper groom,
even when in season, as a well-trained puppy.
While standing here, he has been put to mares of

every variety of colour, from white up to jet ))lack,

and still every colt yet dropped has been of a
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beautiful blood bay, and verj' much after the caste

of the horse. This is an important consideration

for those who contemplate breeding matches.
Bellfounder is now at Cleveland, Ohio, where it

has been contemplated to let him stand the com-
ing season. No definite arrangement however, has
j'et been made regarding him. I would respect-

fully call the attention of your spirited breeders to

this most useful and excellent horse. He has co-

vered but limitedly every season since he was five

years old, and is now in admirable vigour and
constitution. In addition to his fast trotting, he
is a great walker—five miles an hour being very
easy for him, and his groom asserts that he once

walked six miles within this time, and would en-

gage any day to walk him six miles in one hour
and ten minutes. For any further particulars re-

garding him, please to address his OAuer, Mr.
Samuel Allen, at Circleville, Ohio.
Good trotting horses are coming more and more

into repute, not only at home but abroad, and
could our great stock growing States be better

employed now in these hard times, than in grow-
ing well-matched, serviceal)le carriage horses ?

These animals are in great demand, and ever will

be, in the Atlantic towns and cities, and good
matches there always command a high price, and
sell readily ; 400 dols. to 1000 dols. a pair is not
at all uncommon. Russia is at present paying
great attention to this department of stock ; trot-

ters there, of a first-rate repute, bring an immense
high price, and are bred not only for the road, but
as a sufficient arm of cavalry service. I have re-

peatedly seen about 20,000 imperial horse guards,

(probably as splendid a military show as the

world can make,) under service, and many of

their evolutions, I noticed, were in a fast trot

;

and one of the favourite pastimes of the Emperor
Nicholas and the nobility and gentlemen of Rus-
sia, the winter I spent at St. Petersburg, was to

attend the trotting matches on the frozen surface

of the river Neva. Your obedient Servant,

A, B. Allen.

ON PREPARING NIGHT SOIL.

Sir,—This being the season for preparing

manures to drill with, turnip seed, it would be very use-

ful if some of your able correspondents would explain

the best method of preparing night soil. There are a
variety of ways adopted in this neighbouiliood ; I do
not however think much of any of them. Last year I

mixed it with fresh burnt lime at the rate of one bushel
to tenof night soil, hut found that this produced a very
strong escape of ammonia, or carbonate of ammonia,
thereby reducing the strength of the manure. I might
say that I first make a kind of tank and put in about
ten or twelve inches of good earth at the bottom, and
then shoot in the night soil upon it. In the spring
they are turned out together, and this is the time I

wish to know if anything can be mixed with it so as to

improve it, or whether it should simply be dried.

Last year I drilled thirty bushels per acre, but did

not find the efl^ect so great as I had anticipated, except
in one part of the field which produced about thirty

tons per acre, but this is a mean crop compared with the

statements of some of your coi respondents who get
forty to forty-five. Our soil is loamy, a mixture of clay

and saad without stone. This inquiry may be thought
late, but we cannot sow Swedish turnips before the

middle of June to be safe from mildew, which of course
deteriorates the quality ; hoping to see an early reply,

I am Sir, very respectfully

South Lincolnshire, April 24, 1840. W. A.

WOOL.
An important memoir by Professor Chevreul

was ])resented to the Academy of Sciences at Paris
on the 28th April, on the composition of wool, the
process of extracting the natural grease from it,

and certain properties of the substance, interesting

to manufacturers. M. Chevreul had been pursuing
his experiments on wool for fifteen years. He
had already proved, that when wool had been
thoroughly cleansed it contained three evident
substances: 1st, a fat substance, which remained
solid at the ordinary temperature, and was liquid

at 60* centigrade ; 2ndly, another fat substance,
liquid at 15« ; and, .Srdly, a filamentous substance,
which forms the elementary substance of woven
stuffs. Some new experiments had shewn him
that this latter substance, the filamentous one,
contained hydro-sulphuric acid, which was fully

entitled to be counted as a fourth component part
of wool, and was often of great injury to manu-
facturers in their dyeing processes. His experi-

ments to isolate this sulphuric clement had lasted

four years and a half. The two fat substances of
wool corresponded to stecmne and elaine, only
they admitted of being converted into soap ; and
therefore, to distinguish tbcm, he liad termed
them steareine and elaiererine. The following is a
table of the results given by examination of, and
experimentation upon, a Merino iieece :

—

Earthy substances 20-06

Fat substances dissolved by wasliing :3-2-74

Fat matters y-97

Clean wool 31-23

100-00

In order to give an idea of his ex])eriments, M.
Chevreul went into long details of his highly in-

genious and patient methods for the isolation of
the sulphur; the ultimate result which he had
been able to obtain was, that out of 100 parts of
j)ure wooly there were still •4(i of sulphur to be
deducted. M. Chevreul then developed the im-
jjortance of these results for manufacturers : he
had already shewn that nothing was more pre-
judicial to printing on wool than the presence of
certain salts of copper sometimes to be detected

in the stuffs, and which always caused a partial

discolouration. He had recommended that iron
cylinders for printing should be used instead of
copper ones, together with other precautions

:

he had now clearly ascertained that the discoloura-

tions were caused by a sulphate of copper,
resulting from the reaction of the sulphur of the

wool on a coppery matter, the presence of which
was accidental; and he pointed out the im-
portance of these results to all dyers of woollen
goods. M. Chevreul further remarked, that the
fat component substance of wool entered into it in

the same proportion as the oil which was added
to it when thoroughly dressed, in order to make it

fit for spinning. If any difference was found in

the weaving of wool when merely washed, and of

wool thoroughly dressed, it must be accounted for

by the fat substance formed by the stearerine and
the elaiererine not being so liquid as oil, and b}' the

former retaining in the wool a certain quantity of
earthy matter, very much subdivided, which made
the filaments hard to work. The discovery of the

sulphur remaining in the substance of the wool,

and standing repeated processes with various
metallic oxides and alkaline bases, and still

adhering to the wool after four years' constant
experimentation, was considered by the Academy
as a circumstance highly curious.
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FURTHER REMARKS ON THE
CULTIVATION OF POTATOES,

WITH A REASONABLE PROBABILITY OF THE
CROPS BEING OF A MEALY AND EX-

CELLENT QUALITY.

(For the Salopian Journal.)

In reference to the communication fNo. 5)

wtiich appeared in the Salopian Journal of the 24th

of April last, it may he expected that I should give

some account of the crop from the field near

Pwll-cwrw Turnpike Gate ; but the extraordinary

wetness of the season prevented any fair con-

clusions being drawn from the results of different

modes of treatment under such untoward circum-

stances, and the early sorts of potatoes were

much encumbered with low weeds. Suffice it to

say, that the produce was good both in quantity

and quality.

Of my favourite sort, the Maesbury red, no one

planted any but myself, because it is a shy bearer,

and therefore I had no opportunity of comparing

the quality of those grown with muck ploughed

in before Christmas witli those grown in the usual

manner. I find that the most provident of my
workmen grow only the blue meals and the pink

'

eyes, hut some grow a few of the farmer's glory,

collier's eyes, and early white.

The smooth purple kidney is an excellent sort,

common in Shropshire, and is always good and

mealy ; but when the colour of the rind penetrates

the substance of these potatoes, it gives them a

dingy appearance by candle light.

Notwithstanding the rejection of the Maesbury

red on the score of economy, many can vouch for

their excellence at my own table ; and they are

used in my family during the present season

almost exclusively in preference to any other sort,

I have distributed some small packets of

Maesbury red and early white, and more may be

had, as an easy way of proving whether they

deserve ray recommendation, and whether the

mode of cultivating them may be worthy of

imitation.

For this spring I have prepared a field of ex-

cellent land for potatoes in front of the house, on

the opposite side of the turnpike road, which was

a wheat stubble; and the upper part of the field,

being about an acre and half, bounded by the

rail-way, has had the muck ploughed in before

Christmas, and this part I propose to keep for

my own use. I shall have the rows placed from

north to south, whereby the crop will get more
sun for ripening it ; and I think that an advantage

would be gained by putting rows of early and

late sorts alternately, becai.se when the haulms

of the early sorts die away, the late sorts will have

more room for ripening : besides, it seldom

happen^, that the season suits equally well for the

early and late sorts, and then by this plan the most
rigorous rows will gain some of the room not

fully occupied by the alternate early or late sorts,

if either hafipen to flourish less than the other.

Any one walking up the rail-way may see the

difference, if any, in the crops of the right and
left between the common management as com-
pared with that which I have repeatedly described.

I should observe that the crop of the Maesbury
red grown last year is smoother in the rind than

usual, which I consider as no improvement.

The seed balls gathered from the haulms of the
Maesbury red in 183(J have been cultivated for the
three following years to the present time ; they
are very like the parent variety, and a great pro-
portion of them have attained their full size. I

propose planting them to a considerable extent
this season, and I may be able at the getting-up-

time to make a good selection from them of one
or more varieties.

T. N. P.

SweeneM Hall, April 14.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK
LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—Were I inclined to be tlcMisU, I should have
sufficient reason to feel vexed on reading in the I'^x-

press of this week, tlie unfortunate misconstruction

your correspondent W. \V. has put on an observation

made in my letter inserted in your journal for March.
He begs I will withdraw an accusation it never en-

tered into my head to make ; at the close of Jiis letter,

to which I referred, he writes, "would that some of

your most experienced correspondents would give

their opinion on &c.," the reply is " I will acceding
to his request (not adverting to his epithet of one of
your most experienced corre3j)onden(s) state my
method," taking experienced correspondents to be an
epithet applying to any from wliom he wished a re-

ply, I might certainly have written more plainly,

and with due deference to his general good feelings,

surely he was ratlier suscejitible to construe tliat

which was intended as a modest apology into an ac-

cusation, forgetting evidently an epithet may refer to

a good as well as a bad qualitv- I thank him for his

good opinion of my abilities, and beiiig satisfied when
1 read his first letter he was an experienced farmer,

should, were I given to adulation, have paid him the

first compliment, wishing too, for the sake of brevity,

to confine myself to the subject in question, which
course I shall now pursue, trusting though I may
widely differ from him, he will give me credit for

proper submission to the opinions of others, so far as

is consistent with a candid avowal of my own. The
horse labour is certainly great at the time when the

tares should be sown, beginning early I have always

found sufficient time, -and have generally left a small

portion perhaps of the land most ready, or that best

adapted to grow turnips, unsown with tares, ploughing
it alter wheat sowing, and stirring it as eailv in the

spring as tlie land would admit, always bearing in

mind never to stir till it was in a fit state ; by tliis

means a part of the land is worked before the tare

ground is ready to plough. The laud so left will not,

except manured for turnips, or it was sufliciently im-

pregnated with vegetable matter before, be in so good
condition for wheat as that on which the tares are sown.

This should perhaps have been manured before,—not

that it interferes materially with the system, nor did

I attempt to do more than show a basis of cropfiing,

leaving it to others to act as circumstances might dic-

tate : I observed, in remarking on the four course, that

manure had not often been required, and recommended
it as a preparatory method for introducii)g the six

course, excefjt on inferior soils, i o sow tlie seed -lay

with beans or peas, followed by wheat, cannot I think

be so good cropping as my six course, and if it be fit

for one, will it not also be fit for the other? Were
the soil of a poorer description (such as the four
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course would be suitable for) I do not think it advisa-

ble to leave the seeds to be fed for a kw years ; the

system of exhausting- land, and then leaving it to na-

ture to correct itself, will, I fancy ultimately fee last

;

v.e can by constant tillage, and intervening green

crops, regain the land in a more speedy and profitable

manner. Even taking into consideration any mate-

rial change in the price of corn, I do not deem it pru-

dent— the produce alter the second year, except ina-

nured would be but small ; independent of a de-

crease in labour, vrhich I agree vrith W. W. should

never be overlooked. I am aware the greater

portion of seeds are sown in oats or barley—

I

should prefer the latter crop on those soils congenial

to its growth, having found the former, as stated, if

very good, not so kind for them. My method of sow-
ing seeds on wlieats is to sow them as early in March
as (he land will bear the sheep well, which I put on
ia considerable numbers, the weather permitting,

immediately after the seeds are sown previous to

rolling or harrowing, so as to feed the wheat close in

three or four days : by this means the seeds before

they are crossed, are pressed firmly into the ground,
and the wheat often benefitted by the treading of the

sheep. There is certainly a similarity between the

two six course systems ; the crops bring the same in

either, but differently placed, so different that the

principal wheat crop, will, I imagine, be considera-

blv lessened, and the land not left so kind. By ma-
nuring the seeds in the third crop, and the beans in

the fifth, the land will perhaps be lifted sufficiently,

and still be in need of that peculiar disposition fa-

vourable to a wheat crop afforded by tillage it being

fthe latter crop particularly) so distant from the

fallow land. The rye-grass must also of necessity

be omitted, and the winter feed for the sheep on the

seeds last, which I have found a great consideration to

a breeding establishment : manure too is applied by
the sheep to the land in feeding of greater value, I pre-

sume, in this case than the herbage eaten up by them
;

if hay or other artificial food be carried on, there will

of course be manure added in proportion to the quan-
tity and quality fed. If the land be in a proper con-

dition to receive the six course with fair management,
1 should not fear its getting foul, and would advise

tares in preference to a clean fallow as before stated

when they are requisite. ^V. W. says I have not

pointed out the defects in his system, merely advanc-
ing another ; in doing so, I certainly supposed his

question answered as regards stifi'or heavy land. I

also roughly compared the two systems, asking him
to give his opinion on their comparative merits, which
he has in part done, though certainly not with suffi-

cient effect to induce me to adopt the nine rather

than the six course. I perfectly agree with the prin-

cipal observations in his first letter, and he has with-

out doubt found it beneficial, though better adapted,

I should think to loams than clays—I cannot fancy it

right to sow oats or barley on heavy land made by
fallowing so peculiarly fit for the production of

wheat. The reason given why it is followed in

Essex is only an exception arising from a peculiar

cause. If the wheat be made the second crop, and
onts the fourth, would it not be better ; or if my four

and six course be combined, calling it a ten course, I

am selfish enough to consider it far preferable : thus,

fallow or part or all turnips, wheat, seeds, oats, tares,

wheat, beans, wheat, seeds, oats. Thougii the wheat
would be less 6 acres in 180, in the produce there would
probably be found little if any deficiency, and the

land not liable to become sickened from the too often

repetition of either crop sufficiently to affect mate-

rially the like succeeding one ; not having had an op-
portunity of judging', I cannot say whether alternating

the white with the red clover will aflfect the land in a

different manner from continuing the red, both being
top-rooted, and the plants in every respect so similar

I should tliink not, and if so, I do not suppose the seed
in the nine course will be found so productive a few
years hence as at present. I fear I have engrossed
toomuch space in your columns. Ihavebeen induced
in answering the different suggestions to write more
than I intended, not proposing to address you again

on this subject unless called on in answer to any par-

ticular remarks, when I shall be as concise as the

nature of the question will allow.

I am. Sir, your obedient servant.

May 1, IS'lO. Agiucultor.

EXPERIMENT IN SHEEP-FEEDlNG.~Mr.
John M'Bryde, of Belkar, during' the month of Decem-
ber, 1838, tied up a number of sheep, of the Leicester
breed, in strolls, and fed them on turnips, rice, s;igo, su-
prar, and linseed oil. At first they were rather unruly,
but shortly became quite quiet, and did excerdin;L,-ly

well. In December, 1839, he tried the same experi-
ment with a lot of white-faced wedders. He g^ave them
daily one-and-a-half pounds of liu'seed, with as many
turnips cut up in fniall pieces as they could eat, and the
experiment has far exceeded hiR expectations. The
quality of the mutton is of the fiaest description, and
the wool, by being sheltered from the heavy rains one
day, and the scorching sun another, is soft and fleecy,

and far superior to that on the same kindof sheep which
have been field fed. Another great advantage that the
stall possesses over the field feeding, is preservation
from the diseases which the damps and vicissitudes of
the weather often engender. The whole of the lot have
been bought by Mr. Boyla, flesher, here, on Saturday
last, and so high is his opinion of their excellence, that
he has paid nearly 7s. per head more than for those that
are field fed. Mr. M'Bryde says the present lot has
been exceedingly projperous, but that oftiie Leicester
breed was more so ; and that although at first in the
stall they consumed a greater quantity of turnips, yet in

the end there was a great saving, as they did not re-
quire nearly so many as they would have done if in the
field. The nutritious qualities of the linseed havemade
the mutton of the very richest «ort ; and we doubt not
but many farmers will be inclined to try the experimeat,
as during boih seasons those tied up in the stalls were
exceedingly healthy, far superior to the lot from which
they were taken at random, and required but little tend-
ing. The first Mr. Boyle killed of this lot was sent to

Lord Stair, and weighed 82 lbs. mutton, and 18 lbs. fat.—Strajiraer Paper.

ON THE MANAGEjMENT or the ORCHARD.
— (For the Carlisle Patriot.)—In the first place, you
must wash the ball and principal branches of the tree
with hot lime, which not only destroys all the insects,

but gives the tree a fine healthy appearance, and, when
washed with the rain, benefits the roots. If you find the
soil becoming dry previous to the opening of the bloom,
give each full grow n tree ten or twelve gallons of water
at the roets just before the bloom expands. If you have
a sufficiency of manure water apply that, but otherwise,
soft pouch or rain water, or, in preference to either, soap
suds if you can procure them. By the application of
this at the time directed you will find that the fruit

always sets a great deal better than if it were omitted,
as it very materially contributes to the production of
perfect stamina and formation ; without watering in
many cases they would be defective, particularly apple
trees ; also in dry seasons, generally , the greater part of
the bloom drops off, which is caused by the deficiency
of nourishment to strengthen it at the roots.—John
BiRKETT,
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REVIEW.
ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE DOMESTIC ANI-

MALS OF THE BRITISH ISLANDS.

Longman and Co.

In the present cky, when the science of agriculture

has necessarily attracted such notice, and is making- ra-

pid strides, another study has been introduced of not

less importance. Whilst the nature of soil, locahty, and

climate, have been carefully considered, so that the ad-

vantages afforded by each may be rendered conducive

to the benefit of the community, the selection and im-

provement of the best breeds of cattle, their adapta-

to the tracts of country they at present occupy, and the

profit they yield to the producer, are objects of equal

consideration.

Of the works already published on this, there are,

with scarcely an exception, but two kinds—the one

treating practically, unaided by clear description ; whilst

the other bears too much the character of a work of

art to be rendered available for general purposes.

In the illustrations before us. Professor Low has

united the two ; and, with scientific research and a

thorough knowledge of the subject, brought out a

series abounding with information for every class of

readers. The second part of this work, with Mr. Nichol-

son's illustrations, has just been published. It contains

representations of various original varieties of our native

sheep, drawn on stsne, and coloured and glazed so as to

resemble highly finished water-coloured drawings. This

work is valuable as a work of art, and still more valu-

able, as containing in the letter-press a vast deal of sci-

entific information on a subject which has hitherto been

but obscurely treated, or mingled with a mass of rub-

bish whicli has rendered it tedious, unprofitable, and

worthless. The descriptive portion contains a great

deal of orig-inal matter, the result of actual observation

and research. The engravings are very cleverly done ;

indeed each illustration is an elegant picture, as well as

a portrait of a particular animal.

means these shoots grow stronger, more erect, and
become better ripened than if allowed to grow through

among the fruit bearing stems.

Raspberries require an open airy situation, and thrive

in any kind of garden soil, but if a little loamy so much
the better. The root sends sut under-ground runners,

each of which throws up stems appearing in the course

of tima at considerable distances from the first station.

For this reason it is necessary to dig the ground round
the stools at least once a year, in order that the stools

may be kept within compass, and at the same time to

add a little good dress, as the plant likes to live well

to throw up vigorous stems as well as swell the fruit.

" As the raspberry is by nature a wanderer from its

fir.5t station, it has been conceived as a certain indicatioa

that a change of place is necessary to the plant. It is

therefore a rule in practice to give the stools a new
place every three or four years, or what is better

making new plantatations of the strongest suckers a

year or two previous to rooting the old stools out.
" The best varieties of the raspberry are the following,

viz.,—Wilmot's early red, red Antwerp, yellow Ant-
werp, Brentford red, double bearing red, and the

Barnet seedling.

"Any of the sorts may be made to yield fruit ia

autumn by cutting out the bearing shoot in spring, and
stopping the young shoots about Midsummer. These
stopped shoots will branch out flower, and give a few
fruit in autumn. This dismemberment however, pre-

vents those shoots from bearing in the following year, on
which account the manoeuvre should only be partially

executed.
"Like other domesticated fruits, new varieties of

raspberries may be raised from seed, and it is a wander
that v/e have not a greater variety than appears in our

fruit catalogues. The fruiting ot the raspberry may be

expedited by forcing or by training to a south wall, or

retarded by placing them on a north aspect,"

THE HAND BOOK OF TREES.

Tyas.

The following extract from this useful work will be

acceptable to our readers :

—

" The raspberry is a British fruit, and found perfectly

wild in many places, but by continued culture in gar-

dens, and by raising nev/ varieties from seed, this fruit is

greatly improved.
" The raspberry is one of tliose plants whose stems live

only two summers. The root is permanent, throwing

up an uncertain number ot stems every summer.
Those produced this year yield their fruit in the next

and then immediately die. While these are bearing

and ripening of the fruit, another birth of young shoots

are thrown up to be fruitful in the summer following.
" This manner of growth therefore directs the opera-

tions of the pruner, for if he looks at a raspberry tree in

the autumn, he will see two descriptions of stems,

branclied ones which have borne the fruit, all of which

are to be broken or cut off close to the ground, and
another set, still bearing leaves which have sprung up
during the summer. These aro to be reduced in num-
ber if more than five or six, or according to the supposed

strength of the root, and also shortened to about four

feet high. These reserved and shortened stems bear

the fruit of next summer, and are usually tied together

for mutual support, or made fast to a single stake driven

into the centre of the roots, or tied to a ledge fastened

to posts fixed at regular distances along the ranks of

plants. But a more convenient method of culture, is

putting in the plants in rows of five or six feet asunder

in the row, and when the stems are pruned, bending
half the number of shoots of each stool towards each
other, and fastening them together. By this means the

fruitful branches are brought together, making gather-

ing the fruit more convei..ent, and allowing the next

year's shoots to rise without any obstruction, by which

THE PRACTICAL CHYMIST.
M'Phun, Glasgow.

"The consideratioa of vegetable and animal sub-

stances, constitutes that department denominated or-

ganic chemistry, to distinguish it from that which we
have thus far considered, and which constitutes inor-

ganic chemistry. 1st. Vegetables and animals are dis-

tinguished from all other substances by having the

principle called life. •ind. They are nearly all composed
of the same elements combined in different proportions.

3rd. They are all decomposed by a red heat. 4th.

They cannot be produced by art.

The necessary ingredients of vegetables are carbon,

hydrogen, and oxygen, ia addition to which some con-

tain nitrogen. These ingredients constitute the ulti-

mate elements, and their separation from each other

constitutes what has been called ultimate analysis.

"The elements of vegetables are so combined in

nature as to constitute distinct and definite compounds
which exists already formed in the plant, and are de-

nominated proximate principles.

The principles are 1st. Vegetable acids, nearly all

these may be obtained in crystals at common tempera-

tures. 2nd. Oils characterized by a peculiar unctuous

feel, iaflammability, and by their insolubility in water.

3rd. Sugar, contained in ripe fruits, iu the sap of many
trees, and in the roots of some vegetables. 4th. Starch,

an abundaht product of the vegetable kingdom, being

the chief ingredient of most varieties of grain and of

some roots. 5th. Gum, found in a great variety of

plants and trees. 6th. Vegetable alkalies. These sub-

stances, according to Dumas, besides containing oxygen,

hydrogen, and carbon, also contain nitrogen. They
are supposed to exist in the plant in combination with

some native vegetable acid constituting a salt to ob-

tain the vegetable alkali, therefore we have only to pre-

sent some stronger alkali that will combine with the

native acid, the vegetable alkali being set free will,

from its insolubility, be precipitated. 7th. Colouring

matter. Most colours require the agency of something

to fix them firmly, otherwise they would be destroyed
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by washing, sucli agents were formerly called Monlauts,

but the term base is now more generally substituted.

The chiefbases emaloyed are alum, coppering, and mu-
riate of tin, of which large quantities are used by the

dyer. These not only fix the colour, but give them
often a brighter and different hue. Sth. Tannin, a

brown powder, and exists in large quantities in all as-

tringent plants. 9lh, Gluten, a substance obtained in

the process for preparing starch. 10th. Yeast or era-

tins. The latter name was given from its being the

dregs, left after pouring off beer, and formerly called

emptyings, it is produced during vinous fermentation,

and is itself the principle of fermentation.

ON THE WAGES OF AGRICUL-
TURAL LABOURERS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MAKK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—As some of your correspondents appear

rather to doubt what I stated in my former commu-
uication, I will, with your permission, state a few

more facts.

The Rev. W. Ferguson, minister of the Inde-

pendent Chapel, Bicester, has published a letter

respecting the condition of the agricultural labourers

in Oxfordshire. He says—" In the county of Ox-
ford the field labourers are paid at the rate of from

6s. to 10s. per week, out of which the labourer has

to pay Is. 9d. per week for tlie use of his house,

Is. 9d. per week for coals, say 4d. per week for

soap, &c,, 4d, per week for candle-light, Is. per

quantity and cost of the food given in the work-

houses to a man, his wife, and five children, by

which it appears that (according to the least of the

scales of dietary) the costof the food alone is lls.7|d.

per week. They say that this table has been increased

by many boards of Guardians ; but taking it at the

lowest "rate, and adding for house-rent, clothing,

firing, soap, candles, &c. &c. 5s. lOd. as mentioned

above by the Rev. W. Ferguson, our peasantry

ought to obtain 17s. 6d. a-week to be, not better,

but as icell off, as the paupers in the workhouse.

AVhat county in England can boast of giving their

field labourers all the year round such wages as

this .' No wonder that in the year 1839 62,000 per-

sons emigrated from the agricultural districts. Happy
England ! whose industrious, hard-working peasan-

try are not near so well provided for as the paupers

in your workhouses ! The " bold peasantry " can

no longer be called "their country's pride." We
may preach patience and content to them ; but truly

did Lord Bacon observe, " There is no reasoning

with a man who has a hungry belly."

It is impossible that such a state of things can

continue much longer, without producing direful

consequences. I am, Sir,

Youi obedient servant,

April 22. Justice.

Sir,—-There have been so many correspondents

on the subject of wages in consequence of my asser-

tion, that there are districts where an ablebodied man

can only earn eight shillings a week, that I find it

week the 5'ear round for shoes and clothes, 8d. per impossible to answer each ;
but as I have now the

week paid for education, &c., &c.; total 5s. lOd

paid every week by a field labourer out of his 8s.

per week ! so that there remains the grand weekly
sum of 2s. 2d. to buy food for a man, his wife, and
three or four children ! I must add that many of

the labourers here grow potatoes, and feed a pig;

still their weekly income, including their potatoes

and pig, does not amount to more than 4s. 8d. or 5s.

—that is to say after the other items are deducted.
That this is not an exaggerated statement, I am pre-

pared to prove at any time.

Dr. Farr, in a letter addressed to the Registrar-

General, has the following passage : " Dr. Kay
states that the average expense of maintenance in

the workhouses of Norfolk and Suffolk would be 18s.

a-week, or about 50Z. a-year for a man, his wife, and

means of supporting without a doubt my first posi-

tion, I have no question, but that they will each of

them feel thoroughly satisfied.

In your last week's paper, (April 20), a corres-

pondent signing himself A Devonshire Farmer,

admits that in his neighbourhood they only give

eight or nine shillings a week ; but, says he, they

have the privilege of buying wheat at six and

seven shillings a bushel, and in addition to that, a

quart of cider a day. What a stretch of liberality

this evinces, absolutely a quart of cider, worth no

doubt eight-pence or ten-pence a gallon ! Think of

that ye miserably fed workmen at Barclay and Per-

kin's, an allowance of two penny-worth of sour cider

a day, in addition to the wages so liberally given

by our aristocracy ! And this is not all 1 No Sir,

four children ; and he found that 120 families, whose their generosity fairly out Herod's Herod, they pile
" ...

- Pelion on Ossa. They allow this labourer, with the

whole of his hard cash,—mark that, eight shillings a

week, and a quart of cider per diem 1 they allow him

after all these allowances, to rent a piece of ground

for potatoes, the produce of which enables him to

keep a pig ; and the farmer allows them to assist

themselves in farming this ground with a horse and

cart! What a valuable privilege to be allowed to

rent land in Devonshire

;

number of children averages 3.7 to a family, the an-

nual income, including the earnings of the wife and
children, was 351. 9s. If the diet of the families out
of the workhouse is in the same proportion, or equal

to 0.8 of the workhouse dietary, it will follow, that

the families of agricultural labourers in the employ-
ment of the great agriculturists of Norfolk and Suf-

folk are upon little better than half diet, equal to 0.6

of full diet. The gross income is 4d. a-day per

bead, and this furnishes the rent, firing, clothing,

&c. as well as food. From a series of facts before

me, it appears that full diet cannot be procured by
adults for less than lOd. a-day, Reduce it to 6d.

for children, and the cheapness of coarse food, then

the result will differ little from that above stated.

The calculation proves to demonstration that the

agricultural labourer can purchase scarcely any
animal food. This appears to be the case : the family

subsists upon potatoes, salt, bread (a limited quan-

titij), and a small quantity of bacon."
The Poor Law Commissioners, in a " Report on

the continuance of the Commission," addressed to

the Marquis of Normanby, publish a table of the

but fortunately that

30unty is not peculiar in this particular, as any ma,a

that has the money in his pocket may rent land in

any county of Great Britain. But seriously, are the

minds of men so narrowed, as to *lwell upon such a

parcel of trifling little civilities as these towards a

labourer? Is the poor labourer so reduced, that a

pennyworth of cider in addition to his usual allow-

ance in the broiling beat of harvesting, is to be

coveted and trumpeted forth so ostentatiously?

Shame ! shame upon the landlords of England ! Oh,

proceed at once to London, and learn generosity

from the shopkeepers and manufactures. In Lon-

don a carman earns fiom twenty-one to thirty

shillings a week, and has as much beer in a day aa
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would buy tlie poor Devonsliire (kvils allowance for

a week. A bricklayer has from thirty to thirty-five

shillings a week, and his labourer who does not work
halt'so hard, or so long- as tlie unfortunate Devon-
sliire labourer, has eighteen shillings a week, and
expects hip allowance of beer. Blacksmiths earn

from thirty to forty shillings a week, and so on. I

will not proceed further, but merely repeat the sub-
stance of the assertion which Justice so admirably
proved beyond the power of cavilling at, unless to

those who felt the smart, namely, that in quandam
merry England, there are districts where an able

bodied man shall toil from week's end to week's end
for only eight shillings a week. 80 much for protec-
tion. I remain, Mr. Editor, your most obedient
humble servant. W. S.

Bow Common, near London, April 23.

Sir,—In your valuable Journal of the ISth inst.,

a letter signed a " Subscriber," states that he won-
ders how a Village Farmer can offer 20 per cent less

than a man is worth. A " Village Farmer" begs to

contradict the char!,;e. In the first place he consi-

ders 15s. per week too high a rate of wages even to

a man whom he knows to be a good labourer, and
ho considers that 12s. per week is ample to offer a

man that he does not know ; and if tbe Village
Farmer proved him to be worth more than 12s., of
course the man would be able to command more, but
when Justice states the average price of labour to

be 9s. per week, a Village Farmer thought that truth

might lay lietwixt the two extremes ; however J will

be bound to give a good labourer, who can do all

sorts of work, 13s. 6d. per week, if any subscriber
will furnish me with one. I quite agree with the
«bservation of " Fair Play," and can prove that

what he states is true, that there are plenty of farm-
ers in Lincolnshire who would be glad to acceptoffers
of good labourers at 13s. 6d. per week, a horseman
at los. I wonder what sort of labourers those are
whom Justice alludfs to, who only can earn 5s. to
7s. or 9s. per week, when he acknowledges that if

the assertion of a Village Farmer be correct (which
they are) that the labourer who is commandinn- 15s.
in Lincolnshire is tke cheapest. Now as Justice
seems disposed to cut at the farmers who are g^iving

those labourers 7s. per week, also at theirlandlords,
which appears to me from his own assertions that
they are not to blame, I would ask Justice if ho does
not think 15s, per week a good price for labour, and
if he does, why should not every man be paid equal
for his labour, and if those poor idle, inactive la-

bourers will not earn more than 73. per week, I
would ask why should they have it, if farmers were
to give a bad labourer as much as he does his good
ones 1 I diHer in opinion with Justice where he
states, that there is scarcely a country in Europe
where the labourers are so badly off as in England. It
is my opinion that they are better off in England than
any other place. 1 have seen in Ireland hundreds
of labourers walking the streets faint with hunger,
and have been thankful to obtain emjiloy at 6d. per
day ; and provision, dear as it is in England, and I
could name other parts of Europe where the farmers
could command any 'quantity of men at 6d. to 8d.
per day, and those men that can only obtain their 6d.
to 8d. per day, cannot get employ every day even at
that price. I have been an eye-witness to this, and
concluded that the labourers in England are enjoy-
ing as much comfort as the farmers in France and
Germany, and I would include some parts of Ireland,
and although Justice states that the price of labour

in some counties is from 7s. to 9s. per week, even
in those counties I would ask, are not the best la-

bourers earning l2s. per week. I don't know any
county but what they are.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

April 18, 1840. " A Village Farmer.

Mn. Editor,—Several letters having appeared
in the Express, .on the wages given to agricultural

labourers in various counties, I trust you will

kindly insert a few explanatory remarks or. the
apparent lovv'ness of wages in this part of Devon-
shire. I admit that we only give our men 8 or 9

shillings per week, but then they arc supplied with
wheat at (! to 7, and barley at 3 to 4, shillings per
bushel, quite independent of the market price.

They have also daily a quart of good strong bodied
cider or beer, and when the apples are abundant
I, and many others, make it .'5 pints ; at harvest, hay,
and paring and burning itis furnished nearly ad lib-

itum. Threshing, hedging &c. &c. is done as task

work, at which industrious men earn from 2 to 3 shil-

lings per day. Our labourers have also the privilege

of renting land for potatoes, more than sufficient for

their families, so that after feeding a pig or two
they generally have some to dispose ot, the farmer
assisting gratis with horses, cart, &c.&c. The per-

sonal appearance of our peasantry, sufficiently in-

dicate they are not suffering the privations so feel-

ingly described by some of jour correspondents,

and have no doubt our brother farmers in Somer-
set and Dorset can as readily assig'n a cause for the

apparent lowness of wages in their counties. I

remain Mr. Editor your constant reader.

A Devonshire Farmer.
Kinyshridyc, April 1th,

SiK,—I should recommend your correspondeut
T. F. before he again submits his narrow ide;i3 to

the public, to harrow up authoritv rather more cre-

ditably than that signed Justice, for upon jieiusing

I'.F.'s letter in your valuable journal of the iStli of

April, I observe a list of counties mentioned as pay-
ing a rate of wages varying as low <isfrom7s. to

9s. per week. A statement of this kind, I am well

aware, is generally treated with ridicule and con-

tempt, but fearing some distant inexperienced readers

should really believe it possible, I, as an Essex
agriculturist, feel it incumbent upon me flatly to

contradict such gross misstatements, as relates to

my own county. Our regular rate of wages generally

paid is 12s. per week for able bodied men, but as the

greater portion of labour at this season of the year

is let by the piece, the earnings of tlie best labourers

vary from I3s. to I5s., and during harvest 30s. to

32s. per week. 1'rusting that the otlier counties

mentioned, if similarly viliiied, will follow my ex-

ample in exposing the raiscliief-making statements

of such men asT. F., and " Justice,"

' I am. Sir,

Your humble and obliged servant,

EsgKX.

Sill,—Your letter addressed to a village farmer

in the Mark Lane Express of the 20th of April re-

specting labourers' wages is what schoolboys call so

very " cockey," that I must beg leave to ask you
one question. You boast of giving eighteen shil-

lings a-week for common labourers, while in

" quondam merry England " there are districts
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^vljprc an nble bodied luboiirer can only earn eight

bbilliugs a-week. Are there not in " quondam
mprry i^ondon " some able bodied labourers wLo can
only earn eight shillings a-week '! I know there are.

I am, Sir, yours, &;c..

Another Village Faiimer.

Sir,—The ine quality of wages paid to Agricultu-

ral labourer.?, is obtaining the attention it deserves
;

residing- in the Lindsay division of Lincolnshire,

where the average price of labour is nearly fourteen

shillings a week, it does seem strange that our
Southern friends are enly getting two-thirds of that

price ; the controversy that has elicited this inequal-
ity has been seized upon with alacrity by the ene-

mies of the Corn-laws, and the wretched pittance

(which the minimum really is,) is dishonestlv
" blazoned" as " tJie wages of the agricultural

labourer.

The Evening Chronicle says " The effect of the

Corn-laws on the farm-labourers' condition has been
laid bare, no less than that on the artiznn. The in-

famous truth lias been blazoned that the starvation

price of wheat yields tho labourei under ihc corn-
laws for the nominal protection of agriculture, nine
shillings a week for the miserable subsistence of

himself and finnily" ; but Sir, " the infamous truth",

has no existence in this district, it is a " phantom"
that is never seen but in the columns of a newspaper,
and never heard of but from the mouth of a dema-
gogue.

To each of two men I pay twelve shillings a week,
and allow yearly twelve stone of bacon, half a rood
of potatoes, and a comfortable cottage ; whilst to oc-

casional labourers, I pay during the winter two
shillinn-s and sixpence a day; in doing this I make
no pretensions to liberality, because it is no more
than is coramonly allowed in th s county. An ava-

ricious tenant of the Duke of St. Albans, at a meet-

ing of the poor-law guardians, attempted to induce them
to lower the price of labour, but his proposition was
rejectejl with disdain.
" Live and let live" is a sentiment often on the

lip of your " Philosophical Farmer" in the south,

but Jiere in the Lindsey division of Lincolnshire,

it is a living truth constaitly acting as 'a pulsation

of the heart.

Brookfeld, May 9th. *

So much lias lately appeared in your Paper on
this subject, giving- such different accounts as to the
weekly amount of wages in many counties, and the
subject, as you observe, in some of the communica-
tions, treated in a mistaken spirit, I cannot refrain

from tlius offering for public consideration an ex-
tract from an edition of my " Practical Farming
and Grazing," now in tlae press, in the hope that
the rate of wages there specified, and which for

twenty years past I have been paying, may be
thought so fair that others may be induced to pay
their labourers in the same manner.

I have often thought that it would be productive
of much good, if arrangements could be made in

pojjulous agricultural parishes to teach some of the
boys to become hedge-carpenters, sawyers, and such-
like iiseful rural occupations. This not done, there
are not so many of these as wanted ; therefore they
can exact their own prices. I paid last week
two sawyers, who did not work harder than my
labourers, Ql. 9s. for their week's work.

Before giving my extract, 1 earnestly recommend
a considerate perusal of the leading article in your

this week's paper. Often has the substance of it

been turned over in my mind, and no doubt in the
thought of many others. Such as have read this

article I feel assured will unite with me, not only in

full approbation of its contents, but in the masterly
form in M'hich it is exjiressed. The extract is as

follows :

—

" I have heard some few farmers saj^ that farming-

labourers ought not to be discontented ; that they
now live much better than in former times,

when they seldom eat any other than barley or rye
bread ; but that now they eat none but wheaten.
I have reminded such persons that farmers, and all

classes of the people, live better than formerly, and
that it is good for the community that they shoiikl,

for plenty can be obtained in the country, and the
producing it gives employment to the greatly in-

creased rural population.

" It should be borne in mind that the corn laws
are upheld, not for the benefit of farmers only, but
also for their labourers, by enabling the farmers to
find them full employment, with such fair wages as
will purchase them good wheaten bread, which all

working men ought to eat. Without corn laws, the
British farmers would be as poor as the continental
farmers are in the cheap corn countries ; and the
British labourers be in the same state of poverty
and servility. It lias been my practice, and it

should be general, to pay labourers' wages accordmg
to the price of wheat, giving them weekly, about
the value of one bushel and one-third of a bushel

;

but when wheat is less than three pounds per quar-
ter, the value of one bushel and a half. Farmers
could not afford to give the value ©f a larger quan-
tity, if wheat was as low as forty sliillings per qr.,

which would be about the average price with free

importation ; but labourers who have families could
not maintain them with seven shillings and sixpence
a week.

" Were the manufacturers to pay their operatives
as great a proportion of their profits as the farmers
pay to their labourers, just complaints of poverty
among the manufacturing population could not
exist. It has lately been stated in an agricultural
paper, that in some parts of the country able-bodied
farming labourers are now paid only eight, or at
most nine shillings a week. It is tlisgraceful to
farmers to be so illiberal to their men, when re-
ceiving such liberal prices for their produce."

C. HlLLYARD.
Thorpelancb, April 29, 1840.

South Hams, Devon, May 12,

Mr. Editoii,~As the observations of Mr. C. Hill.,

yard, in the " Express," May 4th, may lead to the er-
roneous supposition that farmers are enjoying great
prosperity, I think it therefore, necessary to state, that
throughout Devon and Cornwall, bordering on the
English channel, wheat has not yielded half an average
crop ; potatoes, which are extensively cultivated, not
so much, being near the sea, almost a total failure, so
that instead of being exporters, in many parts we have
become importers of that valuable root ; and barley, the
crop principally relied on for rent, was so discoloured,
and sprouted, during the late (to us) disastrous harvest,
tliat neither maltster nor miller become purchasers, al-
though certainly giving the foreigner an extremely
liberal price for grain of every description : the distillers

have been nearly our only customers at 2s. 6d. per
bushel. Thus circumstanced, it will not excite surprise
to hear it has been a season of almost unexampled diffi-

culty with us ; there is not a farmer who has not made
serious inroads on his capital to meet his landlord, and
curreat expenses. Your able article on the subject of

2 F
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labourers' wafyes, liavin? suppressed tlie "esprit de
corps" arising- among-st us, prevented my replying? to

the strictures of " W. S.," but tliinking- that persons
unacquainted, like himself, with agricultural affairs,

might be deceived by his remarks, I shall, with your
permission, take this opportunity of making' a few com-
ments on his letter, April 23rd. In the first place, I

consider it very unfair to compare the wag-es given in

agriculture, a business mostly conducted by mrn of
small capital, and attended with less profit than almost
any other, with those given by great capitalists, who en-
joy almost a monopoly, having no foreigner or vicissi-

tudes of climate to contend with ; it would have been
more just had " W. S." informed us what the indus-
trious artisan in Spitalfields earned per week ; they, like

us, have to meet the competition of the nearly untaxed
stranger, but have a great advantage in being inde-
pendent of the weather. As " W. S." boasts so much
of the generosity of manufacturers and shopkeepers,
pray in whose employment are those persons residing
in the bye streets, and courts about St. Giles's, White-
chapel, Shoreditch, Stepney, &c., &g. ? for I fearlessly

assert, that such an amount of poverty, misery, and des-
titution as exists in those localities is unparalleled,
thank God, amongst our rural population. As we far-

mers are matter of fact men, I beg to acquaint " W.
S.'' such cider as we furnish our men, is retailed at four-

pence per quart ; the ceiisumption on a farm of 200
acres, is usually calculated at 30 hogsheads per annum.
Of course " W. S." will sneer at such a paltry sum, but
I can assure him the amount is felt this year as a serious
item of expenditure. I must now inform " W. S." our
men have rather more than a pennyworth of what he so

courteously denominates sour cider, during harvest, as

they are engaged by the month at increased wages, have
five meals per day, such as even those princely fellows

London carmen might deign to partake of, together with
an unlimited allowance of that invigorating, exhilirating,

purest of fermented liquors, real Devonshire cider, no-
thing but the juice of apples—no other ingredients—not
even water ; what a contrast this offers to that stupifying
Jiarcotic, that life-curtailer, London porter, with its nu-
merous deleterious compounds, so humanely communi-
cated by Mr. Child, himself a brewer, to caution the
unwary of the effects produced by imbibing coculus in-

dicus, copperas, &c., &c. ; why the very abominations
contained in Thames water are sufficient to produce
something beyond nausea in a Devonian. As to the
customary daily allowance of drink to our men, be it

known unto " W. S." there is not a farmer in the Soutii
Hams who has not been used to assist, from his boyhood,
in every description of husbandry work, and they have
the presumption to think, their own sensations entitle

them to be better judges of what is required to support
the strength and spirit of workmg men, than persons
behind counters or in counting-houses, who know no-
thing of manual labour but by name. " VV. S.'' ap-
pearing so enamoured of quondam merry England, I

fervently pray it may please the Almighty to grant us
a bountiful harvest and genial weather once more, when
if" W. S." can be prevailed on to lose the silver sounds
of Bow bells for the first time, and pay a visit to the
South Hams, I will ensure his seeing a portion of the
present merry England, quite equal to " auld lang
syne," and I feel confident, when " W. S." beholds the
industrious Devon farmers leading their men in the field,

heading them at their own plentifully supplied boards,
and sees the good understanding subsisting between
masters and men, his unfounded prejudices against us
will vanish, and like a true-hearted Briton, he will ac-
knowledge that we are not the^griping, narrow-minded,
close-fisted beings he had once erroneously conceived.

A Devonsiiibe FAriMEU.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE SUSSEX AGHICULTURAL EXPRESS.

Sir,—A good deal having of late been advanced re-
specting the State of the agricultural labourer employed
at 12s. per week, and that being the sum universally
represented by the workman as his receipt, should an
inquiry be made into his wages, I beg to send you a

copy of the actual earnings of a man and Ins wife in

my employ during one year. U'lie man is by no means
a picked workman, or a remarkably strong one; and
the annexed account is merely to show the income of a
labourer empleyed all the year round, wetand dry, and
losing no time. I add a list of prices, lest it should be
argued that unreasonable sums have been paid for work
performed. None of his children are old enough to

earn any thing. May 3rd, 14s. l|d.; lOih, 1/.; 17th,

13s. 6d-; 24th, 1/. 4s. 2d.; 31st., 1/. 10s. llfd. ; June
7th, 17s. ; 14th, 17s. 9d.; 21st, \i. Os. 4d.; 28th. 18s.

5d. ; July 5th, 18s. 5*d ; 12th, 1/. lis. ; 19th, IZ. 10s.

lOd.; 26th, 12s. 8d. : August 2nd, 15s. 2id.; 9th, 21.

Us. lid.; 16th, 1/. Is. 5d. . 23rd, 18s. 6d. ; 30th, II.

53. lOd.; September 6th, 21. Os. 2d.; 13th,

]/. 17s. Id.; 20th, 15s.; 27th, 19s. lOJd.;
Oct. 3rd, 16s. 4id.; 10th, 125. 5d.; 17th, I6s.; 24th,

15s. 6d.; Nov. 1st, 16s.; 8th, 16s.; 15th, 14s. ; 22nd,
12s. Sd.; 29th, 14s. 6d. ; Dec. 5th, 14s.; 13th, 12s.;

20th, 14s.; 27th, lis.; Jan. 3rd, 18s. 5d.; 10th, 14s.;

l7th, I6s. 6d. ; 24th, 19s. lOd. ; 31st, 185. 9d. ; Feb.
7th, 15s.; 14th, l7s. ; 21st, I6s.; 28th, I6s.; March
6th, l/. 4s. 75d. ; 13th, 15s. lOd. ; 20th, 15s.; 27th,

15s.; April 3rd, 17. Is. 7d. ; 10th, 17s. lid.; 17th,

14s. ; 24th, lis. 5d.—Total, 49Z. 13s. 6^d.

In addition to this the wife earned about 12s. washing
and charing at ray house, and I have paid the husband
12s. 6d. for hog dung. Their yearly income therefore

amounts to 50l. ISs. S^d., or 19s. 7d. per week.
Day wages 2s., tan-flaying 15s. per load, threshing

wheat 4s. per quarter, ditto oats Is. 3d. ditto, top-cut-

ting 2s. 6d. per 100, mowing clover 2s. 6d. per acre,

ditto grass, 3s. 9d. ditto, reaping 10s. and 13s. per acre,

mowing oats 2s. 3d. ditto, stubble cutting 2s. 6d.

;

wood-cutting and ditching, hedging, &c., at the usual

prices ; hay and harvest wages, men 2s. 6d., women
is. 4d. I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

A Sussex Farmer.
East Grinstead, April 26, 1840.

w. S. OF LONDON "AND THE
VILLAGE FARMER."

TO THE EDITOR OP THE MARK LANE EXPRE.SS.

Sir,—Your London correspondent W. S. (April

20) rebukes the village farmer for presuming to

doubt the statements of low wages paid to agri-

cultural labourers in some parts of England, as he
(the village farmer) himself, ])ays 15s. per week.
I believe that a great deal of misapprehension
exists on this subject, and that where low money
wages are paid, there are, in general, payments
in kind, which make the wages, on the whole,
much nearer the higher money payments of other

districts than is generally supposed. In your paper
of the above date, there is a letter from a '' Devon-
shire Farmer" explaining the cause of the " ap-

parent lowness of vv'ages." He says, " I admit
that we give our men only 8s. or 9s. per week, but
theti they are supplied with wheat at 6s. to 7s.,

and barley .3s. to 4s. per bushel, quite independent
of the market price. They have also, daily, a quart

of good^ strong-bodied cider or beer, and when
apples are abundant, three pints ; at harvest,

haying, and paring and burning, it is furnished

nearly ad libitum. Threshing, hedging, &c., &c.,

is done at task work, at which, industrious men
can earn from 2s. to 3s. per day. Our labourers

have also the privilege of renting land for potatoes,

more than sufficient for their families, so that

after feeding a pig or two, they generally have
some to dispose of; the farmers assisting gratis,

with horses, carts, &c. The personal appearance

of our peasantry sufficiently indicate they are not

suffering the privations so feelingly described by
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some of 3'our correspondents ; and I liavc no
doubt that our brother farmers in Somerset, and
Dorset, can as readily assign a cause for the ap-

parent lowness of wages in their counties." But
if there are, reallj-, an)-- districts where, un-

fortunately, a money payment of 8s. or 9s. a week
forms the whole of the wages, what does it prove

but this?—that in such places, the supply of

labourers is greater than there is any profitable

demand for, except at low wages ; and, the

demand remaining the same, there is no possible

mode of raising wages permanently, but by
lessening the supply, and the labourers have no
alternative but to suffer, or remove elsewhere?

Their love of home (which is natural enough)
may be overcome by privation; for " tlie rich

pastures of Somersetshire and Devonshire" can,

as pastures, afford but little employment. And I

advise these labourers to remove— not, indeed, to

the " smoke of London" where their morals ma?/

be injured, or to "the fens of Lincolnshire,"

where their health mitst be ruined—but to arable

districts where fair wages are given. I do not un-

derstand what W. S. means by the following- sar-

castic passage. " So much for the very disinterested

liberality of the landlords in protecting the

labourers ; they are really too considerate."

Can landlords make wages higli or low ? Surely

even a London citizen ought to be aware that the

rate of wages of the labourers, as well as the price

of every thing, is regulated by the existing pro-

portion between the supply and the demand.
Agricultural wages have been low for ages ; and
some causes have combined to lower them within

the last 40 or 50 years. Agriculturists have long

considered a peck of wheat as equivalent to the

wages of a good labourer for a daj'. And on com-
paring prices of corn and labour at different

periods, we find that although short periods

vary, yet, that at long periods, the average is about
the same, as measured in wheat, whether the

money payment be one shilling or two : at

present it is, in general, two shillings, and the

average price of a peck of v;heat is about
the same. If I mistake not. Sir Frederick

Eden, in his valuable work on the Poor, shows,

that at the time he Vi'rote, a peck of wheat had
long been the usual equivalent to a day's labour.

If so, there is no great cause for complaint now,
on the whole.
The friends and supporters of " Justice" ought

to be quite sure that they are in possession of all

the circumstances of the case, before they bring

injurious charges.

It appears from the letter of W. S. under notice,

as well as from a former, in the Mark Lane Express,

addressed to Thomas Bates, Esq., (dated Feb. 4)

that he considers himself a friend to the agri-

cultural labourers, although he would approve of a

free trade in corn. I therefore beg leave to ask

him whether agricultural wages are not determined

by the average price of corn in England, as well as

on the continent ? Whether the reduction of corn

prices to those of the continent, must not be ac-

companied by the fall of wages to the same level ?

Whether in that case the situation of the labourer

would not be worse than at present ? The average

price of wheat per bushel, in England, for the

last eight or ten years, has been about 7s. and the

day's wages certainly Is. 8d. or more. On the

continent agricultural wages are from 6d. to 8d.

per day, (except in the north of Europe, where they

do not exceed 4d.) while the price of wheat has

been at least 5s. per bushel. Could the English

labourer, then, with wheat at this price, and wages

reduced in proportion, purchase even as much
bread as before ; and still more, could he purchase

as many ^aa.TfZ necessaries, or even as many manu-
factured goods as at present ? Is it not clear that_

to reduce the money price of corn, would be to

degrade the situation of the labourer quite as much,
if not more, than that of the farmer and landlord ?

The same effect would speedily follow with regard

to the productive classes generally ; but this is not

quite so apparent, and it is not my present pur-

pose to prove it.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

April, 30. A Farmer.

ON COTTAGE ALLOTMENTS.

TO T71E EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—Your Sutton-on-Trent correspondent, who

signs himself " A Friend to the Poor," seems to be

well disposed towards the allotment system, and to

think it is calculated to do much good ; I am one of

those who reioice to see this opinion gaining

ground every "where. But I am fully persuaded,

that to cause it to produce the lasting and sub-

stantial good expected from it, namely, the im-

provement in the condition of the labouring class,

no attempt must be made to render it a system of

slaverv.

The' advantageous management of a cottage

allotment is to be done without this, or rest

assured it will never prevail or become general.

Industry, activity and skill are to be employed in

this humble concern as well as in all other

avocations; but the grand object in this scheme,^ is

to shew the industrious labourer how to economize

and manage the physical powers which nature has

given him to the best advantage, as well as the

economical expenditure of his slender income

arising from that resource, so that his personal

appearance at the end of the year may convince

every observer of his progress; that, like the

tenants of Capt. Schobell, adverted to in his ex-

cellent speech at the last meeting of the Somerset

Labourer's Friend Society, his condition is im-

proved in cvc;ry sense of the word, and that he

appears better able to undergo the labours of the

ensuing year, than he did at the commencement

of the former one. This, if I understand the

matter right, is the aim and object of those

" Labourer's Friend Societies" formed in Somerset,

Kent, and other parts of the kingdom, for the

especial purpose of improving the cowdition of

the labouring poor, and not to work the flesh from

his bones to save the parish some scanty pittance

he may have been in the habit of receiving.

The wishes of your correspondent may be to

obtain this benefit to the labourer. It would be

perhaps uncharitable in any one to suppose the

contrary, for though his plan seems to require

incessant labour without intermission, still he

does not appear to doubt the physical powers of

man and boy may accomplish this with com-

parative ease. Let him undertake for_ one year

the task he advises under the same conditions and

privations, the poor labourer must, who, through

motives of industry undertakes the cultivation of

an acre and a half of ground in this way, especially

if " wheat stubbles and plentifully abounding in

twitch grass," and if ever he seeks for a friend to

give him a good character, whereby he may

obtain the same task a second year (for this

2 F 2
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privilege is to be obtained by labourers only who
can produce one), we are much mistaken.

Spade husbandry is by all means to be employed.
But to render it profitable it must be of the best
description, and bow any labourer is to jierform
100 yards in the dark of a late autumnal evening,
(for at this season of the year in particular, It is

cruel even to calculate upon the assistance of " a
boy or two,") and taking the inclemency of the
weather into account, seems to any one practically

acquainted with tVie subject, a difficulty of no
common magnitude. Our advice to any in-

dustrious labourer who is desirous of taking an
allotment of land, is to covet no more than half
an acre, (unless he have means of keeping as
cow, or unless he should meet with some ground
" manured and fallowed," for his hand, which is

not very likely to be his case), and to send his

boys if possible to an eveiiing school, until he can
meet with an opportunity to place them out in

service. These advantages to them he must never
lose sight of, education however trifling, is an
advantage, and of the opportunity of obtaining
this is neglected in youth, it is very seldom gained
in manhood. He must by no means entertain the
idea of keeping a boy either from school or service
for the purpose ot assisting him in the cultivation
of an allotment of land. Man was not born for

slavery, and the 'vorst species of slavery, is that
imposed upon children.

With feelings of courtesy for your correspondent
for his good wishes in promoting the allotment
system, wc cannot think but he carries his notions
of labour a little too far, a little beyond the strength
of a human being to accomplish for any length
of time, consistent with the avowed intention of
improving his condition. Would be like a horse of
his to labour for the same number of hours, and
with the same scanty supply of food ? ^Ve trust

he would not, for it appears the labourer, (alias

slave) must work an liour or more every evening,
wet or dry, frost or snow, from the middle of
October to the cud of the year ; after he has
performed his regular day's work for his em-
ployer, to get in his wheat, which at this season
of the year is often performed in very inclement
weather, nor must he, even if he succeeds in this,

lose a moment in preparing the ground for the
spring, and this in a part of the year when darkness
closes bis labours for his em])loyer every evening.
Docs he know, that from the beginning of No-
vember to the middle of February, whether
working by the piece or by the day, every in-
dustrious labourer gets his breakfast before
daylight, in order that he may be at the place of
labour as soon as he can see to work, and continues
there until dusk, saving the short interval allowed
him in the middle of the day to eat his bread and
cheese, or some such half-sustaining food? Tired
and faint, and often wet and cold, he returns to his
cottage, and it is often dark before he arrives
there, unless the moon " gilds his path with her
feeble light." His boys in a worse plight than
liimself, being less able to sustain hunger and
fatigue. If he has an industrious wife, the scanty
repast is provided against his return. This may
consist of a morsel of bacon and cabbage, or
herring and potatoes, with what is called a little

tea, this or such like constitutes the meal. Should
any one think it better, let him take the weekly
earnings of a labourer. First pay his house rent,
then purchase alittle soap, candles, and fuel, (for he
must of necessity have a portion of cash J, and with
the remainder purchase provisions for a man, his
wifeandthreeor four children, so that they may have

something to eat three times a day for seven days,
and he will find it difficult to jjrovide better fare
than that above described. Now let any con-
siderate person say, whether a man thus fed, and
having worked all day, is in a condition to renew
his labours after it is dark, for as we said before
he must not calculate much upon the assistance
of his boys. Surely no heir to the s-entence pro-
nounced upon Adam, should be jKaJe, much more
expected to do it of his own free will ami accord.
But mark this I

" That rather than relinquish his

allotment, even under these circumstances, he
would suffer himself to be committed to the union
workhouse." What a clioice of evils ! May
Heaven avert the necessity for his choosing either,

ifthe better is to be subject to such incessant labour.

But let no inference be drawn from this, that
it is expected the condition of the labourer can be
improved without his personal exertions. No
such thing. That is one of the foundation stones

upon which the superstructure is to be raised.

But the fostering hand of the wealthy and in-

fluential must aid in promotingthis laudable work,
those to whom a beneficent providence ha?. gi\en
the moans to assist, counsel, and advise ; to im-
prove the condition, the mind is to be instructed.

The intellectual man now lost and degraded, is to

be raised, brought forth, and taught self-esteem.

Disorderly habits rooted out and the soil planted
withscientific knowledge in horticulture, nourished
and trained by those in superior stations, and who
to strengthen and cherish these desirable feelings

should form themselves into a society in every
village, and institute ploughing matches. Shews
with prizes attached for the best vegetables, fruits,

and flowers, for cottage competition only, in

which the village artizan may be included.

Rewards for cottage economy, neatness, &c., also

for long and meritorious service, both for male and
female competitors, and establishing day and
Sunday schools for promoting useful (not useless}

knowledge. These and such like benefits which
must emanate at first from the influential portion

of the village community, will improve the moral
habits and increase tho domestic comforts of the

poor. These are the steps to be taken to promote
social happiness and contentment among the
working- classes. In addition to this, enlarge their

gardens where it is eligible, grant half acre allot-

ment, but to encourage, let the soil be good, and
superior cultivation annually rewarded by a trifling

prize to induce them to exert theniselves in skill

and taste, and to shew them their exertions are
not unnoticed by their Vv'ealthy friends. There is

no doubt your correspondent is an influential

person in the village in which he resides. If the
latier means here advised have not there been re-

sorted to, let him in addition to the exertions he
has already made, exert his influence in promoting
them, and if no " friendly (or benefit) society"

has been already formed there, let him endeavour
to form one of these upon liberal principles. And
though all^may not follow the plan he advises for

the management of allotments of land, he will

nevertheless be entitled to, and will no doubt
obtain the grateful thanks of the village community,
comprising the labouring classes, for his exertions

in their behalf.

Believing your sentiments, Mr. Editor, to be in

unison with all those who are desirous of im-
proving the condition of the working classes,

permits me to hope you will insert this in your
coluns when you have an opportunity, and allow

mc to remain, Sir, your very obedient servant,

TiioiuAs Joy.
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ON THE HIGH PRICES OF
CATTLE IN 1840.

(from the CARLISLE PATRIOT.)

The prices of cattle in Cumberland are now at a

higher pitch than they have ever reached since the

spring of 1825, and tlie rise has been gradual and
pretty regular for about the last four years. Many
temporarj'' fluctuations have occurred in the mar-
kets during that period, hut the general and ulti-

mate tendency has been upwards. The occasion of
this advance seems not confined to one single cause,

but to many, having each a greater or lesser hear-
ing towards the common result ; and generally,

each individual cause aiding the otheis in their

onward ])rogress, and contributing to the main ef-

fect, in the ratio of their respective prevalence in

each particular season.

The cause that seems to have had the most
powerful effect on the Cumberland prices is the

steam communication from the Highlands of Scot-

land to London, and from Scotland to Liverpool,

Chester, Bristol, and other ports on the western
coast of England. A very few years ago the Irish

cattle dealer was glad to avoid the risks and dan-
gers of the seas, as much as was in his power, by
landing his stock at the nearest English port, for

he dreaded the eftect of a three or four days voyage
upon his cattle in a sailing vessel, and, conse-
quently, many thousands mora than those are now
annually landed at the Cumberland ports. Of
these, the calvers were principally bought at and
near the poit of landing; and several purchasers
would also be found for small lots of grazing cat-

tle ; and it was the professed object of all the nu-
merous dealers, whose lots did not amount to more
than thirty or forty each, to retail all they could
without incurring the expenses of driving forwards
to the southern or midland grazing districts, which
the small droves could not so well bear. From
the north of Ireland the dealer was accustomed to

take what he called the " short say" to Portpatrick,

when he feared bad weather, and so drive and re-

tail his wares along the road by Dumfries and Car-

lisle to Yorkshire, &c., and thus crowds of Irish

cattle were bought and kept in the north of Eng-
land, which now make a safe and ready transit by
steam to within a very few day's driving of any of

the great grazing counties in the centre or south of

the kingdom that the shrewd owner may think
most advantageous for his sales ; his stock and
himself fresh and hearty, having little or no injury

from the casualties usually accompanying his sail-

ing vessel voyage by the "long say."

Previous to about the year 1824 the Isle of Man
was prohibited by act of parliament, cr by injunc-
tion of the house of Keys (the insular legislative

body) from landing any cattle in England, except
at the port of Chester. This restriction having
been found detrimental to the interests ofthe island,

the 1 aw was repealed or rendered obsolete ; and
the lats Mr. Robert Gill, on whose petition the law
was annulled, exported for a number of years to

Whitehaven, about one thousand head per annum
;

the whole of which, or very nearly so, were fed
or milked on the Cumberland pastures. But since

Mr. Gill's death scarcely a tithe of the number
has reached our shores, the principal part being
now taken by steam to Liverpool and Chester.
The facility of steam conveyance from Leith,

Dundee, Aberdeen, Inverness, and other northern
ports, enables the Highland breeders and dealers
to attend the southern markets in much less time

now than when the only alternative was the weary
drive of six, seven, or even more weeks, from the
north Highlands ; and if the expense per head is

now a trifle more by steam, than of old by land,

the time consumed over each trip is so much re-

duced that the dealer's business may be almost
trebled in extent—and time with him being per-

sonal property, it may be his own fault if it does
not considerably augment his profits. Nine-
tenths of the spare produce of the Highland
mountains was, previous to the establish-

ment of steam conveyance, driven through
Cumberland on its way to the English markets,
and a few thousands were annually purchased to

he depastured on the Cumberland hills ; and now
since the principal part of the commons have been
inclosed, and a speedier transit established, the
number of Highland cattle grazed in this and the

adjoining counties is trifling indeed—as witness the
great Rosley and Brough Hill fairs being so ma-
terially reduced in the extent of their respective

shows of Highland stock of late years. 1 have ac-

curate means of knowing that the numbers of

Highland cattle bought at Carlisle, and other mar-
kets, for the West Cumberland pastures are consi-

derably fewer thanformerlJ^ Thus it is that Cum-
berland is now necessitated to depend much more
on her own resources for a supply of cattle than in
former years—and it remains to be shewn how
those resources are influenced by circumstances
having eftect on the numbers produced and
reared.

From the great improvements that have taken
place of late years in the cultivation o-f land, it is

not to be supposed that a smaller average produce
is now realized from the arable lands of the county
than formerly was ; on the contrary, there is no
doubt but a great increase ofproduce is the result.

But how is this increase disposed of? The very
fact of improving the land bespeaks the emploj'-
ment of a greater number of horses. Those horses
are to feed, in the first instance, from the extra
produce ; and not a few of them are employed in

raising turnips, and other keep for the winter
feeding of cattle, [a branch of husbandry of com-
paratively recent introduction into Cumberland)
and of which produce, on many large farms, the
breeding stock is only allowed to partake very
sparingly—the fat stock being the great considera-
tion, and must be continued in a growing state

whatever may be the lot and condition of the young-
sters. A much greater number of horses are now
kept in the various towns, for the pleasure and
business of the increased population ; and more
horses are employed on the roads, for commercial
purposes, in public works, and new buildings, In
iron and coal mines, &c., &c., and all those are to

be fed from the same acres that were used by our
forefathers, in a great measure, for the breeding
of cattle.

The great propensity of the short-horn cattle to

early fattening, is an inducement suflScient to cause
some breeders to kill off such of their heifers as do
not prove in calf at two and a half years old. And
since the introduction of short-horns, and their

various mongrel offspring, and since the practice

of artificial feeding has become so prevalent, a ca-

pricious endemic has not unfrequently arisen, ren-
dering fecundity as rare for a season or two, among
the cattle of given districts, as non-fecundity was
wont to be while the breeds were pure. Abortion,
too, is much more frequent than it was said to be
in former years, but whether owing to the different

breeding or the system of management, I know not.
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As another reason for the present scarcity of

stock, it appears that since the year 1830, a smaller

number of bunocks has been reared, I suppose by
awy of precaution against another surfeit of the

markets ; for what ever might be their quality, bul-

locks could then be scarcely turned into money, at

any price. And had every female calf been reared
since that period, heifers alone, being only half the

average number dropped, would not, and have not,

been sufficient to supply the increased annual drain

required by the increased population. But the

butchers in all towns can testify that very j'ar short

of all the heifer calves are reared, and they know
too, that the late prices of milk and butter have
amounted to a strong temptation to commit a
species of murder on the calves drop[)ed in the

town's dairies, before the proper condition of
slaughter has been attained. A similar temptation

is thrown in the way of the breeding farmer also,

who finds that milk and butter command ready
money, whilst the breeding system requires three

year's credit on the value of calves, and on the
value of their maintenance during that period,

with considerable risk and uncertainty as to the

final result.

Graziers suffer severely, in some seasons, from
their cows being attacked by the complaint called

sore udder, whilst the heifers are almost invariably

uninjured by it, and so long as heifers are ex-

empted, so long will they be preferred and bought
by the graziers. Some years ago old cows, of

even the most slovenly description, could be fed in

the well ventilated pastures of Northumberland
with perfect impunity, but through some myste-
rious change in the economy of nature, they are
no longer indemnified, and heifers alone are thought
safe ; thus creating another channel of demand for

the Cumberland heifers, and the Northumberland
dealers as constantly attend the Cumberland mar-
kets now for heifers, as their predecessors for-

med j' did for old cows. Thase heifers being
drained away before being allowed to procreate, a

vacancy is left, which can only be lamely supplied

by the more abundant breed of future years, or
more perfectly by present importation, if such an
uncertain source should chance to offer at a rea-

sonable rate.

The succession of wet seasons that have visited

the northern counties of England lately, has been a
most urgent cause of the stocks of cattle being
thinned, and may be a reason for their being kept
thin for a few years to come. Many farmers have
been obliged to sell young, or even any, cattle that
would take a market, because so small a portion
of their crop was fit for either sale or feeding cat-
tle, and money must be periodically and regularly
raised out of one thing or another.

The introduction, and extensive adoption, of the
Cheviot flocks in the highlands of Scotland, has en-
grossed much more than half the pasturage in
many parishes, and curtailed the numbers of cat-

tle within a very trifling limit. And whilst sheep
continue to pay the breeder in an equal ratio per
acre, with cattle, it may be reasonably calcu-
lated that they will continue to supersede cattle

on still more and more hills and moors that may
be found dry enough, and suited in other respects,

to the breeding of sheep, until the re-action
consequent upon all overdone experiments takes
place.

A smaller amount of capital is required to stock
a sheep walk, thanis necessary for a farm of equal
extent and quality to be stocked with cattle, for
either rearing or grazing, and a person possessed

of the requisite skill, will make as good a figure
upon a sheep farm, with a capital of a thousand
pounds, as another of competent talent on a cattle

farm with twelve hundred and fifty pounds, or
even more, on an average of years.
Thus, cattle are thinned by a variety of circum-

stances independent of the beef-eating propensity
of the English nation, and if beef be scarce and
dear, now, when such numbers of operatives are
said to be totally destitute of the means of pur-
chasing even the smallest weekly pittance of animal
food, where is the national supply of beef to be
derived from for a rapidly increasing population,
when the poor weavers, and other now stinted"

ai tizans, are permitted to receive reasonable wages
for their industry, and which I trust will be at an
early period ?

The continued combination of the above enume-
rated causes, which have been in operation a few
years, and are even now operating with increased
vigour, cannot fail to have a powerful influence on
the prices of lean cattle. A scarcity of the staple

vegetable productions of any country, such as su-

gar, cotton, coffee, or even corn, can, and is fre-

quently remedied by the bountful Dispenser of the

seasons in one single year—and the transition

from partial want to universal abundance may be
the work of only a few weeks or even days ; but
the replenishing of a dearth of cattle must, of ne-

cessity, be the result of the simultaneous and united
operation of cattle breeders, continued without
intermission, over a series of years ; and even
those efforts are liable to be frustrated by casual-

tics and contingencies over which human foresight

can exercise no control. Thus, in all probabilit}'',

a few years may pass before any great declension
of prices occurs, even if, owing to any political

change, a much greater area of inferior soil is laid

down to pasture ; but that a revulsion of prices

will take place in consequence of the present alarm
of scarcity, and the endeavours practised to remedy
it, is as certain, but not as periodically correct, as

the ebbing and flowing of the tide. "The epidemic
disease now so ])revalent among cattle in the vici-

nity of the metropolis, will have its natural effect

in deterring the graziers of that locality from buy-
ing freely, and from stocking their pastures fully—

•

the jobbers, too, will come in for a short breath-

ing time, and those circumstances may assist in

lowering prices for a few weeks, but the supply
must be increased before any material reduction

can take place in the prices of lean stock, in the

absence of any panic.

West Cmiherland, May 1, 1840. W. D.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE
MER'S MAGAZINE.

FAR-

Sir,—I shall feel obliged if some of your agricultu-

ral readers would answer the following query through

your magazine. Where is Finlayson's harrow, and
Wilkes' adjusting brake or cultivator to be had, and
which of those instruments are considered the best ?

They are both figured in the London Encyclopedia,

but no mention of their cost or where to be had. An
answer through the Farmer's Magazine would con-

fer a benefit on a Carmarthenshire Farmer.

I am. Sir, yours, obediently,

Carmarthenshire, March 23. &c.
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ITALIAN RYE GRASS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—On a former occasion I promised, threugh
tlie medium of your paper, answers to a Lanca-
shire Farmer, on Italian Rye Grass, and as it is

becoming a very general favourite and supporting

the character it first obtained, I proceed to redeem
that promise. Imprimis, I would sti'ongly recom-
mend querist to look at the Mark Lane Express,

for Feb, 25th. 1839, (page 6 col. 4, and page 9 col.

2) , in which remarks I fully concur. The manner
of sowing at the end of the last essay deserves at-

tention, and if the harrow be a light one this is the

proper way. It is a seed that requires careful co-

vering, indeed it can hardly be covered too lightly,

and I know that failures often occur from heavy
covering which are attributed to other causes. It

may be sown any time from the first of March
(weather permitting,) to the end of September.
The best time must be ruled by the convenience
of tlie sower, and the purpose for which tlie crop
is intended. If for mowing the same year, it

ought to be sown in March in order to secure two
crops. If sown with or in corn, I would advise

not to sow it before the middle of April, as I have
known it when sown earlier to come up with the

corn, and from its succulent nature, become inju-

rious in the saving of it. When sown in stubble

land, ploughed, harrowed and rolled, after an early

harvest, the sooner it can be got in the better, as

when sown late and a severe winter follows, most,
if not all, the plants will die« The quantity of seed

to the acre ought to be determined by the state ef

the land, and the quality ot the saed. One bush-
ell to the statute acre on a clean and firm seed-bed,

will be as thick as two on a slovenly and rough
prepared one ; seed that has ripened fully before

it was cut, and which has greatest weight per
bushel, will succeed better than a much greater

quantity of an inferior kind. Good, fully lipe seed,

ought to v/eigh from 18 to 20 lb. per bushel,

while unripe and inferior samples may be found
as light as 8 or 10. Italian rye grass does well in

in many places where red clover will not do at all,

such as clover-sick land, and on old meadow, or
pasture land brought into cultivation for only a

short time, say 3 or 4 crops, also on land inclin-

ing to moisture not thoroughlyd rained, and on a re

tentive subsoil, on any of which red clover would
not do well. Considerable difference of opinion
exists, as to whetber it is annual, biennial, triennial

or perennial ; in this country I know a field sown
with Italian Rye Grass seed, imported direct from
Leghorn 3 years ago, which has been let to ripen
and mown for seed every year since the aftermath
eat with sheep, and manured with soot every win-
ter, and it is now as thick and healthy as the first

year. And on the other hand, I know a field the

first crop of which was mown for hay, and grazed
the succeeding year, and no trace of it was ever
seen, from about July of the year it was in pas-
ture: bdtli were sown from the same seed. From
my own experience, and from what I can hear of
others, the first summer it is grazed, or the first crop
of aftermath suffered to rot on it, becomes fatal to

its future existence. Are wg then to conclude
that it is an annual, but that from the shedding of
the seed a new growth is obtained which keeps
up the succession, though the old plants die ? or
can it be that its nature requires to ensure its per-

manency to be allowed to come to maturity in the
first growth of every year? On this point, Mr.
Editor, 1 am not prepared either to reason or to

argue, but hope that some of your numerous rea-

ders may from these considerations be led to en-

quire and remark its nature and properties more
fully in this particular, and give the result of their

observations to the public.

I remain Sir, yours,

Kilkenny, Ajml, 14. An Irish Farmer.

EXPORTS
OP BRITISH AND IRISH PRODUCE AND MANUFAC-
TURES FROM THE UNITED KINGDOM TO THE
BRITISH COLONIES IN ASIA.

(Extracts from a Return, No. 202, of tlie present session.)

Increase
Australian Settlements. 1828. 1838. in ten

years.

Apparel, slops, & liaberdashevy

Anns and ammunition
Beef and porii

Beer and ale

Printed boolcs

Brass fc copper manufactures
Cotton manufactures
Hosiery, lace, and small wares
Earthenware
Glass
Hardware and cutlery

Iron and steel

Lead and shot
Leather
Sadlery and liarness

Linen manufactures entered by
the j^iird

Machinery and mill work ....

Painters' colours

Plate, plated ware, jewellery,

and watches
Silk manufactures
Soap and candles
Sugar, refined

Woollen manufactures, entered
by the piece

Ditto, entered by tlie yard. . .

.

1828.
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ON THE APPLICATION OF LIME
AND PUTRESCENT MANURE.

The Royal Agricultural Society of England, having-

circulated some queries on the use of lime, in order

that practical men may have an opportunity of

stating the results of their experience on that point,

I have heen induced to communicate my observations

on the application of tliat fossil during my practice

in ditferent parts of the kingdom, accompanied with

such reflections as occurred to me at the time, and

since. I will state at the same time some obser-

vations on the application of putrescent manure, as

they were connected in my practice, along with the

seeming results of both when applied together and

separately. No better method can be devised than

that adopted by the society for the purpose of elicit-

ing information, and of communicating it in public

journals, whence it will be transferred into the

papers, and transmitted to the most distant parts of

the kingdom. Farmers will thus become acquainted

with the results of different practices—habits of ob-

servation and of reflection will be engendered—

a

hint or an idea that may flow from such a source

may lead to a very useful and most beneficial result

—

and, if no advantage should quickly follow, there

remains the gratification of knowing that everything

is done that zeal can do, and tvhen human power is

exerted to the utmost on any point, we must wait

in patience for the results in the course of time and
experience.

Though lime abounds in most parts of the known
world, and has been applied to land almost from
time immemorial, it is a curious fact, that the appli-

cation of it has, as yet, received no assistance from
physical or chemical theory, and that it is yet used

by fashion, by caprice, or by the individual judgment
of the farmer. Even the scientific investigations of

modern times have not been able to furnish us with
any definite rule of application, for, as a soil, lime-

stone may be most correctly analyzed, and the

quantity and quality of the different component
parts most scrupulously ascertained. But no infe-

rence has been drawn from these results—how or in

what quantity to apply the two bodies to each other,

in order to produce the greatest possible result, or a

greater result than yet known. On no point, there-

fore, in modern agriculture, does more vague uncer-

tainty prevail, for lime has been applied on land
where, according to the most approved rules of

application, great advantages were expected, and
none were discernible ; and, in cases where no
good was expected, much benefit was derived from
a trifling application. My first experience happened
on a farm of 650 arable acres, in jVorthumberland,

full 500 acres of which were clays ®f very inferior

quality, in many places not worth above 12s. an
acre. From the great extent of summer-fallows, a

difficulty existed of procuring manures in quantity,

and lime was accordingly called into requisition.

The carriage being distant ftwelve miles), and the

article consequently expensive, the work was
cautious ; and, in the first place, one half-acre of
land, in the middle of a field of thirty-six acres of
clay-fallow, was limed at the rate of 51. ('200

bushels) an acre, and no other manure was applied.

The lime was laid on in August, harrowed in on
a reduced surface, and the field was sown with
wheat. No difference was ever visible on any of the
after crops. The same year a like quantity was laid

on a turnip-fallow, being sown with barley in April,
to the extent of an acre, in the middle of a field of
eight acres, and here agaia no difference whatever

was ever visible on any crop. The soil was a weak
loam, on a bottom of gravelly sand ; the clay-fallow
was a black, stiff' soil, on a bottom of very tenacious
red clay, and both fields had been cropped under
arable iarming beyond the memory of anv inhabitant.

Next year a field of fifteen acres was limed at the
same rate, in May, for a crop of turnips ; in both cases
the lime was laid in heaps, turned, and pulverized by
water, if necessary, laid on the land well wrought
and reduced, and immediately harrowed in,

previous to drilling. This field had lain long an
old pasture, and had carried two crops of oats be-

fore liming. The soil was a heavy black loam, oa a
red clay bottom, and capable of producing either

wheat, barley, or turnips. Here the lime acted
vigorously, all the crops sown being very abundant,
and formed a most marked improvement on its

former state, producing only a rank, sour foggage,

untasted by cattle during winter and summer. The
quality of the soil, however, was doubly superior
to the two previously mentioned, on which experi-
ments had been made, and it liad the advantage (a

commonly supposed one) of a fresh vegetable turf

for the lime to operate upon. It has even been sup-
posed that the effects of lime are in a direct ratio to

the quantity of the soil, and the result now men-
tioned would seem to confirm that opinion.

An uninclosed space of sixty acres, that had not

been ploughed in the memory of the oldest inhabi-

tant, was divided into three fields, and pared and
burned, and sown with turnips in succession ; oats,

clover, and oats succeeded previous to fallowing,

and lime was applied to the land, together with
putrescent manure during that process. One half

of a field was allotted for wheat, a part for barley, and
the remainder for oats. On the part for wheat the

lime was laid on in August, in the way above de-

scribed, and the farm-yard dung well rotted in Sep-
tember, and the wheat sown in the first opportunity

that afterwards occurred. On the other part, the

dung was applied in the spring ; and the lime also,

it having been brought forward the previous
summer, thrown up into a high conical heap, and
thatched to jirevent it from falling during the win-

ter. In the spring the heap was turned over, and
carted to the field as quickly as possible. Three
ridges were reserved for experiment — one was
dunged and hot limed ; another was limed and hot

dunged ; and a third had neither dung nor lime.

The hist mentioned shewed the want of manures in

a striking degree ; the crop was not worth reaping.

The seeond was a little better ; while the first was
fully equal to any ridge in the field. In this case

the lime applied alone shewed a trifling superiority,

but not equal to the expense of 31. 5s. an acre, or to

a proper share of it ; and, in conjunction with

putrescent manure, no advantage was visible on any
of the crops over the ridge dressed with farm-yard

dung alone. The quality of tins soil was very in-

ferior ; a black moorish top on a bottom of strong

red clay, and, as may be expected, much infested

with the wireworm. The improvement of these

fields satisfactorily established tlie fact, that neither

paring and burning, or an application of quick-lime,

are preventives ; for both wheat and oat crops were
severely shattered. These applications being seen

to be useless, and the fields lying flat, one of them

was allowed to remain in a level state during the

winter, in order to try the effects of cold and water

in the destruction of that pernicious animal. The
cure was complete, no vestige of it ever appearing

on that field, where the previous crops of oats had
been almost wholly ruined. The animal has a great

aversion to wetness, and ever flies from the furrows
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to the top of the vidg'es, wbere continued rolling-s

proved unable to arrest its progress. Tiiis cure by-

starvation can only be applied to suitable localities
;

but wbere applicable, success is certain. During
these processes, I laid some of the worms in a glass

among quick-lime alone, where they lived, and even
seemed to thrive. On these poor clay soils I always
found a compost of lime and soil to be much more
beneficial than lime by it^^elf; the soil mixed was
fresh, certainly, from ditches and road-sides, and in

710 case did it fad in shewing to an incb where the

application had been made. On this farm, then,

lime applied hy itself, at the rate of 5/. an acre, on
old arable lands of turnip and wheat soils, did
nothing; on a field of superior soil, fresh from old

pasture, the effects were great ; and, on a very poor
soil, that had been pared and burned, from an old

unimproved state, the application of lime at the rate

of SI. 5s. an acre seems of no use whatever. Tlie

quantity (100 bushels) was small ; but, on all in-

ferior soils, the effects of lime are very uncertain,

and I believe it will be found that, in all such cases,

a well prepared compost is greatly preferable.

Chemical experiment has ascertained that the ex-

haustion of the soil by cropping takes place, not in

the original constituents, but in the quantity of

decomposed vegetable matter the soil contains. From
this fact, and from experience and observation, I

drew the conclusion that, when arable lands
have been robbed of such matter, now called
" humus, or humin," it must be supplied to it in

the shape of manure at the time the lime is applied,

or that the two should be brought into immediate
contact. Adopting, also, Jethro Tull's principle of

complete pulverization, I propose that all soils

should be reduced as much as possible, to a state as

"fine "as the lime itself, in order that the two may be
thoroughly merged and incorporated. I have ever con-

tinued to apply lime on that principle, and with unva-
ried success ; but my practice has been on soils greatly

superior in quality to those I have now mentioned, and
of the kind most likely to be benefitted by lime. In
Avrshire, I found clayey loams poachy, from lying

on wet bottoms, and much impoverished by corn

cropping. After the land was cleaned, wrought, and
pulverized as fine as possible, and laid flat, the lime

was carted from the kiln to the field and laid in

heaps, turned, and reduced by water the next day,

and immediately applied to the land in that hot

caustic state, and harrowed in. 'i'he drilling-plough

followed, which, with the process of reversing the

drills to cover the dung, and with the subsequent
scufflings, thoroughly mixes and blends the lime and
the soil. The kiln being near, a dose of 200 bushels

cost 41., and for several years I continued the same
practice, and with the same effects, mostly for pota-

to crops, which are much suited for that country,

and are generally followed by wheat, or by barley

and oats in the spring. JMy next experience was in

Leicestershire, where I found clay loams of good
quality, worth about oOs. an acre, but much impove-
rished by corn cropping, and lying in a very unpro-
ductive state. Lime is near, and cheap in com-
parison, and that of Breedon rock is well known as

one of the strongest magnesian limes in England.
A great prejudice prevails in that county against

the use of this lime, from this supposed hurtful

qualit3% the farmers ascribing it to the production

of couch and thistles, and Mr. Tennant, from a

careful analysis, thought it must prove very hurtful

when applied in large quantities, and Mr. Marshall
found that no quicksets would grow on places where
a heap of that lime had lain. In British Husbandry,
vol. 1., art. Lime, the author says—" That, if the

farmers lay on more than twenty-five bushels of that

lime on an acre of land, the bad effects are visible

for many years." It is hard to conceive that so

small a quantity as twenty-five bushels of the sub-
stance that is known to be most noxious to vegetable

life would prove hurtful when spread over an acre of
land, or how lime or calx, which contains in itself

none of the elements of vegetation, can encourage
t!ie growth of couch and thistles more than any
oiijer vegetable in the land. Lime, like other

manures, will no doubt produce weeds, but it is the
business of the farmer to see that there are iew or

no weeds in the soil to withdraw the support he has
provided for the maturation of his crops, for in farming-

nothing should grow except what is sown ; and,
tliough tliis degree of cultivation may never be
attained, as there must ever be a wide difference be-

tween possible and ideal excellence, yet the nearer

we ap]iroach to it, the nearer we approach to perfec-

tion. My experience with this magnesian lime of

Breedon rock went entirely to overturn these

opinions concerning it. Tv.o fields were prepared
for green crops, and were reduced as fine as possible

by plough, harrow, and roll, and, being of a stiffish

n;iture, and being in a badly farmed state, some
labour was necessary. In Slay, the Breedon lime

was brought to the field antl laid in heaps on the

headland, turned and ])ulverized with water, and
laid on the land in that hot caustic state, and imme-
diately harrowed in. The drilling-plough followed,

and the fields were planted in succession with
Swedes and with white turnips, potatoes, and beet,

and dunged as usual. The crops were fair. IS^ext

year one field yielded seven qu.'.rters and one bushel
of barley per acre, and the other five quarters of

wheat, and the crops of hay were equally superior.

In the middle of the wheat field of fourteen acres,

I directed a double dose—400 bushels per acre

—to be applied to the breadth of four ridges,

extending half the length of the field, in order to

test fairly the supposed noxious qualities of this

magnesian lime. The crop of turnips shewed no
difference, for better or worse, but the crop ot wheat
from the day of brairding to that of reaping, shewed a

very marked superioritv, being of a dark green
colour, taller in tlie reed, and thicker on the ground,
and the shocks in harvest were easily distinguisiied

by being thicker set, and by the appearance of the

ears being longer and of a more golden colour. Thes

crop of hay was equally superior. On the headland

of the field, where the lime-heap lay, it was foretold

no plants, with the exception of couch and thistles,

could exist (or seven or eight years, at least ; but on
it there grew the heaviest crop of beet 1 have yet

seen, some of which were the largest shown at

Sraithfield in December, 1834, with the exception of

those grown by Messrs. Gibbs, of Half Moon-street.

Here was a fair experiment, proving the great utility

of the magnesian lime, and a continued practice of
its use fully confirmed the previous results. The
su])posed noxious quality arises from the blunder in

the mode of application. The farmers allow the

lime to be in heaps until it becomes " effete," and
coagulates into lumps ; it is then laid on a surface

of land half wrought and half reduced ; the lime

tails in lumps, and the land is in lumps, and conse-

quently no blending or mixing caa take place ; the

lime lying in one place in too large a quantity, de-

stroys the plants on that space, and then, with all the

overweening conceit of human nature, we ascribe the

appearance to the noxious quality of the lime. Bnt,

by uniting it in the way I have described, no such re-

sult appeiirs ; and the fact of 400 bushels per acre

producing such a great superiority, instead of loss.
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at once sets the question at rest. During- all my
experience, I have never found a more useful lime

;

and it remains for the author of British Husbandry, and
those persons who have found any quantity above
twenty-five bushels per acre to be hurtful, to seek the

noxious quality elsewhere than in the lime, for the

difference between twenty- five bushels and 400 is

too great to allow the supposed fact to rest on any
thing but supposition. The soil in all that neighbour-
hood is clayey loams, and capable of producing any
crops in high perfection. The cost of iiOO bushels

was 4/. 3s. I have observed one objection, and one
only, to apply to this mode of using lime in a hoc

state before drilling and manuring for turnips—that,

if the season has been and continues dry, tlie hot

lime connects the soil into a di-y, roasted state, and
moisture is wholly wanting. 1 have seen two crops
lost by it. But, if r<an falls during or soon after the

application, or if the land can be got read)-, and the

lime applied for some weeks previous to sowing the

turnips, the objection ct-ases ; in the case of potatoes

and beet it does not exist, and even in the sowing of

turnips it wlioUy rests on the contingency of rain

falling, and the extierae case may not happen for

iuan\' years. jMany farmers follow the custom of

applying lime in autumn on stubbles of next year's

turnips, and on rag-fallows for wheat ; but winter is

too near; lime, from its solubility in water, soon dis-

appearing, and the land is in an inijierfect state of

pulverization and for intermixing with the lime,

which can be most properly effected in spring and
summer.

It has always appeared to me that a very general

mistake is comuiitted in preparing composts of lime

and soil, in not allowing the heaps to lie a sufficient

time, and in not turning and breaking the clods often

enough, so that tlie different particles may come into

contact and get incorporated. I had occasion to dig

a watering pond for cattle in a field of rough old

pasture, goed naturally, but made bad by neglect and
want of applications. The material excavated was
a strong red clay ; I allowed a large mixture of the

said Breedon lime, and had the Ijeap repeatedly

turned, and the clods of clay broken so fine, that the

whole mass would nearly have passed through an

oat riddle. I applied it at the rate of forty single

horse cart loads an acre, and the effects were imme-
diate and lasting. The rough foggage instantly dis-

appeared—the sheep lay on the manured part day and
night, and eat it bare. The other part of the field was
similarly treated the next year, and the pasture was
wholly re-inade. Bush-harrowing and heavy rolling

in the spring- was applied, and the compost being-

fine, was soon invisible, and the finer grasses soon
appeared in place of the old foggage, A sufficient

quantity of lime is seldom allowed to compost heaps
—the clods are only encrusted with lime, and are

carried out to the field in the same state as when laid

in the heap : and sucla is -also the case with clods on
a f-allow field.

Having established the fact, as 1 suppose (in my
own mind, at least^, that lands to which lime is

to be applied should be reduced as fine as jiossible,

in order that the particles may come into contact and
thoroughly incorporate, that a clod is so much land

lost, as the roots of plants cannot penetrate there in

search of food, and that lime and farm-yard dung
should be applied at the same time, and brought
into immediate contact in the soil— I have gone a

step farther, and propose that putrescent manures
should be blended and mixed and incorporated with
the land in a similar manner, so that the manures and
soil together may form a bed or " matrix " of reduced
and of finely blended ingredients, in which the roots

of plants delight to live. We know enough of the

food of plants to suppose that it must be in a state of
solution or of most minute subdivision ; and it

appears to me that lumps of dung, lying on a drill,

are in too gross a form, and are not in the most fit-

ting state to afford a proper nourishment to the tender

rootlets, in that young and tender state. This idea

struck me from a casual occurrence during my prac-
tice in Northumberland, in 18'i8, where, in dunging
a fallov/ field in August, a quantity was wanting for

two acres, which I supplied from the stables and
yards, and which chiefly consisted— one half, at

least—of strawy mixture. It was so unsightly tiiat

I used an additional ploughing soon after, and still

it lay in a very " unfarming-like " state. When
seed furrowed in October, no part of the field was
so friable and so finely intermixed with the manure.
During winter the wheat matted close and thick—

a

sure sign of prospeiitv—and the crop maintained a

superiority from braij-ding to the da\^ of reaping.
On grass lands the application of fresh manure has

been long established, as much of the benefit derived
arises from the higher temperature produced by the

covering it affords. The -.ipplication to arable lands

was suggested to me from that occurrence, but it

appears to have occurred to others, though in my own
case the idea was perfectly new, as it was only a short

time ago that I read the suggestion. If the theory be
granted to be just, next comes the application. My
proposition is, that the manure, fresh and unfermented,
be laid on the land some time previous to sowing, and
thatitbe mixed with the soilby thesubsequent jilough-

ings and workings of the land ; and thai before

the last ploughing, or jirevious to drilling- for

green crops, the lime be applied in the hot caustic

state I have above described. The particles of the

different bodies vi-ill thus be intimately blended—the

relative action of each upon the other will be secured
—and will form, as I observed before, a finely blended
mixture, in which plants, the small seeds and tender

germinations of turnips in particular, will quickly

vegetate and find proper food prov'ded for them. In
the case of fallows for wheat, no difficulty occurs in

the application, because there is plenty of time
during summer, after the land has been wrought and
jiulverized and cleaned of weeds, if any, to lav on
the manure, and mix it with the soil by the subse-
quent ploughings and harrowings. But in the case

of all green crojis which require an early sowing,
much greater difficulty would occur. In the

southern counties, where, from the nature of the

soil and the dryness of thd climate, few weeds pre-
vail in the land, it seems easier of accomplishment

;

but in humid climates, where siiuiil annual weeds
cover in luany instances the whole suri'ace, it would
appear very diflicult ; lor to apply and mix manures
and weeds together would shock ali our notions of
good husbandry. But time and experience will

eft'ect much, and if practice should confirm the

theor)' I have advanced, it will be an improvement
of the right sort, " to produce an equal or a greater

result at less cost," as it will save once carting- the

dung, and Oie turning in the heap. It is contrary,

certainly, to all our received opinions of the loss

sustained by evaporation and from manure not being
covered in the soil, but 1 have long ago doubted that

doctrine, for say what we may about evaporation and
exposure on the surface of the land, the objection

does not hold good. From the old practice of re-

ducing farm-yard dung to a black rotten mass, in

which fermentation had entirely ceased, we have
advanced to the improved mode of using it compa-
ratively fresh, and during the time the fermentation

is going on, that the germination of the tender plant
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may derive the benefitoftbe incipient decomposition.

This mode of application I have practised for many
years, and witli unvaried success. It is founded on
the principle ot heat and moisture, the primary
agents of decomposition, and of avoiding- by an
earlier application the loss sustained by an excess of

fermentation. The iieating of the manure heap takes

place a few days before laying- it on the land, and as

on large farms it would not be possible to cart out all

the dung- at one time, it must be carried out at con-

venience, and the fermentation prevented by treading-

until it be required for sow-ing, when the heap is

turned for that purpose. Twentj minutes is the

time I allow from the moment the manure is lifted

from the heap, until the turnip-seed be sown on the

drills, and pressed by a roll close to the heat of the

fermenting dung. In order that straw maj- be easier

of management in the shape of manure, aud that it

may be the easier blended with the soil by plough
and harrow in the theory I have suggested, 1 have
proposed that it be cut into short lengths for litter,

which may be easily eifected by a different application

of the cutters of one horse power, now fixed in most
of our improved farmeries. Tiie theory advanced
b}' Sir II. Davy, of using dry straw formanutc;, was
certainly overstretched, and apparently bore absur-

dity on the face of it ; but betv.-een tlie extremes of
the old practice and of the new suggestion, there is

an ample space wherein to make great and profitable

advances, and we h-ave practice to tell us when we
are right or wrong. Such ideas are by no means to

be ridiculed or condemned ; for, thougli tliey may
appear truly absurd, and though tliey may even con-
tinue irreducible to practice in their full extent, a

Lint or a suggestion may be taken from them, by
which we may greatly improve an old custom, and
lead to a profitable ajjplicution. Such gradual
advances shew how beautifully inductive reasoning-

leads us from step to step in the path of improve-
ment ; and if, at any time, a few steps are overlea])ed,

a stoppage will take place till the intermediate ones
be filled up. If the theory 1 have suggested sliould

succeed, it will be a step in advance of our present
modes of application, and would appear to be an
approximationtoDavy's theory; fermentation is wholly
dispensed with, and intimate blendingand mixing with
the soil is substituted. Excrementitious matter,

however, is retained, and the complete saturation of

the straw by the urine of animals, and the whole
mass in a full state of mixture, and moisture in the

yards of the farmery. I have often thought that

loss must be sustained by applying both lime and
dung on wheat fallows so long before the spring-

growth of the plant requires it, and that it might be
more effectually used in top-dressing the wheat in

the spring. But here again, if the principle be just,

the application is a very difterent question ; such
soils are very wet, and at present preclude any such
application. If our modern system of tile-draining

should wholly or partly obvi-ate that objection, and if

the result proved the mode of application to be a

better one for the wheat crop, it still would remain
to be ascertained how far the after crops were bene-

fitted ; and if the advantages derived were -able to

compensate the great quantity of labour thrown on
that season of the year, and for the great alterations

caused in otherrespects.

When speaking of the application of lime, I

observed that it was generally supposed to be a great

advantage that it have the fresh turf of land lately

brought into cultivation to operate upon. This
opinion is generally received, and my principle is, to

supply in the case of old arable lands the vegetable

matter in the shape of dung at the time the lime is

applied. If the use of a vegetable turf be acknow-
ledged, or only supposed in the case of lime, it has
been long established and acted upon by the turnip
farmers in Scotland and in Northumberland, where
the success of all crops on inferior soils, but more
especi'iilly of the turnip crop, is ascribed to the

benefit derived from the decaying remains of the
vegetable sward, produced by the rotation of two
and three years in grass. This fact was particularly

observed and pointed out more than forty years ago
by Messrs. Bailey and Culley, two of the most
enlightened agriculturists this kingdom has ever
produced, in the Survey of Northumberland, where
it is stateil, " that the turnip crop seldom succeeded
unless the seed had the freshness of a lea clod lo

vegetate in." All farmers agree in the advantages
to be derived from this vegetable freshness, and this

being the case, it seems but a natural inference to

expect that means would be used to " produce it"
for tlie benefit of the subseijuent crops. But in all

the southern counties we find practice to be directly

the reverse
;
part of every farm is used as arable

land, ploughed and cropped in constant succession,

and vegetable remains are complet'jly dissipated.

Theother part iskeptin "old turf," vvh>:ire the decayed
herbage jiroducesa perpetual vegetable decay; but no
opportunity is afforded of deriving the advantiiges of

it by means of cultivation, and by change of plants.

If we admit the theory of noxious fecal exudation,

it must be pernicious to have land always producing-

the same plant ; but the advantages of a fresh turf

for the subsequent crops does not rest on any un-
confirmed theory, and after an experience of half a

century, the system needs no reasoning at this day to

support it. Thus, then, by one part of our practice

we dissipate, by constant ploughing and cropping,

every vestige of vegetable rem.uns ; and that, in

opposition to an acknowledged fact, and even of
jiositive conviction, and by the other part we accu-

mulate a vegetable turf, and render it useless by pro-

hibitions and restrictions. .My experience on a

great extent of diii'erent soils has led me to the con-
clusion, that no manure we know of can supply the

place of this vegetable freshness in the land, and on
inferior soils in particular ; and I may mention the

practice of the Duke of I'ortland on the sands near
iMansfield, where, after six or eight years in grass,

turnips are sown with bone manure without any pre-

vious corn crop. When this vegetable sward is

created by pasturing, lime will have a better chance of
producing some benetit when applied to the fallow

crop ; and, as I have observed before, a well prepared

compost may be laid on weak soils before ploughing
from grass, where, I presume, the grassy sward raised

by the application will be found more useful to the

following- crops than lime by itself laid on a fallow.

My further observations on the means of producing-

this sward, and on the present and future advantages

of it, I reserve for another communication. And I

expect soon to be able to send you the results of

trials on the application of putrescent manure,
according to the theory I have suggested, and fairly-

tested in the comparison of the present method, as to

the expense and profits. An applic-ation to laud of

any manure, or of lime, can never be satisfactory,

unless such items be attended to, and also unless

a part be left undressed or dressed by the old.

method, for we cannot know from onegener-al appear-

ance what the result might have been under the

different circumstances. Such attentions are most
essentially necessary, that the statements may not

rest on supposition. D.
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TO THE LANDLORDS OF ENG-
LAND.

Gentlemen,—It has been commonly and justly

remarked, that the farmers of England are strong-

ly attached to old customs, and that their preju-

dice against any alteration in them forms one of

the greatest obstacles to the advance of agricultu-

ral improvement. But they have at least this

plea to advance in their favour, that they do

not stand alone in their reluctance to lay aside

preconceived opinions— that they are not the only

ones who can offer no better apology for their con-

duct, than that their fathers and grandfathers from
time immemorial have done the same. They have
been often accused offolly, stupidity, and obstinacy,

and to a certain extent I will admit the charge is a

just one, but I must repeat that it does not belong
exclusively to the tenant farmer.

Landlords of England, vou are prejudiced, and
your piejudices greatly impede the agricultural

improvement of our country. You have it in

your power greatly to increase the produce of the

kingdom ; to give employment and food to thou-

sands of your idle and starving fellow-creatures

;

and while you do this, to add largely to your own
incomes. I know you will not believe this ; I much
fear you will not take the measures I shall recom-
mend for this purpose ; but as I can find no better

excuse for your conduct, I must recur to my ori-

ginal charge, and repeat that the landlords of Eng-
land are a prejudiced body of men, and now
entreating your candid and unbiassed attention

to the following observations, I will proceed to

particulars.

I do lirmly believe that by granting long leases

(say of 21 years) to your tenants, you would give

a most important spur to the improvement of the

lands already under cultivation, while by permit-

ting a large proportion (mind not all or nearly all)

of j^our pasture land to be hi ought under t lie plough,

you will give additional employment to a vast

number of labourers, and by the great increase of

produce which must be the result, you will render
it a matter of no consequence whether the restric-

tions on the importation of foreign corn continue

in force or not.

I am aware how much this paragraph must have
jarred upon your prejudices, I have heard it re-

peated almost to nausea that " leases are all in

favour of the tenant," that it is very foolish " to

plough up old turf," &c., &c., hut when I have
asked the very natural question " Why ?" I have
rarely received any answer which did not tend to

convince mc that the opinions expressed had been
adopted because they were such as were commonly
entertained, and that they were not the result of

a candid enquiry into the merits of the case.

Gentlemen, is it not much to be desired that

men of some degree of education and capital should
be led to engage in agricultural pursuits, and that

they should have such prospect of future profit as

shall induce them to carry on their operations in

a spirited manner ? and can it be reasonably ex-

pected that this will be the case, when a tenant

feels that his landlord may at any time turn him
out of his farm at six months' notice, without as-

signing any cause for it ? That man would be an
idiot, who, under such circumstances, would lay

out anything upon the permanent improvement of

his land ; if he drains, it will be with a mole plough,

productive of temporary good, but in many cases
of lasting injury ; if he builds, it will be with a
view to the next four or five years, and at the

cheapest possible rate. Even subsoil ploughing,
that greatest of modern improvements, is quite be-
yond a yearly tenant, particularly as it will be
worse than useless, unless combined with an effec-

tive and expensive drainage.

I am aware, and it is with pleasure that I admit
the fact, that there are many landlords who will

liberally assist their tenants in costly and lasting

improvements ; some that will take the whole ex-

pense upon themselves, charging a per centage
upon the money they lay out ; but even in such
cases, the improvements which a tenant would
wish for, are often not exactlj^ the ones which the
landlord would prefer, and still oftener it happens
that the tenant would willingly lay out himself a

much larger sum of money than he would like to

ask from his landlord, could ho but feel any thing

like a certainty that he would be permitted to reap

the fruits of his industry.

Gentlemen, mnny of you have leasehold as well

as freehold land, which you hold under ecclesias-

tical or corporate bodies ; now, do you ever lay out

such large sums on the improvement of these lands

as you do upon your own freeholds ? Of course

you do not, it cannot be expected that you should,

and yet these estates you have on long leases, how
then can you expect a farmer, who is only certain

of his land for one year, to be as zealous in the

improvement of it, as if he had it for twenty-one ?

It is not in human nature that it should be so.

There are indeed instances, and happily not I'are

ones, in which a tenant has such a confidence in

the honour of his landlord, that without any fur-

ther security he will lay out mone}^ to a conside-

rable amount, but however honourable and liberal

the landlord may be, he may die at any moment,
or unforseen occurrences may take place, which
may induce him to sell or otherwise dispose of

his property, and then what has the tenant to de-

pend on? Is it liberal—is it generous thus to

tie down and cripple an intelligent and spirited

farmer ?

But it is said that leases are all in favour of the

tenant, that if the prices of agricultural produce
improve, and thus the farmers' income is increased,

there is no power of raising the rent ; while on the

other hand, should prices decline to any consider-

able extent, the landlord must either submit to a
reduction of his income, or witness the ruin of
his tenant, and thus probably lose the whole. This
might happen sometimes, but very rarely, if a
man has u suitable capital when he enters upon
his farm, and if the rent exacted be a fair one.

But is it nothing for a landlord to know that

his property is in a state of progressive and per-

manent improvement—that it is under the ma-
nagement of a man whose interest it is to keep it in
the highest possible cultivation, and not, as in the

case of a yearly tenant, to beggar it by a repeti-

tion of exhausting crops ? Is it to be forgotten

that at the expiration of the lease, when the farm
is again to be let, either to the saoae or to some
fresh occupier, the condition of the land will in all

probability be so much improved, that the pro-

prietor will be justified in demanding, and a te-

nant will be able to pay a rent considerably greater

than before 1

The conditions of the lease, if properly drawn
up under the direction of a practical and experi-

enced agriculturist and not according to the no-

tions of an attorney or solicitor, will effectually

guard against the contrary result ; a very few,

and they cannot be too few, simple restrictions,

such as that two grain crops shall not be taken iu
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succession—that hay and straw shall he consumed
on the farm, &c., &c., will prevent any material in-

jury to the land.

And now Gentlemen, havin;; shewn you, (or as

I should rather say reminded you, for i have ad-

vanced nothing newj that great and important
advantages must necessarilj' arise from the sys-

tem I recommend—advantages to yourselves, to

your tenants, and to your country, I would ask you,

on the other hand, what possible iiarm can be the

result of it ? It is no new experiment that I ask
you to try. Look at Scotland, confessedly the

pattern of the agricultural world, where notwith-

standing the disadvantages of a less genial climate

and an inferior soil, the cultivation of the land

has been carried to a greater height of perfection

thanany whereelse, wherethelargest crops arepro-

duced,wheie tliegreatest rents are paid, and where
the land maybe said to be every year better than
it was the preceding one. Look again at Norfolk,
and particularly at the estates of Lord Leicester,

who has adopted the same system—does not the

enormous increase in the value of his properly
speak for itself? 1 do not mean to assert that the

superiority of Scotch and Norfolk agriculture is

entirely to be attributed to the system of leases,

but I do believe that they have tended very much,
perhaps more than anything else, to produce it.

Gentlemen, there is one more objection to this

system which I had not intended to have noticed,

but having heard it brought forward more than
once of late, I will just say a few words about it.

It is this— that by granting a lease, a landlord

resigns all control over his tenant, and that at par-

liamentary elections, and at other times, he will not
be able to compel him to vote as may suit his own
purposes. Now so far from considering this an
objection to leases, I view it as an additional re-

commendation of them. No man is a greater

friend to influence than I am, but then it must be
the influence of sense and reason over bigotry and
prejudice, and not the compelling a man to vote
contrary to his own conscience or inclination.

What right has a landlord to control the vote of
his tenant ? None whatever. It is a power he
ought not to possess, and possessing he ought not
to use it. I hope and believe that the landlords

of England are above any such unworthy con-
siderations as these.

As this letter has already extended to an unex-
pected and inconvenient length, I shall reserve
the subject of breakiag up grassland for another
occasion. In the mean time, believe me,

Gentlemen,
Your obedient servant,

May 4a, 1840. L. B.W.

IMPORTANT DECISIONS TO FARMERS.—
At the magistrates' sittings on Wednesday, at Tunbridge
Wells, three separate cases were brought by Messrs.
Monckton, of Jirenchley, against Ann Austen, toll

collector, for having: received toll, on three several

occasions, for seed corn, and old and new hop-poles

which plaintiffs considered were exempt under the

provisions of the act 3rd Geo. IV., c. 126, sec. 32,
which with other things, exempts "implements of

husbandry—corn in the straw, potatoes, or other agri-

cultural produce." IMr. W. Stone appeared for the

plaintiffs, and Mr. Miller of Goudhurst, for tlie defen-

dant. Both the learned gentlemen argued the case of

their respective clients with much ingenuity and legal

acumen- The questions for the decision of the magis-
trates being whether seed corn, and new hop-poles
grown on the farm can be considered agricultural pro-

duce—and old hop-poles implements of husbandry

—

within the meaning and iuienlion of the act. In the

three cases Rlr. Edward Mockton proved that the seed
corn wa.-s removed from one part of his farm for the

purpose of being sown—next, that the old hop-jjoles had
been conveyed from one garden, that had been grubbed,
to another— and in the last case, that the new hop-poles
had been grown on his farm. In each case the magis-
trates decided in favor of the plaintiff's, giving nominal
damages in the first, but none in the others, from some
technical informality. In a similar case brought by
j\Ir. Wilmshurst, against the same defendant, for having
charged toll on faggots being conveyed from one part

ef his farm to another, the decision was for the de-
fendant; the faggots being tops of oak trees that had
fallen, and not md.de from the underwood, and there-

fore not fairly coming under the denomination of

"agricultural produce."

TITHES FOR GARDENS, &c. - On Tue-^day
night the Archbishop of Canterbury gave notice that,

in the committee on the Tithes Act Amendment Bill,

he should move new clauses ; among them the follow-
ing, as to "tithes for gardens or lawns of small ex-
tent,"—And whereas in many cases tithe owners have,
during the seven years of average prescribed by the
first-recited act, forborne to take the tithes of lands
used aad occupied as gardens, lawns, or the like, or
compositions in lieu thereof, on account of such Iwuds
being of small extent, and the tithes thereof being of
inconsiderable value : be it enacted, that T\here in such
cases the tithes of a parish or district have been com-
muted, whether by a parochial agreement or by a com-
pulsory award, and it shall be shown to the satisfaction

of the said commissioners that the rent-charge or rent-

charges specified in the said agreement or award has
or have been based upon the average value of the tithes

of the said parish or district during the said seven
years of average, according to the provisions of the
said first-recited act, and that no part of the said rent-

charge or rent-charges has been agreed to be given or
awarded in respect of the tithes ofsuch gardens, lawns,
or other such like small holdings, it shall be lawful for

the said commissiopers, if they think fit, to order and
direct that no part of the said rent-charge or rent-

charges shall be apportioned upon such gardens, lawns,
or such like small holdings.

The following curious calculation appears in the 'Kew
York Herald, purporting to show how labour and the
material interests of the country have been affected at

the periods stated by the inflation or contraction of paper
issues and imports. The amounts of those issues are

doubtless correctly stated, as being easily accessible

from published returns ; but, in order to arrive at safe

conclusions as to the results upon the rates of labour,
other elements and peculiar circumstances ©f the times
would have to be taken into consideration of course, the
materials for which are not presented, and coulci only
be arrived at by a laborious investigation

Year.
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ON RED-WATER IN CATTLE.

By Mr. J. D Harrison, V. S., Ormskirk.

(From tke Veterinarian.)

Seven 3'ears have now nearly elapsed since I first

endeavoured to draw the attention of the profes-

sion to the disease in cattle universally called Red-
watei'. At that time I expressed my conviction that

the digestive apparatus, and not tire kidneys, were
the original, and, in fact,the only seat of the dis-

ease, and that the red colour, &c. of the urine was
owing to its containing bile in a greater or less

quantity, and did not depend upon hemorrhage
from the kidneys or any other organ for its red or

hlaelc hue. This fact may be easily demonstrated
by chemical analysis, or the more easily accom-
plished one of test, viz. the adding of some very di-

lute sulphuric acid to the urine, when, if bile is

jn-esent, a green colour will be the result ; and a
red, brown, or black ('depending on the propor-
tion of the strength and abundance of the acid era-

jjloyed) if blood is the colouring- material. This
conviction eighteen years' close observation and
extensive practice have confirmed ; and in the fol-

lowing essay it is my intention to recapitulate the
leading facts and sym])toms upon which I have
built my structure and based my opinions, in order
that the profession may, by their calm discussion

and considerations, prove or disprove their tenabi-

lity. I would hope to elicit the opinions of some
practitioners of even longer standing than myself,
and so be an humble means to an important end,
by directing the future researches of veterinarians

who may possess more extensive means of follow-

ing up and persevering in the enquiry.

In the only standard work on " Cattle" of which
we are in possession, and the talented author of

which I am proud to number amongst my friends,

there are described two distinct and separate affec-

tions—chronic and acute red-water—as diseases

to which cattle are liable. That such is the fact, I

do not feel at all inclined to dis])ute or deny
5
yet,

as they are two diseases which are produced from
opposite causes—as they are essentially diflferent

in their symptoms, and reijuire a difference of
treatment, and are entirely referable to different

organs, this is a distinction which, I think, in the

present enlightened state of veterinary science, is

inadmissable. I apprehend, n:y friend the author
of "Cattle" willfully coincide, the more especially

as he himself acknowledges that the first apper-
tains to diseased or rather disordered digestive or-

gans ; aud the latter to nephritis, of an active or
passive character.

In order to prevent misconcejjtion or error as to

the malady iu question, and the name red-water,
to which latter disease alone the name is strictly

applicable, it will be to a consideration of the for-

mer complaint alone that 1 shall confine my sub-
ject, or that the following essay will appl3^

Red-water or bloody urine, and black-water, al-

though commonly described in books on farriery

under two heads, and as two different diseases, are,

in point of reality, only a modification, or the later

stage, of one disease. Red-water, when overlooked
or neglected, and in innumerable instances even
when remedial measures have been employed, in-

variably terminates in black-water ; or, in other
words, this appears to be a later stage of the dis-

ease to which red-water must proceed, prior to

convalesence or death, as is exemplified in the for-

mer case by the urine gradually retrograding from

black to red, &c. until it finally assumes its natu-
ral hue.

That the digestive organs are the only sources
of ailment is clearly demonstrable from diarrhoea
being the premonitory symptom, and in many in-
stances nature thus effects her own cure. If the
disease is observed at this conjuncture of time, the
administration of an aperient medicine prevents
all untoward symptoms. If this, however, is neg-
lected, constipation ensues—the urine becomes
red, and, unless by the administration of purga-
tives the costiveness is overcome, its colour deep-
ens and changes to black : the conjunctive also
is tinged yellow, as well as the skin, and, finally,

the milk itself, if any is secreted, partakes of the
discolouration, having acquired a bitter taste.

The fact, also, of the water becoming turgid, as
it is called, immediately prior to purgation from
the effect of cathartics, and not being altered in
colour during the stage of diarrhrea, but becom-
ing red or brown immediately upon constipation
taking place, s])eaks volumes ; and, although the
causes of red- water may, and do, upon a slight and
cursory inspection, appear numerous, and in many
instances mysterious, nay, even inexplicable— as

is the well-known fact, that certain farms and pas-
tures, and even jtarticular parts of pastures, are
known to ])roduce it— yet, I think, these and all

other circumstances which can be adduced may
he summarily and satisfactorily disposed of in these
few words— ainj thing ivMch tends to disorder the di-

gestive organs. In this are included atmospheric
influence, as hot and long-continued dry weather,
or fine, warm, and growing weather in spring, su-
pervening on a severe cold and sterile winter ; or
a variety in food, as a change from low, mossy,
marshy lands, where the herbage is rank and un-
wholesome, to high limestone land, where the pro-
duce is short, sweet, and stimulating; or a change
from a poor to a luxuriant pasture, even in the
same neighbourhood. The causes of red-water are
so general and well known among graziers in

the West Riding of Yorkshire that several with
whom I am acquainted, taught by experieuce inva-

riably and too fatally for them, look for, and have,
innumerable cases during long droughts, or prior

to, or immediately after their cessation.

Red-water, being so prevalent in hot and dry
weather, may be accounted for by the fact of the
liver being employed in removing from the system
the superfluous carbon. This has caused it to be
considered in some measure subsidiary to the
lungs, in which we know the same process takes

place, the air which enters them returning loaded
with carbonic acid.

Many circumstances tend to strengthen this

idea. The heat of the body depends on the for-

mation of carbonic acid ; but if the external heat
is sufficient, there is less necessity for internal

heat : less carbonic acid is formed ; more carbon is

left to be got rid of by the liver ; the bile becomes
acrid ; and the liver deranged.

The fact of cattle being subject to red-water
prior to or immediately after a cessation of dry
weather, is not stated on mj'^ own authority alone,

although my own practice aud observation have
confirmed it, but also on that of several graziers,

whom I know to be accurate observers, and who
have stated, that if drought had existed for some
length of time without red-water making its ap-

pearance amongst their herds, its breaking out
was a certain jirecnrsor of, and soon followed by a

change. It is also a well authenticated fact, that

the cattle which they are in the annual practice of
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purchasing in the spring and early part of summer,
at the different fairs on the western coast oi Lan-
casliire, vvliere the land is of a peaty and marshy
nature, are sure to be affected with red-water al-

most immediately after their arrival at their des-

tination : while, on the other hand, if, at the same
time, others are brought from the immediate neigli-

bourhood, or from land similar to their own, and
whicli have been bred or reared there, these cattle

are, generally speaking, rarely affected by the

change. I have known instances without number
in which cattle that have been bred or long kept

upon the mosses, of which there is no lack in this

county, becoming affected with this disease soon

after their removal to a more elevated situation,

although the distance has been inconsiderable—in

many instances not exceeding half a dozen miles,

and in some where the distance has been still

less ; whilst the instances of cattle being affected

on a removal from those situations to the mosses
are very rare indeed. I would not, however, infer

from this, that the cattle wdiich are kept upon, or

have been bred or reared upon, or Nvho from length

of time have become, in a manner, naturalized to

those mossy districts, are exempt from the disease
;

on the contrary, they are, like those located in

other neighbourhoods, equally subjected to its ra-

vages, and from a similarity of causes.

The symptoms being so v/ell known, and the

disease manifesting itself in the same manner in

every district, I shall not occupy your time longer
by describing them, but proceed to the treatment

I have found most effectual. If constipation has
ensued previous to my being called in, and there

is any excitement, I bleed according to the age,

strength, &c., and confine my patient to an open
shed or cool cow-house, strictly debarring all food
of a solid nature, but allowing plenty of whey por-

ridi^e, oatmeal gruel, &c. as dilutents. If the ani-

mal will not take these things in sufficient quan-
tities, I have them horned into her, and, as a pur-
gative, give the following— not for any supposed
specific effect, but as a more certain purgative
than salts alone — my motive also in giving the
carbonate of ammonia being solely to ensure the
action of the physic, which it either does, or I

fancy that it does — 11 Magnes. sulph. '^vi vel viii,

sulph. suhlim. ^iv vel vi,pnlf. zingib. Jss. ammon.
carb. 3I. Mix, and form a powder, to be adminis-
tered as the case may require. Enemas of w'arm
water or gruel should also be administered. I have
seen hydarg. sub. ':)] given in a pint of yeast pro-
duce purgation, when other remedies have failed,

and saved life where the case was apparently hope-
less. Purgation being fairly established, the prac-
titioner must exercise his own discretion in the
farther administration of medicine, although I

must confess that lam in favour of mild stimu-
lants, or as they are generally called, nourishing
drinks.

TILE KILN FOR DRYING CORN«
TO THK EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—If you flunk the undermentioned observa-

tions worth inserting in your valuable papcr^ in

answer to your correspondent " W." respecting the

construction of a tiled kiln for drying corn, the

writer would recommend hiiu to avoid putting wood
frame-work, wdiich is often done to hold the arches

and kilnhead. Secondly, not to put any bearings

upon the arches, but let the weight have its bear-

ings on the outer wall and upon the upright

columns, which can be fixed on the lain stack, from
which the arches sjiring at equal distances : I would
also recommend the kiln floor to be at least ten or

eleven feet from the level of the Jire han. The tiles

may be laid upon two inch flat wrought iron bars

fixed into notches in cast-iron girders at proper
distances, which girders may be suj)ported by the

cast-iron columns or pillars ; and I think it desira-

ble to keep the top of the arches two feet from the

kiln floor, to allow a free circulation of hot air, and
to let the dust fall to a good distance, to prevent
taking fire. A Subscribek.

TANNER'S BARK AS MANURE.
Sir,—Could you inform me, thvough the medium

of your very valuable publication, " The Farmer's
Magazine," of what value as a manure, bark , after

having been used for the purposes of tanning, is

considered to be, and how and for what purpose
it is generally used ? Apologizing for troubling

you, I am, Sir, yours very obediently,

A Subscriber.

YELLOW WEED IN CORN.
In your Paper of the 4th of May, " A Constant

Reader" inquires, whether any successful method has

been used to kill yellow weed in corn, without injuring

the crop.

There is a very simple and effectual method in prac-

tice:—Sow the grain seed with a drill machine, and
destroy the yellow weed with the Dutch hand-hoe.

I am. Sir,

May 6. A Scotch Farmer.

CONTRAST BETWEEN A FRENCH AND AN
ENGLISH MARKET.—^' Noticed the dlffereoces be-
tw^2en a French and an English market. Small quan-
tities of wheat or barley on a piece of canvass—perhaps
the whole not a gallon : and tiiat, whicli in England
would be looked at as a sample, was here the whole
stock the poor cultivator had to bring to market. Large
patches on the pavement of the oldest of old clothes, so
aged and many-coloured, that the assortment brought
all the splendour of Ireland to my mind. A profusion
of poultry, eg^s, butter, and vegetables. Turkeys
abundiint— numberless varieties of small birds,—crock-
cry, tin-ware, cheap prints, some not very decent,
but adapted by that innate love of art, so conspicuous
among foreigners, to the u-ants of the poor. Pretty,
clean-looking market-women, with olive complexions,
white teeth, and black eyes. ' Barney let the girls

alone !' vour day has passed. But, O dear, the butchers'
stalls! fortunately not many of them. Who taught
them to cut up? What is it they cut up?—such bits

—

dabs! What would Mr. Giblett of Bond-street say ?

A leg of mutton as long and as flat as a cricket-bat.

The original owner of it would beat all Sussex at ' tipper
runner.' And tiie oxen were decidedly of the most ap-
proved ' Leghorn breed'— all legs and horns ! Once or
twice in my life I have wondered what caused the French
cooks to be so superior to the English. The proverb
says, ' So many Frenchmen, so many cooks.' The meat
in Calais market accounted to me in a moment for it.

In England the meat is generally good ; therefore less

pains has been bestowed in dressing it ; but if the cag-
mag I saw had not been stewed, lardered, flavoured,
and gravicd over, it would have been untouchable.
Our wild beasts at the Zoological gardens would not
have growled a grace over it."

—

Barnes the Pantaloon's

Journal of a Trip to Paris, in Bentley's Miscellany,
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SHEEP BREEDING.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE NORTHAMPTON HF.RALU.

" When nrace of anirauls liave possessed, in a grtat

degree, through several generations, the properties

which it is our object to obtain, tiieir progeny are said to

be well-bred, and their stock may be relied on. And it

cannot be doubted that any breed may be improved in

the same manner.''

—

Sir John Sinclair.

Sir,—In my last, which you kindly inserted in

your justl)' appreciated agricultural Herald of the

25th ult., I suggested whether sheep breeding,

hardly yet an art, may not receive further assist-

ance from the scientilic observance of, and
compliance with the imniutablc laws of nature.

Perhaps too much attention is given to the dis-

cover}'' of new varieties, and too little to the

improvement of existing ones ; so that what is the

pet lamb of to-day, may be the obsolete sheep of

to-morrow ; that while we fancy we are seeking

improvement, we are but wandering after variety.

For the chance medley combiner of different and
opposite breeds cannot, with any a jmori confi-

dence, predict what the progeny will be, nor can

he arbitrarily regulate the changes which take

place by an hybriduons intercourse.

Can there be anything perfect that is contami-

nated with alloy ? True, if I liave a defective

flock, I seek directly its im[)rorement by such a

cross as is most likely to obliterate my defects,

and parting from those I am dissatisfied with.

But when 1 have got a flock nearer to my wishes,

I no longer go a novelty hunting, for " in and in"

breeding has no terrors for me : the robin that

])icks crumbs at my window-sill, and the s])arrow

on the house tO[), have been in and in breeders

from the daj' they first came out of the ark, yet

they are not degenerated. I discard from my
flock all such as are faulty, either by descent or

circumstances, knov/ing that if I breed from im-
perfection I per])etuate defect, but if I breed only

from symmetry and constitution, no matter for

relationship, I obtain all I desire ; and the acute

Mr. Hayward, in reviewing this system, under
the management of the late Mr. Bakewell, .justly

observes " That Bakewell well knew how far he
could lead nature, and so far from his results

proving the insiifiiciency of breeding in and in, to

])roduce perfection, it completely establishes the

fact, that such an object cannot be obtained, with

equal facility, by any other means." I am not

now discussing- what breed of sheep can carry the

most mountainous load of fat, for fat at best is

but a secretion, and not essentially a component
part of the animal. And, indeed, the so much va-

lued ambergris is but a diseased secretion in the

intestine of the sick spermaceti whale. But what
I am seeking is, that race of sheep that can
beforehand, with certainty, be calculated upon, to

feed the quickest,—under the greatest variety of

circumstances, and at least expense—and then at-

tract tlic attention of the butcher. It may be well

for noble and opulent men to vie with each other
in the tallow and dripping-panism of their stock,

but the rent-paying flock must have constitution

and well-giounded security against casualties and
deterioration, which only are to be found in a
well-authenticated pedigree, and a careful and
skilful selection of breeders of both sexes, through
many previous generations. Now that fiockmas-
ter cannot have added much skill to his careful-

ness whose eye has solely been directed to the

carcase, without caving for the head ; the very

council-chamber, where is arranged what consti-

tution, predilection, habit, and form, the embryo
sheep shall assume in later life. For there the
mighty architect of all created things has
impressed a model of what the future animal ma-
chine is to be. " The beast of the earth after his

kind, and cattle after their kind, and everything
that crecpeth upon the earth after his kind, and it

was so." Therefore, if we are so dull or

inattentive as not to understand indications so

plainly given, the fault is wholly with ourselves ;

and, as like begetteth like, the imperfection or
completeness of the yet unborn animal is spread
out, as on a map, before the practised eye of the

scientific breeder, for ho knows that the brain is

divided into two parts, the cerebrum a'.id cerebel-

lum, that the aggregate sends off, either directly

through several appropriate openings in the skull,

or by the spinal marrow within the vertebrec, about
thirty-nine pairs of nerves, to command, and give

tone to the various ])arts of the body. A nerve is

a long and small bundle of very fine tubes or
hollow fibres, along which flows a very subtle

fluid, the vehicle of nervous impulse and animal
spirits, generated in the brain, and transmitted
thence, through the nerves, to every part of the

animal frame. The brain is the begiiming and
soiuce of all the nerves, and each nerve, with its

myriads of twigs, arises from, and answers to a
particular part of the brain at one end, and to a par-

ticular part of the body at its other end. That, as

any one particular department of the brain is sen-

sitive and healthy, or torpid and ill-actioned, so of

necessity must that part of the body especially

connected therewith be in a like manner affected.

And, as the brain is formed before its bony
covering, and, to avoid compression, divine wis-

dom has made the skull to consist of several

distinct bones, all of which are, during the first

months of infancy, quite apart and separated from
each other, to enable the brain to expand and take

its paternal formation ; therefore, whenever we
see an animal with a contracted or mis-shapen
head, we there find the individual unsightly and
deformed in the i)arts thus pre-distorted in the

brain. If the bony case alone is out of size or

symmetry, then the inconvenience is confined to

that individual animal. But, if the brain itself be
contracted or distorted, giving ill figure and cha-

racter to the cranium, then, indeed, that individual

is not in fault, though the plague spot is on him,
and all the odium is on the head of his pro-

genitors ; and the breed must not be perpetuated.

Hence I arrive at the fit time to say, that, where
the brain is healthy and well developed, so Mill the

animal be healthy and vivacious, and its several

parts hale,vigorous,and symmetrical, and uicerersa;

where but portions only of the head are desirably

constructed, so will the animal be made up of in-

congruous points and ill-matched coalescence of

parts. I should not admire the head of a donkey
attached to the neck and body of a race-horse, nor
the prick cai;s of the fox begracing the cheeks of a

new Northampton sheep. Give me in a sheep a

short, capacious, well-domed head, ears short,

apart, and well back, an animated countenance, and
symmetrical face, and the contour that marks in-

telligence, an<l then I know that breeding and
constitution are here, and all other desirables will

follow. We need not the aid of phrenology to

satisfy ourselves that whatever portion of the

brain is well developed, the nerve arising there-

from will convey the same healthy influence to the

particular part which that especial nerve is spread
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out upon. Therofoic, I submit that, instead of
crossing by stranger and untried blood, wc simply-

pay more attention to the head of those we have,
selecting for breeders only such, both male and fe-

male, as have a j)rotnising head and well developed
brain. I am, Sir, your's, &c.,

P RACTICAL.

REPORT OF WHITFIELD
EXAMPLE FARM.

By John Morton.

[Concluclcrt from puge 309.]

III. The distribution of the fields and the course
of cropping, which I purpose to adopt on Whitfield
example-farm.

56". The system of culture which I thinlc is best

for such a soil, after it has been improved, will

necessarily embrace the rotation which [ j)urpose

to adopt ; a detail of all the several operations ne-
cessary in the cultivation of each crop; the neces-
sary expense of such cultivation, separating the
yearly expense from that w-hich is sunk, to be
reaped several years after; an estimate of the
capital required for dead and live stock ; the return
in corn, beef, mutton, and wool, and the profits of
farming.

57. The principle of good farming is to adopt
such a system as will produce the greatest quantity
of food for stock, and, whatever be the nature of
the soil, the alternate system of a seed-producing
crop, and one as food for stock, should never be
departed from under any circumstances, unless
two or more successive green crops, as food for
cattle, should be thought advisable.

58. The repetition of any of the seed-producing
crops will be regulated by the nature of the soil.

That on the cla3'ey member of the old red sand-
stone, is, we think, the most favourable for the

production of wheat, beans, and oats ; that, on the

pudding stone, which is a sandy loam, or, that on
the lime- stone, which is a very thin light rubly
soil, which is so burned or dried up in summer
by continued drought, is much more favourable
for barley than either of the other two corn crops,

and would produce better crops of wheat once in

six, or even four years, if under proper cultiva-

tion, than of oats, which require a greater degree
of adhesiveness and moisture than the soil on
this part of the farm possesses.

59. We have seen that the present farm consists

of 2152 acres ; to make the farm more compact, we
purpose to take in five Rn:;all fields, occupied by
Slade Baker, (No. 130, i;5y, 140, and 118,) two by
J. Daniels, (No. 138 and 141). The farm will

then consist of about250 acres ; 37 of which are on
the limestone—this soil is full of fragments of the
limestone rock ; 105 acres are on the pudding-
stono—a silicious sandy loam ; these are good
turnip aud barley soils ; and 108 acres on the
clayey members of the old red sandstone, the soil

of which is sufficiently strong for beans and uheat,
without being too adhesive.when drained for bar-

ley and turnips.

60. The rotation which I purpose to adopt is the
six or eight-field course, because, in it we have a
greater range than in the four-field course, and we
can, therefore, put the crops two or four years
further apart. This, I think, is of the greatest

importance, as some soils soon get tired of the

same crops—as turnips and clover for instance,
when repeated at short intervals.

61. There being three lands of soil on the farm,
(§• 59) , it will be necessary to adopt such a course
of cropjjing on each, as will be best suited to it.

1 intend, therefore, to divide the clayey soil into
six fields of 15 acres each, thus leaving 18 for
pasture ; the sandy soil into six fields of 15 acres
each, leaving 15 acres for pasture ; and the soil on
the limestone, into six fields of five acres each,
leaving seven acres of it for pasture.

62. The course of cropping which we purpose
to adopt for the clay soil is the following :

—
No. 1. Seven and a half acres of Swedes (ma-

nured with dung and bones). This crop to be
consumed on the land by sheep. Seven and a
half of mangel-wurtzcl (with dung and bones).
This crop to be carted off the land and consumed
in the yard.

No. 2. Seven and a half acres of wheat, after
maiigel-wnrtzel. Seven and a half of beans, after
Swedes, Clover and seeds to be sown amongst
the wheat and beans.
No. 3. Fifteen acres of clover and seeds. One

half to becarted off^the land consumed in the yard
;

the other half to be consumed on the land by
sheep.

No. 4. Seven and a half acres of wheat, on that
portion which ])rovided the beans the previous
year. Seven and a half of oats, after that which
was wheat the year before.

No. 5. Seven and a half acres of turnips, (early
tankard,) after oats. Seven and a half of winter
vetches, after wheat; both crops to be manured
and consumed on the ground by sheep.
No. 6. Fifteen acres of wheat.
63. The course of cropping we propose for the

sawdy loam is as follows :
—

No. 1. Seven and a half acres of Swedes, dunged.
This crop to be consumed on the ground by
sheep. Seven and a half of mangel wurtzcl
dunged. This crop to be carted to, and consumed
by stock in the yard.

No. 2. Fifteen acres of barley, sown with grass,

and clover seeds.

No. 3. Fifteen acres of seeds, to be consumed
on the ground by sheep.
No. 4. Fifteen af^res of oats.

No. 5. Seven and a half acres of cabbages, on
that part where the mangel-wurtzel previously
was, to be manured. This crop to be consumed
on the ground by sheep. Seven and a half of
potatoes, to be dunged and consumed in the
yard.

No, 6. Fifteen acres of wheat.
64. The course of crops I intend for the lime-

stone soil is as follows :
—

No. 1. Five acres of vetches and rye, to be fol-

lowed by late cole seed, to be dunged. This crop
to be consnmed on the land by sheep.

No. 2. F"ive acres of barley, with clover and
grass seed.

No. 3. Five acres of clover, to be consumed on
land by sheep.

No. 4. Five acres of oats.

No. 5. Five acres of globe and tankard turnips,

dunged. This crop to be consumed on the land.

No. 6. Five acres of wheat.
()5. If the system be strictly adhered to, wc shall

have 7^ acres of cabbages, 12^ of turnips, 15 of
Swedes, 15 of mangel-wurtzel, 7h of vetches, 35
of clover, 5 of rye, 5 of cole, and 7\ of potatoes,

besides the 40 acres of pasture as food to be
consumed by sheep and other stock. We shall

2 G
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also [have, as seed-producing crops, oO acres of

wheat, 27 J of oats, 20 of barley, and 7^ of beans.

The oats and beans, and part of the barley may be
consumed by stock on the farm.

66. We shall now enter into aparticular account

of the mode of cultivating each crop, shewing the

quantity of labour necessary, distinguishing horse

from manual labour; the expense of seed and ma-
nure. We shall also give an estimate of the value

of the seed producing crops, as well as of the

number of sheep which the green crops will main-
tain, specifying the months in which each may be

consumed.

67. Clay Soils.

The first year of the course :—Fifteen acres to be

in mangel-wurtzel and Swedes, which would
naturally come after wheat.

Culture.

First ploughing .

Carting 15 load of

dung per acre.

Secondplougbing
ending

Finlaysou's bar
row

^ 3 .

> °

a ^^

©-n

Second ditto.

.

Marrow
Kolling
Drilling

15 bushels of

bones per acre,

at 2s. 6d. per

bushel

6 cwt. of rape

cake per acre,

at 110s. per ton

Drilling in ma^

nure and sow
ing seed, SOlbs

at Is. 6d
Horse-hoeing . .

.

Hand hoeing, at

6s. per acre .

.

Horse-hoeing . .

.

Pulling and stor-

ing mangel-
wurtzel at 6s.

per acre

Carting 30 ton

mangel per

acre

Oct. o
Nov.
Feb. o

March

Ditto

March or

April

April or

May
Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

£ s. d. £ s. d.

June

June and
July

Oct.Nov,

15

15

15

28 2 6

24 15

4 10

2 5

3 15

15

93 59 12 6 15

Taking the average of the crop of Swedes and
mangel-wurtzel to be 25 ton per acre, this would
give food for the keep of 12 J sheep for six months,
at 25 lbs, per day 187 sheep,

68. Second year of the course :—one-half wheat
after the mangel-wurtzel, the other half beans
after the Swedes ; both to be sown with seeds :

7§ acres wheat after the mangel-wurtzel.

Culture.
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The produce of 30 quarters of beans at 36s. is

541.

The straw would be equal to the keep of 26
sheep for six months during the winter. 26
(winter).

70. Third year of the course:— 15 acres clover
after the beans and wheat.

Culture.
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The produce of this crop may he equal to the

keep of twelve sheep per acre, for six months, from
the 15th of May 87 (summer)

74. The fifth year of the course :— 7^ acres of

early or tankard turnips.

Culture.
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78. The particulars of the cultivation of 90 acres

of silicious sandy soil.

The first year of the course ;— IT) acres of Swedes
and mangel wurtzel.

79. The second year of the course : -15 acres of

Barley.

The crop may average 25 ton per acre, and this

would furnish food for the six winter months for

187 sheep 187 (winter)

Culture.
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81. The fourtli year of the course:—15 acres of

oats.

Culture.

Ploughing

Four double bar-

rowings
Drilling

38 bushels of oats,

at 3s

Rolling

Hoeing, 3s. per
acre

Harvesting ....

Hauling crop to

the ricks ....

Threshing 52 qrs.

at 2s

Hauling to market
say 52 qrs

Jan. or

Feb.

Feb. or

March
Ditto

April
April or

May

Septem.

15

10

£ s. d.

2 5

7 10

10 8

41 20 o Oil 8

£ s. d.

11 8

Crop 7 quarters per acre, 105 quarters at 24s.,

126/f.

The straw will be equal to 30 tons, which will

keep 74 sheep for six months 74 (winter^.

82. The fifth j'ear of the course:—15 acres, one-
half in cabbages after the maiigel-wurtzel, and
the other half in potatoes after the turnips; 7^
acres of cabbage.

Culture.
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The produce of this crop may be only 3J- qrs.

per acre ; 52^ qrs. of wheat at 5(>s. is 147/.

The straw, equal to 20 tons, 5 for litter and lo

cut into chaifwill keep ;5(l sheep six months.. 36
(winter).

85. The amount of horse labour required to be
pwformed during each month on the silicious

sandy soil.
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Tlie crop, say 4 quarters of barley, per aero,

equal to 20 quarters, ;.t ;50s. a quarter, would be

The straw, say 5 ton, would keep nine sheep for

sIk months 1) (winter)

8!), The third year of the course :— five acres of

clover and seeds to be consumed by sheep on the

ground.

Culture.
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93. TLe amount of borse-lubour requii-ed, durinr

each montb on the 30 acres of the liinestock rock.

Fifsr Crop,
"> nores rye nml tui

iiipi!

Socoiid Crop,
.'i acres barley . . .

.

Third Crop,
5 acres clover

Fourth Crnp,
5 acres oats

Filth Cro]),

5 acres turiiij-s . .

.

Sixth Crop,
5 acres wheat

-i
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100. The quantity of each kind of stock which may
be kept on the food produced. There must be
nine iiorseskept to cultivate tire farm, and we
intend to keep ten cows, and breed ten calves,

and bave ten fat beasts to turn off every year,

besides the flocks of sheep, so that the following

stock may be kept on this farm :

9 horses will require the keep of 72 slieep.

10 cows ditto 120 ,.

10 calves ditto 20 ,,

10 one-year old ditto 40 ,,

10 two-year old ditto (JO ,,

10 three-year old ditto 80 ,,

220 ewes ")

220 lambs > 550 ,,

110 one-year old fattening sheep J

•^142

101. An estimate of the stock and implements re-

quired to cultivate this farm of 250 acres, of

which 210 acres are to be arable culture, under
the six-field course :

9 horses, say at 30/. each g/O/.

Implements :
—

4 ploughs, say at 3/. 15s. each 15/.

2 Finlayson's harrows 20

4 pair of harows 8

4 horse hoes 12

2 rollers 15

1 turnip-sowing machine (i

8 single horse carts, 10/. each 80

3 three-sparred carts for the wheels
and axles 24

Cart harness for 8 horses, at

M. 10s 28

Plough-harness for 8 horses 8

Saddle-horse futniture (i

Winnowing machine and riddlers .

.

15

2 turnip slicers -. 8

2 chaff cutters 10

Cake bruiser 5

3 wheel barrows 3

3 ladders 3

Weighing machine 30
Corn chest 2

Rakes, forks, axe, saw, spades, sho-

vels, grapes, hoes, &c., say 5

10 staddles for corn, at 4/ 40

G curry combs, 8 mouth bags,

laPithorn 7

Riddle, selves, bushel, load bar-

row, and 2 straw barrows for

carrying corn 5

80 sacks (4 bushels) 12

50 dozen hurdles, at 12s 30
Dairy utensils, say 10

102. Dairy stock.
407

10 cows, at 12/. each 120

10 calves, at 3/. ditto 30
10 one-year old, at si. ditto 50

10 two-year old, at 8/. ditto . 80
10 three-year old, at 12/, ditto 120

A sow and six pigs 8

. 408

103. Stock of Sheep.

220 ewes, at 25s. each 385
220 lambs, at 20s. ditto 220
110 tegs, at 30s. ditto 1(>'5

770

1855/.

104. Abstract of the expense oflabour, manure, and
seed required en this farm.— Clay soil. 90 acres.
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Corn for nine horses for 36 weeks, at a

peck a day per horse, from October 1

till June 8, is equal to 64 bushels for

each horse—576 bdshels at os 86 8

Tradesmen's bills :

—

Carpenter's bill SOs. per horse 13 10
Smith's .....30s. .. 13 10
Saddler's 10s. .. 110
Hurdles for sheep B

901 4.

108. Abstract:—
Capital required (§. 103) 1855
First year's expenses—cultivation,seed,

manure ; 901 4
Capital sunk in fallowing, &c. (§, 55) 890 13 4
Household furniture 110

3746 17 4

109. Recapitulation of the capital required for

Whitfield Farm, consisting of 250 acres, and the

yearly expense of cultivation :

—

Capital re-

quired.

The sunk or dormant capi-

tal (§ 55)
To liquidate this sum in

fifteen years, there must
be charged 5 per cent, at

least

Working horses (§ 101) ..

To insure against accident,

10 per cent

Implements (§ 101)

To keep this dead Stock of

the same value, 10 per

cent

Dairy stock (§ 102)
To insure this stock ngainst

accident, 5 per cent ....

Sheep (§. 103) ..

To insure this stock against

accident, 5 per cent ....

Seeds, and seed corn (§.106)
Manure (§. 105)
Expense for labour (§. 107)
Horse corn (§. 107) ....

Tradesmen's bills (§. 107).

Household furniture and ex-

penses (§. 108)

To interest on the capital of

37461. 16s. required in

cultivating this farm, at

10 per cent

3746 16 4

Yearly ex-

pense
attending

this farm.

£ s. d.

44 10 6

270
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DESTRUCTION OF THE TURNIP
FLY AND OTHER INSECTS.

From the earliest period since man first cultivated

the soil, his greatest ensmies liave been the insect-

tribes; drought, floods, and the visitations of the

storms have been but triflingly mischievous, when
compared with the devastations of these rapacious

invaders.

Centuries have glided by, and the intellect of

man, though unceasingly devoted to the enquiry,

failed to elucidate the cause of their appearance,

or to discover the means ol' their destruction.

To persons unaccjuainted with thet trouble, risk,

anxiety, and loss, incidental to the culture of any
species of plant, the enumeration of the losses caused
by the attacks of insects, in any country, in a season

when they are called into existence, in even mode-
rate numbers, would be astounding.

' To save vegetation from this wide wasting

scourge, and assure the cultivator of the full profits

upon the outlay of his capital, modern entomologists

have with untiring energies, pursued their investi-

, gations into the nature and habits of the insect

world, with a view, if possible, to ])revent them
from springing into life, or to deprive them of exist-

ence, before they can assail in their hungry search

for food, the plants which man has cultivated for

his own use, the subsistence of his domestic ani-

mals, or has reared for ornament and pleasure.

Much light has been thrown upon the science of

entomology ; many interesting discoveries have been
made, but the grand object for the benelit of mankind
still remained unattained, till a gentleman well known
to all the scientific societies of the metropolis, by many
travels, most watchful observance, and many and oft

repeated experiments, produced a prejiaration which
irresistibly attracts, and infallibly destroys any insect

which may come in contact with it, and preserves

the plant as whole and free from spoil, as if the soil

and atmospliere were not peopled with countless

myriads of devouring enemies.

Great care and attention has been devoted for a

long time to this preparation, which has been aptly

denominated Upas from its alluring and deadly quali-

ties, for making it up in various forms, so as to render

it generally applicable.

As a paste, to he applied to strings or papers at-

tached to any parts of pineries, conservatories, or

hot-houses. In this form it attracts the insects, and
its qualities being more stimulating to their appetites

than the fruit and plant, the latter are allowed to come
to full perfection without blemish, and the insects are

destroyed by the (loisonous properties of the Upas.

As a varnish-like substance, which by being timely

applied in the opening spring, will infallibly save

the ir.lra.the Ash, the Lime, the Beech, &c., from the

destructive ravages of the various insects, particu-

larlv? the scolytes destructor, and the haltia, which
year after year burst into life almost as soon as the

buds are put forth, issue from the countless perfora-

tions in the bark, their work of former years, imme-
diately commence their devastations, and fre([uently

in a fortnight's time so far destrov the beautiful and

magnificent verdure and shade of those trees, as to

give them in the month of May the dieary aspect

of Winter. The varnish is also equally adapted to

the preservation of the apple and pear trees of our
numerous and extensive orchards, as well as the

fruit trees of gardens generally, and may be regarded
as a panacea for the disease occasioned by the attacks

of insects, to the beautiful and ornamental timber of

the lordljr domain, and those intended to supply

us with the various and luscious fruits of the

table.

As a liquid, intended for more general and impor-
tant purposes ; for the preservation of those most
valuable, but on account of the attacks of insects,

most precarious crops, the turnip and the hop, for

the protection of wheat from wire- worm, for the use

of the West IndiaPlantations, and for the vine, the de-

licate flowers, and beautiful and rare exotics of con-

servatories.

For the preservulian of the hop, for which this li-

quid is most invaluable, a jiortable garden water-

ing engine will be a most simple and efiTectualmode of

application, the projectile force to be increased so as

toforce the fluid through the roses or caps, the holes

whereof to be very minute, so as to fracture the glo-

bules, and cause it to alight on the plant in a dew-
like vapour, and may he also conveyed through the

medium of a leather or other flexible tube, that when
necessary, the annihilating power may be carried to

the under part of the leaves, where the insects often

congregate after th^^y have done the work of de-

struction, and as llieir own fancy or caprice directs

them, saliv forth again to renew it. It may not be

out of place here to remark that a small watering pot

upon the same principle would answer for conser-

vatories.

For the Turnip crop, it may be applied either as a

liquid to the voung plant, or the Upas may be ab-

sorbed in an)' dry and loose grain like powder, or

pulverized in artificial manure, and scattered over
tiie plant before the dew is exhaled by the morning
sun, which will cause death to any insect which may
have alighted or lodged ihcreon, whether in a. state

of embryo, or advanced, or advancing to maturity,

and the same fate will attend others on any subse-

quent attempt to assail the plant. In this state it

will have the same salutary effect applied in early or

late crojjS, and in pit and slieltered borders of gar-

dens, in the hands of the judicious gardener will

form a most welcome, friendly, and powerful
ally.

For the protection of wheat from that noxious and
destructive pest the wire- worm, which commits such
havoc upon the most important crop in British cul-

tivation, and for which no remedy has been hitherto

discovered ; the 1. pas, absorbed as before mentioned
and strewn over the ground at the time of sowing,

or drilled with the seed, will, notwithstanding the

singular tenacity of life by which it is characterized,

insure its certain extirpation.

For the West India Colonies, wheve the crops are so

frequently ruined by insects, as in Grenada in 1836,
when two-thirds of the sugar canes were destroyed by
the Cicade, the Upas absorbed in any artificial pulve-

rized manure, and deposited in the cane-holes at the

usual time of dressing, will infallibly destroy the germ
of any insect, or in the event of the leaf or any part of

the cane being assailed during a subsequent period of

their growth, the application of the liquid, by means
of the portable garden-engine as heretofore described

to be used for hops, will at once remove the evil,

and secure them from its repetition.

Lest it may be thought that too much has been
said upon the merits and powers of the Upas, it may
be necessary to remark that it has precisely the same
effect upon insects as Prussic Acid on the human
race, and that the slightest application to a wound or

scratch on any animal, will affect the whole frame.

The nobility and gentry who regard with ances-

tral pride and aft'ection, the noble trees which adorn

their parks and grounds, must beinfinitively grieved

when they see, (as is often the case) their verdure

destroyed almost as soon as put forth, and it will be
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gratifying to ibem to lciiov\-, that by tbe aid of the

I'pas, tlieir verdant honours vrill remitin unharmed
till they fade into the sere and yellow leaf. The in-

sects which infest and destroy the bark, so as to

leave the wood to the pernicious effects of exposure,
are instantly killed bv coming in contact with the

vainisb preparation, which has not a bad effect upon
the tree, as lime water and other applications are

no^v proved to have.

To the ladies who are distinguished by so passion-

ate a love of flowers, it is often matter of great re-

gret, when some beautiful and graceful plant which
they have tended witli unwonted care, is shorn of
its loveliness by these remorseless enemies ; its

timely immersion for a few moments in tlie liquid

Upas, will render it invulnerable to their attacks,

invigorate its growth and freshen its beauty.

Horticultural societies, and Florists generally,

vhether rearing flowers and plants as a delightful

and interesting recreation, or for profit, will by the

Upas be afforded a relief from the anxiety attendant

upon the growth and development of the objects of

their care, and insure a full reward for their time,

attention and skill.

'I'he hop-grower whose outlay for the culture of

this crop is so enormous, will And the certain pro-

tection from the flea, the louse, &c., which so inces-

santly assail it, an objact of paramount im])ortance.

The agriculturist, to whom the safety pf that in-

valuable root, the turnip, upon which the success of

his farm so much depends, is so necessary, and the

security of his wheat croj), to which he mainly looks

for bis profit, so important, will deem comment
useless.

Perhaps no springer summer within the memory
of man, will require more active measures to meet
and counteract the ills that are certain to assail both

garden and field crops than the coming season, from
the whole tribe of destructive insects, which for

reasons to those who are acquainted with the com-
mon and general cause of their production, are likely,

or more properly speaking, certain, to increase and
array themselves in ten- fold numbers against the

fruits of the earth.

To allow tbe salutary remedies here treated of,

for securing to us tbe fruits of the hot-house, the

garden, and the field, to remain longer inert and
useless, would be to deprive the community of a

benefit as general and extensive in its influence, as

any of the greatest inventions of the day, and that

they should have reraaineel so thus long, maybe al-

most said to be a libel, and reflection on the judg-

ment and experience of those professionally bred to

tbe general and widely expanded business of culti-

vating the soil.

Attheurgentrequest of many noblemen and gen-

tlemenwhohave been made acquainted with the pro-

perties of the Upas, arrangements have been entered

into, for submitting this preparation in its various

forms, without delay, to the attention of the agri-

cultural and horticultural world.

London, May, 1840. C. F.

We have been led to understand that the Upas
is to be broughtbefore the public by Mr. Stanbridge

Clarke, patentee of the dessicated compost manure.

If the experiments have been accurately made,

and the effect as complete as described, agricultu-

rists and the public at large will be deeply indebted

to Mr, Clarke. [Ed. Fail Mac]

the project of formiDg Lancaster into tbe finest port on
the vVcstern coast of England. Mr. Hague proposes

to carry the Lune by a canal 150 feet wide, to be cut

through the level land from OxclifFe to Poulton, where
the waters, joining those of the Kent in the Bay, would
sweep out a deep navigable channel capable of bringing
up the largest vessels. He also proposes to form a

floating dock at Lancaster, to contain 12 acres, having
at all times 20 feet of water, with a ship lock to take

ships in and out.

Another great feature in the plan is the vast accre-

tion of land. In addition to 52,000 enclosed by the

embankment, Mr. Hague expects 20,405 acres to

accumulate on the outside of tbe embankment, and
26,581 along the shores from Foulton to the Wt/re.

The following is Mr. Hague's estimate of the expense
and profits :

—

New channel fi'om Lancaster to Poulton £76,873
Land to be purcliascd 19,100

Floating dock at Lancaster 30,000
Expenses in training the rivers and embanking 38,352

164,325
Land reclaimed 26,581 at 25/. per acre fc>64,525

Pi-ofit £300,200
Lancaster Guardian.

ON HORSE KEEPING.
Sir,—I understand it is the usual practice in the

southern counties to cut hay or oat pheaf for horses
employed upon the farm. I vvould feel obliged to stime
of your numerous readers who may practice this plan,
for answering' the following queries :

—
1. What length is it cut'at?

2. Vv'hat is the cost per bushel of cutting?
3. The supposed saving by cutting?
4. Whether it is cut by hand, or by what oilier

power?
5. What is the cost of a machine tkat would supply

six horses?

I remain your constant reader,

A Young Far5ii;i;.

Banks of the Tync, May 14.

We have just seen a plan of the great scheme pro-

posed by Mr. Hague, the engineer of the proposed em-
bankment over Morecambe Bay, to which is united

DECOMPOSED SALT.
Sir.—In the last number of your magazine, p. 3-18,

under the head of " Culture of the Carrot," it appc^irs

that at a meeting of the \Vest London Gardeners' Asso-
ciation for Mutual Instruction, iMr. O'Loughlin stated,
" In confirmation of the benefit derived from the sabne
particles contained in the soil, alluded to a scientific

gentleman, Mr. Kemp, who resides in that part of the

country, and who brought into rich cultivation a great
many acres of waste land, by his system of preparing
decompobed salt as a manure, and which he used with
great success in the cullivatioH of fruit trees and vege-
tables. This orchard was admired by all who saw it,

both forits beauty and productiveness.'' Mr. O'Loughlin
does not seem, from your report, to have explained to

bis brother srardeners what this decomposed salt i<, or
the means used for decomposing it. As I am, and no
doubt many of your readers are also, desirous of learning
the system adopted by j\lr. Kemp, and, I conclude,
pursued by IMr. O'L., Mr. O'Loughlin would confer a
great favour if he would, through your raaj^azine, make
your readers more fully acquainted with the method of
decomposing salt and applying it to the land. Is it by
the mixture of lime, ef the good effects of which much
has been said? Whatever it is, we shall be obliged to

Mr. O'Loughlin or Sir. Kemp by making it known.

I am, Sir, yours &c., S. P.
Harleston, May 13.
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ON THE DISEASES OF SHEEP.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMEr's MAGAZINE.

Sir,—As I feel fully persuaded you wish to dis-

seminate correct, as well as useful, knowledge, and

as I conceive it to be the duty of evei-y one, to make
known to their neighbours what they hare been taught

by experience themselves, I cannot refrain from mak-
ing a few retnarks on that article, in your May num-
ber, "Practical Essays on the Diseases of Sheep." It

commences with the scab, or rubbers, and as your
essayist justly states, is v.-ell known to every breeder

of sheep—perhaps my flock of sheep are more liable

to have it than most of my neighbours, for which I

could give you a very justifiable reason. At the

same time, with the exception of one class of sheep,

I have frequently passed over several years without

it ; but were I to act according to the directions

given in that article, I should scarcely ever be free

from it. It is there stated—"three pounds of the

ointment are sufficient for a score of large sheep,"

perhaps what is here called large sheep, I should

call small ones compared with mj^ Lincolns, and I

should judge J. W.Childer's sheep were not scabbed

when he dressed them, but if scabbed, certainly we
should not effect a cure, if we put on large sheep

less than four 'jiounds to the score. I have jiut on
five pounds to the score, without losing a single

sheep. A fortnight back I dressed a lot of hogs,

four pounds to the score, and they are going on as

well as I could wish, or in fact, I am not aware that

I ever lost a sheep through dressing at this time of

the year ; and I have had some thousands done in

that way.
I agree with your essayist that October and

March are perhaps the most suitable months for

dressing, but wheu I buy sheep in, and mix them
with others, I never consider my flock safe, unless

the bought ones are dressed. Your essayist states,

" he lost sixty-two out of three hundred, by layiiig

on two pounds to the score, and confirms it, by a

cattle dealer at Cambridge ; certainly this was verji-

extraordinary, I never heard of such a case before

from so small a portion of ointment. Now, I should

wish to know, what keeping they had been on before

they were dressed, and ho IV long on the same, and
whether they continued theie afterwards.

If you dress a lot of sheep ('lambs in particular, J)

that have been on grass, or seeds, and immediately,

or at the expiration of less than a month afterwards,

put them on green cole or rapeseed, which is gene-
rally the keeping for them about that time of the

year, or a little later in some parts of Cambridge-
shire, you may expect a heavy loss ; but if you put
them on cole, ©r rapeseed, three weeks or a month
before you dress them, there is not half the danger;
they will carry less ointment, and require more gen-
tle usage on that kind of keeping than an}' other. If

the blood of the sheep is in an impoverished state at

the time of dressing, andj-ou immediately afterwards

put them on rich succulent food, you may almost be
certain of loss ; on the contrary, if they are in

a thriving state, and the food is not changed, there is

but little hazard. ]My recipe is similar, though not

quite the same, as No. 1, in the appendix—quicksil-

ver lib., Venice turpentine lib., spirits of turpen-
tine 2oz., (which causes it to work much better)

hogslard 61bs., or when hogslard is dear, I use part

tallow, with a little whale oil to make it the proper
consistency. I prefer it rather stiff, for it is of little

use laying it on the wool, except to kill the ticks ; if

you intend to cure the scab, it must be well laid on
the skiu or pelt. The maker of the ointment should

have a magnifying glass to examine whether the sil-

ver is all killed or not, as we call it, for if you can

find any small particles of silver after it is mixed,
yoa cannot depend on it making a cure.

I will also give you my recipe for ticks, which I

consider a very good one, and worthy of a trial, as it

not only kills tlie licks, but prevents the fly striking

the lambs for some time afterwards; it invigorates

tlie wool and causes the sheep to be generally more
healthy.—Arsenic lib., soft soap lib., prepared kali

lib., asspfoctida 4oz., water 25 gallons, or my criterion

is to make it as weak as 1 can, so long as it will kill

the ticks in two or three minutes, for I consider the

weaker the better if it answers the purpose you use

it for. My method is the same as recommended in

the appendix No. 4, except that my tub is of suffi-

cient length to put the cradle at one end, and dip

the lambs at the other : about ten days after shearing

the ewes is the best time.

I fear you will think 1 have extended my let-

ter to too great a length ; my only apology is, that I

was fearful some inexperienced person might be led

astray by that part of the essay I have been comment-
ing upon ; at the s.ime time I should feel soi-ry to

cast any reflections on H. Cleave, Esq., for I censi-

der the essaj^, on the whole, a very good one.

I am, Sir, your's respectfully,

.South Lincolnshire. A Breeder of Sheep.

Vve are always gratified at being enabled to

record acts of kindness occurring between land-

lords and their tenants ; and when the demonstra-
tion emanates from the latter, it speaks conclusively

of the merits of the former. The following state-

ment did not meet our view, or it should have been
inserted entire.

On the last Friday in April a truly gratifying' scene
was presented at Debenhum, that day being- fixed on
for the presentation of a piece of plate to the Right
Hon. Lord Henniker, M.P., at the hands of his nume-
rous and respectable tenantry, in testimony of the high
regrard and esteem they entertain for his Lordship as aa
indulgent and liberal landlord. At four o'clock l40
gentlemen sat down to an e'xcellent entertainment, at
the Cherry-tree Inn, ftlr. L. Dove, the oldest tenant on
the estate, presiding. The noble Lord in whose honour
the feast v/as prepared, sat on the right of the chair, and
the Hon. and Rev. W. Henniker on the left. Mr. T.
Green and Blr. H. Preston officiated at the two long
tables, as Vice-presidents, and the piece of plate was
placed in the centre of the cross table. It consisted of
a splendid candelabra, weighing upwards of 500 ounces,
and in value 220gs. The basement was in the form of
a triangle, resting on feet of very chaste workmanship.
The stem was covered with foliage, overh.anging mid-
way, and surmounted with a bunch of oak leaves with
acorns. At each angle of the basement was a horse, a
slieep with a lamb by its side, and a deer, worked in

dead silver in the most exquisite style of the art. There
were nine branches from the upper part of the stem,
beautifully chased. The stem was three feet two inches
in height ; upon one shield on the basement were the
arras of Lord HeHnikcr, and upon the second was the fol-

lowing inscription :
—" Presented to the Right Hon.

Lord Henniker, M.P. for East Suffolk, by his tenantry,

as a memento of grateful respect and attachment,
A.D. 1840."

The toasts and speeches were appropriate, and
cold must have been the bosom which would not
have been moved by the warmth of feeling dis-

played towards the noble lord.
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TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK
LANE EXPRESS.

Mn. Editor,—Having perused in your paper of

Monda}^ April 20th., a letter from a Farmer's Wife,

requiring information on tho subject of the "Roup",
or " Gape," or " Pip" in Fowls, and feeling encour-

aged by your kindlv inviting female correspondents,

to communicate wliat tails under their cognizance, 1

beg leare to state that I am the daughter of an old

sportsman, who lias been accustomed to rear youn^

Partridges, Pheasants, and Fowls, under Bantams,

since the year 1785, and who was one of the lirst, if

not the first, that set going this system of stocking

manors. All the eggs that the mowers found were

brought to him, and he placed them under Bantams
with the eggs from his tame pheasants. Some years

he was very succesful, but in others he lost a num-
ber of the young birds with the " roup," or " gape,"

or "pip ;" he could not ascertain the cause of this

disease, notwithstanding he used to dissect the birds

for that purpose.

However, oneday, wjjen out of a brood of 17, more
than half-grown, he had lest all but one, as he was
dissecting several of them I was sitting by him, and
being then a very inquisitive little girl of seven years

old, I took up a pair ofscissors that were on the table,

and on cutting open the windpipe of ono of them I saw
two red-worms adhering to the inside of it, and I said,

"Papa, what are these worms doing here?" He im-
mediately examined them, and found that each of

them had two heads, with which thev adhered to the

inside of the throat, forming two lumps; and by
suction filling themselves full of blood, by whicli

means the bird had been choked, as the passage
must have been in a short time closed. From this

circumstance my father called them "red leeches,"

as they adhered to the part exactly as leeches do.

My Father has no doubt it is a disease in the air, for

some seasons he had great success, and in others

saved onlv a few ; and the same with his poultry.

There is no cure for it, for if you attempt it you
choke the bird. The "red leech" is verv strong,

and has lived for hours after being taken from the

throat and placed in oil.

I remain, Sir, your obedient servant.

May 4th. Emma.
P.S. For the benefit of your sporting readers I

may add, the food my fiither used to give the young
birds (partridges) was chopped egg, the small red

ant's eggs,and the horse emmet's eggs,oatmeal and mut-
ton suet made into a paste when the others could not be
got. The young birds soon get of an age to eat

wheat.

You must take a bucket, a shovel, and seive

to the horse emmets' nest, and open it with a shovel,
and run the eggs through the sieve into the bucket,
place a turf on the top and close up the nest, so as to

leave all the ants behind, or they will run away with
the eggs, and you will have none the next year.

Emma.

were the occasion of it. This distemper liad been for

twoortliree years before it came to us, in Lombardy,
Holland, and Hamburgh, to the loss almost of all their

cattle. The slates of Holland caused a medicine to be
publislied for tlic good of those who had tlieir cattle dis-

tempered ; but having- been tried here, 'twould not cure
one in seven, but rather increased the infection by keep-
ing the distemper'd cattle longer alive (by some days)

than tiiey would have been without it. Tis remarkable
that no oxen had tiiis distemper, but only milch cows
which were more tender than the males. 'Jhe herdsmen,
lo keep their cattle from the infeclion, let ihem blood in

the tail, and rubbed their noses and chaps with tar ; and
when they happened to die of it, they were burnt and
buried deep under ground. It began at Islington,

spreading- itself over many places in Sliddlesex and in

Essex, but did not reach so far westward from London
as twenty miles. The most general opinion concerning
the cause of this distemper was, that the cattle were first

infected by drinking unwholesome standing water,

where 'tis probable some poisonous insects were lodged
and bred ; the summer having been extremely dry, and
attended almost constantly with easterly winds, the grass

almost burnt up, and the herbs of the gardens destroyed
by insects ; but such as they were (unfit for table use)
were given to the cattle. There was likewise so great a
want of water, that many were forced to drive cows
five or six miles to it. '

—

The plague of Marseilles con-

sidered by Richard Bradley, London, 1721.

THE BRAINTREE CHURCH
RATE CASE.

Veley and Joslin, v. Burder.
This very important case,which involved the question

of the right of churchwardens, (after a refusal of the
parishioners in vestry assembled) to make a church
rate by virtue of their own authority, has just been
decided by the court of Queen's Bench, after having
long occupied the attention of the legal profession.

It was argued in May and June, 1839, by C. Turner,
and C. W. Johnson on behalf ofthe churchwardens, and
by the Attorney-general, T. J. Arnold and Manning,
for the rate-payers. By the judgment of the court,
which -was delivered by Lord Denman, it appear; that
the churchwardens have not the power of making a
church rate v.ithout the consent of the vestry. Here,
however, the ecclesiastical and the temporal courts, as
on many other occasions, widely differ in opinion ; the
former having in this, as in that of Gaudern v. Selby,
decided in favour of the power thus claimed by the
wardens of the church ; decisions which the court of
Queen's' Bench have thus, as we have before stated,
prohibited the civil law courts from enforcing.

DISEASE IN CATTLE.-I cannot help taking
notice likewise of the raging distemper which was
among the cows about London, Anno 1714; it was so
violent and infectious, that if one had it, all others that
came within scent of her, or even where she grazed,
were surely infected ; it seized their heads, and was at-

tended with running at the nose, and a very nauseous
breath, which killed them in three or four days. The
herdsman would not allow it to be the murrain, nor
could give any account from whence it did proceed, or
could find out any remedy against it ; they only tell us
the unusual dry summer and the continued east winds,

THE BARK SEASON.-The present has proved
the most favourable season for bark-stripping ever re-
membered, and it is unusually forward. Owing to the
late warm weather the sap ascended rapidly, and
greatly facilitated the operation. The price has been
fixed at 51. 10s. per ton, which is 5s. less than last year.— Worcester Journal.

THE PRICE OF BARK.-Owing to the late fine
weather the bark season this year is most unusually
forward. The price has been fixed at 5s. per ton lower
than last year. Ihe following are the piices of the
present and two last seasons :

—

1838 £5 5s. per ton.
1839 5 15s. "
1840 5 10s. "

At the great sale of bark, which recently took place in
the Forest of Dean, it is stated that the prices averaged
from 10s to 15s. per ton lower than last year. About
800 tons were sold. We extract the following from the
London price current of the present month :—" The
information we have received from various parts of the
country enable? us to state that the fall of timber this
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season is much lartccr llian lor many years past, and

tii;it hitherto the stiippinj has been sehJom equalled.

Prices generally have l)ecn rather un<ler those of last

year in most district?, but no conlracts in this market

have vet transpired. It is expected that tlie quality will

be very superior, and the price about the same as last

season. The import of Foreian is 404 tons, for which

there has been little inquiry." " English coppice per

load of 45 cwt., 17/. to [91. Timber 16/. to 18/."—

Hivefm-d Times.

ON THE PREVAILING EPIDEMIC
IN CATTLE.

5;n^— Perceiving that your valuable journal is

one of the channels through which a knowledge of

the prevailing- epidemic amongst cattle, as mani-

fested in diflerent localities, is diffused, 1 trust that

the follovring observations — based, as they are,

upon expeiience—will be received by you as coming

from a bumble, yet zealous, practitioner in this long

neglected branch of the veterinary art.

But, to the praise and honour of the agriculturist,

be it said that they, asabodv, are kindly co-ope-

rating with us to fill up that dedderaUnn, \yliich has

been'sufl'ered to exist so long at the Veterinay Col-

lege, for, withsut an inculcation of "first principles,"

grounded upon truth and science, I am confident no

one can practise the healing art, without ofttimes

being culpable of ignorance, and degrading himself

with empiricism.

And in no disease are the abilities and acquire-

ments of an individual more severely tested, than in

the treatment of an epidemic disease, at the cause of

which the ablest of men can but conjecture, attri-

buting it to be dependant upon atmospheric vicis-

situde—rendering noxious to life the air we breathe,

by being mingled with some deleterious substance,

whose subtle essence, like the infectious miasmata of

some other diseases, eludes the most carefsl resear-

ches of the chemist, its presence being only known

by tbe efi'ects it produces.

We are at times rendered sensible of the changes

which inorganic matter is undergoing by eructa-

tions from the bowels of the earth, in the form of

volcanoes ; by its surfixce being shaken with earth-

quakes; by explosions in coal mines, and above and

around us, where matter only exists in a gaseous

form, we are visited with likeoccuronces, as is wit-

nessed in thunder and lightning, all probably arl-

sin^r from a similar cause—the re-combination of

some of the elementary substances of nature ; how-

feasible is it then to suppose tliat during these changes

some gaseous miasm is liberated from "the fertile

womb ^of nature," rises and intermingles with the

aerial medium'around us, and "wafted by the passing

breeze" spreads, to lay its devastating hand upon

that part of animated nature, in which the powers of

resisting disease have been most enfeebled by those

causes which are constantly operating to destroy

life.
^ , .

Passing on to an inquiry into the nature of tbis_

epidemic" differing as it does in the pristine form of

its attack, and its intensity in diflerent localities,

(and indeed in different animals in the same herd)

commenced as has been observed by others, some-

times with blisters forming on the rugose surface of

the upper part of tbe month—at the partopposed to the

cutting surface of the front or incision teeth—spread-

ing from the tip along the upper surface of the

tongue even into tbe fauces, attended with a frothing

and^champing motion of the mouth ; in others, the

feet appear to be fir^t affected, though quickly invol-

ving the mouth and other parts, and iu a few cases I

havo noticed an intolerable itching sensation about
the head and ears : when occurring being generally at-

tendant upon the first stage of the disease.

Various as are the forms in which it presents itself,

I believe it to be, at the onset, at all times comprised
under the head of inflammatory fever, afterwards and
quickly assuming a typhoid form, partaking more or

less of a sceptic or putrid nature; with a degree of
depression of vital power in accordance with the
virulence of the attack.

In its treatment it should be borne in mind, that it

is a disease of a specijic nature, dependent upon a

peculiar dialhesn, or state of body, arising from epi-

demic influence, being subjected to the action of a

vitiated atmosphere ; which giving rise to febrile

commotion, a state of excitement is induced, which
soon conquers the op]iosing force of nature, depresses
organic nervous power, and (juickly renders life

extinct.

Therefore, although the disease may be based on
inflammation, attended with a quick, full, and bound-
ing pulse

;
yet depletion must not be carried to excess,

there must be no bleedings to " approachingsvncope"
none to produce a " falter'' of the heart's action, or
fatal cohipse may ensue and rapidly sink the powers
of nature. But moderate bleeding, during the state

of excitement, I Lave often found to check the dis-

ease, also to lessen the degree of subsequent debi-

lity, and duration of it. All concur, I believe, in the

propriety of unloading the bowels, with some cathar-

tics, as speedily as possible, which are often found
loaded with a quantity of black, highly offensive fajces

often streaked with blood.

The after treatment must be left to the discretion

and judgment of the Medical attendant, for no rule

can bo laid down from which no deviation in treat-

ment is called for, it is mere quackery to suppose or

assert so, but, it will be remerabered by tlie prac-

titioner whilst combatting the febrile and vascular

excitement, that he has to guard against too great

subsequent prostration, and the disease degenera-

ting into tiiphus of a low character, or its involving

seriously any organ essential to Hie, of which com-
plication I have found the lungs, bowels, or udder,

oftenest implicated with it. When such has been the

case, attended with low nervous fever, I have often

found that the exhibition of large doses of camphor
combined with the compound powder of ipecacu-

anha, and the while powder ofantimonv of the grea-

test value ; should great debility attend it or follow

as a sequel, I have given with decided benefit the

sweet spirits of nitre, in combination with the solu-

tion of the acetate of ammonia, and immediately the

most urgent symptoms of fever bej:in to decline I re-

sort to some of the mildest vegetable tonics, and
order a larger quantity of common salt to be given

with the linseed gruel, which forms the beverage

from the commencement, unless a too relaxed state

of the bowels ensues, when wheat flour gruel is sub-

stituted for it. As regards a local remedy for the

mouth, and other ulcerated parts, I know ofno better

than the chlorinated solutions which quickly destroy

the factor eijiitted from them, acd induce iu them au

healthy action.

As regards a prophytactic, I may mention that

aperients have been given, and the after attack, for

there has been some, has been considered milder.

Bleeding has been resorted to, and the period nf in-

vasion has appeared to have been protacted by it,

though not mitigated in its form ; and lastly, setons

in the dewlnp have been inserted, but as yet with

undecided benefit.

I remain, faithfully, yours,

Rughi/, May 10th. C. SnEWIKG. V.S.
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ROYALAGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
OF ENGLAND.

The subject of most lively interest in our paper

of this day is the report of the second anniversary

meeting of the Royal Asfricultural Society of

England. That report will be perused by every

friend to agriculture with unalloyed gratification,

whilst to us who laboured long and diligently

to prevail upon the agricultural body to take up
the subject, and who were the immediate means of

causing the suggestion to be made, which induced

the noble individuals who have so successfully

established the society, to ascertain the feelings of

an influential body of agriculturists, assembled at

the Freemason's Tavern at the meeting of the

Smilhfield Club in December 1837, it affords

a degree of satisfoction which we cannot ex-

press. The great business of the anniversary

meeting is the election of President, Officers,

and Council for the ensuing meeting. The
new President was proposed by Earl Spencer,

and the reasons given by the noble Earl for

the selection made, were tempered with the same
sound judgment and discretion which always per-

vade his acts. " The question is, said his lord-

ship, in selecting your President, will you look to

rank and station only, or will you look to

the working capabilities of the individual ; my
opinion is that the President of the society should

heaworkhig man." That is unquestionably the

sound principle, and which if the council does but

continue to act upon bolli in the selection of the

President and of the members of tiie Council,

there need be no apprehension that the progress

of the Society in carrying out the great object for

which it was established will flag for a moment.
Acting upon the principle laid down. Earl

Spencer proceeded to propose P. Pusey, Esq.,

M. P., as the individual best suited to fill the

office for the ensuing year, and the announcement
was received in a manner which testified the entire

approbation of the meeting. The scientific and
statistical knowledge displayed by Mr. Pusey in

his introduction to the first number of the Society's

Journal, and the practical knowledge evinced in

the article upon the draught of ploughs which ap-

peared in the third number, fully entitle him to the

chamcter of being one of the best -working men m
the society. The task he will have to perform,

during his year of office, will, however, not be
rendered more easy by following a President, every

way so well qualified to perform tliose duties as his

Grace the Duke of Richmond. The vacancy oc-

casioned in the list of Vice-Presidents, by the death

of the late Duke of Bedford, was filled up by the

election of his Grace the Duke of Buckingham,
a very judicious selection. The several members
present, expressed in the most cordial manner,
their gratification at the flattering prospects of

the Society.

—

Mai^k Lane 'Expre&a.

ANNIVERSARY MEETING.
The second anniversary meethig was held at the

rooms of the society in Cavendish Square, on Fri-

day last the 22nd of May. His grace the Duke
of Richmond, President, in the chair, supported by
Earl Spencer and Lord Portman, and an attendance

of the following members of the Society

:

The Earl of Essex, Lord Ca.moys, Sir Charles
Lemon, Sir Watkin Pell, Sir Gr. Wentworth, Sir

Charles IMorgan, Sir Richard Jodrell, Sir Samuel
Crompton, Hon. C. G. jYoel, Sir .Tolni .lohnstone,
Sir Thomas Goocli, J. W. Chilrters, Esq., M.P.,E. A.
Sanford, Esq., M.P., T. W. Bramston, Esq.,
M.P., W. G. Ilayter, Esq.,M.P.,H. C. Start, Esq.,
M.P., Gilbert J. Heathcote, Esq., M.P., Rev. W.
L. Rham, Rev. J. R. Smythies, Rev. Edmund C.
Kecne, Ren . Philip Gurdon, Messrs. T. Raymond
Barker, David Barclay, Thomas and Jolin Ellman,
C. Hillyard, James Dean, Woods Page, H. Gibbs,
Samuel Jonas, Jonas Webb, Robert Rigg, W. M.
Nurse, William Shaw, Joliu Hanson, W. Blurton,
G. Wcl)]i Hall, French Burke, W. S. jVorthhouse,
Joseph Rogerson, J. W. Granger, Geo. Kilby, C.
Hamprtcn Turner, Fleetwood Wells, J. Sawbridge,
R. Fleetwood Shawo, Richard Randall, (Jharles

Dorrien, G. Warriner, Carleton Smythies, W. Bar-
clay, John Eames, James Fullagar, Thomas Crisp,

R. L. Oiiebar, William Low, Thomas Weall, W.
Adcock, L. Christie, George Kimberley, T. Bush
Saunders, Henry Blansliard, Peter Grain, Jan.,
Stephen Grantham, R. Fisher, S. Reynolds Solly,

W. Smart.
The Duke of Richmond read the following report

on the pari; of the council, to the meeting.

REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT AND COUN-
CIL TO THE GENERAL MEETING.

Only two years have now elapsed since the
formation of the English Agricultural Society, and
the members, in again holding in these rooms their

Anniversary Meeting, have to congratulate them-
selves on the unexampled manner in which the
principles, objects, and constitution of the society
have been brought securely into a condition of per-
manent and eifective operation, and the society

itself placed in a position for carrying out, in suc-
cession, all those national objects originally con-
templated at its establishment, in reference to the
improvement of English agriculture.

The Queeu's Royal Charter of Incorporation, and
her Majesty's gracious patronage of the society,

have now given to it, as a public body, a character
of permanent stability, and conferred upon it all

tliose corporate privileges requisite for the success-
ful execution and final completion of its original in-

tentions. And your President and Coimcil have, in

your name, already conveyed to her Majesty their

unanimous thanks for this gracious and abiding
mark of her Majesty's favour towards the society.

The Charter of the Royal Agricultural Society of
England, independently of its peculiar privileges in

a corporate sense, is simply founded on your own
estalilished principles, as recognized from the origin

of the English Agricultural Society. And the bye-
laws which your Council have framed under the
powers vested in them by the charter, have been
drawn out as nearly as possible in accordance with
the previously existing regulations of the society,

thus merely incorporating the power and privileges

of the charter with the principles and regulations
you had already recognised and adopted.

FIJv'ANCES.

At the General Meeting in December last a lai-ge

aniomit of subscriptions was announced as being in

ai-rear, and the Council are happy to fiiul that tlie

confident expectation they then expressed re-

specting the final payment, has been fully

justified liy the liquidation of more than half
of that amount ; and that, while some few
of the members who were applied to for payment

2 H
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of their subscriptions so in arrear liave signified
their wish to withdraw from tlie society, on tlie

ground tliat their first year's subscription was
intended only as a donation to tlie funds of the
then infant establislunent, a considerable number
of the other inembers to wJiom application was
made on the same occasion, have either compounded
for life, or cciven permanent orders on their bankers
to obviate the future omission of due and regular
payment in each succeeding- year.
The Council have not only the pleasure of record-

ing a rapidly increased amount in the number of
members from every part of the kingdom, who con-
tinue to enrol their names weekly in the list of the
i:iociety, but also of stating that the present avail-
able income, from interest on invested stock in the
funds and current subscriptions, is fully equal to
the demands on tlie society, and the liabilities at
the ensuing Cambridge meeting.
Your Cambridge Committee have been indefati-

gable in the business entrusted to them, and un-
ceasing in their interest to perfect the arrangements
for the successful issue of the meeting. They have
already decided on the plans to be adopted, the
contract to be entered into, and the distribution of
the numerous details into the hands of three sub-
committees, namely, for the dinner, the cattle-yard,
and the trial of implements ; and they are now ac-
tively proceeding, in concert Avith their colleagues
on the Committee who reside in the immediate vi-
cinity of Cambridge, and direct on the spot the im-
mediate carrying out of their instructions.to com-
plete their arrangements for the meeting in that
town, where, they have the pleasure of stating,
every disj)osition is manifested on the part of the
heads of the colleges, the mayor and corporation of
the town, and the nobility and gentry of the neigh-
bourhood, to promote to the utmost of their power
the objects of the society, and the general comfort
and convenience of the members who are ex-
pected to be present on that occasion. A Special
Council has been held for the purpose of taking
into consideration the propriety of increas-
ing the number and amount of the prcmiimis for
cart horses and mares ; and they have decided that
the premium to be awarded at Cambridge for the
best cart stallion shall be raised from twenty to
thirty sovereigns, and the premium for the best cart
mare and foal raised from ten to fifteen sovereigns.
Your Journal Committee have been actively^en-

gaged in the preparation of the new part of the
journal, which will complete the first volume of the
publication, and make its appearance on the loth
June. Tliey have also presented to the Council
theirreport on the plan of a model experiment to
t)e tried on the different farms of nine members of
the society, the same mode of cultivation to be
strictly adhered to in each case, and the only dif-
ference to consist in the soil and localitv of the re-
spective farms ; the first trial selected being that on
the growing of Swedish turnips.

Your Geological Committee have held two meet-
ings, and the Council regarding our knowledge of
the subsoil as next in importance to oftr acquaint-
ance witli the soil itself, have pecuHar pleasure in
recording tlie lively interest M'ith which three of
your honorary members have taken up the question
of the connexion between agricultui-al produce and
geological formation, and of stating that the Rev.
Dr. Buckland, president of the Geological Society,
Roderick Impey Murchison, Esq., vice-president
of the Royal Society, and Henry Thomas De la
Beche, Esq., director of the Ordnance Geological
Survey, have each undertakcu a gratuitous survey

for the Society, namely, in the Vale of White Horse
in Berkshire, in the Weald of Sussex, azid in Gla-
morganshire, respectively, with no other ex pence
to the society than that attending the analysis of
the soils and the engagement of agricultural guides
to accompany these gentlemen over the districts

under survey and explain to them the nature and
value of the crops.

An alanning epidemic having made its appear-
ance a few months since, among the dairy-cattle of

the metropolis, and extended itself . into various
parts of the country, attacking also, more recently,

both sheep and pigs, the council immediately de-
cided on steps to be taken for placing in the hands
of their members such information as might be use-
ful in directing them in the treatment of the di-

sease. Tlic Veterinary committee having concerted

with Professor Sewell, of the Royal Veterinary Col-

lege, a concise statement of the symptoms and re-

medies, a printed copy was at once addressed by
post to every member whose address was known;
and the Council have not only the satisfaction to

learn that this step on their part has met with the

cordial approbation of the members of the society

at large, but that the epidemic, although attacking

the majority of the herds and flocks in the infected

districts, and depreciating to a considerable extent

the condition and value of the stock, has not been

so fatal as might have been apprehended, and has

been found to yield in most cases to the speedy
application of the remedies proposed, and others of

a similar character.

Tlie Council, in conclusion, beg to lay before you
the detailed statements of thereceiptis and payments
of the society during the last half year, and an es-

timated balance sheet of the future income and ex-

penditure of the establishment.

Tlie balance sheet exhibited the total receipts

during the last half year to have been 2,9601, 13s.

3d., and the total payments 1,432?. 4s. 6d., leaving

an apparent balance of 1,528Z. 8s. 9d., out of which
1601. (the amount of life compositions) had to be
invested in the purchase of funded property, and
the actual available balance of the society on the

ICth May, 1840, was 7687. 10s. 9d. An estimated

statement of the income and expenditure of the so-

ciety for one year, was also prepared by the finance

committee, and laid before the meeting, from which,
according to the present income and amount of

permanent charges, a general balance of 1637. was
shown to be in favour of the society.

It was moved by Sir Samuel Cromton, and
unanimously carried, that the report be received

and adopted.

Earl Spencer begged to )nakc only one remark
on tliat part of the report which had reference to

the recent epidemic amongst cattle and other stock
;

and stated how much the members of the society

would consult their own advantage, and promote
the progress of the veterinary art, by transmitting

to the Secretary, a statement of any peculiar symp-
toms attending cases which might come under their

own notice and experience.

The Chairman then informed the meeting, that

by the charter the office of their President was de-

clared to be an annual one, and it would now be
their duty and privilege to proceed to the election

of a President for the ensuing year, whose date of

presidency would commence the day after the Cam-
bridge meeting, namely, on the 16th of July.

Earl Spencer immediately rose, and clearly and
forcibly explained his views on the principles which
ought to regulate the society in tlieir future choice
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of a president, wlio he eonsitlered oiiglit to be n

working, and not merely an honorary member of

the societyji and if there were any individuals who
had done more to ad^'ance the interests of the so-

ciety in one particular branch of its system, and
that one, he conceived, of more importance than

another, namely, the Journal, (by winch the best

knowledge the society possessed was communicnteil

to farmers tliroughout the country) than another,

that indiN-idual, there could be no doubt, was Mr.

Pusey, one of their most efficient, intelligent, and
active members, and he would therefore move that

Mr. Pusey should be elected their next president.

Sir John Johnstone and Mr. George Webb
Hall seconded the nomination—Sir John John-
stone dwelling on the personal merits of Mr. Pusey
for the office of president, in behig one of the first

to arouse, and afterwards to direct, the energies of

the society, clearly laying down, in his admirable

introduction to the first part of the journal, the

state of English agriculture at that time, and the

mode to be adopted for its progressive advancement
in future, and by his intimate acquaintance with

those abstruse, and at present so little uuderstood,

principles, on which the successful cultivation of

agriculture, as a science, so mainly depends. And
Mr. Hall declaring his conviction of the advantages
that would residt from the adoption of a principle

of election which had given a rank of consideration

to the practical farmers, and woidd hold out so

bright a promise of reward to the real and working
members of their society. ^Mr. Pusey had put his

hand to the plough, and had gained their confidence

and approbation ; but had not the charter impera-
tively required a change of individual in the office,

there could only be one opinion and feeling through-

out the society, that the noble Duke himself should

otherwise have remained at that helm of then* af-

fairs, where his grace's devoted interests and pre-

siding care had brought the society to its present

successful point of prosperity and permanency.
The Chairman then put the question that Mr.

Pusey be elected President of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society of England, to take office on the day
after the meeting at Cambridge, which was carried

imanimously, and without a single dissentient vote.

Mr. Bramston, M.P., then moved, and it was
carried unanimously, that the trustees of last year

should be elected.

Mr. Thomas Raymond Barker moved that

his grace the Duke of Buckingham should be elected

Vice-President, in the room of the late Duke of

Bedford, when his gi-ace was unanimously elected

to that office, and the remaining vice-presidents of

last year re-elected.

The Chairman then announced that it was ne-

cessary that 25 of the coimcil should go out by ro-

tation, but might be re-elected.

Lord PoRTMAN moved that the Earl of Hard-
wicke, the Earl of Lovelace, Lord Braybrooke, Sir

Charles Lemon, Mr. Ormsby Gore, M.P. (Salop),

and Mr. Samuel Jonas should be new members of

the council, and that the following gentlemen should

form the entire new council for the ensuing year,

commencing after the Cambridge meeting :

—

PRESIDENT.
Philip Pusey, Esq., M.P.

TRUSTEES.

VICE-PRESIDENTS. ;

Duke of Northumberland,'
K.G. V,

Lord Portman. ','

Earl Talbot, K.G. f^
Duke of Welling'ton, KM
Lord Worsley, M.P. '^

Duke of Buckingham.
Earl of Chichester.

Marquess of Exeter.

Earl Fitzwiliiam.

Sir Tlios. Gooch. IJavt.

Lord Mereton.
Sir Chas. Morgan, Bart.

GENERAL MEMBERS OF COUNCIL.

Sir Thos. Acland, Bart.,

M.P.
Hon. Roht. Henry Clive.

Marquis ofDownshire,K.P
Dttke of Grafton, K.G.
Rt. Hon. Sir Jas. Grakatn,

Bart., M.P.

Henry Handley, M.P.
Sir Francis Lawley, Bart.

Joseph Neeld, M.P.
Duke of Richmond, K.G.
Duke of Rutland, K.G.
Earl Spencer.

Duke of Sutherland.

David Barclay.

Hon. VV. Bing-ham Baring,

M.P.
Thomas Raymond Barker.

John Benetl, M.P.
Henry Bknshard.
Henry Boys.

Lord Brivybrooke.

Thorn IS Willian Bramston,
M.P.

Edward Buller, M.P.
J. French Burke.

Sir Charles Burrell, Bart.,

M.P.
Edward S.Cayley, M.P
Colonel Challoner.

John Walbanke Cliilders,

M.P.
James Dean.
Thomai DufKeld, M.P.
JohnEllman.
Earl of Euston, M.P.
Humphrey Gibbs.
Ormsby Gore, M.P.
Stephen Grantham.
George Webb Hall.

Earl of Hardwicke.
W. Goodenough Hayter,

M.P

William Fisher Hobbs.
Thomas Law Hodges, M.P.
Robert Henry Hurst, M.P.
Sir John V. B. Johnstone,

Bart.

Samuel Jonas.
George Kimberley.
John Kinder.
Earl of Lovelace.
Sir Charles Lemon, Bart.,

M.P.
William Miles, M.P.
William Woods Page, ''•

Sir Robert Price, Bart.,

M.P.
Francis Pym. •::s

Rev. W.L. Rham. -vyi

Edward Ayshford Sanforelj

M.P.
William Shaw.

. ,,:

George Sherborne.
;

,

Robert A. Slaney, M.P."
John Abel Smith, M.Pi
Rev. John Robert Smythies
Henry Stephen Thompson.
James Tillyer.

Thomas Weall.
Henry Wilson.

William Youatt,

C. Hillyard.

These elections were unanimously carried.

The Chairman informed the meeting that hi-

therto the accounts of the society had been audited

by the council, but his grace considered it as more
correct and regular, that in future they should be

audited every half year by an audit composed of

the President, three members of the finance com-

mittee, and three gentlemen chosen by a general

meeting-, and who should be neither members of the

council^ or any of the committees, but practical

fanners, and gentlemen well acquainted with money
transactions.

On the motion of Mr. Grantham and Mr.

Dean, the following three gentlemen were duly

elected auditors to report to the December meet-

ing:—Charles Hampden Turner, of Rooks'-nest,

Godstone ; John Knight, of Edmonton ; Thomas
B. La Coste, of Chertsey.

David Barclay, Esq., Chairman of the Fi-

nance Committee, informed the members that he

and another member of the committee would at-

tend after the meeting, to give eveny explanation

respecting the payment of subscriptions.

Appointment op Judges.

The Duke of Richmond then informed the so-

ciety, that the Cambridge committee had this year

resolved to recommend to the council that the

judges for the Cambridge July meeting should not

be left to individual selection, of however high a

character, but to the choice of the cotxncil at large,

each member of council being requested to transmit

to the secretary, on or before the 29 th of June next,

the names of gentlemen willing to act as judges in

any classes for wliich they woidd respectively re-

commend them, and that the President be requested

to call a special meeting of the council, on Tuesday,

the 7th of June, to select from the above list the

gentlemen to be appointed judges. Members o i

2 H 2
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the poniicil not to give in a list for the classes for

which they themselves intend to compete.

DixNER Tickets. ,, , .;

Tlie President also informed the meetiug^ that

the committee intended to recommend to the coun-

cil, that no tickets for the great dinner on Wed-
nesday, tlie loth of July, should he distributed, ex-

cepting- at Cambridge, nor before 10 o'clock on the

morning of Monday, the 13th, but that a ticket

should be especially reserved for c\ ery member of

the society, until 12 o'clock on the day of the

dinner, and be delivered to him if applied for be-
fore that time.

LordPoRTMAX rose to express the satisfaction he
felt on hearing this proposition, and the assurance

it conveyed to every member of the society, that

on his arriving at Cambridge, by noon, on the day
of meeting, he might feel easy and assured, that a

ticket was in safe reserve for him, was a circum-
stance of so much importance, that he trusted some
steps would be taken by circular, advertisement,

or otherwise to cause the information to be as

widely known as possible among the members at

large.

Epidemic amoxgst Cattle.
Dr. 'VVhitlaw expressed his opinion on the cause

of the late epidemic amongst cattle, and referred to

the writings of Linnoeus for corroboration of his

views. He declared his full persuasion of the dele-

terious nature of the butter-cups, and other species

of ranunculus in pastures, to the cattle feeding on
them, attributing to the poisonous properties of

these plants not only the recent epidemic, but all for-

mer attacks of the kind ; rendering the animals,poor
and unwholesome as food. He would, therefore, re-

commend to the societyand the pulilietotj'ythe ex-
periment of plonghiiig up the old]i;i^tiires, saturated

as t&ey were already with the 2>oisonous exudation
of deleterious weeds. He would also refer to the
evil effects of bringing animals to such a degree of

obesity that their fat might l)e literally termed nei-

ther moi'c nor less than the " essential oil of dung."
The noble Duke said that butter-cups were no

novelties in ourpastures, and, therefore, that if they
were indeed the cause of the distemper in question,

why, he would ask, had we nbt had it before ? Be-
sides, it would be presumptuous in any man to

assert the cause of a disease before gleaning from
every quarter the experience on which he was to

found his reasonings : this disease had made its

appearance, and the society having sent a request
to each of its members fin- facts on wliich to form
their judgment, had given to them the best practical
remedies they could obtain for the primary symp-
toms, and he firmly trusted that the motto of this

society, " Practice with Science" would ever be
their guide in every future case, and that they would
reason and recommend to the extent of their expe-
rience, and the facts brought before them.

Sir Thomas GoocH stated, thathe hadfreqnently
observed that the cow would not touch butter-cups,
but that sheep devoured them readily.

Mr. T. Raymond Barker informed the meeting
of a singular experiment wliich had been made by
a gentleman in Gloucestei-shire, in supplyino- the
milk, cream, and butter of the infected cows to his
own table, and that neither that gentleman nor his
family had suffered in the slightest degree from par-
taking- of them as articles of food.

Sir Samuel Cromton stated the great personal
pains that, to his own knowledge, had been taken
by the noble Duke and the committee, in examining
iljto.the facts connected with this subject.

Mr. John Ellmax was convinced of the infec-

tious nature of the complaint, haviu'j; placed a dis-

eased cow in the same slied with sheep, the latter

immediately taking the disorder.

IMr.^ Webb Hall was fully assured that the dis-

ease was distinctly contagious.

The Rev. Mr. Smytiiies remarked that butter-

cups generally grew on alluvial land, and as this

generally occurred on the banks of rivers, to plough
up such pasture would be to expose it to the chance
of having its soil washed down, from the loosened

state to whicli it woxdd be brought under such
circumstances.

Mr. CniLDEiis called Dr. Whitlaw's attention to

the fact that one of this year's prizes had been pro-

posed for the purpose of obtaining information on the

subject of weeds in meadows.
Mr. Cahleton Smythies remarked, that the best

pastures always contamed the greatest number of

butter-cups.

The Rev. W. L. Riiam would take that oppor-

tunity of informing- the meeting of a curious fact

connected with this disease, which had recently been
communicated to him by a correspondent in Germany.
It seemed that the complaint had existed in that

country for some time, and the farmers regarded it

not only as of the most infectious and contagious

nature, but as of a character too hopeless to admit of

cure ; and they had thei-etore resorted to the qualify-

ing remedy of innoculation, or as he might truly term
it, ruccination, and applied the saliva of the diseased

cows to the mouths of the rest of the herd, thereby

communicating the disorder to them in a mild form,

and preventing them from taking it with its natural

and severe consetiuences—the whole of the flock in

every case escaping.

Earl SeF.NcER was happy to say that he had in his

own experience had only three cases of the disease,

but that he had found the remedies proposed by Pro-

fessor Sewell perfectly successful in restoring the

animals in every case.

The Rev. Mr. Smytjiies considered that the society

deserved the grateful thants of the country for this

mark of their attention in the circular they had
issued, a proceeding which he considered as stamp-

ing in the highest degree the character of the society,

and affording a striking instance of its future value

and utility to every individual member throughout

the country.

Dr. Whitlaw had sent in a paper on the post-

mortem examinations which had come within his

knowledge, and the noble president trusted that

other members wotdd follow his example on this

point, and enable the society to come to a knowledge
of the nature and treatment of the disease.

Vote of Thanks.

Earl Spencer moved, and Sir Thomas Gooch
seconded, a vote of thanks to His Grace the Duke
of Richmond, for the devoted attention he had paid

to the interests of the society, and the prosperous

career which the society had enjoyed under his care,

a proposition which was unanimously carried by
acclamation.

The Duke of Richmond returned his best thanks

for this expression of kindness towards him, on the

part of the society. But he considered that he de-

served no thanks for anything he had done. He
never meant that the presidency should be a sinecure

in his hands, and he had the greatest satisfaction in

being one of the means of establisiiing and c-arrying

out such a society, which, he felt quite sure, would
continue in its usefulness and prosperity while sup-

ported as it was by the farmers of the country, and
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then, and then onlv, sink into neglect when it ceased

to retain their confidence.

The society was then announced to consist of 2600
members, 600 having been elected since Christmas,

and on the motion of Earl Spencer, the meeting was
declared to be adjourned.

The Finance Committee held a meeting on Tues-
day, the Cambridge Dinner Committee, and the

Weekly and Special Council on Wednesday, and the

Cambridge General Committee on Thursday.

Edward Ayslif'ord Sanford, Esq., M.P., has been
elected chairman of the Cambridge Dinner Com-
mittee.

We subjoin a report of the proceedings duiing

the month :

—

At a Council held on Wednesday, April 29, present,

Edward Ayshford Sanlbrd,Esq.,M.P.,iniheChair,the
Earl of Euston, David Barclay, Esq., Thomas Raymond
Barker, Esq., Edward BuUer, Esq., M.P., I. French
Burke, Esq., T. W. Cl.ilders, Esq., M.P., James Dean,
Esq., Humphrey Gibbs, Esq., Sir John Johnstone,

Bart., W. Wood's Page, Esq., William Shaw, Esq.,

The report of the Cambridge Committee was read,

Hnd papers communicated by Colonel Le Couteur, iMr.

Barclay, and Mr. C. Smythies.

Mr. Barker reported the progress of the epidemic in

cattle in Gloucestershire, and Sir John Johnstone and
Mr. Childers informed the meeting' of the plan of the

geological survey about to be undertaken by Profes-or

Phillips, for the Yorkshire Agricultural Society.

Anthony Hamond, Esq., of Westacre Hall, near
Reugham, Norfolk, was elected a Governor, and the

Earl of Hardwiek, Lord Lieutenant of the county of

Cambridge, and the following gentlemen members of

the Society :

—

Pett, William, Minster, Thanet, Kent.
Brooker, Pitman, Paul's Craig, near Dartford.

Baldwin, W. S., Steed Hill,Harrittsham, Kent.
Price, Rev. Ralph, Rectory, Lyminge, Elham, Kent.
Dunn, Richard, Ryden Farm, near Evesham.
Carter, William, Quantock Farm, near Taunton.
Croone, W., Tewkesbury.
Smith, G., Tewkesbury.
Hart, James, Biliingford, Elmliam, Norfolk.
Joly, Frederick, 51, Threadneedle Street.

Munton, William, Banbury.
Skelton, Spencer, Sutton Bridge, near Wisbeach.
Hicksen, Richard, Holbeach Marsh, near Hclbeach.
Mil, William, M.D., 9, Welbeck Street, and i-3arba-

does, W. I.

Hartt, Captain, Wimpole, near Arrington.
Foster, Ebenezer, Jun., Cambridge.
Foster, Charles Finch, Cambridge.
Crisford, Stephen, Cambridge.
Myddleton, Richard W., Leasingham, near Sleaford.
Pickworth, John, Kirkby Laythorpe, near Sleaford.
Rylatt, William, Branswell, near Sleaford.
Caldwell, Stamford, Liuley Wood, Newcastle, Staffs.

Witt, Samuel, Swaffham, Cambridgeshire.
Witt, Matthew, Waterbeach, near Cambridge.
Emsen, R., Cherry Hinton.near Cambridge.
Warwick, Wm. Atkinson, Cambridge.
Nash, Peter, Great Chesterford. Cambridgeshire.
Chaplin, F., Mulberry Green, Harlow, Essex.

Cambridge Cojimiitee.

The Committee proceeded to make the requisite ar-
rangements for the carrying into operation the details of
the business connected with the several departments of
the great meeting at Cambridge, and three sub-com-
miUees were formed, namely, for the Dinner, the Cattle
Yard, and the trial of Implements, respectively: Mr.
Gibbs, the Honorary Secretary of the Smithfield Clab,
being requested to act as Secretary and Director of the
Cattle Yard, in the maaner as at the Oxford Meeting
last year.

At the Monthly Council heldon Wednesday,May 6,
presefit, His Grace The Duke of Richmond, Pre>iident,

in the Chair, Ear! Spencer, Ear! of Euston, David
Barclay, Esq., Hon. Bingham Baring, M.P., Thomas
Raymofid Barker, Esq., J. French Burke, Esq., Co-
lonel Challoner, John Wallbanke Childers, Esq., M. P.,
E. D. Davenport, Esq., James Dean, Esq., Humphrey
Gibbs, Esq., Stephen Grantham, Esq., Henry Hand-
ley, Esq., M.P., W. Goodenough Hayter, E.sq., M.P.,
C. Hillyard, Esq., W. Fisher Hobbs, Esq., Sir John
Johnstone. Bart., George Kimberley, Esq., William
Miles, Esq., ftl.P., Joseph Neeld, Esq., M.P.. Philip

Pusey, Eisq., M.P., Francis Pym, Esq., Edward Aysh-
ford Sanford, Esq., M.P., William Shaw, Esq.

The following new members were elected :
—

Wood, Joseph, Bromesberrow, near Ledbury.
Hawkins, 'Chomas, Newent, Gloucestershire.

Priday, William, Newent, Gloucestershire.

Thackwell, John Cam, Ledbury, Herefordshire.

Hawkins, William, Hawthorns, near Gloucester.

Hawkins, Thomas, Staunton Court, near Gloucester.

Deighton, John, Cambridge.
Robinson, John, Whittington, near Lichfield.

t Nightina-ale, Wm. Edward, Embley, nearRomsey.
Browne, J. Boak, Boyton Court Farm, Kent.
Hare, Charles James, Wormley, Hertfordshire.

Hitchcock, Simon, Stanton, near Devizes.

Hitchcock, Henry, Overton, near Marlborough.
Glass, James, Worton, near Devizes.
Butcher, Moses, Steeple Ashton, near Devizes.

Leeds, Edward Thurlow, Eyeberry House. Eye, Pe-
terborough.

Everett, Joseph H., Biddesden House, near Andover.
Evans, Richard, Pendeford Hall, near Wolverhampton
Webb, Thomas, Barton, near Burfon-on-Trent.
Forester, George, Ercall Magna, Wellington, Salop.

Lawley, William, Lee Gomery House, Wellington,

Salop.

Bodger, Richard, Southill, near Biggleswade.
Nash, Thomas, Foulraii'e, near Royston.
Archer, Thomas, Ely, Cambridgeshire.
Rayner, William, Ely, Cambridgeshire.
Hall, George, Ely, Cambridgeshire.
Harlock, VVilliam, Jun., Ely, Cambridgeshire.
Moseley, Charles, Ely, Cambridgeshire.
Swan, John William, Hockham, near Larlingford.

Bidwell, James, Hockham, near Larlingford.

Dickens, J. Kimbolton.
Tillard, Philip, Alwalton, Huntingdonshire.
Butler, John, Kirby House, Inkpen, near Hungerford.
Major, Stephen, Stanhorn Green, near Hungerford.

t lies, Francis, Rarnoldby-le-Beck, near Grimsby.
Priflcep, William, Newton, near Tamworth.
Smith, Thomas Nicklin, Anstoy, near Tamworth.
Lloyd, Bell, Corsygedol, near Barmouth, N. W.
Emsdn, Headly, Cherry Hinton, near Cambridge.

t Johnson, Thomas, Whittlesey, Cambridgeshire.
Bennet, James Thomas, Clieveley, near Newmarket.
Farncombe, George, Bishopstone, near Lewes.
Mumford, George, Little Cornard, near Sudbury.
Hedding, James, Chawson Manor Farm, St. Neots.
Smithe, R., Eastiing, near Faversham, Kent.
Medley, William, 2, Stanhope Terrace, Hyde Park.

In pursuance of a notice given at the last monthly
meeting, the Council proceeded to discuss the draught
of Bye Laws, and decide on the 'various points to which
they had reference.

The Forms of Certificate for exhibitors at the Cam-
bridge meeting, were also agreed to.

Votes of thanks were received from the Wickham
Farmer's Cluh, and the Lickfield Agricultural Society,

for the circular respecting the Epidemic among Cattle.

Mr. Boys of Dover, presented some new reaping im-
plements, Mr. Green a model of his improved Drain-
ing Plough, and Mr. Pusey a Specimen of the Cotton
covering the ground to a great extent after a recent
inundation of the Thames.

At a Council held on Wednesday, May 13, present,
his grace the Duke of Richmond, president, in the

chair, Earl Spencer, Sir Charles Burrell, Bart., M.P.,
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Sir Samuel Crompton, Bart,, M.P,, Joha Wal-
Isarike Childers, Esq., M.P.. G. S. Davenport,
Esq., James Dean, Esq., Humphrey Gibbs, Esq.,

E. Gieathead, Esq., Heary Handley.Esq., M.P., Sir

Joha Johnstone, Bart., Rev. Edmund Keene, John
ICinder, Esq., William Miles, Esq., M.P., Philip

Pusey, Esq., R.I. P., Edward Ayshford Sandford, Esq.,

M.P., V/illiam Shaw, Esq., W.R. C. Stansfield, Esq.,

M. P.

The following new members were elected :
—

Haydon, Josiah, BaldGck, Hertfordshire.

Tinling, Charles, Worthiau, Sussex.
Woodham, Rev. Thomas, Rectory, Rroncaster, Lynn.
Edwards, George Nigel, Heaslon Grange, Bedford-

shire.

Lloyd, E. A., 14, Bedford Row.
Matthews, John, Hnngerford, Berkshire.

Pinckney, Rev. D., East Sheen, Richmond.
Benyon, Rev. E. R., Culford, Bury St. Edmunds.
Watford, Alexander, Cambridge,
Josselya John, Sproughton, Ipswich.
Boys, Rev. James, Vicarage, Cranbreok.
Nevill, Viscount, Nevill Park, Tuabridge Wells.

Matson, John, Eastchurch, Isle of Sheppey.
Hicks, Edward, Wilbraham-Temple, Newmarket.
Whittaker, Joshua, Bratton, Westbury, Wilts.

Eurry, ThomiiS, Middle-Claydon, Wiaslow.
Steele, John, Epsom, Surrey.
Brown, George, Kingsley Cottage, Alton.

Brown, Potto, Houghton, St. Ives, Hunts.
Anderson, W.. Long Sutton, Wisbeach.
Williams, T. H., Eaton- Mascall, Shrewsbury.

f Rooper, John B., Abbott's Ripton, Huntingdon.
George Salmon, Trumpington Road, Cambridge.
Deighton, Jos. Jon., Cambridge.
Smith, George, Polton, Biggleswade.
Ayres, Robert, Girtford, Biggleswade.
His, William, Somersham, Huntingdonshire.
Smith, Joseph, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.
Nash, Rev, Robert A., Hamerton, Huntingdonshire.
Banks, Rev., S. Horatia, Dullingham, Newmarket.
Hpysham, Rev. John, Carlisle.

Ramsey, J., 9, Endsleigh Street, Tavistock Square.
Chasemore, Philip, Horsham, Sussex.
Bennett, Philip, Rougham Hall, Bury St. Edmunds.
Watson, Captain, Borde Hill, Cuckfield, Sussex.

Woodley, Matthew, Benfield Bury, Stanstead-Mont-
fichet.

Kneshaw, W., Bury St. Edmunds.
Cooper, J., Ingham, Suffolk.

Payne, V/illiam, Wixoe, Clare, SufFolk.

Viall, Samuel, Foxearth, Sudbury.
Suell, Joha, Hundon, Clare.

Hobbs, B., Earl's Colne, Halstead, Essex.
The followdng report was received from the Journal

c&mmittee :

—

" Model Experiment on Farms.
;:i'^' The Journal Committee are desirous to simplify

the Experiment on Manures, which they lately laid

befere the Council, and in which six Members of the

Society have now agred to join.

" Conditiens.

^'Seed.'—Purple-top, to be procured of Mr. Thomas
Gibbs, Half-moon Street, Piccadilly.

" Manures.—Darig, 20 tons per acre.

Bones, 20 bushels ditto.

Poittevin's Manure, 26 bushels ditto.

'"Distances between the rows, 18 inches and 27
inches.

"If it he desired to allot heilf an acre to each kind
of manure, and the half-acre he divided into two lots
for the two breadths of rows, there will be sis trial-

lots, each of one quarter of an acre.

"Where the rows are at 18 inches distance, if they
are no yards in length, there will be 22 such i-ows in
each single lot, to which 5 tons of dung, 5 bushels of
bones, and 6 bushels of Poittevin, will be severally

,»gpUed>v •:. ,:-.-.:..

sl.oJ'siiW^ere; tbfi;*fiws are at 37 inches distaace, I4j

rows will be the extent of each lot, which will receive
the same quantities of manure.

(Signed), " Ph. Pusey." (1

Mr. Marsham, of Straiten Strawless, Norwich, pre-
sented to the Society a machine for washing potatoes,
invented by oue of his labourers.

The question of increasing the number and amount of
premiums for cart-horses and mares at the Cambridge
Meeting, was referred to a Special Council to be held
on Wednesday next. The proceedings of the Commic-
tee at Cambridge were read, and the appointment of
I\Ir. Frederic Barlow as Assistant Secretary at the local
Meetings of the Cambridge Committee approved.
Mr. \V'. INIacAdam, of Bath, communicated an inte-

resting paper on the draught of heavy loads on roads,
and the Rev. Mr. Rham's Belgian hoe was brought by
Mr. Giblx"; for the inspection of the Members.
A flleeting of the Cambridge Committee was also

held on Wednesday, of the Finance Committee on
Thursday, and of the Journal Committee on Saturday.
Agreeably with the new Bye-laws, the following' are

the elections which hav« already taken place of the pi:r-

manent Chairmen of Committees for the remainder of
the Session :

—

Finance Committee : David Barclay, Esq.
Journal Committee : Philip Pusey, Esq., M.P.
Cambridge Committee: (London), Lord Braybi'ooke.
Do. do. (Cambridge), Earl of Hard-

vvicke.

At the General Meeting in Cavendish-square, on
Friday Hext, only Members themselves, or individuals
bearing the President's written order, will be admitted;
and wo understand it has been decided not to make any
election ofMembers at the ensuing Cambridge Meeting'
in July.

INSURANCE AGAINST HAIL
STORMS.

We beg the especial attention of our readers to

the following plan for affording Insurance against

lii'iil sloi'ms, as set forth in a circular issued by
order of the Directors of the " Farmers' Fire and
Life Insurance Institution." As in many other

cases, we doubt not the proposition will be consi-

dered chimerical by such persons as ridiculed the

introduction of gas as a material to produce light,

and the conveyance by steam at the rate of forty

miles per hour, ooth which objects have been

accomplished. Insurance against the effects of

hail storms has been adopted in France for up-
wards of thirty years, and thousands of farmers

have been saved from ruin by it. In this country

these awful visitations are not so frequent, but

when they do occur the effects are calamitous. To
guard against the losses arising from such a cause

is equally important as protection from the effects

of fire,—and it is with the hope of effecting that

object that the subjoined plan has been pro-

pounded.

There befn^ no experience to guide them, the di-

rectors do not feel warranted in making" the funds of

the 'nstitution, derived from the other departments of

business, liable for the demands which may arise from
losses by hail storms. It must therefore be clearly uu-
derRtood, that the funds arising from the premiums paid

for insurance against hail storm* will alone be answer-
able for any losses which may occur.

It has been proposed that the directors of this institu-

tion should conduct the arrangements for three years

free of charge, except for money actually expended

;

and that, after that period, a moderate charge for ma-
nagement be made.

That, as soon as the fund arising from the premiums
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should amount to 20,000/., a return of one-fourth, or

25 per cent., of that sura should be made to such par-

ties as shall then be, and have been, insured in the

office for five or more years immediately preceding', in

proportion to the amount of premiums paid by them
during- that term.

That the remaining sum of 15,O0OL should, if the di-

rectors of this institntion so determine, merg'e in the ge-

neral fund of the institution, which will, thereby, be-

come amenable for all losses.

That, if it should be deemed advisable to abandon the

scheme, the monies arising' from premiums paid should

be divided rateably amongrst the parties being insured

at the time when the plan should be abandoned, under
the direction and superintendence of a committee, to be
composed of three of the directors j nd three of the in-

surers, selected from among-st themselves. The decision

of such committee to be final, no appeal being permitted

to any legal tribunal.

The following are the rates of premiums and condi-

tions proposed :

—

The premium to be two shillings per cent.

The maximum price per acre, and the number of

acres of each sort of g^rain, seed, &c., to be specified in

each case before the insurance is effected, and pre*

mium« to be paid on the aoiount agreed upen.

The insurance to extend over the land specified only.

In case of total loss, the maximum price per acre

fixed to be paid, and no more, although the crop should

be of more value.

Tn case of partial los^^, the estimated amount of loss ta

be paid.

As the time is now arrived when the plan should

be -adopted if approved, it is highly desirable that

those who take an interest in it should communi-
cate with the office.

AGRICULTURAL REPORT.

GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR
MAY.

From the commencement until quite the middle
of this montli, the weather, in all parts of England,
was, even the time of year considered, unusually

fine, consequently very propitious to the growing
crops, but more particularly those of wheat, barley

and oats, the whole of which exhibited, during that

period, a very marked and almost unprecedented
improvement, especially on strong soils ; still, how-
ever, tlie plants were observed to throw out a large

number of strong layers, and to make a steady pro-

gression towards maturity. Subsequently to the

period last above mentioned, the wind—which had
been previously blowing from the southward and
westward—veered round to the north and north-

east, from which points of the compass, several

strong and cold gales were experienced, the influence

of which considerably retarded the progress of the

young corn, as well, indeed, as of vegetation in ge-

neral. The fine showers of liiin which have fallen,

in most quarters, since about the 2'2nd, aided by a

more genial atmosphere, have had a most gratifying

effect upon the productions of the soil, most of which
are quite as forward as at the corresponding period

of many preceding seasons ; whilst there is every

prospect of the forthcoming produce of grain being
good, and should no serious atmospheric interrup-

tions be experienced, of superior quality. Both
beans and peas appear, by the numerous accounts

which have come to hand, to have gone on favour-

ably, whilst they ore well represented by our pro-

vincial correspondents.

The great scarcity of pasture herbage, caused by
the absence of sufficient moisture in the months early

past. Las proved of serious import to our graziers

and others who fatten stock for the principal markets

in the kingdom, most of which have been compelled
to resort to their available stocks of dry pabulum :

hence an advance of nearly 1/. per ton has taken

place in the value of hay in the midland and northern

districts, but we are happy to state that no further

enhancement in the currencies is expected for the

present, as also that the so long complained of epi-

demic amongst beasts and sheep appears to be ra-

pidly subsiding, owing, in a great measure, to the

many effectual remedies resorted to in order to

check its virulence, which a short time since was
wholly unparalleled in the memory of the oldest per-

son living—the losses sustained having created the

greatest anxiety in the minds both of the buyers
and sellers, many of the latter having declared that

their out-goings have greatly exceeded their incomes,

during the last three mouths.
The flail and thrashing machine have been in ac-

tive operation, since we last wrote, and it is gratify-

ing to observe that the produce has been tolerably

satisfactory to the growers, both as relates to weight
and quality of the grain, a small comparative portion

of which has reached the various English markets of

consumption in a sprouted condition, the demand iu

which, for even the finest qualities, has been in a
very sluggish state, and the prices, in most instances,

have had a downward tendency. Fair average sup-

plies of grinding and distilling barley have arrived,

but those of malting sorts, en account of the season
having been brought to a general conclusion, have
commanded little attention. Good sound oats having
come sparingly to hand, the sale for them has been
considerably renovated, at an improvement in the

quotations, of from Is. to, in some few instances, Ss,

per qr , and the receipts have exhibited a decided
falling off, especially from most of the Irish ports.

Those from our own coasts, as also Scotland, have
proved of superior quality ; but the samples from
Ireland have been mostly weathered, consequently
produced low terms.

Throughout Ireland and Scotland, copious showers
of rain have fallen of late, which have greatly bene-

fited the various productions. Wheat and oats are

well represented ; but barley is looking somewhat
sickly. Good wheat and barley, though in fair sup-

ply, have commanded a steady sale, and the prices

have been well maintained ; but in other grain, a

limited amount of business has been passing.

For some time past, more particularly during the

present year, the attention of our agriculturists has
been directed to the but too glaringly inaccurate com
returns—at least compared with the prices actually

realized, made in most of the leading country mar-
kets. As this is a subject in which is involved the

welfare of that useful body of men, as well, indeed,
as that of consumers generally, we deem it highly
important to lay such facts before our readers as may
prove useful to them in tlieir future operations. The
great importance of correct returns being made is

too obvious to need much commentary from us;
hence, an inquiry ought, without delay, to be made
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into this, in every respect, momentous subject, in

order tbat adequate protection should be afforded

to those i'or whom the present existing admirable

Corn Laws—the just working of which, by a

most reprehensible system, has been prevented

—

were passed by the legislature. The practice we
allude to is that of persons speculating largely in

various parts of the country, and the corn thus sold

being returned several times by the inspectors. We
contend that one return only ought to be made, and
that by the grower, by which means something like

accuracy would be arrived at. Why, we will venture

to ask, should the prices be made to appear higher

than they really are, to the disadvantage and loss of

the native producers ? Besides, it must be obvious
to ever}' one conversant with, or engaged in the

corn trade,that the rapid fluctuations which have taken

place in the averages during the corn season, liave

been in a great measure caused by the practices

above noticed, and we trust that ere long such

measures will be adopted as will speedily put a stop

to such innovations.

The following is our usual monthly statement of

tlie supplies and prices of fat stock exhibited and
sold in Smithiield cattle market since the date of our
last report.

The supplies have been composed of 12,329 ; of

sheep and lambs, 113,384 ; of calves, 998 ; and of

pigs, 3,892 ; whilst the prices have ranged as fol-

lows:—Beei', from 3s. to 4s. 8d. ; mutton, 3s. 6d. to

4s. 8d.; (>s. to 7s.; Veal, 4s. 8d. to5s. 8d.; and
pork, 4s. to 4s. 8d. per 81bs. to sink the offals. The
primest stock has commanded a steady inquiry, at

fully, in some transactions a trifle beyond, late rates,

and good clearances have been generally effected

prior to the close of business.

A STATEMENT and COMPARISON of the SUP-
PLIES and PRICES of FAT STOCK, exhibited
and sold iu Smithfield Cattle Market, on
Monday, May 27, 1839, and Monday, May 25, 1840.

AtperQlbs.to sivk the offals.
Muy 27, 1839. May '2.j, 18-10.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.
Coarse & inferior Beasts 2 4to2 6.. .3 to 3 2
Second quality do 2 8 2 10.. 3 4 3 6
Prime large Oxen 3 3 8 . . 3 8 3 10
Prime Scots, &c 3 10 46..44 48
Coarse & inferior Sheep 30 34..34 38
Second quality do 3 6 3 10 . 3 10 4
Prime coarse woolled do. 42 44..42 46
Prime Southdown ;do.. 46 48.46 48
Lambs .....6 7 0.. 6 7

Large coarse Calves ..4 8 5 2 .. 4 4 .5 4
Prime small ditto 5 4 5 6.. 5 6 5 8
Large Hogs 40 48., 40 46
Neat small Porkers .. 4 10 5 2 .. 4 8 4 10

STTPPLIKS.
Miiy 27, 1839. May 25, 1840.

Beasts 2,300 2,593
Sheep and Lambs 21,000 25,490
Calves 180 108
Pigs 420 615

The arrivals of slanghtered meat u^j to N'ewgate
and Leadenliall markets, have consisted of about
400 carcasses of beef, 1,400 ditto of m
ditto of veal, and 2,800 ditto of porkntton, .Wf
whicli have have come to hand in good condition.

AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE, FAIRS, &c.

LEICESTER MAY FAIR this year, though it has
proved satisfactory to the grazier and cattle dealer, has
not, we are afraid, proved equally so to the shopkeepers
and others, who generally anticipate a very considerable

increase to the number of customers on the occasion.
The supply of cattle, owing to the late epidemic, was
rather short, and consequently the demand was
better than usual. Oq the whole, to use a grazier's

expression, things sold readily, and at somewhat ad-

vanced prices. Sheep also met a brisk sale. Of cheese
we have seldom seen so short a supply and so quick a
sale for it. Before two o'clock scarcely half a dozen
good dairies remained to be sold. Prices ranged from
58s. to 66s. per cwt. There was, indeed, plenty of

what was called " Stilton,'' which had no other preten-

sions to the name beyond what its shape gave it, and it

was quite a drug in the market ; since no one who
understood its quality would give eightpence per pound
for an article worth no more than sixpence, merely be-
cause it is made of an oval size like real Stilton. Very
few dairies of any description, remained over for Thurs-
day ; but the day being more fine than the preceding
day, caused a dairy to be here and there exposed for

sale.

—

Leicester Chronicle,

The STRATTON MAY FAIR, held May 19, was
most abundantly supplied with cattle, and a very nu-
merous attendance of buyers was visible. The late

fertilizing showers having brought with them the cer-

tainty ot a plentiful supply of keep, fat bullocks fetched
full 60s. per cwt., oxen and steers in forward condition

(and likely to make good travellers) ; two guineas per
cwt., barreners 35s. to 40s. ; cows and calves in abun-
dance, and fetched high prices. Fat sheep in their wool
7d., or rather over : do. shorn, 5d. to G^d. ; couples,
25s. to 40s.

]<:XETER FAIR was hold on Wednesday last, the
supply of cattle, embracing all descriptions, was large,

and the number of dealers present tolerably numerous.
There were .several lots of fat caitle, but on the whole
the display could not be called large ; the sale was very
brisk, and the primest articles readied the high price of
lis. per score. Amongst the lat cattle, a lot of four very
large and choice oxen belonging to Mr. Coombes, of

CreditOH, attracted much attention, they weredecidedly
the best in the vnarket, and were estimated to weigh sixty

score each, 35/. each was the price fixed for them, and
ui)wards of 34/. each was bid before we left the market
place, but they remained unsold. Mr- Bond, of Cre-
diton, had a superior lot of ten heifers, and two steers,

which were sold, principally singly to different parties,

at full lis. per score. Several lots of good fat beef sold

at 10s. 6d. per score ; and inferior quality at from 9s. 6d.
to lis. The supply of barreners was not very large,

especially those of very good quality. Lots in good
order met with a tolerably brisk sale, at from 7s, to 7s.

6d. per score. INIr. Smith, of Drewsteignton. showed
an extraordinary fine barien heifer not four years old,

which was expected to graze twelve score per qr., and
which was purchased by Mr. Ware, of the Devonport,
Exeter, for 15/. 10s. Barreners of inferior quality found
an indifferent sale at from Ss. 6d. to 7s. per score. The
supply of working oxen was middling and the demand
was slack, except for articles of good quality which
met a ready sale at from 16/. to 18/. each. The supply
of steers was good and prices Viiried according to qua-
lity from 8/. to 14/. 10s. each. J. G. Newton, Esq., of

IVIillaton, near Bridestowe, showed a very fine lot ef

tea which were readdy sold at the latter quotations.

Cows and calves were very numerous and there was! a
brisk demand with a good sale for prime lots. Prices

may be quoted at from 10/. to 18/. according to quality,

but inferior articles hung heavily on hand. There were
several lots of yearlings shown, but they contained no-

thing worthy of particular mention and sold at from 4/.
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to 5/. each. The supply of rearing calves was not lar^e>

but comprised some very good ones, prices varied

from 42s. to 3/. each. The four large oxen, belonging

to j\Ir. Coombes, mentioned above, were uliimately

sold, two to IMr. Batten, of Newton St. Cyres, for 64/.,

and two to Mr. Tozer, of Topsham, for 68/.

KENDAL AGRICULTURAL PRIZE SHOW.—
The exhibition was pronounced by many old farmers

to be the best within their remembrance, both in re-

gard to number and quality. A pure short-horned

while bull, belonging- to Christopher Wilson, Esq., of

Rigmaidea, was the admiration of all breeders present,

and to that gentleman the prize was a (varded. The
show of stallions was not so numerous. The prize for

the best horse for agricultural purposes was awarded
to the owner of Defender, and that for the best blood

horse to the owner of the Ea7-l, which horse w on several

prizes at the Kendal Races a few years ago. A beau-

tiful grey colt, got, we understand, by the old horse

belonging to Mr. Martindale, of Skeismergh Hall, was
shewn. He was only ten months old, and stood 15

hands and an Inch high. He belongs to Mr. Thomas
Walker, of Berry Holme, near Kendal, wiio, it is said

has refused 30/. for him.

BARNSTAPLE AND NORTH DEVON AGRI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY.—The first annual meeting
of this society was held in the Rack field adjoining

Boutport-street, Barnstaple, on Tiiursday, May 21.

This being the first meeting it attracted a great number
of gentry, yeomanry, and other persons from the neigh-

bourhood. The bells were kept ringing during the day,

and a band of music paraded the town during the morn-
ing, followed by men carrying banners with the follow-

ing devices:—God speed the plough; Victoria hearts

of oak ; Success to the farmers, &c. Great credit vvas

due to the secretaries, Messrs. Dunning and fiangdon,

for the arrangements which they made in tiie Racktield
for the different heads of cattle exhibited there. The
Fortescue's Arms Hotel not being large enougii, Mr.
Cory engaged the Assembly Rooms adjoining the Rack-
field, for holding the dinner. The show of cattle vvas

of the first-rate description. A fine bull, four years old,

belonging to Mr. Cooke, of Bewington, was very much
admired ; one very fine cow, seven years old, belonging
to Mr. Davey, North Molton ; one fine lieifer, belong-
ing to Mr. Dobbs, Fremington ; a lot of sheep and
lambs belonging to Mr. Maunder, of Ash Mills ; two
very fine sheep of the North Devon breed, belong-
ing to Mr. Dunning, of Tutswell, Bilton ; a fine

pony, belonging to Mr. Davis, of Landkey, vvas very
much admired ; a fine mare and colt, belonging to

James Whyte, Esq., and two very fine colts, three antl

five yeai's old, were very much admired; Mr. Crispin,

Tawstock, showed a fine mare, seven years old ; a very
fine sow, belonging to Mr. Richards, of Bishoi)'s Taun-
ton, was very much admired : the labourer's pigs which
were exhibited, for size and symmetry, were first-rate.

The greatest attraction for premiums was the Sheep
Shearers—six in number. Some very fine wheat vvas

shown. Eight bushels of white wheat, grown by Mr.
Buckingham, of Landkey, was very much admired;
eight bushels of whe.it, grown by Mr. Dyer, of Braun-
ton ; eight bushels of fine barley, grown by J\Ir. Hold-
han, Westleigh ; eight bushels of oats, grown by Mr.
Jones, of Landkey, was of the finest samples, and very
much admired. The following gentlemen were ap-
pointed to award the premiums :—Hon. Newton Fel-
lowes. Chairman. James Whyte, Esq., Pilton House

;

Doctor Geo. Fremington ; Mr. Willett, Tapeley House,
Vice. Mr. Carter, Somerset ; Mr. Dobell, Petherick-
stovv ; Mr. Bonefane, do. ; ]Mr. Partridge, Umpires.

WOOL CLIPPING.-Most of our inquiries have
now been answered from the hills and moors ; and upon
the strength of these we may safely characterise the
present lambing season as one of the most favourable
that has occurred in Scotland for a quarterof a century.
The writer of the last Clydesdale agricultural report
that has fallen under our notice, states confideutly that

. ii> ami s# blQibas aoiinara isluohie.q 'io

nothing equalling the late seed time for eats, as well as

barley, in the west, is remembered " by the oldest man
living" since the first year of the present century ; and
possibly enough the remark, which the reporter con-
fines to plains and braes, subject to the plough, is

equally applicable to the hills and moors. A few years

ago, weakness or taint crept in from continued stress of

weather, and the scarcity which invariably follows in its

train; but unsoundness in the flocks is rapidly disap-

pearing; and should nothing altogether unforeseen cast

up, will henceforth be knowE more as a matter of history

than painful reality. It is always good for the woolly
people when an open winter ushei-s in a favourable
spring ; and in quoting from the numerous letters be-
fore us, we have great pleasure in giving prominency
to the hopes so generally cherished as to the fertility of

the approaching clip of wool. Already the staplers,

and their numerous ^subordinates, are on the outlook
respecting the concei-ns of the " muckle pack," and
somehow or other " a little bird has whistled" that the

fleece of 1840 bids fair to be one of the heaviest that has
been cast for a cycle of seasons. We are well aware
that price- latterly for clip 1839, were far from realizing-

the expectations of dealers ; but trade is improving at

least incipiently , and by fall time, or before that period,

one of its more powerful allies will be abundance tend-

ing to cheapness in the fruit* of the soil, including the

great commodity that gives such buoyancy to the work-
shops and warehouses of Yorkshhe.

—

Dumfries Cour.

YORKSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
We understand that Lord Wharncliflfe has been invited

to become president of the Yorkshire Agricultural So-
ciety for the next triennial period, as Earl Spencer's
presidency expires after the Northallerton meeting.

THE FLEECE,—A very extraordinary sheep was
shorn by J. Gould, Esq., of Poltimore, the other day,
the fleece of which weighed twenty-three pounds. It

was a ram of the Cotswold breed.

HEMP.—'J'he hemj) of Russia may be superseded,
ere long, by the flax of New Zealand. It is believed,

says the New Zealand Journal, that the labour of ob-
taining the latter in its coarse slate, and the chars-es of
importation, will be fully compensated by a price of
18/. per ton here ; the expense of dressing will be about
12/. more ; so that at about 30/. per ton, New Zealand
flax, in a state to supersede Russian hemp, will be de-
livered in this country. The price of Russian hemp, in

1839, was 45/. per tou,— it is now 36/., and 40/. may be
deemed the average.

The progress of vegetation upon a beech tree having
been ailentively observed by a person in town during
the last four years, the following is the result, showing
that the present season is considerably in advance of its

three predecessors :—On ihe 15th ef May, 1837, it shot
its first leaves; on the llth ditto, 1838, it shot its first

leaves ; on the 6th ditto, 1839, it shot its first leaves

;

and on the 24tli of April, 1840, it shot it first leaves.

—

Kilmarnock Jnurnal.

Mr. Wheeler, of Ivington Park, was oft'ered upwards
of £300 for one two-year-old bull, which he refused to

take.

—

Shrewsbury Chronicle.

It lias at leriglli been determined to have a
ploughing match at tlie meeting of the Royal
Agricultural Society at Cambridge. The fund for

prizes will be raised by subscription. A sub-
scription list lias been commenced, and those per-
sons who desire to stimulate the labourer to im-
prove himself in this operation so important to the

successful cultivation of the soil, should forvvavd

their name?, and the amount they may feel dis-

posed to contribute, to the Secretary of the Society,

at 5, Cavendish-squ-are. This should be done
immediately, as it is desirable that the Committee
should know what funds will be at their disposal
as eaily as possible.
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REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURIxVG THE MONTH OF MAY.

Seldom has a spring season, more auspicious to
the labours of the fields than the present one,
been experienced in these kingdoms. In our
last review of the state and prospects of the corn
trade we had the satisfaction to allude to the more
than ordinary' favourable state of the weather for
spring operations, by which the lands had been
brought into the best condition for the reception
of the spring seeds of every description, and from
which the winter wheats had received great advan-
tages. With very few exceptions the agriculturist
had concluded his spring operations before the
closeof the month of April, and during the month
which has just been concluded, the weather has
been every way propitious to the tillage of the
the fields, and consequently a brilliant prospect at
all events has opened on the agricultural interest
of the united kingdom. Vegetation has receired
no obstruction from frosty weather during the
month of May, as was the case last year, nor is
any description of the coming crop prematurely
forward. The young wheats are well formed at
the roots, and having been latterly refreshed with
mild, indted rather warm rains, the plants are now
shooting up with considerable luxuriai;cy. To
describe appearances therefore, for the future, as
being favourable, is scarcely strong enough Ian-
guage, for a very large and abundant produce may
be anticipated from the existing aspect of the
fields, and there is no reason to dread any injury
to it being now done, at all events, before the
approach of the harvest season, by any un'avour-
able change of the weather. In the state of the
wheat trade during the last month the fluctuations
in the aggregate value were of very little conse-
quence. All the large markets of consumption
during the same period were liberally supplied
with wheats of British growth, and yet no mate-
rial alteration has occurred in the average prices
which regulate the duties charged on foreign
wheats when entered for home consumption, the
general improvement in the quality of last year's
wheat crop rendering the great majority of sam-
ples more valuable for the millers' purposes than
they were at a more early period of the season,
and consequently higher prices on the average
were produced to the farmers. From this cause,
chiefly, the holders of foreign bonded wheat vv'ere

enabled, since our last publication, to liberate about
two hundred thousand quarters on the payment of
a duty of 13s. 8d. per quarter ; about one hun-
dred and fifty thousand barrels of American flour
having been, in the same week, entered for home
use on the payment of duty in proportion to that
paid on foreign wheat. The wheat duty has since
then again advanced to 16s. 8d., nor is there any
appearance of a material alteration, the average
price latterly continuing very steady, and specula-
tion not existing, by which any variation, except-
ing that produced by supply and demand, can be
eftectcd. Still as certainly not one half of the
wheat, then under lock when the duty fell to 13s.
8d. per quarter, was entered for home use, it be-
comes perfectly obvious that many of the great
proprietors of bonded wheats even now calculate
on prices being yet dearer before the final close of
the present corn season, and the opinions of these

gentlemen are at all events worthy of the best
attention of our agricultural readers, for they are
generally founded on the best sources of informa-
tion. Skould they eventually turn out to be well
founded, the coming wheat crop may be met in

our own markets by large quantities of foreign
free wheats, and a corresponding influence on
prices must be the natural consequence. In the
face of an abundant crop however, this circum-
stance cannot eventually be of much importance,
for the foreign corn supplies will cease afterwards
for several years, and our home wheat producers
will be enabled to replace that quantity of old

wheat into their possession, which the unfavour-
able s^atG of the crops, during the last two seasons,

compelled them to dispose of, and which, under
better times, they should always hold at the con-
clusion of every wheat season for the true interests

of the community in general as well as for their

own. Should this year finish as auspiciously as it

has commenced, the mercantile and manufacturing
classes will reap all the advantages which always
attend agricultural prosperity, and their industry
and property will not suffer those violent altera-

tions in value to which (they have been subjected

during the last two years, wherein the corn trade

has been essentially free, by the exportation of

the precious metals, which are at present the

standard of value for every description of pro-

perty in exchange for foreign grain. The expe-

rience which commercial men generally have had
during the last two years of the consequences of

a free corn trade has taught them a very good
lesson at all events, for the many millions in

value of foreign grain imported for home use
during that period, have not increased the value

of the foreign exportation of British goods to

those countries, wherein the corn imported has
been produced, but on the contrary a considerable

decrease in it has been the yubject of almost uni-

versal complaint. But here the evil had not its

termination, gold, the standard of value, was
largely transmitted abroad in exchange for foreign

grain. It consequently became scarce, and from
necessity dear here ; the want of it disarranged

our banking system, and caused a considerable

depreciation in the value of all descriptions of

property. Wages of labour declined as the ne-

cessaries of life advanced, and hence arose a very
considerable deficiency in the home consumption
of various articles of home industry. Had the

money remitted for foreign grain been retained in

this country, the state of our internal com-
merce would have been widely different to

what it is at present. A great portion of

that money would, from necessity, now have
been embarked in agricultural and in com-
mercial improvements, would have fostered

internal industry, and by creating an additional

demand for labour, would have in a much greater

proportion increased the wages of the labourer.

This money would now have heeri in circulation in

an under current, and would have been distri-

buting many advantages amongst all classes of

society, until it returned into the possession of
the capitalist ten times more valuable than it was
when embarked in these various improvements
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and undertakings. As mattei's are however very
different from this, its vahie to this country, has
ceased with the exchange of it for foreign food

;

it has been remitted to foreign countries from
whence it returns no more, for the argument used
latterly in Parliament in favour of an entirely

free trade in corn with the United States of Ame-
rica, " that commercial debts to England would be

paid by the American grower's of wheat and manu-
factures offlour, if only these articles were admitted

into consumption here," has proved to be entirely

the fanciful idea of political economists' extension

of vision over the opinions of those who regu-

late their opinions universally, by principles

founded on the experience of facts. The large

sums due by American to British merchants can
never be liquidated from such sources, for by
specie remittances alone, after the lapse of so

many years now, can they be paid. Trade indeed
would be unhealthy if the balance of it in one
year admitted such an extensive operation on
either side, and the after effects of it would be
very prejudicial to the industry of both countries,

for our annual export and import trade with
America or with any other nation to render it

lasting and advantageous to both, must, as nearly
as possible, be the same value. It is, we repeat,
only by specie that these commercial engagements
can now be liquidated without doing considerable
injury to the legitimate trade now existing be-
tween them and us. The anti corn law advocates
are reduced to a low ebb in argument, when they
urge the one to which we have now alluded, and
they show little knowledge of the true principles

of commerce, Vvho can use such doctrines in sup-
port of their theories, apparently true, but im-
practicable in practice. In the existing artificial

state of civilized society, every where our internal

resources should be the primary object of cultiva-

tion, and amongst them the cultivation of the soil

IS incomparably the most important. To raise

within ourselves all the necessaries, and many of

the luxui'ies of life, must be a continual source
of national wealth, hut without guarding the

industry and property of those engaged in agri-

cultiu'ai pursuits, by patriotic and beneficent laws,

most certainly the cultivation of our fields cannot
be successfully prosecuted, nor can the internal

commerce and manufactures of the empire be
maintained in their present state of high pros-

perity. The corn laws, in protecting agriculture,

protect at the same time the wages of I'roduetive

labour, and maintain the only true wealth of

a nation, by giving abundance of employment to

all who feel a necessity, or an inclination, for the
cultivation of industrious pursuits. Individuals

drawing together large sums of money, ani amass-
ing large fortunes, are not always proofs of national

prosperity; but,"on the contrary, when this pro-

perty is no longer applied to the employment of

the people, it diminishes tiie national strength by
rendering emigration necessary.

Ill fares the land, to hastening ills a prey,

Where wealth accumulates and men decay ;

Princes and lords may flourish or may fade

—

A breath can make them as a breath lias made ;

But a bold peasantry, their country's pride,

When once destroyed, canuot be supplied.

Throughout the whole of the united kingdom

there remains a most extensive field for agricultural

improveineat. There are millions of acres in a state

of nature, and almost useless to the inhabitants
;

and, high as cultivation, in many districts, has

already been carried, still there is no where one field

which is not capable of much greater improvement,

and, under the rapid advance in the science of

agriculture, of yielding far larger crops in future

than can be at present gathered from it. Under the

protection of the corn-law system, agricultural

improvements of various descriptions must pro..

gress, and afford most ample and beneficial employ-

ment to the entire agricultural population, was it

doubled in numbers. It surely is not very wise,

and certainly not patriotic, to encourage emigration

to our colonies, for the clearance and culti-

vation of waste lands there, so long as the same

description of employment can be obtained in vast

abundance at borne. Indeed, perseverance in this

system must end in national ruin, as it has uniformly

done in every state, by which excessive colonization

has been put into practice. In Ireland, in particular,

the necessity of legal protection to the agricultural

interest is most obvious, for in that country capital

and legal protection to agricultural industry are the

only things necessary to the productive employment
of the entire population. In converting into tillage

the at present barren banks of her rivers, in the

drainage of her morasses, and in the cultivation of

immense- districts of land at present waste and deso-

late, the Irish people may assuredly be far more

beneficially employed for their own, and for the

public advantage, than they can by any possibility

be, after the expensive and unnatural transportation

of them to the wilds and deserts of even Upper
Canada. At home they may be rendered valuable

members of the state, but their transportation is

expensive in the meantime, and their labour after-

wards will be perfectly useless to the parent country.

The corn-laws, therefore, are not only the best

means, but are actually necessary to tlie working
classes of society themselves. Under their protec-

tion they will find plenty of employment and fair

wages in the land which gave them birth.

During the last two years, even in the infancy of

agricultural improvements, these laws have been

attended by consequences of universal advantage.

Nocwithstanding the unfavourable state of the

weather generally daring two following corn seasons,

prices of the necessaries of life have never advanced
above the wages of l;ibonr, or rather above the

means of the consumers. This is an important con-

sequence of improved culture under pi elective laws,

and these benefits must annually increase. The
medium value of wheat has ruled during May, at

about 68s. to 69s. per quarter, and this is not more
than a fair remuneration to the home grower, nor is

It more (ban the wages of labour generally can afford

to pay. Whether it will continue at about this price

during the remainder of this corn season, is at pre-

sent a matter of considerable uncertainty. The stock

of British grown wheats on hand certainly cannot be
large, nor does any particular existence exist in the

present state of the trade, to induce the farmers to

send forward their property into the markets for

consumption more liberally than they have done since

the beginning of this year. The importers and
holders of foreign wheats undoubtedly calculate on
higher prices and lower rates of duties than the

present ones : 10s. 8d. of duty, they express them-

selves with considerable confidence, will be the

charge within a few weeks, if it do not decline even

to 6s. 8d. As we have already said, however, it

matters little to the British agricultural interest at

what rate of duty foreign wheat be admitted into

consumption during the remainder of this corn

season, for, should nothing occur detrimental to the

present luxuriant appearance in the corn fields, the

foreign corn trade, in all probnbility, must be sus-
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pended for some years to come, and full effect will,

during tlie same period, be given to agricultural im-
proveraeuts throughout the united kingdom.
The barley trade is now nearly concluded for the

season, and neither the home producer nor the con-
sumer liave much reason to boast of the past, in as

far as they are interested in this article. It is not
our intention to assert that the late crop has not
been attended by advantages to the community at

large, but our complaint is that these advantages
would be annually increased, was due encourage-
ment given by the law to the production of an
article of such high importance to the best interests

of the people, as assuredly barley is. But heavy
fiscal impositions on_^manufaetured barley, limit the
consumption of it so very materially, that the bar-
ley grovvei- is compelled tu limit his production of
it proportionably. Ai the high public charge of 20s.
per quarter on malt, the quautity of barley used for

this purpose does not exceed five millions and a
half of quarters, and thus the barley cultivator is

forced to limit his annual growth of barley for malt-
ing purposes. With an equitable malt duty the

quantity of barley so consumed might be doubled,
and a large increase might by these means be made
to the annual increase of the cultivators of barley
fields. Another evil however, more general in its

bearings, attends the malt duty under its present
regulations. As the farmer very nearly knows
the quantity of barley which he can in good
seasons dispose of to the maltsters, he finds it

for his interest to limit his crop as nearly as
possible to that quantity, and accordingly
when <iny dama;ze happens to the crops, as has been
the case now during the last two years, the deficiency
in quantity is supplied by barleys of foreign growth,
introduced into our markets, on [jnyment of nominal
duties only, the payment for this barley being made
in the precious metals, to the restriction of our
currency, and consequently to the injury of all des-
criptions of property by its influence on the circu-

lating medium. It has often been our duty to point
out to our readers the detriment which too heavy
duties in all instances do to the revenue itself. A
larger amount of money would be paid into the

treasury from the malt tax, was the charge 1.3s. 4d.
instead of 20s. per quarter, and the quantity of
barley converted into malt would be increased in a

far greater proportion than any reduction which
might be made in the rate of duty. The Chancellor
of the Exchequer however has been pleased to act
differently, for the malt duty in future will be
upwards of 21s. perqr. We question much whether
this increase of charge will add much to the eleven
millions sterling and upwards, now paid into the

exchequer by the manufacturers of barley ; indeed,
we fear that the result will be difterent. iSome years
ago INIr. Goulburn, wlien he wns the chancellor
of the exchequer, added 6d. per gallon to the
three hundred per cent, then cliarged in England
on British made spirits, and if we remember correctly
the amount of British made spirit duty, paid into the
treasury, was not increased by this financial ope-
ration. The farther addition of 4d. per gallon now
made, to this already too heavy duty, will, in every
probability, be another financial failure, for it opens
an admirable field for the renewal of the smuggler's
occupation in Ireland and iu Scotland, which
moderate duties had previously nearly suppressed,
and it must eventually give renewed strength to the
illegal importers of spurious French and Spanish
brandies, and of Dutch gin, who already supply no
inconsiderable portion of the consumption of spirits
along the whole line of the east coast of Great

Britain. The deficiency in the public revenue
might have been amply supplied from different

other channels, and its collection, so far from
injuring, would have been advantageous, generally

to the people at large. The British agricultural in-

terest however, it is known, bear financial burdens
more calmly than the commercial interest, and there-

fore, to prevent noise, the saddle on this occasion is

placed on their backs. The property of the barle}'

growers in the united kingdom is sacrificed, and
the morals of the people must be again subjected to

all the evil consequences of the smuggling system,

for the sake of supplying a revenue. Barley, we
repeat, is far loo heavily taxed already, for the in-

terests of the exchequer itself, and the weight of

the malt and of the home-made spirit duties is also

detrimental, in the extreme, to the best inte ests

of the community at large.

The oat trade has been unusually steady during

April, and, until the end of that month, the average

prices for the regulation of duty remained, so as to

cause that charge to be 9s. 3d. per qi. Before the

close of the month, however, and in the early weeks
of May, the supplies were scarcely equal to the con-

sumption, and an improvement in value has since

then necessarily reduced the charge previously

payable on this article, when entered for home con-

sumptien. It is far from being improbable, there-

fore, that higher pricesand still more moderate duties

may for a time hereafter draw lather considerable

((uantities of oats from abroad into our large markets

of consumption. Had it not been for the great

and valuable improvements in agricultural pur-

suits, which the protection of the corn laws has

been the means of creating iu Ireland, this demand
for oats, of foreign growth, would liave occurred

sometime ago, and it would have re»idered money for

commercial purposes still more difficult than it has

been during the last six months. By means of the

corn laws, and by the encouragement which they

have given to the extension of agricultural opera-

tions in Ireland, the prices of oats have, till this per-

iod, been kept \\ ithiii moderate bounds throughout
the united kingdom, and a large sum of money has

been retained iu circulation amongst the industrious

classes at home, which otherwise must have found
its way into foreign nations, in payment for the ne-

cessary supply of foreign oats. Owing however to

the damaged condition of the oat crop of last season,

it is more than probable, that u (juantity of foreign

oats will be wanted to make good any deficiency

which may exist, until the crop now in the fields be
gathered. It no doubt will be an unfortunate cir-

cumstance should any importation of magnitude be
found necessary, but it must be solely attributed to

the elements, and it cannot therefore be an event of

annual occurrence. Whatever may be the value of

the quantity, which may be requisite, from the past

experience of a virtually free corn trade, we maj"-

with confidence assert, that this importation of for-

eign oats, will not increase the value of exported

British goQds, for the payments will be chiefly made
iu the precious metals, perhaps in them alone. Should
considerable foreign supplies however, be required,

the time for their importation will be limited ; for

the oat fields, throughout the empire, and more par-

ticularly in Ireland, have a most luxuriant appear-

ance, ajid promise an abundant produce, in Ireland

the (juantity of laud under tillage is again this sea-

son, as it iias been since the beginning of this cen-

tury, larger than it was in the previous year ; and
the certain consequence will be an increased expor-

tation of agricultural produce to the great markets of

consumption in Great Britain, whilst, amongst the
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Irish people themselves, want is greatly on the de-

cline. 'I'hey make now none of those appeals to the

government for assistance, which periodically, in

worse times, and when the British markets were not

so open as thev are at present, to the consumption of

their industry, as they were compelled to do ; nor now
have they the same necessity to seek emploj-ment

annually in England as formerly, internal improve-
ments presenting to them continually new channels

for productive labour at home. This is the neces-

sary consequence of extending legal protection to

home industry of whatever description it may be,

whether it be commercial, raanufacturiug, or that

which is the most valuable to all, agricultural, and

affords most ample proof of the wisdom, in a national

point of view, of alFording a legal preference to all

things produced at home and in our colonies, over

the products of foreign nations.

The supplies of beans and peas, during the last

mouth, have been unusually moderate, and not equal

to the demand. The market lias therefore required, and
has been furnished with a considerable quantitj^ of

foreign growth to make good the deficiency existing

in the last year's crop of both these articles. The duties

paid on the quantity already entered for home con-

sumption, have afibrded a fair jirotection to ourhome
growers ; but, in a financial point of view, tlieiy have

certainly been too low. Some farther importation

may yet be requisite, previous to the gathering of

the coming crop, but it cannot be to any great extent

at this advanced period of the corn season. For the

sowing of these articles the weather has been as

favourable as could Lave been desired, and ap-

pearances at present, at all events, denote an abundant
liarvest.

With potatoes, even at this late period, all the

great markets of consumption have hitherto been

most abundantly supplied, and the (|uality has con-

tinued of a superior description to the close, afford-

ing another undeniable proof of the progress of agri-

cultural science. By present appearances the growing
crop of this article, second to none, except per-

haps to wheat, in importance, to the best interests

of the people, will be a bountiful one, and probably

will be at least one month earlier than it was last

year.

The information received during the last month
respecting the state of the corn trade in foreign

markets has been onl}^ such as might have been

expected, on the receipt, in each of them, of the

previous advices from the London markets, for

which the corn dealers abroad continue to entertain a

most sympathetic affection, when our demand
becomes dull, in consequence of redundant supplies,

and when the trada is languid and unhealthy here,

abroad the trade is immediately visited with corres-

pondent feelings of despondency. In the United

States of America the previous dulness here, and

our high rates of duty, which remained uneon-

tradicted there in the first week of May, had been

responded to with an equal degree of inactivity in

all their export markets. The sales of wheat and

flour were dull in the extreme, altheugh the large

shipments previously made had considerably re-

duced the stocks on hand. Complaints consequently

against our cern regulations were numerous enough.

These regulations deprived the American wheat pro-

ducers of a good channel for the consumption of the

surplus of their crops, to open which to them, in their

conception, the sacrifice of Bristish agriculture

would be of little consequence. As matters were
however, at the latest dates, same shipments con-

tinued to be made ; and when the late reduction of

our duties is known there, a considerable increase

will most probably be made to these shipment?.

From the corn exportation ports in the Black Sea,

and in those of the Mediterranean, the advices

received during the last month, have been of an

equally gloomy complexion. A great want of

animation in the corn trade is complained of in all

of them, and even the French markets have ceased

drawing suppli?s of any consequence from any of

them. Still shipments to some extent had been

made to Great Britain, chiefly on British account, at

prices, which must be attended with some loss of

property at tlie present value of wheat in our markets^

and under the duties chargeable on their entry here

for home consumption. From the Baltic markets,

the information received, since our last number, is

much of the same description. Dull demand, and

rather large shipments from the chief communications.

The labourers in Poland and in several distrists of

Germany cannot afl^ord to pay for the consumption

of their own wheat crojis, and it is a great grievance

to the magnates and nobles of these industrious

states, to whom the wi)ole growth of the fields

belongs, that they are not permitted to compete in

British markets with the agriculturists of the British

empire. The want of British money in payment
for Polish wheat, limits the consumption of French

wines and of Italian luxuries by these gentry, but we
cannot help thinking that British money is much
more ])atriolically expended in paying for the agri-

cultural produce of our own farmers, who immedi-

ately on tl)0 receipt of it, send it again into circulation

amongst our own manufacturers, thereby patronizing

internal industry, and increasing the wages of pro-

ductive employment. If a productively employed

people be the real wealth of nations, to deprive a

portion of the British people of their inherent right,

to supply th? consumption of the nation in as far as

they can with those articles produced by their in-

dustry, is an extraordinary mode of illustrating the

universally admitted truth of the doctrines of Adam
Smith, for dearness or cheapness are only relative

terms. Wheat at 10s. per qr. in Poland is dear,

because it is beyond the means of payment possessed

by the inha])itants of that country ; whilst wheat at

6'Os. per ([r. in Great Britain is cheap, because it is

within the rate of wages generally paid to the in-

dustrious there. An entirely open trade in corn,

with foreign nations, must eventually throw a vast

number of individuals out of home emplo3'ment, and

must reduce the wages of labour, so very materially,

that Id. a pound for wheaten bread will then be

dearer, because of the reduction of wages, than 2d.

is under the existing system, and the poverty of the

cultivators of Poland would be the certain future

fate of the British people.

CURRENCY PER IMPERIAL MEASURE.

May 2.).

Per Qr, Per Qr.

Wheat. Essex and Kent, red 06 68 70 72 Wliite 70 7;i

Suffolk and Norfolk ..66 68 72 Do 72 74 78

Irish 50 60 Do 60 64

Old, red 70 74 76 Do. ..74 78 SO

Rye, old 36 38 New 41 43

Barley, Grinding 30 32 34 Maltinp; 40 43 Clievalier 42 44

Irish 25 27 Bere . . . 24 25

Malt, Suttolk and Norfolk 70 75 Brown.. 56 60

Kingston and Ware ..68 70 75 Chevalier 70 76

Oats, Yorksh. & Linonlnsh., feed 27 30 Potato.. 2t) 32
Youghall and Cork black 26 27 Cork, white 24 26
Dublin 26 27 Westport 26 27
Clonniel , 28 29 Limerick 24 28 30
Londonderry 27 29 Sligo .. 28 29
Newry 28 30
Oalway 22 23
Waterford, white 24 26 Black. . . 26 27

Scotch feed 27 38 Pptato 29 32 34
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PfrQr. PerQr.

Beans, Tick, new 40 44 Old.... 44 48

Peas, Grev 39 40 Maple.. 40 42

Wliite 40 42 Boilers . 42 44 46

Seed, Rape Sll. 321. Irish 25/. per last.

Linseed 45 50
English Red Clover, fine, 70 80 96 per cwt.

White .... 66 70 80 90

Mustard, White 12 14 brown 21 22 per busli.

Tares, old 40 — new 00 64 per qr.

Flouk, Town-made 62 — Suffolk 52 54 per sk. of 280 lbs.

Stockton and Norfolk 52 54

FOREIGN GRAIN AND FLOUR IN BOND.
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cause an increased demand for woollen as well as other

goods, wliicli must of necessity enhance the price of the

raw material. Of course, by far the greatest portion

of the wool in this district is still growing, and we are

informed that late clips vvill be prevalent ; still the ope-

ration is, and has been going forward for some time,

and the prices wc have been able to ascertain are— for

ewe wool 28s. per tod ; for ewes and hogs mixed 28s.

to 3'2s. according to quality and numbers; whilst for

all hog3*from 32s. to 35s. has been obtained. We may
observe, before we conclude, that these prices may be
thought to be rather extreme, but we beg to remind our
readers that the breed of sheep in this neighbourhood
is scarcely to be equalled— certainly not excelled, in

any other part of the United Kingdom : and, for a proof
of this, we need only observe, that the challenge from
Barnby Moor, to show a hundred hogs at Blyth fair

against any other hundred, collected from within twelve
miles of any given point in England, has not hitherto

been accepted. It is most certainly true (as Mr Clarke
well expressed himself at the dinner at Barnby Moor,
on Friday last), " that the challenge had been nibbled
at, but not accepted ;" as such, therefore, we may fairly

assume that the breed of sheep in this neighbourhood
IS fully equal, if not rather superior, to that in any other
part of the kingdom.

LEEDS, May 22.—Sales, during the present week,
have been merely to supply the wants of manufacturers.

Prices being still too high for the value of manufactured
goods, have barely maintained late quotations.

CHESTERFIELD, May 19.—The wool trade in this

quarter maintains nearly a stationary character ; few
sales are effected, and those at prices in no wise remu-
nerating to the grower; and what makes it appear more
singular is, that it is pretty well ascertained that the

present stocks of wool in many of the principal mills at

Huddersfield, Halifax, &e. are very limited. The major
part of this year's clip is chambered. Although the

trade has for some time manifested a supine appearance,
nevertheless the staplers here are disposed to think that

before long better prices will in some measure be real-

ized.

EXETER.—Wool.—In this market there was pretty

good evidence that the raw material is wanted, and we
are able in the most positive way to speak of 9^d.
having been given ; the quotation for Yolk Wool being
from 9d. to 9|d. per lb. For Washed Wools
the quotation, is—for Knott Wool, from 12d. to 13d.;
Dorset Horn, 13d. to 14d.; and Marsh Wool, 13d. to

14d. per per lb. In Sorts there is nothing like decline
in price ; indeed in several description sales are readily

effected, and the quotation generally is—Fell Wool?

—

Coarse. 7d. to 8d. per lb. ; Broad Head, 9d. to 9:fd.

Kent Head, lOd. to lO^d. ; Fine Head, lid. to r2d.

per lb. Short Fell Combing, is from lid. to 11-Jd.

Old Skin Combing 13d. to 12.\d. per lb.—Fleece
Wools.—Short Coarse, 8d. to S^d. ; Red and Pinions,

8id. to 9d. , Green, lO^d. to lO^d. ; Cornish Stripe,

13d. to 13id.; North Devon Stripe, 13|d. to 13§d

;

Tops, 16d. to 164d.; Matching Tops, IS-Jd. to 18|d.
per lb.

LIVERPOOL, May 23.

Scotch.—There still continues a moderate inquiry
for laid Highland wool at our quotations. In cross and
Cheviot there has been rather more doing this week, but
as the holders are anxious to clear off the present stocks
to make room for the new clip, in most cases lower prices
have been taken.

s. d, s. tl.

Laid Highland Wool, per 24 lbs.. 8 to 9
AVliite do. do .11 6 12
Laid Crossed do.. unwashed.. 9 10
Do. washed do 10 11

Do. Cheviot unwaslied do 11 12 6
Do. waslicd 13 17 6
Cheviot whitu 24 26

FOREIGN.
May '-'5.

In most descriptions of foreign wool—the irapoits of
which since our last have been moderate—a fair aroount
of business, notwithstanding that several extensive
public sales will take place about the middle of next
month, h-is been passing since our last, and the prices
are steadily maintained.

THE WOOLTRADE, London, TnuRSDAv.-There
has been some briskness in the market lor foreign and
colonial fleeces, and at good prices. The public sales
are expected to commenccsomevvhere about the 11th or
loth of next month, and are looked forward to with in-
terest, as it is expected there will be a better choice of
Australian wools than was exhibited at the last auctions.
Indeed, judging from the very favourable accounts
which have recently come to hand f^rom New South
Wales and Van Dieman's Land, we may anticipate a
niarked improvement both in colour and staple. It is

difficult to determine at present the probable effect of
the advance upon the customs duties hitherto levied
upon raw produce, especially as our manufacturers
complain of their inability to make a profit by their
goods on account of the disproportion which exists in
prices. The imports of wool in the week ending to-day
have been 1359 bales, of which 1.53 were from the Cape
of Good Hope, 102 from Van Dieman's Land, 509 from
Turkey, 213 from Spain, 103 from the East Indies, 87
from Germany, and the rest from Russia and Italy.

LEEDS, May 22.—Our last week's report remains
unaltered. The prospects of a more general improve-
raentseem to brighten, and prices are firmly maintained.

POTATO MARKET.
SOUTHWARK WATER-SIDE, May 25.

The extreme coldness of the weather for the season,
which prevailed during the past week, has proved highly
favourable to the Potatoe trade, and salesmen have had
an excellent opportunity of clearing the market of
nearly the whole of the late supplies, as well as a great
portion of what had been stored in warehouses. 1 he
receipts for tke week are as follows :—viz., from Scot-
land, 1092 tons ; Yorkshire, 362 ; Essex, 45 ; making
a total of 1499 tons. The above supply, though
liberal, have met with a ready demand, being aided by
the cold weather, and fresh samples continue in good
request at improved prices. There is now every pro-
bability that the present stason will experience a farour-
able termination.

PRESENT PRICES ARE AS ANNEXED :—
York Reds, 60s. to 70s. per ton. ; Scotch do., 60s. to 70s.

Essex Whites, 55s. ; Jersey Blues, from store, 55s. per
per ton ; Early Devons, ditto, 55s. per ton.

MANURES.
Subjoined are the present prices of several sorts of

manure :

—

Bone-dust, 2ls. per qr. of 8 bushels.
Half inch ditto, 20s. per qr. do.
Rape-dust, 61. 15s. per ton.
P.^ags, 4l. to 4:1. 10s. per ton.
Graves, 5^. to 51, 10s. per ton.
Gypsum, 38s. pet ton.
Salt, 21. 5s. dirty, 21. I6s. clean, per ton.
Carbon, 12s. 6d. per qr.
Soap ashes, lOs. per ton.
Artificial Manure, 12s. per qr.
Poittevin's Patent Disinfected Manure, 13s. 6d. per qr.
Nitrate of Soda, per cwt.—19s. Od. to 19s. 6d.
Nitrate of Potash or Saltpetre, 24s. to 27s. per Cwt.
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PRICES OF SHARES.

IRON RAILWAYS.
per

Share.

Div. per
Share

yor Ann.

Binuingham and Derby Junction
100/ s h miaOOl

Ditto and Gloucester lOOZsh 80Zpd|90/a2?

Bristol and Exeter. .100/ sli 50/ pd 29/a-30/

Ditto and Gloucester 35? sh pd
Cheltenham &; Great West. I'nion

100/ sh 50/ pd 27/80/

Chester and Crewe . . 50/ sh 45/ pd 55i/a0/

Clarence (Durham) 100/ sli

Dublin and Kilkenny 100/ sh 2^1 pdl

Kastern Counties . . . .25/ sh 31/ pd 12^/ 1.3J?

Edinburgh & Glasgow 50/ sh 30/pd!25/a0/

Grand Junction 100/ sh 251

Ditto Half Sharc-s 50/ sh 30/ pd 100/al/

Great N. of England 100/ sh 55/ pd 50/aOO/

Great Western 100/ sh 657pd !»li/a2/

Ditto Half Shares 50/ sh 30/ pd 42^/ -M/

Ditto Debentures 102i/a:»

Hull and Selby .50/ sh 40/ pd 35/a7/

London and Brighton 50/ sh 35/ jid :»(i.l/

London &Crovdon..Av. 14/18s()d lli/ao/

Ditto Script !V sh ll|/aO/

London and Greenwich ....20/sIi 11/aO/

Ditto New It")/ sh 10^/ 17.y

Ditto Debentures (various iiinomits)

London & Blnckwall 25/ sli 20/ yd

Leicester and Swannington. .50/ sli

Leeds and Selby 100/ sh

Liverpool and Manchester. .100/sh

Ditto Quarter Shares .... 25/ sli

Ditto Half Shares . .50/ sh 40/ iid

London k S. Western, late Londoi

and Southampton Av. .38/ 17s 9d

Ditto Portsmouth Branch 50/ sh

25/ ]id 30/al/

London & Birmingh. 100?sli90/pd'17G/a8/

Ditto Quarter Shares 25/ sh 5/ pd:29/a30/

Ditto New . . 32/ sh 24/ pdi.50/al/

Jlanchester & Leeds 100/sh G0/pd|81/a3/

Ditto Half Shares . . 50/ sh 25/ pd:35i/aG/

Manchester and Birmingham
70/ sh 35/ pdi28/a.30/

Ditto ditto Extension 70/ sh 7/ pdj4/a5/

Midland Counties 100/ sh|93/a5/

North Midland 100/ sbil04/H.-./

Ditto Half Shares.. 40/ sh 2ii/ pd.-io.yal'/

Northern & Eastern 100/ sh 30/ jul 22/ -.r-U

22/aJ/
71/

75/

184?
43i/

S5J-/

52^/a3/

Shares

2j/per ct

14/per ct

;

14/per ct i

5s per sh

1/ per sh

>17 i

4/ per sh

9i/per ct

9J/per ct

O^/per ct

1 J/per sh

5/ per ct

8/ per sh

la/per sh

Severn and Wye . . Average 27/ si

Stockton and Darlington. .Average;

106/ 1.3s 4d

S. Eastern and Dover 50/ sh 18/ pd

York & North Midlam.I 50/ sh 50/ pd

41/a2/

250/

19/a2]/

10,000

5,000

20,000

20,000
4,000

30,000

60,000

12,4.32

20,000

10,000

7,739

20,000

4,000

20,000

ti.OOO

50,000

JOINT STOCK BANKS.

Anstralasia Bank(Cliartered) 40/ »h 59/a60/

Ditto New (Chartered) 40/ sh 30/]>d40/al/

Bank of B. N. America (Chart.)

50/ sh 35/ jid 84J-/a5/

Colonial Bank(Chart.)100/sh25/ pd 34^/35/

Ionian State (Chart.) 25/ sh 5/ pd 5/aO/

London and Westminster Bank
100/ sh 20/ pd 24J/aO/

London Joint Stock Bank 50/ shj

10/ pd 13/ni/

DnNew, 10/sh issuedatl/pm 2i/pd

National Bank of Ireland. ..50/ sh

17J/ pdjlGl/aa/

Do. Provincial Bank of England]
100/ sh 35/ pd 37i-/a8J-/

Do. New 20/ sh issued at 2/ 10s pm
10/ pd n/aj/

Provincial Bank of Ireland 100/ sh

25/ pd 44i/a5Z

Ditto New 10/ sh 17/al8/

Union Bank of Australia.. 25/ sh

20/ pd 28j7aO/

Union Bank of I^ndon 50/ sh 5/ pd 5|-/a0/

West of England and South Wales
District Bank ..20/ sh 12J/ pd I2i/a0/

4,000

1,000

10,000
3,374-21

10,000"

8,000

2,000
1,000

20,000
20,000
10,000

11,000
12,000
20,000

10,0110

M,500

1,500

10,000

10,000

4,000

20,000

9,204
5,739

5,000

14,460

17,066
5,000

10,000

28,267

6,000

2/2spsh

14/per sh

|2/2spsh i

8/ per ct

6/ per ct

7/ per ct

0/ per ct

5/ per ct

5/ per ct

5/ per ct

5/ per ct

6/ per ct

6/ per ct

1/ 8s

0/ per ct

MINES.

Alteii 50/ sh 12^/ pd
Ditto New 15/ sh 12^/ pd
Anglo Mexican (iss.5/ pm) 100/ sh

Ditto Subscription 25/ sh

Ditto Mint 25/ sh 10/ pd
Blaenavon Iron & Coal 50/ sh 45/ pd
Bolanoes 150/ sh

Ditto New .50/ sh 20/ pd
Ditto Script 25/ sh

Bolivar Copper Company . . 15/ sh

Ditto Ditto Script New . . SI sh

Brazilian Imperial 35/ sh 20/ pd..
iss. 5/ pm

Ditto St. .John Del Key 20/ sh 141/ pd
Ura/ilian Macaubas Cocaes .. 25/

British Iron Company .... 50/ sh
Ciita Branca 10/ sli 7/pd
k'olombian 55/ sh
Ditto Script 11/ sh
( 'andonga 20/ sh 7^1 pd
( 'opiaiKf 207 sh 12i/ pd
I'^iiglish MiningComp. 25/ sh I4/pd
General Mining Association 20/ si

19/ pd
Hibernian 50/ sh 11.}/ pd
Mexican Company 100/ sh 57;^/ pd
Minas Geras 20/ sli 12/ pd
Real del Slonte registered Av. / sh

Ditto Ditto unregistered
Ditto Loan (Notes) .... 1.50/ sh
Rcdmoor (consolidated) 5/sli 4J-/ pd
Rhynmey Iron 50i sh

United Mexican 40/ sh 40/ pd
iss. 2/ pm

Ditto Scrip 2/ pd
Ditto ditto (New) 5/ pd
Wicklow Copper 5/ sh 5/ pd

5IISCELLANE0US.

Price. Dividend

li/a2/

2/a37

ll/al2/

40/
li/a2/

4/aO/

l5-/a2i/

3/aJ-/

3/
4i/a5l/

11 J/

8/

2j/a3/m

20s
39i/a40/

3ZaJ/
3ji/a4l/

6J/aJ/
7/a8/

i'4s

11/ pr sh

5/ per sh

10,000 Anti Dry Rot Company . . 18^/ si

10,000 AssaniTea Companv..50/ sh 5/ pd 4i/a5/

1,080 Auction Mart '.

50/ sh

10,000 Australian (Agricultural) 100/ pd

)

28/ 2s pd
6,000 ! British American Land Company

i .50/ sli 33/ pd..
8,000 :British Rock and Patent Salt

1 50/ sb 35/ pd
10,000 Icaiiada Company (Ciiartered)

100/ sh 32J/ pd
5,000 Droitwich Patent Salt 25/ pd
2,700 Equitable Reversionary Interest

Society 100/ sh 45/ pd
20,000 General Steam Navigation Com

panv 15/ sli 14/ ])d

1,800 Ditto Cemeterv (Cliar(.'iv,U 25/ si

1,800 Ditto New (Chartered) 25/ si

2,100 Hungerford Market 100/ pd
24,800 Ditto Debentures (var. amoMiits).
3,000 Kent Zoological and Botanical

Garden Company 10/ sli 4/ pd
5,000 London Cemeterv (Chartered)

I

20/ sh 18/ pd
1,800 London Corn Exchange. . . .37}/ jid

2,000

2,400

20,000

20,000
4,000
5,-387

14,400

3,000

4,000
200,000/
200,000/

10,000/

5,000

London Commercial Sale Room
Average 75/

London and Westminster Stcai

Boat Company 10/

Mexican and South American
Company 10/ sh 7/ pd

New Brunswick Land 100/ sh 50/ pd
New Zealand Land Comp. . .25/ sh

Reversionary Int. Society. .100/ sh

Anstralian Comp. 25/ sh l"^/ pd
Soutli Metropolitan Cemetery

(Chartered) 25/ sli

Thames Tunnel 50/ sh

Ujiper Canada Loan
Ditto
Van D. Land (Agricultural) Cb.ir-

tered 100/ sh 18/ pd
West London and M'estminster

Cemetery 25/ sh 17/ ]»1

34ZaG/

19^-/

25|/a6/
44/

44/

3U/

5/ai/

1.34/

15/aO/

12/a?i/
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